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[Boon 1.]

The eighth letter of the alphabet: called It

is one of the letters termed 53);; [or vocal, i. e.

pronounced with the voice, not with [the breath

only]; and of the letters termed [pro

nounced by pressing the tip of the tongue'against

the upper gums and suddenly withdrawing it],

like 5 and 4'). (TA.) It is substituted, agree

ably with general usage, for the Q of the form

33:31 and its variations, when the first radical

letter'isj, as in [for ; or 5, as in

[for )Hbssl, originally gal]; or g, as in

[for ‘13:“, originally 332']: and sometimes after

t, as iii a‘dial. var. of 1,124.]: also,

sometimes, for the pronominal aflix is after ),

as in for and after j, as in for

it is also substituted for the (a of

contr. to analogy: and it occurs substituted for

b, contr. to general usage, as in for

(ME)= [As a numeral, it denotes Faun]

’

b

2-2, 95.2, v~s

R. Q. 1. bl), inf. n. Ebb and 3.6;, IIe (a

camel, $) ran (1.111) most vehemently, ($, M, K,

TA,) going a pace quicker than that termed

[q. v.] : (TA :) or hastened, or sped, and ran, or

rose in his running; syn. (Kz)

accord. to AA, VET“; is [a subst., or quasi

. inf. n., signifying] a quirk pace or manner of

going : and [the inf. n.] is syn. withBlé-o-[z

and in the Nawadir [app. of Aboo-’Amr Esh

Sheybanee] it is said that (inf. n. and

i3; (inf. 11. 55,5) and we; (inf. n. 335) are

syn. with I}; ; and that and signify a

camel’s proceeding with short steps, ’at a rate

quicker than that of the pace termed [q. v.]:

accord. to the Kf, these two words signify the

going a pace quicker than that termed

[q. v.], not so quick as that termed [q. v.].

(TA.) You say, dilill The beast ran a

pace quielzer than that termed (M.) And

23] 1;!) He followed him, having him near

before him. (M," K,‘ TA.) And hence,

He ran to escape from him, being fol

lowed by him, and being near before him; as

also V He put a thing in motion.

Bk. I.

)

(M,K.)_And, contr., He rendered a thing,

still, or motionless. (M,

R. Q. 2. see above. _Also It (a

stone, TA) rolled; or rolled along or down:

(K, TA:) it (anything) rolled, or rolled along or

down, before one, (M, TA,) and went away:

lAth says that it may be from (TA.)_

It became, or was put, in motion. (TA.)_.

And, contr., It became, or was rendered, still, or

motionless. (TA.)

: see 215125, in three places.

53%; inf. n. of R. Q. 1 [q.v.]. (s, M, K.)_

Also The hasty replying of a foolish, or stupid,

person. (T, TA.) _ The sound of the falling

(T, M, K) of stones in a torrent, (T,) or of a

stone upon the bed of a torrent : (M, K :) or the

falling of stones in the bed of a torrent. (Lth,

IKtt, O.) ._ And The sound of one’s moving, or

putting in matian,-[or rocking,] a child in the

cradle (K,TA) in order that it may sleep. (TA.)

= See also the next paragraph, in two places.

53?; (AA,T, s, M, K) and v5.35; (AA, s,

M, 1;) and 12535, (M, K,) all with medd,

(TA,) The last (of the days, T) of t.he [lunar]

month; (AA, T, $, M, ;) as also (M :)

or the day of doubt; 31.2." [generally mean

ing the day of which one doubts whether it be the

last of Shaabdn or the first of Ramaddn; but

here app. relating to any month]: (TA :) or

signifies the day, (M,) or night, (TA,)

of which one doubts whether it be the last of one

month or the first ofthe next month : (M, TA :)

so says Kr: (M :) or the first word and the

second (M, K) and the third signify the

twentyfifth, and the twenty-sixth, and the twenty

seventh, night: (M,K:) or the twenty-eighth

night, and the twentg~ninth: or each of these two

is called V and the two together, @5311:

(Th, M :) or [each of] three nights ofthe end of

the month; (K,TA;) which are [also] called

élQQl : :) pl. (M49) and, by

poetic license, 31,: (M :) or the ['5ng are three

nights of the lhtter part of the mbnth, before

these called JWI [5103: (T,$:) thus says

A’Obeyd; and IAar says the like: or they are

the three nights that are after the Jim‘s; and

are so called because the moon hastens therein to

become invisible; from the phrase )eaéll

As says that three of the nights of the inonth are

called the 65...; and three, the GM}; and

these latter are the last; and AHeyth says the

like. (T.) '53.?" signifies also .The last part

of the night. (Kr,M.) And m and

1253?; and 273‘; and H.735, (M,1;,TA,) of

which the first two are the most common, mean

A. dark night: (TA:) or a very dark night:

(M, K :) because of the concealment of the moon

therein. (TA.) =See also R. Q. 1.

or}, a,»

Bibi; KL): see the next preceding paragraph,‘

near the end.

’01:) .rr2—

a”): see l‘,‘,'

.. -4. _
3M8; : see Ebb, in two places.

~JI>

1. Q13, (T, s, M, &c.,) aor. 1, (:1', M, A, K,)

inf. 11. Li; (T, s, M, A, 1;) and .1»; (T, M,A,

1;) and $53, (T, s, M, A, 15,) H. strove,

laboured, toiled, or exerted himself; ('1‘, s, A,

K ;) and wearied himself, or became wearied;

($, A, in his work, A, K,) or in a thing,

(T,) and in a journey or journeying; (T, A ;) in

which last case, is said of a she-camel, (T,)

or ofa iii; [or horse or the like]: (A :) or he

held on, or continued, (M, and Bd in viii. 54,) in

his work, and his way. z(Bd ibid.) )S‘ee also 4.

Hence, 00!; JJII 1[The
night and’the' day lhaldzan their courseuin their

alternating]. (A.)_.’,.\; (K) and *5, (TA)

also signify The act of driving vehemently; and

i. [the act of driving away, hunting, &c.].

(KITAJ

4. J», (T, s, M, &C.,) inf. n. 513;, (T,) In

made another, ($, A, K,) his hired man, and his

beast, (A,) to strive, labour, toil, or exert him

self; A, K i) he fatigued, 0" mean-3‘1: (Ti $9

A, K,) another, ($, K,) his hired man, (A,) and

his beast: (T, A z) or he made another, and any

thing, to hole: on, or Icaioitzinue: and :41,“ also

signifies tag.le 1.0.”! [he made him to be

in need of striving, &c. ;‘ of holding on, or

continuing]: (M :) and 1,»! is used by a

but not necessarily by poetic license, for lylgl.

(IAar, __[Hence,] jg.” .plgl [He pursued

the journey laboriously, or with energy; or he

held an, or continued, thejourney] : ($, M, L, K,

in art. M; and M and L in art. sL-yf) and

[in like manner] you say, L53; VLLl; [for

106



840 [Boox I.~e‘> -'L$'>

6);; us, or perhaps Us is omitted by inadver

tence]. (TA in art. w.)

35 (names) and '45; ($,M,K)

[both originally infi us. of 1: and hence,] IA

custom, manner, habit, or wont: (A’Obeyd, T,

$,M,K:) an afi‘air, a business, or a concern:

(Zj, T, $, A, z) and a case, state, or condition :

(Zj," T,‘ S)“ M, A,‘ 2*) and a deed, or work.

(A.) You say, LIA IThis is [thy custom,

&c.:] thy afair, business, or concern: or thy

case, state, or condition : and thy deed, or work.

(A.) Zj says that (3);}; ,j .siiée [in the Kur

iii. 9 &c.] means, accord: to, the lexicologists,

+ Like the case of the people of Pharaoh : but in

his opinion, like the striving, labouring, or toiling,

of the people of Pharaoh in. their unbelief, and

their leaguing together and aiding one another

against Moses. (T.)

9 :4 ‘

‘7’], : see the next preceding paragraph.

5 ‘a I ‘ a

are; : see vol).

0 4 ¢ e I I! Q J’

gush uh .935; J?) [A man who strives,

labours, toils, or exerts himself, and wearies him

self, or who holds on, or continues, with energy,

to do a thing].

$.51; (TA, and so in a copy of the $,) and

(TA, and so in two copies of the $,)

Stribing, labouring, toiling, or exerting himself,

and wearying himself, in his work [&c.: or

holding on, or continuing, therein : see the verb].

(s, TA.) _. [Hence,] 5.313 [A hard, fatigu

ing, or continuous, nightgiourney]. (M and K in

art. b,.s).e.)_A.nd gills" tThe night and the

day; A,K;) which [are so called because

they] hold on their course in their alter

nating. (TA.) '

db

e e 2, g r

1. Jib aor. 1 , inf. n. at; ($, M, and dis

(K [perhaps a mistake for the next, which is

well known but not mentioned in the K, but see

ail e54 ,£~

can and be» (s, M) and 5"» (MIL) He

walked, or went, in a- weak manner, (M, K) and

with haste : (M :) or he ran with short steps:

(M,I_{:) or he walked, or went, in a brisk, or

sprightly, manner: :) or he walked, or went,

as though labouring in his gait, by reason of

bliskness, or sprightliness: (M :) [or he went

along by little and little, stealthily,£lest he should

make a sound to be heard : for] a]; is syn. with

dish: or, accord. to AZ, it signifies the walking,

or going, in a manner resembling that which is

Q I '

termed Jim; and in the manner of him who is

heavily burdened, or overburdened: and As, in

describing; the manner in which horses go, ex
. 1 r

plains Q'jl; as signifying the walking, or going,

with short steps, and in an unusual manner, as

though heavily burdened, or overburdened. ($.)

efi— .w ale

[See also Jib] 2-.[Henee, app.,] at ,Jlg, aor. as

above, inf. n. and He deceived, de

luded, beguiled, circumvented, or outwitted, him ,

1"; a" ,

syn. M: (M,K:) [and is)“; signifies the

same: or he practised with him mutual deceit,
e! e : oe- e s

delusion, &c._: for] but.» is syn. with anus;

and sometimes it is with a quick pace: (AA,

1, 4021 1:05 e

T,K:) you say, a! as"; and 4.2!“): (AA, T,

J') 2' 'fl J I J 6 I’ll r

TA :) and also Qt}st J13, Jan i. e. at...“_

[The wolf deceives; &c., the gazelle, or young

gazelle, that he may eat him]. (AZ, T, TA.)

3: see the last sentence of the paragraph above.

0!.

Qt; :

Jib

35, and sometimes. itbis pronognced 7:15;,

Thejachal; as also V 0')“; and ' J1, : and the

wolf: and a certaint‘v small animal resembling

what is called (’95 [the weasel] : (K accord.

to the TA: [abcorth to the CK, and app. most

MS. copies of the K, Val; has the last two sig

nifications, and not the first signification: but

this is inconsistent with what follows the last sig

nification in the K, as it would require us to read

that Jlftll, instead of (315.3", which is well known

as the correct form, is the name of the father of a

certain tribe :]) has the last of these significa

tions : (T, z) or it signifies a certain small

animal resembling the fox; and this is well

} see the next paragraph, in four places.

known: and accord. to Kr. signifies a cer

tain small animal; but this is not known: and
fl , a

accord. to him also, 'Q'jb, with fet-h to the s,
IE,

signifies the2 wolf; (Mg) as also 6'95; (TA ;)

or so 7,5191; and and also the jackal.

(Lth in art; ,Jl3.) is the “only instance of the

measure ($, known to Ahmad Ibn

Yahya, i.e. Th: (TA :) but there are several

i :

other’instances : (MF, TA :) [one of these isj),

or '

9 4, 0 es,

0'9!) and 0'91): see the next preceding para

graph, in three places.

A calamity, or misfortune: M, O,

pl. Jail}. And Confusion. You

say, is?" The people, or party,

fell into confusion in respect of their case or

afl'airs.

3,53 [That runs in the manner termed

inf. in. of 1,] is [an epithet] from 0'91»! [i.e.

éQISlI], which signifies a kind of running, as

alsoloeltb and 7,}le [i.e. and

. . ' s'fi.

pls. of 6%,; the latter irreg., like Jill} pl. of

q. v.]. (Ham p. [See also :Jgéij

and : see what nextlprecedes.

F

sh

s. .o at, i a I _ 82'

1. H}, first pers. {9,1}, aor. (5kg, inf. n. gt):

see 1 in the next art.

ts?»

21. (5‘13, and iii, aor. (5:13;, (T, M,K,) int‘. n.

:513, (T, M,) of the former verb, (M,) and ,t;,

(T, K,) of the latter verb, said of a wolf,

(M, K,) [and of a man, as shown below,] He

deceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or out

witted, him. (T, M, 1;.) 2You say, 1.3 $51.,(s,

K,) aor. :5 (siii, inf. n. (:46, I deceived, deluded,

&c., it, namely, a thing, K,) or him, namely,

a man, (so in one of my copies pf thie and

so .3 .131, (s, M.) And (51.1; $5"

The wolf deceives, deludes, &c.’, the gazelle, or the

young gazelle: ($, M :) or walks, or goes, in the

manner of him who deceives, deludes, &c., to the

gazelle, or the young gazelle. (T.)

2, S 3 s

('51, and tug; and '63,, (M, 15,) the last

said by IB, on the authority of As, to be pl. of

[the n. un.] villi, of the measure [origi

nally [253,] (TA,) The vertebrae we the Jase

[or withers (app. of a camel)] and of the back :

or the cartilages of the breast : or the ribs thereof,

where it meets the side: (M, z) or

signifies the ribs of [i.e. within] the shoulder

blade, three on either side; (IAar, M, K ;) sing.

15%;. (M =) or tigii, (T,) or ['55, (s,) sig

nifies the part of the camel against which lies the

[piece ofwood called] qfthe saddle, agd which

is [often] galled thereby: (T,$ :) or C443 is the

pl. [or coll. gen. n.] of 7513, and signifies the

vertebra of the withers, in the part between the

two shoulder-blades, of the camel, peculiarly,

(Lth, T5) and the pl. [stigi51istétji3= (Lth,

T, z) or the alng are the vertebrae of the neck :

or the vertebrae of the spine: (AO,T:) or the

two ribs next to the (36.91; are called the :

AZ says that the Arabs knew not the term Qigl,

in relation to the neck, but they knew it in rela

tion to the ribs, as signifying six [ribs] next to

the stabbing-place of the camel, three on either

side,- and this is correct: (T :) [and it is said in

the L, in art.

the back, of a man, which are called the 93;,

' _ , that signifies the ribs of

pl. of sin: in number, three. gn the right

and three on the lefti], the pl. of (5", [or ra‘tlier

the quasi-pl. n.] is (is, like as is of 01.6,

and;,!.; ofglo: :) and, accord. to IB,

Ur r l

is a pl. of high, as mentioned above, meaning

the vertebra? of the neck. (TA.)

9

; and its pls. and : see the next

preceding paragraph, in seven places—Hence,

(s) iii The v’liré [or (s, 1\I,K =>

tSO called because it alights upon, and peeks, the

sol, of the camel that has galls, or sores. (M.)

=Also The part, of a bow, upon which the

arrow lies : there are two parts of which each is

thus called, next to the part of the stave that is

held by the hand, above and below. (M.) =

[without s, from the Pers. 2.36,] A child’s nurse,

a woman who has the charge of a child, who takes

care of him, and rears, or nourishes, him,- (TA

in art. Oahu-Q i. q. jig; both of which words

are said by IJ to be chaste Arabic: pl. 0%,.

(M and TA in art. (5);.)

5
u 1 li a v1 .

US; and 3‘3): see it; (in the latter part of the

paragraph), in art. 1);.



Boon 1.] 841db— wt}

3 .v - 3 2’

u?) and U2; : see C31,.

5 r o r o _ _

(sis, ofthe measure h}.1|.:§; and its fem., With

3 : see (in the latter part of the paragraph), in

art. I),.

v” .

1. l3 aor. ,- , inf. n. @351 s, M, high, K,

8m) and .53 (M. K) and .335. ($.19) [and

perhaps also, q. v.,] It, or he, (the ant, T,

1V1, and any animal, M, and in like manner a

party moving towards the enemy, T, or an army,

and a child, Msb,) [crept ,- crawled; or] went, or

n'alked, leisurely, or gently, (T, M, Msb,

without haste, (T,) [51; [upon the ground] :

($ :) and [simply] he walked : (IAar, T :) he (an

old man) [crept along; or] walked leisurely,

sqfily, or gently : ($ :) and i Q), also, he walked

leisurely, by slow degrees. (TA.) Hence,

The most lying of those who have

walked and died, or passed away, or perished :

(T :) i. e., qfthe living and the dead. (T, s,

And gig." ' r [He creeps about with ticks];

said of a man whb brings a small worn-out skin

containing ticks, and ties it to the tail ofa camel ;

in consequence of which, when one of the ticks

bites it, the camel runs away, and the other

camels run away with it; and thereupon he steals

one of them: whence it is said of a thief, or stealer

ofcattle &c. (TA.) And ,sfist, .1»; ,3

I [He creeps among us with calumnies. or slanders].

(A, TA.) And 4:96 [lit. His scorpions

crept along]; meaiiing this calumnies, or slan

ders, and mischief, (M, A, crept along; syn.

5.5;. (M, 1;. [See also art. wisp And the

same phrase is also used to signify I His downy

hair crept [along his cheeks]. (MF in art. gale.)

And [lit. His lice crept]; meaning

the becamefat: said of a man. (Ham. p.

And I[The rivulet, or streamletfor

irrigation, crept along]. And #5, IIt

crept in, or into, it, or him; syn. (5;, ; (M, A,

K;) namely, wine, or beverage, (T, M, A, K,)

in, or into, the body, (M, or in, or into, a

man, (T,) and into a iiessel; (M ;) and adisease,

or malady, (M, A, K,) in, or into, the body, (M,

K,) or [in his veins]; (A ;) and wear

in a garment, or piece of cloth; (M,K;) and

the dawn in the darkness of the latter part of the

night. (M.)-(1;;- (in the or; is

the name of A. certain game of the Arabs:

TA 2) the (J is quiescent. (TA.)_.. used as

a noun: see below. = :3, [second pers. 33;,]

aor. inf. n. He, (a camel) was, or'be

came, such. as is termed (IAzyr, T, TA ;)

i. e., had much hair, or muchfur (fig), or much

fur upon the face. (TA.)

2: see 1, first sentence.

4. [third pers. Imade him (namely,

a child, $) [to creep, or crawl, or] to go, or walk,

leisurely, or gently. ($, K. [For the correct ex

rv )1i , I

planation, Walt uk 61..., Golius seems to

.J

‘-‘MM ~ __._'__

have found 15111 Us. m.])_5'5u| Q.»

1 Hefilled the country, or provinces, with justice,

so that the inhabitants thereof walked at leisure

110! i '

(LAN .3, [whence Golius has supposed to

signify “juste se habuit populus”] M, K, TA)

by reason of the security and abundance and

prosperity that they enjoyed. (M, TA.)

R. Q. 1. @333, [ian n. 5353,] He (a man)

raised cries. shouts, noises, or a clamour. (AA,

T.) _ And He beat a drum. (AA, T.)

3-, 9/,

q; : see *4}.

I J \l J

a» and v.5 are used as nouns, by the intro

duction of before them, though originally

verbs._ and:K* and TA in art. One

says, .33 (,1; (M. Kr) by way

of imitation [of a verbal phrase], (M,) and o.»

[5" +5, Thou hast wearied me from the

time of thy becoming a youth until thy walking

gently, [or creeping along, resting] upon a staff:

(M, K,‘ TA :) a prov. : (M, TA 2) said alike to

a_ man and to a woman. (TA in art. v.21.) And

andlaa;

Thou hast done thus from youth until thy walk

ing gently, [or c’reeping along, resting] upon the

staff. = see 33;, in two places. =

Also [The bear ,-] a certain beast of prey, ($,

M, K,) well known; (K;) a certain foul, or

noxious, animal: (Msb:) a genuine Arabic

word: (M :) fem. with 8: pl. [of mult.] 5;;

M, Msb, 1;), and [of pauc.] Lei. (M, 1;.)

[Hence,] 1- The constellation of the Greater

Bear: and, accord. to some, that of the Lesser

Bear: the former, for distinction, being called

$59: L311 ; andthe latter,jali): if.» (M,I_{.)

A single act [of creeping, or crawling, or]

of going, or walking, leisurely, or gently: pl.

LC». (15.) = A hill, or heap, or gibbous hill,

synf (1111.113 T. s. M, K.) if and - (s.

K :) and, (in some copies of the K “ or ”) a tract

ofred sand : or an even tract qfsand: (K :) or,

as in some copies of the K, an even tract ofland :

(TA :) and a place abounding in sand: (T, L:)

0'! 'l'

pl. as above. (TA.) Hence the prov. , 035 :3,

41;" [lit. Such a one fell into, or

upon, a place abounding in sand]; meaning,

linto dffliculty, or misfortune ,- for the camel in

such a place suffers fatigue. =A certain

thing for oil, or ointment; ;) a receptaclefor

seeds (5;) and olive-oil: (M,K:) pll as above.

(Sb, M. )' A hind quottle, or pot, (3.5,) pecu

liarly of glass. (K.) [From the Pers. .—

See also = And see , in three places.

:13; A way, or road. (SJ—+11 state, or con

dition : (M, K :) and Ia way, mode, or manner,

of acting §'0.; (IAar, T, $, M, A,K,;) whether

good or evil: (IAar, T=) as also v.3, (M, A,

K,) in both these senses: (M :) and +a natural

disposition, ‘temper, quality, [or property.

You say, £1.95) and '43; (M, A) IIhept

to his state, or condition, and his way, mode, or

manner, qf acting go; and did as he did. (M.)

And 1“ Leave thou me and way,

mode, or manner, of acting dc; and my natural

disposition, 8cc.

3:? A mode, or manner, [of creeping, or crawl

ing, or] ofgoing, or walking, leisurely, or gently.

(M,K.*) You say, 53.91 3.; [He has a

soft, or stealthy, mode, or manner,_ of creeping

along, &c.]. (M, And 5;; [I

crept along in a soft, or stealthy, mode, or man

ner, of creeping]. (T, $.)=|Also i. q.

[as meaning Anything that creeps, or crawls,

upon the earth; and used as a coll. gen. n.].

(K.) One says, 41;" i3; 513, Q [How

many are the creeping, or crawling, things of this

country, or town 1]. (TA.)

I rr

yr), A certain pace, between that termed

Q22)! and that termed $3.": (TA voce .143,

as pa the authority of En-Nadrz) or this is termed

' “1;. (TA voce as on the authority of

I41

En-Nadr and As.)=Also Down,- syn. art};

(M.1.< o and so woos. as.) and 'iSS= (Kr.

M :) or down (T, $) of _the face, ($,) or upon the

face,- (T ;) and so "7133, (K.) of which the pl.

[or coll. gen. n.] is 7.?»3; (M,K;) accord. to

Kr, who assigns to it the former meaning, and

says that is syn. with not that it is

syp. with : (M :) or signifies hair upon

the face of a woman : (TA :) or, as also

much hair (M, and [or camel’s fur] :

(M :) or both these words signify hair upon the

[or part above the temple] of a woman.

(’Eyn, TT.)=Also The young one, when just

born, of the [wild] cow : (K 2) or when a [wild]

bull is a year old, and weaned, he is thus called;

and the female, and ob). (TA in art. era‘s.

[But for “ and 0L9,” I think it_evident that_wc

should read “and the pl. is ads,” or “é\€;,”

like as and are pls. of See

also Q5.])

0,, 31,!

3-,»: see ._.a>1.

C r44

Qifiu : see , in two places.

ad}; [an imperative verbal n.,] a call to a

feniale hyena, signifying 9;? [i. e. Creep along;

or crawl; or go leisurely]: (Sb, T, like

by} and ,iiL. (so, T.)

The pace, or motion, of a she-camel that

can scarcely walk, by reason of the abundance of

herflesh, and only creeps along, or walks slowly.

(T,‘ TA.)

0 J

.9”; A she-camel that can scarcely walk, by

reason of the abundance of her flesh, and that

only creeps along, or walks slowly: :) pl.

('l‘A.)._+ Fat; (T, M, ;) as an epithet

applied to a she-camel, (T,) or to any thing [or

animal]. (M, K.) _ t One who creeps. dbgyt

with caluwny, 0r slander,- as also lg”):

(T, K :‘) or the latter signifies 1- one who colum

niates, or slanders, much, or habitually; as

though he crept about with calumnies, or slan

ders : (M :) or i one who brings men and women

106 '
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together; (T, M,K;) because he creeps about

between them, and hides himself: (T :) i. g.

. dd ’1 4 I

is”). (M, in TA, art. sisgs.)_.;v,,u

1A wound that flows with blood. And
Q )4 Q",

9,9, m +A thrust, or stab, that makes the

blood toflow. (K.)= ’r A deep cave, or cavern.

(K) '

slag; inf. h. of .14. [q. v.].._ (T, s, in, sic.)

See also == And see also 3,4}, and is).

and '33 The gourd: (M,K:) or round

gourd: or dry gourd: but this is said by Ibn

Hajar to be a mistake ,of Ep-Nawawee ; and he

asserts it to be i. g. [q. v.]: or it is the

fruit of theM : (TA :) n. un. of the former

with 3. (M, K.) Accord. to F [and ISd] and

several others, this is the proper art. of the former

word, the s being considered by them augmenta

tive: accord. to Z and others, its proper art. is

us; : and some also allow its being written and

pronounced this is, mentioned by Kz and

’thd as a dial. var. of (TA.) [See an ex.

voce 269, in art. ’19.]

5d) 5 s 3.

u.» jail; in and u.» There is not in the
' ' T l, 5"

house any one: M,"K:) Us; being from

’5’; I I4

0.9,»); i. e. Q4; and it is not used in any

but a negative phrase. (Ks, S.) [See also a “s

and gy] .”

A locust while smooth and bare, before

its wings have grown. (Mentioned in the TA in

this art., but not there said_to belong to it. [See

art. ugs.])_[See also 23;, of which it is the

n. un.]

An animal that is weak, and creeps

along, or walks slowly: fem. with 3. (TA from

a trad.)

fem. of (TA.)_[Also, as a subst.,

The musculus, or testudo ;] a machine (M,"

Mgh,* K, TA) made qfshins and wood, (TA,)

used in war; (M, Mgh, K, TA;) men entering

into [or beneath] it, (Mgh, TA,) it is propelled to

the lower part of a fortress, and they make a

breach therein (M, Mgh, K, TA) while within the

machine, (M, K, TA,) which defends them from

what is thrown upon them from above: (TA :)

it is also called (Mgh.)

The walk of the long-legged ant. (M,

1;.) In the T i: is said that v 23;; signifies The

long-legged ant [itself : but this is perhaps a mis

transcription]. (TA.)

114";

Hoes, [infi n. of R. Q. 1, q. v.] .._Any quick

motion, or pace, performed with short steps :

(M :) and any sound like that of solid hoq/s

jizlling upon hard ground: (M,K :) a certain

kind ofsound [like the tramp of horses, as is in

dicated by an ex.]: (S:) or cries, shouts, noises,

or clamour: (A1) and [is its pl., and]

01 O:

signifies a sound like s,» s,» ; an onomatoposia.

(T.)= [A kind of drum ;] a thing resembling a

J39: pl. (Mgh,Msb. [See also $133.1)

=xllilh such as is termed spit}, upon which

s,»

fresh is milked : or the thickest qf milk ,' as

also .1: See also you.

: see the next preceding paragraph.

(M, K
'3!

LL”, A drum; syn.

also 5.3.13.1)

[See

Very clamorous; (IAar, T,K ;) as also

(IAar, T :) or both signify very evil,

or mischievous, and clamorous. (A2, in TA, art.

“ago—And A bulky, or corpulent, man.

OJ 1 la.

it; [originally a fem. part. n.], for “J; 9.43,

(M,) [or the 3 is added Jill}, i. e. for the pur

pose of transferring the word ’from the category

of epithets to that of substs.,] Anything that

walks [or creeps or crawls] upon the earth; as

also let‘s}: (S: see 239:) an animal that walks

or creeps or crawls (M, A,K;) discri

minating and not discriminating: (M:) any

animal upon the earth .- (Msb :) it is said in the

Kui[xxiv.44],j,15,3;t; :’ ,3; .. r: n.,;

as. a, as o s we r q, ,, ‘., o r

-JL3L‘W,-wA-r¥f3:sflag ”.
s , , ,rsp, M

8;! UL; 612.,% [And God hath

created every 3,:1, of water (meaning of' the

seminal fluid); and oft/rem is he that goeth upon

his belly, and of them is he that goeth upon two

legs, and of them is he that goeth upon four]:

here, as it; applies to a rational and an irra

tional creature, the expressionM is used; for

which, if'it applied only to an irrational creature,

4 H J) r

W or would be used: moreover, the ex

6

pression W Q4 is used, though 1;!) applies

originally to an irrational creature, [or rather a

beast, and a reptile,] because the different classes

of beings are spoken of collectively: (M :) and

this passage of the Kur refutes the assertion of

him who excludes the bird from the significations

of this word: (Msb:) in the last verse but one

of ch. xxxv. of the Kur, it is said to relate to

mankind and the jinn (or genii) and every ra

tional being; or to have a general signification:

(M :) its predominant signification is a beast that

is ridden: (S, M, A,K:) especially a beast of

the equine kind; i. e. a horse, a mule, and an

ass: (Kullz) or particularly a [meaning

hackney, or horse for ordinary use and jbr

journeying: (M :) but as particularly applied,

when used absolutely, to a horse and a mule, it is

an adventitious conventional term: (Msb :) it is

applied to a male and a female: (M, A, Msb,

K :) and is properly an epithet: pl.

(Msb, TA.) The dim. [signifying Any small

animal that walks or creeps or crawls upon the

earth, a small beast, a small reptile 0r creeping

thing, a creeping insect, and any insect, and also

a mollusk, a shellfish (as in an instance cited voce

2514;; in art. J”) and the like,] is T (Zj,

T, Msb,) in which the (5 is quiescent, but pro

nounced with )Cb] [i. e. a slight approximation

to the sound of kesr], as it is in every similar

case, in a dim. n., when followed by a doubled

letter: (Zj, T :) and T also has been heard,

with the “g changed into i, anomalously. (Msb;

and L in art. as, on the authority of 13d.)—

WiA- _/

[Boox I.

at; [The Beast of the Earth] is an ap

pellation of one qf the signs qf the time of the

resurrection: (S, M,K:) or the first of those

signs. (K.) It is said to be a beast sixty cubits

in length, or height, with legs, and with fur

()5), and to be diverse in form, resembling a

number of different animals. ('I‘A.) It will come

forth in Tihameh, or between Es-Safa and El

Marweh, (M,) or at Mekkeh, from Jebel Es

Safa, which will rend open for its egress, during

one of the nights when people are going to

Mine; or from the district of Et-Téif; (K;) or

from three places, three several times. (M,

It will make, upon the face of the unbeliever, a

black mark; and upon the face of the believer, a

white mark: the unbeliever’s mark will spread

until his whole face becomes black; and the

believer’s, until his whole face becomes white:

then they will assemble at the table, and the

believer will be known from the unbeliever.

(M.) It is also said that it will have with it the

rod of Moses and the seal of Solomon: with the

former it will strike the believer; and with the

latter it will stamp the face of the unbeliever, im_

pressing upon it “ This is an unbeliever.” (K.)

_. See also

Q )3, 0 Jr

Q’s-g; : see may).

95 a:

1;! s: ,5 s

“i, } dims. of L1,, q. v.

31-1}: =

Having down (K, TA) upon the face:

(TA :) or having much hair: (M,K:) and

having much [or far]: (M :) it is applied to

a man: (M :) and to a camel, (M, K,) in the

second of these senses, (K, TA,) or in the third

sense, or as meaning having much fur upon the

face; (TA ;) or i. q. (M :) and occurs

in a. trad. written (M, to assimilate it

in measure to a preceding word, namely, .96.!“

(M :)'the fem. is 55; with which Vila; is syn.;

(M,K;) signifying a woman having hair upon

her face : (TA :) or having much hair upon the

[or part above the temple]. (M, TA.)

:14; and The track, or course, of a

torredt, ($,M,I_{,*) and of ants: (sap) pl.

.3341 ,(TA.) One says, ofa sword, ill

,Jsle and [It has diversified

wavy marks like the track qfanls and the tracks

of little ants]. ('I‘A.) The subst. is with kesr;

and the inf. n., with fet-h; accord. to a. rule con

stantly obtaining, (Sf K,‘Ii TA,) except in some

anomalous instances, (TA,) when the verb is of the

measure (as. TA) or (TA,) and is

aor. is of the measure K, TA.) [Here

it should be observed that 6;, given as the

explanation of and in the K, is both

an inf. n. and a of place and of time: but J

clearly explains both these words as above; and

F seems, in the K, to assign to them both the

same signification]

‘5' a “I

is.“ w,‘ A land abounding with 1;, [or

bears]. (T, S, M3) '

1 i P O i I J 5 r 0

“WT, like A», (TA,) 01' was, (so in a
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copy of the T, according to the TT,) an epithet ap

plied to a camel, (T, TA) signifying (52...; (55"

Quin, (TA) [app. .931”, and ifso it seems to mean

That walks quickly, with short steps : or that makes

a sound with his feet, like see

but in the TT it is written ; perhaps cor

rectly G3, creeping and creeping].

Ed}

1. :3, nor. -’ [or=, as will be shown below],

(L,) inf. n. 5,3, (L, 1;) [not and as

in the Lexicons of Golius and metag,] He

variegated, deco-rated, embellished, adorned, or}

ornamented: (L,K:‘) [and so lass, inf. n.

'Efilé, occurring in the TA in art. Use; but

app. in an intensive sense] And [hence,]

'0‘

vsfjl, (A, L, Msb,) nor. 1 (L, A) or -, , (Msb,)

inf. n. as above; (A, L, Msb ;) and l [but

app. in an intensive sense]; (A ;) {It adorned

the land with meadows, or gardens: (A,L:) or

it watered the land, and produced various

flowers. (high) It is a Pers. word, arabicized:

(L :) or derived from (Msb.)

2: see above, in two places. [Accord. to

Golius, (for III. is inadvertently put in his Lex.

for Il.,) as on the authority of the and K, in

neither of which is the verb mentioned, “ Vesta

E‘s-t, alium ornavit.”]

sin; \3, ass a A.) or 413" (K)

XTherf it: not in the house any one: (ISk, S, A,

K :) is not used otherwise than in a nega

tive phrase : IJ derives it from E’tfss; because

men adorn the earth: (TA :) [Z says,] it is

from '3, like 5.2% from .53.}; because men

aqdorn houses: (A :) Abu-l-’Abbas says that

Egg: (TAz) [lSk

says, or J, for the passage is ambiguous,]

A ’Obeyd doubted respecting the and the C;

and I asked respecting this word, in the desert,

acompany of the Arabs thereof, and they said,

:5? )le 1;, and nothing more; but I have

found in 'tllie handwriting of Aboo-Moosh El

Hamid, )UH Ls, with a, on the autho

_ g is more chaste than

rity of Th; (5;) AM says that the t in
at. 'r

is substituted for the [latter] (5 in Us), in like

3 H J 3 i d ’ ’

manner as they say (5)4: and Sac. (TA)

I : see the next paragraph, near the

9 10¢

u
gas. (s. A, Mgh, Mn, 1;, 8w.) or to.»

(Th,) or both, (IAar, A’Obeyd,) the latter

having been sometimes heard, (IAar,) or the

latter is post-classical, (A ’Obeyd,) or wrong,

(AZ,) 9. word of well-known meaning,

[Silk brocade;] a certain kind of cloth, or gar

ment, made [i.e. silk, or raw silk]:

(TA :) a kind of cloth, or garment, of which the

warp and woof are both of M31: and par

ticularly a name for that which is variegated,

h), _ to:

decorated, or embellished: (Mgh,Msb :) a kind

of woven stufi', variegated, or diversified, with

colours: (Lb, TA :) [accord to Golius, as on

the authority of the and K, in neither of

which is the word explained at all, “vestis

serica: imprimis picta, pec. Attalica, auro in

tercta:] derived from :"3: (Ks :) or it is a

Pers. word, (Kr, S, A,) arabicized; (Kr, S, A,

Msb,l_§;) so some say, and from it is

derived; (Msb;) originally (21%”, or LL»;

(Kr ;) [or rather ng, for the change of the

final 0 into € in arabicized words from the Pers.

is very common ;] or ,2», i. e. “ the weaving

of the deevs, or jinn, or geniiz” (Shith el-Ghaleel:)

pl. and Msb,K;) the latter

being from the supposed original form of the

sing., i. e. 83,; ($,Msb;) like $163 [pl. of

3652, which is supposed to be originally :62]:

and in like manner is formed the dim. ['Cw._ .
I 0 a) It) I e _ I

and l _ L s]. is a title

given by Ibn-Mes’ood to The chapters of the

{fur-tin called 4:31;! [the fortieth and size

following chapters,- each of which begins with

the letters LL]. (TA.).._Sce also the para~

graph next following, in two places. = Also

A young she-camel; one in the prime of lie.

(IAsr, 1.1)

age, I [A proem, an introduction, or a pre

face, td a poem or a book; and especially one

that is embellished, or composed in an ornate

style]. 5.3.4.3" ssh 1m, this ode
is a beautiful proepi] ’is said o’f’alioyai when it

is embellished [in its commencement].

(A.) And one says, {obj-LA; Lb

I[H0w beautiful are'the proevns of El-Boh

turee !]. (A.)_a;3ll and 49,.“ léQe,

+Beauty ofthe skin of the face. (IAar,L.)_._

And ITheface [itself]; as also Fag-{on

and adj-(gill: (Her pp. 15 and 476:) or the

last signified the two cheeks: ($,A,Ms_lb:) or

the two sides of the neck, beneath the ears; syn.

still- (TA-> You say,

e. '1 [Such a one preserves from disgrace] his

cheeks; (A;) or his face: and

3.2;.(5, [uses his face for mean service, by beg

ging]: (Har p. 15. [See also 4 in art. Jib; and

1 (near the end) in the same art.; where similar

exs. are given.])._ [Golius, after mentioning

the signification of “ the two cheeks,” adds, as

on the authority of the K, in which even the

word itself is not mentioned, “et quibusdam

qnoque Nates.”]_q;3l I. q. Z’fii, q. v.

(AZ, T in art.

: see éque, near the end of the para

graph.

Ornamented with You

96, s I "a,

say _ _M 0L4,» A Que, [q.v.] of which

the ends, edges, or borders, are so ornamented.

4! a if 1 9 a

(Mgh, TA.).._&-,_3.M Uta; I Land adorned with

843

meadows, or gardens. also sig

nifies 1A species of the deli [or owl]. (T,

_..And 1- A species of aquatic bird, (T, of

ugly appearance, called “3.; with pufed

out feathers, and ugly head, found in water with

the [bird Called] ,lai. (T.)_And, applied to

a man, (TA,) 1- Having an ugly head and make

(K, TA) andface. (TA.)

CD

2. C7,, inf. n. (s, Msb, 1;, he.) said

of a man, (S, Msb, &c.,) He stretched out his

back, and lowered his head, (As, $, Msb,‘ IQ)

so that his head was lower than his posteriors;

(As, S, Msb;*) as also 'cgfli; (K;) and so

6;, [q. v.,] with (Msb :) the doing thus in

inclining the body in prayer, like as the ass does

[when he is mounted], is forbidden in a trad.:

(S, Msb:) i. e. he lowered his head in inclining

his body in prayer so that it was lower than his

back : (A ’Obeyd, Msb :) or be lowered his head,

and raised his posteriors, in prayer: (TA :) or

[simply] he lowered his head; (IAar, T, TA ;)

as also -", [q.v.]: (T, TA =) or he did so in

walking: (TA :) or he bent his back;- (Lh, T,

Msb, 11;) as also 6,; with which A; says

that ' 1;, with o and t, is syn.: (Msb :) and

ing the middle of it as though it were a camel’s

hump : erroneously related by Lth with 5. (T,

TA.)._Also He (a boy, in play,) lowered his

back in order that another might come running

from a distance and mount uponihirn. (Aboo

’Adnhn, TA.) And one says, £11,538 UL u! .3,

meaning Stoopfor me in order that Imay mount

upon thee. (TA.) _. Also, said of an ass having

a sore back, He relaxed his legs, and lowered his

back and rump, by reason of pain, on being

mounted. _. And He was, or became, low,

base, abject, or ignominious. (IAar, [And

'5' a e 450’ u
so '> and ' E|>.] _ 8L4" "q"s [The trufies

pushed up the ground above them, or] the ground

swelled up from the truflles, without their ap

a v a

peering as yet. (TA.)._aZ¢,l uh C,» He

kept in his house, or tent ; not goingforth. (K.)

j, signifies he (a man) bent his back, rais

7 : see 1, first sentence.

9; pl“; L; There is not in the house any

one, (A ’Obeyd, 11;) as also éés [q. v.]; but

the former is the more chaste. (TA.)

9 'flr) 0,0,

and“ 21.0) A gibbous tract of sand: pl.

éllh: (ISh, :) you say it“; (TA.)

'cl)

2. 6;, inf. n. .He (:1 man, made his

back round like a dome (1;?) and lowered his

head; ($,K;) as also c1»; [q. v.]; with and

' , on the authority of AA and IAar.

A certain game [app. that which is de

scribed in thefirst paragraph of art. Cay]

_ w“M..
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I. 0);),aor. 1 and ; , inf. n. He followed

behind his back; hefollowed his back ,- (M, TA ;)

hefollowed him, with respect to place, and also

with respect to time, and also 1 with respect to
0”) Cr I

rank or station. (TA.) _You say, Isles-3 Kb:

He gamefollowing them.‘ (M, TA.) And

cw Such a one came after me, behind me, (T,

A,) orfollowing me nearly. (A.) And $3.33, inf.

n. 2;, He succeeded him, and remained after him.

(TA.) And Lb [May

Godcurse the beginning ofit and the end]. (S, A.)

_ See also 4, in four places. said of an

arrow, (s, Mgh,) or 3.1m ,5, (M, A,) 80121,

(s. M. Mtb.) inf- 11-3,;3 (s. M. M§bi K) “(1535.

(M, K,) It passedforthfrom the butt : Msb :)

or passed beyond the butt, (M, A, K,) and fill

behind it. (M, A.) _ 4.,» He, or it, went

away with it; took it away,- carried it of; or

caused it to go away, pass away, or cease. (S,

1;.)_,2;ill};3, 801‘. 1, (M, TA,) int. n. 3a,,

(At. s. M,~K,) like 3&3. (At. an [and 5,155.

like all»; (q. v.), and app. V 63.5, (see (5%!)

or may be a simple subst.,] The people, or

company of men, perished,- (Asf S,‘ M, K,‘

TA ;) went away, turning the back, and did not

return. (TA. [And 3;! (q. v.) has a similar, or

the same, meaning.]) Hence, Perdition

befall him; may he go away, turhing the back,

and not return. (M, TA.) _And I He be

came an old man. A, Hence, as some

say, the expression in the Kur [lxxiv. 36],

3;; {[And the night when it groweth old]. [(TA.

[See also 4.]) _gall (S, M,A, K,) aor. 1 ,

int'. n.3,,i3, (M,) The wind blew in the direction

of that wind which is termed [i. e. west, &c.,

which is regarded as the hinder quarter]: (M,

A z) or changed, and came in that direction. (S,

[Hence,] L; oil [lit.

The wind became west to him. after it had been

east: meaning this fortune became evil after it

had been good]: and [Iwhich means

the same: see ; and see also 4 in this art. , and

in art. M]. (A.) _. And 34;, (S, K») a verb Of

which the agent is not named, (S,)He,(K,) a man,

(TA,) or it; a people, (S, M,) was smitten, or

afl'ected, by the 7vin called ,,;3ll. (s, M, K.)

= : see 2. 3;!

seeks. aor. i, inf. n.;3, signifies, accord.

to Kr; He wrote a writing or letter or book: but

none other says so; and the known word is

(M.) .[The inf. n; is explained in the as syn.

with .gL'EkH =8), (S, M, Mgh, K,) aor. = ,

(K,) inf. o.,,'{,, (M, Mgh,) He (a horse or the

like, M, K, and a camel, S, M, Mgh) had galls,

or sores, on his back, (M, Mgh, K,‘ TA,) pro

duced by the saddle and the like ,- (Mgh ;) as also

7,4,1. [But the corresponding passage in the

"0!

M shows that this is probably a mistake forfist
I n

a syn. offi;.])

2. }1§l,;,, ('r, M, A,) otfisl (s,) inf. it.

:QfiXT, S, K,) He considered, orforecast, the

issues, or results, of the afl'air, or event, or case;

(TA ;) and so i : (Mgh :) or its end, issue,

or result; (T, M,K;) as also '55,,0: (T, M,

Msb, z) or he looked to what would, or might,

be its result: and 7 he thought, or medi

tated, upon it,- ;) [as also i 555:] Aktham

lbn-Seyfee said to his sons,jL§,.hi V1535 '§

633:»; 35%;“ [O my sons, think not upon

the ends of thinng wherle the beginnings have

passed]: (T: [seehe: 2]) and in the Kur [iv.

84] it is said, (51,31 15,31; 313‘: Will they,

then, not consider the meanings of the Kur-dn,

and endeavour to obtain a clear knowledge of

what is in it? (de) 'and again, in the Kur

[xxiii. 70], Jgill Have they, then,

not thought upon, (TA,) and endeavoured to un

derstand, 0%, K,),what has been said to them

in the Kur-hn? for signifies the thinking,

or meditating, upon [a thing], and egdeavouring

to understand [it]; syn. andivsrbc: (TA :)

and 72);.25 he looked into it, considered it, ea:

amined it, or studied it, repeatedly, in order to

know it, or until he knew it. (Msb in art. Jot.)

sofa

Dal)», int'. n. as above, signifies [also] He did,

performed, or executed, a thing, or an afl'air,

with thought, or consideration. (Msb.) [And

He devised, planned, or plotted, a thing, .3);

against another. And hence, He managed, con

ducted, ordered, or regulated, an afi'air ,- because

the doing so requires consideration of the issues,

12‘!

or results, of the afi'air. You say, 231.," )rlfi»

and, elliptically, )3), He managed, con

ducted, ordered, or regulated, the aflairs of the

provinces, or countz'yi'and in like manner, the

affairs of a house. figs-3 is also attributed to ir

rational animals; as, ’for ex., to horses ; meaning

their conducting the affair of victory: and to in

animate things; as, for ex., to stars; meaning

their regulating the alternations of seasons Sac. : see

Ed in lxxix. 5. Andi, alone signifies He acted

with consideration Qf the issues, or results, of

afiairs, or events, or cases,- acted with, or emer

cised, forecast, or forethought; or acted with

policy.] _;.'s;i=);>, (M, Mgh,) inf. n. as above,

(T, S, Mgh, Msb,K,) He made his slave to be

free after his own death, (S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,)

saying to him, Thou art free after my death:

(T, TA :) he made the emancipation qf his slave

to depend upon his own death. (TA.) _. )3;

QLQJLJl’ (inf. n. as above, He related the

tradition, narrative, or story, having received it,

or heard it,from another person : (As, T, S, Kfi‘)

and (33k; He relates the tradi

tion,2cc., of, br received from, or heard from,

such a one: (As, S :) and leg;; (M ;)

or i :35, (S, K,) aor. 1; (TA ;) He related

the tradition, &c., having received it, or heard it,

from him, (S, M, K,) after his death : (S, K :)

Sh says that )3; is unknown ; but so the

phrase is related on the authority of A’Obeyd:

Ahmad Ibn-Yahya [i. e. Th] disallows as

1110’

meaning he relates it; and says that it is 9,3,3,

with 5, meaning “ he knows it, or learns it, well,

soundly, or thoroughly ;” syn.

a. 3,1,, (s, A,') inf. I]. 5,331. and 35,, (15,)

[He turned his back upon him: see 6.;And

hence,] +He severed himself from him, and

avoided him, or shunned him; (TA ;) became

at variance with him; (A ;) regarded him, or

treated him, with enmity,or hostility. A

And 3!; 1“ He cut, or severed, the ties, or

bonds, (if his relationship,- disunited himselffrom

his relations. I made a slit such

as is termed in her (a ewe’s or goat’s or

camel’s) ear. (As, S, K.)= See also 4.

e ,,,l, (M, 1;, and no in ix. 25,) inf. h.jg;]

(S, M) and [33, accord. to Kr, but correctly the

latter is a simple subst. [or quasi-inf. n.]; (M ;)

and ';5,(1Ael‘i$t K.) inf- (TA) audiot’o’ ;

(TK ;) He went, turning his back; turned back;

went back ,- took a backward course,- retreated ,

retired ; rgtrograded ,- declined; syn. (S, M,

1;) omile (mot) and US] Q3; (Ba

ubiusupra, and and K in art. contr. of

fit. (S, Rd.) And as”)! [He went back, or

backward, with it, or him; removed, or turned,

it, or him, backward]. (S, K.) You say,

[He goes back with the bucket

to the watering~trough]: opposed to the phrase

{‘23}! (A.) See also first sen

tence. And giggl [He went back, &c., from

it, or him]. (Msb.) _. [Hence,] 1‘ Hejizigned

himself negligent of, or inattentive to, the want of

hisfriend; ;) as though he turned back from

him. (TA.) _ [Hence also,] )sfl signifies +It

went backward, to a bad state; said of the afi'air,

or case, of a people. (M, TA.) You say also,

and [in the contr. sense] u."

Jr [The afiair, or case, of such a one is in

clining to advance, and to go backward, to a bad

state]. (A.) often signifies The retiring,

or declining, ofgoodfortune ; opposed to :

see also 1, in the latter part of the paragraph]

And fl)! 1 The case of the people took a

backward course, and there remained none ofthem.

(TA.) Aodjfin ,oh and t}, (int. n. of the latter

,',,’,’, A) signify the same 5 (Fr, T, s, M ;) i. e. The

day went, or departed; (M, A;) and so but

[the summer, or the spring]: and in like manner

one says [in the contr. sense] and so

says Pr, and he adds, but you say of a man,

L51}! not and fin only, with 1, though [AZ

says] it seems to me that the two forms are appli

cable in the same manner to men as they are to

times. (T.)_ Some read, in the Kur [lxxiv. 36],

is] (T, S,) which, accord. to some,

means And the night when it cometh after the

day; (T ;) or when it followeth the day: (S:

[for another rendering, see 1:]) others, (T,

the greater number, (T,) read 151, (T,

meaning when it retreateth to depart. (T.)

[Hence,] 13%! a”)! t The prayer ended. (Ed

in 1. 39.) And ,gbljlgil', and ski-45%;}.

see;;. And,._-,l trio and; (K ;) as also t,._.t,.
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(Lb, M, K. [See in the first para

graph.]) _}};i L33 3;» t; and in

this (.3 signify’the same [i. e. What is in

front, of the mountain ,- and what is behind].

(JK.) =)._:>l also signifies He made a man to

be behind him. (M.) = And It, (the saddle,

s, K, or a burden, M, TA,) and he, (a man, s,

Mgh,) caused a camel, M, Mgh,) or a horse

or the like, (K,) to have galls, or sores, on the

back; galled the back. (M, Mgh, _. And

His camel became galled in. the back. ($, _

See also 1, last signification.=It is also said [app.,

of a man, as meaning He slit the ear ofa she-camel

in a particular manner, i. e.,] when (T) the

[or twisted slip formed by slitting (see of

the ear qf a she-camel, (T, K,) it being slit, (T,

[but for \DPJ Bl in the TT and TA, from which

this is taken, I read \Sl, an emendation evi

dently required,]) turns towards the back of the

neck .- (IAsi, T, TT, 1;,"i TA =) and is said

in like manner when this 3125 is turned towards

the face. (lAar, T, TT, TA. [See also 3.]) = It

signifies also (IAar,) or

3,8; ; (K ;) said of a man. (IAsi.

[Seekg-D= Also He, a man, (TA,) or it,

a company of men, (S, M,) entered upon [a time

in which blew] the wind called ,,;311. (s, M,

K.)=And Hejourneyed on the day called )5,

i. e. Wednesday. (K,TA.)=And He became

possessed ofmuch property or wealth, or of many

camels or the like. (Msbf

fluid! (IE

5: see 2, in nine places. _ lflJJ ’09! 55):

means He knew the thing at the last, (M, Mgh,)

after it had past. (Mgh.) Jereer says, (M,)

dad

av01' s i, 55 e 1.2;

’ AIM-N»,. if"rm Us!“ '9: *

“is, i ab! 1 J De la

' t-e-fl s; psi sees as *

[And ye fear not evil until it befalleth you, and

ye know not the thing save at the last, when it

has past]. (M, Mghf‘) [See also 10.] And in

like manner, [meaning He postponed

the saying] is said of one who has sworn after

doing a thing. (Mgh.)

6. \wlw' They turned their backs, one upon

another. (A’Obeyd,T.)_And hence, (A ’Obeyd,

T,) + They severed themselves, one from another,

(A ’Obeyd,T, $,M,K,) and avoided, or shunned,

one another; (A ’Obeyd,T;) became at variance,

one with another; (A;) regarded, or treated, one

another with enmity, or hostility : (M, A z) or it

is only said of the sons of one father, or ancestor.

(M.) _+They spoke [evil], one of another,

behind the other’s back. (TA.)_1-They ab

stained from, or neglected, aiding, or assisting,

one another. (TA in art.

10. 1),»: who. of (s; Msb, 1;!)

[As such it signifies He turned his back towards

him, or_ it.] You say, dis-Id! HAS-ll He turned

his back towards the kibleh. _ [As such

also,] He came behind him. (TA.) You say,

is; than (A, TA) He came behind him and

cast, or shot, at him. (TA.)_.[As such also,

He saw it behind him : he looked back to it : he

saw it, or knew it, afterwards :] he saw, (M, K,)

or knew, (TA,) at the end of it, namely, an

affair, or a case, what he did not see, (M, K,) or

know, (TA,) at the beginning of it: (M,I_(:)

[or rather] he knew it at the end of an affair, or a

case; namely, a thing that he did not know at

the, bfgimiiiig of; it. ('1‘, A.) You say,

L; 9,11 He knew at the end this

afair, or case, what he did not know at the

beginning of it. (A.) And

01:1 [:5 h L; vii Verily such a

one, had he knbwn at the beginning of his qfl‘air,

or case, what he knew at the end thereof, had

been directed to the right way of executing his

afiair. [See also 5.] U1; aids-oi

He appropriated it to himself exclusively, in pre

ference to others: (AO,K :) because he who

does so turns his back upon others, and retires

from them. (TA.) El-Aasha says, describing

Wine,

i. e. [I sipped it] not appropriating [it] to myself

exclusively [in preference to the other drinkers,

nor denying what was known]. (A 0, TA.)

The location, or quarter,'that is behind a

thing. (1;. [In the 01;, for ispiii calm)

Hence the saying, (TA,)

+1 turned away from his speech, and feigned

myself deaf to it: (T, :) Idid not listen to his

speech, nor care for it, orz regard it. (M, K,‘

TA.) You say also, 45;! 7;»; IHe

turned away from him, avoided him, or shunned

him. (T,*A.)_See also C5,;3.__A1so, [like

1.3;, inf. ii. of 4,] fDeath. ('19,) 7And +00"

stant sleep: it is like (M.) =

I. q. ix»; these two words being pls. [or

rather coll. ns.] whereof the sings. [or ns.

un.] are 75),»; and V5,»; which signify A

Sill; [explained in the TA'as meaning a channel

of water ,- but it seems to be here used as mean

ing a portion of ground separated from the

adjacent parts, for sowing or planting, being sur

rounded by dams, or by ridges of earth, which

retain the water for irrigation, as explained in

art. )3}, and as is indicated by its Persian equi

valent here following,] in, ($,) or qf, (K,) land

that is setup) or for sowingi ’($,K;) called in

Persian yé: :) and )9; signifies small

channels for irrigation betweeii trgfts of seed

produce; (K;) and its sing. is 8);}: (TA :)

[Mtr says,] is syn. with BEL-5; in Persian

03;,‘5 [app. 9. mistranscription for 4,5 as above];

and the pl. is 13’; and Zn}; (Mgli =) [ISd says,]
0/ 0,1

8).!) signifies a small channel for irrigation

between tracts of sown or for sowing: or,

as some say, i. .f 3);»: and the Eliois )lse : it is

also said that )lse signifies i. g. kg; and its

n. un. is 5,6,: and signifies rivulets that

flow through. land ofseed-produce; and its sing.

9 p

have )4; for its pl., and this have 8 added to it,

is 8;}: but I know not how this is, unless

as in 566.3, and so at,» be 9. pl. pl., i. e. perfect

pl. of it}? : AHn says that signifies a patch

of ground that is sown; [as is also said in the

K;] and the pl. is (M.)—Also A piece

of rugged ground in a ,1; [i. 0. sea or large

river], like an island, which the water overflows

[at times] and from which [at times] it recedes.

(M,K.)_...And A mountain; (T,K;) in the

Abyssinian language: (TA: [Az says, “ I

know not whether it be Arabic or not :”]) whence

the saying of the King of Abyssinia, (T,“ K,‘

M.) $.23? 13;; Us, 2.? .191 a

6M,”’l [I would not that Ihad a moun

tain quold’and that I had harmeda man of

the Muslims]: (T,l_(:) but [SM says that] this

is a confounding of two readings; which are,

s,» 5,13 and C33 a! 1‘1; 3i; (TA:)

another reading is (TA in art.

fib.)-See also 3,35. _Also, ($, M, K, &c.,)

and Lu), (AHn, M,K,) A swarm of bees: and

hornets, [or large wasps; syn. ($,M,K:)

and the like thereof, having sting; in their hinder

parts: (B :) it has no sing., or n. un.: (As, M:)

or the n. un. is lb}; or 15);}; of which the

dim. occurs in a trad.:,(TA:) pl. [of

pauc.] jii (K) and [of mult.] 3,3: (As, s, K =)

and 7;,5, with fet-h to the first letter, signifies

bees; and has no proper sing. (M.) ’Asim Ibn

Thabit El-Ansaree was called ,jjn [The

protected of hornets, or bees], because his corpse

was protected from his enemies by large hornets,

or by a swarm of bees. (M, Mgh“ in art.

also signifies The young ones of

locusts; (AHn,K;) and so use. (AHn,M,K.)

IO) 6)) 5 ~ .

)3}: see )5»: and (5),»; the latter in two

places. = See also 4, first sentence.

3;}: see last sentence but two, and last

seméiise. _ Also, (s, M, 1g) and L133, (M, K,)

.Much property or wealth ,- or many camels or

the like; M,K;) such as cannot be com

puted, or calculated: (M :) the sing. [and dual]

and pl. are alike: you say [using it as an epithet]

3,3? at; and :5; Q'ijl; and 3;; Judi: ($,M:)

this mode of usage is best kriown; but some

times 3,1,; is used as its pl.: (M =) in like man

ner you say and you say also 3;

)Zu, (S, TA,) and )3; J03, [unless this be a mis

fake for the phrase immediately preceding,] (Fr,

TA,) meaning a man having large possessions in

land or houses or other property. (Fr, $, TA.)

[app. signifies A tract of the western shy

5.3- e 0% .

at sunset: for] the Arabs said, how gel) 1}]

a” eo-l eoieeeoeelh~ 94...¢7§¢v

use Ml we in, A» his an; we»,

3;;- m, meaning When thou

seest the Pleiades near to setting with sunset,

then [is a month which] is a time of breeding of

camels, and [a month which is] a time of rain:

and when thou scest Sirius [near to rising] with

sunset, [then is the glory of the generous man,

and the time for the burden of the full-grown he

camel; for] then is the most intense degree of

cold, when none but the generous and noble and
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ingenuous man will patiently persevere in the

exercise of hospitality and beneficence, and when

the heavy burden is not laid save upon the strong

full-grown he-camel, because then the camels

become lean and the pasturage is scanty. (M.)

= Also, and so is a pl. [or rather the for

mer is a coll. gen. n.] of t (s, M, K,) which

signifies A gall, or sore, on the back (M,‘ Mgh,

1;: TA) ofa horse or the like (M, 1;, TA) and

of a camel, (M, Mgh,) produced by the :saddle

and the like; (Mgh;) and also on the 55,5

[or callous projection on the breast] of a camel.

(S and in art. They used _to say, in the

Time of Ignorance, 3.33M l3], ex

plained as meaning [When] the galls on the back

of the beast or upon the foot of the camel [shall

heal, and the footstep, or mark, become oblite

1Zated]. (TA from a trad.)=Also inf. n. of

,53. (M, Mgh.)

(M, K) and (M) A horse or the like,

(M,K,) and a camel, (M,) having galls, or sores,

(M, K,) on his back (TA) [produced by the saddle

and the like; having his back galled : see :

fem. [of the former] and [of the latter]

15,53; and pl. [cecithci] (5,33. (M, TA.)

[Hence the prov.,] :83"

[What he that had galls on his back experienced

was a light matter to him that had a sound

back]: applied to one who has an ill concern

£01: [big companion. (K.)_ln the phrase

8,, [app. meaning A man erring and

perishing], Ll} says that is an imitative se

quent to but [ISd says,] I think that};

is a verbal cpitliet, and that is a possessive

epithet. (M in art. )45.) You say also

3ft; Viol; (T in art. e.,»: [see art.)....'.:])

and is said to be an imitative sequent to

(TA.)

and 73.53, (the latter a contraction of' the

former, Msb, [and not so commonly used, like as

33% is. ppt so commonly used as J€[,]) The back;

syn. ($, A, B,K;) the first signification

given in the [$ and] A and B : pl. (TA.)

You say, u]; [lit., He turned his back,

and tropically,] the was put to flight. (A.)

And 03;; [lit., Ile turned his back to him,

and tropically,] the same as the phrase imme

diately preceding. (Mgh,Msb.) It is said in

the Kur [liv. 45], 5,111: 59;; [And they shall

turn the back, in flight]: where)ng is used in a

collective sense, agreeably with apother passage

in the Kur [xiv. 44], ,LJ] '9. (s, B.)

You also say, 7 1They turned back in

flight, or being routed. (A, TA.)_The back,

or hinder part, contr. ofbjé, (S, A, Msb, K,) of

anything: (Msbz) as, for instance, of a shirt.

xii; 25, 27, and 28.) You say,;,.;:Jl

gist The arrow fell behind the butt. (TA

in art. The backside ; posteriors; but

Igchs; rump; or podetc: and the anus: syn.

(K.) [It has the former of these two sig

nifications in many instances; and the latter ofthem

in many other instances: in the $ and K in art.

1 v I ¢

H, it is given as a syn. of”, which has the

latter signification in the present day. This latter

signification may also be intended in the $, M,

A, Msb, and K, by the explanation “contr. of

9”

J15,” as well as the “ back, or hinder part,” of
.’I

anything: for very often signifies the “an

terior pudendum ” of a man or woman, and is so

1} )eI'

explained. The anus is also called mull iii
)3 I i I: J 1' I ’

and flflljli. andfiJJl th Its pl.;l.;;l is also

applied to the part which comprises the still [or

anus] and the l;- [or vulva, i. e., external

portion of the female organs of generation,] ot'a

solid-booted animal, and of a cloven-hoofed

animal, and of that which has claws, or talons:

or, as some say, ofa camel, or an animal having

feet like those of the camel: and the sing., to the

l;- [or vulva] alone, of any such animal. (M,

TT.)_-rThe latter, or last, part, (T, $, M,

Msb, K,) ol'a thing, an affair, or an event, (T,

’05

$, Msb,) or of anything: (M, pl. 314,1

(M) [and 13,. see [5,5]. [See also 1.13.]

One says, )voill $1,212., and 0);; uh, and U11:

0);, and ,th and 9le k55, II came to

thee in the latter, or last, part or parts, of the

~ .2 '05 fl 1.!

month. (M, And {DWI )lgsl AU ’nsl

1‘ [I will petition for thee in the latter, or last,

parts, or the conclusions, of the prayers]. (A.)

See also In the Kur [l. xxxix.],

.9 5 '

a“! signifies tAnd in the latter parts, or the

' . a H. .

ends, of the prayers: and 3,9..." ')L_:>[, [vir

tually] signifies the same [i. e. and in the ending

of prostration], and is another reading of the

text: Ks and Th adopt the former reading,

because every single prostration has its latter

part: or, accord. to the T, the meaning is, and in

the two relt’ahs after sunset,- as is

related on the authority of ’Alee the son of Aboo

Talib. (TA.) The similar expression in the

Kur [lii. last verse] )Ql is explained

by the lexicologists as signifying +And during

the consecution of the stars, and their taking

towards the west, to set: but [ISd says,] I know

not how this is, since by which they explain

it, is an int". n., and is a pl. of a subst.:

a 5 a '0 a

1,931 by)!” which is another reading of the

text, signifies and during the setting of the stars:

and Ks and Th adopt this latter reading: (M:)

or, accord. to the T, both mean and in the two

reh'ahs before daybreak. (TA.)_.Also The

hinder part, (M,) and angle, (3513,) of a house

or chamber or tent. (M, 4;" $5;

)3; (S, means The emancipation of the slave

dfter the death qf hisaowner. Mgh,‘ M’sl’).fl

[See 2.])_ [See alsofigg, of which, and ofJLu,

3,5; is said in the TA in hit (is to be 9. pl.]. '

0’0,

3),»: see ;;._Also +A turn of evil for

tune; an unfavourable turn of jgrltunc: or a

turn to be vanquished; contr. ofil,>: (As,M,

Kz) relates to good; and 08;}, to evil: one

says, all! 1’ [May God make the

turn of evil :fortune to be against him] : (As, T,

M:) this [says ISd] is the best explanation that

I have seen of 335;: (M :) or (so accord. to the

M, but in the K “ and”) it signifies +the issue,

or result, ofa thing or an afl'air or a case; (M,

K ;) as in the saying of Aboo-Jalil to Ibn

Mes’ood, when he [the former] lay prostrate,

wounded, 53:3." 1-In whose favour is the

issue, or result ? aid ’was answered, “ In favour

of God and his apostle, O enemy of God :” (T,

TA:) also Idefeat in fight; ($,A,Mgh,K;)

a subst. from as also '33.;5, and Tails;

(IAar,A,K:) you say, til 3:331! mean

ing IHis adversary was defeated; and 1:1;

meaning IHe was himself defeated : (A :) hnd

bill" 9Q, meaning -r tho is the defeater? and

“oi

as»: UL; + Who is the defeated? the pl.

ct" in the last sense is 35,. (TA:) which

also signifies conflicts and defeats ,- as in

the saying, God caused, or

may God cause, to befallathem conflicts and

defeats. (TA.) = See also)“, in two places.

53;; The direction, or point, towards which one

turns, his back; contr. of ($, One

says, 5;, Lb, meaning 1110 has no

way of hpplying'himself rightly to his afl'air.

(slam) And ~33 )1th iii:

IThe right way qf executing this afl'air not

known. ($,A.)_See also see

$.33, near the end.

0'11 Irlr 0,

3);; : see 8);; :=and see also),|>.

ta,

(5).); : see 1.

5 a.

[3”; : see the next paragraph, in two places.

3 ..

(5),); [Backward : and hence, Ilate]. You

say, 4:13." + [True learning is

prompt, and is not backward]: i. e., the man of

sound learning answers thee quickly; but the back

ward says, I must consider it. (Th,T.) And

C ’r I followed my companion,

fearing that he would escape me, after having

been with him, and havingfallen backfrom him.

on And .2in .553» if» (T, s. also IT/w
worst opinion,flor codnsel, is that which occurs [to

one] late, when the want [of it] is past ,- (T, S,

K,‘ TA;) i. 6., when the afiair ispast : or

signifies an opinion, or a counsel, not

deeply looked into,- and in like manner, .91”,

an answer, or a reply. (M.) And

s“; tit-2n (AZ. s, M. A, K) and $93.

(AHeyth,K,) and the relaters of traditions say

veg, (s,) which is said in the K to be a cor

ruption, but it may have been heard from a good

authority, and with respect to the rules ,of the

language is chaste, for, accord. to IA’th, is

a rel. n. irregularly formed from 1,», (TA,)

{Such a one performs not prayer save in the

last part of its time. (AZ, $,K.*) It is said in
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a trad., lg)» 3M165L3 '9; and in another,

Vigor; 'j—l or l 12;, accord. to dili‘erent relations;

1 He will not come to prayer save at the last, or

late: and in another, ' 5Q; 5&2." tHe came

to prayer at the latest of the times thereof,

(IAar,TA;) or after the time had gone: :)

'3‘}; being a pl. of 7;; and '2’; meaning the

last ' of the times of prayer &c. (IAar, TA.)

One says also, i I Such a one came

last, or latest. (A,*TA.) 6);; is in the accus.

case as an adv. n. of time [like and and

Egg], or as a denotative of state with respect to

the'ngent of the verb. In the passage in the

K [where it is said that signifies Prayer in

the last of its time, &c.], there is a looseness.

(TA.)

3”

(5),»: see the next preceding paragraph.

[The Hyades: or the five chief stars

of the IIyades: or the brightest star among

them, a of Taurusz] five stars of Taurus, said

to be his hump; (S ;) one of the ZIIa-nsions of the

Alarm; [namely, the Fourth ;] a certain star, or

asterism, between 12;! [or the Pleiades] and

[or Orion], also called 85." and 535.!“

(T;) it follows 1;,31, (T, M,) and therefore is

thus named. (T.) [See )QU! JJ'EQ, in art. J}; a

J

and see c.3931], in art. C49]

($, M, K, [in the M, accord. to the TT,

written and it occurs in poetry imperfectly

decl, but there is no reason for its being so in

prose,]) and 73$), (K,) W'ednesday; the fourth

day of the week; ($,K;) an ancient name

thereof: ($, M,‘ TA :) or, accord. to the ’Eyn,

the night of [i. e. preceding the day of]

U’ednesday: (M,K:) which latter explanation

is preferred by some authorities. (TA.) VVedncs

day is a day of ill luck: Mujaliid, being asked

respecting the day of ill luck, answered, “ The

\Vednesday that does not come round [again, i. e.

the last Wednesday,] in the month.” (TA.)

9' . If

4,99: see a?!» in two places.......You say

also, Que r2591 [5,1,1 (e Such a

one does not know the first part q‘f’the’ agair

from the last thereof. (TA.) And '95? big-3 Lo:

g1}? see And L;

j}, tThou art not one for whom they care.

(TA in art. J5.)=See also : =and3L'g3.

I.”

),,u, used as a subst. and as an epithet, [of the

fem. gender,] so that one says either Ce)

("3,33 '

used as an epithet, (M,) [The west wind: or a

westerly wind : the west being regarded as the

binder quarter:] the wind that is opposite to that

called Q1.“ (s, L, Mgb, 1;) and 3,31), (L,)

blowingfrom the direction of the place of sunset :

(L, Msb :) or the wind that comes from [the

direction of] the back, or hinder part, of the

Kaabeh, going towards the place of sunrise:

(M 2) but IAth rejects this explanation: (TA :)

or the wind that comesfrom the quarter behind a

Bk. I.

_), and simply but more commonly

person when he is standing at the kibleh: [but

this is a most strange explanation :] or, accord.

to IAar, the wind that blows from. the tract ea;

tendingfrom the place where En-Nesr et-Tdir [or

Aquila] sets [i. e. about W. 10° N. in Central

Arabia] to the place where Suheyl [or Canopus]

rises [about S. 29“ E. in Ceritral Arabia] : (M :)

or that comes from the direction of the south

(Qayhtall), going towards the place of sunrise:

(Msb :) it is the worst of winds: it is said that it

does not fecundate trees, nor raise clouds: (Meyd,

TA :) and in a trad. it is said that the tribe of

’Ad was destroyed by it: (T, TA :) it blows only

in the hot season, and is very thirsty: (TA voce

:) pl. and [Hence the say

1)); 04"!)114 Defa

ing,] a)”: “is, 0”,» M [lit. His west

wind, or westerly wind, blew violently, and his

Sirius set : meaning 1 his evil fortune prevailed,

and his goodfortune departed : for the A”), is the

worst of winds, as observed above, and Sirius sets

aurorally in the beginning ofwinter, when pro

visions become scarce]. (A.)=See also 3;),

last sentence but two.

3:2»; A twist which a woman turns backward

(3 l L2), in twisting it: ($,K:) or what one

turns backwardfrom his chest [in rolling it against

thefront of his body] : (Yaakoob, s, A, K :) and

Jab: signifies “ what one turns forward (as Li)

towards his chest :” (Yaakoob, s, or the

former, what the twister turns backward towards

his knee [in rolling it against his thigh; against

which, or against the front of the body, the spindle

is commonly rolled, except when it is twirled only

with the hand while hanging loosely]: and the

latter, “ what he turns forward towards his flank

or waist :" (As, T:) [whence the saying,]

)Jldp¢ ii, I5

l 43),»); 3,4 Jed-J! [I turned the rope, or

card, forward, or toward 'me, in twisting it, one

time, and turned it backward, or from me, ano

ther time]: (TA in art. or signifies

the twisting offiax and wool: and [3:53, the

“twisting of cotton.” (Lth, T.) One says,

9.5; 2195, meaning tHe knew, or distin

guished; his obediencefrom his disobedience; (K,

TA ;) or his disobediencefrom his

obedience. (Abdm’Ainr Esh-Sheybhnee, IAar,

T.) And C. (s, A) or

a)“; 0.0 (TA) 1[Such a one knows not &c.]:

orNSS-o and ')\;> he

knbws ndt the ewe, or she-goat: that is termed

31:64from that which is termed “531.33: or him

who advances towards him from him who goes

back from him : or the parentage of his mother

from that of his father: (K in art. :) or

that of his father from that of his mother:- so

says IDrd in explaining the former phrase: or a

J3 from a : or a thing when advancingfrom

a thing when going back: and the pie. of each

are and .(TA in that art.) Accord. to

El-Mufaddal,;g3 signifies An arrow’s losing in

a game of chance [such as t;\] ; and Jag, its

“ winning therein.” (T, TA.) [See M, in art.

J4] _ Also The upper [because it is the hinder]

part of the ear of a camel: the lower part is

called the (TA in art. J4.)

*1;
2.3" }
3),»:

Lil; act. part. n. of;3, Following K, TA)

behind the back; following the back; following,

with respect to place, and also with respect to

time, and also twith respect to rank or station.

(TA.) [Hence,] ,0; The last that remains

of a people or pariy; he who comes at the end of‘

a people or party ; as also l ; which like

wise signifies those who remain after them : and

13,»; [so in the TA, but accord. to the Tj.t3,

which I think the right reading,] signifies bne

who comes afler, or :fbllows, another. (TA.)

And 1.3133 J46 The bucket is between

one nj'ho adoances with it to the well and one

who goes back, or returnsi with it to the watering

trough. (A.) And 32:13 see

And },\fc\ and ligbl Yesterday that is

past: M,'K:) the epithet being here a cor

roborative. ($,"k M.) You say, xiii! 1,;Li:

[They became like yesterday that is past].

Aha jetin “ii 4.83 £23 .143 [Far

distant’is he, 'or it! He, or it, hath gone like as

hath gone yesterday that is past]. ($.)_Also

An arrow that passes forth from the butt, (S,

Msb, [or passes beyond it, (see 1,)] and falls

behind it : (TA :) you sayLi;%, and 53st;

and (Msb.) ._ An, arrow that does not

win [in the game called rapt] ; (K, TA ;) contr.

of (S, TA.) _. Tlié last arrow remaining

in the quiver. (A.) _. The last of anything;

(Ihh-BhZhrj, T, M, 15;) and so 1%,,13. (M:)

[see also :] and (accord. to As and others,

TA) the root, stock, race, or the like; syn.

(K) One says,;,h;,:l; llIay God cut of

the last” that remain of them. And

a)»; nil! hIay God cut of the last ofhim, or it :

(A :) or may God eactirpate him. (As, T.) And

in the Kur [vi. 45] it is said, tegillkt;

And the last of the people were eactirpated. (M,

TA.) And in a ma, fig; 5,» All of

them shall be cut of thereby, not one remaining.

('l‘A.) _ See also last sentence. ._ As an

epithet applied to a camel: see

gala: see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places._Also I The end of a tract of sand:

(Esh-Sheybanee,$, A,‘ K =) pl. 3,133. (A.)_.

Ofa solid hoof, The hinder part: (T, TA :) or the

part that corresponds to the hinder part of the

pastern: ($,I_(:) or the part that is next after the

hinder part ofthepastern: (M,TA:) pl. as above.

(T, TA.)._.Of'a bird, The back toe: it is with

this that the hawk strikes : (M, TA or a thing

like a toe, in the inner side of the foot, with

which the bird strikes: ($z) that of a cock is

beneath his 3;” [or spur]; and with it he

treads: (M, TAz)’ pl. as aboye. (TA.)_See

also _.Also A mode of [or throwing

down by a trick] (S, in wrestling.

107
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see; _ 'v.’ I 4

3,1; and its fem. 2);): see fig.

[originally int'. n. of 4]: see the next para

graph, in two places.

A slit in the ear [of a ewe or she-goat or

she-camel], which being made, that thing [thus

made, meaning the pendulous strip,] is twisted,

and turned. backward: if turned forward, it is

termed (Uh-5]: and that, koanging piece of skin of

the gay; is termed 8;!»1 [in the former case]

-and 3&5] [in the latter case]; as though it were

a n v-]; (As. a M: K a and. respectively,

136;; and 56;, and *2}? and (TA in

art. The ewe or she-goat [to which this

has been done] is termed ' iing [in the former

case] and [in the latter]: and you say of

yourself [when you have performed the operation,

in these two cases respectively], and

the she-camel is termed 81;: and it;

BQl; (As, and so is the ewe or she

goat‘; (As,T;) and the she-camel, lacs! it;

and at}. (TA in art.

A man who cuts, or severs, the ties, or

bonds, of his relationship; who disunites himself

from his relations; (S, K;) likebgl: one

who does not accept what any one says, (AO,

[who mentions therewith as having the

former signification] T, S, M, K,) nor regard

anything: (A0, T, $,M:) one who will not

receive admonition. (IKtt.) [See

393.; [Going, turning his back; turning back ,

&c.’: see its verb, 4]. You say, l;

£3; They have not one thai [goes forward

izor one that goes back. (A.) In the phrase in

6 JOE, ’

the Kur [ix. 25], @333 Jay, [Then ye

turned back retreating]; the last word is a corro

borative denotative of state; for with every

is See also is said

to signify tAn aged she-camel whose goodness

has gone. (TA.)__g)._:.u [app 593;] 1A

land upon which rain has fallen partially, not

generally, or not universally. (TA in art.

[This explanation is there given as though ap

plying also to 3&3» Us), app. 51:81»; but I

think that there is an omission, and that the

latter phrase has the contr. meaning.])

a»; i. q. [infi n. of 4, q. v.].

333.; A slave made to be free after his owner’s

death; ;) to whom his owner has said, “Thou

art free after my death;” whose emancipation

has been made to depend upon his owner’s death.

(TA.)

9dr)

’3,“ [is extensively and variously applied as

meaning One who manages, conducts, orders, or

regulates, affairs of any kind, but generally

affairs of importance]. in the

Kur [lxxix. 5], signifies [accoiddto most of the

Expositors] And those angels who are charged

with the managing, conducting, ordering, or

regulating, qfafi'airs. (TA. [See also Bd.])

3,33». as.) and timer-15, (s) A man. (Ta)

and people, (5,) smitten, or afected, by the

[westerly] wind called (S,TA.)= Also,

the former, lVounded: or galled in the

back. (TA.)=And Possessing much property

or wealth, or many camels or the like. (I_{.)

3.215;; applied to a place of abode, Contr. of

$6.2. You say, (5);,- ll‘b and

“54:33.; [This is my neighbour in front of me

and in rear Qfme]. (TA in art. _. 23:313.;

applied to a ewe or she-goat: see so

applied, Ilaving a portion of the hinder part of

her ear cut, and left hanging down, not separated:

and also when it is separated: and is

applied in like manner to one having a portion

of the extremity [or fore part] of the ear so out:

(As, T :) and the former, applied to a she-camel,

having her ear slit in the part next the back of

the neck: or having a piece cut of from that

part qfher ear: and in like manner applied to a

ewe or she-goat: also an ear cut, or slit, in the

hinder part. (M.) [It seems that a she-camel

had her ear thus out if of generous race. And
hence,] 3351:»). '0 ' J I A she-camel quene

Mali-e

Cgus’racf’b'y’ sire and dam. (T, TA.) And

fit“, Joli-o ISuch a one is quure race, ($,K,)

or of generous, or noble, race, (A,) by both

parents: (S,A,K:) accord. to As, ($,) from

3.3ng and éjfip. (s,1;.)

:41; [act. part. n. of 3, q. v.:] +One who

turns back, or away, from his companion; who

avoids, or shuns, him. (As.)_Also A man

whose arrow does not win [in the game called

)..;;ll]: or one who is overcome in the

gdme called Ni: or one who has been over

come [therein] time after time, and returns in

order that he may overcome: or, accord. to

A’Obeyd, he who turns about, or shufies, the

arrows in the in that game. (TA.) [See an

ex. in a verse cited in art. 955.]

“fzu A44" ISuch a one is

[as though he had [behind him and before him

honour or dignity or nobility,- meaning that he

is] generous, or noble, in respect of his first and

his last acquisition of honour or dignity. (TA.

[But it is there without any syll. signs; and

with in the place of

u-t>

4. ass-3M The land showed its plants or

herbage: (K :) or began to show the blackness of

its plants or herbage. (AHn, M,

9- J-e', int n- vii-gin (also or was;

(M ;) He (:1 horse, $5, M, K, and a sheep, or

goat, M, and a bird, $) became black : z) or

[brown ; i. e.] ofa colour between black and red;

;) or black tinged, or intermixed, with red

ness. (M, TA.) [See and

11: see 9. abut The blackness of the

land became mixed with redness. (M, TA.)

Anything black. (Lth, A, K.)_[Hencc,
I O

app.,] Much people ; as also 'We: (IAar, K :)

the former is also common to other things; (M,*
1 iv . ’

TA ;) so that you say 9..» db, meaning much

property. (TA.)

! is

U...» : see the next paragraph.

5-3; (s. M. A, Mgh, Ms). K) and ' 3-33 (M)
and lug-1? (K) The expressed juice of fresh

ripe dates; (A, Mgh, Msb;) what flows from

fresh ripe dates; ;) the honey of dates; [i. e.

the sweet, thick, or inspissated, juice thereqf;]

(M, K ;) the expressed juice of dates, (M,) or of

fresh ripe dates not cooked: (AHn, M2) what

is called :i; in the dial. of the people of El

llIedeeneh : said by some to be the honey offresh

ripe dates: by some, whatflows, or exudes, from

raisins and from fresh grapes: and by some,

what flow: from the baskets of dates: (TA :)

[see also in an explanation of which the in

spissated juice of any fruit is‘termed its “.3? :]

also the honey of bees, pl [1.2.5: so in the

copies of the and in [some of the copies of] the

A; asignification not known; but [AHn] Ed

Deenawaree mentions the word and ex

plains it as signifying “ domestic bee-hives;" and

by this it is seen that the application of v.4, to

what bees eject may be correct: or the true read

ing may be 4:53! 3;, with t, as in some

copies of the A ; and it may he meant as explain

ing what precedes, meaning the expressedjuice of

the fruit of the palm-tree, by a kind of trope;

though, as such, a useless repetition: but it is

said in the O, on the authority of IDrd, that

bees’ honey is called 'Jqu: (TA :) the vulgar

apply the word to [the inspissated juice of fresh

ripe grapes, which resembles thich honey: and

sometimes to] the honey of raisins.

See also

I O 0

V4,: see was, in two places.

0,0)

is,» A. colour in animals that have hair,

(Msb;) [brownness ;] or redness tinged, or in

termixed, with blackness: (M, Msb :) it is in

sheep, or goats, and in horses; (M ;) [and in

birds: see 9:] accord. to Hoseyn Ibn-’Abd-Allah

El-lsbahanee, in his book on strange pigeons,

greenness, or a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour, in

which are redness and blackness. (TA.) [See

J r05

also fist]

3 )

u-qi, A certain bird, of small size,

(TA,) ofa colour inclining to black, that coocs

(F35): (K, TA :) hence said by some to be the

mdle of theA; [or dove]: (TA :) or a species of

pigeons: (M :) or a pigeon ofa colour between

black and red: (Mgh:) or a species of the

[or collared turtle-doves]: (Msb:) fem.

with 8: (Mgh,I_§:) [pl. :] a rel. n. from

0 b: 90/

Wgnle: ($,M,Msb,K:*) [see or

from v.3, of fresh ripe dates, but made to deviate

from the, form of the original, like and

553;: ($2) or it has the form ofa rel. n. with

out being such. (M, TA.)

! 4 a; i at

{bl-Ag; Domestic bee-hives,- 2.1:“!

(A3", M-)

II!

mu
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Jed", [A seller efwie]. (K in art. )La.)

“:53, (s,1_<,) by some written @13, which is

said to be the correct form, (TA,) A mace (K,

TA) of iron or other material: (TA :) app. an

arabicized word, ($,K, TA,) from [the Persian]

1,» (TA) [or that PI- Jets;- (s, 1s)

J45 A bird, (s, A, Msb,' K,) and a horse,

(S, M, A, Mgh,) and a sheep, or goat, (M,) or a

goat, (A,) [brown ; or] ofa colour between black

and red; (s, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) or of a red

colour tinged, or intermixed, with blackness:

(LI :) or, accord. to Hoseyn Ibn-’Abd-Allah El

Isbahanee, in his book on strange pigeons, ofa

green colour, or a dark, or an ashy, dust-colour, in

which are redness: °and blackness: (TA:) fem.

:L-Se = (A => pl- e-tl- (s, A, Msb, 1.1-)

9/ O) I

1...!» Land beginning to show the black

ness qfits plants or herbage. (AHn,

t.»

1- @622) 5,3, (as) or ($.Mgh,

Mgh,) aor. i and 1 ($, Mgh, Msb, and =,

(Mgh, Mtb, K,) inf- 11- to ($, Mgh, Msb, K)

and go, (s, Mgh,K) and tech, (s,1_<,) 01‘ the

last is a siibst. sometimes used as an inf. n.,

(Msb,) He tanned the hide, or shin ; i. e., pre

pared it, or made it fit for use, and softened it,

or made it pliable, with a}; [q. v.] and the late.

(TA.) It is said in a trad, 63,3. 136,, [The

tanning thereof is the means of purification

thereof]. TA.)_See also i

7. bu.“ It (9. hide, or skin,) was, or became,

tanned; i. e., prepared, &c., with B; and the

like; (TA ;) quasi-pass. of 1. (S, Msb,]_(, TA.)

'51 2.3g! [The skin of the pig will

not become tanned] is a prov., said of him whom

good advice will not profit. (TA.)

2. Q d

the: see

[in one of my copies of the written

A single act of tanning. ($,"' TA.)

I, l

liq; : see what next follows.

Tan; [tanning-liquor, or ooze;] that with

which one tans, (S)i Mgh,‘ Msbf K,‘ TA,) i. e.,

prepares, or makes fit for use, and softens, or

makes pliable, a hide, or skin, consisting of 16;;

[q.v.] and the like; (TA ;) as also i gt;

Mtb, K) and ' (s. 1;) and ' iéfie- (A1111.

TA.) One says, u? .31ng [The skin is

in the tan, or tanning-liquor]. And

gist-ll Us [.110 soaked it in the tanning-liquor].

in art. too-[Hence,] [app.

A stomachic]. (Lth and M and Msb voce

5,31», q. v.) = Also an int“. n. of 1. (s,

Mabel!)

{Rain that puts the earth into a good

state, and softens it, 7 by its water.

(lDrd,K, TA.)

5,33, applied to a hide, i. q. i [i. e.

Tanned]. (1;)

llth The craft of the [or tanner]. (Msb,

K,TA.)_Also an inf. n. of 1, ($,K,) or a

subst. sometimes used as an inf. n. of 1. (Msb.)

= See also

EC; A tanner. (Msbf 1;: TA.)

0 s e _

y!) Anguria, or water-melon,- m Pers.

Oral.

at,“ (KL)

.rn”

" J.» and A place where hides, or

skins, are tanned. (T,"‘ Msb,*K,*TA.) [Hence,]

one says, Li's I [This country

is the place where men are tanned by the sun].

(TA.)—Also, the former, Skins put into the

[or tanning-liquor] : (sgh, :) or of which

the tanning has been commenced: (Az, TA :) as

though made a pl., ($gh,TA,) like he

syn. with ($gh,

.'§r) a: 2

lies». ,ul [app. Hides, or skills, much tanned].

(TIL)

see éfig._[Hence,] tile

,3; I This is speech in which nothing is meant.

(TA.)

6t:

1. a sh. 011,19) (K,) inf- n
(TA,)H[lit. He, or it, stuck to it: and hence,]

1“ he was, or became, attached, addicted, given, or

devoted, to it, (namely, a thing, J K,) so that he

did not quit a. (JK, as 3,; is

explained by Ll; only as signifying [app.

meaning 1* He stuck fast, or perhaps he 'clave to

one course,_in respect of his means ofsubsistence :

see also (TA.):hiiQ; He stuck it, or

made it to adhere. (TA. [See 4.])_See also

what next follows.

2. 411;}, infin. $635, (Lth,JK,K,) He caught

it with 5‘}; [or bird-lime]; (Lth,K;) namely, a

bird: (sat) and so 13,33, 8.0121, inf. h.

(TA.)

4. it»: He made it to stick, or adhere.

[See also 1.]) You say, a,» this}! + God made

him, or may God make to stick to it; or, it

to him. (JK,TA.)__ii;§i t; +H01v great it

his attachment, addictedness, or devotedness!

(JK, TA.)

5. 63$ It (a thing) was, or became, sticky,

glutinous, viscous, or ropy. (TA.) ._..It (a bird)

was, or became, caught by means of J,» [or bird

lime]; (1;, TA;) i.e. it stuck, or adhered. (TA.)

[See also $53.])

$5, (Lth, IDrd, s, 1;, see.) and v 5,313 (Fr,

K) and V [Bird-lime : and the viscum,

or mistletoe; and its berries, of which bird-lime

is mostly prepared: the first of these words has

these applications in the present day:] a kind of

glue, (IDrd, well known, (lDrd,) or a sticky,

glutinous, or viscous, thing, like glue, (Fr, s,

TA,) with which birds are caught; (Fr, IDrd,

s, 1;, TA 5) in one dial. called (IDl'dt)

Lth says, it is the fruit, or produce, qfa tree,

having in its interior a substance like glue, that

sticks to the wing of the bird: the hakeem

Déwood says, [in a passage which is imperfect

in the TA,] it is found upon the tree in like

manner as lichen (3213!), but is a berry, like the

chick-pea (94:...) in roundness; . . . . the best

thereof is the smooth, soft, with much moisture,

inclining, in its exterior, to greenness, and it is

mostly found upon the oak; when it is cooked

with honey and 9-3) [or the expressed juice of

fresh ripe dates, &c.j, . . . . and drawn out into

longish strings, and put upon trees, the birds

become caught by it. (TA.)

I e p a

[6,» part. 11. of J”, Sticky, glutinous, or

viscous : so in modern Arabic]

we )4

iii)”: see $3,. ._.Also Anything sticky,

glutinous, viscousfor ropy; that draws out with

a sticky, glutinous, viscous, or ropy, continuity of

parts. (IDrd,I_§,“l TA.)_And Human ordure;

(JK, $, K;) because of its sticky, or ropy,

quality. (JK.)

2 .I r 20

Q’s!) : see we.

lie) lee

J4.» 92,: Jr[.Means qf subsistence] not com

plete. (TA.)

J»

1. 1C3,<s.M,1.<,) aor- ’- tmd (M, K,) inr

n. (M,) Ilc collected it together, (S, M, K,)

like as one collects together a morsel, or gobbet, or

mouthful, offood with his fingers: :) and

'21:», inf. n. [in like manner] signifies

he collected it together. (TA.) And i3»!

(M, K,) aor. '1, inf. n. as above; (M ;) and

nag, (M, K,) inf. n. (TA ;) .He made

the morsel, or gobbet, or mouthful, 'large, (M, K,)

collecting it together with his fingers: (M:) or

the latter signifies he made the morsel, or gobbet,

or mouthful, large, and swallowed it. (IAar,

TA.) And 2‘;ng inf. n. as above; (TA ;)

and 73:5; ;) I made the thing into lumps,

or compact pieces or portions: (sf TA :) and

("Lu 'ng, inf. n. He made the 9-,...

' [generally explained as meaning dates mixed with

clarified butter and the preparation of dried curd

called Lil, kneaded, or rubbed and pressed with

the hand until they mingle together and their

stones come forth,] into [pl. of q. n].

(T, TA.)=,,'e,">u 31);, (T, M, K,) inf. I]. as;

(s, M, 1;) and 3,3, (M, in) He put the land

into a right, or proper, state, prepared it, or im

proved it, [or manured it,] with dung such as is

termed as}, [in the 1; 0.53., and the like,
(T, S, M, K,)iin order that it might become good .

(T, M :) and so (T.) _And means

I put it into a right, or proper, state,- prepared

it ,- or improved it; namely, anything; as also

35;; : for instance, a rivulet; i. 0. he cleansed it,

and put it into a right, or proper, state. ($.)=

104 ‘

‘ \ w_-§__ -—
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(1g) inf. ii. 3,3, (TA,) also signifies He

struck him consecutive strokes with a staff, or

stick, and with a whip. (TA.) _

.v :3 .

'Jyall Calamities, or misfortunes, befell hzm :

or may calamities, or misfortunes, befall him.

Jew-’1

(1;) And tau...” Calamity, or mis

fortune, befell them: or may calamity, &c.:

(A ’Obeyd, s, M:) or they perished: or may

they perish. And ' TA,

[in _the CK, erroneously, JQJIJ) and

3,131), (TA,) Calamity, or misfortune, befell

'him : or may calamity, &c. : (TA :) or the bereft

woman, i. e. his mother, became bereft of him. by

death : or may the bereft woman, &.c. (K, TA.)

_';.l:|3 :13 Q, or (is, is a form of

imprecation: see the latter in art. J43. (TA.)

= aor. 1, inf. 11. J5, He (a camel, or

other animal,) became full offat andflesh.

2: see 1, in four places.

3;; A rivulet, or streamlet .- (T, M, Mgh, K i)

pl. ($, M, Mgh,K:) so called because

cleansed, and put into a right, or proper, state

[when needing]. (T, $, M.*)= Plague, or pes

tilence; syn. (Th, M, = ” h

.34: 43 L;

J. ’

d1,» : see 1, last sentence but one.

(It; A calamity, or misfortune; K ;) as

also 7 M, K,) in which the dim. form

denotes enhancement; ($,TA;) and 7,3,5: (K:)
9 J)

pl. of the first d”, : (TA :) whence the saying,

D I: Indra

(Jle 4%,: see 1, latter part. Also The state

of being bereft of a child, or of a person beloced,

by death. (IAar, M, See in four

places.

513;: see

A. lump, or compact piece or portion,

(Lth, T, S, K,) ofa thing, (S, K,) such as gum,

&c., ($,) or of [the kind of sweetmeat called]

' or

41:13, or of 01..., [described in the first para

graph of this art.,] or of something kneaded, or

the like : (Lth, T :) and a large morsel or gobbet

0r mouthful: (K :) or a morsel, or gobbet, or

mouthful, of butter: pl. (En-Nadr, T.)—

See also = Also The hole qfthe [i. e.

hoe, or ads, or awe] : pl. and

JQQ, (M,) like so in the M, (TA,) ori

VJQ;,lil-ce [Dung, such as is called]

(M) or (1g) and the like; (M,

K;) [used for manuring land ;] as also

(TA.)

Ulcers that come forth the side and

penetrate into the inside,- syn. as also

Jig}. (IAar, T. [See also $3.1) ._ See also

as. _

: see Hence the saying, :

see 1, near the end of the paragraph: (TA 2) or

this saying is from What here follows. TA.)

=A woman bereft of her child by death.

(is; v .13; (M. K) and his; ' ()3; (T. M. K)

are intensive exPressions (K) meaning A severe,

or heavy, calamity 0r misfortune : (K,* TA : [in

the 01;, 3.13, which is said in the TA to be in

correct :]) or a severe, or heavy, bereavement.

(T, M, TA.) And one says, sometimes, (M,)

in»; V 31;, M) and ' 'id; '33; (M) in the

acdus. case as an imprecatioh [meaning May God

send upon such a one a severe, or heavy, calamity

or bereavement]. (M.) As used to say ,Jql) J‘s},

meaning “ [deep] abasement or ignominy :” (T,

TA :) and Aboo-’Amr Esh-Sheybanee, 5].“) 31¢} :

(TA :) others pronounced with s. (T.)

.I.”

U,» A. certain malady (M, Mgh, in the

as}, (M, 15,) [i. e.,] in the belly, (Mgh,) being

a collection of corrupt matter therein; (Mgh,

TA ;) wherefore it is thus called; (TA ;) as also

in; (M, and l : (K :) accord. to ISh,

an ulcer that penetrates into the belly : [see also

:] or an ulcer that comes forth within the

side, and discharges internally; the sufi‘ererfrom

which seldom recovers : also called “JAM ids:

(TA in art. a large tumour (in Pers.

,33). (KL) [Abu-l-Kasim Ez-Zahréwee

describes the modes of cauterizing the 31.3; in

order to hasten its coming to maturity. (See

“Albucasis de Chirurgia," p. 98, where the word

is twice written 3.133; once, 3&9}; and once,

correctly, Jigs.) Golius explains and

by “ vomica, apostema,” as on the authority of

the $and KL; in neither of which do I find

anything of the kind: nor do I find even

mentioned in either of those ,works.] _. See also

J3). Hence the saying, : see 1, in

the, latter part of the paragraph.

9 I Q. i f ! D I ’

J41, Jae, and M1; : see Jess.

0' .v o - set _ _

3334M Ue'gl Land put into a r1ght, or proper,

state; prepared,- or improved; [or manured;]

with dung such as is termed

,g; and up

1. aor. vol, int. n. [and app. also

L533, q. v. infra], IIe walked, or went, gently, or

in a leisurely manner. (TA.)

5r 54 510/ J

2. 3-943 1'. q. M. (K.) You say, All), mean

“I,

ing a.“ [He made it, or wrought it ,' &c.].

(T19)

4. ussl, said of the [tree, or shrub, called]

404

$32, ($,) or of the can, (M, K,) or of each of

these, (TA,) It put forth what resembled [the

young locusts termed] ; (M, K ;) [i.‘e.] what

came forth, of its leaves, resembled Us); ;)

and thus became fit to be eaten. M.) [See

and and LL; and see also is; and

Ens-1 '

or [sometimes written with [5 and

sometimes with‘l] Locusts before they fly : z)

or locusts when they [first] put themselves in

motion, and become black, before their wings

grow: in their first state, when they are white,

they are termed {3...}: (A0, T :) or the smallest

of locusts, and of ants: (M, K 2) or [locusts]

u”"'ijrdm

after the state of that which is termed 53:1»:

(M :) [see§ljé-:]n. un. ($,M.)._.. [hIence,]

1%}; 5;, (M,)ei- 53.3, and 5.1g,

(Iésr. T. Mi. K.) and was; all». and 33.;

(313;, (Th, M,) THe came withjor brought,

much; and what was good .' (M :) he came with,

or brought, much property or wealth, or many

cattle: (M,K:) '3; is a soft tract in Ed

Dahna, frequented by locusts, which lay their

eggs therein; (M ;) it is a spacious place; so

that the phrase [5}; 31;] is as though it

meant he came with, or brought, property, or

wealth, or cattle, like the [locusts termed] 1,); of

the spacious place called C54,. (T.) J is in error

as to this phrase: (K, TA:) for it is stated in

the S, as on the authority of IAar, that one says,

2Q, meaning Such a one came with,

or brought, property, or wealth, or cattle, like

the 1,), in abundance : and thus it is found in his

handwriting: and in the Tekmileh it is written,

as on the same authority, (TA.)

Accord. to Abu-l-’Abbés [Th], the [right] phrase

is '5; and in one place he says that

a ’ s

'31:; [thus (for :53) in the TT as’from the T,

but probably a. mistranscription for '&;,]signifies

Much property or wealth, or many cattle: and

accord. to_AA, one says, ' i mean

ing Such a one came with, or brought, property,

or wealth, or cattle, like the 1,». (T.) = Also A

gentle, or leisurely, manner ofwalhing or going.

(K. [See 1.])

3 e .

up: see the next preceding paragraph, last

sentence but one.

s.. .. _
u,» : see Us}, in five places.

are. Us.

L53; : see. the next paragraph.

The gourd.- n. un. with 3: Msb :) it

is mentioned in this art. by J and Z [and Fei]:

but accord. to Hr and the K, its proper art. is

A» [q. v.]: accord. to Az, L35, for he says that

its measure is : (TA some allow its being

written and pronounced (TA in art. .35.)

4D!

9.»:

3.3; J63”) (s. M. K) and v 39.1; (s) A land

abounding with [the locusts termed] or

(5. M. K)

Ciao,

5’s”

6 i

l 953$: see what next follows.

2

U331 : see what next follows.

,2}? (s. M. K) and ' (M. K.)

the 3 being substituted for the (5 as interchange

able therewith, (M,)_A land of which the herbage

has been eaten by [the locusts termed] or

($, M, = Accord. to Z, both signify: [also]

A land that produces i. e. gourds. (TA in

art. mag.)

5':

1. Us 5,, (L,) or 4.33, (TA,) 301'. ;, inf.a‘

3 r _ _

n. :1», The shy sent down ram such as is termed

_ _ _ _____~)_n.,~n
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:2) '— a} .

5:; ; i. e. weak rain; or the weakest and lightest

Qf rain. (L, TA.)= {din Q33, (L,) or3;,

(TA,) aor. i , inf. n. as above, The sky rained

upon them rain such as is termed (L, TA.)

93;, inf. n. as above, The land was

watered by rain such as is termed (L)

2,; Weak rain; as also '36,; the

latter [in the 01; .505, but it is], with kesr: or

the weakest and lightest of rain,- and the pl. is

or, accord. to IAar, i. q. .93: (TA :) or

.9) signifies rain exceeding what is termed 495.

(K in art. 31).)

fl; it; A shy sending down rain such as is

termed (L, TA.)

3:0,: see ; of which it is said to be a syn.

and a pl.

0' s r o 8

U ‘3» 9&3! Land watered by rain such as is

termed

)3:

1. (T, s, M, K, &C.,) aor. 1, (M, Mgb,)

inf. n. (T, S, M, K, &c.,) said ofa trace, or

mark, of a house; or of what remains, cleaving to

the.ground, marking the place of a house; (5},

Msb, K,TA ;) or ofa place ofabode, (T, A,) &c. ;

(T ;) or ofa thing; (M ;) It became covered with

sand and dust blown over it by the wind : this is

the primary signification: (TA :) or it became

efi'aced, or obliterated, (T, $, M, A, K, TA,) by

the blowing of the winds over it; (TA ;) as also

VISUJ, ($,) or 'fiw'i: (M, and it became

old; (M, as also 'j»!, (M,) or lfibi.

(K) By one of the poets it is metaphorically

said of a man’s reputation, meaning I It became

worn out of regard or notice ,' became ejfaced, or

obliterated. (M, TA.) _ And, said of a man,

11% became overcome by old age and emaciation.

(T, TA.) _Also, said of a garment, ('1‘, inf.

n. as above, (T,) It became dirty. (T,K.)._And,

said ofa sword, (T, A, inf. n. as above, (A,)

IIt became sullied from remaining long unfur

bished; (A ;) it became rusty. (T, Hence

the trad. of El-Hasan, 333:5 1,31;

,,§in iii-.1); 5h? [explained in art. baa-1.

(Sh, T, A, TA.) 3,53 attributed to the heart is

1-The having the remembrance of God efl'aced

from it: and attributed to the mind,_1L The being

quick to forget. (Sh, T, K.) =};£Jt,§3, (1g)

inf. n. as above; (TA; [in which, by a strange

mistake, is put forMUD or 7,3,; (so

in the M, accord. to the TT;) The trees put

forth their leaves (M, K, TA) and their branches.

(M, TA.)

2. 8,5,, (A, TA,) inf. ii. Q33, (TA,) He

covered him (A, TA) with a )L’is, (A,) or with

something by which he should be rendered warm.

(TA.) It is said that Mohammad, when a reve

latitirl’came down to him, used to say,

Cover ye me with something whereby I

may become warm. Cover ye me &0. (TA from

a trad.)_,:}€ill U1; Large masses Qfglone

were compactly put together. one upon another,

over the slain person. _ And 55;,

inf. n. as above, ($, K,) It (a bird) put to rights,

or adjusted, its nest; put it into a right, or pro

per, state. ($, _ See also 1, last sentence.

4., ,3», (1;, TA,) like ,;}s°=i, (TA,) or 1,531,

(so in some copies of the K,) He acquired much

wealth. (K,TA.) [566333.]

5. ,3», (T, s,),aiid ,69, ,io, (Msb,TA,)

and inf. n. (T,) He wrapped himself

with 11)ng (T, s, Msb, TA:) and c.3341. )345

he enveloped himself entirely with the gai-ment.

(MAJ-[Hence] can; 1118 is

abundant in wealth. (A, TA.)=§5\ZJ1)3.>3 IHe

(a stallion) mounted, or leaped, the she-camel.

($, A,K.)_And IHe (a man) leaped

upon, and rode, his horse: (T, $, M, A, -L, B:

in the K, for L3, in some copies, is erroneously

put and in others, which is also

wrongleA :) or rode, and wheeled about upon

the back of, his horse: (M :) or mounted his

horse from behind. (TA.)—Ibn-hiukbil uses

the verb metaphorically in describing rain; say

ing,
a, I Ir! .0 :24 e ~E

* wit.» sausages: “.3'Lal *

* C. *

I [The large mountain-goats of El-Yema'rneh

listened to it, after there hadfallen upon it, of its

shower of big drops, whatfell]. (M, TA.)

6 :

7:

8: see 4.

} see 1 ; each in two places.

33; Illluch property or wealth; or many camels

or the like : (T, $, M, :) or much, or many, of

any thing or things: (M :) [the sing. and dual

and pl. are alike; as in the case of its syn. )3, or

3:»; :] you say, [using it as an epithet,] all,

Ii; 4 v Car 9 r 05

(T; S: K2) and)“, vas and)”; \Jlrl: (s, K i)

[but sometimes is used as its pl.; for] you

0/ s 05 J: 1 II

say )3, [)M and ),3, JM: (A’Obeyd,T:) you

also say YB; (T :) and the expression

I'e Deb a

53, 1&5, meaning a numerous army, occurs

thus written: :) an instance is found in a verse

of Imra-el-Keys, where it is thus for the sake of

the metre. (TA.) _ Also Abundance of herb

age, and the like; or abundant herbage, and the

like. (TA.)_ See also Q1313.

:3; : see = (all; 33‘? A good manager of

property, or qf camels 'or the like. (K.)

35; Dirt, orfilth. (K.)=See alsojgg.

36, Ahyjttrmeht, (s, M,‘ A, Mgh,Msb, K,)

such as a 4.5 do, which a man throws upon

himself (Mgh, Msb) over the jib [or garment

that a next the body]: (s, M, A', Msb,K:) or

one with which a person envelopes himself en

tirely : (M :) or a garment which one wears for

warmth above theJLab: (T,TA:) pl. (Mgh.)

._ It is said in a trad. respecting the Assistants

(Ala-3'51) [of Mohammad],
I

)Uaill, meaning 1~ Ye are the persons qfdistinc

tion, and the [other] people are the vulgar. .(TA.)

[See also 2U? and JD? up (:29; The

thin curtain by which one protects himself

from gnats, or masquitoes; the musquito-curtai-n:

[see an ex. in the first paragraph of art. U'Al-gz],

or )3, 3.31 is an appellation of the gnat, or mus

quito; because it is concealed in the daytime;

or because 11,0; is wanted to protect one from its

annoyance. (TA.)

: see Applied to a man, IOb

scure; ofno’ reputation: A,K:) a great

sleeper: ($,K:) slow: heavy; that scarcely

moves from his place:3('1:A:) lazy: (Kr,M:)

and in like manner 'ngfig, lazy; quiet; that

does not occupy himself wit/[his afairs.

H

(5)6; : see what next precedes.

3513, applied to a. trace, or mark, of a house;

or to what remains, cleaving to the ground, mark

ing the place of a house; Being covered with

sand and dust blown over it by the wind; or

being efl'aced, or obliterated, by the blowing of

the winds over it. (A,“‘ Msb,‘ TA.) You say

9" 110,, Q a s .5 v o - 1

fl; 4...”, pl: 04.!- Q§U 1-Such a one’s good

fortune is dt an end, and his vestige is being

efl'aced. (A.)_.In a stateflfpccdition. (M,

K.) Hence the saying fibrils Q')U [Such a

one is erring, in a state ofperdition] : or it. is here

an imitative sequent [merely corroborative; for

rah-'- has also the same signification]: (M, TA :)

and some say _.A sword {sullied by

remaining long'unpolished; rusty. (AZ, T,M,*

A,K.)_1Negligent; inconsiderate; (L,K;) as

also and 7;; [written without the

syll. signs]: (L :) tone who does not carefor, or

esteem, finery.

2e 2

)331: see the last sentence above.

134:», (AA, T, K, [evidently, though

written in the CK see 5, third and fourth

sentences,]) applied to a man, (AA, T,) +1. q.

I 12' 1|”

0,40 (AA, T, and)i.‘.'.f Sac. (AA, T.)

.i'n

L3 "’ andgi; Wrapped in (1)6? ; wearing'a

)U; ; (T, M,"E A,‘ Msb, TA;) as also l),3; :

(IAar, M :) you say [vs-LAN Such a

one wraps himself with a )U; and sleeps in the

morning after sunrise.

t}
fir Q r

1. _ 3 aor. -, inf. n. _ _ 3 ($, A,‘ K) and
9 ' g r 1 a, ca?

Ola-l» (s) and E), (TA,) He, (9. man, TA,)

or it, (a company of people, accord. to 181; .not

said of a single person, $, TA,) crept along ,' l. e.

went, or walked, leisurely, softly, or gently: (S,

A,K :) or did so with short steps :,or came and

went. (TA.) You say, uk- 039,‘ 40,311)»

The company of men passed, going lei

surely, &c., upon, or over, the ground.

Hence, (TA,) -He trafliched, or exercised the

business of a merchant: (K :) because the mer

chant travels about at a slow pace. (TA.)—

And He hastened, or went quickly. (TA.)—

Also, [301% ,,] inf. n. E3, said ofa [or tent,
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or house, or chamber], It dripped. a:

See also 2. =’ [aor., accord. to rule, ’- ,] (As,

1;,) inf. n. (TA,) He let down a veil, or

curtain. (As,l_(.)

Ir:

2- :l-o-Jl eta-9;}, [in the CK, erroneously,

aqaa

sass-a] infin- .’ (also “Hols,

[aor. 3;] (A, TA ;) The sky became clouded.

(S, A, K)

5. 4.15.5 Us 6-143, and so in copies of the
'4'

K,) or i (A, and so in the accord. to

the TA,) He covered himself with his arms, or

weapons: (A z) or he attired himself with (lit.

entered into) his arms; ($,K;) as though he

covered himself with them.

R. Q. 1. 3;; It (the night, s, and so in

some copies of the was, or became, dark;

(also as also 'éés-s's. (K-)=~j-.-3+S

1,1,5; The domesticfowl ran. (TA.)

He called the cock, or hen,

(S, by the cry (K,) or, as in some

copies of the 1; [and in the L] 6’, (TA.)

R. Q. 2.

R. Q. 1.

at,

tag-43: see 5:._and see also

(so in copies of the or é; é},

(so in some copies of the K and in the L,) A cry

by which domestic fowls are called. (L, K.)

[See R. Q. 1.]

A chicken : [or grgbably chickens, as a

coll. gen.n. of which liq-5, mentioned in the

TA voce q. v., is the 1:. un.:] said by some

to be a post-classical word. (TA.)

Intense darkness: and l

signifies the same; ;) or condensation of

darkness. (TA.) =See also

9s:

_ _ ,: see sigh—Also Black mountains.

(IAar, 1;.) = Also pl. of 5;. (Mgh, Msb.)

[originally an inf. n.; see 1: after

wards (like and kc.) used as an

epithet ;] A sucking infant, that creeps along

after its mother: fem. with 3.

go}; and 8;; (s, A, Msb) and éléi, (TA,)

the first of which is more chaste than the second,

($, A, Msb,“I TA,) and the second than the third;

(TA;) a coll. gen. n.; TA ;) u. an.

(s.Mgh.1.<> and iélé> (as) and iétéé;

(K ;) applied to the male and the female; (5,

K;) A certain bird, (TA,) well known,- ($,

Msb, K ;) [the common domestic fowl, both cock

and hen ;] so called because of its [frequent]

coming and going: (Towsheeh:) pl.

(Mgh, Msb,) and sometimes (Msb5)

and pl. of the n. un. élqlq.” and may be

regarded as a broken pl. of 5.1;.» its kesreh

and 1 being considered as the kesreh' and I which

make the pl. form, and as being not the kesreh

and l which are in the sing; or it may be 9. pl.

of with the augmentative letter (i) re

jected, as though pl. of (TA.)_ [Hence,]

[i The constellation Cygnus; so called

in the present day ;] a certain northern constella

tion, consisting of nineteen stars in the figure and

two without thefigure, of which the four stars in

a row are called Juli“, and lie across the Milky

Way. (sz.) _.;Jl see .

(accord. to the K,) or (accord. to

the TA, [the latter app. the correct term,]) also

signifies +A family, or household; the persons

who dwell with a man, and whose maintenance is

incumbent on him. (K, TA.)_Also the former,

+A ball of spun thread: or the

[receptacle called] 02-h- thereof: pl. [or Eather

coll. gen. n., of which it is the n. un.,]

(TA.) _. TThe two projections,

(TA,) or projecting bones, (MF,) of the’breast of

a horse, on the right and left of the )3) [q. v.].

(TA, MF.)

0 )n

a)?” s . .

g ’ see

of“

and and are explained

I fr '

above, voce _ lq-Q.

3 s s 3 ) .

Ulric»: see 08;”), in two places.

[A long-bodied she-camel; lit.]

a she-camel spreading upon, or over, the ground.

(5, K)

‘Of’a clear black colour: (A’Obeyd,

TA voce W52) or intensely black,- (S;) as

and It has

the latter signification applied to a he-camel;

2
s

also '

and to a she-camel. ($, TA.) Also

simply Black ; applied to hair ; and so 7 :

or the latter has this signification applied to any

thing; as also ' (TA :) which last like

wise signifies darh, applied to a sea or great

river, (K, TA,) because of the blackness of its

water. (TA.) You say also Dark

night : (s, A, :) or intensely dark night; and

so and l (TA 2) and

(an) and (1K) a'darh night:

($,K :) the pl. of is and

the latter a contraction of the former. (TA.)

3. a s i r s. . a

at, [part. n. of 1]. You say asp-l; as:qu- A

party, or company, creeping along; i. e., going,

or walking, leisurely, softly, or gently: (ISk, z)

or doing so with short steps’: or coming and

going. (TA.) And £13113 éuln (sea:

TA) The [company ofpilgrims to Mekkeh, and

of the] letters-out of camels do, and the servants,

or assistants, ($,K,) and the like attendants of

the pilgrims, came: (TA :) the two words

and 3;, though sings., are used in the pl. sense:

(TA:) or élJJI signifies also the merchants; ;)

or the merchants and others who go leisurely, or

creep along, after the pilgrims. (TA.) élall

has the same meaning in the words of a trad.,

é' if gill! [These are the letters

out of camels do, and they are not the pilgrims]:

($,K:) said by Ibn-’Omar, of a people whom

he saw among the pilgrims, whose appearance

he disliked: or it means, accord. to A’Obeyd,

those who are with the pilgrims, such as the

hired men, and the camel-drivers, and the ser

vants, and the like; and Ibn-’Omar meant that

these were not pilgrims in the proper sense, but

merely persons journeying and creeping along.

(TA.) _In the words of another trad., l;

i; 9113 '9’, aéa'. 5., the word a...» is

without teshdeed, and is an'imitative sequent to

39k: [see art. €y> :] but accord. to one

relation, it is w); Ls, meaning,

accord. to El-Khattabee, [I left not a company

of] pilgrims to Mekkeh, nor those returning.

’ g}; L'si

135 [Nay, by the pilgrims to the

House of God, and those whojourney thitherfor

mercantile purposes, I will assuredly do such

and such things]. (TA.) ‘

(TA.) One says also,

Darknegs. (er) _ And also used

as an epithet: see in two places. "

.1.’ 5 Jr

a»): 588$”).

s ,,
5 a I r

a1»; ; and its fem, with 3: see

and Q; A man completely armed:

($.92 TA :) and so A ’Obeyd explains

' 'Jq-Jso: he is so called because he walks

slowly by reason of the weight of his arms; or

because he covers himself therewith, from

guilt. (TA.) _Also fThe hedgehog; syn.

(ISd,K:) ora large (TA :) app.

so called because of its spines. (ISd.)

A veil, or curtain, let down. (As,

TA.)

I I I r J I u v I

asp,» : see

)9,

1. }.-S. (s. K.) m =. (Is) he 115845.19)

He whs, or became, brisk, lively, or sprightly,

and at the same time exalted, or exalted greatly,

and behaved insolently and ungratefully: ($:)

or he became confounded, or perplexed, and un

able to see his right course : (S, K :) or he became

in a state like that of one who is confounded, 0r

perplexed, and unable to see his right course:

(T :) he became in a state of confusion and dis

turbance: (T,K:) or [so accord. to the TA,

but in the K “and,”] he became intoxicated.

(K.TA-)

jg; (TA) and v 55.1.; (3, TA) Brisk, lively,

or sprightly, and at the same time eaculting, or

emulting greatly, and behaving insolently and

ungratefully : ($, TA :) or, both words, (K,) in

a state of confusion, or perplexity, and unable to

see his right course: ($,K :) in a state of con

fusion and disturbance : in a state of intoxication:
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(K:) and the former, stupid; foolish; possess

ing little sense; who pursues a wrong course:

(.12.) pl. (of the former, s) (531;, (s,1_<) and
1 O a

ism->- (15-)
I r.¢

01,9; : see the next preceding paragraph.

3,443 Darkness- (s. 11. KO Pl-Jie-‘é; (TA)

and (A, TA.) You say,

(jgl-é [I waded to

thee through darkness ds though I waded through

a full sea]. (A.) And, in a saying of ’Alee,

{453591 gs; Us {5:63 [Like the

marbling of singing birds in the dark recesses of

the nests]. (TA.) _ It is also used as an epithet:

you say J; Darh night: (TA :) and

I

sis-7.3 a dark night: (s, A, TA =) and 1.1,,
G J p, I

)n.» a dark lasting and still rain. (Alia)

__Also, applied to dry herbage, Dark and

abundant; (Sh, K;) because of its blackness:

(Sh:) or abundant and piled up: (IAth :) or,

applied to herbage, abundant. (ISh.) .._Als0,

applied to dust, or earth, (TA,) Ofa dusty colour,

inclining to black, (K,) like the colour of ashes.

(TA.)—Also Dust, or earth, (Sh, K,) itself:

(Sh:) leg-QS. TA.)

J .4 )4.S

(5 ,9.» ,yl [Ofa deep black colour]. (A.)
a

Jq-s

1- (K.) m (T19) int n- (T,

TA,) He smeared a camel with tar,- (K;) as

also V *3 : (TA :) or he smearedhim over his

whole body with tar: (K 2) or Jq-s signifies the

smearing in the part that is mangy, or scabby,

with tar: (T, TA :) and 1,1,?33, [inf. n. of

0-13,] the smearing a camel over his whole body

with tar : (T, :) and the putting the tar upon the

)s-L; [or armpits, and inner parts of the roots of

tlie thighs or other similar parts, only,] is termed

(SJ—He lied: [as though meaning he

concealed the truth with falsehood: for, accord.

to the KL, signifies the concealing the

truth : (not, as Golius understood the explana

tion, its being concealed :)] and confounded or

perplexed [such as heard him]. (K, TA. [In the

CK, is erroneously put for _

[And app. He enchanted, or fascinated: for]

is also syn. with (TA.) _ He com

pressed; coivit, or inivit. ' (As, _He tra

versed the regions, or tracts, of the earth, or land.

(K.) _ The primary signification of is

[app. The act of covering; like but it is

said to be] the act of mixing, or confusing. (J

=Accord. to Fr, one says, 3.; and

Q! [He transfers the bucketfrom the mouth

of the well to the watering-trough, &c.] : the

former verb being formed by transposition. (TA.)

= also signifies The having one eye and

one eyebrow. (KL) [See , last sentence.]

2. J;>,(1Drd,M§b,K,) inf- 11- (K.)

11¢ covered (IDrd, high, 1;) anything: (IDrd,

Mgb.) ._ See also 1, in two places. _ He gilded

[a thing]; 5) he washed over anything with

gold. (TA.)—It (a river overflowing) covered

the land with water. (Mgh.) ._ J-Td, inf.

n. as above, He put his land into a right, or

proper, state, prepared it, or improved it, with

[dung such as is called i. e.]

(TA.) ' '

[Dung for manuring land, such as is

called] 0.4- (Is)

: see

Q): J

Jag.) Tar [used for smearing mangy camels];

as also i (M,

: see what next precedes.

l i J

Jug-g The refuse, or lowest or basest or meanest

sort, of mankind, or of people.

[in its primary application app. signifies

A person, or thing, that covers anything in any

manner; or that does so much, or often. _ And

hence,] A gilder or silverer. (Th, Msb.) _.

And [hence,] A liar: (Msb, TA :) [one who

conceals the truth with falsehood : a falsifier:

and] one who deceives, deludes, beguiles, circum

vents, or outwits, much, or often; very deceitful,

&c. ; or a great deceiver, &c. : (JM :) pl.

(Msb, TA) and (TA.) Hence, in a

trad. relating to Aboo-Bekr’s demanding Fatimeh

“.41'3 (,n, a...
ing [I have promised her tog’Alee, and Iam not] a

liar. (TA.)__ And a. q. tiitLQ, (5,) which sig

nifies A great company of men journeying to

gether, K, TA,) covering the ground by their

multitude: or a company of men journeying

together, carrying goods for traflic. (TA)

Also, (thus correctly written, but. in [some copies

of] the K, and by Sgh, written ' like

TA,) Gold: or gold-washfor gilding. (K, TA.)

._ And The diversified wavy marks, or strgahs,

or grain, of a 'sword.

(s, Msb, 1;,) i. e. Quint c'rgt [The False

Christ, or Antichrist], (S, K,*) said to be a cer

tain man of the Jews, who is to come forth in the

last days of our people, (TA,) is so called from

J43, because he will cover the earth [with his

adherents] (K, TA,) like as the tar covers the

body [of the mangy camel]: (TA :) or because

of his lying, (K," TA,) in arrogating to himself

godship : (TA :) or because he will traverse most

of the regions of the earth: (Abu-l-’Abb6.s, K,‘

TA :) or from “ he covered," (K,) because

he will cover mankind with his infidelity ; (TA ;)

or because he will cover the earth with the mul

titude of his forces; (Msb, TA ;) or because he

will cover the truth with falsehood: (TA :) or

from the same verb signifying “he gilded;”

because he will involve men in confusion, or

doubt, by falsehood, (K,* TA,) or will deceive

them, or will manifest the contrary of what he

in marriage,

conceives or conceals: (TA :) or from

signifying “gold,” or “ gold-wash for gilding;”

because treasures will follow him wherever he

goes: (K,“‘ TA :) or from the same word as sig

nifying the “ of a sword :” or from

explained above: or from ; because he will

defile the ground: or from will (K.)

[Accord to one trad., he will have but one eye

and one eyebrow: and hence, app., it is said that]

also signifies Having one eye and one

eyebrow. (KL)

9- i a

ill-,3 : see the next preceding paragraph.

.4 4 Or 0’40;

.

_ ,sm mong them are narrationsfront

one to another and differing people. (TA.)

05’:

Jig-M A camel smeared [or smeared all over

(see 1)] with tar. ($.)_And A sword [&c.]

gilt. (Mgh.)

()9,

1. aor. i , inf. n. and It (a

day) was, or became, one in which the clouds

covered the shy: :) and inf. n.

signifies the same, accord. to IAar. (TA. [See

also 4.]) ._... ébllll i. g. V \L-Sq-gl [mean

ing_The clouds rained'continually] : (TA :) [for]

in! 'nluig}l signifies the shy rained conti

nually : ($, K :) [or él‘lil and lév'apgl

may mean the clouds covered the shy, or the

regions of the shy, or the earth : for] i [is

app. the inf. n. of the former verb, and] signifies

the clouds’ covering ($, M, K) the sky, ($,) or

the regions pf the shy, (M, K,) or the earth.

(K-) - thug (was) 1, (Mas

int“. n. 5,; (s, Msb, 1;) and (Msb,)

IHe remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in the

place; Msb, K, TA ;) kept to it, or become

accustomed to it: (TA:) and so 70.9”. (s,

Mgb.)_And hence, (TA,) said of the

pigeon, and the sheep or goat, &c., (K, TA,) as,

for instance, the camel, (TA,) IIt kept to the

house or tent. TA.)_And 5&2»

1‘ She (a camel) was, or became, dcczlstbmed to

irrigating the land. (TA.) _And ails]

IHe continued in his transgression, or wicked~

naesszlor unrightcousness. (TA.) And

M5! t They kept to their baseness, or ungenerons

ness; not abandoning it. (TA.) And 709;!

wt, and d J i Van->1, IThe rain, and the

fever, continued (IAar, incessantly for some

days. (IAar, TA.)

3. 2:91,, (15,) inf. n. 3.29.3.1, (s, M, TA,)

Ha endeavoured to conciliate him; treated him.

with gentleness, or blandishment; soothed, coaxed,

wheedled, beguiled, or deluded, him ,- syn. :

(K.) in the$it is said that 2245; is like 553$.

in the M, that it signifies the mixing infamiliar,

or social, intercourse, or conversing, in a good

manner. (TA.) [Golius assigns to 091; ano

ther signification of 0.5!); namely “ He held in

contempt ;” as on the authority of the KL; in

my copy of which it is not mentioned; nor can I

find it elsewhere.]

4: see 1, in six places. _Q.q->l also signifies

It (a day) become one of much rain; and so

VQq-yy-gi': (K :) or the latter has a more in

tensive meaning, i. e. it became cloudy with mist
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or vapour, and dark [with rain]; and [simply]

it became dark, or obscure. (TA. [See also 1,

first sentence.]) _And 1,295! They entered

into [or upon a time of] much rain. (AAF,K.)

446'.

12. “9,1 : see the next preceding paragraph.

I O a

09;: see 1, second sentence: and see also

.u I J I I a I l

lag-3 [which has the same, or a similar, significa

tion]. Accord. to A2, it signifies The shade of

the clouds in a day afrain. (TA.)—Also

Mach, or abundant, rain : (AZ, S, Msb, K :)

' 9! I J J

pl. [of pauc.] big-fl and [of mulL] a”, and

and You say and

I or lea ’ is) Joe :6): 9w

0-» )9.» and l 3h.» 1,: and M» I)! [app

meaning, accord. ’to the K, A day of much, or

abundant, rain; but it seems to be indicated in

the that the meaning is a day of clouds covering

the whole shy, full of moisture, and dark, but

containing no rain] : apd ir’i’like manpgr on.e says
of the night [app. 31:! and I as

0+:

well as and using the

latter word both as the complement of a prefixed

noun and as an epithet. (AZ, s,

90) 9.1,):

(12-; : see its».

[or 'l] Rain: so in the phrase

[or ’l] a day of rain; as also

33 [or (TA.) _See also

Also, ($, in the colours of camels, The

ugliest hind of blackness.

3 a s .

04-; : see the next paragraph, in three places.

i .v I i 3 s s

5»: (AZ. s. K) and '5»: and t a.» (K)

Clouds covering the whole shy, full of moisture,

and dark, but containing no rain,- (AZ, S, K ;)

3 .i s _ . . 3.7” I

pl. 1 0.9-; [or this is a coll. gen. 11. of which up;

is the n. un., though said to be syn. with this last,

as well as a. pl.]: (K:) and darkness; syn.

0")

Sim-Us: or the first of these words has this

last signification; i.e. m, or tub}; [thus in

some copies of the and in the TA; but in

other copies of the K only;] and is also

without teshdeed; ;) i. e., it is also written

15.2.3, as in the “Book” of Sb: this is ex-,

plained by Seer [and in the S] as syn. with

and, accord. to Sb, its pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.]

is 154;; but in the it is said that its pl. is

54-3, i. e. :

(TA: [but in one copy of the S, I find

like and and

and ; and in another, and 1])

and V is syn). with l [q. v.]: (K, rISA:

[in the CK, is erroneously put for ;

and 1,311, which should immediately follow it,

is omitted =]) the pl. of is (TA.)

also signifies The clouds’ covering the

earth, and being heaped, one upon another, and

thick. (K,“ TA.) .._See also in two

places: and see L‘s».

oil

129-; : see the next preceding paragraph.

: see 6,96, in two places. ._ Also 1A

ewe or she-goat that does not withhold her udder

from the lambs or kids of another. (TA.)

act. part. n. of 1. Hence,] A

rain (5%, in two copies of the 535$) over

spreading, or copering, [the earth,]' like that

which is termed 1.,» [i. e. lasting, or continuous,

and still, 860.]. (AZ,$, [Freytag has writ

ten the word, as on the authority of the K,

zit-3.1) And 53m; 53-2-3 (s. Mib) and til-11

(s) A cloud rdining (s, Mai) much, or bon

'tinually. ($. [Which of these two meanings is

intended in the $ is not clearly shown.])_

and V + A he-camel that irri

gates land; or that is used for drawing water

upon him for the irrigation of land,- syn. UL;

[q. v.]: z) or that is accustomed to the irriga

tion of land, or to be used for drawing water

upon himfor that purpose: (TA:) and

applied to a she-camel has this latter signification.

(1;, TA.) _And 5.5.6 ($,’h’1gh,l_{) and 5,71,,

and some of the Arabs say Bag-1,, (ISk, ap

plied to a sheep or goat (i154), (lSk, s, Mgh, K,)

and a pigeon, (K,) &c., (lSk,$,K,) as, for in

stance, a camel, (TA,) 1That keeps to the houses

or tents; (ISk,$, Mgh,]_{,TA ;) domesticated,

orfamiliar, or tame : (lSk, :) the first (0.9.1,)

occurs in a trad. as meaning a sheep or goat

ho-mefed; that is fed by men in their places of

abode: (TA =) pl. 5.953; (s, Mgh, lush, K ;)

applied to sheep or goats and pigeons and the

like that keep to the houses or tents; (high; [in

which it is added that some say ;]) by El

Karkhee said to be contr. ofiQSLZ; (Mgh ;) and

applied by Lebeed to dogs used for the chase,

($,) in this instance meaning trained, or taught :

(EM p. 164 z) or applied to a dog means

that heaps to the houses or tents ; and so

(TA.)

A camel of the colour termed

rm- 5&5. (s, K)

O1 0 1 9 c

lip-J... : see WI}.

9 g D .vfi' T Q I O ' r

Olly-M 3.1.5! A. dark night. 315

[A sheep or goat, or a ewe or she-g0at,] that

keeps to the lambs or kids, or is familiar with

them, and afects them. (IB, TA.)

I; 1 I a

35,9.“ : see

y.»

1- ‘43. (s. K,) m (s) inf- n- 3;; (s.

K) and [and app. or veg-3, q. v.

infra], It (the night) was, or became, dark,- as

also 7 up»! and v K) and

(K :) or, accord. to As, 195, said of the night, is

not from the being dark, but signifies it covered

everything : and hence, he says, the phrase,

meaning Since [the religion of]

El-Isldm became strong, and covered everything;

(5 ;) or became strong, and spread, and covered

everything: (TA :) and he also said that

means It (the night) was, or became, still, or

calm; and tug»; is said to mean the same.

(TA.)-Also It (the hair of a she-goat) was, or

became, such that one part thereof overlay

another, and it was riot loose and sparse.

_Also, ian n. (TA,) It (a garment)

was complete,full, or ample; [such as covered the

wearer completely ,-] or long, reaching to the

ground. (K.)_And, said of a man, i. g.

(K;) as also (K in art. ,l-,.) You say,

He compressed her. (lAar, TA.)__\é’,

i123 uh; means 1* [Their afl‘air, or case,]

became in a good, right, or proper, state [upon

that ground, or condition: probably from

said of the night, as meaning “it was, or became,

still, or calm”]. (As, TA.) _ '§

[app. Come hither, may God not protect you;

if, as is probably the case, from said of the

night, as meaning “it covered everything ;”] is

sfid in chiding the domestic fowl. (TA. [See

E; in art. t,.])

a. u._.\,,(1;,)inf. n. iiéiii, (TA,) IIe treated

another with concealment ofenmity; (K and TA

in art. ‘59”) as though he came to him Us

a J J a at

e.,-2,, i. e. in darkness; (TA ;) or from cafe-,1

[q. v. mad]. (Har p. 393.)__[Hence,]

bid-1.1.: signifies [also] The treating with gentle

ness, or blandishment; soothing, coaxing, wheed

ling, or cajoling; or deceiving, deluding, beguil

ing, circumventing, or outwitting; or striving,

endeavouring, or desiring, to do so : (S, K :) the

treating hypocritically: (Har ubi supra :) the

coaxing, or wheedling, with comely behaviour or

speech, not rendering sincere brotherly aflection;

or simply the treating with comely behaviour:

and the putting [one] of [in the matter of a right,

or due], as one does by repeated promises. (TA.)

You say, 12,15, meaning I treated him with

gentleness, or blandishment; &c.; as though with

concealment of enmity. (SJ—Also The pre

venting, or forbidding, or refusing, in a. manner

between that qf severity and that of lamness.

(M. s. 1.1-)
sorbi

4: see 1, first sentence.._.[Hence,] {Ag-fl

MI I let down the curtain [of the door] of the

chamber. (Har p. 393.)

5: see 1, first sentence, in two places. .—

[Hence,] QQZ.“ UL» The clouds Clflsetl to

gether and spread so as to cover the shy. (AHn.)

12. : see 1, first sentence.

The three fingers [meaning the thumb and

first and second fingers] with a mouthful upon

[or between] them. And The mouthful

[that is taken with the thumb and first and second

finger-i]- <s§> J; {‘93 is:

$33.31,, QWI is an enigma of the Arabs of

the desert; meaning Three fingers conveying a

mouthful to the belly and the anus. (TA.):

A button (T, LLK) of a shirt: (T,K:) pl.

and (K) __ See also art. w).

(as written by some) or (as written

by others) Darkness; ;) and so 13.9.5, of

which, in this sense, [as well as in others, men

tioned in art. uq-s,] is also the pl., ($, and
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K in art. up») accord. to Ks, as mentioned by

IJ, who holds it to be [only] sing; (Har p. 611;)
a. a _ r!

and so, too, Hey-lg, of which the pl. 1s at»:

(TA :) or signifies the blackness of night,

with clouds, so that one sees not star nor moon :

or, as some say, [the state of the night] when it

covers everything,- not from the being dark:

[see 1, first sentence :] (TA :) and Jail 7

signifies the darknesses, or intense darknesses, of

night. K.)_You say also [A

dark night, or a night that covers everything] :

and [dark nights, &c.]; not pluralizing

the latter word, because it is an inf. 11. used as an

epithet. (TA.) [See also £13.]

3;; A like, or an equal: and a [friend, or
r O

companion, such as is termed] 0“. (TA.)

.40) e

in.) : see \93, above: and see also art. U93.

53,93, applied to a she-goat, (1L) and to a she

camel, (TA,) Having full, ample, or long, hair

orfar. TA.)

: see what next follows, in two places.

E); :11; and v Dark night. (TA, and

K in art. u») And A darh night.

(s-)-i;»); (K) and 5.1.); (ms,

TA) An ample benefit, boon, or blessing. (IAar,

K. [Or, if the right reading in the former phrase
'rld

be 2...», both phrases may mean Ample enjoy

ment or good fortune.]) (é;

or V E13 (12;, (TA,) app. means Verity he

is in an easy or a tranquil, or a plentiful and

pleasant, or a soft or delicate, state of li e.

TA.)

2.3.); [fem. of E13, q. v. :_] as a Bubst.:

see

Ii 1’ 5 J

M! k591,»; : see is».

u‘?"

3. wk, mentioned in this art. in the K: see

art. ,9).

Jr)

3*): see art. *5 :=and see also the para

graph here following.

erl g

19> : see leg-3, in art. ,q-s. = Also The lurk

ing-placf, or covert, (3,33,) qf a hunter : :)

pl. ué-g. _And A bee-hive. (KL):

Of a bow, (K, TA,) A piece of shin (TA) of the

measure of two fingers, put at the extremity of

the thong, or strap, by which the bow is sus

pended, TA,) having a ring in which is the

extremity of the thong, or strap: but the word

mfnt’ioned by IAar as having this meaning is

73;), when he says that the is at [the

distance of] four fingers from the notch of the

bow into which enters the ring that is at the end

qf the string. (TA.)._ And A sinew with which

a bow is covered in the part of the stave that is

held by the hand, lest it should break. ($gb, TA.)

[Golius says, as on the authority of the $, in

which I find nothing of the kind, that it signifies

A black patch, with which the extremity of a

Bk. I.

bow is coveredfor the sake of ornament.] _.Red

wool: pl. as above. (TA.)= The young one of

the bee: p1. as above. (TA.) And [hence,]

,a .v 3:!

29; got The bee. (T in art. )1.)

5

5 ,

. 3 i
u? } see art. ,q-s.

El} ;

p-a

ll 4 r I Q J J

1. a”), ($,A,K,) aor. 1, (K,) mi. 11. j’a-g

(s,A,1.<) and ,45. (T, K.) He (God. s) drove

him away; expelled, or banished, him.- he re

moved him ; put, or placed, him at a distance, or

away, or far away: (T, s, A,K :) he pushed,

thrust, or repelled, him, (K,) with roughness, or

violence, and ignominy. (TA.) It is said, in a

a, a, on is},

form of prayer, L's )sfl IA)! 0 God,

drive awayfrom us the devil. (TA.)

: see what next follows.

3"); and Driving away; expelling, or

banishing: removing; putting or placing at a

distance, or away, orfar away : pushing, thrust

ing, or repelling, (K,) [with roughness, or vio

lence, and ignominy: see the verb.] In the Kur

[xxxvii. 8-9], some read 3’5

ILLS, meaning [And lhey shall be’darted at

from every side] with that which drivcth away,

or eapelleth, do; as though it were said ’13,),

or}; so says Fr; but he does not approve

of this reading. (TA.)

)1.

,5 More [or most] violently and ignomi

niously repelled. (TA from a trad., cited voce

I; I:
.

[said in Her p. 210 to be syn. with the

inf. n. signifies A cause, or means, of

driving away, 8m].

0 J 04 -

)fM Driven, or removed, far away: so m

the Kur vii. 17 and xvii. 19. And hence,

3:71;} 5... lei-.1; flu;th The devil is driven

away, or banished, from the mercy of God.

a)”
’r8 1

Q. 1. a)», inf. n. 5;; and éajle, (s, L,

K,) [He rolled a thing along: and] he rolled a

thing down. (L, K.)_[And He rounded a thing;

made it round : see the pass. part. n., below.]

Q. 2. quasi-pass. of Q. 1; (s,L,1_<;)

[It (a thing) rolled along: and] it rolled down.

(L, _. [And It became round]

" IO)

29-”; The little ball [of dung] that is rolled

along by the [or species of black beetle

called cantharus, and in which it deposits its

eggs]: :) pl. ($.)_It also sig

nifies).,\iJl ()4 true“ Lo: [so in the L and TA :

but the following verse, cited as an ex. of this

signification, suggests that )JJJl is probably a

mistranscription for grill or ’33.“, i. e. “ticks ;”

to which, in several'difi'erent' stages of growth,

the Arabs apply different appellations: (see

:) and this is rendered more probable by

the fact that, in the L, 5 and ) are often written

almost exactly alike: if so, the meaning is +4

round tick,- or a tick that has become round:

likened, I suppose, to the little ball of dung

above mentioned :] pl. as above: En-Nabighah

says,

Fee 0 J at 4.1.4,) 5 e II

* On Qlél," MM Ml 3*
F a a a

J a I 4):! a o a nail -

[app. describing a she-camel, and meaning, She

became so that the children of Seba scared her

away, as though they were round ticks biting her

beneath her' two sides]. (L, TA. [This verse is

also cited in the M and TA in art. 1...; but not

there explained.])

I'D I)

a,“ pass. part. 11. of Q. 1 [as meaning

Rolled along: and rolled down]. (TA.)—[And]

Rounded; or round; syn. ($,K.)

: [The roller,- meaning] the [or

species of black beetle mentioned above, voce

379,}.131. (IAar,TA.)_ {.36 and

)héll are [Two] days of winter. in art.

é»)

vie-s

1' A7152) aor‘ :' I inf' 11'

c213 ($.A) and Joli, (Ans) Hanoi

slipped. A, And said of a man,

Heslipped- (Msb-)—J-:i" (s, as.)

aor. and inf. us. as above, (TA,) IThe sun de

clined (STA, towards the'place of: setting,

(M.) £1» 9,5 (s) or w) chasm

[from the meridian]; as though it slipped. (TA.)

(SrA) Mgbv lszr) aor' '1: (M'lbr)

inf- n. .1543, ($.19) or oil-3, (Msb,) rm:

argument, plea, allegation, or evidence, was, or

became, null, or void. A,‘It Msb,K.)=See

also 4, in two places.

4. vent, (A, TA,) inf. n. J33], (s,) He

made ($, A, TA) a man’s foot, (A, TA,) and a

man, (TA,) to slip; ($, A, TA;) as also

(TA.) _ It (rain) made a place slippery. (TA.)

._ 1 He (God, S, Msb, or a man, annulled,

or rendered null or void, an argument, a plea, an

allegation, or an evidence : (S, Msb, K :) he

rebuttcd it; as also “4&3, inf. n. (TA;

but in this instance, only the inf. n. of the latter

verb is mentioned.) Thus in the Kur [xviii. 54,

and XI. 51:13:23 4:,» I That they may, or

might, rebut thereby the truth. (TA.)

A slippery place; as also ’7 ($,

K) and “163;; (0.19 and we», (Freyeg.

from the Deewén of the Hudhalecs,) [or

I'D,

Us...» '2]: pl. 921;», (K,) [a pl. of the second,]

a a ' 9 a - '

like as Jig. is pl. of (TA.)—Also W ater

' u v oi

that causes slipping : pl. “inst. (TA.)

9,,

(JAB-Q:

I),

} see the next preceding paragraph.

use-M

Jain-l3 [Slipping] has for a pl. occur

' 108
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, , , ’5! J b .v

rlng 1natrad., 1n the phrase )Ms'jl gag-s, mean

ing 1-those having no firmness, or stability, nor

detm'mination, or resolution, in afiairs. (TA.)

122;, in the Kur [xlii. 15], means

1 Their, argument, or plea, or allegation, is null,

or void: or, as IDrd says, on the authority of

AO, it means [rebutted]. (TA.)

[or l]: see

A cause Qfslipping; syn.

You say, ’31: 04h [This is a cause of

slipping to'the/foot]. And EAL“

in a trad. respecting the $irat, means A place

on which thefeet will not remainfirm. (TA.)

A place in which one slips much, or

often: pl. (TA.)

o»

1. aor. =, (K,) inf. n. (TA,) He

drove him away; removed him; put him away,

or far away; as also ' dip-,1. One says,
are ob sin 1"05

final, 41!! labsl, TA,) i. e. May God

remove him; or put him away, or far away.

(TA,)-And [hence, app.,] Jain iii-3, (5,)

or 41”, (TA,) rMen, or God, (TA,) dis

regarded him, or cared notfor him. TA.)_
a J H ' Ir

’9)" {5.3.} ($, gLJL! (K) The womb re

jected the semen; did not admit it. (S,
m ' D r a r .0 4 Q J I

And tag-)3: gig-g, aor. =, inf. n. 6-; and (5,.»

She (a camel, or other animal,) ejected her womb

after bringing forth: and died in consequence:
9 D r 4

(TA:) or 60-; and 61»; [each app. as an inf. n.,

or the latter may be a simple subst.,] signify the

coming forth of the womb of a she-camel after

her giving birth. (IDrd, K, TA.)_ And

4,» She brought himforth. (As, $,K.) So in the

” Dar! 51114,"

saying, a! 45>; bl All [May God remove

farfrom good, or prosperity, or success, a mother

who brought him forth]. (s.)__ 23.;

His arm, or hand, fell short of reaching it, or

attaining it. (Lth, Ibn-’Abb6.d, ISd,

4: see above, in two places.

7. “J5! The she-camel’s womb

cameforthfrom its place.

A she-camel whose womb comes forth

after her giving birth; ($,K;) as also lib-13.

(1s) '

$593 Driven away; ;) removed; remote;

put away, or far away. ($,K.)_A man re

moved from good, or prosperity; and from

others; as also ' (TA.)._ is

like [i. e. An eye hit, or hurt, with a

thing, so that it sheds tears]. (Ibn-’Abb6.d, K,

TA. [In the CK, 3,53%! is erroneously put

_4 )0' IO: 4 . 0“ ’ 1’0: '14 v

for 43)).h..ll.]) we t,._s_ “a, ear. sue 5,.

p 9/ :10” o

W 9 $9.; [Whoso smites
thee with an evil eye, may his feye be hit, or hurt,

so as to shed tears; may there be in it bruised

earth; and may his blood be copiously shed;

and may his flesh be much laceroted,-] is one of

their formulas of incantation. (TA.)

30-6: see Also A woman ejecting

her womb, fat andflesh. (TA.)

Further [or furthest] driven away or

removed or put away: occurring in the following

r4 4e at s a o, a r

"b H‘ water v: u

,0; Us [There is not any day in which

Iblees' is more violently and ignominiously re

pelled, nor in which he is further driven away,

than he is in the day of ’Arafeh]. (TA.)

so '4' at

trad.: 43-0 up”

J; B) 'J a

J.“ : see we).

J»:

1. $3411.10“ all” a; .343. (s)m

Be (a man, T, S) entered into the [q. v.];

(T,$,I_{;) as also 'J.>L (K.)'TAnd J‘s,

nor. 1 , (A ’Obeyd, $, 15,) inf. n. J‘s, (TA,) He

(a man) was, or became, in the side of the Li

[or eehqe (A'Obeyd,s,1_§=) [from 3;; in [the

former sense; or] from [the subst.] J;le

(A’Obeyd, $9 the sides [or side] of the is.

being likened to the hollow [called JLQ] in the

lower part of a valley. (TA.)-Or sig

nifies [or rather signifies also] He dug, or

excavated, in the sides of the well: 2) [or]

3.2?" has this meaning. ($.)_And

with, aor. 1, (in a copy of the erroneously

said to be like )5, TA,) He went, or removed,

to a distance, or far, from me: (T, O,K:) fled

from me : concealed himself from me [as though

ina : feared me: 2) the inf. n., or an

inf. n., is (TA.):Jf-S, aor. 1, (K,)

inf. n. 51:), TK,) IIe was, or became, such

as is termed Jr), in all the senses of this word.

(Is)

3. 3.1.1,, (13111,) int‘. n. 131;.133, (TA,) He

strove, or endeavoured, or desired, to deceive,

delude, beguile, circumvent, or outwit, him. (T,

K.)_.He acted with him in a niggardly, a

tenacious, or an avaricious, manner; syn.

(K.) [See Clo-3.]_He concealed from him

what he knew; and told him some other thing.

(SEIKO—3‘; [an infin. of the same verb]

signifies The act of refraining, abstaining, or

holding back; syn. (As,K;) as though

striving to deceive, delude, beguile, circumvent, or

outwit; and disobeying: not from signify

ing “a subterranean cavity.” (As,TA.) And

The act of declining on one side. (TA.)

4: see 1, first sentence.

3;; A hollow, or cavity, or a deep hollow or

cavity, in the ground, and in the lower parts of

valleys, narrow, and then widening: (As, T, S,

0:) or a [hollow such as is termed] ’25, in the

ground, curving, or winding, or uneven, re

sembling a well, narrow at the mouth, and then

widening; or it may be not widening: (Ham

p. 477 z) or, as also ' JLQ, a hole narrow

in the mouth and wide in the lower part, so that

one may walk therein, (K, '1‘A,) having a bend

ing or the like, (TA,) and sometimes producing

)3»: [or late-trees] : or a place into which one

may enter beneath a 55;;- [or water-worn bank];

or in the width of the side of a well, in its lower

part,- (K;) and the like in a watering-place:

all these explanations in the are found in the

M: (TA :) or each, (accord. to the 1,1,) or 3:3,

(accord. to the TA,) signifies [or rather signifies

also] to hole in [any of] the tents of the Arabs

of the desert, made for the purpose of a woman’s

entering into it when a man enters [the tent];

(M,K;) so called as being likened to the

[commonly thus termed]: (TA :) and a bind of

reservoir ( that collects water: (K :) Az

describes, as seen by him, at El-Khalsa, in the

district of Ed-Dahna, many a J13, being a

natural subterranean cavity extending in an even

manner, and then becoming hollowed out on the

right and left, sometimes narrow and sometimes

wide, in smooth rock, and leading to an abyss

of water, of extent and abundance unknown

because of the darkness of the J.) beneath the

earth, sweet and clear and cold and pleasant to

drinh because ofrain-water that hadflowed thither

from above, and collected therein: (TA :) and

also signifies a lateral hollow (3:!) of a

grave: (TA in art. ,3: [in this sense, perhaps

formed by transposition:]) Vila-.3, also, sig

nifies a hollow, or cavity, in the ’ground; like

32.3; or like the Jig; (Ibn-’Abbltd, TA =) the

pl. [of pauc.] of J‘s is (S, and

(K) and [of mult.] and and

($1 K)

3;; : see the next preceding paragraph.

39.; W’iched, deceitful, guileful, artful, crafty,

or cunning; (AA,$;) as also (AA, in

art. Q); :) or very crafty and deceitful or guile

ful : (AZ, S,‘ :) or cunning, ingenious, or

clever, and shilful; as also (TA.) See

also last sentence. ._ One who diminishes

the price, or demands a diminution of the price,

or vies in niggardliness, or in acuteness, in a case

of selling or buying, [app. the latter,] in order

that he may attain, or so that he attains, the

object of his want. (T, K, TA.)_ Having much

wealth. (O,K.)_Flabby and large and wide

in the belly. (K,"‘ TA.) Fat, short, andfiabby

and prominent, or large and flabby, in the belly.

(s, 1.1,)

512.3 A well. (18d, 1;.)

tr}; 1

23b.) A well narrow in the head [or upper

I'm]- ($gh, K)

$.13 A well hollowed in the sides, the

water having eaten its interior: or a well

of which the water, when it has been dug [and

cased], is found to be beneath the rock on which

its casing rests, wherefore it is dug [further]

until its water is fetched out (K, TA) from

beneath that rock : (TA:) and a well wide in the

sides. (K) And 3,2.3 A hollow, or

cavity, made deep, not in a straight direction, or

not evenly. (Ham p. 477.)_J,;-3 also sig

nifies A she-camel that keeps aside from the

other camels, over against them; (Kf TA ;)

like (TA.)-Also A fiatterer: and an

impostor, or a cheat: and so V
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Ja-s — uh:

I;

Zia-.3 : see 230-3, near the end of the para

graph.

One who hunts, or catches game, by

making use of the J’i52 so in the verse cited

9 J r

voce J’s-b. (TA.)

Jar-i; Very rancorous, malevolent, malicious,

or spiteful; wont to hide enmity, and violent

hatred, in his heart, and to watch for oppor

tunities to indulge it, or exercise it. (Az, TA.)

Jyli; [an arabicized word from the Pers.

[ob-18] A thing which the hunter ofgazelles sets

up [for the purpose qfscaring them into his tail

or into the neighbourhood of his place qf conceal

ment], consisting of pieces of wood: :) or a

thing which the hunter sets upfor [the purpose of

scaring] the [wild] asses, TA,) and A2 adds,

and the gazelles, (TA,) consisting of pieces of

wood like short spears (Kf' TA) stuck in the

ground, with some pieces of ragged cloth upon

their heads; and sometimes set up at night, for

[the purpose of scaring] the gazelles, with the

addition of a lighted lamp; (TA ;) [whence]

Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

saw» 10;

49MB

r .!,ffl

‘ ue-l obi-e: “

' fiéiuéiétgfiéaté; *

[And they drink water that is altered for the

worse in taste and colour, while the stars are

like the lamps of the hunter by means of the

d,>|> when he makes their wicks to blaze

brightly]: (TA =) the pl. is 3,1,5. (1;)

P,

1. 14;. (sinus) first Pm 5-4;; (so

aor. ,LLQ, (Msb, 15,) inf. 11. $1,, (s, Msb, 1;,)

He spread; spread out, or forth ,' ewpanded ,' or

winded; ($.Msb,K;) a thing; (so and,

when said of God, the earth; (Fr, $,Msb,l_( ;)

as also , (Msb, first pegs; ,LZLL in

art. L3-9,) aor. 4g, inf. n. (5..) : (Msb, and

K in art. up; :) or He (God) made the earth

wide, or ample; as explained by an Arab woman

of the desert to Sh: (TA :) also, said of an

ostrich, ($, TA,) he expanded, and made wide,

(TA,) with his foot, or leg, the place where he

was about to deposit his eggs: (Sf TA :) and,

said of a man, he spread, &c., and made plain,

even, or smooth. (TA in art. ups.)_Also,

said of a man, aor. ,Ll], inf. n. ;S,

(TA,) i. q. (K;) as also on the

authority of ham. (TA.) [You say, 66.; He

compressed her; like as you say, _ Also

He threw, or cast, and impelled, propelled, or

removed from its place, a stone, with his hand.

(TA.) One says also, to him who is playing

with walnuts, (53;)! meaning [Make

thou the distance far, and] 'throw it. (fit, TA.)

See also 5‘33, in two places. And of a torrent,

one says, ‘3 It east along [the soft

earth and pebbles, in its course; or drove them

along]. a(T9,) And of rain, one says, ML;

99‘)" 50,-, Q: ud-Ji ($,Msb) It drove the peb

blesfrom the surface of the earth; (Msb3) or re

moved them. (TA.) [See‘also ULQ, in the next

at] And sjtgmo 3L3" also signifies The

vying, one with another, in throwing stones, and

striving to surpass [in doing so] ; as_also V i‘lgt

[int'. n. ofuLlS]. (TA.)_,;.S.;;;, inf. n. 31;,

said of a horse, He went along throwing out his

fore legs without raising his hoe/s muchfrom the

ground. ($,TA.)==§,L;11 6.; The ban, was,

or became, large, and hanging down; (Kr,K;)

and ' J3! it (the belly) was, or became,

wide, or distended: (MF:) or both signify it

(the belly) became swollen, or inflated, or big,

and hung down, by reason offatness or disease,

as also and tlxl. (TA in art. :35.)

s. L_,..1,, inf. n. 3L132= see 1.

5. “:43 He spread out, or extended, himself,

as a,

syri. in art. urn-Q.) You say, )U

H Such a one slept, and [extended himself

so that he] lay upon a wide space of ground.

(TA in that m.) __ And He?» Us JQI

The camels made hollows in the ground where

they lay down, it being soft; leaving therein

cavities like those of bellies: thus they do only

when they are fat. (El-’Itreefee, TA in art.

u‘")

7 : see 1, last sentence.

9. [of the measure for

like [5,11] It (a thing, TA) was, or became,

spread, spread out or forth, expanded, or ea:

tended.

Ga; [act. part. n.0f1]. '91,“;131 Q91,Mm,

in a prayer of ’Alee, means 0 God, the Spreader

and Expander of the [seven] earths: (TA :)

$132.13 [properly] signilies the things that are

spread, &c.; as also vicar-bl. (TA in art.

w;.)_u;~1.ill ii," The rain that removes

[or drives] the pebbles from the surface of the

earth. (TA.)

5 o! o _ s a!

ups], [originally épgt, of the mea
lo ni- s 0, a

sure “bait from £49.}, but said in the to be of

’0';
I 5 w 4 -

that measure from Q’s-s, the dial. var. $39;

Q

not being there mentioned,] and and

i at is l '

than and V 53.5, (1;) The place qfthe laying

of eggs, and of the hatching thereof,

of the ostrich, ($,K,) in the sand; because

that bird expands it, and makes it wide, with its

foot, or leg; for the ostrich has no [nest such as

is termed] “El-d: :) pl. [iii (TA in the present

art.) and UQ-Isi [i. e., if not a mistranscription,

aftSl,ag‘1-c,cablywith the sing.]: (TAin art. u»; :)

and V u...» [likewise] signifies the plgcebgf’tlie

eggs of the ostrich. [Hence,] ' QT)!

Afemale ostrich. (TA.)-[Hence also,]

and 1‘ A certain ZIIansion of the illoon,

(K,TA,) [namely, the Twenty-first llIansion,]

between the and chili all; [more com

monly] called {that : likened to the ‘3‘” of the

ostrich. (TA.)

oi; 02 s; ai

8,»,1 and Zea->1: see the next preceding para

graph, in three places:_and for the latter, see

9 I 0

also sLb-Jd, below.

$04 a s!

Us»: see upgl.

bald-3.4 A wooden thing with which a child is

driven along (“L-3;), and which, passing over

the ground, sweeps away everything against which

it comes. (K, TA.) _ Accord. to Sh, A. certain

thing with which the people of illehheh play : he

says,_I heard El-Asadee describe it thus: @1391

and 65W! signify stones like the [small round

cahe of bread called] 2.3}, according to the size

of which a hole is dug, and widened a little: then

they throw those stones to that

hob,- and the stone fall, therein, the person

wins; but not, he is overcome: you say of

him, 7 and 9.1.; when he throws the stones

(Q‘s 6]) over the ground to the hole: and the

hole is called (TA.) [Accord. to Freytag,

on the authority (ifthe Deewén El-Hudhaleeyeen,

A round thing made of lead, by the throwing of

which persons contend together.]

é.th and $C...§.§n= see

u"

f a l °r a I I; I

1. Us», first pers. $4.}, aor. [so-Jig, mf. n.

*3: seal in art. ?>._J,a'2)t $3, (K,)

inf. n. as above, (TA,) I drove the camels; (15;)

as also (TA.)

[4 mentioned by Freytag as on the authority

of the is a mistake for 5.]

5 (mentioned in this art. in the K and TA):

see art. ,a-s.

7 (mentioned in this art. by MF): see art.

Pb

1'0! ’04

1.9-, A. single act of u»), i. e. spreading,

&c. (Msb.) = A. she-ape, or she-monkey. (1L)

5;? A mode, or manner, of Cid-Li. e. spread

ing, &c. (Msb.)=A headman, or chief, (R,

K, TA,) in an absolute sense, in the dial. of El

Yemen, (R,TA,) and particularly, of an army,

or a military force. TA.) AA says that it

originally signifies “a lord,” or “chief,” in

Pars; but seems to be from SL3, aor. 3);.3;

meaning “ he spread it, and made it plain or

even ;” because it is for the headman or chief to

do this; the, being changed into [5 as it is in

24‘ and ; and if so, it belongs to'art. ,a-g.

(TA.) [Accoi'd to Golius, the pl. is 2‘2; but

I think that it is more probably It is

said in a trad. that what is called i,;;.;" Q!

[q. v. in art. M] is entered every day by seventy

thousand companies of angelstsvery one of these

companies having with it a 39-, and consisting

of seventy thousand angels. (TA.)

3 a! 3 0

LD‘s->1 and u.;[: see art. ’5.

95 s! .5 a! _ _

3.9-;1: see urn-,1, in art. ,a-s, in two places.

' 108 *
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u»-J6:

I a 0

it.» (mentioned in this art. in the K): see

art. ,0.)

J i I v .

Cab-\Jl: see Eb, in art. ,a-g.

)JO'J

Q. 1. 33;; He gilded an earring: (1; =) from

the noun following. (TA.)

Jig; A white, ($,K,) or black, (K,) garment,

or piece of cloth, K,) which is laid up, or

preserved [in a chest, or wardrobe, whence its

name]: :) an arabicized [\vord, originally

31; w, ($,K,) which is Persian, and means

i.e.;ij,3. (s) [Golius, app.

misled by the words a“! )b “J (Jal, in the

KL of Ibn-Maaroof', probably corrupted in the

copy of that work used by him, adds to the ex

planation “ pannus albus” &c., as from the work

above mentioned, “qui throno Regis Persici

quondam insterni solebat: inprimis Dar-ii.”] _.

Also Gold ,' (K;) because preserved in chests.

(TA.)

9-:

1- (at, Miss.) aor- 1; (Mensa

and 35.3, act-.1; (K;) inf. n. of the former,

9 a l ’

)y'ps, A, Msb,K,) and (of the latter, TA)

1 ¢ I O J

:5); (K, TA; in the CK 9);) He was, or

became, abject, mean, contemptible, or despicable.

($, A: M91), K')

4. if»! He (God, A, or a man, Msb) ren

dered him abject, mean, contemptible, or despi

cable. (S, A, Msb,

8. )é-gl: see amp}.

*6, applied to a man, Abject, mean, can

temptible, or despicable. TA.)

9 is

)5“: 886 art.

Ua)‘,

92);.2, and with 5 : see what follows.

Jail; (T. s, Mgh, Ms», K) and ié-eis

(TA voce or lug-Ls and VLfiQ,

(AA, TA,) or’the last two are sometimes used,

(Mgh,) and are dial. vars. of the first, (Msb,) [A

gore] of a shirt, ($, Mgh, TA,) and of a coat of

mail, (TA,) or [any] garment; (Msb ;) a piece

with which it is widened; (Mgh;) that with

which the body thereof isjoined together to widen

a,- (TA,) i.q. “29.2.1, (19) which is a dial.

var. ; (TA ;) ambicized, (Lth, T, Mg») from

3.39, (Lth, K voce Uta-95.3,) which is Persian;

(Ltli ;) called by the Arabs [in their proper lan

guage] [q. v.]: (A ’Obeyd, IAar, Msb,

TA:) or, as some say, Arabic: (Mgh:) pl.

5,2,);3. (AA, s, Mgh, Ma.)

Jabs

,1. (s, K, &c.,) .aor; 1, (TA,) infi'n.

IJ)‘, ($1 high: and 5"“: He: or

it, entered; or went, came, passed, or got, in,

contr. of ; (K ;) as also 7 of the mea~

sure and 7 Jamil, (S, K,) this last occur

ing in poetry, but not chaste, ($,) and lJL-N',

(K,) or this signifies it (a thing) entered by little

and little. ($, 0.) You say, i ’ 3

[like I entered with a good entering].

(3) And $91 (S) orgllli, i. e. [I en

tered the house, or] I became within the house,

’1 a

and the like,w(Msb,) correctly meaning ~1th cl]

[&c., or am." &c., i. e. I entered into the

house, &c.], the prep. being suppressed, and the

noun put in the accus. case after the manner of

an objective complement: for nouns of place are

of two kinds, vague and definite; the vague being

5 a a 9 i 1

such as the six relative locations, cits, and)145,

l I 9 4 0 v 9 b n

and M, and JM, and 6;, and $4.3, and the

’ I c 5 ' If! '9! J I 0 i

like, such asjdat, and 21),, and ubi, and Ji-al,

' )1 v O 9'

and is, and a», and LL, in the sense of 0.5»,

.‘ ' l

and auts’, all which, and similar nouns of place,

may become adverbs, because indefinite ; for dost

Br

thou not see that what is J16. to thee may be

,uli to another? but that which is definite,

having make, and corporeal substance, and tracts

that comprehend it, as a mountain and a valley

and a market and a. house and a mosque, the

noun signifying such a thing cannot become an

adverb; for you may not say, 3133! $3.3, nor

39-211 iii'amorpl azimor (5,191 is;

the phrases of this kind that odour being instances

of the suppression of a prep.; as st;th

and (53'3" and (s, 0, TA.)

You say also, )Ille J; meaning I

entered the house after Zeyd, he being in it.

(Mgh.) [And simply 3;; He came in

'upon him: and also he came upon him,- i. e. in

vaded him.] And cijli 3L3, (Msb, TA,) and

(MAJ inf- n- 5,13. (Mgh, Ms.) [like

and lag, (see Jili) i. e. IHe went

in to his wife or woman,] is a metonymical

phrase, denoting Cw” (Msb, TA,) i. e._.h,ll,

(Mgh, Msb, TA,) whether it be such as is allowed

by the law or such as is forbidden, (Mgh,) ge

nerally such as is lawful. (Msb, TA. [See what

I I a " ' n

is said In explanation of the term 5,15 m the first

paragraph of art. And J6.)

i. g. 35.63 [q.v.]. (TA in art. ’45,&C.>

[For ext] you say. (54,;3t J43

[The stars became confused together]. (Mgh and

TA in art. .21.,3': in the former coupled with

And [He entered among

them, 8t; as to become a member of their commu

nity, confraternity, party, sect, or the like;] said

of a stranger. (K.) [And 43;“: Us see

0 ¢ a r r ’

CSUQ, in art. When J6.) is said of in

come, or revenue, [meaning It came in, accrued,

or was received,] the aor. is as above, and the

ian n. (Msb :) and you say, uh;
nl

QL-J'zll [It comes in, or accrues, to the man].

(Msb, K!) .3 35.; [1a. He entered with him,

or it] : see 4._ [Hence, 1:5 meaning t It_

became included, comprehended, or comprised, in

it. And hence,] 451;? ‘13? us +[He

entered within the pale of the religion of El

Isldm ; he entered the communion of that reli

gion; he entered into, embraced, or became a

proselyte to, that religion]. (Msb in art.lb, &c.

LSep ’Kur cx. 2.1) And 4.159! inf. n.

(19,, t He entered upon, began, or commenced,

the afair. (Mgh.) [And and

0);”.1l,andldlfl, and VJ‘JJJ + He entered

into,'or mixed h imselfin, another-’s afl'air, and ano

ther’s afl'airs.] ._ [Hence also, said

of night, 850., It came upon him, (ir invaded him.

And said of a word, such as a prop. &c., It was,

or became, prefixed to it, preposed to it, or put

before it.]_[£f seems (from an instance

in art. in the K) to mean + An evil opinion

of him entered my mind; from as signifying

“ a thing that induces doubt, or suspicion, or evil

opinion-"1 = 0+3. (s. K.) like (is, o

and aor. 1; 9inil. n. [of the former] ()5;

and [of the latter] J5, ; (Kg) He had. an un

soundness (J5), S, K,‘i. e. 5L5, in his intel

lect, ($, K,) or in his body, (K,) or in his grounds

quretension to respect. (TA in explanation of

the former verb.) And 3%,; nor. -' , (K,)

inf. n. (TA,) t His afiair, or case, or state,

was, or became, intrinsically bad or corrupt or

unsound. (K.) The corn, orfood,

became eaten by warm or, the like. (JK.) _

4:1; +He was led into a mistake, or an

error, respecting a thing, without knowing it, by

his having preconceived it. (Mgh.)

n I 04

2. J5), inf. n. J’s-a5, He put dates into a

all}; [q. v.]. (TA.) [In the present day, $42.,

is used in the first of the senses assigned below to

but for this I have not found any classical

authority.]

'44 r)

3. iii-Lu [infi n. of Junta] signifies The

entering [with another] into a place;: or i into

an afi'air. (KL) You say, and“ Us it“,

t [He entered with him into, or mixed with him

in, his afairs]. (JK, And [alone

1- He entered with them into, or mixed with them

in, their afairs : he mixed with them infamiliar,

or social, intercourse: he conversed with them;

or was, or became, intimate with them]. (1.11,.

TA in the present art. pnd in '[JS’et'z 3'

in art. Joli-J) And ,1 [gin ski “is

t [Unsoundness in intellect, or body, infected him,

as though commingling with him,- like

[also is an inf. n. of Jib]: see 6,

in two places. _ [See also JG? below.]

a i.e.,i, int‘. n. (3&3; and (s,1;,)

He made, or caused, him, or it, to enter; or to

go, come, pass, or get, in; he put in, inserted,

brought in, or introduced, him, or it ,- as also

5.; [lit. he entered with him, or it],°

TA,) inf. n. (TA.) You say,
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311111.33, [for ,tjlt Ué, I made, or caused,

Zeyd to enter the house, or I brought, or intro
. r I J

duced, Zeyd into the house,] inf. n.

o 08 u~

(high) Hence, in the Kur [xvii. 82], wig-s! 7:)

[33-0 ($,"‘ TA) 0 my Lord, cause me to

Snte'r El-Medeeneh in a good, or an agreeable,

manner: (Jel: [see also various similar expla

nations in Bd:]) [or 'Jé-x may be here a n.

of place, or of time: see, in art. a», what is

said of the words of the Kur that follow,
4'

JG/OI

6.3-0 One says also, Jig-ll my
‘ I ’ s as a!

O 24 I, J 0' g D

u.ij and col) 3,-9.3! [for UL?) $45.)!
‘0‘; ’ :Iédvfl 2; 4 y '

mi.le and 5,-5.5" Iput, or inserted,

my leg, orfoot, into the boot and my head _into

the cap]. (Ham p. Hence the saying,
011,01 £49, a, r, 1 a:

QM by}. 5:95 6L: JAM [He brings

against his people on abominable, or evil, charge,

aspcrsing them with it]. ($ in art.

5: see 1, first sentence: and again in the latter

half of the paragraph.

6, Jim signifies [One

part of it entered into, another, or parts of it

into others,- meaning it became intermixed, in

termingled, commiwed, or commingled; it inter

mixed ,' it become confused: and hence it often

means it became compact, or contracted]. (TA

in art. ’45.) [Hence,] signifies The

entering of joints one into another; (M ;) as

also ' .36» UK. M, K) and Y (is->3; (so but

this last is’not in the M [nor in the JK], and

requires consideration: (TA:) [perhaps the joints

(Joel'ih) here mentioned are those of a coat of

mail; for it is said immediately before in the

JK that in coats of mail signifies firmness,

or cgmpactness, qf make. Hence a150,]

96.1" [The intermizcture, or commiwture, of

dialects]. (Mz 17o. 6,5.) And p.359;

+The dubiousness and confusedness of afairs;

as also )ééjt 'Jllg. (TA.)—See also 1, in the

latter half of the paragraph.= [It is also trans.]

You say, I} [Something thereof,

or therefrom, crept into me, i. e., into my mind].

(S, TA. [In the former, this meaning seems to be

indicated by what there immediately precedes.])

And )lffll lib +[Distress

and disquietude, or grief, brept into me from, or

in consequence of, this thing]. , (A and TA in

art. $0,.)

7: see 1, first sentence.

8. J‘s“: see 1, first sentence. :1; Jet-:1

[app. He encroached upon me]. (TA in art.

“‘09 : see 1 in that art.)

10. Jbsh'L-vl He wished, desired, asked, or

begged, to enter. (KL.)_And He entered a

’3- [or covert of trees #0., or some other place

of concealment] : said of one lurking to shoot, or

cast, at objects of the chase. (TA.)

I D 4

J5; Income, or revenue, or profit, that comes

in, or accrues, to a man from his immovable

property, such as land and houses and palm-trees

J'cq (T, Msb, K,) and from his merchandise;

.0— 9 I Dr

(Mgh,) contr. of €).r>; (S;) as also ngé-Jw

[for 4,: (TA 2) the former is originally

’44

an inf. n., of which the verb is Js-s, aor. ’—.

(Msb.) You say, [His

income is more Mini his outgoings, or expen

diture]. (Msb.)=See also disease;

;) as also : (K, TA; but not decisively

shown to' have this meaning in the CK :) a vice,

fault, defizct, or blemish; ;) and particu

larly in one’s grounds of pretension to respect,

(Az,TA,) as also, thus restricted, 13.1.3: (1;,

TA :) and a thing that induces doubt, or sus

picion, or evil opinion; as also [app.

in all the senses explained in this sentence: each

originally an inf. n.: see and ($,

Hence the saying, TA,) of 3Athmeh

Bint-Matrood, (TA,)

* at); ' L5; *

[Thou seest the youths, or young men, like palm

trees; but what will acquaint thee with the vice,

&c., that is, or may be, in them]: (S, 0, TA :)

applied in relation to him who is of pleasing

aspect, but devoid of good. (0, TA. [See also

another reading of this verse voce 2,15,“): See

also all? :=and

[A species of millet ;] i. q. ; as

also (TA.) '

I G

J-‘-g=

primarily signifies A thing that enters

into another thing and is not of it. (Ed in

xvi. 94.) See in three places. Also Bad

ness, corruptness, or unsoundness; or a bad, a

corrupt, or an unsound, state or quality,- in

art. dig, and K ;) in intellect or in body [&c.].

You say, [In his intellect is

an unsoundness]. And l3;

and [This afiair, or case, in his an un

soundness]: both signify the same. ($.);Rottm

ness in a palm-tree. (TA.) _ Leanness, or ema

ciation. (TA.) _ Perfidiousness, faithlessness,

or treachery : (K and TA ; but not in the CK :)

deceit, guile, or circumvention. (S, Hence,

in the Kur [xvi. 96],

3,22; [And make ye not your oaths to be a means

of] deceit, or guile, 0r circumvention, between

you. (S, TA. [And in the same sense it is used

in verse 94 of the same ch.]) =Also People, or

persons, who assert their relationship to those of

whom they are not: (K:) in this sense thought

by ISd to be a quasi-pl. n. [app. of (q. v.),

like as is of (TA.) [You say,

1;; They are, among the sons

éfsuchu one, persons who assert their relation

ship to them not being of them. [But

Freytag asserts, though. without naming any

authority, evidently taking it from the TK, in

which I find it, that one says, ,9 J5.) AA, and

also ,5; thus applying it to a single person

(which is questionable) as well as to a plurality.]

__ And Tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and

dense, trees ,- ;) as also (TA.)

’¢DJ

566 3.15;.

5 ¢

J‘s Intrinsic-ally bad or corrupt or unsound:

and V occurs in the same sense at the end of

a verse: this may be a contraction of the former,
_ o a s

or it may be for J5; ,3. (TA.)

!

iii; A place which bees, (K,) or wild bees,

(AA, TA,) deposit their honey. (AA, K, TA.)

= See also the next paragraph.

The night of the ceremony of conducting

a bride to her husband. (TA.) [In the present

day, this night is commonly called ;

vulgarly ’rThe inward, or in

trinsic, state, or circumstances, of a. man; as

also 7 : :) or, as also 13.12.; and

and Viki-S and and 'Jil; and

and 71%; and 750.1151; and and "jig-2,

or, accord. to. Lth,‘ V (TA,) and

and and ta man’s in

tention : his way of acting, or his opinion: his

whole case or circumstances : his mind, or heart:

and his secret. You say, {He

is acquainted with his inward, or intrinsic, state or

circumstances. (S) And every one ofthe foregong

fourteen syn. words is prefixed to the word )él’

so that you say, a)”; &c., meaning

t I knew the whole [of the inward, or intrinsic,

circumstances] of his case. (TA.) 'iu-e

(5):, or L523 is a post-classical

prov., meaning +1 laid open to him the inward,

or intrinsic, and true, or real, state ofmy case.

(Har p. 306.) One says also, 7312-5"

and '5};in IHe is good in hi;- wdy of acting

in hishfl'airs: (K,TA:) and “jg-lat

Eg-Qlj 1‘ Such a one is good; and laudable, in

his way of acting, or conduct. (TA.)

ill; : see the next precedip’ngai-agraph, in

three places: _ and see dis-g. _ Also A.

mixture of colours in a colour. (T, M,

9,0)

QM»: see : =and see also : _

and the paragraph here next following.

+A. companion, [such as is] a confidant,

and @ecial friend,- as also lJQ-s (KL) and

[app. for (K‘ and TA

voce and till; [app. for {L’s-e 49G] :

(L voce :) [the pl.] signifies

special, or phrticular, pm] ’choice, or select,

friends: (As, TA :) or Job'- signifies, as also

'31:, and and 'Jitxs, one who enters

with dnother in}. me qfl'airs ofthe latter: (1;,

TA :) [i. e.] and signify the

man’s particuiar, or special, intimate, who enfez's

with him into his afairs. You say,

and Y 3.1;» meaning +Bet1veen them two

is a- particular, 0; special, intimate, who enters

with them into their afl'airs: so says Lh: but

ISd says, I know not whatitis: accord. to the T,

on the authority of AD, the meaning is, between

them is brotherhood, or fraternization, and love,

or ejection: and accord. to 1811 and the K,

,__, _ ____W
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:riaJl and [the latter not in the

CK nor in my MS. copy of the K] and Vale-l; sig

nify f purity of inward love. (TA.)_

signifies also Persons of the lower, or lowest, sort,

who enter among a people, or party, of whom

they are not: thus having two contr. meanings.

(Az,TA.)_J-lé-.all [app. Jig-31!] and i

[thus in the TA] and 'J-QZJSH, accord. to IAar,

all signify The same as [an appella

tion now applied to the ear-wig,- in the K, art.

.5739, said to be the leiid, but not as meaning

the q}; or the male viii]: accord. to AZ, it

is the 9L4)» [i. e. or 0Q), a kind of

worm, the species of which is doubtlhl]. (TA.)

_ See also = And see

I ' i .

JJé-g: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

all; A portion offlesh (in some copies of the

K offat, TA) in the midst offiesh. (JK, Ibn

’Abbad, K.)

: see Jig-e := and see also

all; [an inf. n. of 3, q. v.]. _ In watering,

($,K,)' it is The putting in a camel, that has

drunk, between two camels that have not drunk,

(K,) or the bringing back a camel, that has

drunk,from the resting-place by the water, to the

watering-trough, and putting him in between two

thirsty camels, ($,) in order that he may drink

what, may-be, he has not drunk : ($,K :) in like

manner it is explained in the T, on the authority

of As, who adds that this is done only when the

water is scanty: (TA :) or the putting in a weak

or sick camel [that has already drunk] with those

that are drinking, and then, after that, with those

that are returning to the water, so that he drinks

three times: (Skr:) or the driving of camels to

the watering-trough a second time, in order that

they may complete their drinking, after they

have already been watered drove by drove : (JK,

TA :) so says Lth; but the approved explanation

is that of As: (TA :) or the driving of camels to

the watering-trough at once, all together; as also

VJL3. (JK.):Theforelocksqfahorse; (K;)

because of their entering, one into another;

(TA ;) as also var-.3. (K:) so in the M.

(TA.): See also

3*; A guest. (M, TA.) Hence the saying

of the vulgar, Lil [I am the guest of

such a one; geherally meaning I. am) under his

protection]. (TA.)—See also ()Jé.» in three

places. a’dpentaive abiderlamong a people]

You say, lg." 02.,» Jig?) Q3U Such a one is a

person abiding among the people, not related to

them. (Mgh) And J,.-.3 ,1 He is a

stranger to them (M, [who has entered, (M,)

or who enters, (K,) among them: (M,K:) applied

also to a female. (TA.) [See which is

app. a quasi-pl. n. of in this sense.]_

H'encc, A subject of discoui'se introduced by way

of digression, or as having some relation to the

class, or category, of the proper subjects treated

of, but not included therein. (Msb.) _And A

word that is adventitious, not indigenous, to the

language of the Arabs; that is introduced into

that language, and does not belong to it.

There are many such words in the Jemharah of

Ibn-Dureyd. (TA.)—And A horse that is in

troduced between two other horses in a racefor a

wager. (JK,O, TA.) [See [3.12.] See also

3 a a 0 s ' s '

chat-5. _And see its; : _and Jsls.=lt

is also said in the K to be syn. with in a

sense explained above : see 6.

I4 I I'OJ'

a“): see Jilin—and

Q I O I

sts.

1%,:3 :

Gig-3 A gazelle [and any animal] brought up

in, or near, the house or tent, gnd there fed, syn.

Lao}, (moi, 1;, TA,) like ukil, (TA,) upon

the neck of which are hung cowries. (IAar, TA.)

And A horse that is fed only with fodder: so

accord. to Aboo~Nasr and others: a meaning
. a

erroneously assigned in the K to "his. (TA.)

Accord. to Skr, A horse of a race called

(2%.). (TA.)

[in the CK with 3 in the place of

the s]'A certain game of the Arabs. (JK, O,

K. Ts)

Ir. .I

see 3b.).

Ji; Herbage that enters among the stems of

trees, ($,K,) or among the lower parts of the

branches of trees, (M,TA,) or among the branches

of trees, and cannot be depastured by reason of

its tangled state; also termed (T, TA.)—

The feathers, or portions offeathers, that enter

between the and QLZL; [here app. meaning

the outermost and innermost portions]: (K :)

they are the best thereof, because the sun does

not strike upon them. (TA.)—A portion, or

portions, of flesh, or of muscle, lying within

sinews : (M, K :) or flesh whereof one portion is

intermixed with another: (TA:) or will!

means flesh that cleaves to the bone,- and such is

the best of flesh. (T, TA.)_ Applied to a man,

(TA,) Thick, and compact, or contracted, in

body ,- (K,“t TA ;) lit , having one portion thereof

inserted into another. (TA.)—A certain bird, ($,

K,) ofsmall size, ($, TA,) dust-coloured, (K,TA,)

that alights upon palm-trees and other trees, and

enters among them; (TA ;)’also called and
I’D!

Us»: (K:) n. un. ISd says that it is

an intrusive bird, smaller than the sparrow, found

in El-Hijdz: accord. to the T, it is a kind of

small bird, like the sparrow, that has its abode

in caves and in dense trees : AHat says, in “the

Book of Birds,” that the is a certain the

that is found in caves, and enters houses or tents,

and is caught by children : when winter comes,

the birds of this kind disperse; and some of them

become of a dusky colour, and of a dark and

somewhat reddish colour, and gray and

some, variegated with blackness and redness, and

with whiteness : they are of the size of the larh,

but the latter is larger than they are in the head,

neither short nor long in the tail,- but short in

the legs, which are like the legs of the lark:

(TA =) the pi. is JQlLQ, (s, M,I_{,) which is

anomalous in respect of the insertion of the (5:

(M :) in the T, JJli-g [which .is app. a mistran

scription]. (TA.)= See also

lei:

ELL; Any compact portion offlesh. ($gh,

_ Also ii. mi. of J15 [q. v.]. (TA.)

That enters [into anything] much, or

often; wontito enter. (TA.) [See

[Hence,] 03')“ see

: see

’0‘!) tea)

seeaLi-g.chi-s:

J‘i; [act part. 11. of1, Entering, Sec. Hence,]

I i J l J i r J J

Jib“ as meaning a}?! dis, : see Jig-g. _

It is [also] applied as an epithet to a disease, and

to love; [as meaning Internal, or inward ;] and
Q a

so 7,35,, in the same sense. _ [Also, as

a subst.,] The interior of anything; (M, Msb,‘

TA ;) contr. of tall. (Mgh.) Sb says that it

is not used adverbially unless with a particle ; [so

that you may not say as meaning Within ,

but you say J‘I; us ; and in like manner you

say meaning In, or inwards ; and

*6 meaning From within ;] i. c. it is only

asubst. ; because it has a special signification,

like and (1.1,. (TA.)—cw! 3.51;: see

I )5. J

;.

2'32)! The part of the )1}! [or waist-wrap

per] that is next the body ,- (Mgh ;) the extremity

ofthejljl that is next the body, ($,K,) next the

right side (K, TA) ofa man when he puts it on;

being the inner extremity in that case: and the

part of the body which is the place therle,- not

of the )ljl : IAmb says that, accord. to some, it is

a metonymical term for the [meaning the

penis with what is around it] : or, accord. to

some, the hip, or haunch. (TA.)

The part of the ground that may serve as a place

for concealment, and that is low, or depressed .

pl. (T, One says, l;

i; [There is not in their land a placefor

concealment such as a hollow or a covert of trees].

(TA.) _[In the K and TA in art. j”, the

term is applied to Bad pieces ofmoney in

termixed and concealed among good pieces; as is

there indicated in the K, and plainly shown _in

the TA.] _ 3953" in the phrase Jalglll

éelsi-lls has been explained in art (Msb.

See 35%..) _. See also in two places.

and with and without teshdeed,

A thing [or receptacle] made of palm-leaves

woven together, (ISk, $, K,) in whichfresh ripe

dates areput, (ISk, $,) or in which dates are put:

(K :) pl. $6.133, occurring in poetry, [the (5

being app. inserted by poetic license,] (TA,) and

in art.

Q I Dr

J5...“ An entrance, i. e. a place of entrance,

or ingress, (S, Msb,) of a. house [or the like; and

any inlet]. (Mgh.) ._ [Hence,] 1A way qfact
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ing. (K, TA: see 51.3.3, last sentence, in two

places.) [And2;; 1- A means qfattain

ing, or doing,'good.] _ [Also A time of en

trance]

is syn. with and is also the pass.

part. 11. of :) [and a n. of place: and

of time:] see 4._Also +Base, base-born, or

ignoble; ofsuspected origin or lineage, or adopted,

or who claims for his father one who is not:

(K," TA :) because he is introduced among a

people [to whom he is not related]. (TA.)

[JLL An instrument by means of which one

enters : mentioned by Golius as meaning a key;

on the authority of Ibn-Seena‘(Avicenna).]

5161;, in the Kur [ix. 57, accord. to the most

usual reading, there meaning A place into which

to enter], is originally (TA.)

sax; [foresaw sis-as"

Q. [and 1.21;] {A wife, or woman, to whom a

man has gone in ; meaning compressed; whether

with the sanction of the law or not; (Mgh, TA,)

but generally the former. (TA.)= t Having an

unsoundness in his intellect, (S, K,) or in his

body, or in his grounds of pretension to respect.

(TA.)_ t Emaciated. (S, ._. Corn, or food,

eaten by worms or the like. (TA.) _.

A palm-tree rotten (S, K) within.

(fists: see _ 61's." 3'56 A

she-camel compact, andfirm, or strong, in make.

(TA.) And,Lua t 3;} (1;; TA) A
man compact;orflcontracted, in body; lit., having

one portion thereof inserted into another. (TA.)

I H I r I.2

j”! One who puts himself to trouble,
. . .

or inconvenience, to enter into afairs. [One

who intrudes in aflairsj

’19." J‘lfi: see

0.33

1. aor. = and -’, inf. n.

and The of thefire rose;

[i.e. thefire smoked, or sent up smoke;] as also

(S, K,) of the measure @131; ;)

and and ; ;) the last with

teshdeed, mentioned by Z. (TA.) ._ And

$6.3”, (JK,) and 3a» (1;) and 5.331, (TA,)

inf. n. (K,) The smoke, (JK,) and 1the

dust, (K, TA,) rose; or spread, or difi'used itself.

(JK, 1;, TA.) _ And]l'd\.';..%§,(JK,$, Msb,

K,) with kesr to the t, (S, Msb, aor. 1 , (JK,

Msb, K,) inf. n. 5.1.5, (Mgh,) The smoke (Jig)

qfthefire(JK, S, Msb,K) became vehement, (JK,)

or became excited, or raised, (S, Msb, K,) in con

sequence of its having firewood, (JK, S, Msb,K,)

in afresh, or green, state, (JK,) thrown upon it,

(JK, S, high, K,) and being thus marred. (S,

high, 1;.) _[-,_-.3, nor. =, said of food, (JK,

K,) and of flesh-meat, (TA,) inf. n. (JK,)

means It was, or became, infected with smoke

(013.3), (K, TA,) while being roasted or cooked,

(TA,) and acquired its odour, (K, TA,) so that

this predominated over its flavour: (TA :) [in

this sense] it is said of cooked food when the

cooking-pot is infected with smoke ('

3.1m). (5, TA.)_ [Hence, as is indicated in mé

TA', it is said of wine, or beverage, as meaning

1‘ It became altered for the worse in odour.

(See ._ Hence also,] t It was, or. became,

of a dusky, or dingy, colour, inclining to black,

(K, TA_,) like the colour: of iron : (TA 2) you

say $23! and 51:.” {Ali-3, IThe plant,

and the beast, became of that colour,- (K, TA ;)

as though overspread with smoke (TA ;)

as also aor. 1, inf. n.

[Hence also,] IHis nature, or dis

position, was, or became, bad, corrupt, or wicked.

(1;, TA. [See also below.])

2: see 1, first sentence.=ei;;-; [He smoked

it, or made it smoky]; namely, flesh-meat.

in art. And his [He fumigated

it, or him, with what is termed q. v.];

namely, a house, or tent, or chamber, (JK, S,

M, Mgh, Msb, K,) and a garment, (M,) and

another man. (TA.) Andgl: vets): ult- 1’35;

[They smoked a party of men in a cave

and so killed them]. (TA.)

4: see 1, first sentence. _ (JK,

CK, and so in my MS. copy of the K;) or

(so ip the accord. to the TA,) of the

measure (Jail; (TA ;) 1-The seed-produce be

came hard in the grain, (JK, K, TA,) andfull

therein; (JK ;) being overspread with a slight

duskiness, or dinginess. (TA.)

5. i. [He [u’migated himself] :

(TA in art. from iii-all. (Mgh.) You

say, of a man, [He fumigated

himself with what is termed q. v.]; as also

15.1.1], of the measure (TA.) _ See

also 1.

8: see 1:._and5:_and 4.

A well-known kind of grain; (Mgh,)

i.q. 3.33;, (5;) [i.e.] thegrainoftheuonhp:

(JK, M, z) or a certain grain smaller than

that, very smooth, cold, dry, and constipating:

(M, z) [a species of millet ; the holcus saccha

ratus of Linn.; holcus dochna of Forskal; sor

ghum saccharatum of Delile: and the holcus

spicatus of Linn.: and the panicum miliaceum

of Linn.: (Delile’s “Flor. Aegypt. Illustr.,”

no. 164: no. 57: and no. 79 :)] n. un. with 3;

signifying a single grain thereof. (Msb.)

53.3 inf. n. Grim; [q.v.]. (JK, Ma.)

[Hence,] +The appearance, or appearing, of

conflict and faction, sedition, discord, or the like.

(TA:)—Hence also, i. e. from )3" and

nglgll, (TA,) IA state of alteration for the

worse, of intellect, and of religion, and of the

grounds ofpretension to respect or honour. (K,

TA.)_ Also i. q. (S, See this word

in two places. _ [Hence,] +A. duskiness, or

dinginess, inclining to blackness,- (S, TA ;) as

also 15.13; (JK, s, K;) [like the colour of

smoke, (see 1, last signification but one,) or] like

the colour of iron : (TA:) it is in a. sheep, (S,)

or a horse and similar beasts, or in a garment,

(TA,) and in a sword: (S, A, TA :) in this last

it means Ia blackness that appears in the broad

side, by reason of its great brightness : (A, TA :)

or the diversified wavy marks, streaks, or grain,

(syn. ofa sword. (K.)_..Also IRancour,

malevolence, malice, or spite. (JK, K, TA.) __

And 1Badness, corruptness, or wickedness, of

nature or disposition. (K, TA.)

[applied to food, and to flesh-meat, In

fected with smoke: see _.And hence,]

applied to wine, or beverage, +Altered for the

r OJv

worse in odour. (TA.)_ And L;qu ,1"; J9.)

(Sh, JK, {A man bad, corrupt, or [Wt-Cited,

in respect of nature, or disposition. (Sh, JK,

TA.) [See also [am-13.]

.10.!

2.3-, i. q. 5);); [which generally means Par

ticles of calamus aromaticus], or the like

thereof, (S,) [i.e.] incense, or a substance for

fumigation, (3,14, JK, Mgh, Mgh,) [ofany kind,

and particularly] like 81.3)}, (Mgh, Msb,) with

which houses, or tents, or chambers, (S, Mgh,

Msb, K,) or a house, or tent, or chamber, (JK,

M,) and clothes, (M,) are fumigated. (JK, S,

M, Mgh, Msb, = See also [Hence,

app.,] or xi A certain bird, (IB,

K3 TAZ) the colour of which is like that of the

5;;5 [or lark] : so says IB : or, as in some MSS.,

like the colour termed 6;." [i. e. dust-colour].

(TA.)

A species of),ii.;.é [or sparrow]; as

also 1 (Kf TA.)

910d '9’

(abs-5),; IA hot, or an intensely hot, day :

(JK, K, TA :) and I a night intensely

hot, (JK, TA,) in which the heat is such as takes

away the breath; (TA ;) as though it were over

spread by smoke: (JK, TA :) or a dusky, or

dingy, night, inclining to blackness.

I er

glass : see

6&3 (s, Mo. K) and H33, (K,) which

latter is the form [now] commonly'used, (TA,)

and lag-3, (S, K,) i. q. [a less usual term,

meaning Smoke] : [in the itis said merely

that the of fire is well known:]) pl. (of

the first, s, Msb) @133, (s, Msb, K,) like as

Sill; is pl. oféliti, (S, Mgh,) the only other

instance of the kind, (Msb,) deviating from rule,

and [also irreg., and both pls. of

mult,] and [a pl. of pauc.]. [hlence,

the tribes of] Ghanee and Bahileh and

EMS) were called [The two sons of

smoke] (S, K, TA) because they smoked a party

of men (,3; with 5'15) in a cave and so killed
re .49)

them. (TA.) Hence also, (S,) '9‘: uk- 33»

IA calm [or truce] for a cause other than recan
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bid —)2

ciliation: K, TA: [in the CK, is

erroneously put for if] :]) or +[as a cloak] upon

[i.’e. concealing] inwhrd corruptness ,- from %>

3G" explained above; [see 1;] (Msb;) [for]

IAth says that it likens inward corruptness be

neath outward rectitude to the smoke [or smok

ing] of fresh, or moist, firewood: (TA :) or

+upon latent rancour or malevolence: and

TA in art. QM :) but A’Obeyd, in explaining a

trad. in which it occurs, takes it from as

signifying “ a. duskiness, or dinginess, inclining

to blackness,” in the colour of a beast or of a

garment; for he says that it means [a case in

which] the mutual love of two parties will not

become pure, like the duskiness, or dinginess,

2')

that is in the colour of a beast. (TA.) ._ 015,

is also used by the Arabs for +Evil, or mischief,

IBE 1,61 a I

when it arises; as in the saying, ’0‘ L2,; Qlé:

512.3 ii "'°'

that had evil, or mischief, arising in consequence

of it]. (TA.)—It also means-1- Dearth, drought,

sterility, or unfiuitfulness ,- and hunger: and so

it has been said to mean in the Kur xliv. 9: for

it is said that the hungry [once] saw smoke

(@113) between him and the sky: or hunger is

thus called because of the dryness of the earth in

drought, and the rising of the dust, which is

likened to [properly so termed]. (TA.)..

[In the present day, it is also applied, but gene

") [There was between us an afiair

rally pronounced ' 011;, to Tobacco; nicotiana

tabacum of Linn.]

: see the next preceding paragraph, first

and last sentences.

5),le Firewood producing [or smoke].

(TA.)_ [Hence,] $1;- TA. bad, corrupt,

or wicked, nature or disposition. (TA.) [See

also 05.5.]

5.2.13 [A chimney;] a hole, or perforation,

[or hollow channel,] in which are pipes of baked

i,

clay (alpjp [for the passage of smoke] : (JK:)

its pl. is @133, (TA,) signifying holes, or aper

tures, [or hollow channels, for the passage of

smoke,] made overfrying-pans and thefire-places

of baths dc"- (K, TA 3) called by the vulgar

5.5.1.3; [pl. of 1 553.33]. (TA.)

applied to a ram [&c.], (JK, $,) Ofa

dusky, or dingy, colour, inclining to blackness:

(JK. s. K 0 tea “~13- ($.11)

5194

[Os-.2... A place of smoke]

241 0' I; I

“.84: see Jail).

’1' I Cr:

3.35..» A vessel for fumigation ,' i. q. 3).“;4:

(K :) or difl'eringfrom the 33.39.», [app. in being

made only quahed clay,] and riot disapproved;

whereas theW is disapproved, because gene

rally of silver: (Mgh in art. Mz) pl. .

(TA.)

3)

33, A, K, [but in some copies of the and

K written ,5, and said in the TA, in art. Q», to

be so written by some, though it is there implied

that this is of doubtful authority,]) without tesh

deed, (A, TA,) like 3;, (MF,) Divers-ion, sport,

play, or_ such as is vain, orfrivolous; ($, A, ;)

as also 1;, like ; and and l

(Ed-Demameenee, CK:) but accord. to IE, it

should be mentioned in art. 0» [in which

is mentioned again in the and K], or art. 3»

[in which 1;; is'mentioned again together with

and [The proper place of

seems to be art. ,5, (like as art. ,sl is the proper

place in which should be mentioned), as well

as of l; ; and the proper place of art.

0»-] Hence, (A) $3" ’93 35 (ll 5 [I

have no concern with diversion, &c., nor has di

version, &c., any conce'rn with me] : a saying [of

Mohammad] occurring in a trad. (S, A.) = Also

.4 space (5,?) qftime. (15.)

5 I a

s»: see above.

0 a

s» [meaning Diverting himsel , sporting, play

ing, or doing so in a vain, orfrivolous, manner,]

occurs [accord. to one reading] in a verse of Et

Tirimmah [cited in this art. in the K, and in the

present work in art. .019, as an ex. of Qfil] :

the poet has annexed to it a third ,5 because’an

epithet is not susceptible of variation unless com

prising three letters : or such is the opinion

of F ; but this requires consideration. (MR)

0»

.533 (T,$,K) and '33 and $3; (also all

mentioned by El-Ahmar; (T ;) and compared

by Aboo-’Alee, in respect of having the last

radical letter sometimes 0 and sometimes an

infirm letter and sometimes elided, to and

Lil and 33 ; the second like and L22, and tahe

third like 3;, (T, TA,) and by some written ,3,

with teshdeed; (TA; [but it is there implied

that this is of doubtful authority;]) and the second

and third said by some to be formed from the

first, by the change of 0 into i and by the elision

of 0; (TA ;) Diversion, sport, play, or such as

is vain, or frivolous; (T, as 8150 153,

[which should be mentioned in art. .sgs,] and

7 EJIQQS, (IAar, T, K, [not as in Freytag’s

Lex., being followed in the K by the epithet
o a a 4 J ) a.

Zép-QJ) and t¢,.»._.,,'(r.t, [app. (5,5,, of

the measure like )fid) and V

(IAar, T, $,) [mentioned also in the S in art.

09,] by $gh and in the K mentioned in art.

9», and said in the to be wrongly included

by J in the present art. (TA.) and

are the only words in which the first and second

radical letters are the same, without an inter

vening letter, and both movent. ($.)

.333, applied to a sword, Blunt; (T, S, ;)

that will not penetrate into the thing struck with

it: :) and also sharp : thus bearing two

contr. significations: (K :) or, accord. to Th, a

sword with which trees are cut,- called by others

M; and this is not necessarily the contr. of a

blunt sword. (TA.)—Also, applied to a man,

[perhaps from the first of the significations men

tioned above,] meaning '§ [Not having,

or not possessing, what sufices ,' or not profitable

to any one]. (Fr, S,

5,353 (s,1_<) and 1,53,, (TA on the authority

ofEl-Khuwarezmee and EhWéhidee) and 'Qtizs

9 :0,

(Us $19 and ' LLB-H3 [aPP- Qs-w] (TA) and
fl 4.!

labs,” (K) A custom, manner, habit, or wont.

($, K, TAJ

I r

0-H):

' see what next precedes.
Q r04

Cal-as

I r 1' C I 1

0149,: see Q».

l ’0' I a; I 404

om: [aPP- comb see a» =—and 0m

. JrO/ 01'

0,34!) : sec Q».

I f ’0' 0 ’0’ LI

Ut,.p_;: see 0.»).

}>§

:3 : see what follows.

'33, (S)K7)91ike U“; or G5: (TA:) and list

(also like»; (s) or at (TA.) and .333. (s,

K,) which last is mentioned in art. Q», (5,)

Diversion, sport, play, or such as is vain, orfri~

volous. ($, [See also arts. » and Q».]

)3

1. ,"5, (s, Msb, 1;, &C.,) 8.01%; and 1, [the

latter anomalous,] inf. n. )3 (Msb, K, TA) and!

3,33, (TA,) It (milk) was, or became, copious,

or abundant, (Msb, K, TA,) and flowed, or

streamed; it flowed, or streamed, copiously, or

abundantly; and so fthe water of the eye, or

tears, and the like, (TA,) &c.; @1st as also

wale (K, TA :) and, said of milk, it ran, or

flowed: and it collected [or became exeerned]

in the udder from the ducts and other parts of

the body. (TA.) _ [Hence,] said of sweat, t It

flowed like as milk flows. (TA.) _. And of

the tax called , [[5, 1“ Its produce became abun

dant. (K.)._,And [in like manner] one says,

2;; '§: see 3;, below.._And [hence,] also

signifies +It was, or became, consecutive. (K in

art. )Ms.)_ And_ TIt continued; as in the

phrase, 1:52." 3 1-[The thing continued to

him]. (Sh, TA in art. L99.)_And,'said ofa

horse, aor. =, inf. n. 5.3); (K) and 5:5, (TA,)

1* He ran vehemently: br ran easily TA)

and without interruption. (TA.) ._ And of

herbage, (K,) inf. n. 5'5, (TA,) 1‘ It became tan

gled, or luxuriant, (K,"E TA,) by reason of its

abundance: (TA.)_ One says also, of a she

camel, (TA,) and (K,) aor. i

and = , [the former anomalous,] inf. n. and _

,,, (TA;) and '45», alone, (s,1_§,) and to}!

; (K ;) She yielded her milk, or made it to

flow, copipusly, or abundantly. (K, TA.) And

j}, aor. 1, (s,) or:, (TA,) inf. n.

1,33, (5,) or 5'5, (TA,) [The udder abounded with

milk .- or yielded milk copiously, or abundantly :
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and 6):)! '33! signifies the same; or it yielded,

or emitted, the milk.]_And [hence,]

'Wa, ($,A,) and (TA,) [lit. The

milck-camel of the Muslims yielded milk co

piously,] meaning Ithe tribute, or taxes, pertain

ing to the Muslims poured in abundantly. (Sf

A, TA.)_.And no.1”' t, £11: .153, (1g) aor. =,

.‘v ' 1; '

inf. n. )5 and by}, (IQ) fThe sky poured

down rain (K, TA) abundantly. (TA.) _.And

J! n 3;

“its k; )s IHe produced, or gaveforth, what he
' I 4 ea .05 o

had. (A.)_And mi? UL: as»: .sj, IThe

world was bountiful to its inhabitants. (A.)_

And [13,:Jl Q33, in art. )3, and K,) inf. n.

,5 .

3);, ubi supra,) IThe market became brisk, its

goods selling much; (S ubi supra, K, TA;) _contr.

ubi supra.) _And 3);! The

ducts, or veins, became filled with milk, (TA,)

2r {with blood. (A, TA.)_And 33.1.1113, 1m". n.

J)», r The 118i" pulsated uninterruptbdly. (TA.)

_ And fit 5;, (AHn, aor. , , (TA,)

inf. n. 1- The arrow turned round well upon

the nail (AHn,K*) of the left’thumb, [app. so as

to produce a sound, (see 66.1,)1 being turned

with the thumb and fore finger of the right hand

[for the purpose of testing its sonorific quality]:

the arrow does not thus turn, nor does it produce the

kind of sound termed “1‘, unless in conse

quence of the hardness of its wood, and its goodly

straightness, and its compact make. (AHn.) =

3; also signifies It (a thing) was, or became, soft,

tender, or supple. (IAar, =And It (a

lamp) gave light, shone, or shone brightly.

_And, aor. ,35, which is extr., (K,) or, as

some say, the pret. is originally by}, [the sec. pers.

being Q))3,] and, if so, the aor. is not extr.,

(MF,) It (a man’s face) became goodly after

disease. (K.)

I 4.3;1 [He made milk to flow, or to flow co

piously, or abundantly :] he drew forth milk.

(Mgh.) See also 1, in three places. _ [Hence,]

éflw I5; 1They (the collectors) made the

produce of the tax called Ely- to come in abun

dantly. (TA.)—[And 33.31;» +1: (a medi

cine, &c.,) caused the urine to flow plentifully;

acted as a diuretic; (sege the act. part. 11. below ;)

as also V 2,»..14-121 3;! He (9. young camel)

sucked, or drew the milk of, his mother. (TA.)

And Lafil He stroked her (a camel’s) dugs, to

draw her milk : he milked her; (TA ;) as also

' “)Jn-II‘, referring to a ewe or she-goat: (Mgh:)

and the latter, he stroked her days with his hand,

causing the milk to flow, or to flow copiously:

and the same verb, he sought, or desired, her

milk, or the flowing of her milk. (TA.).

[Hence,] Li! 5;; “Blake ye the

tribute, or taxes, pertaining to the Muslims to

pour in abundantly: lit., make ye the milch

camel of the Muslims to yield milk abundantly] :

said by ’Omar to the collector of the taxes. (TA.)

_[Hence, also,] one says to a man, when he

seeks a thing, and begs for it importunately,

o 'E e r I;

£4101, tapl, meaning, [lit.,] Ply her, though she

Bk. I. '

refuse, until she yield her milk abundantly. (TA.)

__And 53" 3'11? .33 3:7,”; I[God milked for

him the dugs qfsustenance; i. exprovided for him

the means ofsubsistence] : andfit,» '3.)le

I[Hc drew the favour, or'blessin'g, a; God, by

thankfulness]. (A.)._And Quin is},

(s, L, 1;,) and V3.63, (s, L,) +Tke wind draws

forth a shower qu‘ine rain from the clouds :

L, K: in some copies‘of the last, yve find, as the

explanation of 5.1;)! instead of

121;, [agreeably with the above explanation,]

3.21;, with _ : the explanation in the [S and]

L is TA:) and .3311 #3113 1-[We

desire, [or look for, a shower of rain from the

clouds]. (TA in art. snag-And

wt (said in a trad., TA) IBetween

his eyes was a bun which anger caused toflow,

5*) or to fill with blood; (A;) or to become

thick and full: (TA :) ml which anger put in

motion: z) for (TA) 5&1 signifies he put

the thing in motion. (K,TA-)—d)'iq" $9.“

I She twisted the spindle vehemently, (A, K,) so

that it seemed to be still in consequencepf its

vehement twirling. (Kf TA.)_Andd;;:ll 3;!

1-He made the arrow to turn round well upon

the nail (AHn, K‘) of his left thumb, turning it

with the thumb andfore finger of his right hand.

(AHn. [See 1, latter part.]) _And an;

#18:" II inflicted upon him an uninterrupted

beating.

10: see 1, first sentence:_and see 3;:

sb?"also 4, in five places—£1342“! r She (a

goat) desired the ram: (El-Umawee, z) and

one says also (El-Umawee,$. [See

art. ,1}.])._And 3'»! 1* .He spoke, or talked,

much. (TA in art.

r40, In

R. Q. 1. ,,,,, (inf. n. 3,333, TK,) He (a child,

S) chewed, or mumbled, an unripe date ($,K)

with his toothless gums. (TA.) Hence the say

ing of a certain Arab, to whom El-Asma’ee had

1"

UI, [Thou camest to me when

I was a child mumbling with toothless gums: or

it may mean thou hast come to me when I am

old, mumbling &c.: see (TA.) _. Also

He (a man) lost his teeth, and their sockets

became apparent. (TA.)

J Dr!

come, )spl

R. Q. 2. It (a thing) was, or became, in

a state of motion or commotion, or it moved

about. (T in art. J,.) And L111! @5335 The

piece offiesh quivered. [Hence,] one says

of a woman, 33335:,[for JQSEJ meaning She

quivers in her buttocks, by reason of their large

ness, when she walks. (TA.)

.5.

J, an inf. n. used as a subs_t., (Msb,) Milk;

(S, A, Msb, as also Y 3;). Hence,

a; s o e 5 i ’

)J-ll Qty), and all alone, Milch-animals. (TA.)

And 3:" égl The teats of a camel or cloven

footed animal. (TA.)_ Hence also the saying,

A.

.9), all 1T0 God be attributed the good that hath

proceeded from thee! or thy good deed! (TA:)

or thy deed: (A :) or thy gift! and what is re

ceived from thee! [and thy flow of eloquence!

and the like : when said to an eloquent speaker or

poet, it may be rendered divinely art thou gifted!]

a man’s gift [or the like] was originally thus

likened to the milk of a camel; and then this

phrase became so common as to be used as ex

pressive of admiration of anything : (Aboo-Bekr,

TA:) it was first said by a man who saw another

milking camels, and wondered at the abundance

of their milk: (ISd, TA :) the thing alluded to

therein is attributed to God to indicate that none

other could be its author. (TA.) You say also,

3;; oil 1T0 God be attributed his deed! ($,1_<=)

or knowledge! or his good! or bounty! or

beneficence! (Her p. 418:) [820. :] meaning

praise. Accord. to IAar, signifies 1A

deed, whether good or evil. (TA.) Ibn-Ahmar

says, all [To God be attributed what hath

brought 'me't’o this state !]Lwiondegi‘nglat himself.

(TA.) One also says, J9) on .9); 41!, which is

likewise an expression ,of praise, meaning

ITo God be attributed the goodness, or good

action, of thee, as a man! [i.,e., of such a man

as thou 1] (TA.) And 6,6 $j3ob1[To God bo

attributed his excellence a’s'a horseman !]. (Mgh.)

And, in dispraise, '33 '9 May his good,

or wealth, not be, or become, much, or abundant!

(S, A, TA :) or may his work not thrive! (K.)

El-Mutanakhkhil says,

at M“? a an; s o

* 3’Lfioflld’", 55...:th *

[May my wealth not become abundant, or may

my work not thrive, Ifeed him among them

who is a guest with the rind of :5; (q. v.) when

I have wheat stored up]: this verse is cited by

s) 5' iv

Fr, who also mentions the phrase, Q38 ), 9

[May the wealth qfsuch a one become abundant!

or may his work thrive !]. (TA.)=Also The

g. on: 5 e 9 s 1

soul; syn. One says rs." Lg)“ J9)

A man ofgenerous and manly soul. (TK.) And

me be Jll

3,, Q; an May God defend his soul. (Lu)

8, a: is

p and 3» (s. Msb,K) and 5|» (K) p18. (s,

Msb, or rather the first is a col]. gen. n_., and

the second and third are pls., (MF,) of V 03;,

Msb, K,) which last signifies A pearl: :) ora

large pearl. (Msb,

see 3);.

3.,

see J,

:i'
O), :

3;; :

a 5. .

5"); : see )s, first sentence. ._.Also Copious, or

abundant, flowing milk; milkflowing copiously,

or abundantly: (TA :) and a flow, or stream,

or a flowing or streaming, of milk ,

K;) and its abundance or abounding: Msb,

K:) as also 7 : (L:) or this latter signifies a

single flow, or stream, of milk. (Mgh.) Hence

the prov., $9M; $33!! ‘9 Iwill

not come to thee as long as the flow ofmilk and

the cud go [the former] downwards and [the

latter] upwards. (TA. [See also _

I: I 5 '

[Hence also the phrase,] 5)? git-.4] {The clouds

109
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have a pouring forth: pl. ($.) En-Nemir

Ibn-Towlab says,

a 044 1

* idle-e» gulp hi;he 5;"; a"):

meaning2;; it; [i. e. The peace, or security, &c.,

of God, and his bounty, and his mercy, and a

pouringfosrth showers]. ($.) Some say that D;

signifies 7:13 Viewing, or streaming ,- orflowing,

or streaming, copiously, or abundantly]; like as

in the Kur vi. 162 signifies use. (TA.)

In like manner one says also 1:; [Lasting

and still rains pouring down]. _ And

5:? 1-The market has a brisk trafic going

on in it, its goods selling much. (AZ, _And

5;; ,jlilt +The thigh, or shank, [of the horse or

the like] has a continuous movementfor running,

syn. (AZ, $.) You say also,

53;? UL; 1;, meaning r The horse passed

along without beipg turned aside by anything.

(TA. [See also jail’..])_ 3;; also signifies

IBlood [as being likened to milk]. A poet

cited by Th likens war and the blood thereof to a

[raging] she-camel and her 3;). (TA.) _ And

+The means of subsistence [as being likened to

milk]. (TA in art. )5. [See an ex. voce ijsJ)

_..And A mode, or manner, of flowing; or

streaming, of milk. (Msb.)=Also A certain

thing with which one beats, orjlogs ,' (Kr, $, A, K,

TA ;) i. e. the a}, of the state.- (TA =) a

whip: (Msb:) [app a whip for flagging cri

minals; as seems to be implied in the TA: I

have not found any Arab who can describe it in

the present day : it seems to have been a kind of

whip, or scourge, of twisted cards or thongs, used

for punishment and in sport, such as is now called

: or a whip made of a strip, or broad strip,
(seell in art. 6B,) of thick and tough hide, or

the like: it is described by Golius and Freytag

(by the latter as from the and K, in neither of

which is any such explanation found,) as “stro

phium ewfune aliave re contortum, aut nereus

taurinus, similisve res, quibus percuti solet:”]

an Arabic word, well known: (TA :) [or an

arabicized word, from the Pers. :] pl.

(A, Msb.) ' '

lei .

A”; The right course or direction of a road:

($, Kz) its beaten track: its hard and elevated

part. (TA.) You say, aim); H I h

(sh-0.5

We are upon the right course, [&c.] of the road.

And 4.913 “his L; They two are fol

lowing one direct course. _ The

direction, point, place, or tract, which is infront

of, or opposite to, a house. (K.) You say, L531;

.9); 23:»! lily house is 1'1:fromt of, or opposite to,

thy house. (TA.) _. c;1,Jl )p The direction, or

point,from which the wind blows. (S, K.)

1 r 8 » '

3”, : see )b, in two places.

IQ; A horse (5,19 or similar beast (1;, TA)

that is swift: or swift in running, and

compact in make.- (TA :) or compact and firm

a up 3 ’ 0 J

in make. (K, TA.) [See also (5); and )JJMJ

=See also )6.

.5, 3 I

it»: seejlg.

5 a, 0 in,

(5); 9:93 (TA) or ii); (A) A horse, or mare,

that 'runs much. (A, TA.) [See also )3); and

= :_see the next paragraph.

$.96“ The chaste dialect of Persian :

(Mgh :) or the most chaste dialect thereof: (TA :)

so called in relation to ;5, (Mgh, TA,) as the

name of a district of Sheeraz, (TA,) or as mean~

ing “a door” or “ gate.” (Mgh, TA.)

3 a: e o r 3 a 3 u,

[4,, Leap and “5,; (s, A, K) and V6,,

(K, TA) A shining, or brightly-shining, star:

(K :) or a star that shines, giistens, or gleams,

very brightly : A :) called ill relation to

3; [i. c. pearls, or large pearls], (Fr, Zj,$,A,)

because of its whiteness , $, A) and clearncss,

and beauty: :) pl. It is also

termed and 2(3) and (TA. [See
9 4 3 vl) I ' ’

art. b>.]) _.L5), also signifies The glistening?) or

shining, of a sword: :) a rel. n. from ,3;

because of its clearness: or likened to the star so

termed: it occurs in poetry; but some read

with s [and fet-h]. (TA.) '

II I I

(5),: see the next precedlng paragraph.

05: n

()3), “r
or : :) see art. j»).

A spindle (K, TA) with which the pastor

spins wool, or with which a woman spins cotton

or wool; as also V (TA.)

The part of the gums where the teeth grow :

(TA :) or the part where the teeth grow of a.

child: (S, K, TA :) or the part where the teeth

grow both before they grow and after they have

fallen out: TA:) pl. Hence

48" J 3 e vb

as: in; (s. K,) or

,333.’ egg? (TA,) i. e. Thou [weariedst

hie, and] didst not accept good advice when thou

wast a young woman and when thy teeth were

serrated and sharp in their extremities; then

how should I hopefor any good in thee now when

thou hast grown old, and the places of the growth

of thy teeth have become apparent by Ireason of

age? (Kf TA.) In the K we read 8:"

5 I a; e r 5 '

his. but it should be the. clan UAJJ ,1.

(TA.) is also said to signify The extremity,

or tip, of the tongue: or, as some say, its root .

but the signification commonly known is that

first given above. (TA.)

Q'rOr

3),); inf. n. of R. Q. 1. (TK.)_Also all

onomatopmia meaning The sound of water rush

ing along in the beds of valleys. (TA.)

A certain kind of free,h(T, $,K,) well

known; (T ;) also called é," 81.9.3): [both of

these names are now applied to the elm-tree,

aud so both are applied by Golius :] there come

a;

)0 I

the prov., p)“

forth from it various all,“ [app. excresccnccs of

the nature of gall-nuts], like pomegranates, in

which is a humour that becomes 5; [i. 0. bags

or gnats, for both are signified by this word];

and when they burst open, the 5'; comeforth : its

leaves are eaten, in their fresh state, like herbs,

or leguminous plants: so in the “ Minllaj ed

Dukklin.” (TA.) =Also The sound qf the

drum.

9 )0)

»;)g A whirlpool, in which shipwreck is

feared ,- ;) a place in the midst of the sea,

where the water is in a state of riolent commo

tion, (T, K,) andfrom which a ship scarcely ever

escapes. (T, TA.)

0"
’ v i

)1}: see 3‘”. ._ Also, ($, Msb,K,)’and V)”;

(s, A, Mgh, 1;) and 1:7,“; (A) and tjal, (5,) A

she-camel, (S, A, K,) or ewe, or she-goat, (Msb,)

abounding with milk; having much milk : (5, A,

high, K =) pl. (of the first, s, Mb) 3;; ($,Msb,
9): 0 0 1,

K;) and one says also 4,), (a pl. of)”; [in

the GK and in my MS. copy of the K Jan)

6.7!: I J,

and J); (also a pl. of L), [in the CK and in

" I a!

my MS. copy of'the K D, Jan): (K, accord. to

the TA :) and i”); applied to an udder signifies

the same: (TA :) [and l’13.» also app. signifies

the same; for you say] ._ it; 1A shy

pouring °donpt abundance of rain : z)

and 7))“ nigh-u a cloud pouring down much

' 3 r a

rain. (A, TA.) _)1, ,5); t Continual, unin

terrupted,3sustenance, or means of subsistence.

(TA.) =,13 and 13.1,; A lamp giving light,

shining, or shining brightly.

a»: A copious flowing, or streaming, of milk.

(K)

3 J 5 . a» i 1 u 3 '0:

)5»: see )ls._q,.,1,l a» [and a! V)“,

and simply )4; and ')Ji:;, A diuretic medicine
I ’ Owl : .v

&c.]. (TA in art. 99, &c.) And w ,4»

[Emmenagogue]. in art. 0:0, 8:0.) ._.

3 J '

and )M A woman twirling her spindle rehe

mently, so that it seems to be still in consequence

ofits vehement twirling. (K,"‘ TA.)

'5; I, 54

8).»3: see 3,5,.

0 » o 3 , ‘

)5.» : see )1,, in three places.

3 r I: 8 J _

)3“: see )Ju, in two places. _Also I A

number of arrows in their flight resembling the

streaming of milk, by reason of the cehemence

with which they are impelled ,- occurring in a

verse of Aboo-Dhu-eyb. (TA.)_.,.;:.I.’. (1.};

93; 1[A horse that runs far without being

turned aside by anything]. [See 213, and

5 in, I r

see also [5); and 3);]

l):

1. 3,3, aor.1, (M, Msb, K,) int. n. 2;; (s,
of» .15"

M,Mg11, MablK) and 5'»; (K0 and W»;

(M,TA; [or this latter has probably an intensive

signification ;]) He pushed it, or thrust it; or

pushed it, or thrust it, away, or back,- repelled
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it; or averted it; syn. ($,* M, Mgh,‘

Msb,K;) namely, a thing. (Mgh.) Hence,

There was,

between ’(jmar and Mo’ddh Ibn-’Afrd, a con

tending, and a mutual pushing or thrusting, &c.

(Mgh.) And He repelledfrom them, or

defended them; as also 333, which is formed by

substitution from the tbrmer, like from

(s in art. 9,.) And 3;.» l}; He averted

( from him the prescribed castigation: (M,

Mgh :) or he deferred his prescribed castigation .

and in like manner the verb is used in relation to

other things. (AZ, T.) It is said in a trad.,

egg-u.» 5,31.» 553;} [Avert ye, or defer ye, the

prescribed castigations' on account of dubious cir

cumstances]. (ISk, M, TA.) And 3,31." 55,11

filing-d L; [Avert ye, or defer ye, the prescribed

castigations as long as ye gre able]. figom a

trad.)_See also 5.__,.i_.ll ’94! on t); is

explained by Sh as meaning He pushed'buck the

hind girth of the camel: but AM says that the

correct meaning is, he spread the hind girth upon

the ground, and made the camel to lie down upon

it [in order that he might gird him]. (TA.)

[For] signifies also He spread, or laid _flat,

(13;,5TA,)o it thing upon the ground. (TA.)—

iufll b; He supported the thing by the

thing ,- made the thing to be a support to the

thi-ng. (TA.) [Hence,] Lid-1H He con

joined the wall with a strucrt’ure' [so as to support

the former by the latter]: (TA.) _.

He cast a stone; like 1;). (TA.) You say,

kg ‘and :13) He cast a stone at him.

(M in art. 1;).)_l)> said of a torrent, (K,)

int. n. :33, (TA,) 11¢ rushed, or poured forth

with vehemence; as also Virgil. (K.) And

pl,» L598." f The valley poured along the

torrent. (TA.) [See also 23;, below.]

(5,) inf. n. 23,3, (TA,) is syn. with i}; [IIe

came from a place, or from a distant place, un

expectedly,- &c.]. And you say,

3,93, (T, s, 1;; TA,) inf. n. 2;}; (s, TA) and

133; (M;) and "w (are) and ' '3‘»; (M;)

Such a one came, or come forth, upon us uneac

pectedlg, [(T, s, K,‘ TA,) or whence we knew not;

as also lyb, (T,) and 0);. (IAar, TA in art. 0);.)

And g.) 4:1; "PM, vulg. L554“, He came

upon is}. suddenly with evil, or mischief. (TA.)

_Hencc, i. e. from 1); signifying “ he came, or

came forth, unexpectedly,” (T, S,TA,) inf. n.

33;, said of a star, meaning IIt shone, or glis

tened, ($,K, TA,) intensely, ($,TA,) and its

light spread: (TA :)1 pr, oi 'some say, it rose.

(T.) [Hence also,] )Ldl bl), TThe fire gave

light, shone, was bright; or shone brightly.

(Shes-win. (use) (T.) int :1.

5,3, _(T,s,) He (a camel) had what is termed

the 831:, ($, i. e. the plague, or pestilence,

(0;.s\ls,) of cbmels, (T,) and had therewith a

tumour in his back, ($,K,) or, in his; [or

stabbing-place, in the uppermost part of the

breast] : but in a female, it is in the udder :

(TA :) or had a tumour in his (IAar, T.)

The epithet applied to the male is '65,,13: and so,

accord. to 18k, to_the female, (T, S) meaning

Attacked by the 832 in her [513.3, (T, and so in a

copy of the $,) thus, without teshdeed to the ,3,

signifying the part, of her throat, which is the

place of passage of the water, (T, TA,) or in her

31;; [or thin and soft parts of the belly], (so in

one of my copies_of the so that the protu

berance of the 832 [or pestilential tumour] is

04

apparent: which protuberance is termed H».

(T, $-)

2: see 1, first sentence.

a. 27,131., primarily, (TA,) signifies The act of

opposing; and repelling, or striving to repel:

($,TA:) or treating in an evil, or adverse,

manner,- and opposing: (A’Obeyd, TA :) or

the putting one of in the matter ofa right or

due, by promising to render it time after time;

and treating in an evil, or adverse, and a con

trary, manner. (Mgh in arts. (5), and

One says, I repelled hip}, strove) tp repcl

him- (T. Meb. so And GAB-2 a, we v we.

($,TA,) i. e. Such a one dbes not act in an evil,

or adverse, manner, nor oppose, [nor does he

wrangle, or dispute obstinately:] and (521.3; v,

meaning, accord. to Sgh, if for égjié '9, does not

repel, or strive to repel, him who has a right

from his right. (TA.) _Accord. to El-Ahmar,

in [the exercise of] good disposition, (T, and

in social intercourse, (S,) it is with and with

out i; (T, ;) contr. to the assertion of A ’Obeyd,

who says that in this case it is without .. (T.)

[F says,] is syn. with and 1:331; and

[the second of which has a meaning ex

plained above; the first and last meaning I

treated him with gentleness or blandishment,

soothed him, coaxed him, or wheedled him,- &c.];

thus bearing two contr. significations: z) [or]

did); and both signify I was fearful, or

cautious, of him; and treated him with gentle

ness or blandishment, or soothed him, coaxed him,

wheedled him, or cajoled him: :) [but Az

says,] I say that the verb with e means I was

fearful, or cautious, of him, abs says AZ; or of

his evil, or mischief: and signifies “I

deceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or

outwitted ;” as also

4. 3133?, (AZ, T, s,) inf.n. zijig, (AZ,

'1‘,) [ais’also £591, with 5,] She (a camel) excerned

the milk, (AZ, T, $,) and relaxed her

udder, on the occasion of bringingforth. (AZ,

The epithet applied to the she-camel so doing is

* 53,33- <AZ. T. s, 1s)

5: see 1. l3».- He domineered over us.

And int-h; lysgfl They domineered over

them, TA,) and aided one another against

them. (TA.) _ 953.0, (M, K, TA,) and v 55321

53);, (TA,) They concealed themselves from d

thing in order to beguile it, or circumvent it:

(M, K, TA :) or they made use qfa Edges [or

3.52;] for hunting and spearing or thrusting [or

shopting objects of the chase]: (TA :) and 7635;!

(a) or 3.22", as) I Prepared for my

self a lib} for the chase: ($,K:) and

24;}! £231, aor. ‘-, inf. n. 3):, He drove the

12.3); to the chase, and concealed himself by it.

(M)

6. 1,5)la5 They repelled, or strove to repel, one

another (M, Msb, K) in contention, or alterca

tion, (M, and the like; and disagreed. (M.)

15le is originally jijiii, (s,1_;,) the .1. being

incorpbrated into the 3, TA,) because they

have the same place of utterance, (TA,) and the I

being added to commence the word: ($, TA :)

the meaning is, Ye disagreed ,- and repelled, or

strove to repel, one another. 1;;

in the Km ii. 67, means And ye conlended to

gether respecting it; because those who contend

repel one another: or ye repelled, 0r strove to

repel, one another, by each of you casting the

slaughter upon hisfillo-w. (Bd)

7: )see 1, in three places._The phrase 3);!

le.» [The prescribed castigations shall

be, or are to be, averted, or deferred, on account

of dubious circumstances,] is agreeable with

analogy, but has not been heard [from the Arabs

of classical times]. (mug-$9.2." Len The

fire [of a burning house &c.] spread, (K, TA,)

and gave light, shone, was bright, or shone

brightly. (TA.)

8: see 5, in two places.

an inf. n. of 1 in senses pointed out above.

($, M, &c.) So of that verb said of a torrent.

(TA.) [Hence,] it}; 3;." 2i;- and '12,"; The

torrent rushed, or pouredforth with vehement-e, [or

came rushing, &c.,] from a place, (M, K,) or

from a distant place, (TA,) unknown: (M, K,

TA :) or the latter signifies the torrent came

from a distant land or tract. And 5];

“:3; (5219! The valley flowed with the rain of

another valley: if with its own rain, you say,

1;:5 : (IAar, M ; and the like is said in the

TA in the present art. and in art. z) or db

it}; means it flowed with other than its own

rain; and 13:5, “with its own rain.” (TA in

art. Hence ' t:31! has been metaphorically

used by a rajiz to signify IThe flowing of water

from the mouths of camels into their insides.

(M.):A bending,- (TA ;) a croohedness, or

curvit]; ($, M, K, TA ;) in a cane, or spear

shaft, and the like; (M,K;) or in a staff, and

anything that is hard to straighten: (T,T;A:)

pl. One says, 1;: £451 +1

rectified the croohedness and oppositiorz, or resis.

tance, of such a one. (SJ And hence, 2);

A well having a part [qf its fhflft] projecting, or

protuberant. 0.) And 2’); ,3 A road

having furrows, (M) or abrupt, water

n'orn, ridges, (T, S, M,) and protuberances, and

the like. (T.)—The extremity, or edge, of a

thing; because it repels therewith. (Ham p. 213.)

_A. portion of a mountain that projects, or

juts out, from the rest, (M, K, TA, and Ham

109 *
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p. 213 in explanation of the pl.,) unexpectedly :

(TA :) pl. as above. (M.)—See also 1, bet

sentence. _ Also r Disobedience, and resistance,

and hatred, or dislike, (T, TA,) and crookedness,

(T,) and disagreement, on the part of a wife.

(T, TA.)

1;; : see 23;, in three places.

55); A ring by aiming at which one learns to

pierce or thrust [with the spear] ($,M,K) and

to shoot: (T,“ M,K:) said by As to be with :2

($ :) and also called in art. )Jy.) ’Amr

Ibn-Maadee-Kerib says,

vie ’04p 0;. ' rid . n - ‘

" a-e’ aha-‘2 ufE’

'5” 0» we; 0' J .1

l‘ {-9,} 19-.- zue' as Jim *

[I passed the day as though. I were a ring for

the spears to be aimed at, fighting in defence of

the sons of Jarm, when they had fled]. (T, s,

M. [See also Ham p. 75, where it is written

5;)3.])_ Also A camel, (T, $,) or other thing,

(S,) or anything, (M, by which one conceals

himself (T, $, M, from the wild animals, (T,)

or from the objects of the chase, (S)E M, K,) in .

order that they may be circumvented, (T, $, M,

K,) so that when the man is able, to shoot, or

cast, he does so: (T,$:) like is”): in art.

6,; =) accord. to A223,}: is witbg' ($,) because

the 81.3); is driven (b413, i. e. towards the

objects pf the chase: (T,*$ :) but IAth says that

it is 5);, without b; and that it signifies an

animal by means of which the sportsman conceals

himself, leaving it to pasture with the wild animals

until they have become familiar with it and so

rendered accessible to him, when he shoots, or

casts, at them: (TA :) the pl. of is

and with two hemzehs, each of them extr.

[with respect to analogy]. (M, TA.)

S see what next follows.

:14}, f ' $5, (T, s, K, &c.,) like and
.- H 9 d 9 r) 0:: t”

(S) or (K,) from as» a.» r»;

(S;) and ' 3:43;, (M, K,) the only instance of

the measure [3,; except ; (K;) [which

latter word has been mistaken by Golius and

Freytag for a noun qualified by the epithet is), ;]

but A’Obeyd says that when it is pronounced

{I I]

with the first letter madmoomeh it is (5);, with

' 3 01

vi”,

[and the like is said in the K, though is also

there mentioned as correct,] [because there is not

[to his knowledge] in the.lap’guage of the Arabs

any word of the measure who! 5 and that he who

pronounces it [3:53;] with, G means that it is

in

out ., a rel. n. from )>, of the measure

[originally of the measure] like and

that one of its vowels is changed to kesr because

it is deemed difficult of pronunciation ; and Akh

mentions also lags, with ., of the measure

3,53, with fet-h to'the first letter, ($,TA,) on

the authority of Kati'ideh and AA ; (TA ;) 1A

star that shines, or glistens, ($,K,TA,) intensely:

($ :) or a star that is impelled in its course from

the east to the west: (M :) accord. to IAar, [a

shooting star;] a star that is impelled

against the devil [or a devil; for the Arabs

believed, and still believe, that a shooting star is

one that is darted against a devil when he attempts

to hear by stealth the discourse of the angels in

the lowest heaven]: (T, TA:) and said by some

to signify _one of the five planets: (TA in art.

,,=) pl. {553; (T, s,M ;) said by Fr to be

applied by the Arabs to the great stars of which

the names are not known.

5;»; Coming from a place, or from a distant

place, unexpectedly : (M, TA: but only the pls.

of the word in this sense are there mentioned :)

an enemy showing open hostility, or comingforth

into the field to encounter another in battle : and

a stranger: (T:) pl. ’3}; (T, M, TA) and 21,1

(M, TA.) People say, iii-i; " 0 1 [We are

poor men, came from a distant place, or stran

gers]. (T, TA.)=See also 1, last sentence.—

[Hence,] metaphorically used by Ru-beh as

meaning I Swollen with anger. (M, TA.)

s3 bill-'1», (s, M,* K.) and ' (K,)

achord. to different relations of a trad. in which it

occurs, (TA,) The Sultdn is possessed of appa

ratus [of war], (33;, 5, and so in some copies of

the or might, (3:, so in other copies of the

K,) and power, to repel his enemies: M,"E

K z“) accord. to IAth, ng,§ signifies impetuous,

notfearing or dreading; and so, having power to

repel his enemies: (TA :) it is used in relation to

war and contention. (M.) You say also, ,3;

and and ,3 33 and

(TA in art. 0);, q. v.)

sire;

8!,43: see the next preceding paragraph.

9 l)

(5)4» : see 4.

A thing with which one pushes, or thrusts;

or pushes, or thrusts, away, or back. (TA.)

[Applied in the present day, pronounced Isle,

without a, to A b0at-pole.] ’

333..." in; The she-camel of violent spirit.

(TA.)

05‘»

and and the latter is men

tioned in one of my copies of the the latter is

that which is in common use, (TA,) The peach;

syn. (Alfln, IDrd,K; and so in a copy

of the $:) and the apricot; syn. 93.23.»; (K;)

but this application of the words is not known :

(TA :) of the Syrian dial. : (K, and so in a copy

of the IDrd says that the people of Syria

call the former fruit Q35}, which is an arabicized

Syrian word, or [rather] Greek, [originally

5047610011,] and El-Jawéleekec also mentions it

among arabicized words. (TA.)

‘9),

1. a.) {.95, (T,* s, M, A, Msbf K,) 301-. =,
e! I 6 r a 040)

(Msb, K.) inf- n- *9, (T, M. Meb. K) and as»,

($,* M,'A,K,) or the latter is a simple subst.;

(Mao and M5». (M. A. Mass.) and $33

[which is generally regarded as a quadriliteral

radical word (see art. magpfl ; (S, K ;) He was,

or became, accustomed, or habituated, to it ,

attached, addicted, given, or devoted, to it; (T,

$, M, Msb,l_{;) and bold to do it, or undertake

it: (Msb :) or he knew it, had knowledge of it,

or was knowing in a. (A, TA.) And 91; .Q,3

4;;1 He (a hawk) was, or became, accustomed,

or habituated, or trained, to the chase; and hold

to practise it. (A.)

2. a, 3.5, (M,M.b,*1;§) and and as,

(M, K,) inf. n. v.53, He accustomed; or
habituated, him to it; made him to become at-I

tacked, addicted, given, or devoted, to it. (M,

Me»: so And #3., (M,) or .42» vi; .5»

(T, S, A,* K,‘) inf. n. as above,'(K,) He accus

tomed, or habituated, or trained, (T, S, M, A,

K,*) a hawk, (T, $, A,) or an eagle, (K,) or a -

bird or beast of prey, (M,) to the chase; (T, s,

M,A,K ;*)’and made it bold to practise it. (A.)

And 3:58.35“ Difliculties, or hardships,

exercised him so as to render him strong to endure

them, and habituated, or inured, to them. (Lb,

T, $.)=And Q33, (mean) inf. n. as above,

(IAar, T, K,) He was, or became, patient in war

in the time offiigkt. (IAar, T, K.)

4. is?” magi The people, or party, entered a

land q)!" the enemy pertaining to the territory of

the ,4,” [or people of the Greek Empire].

occurs in a trad. as meaning We entered

the [q. v.]. (TA.)=._.:)>1 He beat a drum,

(IAar, T, TA ;) as also Q3}; and Q3133. (TA.)

5. v5.0 quasi-pass. of 2: (Msb :) see 1.

is not a word of Arabic origin: (Msb :)

is [the Arabic name of the ancient Derbe,

near the Cilician Gates, which were the chief

mountain-pass, from the direction of the countries

occupied by the Arabs, into the territory of the

Greek Empire: these “Gates” are mentioned

by El-Idreesee as fortified, and guarded by troops

who watched the persong going and coming:]

a well-known place in )5" [or the territory of

the Greek Empire], mentioned by Imra-el-Keys,

[as El-Idreesee also says,] in the words,

[My companion wept when he saw the .9),

around him ,- knowing himself to be in the power

of the Greeks]. (MF, TA.) [Hence,] Any place

of entrance, (Kb, T, M, A, Mgh [in my copy of

which it is written in all its senses], K,) or

a parrow pass, (Mgh,) to [the territory qf]

,5". (Kb, T, M, A, Mgh,K:) or such as a

not open at both ends: such as is open at both

ends being called (K:) or a place of

entrance between two mountains: (Msb:) or a

narrow pass in mountains: and hence it has

another meaning well known: :) [i. e.] the

gate of a as“... [here meaning street: misunder

stood by Golius, who has consequently explained
90’

q); as having, for one of its meanings, " pom
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ingressusve palmeti ”] ; used in this sense by the

Arabs because it [i. e. the .9), properly so called]

is like a gate, or entrance, to that whereto it

leads: (Msb:) or the_ gate ofa wide sip; (T =)

or a wide gate of a 32.4 ; and the largest gate ,

(M,K;) both of which explanations mean the

same: (M:) and also a wide 2%.: itself: so in the

'10, 00- fl

phrase, .3th fit: .9), ,l [a narrow street or a

wide strket not beinggjhoroughfai'f] (Mgh: [in

my copy of which, .9); is put for ‘9’); :]) [but in

the present day, and as used by El-Makreezee

and others, a -street, whether wide or narrow,

branching of from a great street, or passing

through a 331.;- (or quarte’r)’,J open, or having a

gate, at each end:] pl. .9”; (Kb, T, M, Mgh,

TA) and L5,. (Sb, 1;. [The former pl., the

only one commonly known, is not mentioned

in the K.])._Also A place in which dates are

put to dry. (M,

’ra

.3); : see the next preceding paragraph.

a r)

.3); [part. n. of éfi]. You say, 4; L); ,5

[He’is accustomed, or habituated, to it;”attdched,

addicted, given, or devoted, to it; and bold to do

it, or undertake it : and] he knows it, has know

ledge qf it, or is knowing in it. (A, TA.) And

some use KL); as part. n. of Q): (Msb :) it

signifies Skilfiit in his handicrajft: (IAar, T,

Msbz) and with 8, intelligent: (IAai-,T,K:)

and skilful in her handicraft: :) and [hence]

a female drummer. (IAar,T,K.) And

7 :21; (M) or $21! uh; 4:215 means

5;); 01‘ fez“? [An eagle accus

toined, or habituated, or trained, to the chase;

and bold to practise it].

\

Custom, or habit,- (IAar, T, S, M, A, ;)

or habituation; (T,Msb;) and boldness to engage

in, or undertake, war, and any afiair: (IAar,

T, s, A,*Mgb,*1_(:) and via}, (M, TA,) with

teshdeed, (TA,) on the authority of IAar, (M,

TA,) but written in the l (TA,) Jsigni:

fies the same._(M, K, TA.) One says, b

was easier as e 0' s5

is), low! ub- Q§Li Us ,lnst [I ceased not to

!

forgive such a one until he took it as a habit].

(T.* $-)

5,333 (Lb. M. K [in the CK 43,3331) and

l .7533, the former like in which the

[initial] :1 is [said to be] a substitute for >, (Lh,

M,) A he-camel, (M, K,) or such as is termed

In,

Jig, (Lh, M,) and a she-camel, (Lh, M, K,) sub

missive, or tractable, (M, K,) or rendered sub

missti or tractable: and ashe-camel that will

follow a person he takes hold ofher Zip or her

eyelash. (Lh, M, 1;. [But I read as

in the explanation of in the TA, instead of
’!.v ¢ 0

W in the M and CK in this art., and

in my MS. copy of the See also

'1’

*1»): see the next preceding paragraph.

:— -1 v 5: 3,0;

qt), and 3st,}: see 4.9:.

Q m I v

‘2); : see 79;, m two places.

~.-’)>- -)-‘
lie) C

q)» A man, ($,M,) or an old man, (T,)

tried, or proved, in afi'airs, and whose qualities

have become known; or tried, or proved, and

strengthened by experience in afl'airs ; expe

rienced, or expert: or whose qualities have been

and, or proved: syn. ('1‘, s, M, A,* K)
a i e a u e s

and (M, and lab)» is syn. with

.493: :) or in_ every word of the measure

J13» syn. with the medial radical letter

may be pronounced with fet-h or with kesr, ex

! G e I

cept by)». (M, K.)_.And hence, (M,) One

afilicted with trials or troubles. (Lh, M, .—

And A camel well trained, and accustomed to be

ridden, and to go through the [narrow passes in

mountains called] #35: fem. with 8.

with; The lion. ($gh,K.)

Intel

‘9’)“ : see the next preceding paragraph.

09))

(K) and and (Kr, TA) sings.

of Earl», (K, TA,) which signifies Door-keepers,

0r gate-keepers : [the sing. is] Persian, [originally

QQJSJ arabicized.

a”
1. 63, (s, Msb, 1g) aor. 1, (s, Msb,) inf. h.

t3}; ($.Msb,1.<) and .5653, (1.1.) said of a

man, and of a [lizard of the kind called] .11.},

($,) He went on foot ,- [went step by step ; step

ped along ;] or walked: and said of a

child, he walked a little, at his first beginning to

walk: (Msb, TA :') or, said of an old man, and

of a child, and of a bird of the kind called LE5,
9 J) I r 9 r!’

aor. as above, inf. n. [E,), and] and gig-J;

a293, he walked with a weak gait; crept

L

along; or went, or walked, leisurely, slowly,

and

softly, or gently. (TA.)_ [Hence,]

Generation after generation passed away.

(A.) And ,o’ill E); The people passed away, or

perished, none of them remaining; A, K ;) as

also V I’m)". And He left no

progeny, or ofl'spring : (As, S, :) he died,’ gpd

left no progeny, or qfl‘spring: [opposed to arisl :]

but you do not say so of every one who has died :

(TA :) or it signifies also [simply] he died:

(Aboo-Talib, s, A, Men) so in the prov., Joli-J

63, L; (s, Msb) The than lying q" the

living and the dead. Or a), signifies, (K,)

or signifies also, (5,) He went his way ,- K ;)

and so £23, [aor.=,] like

$1.54, i. e. [This is not thy nest, there

fore] go thou away, is a saying occurring in a

3;;- of El-Ijlajjz'ij, addressed to him who applies

himself to a thing not of his business to do; or to

him who is at ease in an improper time; where

fore he is thus ordered to be diligent and in
Ora,

motion. (TA. [See also art. Jab—c»);

o e eei

and 'Q),l She (a camel) went beyond the

year [from the day when she was covered] with

out bringing forth; The

867

wind left marks, or lines, [or ripples,] upon the

sand. (TA.)—L'ALJL; .5433 The wind

passed violently over the pebbles [app. so as to

make them move along: see also 10]. =

6,3, aor. =, He rose in grade, degree, rank,

condition, or station. (K, TA.)_He kept to

the plain and manifest way in religion or in

speech. (K,TA.)= Also (i. e. He con

tinued to eat the kind of bird called

lat

=E” as a trans. v. : see 4, in two places.

2. [19].), inf. n. [C33, He made him to go on

foot; to go step by step; to step along; or to

walk : he made him (a child) to walk a little, at

his first beginning to walk .' or he made him (an

old man and a child) to walk with a weak gait;

to creep along ; or to go, or walk, leisurely,

slowly, softly, or gently: see 1, first sentence:

and see also 10, first sentence.] You say, of a

child, JG." at; [He he made to walk, &o.,

leaning upon the go-cart]. (.S, _[Hence,]

Zeb. (s. Meals.) inf- n- as». (Men) He

brought him near, or caused him to draw near,

($1 Mgbf by degrees (@)'*al (51;, S): or

by little and little, (Msb,) 1.15 [,3] a, such a

thing, ($,) or ’2'?! Us] to the thing or aflair;

(Msb ;) as also lngS-J. Msb, K.)._And

He exalted him, or elevated him, from one grade,

or station, to another, by degrees (Gabi ;

as also liq-)x‘ul. (A.) _ And hence, tHe

accustomed him, or habituated him, \Jév to

such a thing. (A.)_. [Hence] also, inf. n. as

above, +Hefed him, namely, a sick person, when

in a state of convalescence, by little and little,

until he attained by degrees to the full amount of

food that he ate before his illness. (TA.)

inf. n. as above, said of corn, or food,

and of an affair, It was beyond, or it baflied, my

ability, or power, to attain it, or accomplish it.

(K.) _. See also 4. = J; as an intrans. v. sig

nifies He went on foot, or walked, [&c.,] much.

(Har p. [It is also said to signify He imi

tated the cry of the bird calbd see De

Sacy’s “ Chrest. Ar.” 2nd ed. ii. 39.]

4 4. a»! He (God) caused peeple to pass away,

or perish. (TA. [See also 10.]) [Hence,] do”)!

bi;th [He destroyed him with the sword].

ih ai't.')¢b.)_l;€i-;f said

of a she-camel when she makes her saddle with

its appertenances to shift backwards [She makes

her fore girth to slip back and to become close to

her kind girth]. (TA.) Accord. to Aboo-Télib,

signifies A camel’s becoming tank in the

belly, so that his belly-girth shifts back to the hind

girth; the load also shifting back. (TA.)—

glib {9! He drew up the bucket gently: (K :)

drew it up, or out, by little and little. '(ljlf

Riyashee, TA.) ._ may 6,»; and V a»,

aor. ’- , inf. n. ; 1'. q. [i. e. He chanted

the (q. v.); meaning he chanted it in a quick,

or an uninterrupted, manner; for such is the usual
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and prescribed manner of doing so: see 1 in art.

1.3.: in the present day, aor. and inf. n.

as above, signifies he chanted, or sang, in a tril

ling, or quavering, manner; and uninterrupt

edly, or quickly]. (Msb.)_ [51);] in speaking

signifies, in like manner,"llhe conjoining of wounds,

without pausing; i. g. J»), as opposed to d5):

it occurs in this sense in the Sin art. ()5, &c.]

_Epl (inf. n. TA) also signifies He

folded,folded up, or rolled up, A, Msb, a

thing, (TA,) a writing, (S, A, Msb,) and a gar

ment, or piece of cloth; (Msb ;) as also chs,

(K.) inf- o. (M;) and '53. (K.)

aor. i, inf. n. (TA :) the first of these

verbs is the most chaste: (L :) [it signifies also

he rolled a thing like a scroll; made it into a

roll, or scroll: and hence, he made it round like

r0)

M

and _g’ a A; and &c. z) and he wound a thing

upon another thing :] also he injblded a thing;

put it in, or inserted it: and he wrapped, wrapped

up, or inwrapped, a thing in another thing. (L.)

e e e e e a 5

You say, 2squ QUS." E»! Ile infolded,

enclosed, or inserted, the writing in the [other]

writing; or put it within it. (A, L.) And a»!

L,)-rib! clip! He put the dead man into

the grave-clothing and the grave. (TA.) And

a o .4 is e e e 02

QWI q]: gig-pl 1- [He, or it, infolded me

in the folding of oblivion]. (TA in art.

_ [And hence, 1 He foisted, or inserted spuri

ously, a verse or verses into a poem.]=|=

s; 40 ‘0 .s or, o ~eeE

491),] 01- 91),; uh: see a);._¢q-)>t said

I e I 9

ascroll; he rounded it: (see . 3! and .

of a she-camel: see a»! He bound

the she-camefgtbats TA) with a

[app. meaning a piece of rag wrapped about

them]. (TA.)

5. He progressed, or advanced, by

degrees, gut; to a thing. (TA.) He was, or

became, drawn near, or he drew near, (S, Msb,)

by degrees (Egg/SE." ulh, or by little and

little, (Msb,) 13:5 Uh to such a thing, (8,) or
0‘ I a .

r'fll at; to the thing or afair. (Mgh.)—And

IHe become accustomed, or habituated, lié

to such a thing.

7. [yo-Jail: see 1._€).\3l also signifies It

was, or became, folded, folded up, or rolled up.

(KL) [And It was, or became, infolded, or in

wrapped. _And hence, 4,3 trail TIt was, or

became, involved, implied, or included, in it. _

And v mail tIt was, or became, classed

as a subordinate to such a thing]

10. dqvahl [is syn. with in the first of

the senses assigned to this latter above. Hence,]

Dhu-Rummeh says,

” 40".4’” a r

Jot-4 wow .gt-sn *

meaning [The creaking of the large sheaves of

pulleys] which the pivots made to go [round]

slowly (TA.)_.. See also

2, in two places—[Also] He caused him to

E),

ascend, and to descend, by degrees. (Bd in

vii. 181.)_And hence, He (God) drew him

near to destruction by little and little: (Bd

ibid :) He brought him near to punishment by

degrees, by means of respite, and the continuance

of health, and the increase offavour : (Idem in

lxviii. 44:) He (God) took him (a man) so that

he did not reckon upon it; [as though by degrees;]

bestowing upon him enjoyments in which he de

lighted, and on which he placed his reliance, and

with which he became familiar so as not to be

mindful of death, and then taking him in his

most heedless stale : such is said to be the mean

ing in the Ear vii. 181 and lxviii. 44 : (TA :) or

He bestowed upon him newfavours as often as he

committed new wrong actions, and caused him to

forget to ask for forgiveness [thus leading him

by degrees to perdition]: and [or as some say,

TA] He took him by little and little; [or by

degrees ;] not suddenly: (Kz) “£43.15! sig

nifies He took them by little and little; [one,

or a few, at a time ,-] not [all ofthem together,]

suddenly. And He, or it, called for, de

manded, or required, his destruction: from

“he died.” (A, TA,)—It (another's speech,

Aboo-Sa’eed, TA) disquieted him so as to make

him creep along, or go slowly or softly, upon the

ground. (Aboo-Sa’eed, K.) _IIe deceived him,

or beguiled him, (AHeyth, K, TA,) so as to in

duce him to proceed in an afi'air from which he

had refrained. (AHeyui,TA.)_i§Gn Pas.)

He invited the she-camel’s young one to follow

after she had cast it forth from her belly: so

accord. to the [in the CK, for and

we find hit-1H and :] but accord. to the L

and other lexicons, “)Jzul, i. e. the

she-camel invited her young one to follow [her]

after she had cast itforthfrom her belly. (TA.)—

Lag-ll éggil “JAE-s! The wind [blew so violently

that it] made the pebbles to be as though they

were going along of themselves TA) upon the

surface of the ground, without its raising them

in the air. (TA.) [See also 1.])_ also

signifies The drawingforth (in Pers. 0;”! (3,”)

speech, or words, from the mouth. (KL)—

And The rejecting a letter, such as the ) in

for (Msb in art. 4.9;.) '

‘5'

2 see in two places.=Also, and

V A thing in, or upon, which one writes ,

(S,K;) [a scroll, or long paper, or the like,

generally composed qfseveral pieces joined to

I v a :

gether, which isfolded or rolled up :] and la)“,

[used as a subst.,] a writing folded or rolled up;

pl- all“: (Har p. 254:) and 3?)“ [app.

' from “he folded ” or “ rolled up,”

with 3 added to transfer it from the predicament

of part. ns. to that of substs.,] signifies [in like

manner] a paper upon which one writes a all...)

[or message, &c.], and which one folds, or rolls

up ,- pl. @135. (Has p. 24c.)___3tig.n a}; (5

signifies éb [lit. Within the folding of the

writing; meaning infolded, or included, in the

[Boox I.

writing]; (5, A, TA ;) and Us [which

means the same]; (A;) and “is [an 6X

plicative adjunct, meaning in the inside of the

writing]. (TA.) You say, .9629!

[I transmitted it in the inside of the writing].

(s, TA.) And giant E,3 us [He put it.

in the inside qfthe writing]. (A, L, TA.) And

use, was $15.91 a; [,i [In the inside ofthe

writing are such and such things,- or in the

writing are enclosed, or included, or written, or

mentioned, such. and such things; this being

commonly meant by the phrase 96.9! GI:

Mb, 1.15:]. (TA.) ' ' '

A. woman’s (S,K;) i. e. a small

receptacle of the hind called LL, in which a

woman keeps her perfumes and apparatus, or im

plements: (TA:) [accord. to the K, it is a coll.

gen. n.; for it is there added, (I think in con

sequence of a false reading in a trad.,)] the n. un.

is with 8 : and the pl. [of mult.] is and [of

o '0: '

pane] abs].

5’,

E); .fi’way, road, or pith}. ’(S,L,I_(;) as

alsp' it?) : (L :) and V 39-)“ (S, A) and

l a)“ (A, signify [the same; or] a way by,

or through, which one goes or passes,- a way

which one pursues; a course, 21' route; syn.

(s) and (sag) soap; (A ;) and

particularly the way along which a boy and the

wind J'c. go ; as also ; 5respecting whichglast,

in relation to the wind, see a»; (L:) or

signifies a road; or a cross-road; or a bending

road,- and its pl. is éélbie : (Msb:) and

is explained by Er-Raghib as signifying a beaten

way or road : and it signifies also the course by

which things pass, on a road J'c. : and the main

part of a_road: and a rugged [road such as is

termed] 3:5}, between mountains : (TA 2) the

pl. of 65 (s, L) and of! 53 (L) is E'ijii (s, L)

and £132, which occurs in a prov. cited below:

(Meydz) and the pl. of 5;le is téyié. (s,

TA :) 5.;él 7 £213.; signifies the roads that lie

across a hill such as is termed L51. (TA.)

You say meaning Go thy way, as then

camest. (TA from a trad.) And a”;

(TA) and 25.53, (so, 5, 1;) and vgggg

(K) or ule (IAar) He returned by the

way by which he had come. (S, K, TA.) And

lug, He returned to the thing, or'a’fgir,

that he: had left'.’ (TA.) And gig-l»! uh: cg.)

and Jy'jl 49); cg.) He returned without having

been able to accomplish what he desired. (IAar.)

And and [He kept on his

way,- persevered in his course]. (TA.) And

L15 UL:- 3.‘ He is on the way of, or tg,

such a thing. (TA.) And Fiji; .313 1,323!

and l They made his house a way through

which to pass. (A.) And tijfifibi 1.53

TThis thing, or afl'air, is a way that leads to
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this. (TA.) And tags; us (,le 1 Walk

thou in the ways of truth. (TA.) And

¢-| a 4.! )1,

GL3!" at»! 4.»; III-is blood went for nothing,

[lit., in the ways of the winds; meaning] so that

no account was taken of it,_ and it was not

avenged. A,* And clog" J; Leave

"(01‘ the way ofthe [a species oflizard], (s,

Meyd,) and oppose not thyself to him, (TA,)

lest he pass between thy feet, and thou become

angry Meyd:) a prov., applied

in the case of demanding security from evil.

(hIeyd. [See another reading, and explanations

thereof, in Her p. 2'20, or in Freytag’s Arab.

' a r 51, e ,

Prov. i. 437.]) And 491), 0.: ~31)" ,x w or

lei ” ’

egbfl, accord. to different readings, with two

different pls. of i. e. Who will turn back

’1)

Euphrates from its course? aprov. applied to

an impossible affair. (Meyd.) And Jszjll

uh; Who will turn back the torrent to its

(Meyd.)

(2;; and (2;: signify The way by

which a torrent descends in the bendings qfvalleys.

(TA.) _. [Hence, perhaps, as denoting a way, or

means,] ’r A mediator between two persons for

the purpose of meeting a reconciliation.

(it means {[I am submissive, or

obedient, to thee ;] I will not disobey thee: (A,

TA:') and , ), used in this sense does not assume

channels? another prov. so applied.

a dual nor :1 pl. form: [therefore] you say also,

:1); I; {They are submissive, or obedient,

to thee. (TA.)—J3“ {L}; and 5C,” signify

[The ripples of sand and of water;] what are

seen upon sand, and upon water, when moved by
Ole

the wind. (Az and TA in art. See a)».

_See also in two places.==And see

P"

A thing which is rolled up, and inserted

into a she-camel’s vulva, and then [taken forth,

whereupon] she smells it, and, thinking it to be

her young one, inclines to it [and yields her

milk]: z) or, accord. to Aboo-Ziyad El-Kila

bee, a thing (T,$, consisting of rags,

(T,) or qf tow and rags M) and other things,

(M,) which is rolled up, (T, K,) and stufl‘ed into

a she-camel's vulva, (T, S, M, K,) and into her

tuel, and bound, (TA,) when they desire

her to incline to the young one qf another, (T,

$,) having first bound her nose and her eyes:

(Sz) they leave her thus, ($,K,) with her eyes

and nose bound, for some days, and

she in consequence suffers distress like that occa

sioned by labour:.then they loose the bandage

[of her vulva] from her, and this thing comes

forth from her, (S, and she thinks it to be a

young one; and when she has dropped it, they

unbind her eyes, having prepared for her a young

camel, which they bring near to her, and she

thinks it to be her own young one, and inclines

to it: ($:) or with the thing that comes forth

from her they besmear the young one of another

she-camel, and she thinks it to be her own young

one, and inclines to it: (K:) the thing thus

rolled up is called (T, and and

dig}; (T ;).and the thing with which her eyes

are bound, 1A.? ; and that with which her nose

is bound, :) the pl. [of mult.] is

(S, TA) and [of pauc.] (TA :) or it sig

nifies [or signifies also] a piece of rag containing

medicine, which is put into a she-camel’s vulva when

she has a complaint thereqf: pl. a». (L, _

Also IA piece of rag stufed with cotton, which a

woman in the time of the menses puts into her

vulva, (K, TA,) to see ifthere be any remains of

the blood: (MF :) likened to the 3...), ofa she

camel. (K.) It is said in a trad. of ’A'ishch,

J33" aé-lills [Thee (women)

used to seiid the '39)}, with cotton therein] :

(IAth,K,* TA:) but accord. to one reading it

is 3;,32, (IAth,K,) pl. of [explained above],

meaning “a thing like a small bill, in which a

woman puts her light articles and her perfumes :”

(IAth :) El-Béjee read which seems to be

a. mistake. (K.)_ See also 4, last sentence. =

And see what here next follows.

A single stair, or step, of a series ofstairs

or ofaladder; one of the qfafiics: (Mgh :)

and hence, byasynecdoche, (Mgh,) a series of

stairs, or a ladder, ($, A, Mgh, Msb, K, TA,) con~

structed of wood or of clay [do] against a wall

or the like, (Mgh,) by which one ascends to the

roof of a house; (TA ;) as also ($,K)

and and and the

pl.‘ of the first is or [rather] [has

for its proper pl. and] is n. un. of

like as is of (Mgh.) V é}; and

also signify Stages upwards: opposed to

and : and hence is used in re

lation to Paradise; and in relation to

Hell. (B voce q. v.)_A degree in pro

gress and the like: you say By

degrees; gradually. (TA.)._ IA degree, grade,

or order, qf rank or dignity: ($,A,K :“) degree,

grade, rank, condition, or station; exalted,

or high, grade &c.: (TA :) pl. all”). ($,K,

TA.)_ [A degree of a circle :] a thirtieth part

of a sign of the Zodiac: (TA :) [pl.

_[A degree, i. e. four minutes, of time: pl.
9 ’4'

see the next preceding paragraph:

Also, (ISk, s,1;,) and 13;}; (Sb, TA,) A

certain bird, (ISk, $, K,) qfwhich the inside of

the wings is black, and the outside thereof dust

coloured; inform like the Llai, but smaller, or

more slender: (ISk,$ :) thought by IDrd to _be

the same as the (TA.) [See also 34;,

last sentence.]

5";:5”

49);: see 29);.

&_og A wind swift in its course: z)

or not swift nor violent in its course: (TA :) and

in like manner ’35, an arrow: ($, TA :) or

E»; c.» signifies a, ’nzipd of which the latter

part leaves marks ( _ )4!) so as to produce what

resembles [the track made by the trailing qf] the

tail of a qhalter upon the sand: and the place is

called V E». (L)

9;,

t); Great and difiicult afairs or circum

i) 0 e) far

stances. You say, 5), us 0% 8, Such

a one fell into great and difiicult afi‘airs or cir.

cumstances. (TA.)

lei: I)”:

39);: see 39);.

One who creeps along ( 3.1;) with ca

lumny, or slander, among people : (A :) one who

cal-umniates, 01:_slanders, much or frequently.

(Lh,K.)—él;.;ll The hedge-hog; syn.

(K :) because he creeps along all the night: an

epithet in which the quality of a subst. predomi~

nates. (TA.) __E\;§ ,;i A certain small bird.

(TA.)

A certain bird, [the attagen,

francolin, heath-cock, or rail,] resembling the

QlLiZL, and of the birds of El-'I-rdh, marked

with black and white spots, or, accord. to the T,

spotted: IDrd says, I think it is a post-classical

word; and it is the same as the and :

in the it is said that the names and l

are applied to the male and the female [respec

tively] until one says Q“, which is applied

peculiarly to the male. (TA.) [See also De

Sacy’s “ Chrest. Ar.” 2nd ed. ii. 39.]

ésje, like (K,) or 55;, (so in the L,)

A thing, (K,) i. e. a stringed instrument, (TA,)

resembling the ),.,.;b, with which one plays : (K,

TA :) the like of this is said by ISd. (TA.)

A [or kind of go-cart]; i. e. the

thing upon which a child is made [to lean so as]

to step along, or walk slowly, when he [first]

walks: (Aboo-Nasr,$,l_(:) or the machine- on

wheels on which an old man and a child [lean

so as to] step along, or walk slowly. (TA.)—

Also A [or musculus, or testudo], which is

made for the purpose of besieging, beneath which

men' enter. [The first and last of these sig

nifications are also assigned by Golius and Frey

tag to but for this I find no authority;

although, after the latter of them, Golius indi

cates the authority of the and ; and Freytag,

that of the K.]

91 G; is

395,: see El».

é»; [part. n. of 1, q. v.-.] A boy that has

begun to walk slowly, and has grown; (Mgh ;)

a boy in the stage next after the period.when '

he has been weaned. (IAar, TA voce

q. v.)_Dust caused by the wind to

cover the traces, or vestiges, qf dwellings, and

raised, and passed over violently, thereby.

_[Also, in the present day, The trilling, or

quavering, or the quick, part of a piece of music

or of a song or chant: see 4.._And Current,

or in general use. And hence éjjll, or )Ijh‘

égtjll, or @113." éLlhlh The modern speech ,

i. e. the modern Arabia]

in; sing. of {’53, (T, TA,) which signifies
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The legs of a beast (T, K) and of a man: ISd

knew not the sing. (TA.)

951s! o~~

iq-Jsl: see it”).

510/ ’ a,

a)»; pl. app: see in four places. ‘

see _. [Also +A verse foisted, or

inserted spuriously, into a poem]

9.:

a,“ A she-camel that has gone beyond the

year [from the day when she was covered] with

out bringing forth. (TA.)—And A she-camel

that makes her fore girth to slip back aptd to

become close to her hind girth; contr. qf dLL-f;

as also 'élgla; of which the pl. is éQIQ-Q.

(TA.)

and its pl. éjx, which is also pl. of

s¢a~ a” ' 9/101 on:

J.» : see a», in seven places. =39)» 0le

A land in which are birds of the hind called

! is

f»- ($-)
2 a a 0 J 5 04

da- : see ., )M {p

D ’6

at,» A she-camel that is accustomed to go

beyond the year [from the day when she was

covered] without bringing forth: :) or that

exceeds the year by some days, thrfe or four or

ten ,- not more. (TA.) ._ See also

3))

1. 3,3, (M, Mgli, L,) aor.=, (s,) inf. ii. 53,

($,* M, Mgh, L, K,*) He was, or became, tooth

less; ($, L ;) he lost his teeth. (M, Mgh, L, K.)

J 0 Jr ~u| : i

It is said in a trad., k_,:.. .95.“, 0;»!

Mgh‘) I was commanded to make use

of the tooth-stick until I feared, meaning I

thought, or opined, that I should_assuredly become

toothless: for the Arabs use in the same

manner as a verb signifying an oath, and give it
. _ In” J 9..

the same kind of complement, saying, Jqfl
r 0 60 I I A

at.» £5. a‘IH: ($:) or, accord. to one relation,

the words of this trad. are US;- éjlpl
"or o; s _Ar ' ’

[jam ()1 a,“
t ,4, . .

from ;,;l, 1. e. I kept to the use of the tooth

stich until Ifeared that it would deprive me of

my teeth, or render me toothless]: (L z) or,

. 4 n! E

accord. to another relation, is»! (3,! 0,-2.5.

[Ifeared that I should make my teeth to

fall out]; but this [verb, Mtr says,] I have not

heard. (Mgh.)

4: see above, in two places.

[a mistranscription for 2.1.],

J r

r 3}; int ii. of 3,3. (s,*M,&c.)_Aiid I. q.

a)» [but in what sense is not said: see what

next follows]. (M, TA.)

Q ' I e

5,5, as an epithet applied to a man, I. g. a)“

[but in what sense is not said]. (M, TA.) '

sea?I o _

d»)? : see spl, 1n two places.

3 a,

[5,); The dregs, feces, lees, or sediment, or

what remains at the bottom, of olive-oil,

and of other things, ($,) or of [the beverage

called] (A,) and of any fluid, such as beve

rages, or wines, and oils. (L.)_Also Ajerment

that is put into, and left in, expressed juice and

[the beverage called] 3*}, in order that it may

ferment. [See;:.2.;_.]

.81)

as); an abbreviated dim. of

A toothless man; (S, M, A, Mgh ;) as also

RAJ), with an augmentative): (M :) fem. of

the'iéfine'r’ is}: ($,M=) and 913333. (A.)

_ib)> ZSU, (S, M, K,) and '1»), with an
apgmentative 1:,” ($, K,) a? in the linstanc'e “of

,3; syn. with as», and of,,a5> syn. with 1:3,,

($5.4 she-camel advanced in‘years: :) or

having her teeth [worn, or c0nsumed,] down to

the sachets, (M, by reason of old age. (M,

TA.)=il3;3ll the name of A certain corps, or

troop ofhorse, (iéqléa, [in some copies of the

and 3;;2'5,D that belonged to the Arabs.

(A ’Obeyd, 1;. TA»

11>

[A seam, or a raised seam, of a garment or

piece of cloth ;] the elevation that is occasioned

in a garment or piece of cloth when its two edges

are put together in the sewing; (Mgh ;) one of

the j); qfa garment or piece ofcloth, TA,)

and the like; (TA ;) which are well known:

(K =) a Persian word, [originally 333,] (s, TA,)

arabicized: (S,K:) or, accord. to some, the nap,

or villous substance, 0.5),) and lustre, (L,) of a

garment, or piece of cloth. (TA.)—[Hence,]

33331 ILice: and nits; syn.

m) '

w»

1. aor. ’—, inf. n. 5.93;, It (a trace, or

mark, or -what is termedli], $, A, K, and a

house, A, or a thing, M) became efl‘aced, erased,

rased, or obliterated; M,A,K;) as also '99.)”,

(K,TA,) said of what is termed”): (TA :) or

it'(the trace, or mark, of a house; or what re

mained, cleaving to the ground, marking the

place of a house ;) became covered with sand and

dust blown over it by the wind: (TA in art. )3; :)

or it (an abode, or a place of s0journing,) became

efi'aced, erased, rased, or obliterated, and its

traces, or remains, became concealed, or unseen:

(Msb :) and signifies the same as in the

first of the senses explained above, but in an in

tensive manner. [Hence'ialéall lags-2313

as explained near the end of this paragraph]

Hence, also, ,(AHeyth,) (AHeyth,

S, A, K,) inf. n. TA,) lThe garment,

or piece of cloth, became old and worn out.

(AHeyth, s, A,K.)_ And $2.0: V1.33 TT/te

writing, or book, became old. (Mgh.) _ [Hence,

a]so,] 5.1.33, (s,M, 11,152 aor. :, (M,) inf'. ii.

of)” (S, MiK) and up), (M, K,) I She (a

woman, S, M, A, K, or, accord. to Lh, a girl, M)

menstruated. M, A, = egg-ll (S,

M,K,)Oré\§}", (A.) [am-1.1 inf- n- .33, (A,

TA,) The wind, ($,M,K,) or winds, (A,)

efl'aced, erased, rased, or obliterated, it, M,

A, K,) by repeatedly passing over it,- (A;)

namely, a trace, or mark, [of a house &c.,] or

what is termed and [erased, or

risedfl’a house; (A;) or a thing: (M :) and

IQ! The people efl'aced, erased, rased,

or obliterated, it. (M.)—.Hence, (AHeyth,)

g;th (AHeyth,K,) aor. 1, inf. n.

(TA,) IHe rendered the garment, or piece of

re;

cloth, old and worn-out. (AHeyth, Us);

gust (M,) or (s, A, Ms, K.) 6,133.

(Msb,) £10123, (TA,) inf. n. 5.33 (M, 1;) and

[3.13), A, Msb, K,) IHe trod, or thrashed,

the ’wheat, (s, M, A, Msb, 3,) and the like:

(Msbz) [because he who does so passes repeatedly

over it :] of the dial. of El-Yemen: (M, TA :)

or [Ll]? in the sense here indicated is of the dial.

of Syria. (TA.)—53,)! Q33, (A,) or eggs,

(K,) IHe compressed the woman, (A,) or the

girl. (1;.)_z15\31 L,'.,3, (M, A,) aor. 1, inf. ii.

J53, (M,) IHe broke, or trained, the she-camel:

(M,A:) [and so, app., 19;,13; for it is said

that] the primary signification of is the

breaking, or training, or disciplining, [a beast;]

and returning time after time to a thing.

4.) 0"

(TA.) You say also, Jug} flag, meaning IA,

camel that has not been ridderl. ($,TA.)_

Hence, (M,) [or from cgjl or from

égi-"J M: A; “in 3 (M:

K) a951,, as.) ,iqf- 11- s5; and £5; (s, M, 1.1)

and Li), and gobs, (TA,) IHe read the book;

(M, K ;) as though] he opposed it until it became

easy for him to remember it: (M 2) or he read

it repeatedly, [or studied it,] in order to remember

it: (A z) or he made it easy to remember, by

much reading: (TA :) or he read and learned

a.- (Ed in vi. 105;) and 1.1.3313, inf. 11.2.6313;

and $132, signifies the some: (M :) and so ,

and V : z) or the former of the last two

has an intensive signification: the latter of them

is mentioned by IJ : (TA :) [but accord. to the

M, it is said by IJ that both of these are doubly

trans, and have a difi'erent signification, which is

also indicated in the A as that of the former of

them: see _2:] .3331 Via-:36, and 'wglx‘,

and l (3151;, signify the same as [I read

the books, or read them repeatedly, &c.]: (S:

TA:) and [fits “Quid signifies He read the

[fur-tin, and returned to it time after time, in

order that he might not forget it. (TA.) You

say alsouuall aor. 1, inf. n. and

L5,, II read science. (Mgh.) It is said in

the Kur [vi. 105], accord. to different readings,

¢ 61¢ I

5"“): and 13.1.36, I[And to the end

that they niay say, Thou hast read, &c. :] but

some say that the former means Thou hast read

the books of the people of the Scriptures: and

the latter, Thou hast consulted, or conferred, with

them; exp]. by (M :) or the former

means Thou hast learned: (Abu-l-’Abbas :) and

the latter, Thou hast read, or studied, under the

Jews as thy teachers, and they have read, 01'

studied, under thee as their teacher: (I ’Ab,

Mujahid,l_{:) and another reading is 'QQS;
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i. e. 3);)! :53." [The prophet hath read,

01' studied, with the Jews]: and another, l s '31,),

which may be rendered in two ways: The Jews

have read, or studied, or consulted, or conferred,

with Alohammad: and The signs

have vied in length of time [or antiquity] with

those of other scriptures so that every one of

them has for the most part become obliterated:

(TA :) and another reading is and ano

ther, ; both meaning, They (these stories,

or histories,) have become obliterated: (M :) or

they are things which have long since passed:

(Abu-l-’Abbas :) but the latter of these two verbs

has a more intensive signification: and it is also

said to signify They have been dissipated.

[You also say, :IIe read, or studied,

r fie,

'15-]under him as his teacher; like I

2. 1 [He made another to read, or to

read repeatedly, or to study, in order to re

member; or to read and learn: he taught him

to read, &0. :_he lectured him]. (A.) And

.33.?! and l I [I made him, or taught

him, to read the book, or to read it repeatedly,

or'to study it, or to read and learn it]. (IJ, M.)
r1;

_ See also 99;.

3. Q36: see 1.=i§li.ll 9.91,: see 1.

_;;_.2 u»);- I[He read, or studied, with ano

ther, each of them teaching the other]. (A.) And

Jim 412.2313, inf. n. L313, I[I read, or read

repebtedly, or studied, or read and learned, with

him the book, each of as teaching the other].

(A.) And 1* He called to mind with them

a subject of discourse, 8w. ; or he conferred with

them; syn. See also 1, latter half,

in five places.

as,

4: see 2 : ._and see v.95.

5. W:“7"”; I [app., Iclad

myself in old and worn-out garments, and wrap

ped myself in shemlehs]. (A, TA.)

6. $5.91 1,1.3135 I[They read

the book, or read it repeatedly, or studied it, or

read and learned it, together, teaching one ano

ther, until they retained it’in memory]. (A.)

I), )Oe/e. vbrul z!) 1",

__..:.m “pas, and $91,}, and 05m wuss:
ran

see 9.9,.

7: see 1, first signification.

v.9; A road, or way, that is unapparent;

(S, K ;) as though the traces thereof had become

efi'aced. (TA.)_ See also = [A lecture :

Pl- dull]

J43; The relic, trace, or mark, ofa thing that

becomes eflaced, erased, rased, or obliterated.

(M.) _.1 An old and worn-out garment, or piece

of cloth; ($, M, A,K ;) [app. an epithet used as

a subst. ;] as also (M) and 73.29;; ($,M,

A,K;) 'which last also signifies an old and

worn-out carpet ; (A ;) land as an epithet, sig

nifying old and worn-out, is applied to a coat of

mail, (M, TA,) and toe. sword, and to a

[&c.]: (TA =) pl. [of the first] V3531, (M, 15,}

Bk I.

[a pl. of paupuf]. and [of the same or of either of

the others] (UL-9?. (S, M, K.) ._ [Hence, or, as

IF says, from gaging] [in some copies

of the K IThe pudendum muliebre.

(s, 0. a) ‘
.f.)

3.»); 1* Training, or discipline. (K.)

(Lg); : see 913;, in three places. ._.[Also Dry

N}, or Alexandrian trefoil]

Jung [A house of which the remains are

becoming efl'aced, erased, rased, or obliterated:

or i-q- $531» {5331- <A-)-J»;\3 i531. (M,

K,) or, accord. to Lh, J»ng ii»; (M,) IA

woman, (M, K,) or_girl, (Lh, menstruating:

(Lh,M,K:) pl. 3.}; and 5253. (M.)

6-9;; IThe penis. (A, K.)

$.53 [infi n. of 2, q. v.] = [Also + A con

ventional term or signification used by the Q9432,

or lecturers, tutors, or professors, of colleges].

(Mgh, in arts. his». and Q3), 8w.)

+A book, or writing: (K, TA: but

omitted’in some copies of the former:) [also,

accord. to Golius, a commentary by which any

one is taught; Hebr. m'ltg.]_See also the

next paragraph.

IA place of reading, or study,- (Msb ;)

in which persons read, or study; (TA;) [a college;

a collegiate mosque; an academy ;] as also

(TA) and 'Jeljjuf; ;) the mea

sure of which last, [as well as that of the next

preceding word,] as that of a n. of place, is

strange: (ISd, TA :) whence the 794133.» of the

Jews; ;) their house in which is repeatedly

read the Book of the Law revealed to Moses:

(A z) or their house in which the Book of God is

read, or read repeatedly: (TA:) or their syna

gogue: (Msb:) the pl. of 3.4).»: is Joglil;

(TA Q and that of 9.5.»... is $1,133. (Msb.)

_I531 IThe road or track (6,» [of

camels, or of camels and sheep or goati]. (A,

TA.)

IA bed made plain, even, smooth, or

easy to lie upon. (TA.)—IA man tried and

proved, or tried and strengthened, by use, prac

tice, or experience,- expert, or experienced. (A,

TS, K)

9d,)

9-9.» IA maxi who reads much and repeatedly.

(K, TA.)._.Hence, the v.33; Ofa L33; t[i. e.

The lecturer, tutor, or préfessor, qfa. college, a

collegiate mosque, or an academy : from which

it is not to be understood that there is but one

such person to every college; for 'generally one

college has several Q’sgil]. (TA.)

9'»),

see 4.9.», in two places. _ Also

I One who reads, or reads repeatedly, or studies,

the books of the Jews: the measure of the word

implicsintensiveness. (TA.)

9 J04 00¢

vex-M as) [A house ofwhich the remains are

efl'aced, erased, rased, or obliterated: see also

I a Q J a e 5 e

9.21;]. (A.)—v.9)“ 1A road much

beaten by passengers, so as to be made easy by

them. (A,TA.)

J91; IOne who reads, or studies, with ano
' 5 e:

flier; syn. (Qua: (K :) or one who has read

books.

C”

1. £23, aor. =, inf. n. He (a horse, and a

sheep or goat,) was black in the head, and white

[in the other parts]: or, as some say, was black

in the head and neck. (Msb: [in my copy of

which is an evident omission, which I have

supplied: see [See also below.]

2. 83;, inf. n. éyfi, ($,K,) Ile clada man

with a as, (K,) i. e. a t); ofiron [or cogt of

mail]: (TA :) and a woman with a vat-J [or

shim- <s,1.<-> '

4. 6,», (K,) int‘. n. gull, (TA,) The

month passed its half: (1811, also sig

nifies The blackness of its first part. (ISh.)

5: ee 8, in three places.

8. He (a man) clad himself with a C};

(S, K) of iron [i. e. a coat ofmail]; ;) as

also 7 ($, K.) And She (a woman)

clad herself with a C39, i. e. a was»: [or

shift]. ($,TA.)_Z:;3.:.3 @31, and n.,“.e, and

W535, (Kh,) and léfl alone, and

410’!

l aw", but this last is ofweak autho

rity, He ‘clad himself with a 35);,» [q. v.].

($,K,)_J;IH 6,31 ISuch a one entered

into the darkness of'the night, journeying therein;

(K,TA;) like Jilin (s 32:1, 13in cart.

if.) Hence the saying, (TA,) 6451, 3kg}

3L; IUse thou prudence, or precaution, or good

judgment, and journey all the night. (S, K.)

[See also art. 0;! {He made

fear as it were his innermost garment; by closely

cleaving to it. (TA.)

Q. Q. 2. see 8, in two places.

52 A coat of mail; syn. : (IAth, Msb,

TA :) [or a coat qfdefence ofany hind; being a.

_term applied in the and K &c. to a 3.3;, i. e.

a coat of defence of shins, or of camel's hide :]

and also, ofplatf-armour : (A0, in his bciolc on

the a)? and Mrs, cited in the TA vocejzif :)

[but the first is the most general, and proper,

meaning :] as meaning a 32 of iron, it is fem. ;

($,Mgh, K ;*) or mostly so; (Msb ;) but some

times masc.: :) AO says that it is masocs. and

fem.; TA;) and so Lh: (TA :) pl. Cpl and

and ; (S,Msb, ;) the first and second,

pls. of pauc. ; the third, 8. pl. of malt. ($.) The

dim. is l which is anomalous, (S, high, K,)

for by rule it should be with 8; ($;) or this

may be [a regular form] of the dial. of those who
010’)

make the word masc.; and some say liq».

110
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(Msb.)_Also A woman’s “a; [or shift]; (S,

Mel), a garment, or picce'of cloth, in the

middle of which a woman cuts on opening for

the head to be put through, and to which she puts

arms [or sleeves], and the two openings of which

[at the two sides] she sews up: (T, TA :) or a

woman’s garment which is worn above the

0r, accord. to El-Hulwénee, one of which the

opening for the head to pass through extends

towards, or to, the bosom; whereas the VANS is

one of which the slit is towards, or to, the

shoulder-joint; but this [says Mtr] I find not in

the lexicons: (Mghz) a small garment which a

young girl wears in her house, or chamber, or

tent.- (TAz) as meaning a woman’s as, it is

masc‘t (L13,$, Mgh, high) Kr) only; i) or

sometimes fem.: (TA:) pl. [See

a verse cited voce _

Wltitepess in the breast of a sheep, or goat,

and in its F [or part where it is slaughtered,

but in the K, is probably a mistranscrip

tion, for meaning and the like thereof,

i. e., of the sheep, or goat], and blacknessoin the

thigh. (Lth, K.) [See also 1; and see Zap]

533 at;

9'0)

is», in ahorse, and in a sheep or goat, Black

ness of the head, and whiteness [of the other

parts] : or, accord. to some, blackness of the head

and neck: a subst. from [q. v.]. (Msb.)_

)asE

: see Cpl.

See also in the middle of the paragraph.

2:6,, applied to an arrow-head or the like,

Penetrating into, or piercing through, the coats

5 1.

ofmail: pl. uni». (lbn-’Abbad,

and

0,6)

a9”):

9’_ h: 90

0.3),: see 6);.

2" s .

see as)», in four places.

9 ’ O

)1, Having, or possessing, a a); [or coat of

mail]: (Mghz) or a man having upon him a.

D

6);; as though having, or possessing,

a 63> ; [being properly a possessive epithet] like

andzpe.

1,05

)gl, applied to a horse, and to a sheep or

goat, Having a black head, the rest being white :

($, Msb,*K:) or, as some say, having a black

head and neck, (Msb, TA,) the rest being white :

(TA :) or having a white head and neck, the rest

being black: (TA :) fem. ($,Msb:) pl.

: or signifies having what is termed

[q. v.] ; applied to a sheep or goat, and

to a mare: (TA:) or a sheep or goat black in

the body, and white in the head: or black in the

neck and head, the rest of her being white : or,

accord. to AZ, a ewe having a black neck : or,

accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed, sheep or goats diflering

in colour: or, accord. to ISh, black except in

having the neck white : and red [or brown], but

having the neck white: and also, having the head

with the neck white: accord. to Az, the right

explanation is that given by AZ, meaning having

the fore part black; being likened to the nights

termed .33; or the latter are likened to the

former: and hence, (TA,)_. I A night

of which the moon rises at the dawn, or at

the commencement of the dawn; the rest therle

being black, and dark. (TA.) And V 5}; dis,

(S, K,) said by AHat to have been heard by him

only on the authority of AO, but so accord.“t:o

As and A ’Obeyd and AHeyth, (TA,) and as;

(K;) the rule, for by

rule it should be 2;, its sing. being

(A’Obeyd,$ ;) or, accord. to AHeyth, you say

0') 0

- b

former contr. to

and and are pls.

of and m, not of and 2m; and

A2 says that this is correct and regular; but IE

I! 4 Q!)

says that its}, has a); for its pl. for the purpose

1 ) 9 I I 4 a

of assimilation to in the saying ,Llé 5:)U

and that no other instance had been

v.,,

heard by him of a word of the measure has

having a pl. of the measure (TA ;) IThree

nights of the month which follow those called

U23"; (As, S, f) namely, the sixteenth and

seventeenth and eighteenth nights; (TA;) because

of the blackness of their first parts, and the white

ness of the rest thereof: ($,K:) there is no

difference in what As and AZ and ISh say re

specting them: but some say that they are the

thirteenth and fourteenth and fifteenth,- because

part of them is black and part of them white:

[this, however, seems to have originated from a

misunderstanding of an explanation running thus;

three nights of the month which follow those

called Ml, which, meaning the latter, are the

thirteenth &c.; for the thirteenth and fourteenth

and fifteenth are all white :] or, accord. to A0,

signifies the nights of which the fore

parts are black and the latter parts white, ofthe

end of the month; and those of which the fore

parts are white and the latter parts black, of the

commencement of the month. (TA.)_ also

signifies 1‘ One whose father isfree: or an Arab,

and whose mother is a slave; syn. ;)

as also 74' 1. (TA.) And JrApeople,

or company of men, of whom half are white and

half black. (TA.)

see the following paragraph.

A certain garment, [a tunic,] like that

called 1353, never of anything but wool, (Lth,

K,) [and having sleeves; for] mention is made,

in a. trad., of a Zara-o narrow in the sleeve;

wherefore the wearer, in performing the ablution

termed $.55, put forth his arm from beneath the

is)“, and so performed that ablution: (TA :)

accord. to some, the vial}, is a [garment of the

kind called] 3;, slit in the fore part; (TA ;)

[thus resembling a kind of worn by persons

in Northern Africa, reaching to, or below, the

knees, and having the two front edges sewed

together from the bottom, or nearly so, to about

the middle of the breast: it is said in the MA to

be a wide vest or skirt,- a large and the

is there said to be a woollen ; a wool

len tunic: El-Makreezee (cited by De Sacy in his

“Chrest. Arabe," 2nd ed., vol. i., p. 125,) de

scribes the Vislb as a garment worn in Egypt

particularly by VVezeers, slit in the fore part to

near the head of the heart, with buttons and

loops: Golius describes it as “ tuniea gossipina,

fere grossior;” adding, “estque exterior tum

virilis tum muliebris ;” as on the authority of J,

who says nothing of the kind, and of the Loghat

Neamet-Allah: and as-epomis, seu amiculum

quod humeris injicitur ,- on the authority of Ibn

Maaroof: J only says,] the i and are

one; and is sing. of, or signifies one of

what are called, 8,5; (:3 =) the pl. of as,» is

at“. (MA.)=Also The [appendage called]

13.2[q.v.] of a [or camel's saddle], when

the heads of the 32915 [orfore part (Az says the

L3, accord. to the TA,)] and the [or hinder

part] appearfrom [above] it.

J),

.I/

6);: see what next follows.

I/r/

15» i- q- ($.15. TA.) or (Mgha

[i.e. A shield,] made without wood and without

sinews : (Mgh, TA :) or made ofskins sewed one

over another: (18d and TA voce q. v. :)

pl. 7 [or rather this is a coll. gen. n.,]

and [the pl. is] [a pl. of pauc.] and 5593,;

(K;) this last mentioned by IDrd, who says,

they are made of the skins of beasts found in the

country of the Abyssinians, (TA,) [as are shields

thus called in the present day: they are made of

the skin of the hippopotamus, and of other pack-y

dermatous animals; and sometimes of the skin

of the crocodile; generally oval, with a large

protuberance in the middle, behind which is the

handle, and between a foot and a half and two

feet in length.] = Also A [here meaning

sluice] in a ricnlet: an arabicized word, from

[the Persian] TA.) This is what is

meant by the sayihg of the lawyers, that the re

pairing of the Z3); is incumbent on the owner of

the rivulet. (TA.)

Ii

61); : see what next follows.

:35}, (sic) and 5e}; (El-Hejeree,l_§) and

viii}; and viii}; (K) and his}. (R,TA,)

with kesr, like &c., not as it would

seem to be from the manner in which it is men

tioned in the K, (TA,) [and as it is written in the

GK and my MS. copy of the K,] i. q.

[q.v.]. ($,K.)_Also, (K,) or '35th (TAJ

IlVine; (K, TA ;) as being likened to $4);

[ rpperly g,so’palled: a meaning also borne by

at”? and ail-34:]. (TA.)

la IO ’4 v0! I

ail-3); and Big); : see the next preceding para

graph, in three places.

sea, _

a», A certain measure for wine, or beverage,

($, A, O, L,) containing the quantity to be drunk

0'0!

[at once]: a Persian word, [originally a»; or
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3,3,] arabicized: (L,TA =) [J says,] I think it

to be Persian, arahicized: :) it is thus cor

rectly written; not, as the context of the K re

quires it to be in this sense, (TA.)—

Also A jar having a loop-shaped handle,

TA,) that is lifted, or carried, by the hand: of

the dial. of the people of Mekkeh: pl.

(TA.) [In Egypt, it is applied to A narrow

necked drinking-bottle, made of a dust-coloured,

or grayish, porous earth, for the purpose of cool

ing the water by evaporation: several varieties

of this kind of bottle are figured in ch. v. of my

“ Modern Egyptians.”]

‘9),

1. £133, from which should be derived .91}; and

31;, is unused, though its noun .9); [i. c.

or which latter (the more common of the

two) see below,] is used. (IB.) in Golius’s

Lex. is evidently a mistranscription for 33313.]

2. :13); The dropping of rain with close con

secuticenizss, (IAar, K, TA,) as though one portion

thereof overtook another. (IAar, TA.) You say,

:4,an .93; The rain dropped with close consecu

tiveness. (TK.)_Also The hanging a rope

upon the neck ofa person in coupling him with

another. (AA)

3. Ell}; The making one part, ortportion, ofa

thing, (K,TA,) whatever it be, (TA,) to follow

another uninterruptedly; (K, TA ;) as also

i'bglél: (TA :) both [are inf. ns. of 3,1), and]

signify the same [i. e. the continuing, or carrying

on, a thing uninterruptedly]: ($:) is

when there are no intervals between things fol

lowing one another; like otherwise it

is and in mtg-3}) You say, of a

man, 3,1, He continued his voice unin

terruptedly. ($,TA.)_.Also A horse’s over

taking, or coming up with, wild animals (K, TA)

&c. (TA.) You say, of a horse, _‘Jjb,

inf. n. 336,, He overtook, or came up with, the

wild animdls. (T15) [Thus it is eye. with 3});l.]

_In the saying, 4:5 ’93

(s, 1;} TA,) it is an imitative sequehi: (K,TA:)

all these verbs have one and the same meaning.

(are. [Sec 336.1)

4. 15,,i,h(os,Meh,K,&e.,) inf. ii. 51,2] (s,

high) and 3).», (Msb,) He, or it, attained,

reached, overtook, or came up with, him, or it:

(S, K, TA :) or sought, or pursued, and attained,

reached, &c., him, or it: (Mgh:) [15»), also,

signifies the same, as shown above :] and 7‘51143,

likewise, [of which is a variation,] is syn.

with 15,,1; (Jel in ixviii. 49, and KL,“ and

TA ;*) and so is (TA.) You say,

3;“ and V [I attained, reached,

overtook, or came up_ with, the man]. (IJ,

TA.) And 225,3? I walked, or

went on foot, until I overtook him, or came up

with him. (s, TA.) And 13$} 6.1%,;

I lived until I attained, or reached, his time.

(s, TA.) And 3.5;? [I attained, &c.,

that which was passing away]. (Mgh.) And

9% 15);! [He overtook him, or visited him,

with some displeasing, or abominable, or evil,

action]. (M and K in art. )3). See also 6, in the

latter half of the paragraph, in two places: and

see 10, first sentence.) And .3.ng [Dif

ficulty, or distress, &c., overtook me, ensued to

rrr

me, or came upon me] ; a phrase similar to

£91 in the Kur [iii. 35]: and SO 31;.» éétjil

[_I came to experience difliculty, &c.] ; like

122; $9! in the Kur [xix. 9]. (Er-Raghib,

TA in, art. _[Hence, IIe attained, ob

tained, or acquired, it; and so 'deIJJ, as is

shown in the KL; so too A.) .tljsl, for one says,]

4.0.3.3 .‘Jpl [He obtained rbvenge, or retaliation,

:fbr’his blood]. in art. ._ [Hence also,

He perceived it; attained a knowledge of it by

4 110,05

any ofthe senses.] You say, [5% aibfil [I

perceived it by my sight;] I sdw it. TA.)

35,33 \3, in the Kur [vi. 103], means,

accord. to some, The eyes [perceive him not]:

accord. to others, the mental perception compre

hendeth not [or attaineth not the knowledge of]

the real nature of his hallowed essence. (TA.)

You say also, win .‘Jpl, meaning lily know
ledge comprehended lthat such a thing was a fact.

(TA.)_ [Hence likewise, as an intrans. v., or a

trans. v. of which the objective complement is

understood,] 9)“ also signifies [He attaineda

knowledge of the uttermost of a thing; or] his

knowledge attained the uttermost of a thing.

(TA.) See also 6, in the former half of the para

graph, in two places. __ Also It (a thing)

attained its proper time: (Msb, K:) it attained

its final time or state, or its utmost point or

degree. [He (:1 boy, and a beast,) attained

his perfect, ripe, or mature, state; and in like

manner 05);! is said ofa girl : or it is like elpl

as meaning] he (a boy) attained to puberty, (S,

Msb,) or to the utmost term of youth. (TA.)

It (fruit) attained to ripeness, or maturity,

became ripe, or mature,- ($,Msb;) attained its

time, and its utmost degree of ripeness or maturity.

(T, TA.) And 3.1m aégsl The cooking-pot

attained its proper, time [for the cooking of its

contents]. (TA.) And 3.2;." ab,» [The wine

became mature]. (Msb and K in art. 1.05..) And

3:53)! .‘lpl The water of the well reached its

.933, i. e. its bottom (Aboo-’Adnén, TA.)_Also

It passed away and came to an end; came to

nought; became exhausted; or failed entirer :

(S, K :) said in this sense of flour, or meal: ($ :)

and thus it has been explained as used in the

Kur [xxviL 68], where it is said, [accord. to one

reading,] gals-7)“ 12,216 a; [Nay, their

knowledge hath entirely failed respecting the

world to come]. (TA. [See also 6.]) Sh men

tions this signification as heard by him on no

other authority than that of Lth ; and Az asserts

it to be incorrect: but it has been authorized by

more than one of the leading lexicologists, and

the language of the Arabs does not forbid it; for

it is said of flour, or meal, and in this case can

only mean it came to its end, and entirelyfailed,

or became exhausted,- and fruits, when they are

ripe Isl) are exposed to coming to

nought, and so is everything that has attained to

its extreme term; so that the signification of

“coming to nought” is one of the necessary

adjuncts of the meaning of (TA.) [In

like manner,] V333] signifies It (a thing) con

tinued uninterruptedly and then came to nought :

(IJ, TA :) and agreeably with this signification

is explained the saying in the Kur [xxvi. 61],

[Verin we are coming to nought,

J 10)!

by those who read thus instead of being

opepia’keii]. (TA.) _ You say also, 6;?” Jpl

(ital, meaning [The payment of] the price

was, or became, obligatory on the purchaser.

this is an ideal reaching, or overtaking. (Mgh.)

6. 1,5)...6 i. q. bin-W (S) [i. e.] They at

tained, reached, overtook, or came up with, one

another; as also 5536!, and 155,31; (Sh,

TA;) [or] the last of them attained, reached,

overtook, or came up with, the first of them. ($,

high, K, TA.) Hence, in the Kur [vii. 36], ($,)

55);? IS] [Una when they

have overtaken one another, or have successively

arrived, therein, all together]: originally

(S, K.*) And 9):}? [The two moistures

reachedeach other; (like ngl viii“) mean

ing] the moisture of the rain reached the moisture

of the earth. (S.)_And [hence] _‘JJLM' sig

nifies [It continued, or was carried on, unin

terruptedly; it was closely consecutive in its

parts, or portions;] one part, or portion, of it,

followed, or was made to follow, another unin

terruptedly; said of anything. (TA.) You say,

pl :JJlJJ [The course, or pace, or journeying,

continued uninterruptedly]. ($ and TA in art.

site, See.) And jglfsi $45).” The tidings

followed one another closely. (TA.)... [Hence,

when said of knowledge, meaning, accord. to Fr,

It continued unbroken in its seguence or conca

tenation] gas-le qd, (K, TA,)

in the Kur [XXVll. 6s], (TA,) [virtually] means

.Nay, they have no knowledge respecting the world

to come: TA:) or, as IJ says, their know

ledge is hasty, and slight, and not on a. sure foot

ing, &c.: Az says that AA read [of

which an explanation has been given above (see

4)] : that I ’Ab is related to have read

[&c., i. e. Yea, hath their knowledge reached its

and &.c.?], as interrogatory, and without tesh

deed: and that, accord. to the reading :legt w,

Fr says that the proper meaning is, [Nat ,] hath

their knowledge continued unbroken so as to

extend to the knowledge of the world to come,

whether it will be or not be ? wherefore is added,

"’€L§|uf,b(}.g:hesays

also that Ubei read, ;i and that the

Arabs substitute ,3; for ,21, and 1;! for 3.}, when

a passage begins with an interrogation: but this

explanation of Fr is not clear; the meaning is

[said to be] their knowledge shall be unbroken

and concurrent [respecting the world to come]

when the resurrection shall have become a mani

fest event, and they shall have found themselves

110 '
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to be losers; and the truth of that wherewith

they have been threatened shall appear to them

when their knowledge thereof will not profit

them: accord. to Aboo-Mo’adh the Grammarian,

the readings J; &c. and 860.

mean the same; i. e. they shall know 'in the

world to come; like the saying in the Kur

[xix. 39], 53.25, &c.: and Es-Suddee

says of both these readings that the meaning is,

their knowledge shall agree, or be in unison, in

the world to come,- i. e. they shall know in the

world to come that that wherewith they have been

threatened is true: or,_ accord. to Mujt'ihid, the

meaning ofwe J; &c. is said to be, is

their knowledge cbncurrent respecting the worid

to come? being here used in the sense of)! :

(TA :) or it may mean their knowledge hath gone

on uninterruptedly until it hath become cut short;

from the phrase 83!.»3 meaning The sons

of such a one went on uninterruptedly into de

struction. (Bd.)=d&)l.t$ : see 4, in two; places.

It is used in the [primary] sense of {Exliin the

saygtg in the Kur [lxviii. 49], 1531.15 [,1 5i gs

21,-!le [Had notfavour (mean

ing mercy, jel) from his Lord reached him, or

overtaken him, he had certainly been cast upon

the bare land]. (Jel.)._[Hence, elliptically,

He overtook him, or visited him, with good, or

with evil.] El-Mutanebbee says,

at 4

U3 1.1 'l
J , , U

Jr a a I I J

{"3 u? gihé’ “2‘ ‘- "

[I am among a people (may God visit them with

favour and save them from their meanness, or

visit them with destruction so that I may be safe

from them,) a stranger, like iSzilih among Tha

mood]: AMI $5,143 is a prayer for the people,

meaning My! 41'! “‘25,! [i. e.

1:45]; or it may be an imprecation against

them, i. e. Mt. cause an 5,5,»:

[each meaning as explained above :] and LI says

that because of this verse the poet was named

W3. (W p.535. [The verse there commences

with Ul ; but bl is required by the metre, and is

more approved in every case except the case of a

pause.]) It is mostly used in relation to aid, or

relief, and benefaction: [so that it signifies He

aided, or relieved, him; he benefited him; he

repaired his, or its, condition; he repaired,

amended, corrected, or rectified, it :] whence the

saying of a poet, -

s.

* .LII "*

#

var

vie-9'3

“ t’a‘é“ its)“ is? m ‘51!

[Ktisim relieved me, or has relieved me, from the

slip of fortune with what he pleased of his re

lieving, or continuous, beneficence]. (TA.) [See

also, in the first paragraph of art. 6;, another

example, in a verse of Zuheyr, which is cited

in that art. and the present in the TA: and see

the syn. Hence,] 596 L; i. g.

kappa, g. V. as, high, TA.)

* 6 : 0G _*21 0 *

A’s-“r” 51*“ we

i

‘ fr;

8. .9)”: see 4, first and second sentences:

and near the end of the paragraph:_and see

also 6, first sentence. .

10. iéill flykl [properly] signifies

a.) [i. c. He sought, or endea

vbured, to follow up the tkipg with the thing]:

(K:) as, for instance, .9132“; {Lg-ll [the mis

take with what was right]. (TKQ [Hence,] you

say, L; [I repaired, amended, cor

rected, or rectified, what had passed neglected by

me, or by another; and Isupplied what had so

passed, or what had escaped me, or another,

through inadvertence]; and “12506135 signifies

the same [in relation to language and to other

things; whereas the former verb is generally

restricted to relation to language or to a writer or

speaker]. ($,Msb.) You say also, .‘Jjaiol

1535 He corrected, or rectified, what’was wrong,

or erroneous, in his saying: [but more commonly,

he suppliedwhat he had omitted in his saying; gene

rally meaning, what he had omitted through in

advertence: and I subjoined it, or

appended it, to what he had written, or said, by

way of emendation; or, more commonly, as a

supplement, i. e., to supply what had escaped

him, or what he had neglected :] and hence,

ngéll uh; Vilgwl [The Supplement to El

Bukhdree; a work supplying omissions of- El

Bukharee ;] by El-Hakim. (TA.) [Thus]

signifies The annulling a presumption, or

surmise, originating from what has been before

said, [by correcting an error, or errors, or by

supplying a defect, or defects,] in a manner

resembling the making an exception. (Kull.)

[Hence meaning A particle of

emendatidn, applied to J5, and to or 55513.]

see the'next paragraph, in eight places.

The ac't attaining, reaching, or,ovc:'

taking; syn. JLuJ; (K,TA;_[in the CK, $1.:Ul

is erroneously put for éhllllfl) [properly an

inf. n. of the unused verb (q. v.), but, having

no used verb, said to be] a noun from

[with which it is syn.], (TA,) or a noun from

igl as also v.55: and hence

.933." [which see in what follows]. (Mgh.)

[Hence,] '5), in the Kur [xx. 80],

means Thou shalt not fear Pharaoh’s overtaking

thee. (TA.) One says also 3.3.;1L"

meaning A horse that overtakes what is hunted ,

like as they said 4.31359! (TA.)—

_.Also The attainment, or acquisition, of an

object of want: and the seeking the attainment

or acquisition thereof: as in the saying,

[Be thou early; for therein is attairiment,

&c.]: and signifies the same. (Lth, TA.)

[Hence, perhaps,] .033" this was [a day of

contest] between ElZOws and El-Khazraj : :)

thought to be so by IDrd. (TA.)—And i. g.

i; [i. e. A consequence; generally meaning an

evil consequence : and perhaps it also means here

a claim which one seeks to obtainfor an injury] :

as also ($,K.) One says, sli-i L;

lasts um 9,; (s, TA) and 1.3,”; Qt [i."e.

thatever evil consequence ensue to thee, on me

be the compensation thereqf]: in the A, Le

whaélé‘éthQ

[Whatever evil consequence ensue to it, &c. ;

relating to a thing sold]. (TA.) And hence

.933" in the case of a claim for indemnifi

cation for a fault or a defect or an imperfection

in a thing sold [meaning either Responsibility, or

indemnification, (see for evil consequence]:

(TA in the present art. :) or this means [in

demnification for evil consequence in a sale,- i. e. ,

virtually,] the returning of the price to the pur

chaser on the Occasion ofrequirement by the thing

sold : the vulgar say incorrectly [9); (JG-4;, and

still more incorrectly] .033 0&2 [generally mean

ing thereby I sell this, or I purchase this, on the

condition of responsibility, or indemnification,

for any fault or defect or imperfection that may

be found in‘it]: (TA in art. 0...: :) [and in this

manner may be correctly rendered;

for] also signifies a fault or a defect or an

imperfection [in a thing sold] ; for instance, in a

slave that is sold. (TA in art. [In the

KT, is also explained as signifying The

purchaser’s taking from the seller a pledge for

the price that he has given him, in fear that the

thing sold may require it: but this seems to be

an explanation of the case in which the word is

used; not of the word itselfl] =Also A rope,

(M,K,) or a piece of rope, that is tied upon

the [lower] extremity of the main rope ($, M,

of a well, to the cross pieces of wood of the bucket,

($,)> so as to be that which is next the water,

($, M, K,) in order that the main rope may not

rot ($, M) in the drawing of water: (M :) or

a doubled rope that is tied to the cross pieces of

wood of the bucket, and then to the main well

rope: (Az, TA :) and signifies the same.

[But only is authorized by the TA in

this sense.]) [See also ._ Also, and

L933, The bottom, or lowest depth, (Sh, T, S,

M, K,) ofa thing, (T, M, K,) as of the sea and

the like, (T,) or of anything deep, as a well and

the like: (Sh =) pl. .553, (K,) a pl. ofboth, Ora

form fi'equent and analogous with respect to the

iprmer, but extr. with respect to the latter; and

en's}; also. (TA.) And A stage of Hell:

(IAar:) a stage downwards: (MA :) or stages

downwards,- like (B :) opposed to

(MA, B) and (13,) which are upwards:

wherefore, (MA, B,) the abodes of Hell, or the

stages thereof, are termed ; (AO, $, MA,

1913;) [Golius and Freytag give 35;; as its

sing. ; the former as from the $, and the latter as

from the K, in neither ofwhich it is found ;] and

those of Paradise, 3;}; (s,MA, B.) It is

said‘irr the axon“ 144], .3531: Us @ufiiég'

e,le Q» éiu'jl [Verily the hypocrites shall be

in the lowest stage of the fire of I:Iell]: here the

Koofees, except two, read '35:}! (TA.)

_[Golius gives another signification, “Pars

terrte,” as on the authority of the and K, in

neither of which it is found.]

:15}? The ring of the bow-string, (K, TA,) that
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falls into the notch of the bow. (TA.)—And

A thong that is joined to the string of the bow,

(K,) of the Arabian bow. (TA.)—And A.

piece that is joined to the girdle when it is too

short, (Lh,l_§,) and in like manner, to a rope, or

cord, when it is too short. (Lb, TA.)

{11), an imperative verbal noun, ($,) meaning

3.)); [Attain thou, reach thou, overtake thou,

&c.]: (K:) from the unused verb :3»: (IB:)

like at): [from 3,3], meaning 9,51. (TA.)

.513; [an inf n. of 3, used in the sense of the

part. 'qujx‘h]. You say, é!)

He thrust him, or pierced him, with 51p, unin

terrupted thrusting or piercing: and ls); .793:

1,513,; He dranh with an uninterrupted drinking:

and 3.”); An uninterrupted beating or

striking: (TA.)

3562: see

I A O i

3))“

ii'g); i. q. [as meaning An animal that

is hunted].

an epithet from applied to a

man, (K,) and signifying 913;?! jag-é [i. e. One

who attains, reaches, or overtakes, &c., much, or

often : and also having much, or great, or strong,

perception : as will be seen from what follows]:

I O)

(S, TA :) and so '5’.» [expressly said in the

TA to signify _‘le'jl 3L5, though why it should

have this signification as well as that (which it

certainly has) of simply attaining &c., I cannot

see,] and 7 ital; : TA :) the last explained

by Lh as signifying [i. e. quick in

attaining, &c.]. (TA.) Keys Ibn-Rifa’ah says,

' 135,333.1" ,5,” {n.,-t}; '

'08 i i; e u r 0

‘ 2"»! 3'1“ wile 694-? ‘

[And he who has a claimfor blood-revenge is not

ever an attainer of it with (meaning from) me;

but verily I am one who often gttains blood

revenges]. (113.) Seldom does come from

3.3]; but they sometimes said [i. e.

Having much, or great, or strong, perception];

it being [in this instance] a dialectal syn. [of

vol-2.], or thus for conformity: :) it is said

9 , 1,0!

to be the only instance of from Jail except

I i a I r

’19- and 3b; [and some other instances might

be added; but all of them require consideration :]

accord. to IB, 91;, is from the unused verb

(TA.)

.10!

.9)“ I

_ . l 0 .v is 0 J

transcription for .9)“ or about] means He has a

sense in excess ,- [app a preternatural perception,

,, .

or a second s-ight;] and so V 155,. (TA.)

Q~OJ .104 Jr _ .

see J)M._.9).u a.) [if not a mis

l'.) r

.9)» A place, and a time, of .953] [i. e. at

taining,reaching, overtaking, &c.]. (Mgh.) Hence

Em! £1413; ; (Mgh, Msb;) among which is in

cluded investigation of the law by means of reason

and comparison; (Mgh;) i. e. The sources from

which are sought the ordinances of the law,

where one seeks for guidance by means of tezcts

[qf the Kur-dn or the Sunneh] and by means of

investigation by reason and comparison : (Msb :)

the lawyers make the sing. to be tiljli; (Mgh,"k

Msb;) but there is no way of aesolying this:

(Msbz) correctly, by rule, it is 3).»; because

the meaning intended is a place of (Mgh.)

-_ [Also pass. part. n. of 4._.And hence, Per

cfi'ved. by means of any of the senses; like

vow: apd perceived by the intellect; thus

opposed to val-Lia]

543;: see in two places—[grail 5:311,

and simply déglill, as a subst., The perceptive

faculty ofthe mind. See also what next follows.]

5.543;: see _ [See also 923-2-1—

(LIB-1| éhévgbl and (Lid-J! jjlial signify

The five senses. (TA.) [See alsb =

Also The [a word I do not find in any

other instance, app. 2. mistranseription for

(which when written with the article difl'ers very

little from the former word) i. e. the place to

which the cupping-vessel is applied, for this is

often] between the two shoulder-blades: so

says Ibn-’Abbad. (TA.)

aéagl; A woman (TA) that will not be sa

tiated with coitus; (K, TA ;) as though her fits

of appetency were consecutive. (TA.)

5,1352; Uninterrupted; or closely consecutive

in its parts, or portions: differing from $65,

which is applied to a thing in the case of which

there are small intervals. (Lh.) See also
_Applied to a rhyme, (Lth, M, K,) and torn

word, (Lth,TA,) Having two movent letters

followed by a quiescent letter; as g and the

like: (Lth, TA :) or having two movent letters

between two quiescent letters; as (M,

11,) and and (M,'TA,) and

(in; (M, i. e. as when imme

mediately following a quiescent letter, (M, TA,)

and Jfi, (M, K,) i. e. as Jr; with a movent

letter immediately followed by it: (M, TA :) as

though the vowel-sounds overtook one another

without an obstacle between the two movent

letters. (M,K.) _ [:j)\.:ai;3\ is also the name of

The sixteenth metre of verse; the measure of

which consists of eight times.]

[A supplement] : see 10. _ [In the

TA and some other similar works, it is often used

as signifying Superfiuous, or redundant.]

O),

1. 6,3, aor. :, inf. n. 5,33; ('1': s; M, Msb,

Kr) and mm; was» It (a garment,

S, M, 8:0.) was, or became, dirty, or filthy: (S,

M, Msb,K :) or was, or became, defiled, pol—

luted, or smeared, with dirt, or filth. (T,

And gig-ll; J3; His hand was, or became,

defiled, polluted, or smeared, with the thing. (K)

4. Opt: see 1.==Also He renderedagarment

dirty, or filthy: ($,K:) or he defiled, polluted,

0r smeared, a garment with dirt, or filth.

The camels fed upon what is

termed (9.3;: (M, K:) thus they do in the case

of drought, or sterility.

Dirtiness, or filthiness ; or dirt, or filth :

($, M, K :) or defilement, or pollution, with dirt

orfilth : (T,K :) and accord. to the K, V

also is syn. with ; hut ISd says that this is

not known. (So in the TA. [In the text of the

Mthowever, as given in the TT, in the place of

in this case I find (:49)! (for 2:43;", i. e.

the bad, &c.); and another passage in'the M,

respecting a signification of Cup], (whiphnsee

below,) suggesés that the explanation of 03);?!

as meaning 0).»! may have been taken from this

passage in consequence of an oversight]) L;

uhif '5], meaning It was no otherwise

than like dirt in my hand, which I therefore

wiped with the other hand, is a prov. applied in

the case of a thing done in haste. _

[Hence,] means 1- The present world, or

the present, state of existence. (Z, ._ is

also used as meaning f Vileness, ignominy, or

abjectness. (Har p. 509.)

L5); (S: M; Mgbt and v (M) TA:)

applied to a garment, Dirty, or filthy: M,

Msb,K:) or defiled, polluted, or smeared, with

dirt, orfilth. And, so applied, Old gnd

worn out; as also ling; (K.)_[Hence,] 014g

,Q’Ln, 3.6,; X[in the CK 5.3, His hands

are worn out by beneficence;la meaning, much used

therein]: and Eta]! I[Their hands are

worn out thereby]: and 3.; I[He is

worn out in respect of the hands thereby]. (K,

TA.) _ applied to a she-camel means

Mangy, or shabby. (TA.)

like or V (so accord.

to the TT as from the M,) Thefox. (M, K.)

5,,3: see Gal—Also, (s, M, 15,) and 1355;,

(M, K) Dry herbage: (M 2) and whatever is

broken in pieces, of [plants of the hind termed]

(Asia, or of trees, or of herbs, or leguminous

plants, (M, of such as are eaten without

being cooked, or are slender and succulent or soft

or sweet, and such as are hard and thick, or

thick and inclining to bitterness, or thick 4,and

rough, when old (M) and dry: (M,K :) or gag;

signifies what is broken in pieces, of herbage,

when it is old TA) and withered, or wasted,

and black; (so ina copy of the $;) i. e. withered,

or wasted, herbage; such as is seldom. made use

of by the camels: TA :) or herbage that has

become a year old, and then dried up : (Th, M :)

dry herbage a year old: (Lth,T:) or dry an’og

old herbage. (Ham p. 527.)._[_Hence,] )> 1:]

+Sterile, or unfi-uitful, land. ($,K.) A poet

says,

.0” as i

* L5”: 3» a"

) DI!)

kw»
a

as 1
ID” ' O r: d

urn":

[Come thou, let us keep to our love of Build (a

woman’s name), and we will go forth early in

the morning, both alike, though the posturing be

in sterile land]: he means, we will keep to our

ii
' a:

' 0-!» 4‘12
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love, though the means of subsistence be strait.

($-)

53 : see the next preceding paragraph.

Jd°rJ

33-3)) [used in the manner of a proper name]

The foolish,- stupid; unsound, or dull, or defi

cient, in intellect: (M, A,K:) thus applied by

_the people of El-Koofeh: (M,A:) the people of

El-Basrah Bay (A, TA.)

.54 , ..

see 0!».01),:

145 o e

Qgsl: see 0);.

9010 00

(wag, quasi-coordinate to (IJ,M,)

i. q. (5,? (M, 1;) or its? (TA in art. 9.1) [A

rope, or'loop of a rope, to which a beast is tied :

for further explanations, see igl]: and a man

ger: (M, 1;.) pl. £3,198. (TA in art. ,at.)

You say, u}; The horse re

turned to his Cg]: (M, TA :) or to his manger.

(TA.)—A plabe of abode; settled place of

abode; place of constant residence,- dwelling; or

home. (M, So in the saying,

[He returned to his place ofabode, &c. See also

what next follows] (M.)—I. q. [app. as

meaning Origin; or original state or condition :

and this may sometimes be meant by the phrase

immediately preceding]: (M,K:) particularly

such as is bad, accord. to some, who derive it

from : but this is nought, or of no account.

(M.)—See also (EL—Accord. to IAar, one

says, 3.5, meaning Such a one is evil

in the‘utmost degree. ('1‘.)

8)); Dry firewood. (M,

a I o _

0‘)», applied to a man and to a woman, Very
T J

dirty or filthy : (IAar, M, 9“) pl. Quid;

And A gazelle that eats Q93.

6),

835, (s, Msb, K,) and (K,) we.

(Mgh,]Q) inf. h. 315, (TA,) He repelled from

them, or defended them; (s,1_<;) like ij3, from

_which it is [said to be] formed by substitution, as

(39th from (S ;) and so (Har p. 551:

[but for this I find no other authority :]) or he

spoke for them, and repelled from them or de

fended them. (Msb.) _4:.,;l£= 83;, aor. as above,

(3,) and at the inf. n., (TA,) or the inf. h. is

2,33, (JK,) He came upon them suddenly, or un

awares, (IAar,K,) whence they did not expect

him; like ijgt (met, TA t) 83d [simply] he

coma upon them. (JK,K.)_4)> also signifies

The being bold, or daring. (TA.)=ZL,',5; (JK;)

so in the handwriting 0f Sgh, but accord. to the

K Vie}, int n. 1,,33; (TA ;) i. q. 3,115 [He

became changed countenance to him by anger

so that he did not know him ,- or he met him in a

nyorose manner]. (JK, sgh, 1;, TA.)= L,1; 3,;

55L!!! It was on the point of amounting to a

hundred. (J [See also 2.]

I called the goats to water. (JK.)

If 4' a _ Q a

2: see 1.=l.'a£= via 0):, mi. n. “533, It ea:

Qp —M»

ceeded such a. thing. [See also 1, last sig

nification but one.]

5- 63:3 q. [He threatened, or fright

ened]. (IAar,TA.)

15:» The chief of a people or party. (JK,

seams

+A shining, 0r brightly-shining, star,

(AA, K, TA,) that rises from the horizon glis

tening intensely. (AA, TA.)_A woman who

overfgpzes, o’r subdues, her husband. (AA, TA.)

_h)a); A hnifl: with a curved end,
II Q r 0

called by the vulgar (TA.)

:JI; [act. part. n. of 1]. [Hence,] 5,6,1;

The assaults of time or fortune. (IAar, K.) ;

[Hence also,] One who intrudes uninvited at

feasts; a smell-fiast; a spunger. (JK, $gh.)

_ And A messenger. (JK, Sgh.) _ Also

t Shining, gleaming, or glistening, much, or in

tensely. (MF, TA.)

v01 J I) Cw

9.6 ,5 ,a, and 1,33, He is one who is wont to

come suddenly, or unawares, upon his enemies,

whence they know not. (TA.) And 3; 34;,

(Digit, JK, K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously,

jet,$3,]) ahdjpjli, (TA,) He is the repeller

them, or the defender of them, (IAar, K,)

‘5‘." [in war orfight]: (JKz) you may not

say 53, without ,3. (TA.) Some say

that the o is a substitute for the -: but ISd

aflirms that the two words, with a and with e, are

dial. vars. (TA.)

:33» A noble chief or lord; (ISd,K;) so

called’because he is strong to execute affairs, and

ventures upon them suddenly : (ISd, TA:) and a

headman, or chief, (,5, [so in the copies of

the K, but the right reading is probably Jamil,

i. e. bold,]) in respect of tongue, on the occasion

of: contention, or disputation; and in arm, or

hand, on the occasion offight : (K)Ii TA :) or the

headman and spokesman of a people, or party:

($ :) or the spokesman and defender of a people,

or party: (Msb :) or)0; means the defender

of a people, or party; (JK,’TA ;) the chief, or

headman, among them: (JK :) or the headman

and orator and spokesman and defender of a.

people, or party: (TA :) and .9“ means

the same; (JK, TA ;) or the chief by whom evil

is repelled, and who orders, or arranges, the

afl‘airs qfwar: (Ham p. 232 :) pl. 2):»;

9‘»

Q’rbfll

is»); : see the next preceding article.

M»

Q. 1. said of the [or mallow],

(K, TA,) It became round [in its [eat-es] ; (TA ;)

its leaves became like [the silver coins called]

1,953- (K)

(2-4-5135 (s. K.) inf- midst"). (a) He

(a man, TA) became aged : (K, TA 2) or he (an

[Boos 1.

old man) tattered by reason Qf age. (S,
Lisa I

TA.)_0).4,» In»! His sight became dim, or

obscure. (K.)

L3,, (5, Mgh, Msb, K,) of the measure 31.25,

(high, MF,) of which it has been said that there

are only three other instances, but there are

many more; (MF ;) an arabicized word, (S,

Mgh,) from the Pets. [$3,]; (S ;) also pro

nounced 73,4), ($, Msb, but this is of rare

occurrence; ’(TA ;) and ', ($, K,) which is

more rare; (TA ;) A certain silver coin ,- (Mgh,

Msb ;) like as signifies a certain gold coin :

(Mgh2) [and the weight thereof; i. e. a drachm,

or dram :] its weight is siw [or ddnihs];

(high, and K in art. $1.“) i. e., the weight qfthe

Age: but in the Time of Ignorance,

some dirhems were light, being four 6.91;; ; and

these were called 3; : and some were heavy,

being eight Jail), ; and these were called

or and of these two they made two that

were, equal; so that each ,5); was six 6:35; :

this is said to have been done by ’Omar: or,

accord. to another account, some dirhems were of

the weight of twenty carats, and were called the

weight of ten [i. e. of ten ddnihs]; and some were

of the weight of ten [carats], and were called the

weight office ; and some were of the weight of

twelve [carats], and were called the weight qfsiae;

and they put the three weights together, and called

the third part thereof the weight of seven: and

one of the weights of the ,5); before El-Islam

was twelve carats, which is sis: @553: but the

Gay“! we), is sizcteen carats; the 6.31; of this

being a carat and two thirds: (Msb :) or dirhems

should befourteen carats [i. e. seven ddnihs]; ten

being of the weight of seven [or mithlgitls]:

in the Time of Ignorance, some were heavy,

[equal to] Jane; and some were light, [called]

2':1.3:; and when they were coined in the age

of’El-Islém, they made of the heavy and the light

two dirhems, so that ten became equal to seven

#9.»: A ’Obeyd says that this was done in the

time [of the dynasty] of the sons of Umeiyeh:

(El-Karkhee, cited in the Mgh :) [see also De

Sacy’s “Chrest. Arabe,” sec. ed., vol. ii. p. 110

of the Arabic text, and p. 282 of the transl. ; where

it is further stated, on the authority of Ibn-Khal

doon, that the A]? was three (3:35;; and

the &, one 651;; and, asis said in the Mgh,

that ’Omar adopted the mean between the

and the making the It); to be six :] the

PI- (of..~».s>is.1~53 and out», a Jet;

(s, [The former of these pls. is often used

as signifying Money, cash, or coin, in an abso

lute sense.] The dim. is and

the latter held by Sb to be anomalous; for he

says that it is as though it were formed from

ill}, though this wasnot used by them. (TA.)

_ Ilence, as being likened thereto, [i. e., to the

coin thus called,] (TA,) signifies also +A

[app. as meaningarbund piece of land

surrounded by afence or the like, or by elevated

land; for this is one of the significations of

gigé]. [It is said that] this is taken from
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the saying of ’Antarab, [describing showers of

copious rain,]

rial - p r is

"' ignilfi Zigaa-dé:

. e .1

’ D '4'

[So that they left every ridged-round spot of

ground like the)»]. (TA,) [But accord. to

one reading, he said, 331; 3:5; meaning, as is

said in the EM, p. 227: “ every round hollow ;”

and likening such a hollow to the ,5), because of

its roundness, and the clearness and whiteness of

its water.]

9 0

If)? i

Q '0

Job)? :

. ’u see the next preceding paragraph.

1 o

9 be)

me» =

.48!) _

1,5)“ A man possessing many (AZ,

it has no verb: (TA :) you should not say

)5};- (Alas)

An old man tottering by reason

Qfage'

L5»

1. ;(;j'-Jl (53; He knew the thing; syn. age;

(11;) [and so 5&9 L533; for] you say,

(thb, K) and g £533t<s1s> to?» (Msb,

K.) inf-I» is}; ($.M.Mtb,1.<) and is}; (L11,

M, 1;) and £53 (s, M, Msb,1_() and £53, (M,*

K,) which last is said by Sb to be not used as an

inf. n. of un., but as denoting a state, or con

dition, (M,) and, accord. to some copies of the

S, (TA, [so in one of my copies of the S,])

and it}, (s, M. MsbeK) and its); and in},
' 3 J '

(M: and L5)’: I knew “3 ($2M:§b1

K;) syn. ELL; (Msb,]_§) or 4; 55%;: :) or

it has amore special meaning than we)?I : it is

said to signify I knew it after doubting: so says

Aboo-’Alee: (TA :) or I knew it by a sort of

artifice, or cunning, or skill; (K, TA ;) or with

painstaking, and artifice or cunning or skill;

(Har p. 24;) and therefore (5); is not said of

God: (TA :) a rajiz says, (Sf TA,) but this is

an instance of the rude speech of the Arabs of

the desert, (TA,)

file

A“) *

[O God, I know not, but Thou art the knowing] :

(S, TA: [in Bar, p. 24, it is cited as commencing

i I BE! 0! 1

7341.0! :41, (54M '9

with fii, and therefore as a prose-saying,

ascribed to Mohammad, and as adduced by some

to show that L913.” is allowable as an epithet

applied to God:]) or, as some relate it, ,ii '9,

(S,) in which the L; is elided in consequence of

the frequent usage of the phrase; (S, M ;) like

t’hg phrases athgl' $53,; and like

dig 'fl in the saying JL; '9 JJI [q. v. in

art. ,nl. (M.) [The sayinszQQ {it}; '9'

or :43! &c. is explained in the latter part of

the first paragraph of art. ,ll.] One says,

33 wall [5);l t; [I know not who ofmanhind

he (The Iiexicons passim.) And IAar men

tions the saying L; (5435' L2, (M,) or

(TA,) as meaning Thou hnowest not ( l;

[which may also be rendered she knows not])

what is her knowledge. (M, TA,)“: [533, (T,

Mas.) m .5435. (12s) int n- .5». (T,M,1.<,)

He deceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or

outwitted, (ISk, T, S, M, K,) a man, (IS_k, T,)

and an object of the chase; as also is)?! and

tdjsm (1;,S,M,K: [3,5 in the or; is a

mistake for obgl :]) he hid, or concealed, himself,

and deceived, deluded, Ste. A rajiz says,

“i ii, 55 . e; 104 '

7L5?!) Liggfl “:5

* one 'oe-be o...- 9')? ~

(T, S, M) i. e. How seest thou me minnowing the

dust of the mine and deceiving Juml by looking

at her while she is inadvertent, (T, S,) she also

deceiving me [by looking at me while I am in

advertent]: being for See

also (53;, (K,) aor. (523;, inf. n.

(TA,) He scratched his head with the

(K =) or the}, he combed his head with the

(M: [see Ham p. 159, line 11: and see

also (535 :]) and l she (a woman, loosed

and let down, or loosed and separated, or combed,

her hair (s, 1;, TA) with the 553,. (TA.)

r a: J 03¢

2: see above, last sentence. _. it) sag);

6 ' 9' 0’

044+", inf. n. 33,45, [I winnowed the dust ofthe

’ ’ ' 1 this

mine to separate its gold: a dial. var. of as”) :

or perhaps a mistake for the latter.] (Msb.)

3. Zt,t,, (T, M, Msb,) inf. n. 5,333, (T, s,

Mgh, Mgh,) He treated him with gentleness, or

blandishmcnt; soothed, roamed, wheedled, or ca

jolcd, him: (Sf M, Msb :) or deceived, deluded,

beguiled, circumvented, or outwitted, him ,- or

strove, endeavoured, or desiiled, to do so: (T,

Mght) with :1th and 5.36:1 5,133 both Sig

nify £6,1ng and in the present

art. :) and and both signify I was

fearful, or cautious, of him; and treated him

with gentleness or blandishment, or soothed him,

coaxed him, whcedled him, or cajoled him : in

art. 5):) or means “I was fearful, or

cautious, of him,” as says AZ; or “of his evil,

or mischief:" and signifies I deceived,

deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or outn'itted ,- as

also ' : (T in art. l); :) and it); also sig

nifies [the acting with] good nature or disposi

tion,- and the holding familiar intercourse with

others. (T in the present art.) You say also,

)1ij ibb, and 4:15, IIe endeavoured to turn

him, or entice him, by blandishment, or by deceit

ful arts, from the thing, and to it; syn.

(L in art. ,,,.)_And (5,1, He defended

him; or spoke, or pleaded, or contended, in

defence qfhim; like (TA in art. ,m.)

4. as it»! Ile made him to know, or have

knowledge of, it; acquainted him with it. (S,

M, Msb, The reading '33, with s,

[in the Kur x. 17,] is incorrect :' the proper

reading is without a. (S, M.) = (5)51, and

' (5).)3, (M, TA,) He took for himsel , or pre

u ii I a

pared, a 35);. (TA.) [See also 5.0.]

5: see 1, latter part, in two places, = and also

.0!

in the last sentence z=land see also 4. =ép,’

i v a f G I r4

(5);“; [as though for 5.2.23] An army of which

1644'

one part presses upon another,- like

(TA in art. W.)

a I {I 4 D I‘—

7. for bad! is vulgar. (TA in art.

8 : see 1, latter part, in two places—Lilli; 1331

means They directed their course to, or towards,

a place, making an inroad, or incursion, upon an

enemy, and going to fight and plunder: (M,

TA :) or as though they did so.

,1.)

29,, accord. to some copies of the S, is an

_ J). I! . 1 J 0 a I 9' 0

mf. n. of 425), meaning 41%;, like 1.3); &c. (TA.)
r.) O! I

.1 E a '5

_ 3,3), xi- );vl 1.3..» “it means This thing,

or event, came without any act, or deed. (T,

TA.)

is”), without e, A. beast, (As,T,S,) ora camel,

(ISk,T,) or a she-camel, or a cow, (M,) by

means of which one conceals himself from the

objects of the chase, or wild animals, (As, ISk,

T, S, M,) so deceiving them, (ISk, T, M,) shooting,

or casting, when he is able to do so: (As,ISk,

T,S :) or, accord. to AZ, it is with s, [ZELQJ

5-0,)

towards the objects of the chase. (S, M.)—

L a.» _

because the 3.1;), is driven (bolt, 1. e.

Also A wild animal, or wild animals, (Jen-S,)

specially of such as are objects of the chase. (M,

TA.) _.And A. thing, (K,) or ring, (Ham

p. 75,) by aiming at which one learns to pierce

or thrust [with the spear]. (Ham, So in a

verse cited voce 5.5;)3, in art. l3). (Ham ubi

supra.) ’

6):", as an epithet applied to God: see 1.

fl

mi» and '553» one. M. K) and 'iéeié.

(T, M, 15,) the last ’with fet-h to the ,e and with

kesr to the ), (TA, [in the CK, erroneously,

13);»,1) An iron instrument with which the head

is'sci'atchcd, called [in Pers] p; (T ;) a

thing like a large nccdle, with which the female

hair-dresser adjusts, or puts in order, the locks

ofa woman's hair,- (S ;) a thing with which the

head is scratched: (W p. 125, in explanation of

the first 2) or a wooden instrument which a

woman puts into her hair : (TA voce in

explanation of the second :) and, (T, S,) as being

likened to the iron instrument thus called, (T,)

a horn (T, S, M, K) ofa [wild] bull [and of a

gazelle], (T, S,) with which the female hair

dresser sometimes adjusts, or puts in order, the

locks ofa woman’s hair, (S,) or with which one

scratches his head: (1L) and, accord. to some

copies of the K, a comb: (TA :) the pl. is )3;

and (5313.2, (M, 13/11,) in the latter of wliich,

the alif [written (5] is a substitute for (5 [pro

- 1 2 ,

pcrly so called]. (M,TA.) [Hence,] (stated,

or (5);," (accord. to different copies of
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’ v 102! "' s1 1

the s, [or [5,1,1] 13..., or L5,”! My, see arts.

J!- and Q*,]) A gazelle whose horn'is thick ,

which shows it to be young. ($.)==[See also

53* (in art. Lg»), last sentence]

2"
0|)“:

as u.
see the next preceding paragraph.

ate-M:

w)

1. .133, (s, M, A, sic") nor. a, (M, Mgb,)

inf. n. if, (M, A, Mgh, Msb, 1;) and gigs,

(1;,) like (TA,) 11¢ hid it, or con

cealed it, (Lth, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) namely, any

thing, (A, Mgh,Msb,) in the earth or dust, (S,

Mgh,) or beneath a thing: (A, Mgh :) he buried

it (A, Msb, in the earth or dust, (Msb,) or

beneath a thing: or he put it in, or in

serted it, beneath : (M :) or, accord. to some, he

put it in, or inserted it, withforce ,- he thrust it in:

(TA =) and 13.2.3; and '36.}, (M, 153) in the

latter of which one of the we is changed

into L5 because the reduplication is disliked, (M,*

TA,) signify the same as 1:5, (M, [or,

probably, have an intensive signification.] It is

said in the Kur [xvi. 61], _Lnjin Us ii

0r whether he shall bury it in the dust .- meaning,

his female child, which he buried alive: the

pronoun agreeing with the word Lo [which pre

cedes in the same verse]. (T, TA._) It is also said

in the Kur [xci. 9and 101,33, tiié}

' (M, K,"‘)'in which L5G; is for

7 $3, like for (IQ) because the

niggardly conceals his place of sojourning and

his property, but the liberal makes his place of

sojourning upon an open and elevated spot that

he may not be concealed from guests and those

who desire to come to him: (Fr, Zj, K?) or the

meaning is, He is successful who maketh it

(namely his soul) pure and believing, and he is

unsuccessful who introduceth it among the good

when he is not of them: (IAar,Th,M,K:*) or

[he is successful who maheth it to increase in

grace by good worhs,] and he is unsuccessfitl who

maheth it vile and little by evil works : (M :) or

the latter clause means, and he is unsuccessful

who hideth it, and maheth it obscure and of no

reputation, by the neglect of almsgiving and of

obedience [to God in other matters]: (TA :) or

the soul is unsuccessful that God rendereth ob

scure [so I render, here, ,Ublls]. (Fr, K.)=

Ml 5:03, aor. 1 , inf. n. (’13, He anointed the

camel with tar, not thoroughly, [but only in the

arm-pits, and the inner parts of the roots of the

thighs or other similar parts :] (M :) [for it is

said that] £41! signifies the camel was

anointed with [tar in the parts called the )sLL:

($ : [see :]) or the latter signifies the bowel

became swollen in the parts so called. (M.)

Hence the prov., ,5»ng iii-bi ('1'; [which see

explained in art. hi]. (TA in art. [In the

$ and M and TA, in the present art, instead of

15;», we find £177": but the former is the pre

ferable reading.]) ’

.w is s is )5! .

2. M) and 0L»): see 4.0); each in two

places.

7. 54.)” [He, or it, became hidden, or con

cealed, in the earth or dust, or beneath a thing:

he, or it, hid, or concealed, himself, or itself, in

the earth &c. :] he, or it, became buried: he, or

it, buried himself, or itself: ($,I_( :) or it became

put in, or inserted, or it put in, or inserted, itself,

beneath. (111.)_ [Hence,] 92.0!

AJLQ 1 [Such a one came secretly to such

a one, bringing him calumnies]: (TA :) or Jul!

Q'jé u." means the came to such a one with

calumnies. (Ham p. 219.)

3 1

Us; Tar with which the arm-pits, and the

inner parts of the roots of the thighs or other

similar parts, of camels, are anointed. (TA.)

I

W; The concealment of guile or artifice.
4

(SJ: One whom thou hidest, or concealest,

d 1, ,

(duds in order that he may bring thee

news, or information : :) accord. to some,

similar to w; (M ;) or M; and

called by the vulgar 79:91:13: (TA :) or

do; signifies one whom a people send secretly [to

bi-ing them news, or information; (A ;) the spy

of a people, who searches for, and then brings,

news, pr; jnformatigngsyn. (Mgh.)—

And We) [pl. of Mg] Persons hypocritical in

their actions, who entrir among the reciters of the

Kur-dn when they are not of them. (IAar,

5;...3 [app. The coming secretly to a person,

bringing him calumnics: in modern Arabic, a

secret machination or the like]. (TA, where,

after the phrase a-gj’Lg Q'JU 0&3 Job)!

,sano, (see 7,) it is added, £11m Q3.)

Jail; That _enters much, or often; want to

enter; syn. so in the saying, 5:92]!

[The natural disposition is wont to enter and

actuate him in whom it is engendered : generally

applied to him who has some fault derived from

his mother, or the like; as is said in a marginal

note in my copy of the TA: see (TA.)

. J r I z

vi,de : see was).

b19112, applied to a camel: part. n. of

[q- v-]- (5-)

Can,

0 0’ ' s o e _

a“; i. q. 4.5,, A [desert, or such as is
re 5 a

termed] .W: an arabicized word [from the

Pers. 5.2.3]: (Msb,K:) or it is either a dial.

var. of alt-.5; or an arabicized word from this

latter. (TA.)-_—..The upper end of a chamber,

which is the most honourable place therein: (A,

K, TA :) in this sense an arabicized word [from

the Pers. (K.)_. Hence, [A place, or

seat, of honour: a seat qqufice: used in these

senses in the present day :] used by the later

writers to signify a court, or council; syn. $13.39:

and the court, or council, of a wezeer

or governor. (TA.)—A thing against, or upon,

which one leans, or stays himself: (Her p. 261 :)

a pillow, or cushion. (Id. p. 276.): Headship,

rule, dominion, government, or superiority. (MF,)

=A game; a single act ofa game or play.

pl. You say, 3.13.11 The game

is mine: and '31; £30" Thg game is_against

me. (Har p. 130.) And ills: [The

game ended, or has ended, against'him]: this is

said of one who is overcome: the Arabs in the

Time of Ignorance used to say so when a man’s

arrow [in the game called 591] was unsuccess

ful, and he did not attain his desire: (TA:) [In

the contrary case, one says, 3.33:! 3 The

game ended, or has ended, in his favour.]

$113" [Such a one is a good player] is

said of a skilful chess-player. And a poet

says,

’ 4 I ) a i t

‘ 6%" Qr-rl‘ cal' at on“

[The pawns become queens in the ends of the

games: being for (TA.)—[It

is also used in the present day to signify A trick

of cards.] _ And An evasion, a shift, a wile, or

an artifice,- or art, artifice, cunning, ingenuity,

or skill: (MF, and Bar p. 130:) and deceit,

delusion, guile, or circumvention. (Har ibid.)

=A150, (TA,) or gag." $.35, (Msb, 1;,

TA,) as also mum 0.. (TAin art. as»)

[A suit, or complete set, of clothes;] the clothes

which a man news and which selflice himfor his

going to andfro in the transaction ofhis afairs:

pl. as above: (Mgh:) in this sense, also, an

arabicized word [from the Pers.

El-Harecree has mentioned together instances of

this word in three different senses, in the 23rd

Makameh, where he says,

at. 3M":lL5.§ll3'§ii§5$-fijl 236,593

(5,5: 55? J; $.33" sill 6? t; 3.51"
o 0 a I conjurf thee by God [to tell

Q

“all

me], art than not he who lent him the suit of

clothes? And Isaid, No, by Him who seated

thee in this place of honour, I am not the owner

of that suit of clothes.- but thou art he against

whom the game hath ended. (TA.) _. And
r! r Q 0' _ 'J a;

on" Of J». (K.) as also on" u» an.

(TA in art. a») [A quire, or twentyg‘ive sheets

folded together, of paper: still used in this

sense: pl. as above :] in this sense, also, an

arabicized word [from the Pers.

_[ésdss is also used in the present day in a

similar, but more extensive, sense; as signifying

A lot, or parcel, of things: of some things, ten;

of others, twelve; &c.]=Also an appellation

applied, as mentioned by El-Khafajee in the

“Shifa el~Ghaleel,” by the common people of

Egypt and of other countries of the East, to A

copper cooking-pot: (MF:) [it is still used in

this sense; applied in Egypt to a copper coohing

pot wide at the bottom, contracted at the mouth,

and more contracted a little belon! the mouth.

And is applied to A shallow wooden

tub.]

JAY-d:

J?"

“2.2:” [from the Pers. A certain
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game of the Magians, which they thus call; i. q.

114':

“can: (S and K in art. v.51” :) they turn

round [in a circle, as though imitating the revo

lutions of the “host of heaven”], having taken

one another by the hand, [in a manner] like

dancing. in that art.) [Hence probably ori

ginated the similar performances of certain Mus

lim darweeshes in celebrating what they term a

)053, described in the works of several travellers,

and in my own work on the Modern Egyptians]

)si-u

3,2,3, an arabicized word, (K,) [from the

Persian 3,533,] by some of the Arabs, [apd in

the present day generally,] pronounced ),:.:'>,

which is not absolutely erroneous, as it is the

original form of the word before its being arabi

cized, (MF,) The copy, or original, [of the

register, as will be seen from what follows,]

which is made for the several classes [of the

chrs and servants of the government], from

which their transcription is made, (expl. by

a) pen 4 lees." so, see}

u,._,...: an. [5331 {Phil-.91! 33W! 35......‘41,K,)

and in which are collected the rules and ordi

nances of the .King; (TA ;) the register (

in which are collected the rules of the realm:

(Kull p. 186:) pl. $3.33. (K.)_..Hence, IThe

great wezecr (’95) to whom recourse is had [by

the King] with respect to what he may prescribe

concerning the circumstances ofthe people, because

he is the possessor of the register so called:

(Mefiiteeh el-’Uloom by Ibn-Kemfil-Pasha, in

TA ; and Kull ubi supra. :) the qfiicer who ma

nages, conducts, orders, or regulates, the afl'airs

of the King. (TA.)_. [Hence also, in the con

ventional language of astronomy, IAn almanac.]

_Also, vulgarly, Permission; leave. (TA.)

[For instance, it is used in this sense by a man

entering a house, or approaching an apartment,

in which he supposes-that there may be some

woman whom he should not see unveiled, in

order that she may veil herself or retire: on such

an occasion, he repeats the word )jZ-u several

times as he advances]

p:

1. 23;}, (s, M, A,) aor. 1, (s, M,) inf. n.

:13, (S, M, K,) He, or it, pushed, thrust, drove,

impelled, propelled, or repelled, him, or it. (S,

M, A,K.) Ambergris is said (by I ’Ab, to be

31.91 5.33.} A thing which the sea drives

(S, A) and casts_ upon the shore. (TA.) And

Q’s-’4; 2C." ilal'n $3.1; means The ship rc

pe’lled,’ (TA,) 01: opposed, (M,) the water with

its prow. (M, TA.)._He thrust, pierced, or

stabbed, him, M, A, K,) vehemently, (A,)

with a spear. A.) aor. i and ; ,

(TA,) inf. n. 3.33, (M, K, TA,) He drove in a

nail, withforce : (K," TA :) he nailed anything:

(M :) he fastened, (M,) or repaired, (K,) a ship

with a nail, (M, K,) or with cord of fibres of

the palm-tree: (M:) or he fastened a ship by

uniting its planks in the manner of sewing. (TA.)

(A,) inf. n. as above, (M, K,) IInivit

Bk. I.

feminam: (M,* A,K:') you say 0,1: lb)“,

(TA.)

iii-:13, [f'em. of V and] sing. oijQ, which

(as some say, TA) means Ships that repel [or

oppose] the water with their prows.

3Q? Cord of the fibres of the palm-tree

with which the planks of a ship are bound tm

gether: (S,M,A,K:) or (so accord. to the

and M and A, but accord. to Fr and the K

“ an.d’ 1’) a nail, (S, M, A, K,) of a ship : (M:)

pl. ,s, (s, M, A,K) and ,3: (S,K:) used in

one or the other of these two significations in the

Kur liv. 13. TA.)

3.2}; A bulky camel: fem. with s: (S,K:) a

camel strong and bulky; (M,K;) as also

U fl .' 3 f4 ‘4

'63» (53" M! and 'uéb"), and

$7133 (M, K) and 1:5,..53: (L =) fem. )3};

[like the masc.] and : or applied to a

she-camel, signifies large : (M :) and ' a

strong camel: (Fr, TA :) and 73.46; sharp,

spirited, or vigorous, and strong. (TA.)-A

tough, or hardy, lion, (K, B,) firm in. make.

(B, TA.)_A penis bulky (M, and strong.

£125, and 33.;33, An army, or

a troop of horse, (or a portion of an army, col

lected together. (M.) And An army, or a

troop of horse, or a portion of an army, belong

ing to En-Noamdn (S, M, Ibn-El-llIundhir.

(SJ?)

5 ,0,

dy» =

a 14°! QdBr

bib-0,}: see fig).

6 I 0’

see I”), in two places.

I '1 I e be

rel), : seer-9;, in two places.

9’)!8 .e

and”: see rep.

J e n E w s a

rugl: see ibu).

p3» [A man who thrusts much with the spear.

A signification implied in the S.] _I Qui mul

tum coit. (K.)

C“,

1. 8.2.1.3,aor. =, ($,TA,)inf. n. 5.15 (S,Mgh,

K) and 5;...3, ($,TA,) He impelled he, pushed

it, thrust it, or drove it; and particularly so as

to remove it from its place; propelled it, re

pelled it ; pushed it, thrust it, or drove it, away,

or_ back. (S, Mgh, K, TA.) _ Hence, (TA,)

(4:33, (s, z, L,) aor. = , (TA,) inf. n.

all; (z, TA) and 51;, (TA,) The camel pro

pelled his cud so as to make it passforthfrom his

inside to his mouth; (S, TA ;) drelv it forthfrom

his stomach and cast it into his mouth. (Z, L, TA.)

And Such a one cast forth his

vomit. (TA.) And alone, (Mgh, TA,)

aor.=, (TA,) inf. n. 52;, He vomited:

(K, TA :) or he vomited as much as filled

his mouth. (Mgh.) And ,Lisa

The sea collected together the ambergris like

foam, or scum, and then cast it aside. (TA.)

._ [Hence, also, (as appears from an explanation

of 5,7,3, q. v. infra,)] 5.3, aor.1, ($,TA,)

inf- 11- 5-33, (K,) we save a large eifi

TA.) It is said in a ma, ($,TA,) that God

will ask the son of Adam on the day of resurrec

tion, (TA,) ,3? Did 1 not

make thee to take the fourth part of the spoil,

and to give largely? :) and on his answering

“ Yes,” that God will ask, “ Then where is [thy]

gratitude for that?” for the doing thus is the act

of the chief. (TA.)_ And (Ibn

’Abbéd,) inf. n. 33.23, (Ibn-‘Abbad, K,))Ifilled

the bowl. (Ibn-’Abbad,'_K.‘)_And)..-_.Jl Cu),

(TA,) inf. n. 93, He stopped up the

burrow at once TA) with a stopper of rag,

or some other thing of the size of the burrow.

(TA.)

.I.’

3.1.»; [inf n. of un. of 1]._A. single act of.

vomiting. (Mgh, TA.

5.1,..3 an inf. n. (3, TA.) All. 5.2,..3 A wrong

fill, or tyrannical, pushing, br thrusting, or the

like; for ; occurring in atrad. (TA.)

_A. gift: (S i) a large gift: (S,K:) because

given at once, like as a camel's cud is propelled

by him with a single impulse. (TA.) You say

ofa munificent man, (Az, TA,)

(Az, S, TA) He is a large giver'; one who gives

much. (Az, TA.) _. Natural disposition: (S,

K 2) or, as some say, generosity of action : or, as

some say, make; or natural constitution. (TA.)

_The pl. is £03. (TA.)

)s",

9'! O

8 A building like a ,3 [q. v.], surrounded

by houses, or chambers, (Lth, Mgh, Msb, K,) and

places of abode for the servants and household,

(TA,) and pertaining to kings: (Lth, Mgh,

Msb:) Heraclius is related, in trads., to have

received the great men of the Greeks in a 5L,

belonging to him: (TA:) or a building like a

i, which is surrounded by houses, or chambers,

and in which the vitious, or immoral, (,uii,)

assemble : (Har p. 140:) or houses of theforeign

ers (fiél), in which are wine and instruments

ofmusib or the like : (K :) thought by A2 to be

an arabicized word ; (Mgh,) not genuine Arabic:

(TA :) [from the Persian 23511;, or :] pl.

(K.)._Also A Christian's cloister, or

cell,- syn. (AA, K.)_And A town,

or village; syn. (Az,Msb,K.).._And A

plain, or level, land. (Kz,

I»:

1- Jr's, ($1 M) Mgb: K,) 80" z 1 (high:

inf. n. $.33, (Mgb,TA,) or £51.; (Mgh, in

which the verb is not mentioned,) It (a thing, S,

M, Mgh, or food, Msb) was, or became, greasy ,

or had in it, or upon it, grease, or gravy, or

dripping offiesh-meat or qffat; (M, K,‘ Mgh ;)

as also 7,343: (M :) and it (a garment, or some

other thing,) was, or became, dirty, or filthy.

111
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(15.) _ And 1,...3, (inf. 11.;3, TK,) 1.1.3, or it,

was, or became, bf the colour termed 1;», i. e.,

dust-colour inclining t0 blackness. (M,

Lbs, (Z, K, and so in’fome copies of the i$,)

[aor., app., ,-,] inf. n.,.»s; (TA;) or V’s);

(so in some copies of the $;) said of rain, It

moistened the earth ($, Z, K) a little, (K,) not

much, ($,) or so as not to reach the moist 'sgil.

(z, TA.)_..And $33, 301‘. ,, (1g) inf. n.,-1;,

(TA,) He smeared a camel with tar. (K.)...

Also, (3’, M! K!) aor' 3 r ($, K") or I r (LI!)

int“- n- .15, (s, M,) He steered up ($.M,1.<> a

thin", (M,) such as a. wound, ($,M,) and an
O

ear, ($,) and a flask, or bottle; gs also 7,01;

(19) or é,’,,’\ii1,§.'.§ signifies Q1», 32. [i. e. he

bound the head of the flash, or bottle.- or the

right reading, as the context seems to indicate,

.5.

is a!) .u i. e. he stopped up the head qf the

flash, or bottle]; (M ;) and $.33 he put

the tent into the wound. (TA.) _And

hence, i. e. from or from i;,;t531;5,

(TA,) 1 Inivit feminam. (Kr, M, K, TA.) And

hence also,] one says to the 1.5:“, [see this

word,] T [Stufi‘ thy vagina with

cotton, to arrest the blood, and say thy prayers].

(TA.)-Also, (1g) inf. n. L3, (TA,) He closed,

or locked, a door; syn. (K.)= Also, (i. e.

L3,) i. aid-lb, [in some copies of the K, and

in the TA, "1.1.1}, which signifies the same, i. e.

It became efi'aced, or obliterated,] said of a relic,

trace, mark, or the like.

2. (s,) inf. n. of,3, (Msb,) signifies

The smearing Msb) a thing, ($,) or a morsel,

or mouthful, (Msb,) [or seasoning it, imbuing it,

or soaking it,] with [i. e. grease, or gravy,

ordrinrinel ($.Msb-)—35-3s3 bit-2'3, (Mgh.

K,) said by ’Othman respecting a beautiful boy,

(Mgh,) means Blachen ye his dimple in the chin,

in order that the evil eye may not have effect

upon it. (Mgh,K.*) [Accord. to another ex

planation, mentioned in the TA, the blackness

denoted by this phrase is behind the ear: but

this is evidently a mistake.] _ See also 1.

4: see 1.

5: see 1._I,..:t.a3 also signifies They ate

[food] with ’43 [i. e. grease, or gravy, or drip

ping]. (TA.)

I D 4 Q I I O E G 4 v f I:

A“): see M,.=24')il 4.»; UL: UI means

2!... UL: [app. I am beside, or out of, the

case, or afl‘air].

’44

In; a word of well-known meaning; ;)

i. q. (M,K;) both signifying Grease, or

gravy; i. e. the dripping that exudes from _flesh

meat andfromfat ,- (Msb in art. .0” ;) the .933

offiesh-meat and of fat: (Mgh: [in the CK,

is erroneously put for :]) or, accord.

to the T, anything that has .953, qffiesh-meat

and offat: (TA:) and dirt, or filth: (M,K :)

and 1;; signifies the same as $.33, accord. to

El-Kurtubee; but El-Welee El-’Iral_:ee says, I

have not seen this on the authority of: any other

lexicologist. (TA.) You say, ,an [1,. :3;

[app. meaning, if correctly transcribed, His hand

is hard by reason of dirt adhering to it: in my

MS. copy of the K, the last word is written

513.; ; a word which I do not find in any sense:

in the TK, an... this Freytag thinks to he the

right reading, though I know of no such word;

and he renders the phrase, “ manus ejus propter

sordes inhaerentes catinus est ;" (Evidently as

suming that all»; is a dial. var. of J1me].

[It seems that you say also, 4:5 L; meaning

’rThere is not in him, or it, any prbfit, or good:

a sense assigned in the TA to the phrase 4.5 L0

’11, I...» ; in which I think it evident that the

transcriber has written M; by mistake, and

forgotten to erase it after addingM,.]— Also

The bowels, or intestines. (TA.):Accord. to

IAar, it means also 19,1'5 [Praising, or

glorifying, God, much]; asehse in which it is

incorrectly said in the to be fly}, like :

(TA:)_ and hence the trad., of weak authority,

L213 '9’: or, accord. to Z,

this is from In; said of rain: and, as related by

s: 4

Abu-d:Darda, the words are Jig-é)!

'9'] 12G, meaning [Do ye

approve, ye be satisfied in your stomachs

throughout a year,] that ye should not praise, or

glorify, God, save a little? (TA:) or it may

denote commendation; so that the meaning of

ll»; '5'" a!" 0,)5413 '9 is, that praise, or glorifi

cation, is the stutfing of their hearts and of their

mouths: and it may denote discommendation;

as meanipg that they praise, or glorify, little;

from [3.3-le ; (K, TA ;) the blackness

denoted by this phrase being small in quantity:

or, as some say, the meaning is, that they do not

praise, or glorify, God for anything but eating,

and the grease, or gravy, in their insides. (TA.)

in; A thing greasy; or having in it, or upon

it, grease or gravy, (M, Mgh,) offlesh-meat or

offat: (Mgh:) [and dirty, or filthy:'pl.

like as Q); is pl. of..aé.] You say

[Greasy broth]. (TA.) And All; .33, Dirty,

or filthy, garments. (5, TA.) And a?»)4,

applied to a man, [Dirty in the garment: and

1'0:

hence, going onfoot ;] not riding ,- as also if}!

.4111. (TA.) [Hence also,] 1 Defiled by cul

pable dispositions. (TA.) A rajiz says,

i is.0' ’0 r a

* 4-a- ens-3‘s c.»ng ‘

as a _ 5, red;

* JP“, Adv-"9.239 *
r p e ’

meaning +[O God, verily ’Amir Ibn-Jahm]

hath imposed upon himself, in art. )3») or

hath performed, (M,) pilgrimage Ibeing dtgfiled by

sins. in art. )3), and M.)_.3.:u 3A.? sig

nifies A black turban; (TA ;). as also 3.4.;

'41.;33. (Az,Mgh,TA.) And M3 occurs in a

trad. as meaning TStrict, or pious, [though]

black, (Qli, [or this spiny here mean a genuine

Arab, as opposed to ".4 meaning a foreigner,])

and religious. (TA.)

. . at . I a;

3;: )1 [probably a mistranscnption for ,1

'KQZS, lit. “the mother of blackness ;”] +111“,

’ n -

cooking-pot. (T in art. )1.) = i. q.

.3; [The last time] ; like (TA

in art. ’35. [See 03%, last sentence.])

5.3; A thing with which a hole in a skin for

water or milk is stopped up. (M, = Black

ness; (IAar,TA;) [and] so 71.1.33: (K:) or

dust-colour inclining to blackness. Hence

the Abyssinian is called ,Qi. (IAar, TA.)

See also if, above.=Applied to a man,

+ Low, or ignoble ,- base; vile ,' mean, or sordid:

(S, TA:) or bad, corrupt, base, or vile. (M, K.

[Freytag erroneously assigns the meaning “vilis”

to Liiq)’ One says, L; IT/tou

art none other than one in whom is no good.

(TA.)

iii-be A stopper; (M, ;) a thing with which

one steps up the ear, and a wound, and the like,

and the head of a flash or bottle, and the like.

($.) It is said in atrad. that the Devil has a

Jill», ; meaning that he has a stopper by which

he prevents one from seeing the truth (M, TA)

and from keeping in mind admonition. (TA.)

k3: see

G a

If!) :

Irbr

,4, Darkness. (M, K.)_See also £33.

:nThe for: (K :) [or] the young one of the

foe: : (M :) or, as some say, (M,) the young one

of the few from the bitch: (M,K :) and (so in

the M, but in the “ or ”) qfthe wolffrom the

bitch : ($,M,K:) and the bear: (K :) or the

young one of the bear,- ($, M,K;) which is the

only meaning allowed by Abu-l-Ghowth. ($.)

Also, (K,) or as some say, (M,) The young one

qf the bee. (M, K.) And, accord. to Abu-l

Fet-h, (TA,) whose name was Ill-Es, (K,* TA,)

the companion of Kutrub, A [young ant, such as

he termed] 5,“; (TA:) or 15;;3 [in the 01;

erroneously written 1;;3] has this last significa

tion. (S, K, TA.)=Also A certain plant, '(S,

K, KL,) called in Pers. j))$l QC...) [which is

said to be a name applied to the amaranth,

anemone, and the like]. (KL.)= And [A man]

gentle, nice, or shilful, in work ,- careful, or

solicitous [therein]; as also 7 (K.)

see the next paragraph.

.1 '64

M, : see the next preceding paragraph.

pl.,

1.1.3, and its fem. £53: seek5._ito.,,

also signifies A kind of milking-vessel,- i. q.

3.12 and and 13;. (T and TA in art.

.fli.)=Als0 [Black: see or] of a

dust-colour inclining to blackness : (M, K :) fem.

as above. (K.)_[Freytag assigns to it also

the significations “ Multum pinguis ” and “ Oleo

conspurcatus;” both as on the authority of the

K, in which I do not find either of them: also

that of “ Vilis,” :12 applied to a man; a significa

tion belonging to

“is,

a; A [desert, prbsuch as is termed] eat—Z;

($,K;) as also at»: (Msb and K in art.
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a...» :) a Persian word [arabicized] ; or an

instance of agreement between the two languages

[of Arabia’and Persig]; ‘(s.) =_- 7st;th 3.5.3,

and (5)," 01,21 q. “a. (TA.)

C,

1. £23. aor- (an) inf-n- 53. (else He

pushed him, thrust him, or drove him, away,- he

repelled him : :) or he did so harshly, roughly,

or violently. (A ’Obeyd, Hence, in the Kur

[cvii. 2], (Sal? That is he who

pusheth, thrusteth, or driveth, away the orphan :

($ :) or, who doth so harshly, roughly, or vioi

lently: (Bd,Jel:) or, who treateth the orphan

with harshness, roughness, or violence; pushing,

thrusting, or driving, away; and chiding with

rudeness, or coarseness. (Z,TA.) And in like

a r e a r) 404

manner, in the same [lii. 13], all 0’s“; ,0);

la, On the day when they shall be pushed,

or thrust, or driven, with harshness, roughness, or

violence, to the fire of Hell. (A ’Obeyd, Bd,

Jel, TA.) And in a trad. of Esh-Shaabee,

Isle ¢ 4

a 0,5,); '§ They used not to be driven, nor

pushed, or repelled, from it. (TA.)

~14,

1- 4.53. (s. A, Mglklgtsb, K.) cor. (A.

Mgh, Msb,K,) inf. n. his; ($,* Mgh,MF) and

$.12; (MF,) [see the former of these two as.

below,] He jested, or joked ; (S, A, Mgh, Mgh,.

K;) as also 44;, aor. =: (Mgh,Msb:) or he

jested, orjoked, with playing, or sporting. (TA.)

_And i. g. [He impelled, pushed, thrust,

&c.]. (K.)_.And Inivit [feminam]. (A,

_ [The last, perhaps, from the same verb sig

nifying He trod a road; mentioned by Freytag

as used in this sense in the Deewan of the Hu

dhalees.]

3- the“), (A; high, inf'n' $5le (S; A:

Mgh,) He jested, or joked, with him: ($,A,

Msb,K:) [or he did so, playing, or sporting,

with him : see 1.]

I/r I

5. a,“ wJJ He acted, or behaved, pre

sumptuously, or boldly, towards him ; syn. 35.35“,

(3,11,) from J93». (TA.)

6. Wm" They jested, or joked, [or they did

so, playing, or sporting,] one with another. (A,

Msb, K.)

O r 9 e

vs): see vats.

, Lib

_.Also A good, or an excellent, singer.

(K.)_A youth soft or tender, thin-skinned, or

fine-skinned, and plump. (K.)=The fruit of

a certain plant: (K:) or (K, TA) the plant

itself, namely, (TA,) $.12." axe; [see art.

$16,] (K, TA 5) of the dial. of El-Yemen.

(TA.)

3.6.23, (K,TA.) aPPIied to a man. (TA.)

Brisk, lively, or sprightly. (K.)_Stupid, or

see ZGZ.=See also le;:_and

foolish; as also v $531, (1:, TA,) and v =

(TA :) and stupid, or foolish, and jesting, or

joking. (TA.)_ Weak, ($,K,) and an object

of ridicule. Short and ygly and con

temptible. (K: TA.) _I. q. (01;, and

so in my MS. copy of the K,) orw, of the

form of the act. part. n., (TA,) [Efl'eminatq 8m]

TApplied to a horse, Tall, or long-bodied ; syn.

road beaten, or trodden, ($,

K,) travelled, (TA,) and plain, or conspicuous.

(K, TA.)=A dark night. (K.)=Blach ants;

as also i (K.) _A certain blach esculent

grain : or the stem, or root, of a certain

herb, or leguminous plant, which is peeled

and eaten.

3.1.2; , - see

6’
his; Ajesting, or joking; Msb;) such as

is deemed pleasing, orfacetious: (Msb :) or play,

or sport; (A,K;) as also V143; both

of which words are also used as inf. ns. : and the

latter is also used as an epithet; [as explained

below, voce ;] app. in an intensive sense

[because originally an inf. n.]. (MF.) And

Speech that causes laughter. (Har p. 18.)..

AlspHStupidity, or foolishness. (K.)== See also

~34”

LL23:

2' 3'

Asia}:

0 a

J}.

} see the next paragraph.

4.5}; and l (A, Msb, K) and [in a sense

thought by MF' to be intensive (see iitéln

(K) and [in an intensive sense]

(S [there coupled with .LGJ, perhaps as an ex

plicative adjunct,]) and [in a sense doubly in

tensive] ' Jesting, or joking, (A, Msb,)

and saying what is deemed pleasing, orfacetious :

(A :) or playing, or sporting: :) [in the case

of the third, app., and of the fourth, much, or

often : and in the case of t'he last, very much, or

very often] ._ [Hence,] val; {Lo 1 lVater play

ing in its course, or running' hither and thither :

(A,K:) pl. (“353 its. (A.) And Fact;

A wind, (A,) or violent wind, (TA,) that carries

away everything; as it were, making sport with

it: pl. éléé: (A, TA :) and l £44

signifies the same; (TA ;) or [simply] a violent

wind.

Jroi s “s

vs)! : see vars}.

c"
$3, [aor. 1,] inf. n. He (a man 8:0.)

was, or became, characterized by what is termed

as explained below. (TA.) And w;

6;." The eye was, or became, [so characterized;

or] wide and black; or intensely black and in

tensely white. (high)

."3 (s, A, MM) and t (1‘1)me

ness: or intense blackness: (TA:) or width, with

blackness, of the eye: (Msb:) or intense black

ness, with width, of the eye : K:) or intense

blackness in the eye, with intense whiteness thereof

and width thereof: (A z) or intense blackness of

the black of the eye, with intense whiteness of the

white thereof; (Msbf TA ;) but accord. to A2,

this is said only by Lth, and is a mistake. (TA.)

._Also, the former, Blueness inclining to white

ness. (MR)

I'D)

39$, : see the next preceding paragraph.

-~ 0.

ills-as Insanity, or diabolical possession : (K :)

accord. to MF, it is an inf. n. [of which the verb

is not mentioned]. (TA.):Also fem. of the

epithet next following. (Msb.)

s ,0!

s! A man characterized by what is termed

in the eyes: fern. and pl.

(Msb.) And An eye so characterized.

(SJ—Also Black; ($,K;) as an epithet ap

plied to a man. ($.)_And IA bull, (A,) [i. e.]

a wild bull, and a he-goat, (TA,) characterized

by intense blackness (A) of the horns, (A, TA,)

and of the head, and of the legs, (A,) and of the

eyes, in the case of the he-goat. (TA.)—5.5.5:

and 5.72.! I[A lip and a gum app.

of a blue colour inclining to white]. (TA.) .

3; I[A black, or an intensely black,

night ,-] a dark, black night. (A,* TA.) .—

1223" IThe first of [the three nights called]

the 6“; i. e. K, TA) the twenty-eighth

night: ($,A,K:) the second is called 55.91;

and the third, (s)

I I.»

6):.» Afi‘ected with insanity, or diabolical

possession.

q

p:

1. k3, aor. 5 , inf. 11. ;£3, It (wood) was bad;

(s;) a smoked much: ($,Msb:) or smoked, and

did not burn brightly, or blaze. (K.)_It (a

[or piece of wood for producing fire]) failed

to producefire: (K :) or became burned at its ex

tremity from frequent use in producingfire, and

failed to produce fire. (TA.)—5.9;, aor. = ; and

,2}, aor.=; inf. n. He acted vitiously,

or immorally; transgressed the command of

God,- or committed adultery or fornication .

syn. [the latter of which appears to be

an imitative sequent to the former]: (TA :) and

3:3, inf. n. he stole, committed adultery or

fornication, and did harm to others: (ISh,TA:)

and he acted badly, corruptly, or wickedly :

from the same verb in the first of the senses

explained above. (Msb.) [See also below.]

5. )2}? [He became bad, corruth pf wicked] :

from 5);; as syn. with w [i. 0. $16.]. (Ham

p. 631.)

.r'

)a; Bad, corrupt, , a ' M

£63, [in the sense of $151,] (S, K,) and M;

(s, A, 1; ;) and 1%}; (s, A, Mgb, K) and tie,

and '55, or V 523, (as in difl'erent’copies of

the K,) signify. the same ,- syn. M, ($,A,

Msb,K,) and ,LJ]; (Msb;) and vice, or i-m

morality; vitious, or immoral, conduct,- trans

gression of the command of God ,- or the com

111 “

or wicked, conduct; syn.
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mission of adultery or fornication: ($,A,K:)

and treachery ,- and hypocrisy: (TA :) and

' also signifies illnature; or excfssive per

verseness or crossness: (Msb :) and ' 331:3, with

a. sheddeh to the ), evilness: of badness, in the

disposition; (K ;) as also t 5,5,. (TA.)

)3 ($,Mgh, Mgb,l_{) and 1;; (El-Ghana

wee, Bad wood; ;) which smokes much:

(S, A, Mgh, Msb :) or which smokes, and does

not burn brightly, or blaze : :) and the former,

wood, &c., that burns, and becomes extinguished

before it burns intensely; ;) n. un. with 8:

(TA :) old, wasted, crumbling, and bad, wood,

(Sh, K,) which, when put upon the fire, doe.s not

burn brightly, or blaze; (Sh ;) as also '81:“

(K:) but [SM says,] I do not find any one

beside the author of the K to have mentioned

this last word as applied to wood. (TA.)._. _

Also kg, or 7;; A [or piece of wood for

producing fire] having its extremity burnt from

frequent use in producing fire, and failing to

1’05

producefire ,- (TA ;) as also V’s,“ : or this

signifies a 4.5) that does not producefire.

1,23 : see #3, in two places: ._.and see

places.

9")

ow

Carl .14 .

and 3):): see is; the second, In two

seejfls.

and all» and EJLES: see the first,

in two places. '

kl; : see _.Also A man who acts badly,

corruptly, or wickedly ,- (s, A, Mgh, Msb ;) who

acts vitiously, or immorally; transgresses the

command of God ,- or commits adultery orforni

cation,- (ISh,'$,A;) and does harm to others:

(ISh :) pl. ; which is also explained as sig

nifying men who intercept, and rob, or slay,

travellers on the way: (TA :) fem. with 3:

(AA, 2) also 7;; one in whom is no good : or

treacherous, and one who attributes to his com

panions vices or faults; as also 733;; [in an

intensive sense]. (TA.)

31,513 Certairi camels, so called in relation

to a stallion named )sls, that begot an excellent

breed: ($,K :) or iii relation to a tribe named

thus. (K.)

see

#18:

1. ($.19) (1.1,) inf- n- (so

He rubbed it, or rubbed and pressed it, ($,* K,

TA,) or did so well, (KL,) and softened it;

(TA ;) namely, a skin, or hide. ($, K, TA.)—

He softened its (i. e. a garment’s) roughness by

wearing it. (K.)__He softened him, ($,K,)

and subdued him, or rendered him submissive;

(TA;) namely, an adversary, or antagonist;

(5,191,) and so 15.5., inf. n. (TA.)—

?»1311! He rolled him, or turned him

over, in the dust. I

pained the man by speech. (IDrd)

3. fiud’, [app. The act of contending, d58—

puting, or litigating, vehemently : (see 51:13:,

below ; and see also 6 :) accord. to Golius, (who

names no authority,) the act of conflicting, or

contending; as though rubbing against another.

_Also] The delaying with another, deferring

with him, or putting him of“, by repeated pro

mises. (Z, TA.) You say, slab He de

layed, or deferred, with the creditor, or put him

of, promising him payment time after time;

like 20:3. (TA in art. as.) -

6. 55AM They contended, disputed, or liti

gated, one with another, vehemently. (IDrd,

._.Also, (K,) or K3143, said of two men, ($,)

They contended together, smiling one another ,

syn. 1,1;5, (K,) or 6,15; ($;) contended, or

conflicted; (IF, TA ;) 7.};11 us [in war, battle,

orfia/MJ- (IF,$,K-) '

C a

sis; Very pertinacious in contention or the

like; very contentious; or a great wrangler.

($3 K)

Abra»: see the following paragraph. [For

in the K, Golius seems to have found in his copy

of that Lexicon ill ; for he has explained e183»,

as on the authority of the K, by “ Instrumentuin

quo quid defricatur aut levigatur;” a meaning

which it may possibly have, as agreeable with

analogy, but for which I find no authority.]

I) ’8'

is!» ,aa (1;) and t :15}... (mod, 1;) An

adversary, or antagonist, vehement in contention,

dispute, or litigation. (IDrd, K, TA.)

,1»,

1- 1;;3; (s: Mgh, “Libs Kr) aor- :1 (Bub; Ks)

inf. n. 1:23, ($,Msb,) He supported it, propped

it, or stayed it; (Mgh,Msb,) or he set it up;

;) namely, a thing, K,*) or a wall, (Mgh,

Mgh,) that was leaning; (Mgh,Msb,K;) and

the trellis ofa grape-vine, and the like. (TA.)

_And [hence], inf. n. as above, 1 He strength

ened him, and aided him. (TA.)—And [hence

also,] tHe compressed her (1.53;);

namely, a woman: (K,'1‘A:) or this, or

in”, (TA,) signifies he thrust [his ,._.l] into

her (K, TA) with an agitating action: (TA :)

or he inserted it entirely: TA:) and

signifies the same : so says lSh. (TA.)

8. ,31, (s; Mgh, 1;; TA,) originally

He supported, propped, or stayed, himself

upon it; ($, Mgh, K, TA;) i. e., L; [upon

a staf, or stick]. (TA.) Hence, Us. $5;

2,43." [He supported himself by

resting upon the palms of his hands in prostra

tion]. (Mgh.)_. [Hence also,] til

devil 1 [I stay myself upon him in my afl'airs].

(TA.)

Strength: (TA :) strength and fatness:

(s, TA:) fat andflesh. (TA.) You say, Q2; '9'

There is no strength nor fatness in such a

due. ’(S, TA.) And iii A girl, or

young woman, having fat and flesh. (TA.)—

Also Much wealth or property. (TA.)

Gel .1 e .

a.» : see isles, 1n two places.

if}; A strong thing: (TA :) a thing having

a strong support or prop or stay. (K, TA.)=-.

A carpenter; syn.;L;-.i. =A horse having

a whiteness in his breast: or, in his [app. as

meaning the pit above the breast]: and so i :

(K2) accord. to AA, this latter term is applied

when there is a whiteness in a horse’s breast;

(TA;) and its p]. is ,2; (TA in art. ,s,.)=

The main part of a road : or the middle thereof.

(K)

C I I! 4

Ass : see isles, in two places.

It a a

his; A condition, term, or stipulation.

Lilia (s, Mgh, Mgb,K) and '16, and 1 2,2,

A support: Prop, or “all: luéh’ Mgbs

of a house or the like, ($,K,) or of aleaning

wall; (Mgh, Msb ;) i. e. a piece of wood used as

a support, prop, or stay, ofa house [&c.]: (TA:)

and the wood that is set up for the constructing

[or supporting] of the via); [or trellis ofa grape

vine], or for the raising (if the shoots ofa grape

vine: (AHn,K:) pl. (of the first and second,

TA) jilé; and (ofthe last, TA) jig. (1;, TA.)

_[Hence,] full-p $323 )6“: 1 [Such a

one set up the supports of El-Isldm]. (TA.)

And ,,,Z§l Lib 1“ This is of the things

whereby afiairs are held together. (TA.) _

And [hence,] 5.36; signifies also iA lord, or

chiqfi (s, Mgh, 1;, TA.) One says, 4,51 5%,;

{He is the lord, or chief, of the people, (Mob,

TA,) and their support, or stay; (TA ;) like as

one says, 71:11.5; (Msb.) And/tiles;

I[They are the lords, or chiefs, and the

supports, or stays, of their people]. (TA.) ’Omar

Ibn-El-Khattéb was called by ’Omar Ibn-‘Abd

El-’Azeez Janis" 3:42; I [The support, or stay,

ofthe weah]. '(TA.) _'Also, (K,) or [correctly]

96¢; (s, TA) and tqliie, (TA,) The two

[upright] pieces of wood of the pulley [that

support the cross piece to which the pulley is

suspended]: ($,K,:) such as are made of

clay are termed 05,3».

.wol

In}! : see

$32.34;, applied to a leaning house or the like,

that is about to crack, or fall down, Supported,

or propped: differing from which is

applied to that which presses heavily, such as a

roof, meaning “held [up, or supported,] by

columns.” (TA.)

[4251‘s, app., A means ofsupporting, propping,

or staying. See an ex. voce

i512, originally A place to which one

has recourse for refuge, protection, preservation,

concealment, covert, or lodging,- a place ofrefuge;

an asylum. (IAar, TA.)
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Q. 1. It (water) abounded with

[P1- of uagwfll- (15-)

A. certain anim-alcule

that dives in water: (S:) or a certain blach

animalcule that swims upon water : (Mgh :) or a

certain worm (53,3), that is in pools left by

torrents when their water sinhs into the earth:

(IDrd,K:) or a certain worm (5,,» having

two heads, seen in water when it becomes little in

quantity: (IB:) pl. and ($.)

._ [Hence, app.,] 1- One' who enters much into

afairs ; who is_a frequent visitor of kings.

And hence, 3;.“ Jag-old; JQLEjI, meaning

t[Infants will be] roarriers in Paradise : they

will not be debarred from any dwelling: :)

a had: but the words occurring in a trad. of

Aboo-Hureyreh are 2.3;“

[Your little children 82o]. (TA.)'_A1so This

embryo in the belly of a mare until the fortieth

day: then its make becomes apparent, and it is

called 5,3, until three months old: when it is

called (Kr, TA.)

[dim. of é,$;]._0ne says, ,1

4.25)" La M3, meaning He is acquainted

with, or hnowirig in, this afair.

Q3" was the name ofa certain cunning, or know

ing, or skilful, man ; and hence the saying above

mentioned: :) he was a black slave, very cun

ning or knowing or skilful, and an expert guide of

the_way. (K.) And [hence] one says, [slhl

Elsi}! [More emport in showing the way

than Db'eymees-er-Raml]. (0, TA.)

,5,

1. 5;; and $.53 signify the same: (Fin;

allliTA in art. us, :) the aor. of the former is

’csl, (TA in that art.,) sec. pers. fem. sing.

and and the last with an

inclination to the sound of'a dammeh in the

vowel of the [so that it is between a kesreh and

a dammeh], and sec. pers. masc. and fem. pl.

(S, TA :) nor. of the latter verb

int‘. n. no; (TA in art. L,s,.) :E; [generally]

signifies [or implies] The act of seeking, desiring,

asking, or demanding. (KT.)_You say, his

:Iil, (K,) first pers. aor. (Msb,)

inf. n. a; (Msb, 1;) and (5,23, (11,) in which

latter the alif [written Lg] is to denote the fem.

gender, [and therefore the word is without ten

ween,] (TA,) He prayed to God, supplicated

Him, or petitioned Him humbly, (Msb,K, TA,)

desiring to obtain some good that He had to

bestow. (Msb, TA.) Andiifilib;3[1proyod

to Godfor him]; and as; [against him]; inf. n.

2123: :) [and til I prayed for him, or

blessed him,‘ and I prayed against

him, or cursed him :] and dl [I sup

Ort )‘vv

as Q,» [1plicated for him good]; and Isis
g r

impreeated upon him evil]. (TA.) _ l2;

96m. He desired, or required, or requested,

that’ the writing, or book, should be brought.

(TA.) And “Lin is; His M88, perceiv

ing its odour, desired the perfume. (TA.)

[Hence,] 4,: \23, said of anything in the earth,

means It'ileeded it; or required it: [and so

his: one says of a wall, his It

needed, or required, its being repaired : (see 10

in art. I) :) and] one says to him whose clothes

have become old and worn out,

[Thy clothes have become such as td need thy

putting on others,- or] thou hast become in need

ofputting on other clothes. (Aboo-’Adnan, TA.)

[See also 1o.]_25,’£3, (s, MA, Mgh, Msb,)

and s3 (MA, [and of frequent occurrence,])

inf. n. [:E; and] $.23, (TA, [but the former is

more common,]) also signify I called him, called

out to him, or summoned him, (S, MA, Mgh,

Msb,) syn. (Mgh, Msb,) or iii-ll is to the

near and 5.331 is to the distant, (Kull p. 184,)

and desired him to come, to come forward, or

to advance; (Msb ;) and ' 225.1511 signifies the

same, ($,MA,) [i. e.] I called him to my

self (Mgh.) One says, $1.le l2;

[The @554» called the people to prayer]. (Mgh.)

And the saying of En-Nahdee é”, J a: i 1

means We used to call, or invite, them to El

Isldm at one time, and to legve doing so at

another time. (Mgh.) And (Msb,)

inf. 11. 2E; and 5,23, or the latter is a simple

subst, (Msb,) and EELS, (S, [app. there men

tioned as an inf. n., agreeably with many other

instances,]) means also I invited people to eat

with me, or at my abode. (Mgh.)—[Hence,]

4.253! Iii 3&3 C: What drew, led, induced,

or caused, and constrained, or drove, thee to do

this thing? (TA.) And sis;

i. e. [Rain that fell in 21 region which had

become abundant in herbage invited us thither,

or] was the cause of our seeking its herbage.

(Th) And 3.3.2; t; ’23.}, ($,Mgh,1_{,*) or

OJ" ,1... 35}, i; ,ng,(Nli,TA,) [It draws,

(it attracts, what is to come after it, of the milk,]

said of some milk left in the udder. Nh,

Mgh, K, TA.) And 4,359! gig; He drove

him, or urged him to go, [but more commonly

meaning he summoned him,] to the prince, or

commander. (1;;l TA. [In the TK, ,5: k5::

to the thing, or afl'air.])..-[Hence likewise,]

:Efci signifies also The calling to one’s aid.

thus, [in the Km- ii. 21,] means

And call ye to your aid [your helpers]. (TA.)

_And $4.11: \55 He called upon the dead,

praising him, and saying, Alas for such a one .'

or he wailed for, wept for, or deplored the loss

of, the dead, and enumerated his good qualities

and actions; as though he called him. ’(TA.

[See also 5.])_And \le and a}; 11

called him, i. e. named him, Zeyd. (lVIsb,K,

TA.) And .of} Qt} +Icalled him, i. e.

asserted him’to be, the son qf Zeyd. (Mgh.)

883

Z'm' his; -|-God destroyed him: [as though He

called him away:] whence ’25,

in the Kur- lxx. 17, [describing the fire of Hell,]

1-It shall destroy him who shall have gone back

from the truth and turned away from obedience:

or this means tit shall draw, and bring, 860.2 or

it refers to the of Hell [i. e. the tormentors

of the damned]: (de) or it means tit will do

to them hateful deeds. (TA.) [Also] God

punished him, or tormented him. (TA.) And

03351;; it; tGod caused an evil, or abomi

ilable; event to befall him. (ISd,Z,

(9)2” IHe left some milk, such as is termed

agsfl, in the udder. (M,1_<,Tl}.)’Aooon.l. to

Irish, 3.913 is an inf n., like iéls and igte.

(TA.)

3. ath signifies ITlle proposing an enigma

or enigmas to a person; or the contending with

another in doing so; syn. ($,K,TA.)

You say, 35.15:; II proposed to him an enigma or

enigmas; &c. (TA.) A poet says,

\3 and

gym...” Lijlj'l L33

[1- I propose to thee an enigma: What are things

that are taken as companions in nightg'ourneying,

good, and the efl'ects whereof are not good ?]:

meaning swords. ($.) _ And The asking a

thing of one much, so as to weary; as also

(K.) Lil‘s-ll 1W0 pulled

down, or demolished, the wall upon them, from

the sides [or foundations] thereof. (Kf _

[Golius assigns other significations to uni), for

which I find no authority: namely, “ Convocavit

ad Deum propheta, prasco sacer,” followed by an

accus.: and“Contenditcontraalium: Provocavit:

pecul. rem vindicans sibi vel arrogans.”]

a! bet)

6;“ E5W."
i i

i i

4. [so in some copies of the K; in other

copies 7013!; the former of which I regard as

the right reading;] He modihim to assert his

relationship as a son_ [for “sea-3, in my copies of

the K, I read Y uslg, syn. with 6,25,] to one

who was not hisfather. [SM, wholagpfars

to have read l its], says that it is like Mt

1! 4,0

and ab'jiss].]

5. $.15! [infi n. of iii] signifies The

W’s-Lg [or singing, or quavering or trilling and

prolonging of the voice, or prolonging and modu

lating of the voice,] of a woman wailing for the

deed. (TA. [See #1 £3, above.])

6. calla" signifies The calling, summoning,

or corzvbking, one another. (Mgh.) You say,

ham $133 [They called, summoned, or con

v’ohed,’one another for war: and hence,] tthfg

prepared themselvesfor war. And l’slfi

41;, (Msb, 15,) or Us», (T, M,) They

bollected themselves 'together, (K,) or called one

another so that they assembled together, (M,) or

leagued together, and called one another to

mutual aid, (T, Msbf) against him, (Msb, ,)

or against the sons of such a one. (T, M.) And
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3,5 :33" 421; vii-$3 1-The enemy

ddiianced against him:from every side. (K,"

TA.)._[Hence,] 42:11} Jill‘s 3.7th @265

Jé 1- The cloud! lightened and [thun

from e'bery quarter. (TA.) And “£1.35

0W1, (Mgh, Mgh,) or 1%,", (TA,) IThe build

ing cracked in its sides, (Mgh,) or became much

broken, (TA,) and gave notice offalling to ruin :

(Msb, TA :) or cracked in several places, without

falling; and in like manner, midis,

(Mgh,) the walls cracked in several places; with

out falling: (Mgh,K:') and

the walls fell to ruin by degrees; syn.

:) [but Mtr says,] 3:15;." 5.51.35

is a vulgar phrase; not [genuine] Arabic. (Mgh.)

And cola“; said of a sand-hill, + It, being put in

motion, or shaken in its lower part, poured down.

(Mgh.) And [hence,] 3.3; nThe

camels of such a one became broken by emacia

tion. (TA.)_. .plil'tjlg'lgilli They called one

anothgr by surnames, dr nicknames. (Mgh.)—

uelml also signifies 1-The trying one another

with an enigma or enigmas; or contending, one

with another: in proposing an enigma or enigmas;

a(TA in art. p.) You say,

1;; 1-[Between them is an

enigma with which they try one another; or by

proposing which they contend, one with another].

(s,1_<.*)_.,.\i~-.n +They com

pete, one with imother, [as though each one

challenged the others,] in discoursing of the

science qf chasteness of speech, and eloquence.

(Her p. 446.) _. See also 8, in two places. ==

[Itis also used transitively:] you say, jfin gill):

They [together] called the people. (Mgh in art.

[See 6 in that art.])

7. um»! i. q. Akh heard one
tar '00, '6'! p,

or more of the Arabs say, Lgex'j U,» ,3, mean

,0 e ‘1

ing lag-fl [i. e. Had they called us, &c., we had

certainly answered, or replied, or assented, or

consented].

syn.

8. He asserteda thing to be his, or to

belong to him, or to be due to him, either truly or

falsely: (Kf TA 2) he claimed a thing; laid

claim to it; or demanded it for himself: and he

desired athing; or wished for it. (Mgh.) And

Est-ll and hut.“ "$835 signify the same

_ [i. e. They claimed the thing, every one of them

for himself]. (Mgh.) You say, Q31; U1;

I35 [I asserted myself to have, a claim upon

such a one for such a thing; preferred a claim

against such a one for such a thing; or claimed

of such a one such a thing]. And

'le 34...: uh; [Zeyd asserted himself to have a

claim upon ’Amr for property ,' or prejlerred a

claim against ’Amr &c.]. (Mgh.) And 545;!

Jsu'i It Le uh: [Thou hast asserted against me,

or charged against me, or accused me of, that

which I have not done]. (S and in art. .99,

5a A

and s in art. 451.) {3,215 a; [San us,

in the Kur [lxvii. 27], means This is that on

account of which ye used to assert vain and false

things : or which ye used to deny, or disbelieve :

or, accord. to Fr, the latter verb may here be

used in the sense of ; and the meaning

may be, this is that which ye desired to hasten,

and for which ye prayed to God in the words of

the Kur [viii. 32], “ O God, if this be the truth

from Thee, then rain Thou upon us stones from

Heaven, or bring upon us some [other] painful

punishment :” ‘it may be from ills" : and it may

be from (5;;3": (TA:) [i. e.] it means this is

that which ye used to demand, and desire to hasten ;

from ilhjll: or that which. ye used to assert,

[namely,] that there will be no_ raising to life;

from $3231. (3.3.) And @213 Lljjg, in the

Kur [xxxvi. 57], is explained as meaning And

they shall have what they desire, or wish fgr;

which is referrible to the meaning of, ilk-3.3L

(TA.) _. Ydu say also, 653‘! [IIe

asserted the relationship of father to him of one

who was not hisfather ; or claimed as his father

one who was not his__father]. (T, Mgh, high.)

And [He asserts his relation

ship as a son, or claims the relationship of a son,

to one who is not his father]. (T, Msb. See 4,

in three places.) And 4,03; [One who

is not his father assert; him to, he his son,- or

claims him as his son]. (T, Msb.) £23m in

war signifies The asserting one’s relationship,

syn. :Tjsi'gs; ($, TA ;) as also idlil;

(TA 3) i. e. the saying “I am such a one the

son of such a one.” And [hence] some

times it includes the meaning of Informing, or

telling; and therefore .5: may be prefixed to
9,:

its objective complement; so that one says, 0'};

sub 43; cell, i. e. Such a one informs of the

Jeeéréeuy qf'his deeds. (Msb.)

10: see 1, near the middle of the paragraph.

_[Hence, vex-ll signifies also It called for,

demanded, required, or invited, a thing. See

also Ag Gk]

.f.' I I I

3);; [as an inf. n. of un.] elgmfies A single

time or act ($, Msb) [ofprayer and of impreca

tion, as is indicated in the $, and also, though

less plainly, in the TA]. See 2G3. _ [Also, as

si no,

such, A. call] You say, Q9)" 3):, 3.;

TA) and .riill, and 53;; and cribbin the

former case 8);; being used as a simple subst.,

and in the latter case as an adv. n., (TA,) mean

ing :31; L; [i. e.)He, or it, is

distant from me the space of the call of the man

and of the dog]. (1;, TA.) And 9155,2311

The call is to them before the others ofthem:

(K, TA -. in the CK is amistake for

accord. to the T and the Nh, in the case of gifts,

or pay, or salary. (TA.)_ The call to prayer :

whence, in a trad., dip! u? 1332:»)! [meaning

The qfi‘ice of calling to prayer rests among the

Abyssinians]; (JM, TA ;) said by the Prophet

in preference of his 03;; Bilél. (JM.)__A

call, or an invitation, to E'l-Isltim. (Mgh.) You

say, 4%? and )3ku‘9l 'élhe and

Aunt 12556, meaning I call thee, or invite

thee, by the declaration of the faith whereby the

people offalse religions are called: Z56 being

an inf. n. syn. with £323, like and iatlls:

(JM :) 431:?! and viii}; and laid; sig

nify the same: and 3"." [in like manner]

means the declaration that there is no deity but

God. (TA.)—An invitation to food, ($, M,

Msb, K, TA,) and to beverage; or, accord. to

Lh, specially a repast, feast, or banquet, on the

occasion qf a wedding or the like : (TA :) thus

pronounced by most of the Arabs, except ’Adee

of’Er-Rabéb, who pronounce it, in this sense,

'39:“ (A’Obeyd, $, M, Msb :) it is an inf. n.

in this sense, ($,) or a simple subst.: (Mst

and V signifies the same ; (K ;) or, as some

say, this, which is given as on the authority of

Ktr, is a mistake: (TA:) and so does Vikki;

[app. an inf. n.]. Msb, You say,

Q35 5;; and V6155, meaning [We were in

dluded in] the invitation (153 [see 1]) of such a

one to food: (§,hlsb: [but in the latter, as,

in the place of :]) [or we were at the repast,

orfeast, or] banquet, of such a one; for] you say

[also] i523." all; and light u." [He

invited him to the repast, or feast, or banquet:

and in this sense 8;; is commonly psed in the

present day]. (MA.)_See also Syn—and

Also i. q. or (accord. to

different copies of the K) [both in the sense of

Confederation to aid or assist]: (K, TA :)

[whence] one says,

[meaning The confederation of such a tine is with

the sons qfsuch a one]. (TA.)

.10)

8,»: see the next preceding paragraph.

.40

5,5; respects relationship, Mgh,) like

h

or elf-lat! ;) meaning A claim in

respect of relationship; (K 5) [i. e.] one’s claim

ing as his father a person who is not his father ,

(Az, Mgh, Msb ;) [in other words,] one’s claim

ing the relationship of a son to a person who is

not his father: or one’s being claimed as a son

by a person who is not his father: (Az, Mle :)

thus pronounced by most of the Arabs, except

’Adee of Er-Rabab, who pronounce it, in this

sense, V (S, Msb.) See also _

Also Kindred, or relationship, and brotherhood .'

so in the saying, 5;; )fdl uh [I have in, or

among, the people, dr hompany of men, kindred,

or relationship, and brotherhood]. (Ks, Msb.)

._ See also

’01

(5,»: see 2E3, in five places._..Also a

subst. from 8; M, Mgh, Mgh, TA ;) omitted

in the K, though better known than the sun;

(TA ;) and so 15,15 (M, Mgb,K) and 13,152

and '52,, (M, K,) accord. to the general pro

nunciatiori, (M,TA,) and lag}, (M, K,) accord.

to the pronunciation of ’Adee of Er-Rabab, (M,

TA,) and 13;.513; (TA, there said to be syn.

with ;) [meaning An assertion that a

thing belongs to one, or is due to one; a claim;

as is indicated in the S and Mgh and K &c. ;] a

demand; a suit; (Yz, A2, Msb;) whether true
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or false: (Mgh, 1;, TA =) the pl. of [5,23 is

,G; and (53¢; ; the former of which is pre

ferable accord. to some, being, as IJ says, the

original form; but some say that the latter is

preferable: (Msb :) [the latter only is mentioned

in the Mgh:] the alif in the sing. [written [5]

is a sign of the fem. gender; and therefore the

word is without tenween. (Mgh.) Yz mentions

the sayings, 4.2:) Li's u] Illave, in

respect of this thing, [a claim or] a demand, and

sills; or [claims or] demands, as written in

different copies. (Az, Msb.) And $5

M.”ng [If men were given according to their

claims, or demands,] occurs in a trad. (Msb.)

_ See also

8 a;

(5,2; is a word used only in negative sen

' 3 s .

tences: :) you say, [5,5, pill! Lo There is

not in the house any one: ’($,K :*) Ks says that
J O i I r r 0’

it is from a)», and [properly] means l”? we

’14.; [there is not in it one who calls, &c.].

($i)

is an inf. n. of 1; (Msb,K;) as also

V6323: (K :) the former is originally 363:

($:) [both, used as simple substs., signify A

prayer, or supplifgtion, to God :] and the pl. of

the former is Ital. ($.) IF says that some of

the Arabs, for V 5,23, say V [5323, with the fem.

alif [written [5]. (Msb, TA.) One says, ml

W! V6,}; Us meaning’[0 God,

make us to share] in the prayer (oi-a) of the

JIIuslims. (TA.) And hence, in the Kur [x. 10],

isl'ln es 4

MM slit—.13 V1,2523 [Their prayer in it

shall be ,LJn sol-a]. (TA.) [55 followed

by J signifies An invocation ofgood, a blessing,

or a, benediction : followed by [51}, an imp-reca

)4)

tion of evil, a curse, or a malediction.] 5E»! 3),.»

is a title of The first chapter of the Kur-iin.

(Bd.) _ [Hence,] signifies also Adoration,

worship, or religious service. (TA.)_ And i. q.

3;] [i. e. Belief; particularly in God, and in

his word and apostles do. : faith : &c.]: a mean

ing mentioned by the Expositors of El-Bukharee.

(TA.)—[Also A call, or cry; and so V655,

as in the Kur vii. 4 (where the latter is explained

by Bd as syn. with the former) and xxi. 15.] _

And [particularly] A calling, or crying, for aid

or succour. (TA.)

:5; One invited to a repast: pl. 155; as in

the saying 5;; :32 [With him, or at his abode,

are guests invited to a repast]. (TA.)—One

who makes a claim in respect of relationship;

;) [i. e.] one who claims as his father a

person who is not his father; (Az,Mgh, Msb ;)

[in other words,] one who claims the relationship

of a son to a person who is not his father: or

one who is claimed as a son by a person who is

not his father; (Az, Msb;) an adopted son:

(s, K =) pl. 533, (s,) which is anomalous; (no

in xxxiii. 4 ;) occurring in the Kur [in the verse

just referred to], where it is said,

OJ

($) Nor hath He made your

adopted sons to be your sons in reality. (Jel.)

_And One whose origin, or lineage, or parent

age, is suspected; (K, TA ;) as also Vusliz

pl. of the former as in the next preceding sen

tence. (TA.)

6", I,

sjhi; and 3,6} t

'0!

see [5,».

c. . Co); _

isles: see 3,», in two places.

war

{is} One who prays, or supplicates God, or who

calls, &c., much, or often. (TA.)

5523“ [an epithet in which the quality of a

subst. predominates ;] The [orforefinger] ;

(K ;) i. e. the finger with which one calls [or

beckons]. [TA.)

gt; [Praying, or supplicating God :] calling,

or summoning: (Mghz) [inviting :] and par

ticularly, [as an epithet in which the quality of

a subst. predominates,] one who calls, or summons,

or invites, to. pbey a right or a wrong religign:

(TA :) pl. Sis; (Mgh, Msb, TA) and (bet).

(Msb, TA.) [Hence,] sit? U513 [God’s sum

moner, 0r inviter; i. e.] the prophet: z) and

also“ (Msb,K,) or simply gels", (TA,) The

[or summoner to prayer]. (Msb, K, TA.)

[Hence also, ung The summoner of death,

lit. qfdeaths; like o'u'él in. ]_See also the

next paragraph, in two places._Also A punisher.

(Ts)

£513:

also _Qélll it;le The remainder of the

milk, (K,) or iii/iii io'zofi, of the milk, in the

udder, ($,Mgh,) that draws, or attracts, (K,)

or in order that it may draw, or attract, (S,

Mgh,) what is to come after it,- Mgh,K;‘)

as also 93." V [’56, occurring in a trad., where

Irbr .

see 5):), in two places:_and see

it is said, goal [3le [Leave thou the re

mainder qf the milk, in the udder, that is to

draw, or attract, what is to come after it]; (S,

Mgh ;) i. e. do not exhaust it entirely. (Mgh.)

_Hence, a.ng is metaphorically applied to

signify 1A mean, or means; a cause,- or a

motive; (Har p. 306 ;) [as also V élh, often used

in these senses in the present day;] and so, in

an intensive sense, V3153»; [properly signifying

a cause ofdnazving, attracting, or inducing, &c.,

originally 5,0“, being a noun of the same class

as and 5.5;]: (Idem p. 86:) [the pl. of

the first is él33.]_Aloo i The cry ofhorsemen

in battle; (K ;) as being a call ’to him who will

aid, or succour. —2.;;ll fThe

anxiety [or rath‘er anxiiities] of the bosom. (Ham

p. 509.)_4.s.\it [551); '1’The vicissitudes of

fortune: (K, TA :) sing. 3.3151,. (TA.)

: see what next follows.

25$ (s, 1;) and tijfii (1;) An enigma; a

riddle; ($,K;*) like [and 5,13]; and

including such as is in verse, like that quoted

above, in the second paragraph of this article. ($1.)

I’Dv Ir.

3b.»: see 3):; latter part, in three places:

_and see also 251;: [pl. Ltd-Hence the

saying,] éLL; 5, i. e. 1[He possesses

means of attaining honour and elevation, and]

causes of glorying, or memorable and generous

qualities, especially in war. (TA.)

5: a e 3 a e

[,6.» pass. part. n. ofl; as also V [£44.]

3 as

[59“: see what next precedes:._and see

a .

also Us), last sentence.

Claimed property F[left]: a! is

nought. (Mgh.) _ a,“ J3» One upon whom.

a claim is made for property [&c.]. (Mgh.) [A

defendant in a law-suit.]

is

s,» Claiming property [&c.] ; a claimant.

(Mgh.) [A plaintifl‘ in a law-suit.]

u"

4' I vs

1. as), aor. Usgt, inf. n. M: see 1 in

art. ,ss.

3 .

u,i=,\: &c.: see art. f,

)2

1- 23, m (K,) int n- 15;. ($,A,K,) He

pushed, thrust, drove, impelled, or repelled. (S,

A, This is the primary signification. A.)

_ 03.53, aor. as above, He pressed him, or

squeezed him, until he died. _31;

as.) (K,) inf- 11-313, (s, 15.)

She pressed the throat, or fauces, of the child,

(K) TA,) on account of the pain termed ggiidt,

($,“ TA,) and (or that is to say, TA) raised his

uvula with her finger, K, T4,) compressing

that part on the occasion of the pain’s being eac

cited by the blood. (gA’Obeyd,TA.) So in the

trad., therefore do

ye torinent' your childr'en by Cais'ing the uvula

9%.: ($:) and it Tor

ment ye not your children by pressing the throat,

or fauces, so. (A’Obeyd, TA.)_..And .5};

this, (TK,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (K,) She

fed her child ill: and she suchled him without

satisfying him, (K,) so that he remained hungry,

and applied himself to every one he met, and ate

and sucked, and would such the dug of a ewe or

goat: and the like is said of a she-camel with

respect to her young one, accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed

Es-Snkkaree, who thus explains the latter of the

two traditions quoted above; but Az says that

the right explanation is that given by A ’Obeyd,

as is shown in 'the traditions [elsewhere]. (TA.)

_ 1:55.“! icsle (TK,) aor. and inf. n. as

above, (K,) He missed the thing with the thing.

(1;: TK->=¢;i£ 323, (K,) m (TA,) inf- “

(1;,> and v L$5.115, (1;, TA,) 01' the latter is

a simple subst., (TA,) He rushed upon him with

out consideration; TA 3) he _charged upon

him. (TA.) Hence the saying, uh; '§ V (sis,

(,StAlKi') and V635;: and Vill‘g’ and

II;

as 9 (also like and

51;}, i. e., Rush ye upon them without
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consideration, and oppose them not in regular

ranks: ($,* A,“‘ K,* TA :) or mix ye among

them, g'c. (K32) A woman is related to havepsaid

to her son, V 6);." 6;]! 13]

then the eye sees the eye, [or when eye meets

eye in war,] then rush thou do.

Qt He entered the house: :) as though he

thrust himself in. (TA.)

eat?

fast: see 8 in art. ’53.)

323 (TA) and 153.23 ($,A,K) The he: of

snatching a thing unawares; seizing it hastily

when its owner is unawares: A,K :) or the

springing, or rushing, upon a commodity, to

snatch it unawares: or the filling one’s hand

with a thing and carrying it of. (TA.) Hence

the trad. (s, A) of ’Alee, (TA,) 1532.11 Us

[There shall be no amputation of the hand for

snatching a thing unawares: 6c]. A, TA.)

61"

5b; : see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

and (5;; and see 1; the first, in

three places.

’4’ 0'

3):.» 5A fierce war, in which the word is ,

(K,) or hei- (TAO

use:

git-l; [The patella, or knee-pan ;] the round

bone which moves about in the head of the knee,

($,1_{;) or which turns aside and moves about

above the of the knee [which are said to be

certain bones in the knee, like fingers put to

gether, holding together one another]: (TA :)

or the bone in the inside of the knee, on the right

and left of which are the ligaments (“£1111 [app.

meaning the internal and external lateral liga

ments of the knee-joint, between which is the

patella]): (IDrd, TA :) ora bone having at its

eftpemity up [perhaps a mistake for u?

4:5,): at its two extremities]) two ligaments

(QC-Q; [app. the tendon of the extensor muscles

of:the leg and the ligamentum patellaz]), at the head

of the [a bone in the kpee-joint]: (TA :)

it is a subst., like JAE: and walk: (TA :) also

[explained as signifying] the piece, or portion,

of fat beneath the skin that is above the knee:

or, as some say, the ligament (8.2.5.5) [in that

part]. (TA.)—Also Compactflesh: pl.

(TA.) You say of a man whose flesh is com

pact, is;le [As though he were a hits].

(TA.)='A150 Clear, shallow, water: (IDrd,

K:) pl. as above. '

Jib-i

The young one of an elephant:

or of a wolf. (15.):‘323 An ample, or

copy, anda plentiful, life; (As, [as also

-| 10¢

' A poet says,

, yt'rl'ié’; 2:." g "E g a

as - e .w'ol so, foe s”

* “fly J2}: Q‘ufiJ'SJ-‘Ab *

[And an ample, or a plentiful, state of life, that

was hers, passed away: and she feared not one

day that her case, or afiluence, would depart].

(S in art. )a.)_Y0u say also disk; A

plentiful, or fruitful, year: so says IAar: and

he cites the saying of El-’Aj_jaj,

d ,b- i 4 4’0 e

i Y [igqug 0515;, I:

[And when the time of men, or of the people, is,

i

or was, plentiful, orfruitful]. (SJ—And J.”

Abundantfeathers or plumage.

s . e _

ulihs; and its fem., with 3: see above, in

three places.

J»

1. g 3&3, 80135, (K,) ian n. 523, (TA,)

He entered it like as enters he who is doing a thing

that induces doubt, or suspicion, or evil opinion,

(K, TA ;) like as the hunter enters the lurking

place to circumvent the game: so in the T and

M. (TA.) =3! 1;; He sought, or de

sired, to do to them evil, or mischief, when they

thought that he desired to do them good. (T,

TA.)

4. dist He (8. man, TA) disappeared in a

[or place in which one fears being taken

unawares]. (K,‘ TA.) _ 4,! J5}! He acted

treacherously towards him, 'dnd took him un

awares. (K.).._He slandered him, or calum

niated him. _);':)" Us J's)! He intro

duced into the afair what rendered it unsound,

or corrupt, (K,) or what contravened it, (JK, $,

M, 0,) and rendered it unsound, or corrupt.

(s, M, o.)_._,'sj§\ we The land became

abundant [and dense (as is implied in the $)] in

trees. TA.)

.9! Q r

J“: see Jet-s.

J2; Badness, corruptness, or unsoundness ; or

a bad, a corrupt, or an unsound, state or quality,

(S, and Mgh in art ;) [in an affair, &c.;]

like ($ ;) and a thing that induces doubt,

or suspicion, or evil opinion; [in an affair; or]

in a man: (Mgh ubi supra:) or a cause ofbad

ness, corruption, or unsoundness, in an affair.

(JK,T, K, TA.) Hence the saying of El-Hasan,

v3x23 eifi Q65 1,353: [They made the Book of

God ’to be a, cause of corruption: or perhaps

they made the Bookwqf God corrupt; i. e. they

corrupted it]. (TA.)._ Confusedness, or en

tanglement, and abundance, ofplants or herbage ,

(M, ;) most commonly known in plants oflt’he

kind termed w, when amid Joy's [i. e. def,

app. here meaning silt, or alluvial deposit, left

upon the ground by a torrent]. (M, TA.)—

Tangled, or luxuriant, orgbpndant and dense,

trees,- ($,K;) as also J5). (TA.)—Any

place in which a wile, machination, or plot, is

practised; (JK ;) a place in which one jbars

being taken unawares: :) and '51.;3 signi

fies the same as [app. meaning sucli a place

as is here described]: (JK,I_{:) the pl. of the

former is [:1 pl. of pauc.] and Jib).

._Accord. to En-Nadr, An elevated [tract of

ground such as is termed] and i. q. zésl

[a hill, or mound, &.c.]: and a valley: and a

level, or smooth, wide, depressed tract of land:

) r05

tJles',

[tracts of] land from which water has sunk into

the earth, or receded: and low, or depressed,

tracts of land: and level, or smooth, tracts

thereof. (TA.)

0 4 Bi I I I 6:

and [Jh'ul signifies mountains: and way)“

*3, applied to a man, In whom is a bad, a

corrupt, or an unsound, quality, and what in

duces doubt, or suspicion, or evil opinion; as

also “32;, a contraction of the former. (Mgh

in art. J53.) __ Applied to a place, as also

labial, i. q. ,3 [app. as meaning Having

tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and dense,

trees]: or obscure, or concealed; ;) as also

093. (TA.)

a, a lea

n.9, : see Jbs.

Calamities, or misfortunes: (A ’Obeyd,

JK,'T, K :) erroneously written by JJMSS, (K,)

and so by IF in the Mj, (TA,) as on the autho

rity ofA ’Obeyd, who said only Jytés, (K,) and

thus it is in a verse of Sakhr lil-Hudhalee:

(TA :) [but in one of my copies of the it is

written :] it has no sing.: :) or, as

El-Bekree’ says, its sing. is not known: but

some say that it is 33,5, [thus without any syll.

signs]. (TA.)

aft; One who seeks, or desires, to do coil, or

mischief, to his companions, when they think that

he desires to do them good. (T, TA. [See the

next paragraph.]) _. See also

gift; Concealed rancour, malevolence, malice,

or spite. (M,K.) = Persons who seek to blame

one, or to find fault with one, and to act trea

cherously towards one. (M, K. [See 3515])

._05 '.r

J5“: seeds}.

) a I

dbl.» The bottoms, or interior parts, of val

leys; (M,K;) and the level, or smooth, tracts

thereqf, when their trees are numerous. (M,TA.)

Abs

1. $23, aor. (K,) inf. n. £3, (JK,s,) He,

or it, broke the nose, making the breach to ex

tend into the interior. (JK, S, [So too accord.

to the explanation of the inf. n. in the KL;

though Golius renders it, and app. also, as

on the authority of the KL, “ depressit nasum ;”

while Freytag follows him in thus rendering only

the latter verb; which I do not find in any

Lexicon.]) = Also, (M, K,) inf. n. as above,

(M, TA,) He covered a vessel. (M, K.)_And,

said of rain, It covered, or overwhelmed, and

prevailed over, or subdued, the earth, or land ; as

also be». (TA.)—And£1.33, (5, K,) aor. =;

(Ks walks, a. 1;.) =; as.) inf- u

;23 and 51.323 ; (TA ;) said of heat, (s,1(,)

and of cold also, (J K, K,) It came upon them,
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[properly] as though it were a thing that covered

them; synJéé-fi; asalso [Golius,

app. misled by a wrong interpretation which I

find in the KL, (mentioned by him as one ofhis

authorities in this case, in addition to the and

K,) explains these three verbs as meaning “totum

corripuit, et deliquio animi affecit :” and Freytag

has followed him herein.])= [The inf. n.]

is also used, (K, TA,) in a form of imprecation,

(TA,) as an imitative sequent to [q. v.], and

is in like manner followed by fits, (K, TA,)

or (TA.) And one es s, ” .5»;
p T y ’

4M, 44's,, [meaning I did that in spite

of him ; or against his will]. (TA.)

4: see above, in two places.= J's}!

;\;:Ul He put the bit into the mouth of the

horse; (:IK,A2,$,K;) as also @jgljgl

v.,).iJl ,5. (TA.)—And hence, (Az,$,TA,)

though'some say that the reverse is the case,

(TA.) Jim in (AZ, $.19 qié-n (K,)

inf. (JK, He inserted [or incorpo

rated] the letter into the letter; (JK, K, TA 3)

as also H.531, [which is itself an

example of the incorporation of one letter

into another, being] originally ($, TA.)

=d..k;l, said of God, He blackened his face:

(K :) and i. g. (K,“i TA ;) both signify

IHe did evil to him, and angered him: or the

former verb has the former of these significations,

explained in the K; and the latter verb signifies,

with its pronoun, “he angered him.” (TA.)—

iii-'5 1.5;! He, or it, caused him to want

such a thing,- (AA, TA in art. 8);) [and] so

13%! Q51; (L in art. Jig-Q as also dial.

(AA, L in art. as. voce 3.1.5, and TA in art.

lbs! Such a one vied, or strove,

with the people, or party, in hastening [to eat],

flaring lest they should be before him, and there

fore ate the food without chewing. (K,* TA.)

[And as explained in the TA in art.

'6”, has a similar meaning]

8 : see the next preceding paragraph.

n.,2e,1, inf. n.;L;,b;l, said of a horse, He

was of a colour inclining lo blachness in his face

and lips, [or in his face and the part next the

lips,] blacher therein than in the other parts of

his body.

and

animals, (see $53)] A. colour inclining to black

ness, ($,K,) in the face and the part next the

lips, or in the face and the lips, differ

ingfrom, ($,) or blacker than, (K,) the colour of

the other parts of the body.

Q 4 a I ' ‘

V 1,5,, in a horse, [and in some other

I’D)

lab; : see what next precedes.

with damm, (S, K,) applied to a man,

($,) Black : ($, K :) or black and big. (K.)=

Also a pl. offigl [q. v.]. (TA.)

‘ A pain in the fauces. (K.)

it“; an imitative sequent to (K,* TA.)

Bk. I.

A horse of a colour inclining to blackness,

(S, K,) or of a black colour, (Mgh,) in the face

and the part next the lips, or in the face and

the lips, (K,) or in the face and the muzzle,

(Mgh,) difl'ering from, (S, Mgh,) or blacker

than, the colour of the other parts of the

body ,- ($,Mgh,K;) called in Pers. a}; [or

rather 2:39, from which is arabicized];

(AO,* $, Mgh,K;) in some instances, without

any admixture of 5);;- [here meaning dark, or

ashy, dust-colour] : (AO, TAz) it is also applied

as an epithet’tp’a wolf: and the fem. is

and the pl. is 4,5,: ($ :) the masc. is also applied

to a ram, meaning having any, the least, blach

ness ; especially in the end of the nose and beneath

the chin : and the fem. to a ewe, meaning black

in the end of the nose and in the chin; (TA ;) or,

thus applied, black in the face: (JK :) and the

masc. also signifies black in the nose : (JK, :)

in which sense it has for its pl. (TA :)

accord. to the K [and the JK],;,Z.3, 2. pl. ofgsl,

signifies white; as though it had two contr.

meanings; but this is a mistranscription for 3,23,

with the unpointed (TA.) It is said in a

prov., jg? $531! [The wolf a blackish in the

face and the ’part next the lips, not being so

in the other parts,- or rather, is black in the

nose]: for, whether he lap from a vessel or not,

is a necessary characteristic of the wolf,

[all] wolves being ; and therefore he is some

times, or often, suspected of having lapped from

a. vessel when he is [really] hungry : the prov. is

applied to him who is regarded with a wish for

the like of that which he has not obtained.

_.Also One who snufiles; i. e., speaks from

[i. e. through] his nose; (JK, K, TA 5) i. e. i. q.

sari

05.1. (TA.)

J:

1. <M.M@b.1.<. 8w.) (T, M. M.)

or *, (Msb, [but this is a deviation from a

general rule, and is probably a. mistake,]) inf. n.

(Lth, T, s, M, Msb) and .43; (M, TA ,)

and v .3»; (Ibn-fAbbéd, M, Msb, 1; ;) said ofa

bird, (Lth, T, s, &.c.,) It beat its sides (4.33, i. e.,

Msb, M, Msb) with its wings: (M, Msb:)

this is’what is meant by the following explana

tion: (Msbz) it moved [or flopped] its wings

(Msb, K)_for itsflight, (Mgh,) as the pigeon (K)

and the like : (TA:) and it went [or flew] along

a little above the ground: or it moved

[or flopped] its wings, with its feet upon the

ground, (Lth, T, M, K,) flying, and they, rose;

(Lth, T ;) and in like manner V and

'JJI-al: [or] J, and 73>! signify also

it (a bird) went along quickly, with its fleet upon

the ground, and then raised itself (Msbg)

It is said in a trad., l; '5’} L;

:ijo, (K,* TA,) i. e. What moves [or flaps] its

wings [in flying], as the pigeon (K, TA) and the

like, (TA,) may be eaten; but [what ski-msfllong

without fiapping,] such as vultures (K, TA) and

hawhs and the like, (TA,) may not be eaten.

(K,* TA.) [But] aor. ;, said of an eagle,

signifies It approached, or was near to, the

ground in its flying. (T.)—And, aor? ,

(M, Msb,) inf. n. (s, M, Msb, K) and .35,

(K,) He, or it, (said ofa camel, K, TA, and of

a bird, TA, or ofa party of men, Msb,) went a

gentle pace; (S, M, Msb,K;) as also

(IAar, TA.) Dhu-r-Rummeh uses it metapho

rically in relation to QQSH [the asterism of the

Hyades, or a of Taurus], describing [the

Pleiadcs] ; saying,

* $55 up: U1; *
Jabe 1: re 0 saw I) e:

“ M9?) are?» “*

[Their Debardn goes along gently near after

them, so that it is not outstripped, nor does it

overtake]. [And 13:35, accord. to ISd,

seems to signify nearly the same : for it is imme

diately added in the M,] in the saying,

a r, If 4 .v E r a

t we: w} #1 M‘1; r

, a: r I J a '0'

* Lama’miypfltun... *

[app. complaining, to God, of the slowness of his

she-camel, as though meaning To Thee I com

plain qf her pressing on slowly and laboriously,

like the gait of the old woman removing the three

stones for the support of the cooking-pot], the

poet means (M. [But I rather think that

the meaning here intended is, going along with

an inclining from side to side; perhaps from

signifying the “side.” See also 6 in art.

9;.]) One says also, 5.1;.“ 62;..."

The troops g0 gently, or leisurely, towards the

enemy. (s) And of e3,

7:":ng [A company coming gentli, or leisurely,

of the sons of such a one, so came to us].

r’ a a: a o o” a 5’

And qbafjl of 7351;” a; A company

ofArabs ofthe desertjourneying leisurely in search

ofherbage and sustenance [so] came to them. (Z,

, .3. r V a: . g. .4

TA.‘) And Q9+_»,:,5,a,1nf. n. “e.,/s), They area

party journeying together pot a hard pace. (AA,

T.) And usfii 5;} ul; .3; (manure) inf. n.

j;, (K, TA,) He_went lightly upon the ground;

(3311;) and .35 signifies the same. (IAar,

T.) And also signifies The act of running.

(T.) __Also 55;, aor. : , [app. They journeyed

to a region of green herbage and waters in con

95 /

sequence of drought: (see 351,-.) and hence,]

they had rain. after experiencing drought.

__ See also 10, in two places. = §ee also 3. =

@341 .33, tor. 1, (Tie) inf. n. has, ($gh, 15,)

He uprooted the thing; ewtirpated it. (Sgh,

2. J35, inf. n. He liattfned, sped, or

went quickly; ;) as also 7 (IAar, K.)

= See also 3, in two places.

a. .13», (T, s, M, high, 11,) and 5.3.; in,

(TA,) inf. n. 3.3.3.3 and .563; (T,$,M,M§b;)

as also SL313, which is of the dial. of Juhey’rleh,

(T, M,) altered from the former, (M,)and 451'} ;

(Msb, TA ;) and '33,, (K,) 01- g.» has,

(M, Msb, TA,) inf. n. (Msb;) as also

' 112
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as; .5; ; (T, M ;) and V33, aor. ’-,_[or,

accord. to rule, =]; (Msb;) [as also 49L: ;]

namely, a man, (8,) a captive, (T, $,) or a

wounded man, (M,) He despatched him; i. e.

hastened and completed his slaughter; (T, $, M,

Mab,K;) or wounded him so as to hasten his

death. (Mgh.)

4. 3,1: see 1, first sentence, in two places.

2 01¢ uefi

_Jé'jl 4:15 $6)! The events came upon him

consecutively, or uninterruptedly. (8gb,

J 0' U

6. 1,511 JIJJ The party, or company of men,

bore, or pressed, or crowded, one upon another.

(As, A ’Obeyd, T, S, M, _ See also 1.

10. JAIL-ll: see 1, first sentence._Also It

(a thing, M) was, or became, prepared, (AZ, '1‘,

M,) within one’s power or reach, M, and

easy,- ($,.K;) like ilel-A, the 3 being sub

stituted for b; [as also Jxlili] and so

V (T, M,) aor. ,; (M ;) [as also You

say. L; murals.) and l»

:11 '35, (AZ, T,) Take than what is prepared

for thee; (AZ, T ;) what is within thy power or

reach, and easy to thee. ($,I_{.)_And It (an

affair, or a thing,) was, or became, rightly dis

posed or arranged; in a right state; ($,K;)

or complete, Msb,) and in a right state: z)

and‘ JALA signifies the same. (IKtt, IB, TA.)

$4.2“! IHe shared his pubes with

the razor, (Kfl‘ TA,) and did so utterly,- occur

ring in this sense in a. trad. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. see 1, in two places:_and

see also 2. _... [The inf. n.] signifies [also]

The beating a [or tambourine] hastily [or

quickly]. (M, TA.)

5

.35 The side, syn. 4.5;, (Lth,T, s, M, Mgh,

Msb, K,) of anything, (Lth, T, M, Msb, K,) for

instance, 0f_a bird, (Msb,) and of a camel; (8 ;)

as also '35: (Lth, T, Mgh, Msb =) or the our

face qfthe side; ;) as also 7333:

(K =) pl. .1533. (T, M, Msb.) Hence,

a 0" 0.9, 0/ 0 ’t,‘

* wrnerww' *

[.lIore enduring than an old camel in whose

sides are scabs formed over wounds: a prov.].

(TA._ [See Freytag’s Arab. Prov. i. 737.]) And

U1; wi‘i is} [and 4.33, i. e. He

passed the night turning over and, over upon his

sides]. (TA.) The saying of ’Autarah, describing

his she-camel,

on an

i r J I e r B \l 0 r

4’5‘q?”'E¥Q?q?*r *
means And as though she were shrinking from

the quarter ofher of side, ._.: being here used in

the sense of Us, from a creature that cries for

food at supper-time; meaning a cut, of uglyform

and big head, fearing to be scratched by it: as

J says, [in art. km] she shrinks with her 06'

side because the rider’s whip is in his right hand:

(EM p. 233 :) [or the meaning is, as though she

were shrinking with the outside of her of side ,

lit, with the side of her of side; for, accord. to

ISd,] this is an instance of the prefixing of a

noun to another identical therewith [in significa

tion]. [Hence also,] Q13;

i. e. a,»ng Q!) [May God [smite'hini with the

pleurisy]. (TA.) _Also A. bank; an acclivity;

or a part that faces one, above the foot or base ,

of sand; and of land or ground: accord.

to En-Nadr, [the pl.] signifies banks; ac

clivities; or parts thatface one, above thefoot or

base,- of land or ground; (T, TA ;) as also

.363, of which the sing. is 124333= (T,I_(:)

accord. to Z, the of valleys are the elevated

parts of the sides. (TA:)—See also the next

paragraph. _ And see

Q ,

and vhf), (TrSiMi Mghthlbt the

former the more approved, (K,) the latter men

tioned by A’Oheyd, ($,) [and now the more

common, A tambourine ;] a certain thing with

which one beats, (M, K,) or with which women

beat, ($,) or with which one plays; (Mgh, Msb;)

of two kinds; round; [such as is figured, under

the name of “tar” ()Uo), in chap. xviii. of my

work on the Modern Egyptians, with several

pairs of tinhling plates of brass in apertures in

the hoop, and sometimes, as in the kind used by

hired wailing-women, without those tinhling

plates;] and four-sided: [the latter seems to be

only for amusement; for] it is said that the four

sided is unlawful; but there is no harm in selling

the round: (Mgh:) pl. (M, Mob, 1;.)

ii!

35;: see in three places._[Heuce,]

G31" +[The trvo side-boards of the horse’s

saddle;] the two boards that lie against the two

sides of the beast; (Mgh ;) or the two sides [or

boards] of the horse’s saddle, that embrace it

between them: [see :] and so dljl

+the two sides #0. of the camel’s saddle.

And in like manner, (M,) M! IThe

two sides [or boards] of to; book; (M, TA ;)

the two things that embrace the book between

them; (T, M, Mgh, K,‘ TA ;) the two faces,

that are on the, two sides, of the book. (Mgh.)

One says, L; I[.He retained

in his memdry, or got by heart, what is between

the two boards, meaning the whole contents, of

the book]. (TA.) [33 signifies also + A board

in a. general sense; and so And hence,

+A rudder.] And J1." 'l-Thc thing [or

piece qfskin] that is upon the head of the drum :

(so in a copy of the M :) or JZLJI Ithe two

things, (T, K,) i. e. the two pieces of shin, (TA ,)

that are upon the head [or rather upon the two

extremities] of the [common cylindrical] drum.

(T, K, TA.) One says, $11!! I[He

beat the two shins of the drum]: (TA.)

I)!

55,5, An eagle approaching the ground ($,

in its flight (S) when making a stoop: ($,K:)

orflying swiftly. (Skr, TA.)

3 as I) a: 34

Li,» [rel. n. from .3,» pl. of d; and 55> ;

app. meaning A seller, or, like a maker,

of tambourines]. (K: there mentioned as an

appellation of a certain man.)

An owner oftambourincs (M,

TA.) [And] A beater of the tambourine

(MA ;) [and] so see

3 r '

db.

~ea~ 3

53.6; : see .3), near the end of the paragraph.

= [It is also the inf. u. of R. Q. 1, q. v.]

3 r - iv

J1; [originally Job, act. part. n. of d),

. 5 '

q. v.,] is opposed to \JLa, which signifies

“spreading its wings and not moving [or flap

ping] them ” [in its flight]. (M, TA.) A rajiz,

(M,) Ru-beh, (T,) [for the sake of rhyme], uses

ule for (T, A com

pany of men going a gentle pace: (Msb :) and

3513 [alone] a party journeying together not a

hard pace: (AA,T:) an army going gently,

or leisurely, towards the enemy: (8,119“) a

company of men coming from one country or

town to another: (IDrd,M:) aparty going to

a. great town or city : (TA 2) a company of men

journeying leisurely in search of herbage

and sustenance : (Z, TA :) a party of the people

of the desert journeying to a region of green

herbage and waters in consequence of drought:

and [hence] a party having rain after experien

cing drought,- as also (M.) See 1, in

two places.

Que: J

J3.» A maker of 55,5, [or tambourines].

(M. [See also A camel‘s

hump that falls [or hangs] down upon his sides.

($,$sh,K-)

see

is,

1. k2,3,3, aor.=, ($,,M, Mgb, 13,) inf. n.

(slums T9,)‘like inf. 3.. of and

825;, like isbb inf. n. of 95, said ofa

man, (S, Msb,) He was, or bechme, warm, or hot :

(S, M,*K:*) [generally meaning the former:

see his, below:] or he experienced [warmth,

or] heal .- (Har p. 295:) or he wore what ren

dfred him warm, or hot: (Mgh:) and

sfill [he wore warm clothing to protect himself

:from the cold]: (Mgh :) and it'd-t3 (S, M, Mgh,

K) sit-‘49. (a, Mob.) and ' its» (s, M, Mgh,

1.1) son». ($tMght) and '53 (s. 1;) some

the last of these verbs [originally $31,] of the

measure Jig-56$, [He warmed himself with

the garment,] are said of him who has clad him

self with that which renders him warm, or hot:

($:) or the meaning [of Qfll,‘ finial] is he

desired warmth, or heat, by means of the gar

ment: (Mgh:) and and occur,

for wish and Qtéa'J-ol, as’meaning I woi'e what

rendered me warm, or hot. (Lth, T, TA?) You

say also, Sign [The tent, or house, or

chamber, was, or became, warm, or hot]. (Mgh.)

And §53, (M, Msb,1$,) aor. :, (Msb, K,) inf. n.

4.55.33, (TA,) It (a tent, or house, or chamber,

181:, T, and a day, Msb, TA) was, or became,

warm, or hot. (181:, T, M, Mab, K, TA.) [And
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in like manner, a garment; as is implied in the

$.] And Our night was, or became,

warm, or hot. (S, O,TA.)=l.iS, for see 1

in art. ,5).

3 : see 4.

4. :Lisl It (a garment, S, Mgh, Msb, of wool

or the like, Mgh) rendered him warm, or hot.

(sf Mgh, Mgh?) And He clad him with a gar

ment (M, K, TA) of wool #0. (TA) that ren

dered him warm, or hot. (M,K,TA.)_[Hence,]

1H0 gave him a large gif ,- (TA ;) or he gave

him much. (K.) BUM The people, or

company of men, collected themselves together

[app. so that they made one another warm, or

ht (K "t.”’\-is\T/ z.o]. It; zecame

exceeded a hundred. (M.):ab'fl, in the dial.
:5, a J ~05 J I e

of El-Yemen, as also Vows, i. q. [oUgl and] 015‘,

and 063, [see art. 9),] He despatched him,

namely, a wounded man ; i. e. put him to death

quickly.

5:

8 : see 1.

10:

: see what next follows.

25;? lVarmth, or heat; syn. (T, s,

Mgh) and 5313;; (Mgh;) contr. #3}; (Mgh,)

or contr. 5.2.9.; (M,K;) as also "st

can TA) and "53. (K,) inf- “. of (s,

TA,) and V 32%;, also inf. n. of accord.

to the $ and Sgh, and of accord. to Yz:

(TA :) pl. (M, thing [or gar—

ment or covering] that renders one warm, or hot,

(Th; $2 Mr Mgh, Kr) of maul, (Th, M! Mgh) Kr)

or the like, (Mgh,) or of camels’ fur,- (Th, M,

K;) as also 7:15;: (K,"' TA 2) pl. of the former

as above. ($.) You say, it}; 0.21; L; [There is

not upon 'him any warm garment or covering, or

anything Zappender him warm]: but you should

not say, 8:8; 491.: Le, (T, because this is an

inf. h. ($.)_The shelter (be) of 8. wall [by

which one is protected from cold wind]. (T, $,

You say, Jail-1M Lib 53; U? [Sit thou

in the shelter of this wall]. (T, And "gig;

[also] signifies A shelter, for warmth, from the

wind. (M.)_. The young ones, or ofspring,

(EC-.9, s, M, Mgh, K,) and hair, or fur, (M,

K,) and milk, M, Mgh,) of camels, and what

ever else, of a profitable, or useful, nature, is

obtained from them: ($, M,* Mgh, K9“) so

called~ because clothing, with which to warm

oneself, is made of camel’s hair and wool : (TA :)

it occurs in the Ear xvi. 5: ($, TA :) accord. to

I ’Ab, there meaning the ofi'spring of any beast

(is). (TA.) _ A150 + A gift. (1;)

see :Je.=Also i. q. [The having a

bending forward of the upper part of the bgch

over the breast: &c.: see 654;, of which

. isuthe inf. n.]. (M: in some copies of thidlf

4b,; in others, and in the TA flu.- [See List,

below: and see and in art. ,5;.])

Warmly clad; ($, K ;) applied to a min ;

(S, TA ;) fem. with 3: (TA :) and so VQUS;

fem. (53;; (13s, M,Msh,K;) and pl., of the

masc. and fem., is}: (M, TA:) and so licf's,

accord. to IAar, who cites, as an ex., the follow

ing verse :

110/; ’0’“a )5 J a

* eérég Lé§> LQLPJ eel ¢>e+e *

Oege' ii '0) 2)“: e

* Abbai-MHfllQJ-é *

[Alma-Leyla passes the night warmly clad, while

his guest, by reason of the cold, becomes deserving

qfhis properties] : (M, TA :) though it has been

asserted that and its fem. are applied

peculiarly to human beings; and pecu

liarly to time and place; and as", to ahuman

being and to time and place: (TA :) [for] this

last signifies [also] warm, or hot: (M :) [and so

does each of the two other epithetsz] you. say

(Msb) or ' {$53, of the measure M,

(T, $, 0, TA, [though this is said in the Msb to

be not allowable,]) [a warm, or hot, tent or

house or chamber,] and in like manner ":53;

[a warm garment], ($,M,O,TA,) and "$53

(T, s, 0, TA) and 13,6; (TA from Expositions
9 ’0 e 2-91

of the Fe) [a warm, or hot, day], and ' 43:5, 4”

to, ’

(T, $, 0, TA) and V (55; (TA from the Exposi

tions of the Pay) [a warm, or hot, night], and

4, .r 9

an, 903i and viii-f, (1;) and 1553.; (M, K)

a warm, or hot, land; pl. of the last

(M, TA.)

05:, I

W; : see his.

I»! I my 0 r _

Qt”, and its fem. (5b,: see '33,, in four

places.

3 a

L233, (T,$, M, K,) also termed (As,

IAar,$,K,) but this latter is not of established

authority, and is not mentioned in the M nor in

the 0, (TA in art. iii») The rain that falls after

the heat has acquired strength; (M, in art.

13,, TA ;) when the earth has put (lit. vomited)

forth the Elli-a [or trufiles, which, accord. to

sz, are found in Nejd (Central Arabia) at the

period of the auroral setting of the Tenth Mansion

of the Moon, (which happened, about the com

mencement of the era of the Flight, in that part,

on the 11th of February 0. S.,) when the sharp

ness of winter is broken, and the trees put forth

their leaves: see also 1 in art. _ " '] : (Lth, IAar,

Th, M:) or the rain that is after [that called]

the [q. v.], before, as in one 'cOpy of

the $, in another without any syll. signs,)

or in at first part of, (th3, as in the TA,) [that

called] the [q. v., and see also 2;], when

the 3% disappear entirely from the earth:

(S, 0, TA :) AZ says that the beginning of the

is and the end is [i. e.

the period extends from the auroral setting of

the Tenth JlIansion of the JVIoon (about the 11th

of February 0. S. as explained above, when the

sun in (Arabia has begun to have much power,)

to about the 9th qffllarch 0. S.: seefll (3)13,

in art. J); and see also another statement yoce

2,3]. ($,TA.)_.And the term #223; [used

as a subst., or as an epithet in which the quality

of a subst. is predominant, for 339,] is

applied to The 33:» [or provision of corny-e.],

(AZ, T, S, M, K,) whatever it be, that is brought

(AZ, T, before, written without any

syll. signs in a copy of the 5, and in the

CK,) or in the first part of, (J3, as in the M

and TA and in a copy of the and in one of the

K, [and this appears to be the right reading,] in

a copy of the T M,) the [here meaning

spring]: (AZ, T, M, K =) this is the third

8):»; [see this word for an explanation of the

statement here given ;] the first being that called

the £33, [q. v.] ; and the second, that called the

Habit]. v.]: then comes the £23); and then,

the which comes when the earth becomes

burnt [by the sun]. (M.)_ And in like manner

also, (AZ, i. e.,gby the term is also

meant, (M,) The [or ofl'spring] (AZ, $, M)

of sheep or goats [brought forth at that period,

as is implied in the $, or] in the end of winter :

or, as some say, at any time. (M.)

'15 '4

Fag-U; : see the next preceding paragraph.

2-6; : see 23;.

0 ¢ , _ u .' -

265;, and its fem. (With a): see as}, in seven

places.

III; 0

3'45; : see 2.)}.

in E

59; (so in some copies of the K; but accord.

to the TA without a final F, i. e. as in other

copies of the K;) fem. Curved in body.

(K. [See also in art. 93.])

see

iis'li 3.4 (As, Th, s, M, 1;) and tiiiii (M,

Camels having abundance offur (As, Th,$,

M, and fat ,' (As, $, rendered warm by

their fur; (M ;) as also 7 and V "U

I? 0,

3B.» :

3:3“ :

z) or the latter two signify many camels; ’(As,

$, M, 0;) because (As, S, O) rendering one

another warm by their fregth ,- (As,$, M, 0;)

and so, accord. to the L, 55.», without t. (TA.)

.4 O I

w“:

953’ )

8U»: see what next precedes.

239”

4f,“ ;

)Zés

(s. 14th,}, 8e) and (Lh. Fr.

Msb, like 1,)”, (TA,) [A register;] a

number of leaves put, or joined, together: $,

M, K:) or an account-book; syn. 9L1:

(Msb:) or a written book: apdoigtkngy be that.

applied to a blank book, like gag-31123;: (Mghz)

[it is a Persian word, arabicized ; though asserted to

be] an Arabic word, but, as IDrd says, ofunknown

derivation; and by some of the Arabs, [namely,

the Benoo-Asad, (Fr, TA in art. )253,)] pronounced

112 "
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(lush) 1.1.1363. (s, Mgh =) of which the

dim. is 01):,33. (Mgh.)

Q I be)

{aw}: see above.

)5:

1. 35;, aor. 1, (A, Mgh, Msb, K,) inf. 11.333

' (A, Mgh, Mu.) andjdg, (A,) or the latter is a

simple subst.; (Mgh, Msb;) and v).§>l; (Msb;)

It, (a thing, A, Msb,) and he, (a ‘man, TA,)

stank: (A, Mgh, Msb, K 2) [see alsojgs, below:]

but some say, ofjés, that it is a possessive epithet,

having no verb pertaining to it: and accord. to

IAar, '15,! signifies he (a man) smelt of his art.

(TAO—)5. m (T19) inf- n- (K,) or

3.33, (M,) ii (food, or wheat, M, 1;, and flesh

meat, M, TA) became maggotty. (M, K,

Also He (9. man, was, or became, base,

abject, rile, or despicable. (IAar,' K,‘ TK.)

4: see 1, in two places.

.33 (T. s. M, A, Ms, K) and 533. (IAN,

M, A, K,) the former a simple subst., and the

latter an inf. n., (Msb,) or both inf ns., (A,)

and '55:, (Msb,) Stink,- stenz-h: (lAar, T, S,

M, A, high, never used to signify a sweet

smell: (M :) accord. to Aboo-’Alee El-Kalee,

has the above-mentioned signification; but

signifies pungency of odour, whether stinking

or sweet: other authorities, however, assert,

accord. to what is transmitted from them, that

the word signifying intense pungcncy of odour,

whether sweet or bet], 3s with 5, and with towo

fct-hahs, whencejésl 41.1.0: I Aar says that B55

signifies stink, or stench'; and baseness, 0r

vileness; but this is not known on any other

authority. (M, L, TA.) _Hence the saying of

’Omar, I3, meaning [Alas, what stench! i.e.,

+ Alas, what an abominable thing! i.e.] 13:

(A’Obeyd, T, S, M :) or it means Alas, what

baseness, or vileness! (IAar, T, M.)_Hence

also the phrase, meaning [May God make

stench to cleave to him, or it! i. e., 1- Fy, or shame,

upon him, or it! i:e.] ll : Mgh :) and

(T,“ S, M,) meaning

[Mayfoul stench cleave to that which such a one

doth! i. e., + Foul shame upon it! i. e.]

(S, M ;) but in an intensive sense; (M ;) said in

declaring a man’s case, or affair, to be bad, or

abominable. (T, s.) _ Hence, i00,}3_1n,(TA,)

and}; 1:1, K,) tCajlcznnity, or misfortune.

(s, TA.)._And ,1], (T, A, K,) writ

ten by Aboo-‘Alee El-Kzidee ')§3:st, but this is

wrong, (R,) and 1533,21,(IA1§r,) and 56;, and

2631!, (M, + The present world; (T, S, M,

A, K;) because of its calamities, or misfortunes.

(TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph, in four

places.

is; (mama. 1;) and '33? (M. A. K)

Stiizhing .- (M, A, Msb, 1;.) fem. [of the former]

a}; (s, M, A, 1;) and [of the latter] 15,55. (M,

A, 11;] Stinhing and maggolty jlesh

meat. An army, or a col

lected portion thereof, or [a troop of horse, having

rusty armour or arms: (K:) or smelling ofthe

rust of their armour or arms. (A.)

: seeps, in two places.

(indecl., with kesr for its termination, TA)

The female slave. (T, M, Mostly used in

vocative expressions. (TA.) One says to a female

slave, (T, S, A, Msb,) reviling her, (S, Msb,)

463, L3 meaning 0 thou stinking one! (T, S, A,

Mgh, Msbz) alluding to her intrinsic foulness.

(Msb.) _ See alsojgs, last sentence.

'04

5.5!; seep).

MOS _ Fee a 0' 4 _

)s'fl, and its fem. it)” : see)”, 1n_three places.

6':

1. .1533, (s, Msb,K,) aor. =, (K,) inf. n.

(Msb,K) and (TA) and 533;, (K,) [He

impelled it, pushed it, thrust it, or draw it; and

particularly, so as to remove it from its place;

he propelled it; he repelled, or repulsed, it; he

pushed it, thrust it, or drove it, away, or back ;]

he put it away, or removed it from its place,

(Msb,TA,) by, or with,force, or strength: (TA :)

or signifies the putting away or removing or

turning back a thing before the coming or arriv

ing [of that thing]; like as signifies the

“putting away or removing or turning back”

a thing “ after the coming or arriving ” thereofi

(Kull p. 185.) Hence the saying in the Kur

[ii. 252, and xxii. 41], 91.6] ft]? ~§,°§,' [And

were it not for God’s repelling men]; where

some read V [which means the same, as will

be seen in the course of what follows, though

bearing also another interpretation, likewise to be

seen_ in what follows]. (TA.) You say,

0;}! [I impelled, pushed, &.c., the man].

And then, inf. n. ’6; [and 531.3]; and

ling); (TA;) [both, app., accord. to the TA,

signifying the same; but the latter more pro

perly relates to several objects together, or sig

nifies he impelled it, pushed it, &c., much, or

vehemently, or often; whereas] TA)

and (TA) are [often exactly] syn. with

(K, TA.) Thus, (TA,) you say, as meaning the

same, '61; and [IIe repelledfrom him;

whence another explanation of these two phrases,

which see in what follows]. TA.) And hence,

23%| inf. n. I[May God

repel, or avert, from thee what is disliked, or

hated, or evil] : (TA :) and 50:." Shit £313,

inf. n. ébia, I[1|Iay God repfl, pf'av’erlt,‘from

thee evil]. TA.) And (55$! 4;; w: I[I

repelled, 0r averted, from him what was hurtful,

or annoying; as also Vii-513]. (high, K, TA.)

Sb mentions, as a saying of the Arabs, :5."

{[Repel thou, or avert thou, evil, or

mischief, though but with a finger : the last word

being in the accus. case by reason of the subau

dition of the prep. a); the meaning.being

(TA.) [See also an ex. voce {,5}.] When

is made trans. by means of :95, [and has

a single objective complement, a second objec

tive complement is understood, and in general] it

has the meaning of the act of 1- Defending; as in

the Kur [xxii. 39], 1,23? 317,5;

1‘ [Verin God defendeth those who have believed;

i. e. repellethfrom them aggression and the like];

(B ;) and 'éilluz, in the same, (K, TA,) accord.

to another reading, signifies the same ; (K, TA ;)

or this latter signifies t de/britletli energetically,

with _the energy of him who contendeth for supe

) at I

riorz'ty in so doing. (Bd.) And ' Gail; sig

nifies [also] r I pleaded, or contended in argu

ments, in defence of him. (Mgh.) [Exceptions

to the statement cited above from the B will be

found in what follows in this paragraph; and

ésd.]_[In the exs.

which follow, the verb is used in senses little

differing, essentially, from those assigned to it in

another exception, voce

the first sentence of this art.] _. 513'?

[I poured forth from the vessel d single

pouring]: the last word, which is with fet-h, is

an inf.’n. [of un.]. (Mgb.)__us Us “15;

Eli?“ 1 [She (a ewe, or goat, or a

camel, S, infused the first milk into her

udder, i. e., secreted it therein, a little before

bringing forth]. And vii: bill

1[She (a ewe or goat, or a

camel, TA) secreted the milk in her udder when ,

about to produce her young, by reason of its

abundance]; for the milk becomes abundant in

her udder only when she is about to bringforth :

the inf. n. [app. the inf. n. of un.] is (TA.)

And alone, said of a ewe or goat, signifies

IShe secreted milk in her udder when about to

pfgduce the young; expl. by v.1;

to," [which see in art. first]. (S, TA.) Accord.

to En-Nadr, one says and oils,

when her young is in her belly; but wheh slie

has brought forth, one does not say (TA.)

_In the saying,

[lit. A cloud overspread us, and we drove it away

to other persons], meaning Iit departed from us

to other_ persons, Mini; is for which

means _[lit. it was driven away from

us]. (TA.)_s.;..’.._. +[He refelled him,

or refuted him: by ’an argument or the like].

(MP in art. Cab.) _Jfiu + Irebutted

the saying; repelled it by an argument, an alle

gation, or aproof. (Msb.)_t,i.b I'Liea’ve

than this, sparing him. (As, TA.) [See chain]

_[In several exs. here following, the verb

resembles 89.5! ; , the like, being under

stood after it.]—1U! C); [The water poured

out, or forth, as though it impelled, or propelled,

itself]: (TA: [where it is followed by

as an explicative adjunct:]) and so 3:" [the
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tin-eat]. (ISh.) [See also 6.] And [531,“

ELolle [The valley poured with water]. (TA in

art.’é\..‘.g..)_.p;lb 'l-[He pushed, or

pressed, on, or forward, as though he impelled

himsel , in his running]. (5 in art. 1,); &c.)

[See also 7.] _11;)! r The people, or: cgm

puny ofmen, came a: once; (Msb.)_ C3;

9K0”, (TA,) and 8;, (Msb,TA,) in the

pass. form, (Mgh,) 1H0 reached, or come to, the

place. (Mgh, TA.) You say also, 13;

I45 I This is a road which pegches to

such a place. (TA.)—ibis): 0.: c3; +He

commenced the journey from ’Arafdt, and im

pelled and removed himself thence, or impelled

his she-camel, and urged her to go. (TA, from a

trad.) And +Ire-moved, went,

went away, orjourneyed,from the place. (Mgh)

[See again 7.]_é§5 also signifies +He returned.

(MF.)_When is made trans. by means

of all, it [generally, but not always, as has been

shown above,] has the meaning of the act of

Giving, or delivering,- as in the Kur [iv. 5],

[Then give ye, or deliver ye,

1g them their property]. You say,

Li; [Igave, 03- delivered, to sych g tame a

thing]. And Zagij £43: I

restored the deposit to its owner. (Mgh) And

QC," [I gave him a part, or

portionqu the property]. in art. vs) ; and

the like is said in that art. in the And

[alone] He gave it; syn. (Er-Raghib,

2: see 1; fourth sentence. _ '35 M3

1 .He drove him, compelled him, or necessitated him,

to do, or to have recourse to, such a thing. (TA.)

_;.a§> also signifies He rendered him abject

and contemplible, or poor; as though deserving

to be repelled. (Ibn-Maaroof, as cited by Golius.)

[See the pass. part. n., below.] _. é; tHe

made his bow even. (Alfln, TA.)

3. [in its primary acceptation] signifies

The contending, or striving, with another, to push

him, or repel him ,- or the pushing, or repelling,

another, being pushed, or repelled,I him,- or the

pushing against another; syn. (TA.)

[Hence, fist IIe is striving to suppress

the urind and ordure: see And

92;" The striving to retain lie: see 2 in art.

é-lj. ._ But it is often used in the same sense as

855:] see the verb and its two inf. ns. in seven

places in the former half of the first paragraph of

this article.._Also fig. K, TA:)

in some of the copies of the 5, Eight; (TA.)

You say, S3513, (Jm, TA,) or a}; 5);,

(Mgh,) 1‘ defined with him, delayed him,

or put him of, in the matter of his right, or due,

by promising time after time to render it to him;

[and so repelled him, or strove to repel him,_from

11,-] syn. 12126. (Jm, Msb, TA.) And 613

1‘ He deferred, delayed, postponed, or put

of, his (another’s) needful afl'air. (L in art. 45).)

_l:'aé ail; +The man attached, or

devoted, himself to such an affair, and exerted

himself, and persisted, 0r persevered, in it. (TA.)

5 : see 6, and 7.

6. bailfl [They contended, or strove, together,

to push, or repel, one another; or] they pushed,

or repelled, one another; or pushed against one

another. (Msb.) You say, fax-ll 1,251.6 They

pushed, thrust, or repelled, one another in war, or

bottle. ($, [Hence,] tiles“ 1“ The

two sayings, or sentences, opposed, or contradicted,

each other; conflicted,- were mutually repugnant.

(Mgh in art. use.)_ JQIn as!» IThe torrent

was impelled, driven, or propelled, in its several

parts, or portions, by the impetus of one part, or

portion, acting upon another; and in like

manner, [or as signifying it became impelled,

driven, or propelled,] ' c543, and [in an

intensive sense] V 83.3. (TA.) [See also

@l.]_qe;iiil 651.93 [in like manner

signifies TThe running of the horse continued

by successive impulses, his force of motion

in each part of his course impelling him through

the next]. (TA.)__.See also 7.=[lt is also

trans.] You say, {51" lyJMJ They repelled the

thing, every one of them from himself. (TA.)

And :5." [A guest whom the tribe

repel, or repulse, every one of themfrom. himself

(IDrd, KO

7. csth is quasi-pass. of 1353; (s, 1;, TA ;)

and l is quasi-pass. of' 1,33; and ' c.5143 is

quasi-pass. of hails: but all three are used in the

same sense: see 6: (TA :) [the first, however,

primarily signifies He, or it, became impelled,

pushed, thrust, or driven; and particularly, so as

to be removedfrom his, or its, place; became pro

pelled ; became repelled; became impelled, pushed,

thrust, or driven, away, or back, or onwards;

became put away, or removed from its place; as

is implied in the and K and TA: whereas the

second, properly, has an intensive signification:

and the third properly denotes the acting of two

or more persons or things, or of several parts or

portions of a thing, against, or upon, one another;

as is shown by exs. and explanations above:

though the second and third are often used in the

primary sense of the first.] _ [Hence,] c.5451 also

signifies 1- He went away into the country, or land,

in any manner : (Lth :) or, said ofa horse [8a).],

the [or it] went quickly or swiftly K, TA)

[as though impelled or propelled; pressed, or

pushed, on, or forward; rushed; launched, or

broke, forth ; it pouredforth with vehemence, as

though impelled: see 1, which hasasimilar mean

ing, particularly in the phrases 21;)! and

J 0 i 8 e e e ' . '

Ml), and as); '8fc']'—L§5fl C’le

9.3.4:, ($,K,TA,) and 3mg 63', (TA,) IHe

pushed on, or pressed on, in discourse, and in

reciting poetry; or entered thereinto; or launched

forth, or out, thereinto ; or was large, or copious,

or profuse, therein; or dilated therein; or began

it, commenced it, or entered upon it; syn.

(1;, TA.) And Us 8J1 [He brokeforth

into laughing]. (JK in in. 5,.)_[us as»:

,fbilalt +Hefell to eating ofntzhefood ; or applied

himself eagerly to it.] .._x’9l 8AM 1H0

acted with penetrating energy, or sharpness,

v-igorousness, and efectiveness, in the afiair; syn.

(A, TA.)

10. 5539! i] asked, or begged,

God to repelfrom me evils. ($, K.)

. 93 [see 1. Used as a simple subst., it signifies

Impulsion; or the act of pushing, thrusting, or

driving; and particularly, so as to remove a thing

from its place; propulsion; repulsion,- &c.].

5 I B I

34.5, A single impulsion; a push, a thrust, or

single act of driving; and particularly, so as to

remove a thingfrom its place; a single propulsion ,

a single repulsion : ($,* Msb, K} TA :) [it is an

inf. n. of un. of 1 in all its senses; and thus,] it

signifies also a single act ofpouring: [&c. :] pl.

(Mgh) You say, i. c. [He

impelled, &c., him, or it,] oncp [or with a single

impulsion, &c.]. (TK) And 515-2:

i. e. [I poured forth from the vessel] 21 single

pouring. (Msb.)_ [As an inf. n. of un. of 1,]

it also signifies + A coming qfthe collective body

ofa people, or party quen, to a place at once.

(TA.) __ [Also 1-A heat, a single course, or one

unintermitted act, of running, or the like.]

9,0)

3:3; A. quantity that pours forth, or out, at

once, from a skin, or vessel: (Lth, K :) aquantity

poured forth, or out, at once, (Mgh,) [or with

vehemence, being] syn. with (IF, S, Msb,

K, [in the CK with in the place of the ,5,]) of

rain, [i. e. a shower, fall, or storm, as meaning

the quantity that falls without intermission,]

(IF, S, high, K,) and [a gush] of blood, (IF,

Mgh,) &c. : (IF, S, Msb :) it is also [used as sig

nifying the tide] of a valley, (K in art.,=~.lo,)

and [the tide, or rush,] of a torrent, ($ and

K in that art.,) and [the rush, or irruption,] of

a troop of horses or horsemen, (S and K in

art. 64,, &c.,) and [the irruption, or invasion,]

of night: and in art. Pub :) pl. (Msb,

K) and 5.6.33 and $6.33 and $1553. (Msb)

You say, 5U?! There remained in

the vessel as much as one pours out at once.

(Msb.) ._ Also A part, or portion, that is given,

of property. in art. *5.)

T5,, determinate, as a proper name, The ewe : .

(Ibn-’Abbéd,K:) so called because she pushes

her thigh this way and that by reason of bulki

ness. (Ibn-’Abb:i.d, TA.)

and l [That impels, pushes, thrusts,

drives, propels, or repels, much, or vehemently :]

both signify the same. Hence the say

ing of a woman, ($,) an immodest woman, (0,)

namely, Sejahi [the false prophetess, to her hus

band the false prophet Museylimeh, describing

the kind ofps which she. most approved], (L,)

:wag (S, O, L.) You say also,

'0‘?“ a:

b; A man who impels, propels, repels,

or defiznds, vehemently. And

A. she-camel that kicks ( with her hind leg

on being milked. (TA.)

see grim—Also One who, when a
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bone happens to be in the part that is next to

him, of a bowl, puts it away, or aside, in order

that a piece offlesh-meat may become in its place.

(El-Jahidh, K.)

The main portion, that pours down at

once, or vehemently, of waves, and of a torrent,

(K,TA,) and of a sea: (TA:) 01' a great tor

rent: ($ :) or abundance and vehemence ofwater:

(L z) or a great quantity of water of a torrent:

and a great number of people. (AA.) You say,

tight; 2i; There came a great

number of men dnd women crowding one upon

another. (TA.)—Also IA great thing by which

a similar great thing is impelled, propelled, or

repelled. (I_(,“t TA.)

at; [act. part. I}, of 1]. It is said in the Kur

[lii. 8], at; a! ho There shall not be any

repeller thereof. (Bd) And in the same [lxx. 2],

d3 There shall not befor it any repeller:

(de) or any defender. _Applied to a

ewe or she-goat, or to a she-camel, ($,K,)

as also and 1563.3, (K,) IThat infuses

( the first milk into her udder [i. e. secretes

it therein] a little before bringingforth; ;)

that infuses the milk into her udder when about

to produce her young, by reafozt’qf its abundance:

A0 says that some make and call; to sig

nify the same, [i. e., to signify as explained

above, or nearly so,] faying, C5,; and

if you will, you say, a, alone. (TA.)

gal; [fem. of 5413, q. v.: and, used as a

subst.,] The lower, or lowest, part of any [water

course such as is called] 12;: pl. this

latter signifying the lower, or lowest, parts of the

w, [pL of 41:4,] (ISh,]_(,) where they pour

into, the valleys, (ISh,) or where the valleys pour

thereinto: :) or the pl. signifies the parts in

which the water pours to the w; while the

w pour into the main valley: (As:) or the

2:31, is a [water-course such as is called]

which pours into another am, when it runs

down a descending ground, or declivity, from

elevated, or rugged and elevated, ground, and

you see it going to and fro in places, having

spread somewhat, and become round; then it

pours into another, lower than it: way one

such is thus called; and the pl. is as above.

(Lth.)

[A channel of water;] one of the

of waters, in which the waters run:

[2:]; being its pl. :] the lower, or lowest, part

of a valley, where the torrent pours forth, and

its water disperses: (ISh:) and the [water

course, or channel, such as is called] of a

6.5L; [q. v.]; because this latter POUX‘S’fOI'lh

therein to another bib; (K, TA ;) the *6»

being the channel between the 06.56. (TA.)

a I 1’ , .

see {,5}, in two places._.[Its prlmary

signification is An instrument for impelling, pro

pelling, or repelling: and hence it is applied in

modern Arabic to a cannon : and to an instru

ment used by midwives jbr protruding the foetus.

._ Hence, also, it is used as an intensive epithet:
s le 0 9 O J

and hence,] (35) A strong corner. (TA.)

lie)

8.», applied to a came], 1 Held in high esti

mation by his owner; (A, K)“ TA ;) so that

when he comes near to the load, he is sent back :

(A, TA :) one that is reserved for covering, and

not ridden nor laden,- of which, when he is

brought to be laden, one says, 13:5 i. e.

Leave thou this, sparing him. (As.)_Also,

(applied to a camel, TA,) + Held in mean estima

tion by his owner; (Kf TA ;) so that when he

comes near to the load, he is sent back as despised.

(TA.) Thus it bears two contr. meanings.

.._Applied to a man, (A, TA,) IPoor, A,

TA,) and abject, ($,) whom every one repels

from himself, (A, TA,) or because every one

repels him from himself; ;] used_ conjointly

with i. e., you say,

(A, TA 1) a man it despised, or held in contempt,

(Lth,I_{,) as also Vijliid; (Lth ;) who does

not show hospitality he make one his guest, nor

give he be asked to give : (Lth:) and one

+ who is repelled, 0f repubed, from his relations

(54h: being used for (525

like as is used in the Kur xxv. 56, for

‘_.,-,3, oo explained by Ed =1) (IDrd, 1_<=)

and a guest 1-wh0m the tribe repel, or repulse,

every one of them from himself, every one turn

'1) r:

ing him away to another. (IDrd, U1

4 4 at a

1.5.5 2.0! II am. driven, compelled, or neces

sitated, to do, or to have recourse to, such a

thing. (TA.)

0 e. O I . r

ab“: see tab.

1 v I )0: D: )I’ I) .

gel“ )5: A»): 4:.“ ’5 +He is the lord, or

chief; of his people, or party, not straitened in

his authority, nor thrust from it,- (TA ;) i. q.
n r) :01

(K)

élillllrlclion. ($gh.)

E3135; : see

£31.13» 1[A saying of which one part

opposes, or contradicts, another; a self-contradic

tory saying]. (TA.)

65>

1. aor..‘- Msb,K,&c.) and ;, (Jm,

15,) int‘. n. $.33, ($,Mgh,Msb,) and by poetic

license (TA,) He poured it forth, or out :

(S, z) or he poured it forth, or out, with vehe

mence : (Mgh, Msb :) namely, water [ice].

Mgh,Msb.) And it," The water poured

out, orforth : one should say in," ($ :)

or this last, aor. 1, inf. n. $5,, signifies the water

poured forth, or out, with vehemence: but As

disallowed its being used in an intrans. sense:

(Msbz) [the forms of the verb commonly used

intransitiver are 7 and 5:] accord. to Lth, alone,

(K,) i. e. in the ’Eyh, (TA,) i.,n .353, (1;, TA,)
1 o 6 95¢ Q J:

and Cu", aor. -’, (TA,) inf. n. 65; and (3,5,,

signify the water, (K, TA,) and the tears, (TA,)

poured forth, or out, at once: TA :) but

Az disallows this. (TA.)—[Hence,] Sin" ,5,”

is"; r [God poured forth his spirit; i. e.] God

caused him to die: (K:) or it means may he

die. ($.) As says, I alighted at the abode of an

Arab woman of the desert, and she said to a

daughter of hers, Bring to him the drinking-bowl

(Jam) : and she brought me a drinking-bowl in

which was milk, and spilled it; whereupon she

said to her [May thy blood, or

heart's bloodfbe poured forth: or, as appears

from a statement above, the right reading is pro

bably (TA. [See also 5.4;.D-One

says also, (if a river, or rivulet, and ofa valley,

[app. for 2C," $53,] meaning, It became full so

that the water poured forth, or over/lowed, or

so that it poured forth the water, from its sides.

(TA.)... Andji." He pouredforth, (JK,)

or scattered, (K,) the contents of the may at

once; (JK,K;) as also '2531. ._The

verb is also used transitively and intransitiver in

relation to a beast: you say, 5313!! 1-I

made the beast to hasten, or go quickly : ._ and

i313" +The beast hastened, or went quickly:

(Msb :] and [in like manner] one says of a quick

camel, +[He hastens, speeds,

or presses forward, in his pace, or going]: and

$591 The wild she-asses hastened, or

went quickly. (TA.) = 35, [8.07. = ,1 (TA,)

inf. n. 53, (JK,$,TA,) no (a camel) had his

teeth standing outwards: ($,TA:) or had his

elbows far apart from. his sides. (JK. [See also

tap-l)

2. [as He poured itforth, or out, copiously,

or abundantly; namely, water ice. See an ex.

of the inf. n. used_as a_pass. part. n. voce

._[Hence,] $.33: Sliéo 5333, (5,3,) lh'l". h.

$9.33, (K,) His two hands poured forth Iargess

K) [copiously, or abundantly, for] it is with

teshdeed to denote muchness. ($.)

4: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

5. iii i. q. (S, K) [meaning (as the

former is explained in the KL) It poured forth

or out, or became poured forth or out, copiously,

or abundantly; for it is quasi-pass. of

though is said to be quasi-pass. of

like .1331, and though it is said in the TA that

Jo's: is (iuasi-pass. or like you]. _See

also 1, latter'part, in two places.-[Hence,]

élslgl us 5.; life hastens to do that

which is false, vain, or unprofitable. (TA.)—

And in». .33.).3 t His forbearance, or clemency,

departed: (TA.)

7. 65.x?! i. q. L451 [It poured forth or out,
an!

or became poured forth or out: see also 65;,

which, if allowable, is less usual].

10. 63.3“! The mug had its contents
5 I O

pouredforth or out at once. (TA.)

A single act of pouring forth or out [in
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any manner, or at once, (see 1,) or] with vehe

mence: pl. QUE). (Mgh.)

A. quantity poured forth or out (Msb)

at once, like 53;, and K in art. 8;, q. v.,)

[or] with vehemence; (Msb;) of rain, [i. e.

a shower, fall, or storm, as meaning the quantity

that falls without intervaissionfl (S and Msb and

K in art. 8),) and [a gush] of blood, (Msb in

that art.,) 8m: (S and high in that art. :) pl.

$33 and is}; and 5,653 and .5633. (Mgh.)

_. [Hence,] jog-ill 5];- IThe party

came at once, ($,'].§,'l TA,*) or together. (Mgh.)

352 1- Quick, swift, or fleet ; applied to a he

camel; (JK,$,K;) as also viii: (JK:) and

so, applied to a she-camel, 525; (JK) and" $6,,

(JK, $,K,) which is likewise applied to a he

camel, (JK,TA,) and '56; (1;) and 1,53;

and_' :63; (JK, TA) and téifi; (JK,K) and

'uiis. 1-A camel going in the manner

termed ; as also ' 1' And,

applied to a horse, Fleet, or swift; as also V ii; :

and so, applied, to a mare, iii; and v and

' and l and V

2.
Us; : see what next precedes.

a, 3,

“3.5,: see $53: and see also what next fol

lows, in two places.

“is; and lug? 1A she-camel quick, swift,

or fleet, and ofgenerous race : or that has never

broughtforth. TA.) see also, for the former,

:39, in two placed-@511 with, and

'uilqfll, (TA, and so in copies of the $,) the

latter on the authority of IAmb, (TA,) said of a

man, +He walked, or went quickly, or

swiftly: ($,l_(:) or he went with slow steps

inclining at one time to one side and at

another time to another side: or he went with

wide steps, (K,TA,) and quickly. (TA.) And

63:5,?" ,3; 1' [He runs quickly : &c.]. (TA.)

applied to atorrent, O,L, That

fills the valley: ($,O:) or that fills the two.

sides pf the valley: (L z) or swift. (K.)—See

also (ii).

0 e 5,

JG; : see J5), in three places.

» 5'

5,5; : see 55>, in two places.

I .1;

JD; [Pouring forth, or out, copiously, or

abundantly : or] extensive, and copious, or abun

dant, rain: applied also [in the former ense] to

the mouth of a leathern water-bag: and to a

river, or rivulet; and so 7 (TA.)

35!; [act. part. 11. of Pouring forth or

aut,’&c.]. [May it be pouring forth

good] is said in prhgnostication on the occasion of

the pouring forth of the contents of such a thing

, as a mug. (Lth, TA.)_J5l; means

[i. e. Water poured forth or out, 8m]; (IKoot,

5}, Msb,K ;) because is trans. [only] accord.

to the generality (K, TA) of the leading lexico

logists; (TA ;) like Lilli: )f meaning 1,55,

(IKoot, $, Msb,) and meaning Jig», and

Lab:- meaning (IKoot,Msb,) after a

mahner obtaining among the people of El-Hijéz,

who change the into when it is used

as an epithet: (Fr, Msb, TA:) or it means ,S

[having a pouring forth or out, &c.]; (Mgh,

Msb, TA ;) accord. to Kh and Sb (TA) and

Z]; (Msb, TA ;) and in like manner they say

that )u means 0‘55 ,3: or, accord. to

Lth, e.] in the ’Eyn: it means water pouring

forth, or out, at once: (TA:) it occurs in the

Kur lxxxvi. 6; where 66$; is said by Kh and

Sb to signify [i. e. [pouring forth or out] :~

(Az, TA :) and’it [there] means the sperma geni

tale. (JK.)

9,9 I_ 3.

w; : see 95;.

and its t'em. : see 35>._The for

mer is also applied to a. pace, or rate of going, as

meaning Quick, or swift: or, accord.

to A0, it means ‘5ng [the utmost of the

pace called (S, TA. [In my copies of

the $, erroneously, Jihll: in the TA without

any vowel signs, app. because needless to any

but the tyre in Arabic.])= Also, i. e. the former,

A man bowed, or bent, (IAar,K,) in his back,

(IAar,) by age or grief. (IAar, K.)__And

i. q. [here meaning Oblique]: (Aboo

Malik,1_{:) applied to a [or new moon]:

(Aboo-Malik:) Aboo-Malik says that the (nu

thus termed is better, or more auspicious, than

that termed which means “ having its two

extremities eleirated, and its back decumbent:”

and AZ says the like: (TA 1) [or] 65;! applied

to a a» signifies erect (,i-L; [which must here

mean nearly, not exactly,’erect,] and white, not

turning sideways upon one of its two extremities :

(K :) [and this also is esteemed more auspicious

than that termed QSB, q. v.:] so in the “Na

wédir.” (TA.)—Also, applied to a camel, (S,

K,) and to a mouth, (JK,TA,) Having the

teeth standing out, orforwards: (JK, $,I_{ :) or,

applied to a camel, having the elbows far apart

from the sides. [See also

95'J 0)

65.»: see ,jls's.

J3:

35;: see the following paragraph. =Also

i. q. and 5.3, [both app. here meaning

Tar, or liquid pitch] : (K :) or such as is thick :

mentioned in this art. by IF, and also as written

with 5. (TA.)

[,1‘5}, (T, S, M,K, 8cc.,) accord. to those who

make the alif to be a sign of the fem. gender;

and fig, accord. to those who make that letter to

be one ofquasi-coordination ; used alike as a sing.

and a pl.; (s;) and '33,; (Ibn-’Abbhd, K;)

[the first ofthese appellations applied in the present

day to The rose-bay, or laurel-bay,- oleander,

~__ pvmq.

nerium oleander, rhododendron, or rhododaphne :

and also to the common laurel:] a certain tree,

(T, M!) or Plants (S! K!) bitter, (T; $2 LI, K1)

very bitter, (TA,) and poisonous, (T,) green, and

beautiful in appearance, the blossom of which is

beautifully tinged, (M,) called in Persian

(Kz) there is a river-hind, and a land-kind:

the leaves are like those of the la;- [or garden

purslane], but more slender; and the branches,

or twigs, are long, spreading over the ground;

at the leaves are thorns,- and it grows in waste

places: the ricer-kind grows upon the banks

of rivers; its thorns are unconspicuous, 0r un

upparent; its leuves are like those of the d516

[or salim Aegyptia] and of the almond, broad;

and the upper part of its stem is thicker than the

lower part thereof: (TA :) it is very deadly:

its blossom is like the red rose, (IL) very rough

(lap-.03 [but this I think is a mistranscription

for l39 very beautiful], and upon it is a

kind of tuft like hair: (TA =) its fruit is like

the [q. v.]; ;) having an aperient,

or a deobstrucnt, property; and stufed with a

substance like wool: (TA :) it _is good for the

mange, or scab, and the itch (321-), used in the

manner of a l-iniment, (IQ) and especially the

expressed juice of its leaves; (TA ;) and for

pain of the knee and the back, (K,) of long

duration, (TA,) applied in the manner qf a

poultice, or plaster; and for ewpelling fleas and

the [insect called] Us}, by the sprinkling of a

dccoction thereof,- and the rubbing over with

the heart thereof twelve times, after cleansing,

is good for removing the [malignant leprosy

termed] 903;; ;) and its leaves put upon

hard tumours are very beneficial: but it is a

poison : [yet] sometimes it is mixed with wine

and rue, and given to be drunk, and saves from

the poisons of venomous reptiles: the Ra-ees

[Ibn-Seena, or Avicenna,] says that it is perilous

by itself, and its blossom, to men, and to horses

and the like, and to dogs, but is beneficial when

made into a decoction with rue, and drunk:

(TA :) IAar says that the [trees termed] 5 and

and fia- [app. amistranscription for ’2‘, a

species of lote-tree,] are all called U122. (T.)

AHn says that the made from the wily is

excellent for producing fire: and hence the prov.,

CF}? j; a}; Lg can [Endea

vour than to produce fire with wood of the UM,

upon wood of the )4: then tighten afterwards

or loosen]: (M :) said when one incites a bad

man against another bad man: (M, Meyd :) or,

accord. to IAar, said in relation to a man whom

one needs not to press, or importune. (Meyd.)

03>

1. (s, M, Msb, 1g) aor. ,, (M, Msb,

15,) inf. n. , 5,33, (M, Msb, TA,) He buried

it; interred it; i. e. hid it, concealed it, or covered

it, (M, Msb, K, TA,) in the earth, or dust, (TA,)

or beneath layers, or strata, qf earth, or dust ,

(Msb;) namely, a thing; Msb;) primarily

having for its object a dead body: (M:) and
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Yeti, signifies the same; [but app. in an inten

sive sense or applying to a number of objects;]

(M, TT ;) or V 23:1, of the measure (K.

[So too, accord. to the TA, in the M; but in the

text of the M as given in the TT, One

says to a. man who is obscure, unnoted, or of no

reputation, 1[Thou hast

buried thyself in thy lifetime]. (TA.) _ Hence,

(M,) ii.- tlle hid, or concealed, his secret.

(M, TA.) And ting +1 hid or ("on

cealed, the iltf'or_nlatioil, or news, ice. (Mgh.)—

[Hence also, .He filled up, stopped

up, or choked up, with earth or dust, the well]

Andolgqllb’; stopped up the sources of

Q3}; and (33.1. (Sh, TA in
,,/

the waters; syn.

in art.”c.)=<°'.4.5>, aor. ;, inf. n. sigmoid ofa

she-camel, She went her own way, or at random,

or heedlessly, (M, without need: (M :) or it

signifies, (M,) or signifies also, (K,) she was, or

became, (M, K,) usually, (K,) in the midst ofthe

other camels when they came to water: (M, z)

and 15.1531, (En-Nadr, T, TA,) of the measure

Elsi, (TA,) said ofa she-camel, she was, or be

came, ’such as is termed (En-Nadr, T,

TA;) i. e. she absented, or hid, herselffrom the

other camels : or went her own way, at random,

or heedlessly, alone. (En-Nadr, T.)

2: see 1, first sentence.

'9' 1" ' J

3. 03,.“ 3.3!“: see 6.

5: sec 7.

6. (filial signifies [55,231 Vigil; [i. e. The

cooperating the burying of the dead]. (TA.)

'9 [The people can hardly, or

cannot nearly, bury one another] is said in the

case of a quick and spreading death. (TA voce

£35.) ._ [Hence,] tThey practised con

celzlment, one with another; syn. (S, K,

TA.) It is said in a trad., LI: 3i

1 [Ifye revealed, one to another his faults, or his

secrets, ye would not practise concealment, one

with another, in any case] ; meaning, if the fault,

(.42, as in my copies of the S and in the TA in

the present art.,) or secret or secrets, (v.25, as in

one of my copies of the in art. d115,) of each

one of you were open, or revealed, to each other

of you: (S, TA 2) or, accord. to IAth, [if ye

revealed, one to another his secrets, ye would not

bury one another; for he says that] the meaning

is, if each one of you knew what is concealed in

the mind of each other of you, the conducting of

his funeral, and his burial, would be deemed

onerous. (TA in art. siniév.)

7. 0.5.0! It was, or became, buried, or interred,

i. e., hidden, concealed, or covered, (S,* M, Msb,

K, TA,) in the earth, or dust, (TA,) or beneath

layers, or strata qfearth, or dust: (Mshz) and

V 53;, of the measure (13!, signifies the same;

($9 6i t._-,3'.o. (M, K.)'_ Also, said of a

portion of a well, (S,) or of a well [absolutely],

and of a watering-trough or tank, and of a water

ing-place, or spring to which camels came to

water. (M, 1;, TA,) [and] so '05:, (T,) [It was,

or became, filled up, stopped up, or choked up,

with earth or dust; (see 1, of which each of these

verbs is a quasi-pass.;) or] it had the dust swept

into it by the wind [so that it became filled up,

stopped up, or chohed up]. (T, TA.)

8. (3,5531, of the measure 3533!: see 7, in two

places. _.: Also, said of a slave,'He ran away

[given without any addition as one of the explana

tions in the S] before arriving at the city [or

place] in which he was to be sold: (T, M,

this is not a running away for which he is

to be returned [to the seller]: so says Yezeed Ibn

Hi'lroon: but he adds that if he arrive there and

run away, he is to be returned for it, though he

do not absent himself from that city [or place]:

(T :) or he absented himself, (T,) or stole away,

(S, M, Mgh,)from his owners [or owner] for a

day or two days, (T, S, M, Mgh,) as AZ says,

(T, S,) or, (T, M,) as A0 says, (T, without

absenting himselffrom the city [or place in which

he was sold]; ('1‘, S, M, ~Mgh;) as though be

buried himself in the houses of that city [or place]

in fear of punishment for an offence that he had

committed: (Mgh :) thus, agreeably with the ex

planations of AZ and A0, the verb is used b the

Arabs: (A ’Obeyd, T:) and the epithet 10,35,

applied to a slave, means one who does as is cle

scribed above; (K ;) or who is wont to do so : (T,

S, M, Mgh :) or the verb signifies he fled from

his owner, orfrom hard, or severe, work, but did

not goforthfrom the town, or the like; and the

doing so is not a fault [for which he may be

returned to the seller], for it is not termed

aeei

(Msb.) _ See also 1, last sentence.= 4.3M: see

1, first sentence. ’

[originally an inf. n.]: sec in four

places. __ Also, applied to a man, I Obscure, un

noted, or qfno reputation; (K, TA ;) [and] so

9 J4

* 6.1”:- (M. T.)

: see in four places.

: see in two places.

, 44

v.3; A hind of striped cloths or garments.

(5, K)

66;: see in two places.

6,5,; applied to a slave: see 8. _ Applied to

a she-camel, That is in the midst of the other

camels : (S :) or that is usually in the midst of the

other camels when they come to water. (M,

_ See also 1, last sentence. .._. Also, (M, K, TA,

[in the CK, erroneously, 9333;,1) applied to a

camel and to a. human being, That goes his own

way, at random, or heedlessly, without need; and

so 156.1». (M, K.)__See also In like

manner one says J”; t Obscure grounds

ofpretension to respect or honour. (AZ, T.)

i' T ' 5’33“; M: nigh; Buried:

or interred ,- i.e. hidden, concealed, or covered,

(M, Msb, K, TA,) in the earth, or dust, (TA,)

or beneath layers, or strata, of earth, or dust;

(Mgh,) as also '33; (M, 1;) and 13.53: (TA:)

pl. [of the first] (M, K) and ofthe same also

Q )1

03;; (TA ;) and [of the second] (M, K,)

which is also pl. of the third: (TA:),Q; is also

applied to a. woman, and so is 3.29;; (Lb, M,

K ;) find/the pl. is 612;, (L11, M,) 'or (K,)

and Q95): (Lh, M, K :) and the pl. 05; is also

used as a sing., applied to land (TA.

[Bill in the M it is said that t is thus applied

as an epithet to land (5,6,1), and that its pl. is

$33.])__ See also Q3._Also, applied to a

well (22%,), Partlyfilled up with earth or dust

“33>; as also '59,; pl 653cc or

t. q. (M, K,) i. e. [filled up with earth

or dust; br] having the dust swept into it by the

wind [so that it is filled up, stopped up, or chohed

up]; (T, TA ;) as also (M, K) and

l : (K :) and so V (M,’TA,) or l 33?,

(K,) thus applied, (K, TA,) and applied likewise

to a watering-place, or spring to which camels

have come to water, (M, K, TA,) and to a

watering-trough or tank; (M, K;) as also

(TA.)—Also Flesh-meat buried in rice: but

this is a vulgar application. (TA.)-5:53

(T, s, M, K) and t 553,(1Asr, M, TA,) which

is anomalous, app. a possessive epithet, like

3?»: as applied to a man, (M,) in the K, erro

neously, 7 350;, (TA,) 1A latent disease, which

the constitution has overpowered [so as to prevent

its becoming apparent] ; it is said in a trad. that

the sun causes it to appear: (IAlh, TA :) or a

disease that is unknown (T, S) until evil and

mischief appear from. it: (T:) or a disease that

appears after being5 latent, and from which evil

gnd mischief [in the CK, erroneously,

123]) then appear and spread: (M, K:) [it is said

that] it is 1seldom, or never,“ cured. (M.),—

93:." (9,5, bis), and 5,,» was, (TA,) orloég

3;)..." and 5;)..." 7659;, (T,) #11 man without man~

liness, or manly virtue : so says As. (T, TA.)

.4 thing burz'ed: (Th, Ki) and hence,

(TA,) a treasure, or a buried treasure: pl.

(M, K, TA :) and also signifies buried

treasure. (TA in art. )5).)

[irregularly] sing. of signifying The

vii;- [or pieces ofwood, by which may he meant

planks, or spars, or ribs, dc.,] qfa ship. (AA,

TA.) .

)le 5,313, in the K, erroneously, 136, (TA,)

like inward, or intrinsic, state or cirdumstances

of a case or an afi'air. (K, TA.)_§3M;

usng A cow, or an animal of the one-hind, whose

[i. e. teeth, or molar teeth,] are ground, or

worn, by reason of extreme age. (S, K.) ‘

05“ [by rule but commonly pro

nounced glam] A place of burial: [a tomb:]

pl. (TA.)

see : _and £353.=Also An

old, worn-out, shin for water or milk.

9 J O, Q r

(3,544 : see 0,53.

applied to a well see

' "W.~m~,:i_\ x
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35:

r ¢ 4 Or _ GI, .

1. vi), [aor. 059.3,] 1an n. bg,‘ He, or it, was,
a 40

or became, such as is termed [sigh in any of the

senses of this epithet. (M.) [See also 4.]:
Client-ll K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously,

JO¢~ J J

as,» aor. .,s,°i, infi n. TA ;) and

1123‘; and U553; (A ’Obeyd, s, K ;) I d..

patched the wounded man ; i. e. hastened and

completed his slaughter; or made his slaughter

sure, or certain: (A’Obeyd, $, and so

31de and (TA) [and &c.: see 3 in

m. .5]. Accord w Ibn-Abi-l-lfiadeed, U35,

[or rather 5),] sometimes pronounced with .,

[£53,] signifies He slew, in the dial. of Kindneh.

(TA.) '

3: see 1.

4: see 1.: It is related in a trad. that a

captive was brought to the Prophet, ($, TA,)

shivering by reasop of cold, (TA,) and he said to

some persons, 4; [9.531, meaning [Tahe ye

him away and] clothe him so as to protect him

from the cold; TA;) for; because the

pronunciation offwas not of the dial. of Kureysh;

but they thought that he meant slaughter; (TA;)

and they took him away and slew him: therefore

he paid the fine for his blood. TA.) As is

said in the K, is a dial. var. of

(TA.): ujgl said of a gazelle, His horns were,

or became, so long as almost to reach his hinder

part. (T, [See also

6. digit i. q. 33135! [app. in relation to a

camel's pace, or manner of going, as meaning The

continuing uninterruptedly]: :) and Jslgili

[denoting alternation of any kind]:

[accord. to the TA, this means, here, what next

follows; and the same seems to be indicated in

the $:] and a camel’s going along with an in

clining from side to side 5.5.7;

(K:)gyou say, E! “31.15, meaning 5;; 3C.

tat-,2... [The camel went along with an inclining

from side to side]. [See also the second of

the verses cited in the first paragraph of art. .3, :

from the explanation of which by'ISd, it appears

that is perhaps originally 31.35.]

J '5 1 2'5

8. $25,! a dial. var. of as». (Lth, T in

art. 5;.)

J 0,04. s 2, o e a

10. “mi-.1 a dial. var. of Quasi-ii. (Lth, T

in art. 5,, and in the present art.)

65 inf. n. of (,3; [q. v.]. (M.) A beyding,

or curving. (T, You say, ofa man, Us a;

In him is a bending, or curving; and this is said

of Ed-Deijél. (T.) [See also E;.]_Also, in

a mountain-goat, The having very long horns, ex

tending towards his ears.

6413, used [for the sake of rhyme] by Ru-beh

’1 I 3 I

for \js'i; : see QB, in art. J).

applied to a man, (T, $, M, K,) Hump

bached : (T, $ :) or who walks with an inclining

Bk I.

on one side: or, as some say, i. q. [q.v.]:

or having contracted shoulders: (M:) or bend

ing, or curving. (K.) [Seo also Its fem.,

in all its senses, is (M.)—Applied to a

camel, Long in the neck, and protuberant in the

back, whose head nearly touches his hump : (M :)

and the fem., applied to a she-camel, (K,) or to

an excellent she-camel, (Lth, T, $,) long in the

neck; (Lth, T, $, ;) that, when she goes along,

almost puts her head upon the back of her hump,

and is long in the back. (Lth, T.) _Applied to

a ram, Whose horn extends towards his ear:

(T :) or, applied to a mountain-goat, M,) and

to a domestic goat, (M,) whose horns-are very

long, extending towards his ears,- ;) or whose

horns are so long that they turn down backwards

upon his ears: (M :) and [in like manner] the

fem. is applied to a she-goat; ;) meaning,

accord. to AZ, whose horns turn down to the

extremity of each of her @1313: [dual of ZUF,

q. v.]. (T.)—Applied to’a bind, .Long in the

wing: :) or long in the wings and tail: (M :)

or long in the wings, having the ends of the

primary feathers even with the end of the tail.

(’Eyn.) And the fem., applied to an eagle

(96.2), Crook-billed: or so applied

because that bird is crook-billed. ($.)_And

the fem., applied to an ear [ofa beast], Approach

ing the other car so that the extremities of

the two almost touch each other, bending down

towards the forehead, not standing erect, but

strong: as some say, applied to the ear of a

horse only: or, as Th says, only meaning in

clining. _ Also, the fem, accord. to

A’Obeyd, Having wide bones.

A. great tree : :) or a gredt, shady tree;

and it may be, inclining: (T :) or a shady tree,

having many branches: (IAth, TA :) or, as some

say, an inclining tree: (TA :) occurring in a

trad., describing a certain tree that was wor

shipped. (T, -

I ' B J D_ at, o .v _ 9.

its.» do]: see 3B», In art. is}.

Q)

1. $3, aor. inf. n. (s, Ms), 1g) It

(a thing, S) was, or became, which means

the contr. of as also '55.;241:

[i. c. it was, or became, thin as meaning slender,

or small in diameter or circumference as com—

pared with length : also small in all dimensions;

small in size,- minute, or fine, either as a whole,

or in its component particles : and sometimes, as

said of a garment or the like, thin, or fine, as

opposed to thick or coarse; like 53:] contr. of

(Msbz) Vjazsa is said of the din. [or

moon a little after or before the change], and of

other things. (TA.) [See also £5).]_And

[hence], aor. and inf. n. as above, He, or it,

was, or became, little in estimation, paltry, incon

siderable, mean, vile, or contemptible. (TA.) One

says to him who refuses to confer a benefit, .51,»
I )1 I

:13“. +[Thy nature, or natural disposition,

hath rendered thee mean, 810.; the verb being

made trans. by q, agreeably with a common

usage mentioned in p. 141]. (TA.) ._ Also,

[aor. and] inf. n. as above, said of a thing, an

affair, or a case, [and of speech, or language,] +It

was, or became, subtile, nice, abstruse, reconditp,

or obscure. (Mgh.) And you say, “315

t [IIe was, or became, subtile, nice, bbstruse, &c.,

in his speech, or language]. ’(TA.)=;;S, ($,

My high! Kr) 307- z , inf- n- $3, (My Mgbt) Ile

broke it, (M, K, TA,) or crushed it, (M,) in

any manner: (M, TA:) or he bruised, brayed,

or pounded, it; i. e., he beat it with a thing so

that he broke it, or crushed it: (M,K:") namely,

a thing, ($, M,TA,) such as medicine, &c. (TA.)

_[And hence, He beat it; namely, a garment

or the like; in washing and whitening it. And

4A,,“ .He hnoched at the door for admission.]

_And [hence also, (in the CK, erroneously,

“ or,”) as appears from what follows,] -r He made

it apparent,- showcd, exhibited, manifested, or

revealed, it: (K :) so says IAar, citing the

following verse of Zuheyr:

* en‘s; can: i

°' ' x °: 1:

* '2’» 5"" "

(TA :) i. e. Ye two repaired the condition of the
.,I

tribes of ’Abs and Dhubytin by peace,

c121“; after they had shared, one with

another, in destruction, and had brayed [among

themselves] the perfume of llIenshim as a sign

of their having leagued together against their

enemy; i. e., after slaughter had come upon the

last of their men, as upon the last of those who

perfumed themselves with the perfume of Men

shim: for [it is said that],£..'~o is the name of

a woman who sold perfume in Mekkeh, and

a party bought of her some perfume, and leagued

together to fight their enemy, making the dip-.

ping of their hands in that perfume to be a sign

of their league ; and they fought until they were

slain to the last of them: whence the prov.,

,i» 5,» iii. (EM p. 117:) [so that,
acdord.’toithis explanation, which is one of many,

1,540 is made perfectly decl. for the sake of the

rhyme:] or the meaning is, +ofter they had

manifested enmities andfaults. One says

also, in cases of enmity, 653$, meaning

{I will assuredly mgnifest ihy circumstances.

(TA.) =33, inf. n. and :59, He was seized

with the malady termed 52 [i. e. hectic fever].

(MA.)

2. 53,, (K,) int“. n. (s,) He bruised,

brayed, or poundqd, finelg ,- he comminuted, or

pulverized; syn. sillfii. ($,I_{.) This is the

primary signification. (TA.) __ And hence,

+[He made a minute exa-mination._And He

spoke, or expressed himself, and] he proved a

question, or a problem, in a subtile, nice, abstruse,

recondite, or obscure, manner. (El-Manawee,

TA.) ._ See also 4.

3. éLL-Ji 3b, inf. n. £131, I[He

was minute, observant of small things, nice, or

scrupulous, with his companion in the reckon

ing; and so cc...» Us 3|, ,1 (JK,1_(,TA;)

he reckoned with his companion with minuteness:

113
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(TK :) it signifies an act between two. (TA.) [And

43$?! sigh +He wasominutegfza, with him

in the afair, or case] any)“ 3584..” signifies

'31331; ;) which is an instance of

from £3.31: (Sgh,K:) you say, 'GIJS', mean

ing JrThey were minute, &c., each with the

other. You say also, $1;

[He examined minutely into his dealings

and his expenses]. (TA in art. 6.3;.)_And

[hence] 351.11, metonymically, signifies IThe

being niggardly, stingy, or avaricious. (Az, TA

in art. 6.3;.)

4. Eu! He made, or rendered, it (a. thing,

s, M) 5,5; [i. e. thin, or slender, its]; (s, M,

K;) as also Vligg. (S, M.)_.And He gave

him a small thing: TA :) or he gave him

little : in art. z) or Ihe gave him a sheep,

01' goat; (M,) or shfep, or goats. TA.)

You say, ($, M) Icamc

to him, and he gave me not a small thing, nor

gave he me a great thing : in the present art. :)

or he gave me not little, nor gave he me much:

in art. z) or he gave me not a sheep, or

goat, nor gave he me a. camel. (M.)—And

gist, said of the eye, It shellfer tears; opposed

to alt-Pt; as in the saying of EliFak’asee cited

in art. and TA voce q. v.)=

And 5'31 +He pursued little, paltry, or mean,

things. (TA.)

6 : see 3, in two places.

7. [3» It (a thing, 5, M, TA, such as medi~

cine, &c., TA) was, or became, brohen, (M, K,

TA,) or crushed, (M,) in any manner: (M,

TA :) or bruised, brayed, or pounded,- i. e.

beaten with a thing so that it was broken, or

crushed: (M,K:*) quasi-pass.of (S,

10: see 1, first sentence, in two places. 54.2“1
'1):

hip means Her thinness increased in thinness.

(Ham p. 33.)

s t . _.,

65: see 6:5,, in nine places—Hence, 6,;

5'3" [Hectic fever; so termed in the present

' ' 1

day]; that is, from 5; as signifying the contr.

9 ~ 3 ' . .

of (S.)=J> in measuring, relating to

the thing measured, is The being broken, crushed,

or bruised, in the measure, so as to become close,

or compact. (TA.) = Also IZngardliness,

slinginess, or avarice; the condition of him in

whom is little, or no good. (M, TA.)

3;; Sqft dust swept by the wind ($, from

the ground: pl. $53: ($:) or dust swept from

the ground,- as also (TA :) or

.gilili signifies fine dust; and is its sing.:

(M i) or, accord. to IB, the sing. _of is

v L_,§;, like as the sing. stl; is (TA.)

_...Also Seeds that are used in cooking, for

seasoning food, (IDrd,M, K,) bruised, or brayed,

(M,) and what are miwed therewith; (IDrd;)

such as are termed C}, and the like: all such

seeds of the cooking-pot are called by the

people of Mekkeh: (IDrd,$gh:) and salt with

such seeds mixed therewith: (M,K:) this is the

application now commonly obtaining: (TA :)

or salt alone : (M t) or salt bruised, or brayed :

(Lth, whence the saying, .15 L; He has

not salt. (Lth, M,K.*)._And [hence,] tBeauty,

or prettiness: (M, K,TA:) h’vhence the phrase

Q3 ~J 5753!, (M,) or 563" (K,) or

£3 Us, (TA,) tA woman who is not beauti

ful, or pretty; (M,K;*) who has not beauty,

or prettiness. (TA.)—Also A certain orna

ment (Ssh) thhe people if name/t. (1;.)_

And The small, or young, (,3...) of camels.

(TA.)

lags inf. n. of the intrans. verb [q. v.]. (S,

Mahdi.) [As a simple subst.,] The state, or

condition, or quality, of that which is termed

32 [and ; properly and tropically .- i. e., it

signifies slehderncss, &c.]: and smallness, little

ness, or the like; [properly and tropically;]

contr. [Hence,] ILittleness in

estimation, paltriness, inconsiderableness, mean

ness, vilencss, or contemptibleness. (K,TA.)__

[And Jr Subtileness, niceness, abstruseness, recon

diteness, or obscurenessx]

3;;
. 3 r

w; [p]. of Val), agreeably with analogy,]

Persons who manifest, or reveal, the faults, or

vices, of the Muslims. (IAar,

PVhat is broken, or crushed; or bruised,

brayed, or pounded,- of'a thing; as also i

(M :) broken particles of anything: (JK,K:)

and [particularly] fragments, or broken pieces,

of branches; as also 736;. (K.)_See also

[with which it is sometimes syn.] :_..and

Q ’

see 6,3,.

56, : see the next preceding paragraph.

A certain medicine (JK, M, for the

eye, (JK,K,) bruised, brayed, or pounded, (JK,

M, and then sprinkled (JK, M) therein.

as»

COHtt‘. ofiané (JK,* s, Mf“ Msh, K) and

jalé-s (Main) as also '35; and '5); ($.19)

. 5 .
the last contr. qf (JK, S, M :) [i. e.

Slender, or small in diameter or circumference

as compared with length: also small in all dimen

sions; small in size; minute, or fine, either as a

whole, or in its component particles: and some

times, as applied to a garment or the like, thin,

or fine, as opposed to thick or coarse; like
Q e D a '

but properly,] 6:3, differs from 5,5, ; the former

signifying the contr. of [as stated above],

and the latter, the contr. of therefore one

says L:- and Li;- [“ thin soup” and

“ thick soup ”], but not ll;- ; and one says
0 r 1 s Q 04 I

grid! ‘55; vi,» [a sword thin in the edge, or
! , e 9 e 9 o:

in the part next the point]; and 6,5; CA) [a

slender spear]; and [a slender branch];
0 v 0 D a I

and $5; [a slender rope]: (IB,TA:) p1.

’ e i i

[ofmult. :35; and ofpauc.] ggl. (Msb.) One

3 H ' 5 y r ‘

says, '9, l as 43 Lo [He has neither slender,

or small, or fine, nor thick, or great, or coarse] ;

a e, I a J o e S

i. e. J9... '9, 5,5,. (s in art. Q...) And as“

'3'; [I took the slender, &c., thereof, and

the thick, &c., thereof]; like as one says, a“!

9,253 ($ in the present art.) And it is

said in a trad., '3, 312’s

[O God, forgive me all my sin, the small thereof

and the great thereof]. (TA.) ' means

Shrubs, bushes, or small trees : (M :) opposed to

39,: (Lth in art. Jq, and Mgh in art.

Jig.) Accord. to AHn, '3; signifies Plants

that are slender and soft to [the camels, so that

the weak of the camels, and the young, and such

as has its teeth worn down to the sockets, and

the sick, eat them : or, as some say, their small

leaves: (M :) or slender and long leaves of the

dbl: and grain trodden out but not winnowed:

pl. 565. (JK.) And '5; means Thin,

or fine, [garments, or dresses, of the kind called]

dint; opposed to (Mgh:) or '32

signifies the contr. of as applied to carpets,

and to the garments called [p]. of .115]

and the like, and to the [cloth’called] vi», aid

to the mat and the like. (TA in art.

[Hence,] is also applied to a thing, an

affair, or a chse, as meaning +Little in estima

tion, paltry, inconsiderable, mean, vile, or con

temptible; in this case, contr. of (IB,

TA :) and means also Iniggardly, stingy, or

avaricious; (M, TA ;) in whom is little, or no,

good; (M,K,TA;) applied to a man: (M:)

pl. [of pauc.] £5; and [of mult.] $6; and

(TA.)—Also, applied to a thing, an affair, hr

a case, TSabtile, nice, abstruse, recondite, or

obscure: (M, K,’ TA :) [applied likewise to

speech; and so i 5; :] you say, 5;;5ki: Eli;- and

9",,53 I[He uttered subtile, nicz; abstruse, re

condite, or obscure, speech]. (TA.)—[The fem]

vii-L3; [used as a. subst.] signifies 1 Small cattle;

i. e. sheep or goats; opposed to (JK,K,

TA) which signifies camels: (JK', TA =) pl.

(TA.) You as, a; as t;

IHe has neither sheep, or goats, nor 'camels:

(TA:) or neither a sheep, or goat, nor a she

camel. (M.) And 4:5 IHow many

are thy sheep, or goats? '(TA.) And [551; 5.;

£63“ tile is the pastor of sheep, or goats.

(TA.) and Jain A22? 1[He gave

him of the small cattle]. (TA.)_Also, [i. e.
9' r
-- t.

leash] as a conventional term of the astro

nomer, f [A minute of a circle;] the sixtieth

[in the O, and in some copies, app. most, oftbe

K, erroneously, “ thirtieth,” as remarked by

MF and SM and others,] part of a 24.33 [or

degree of a circle: pl. as above]. (K,

TA.)_' [And +11 minutb of time ; the fourth

part of a (or degree) of time : pl. as above.

_'i§¢§3 is also sing. of as syn. with

3‘33, q. v.].:k5 signifies also Flour, or

meal, (s,M, hrsh,1g,'sas.,) of wheat sta; (Msh ;)
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[thus used as a subst.; as though] in the sense

of (Msb, TA.)._. [Hence, Farina,]

You say, Us 65%;" (5;;- [The farina

pervaded the ears of wheat]. (L in art.

And (1;;- [It bore farina] is said of

seed-produce [or corn]. (TA in art. 5.5-. [See

4 in that art.])

2’. 2’ 25’ 1'. :’

0b,: see as): and 0b,.

Bulls, or cows, and asses, that tread, or

thrash, wheat or grain. (J K, M,

0’ v a

3,5,: see $55,, in four places, in the latter

part of the paragraph.

5 r 0 Se

cite-,7 LyTAr) or '65,; (O, K!) but

the latter is disallowed by Sb, (M, L,) A seller

qféég, i. e.jlour, or meal. (M, O,L,K, TA.)

2’ :21

Us; : see as).

0 5'

6b; One who breaks [or 6176,1681 much, in

any manner; or who bruises, brays, or pounds,

much. (TA.) _See also

[in the CK, erroneously, 5.553,] A thing

with which one breaks or crushes, or bruises,

brays, or pounds, rice (Ibn-’Abbad,M, and

the like. (Thu-’Abbéd,

alfi!

3545; an onomatOpmia, (S, M,) The sounds of

the hoofs of horses or similar beasts, (JK, S, M,

1;, TA,) n-t't/t quick reiteration; like

(S, TA.) And The cries, shouts, noises, or

clamour, or the confusion of cries &c., ofmen.

(JK, Ibn-’Abb:id,

Small gibbous tracts of sand heaped

up. (El-Mufaddal,

s .

61> : see 33.5,.

3.: ,

6;! [llIore, and most, $95,, i. e. slender, &c.

' I 94

See an ex. in a prov. cited voce 1:25.].

3;; [A place of breaking or crushing, ojr of

bruising, braying, or pounding]. [Hence,]

,siQLM The place offalling of the hoofi; of horses

6; the like [upon the ground]. (Ham p. 679.)

3 .t J

a,» : see what next follows, in two places.

3

,5 ' and v and t $£,.(s,it,uigh,11§b,

K,) the last extr.’(Msb, K) with respect to rule,

(Msb,) one of the instances of an instrumental

noun of the measure 33;, TA,) like H,

(Al, TA,) said by Sb to be of this form because

it is a subst. like (M,) A thing with

which one breaks (S,"* M, Mghf or crushes

in any manner, (M,) or with which one bruises,

brays, or pounds, i. e. beats so as to break or

crush, (S,* M, Mghfl‘ K,) a thing, (M,) a

general sense: (Mgh :) [signifying also] the

thing with which 92$ [or cloth of any kind] tj'c.

are beaten : (Msbz) [also, the first, the wooden

implement called sixes, by means of which, and

a bow, cotton is separdted and loosened : and the

second, the implement with which corn is thrashed;

as mentioned by Golius on the authority of El

Meydaneez] but the_ particular terms for the

thing used by the )L'a; [or whitener of cloth,

for beating it, in washing,] are and

I I ' g I J

and (Mghz) Az says that is“, with

damm to the ,e [and 3], signifies a stone with

which perfume is bruised: [and in like manner

u I a I o ’ a

it is said in the S, in one place, to mean the .93.»

of the seller of perfumes :] but when it is made

an epithet, it is restored to the measure [so

that you say (TA:) the pl. is 313.3: and

the dim. is l (S, K.) [Hence,]

A solid hoof that breaks, 5crushes, or bruises,

things. (M, TA.) _. Also, 1* Strong; (M,

TA ;) applied to a man. (TA.)

as,
“M:

a

see the next preceding paragraph.

6'5!)

3.33.)», meaning A. kind offood, [a ball of

minced meat (51., so called in the present day,] is

post-classical. (Sgh, K.)

[Broken, or crushed, in any manner ;

or bruised, braycd, or pounded ; i. e. beaten with

a thing so as to be broken, or crushed, thereby;

and so 736;, as in a verse cited voce and

beaten, as a garment or the like in the process

of washing and whitening it:] pass. part. n.

of (Msb.)=Also Seized with the malady

termed [i. e. hecticfeeer]. (MA.)

3L3»; [a pl. of which the sing. is not mentioned
, ,5, ,r

.2 ,. . .. 03 'u l”

)34'91 [and )ye')" 7,535; 1They pursue, or in

cestigate, 01" they sceli successively, time after

time, or repeatedly, or in a leisurely manner,

gradually, step by step, or one thing after

another, to obtain a knowledge ofi] the subtilties,

niceties, abstrusities, or obscurities, of things,

afuirs, or cases. (TA.) [And TT/tey pursue,

&e , the minutire ofthings, afl'airs, or cases : or

small, or little, things &c.; for in the phrase

and app. is not used]. You say,

tie,
a“

1i 5 e e e u

y’e'jl élM (in the in art. 55-»), ,y'sl 61M

signifies, accord. to the PS, small, or little, things

e u I r 1 {I e i

&c.] And you say, v1.53! 6!,“ 55...»! + [He

pursued small means of gain]. (TA in art.

r '5' )2 u I e e i e E

And i.,.é'fllj e’o'jl (til-M [5!] Jul [lit. iHe pur

sued small, or little, things, and the meanest, or

most ignoble, thereof] ; meaning he became mean,

or ignoble. (M in art.

5
war)
.

5 a

_.,u: sec (50.0, near the end ofthe paragraph.

3””

QM The slender, or thin, part of anything.

(M, TA.) And [hence,] The fare part of the

ML; [or fore arm], neact the wrist. (M, K.)

[And The lower part of the 3L, or shank, next

the ankle.]

15>

9 '0 ’r I,

)l}? and VSJDS? A. kind of short drawers,

without legs, covering only that portion of the

wearer which decency requires to be concealed;
I In

(TA ;) i.q. 0Q: also the latter, trow

sers of the ordinary kind,- syn. *,l);|; and so
0 :0) 1e )5) 2 e- I

7);}; and ling): plug)?»

9 )0) .’ JO)

H}, and 3”)»: see above; and the latter, in

what follows.

5,55; see3fi>l1_ Also, A short man: (K:)

as though likened to the short drawers above

mentioned: (TA:) pl. as above. (K.)=Also

A calamity; a misfortune: pl. as above. (S,

K.)_And An abominable lie: (TA :) foul

language: calumny; slander: :)forgery of

tales. (TA.) You saykaésll Such a

one forges lies, (S,) or abominable lies, (TA,)

andfoul language. (S, TA.)_Also Contrariety;

opposition; and so ligngiz and contention, or

altercation, (K, TA,) that wearies one : (TA :)

pl. as above. (K.)_.And An evil, or a bad,

habit: pl. as above. (K.) It is related in a

trad. of ’Omar, that he said to his freedman

1' r. f l" I l

Aslam, who was a Bejawee slave, 3)?) .‘Uésl

The evil habit of thy family, or people,

which was deviation from the truth, and acting

falsely, hath come upon thee. (TA.) _Also A

calumniator; a slanderer: (S,K:) as though

meaning )3, i. e., flag-5,3: (TA :) pl. as

above.

t3:

"1. is}, (s, Msb, K,) aor.’—, (Msb, 1;,) int‘. n.

(13,, (Msb,) IIe (a man, S) clavc to the dust, or

earth, (S, Msb, K,) by reason of abasement, or

abjectness; (S, Msb ;) or, as some say, by reason

ofpoverty : or he clove to the dust, or earth, and

became poor; as also i —)ll or he slave to the

dust, or earth, or some other thing, by reason of

anything whatever : (TA :) and he became lowly,

humble, or submissive, and slave to the dust, or

earth. (S, TA.) It is said in a trad. [cited voce

Jami], then ye [women] are

huhgry, ye become lowly, humble, or submissive,

and cleave t0 the dust, or earth; (S, TA ;) or ye

bear poverty ill. (TA in art. He was,

or became, grieved, unhappy, or disquieted in

mind; as also inf.n. us; and 135);; and

lowly, humble, submissive, or abased. (TA.)—

He was, or became, lowly, humble, or submissive,

in seeking, or requesting, an object of want, and

desired it vehemently. (TA.) ._ IIe was, or be

came, content with mean sustenance. (K; but

only the infi n., namely 25;, of the verb in this

sense, is there mentioned.).._[And, as shown

above,] He bore poverty ill. (S, ; but only the

inf. n., as above, is mentioned in them.) [Thus

the verb bears two contr. meanings] El-Kumeyt

says,

* ’Jfl : a 40. J:D' 0" :E

MD to A»? bum; A),

bias-e); 9‘“) 91'“! I '

i. e. They did not bear poverty ill [on the occasion

of what btg'ell them by reason of a changing of

fortune], nor did they bear richness ill: or, as

some say, they did not cleave to the ground in con

sequence ofpoverty and hunger, &e., nor did they

become lazy, or indolent, and remiss, in seeking

subsistence. (TA.) _.. He (a young camel) turned

away with disgust from the milk,- was averse

from it; loathed, or nauseated, it; syn.

(K)_ £33, inf. n. $55, [mentioned

113 “‘

__ __ _._.~ \i m
..\\_ _ _ .3 *._,.~__ _ \
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above,] also signifies He pursued small means of

gain; as also i chi. (TA.)

4. '3‘: see 1; first and last sentences-_

:5 £351, and IIe acted ezorbitantly towards

him in reviling, &c., [as though he debased him

self to him,] not shunning, or ’preserving hiptsflf

from, foul speech. (AZ.)=u5>i, inf. n. {5,2,

He caused him to cleave to the dust, or earth;

meaning he abased him, or rendered him abject.

(KL; but only the inf. n. is there mentioned.)

And ,Jiihli sin-"u! Poverty caused him to cleave to

the dust, or earth. (Her p. 33.) [See the act.

part. n., below.]

;¢.4

Q. Q. 1. ti; He (a man) was, or became,

poor, or needy: the 0 being augmentative.

(TA.)

5.]; [part. n. of Cleaving t0 the dust, or

ground, &c. :] grieved, unhappy, or disquieted in

mind; as also i 9"‘3; and lowly, humble, sub

missivf, or abused; (TA:) and 78.3 [is syn.

with a, as signifying] cleaving to the dust, or

earth, and in a state queverty: (TA :) [the pl.

of is (’55; ; like as UK, is pl. of 23.5, and

4’4 9 , 1.! ’0’ '0' a 5'

Us) ofAroJ You say, “as”; uni-0,3311%!)

[I saw the people, or company ofmen, struck by

a thunderbolt, or struck by the enemy as with a

thunderbolt,] cleaving to the ground. (TA.)

.10

0,3le A camel that throwsforth hisfore

legs, and scrapes the dust, or earth, TA,)

when he goes the pace, or at the rate, or in the

manner, termed (TA.)

55); : see .._’C"o.ntent with what is mean,

or vile; as also i 5.»: and both signify one

who cares notfor whatever hasfallen intofood 0r

beverage or any other thing: or, as some say,

who pursues mean, or vile, things : (TA :) or the

former signifies one who seeks, or pursues, small

means quain. ($, TA.)

Poverty : and abasement, or abjectness:

($, and calamity. (TA.) You say, in im

precating, [May G_0d afl‘lict him

with poverty: &c.] : :) or Us All 0L0)

[may God cast him into poverty : &c.]. (TA.)

0 so, Jail

C’QQZ see ‘15:!

Vehement hunger; (ISh,K;) as also

' ($,1_<.)_:1;§3 iji [fem. of555] Bad

[millet]: (IDrd, of the dial. of El-Yemen.

(IDrd.)__iti§ u'aji Land having in a no

plants, or herbage. (K.)—iiwjll, [used as a

subs-.1 (Lb, s. Ms». K.) and tie-531'. (111.11%
K,) in which the) is augmentatisie,las it is [in

is}? syn.éwith (5,) and 232%, and' 8'33",

and ' 85;", (Lb, The dust, or earth: (Lh,

S, Msb, :) or the fine dust or earth upon the

face of the ground. (TA.) One says, in impre

v.» i J 0 n s e I

eating, this." 44;, and’aiaii, 'and 8})“, May

the dust, or earth, be in his mouth. (Lh.)

Cl)

8.»: see Fleeing: hastening, or

going quickly. (Ibo-’Abbad, K.)_Lean, or

emaciated, in the utmost degree. (Ihn-‘Abbad,

K.)== Causing to cleave to the dust, or earth:

(S, K:) applied in this sense to poverty. ($.)

1 i e s 0.? 1 1

84-0: see

Q I O Q r .

l5.» : see til). -_ Vehemently, or excessively,

desirous; eage’r'; pr covetous: (K :) pl.

(TA.) _ gt» Camels that eat the herbage

until they make it to cleave to the ground by rea

son qfits paucity.

J5:

4. Jan, (inf. n. 36;], TA,) The palm

trees produced dates such as are termed J3):

(S, Msb,K:) or the dates of the palm-trees

became (Es-Saralgustee, Msb.) _ w}!

iii" The sheep, or goat, was, or became, loan, or

emaciated, and small in body; despised and little

in the eyes of beholders. (K.)

Weakness of the body (IAar, of a man.

(IAar, TA.)

[A certain kind qf palm-trees;] i. q.

[not as meaning “ palm-trees having much

fruit," but as an appellation applied by the people

of El-Bahreyn to the palm-trees which others call

see art. ~lscab]: ($,O,TA:) in the K,

is erroneously put for QLQ+JI= (TA:)

n. un. with S: Az says that signifies

species of which the sing. is [but

here meaning rarieties,]) ofpalm-trees; and the

dates thereof are bad, though the may be

abundant in fruit ,' and some have red dates, and

some have black; the body of the dates being

small, and the stones being large : (TA :) accord.

to AI;In, the term is applied to any palm

trees [of which the varieties are] unknown: the

n‘. un. is syn. with 5.11;, of which the pl.

is and what are termed [pl. of

are the worst qualm-trees, and their dates

are the worst ofdates. (O, TA.)__Also [The

fruit of the trees thus called ,' described above;]

the worst of dates: (JK,$,Msb,K:) ora bad

kind of dates: (Mgh:) or dates of which the

kinds are unknown: (M,K:) accord. to Es

Sarakuste'e, the fruit of the ’35 : n. no. with 5.

(Mgh.) A réjiz says,

I” close MM :10) e,

’* 35> will“ Mae-*5" ,1 '

av! Osese v :10, at

s as,” sup-5,: '

[Ifye were dates, ye would be dates of the worst

kind ; and ye were water, ye would be such as

distils scantily, in interrupted drops, from a

mountain or rock]. (TA.)—Also The mast

( of a ship; (5,1; ;) from the same word

in the firsth the senses explained above; (5;)

in PGI'S-, veg-1% at?! (MA-7 and é’é'zi

(MA ;) i. e., (or so [the n. un.], JK,) the

tall piece of wood ofa ship, (JK, T, M, Mgh,)

fixed in the midst thereof, (JK, T, M,) for the

sail, (JK,) i. e., upon which the sail is extended,

(T,) or [rather] to which the sail is suspended;

wea as also 0553. (Is)

u. an. of [which see throughout].

(T, s, &c.)_fi3 iii. and Vila; and tits;

and '&:\Q A sheep, or goat, leari, or emaciated,

and smdll in body; despised and little in. the

eyes of beholders : pl., of any but the last, (jigs :

(K =) or, as ISd think, the pl. of is $63,

unless it be formed by the rejection 0T the aug

mentative letter [in the sing.]. (TA.)

: } see the next preceding paragraph.

U :0! 0:,

,s: see J», last sentence.

I O J .flma

J3“: see 3.5;.

.9:

a, 5,

1. 3’), 307' a! inf' 11' 3),: Ile

broke, or crushed, in. any manner; or bruised,

brayed, or pounded; i. e., beat_ with a thing so

as to break or crush; i. q. ($,K.) He

threw down, pulled to pieces, or demolished. (K.)

He broke a wall, and a mountain. (Lth,TA.)

He beat a thing and broke it so as to lay it even

with the ground. Hence the saying in the

Kur [lxix. 14], 5.3.13 iéi 6535, (s,) i. e.

And they shall be beaten together with one beat

ing, and the whole shall become fine dust: or

they shall both be spread with one spreading,

so as to‘ become an even ground. [For]

951,591 .713, (TA,) inf. n. as above, (1;, TA,)

means He made even the elevations and depres

sions of the earth, or ground. (K, TA.)

é; \zaé;, in the Kur [lxxxix. 22], means

When the earth shall be made level, without

hills, (lbn-’Arafeh, 3d,) and without mountains:

or it means, shall become fine dust scattered:

(de) or shall be shaken so that every building

thereon shall be demolished and non-existent.

(Jel.) See also below._."i; also signifies

The spreading [for which is erro

neously put in the CKD of earth, and making it

even. \Vhen a roof, or flat house-top, has

been spread with earth one says,

e3; [Earth was spread upon it]:

and Q! 53, inf. n. 53, means

He poured earth upon the corpse. (AZ, AHn.)

_Also The filling up a well (K, TA) with

earth; and so (TA.) You say,

1;}: I filled up at wells with earth:

($2) and (3%}! He filled up the wells

with earth. (TA.)—And signifies also

He pushed him, or thrust him; like 41; and

iii-l. (As, TA.) _ [Hence,] {He

(a man) distressed his young woman, or female

slave, by throwing his weight upon her when
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desiring to compress her._ (AA, TA. [See also

ZED And 51:" IHe distressed, or

jaded, or fatigued, the beast by iourneying.

(TA.) And 34;" 9;, (s,1_<,) i. e. Ulla 155.3,

(AZ,$,) or 1.5:}, (K,) meaning tFever,

or disease, weakened the man: (TA:) or he

became sick, or ill. (K.)—And also sig

nifies The sendingforth camels all together. (Ibn

’Abbad, TA.)

2. kg; He mixed it; namely, colocynth

with dates or some other thing. (O,L, You

say, Lil Mia: ye for as. (L, 0.) [See

$33.]

6. jig-ll ADJ The people pressed, or

crowded, upon him. (TA.) It is said in a trad.
at “J

of ’Alee, 4,!!! [pg] Gt; jiiéslas;

“1;, i. e. Then ye pressed [upon me like

the pressing of thirsty camels upon their watering

troughs]. (TA.) And one says, 121;;

(xi-ll The horses, or horsemen, pressed upon

them. (TA.)

7. ELM It (a place) became levelled, its eleva

tions and depressions being made even.

It (a camel's hump) became spread upon the

animal's sides, (TA,) or upon his back. (IDrd,

TA.) _.It (sand) became compact. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. 3332.3, inf. 11. 55.1223: see 1, in

two places. _ One 'says of the stallion-camel

when he covers, [app. meaning

.He distresses the she-camel by his weight: see

15,6, 33, above]. (lbn-’Abbad, TA.)

R. Q. 22 The mountains be

came Jig-'53, i. e. hills of mould or clay.

3 .
.9; An even, or a level, place; (K ;) [and so

Vii, as is shown by an explanation of its fem. in

this paragraph:] or land, or round, broken, and

made even: ($:) you say .9; (Akh, :)

pl. ($, Hence, in the Kur [vii. 139

and will. 98], We; (Akh, s, TA,) i. e.

[He made it, in the former instance, and shall

make it, in the latter instance,] even, or level,

(AZ, Az, Ibn-’Arafeh,) without any hill: (Ibn

’Arafeh: [this addition relating to the former

instance :]) or crumbled: (Kshf Bd :) or, accord.

to Akh, may be_here an inf. n. ; as though

the meaning were i : [see 1 :] or it may

be elliptical, meaning f3 another

reading is '55; ALL”, ($,) meaning in the

former instance a hill rising from the ground like

the (Kshz) or meaning 31;,

i. c. He made it even, or level, ground;

(Ksh, Bd;) because the word [to which

1‘5; virtually relates] is masc. ($.) _A]so, [as

a subst.,] Even, or level, sand; and'so ' : pl.

[of either, agreeably with analogy,] .‘lLéag.

_. And A [mound, or hill, ofdust or earth, such

as is called] (1; t) or the like ofa J5: (L =)

in some of the copies of the K, :1le is erroneously

put for J2". (TA.)

.51; A low mountain .- (S, K :) or an elevated,

or overlooking, hill of mould, or clay, in which is

somewhat of ruggedpess : (As, TA:) pl. itiéap;

(As, S, K;) and :15, [app. another, though

irregular, pl. of the shme,] is said to signify

(31);? [i. e. small isolated mountains, or hnolls of

mountains, &c., (see 5;l§,)'] breaking, or crumbling,

down : or disintegrated [hing or mountains, sauch

as are called] (TA.)—[See also .93,

of which it is a pl.]’= Also Strong and bulky.

(Ibn-’Abbad,

5:53 A certain thing, ($,) [i. e.] an elevated

place, (Mgh,) aflat-topped structure, upon

which one sits; Msb, i. q. [a

kind of wide bench, of stone or brick 9%., gene

rally built against a wall] : (Msb:) pronounced

by the vulgar lag, [and commonly applied by

them_ to a long seat of wood]: (TA :) and

1&5; signifies the same; ($,Mgb,1_(;) but

accord. to some, this belongs to art. 0.53m. v.]:

(S, Msb, TA :) the pl. of the former is 41.5,, like

as the pl. of $.25 is iii-i: (Msbz) and the pl.

of is (TA.) [For another

modern application, see Chis]_ See also ‘

£55; : see the next preceding paragraph. _.

[It is also vulgarly used for ifs, q. v.]

:15; The state of having no hump, or no pro

minence of the hump, in a camel. [See

a“:

$31.]

.ll’b’; [a pl. of which the sing. is not men

tioned] She-camels having their humps brohcn,

bruised, 0r crushed. (TA.)

A thing [meaning food] made of

[i. e. colocynths, or coloqgnth-seeds,] and flour,

when. flour is scarce. (Ibn-’Abbad, TA.) [See

also

is»; applied to 8 year, (s, TA,) and a month,

(TA,) and a day, (K,) Complete. (5,

2E5, fem. of [q. v.], used as a subst.,

(TA,) A hill ofmould or clay, (As, 5, M, K,)

not rugged, (As, M, K,) nor amounting to a

mountain: (TA 2) or the pl. signifies natural

[mounds, or hills, of dust or earth, such as are

called] J>o= (TA =) the pl. is illSLésg, (As, 5,

M, K,) because it is used as a subst. : (TA :) or

it has no sing.: :) ISd says, _this is what the

lenicologists say; but in my opinion the sing. is

55.3. (TA.)

I i .v 0.: a

0L5): see 35;, in two places: and see also

art. (95>.

and $34.2»; : see what next follows.

ALIA-s; (As, 5, K) and 7 and V

Sand that is compact, and cleaving to, the

ground, (As, $, not elevated, ($,) or not

much elevated: (As, TA :) or sand containing

dust or earth, compacted together: (AHn, TA 2)

or sand pressed, and even, or level: or land in

which is ruggedness : (K :) or a low, or depressed,

‘ _ _,“____._~__._\. ~M1~- ~

and even, or level, tract of land : (TA :) n.un.

of the first [and app. of each of the others] with

5: (15h, T in art. ,9 =) pl. shes and est-i=3

($, K)

3': _ I: 4 8r

.‘Jfl, and its fem. 2L5): see 41;. You say also

r5 1 9" I

11.4.» 1.5!, meaning A hill wide [and app. flat,

or nearly so,] in its top : (TA :) or an expanded

C v 5 fl

hill: (Msb:) pl. 95%,, which is extr. in this

case, abecause A5; is here an epithet. (TA.)

And 3;, [its regular pl.,] applied to sands, Even

and compact. (AHn, M in art. J5.)_[Hence,]

A horse contracted [in make] and broad in the

back; ($;) or a horse broad in the back, (Ks,

A’Obeyd, Mgh, K, TA,) and short (Ks, A

’Obeyd, Mgh, TA) therein; (TA,) of the sort

called up}; (A ’Obeyd, TA =) pl. .53. (s,

Mgh, K.) ._ And the fem. signifies A she-camel

having no hump: ($, K:) or whose hump is not

prominent, (K, '1;A,) but spreading upon her

sides .- (TA =) pl. .93 and 5.5%}, (s,) said in the
O. J G 1 '0 '

$ to be like J...- and .2550, but one does npt

say 95%, like as one does not say (5);..nl:

(IB :) and in like manner the masc. is applied to

a lie-camel: (K :) or 2Tb; [in the sense here ex

plained] has no_masc., and therefore it is allow

able to say 55%;. (113.)

4.33.0 IA strong man, that treads the ground

vehemently: TA:) or strong to work ; (K;)

and the fem., with 8, is applied in this latter sense

to a female slave. (S, Also a dial. var.

[now vulgarly used] of slit [q. v.]. (TA.)

'5’).

e15.» Colocynth egten with dates or

other things. (K.) [See also iféu]

[Brohem fflfsthedzf): bruised, 8w. : see

its verb, 1]._.. 35,5.» U6)! Land having no

[or elevations (in the CK, erroneously,

$31)], producing [the shrub called] A3,. (AI;In,

applied to a horse, Iiaving no

prominence of his [or crest of the hip or

haunch]; (K ;) and so in art. ails.)

._Applied to a man, T'Veahened by fever, ($,*

TA,) or by disease: or sick, or ill. (TA.)_ See

also what follows.

i. q. (K, TA,) mean

ing Land in which are many people, and pastors

of camels or cattle, so that it is marred thereby,

and abounds with the traces and urine of the

cattle, and they dislike it, except when it collects

them after a cloud [has ruined upon it] and they

cannot avoid it; as also V (TA.)

Quasir‘.”

. O Q Q J l l

)5» andfig: seepé.

ab:

1. 5‘23, (Msb,K,) aor. 1, (K,) inf. n.

5,053; (TA ;) and Vii»; ;) He put the

goods, household-goods, or furniture and utensils,

one upon another. (high, K, TA.) [In the TA,

this is said to be tropical: if so, it seems that

the proper signification is, He made the goods,

“VM“A~‘~ e _ * ~ ~— \‘\\\-~/\_'-\
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810., like a 01.35;, or bench upon which one sits:

see 2.] = nor. 1 , ($, Msb, K,) inf. n.

(s,Mt_th,) It (8. thing, TA, or 8. garment,

S, or a horse, Msb) was, or became, of a blackish

colour; of a colour inclining to blackness: (S,

I_{:) or of a colour inclining to that of dust,

[or brown ; i. e.] of a colour between redness and

blackness: (Msb, TA t) and 1553:, [originally

5:35] signifies the same as 05; [app.

(TA.), And said of a garment, It bebame

dirty and dust-obloured. (TA.)

2. 0.5:; He made [or constructed]

the 0&3. (TA.) _ See also 1.

8: see 1.

9 0 ' Q I ’

05; and 92:; : see what next follows.

(s,1;) and t Lé; and '55; [which

last is the inf. h. of 55:3] (TA) A blackish

colour; a colour inclining’to blackness : (S, K:)

or a colour inclining to that of dust; [or brown

ness; i. e.] a colour between redness and blackness.

(TA.)

[dim. of fem. of A cer

tain small reptile qfsuch as are termed

a o I

“filial.

A shop; [generally a small chamber,

with an open front, along which extends a wide

bench of stone or brick ;] syn. ($,Msb,

K :) and a 3;» [or hind of wide bench, ofstone

or brick dc, ‘generally built against a wall],

(Msb,TA,) upon which one sits, (Msb,) [i. e.]

constructed for the purpose of sitting upon it:

(TA :) and the like of which is built against a

leaning palm-tree, to support it: (As,AI;Iat,

Msb :) ifused as syn. with it is masc.

and fem.: (Msbz) En-N'awawce afiirms it to

be muse: (TA :) accord. to some, (Msb,) a

Persian word, [originally été;,] arabi

cized; Msb,K;) and if so, the Q is a

radical letter: (MF, TA:) IKt'g and several

others say that the Q is a radical, and that the

word is derived from the verb first mentioned

above: but Es-Sarakustee says that the Q is

augmentative accord. to Sb, and in like manner

says Akh; and that the word is from the phrase

vi r 9"

1L5; 305i meaning “an expanded hill :" (Mgh)

the pl. is 5,553. (s,1_<.)

A thing, (S,TA,) [or a garment, (see 1,)]

or ahorse, (Msb,) qfu blackish colour; ofa colour

inclining to blackness : z) or ofa colour in

clining to that of dust; [or brown; i. e.] ofa

colour between redness and blackness: (Msb,

TA:) and a garment dirty and dust-coloured:

(TA t) fem. 1&3; (Msb, TA ;) applied also to

a serpent: pl. applied also to clouds.

(TA.) In the following verse, Lebeed applies it

as meaning A wine-skin that has become in good

condition in respect of its colour and odour by

reason of its oldncss; ;) or a blackish, or

black, wine-shin : (EM p. 169:)

* gt. 5.5;? not wet it

as, 5’40! .9 '0' a!

He“:- to“: he; is» 2‘ *
*

(S, EM :) i. e. I buy wine at a high price,

together with every blackish, or black, old, wine

skin, or wine-jar smeared with pitch, from which

one has ladled out, the sealed clay upon its mouth

having been broken. 53.3)} [A

mess of crumbled bread moistened with broth]

having a large quantity ofseeds with which it is

seasoned: (K :) [app. because of its colour: but

SM says,] as though the said seeds were put one

upon another on it. (TA.)

J:

1. :13, aor. IIe, or it, directed; directed

aright; guided; or caused to take, or follow, a

right way or course or direction. (IAar, '1‘.) And

J; .He (8. man) was directed, directed aright,

guided, &c. (IAar, T.) You say, 5;;

M, 1g) tor. as above, (3, M,) inf. h. 53, (M,)

or 5,33, (s,1;:,) and 339;, (s, M, 1g) [but this

is afterwards said in the M to be a simple subst.,

as it is also in the Msb, and so is in the

M,] and i593, (s,1_§,) which is of higher autho

rity than 5'91), ($,) and (K,) and [perhaps]

$152, [which see below, voce or

this is a simple subst, (M,) He directed him, or

rightly directed him, or guided him, to it,

M,K;) namely, the way, ($,) or a thing: (M :)

or he showed him it; namely, the way. (TA.)

And $34.13! [He directed him to the way,- or

showed him the way]. (TA.) And Itéill 5;,and

[or 521;], nor. as above, inf. n. [Ile

indicated the thing, by a word &c.,] said ofa man;

as also VJ)! [i. e. 5;;le ng, &c;]. (Mgh.) You

say also, of a word, lié vi; [It denotes,

or signifies, such a thing]. (The iexicons pas

sim.)=Aeeord. to Sh, you say, 1.3;,» £133,

[aor. 53,] inf. n. i. e. Iknew this way,

and at, aor._ Jel, inf. _n. by}: accord. to

AZ, you say, 1513;], inf. n. [I

was, or became, directed, or rightly directed, or

guided, in the way :] and [Az says,] I heard an

Aral: of the desert say to another, uh;

6.9L)! [meaning lVilt thou not be directed, or

rightly directed, to the way ?] : (T :) [for]

'JJJI signifies he was, or became, directed, or

rightly directed, (M, K,TA,) to the way: (TA :)

and IAar cites as an ex., (T,) '

5—0; e genie a! a

* ngswaoeuu *

den '10» 3's. ’0’ a

* this, 51*" d»: deb: ' "

[that aileth thee, O stupid, that thou wilt not

be rightly directed? but how shall the dull and

slack be rightly directed ?]. (T, M, TA: but in

the M, o; and in the TA, 3,3 it.) And

sometimes 'unl is quasi-pass. of $913!

[explained above: see 10 below]. (TA.)'=

[sec. pers. $3,] aor. 5.35, ($, Msb, inf. n.

53; (§,“ M,‘ Msb,l_{;:‘) and of the class

of .rai, [sec. pers. £542), aor. kJ,a;a',] (Mob, MF,

TA,) inf- 11- Jbs (MW) and 'w-fi; ($,

M, Msb,K;) She (a woman) behaved in an

amorous manner, or used amorous gesture or

behaviour, with coquettish boldness, and feigned

coyness or opposition; ;) she behaved with

boldness (M, Msb, towards her husband, (M,

K,) and with amorous gesture or behaviour, and

coquettishness, _feigning opposition: (M, Msb,

K 2) [and also signifies she talked and

jested in a pleasing manner, displaying a pleasant

mien or guise : and in like, manner is said of

a man with his wife : see below. See also 4.]

._ also signifies He gloried in, or boasted of,

certain properties, or peculiar qualities. (IAar,

T.) _Also, aor. 3.x], .He favoured with, or

conferred, a gift; (IAar, T.)=And J3, [aor.,

accord. to rule,_J:\._i,] He emboldened : so in the

phrase, G1; L; [What emboldened thee, or

hath emboldened thee, against me ?]: and in the

saying of Keys Ibn-Zoheyr,

4 54' i,

@335 u“ wig-1' “‘

a I :15 110,01 o;~

" Wide-NM» ‘

[I think thatforbearance hath emboldened against

me my people : for sometimes the forbearing man

is reckoned ignorant]: (T :) and 7J3; signifies

the same. (T and TA in art.

i

2: see what immediately precedes : _ and for

a meaning of a.le [int'. n. of JTQ], see

Bias, in the first paragraph of art. Jig»

4. 3)]: see 1.=4;1; 3;! He acted, or be

haved, with boldness, or presumptuousness, towards

him; syn. 4‘4: 8.1.151; (M,I_{;) as also 'Jlfi:

(M, Mgh,“ K t) and Q [and 'fiiz'j]

She emboldens herself against him. (T.) Imra

el-Kcys says,

* a”: 1! :0r use 1 :5

idem! as.» Us». MAUI *

at, a,

"‘ L551?“ are

[0 thimeh (AU being a contraction of 321:6),

act thou gently: relinquish somewhat qf’this

boldness,- (or, as is said in the EM, p. 15, of this

amorous gesture or behaviour, and coquettish

boldness, and feigned coyness or opposition; see

1;) and than have determined upon cutting

me, act with goodness, 0r moderation]. (TA.)

_Also He confided in his late, and therefore

acted presumptuoust towards him. (IDrd, M,

beoi e: e: 0 1

witxwoés *

K?) In the copies’ of the K, is here put

in, the place of 5;}. (TA:) [And in the CK,

all? is put for Hence,

(TA,) one says, [He acted presump

tuously, confiding in another’s love, and disgusted] :

(S, M, TA:) 9. prov. (M, TA.)_-One says

also, gill,» 3.1, meaning [simply] He can

fides such @- one. ($.) _And “is: 3,8,

(s, M, 13,) meaning jiiéi [i. e. He

overcame, or overpowered, his adversaries], (M,

K,°)'in war, or battle: ($:) and so U1; L;ng

04,4 [the hawk, his prey, or quarry]. M,K.)

éasl said of a wolf, He became mangy, or
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scabby, and lean, or emaciated, and small in

body- (Ssh, 1;)

5: see 1, and {1; the latter in three places.

(ii-.0 also signifies He exalted himself ,- or was,

or became, haughty, proud, or disdainful: you

a 5 a, a 1.1”, a;

say, Qllaidl uk- QQHJ-Zg A,» [They eccalt them

selves against the Sultdn; or behave haughtily

to him]. in art.

7. JJSI: see 1, in three places—Also It

poured but or forth ; or was, or became, poured

out orforth. ($gh,

8. 3:1, first pers. ail: see 1.

10. (34.2.1! .He desired, or sought, an indica

tion, an evidence, a proof, or an argument: [this

is the primary signification: and hence,] he

adduced an indication, &c.: and he drew an in

ference, or a deduction: (KL :) or he established

an indication for the purpose of obtaining a

certain knowledge of a thing indicated, or for

the purpose of afiirming a thing indicated: and

sometimes it is quasi-pass. of &)LH [ex

plained above, so that it signifies he was, or became,

directed, or rightly directed, to the way]. (TA.

0 I I a

See 1.) [You say, guts UJJ; Joint

He desired, or sought, to be directed, or guided,

by a thing, to another thing: he adduced, or

took, or regarded, a thing as an indication, an

evidence, or a proof, of another thing, or as an

argument in favour of another thing: he in

ferred, from a thing, another thing: he sought,

orfound, or perceived, or saw, in a thing, on in

dication, an evidence, or a proof, of another

thing, or an argument in favour of another

thing : he was, or became, directed, or guided, or

he directed or guided himself, by a thing, to

another thing, or to the knowledge of another

thing. 4,: l; Jail", occurring in the 5,

means The J,» is that whereby one is directed,

or guided.]

R. Q. 1. J33, (M,) inf. 11. 33.333 and (jails,

(M, K,) He put in motion or in a state bf

commotion, or moved about, (M, K,) a thing

suspended, (M,) and his head and limbs in walk

ing, (M, K,) said of a man. (M.) =us J33;
a! ’

Uéfjl He went away into the country, or in. the

land.

R. Q. 2. It was, or became, in a state

of motion or commotion, or it moved about, (T,

$, K,) hanging down; i. e. it dangled: (S, K:)

it hung down loosely. (M, K.)_[Hence,]
’ ’ ’ 'r r 2 e o, .v r ,¢

‘MFL-‘lb 01-! 1,343.95 [1- They wavered,

“dual”, 01' hung in suspense, between two

afi'airs, and did not pursue a direct course]. (Lh,

T, 19)

l

J; Amorous gesture or behaviour, of a woman,

with coquettish boldness, and feigned coyness or

opposition; as also i ($, M :) the former is

an inf. n., [see1,] and 'the latter is a simple

subst.; (Msb;) both signifying a woman’s bold

ness of behaviour (M, Msb, towards the

husband, (M, K,) with amorous gesture, and

coquettishness,feigning opposition,- (M, Msb, K;)

as also vtijji; (K,) and '36:}; (Her p. 567:)

or signifies a woman’s pleasing tth and

jesting and mien or guise; as also ' (Sh,

T :) and pleasing talk and jesting of a man with

his wife: (TA in art.~‘.>...o:) and also, (K,)

accord. to A’Obeyd (T, and Hr, (M,) like

[23.3, (K,) or nearly the same as this word,

(T, S, M,) both signifying a certain calm or

placid or grave" manner of department, with

pleasingness of mien or guise or aspect, (T, S, M,

K,) and of the natural dispositions do“ (T, S,)

of a man: (T, s, M:) and boldness [or pre

sumptuqusness]; (T in art. 3!”) as also

and 'il'ls: (Mgh, and Har p. 243, and T ubi

supra in explanation of the last:) or this last

signifies a hind of boldness (IAar, T, M,* K“)

towards a person in whose estimation one holds a

high place, (IAar, T,) or towards a person be

loved, or a beloved and loving relation; (M, K ;)

and is a subst. from syn. with

(Har p. 243;) as is also '31,. (Fr, T.) One

says, Ge and 7 [She is pleasing

respect of her amorous gesture &.c.]. (S.)

=It is also an arabicized word, from the Pers.

J), signifying The heart, or mind: (M,K:)

sometimes used in the speech of the Arabs, (M,)

and applied by them as a. proper name (M, K)

to a. woman: (M:) with fet-h (M, K) and

teshdeed (K) becapse there is no such word in

their language as J; ; wherefore they changed it

3,

to as, which has the first ofthe meanings assigned

to it above. (M.)

[£33, to which Golius assigns a. meaning partly

belonging to an inf. n. of and partly

to other words of this art, (“ Capitis membro

rumve motus seu gestus, extrinsecus gravitatem

prm se ferens, profectus tamen ab eo qui amat

favetque,”) as on the authority of the and KL,

I do not find in either of those works]

3?; Afavour, or benefit, conferred, or bestowed.

(Fr, T.)

3:- 3w

4!, : see (J).

3' ,

see (J), in five places.

4 44

dds:

Q

(is; i. q. '35; (s, Msb, TA ;) i. e. [A di

rector ; or] a right director (Msb, Kull, TA) to

that which is sought or desired; a guide,- (Kull ;)

one who directs, or rightly directs, another; (M5)

[an indicator;] and a discoverer: (Msbz) and

a thing by which one is directed, or guided,

(4.; \Q, $,TA,) or by which one is rightly

directed; (TA 3) [an indication; an evidence; a

proof; and an argument;] a sign set up for the

knowledge _of a thing indicated; (whence smoke

is called 4G)! [an indication offire] ;)

anything whereby a thing indicated is known,

whether relating to an object of sense or to 'the

law [&c.], decisive or indecisive: and tire} is

used in 'the sense of 3:33, because a thing is

called by the inf. n. of its herb: (Kull :) and so is

t 35,, (s, MF, TA,) though this is asserted in

the to have been said heedlessly by J because

this last word is an inf. n. ; for the infi n. is used

in the sense of the act. part. n., almost by a

general rule, as it is also in the sense of the pass.

part. n.: (MF, TA :) the pl. of is

[generally restricted t9 rational beings,'or always

so restricted,] and tidal [generally restricted to

things by which one is directed &c., but properly

a pl. of pauc.,] (M, TA) and, accord. to some,

Ji'flg, (Kull,) or this is pl. of Vidal; [fem. of

[1,23], or of 15%, as is also (TA.)

“1%,;in means 0 guide of those who

are perplexed to that by means of which their

perplexity will depart. (Kull.) The saying of a

poet,

* si'iqssléaij-Is *

means, as some say, [i. e. They bound the

saddles upon the camels for riding, with, or by

means of, a toiling guide]: or, accord. to IJ, it

may be elliptical, for ibis “Lb, and is like

the phrase ul; 1;”; as though he said,

v56 J93 U1; [relying upon a toiling

guide]:

see the next paragraph, in if)!!!" places;

and see its pl. in the same :_see also J9), in two

places. ._ As a. conventional term, (TA,) it means

A word’s signification, or indication of meaning :

(Msb, TA :) this is of three kinds: thus QLJL

signifies, or indicates, “ an animal endowed with

reason ” ZKQLLLJQ, i. e. by complete correspond
ence; and “ an ,lanimal” or “a. being endowed

with reason ” file, i. e. [by partial inclusion,
or] partially; [and “fa being capable of know

ledge ” ,oljfi'flig, i. e. [necessar-ily, or] by a neces

sary idea. attached to it in the mind. (TA.)

5'93 9. subst. signifying Direction, right di

rection, or guidance,- (Fr, T, M, Msb;) as also

' (Fr, T, Mgh,) or the former only accord.

to IDrd, (M,) and 125,3; and v L,.1,i,; (M ;) si

this last is an inf. 11. like i ; ;)'or signifies

the skill of a guide in direction or right direction.

or guidance ,- his well-grounded shill therein.

(Sb, M, A poet says,

* 'w‘»» éiul'i’ W ufl *

[Verin I am a man possessing varied skill in

guiding in the roads, or ways]. (A’Obeyd, S.)

_The occupation of the [q.v.]; (M, K;)

as also (K:) or, accord. to IDrd, the

latter [only] has this meaning. (M.)—The

hire that one gives to the or [so in the M,

but in the “and”] to the (M, and

so, sometimes, 7 (K.)

an inf. n. ofJ; [q. v.]: Msb, K :) or

a simple subst.: (M :) see the next preceding

paragraph.

I r I '

big-lg: see [Hy—and see also what next

follows.

[5]; A conspicuous road or beaten track.

(IAar, K.) In the T, at the end of art. JJ,‘ it is
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said that Vile); signifies A white road or beaten

track ,- on the authority of AA. (TA.)

A broker; or one who acts as an interme

diary between the seller and the buyer,for efi'ecting

the sale,- because he directs the purchaser to the

merchandise, and the seller to the price; also

called (TA in art.w ;) one who brings

together the seller and the buyer. (M,

alga: see :_and see also

3335335 (Tea) and ' JG; (L12.T.K)A

people, or party, wavering, vacillating, or hang

ing in suspense, between two afairs, and not

pursuing a direct course. (Lh, T, You say

also, 5514;, meaning Hey came wavering;

not inclining to these nor to those. (ISk,T,

also signifies A case, or an afl'air, of

great magnitude or moment, diflicult, or formid

able. (15.) YOU say, 431st £1.35“ [The

pe0ple, or party, fell into that which was a case

ofgreat magnitude &c.]. (TA.) [See also a. simi

lar phrase in the next paragraph.])=Also, M,

K,) and ' J,.Si§, The [or hedge-hog]:

(IAar,T,K:) oraspecies of having long

prickles: (M :) or a large : ($, K :) or the

male .335 : (MF :) or an animal like the ;

(M,K;) it is a certain beast that shakes, and

shoots forth prickles like arrows: the di erence

between it and the is like that between 835

and gigs}, and the oz-kind and bufl'aloes, and

Arabian {camels and those called (M :)

or a certain large thing, larger than the Jig",

having long prickles. (Lth, T.) _ Also, the

former, without the article J1, (M, TA,) in

correctly written in the with that article, (TA,)

the name ofA certain mule, (M, K, TA,) ofa

colour in which whiteness predominated over

blackness, (TA,) belonging to the Prophet. (M,

1s. M)

[Motion, or commotion, or a moving

about, of a thing suspended, and of theohead and

limbs in walking ;] a subst. from do); in the

first of the senses assigned to this verb above:

(M,K:) agitation, convulsion, tumult, or dis

turbance. ($, [Hence,] one says, is?"

gtfi,’ The people, or party, fell into an un

sound, a corrupt, or a disordered, and an un

steady, or afluctuating, state of afi'airs. (Lh,T.

[See a similar phrase in the next preceding para

graph.])_ See also another signification in the

next preceding paragraph.

9 )6!

:ng3 : see Jab.

5f): see

all; : see 53, in two places.

59,36: see

Very bountiful or beneficent. (IAar, T.)

[Inferentiah illative, or deductive,

U ) ’

knowledge ;] a term opposed to L52” as mean

ing [intuitive, immediate, or axiomatic, or] such

as originates without thought, or reflection, and

intellectual examination of an evidence or a proof.

(Kull p. 232.)

5.»; [Acting, or behaving, with boldness, or

presumptuousness: &c.: see its verb Trust

ing in himself, and in his weapons and apparatus.

(Ham p. 383.) And [Presuming

by reason of courage: or]’ bold, daring, or

brave.

a) lei/J J' 4!

(3'93 it!“ 353$, meaning Such aflmale is the

fatter-child of such a man, is a phrase of the

people of Baghdad, not of the [classical] lan

guage of the Arabs. (Sgh, TA.)

Ia I J

J.» One who accuses of a crime, an. ofi‘ence,

or an injurious action, wrongfully. (IAar, T.)

[pass. part. 11. of ; Directed, directed

aright, or guided: and indicated, denoted, or

signified. Hence, The indicated

meaning, or signification, ojla word: pl.

=Also] Emboldened.

v1:

all; A hind of tree; (S, and so in some copies

of the K;) the tree called thefif; [or/slig],

(T,) or the [probably a mistranscription

for)Lga]: (M:) or the )li’a or )6“? [i. e. the

plane-tree]; (T, M, K, accord. to different copies;

in some copies of the K explained as the )Uva ;

in other cOpies, as a kind of tree, and the )L'ea ;)

which is most like to it [referring to the Jigs];

(T ;) or which is most likely; (M ;) a kind of

great tree, (Mgh,) having neither blossom nor

fruit, the leaves of which are serrated (M, Mgh)

and wide, resembling those of the vine, (M,) called

in Persian )C'w [or rather side]: (Mgh :) in

the [Kitab en-]’ Nebat, [or Book of Plants, of

AHn,] the [tree called] )Lza, which is a Persian

word that has become current in.the language of

the Arabs: it grows large and wide: and some

say that it is called the A25: (TT:) accord. to

Ibn-El-Kutbee, it is a great, well-known, tree,

a»;
[or palma Christi],.except in being smaller, and

are bitter in taste, and astringent; having small

blossoms: (TA :) [see also De Sacy’s “Abd

allatif,” p. 80: and his “Chrest. Arabe,” sec.

ed., p. 394 (173 of the Arabic text) and the notes

thereon: the word is a coll. gen. n.:] n. un.

with s. (s, M, 1;.) The was; [pl. of v.,ss,

answering to the Christians the, purpose of church

bells,] are made of the wood of this tree: whence

the saying, Q; [He

is of the people who are accustomed to ply the

wood of the plane;tree], meaning he is 8. Chris

tian. (A.) =33“ [_or, as in a copy of the T,

accord. to the TT, $381,] A certain race of the

blacks, (T, 1g) of Es-sne! [said to be] formed

by transposition from

the leaves of which resemble those of the

n. un. of [q. v.]. ($,M,

And Blackness, (IAar, T, K,) like [q. v.].

(TA.)

‘LJIQ A coal that will not become extinguished.

(K)

499,3, ($,) or (A, Mgh,) or each of

these, (M, Msb, of which the latter is the

more chaste, (Mgh,) an arabicized word, (S, M,

A, high, 1;) from the Persian [33,;(161-hh];

(S, M, Msb ;) but some say it is Arabic; (Msb ;)

[A kind of water-wheel;] a machine that is

turned by a horse or the like; (Mgh, Msb;) a

thing formed like the 33,;6, with which water is

drawn, (M,A, for irrigating land

(A z) or, more correctly, the same as the 3),;U ;

vulgarly called (TA :) [it mainly consists

of a vertical wheel, which raises the water in

earthern pots, these being attached to cords, and

forming a continuous series; a second vertical

wheel, fixed to the same axis as the former, with

cogs; and a large, horizontal, cogged wheel,

which, being turned by a pair of bulls or cows

or by a single beast, puts and keeps in motion

the two other wheels and the pots:] pl. “1,1153;

(S,M,A;) for which uh}; occurs in poetry:

(M :) [or rather this (occurring at the end of a

verse, and with the article J!) is pl. of £913.]

_ It has also other meanings, not mentioned in

the (TA.) [Nor are they mentioned in the

TA. Among other meanings used in the present

day, are the following-A machine: particu

larly any machine with a rotatory motion. ._ A

cupboard—And A machination; an artifice,

a trick ,- or afraud.]

sees, as;

3,!» Us) A land containing, (S,) or abound

ing with, (K,) the kind of trees called

($.19)

@s

1- ."3. (s. as.) m l (s. L) and as

ian n. ,3, He transferred the bucket from the

mouth of the well to the watering-trough, to

empty it therein : (S, K :) or he took the bucket,

when it came forth, and went with it whither

JJBI e;

soever he pleased. (TA.) One says also, abs ’5

’33“; and : the latter verb being formed

by tiansposition. (Fr, TA in art. Jq-s.) _And

He transferred the milk, when the camels had

been milked, to the [large bowls called]

(K.)._.[See a remark of IF at the end of art.

fly] -

4. as», (inf. h. E’sil, Msb,TA,) He jour

neyed from the beginning of the night: and

l he journeyed from the latter part of the

night: (Th,$,K:) or the former signifies he

journeyed all the night: and 'the latter, he

journeyed in the latter part of the night: (A,

Msb, TA :) or the former, he journeyed in the

night, at any hour from the beginning to the

end thereof: (Th, from Aboo-Suleyman El

Aarabee :) or, accord. to El-Farisee, ' both these

verbs are syn., and each bears the first and second

of the significaticns given above: IDrst contends

against the assertions of those who make a differ

ence between them, and aflirms them to be syn.,

and to signify he journeyed in the night, at any

time, in the beginning [or middle or end thereof:
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a” —— 96,}

therefore, he says, their signification is restricted,

in several examples, by the context; and hence,

O

he adds, the appellation given to a hedge

hog: (TA:) [agreeably with this explanation,]

’Alee says,

a i _ so I a; a, o I

Hi u: Evgvl,lf~ll

[Endure thou with patience travelling, andjour

neying in the night, in the period a little before
41"

daybreak]. (MR) [See another ex. voce Co‘lJ

I l

8: see 4, in three places.

I O a

a»
g”

c), ; see the next paragraph. -

Cole

1H,:

I I O! U 1 Or 5 P!

39.1; and liq.» and l . >, (S, K,) all substa,

A journeying from the beginning of the

night: ($,K:) and the first and second a jour

neyingfrom the latter part of the night: :) or

thus the first: (A :) and the second, (ISd, A,) or

the first and second, (TA,) a journeying all the

night: (ISd,A,TA:) and the second, also, a

journeying a little before daybreak : (ISd, TA :)

or the first and second (TA) and third (IDrst,

TA) a journeying in the night; and this seems

.17";

to be the meaning intended in: the trad,M

03 a s r r a l i e r e

(5,53 95191 0]) walnut [Keep ye to

journeying in the night, for the earth is to be
Q a

traversed by night]: (TA :) [and 'F-fs occurs

in the L in the sense of &c.:] the pl. of

1 Is

the first is a». (Ham p. 521.) One says also,

a or a no r e Bi}

39.1.," liq-Mil [Keep to the journeying in

the night, &c., before the breaking of the dawn].

(A.) [See another ex. voce M.]_Also, the

same three words, and and 719.33, An

hour, or a time, or a short portion, (250,) of
Q 1r

the latter part ofthe night: (lSd,TA:) or _ >

signifies the whole of the night, from the begin

ning to the end. (Th, from Aboo-Suleyman El

Aarabce.)

.ara

.
o
o

l a

e-J“

Q a

‘ 1, One who takes the bucket and goes with

} see the next preceding paragraph.

it from the mouth of the well to the watering

trough, to empty it therein. K.)__And

One who transfers the milk, when the camels,

have been milked, to the [large bowls called]

(K)

'53}; (s,1_<) and v5.1.3.1; (1;) A wild animal’s,

($,K,) or gazelle’s, (TA,) covert, or hiding

place, among trees: ($,K, TA :) the former

word like 6,5: ($:) the s in CI), is held by

Sb to be a substitute for a, and the Q is a

substitute for ,. (TA.)—Also, the former, A

hole, or den, of a wild animal; or a subterranean

excavation or habitation; syn.

_. And A closet; a small chamber withina large

chamber. (TA.)

and l The space between the well

a the watering-trough. ($, A, K.)

Bk. 1.

_b

élllll (1;) and @3311 ,ii (A, 1;) The hedge

hog ; syn. ml: (A, :) so called because he

goes about all the night: (TA :) or not because

he does so in the first part of the night, or in the

middle, or in the latter part, or during the whole

of it; but because he appears at night at any

time when he wants herbage or water 840. (lDrst,

TA.)

.41.! 0'. a I”,

39)»: see Elw:=and see also a1».

Irr.

5.9).»: A large milking-vessel in which milk is

transferred [to the [yo-.9, or large bowls: see

1]— (K0

[A cloud that comes in the latter

part of the night]. (A voce q. v.)

v-ls

1. 93;, inf. 11. J5; : see the next paragraph, in

three places.

2' Q33, (Mr A; Mgh,) inf- n' $1,352 (S: M:

Mgh, Msb, 15,) He concealed, oi- liid, a thing;

he did not make it known; as also VUJJJ. (TA.)

_He concealed a fault, or defect, in an article

of merchandize, from the purchaser, ($, Mgh,

Msb, 1;,) in selling; (s, Mgh,) as also vuug,

aor. ; , inf. n. but the former is the more com

mon: (Msb :) and he did not show afault, or

defect; without restriction to ’a. case of_selling.

(TA.) You say, Us 4;}: vi; J5, (M,

A,) and all," u-ls, (A,) He concealed,

disguised, or cloaked,from the man the fault, or

defect, of the thing sold; (A3) he did not show

thefault, or defect, to the man in selling.

And 5;,” Us 93> He did not show his

fault, or defect, in selling, and in other cases.

(M.) And U3; He concealed, disguised, or

cloaked,from him hisfault, or defect. (A.) And

Az heard an Arab of the desert say, ,3): Us Q;

l [Ll There is not in the afair treachery

nor deceit: (Mgh:) or 4,5 u! L;

I have not, with respect to it, treachery hor

deceit; CK," TA ;) referring to a thing, or an

afl‘air, in which he was accused, or suspected, of

evil. (L, TA.) [In this cg, instead of J53, we

find VJQJ_ Hence “Q45 in the ascription ofa

tradition to its relater or relaters; which is, tOne’s

relating a tradition as from the earliest sheykh

when perhaps he has not seen him, but only heard

itfrom one inferior to him, orfrom one who had

heard it from him, and the like; or when he

has seen him, but has heard what he ascribe: to

himfrom another, inferior to him; (Az, TA ;)

which has been done by several persons in whom

confidence is placed: (K :) or one’s not mention

ing, in his tradition, himfrom whom he heard it,

but mentioning the highest authority, inducing

the opinion that he had heard itfrom him. (A.)

a. use, (M,) inf. 11. £13133 (:5, M) and

Jails, (M,) He endeavoured to deceive, beguile,

or circumvent,- or acted deceitfully with another.

(S, M.) You say, Such a one

will not endeavour to deceive thee, or act deceit

fully with thee, and conceal from thee the thing,

agIt’hough he cgme’to thee in ’the dark. [See

94).] And we!” UJIAJ“ '9 Such a one

will not endeavour to deceive, beguile, or circum

vent; or will not act deceitfully with another ,- nor

will he act perfidiously : (M, L :) or will not act

wrongfully, nor treacherously, TA,) nor

practise artifice orfraud. (TA.)

5 : see 2, first signification : = and see also 7,

in two places.

7. “Jail It (a thing) was, or became, concealed,

or hidden; as also 'UJJJ: (TA 2) and l the

latter, he (a man, concealed, or hid, himself;

(T1; 5) syn-.3:- (K-)

The dark; or darkness; M, A, K;)

as also i : (A, Msb, and the confused

ness of the dafhness, or of the beginning of night ,

expl. by {SUEJI L591}. (A, 1;.) You say, 136‘:

{SLEH He came to us in the cmgfusedness of

the darkness, or (f the beginning of night. (TA.)

And [He went forth in

the confusedness of the darkness, or of the begin

ning of night, and in the darkness of the last part

of the night]. (A, TA.)

.eb)

8.4,: see kLin-"Hence, Deceit, guilc, or

circumvention. (IF, Msb.)

gel:

1. 9353, nor. 1, (TK,) inf. n. Jog}, (M, 1;,

TK,) It (a thing, TK) shone, or glistened. (M,

1;, m)- 5-5" (s, K, M.) “is fell.»

($,) or “333, (so in a copy of the M,) aor. =' ,

(5,) inf. 11. L513, (s, M, 1,1,) with which U233 is

syn., (TA,) [the former a reg. inf. n. of M3,

and the latter of $.33, which is the form given

in the TK, and is perhaps a dial. var.,] The coat

of mail was, or became, soft, ($, M, K,) and

smooth, (M, and shining, or glistening. ($,

M, 1;.)__’,.u“sl “21;, nor. =, The aged She

camel lost her teeth'(K', TA) by reason ofextreme

age ,- (TA ;) as also “2,; and (TA.)

2- ooh. ($.M,A,) infln- Jab. ($.19

He made a thing to shine, orglisten (M :) he, or

it, made soft,- (so in some copies of the K, and

so accord. to the TA ;) for M3! in [some of] the

copies of the K is a mistake 'for 6,51%: (TA :)

he made a coat of mail sqfl, and shining, or

glistening: ($:) it (a torrent) made stone, or

rock, smooth : (S,‘ M, A, 9‘) and he gilded a

thing, so that it shone, or glistened. (A, TA!)

[Hence,] gal; She (a woman) plucked

out the hair upon the sides of her forehead [and

so rendered it smooth or glistening]. (M, TA.)

[See also Q. Q. 1.] _. Coivit circa vulvam;

membro in vulvam non immisso: (A :) vel extra

vulvam: (K:) the action which it denotes is

termed as well as (A.)

\ _'-\\_

7. gala-ii It fell, or dropped: ($, K :) or went

114
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forth quickly; as also 9.41.03: (Lthz) or went

forth, andfell, or dropped : (M :) or went forth

quickly, or slipped out by reason ofits smoothness,

(Wig and fill, or dropped: (A 2) (52s.; 0..

[from my hand]; (is. A. K i) or 41.5» (Lib)

or guill [from the thing]: IF says

that the s is app. a substitute fordo. (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. 92155, and 1.2.1.23, He adorned,

or decorated, and made to shine, or glisten, his

household-goods, or utensils and furniture. (M.)

[But some hold the) to be a radical letter. See

also 2, above.]

Q. Q. 2. It (the head) became bald in

thefore part. (K. in art. Ugo-lg.)

I a I '

val, : see “0'93, in three places.

, . .

Jo'j’; Shining, or glistening; as also 75,2le

(A,) and v $.93, (s and M in this his, and K

in art. “abdwith an augmentative), ofthe

measure accord. to Sb, but accord. to

others, (M,) [see an ex. in a verise cited voce

{n.4,} and 192.33, (s, M, K,) which is a

contraction of that riext preceding, (S, M,) and in

like manner Tahiti»; and 7:453, (Sin this art,

and K in art. M0),) which last two are formed

by transposition from the two next preceding:

(TA in art. Uni-o; :) or, as also 7 (S, M,

1;, TA) and tub; and t {#53, (M, TA,)

shining, or glistening, and smooth; (M ;) or soft,

and shining, or glistening“ (S, E, TA,) and

smooth. (TA.) You say, “0'92 t); (S, M, A,

K) and (A) A coat of mail smooth,

(M, A, 151,) ion, (s, M, A, K,) and shining, or

glistening- (s. M. A => pl- J’s}, (s, M. A. K.)

like the sing., (s,) and £3. (Lth, M, A.)

And Glittering gold. And

1w; air»! A shining, or glistening woman.

(TA.) And 792.93,; A. head bald in thefore

part. And 'JaJB, (El-Moheet, and so in

some copies of the K,) or V 92%;, (as in other

copies of the K,) and V applied to a man,

signify i. q. (K ;) i. e., Hairless and glisten

ing in_body : (TKz) fbm. of the last,

VJ;'§3, also, applied to a man, signifies Very

smooth : (TA :) and applied to a she-camel, and

to land smooth: but it is not applied

to a lie-camel. (Ibn-’Abbad.) And v Uh; and

i333, applied to land, signify Even, or, level:

Pl- ug'dg- (K)

U243} : see Ji§>, in three places. _ Also The

water, or lustre, (L,) ofgold : (K :) or, as some

say, glistening, or glittering, gold. (TA.)

I is s r _

ug'j; : see “'95, in two places.

Jog; That wabbles, or moves to andfro;

or moves about; ;) as, for instance, a sinew

does when chewed by an old woman. (S.)

W1 '1 ‘7'

. f)

1,:

. 'J

w-g'flsi

sash

Jae; .

I 1 I

see 969;, m several places.

fem. 2126;: see Jaés, near the end of

the paragraph.._Applied to'an ags, 320 which

new hair has grown; as also Tufbl. (Ibn

’Abbad, K.) _ And the fem., applied to an aged

she-camel, those teeth have fallen out (K, TA)

by reason of extreme age; (TA,) as also

and 5633. (TA.)

3 '08 .

“fits! : see the next preceding paragraph.

Cele) 4'0 I

La!“ 8);.» A. rock made smooth (A, TA) by

torrents.

cl:

“1. £33, (Lth, s, K,) aor. =, (K,) inf. n.

8;, (Lth, IQ“) He (a man, S, [and a dog,] and

a tired wolf, TA) lolled, lolled out, put forth, or

protruded, his tongue; (Lth, S, K ;) as also

V halal; (Lth, IAar, S, K;) but the latter is of

rare occurrence, though chaste. (Lth.)= And

(Lth, S, K,) the verb being‘intrans. as

well as trans, aor. I andl, (K,) inf. n.

é;3,(Lth, K,) like as has for its inf. n.

when intrans., but when trans, (Lth,) His

tongue lolled, or protruded ,' (Lth, S, K ;) as also

' cm; (s. K a and ' 9'31. [originally 5531.]

of the measure Jéiiu (Ibn-‘Abbhd, K =) [said of

a man,] his tongue,protruded from the mouth,

and hung down upon the hair between the lower

lip and the chin, like the tongue of the dog;

(TA ;) and [in like manner,] VCJAJI, it pro

truded and hung down, by reason of much grief, or

distress of mind, afl'ecting the breath, or respira

tion, or by reason of thirst, like that of the dog.

(TA.)

4: see 1.

7 : see 1, in two places—[Hence,] Ci»!

+His belly became prominent, or protuberant:

(S :) or became large andfiabby : :) said of a

man: (S :) or, accord. to Naseer, as related by

Aboo-Turab, the verb has the latter signification

said of the belly of a woman; as also JUN.

(TA.)—And $2141 8.).“ tTke sword

became drawn,'or it slipped out, from its scab

bard; TA 5) as also Jail. (TA.)

8. see 1.

2.31; Stupid in the utmost degree ,- (El

Hujeymee,K;) who ceases not to loll out his

tongue. (El-Hnjeymee, TA.)_ 51!; 1-An

afair in the way to the attainment of which

there is nothing intervening as an obstacle; expl.

bin; 13,3 as)

J'6§ n.,

chi vs) A horse that lolls out his tongue in

running. (Ibn-'Abbad.)

d .4 - _-~.:\._-r-_’-~

[pass. part. n. of 4]. It is said in a trad.,

i a), ‘4’: H 10' d s 4 1’01

4‘“ oi “‘4. We 99")” 4”" *9“

[The false witness' will be raised to lifie on the

day of resurrection with his tongue lolled out in

thefire]. (TA.)

J:

'1', (T; $7 M) K2) 9‘2]:- 7 s (T; M: K7) inf-.2

..o. (T. 131,15) and w. (pals) and a»

(1;) and .363, (M, 1;) and a», (M, TA,) H8

walked, or went, gently, or leisurely: (S, M:)

said of an old man, (As, T, S, K,) he walked, or

went, (As, T, S, M,K,) with short steps, (S, M,) or

in the manner of him who is shackled, (K,) as

some say, (M,) at a rate above that which is

termed 4‘43, (As,T, M, like as does the

army, or body of troops, to the [other] army, or

body of troops. (As, T.) You say, Mi

1);! Us 2);.913’31 (T, S,‘ M,K*)' meahing

The army, or body of troops, went gently, or

leisurely, to the [other] army, or body of troops,

in war: (M :) or advanced, or went forward ,

syn. (S, 1.3:) [for] (T, M) accord.

to A ’Obeyd, or J; accord. to AA, (T,) signi

fies the act of advancing, or going forward;

J ell!

syn. (T,Mz) and one says jam»,

K,) or; (M, and so in one place in the

TA,) meaning [as is implied in the and we

advanced to them; syn. (M :) and

he drew n’eqrdto him, or it. (TA.)

also signifiesw [i. e. I walked; or went on

foot, whether quickly or slowly] : (Ham p. 678:)

and [in like manner,] 7 JJJ signifies Lg;

[he walked, &c., to him, or it]: (0, TA :) or

this latter signifies [:55 [said in the TA, in art.

Utes, to be syn. with ; but it rather signifies

he walked with slow steps to him, or it]; and

approached,or draw near: but A’Obeyd

says that is more common. _ Hence,

the saying of a poet,

' .s'éih J; *

meaning 1“ I have wounded thy heart with rhymes.

(Ham ubi suprh.)-[The verb seems to bear

two contr. significations; for it is said that]

means He hastened to tahe me

by the hand and embrace me. (Har p. _.

4:“, aor. = , inf. n. He (one carry

ing a thing) was heavily bitrdened, or over

burdened, by his load [so that he went slowly].

(M.)—You say of a she-camel, 9:5,,

meaning She rises [app. with dibidulty (see

5.813)] with her load. (T,* Ibn-’Abbad, _

Arid Jun" aor. , , inf. n. The camels,

or cattle, clone to the ground by rcbson qfemacia

tion. (M, TA.)

4. iii)! It (old age) made him to walk, or go,

gently, or leisurely; with short steps; [or in the

manner of him who is shackled; (see 1;)] at a

rate above that which is termed (IAar,

M.)=J;in .15 that i. q. 23 1,-5.3, (Ibn-’Abbéd,

K,') He spoke to him in a rough, harsh, coarse,

rude, uncivil, or ungentle, manner. (TK.)

5: see 1.

.-.'_ fl_'_
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7. (:1; Jail i. q. LEI [app. as meaning It

poured out, orforth, upon me]. (Ibn-’Abbéd,

j; Courageous,- brave ,- strong-hearted. (AA,

T, so

.333 A she-camel (Ibn-’Abbb.d, 1;) that rises

[app. with difliculty (see 5316)] with her load.

(T, Ibn-’Abbé.d, K.)_ It i; also a pl. of Juli;

(152) and 01".},33. (TA.) ' '

[The dolphin;] a certain fish, (T,) or

beast,’ (S,K, [app. thus termed because it is a

mammal,]) of the sea, (T, S, K,) that save:

who is drowning; also called U4};

and abounding in the Seg of Dimydt [or Da

mietta]. (TA.)-5,5311 +[The constellation

Dclphinus;] one of the northern constellatiops,

which comprises ten stars, andfollowsiSLElllLZEJl

[a and B and 'y of Aguila]: the bright star on

its tail is called (sz.)

I Afat camel, that walks, or goes, gently,

or leisurely, or with short steps, or in the manner

of him who is shackled, by reason of his fatness :

pl. with two dammehs. (TA.) _- And I A

palm-tree having much fruit. (TA.)

Also 1- A eagle: (IAar, M, :) pl.

[perhaps a contraction of , an analogous form

of pl.]. [Thus it bears two contr. signi

fications ]

Jill; An old man that walks, or goes, gently, or

leisui'ely, or with short steps, or in the manner of

him who is shackled: (TA :) walking with a

heavy load, with short steps ,- (S, ;) like :

(s =) pl- .353 (as) and if; (K) and $9;

(TA :) and [as pl. of 33:13] is applied to old

women. (TA.) _+0ld, ahd rendered lowly,

humble, 0r submissive, by age. (M.)—IAn

arrow that hitsa thing in the way to the butt,

or object of aim, and then glances offrom the

place thereof. K, TA.)

Cir/J

c.5154: see what follows.

and A lion walking at his ease,

(K, TA,) without haste, and with short steps,

because of his presumptuousness, and lack qffear.

(TA.)

db

1. as an intrans. verb: see 7, in three

places. = (S, K,) aor. 1, (TA,) inf. n.

(S,) He made it (a sword) to slip forth from its

scabbard: z) or he drew it forth, or made it

to come forth,- namely, asword, from its scab

bard: (K :) and [in like manner] ' 233$ he drew

it forth, or made it to come forth; ;)

namely, a sword, &c.; (TA,) as also V iila-Lll

(15) and (TA.) Hence, in a ma. of
J, ~ ~ 2 a” .I

’Alee, ,5." Vualh as,

having drawn me forth, or having made me to

comeforth. (TA.) And

The rain dran'sfin'th the reptiles, or small creep

ing things, or makes them to come forth, from

I came, the rain

their holes ; as also WM. (TA.) _ You say

also, 2;, [as to the letter and the

meaning like tun] i. e. f He came

harassed, or distressed, by thirst and fatigue.

(TA.)—And l’il; They scattered,

or poured forth, upon them the horsemen making

a sudden attach and engaging in conflict, or the

hgr'semen urging their horses. (TA.) _ And

ng 3J5, inf. n. as above, He opened his door

vehemently. (TA.) The aged she

camel lost her teeth by reason éf extreme age,

like (TA in art. um.)

4: see 1, in two places.

5: see the next paragraph.

7. JJJJl It (a sword) cameforth Msb,

from its scabbard (Msb) without being drawn:

(S, Msb, K :) or became loose, and so comeforth,

and came forth quickly: (TA:) and in like

manner, its scabbard became slit, or it slit

its scabbard, (K,) so that it came forth from it :

(S,K:) or it fell from its scabbard, and came

forth, without being drawn ; (Har p. 386;) and

so ' $33, inf. n. (TA, and Her ubi supra)

and (TA :) which also signifies it (a

thing) came forth, or issued, from its place of

egress quickly: (TA:) and [in like manner] the

former verb signifies it (a thing) came forth, or

issued, from its place: (A ’Obeyd, K :) it (any

thing) came forth, pr issued, or fell out.

You say, 3 He pierced

him, and the intestines of his belly come forth.

(S) And J22.» wall (S, TA) The horses, or

horsemen, came forth, or issued, and hastened:

(TA:) and “lg-ll The horses, or horse

men, came forth, .or issued, consecutively, or un

interruptedly. (TA.)_. It (a torrent) came mul

denly, or unawares, 4;; upon a people, or

party: or rushed, or became impelled, or

poured forth as though impelled, TA,)

upon them; (TA ;) as also 'JJJJ: (K:), or

come, or advanced : (Msb :) and [in like manner]

szjtz- ' (JK.)—He preceded: :) or

wbnt before and away. (TA.) You say,

Ail-1:01 He went before and away from

hinong his companions. (TA.)—It was, or

became, flabby and prominent; said of a belly;

(TA in the present art. ;) or, accord. to Nasser,

said of the belly of a woman, like All, mean

ing it became large andflabby. (TA in art. 8;.)

_It (a door) shut again (Ml) when opened;

would not remain open. (TA.) ’

10 : see 1, in two places.

$33, a Persian word (s, Ma.) arabicized, (s,

Msb,K,) originally (Msb,l_{;) [A species

of weasel; accord. to some, app., the common

weasel ;] a o’ertain small beast S, Msb,]_§)

like the ),.;; [or sable], (K,) or like the cat,

havinga long back, [of the coat] of which are

madefur garments : some say that it is the [animal

called] gill [q. v.; and this is agreeable

with the descriptihn of sz, who says that it is

“a certain wild animal, an enemy to pigeons,

likened to the cat, which, when it enters a pigeon

house, leaves not in. it anything, and abundant in

Egypt ,-” a description altogether applicable to

the common weasel, now generally called oil

94f]: some say that it resembles the [or

ichneumon]: some, that it is the Greek ichneu

mon (Cs-9; h,...::'»): (high in thp present art. :)

accord. to IF, the [common] W5. (Mgh in art.

v.03.)_ [A150, from the same Persian original,

in post-classical times, but variously pronounced

by modems, and 73".]; and and (now

generally by the vulgar) $3,; the third .loleing

perhaps a contraction of the first, like as p is

of 33.30, or, as also the fourth, of the second, like

as and are contractions of 522.5;

A certain kind ofghrnlent; first probably applied

to one made of the fur of the animal so called:

then applied to a kind ofgarment formerly worn

by the ktidees and other ’ulamd and the khateebs

of mosques, (see De Sacy’s Chrest. Ar. , 2nd ed.,

vol. ii. pp. 267—269,) and by other persons of

religious orders : and lastly, to a kind ofpatched

garment worn by many devotees, _reputed saints,

and darweeshes; also called (q. 17.) and

It occurs in a piece of post-classical poetry,

quoted in p. 45 of the Arabic text of the vol. of

the Chrest. above referred to, necessarily with the

J quiescent; probably by poetic license, or in

conformity with the common vulgar pronuncia

tion.]

, .

5%“

is; :

I'D
.

My

A sword that comes forth easilyfrom9 it:

scabbard; as also 'éJl; (S, and 76.1;

(IDrd, K) and 155;: (K=) [which last is strange,

and requires consideration; being fem., whereas

:6; (a sword) is masc. :] all, applied to a sword,

signify that comes forth from its scabbard with

out being drawn; and that which does so is the

best of swords.“(TA.) [For the pl.,,”see what

follows.]—(3’!) all: and JJ;, (TA,)

and and 75331;, (S,) [Horsemen

making a sudden attack dud engaging in conflict,

or horsemen urging their horses, and simply

horsemen, or horses,] rushing vehemently : (S, K,

TA :) is pl. of and of 'é'dl; having

the same signification. (TA.) =Also, and 7251,

and L152, with an augmentative ,o, (S,K,).lil<e

as one says landing), and 811(1)?)9,

($0 and '3), (TA,)‘A'slle-camel having her

teeth broken by old age (S, K) so that she spirts

out water [after drinking]. (S, TA.) A poet,

cited by Yaakoob, says,

9 J; '44

see (3,); : = and see also @g.

2 .w _

see a)», In four places.

see what next follows, in three places.

,. . n, e o v

T Lg) “Ly-:1 '9 '

or a. o :4! s a; 't

* 4°);er 0*; Mil J~g~

[Old and decrepit, having her teeth broken by old

age so that waterfallsfrom her mouth when she

drinks, having no tooth left, carrying burdens

from the time of Irem, i. e. Aram .the son of Shem

the son of Noah]: and Vials deli occurs in a

l l 4 “
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trad. as meaning having the teeth broken so that

water falls from her mouth when she drinks:

(TA :) [but] AZ says that one applies to the she

camel, after what is termed the. gpithet

$915; then,;)';h; then, rah-U) then, 9344-9;

then, its; and then, '1.53;, when having her

teeth (whit) fallen out by reason ofextreme old

age. ($, TA.) [See also art.lily]

J'JIQ: see in two places-Also Pre

ceding; going before. (TA.)

21.5.2; see

,oils

ii, A she-camel (s, 1;, too.) whose teeth are

consumed by old age; ($;) aged, and having

broken teeth; (K ;) having her teeth broken by old

age, and K in art. Q») so that she spirts out

water [after drinking]; in that art. ;) like

5,3; and 5233: (s and Kin that art. =) and also

written $23,: (TA in that art. :) or whose teeth

are broken,’and whose saliva flows : (As, TA ip

the present art. :) or having her teeth

fallen out by reason of extreme old age : ($ in art.

,9; z) and by some applied to the male: the ,a,

accord. to J and some others of the learned, is

augmentative: or it may be from ’33”, which

means “the breaking of the teeth ;” and the J

may be augmentative. (TA.) [See also

_ Also 1 An old woman. (M, K.)

33:

1. (s, Msb, K,) aor. t, inf. n. 53, (s,

Mgh,) He rubbed it, or rubbed it and pressed it,

(M, Msb, with his hand: M, Msb, :)

[or he did so well: or he pressed it, or squeezed it,

and rubbed it: for] signifies the act of rub

bing, or rubbing and pressing, well: (KL :) or

the act of pressing, or squeezing, and rubbing:

(Ham p. 798:) [and in like manner, 1 $5,, inf. 11.

41,533, signifies in the present day he rubbed it,

or ‘rubbed it and pressed it; and particularly, a

person’s body and limbs, in the bath: its proper

meaning, however, is, he rubbed it, or rubbed it

and pressed it, much or well: Golius explains it as

signifying he rubbed it much or well on the au

thority of the KL; but it is not in my copy of

that work] You say, He rubbed, or

rubbed and pressed, the garment, or piecle ofcloth,

to wash it. (TA.) And

a; 2}}.5 [I rubbed the ears of corn

hiztil their hdsks _rubbed of from their grain];

(TA;) and H.553 [signifies the same]. (K in

art. ,o,, &c.) Aild £153 [IIe rubbed his

eyes]; i. e., a man looking at the setting sun.

(z, TA.) And 211;" [The woman

kneaded the dough]. (TA.) And (1:)!

I wiped the sandal with [meaning upon]

the ground. (Mgh) _ [Hence,] £33!

1 Time, orfortune, disciplined him well, tried, 01'

proved, him, rendered him expert, or experienced,

or firm or sound in judgment, and taught him.

(1;: TA.) And 36.2% {Journeyings inured

him to them ,- namely, a camel. (TA.) And

Jilly}ng 511;, said ofa camel, (A, O, L, K,) {He

was initred byjourneyings, and habituated thereto:

(A, L :) or he wasfatigued, orjaded, byjourney

ings; like [:33 and] (O, TA.)_[Hence

also,] coil; +[The produce, or herbage, of]

the land was'edten, ol' consumed. (IAar, TA.)

__See also s.=v’..‘.’.5.n A53, ($LMgh, high,

K, &.c.,) aor. i , (Mgh,) inf. n. .99}, (S, Mgh,

&c.,) IThe sun set; (S, Mgh, Msb, K, &c.;)

accord. to Z, because he who looks at it rubs

(Ali) his eyes, so that it is as though it were the

rubber; (TA ;) and in like manner,,;,;jll the

stars: (Msb:) or became yellow, TA,) and

inclined to setting : (TA :) or declined (Kf TA)

so that the beholder almost required, when looking

at it, to contract the raysfrom his eyes with the

palm of his hand: (TA :) or declined after mid

day : (lbn-’Omar, TA :) or it signifies (or signifies

also, Msb) the sun declined from the meridian,

or midheaven, (I’Ab, Fr, Zj, Az, $," Mgh,“

Msb, K, &c.,) at noon]; (I’Ab, Fr, Zj, Az ;) and

in like manner, the stars. (Mgh) Az

says that, in his opinion, the_words of the Kur

[xvii. 80] v.15." .cjll iibij (TA) mean

Perform thou prayer from the declining of the

sun at noon : so that the command expressed by

these words with what follows them includes the

five prayers: (Mgh," TA :) for by the .253; are

included the first prayer [ofnoon] and that of the

,22; and by the $1 of night, the two prayers

[of sunset and nightfall] of which each is called
like ; and by the 01;; of the )4}, the prayer of

daybreak: if you make the .9,» to be the setting,

the command is restricted to three prayers: in the

langua e of the Arabs, is said to be syn.

with dig}; and therefore the sun is said to be

dbl; when it is declining at noon and when it is

setting. (TA.) [Respecting the phrase El};

or jg, accord. to different readings, 000.111.1511? at

the end of a verse, see Elie, and see also 1.1) in

art. the] It is said in [one of thtj pprks entitled]

the “Nawhdir el-Aarab," that W‘ZJI 6:43; sig

nifies The sun became high; like dnd $1;

and (TA.)

2: see 1, first sentence. _ Accord. to AA,

Q55, inf. n. $19.15, signifies_ Lilith [He fid,

nourished, or reared, her (if relating to a woman

or female), or them (if relating to irrational crea

tu'res)]. (TA.)

3. £91,, (s,1_§,) int‘. n. 5513;, (TA,) He

delayed, or defierred, with him, or put him off,

(namely, his creditor, $, TA,) promising him

payment time after time; K, TA ;) as also

Zita}. (TA.) Bil-Hasan (El-Basree, TA) was

asked, [May the man delay,

or defer, with his ?], meaning, in the matter

of the dowry; and he answered, “Yes, if he be in

a state of bankruptcy,” or “poor.” (A’Obeyd,

S, TA.) And you say likewise, hi;- V

IIe deferred, or put ofl‘, by repeated promises,

giving the man his right, or due. (TA.) _. The

l

inf. n. also signifies The vying in patience: or, as

some say, the importuning, pressing hard, or

urging, in demanding the giving, or payment, of

a due or debt. (TA.)

5. all» He rubbed, or rubbed and pressed, his

body in washing himself: ($:) or he rubbed, or

rubbed and pressed, himself well in the hot bath.

(M_A.) And a,» all»: He rubbed himself over

(3&3) with it,- i. e., with a); [q. v.]. (1;,

TA.)

8: see 1, third sentence.

.4!

a», The time of the setting of the sun: or of

a no!

its declining from the meridian : one says, w!

ails" is, meaning I came to thee in the evening,

dr afternoon. (TA.) Also A looseness, or

laxness, in the knees of a camel. ($gh,

iii; A certain little] beast or animal or creeping

thing or an insect :) mentioned by

IDrd: but he says “ I am not certain of it.”

(TA.)

A thing with which one rubs himselfover,

(K, TA,) in washing himself,- (TA;) meaning

perfume, or some other thing, TA,) of what

are termed {big-é, such as [meal of] lentils,

and hali, or potash, (TA,) with which one is

rubbed. TAR“) Also applied to [The depila

tory called] [q. v.1; because the body is

rubbed with it in the hot bath. (A, TA.) And

Thefoot-stone [orfoot-rasp] that is usedfor rub

bing in the hot bath. (MA.)

#1,); Dust which the wind carries away [as

though it were rubbed from the ground]. ($, K.)

_A certainfood, prepared of butter and dates,

[app. kneaded, or mashed, together,] K,) like

4.9:? [q. v.]: I think [says J] that it is what is

called in Persian [or ais- Jlfié- 7]:

(S, TA:) accord. to Z, 2,3 signifies 0.4).;

[i. e. dates macerated, and inashed with the hand,

or moistened, and rubbed and pressed with the

fingers till soft, in water or in milk]. (TA.)

[set also X93.]=1Amoo(K,TA) renderedfirm,

or sound, ing'udgment, by experience; (TA ;) one

who has exercised himselfdiligently in the manage

ment qfajfairs, TA,) and known them:

(TA :) pl. 53;, (K,) which is explained by IAnr

as signifying intelligent men. (TA.):A. cer

tain plant: n. un. with 8. (TA.)—And

The [hip, or] fruit of the [wild] red rose, that

comes after it, [i. e. after the flower,] (K, TA,)

becoming red, like wheat, and ripening, (TA,)

and becoming sweet, like the fresh ripe date;

called in Syria éngdl TA :) n.un.

with 3: (TA :) or [the fruit qf] the mountain

rose (Cg-Abl ,3ng [a name now given to the wild

rose, or sweet brier], like wheat [in the CK

AD in size and redness, and like the fresh ripe

date in sweetness: in El-Yemen it is sent from

one to another as a present : (K, TA :) Az says,

so I have heard from an Arab of the desert, of

the people of El-Yemen; and it grows with us

[app. meaning in El-’Irak] so as to form thickets.

(TA.)
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What is drawn from the udder before

thefirst [or milk that collects in the udder
between twolmilhings], (K,) and before the second

iii-9' collects. (TA.)

5Q; i. q. J4; [which is generally described

as Ddtes mixed with clamgied butter and the pre

paration of dried curd called Bl, kneaded, or
rubbed and pressed with the Mind until they

mingle together, whereupon their stones come

forth]. (A, TA.) [See also eng.]

One who rubs, or rubs and presses, the

body in the hot bath. (TA.)

A case, or an aflair, qureat magni

tude, or gravity, or moment: pl. (Ibn

’Abbad, 1;.) You say, 5;; Us [I left

them in, or engaged in, a case, or an affair, of

great magnitude, &.c.]. (TA.) =See also what

next follows.

$19,851 The act ofurging, or pressingforward,

and striving, ($2.13,) in gait, or pace, (,Ibn

’Abbad, 15,) and parting the legs widely

[therein]; (Ibn-’Abbad,TA ;) as also v 3,513».

(Ibn-’Abbéd, K.) A poet uses the phrase

@1333! [Walking], or going, with urging, &c.].

(TA.) [See also $1553, in art. J,,.]

[so in the TA, but probably it should

be 3133?, agreeably with analogy,] Much given

to delaying, or deferring, with a creditor, or put

ting him ofl‘, in the matter of a debt, by pro

mising payment time after time. (Fr, TA.)

[Rubbed, or rubbed and pressed, with

the hand: &0. : see its verb, 1:.__ and] polished.

(TA.)—[Hence,] applied to a horse, i. q.

(K, TA ;) i. e. IHaving no promi

nence ofhis ’or so éééQ'Jl

z) and [so] {BF-ll (TA;)—Applied

to a camel, it means )lid'jL; a”), (K,) i. e.
t Inured by journeyings, rand habituated thereto :

(A, L :) or fatigued, or jaded, by journeyings:

(0, TA :) or having a looseness', or lateness, in his

knees. ($gh,K.)_a.‘:=>,l.;; vlsji +Land [of

which the produce, or herbage, is] eaten, or con

sumed. (IAar, TA.)

All}; Any one who delays, defers, or puts of,

by repeated promises. (TA.)—One who does

not hold himself above a low, or an ignoble,

action. (Fr, TA.)

IF says, in the “ Makiyees,” [but the remark

does not universally hold good,] that every word

commencing with 3 and J denotes motion, coming

and going, and removal from place to place.

(TA.)

A:

1. .255, (M,I.<,) nos (K,) inf- n-JS, (M,)He,

or it, was, or became, intensely black, and smooth;

' (M,K;) said ofa man and a lion (M,TA) and an

ass (TA) and a mountain and a rock; (M,TA;) as

also l;'9>l: :) or the latter, inf. n. ,ZLQQ,

he, or it, was, or became, black; said of a man

and an ass [&c.]. [Golius erroneously assigns

this signification to 2,1, as on the authority of

the And .33" [so in the TA and in

my M_S. copy of the 1;, but in the 01; Ugh]

i. q. [i. e. The night was, or became, black ,

or intensely darh]; the 9s ’being a substi—

tute for o. (TA.):Mli-b (3.1;, inf. n. ,1},

His lips were, or became, flaccid “and pendulous.

(Kf TA. [Golius assigns this signification also

to ljgl, but without indicating any authority.])

[See also below.]

9: see 1. [Also mistaken by Golius for ,4?»le

11: see 1, in two places.

Q. Q. 4.15;“: see 1.

j; A certain thing resembling the serpent,

found in El-Hijdz: z) or resembling what

is termed the ; not a serpent: (TA :) or it

signifies, (TA,) or thus L53, (so in the T

accord. to the TT,) the young one of a serpent:

and the pl. is (T, TA.) Hence the prov.,

4333! izll [He ismore distressing than

thejs]; :) and one says also, 31

dig-ll 43.1", meaning [He is more distress;

ing] than flaccidity and pendulousness in the

lip. (This, as well as the former saying, being

mentioned in the TA, as from the K.)

The elephant; ;) because of his black

ness. (TA.)_ See also

.10 o

3.0!; Intense bhlchness, n-ith smoothness; llke

.- 1

3.2.2.5; in the colours of beasts or horses and the

like [810. : see 1]. (TA in art.

Blackness. (Seer, M, _ And the
I es

same, (K,) or Lo'jg, (M, accord. to the TT, in

two places,) Black : (M,K :) mentioned by Sb.

(M.) [See also $33.]

9 e)

19; : see what next precedes.

9,

IL]; The blocks, or negroes. (T,TA. [But

1,153." is more commonly known as the name of

a. certain people to be mentioned in what follows.])

_The Abyssinian, i. e. black, ant: (M :) or,

as some say, (M,) a place where ants and tichs

collect, at the places where the camels stand when

they come to drinh at the watering-troughs, and

where they lie donm at the watering-places: ($,

M,K:) [or] ants [themselves]; (T, TA ;) and

ticks ; both said by Z to be so called because

they are enemies to the camels [from a. significa

tion of the same word to be mentioned below]:

(TA :) or numerous ants. (Bar p. 586.)_ +An

army ,- likened to ants in respect of its numerous

ness: (TA :) or a numerous army. _—

rAn assembly, or assemblage, M, or a

numerous assembly or assemblage, (TA,) of men,

($,TA,) and of things of any kind. (M, TA.)

__ Camels [collectively]. (TA.) _ +Enemies :

(lSk, T, S, M,K:) and an enemy: pl.

so called because the people named 1:13.331 are

notorious for evil and enmity : (Z, TA :) because

the are enemies to the Arabs: (M :) they

are a certain people, (T, $, M, K,) well known,

(M, ;) [inhabitants of a mountainous tract, a

part of the ancient JlIedia, on the south of the

Caspian Sea ;] called by Kr the 3);}: [or Turks] ;

(M ;) but accord. to the opinion commonly held

by the genealogists, (TA,) they are said to be of

the descendants of ._Dabbeh Ibn-Udd, whom some

of the kings of the {Ajam [or Persians] placed

in those mountains [which their posterity in

habit], and who there multiplied: (T, TA :) or

1,153" is a surname of the Benoo-Dabbeh, ($,‘

K,) because of their blackness, or because

they, or the generality of them, are [pl. of

($.)_[Hence, perhaps,] also sig

nifies TA calamity, or misfortune.

Also The male of the [i. e. attagen, fran

colin, heath-cock, or rail]. (Ktr, Kr,$,M,

_And A species of [the bird called] the Lists: or

the male thereof [like 1,33]. (K.)Also The

tree caHed )SLL, (T, K,) which grows in the

mountains.

:33], applied to a man (5, M, K) and an ass

($) and a lion (M, and a horse (TA) and a

mountain (M, and a rock, (M,) Black:

[see also :]) or intensely black, and smooth :

(M, K :) or, as some say, (so in the M, but accord.

to the “and,”) i. q. [q. v.]: (M,K :) or,

applied to a man, tall and black; and in like

manner applied to a mountain, but as meaning,

with smoothness, and not intensely black, in its

rock: or, accord. to IAar, i.q. [q. v.]:

(T =) pl. 13;, ($,TA,) which is also applied to

mules as meaning black. (TA.)—Also A black

serpent. (T.) _And i. q. [Black leather,

or a blach skin or hide]. (Sh, T, So, accord.

to Sh, in the saying of’Antarah,

.9, a 1 9” a”,

g 0- 1 ~ - a
ydylfiw-o-QM)

’2 H . , "o.

* 4th! 9% foQ-ito- 21s,... *

[And verily I purposed a hostile incursion in a

night intensely black, like the colour qf black

leather]. (T.)_ [Hence,] by way of comparison,

one says J: [meaning tBlach, or intensely

dark, night]. (TA.)—£3.18! Hem. of 133591]

TThe thirtieth night (K, TA) of the [lunar]

month : because of its blackness. (TA.)

ufivl)

I a.

gas-I3: and and 921g, and

see art. 94!).

4!:

1. 593, aor. 1, (TK,) inf. n. .13; (JK, 1;, TX)

and 3,33, (K, TK,) He (8. man, became

bereft of his heart, or mind, or reason, in conse

quence of anxiety and the like; (JK, K,‘ TK ;)

as when a man’s mind is confounded, or perplexed,

so that he cannot see his right course, (4,4,3, [app.

15 H _ _

for lngJ) in consequence of excessive love of

a woman, or from some other cause; (TA ;) or

like as is the woman for her child (' \;."':>
a H s- :50,

LAN, uh: 31;..1!) when she has lost it: (JK :) and

'33, also. (JK,) inf. 1.. 2.1.35; (JK, 5,) and
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i 41.0; (K ;) signify he became bereft of his

heart, or mind, or reason, (JK, S,“t K,) in conse

quence of anxiety, (JK,) or love, or desire,

or excessive love of a woman: :) [or] 4);,

w. =, (5,19 int. n. .253; (TA;) and V4343;

(TA;) he became confounded, or perplexed, and

unable to see his right course, (S, K, TA,) in

consequence of love, or excessive love of a

woman, and anxiety : (TA :) or the former ofthese

two verbs signifies hebecameinsane, or bereft ofrea

son, in consequence of excessive love of a woman,

or from grief: :) and 73;, he (a'man) was

caused to become confounded; or perplexed, and

unable to see his right. course. (TA.) -

aor. 1, (M, K,) inf. n. 0,1,3, (M, TA,) or 4);,

(TK,) He becamefreefrom care, or thought; or

became diverted [géh from a thing] so as to

befreefrom care [respecting it]. (M, And

Q3, and $2, (so in three copies

of the S,) or (thus in one of my copies of

the S,) nor. 1 , inf. n. i353, She (a camel) scarcely

ever, or never, yearned towards her mate, orfellow,

and her young one. (AZ, S.)

2. 1,3,, than. 1.133, (s, K,) said of love, (5,)

or of excessive love of a woman, (K,) and of

anxiety, (TA,) It bereft him of his heart, or

mind, or reason: :) or caused him to become

confounded, or perplexed, and unable to see his

right course. TA.) See also 1, in four

places.

5:

His blood went for nothing; as

a thing of no account, unretaliated, and uncom

pensated by a mulct. (S, K.)

see 1, in two places.

2;; A she-camel that scarcely ever, or never,

yearns towards her mate, or fellow, or her young

one : so says AZ in the “ Book of Camels.” (S.)

in; and fills, (K,) each applied to a man,

(TA,) [but the latter is of a form denoting

intensiveness of signification,] W’eak-minded.

(K)

3.3.; Bereft qfhis heart, or mind, or reason,

in consequence of anxiety [&c.] : (JK :) or heed

less in heart, bereft of reason, in consequence of

excessive love of a woman, and the like: or one

who will not keep, or retain, in his mind, or

memory, (gill-a: what he does or what is done

to him.- (K:) and one going to and fro in con

fusion, or perplexity, not knowing his right

course. (TA.)

Ah

Q. 4. It (the night) was, or became,

black; (TAE) or intensely dark: (Mgh:) and

signifies the same; (K and TA in art); ;)

the 1 being a substitute for 0. (TA in that art.)

And It (darkness) was, or became, dense, or thick.

(K.) See the next paragraph._Also He (:1 man)

was, or became, aged; and so (K in

art.

Dark. You say J; Dark

.5 f 0) Gabi

night: (TA :) and '30,)» 2A,! A dark night.

(S, TA.)_ And Deprived ofhis reason by love :

(K:) a signification which shows the ,o to be

augmentative; for it is From 5.1": or, accord. to

IKtt and others, the (J in 71;»! is augmentative;

for, they say, it is from 5133”: either opinion is

allowable. (TA.) _. Also The wolf. _

And The male of [the bde called] the us' [like

1&3, A man who is penetrating, sharp, vigor

ous, and effective. _And A. lion.

,ZJSS Densely black. (TA.) And 331i

Intenser black. (Lh, See also .—

5510) 9',

M13.» S'JU [A desert, or waterless desert,] in

which are no signs if the way. (TA.)

,3:

1. ,‘iin 93’, (Mgh, K, [in the on, we“; is

erroneously put for lh'§5,]) [and ‘93,] first

pers. film 5533, (T, s, Mgh,) and ,3311. $55,

(Mgh,) aor., first pers.,,l;[, inf'. n. (T ;) and

3531s tum; (Mgh; [the only authority that I

find for the latter verb in the sense here ex

plained;]) He pulled the [or bucket] up, or

out, ('1‘, S, Mgh, Mgh,) from the well, ('1‘, Mgh,)

full: (T, Mgh :) or he,pulled the ,1; to make it

comeforth. Hence, i. e. from ,JJJI ubl

as explained above, the saying, in a trad., il'it be

r, r a) .v 0; o i not I ,1 ,re .1”

correct, a...“ Q3 Us,“ Oi 4M! bit; at. 5,»

[They came to water, and they asked its owners

0n :0:

to drawfor them from the water]; for A?! ’14.],

org}; (Mgh.) And from

53." explained above, means +1 seek, or

demand, the accomplishment ofmy want: (Ham

p. 500:) or means THe sought, or

demanded, the object of his want. (TA.) And

.43; $33, (5, TA,) inf. h. as above, (TA,)

{I begged, or beg, such a one to make intercession

for me to thee. (S, TA.) ._ [Hence also,]

+He drove, or urged on .- (IAar, T:) or did so

gently ; for [the inf. n.] means the driving, or

1 0"

urging on, gently. (M.) You say, slats,

(s, 1g) aor. ,iii, (TA,) inf. I]. ,"33, (s, TA,) 11

made the she-camel to go gently, or leisurely.

(s,1_(, TA.) _ And 15,33 aha v 3.5:; II was

gentle with him,- namely, a man; (S, K, TA;)

treated him with gentleness or blandishment,

soothed him, coaxed him, or wheedled him,

(S, TA; andugK' in art. US; [in which, as is said

in the TK, a‘iggl, is erroneously put, in some

copies, for 3313]» endeavoured to conciliate

him. (TA.)_ See also 4, in three places.

2. [infi h. of L53,] signifies The lowering

a. thing; like '53; [the h._ of 4]. (Be in vii.

21.) You say, IL;ng (,7, He let down

the thing, made it to hang down, or let it fall,

into a pit or the like. (T,' M, TA.) And
N I He let him, or it, downfrom

Jab-t
’ p

a house-top by means of a rope. (Mgh.) And

gal-ill J, [He hung down his legs

from the couch]; and 'uhl occurs in the same

sepse. (Mgh.) 01:35 baifhiho '

)4," gust, meaning

[A bag, or provision-bag, offat] was let down,

or let fall, upon me [from one of the forts of

Kheyber]. (Mgh.) See also 4._Ahd :éin L,3,

He made, or brought, or drew, the thing° near to

another thing (diai like 2.1;." '93,]. (Her

p. 173.)_)3;ig +He caused him to fall

into that which he desired [to bring about] by

exposing him to perdition, or destruction, or loss,

without be knowledge; from ,iin 153;. (s)

5.

a trad,
D a

[In the Kur vii. 21,] 42;; means Jr And

he caused them to fall into disobedience

by deceiving, or beguiling, them: so says Aboo

Is-hék [Zj]: or the excited their cupidity [with

deceit, or guile]; originating from the case of a

thirsty man’s being let down into a well

in order that he may satisfy his thirst from its

water, and his not finding water in it, so that he

is let down into it with deceit, or guile: or it

means he emboldened them to eat of the tree with

deceit, or guile ,' originally (T.)

3. digit; : see 1.

4. [in the CK, erroneously, and

'55,; or ii" (Tr $i_1“: 1“th

high, 15,) infin. 53;; (T, Msb;) and3le 'éj3,

[and app. 533113,] 801‘. 3333‘, [ian h. 53 ,1 (T,*

Msb;) 1 let down the ,s', [or bucket] (T, s, M,

Mgh, Msb, into the well, (T, S, Mgh,

to fill it, (T,) or to draw water with it. (M,

Msb.) 593:1 Us 3353 ()ii [th down thy bucket

with the other buckets] is a prov. used in urging

[a person] to strive, or labour, for gain; (TA;)

originating from a company’s assembling at a

well, and letting down their buckets in order that

every one of them may take his share of the

water, or what is easily procurable by him thereof:

meaning, use means to acquire, like as do others.

(Har p. 167.) See also 2, in four places.—

Hence, (Mgh,) uh! IHe adduced his

plea, or the like, ('1‘, M, Mgh, K,) correctly,

or validly; (T ;) or he defended himself by

adducing it or urging it: z) or he established

his plea, or the like, and so obtained his claim or

demand or suit. (Mgh.) And in like manner you

say, L,Isl I[He urged, or established, his

right or due]. (TA.)—And 9Q... um 111.,

gave, ( M, K, TA,) or presented, or ofered,

(8): $1 TA,) his property, Ms K: TA:)

{.31 [to him], (M,) orlg'bl-LJI u" [to thejudge]:

($_.) Hence, in the Kur [ii. 184], u]; g. 1,335,,

)KLJI, (S, K,) i. e. IAnd [do not] gizie it, or

(ifer it, use bribe t0 the judges: (Sf TA:) or

and do not endeavour to conciliate with it the

judges in order that they may cut oil' for you what

is the right of others: (T :) or and do not throw

it to the judges to be decided by them, (Mgh,

Bd, Jel,) or as a bribe. (Jel.) And in a letter of

,0, e a! a neon,

’Omar, ah); up! I)!MU And understand thou
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when an application is made to thee by litigants

for the decision of a cause. (Mgh.) _. And

ubi 1 He sought to bring himself near, to

approach, or to gain access, [24‘- to another,]

by means of his relationship: K, TA :) and

he pleaded, or made intercession, thereby. (TA.)

:15] V in a prayer for rain, of’Omar,

referring to El-’Abbés, i. e., accord. to the

“ Ghareebeyn,” +And we have sought to ap

proach, or to gain access, to Thee by him, app.

means that they sought to obtain the mercy and

aid of God [by means of his intercession], like as

one seeks to get at, or obtain, the water by means

of the [or bucket]. (M.) One says also,

meaning Jr.He

was united to the dead by sonship, and the like

from ,lin wig. (Mgh.) And Us] u]... (be

cap! 1‘ Such a one is united with the dead

by a'male. (Mgh.)_f.¢§ Lslsl means tHe said

ofhim what was evil, or foul. (M, And

ulgl said of a horse &c., He put forth his yard,

for the purpose of staling or covering; (M, ;)

as also ' J; said of an ass, as is also the former

verb. (M.)_ See also 1, first and second

sentences. >

5. J45 It was let down or lowered; it hung

down, or dangled; it was let down; (T,"E M,

Mgh ;) into, and over, a pit or the like; (M ;) it

hung from a tree; ;) it hung down

as afruit [from a tree]. (Bd in liii. 8.) [Hence,]

1,1,5 of Jo} [He, or it, came down,

or descended, upon us from such a land]. (TA.)

AndfiJlg J43 He descended upon one with evil,

0r mischief: (TA.)—Also IIe drew near, or

approached: (K in art. ,\ :)\or he drew near,

or approached, [from above, pr] after being high.

(IAar, T.) Accord. to Fr, i3 [in the

Kur liii. a] means 633 “315,13, (T,) i. e. Then

he (Gabriel) hung down from the highest region

of the sky, and so drew near to the Apostle:

showing that he took him up without becoming

separated from his place: or the meaning of the

phrase, as it stands, is, then he drew near to the

Prophet, and he clung to him: (Bd :) but accord.

to Zj, it means then he drew near, and drew

nearer; and is like the phrase

(T. [See also another explanation in what fol

lows.]) _ And He was, or became, lowly,

humble, or submissive; or he lowered, humbled,

or abased, himselfl (IAar, T; and K in art.

Q>.)_ In the saying ofa poet,

‘ 11" 00:1” late *

fquw‘vébulb

‘ a Z 0 ‘3' a: : i.'t f ‘ #

Jr) *0 : “th-v 3,

£5.16 may be quasi-pass. of'§5, infi n. 55, sig

nifying “he drove, or urged on, gently :” or it

may be for [so that the meaning may

be, As though her rider were a branch of a

tree in a place over which the wind was blowing,

when she became urged on gently with him, or

an intoxicated drinker : or, when she emboldened

herself with _kim, &c. =] (M =) [for] is also

syn. with ($,K :) and [J says that] this

~\ AK _\__\x _~_\,

is its meaning in the saying in the Kur [other

wise explained above] being like

in the 1;." [lxxv. as], i. e. (s)

12. , ofthe measure He hastened,

made haste, sped, or went quickly,- ;) [like

dist] .

‘ d .

'9; : see what next follows.

353 [A bucket, generally of leather ;] a certain

thing with which one draws water ,- ($, TA ;) a

vessel with which one draws waterfrom a well ,

(KL ;) well known; (T, K,) in Pets. d}, [i. e.

(3);, pronounced “d61”]: (MA :) masc. and

fem.; (M ;) sometimes masc.; (K ;) mostly

fem, (M, Msb,) and thus accord. to the more

approved usage: (M :) pl. (of pauc., T, $, Msb)

dgl, (T, s, M, Msb, K,) of the measure

[originally 35,] (5,) and (of malt, T,‘ s, Msb)

=13; (T, s, M, Ms», K) and is, (s. M, Ms). K,)

which is of thy measure Msb) originally,

(Mgh,) and via (T, M, K, omitted in the CK)

and 5:13, omitted here by the author of the K but

mentioned by him in art. ,J, (TA,) and "513;

[therg’said to be likg ulh; but correctly

'fl;;]) or '3‘; is syn. with 23!), and its sing. [or

a. un.] is l ($, M,) like as that of is

3'56; (M ;) [for] is syn. with : (T :) or

signifies, or signifies also, (M,) a small

,53. (M, 1;. [But in the M, in one 811399, it

seems to be stated that, accord. to some, 5'9; and

signify the same, in a‘pl. sense : for, after the

pie. chili, a is added, 91", 2'93." [’93. I think,

however, that he who _first said this meant

thereby that Iii?! and '53:}! signify, respectively,

the same its andogigjéll &c.]) [Hence the

saying, Mil-.9 ,Mill seg’ll’ in art. (sf-v.] 93’s

masc., it has for its dim. Vul): as fem., tags.

(Mgh.) See also _ And hence, (M,) 33!!

I [The sign of Aquarius ,-] one of the signs of the

Zodiac. (S, M, And f The hopper ofa

mill.‘ (Golius on the authority .of Meyd.) _

And 1-A certain mark made with a hot iron

upon camels,- ($,K;) app. in the form of a

[properly so called]. (TA.) _ And 1- Calamity,

misfortune, or mischief. ($, So in the say

ing, 2L:- + [Such a one brought ca

lamity, ah]. ($.)

Qibis: see the next preceding paragraph.—

[Hence,] 1-A. share, or portion : so in the saying

of a rfijiz,

1'5 e: i a J et

* he: lists ubi! a :4" *

er E at i u )1 a;

* up,“ v.91 [:2] are, *

meaning [I have sworn, or, emphatically, I

swear, I will not give a boy, eiier,] his share, or

portion, of love, or afi'ection: [verily I love El

Aswad:] El-Aswad was the name of his son.

(an) -
3”

05*:

Q 3 04

} see 23;, of which they are dims.

as: =

J13 Pulling up, or out, 11;; [or bucket] from

.

a well: (T a) and occurring in poetry in the

sense of J3»; [meaning letting down a,l; into a

well]: (5.) pl. 5-93. (TA.)

all; A [water-wheel, or machine for irriga

ting land, such as is called] 0,245, M,

that is turned by an on: or a cow: :) and

[such as is called] a 83,26 : (K :) or the SJ’sU is

turned by water: ($:) and a thing made of

palm-leaves (M, and pieces of wood, with

which water is drawn [for irrigating land] by

means of ropes, or cords, (M,) [app. held and

drawn at one end by a man, and at the other

end] tiedoto a tall palm-trunk : (M, :) it is a

bucket (’55), and the like, with pieces of wood

made in the form ofa cross, [i. c. with two

pieces of wood placed across and so tied together,]

the two arms of which are bound to the top [or

rim] of the bucket; then one end of a rope is

tied to it, and the other end to a palm-trunk

standing at the head of the well; and one irri

gates [land] with it [app. by drawing and swing

ing it up by means of another, or of the same,

rope]: the word is of the measure in the

sense of the measure [because it is pulled

up]: the pl. is Q1332 El-Farabee deviates from

others, by explaining it as meaning a 9,143;

and J follows him : (Msb:) [a similar apparatus

for irrigating land is used in the northern parts

of Egypt, called 3% and 7 it consists of

a bowl-shaped bucket, with four cords attached

to its rim: two men, each holding two of the

cords, throw up the water by means of it into

a trough or trench : accord. to Mtr,] the 5.9!; is

a tall palm-trunk set in the manner of the mabhine

with which rice is beaten [to remove the hushs],

having at its head a large bowl, with which

water is drawn [for irrigating land]. (Mgh.)

_. Also Land that is irrigated by means of the

[or bucket] or the [machine called] 0W3:i,

[mentioned above]. (M, K.)_And the pl.,

JISQ, Unripc dates hung, and eaten when they

become ripe. (T, Hungfruit. (Ed in liii. 8.

[But perhaps MM is there a mistranscription

for ml.])_ Also (i. e. the pl.) Black grapes,

but not intensely black, (AHn, M, K,) the bunches

of which are the largest of all bunches, appearing

like goats hung [upon the vines]: the berries

thereqf are coarse, breaking in the mouth, and

round; and are dried. (AHn, M.) [See also

ass, in art. J35.)_ [The sing. also signifies A.

grape-vine itself: and a shoot of a grape-vine:

pl. as above]

U!)

1. Q; (IAar, T, K,) aor. =, inf. h. ~§3, (TK,)

He was, or became, confounded, or perplexed,

and unable to see his right course. (lAar, T, K,)

3 and 5, mentioned in this art. in the K: see

art. ,1). ~

)3

1- ii, 1?, Msb, K, &c.,) aor. 1, (S,- M,

Mgh,) inf. n. ,3, (T, M, Mgh,) He smeared, or

_—\ \-\
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did over, (S, M, Msb, a thing, M, K,")

or the face, (Msb,) with any kind Qfdye [or the

like]: ($, Msb :) and a house, or chamber, with

[plaster of] gypsum, (T, M, K,) or with mud or

clay, (T,) and with [a wash of] quick lime:

(TA :) and a ship with tar: and an

eye, externally, (Lth, T, K,) or a pained eye, ex

ternally, (M,) with aA», (Lth, T, M, 3,) i. c.

any medicinal liniment, (Lth,T,) such as aloen,

and safron; (TA ;) as also VII»: (Kr, M, K :)

[or this latter, probably, has an intensive signifi

cation: see also R. Q. 1:] and $13, aor. and

inf. n. as above, said of a woman, she smeared

the parts around her eye with aloes or safl'ron:

(M :) or 6;" she applied a collyrium to

the eye,- or smeared it with a )Lie. (Mgh.)

You say also, is, aor. and inf. n. as above,

He smeared, or did over, the [stone] cooking-pot

with blood or spleen, [or with liver, (seeMLD

after repairing it : (Lh, M:) and it (the

[stone] cooking-pot) was smeared, or done over,

with blood or spleen [or liver], after it had been

repaired: (T :) or was plastered with mud _or

clay, and with gypsum. (TA.) And £312“ ,23,

aor. and inf. n. as above, He smeared over the

crack with blood and bumt hair mixed together;

as also (M.)-[Hence,] gill; ,23,

said of a camel &.c., 1L He was, or became, loaded

[or overspread] withfat; syn. or (S_o

accord. to difi‘erent copies of the $.) And

[alone], inf. n. as above, 1 He (a camel) had much

fat and flesh, so that one could not feel in him

the prominence of a bone. (T, TA.) And

i.) JJOr

LL...- ayg-y 'I-His face was [flushed] as though

it were overspregd, with beauty. (M.)—[Hence

als0,] if, [so I find it written, but

1 think it should be $3,] meaning {What did

she bring forth? or what has she brought forth ?

a male or a female? and ,s'iii.) $22; [the

verb (here written without gany’vowel-sign) being

app. $.23, meaning (all; 3.1;, because off

spring, and especially boys, are among the things

by which the eye is said to be refreshed, as it is

by the application of a 14.22,] ISuch a, woman

brought forth a boy. (TA.)-dbfjl is}, (M,

K,) aor. and int. n. as above, (M,) He made the

earth, or ground, even, (M, K,) as is done after

1'0 J i!

turning it over for sowing. (M.) And 0)“ J»,

said of the Jerboa, (T, S, M, aor. and inf. n.

as above, (T,) It stopped up the mouth of its

hole with its [0r earth which a had ea:

tracted] : (T :) or it filled up its hole with earth:

($ :) or it coverei gveri-‘its hole and made it even.

(M, And Emlyn; 110 made the earth, or

dust, even over the truflles. And

5:,le ulti- _I covered over the thing; (T, TA ;)

as also iéE-ll (Ham p.361:.[see) also

R. Q. 1:]) and in like manner, Mill age W;

[I covered up the grave over him]: and

a?! all; I buried the thingZ making the ground

even over it. (T, TA.‘)_A:S, (K,) or is,

(T, M,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (M,) 'lIIe

broke his head: z) or he struck, or beat,

and brohe, his head: (T 2) or it signifies, accord.

to Lh, (M,) or signifies also, (K,) he struck, or

beat, his head, (M,K,)_whether he broke it or

not. And ,3, nor. and inf. n. as

above, 1 He struck, or beat, his back with a brick,

(M, TA,) and with a staff or stick, or with a

stone: a tropical meaning, as is said in the A.

(TA.)-$33, (Lb, T, M, 1;,) aor. as above,

(Lh,T,M,) and so the inf. n., (M,) ’rIIe crushed

them ( and destroyed them; (Lb, T, M,

K;) as also 71:35:; and this: (M,

K:) or this last )Jlee) signifies He

(God) destroyed them: and :éin téioilS. I

made the thing to cleave to the ground, and scat

tered it, or broke it, destroying it.

x, #15, (M, TA,) in the Kur [xci. 14],

(TA,) ineans And their Lord crushed them

and destroyed them: (M, TA :) or

made punishment to fall, or come, upon them in

common, or universally; expl. by Jail;

élihll: (Zj, T, Bd, Jel, TA :) or made the earth

to quake with them : (Fr, T, TA :) or was angry

with them: (IAmb,T:) (:1: spoke to them in anger:

(TA :) for [the int'. n.] in“: signifies the being

angry: (M,K :) and the speaking so as to dis

quiet, or agitate, a man: (T, TA :) and

on; he spoke _to him in anger. I (M, You

gay also, $3, meaning 11¢ (a man, IAar, T)

punished such a one fully, or completely; (IAar,

T,K;) as also 73.3.25: (TA :) [or perhaps

4.3:: for Az says, in another place, at the

close of this art.,] IAar says that signifies

he punished fully, or completely; or inflicted a

full, or complete, punishment. (T.) _;;.-JI

(K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) said of a

stallion horse, He leaped the more. (K.)_

;5, (M, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (M,) also

signifies He hastened; syn. [app. in a

trans. sense; for otherwise, accord. to rule, the

aor. should bojsg, with kesr]. (M,_K, TA.

In the CK, [erroneouslyfl (T,

Mgb;) sec. pers. W), (S, M, Msb,K,) aor. ;

(Ks: Ir; 5, M, high! and ii (s, M: K i)

and apps, (M, Msb, K,) aor. 1; (AZ, T, Msb ;)

and (T.M,1~nb.1.<.> w- a (amt-s

inf. n. (of the last, TA, or ofall, M) 3263; (s,

M,K;) the last of these verbs mentioned by

IKtt on the authority of Kh; '(TA ;) and [said

to be] the only instance of its kind, among re

duplicative verbs, (T, Msb,TA,) except and

(Mgh, TA) and .iiii, mentioned in the

K, and it.th Q58, mentioned by IKh; (TA;)

He (a man, T, $, Msb) was, or became, such as

is termed,8; [q. v.]: (Ks, Lb, T, 5, high =) or

he did evil; syn. (M, K. [See also 4.1)

2: see 1, in two places.

4. ii)! He did what was bad, evil, abominable,

a at me;

or foul; syn. tail (Lth,T, and Hal: (Lth,

T: [see also 1, last sentence : in the K, also, and

. o, z ,

in the M, the sec. pers., wit, is explained as

a s a s at

meaning Jail! Ml, which is a pleonasm for

:]) 01: he had a chi'ld,’or ofsjn'ing, bgrne

ti.) him such as is termed Ag?) (K, TA) or

Mfg (so in the OK) in make. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. ,132;, [inf‘. n. $3.13,] He smeared,

or did over, a thing much, or exceedingly, or with

energy: and he so covered over a thing. (Ham

p. 461. [But the context there indicates that the

verb in these two senses should be correctly

written ;;.])_See also 1, near the middle of

the paragraph, and in five places after that.

3/ I a v5 1

do): see )la, : _ and 341;. = Also a dial.

var. of [i. e'. Blood: see art. ,4; or Lsou]:

(K :) but ignored by Ks. (T, TA.)

:1 9 a

,u: seeleog.

33: see tulQ.Also A way, course, mode,

or manner, of acting or conduct or the like.

K.)._And A certain game.

5;? The lodging-place, or nightly lodging-place,

(@113, [for which Golius appears to have read

Ue‘iglpd) of sheep or goats; (M,K, TA ;) as

though [originating] from its being bet'ouled with

urine and dung: occurring in a trad., in which it

is said that there is no harm in praying in a 2;,

of sheep or goats: (M, TA :) but some read, in

this instance, 3.23;: and some say that 3;? is

originally 13,. (TA.)—A piece of); [i. e.

camels’, sheepls, goats’, or similar, dung]: ($,

K: [in the CK, 833,13! is erroneously put for

igtfl) so called because of its despicableness.

(TA.) _. A louse; (Msb, K ;) or a small louse :

(M, TA:) or (so in the M, but in the Msb and

K “and ") an ant; (M,K;) because of its

smallness; (TA ;) or a small ant. (Mgh.)—

And hence, app., (M, TA,) +A short and con

temptible man. (M, K. [See also gig-03.1)..

And A cat. (1;) '

Q r

,0, Blood, or biestings, with which the crevices

& . s

of stone cooking-pots are stopped up (.s-J : in the

TT and 0K, (IAar, M, 1;, TA.)

. l I; l } p: /

.. ,. see this.

filo-u: '

l

.20; (T, Mme». K) and US (M. K) A

thing ($, M, Msb, qfany hind TA) with

which one smears, or does over, M, Msb,K,) the

face [$0.]: (Msb :) said by some to be the red

pigment with which women redden their faces:

(Msb :) and particularly, [i. e. both these words,]

(K,) or the former, (S,) a medicinal liniment

with which one smears the forehead of a child

($, K) and the exterior of his eyes: ($:) or the

former word, a medicament with which the fore

head qf a child is smeared, called or

vigil-z and as some say, [thepigment called]’35 :

(TA:) and a collyrium, or liniment, that is applied

to the eye: (Msb:) or any medicament with

which the exterior of the eye is smeared; (Lth,

T ;) such as aloes, and safi'ron : (TA :) and i. q.

3,5}, which is applied to the gums. (T.)

,6...” said of the feathers of an arrow, meahs
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They were stuck fast with glue: (M, TA :) or

they were besmeared with blood. in art.

_ Also, [i. e. both words,] or the former

word, (T,) 1‘ Clouds in which is no water; (K,

TA ;) as being likened to the liniment so called.

(TA )

b3, applied to a).;3 [or cooking-pot], (S, M,

K,) or a [meaning one of stone, (see ;>,])

(T,) Smeared, or done over, with spleen (T,$,

M, or liver (M, K) or blood [or biestings],

(T, M,K,) after being repaired; (T,I_§;) as

also (T,Ll_1, M,K) and (T,

and '33, with damm, [app. pl. ofjpgj

signifies cooking-pots (3’33) [so] smeared. (IAar,

TA.) :1: Also, M, K,) applied to a man, (M,

hIsb,) Foul, or ugly; syn. z) or

Crass)

in aspect, and small in body: (Msb :) not pleas

contemptible: (M,K:) or foul, or ugly, (

ing to the eyes: (TA .in art. 624:) relates

to the stature; and ,3}, to the dispositions:

(IAar, T :) app. from if»; signifying “_a louse”

and “a small ant :” (Msbh) [see also 5;; :] fem.

with 3: 1.1.1.6, and the former masc.

(M, Msb, 1;) mid fem.,'(M,1_<,) and the latter

fem. (M, Msb, 1;.)

is i; vi: "5/ vi a

Lo) [or k5.0;], and flag, or 1L0}: see this.

One who repairs cooking-pots by cement

ing them. (Golius from Meyd. See 1.)

£13 and 132’, and 13.23 (T, s, 1;) The hole

that is stopped up by the jerboa with the earth

that it has extracted; (T, TA ;"‘) and so ill;

[more properly written L5:3], or V tC3,each with

damm, (TA,) or 7 it»; : (T, accord. to the TT :)

or one of the holes of the jerboa; like

[(1. v.]: (S:) [and so, app., his, accord.

to the KL; there explained as signifying

L525; vari] and also, (K,) or the first and

second, (M,) the earth which. the jerboa collects

and extracts from its hole, and with which it

stops up the entrance thereof; (M, K;) or the

earth with which it stops up one of its holes:

(M :) and idle; also signifies the 21:13 of the

jerboa: (IAar,K =) the pl. (of {6.13, s) is 1.133,

(5,1?)

I 10'

I”) and A wide [desert such as is

termed] 5313; (M, K, TA 3) in which journeying

continues long ( [for it is regarded by some

as derived from its, of which is also an

inf. n.,]) by reason of its far-extending: (TA:)

or a [desert such as is termed] in which is

no water: (S :) or a level tract of land in which

are no signs of the way, nor any road, nor water,

nor any one to cheer by his presence : pl. :

which is explained as signifying smooth deserts

of which the extremities are far apart : and

signifies a land that is disapproved,

_ disliked, or abominable. (T in arty”), and TA.)

iii» A wooden implement with teeth, with

which the earth, or ground, is made even, (M,

Bk. I.

K,) after it has been turned over for sowing.

(M-)

03 r: 3)

I...» )5 K“) EA well] cased with stones

or burnt bricks,- syn.

[Smeared, or done over, with any hind

qfdye tj'c. : fem. with 5]: see _ [Hence,]

Red. (SJ—And +Fat in the’utmost degree,

(M, full of fat; M, ;) as though

smeared therewith : (M :) applied to a camel &c.;

;) or to a human being, and an ass, and a bull,

and a sheep or goat, and any beast. (TA.)

[Accord. to the KL, it signifies also Heavily

laden: but the right explanation is probably

laden withfat : see£11119 ,3, in the first para
graph of this art] ' f

“a

1. 3....3, (s, M, A, &c.,) aor. = , (s, A, Msb,

K,) infjn. 343, (s, M, Mgh, Mgh,) sometimes

contracted into £323, (Mgh,) It (a place, A,

Mgh, Msb, K, or other thing, A, was, or

became, soft and even : (M, A, Mgh, Msb,

or it (a place) was, or became, soft and sandy.

(s.)_ And a...» (Mgh,) [i. e. or 5:...3 as

abovei,] ’ipf. n. £51.33 (s, 15A, Mgh, Mali, i5)

and as,” (M, TA) and a», (A,) or a»,

(Mgh,) IHe (a man) was, or became, easy in

nature, or disposition. M, A, Mgh, Msb,

2. 1:1,, ('1‘, M, A, Msb,) inf. n.

($, He made it even, (T, A,) or soft, K,)

or soft and even; (Msbg) namely, a place, (T,

A, Mgh,) or a bed, or place on which to lie: :)

and (A) he macarated it, namely, a thing, and

mashed it, (M, A,) with his hand, (A,) in order

that it might become soft. (M, A.) [Hence,]

,, WM!

ebe

J15

(T,) orA?» (A,) [lit.]lIahe soft and even

for thy side a bed, or place on which to lie, before

night, or before sleeping ;] a prov., meaning

: prepare for an event before its happening,

(13* A.) [Hence also,] .Qjé.

)6." i. e. [Whoso lieth against

me, verily], he will make even, meaning will

prepare, his sitting-place in the fire [of Hell];

a saying ofMohammad. (Mgh.)_ [And hence,]

e.,...ai $2,, (T, A,) inf. n.as above, (13,) i He

menlioncd (T, A, K) the beginning of (T, A)

the tradition, or st0_ry. (T, A, K.) You say,

U. a]. Us is;

.0, a...

w“, I

Wt ’

{Mention than to me the beginning (if that

tradition, or story, in order that I may know

the manner thereof (T, A) and how I should

enter upon it [so that I may push on in it].

(A)

14.05, s r) ass! I e e

4. may!) be' “it 0% l4 IHow easy in

nature, or disposition, was such a one! [and how

gentle was he I]. ($, TA.)

9 0' s p _

at.” : see “b In two places.

see the next paragraph, in three places.

_ _‘_W-~~—

an; Even, or soft,- applied to a valley, and

to aiiything: (T :) or a place soft and even;

(Mgh, TA ;) as also 'Lps, (A,) and ' $.23, or

lids}; the last also explained as a subst.,

meaning an even, or a soft, tract qfland; app.

an inf. n. used as a subst.: (Mghz) or [in

one copy of the erroneously written 5...», and
in another ah] signifies a sqfl andflsandy

place; and its pl: is £43, : ($ :) or a place soft to

the tread; as also i : and so this last applied

to a tract of sand as though it were an

inf. n. used as an,.:I [here meaning an epithet;

wherefore it is used alike as masc. and fem. and

sing: gand dual and pl.]: and [for this reason]

"but; signifies also plain, or soft, tracts of land ,

pl. [of pauc.] and [of mult.] 5Q): (M :)

or all»? has this last meaning; and its sing. is

[with 8 added to transfer the word from

the category of epithets to that of substantives];

and .143; consist of sands and of what are not

sands: likewise is applied to what is [or

are] even dnd soft; and its sing. is [like as

is sing. of 45$]: (T: [but for in

this last instance, I find life-03¢ if this be right,

the pl. is agreeable with analogy; but if be

the sing, the pl. is anomalous:]) and is

applied to sand, as meaning not cohering. (TA.)

It is said in a trad., 9.3; (,3; Jul,

(Mgh,) or 1 $25, (A, Mgh,) accord. to difl‘erent

readings, i. e., [He turned to] a soft and even

place [and made water upon it]. (Mgh) And

you say, 7 iii; [We alighted, or

alighted and abode, in d trdct of land even, or sqft,

or soft and even]. (A.) ._ Hence, (T,) 1A man

easy in nature, or disposition, (T, M, TA,) and

generous; (T ;) as also 7:;‘3: (TA:) and in

the same sense is applied to a woman;

(T ;) or (TA Q) she being likened to land

so termed, [because such is the best, or most

productive, of land. (T, TA.) And

IA man easy in natural dispositions.

(A)

s. ! s 4 . _

32s,, as a subst. : see but», (of which, also, it

is the fem.,) in two places.

as?re 5» l ’

at.» us»: see 4;“).

4 I 5 a

we : see $.09, in two places.

(is, Q r

w"5, as a subst., and as fem. of W‘_ >: see

'1 a

we, in two places.

0 :02 ie

(by)! The place ofthe LL» [or hot ashes]

L, when bread has been baked there. L.)

64,

1- [a0r.,accord. to a rule ofthe K}, inf. n.

’1:

tr»; (SiAJii) and V , .m (s, A, Msb, 1g)

and V :lgl, as also ‘151; ($, K,) It (a thing,

c ' c“ ' 115
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a»: —;»>’

s, A) entered, and became firm, gig) in a

thing: :) or it becamefirm and consolidated:

(A :) or it entered, and became concealed, in a

thing: (A ’Obeyd, s, Msb :) and the first and

second, he (a wild animal) entered into his covert

among trees: (A, TA :) and in like manner, the

first, a man into his house or tent; as also 7 _ >.

(L.)_[Hence,] Us 1U:

became intricate]; said of darkness. (A, TA.)

_And ITheir afair, or case, was,

or became, right, just, or sound, and consistent.

(A, TA.)_..And Q3359) 9;.23, (M, 1;,) aor. -’,

inf. n. as above, (TA,) The hare went quickly,

with short steps: (M, K:") and in like manner

if;

. s is said of a camel. a: See also 4.

2:

a. i.,...s,, (A, L,) inf. n. E129, (L,) IHe

agreed with him, [and he aided him, (see 6,)]

4;": [against him, or respecting it, or to do it].

(L, A.) _And + [He soothed, coaxed, wheedled,

or cajoled, him, as though concealing enmity : for

its inf. n.] Lil}; is like 56,03. (s)

4. cagl He wrapped a thing in a garment, or

piece of cloth. (S, [Said in the TA to be

tropical : but for this there is no reason that I can

see.])_ He rolled up tightly a)3; [or scroll];

syn. (A, TA.) _ He twisted: or

he twisted well a rope: or he twisted it firmly,

making it slender. (TA.) And $9.43!, said of

a female comber and dresser of hair, (A, L,) She

rolled, or made round, ($05)”) and made

smooth, the locks of a woman’s hair: (A :) or she
Bvr’ 0g,

plaited such locks; as also V " , ;, inf. n. _ g.

(L.).__+He, or it, made a horse lean, lank, or

light offiesh, or slender, or lagnk in the belly.

o a _ I 0 r e 05

(TA.) at»; [as inf. n. of at»), not of 6,1,]

signifies +The being slender in the waist, or

middle. (KL) [See also 7.1-4.3).5 6.4M

IHe disposed his words in a closely-connected

order: (A z) or he made his speech vague.

(Msb-)

5. as; u! tHe wrapped himself in

his clothes, in consequence of his feeling the cold.

(A)

6. EMU-i {They agreed together: (A :) [they

conspired together :] they leagued together, (A,)

and aided one another. ($, A, You say,

an; I’Mlfl IThey aided one another, ($,)

or leagued together, and aided one another,

(A, TA,) against him. A, TA.)

7. tail: see 1._Also, said of a horse,

see 1.

IIIe was, or became, lean, lank, or light of

flesh, or slender, or lank in. the belly. (A, TA.)

8. 633‘: seel.

A plaited, or braided, lock of hair.

(L, 19*)

’60

_ > A°[f7'iend, 01‘ companion, such as is

termed] 04.5.; and an equal. (K)

.’./~.-_r~ ,______ ___. W~HLAF>LI "_ e-w‘___-;»_l.::: ,

éu; (s, A. K) and '9‘); (A, K) :4

peace, or reconciliation, that is secret, or con

cealed: (K, TA:) or as though secret, or con

cealed; from [infl n. of 3]: ($:) or

firmly established: (A,K:) or complete, and

firmly established: (Az, $ :) or that is not made

with any malicious intention. (AA.) And

I 1) IO!

ale) )4! #41 right, or just, afi'az'r or case.

(TA.) The saying ofa poet, cited by IAar,

r4 ” ¢r¢0€ so, ’0 e)

Lib-ll UM lQLo) ,l Lora

[which may app. be correctly rendered Do they

(referring to women) seek to aflect a severing of

the tie of union, or a confirming thereof not

withstanding the calamities of fortune ?] is

explained as meaning, they make a show of

union outwardly sound but inwardly unsound;

e e r ~ e at

from Jon-J! f)! signifying “he twisted firmly

the rope.” (TA.)

# ‘

élh, : see the next preceding paragraph.

égi inf. n. of 1. (s, A, 1;.) _Also Smooth

ness; or the being smooth: in this sense extr.,

inasmuch as it [is an inf. n. that] has no un

augmented triliteral-radical verb belonging to it.

(L)

I i: o e a:

6.4;: see

fcei', more night: (s,1_<,* TA:) or

night ofintricatc darkness. (A.)

I'D

' , applied to a man, 1* Well knit together,

like a rope firmly twisted; as also 7 and

in like manner, JLLH applied to

women, 1-qfa frame well knit together; and so

95)

7 ad}, of which ISd found no singular.

And accord. to Lth, Véjs'i, applied to the hack,

and to a limb, or member, means +[Well com

pacted, or rounded, and smooth;] as though

0 a), 0/;r 3

made round and smooth (My $92M) as

when the female comber and dresser 0T hair

plaits the locks of a woman’s hair: (TA :) [or
I a a u . r ‘J a

this may be a mistranscrlption for _ M; for it

is said that] r ’3; signifies round and smooth;

’ f D I J v v d v r 9 I Q J

Byn- . M; (1.1;) or 9')“ a 31*" ($0

and, applied to a back, made smooth. (L)—

Also TAn arrow that is used in the game called

Q1. (3, K.) El-Hfirith Ibn-Hillizeli says,

a: re, 0‘ ecoefi

T '

e e a r

‘ r9) 1.0/7 'I'a” i *

.2]

[Thou hastfound us to be, [hr the guest, the best

tribe: there is not any milk, then is the

ski/filing of the gaming arrow]: meaning, if

there is not any milk, we shufi'le the gaming

arrow for [the purpose of deciding who shall

supply] the camel to be slaughtered, and we

slaughter it for the guest.

this:

6...»: see the next preceding paragraph.

A turban; syn. (AHeyth,

K;) a rare instance of the additioh of 5 to the

measure or it seems to be an epithet

applied to a turban, meaning firmly wound.

(AHeyth.)

I ’0) I

6.44;»: see _

as an’epithct applied to a [i. e. the head of

an arrow or of a spear &c.]

l Also Round, or rounded;

)4,

o 5.33, aor. i , (T, M, ALMsb, &c.,) inf. n.

,uz,’ (T, M, MF,.T'A) and :qu (MF, TA) and

)y», (MF,) or )Log is a simple subst., (Msb,)

and is an inf. n. of in a trans. sense,

(TA,) It (a people, T, M, A, or a thing, Msb)

perished: (T, M, A, Msb, TA :) or perished

O 0" r/,

utterly. (TA.) =See also 2. ==AMA; )4»,

(as M, A, K.) 3;»- '-, (s, M,) inf- n- 5;; (s.

M,A, and )4», (M,) He intruded upon

them; went, or came, in to them without per

mission : ($,"‘ M, A, :*) or intruded upon them

in an evil manner. It is said in a trad.,

.He whose look

precedes his aiking permission [does that which

is as bad as the act of him who] enters without

permission. ($,*,TA.) And it is said,

i531! then thou enterest houses,

[meaning, desirest to enter them,] beware of

entering without permission. (A.)

2. 3,3,, (g, Msb,) “(1,152” (T, M, A,) and

,3», (T, s. Mgh, Meb.) and (M, A.)

M n. ;,(T. s, M, Ks) and $543. (M.

TA,) int. n. ,,.’.3, (1;, TA,) and, accord. to the

15,,13; [which is omitted in the CK] and $63,

but this is wrong, (MF, TA,) for the second and

third of these three inf. ns., (TA,) or all of them,

(MF,) are of}; in the intrans. sense explained

above; (MF, TA ;) He (God, M, TA) destroyed,

($, M, Mgh, Msb, K,‘) or destroyed utterly,

(A, TA,) him, or it, or them. (S, M, A, Mgh,

Mgb, TA.) And (561;): (111.3) ,2, The torrent

destroyed the place. (TA from a trad.) =,1»,

(TK,) inf. n. as above, (5, K,) He (a sportsman)

fumigated his 555 [or lurking-place] withfar, or

soft hair, [of camcls,] in order that the wild

animals might not perceive his smell. (s,

[See also the act. part. n., below.]

3. Jail )el} IHe passed the night sleepless:

(A z) or he endured, or braved, the difiiculty, or

trouble, of the night, and passed it sleepless.

£43: seeklg, in two places.

A ewe, or she-goat, having little milk.

And One short in make. (TA.) a:

Applied to a woman, and to pthers, [i. e. applied

also to a company of people, is“, (TK,)] Wont

to intrude upon others; to go, or come, in to them

without permission. (K;IE TA.)

36.5, (s, A, Msb,) a simple subst., (Mgh,) and

15);; (MF, TA) and Y,,..,, (MF, [but see 1,])

Perdition : (S, A, Msl), &c. :)gor utter perdition.

(TA.) You say, ,uin 41m: Perdition [or
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utter perdition] befezz them. (A.) And t;

43;“ Q» [that sun-est thou

(glhis error and his perdition and his state of

destruction 1'].

ll)

)yu : see the next preceding paragraph.

,' fl’ I '4 .

3,1»): see )Log, in two places.

8 1e8 r J n

(5)1»: see are».

:6", A man in a state ofperdition, in whom is
4 g 4 a C s I

no good. (M.) And fl; r15 J9) (Yaakoob,

T, M,A) and [1.3; (L11, '1‘, M). [A man

string and perishing] : Ll} says that if,» in the

latter phrase is an imitative sequent to : but
I r I

[ISd says,] I think that 1...; is a verbal epithet,
, , .

and )0; a possessive epithet. (M.) [See also

art. )nn‘n]

3 e :0 J 0 '

[5]!er see (5444-3.

3 )9!

(5)..» it sharp and pertinacious man.

[And so q. v.]

8 s a.

(5,043, applied to a man, Ignoblc, or mean.

' I r I)! a I ’J

(M.)-we}: E”, (T, s, M) and [5,“: and
8 e: ' '

'djb; (M) A jerboa that is small and short:

:) or ofvile make, (T, M,) with broken nails,

(M,) and tough flesh: (T, TA :) or the kind

called the of jerboas, (T, M,) short and

small, without nails to its legs, and not quickly

overtaken: it is smaller than the (3)65: (M :)

2 fl .

this latter is the 0L6 thereof, and is characterized

by its having a nail in the middle of its leg, in

the place of the sppr of the cock. _. Hence,

(TA,) .531 +A small ear. (K.):Any

' 3 1 in .5 I

one : so in the saying, (grefl )1.le us 1.0 (Fr, T,

a ) O J ' ' 3 :

K‘) and (5)4»; (K) and "just; (A, TA)

' ’ ' 3 )2

[There is not in the house any one]; like (5,05

&c. (TA.) One says also of a beautiful woman,

5,1? t3, (1;, TA,) i. e. [I

have not seen] any one [more beautiful than she].

(TA.): i: an appellation of Certain dogs,

not such as ’are called nor such as are

called 25.1.5 (M.) '

III '1

)0.» A sportsman who fumigates his 5;.3 [or

lurking-place] with fur, or soft hair, (M, A,) of

camels, (M,) in order that the wild animals may

not perceive his smell. (M, A.) _And hence,

or because he rushes upon the game unperceived,

and [as it were] without permission, I A shilfill,

or skilled, sportsman.

c0,

93-23, gonf, (s, Msb, 15,) inf. n. £33

($,Meb) and or“; and {’23, (TA ;) and

(A0,s.Meb. K.) m- =. (Msb.K.) M n.

gin (AO,$, Msb, TA; [in one c'opy of the

$, "3, which is a mistake ;]) or only “is,

with fete]; to the ,0; (AZ, Ks ;) The eye shed

tears. Msb, _ JIQTZLB wound

flowed [with blood]. (TA.) And 19.3.1! c9.”

-IL The wound on the head flowed with blood; its

blood Tan. (Meb.)__:i;3.;.n $31.3 1T1“; bowl

flowed [or over/lowed] with its grease, or gravy.

(TA.) And .also signifies +The flowing

from the strainer of the dyer. (TA.)—Aboo

’Adnan says, I asked El-’Ol_{eylee respecting

this verse:

1) 0'; 'en’ 1’8, :05 a

' leer-l4») Win-e tea-3 moi-’1, *

r 0 '0)" a)!

' on ‘

[app. meaning ’r And the sun was shedding its

fierce rays and its gossamer when they were

going forthfrom deserts to deserts] : and he said,

I think [that the poet means] it was the 83.52 [or

midday of summer when the heat was vehement],

whet} what is called 97:54! [and

will, which latter is here the more appropriate

term,] was flowing [in the air]: and El-Gha

nawee says, when the beasts thirst, their eyes

shed tears, and their nostrils flow. (TA.): See

also 4.

2. Vehement flowing qf tears from the

eye. (KL)

4. 1245', (men) int‘. n. 5.2;], (K,) tHe

filled it, [app. so as to make it overflow,] (IAar,

K,) namely a bowl, (IAar,) or a vessel; (K;)

as also ' [if this be not a mistranscription

for the former]. (TA.)

5. 8A3 [He shed tears; or wept]. (Occur

ring in a version of the Gospel of St. John,

xi. 35: but perhaps post-classical.)

040/ r)

10. éoJeL-g ,5 [app. He draws forth tears].

(TA.)

#04

5 Tears; the water, or fluid, of the eye;

(S, Msb, K ;) whether from grief orjoy : :)

originally an inf. n.: (Msb:) [but having a pl.,

both of malt. and of pauc. : for] the pl. [of mult.]

is (K) and [of pauc.] (TA :) and

[is the n. un., signifying] a single drop

thereof; [i. e. a tear :] (S,I_§:) if from joy, it is

cool; or iffrom grief, hot. (TA.)—5,313

[David’s tears;] a certain well known medicine :

($gh,K:) [perhaps the fruits of a spepies of

coiat, namely coia: lachryma, now called ,

or Job’s tears, which are hard and stony, and

are said to_ be strengthening and diuretic.]_~‘.'.:€_i

JL; 27:52:." itz-ll 1[The sky wept, and’the

tears of the cloudsflowed]. (TA.)—lists;

Azill 1[He drank the tear qfthe vine]; i. e.,

wine. (A, TA.) _aihé-ll I[The tears,

meaning] the grease, or gravy, of the bowl.

(TAO

[ masc. of] A woman quick to shed

tears : ($, K :) or quick to weep, abounding with

tears; (L ;) as also ' 593, without 5; (L11, L ;)

of which latter, which is applied also to a man,

the pl. is 36.33, applied to men, and “£23, ap

plied to men and to women, and 5.51.23, applied

i I! ‘

to women. (L.) [See also try]

9):

g A mark made with a- hot iron in the part

where the tears run, (El-Ahmar, $, K, TA,) of a

camel,- (El-Ahmar;) said by Aboo-’Alee, in the

“ Tedhkireh,” to be a small line. (TA.)

lab, I,

is»; : see 83, in two places.

6 as, 0

QB“; C35 IA bowl that is full so as to over

flow (L, K,‘ TA)from its sides. (L, TA.)

I e J

Le; Water of the eye arisingfrom disease or

old age; not tears: or, as some say, the

traces of tears upon the face: thus in the hand

writing of Aboo-Zekereeya, in the margin of a

copy of the (TA.) _4;€JI éLQQ, A,) or

t £6311, like QC}, (5,) and thus written by

Sgh, with teshdeed, (TA,) I Whatflowsfrom the

grape-vine in the days qf the [season called] 64).

($, A. 19' TA-)

Eu, A mark made with a hot iron upon the

[app. a mistake for us,

meaning upon the place of the vein at the edge of

the nose, commencing from the inner angle of the

eye,]) running down to the nostril, (K,TA,) so

says ISh, (TA,) or to the nostriLs: :) some

times there are two such marks. (TA:)

I Jr as,

a,» we An eye that shizglsa ’mapy' tears: or

quick to shed tears: and vial.” we [hag the

formpr’ ’sigrli’fication]. (TA.) [See also 6).]

__ a”; (5)5 IEarth, or; sioil, which niater

exudes: (TA:) and V8.0; (5)3, and 781;,

Iearth, or soil, that exudes moisture; ;) or

that seems as though it exuded moisture, or almost

did so. (TA.)

I r I a

be): see 6,.

“L503; and its fem., with 3: see 0,33, in two

0 5' on,

places._ CL» 10,; IA day in which is [fine

rain such as is called] 315}. (K, TA.)

“L13: see ’LLQ.
C C . M

Eel; [act part. n. of You say, 055

glut; An eye shedding tears,- an eye of which

the tears areflowing: (Msbz) pl. (TA.)

_iiuls IA wound on the headfrom which

bloodflows (A, IAth,Mgh,TA) in small quantity,

(A, TA,) or in drops, (IAth,TA,) like tears;

(IAth, Mgh, TA ;) ranking after that termed

5.;913: ($,Mgh,K:) A’Obeyd says, (S,) the

3’41; is that which bleeds without a flowing of

blood from it; ($,Mgh;) and when the blood

flows from it, it is termed 11.01;, with the un

pointed C: :) yet the author of the K says, in

as», [as on the authority of A’Obeyd,] that

the an...“ is before the 1:41) ; and charges J with

error in saying the contrary. (TA.) [See also

iii-i.e.] _iJ-ei; 1A bowl flowing [or over

flowing], with its’grease, or gravy. (TA.)—

al; (5)3: see Cy).

art.

gels; The channel of the tears ,- or part where

115 "
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the tears run: (TA :) or the place where the

tears collect in the sides of the eye: pl. eel-3;,

which comprises the inner and the outer angles

of the eyes: (Az, TA :) or the pl. signifies the

inner angles, (duh) which are the extremities

of the eye [or eyes]. ($.)_The pl. also signifies

1“ Waters which drop, or drip, from the side of a

mountain. (Aboo-’Adnan.) And it may also

signify Flowings of tears. (Ham p. 551.)

O J);

C’s.» A camel marked with the mark called

II)

3‘»- (K)

a»:

1. .1323, (s, Mgh, Msb, K,) aor. = (IDrd,

man) and 1, (IDrd,K,) inf. n. (3:23, ($,

Mgh,) He broke his head so that the wound

reached the [or brain]: :) or he broke

the bone of his the: (Msb:) or he struck it,

namely, a person’s head, so that the stroke reached

to the (Mgh:) and he struck his alga,

(K, TA,) and broke the interior qf the skull,

next the £09. (TA.) And $.12» The

sun pained his 8.02. (lDrd,K.) _Also, inf. n.

as above, I He overcame, or subdued, and chased,

him, or it: like as the truth does falsehood: and

hence in the Kur [xxi. 18], meaning Iso

that it may overcome it, or prevail over it, and

abolish it: or, accord. to Az, so that it may do

away with it, in such a manner as to render it

despicable, or ignominious. (TA.) And 'li-‘l,

signifies IHe overcame him, or prevailed over

him, much, so as to subdue him, or abase him.

(TA.)—[Hence, app.,] 1-[The

produce of] the land was eaten. ’(I‘Aar, TA.)

_And IHe slaughtered

for them [a lean’ sheep 01' goat: :) so says

Lh, except that he does not explain the verb,

which is thus explained by Ibn-’Abbéd and Z:

(TA :) or, as some say, a fat sheep or goat.

adv»), [the verb written in the L and

"PA without teshdeed, so that it is app.

but it may be i ,] She (a woman) made, or

put, a [q. v.] to her 8;,- [or stufed thing

whereon she rode upon her camel]. (ISh, L, TA.)

2. 2;), inf. n. éplii, IIIe made a 8393‘ [or

mess of crumbled, or broken, bread,] soft with

grease, or gravy. (Ibn-’Abbad, A, K.)_.. See

also 1, in two places.

’QJJI a word of which the signification is well

known; (s, Msb ;) [The brain ;] the marrow of

the head; (K ;) or the stufiing of the head:

(TA :) or [app. a lgmistakegfor “and” (what

_ e e .1 at

is termed)] )1," )l or val)" dol or [in one

' ' e u 3'!

copy of the K “and”] Eb»! )l is a thin

skin, like a pouch, in which it is contained: :)

[these three terms, 14,113! and val)”;l and ,2!

. . 53

8mm, appear all to signify the meninm; (see,ol ;)

but the first and second of them seem to have

been mistaken by the author or transcribers of the

K for different explanations of éLQSHJ the pi.

[’o’f’pach is £5.33? (s, Msb, 1;) and [of mult.]

to). (TA.)

5,33 and V Having his, head broken so

that the wound reaches the the [or brain]:

(IDrd,K:) the former is libwise applied to a

woman: and the pl., applied to men and to

women, is (IDrd,TA.)_Also, both

words, 1‘ Stupid; foolish; gor unsound, or dull, or

deficient, in intellect: 7 “3.; is incorrectly used

by the vulgar in this sense; (K, TA ;) as though

meaning overcome, so as to be subdued, or abused,

by the devil: it is said in the “ Namoos” that

this last word may be correct as having an in

tensive signification ; but it may admit of such a

signification, and yet may be incorrect, not heard

from persons of chaste speech. (TA.)

din-3L; A wound in the head, reaching the its?

[or brain] ; Mgh, Msb, ;) with which there

is no living : (Msbz) it is the last [in degree] of

[the wounds termed] [pl. of all]; these

being ten, as folloyvs [l] 53.96, also called Lab'

($, K, TA) and 1a)., or, as some think, the

La)!- or L0).- is difl'erent from the 3,3,5: (TA:)

[2] [312.3]; [4] [5]

[61 [11 iii-9% [81 [91 (s,

K, TA,) also termed (TA:) [10] 5.531;:

(S, K, TA :) and ALObeyd adds daft), with the

unpointed t, after lift); ;) or, accord. to F,

who pronounces J to have erred in saying thus,

before 1:41;: but J is right in this case. (TA.)

[See £11.31; iii, voce Several other terms

are mentioned in the TA; but these, which will

be found in their proper arts., appear to be all

syn. with some that are mentioned above. See

also 3.5.5.] _ Also A spadia: (53L) that comes

forth from amid the broken portions of the ‘45

[or heart of the palm-tree], long and hard, and,

if left, mars the palm-tree; K,‘ TA ;) where

fore, when its existence is known, it is detached.

(TA.) _.And| An iron above the 5;; [or

hinder part] of the [ca'meZIs saddle called] ;

(Ag,K;) also called 3,15%: (TA:) or an iron

with which the back of the J», is fastened:

(JK :) the pi. is ISh says that the tel),

are above the middle of the heads, or upper ea:

tremities, of the [curved pieces qf wood called]

[pl. of gu]; and sometimes they are of

wood, firmly bdund; and i. q. biota, pl. of

[q. v.]: [but] Az says that when the

2.5.01; is of iron, it is placed across, or't’lthwart,

above the two extremities of the 01,}, and

nailed with two nails, the b59115- beihg fastened

upon the heads qf the cross-pieces, in order that

it, or they, may not become disconnected. (TA.)

[\Vhat it is, I am unable further to explain. It

is perhaps thus called because so placed that a

person is liable to have his head wounded by it.]

_.And A piece of wood placed across between

two poles, upon which is hung the skin for water

or milk. (JK, Ibn-’Abbad, K.)

One that wounds so as to reach the 8;?

[or brain]; and that breafzs the header the like.

(Ibn-’Abbad, 1;.) And 25,213 ,9. A stone

that does so much, or vehemently : the 3 denoting

intensiveness of signification. (Ibn-’Abbad, K.)

.il)

a“: g a

. mes»

tr»:

J‘s

1- as JQS. (T,s,1~,1_.Mgh.]Ig13,K,>aor

(T, M, Mgh,) inf. n. J.” and cakes, (M, K,)

He put the land into a right, or proper, state:

(M,1_<=) or he did so with J63, (s, M, Mgh,

Msb,‘ K,") i. e., [he manured it with]

(s) or e.]}? (M,Msb,K,) or AL; (Mghi)

or 113.13 has this latter signification; (M ;) and

so (T in art. Js,.)_And [hence,] Jul;

2&1", (S in art. J4), and Mgh,) aor. i , inf. n.

333, (Mgh,) 1* He put the thing into a right, or

proper, state; prepared it, or improved it ,

in art. J9}, and Msb;) as also in that

m) And 4;" JLS. (s, Muss) aor

(M,) inf. n. JLQ, (TA,) IHe made peace,

efl‘ected a reconciliation, or adjusted a difl'erence,

between the people; M, K, TA;) as also

0333- (In-shad, Is) - 51°41! .123, (T.

M, K,*) aor. ’- , (M,) +It (a remedy) healed the

wound : (T,' M, K z") [and i dingl has a similar

meaning; for] signifies the healing a wound;

and causing it to skin over. (KL.)=J.¢3:
see 7. I

a. 34st,, (T, M, K,) inf. n. 511.2133, (5,) ; He

treated him with gentleness, or blandishment;

soothed, coaxed, whecdled, or cajoled, him; (T,

M,K ;) in order to efi'ect a reconciliation between

himself and him : (T, M,‘ TA :) 51313.; is simi

lar to 51;].33. ($.) A'bu-l-Hasan say§,

t a .r 0' Or 40 a )0 r

* aw wrest-aw"? *
if: 'ai ' a )1 r3

* QNI gLLTJt U3, 44.21» *

[t I hated, of the brethren, him whom I was not

ceasing to treat gently, with the gentle treatment

of the water-skin, or milk-shin, having in it many

holes, or rents]: (T,M:) thus using an inf. n.

with a Verb to which it does not properly belong.

(M.) And one says, $35" 4.35, (so in a copy

of the or ,bgiJl Vqsgi, (so in two other

copies of the S, [but only the former pgrees with

the context,]) meaninglri is do)?! [i. e.

tTreat thou the people with gentleness, notwith

standing what fault, or the like, there may be in

them: see a phrase similar to this explanation

voce J15]. (s, TA.)

4: see 1, in two places : _. and see also 3.

5. $1343 The land was, or became, put

into a right, or proper, state, with db}, i. e.

(M, K)

6. l,.\.el.»" IThey made peace, or became re

conciled, one with another. (M, K, TA.)

7. Jed-3| T It (a wound, T, $, M, Mgh,‘IE Msb)
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healed; or became in a healing state; (M,K;)

as also V3.05, (M, K,) aor.=: :) or became

healed, (nth or nearly healed, (T, s, Mgh,) as

also 7&3], originally (AA, TA,) and in

a healthy state: (T, Mgh :) from

(Mghz) or gradually recovered. (Msb.) And

+ He became nearly recovered from his

disease, (T, M,*) and from a wound, (T,) and

from his pain.

e r:

8. Jul: see 7.

Q. Q. 1. {in : see 1.

Gentle treatment. (M, See also 3.

see

[Dung, such as is called] or

0.5}, (T, M,I_(,) and the like; (T ;) [the for

mahzlring land ;] as also (M in art. J4; :)

or compost of dung and ashes, or of dust, or

earth, and dung: (Mgh:) and camels’ or similar

dung, and dust, or earth, trodden by the beasts.

(M, K.) _ [Hence,] +11 means [of kindling]

of war; like as ,JLQ; [signifying dung] is ameans

of kindling of fire. ($,TA.)-Rotten dates:

(As, T, $ :) or 'rotten, blach, old dates: (M,TK:

[in the CK, 3:5“ is erroneously put for 1.2413)

[and] such are called _ Refuse

that the sea rejects, (Lth, T, M,‘ consisting of

dead creatures therein, (Lth,T,) and the like,

(’Eyn, TT,) such as [the shells, or shellfish, called]

will and (Lth, T, TA,) or .53.; and

(M,) and (Lth, T, M, TA. [The

last word is erroneously written in one place, in

the TT, and in another place, in the same,

C.])_An unsoundness, or infection, in the

spadia: ofthe palm-tree, (M, Mgh, so that it

becomes blach, (M,K,) before it attains to matu

rity, (M, Mgh,l_(,) or; bffore it is fecundated:

(IDrd :) also termed Uh}, [q. v.,] (Mgh,TA,)

from 5.22 meaning (Mgh.)

.333 (as, M,M§b.1.<> and '35; (s, M, K)
A kind ofpurulent pustule, or imposthume; (T,

§;) 2'. q. ;) rcell hnown : (Msb :)

[said to be] an appellption applied as ominating

good, (M, 0,) like 'o'jli» applied to a place of

destruction ; (O ;) or because it tends to healing:

(T :) said by IF to be Arabic: (Msb':) by As

said to be used in Arabic: (T :) [app. of Pers.

origin :] in Pers. (333,,and (MA :) [now

vulgarly pronounced J2; and 5);; : and applied

to any pimple prpustule, and to a bbil: see {Qt-=1

the pl- (“313, T. s) is Jedi, (as, M.1.<,>

which is anomalous, (M,) or Jags [agreeably
with analogy]. (Msb.) I

One who manures land with i. e.]

(M.)

The 1le [q. v.] of the jerboa. (Ibn

’Abbéd, TA.) [See also [5.2,]

EM:

Q. 1. 61133, (JM,TA,) int“. n. and

550;, (K, TA,) He made, or wrought, a thing,

(K, JM, TA,) as, for instance, a bracelet, (TA,)

evenly or equably, or justly or properly, JM,

TA,) and well. (JM, TA.) [And He made a

thing round and smooth ,- like : see the
Affld

pass. part. n., below.] It is said in a had, ch;

0515.! a!!! [God has made his pearls round and

smooth]. (TA.) Accord. to Lh, signi

fies His body was, or became, rounded, or com

pacted, ((59,) so that his, or its, jlesh was

_firm, or hard. (TA.)

9’01 .JOJ

_ ; and I 5: see the next paragraph, in

three places. .

533 (was) and '51; ($.11) and

l An armlet ; a braceletfor the arm ;

syn. ($, Mgh, K;) i. e. the ornament

thus called: (Mgh, TA =) pl. of the first éeujt;

;) [and of the second and third You

say, [He put (lit. cast) upon

me his armlets]. _. Also the first and

'second A smooth stone. (TA.)—And [the

pl.] Hard lands: (K:) so in the L and

the Tekmileh. (TA.)

010': seat 0,0:

.M i. q. v4.0! a)» [Round, as though

rolled like a scroll, and smooth]: (S, and a

stone, and a solid hoof, smooth and round,- as

also and in art. ‘34,.) A

réjiz says, ($,TA,) namely, El-’Ajjzi_j, (so in a

copy of the $,)

llofl) r ,4 4 file

* Wastwnstlsgte, 1'

’5’, e u o/ r 0 s

" bsfibgsptlo-gér '

[app. describing a certain animal, or animals, and

meaning As though her, or their, round and

smooth leg-bones n'e-re stalhs of the papyrus, not

crooked]. ($, TA.)

gab,

4/ a '1 l 4’941.1,; and goals”: and wall»: see art.

A}.

6L0

Q. 1. He made it smooth and even: [or

smooth and round :] like and]

(TA) And It was made smooth and

round: or smooth like the hand, and, accord. to

some, hard. (TA.) '

2" Q I " b I 2

UL»; and : see 6h».

: see “11:31,, in two places. _. Also A

sort of truflle, (AHn, TA,) smaller than the

0);}, (JK, AHn, K, TA,) the shortest thereqf

(AHn, TA) found in sands and meadows ; (JK,

AHn, K, TA;) it is good, (AHn, TA,) and

seldom becomes black (JK,AHn,TA) whilefresh;

(JF; ;) and it is the sort ofrvhich the head is like

[q. v.]: (AHn,TA:) pl. 3.16.3. (JK.)

(EJLLQ: see Also An old man bald

in the fore part qfhis head. (TA.) And Jim;

2:. '

(an)! Having the head shaoen. (En-Nadr,K.)

_Also, applied to a woman’s vulva, Wide,

(Ibn-’Abbad, and, some add, large. (TA.)

$13.33, applied to a stone, (JK, 5, K,) and to

a. solid hoof, like and 6'3333, (s,) and

'équ'»; (JK,K)1md '35; (K) and till;

(JK, TA) and YJJX, (.lK,K,) Smooth and

round: or very round: (JKz) or,

accord. to Aboo-Kheyreh, signifies a

stone smooth like the hand, and, some add, hard:

the pl. [of and and is $1M;

and [that of is] (aid; (TA.)

all»)

Q. 1. .He made it smooth and round:

or smooth and even: like (TA in

art. 6kg.)

Q. 2. It was, or became, smooth and

round: TA:) [or smooth and even: see

above.] Said of a girl’s breast, It became round

and prominent: (Lth,K:) one should not say

(Lth,TA.)

see what follows.

43.1.2.3; smooth and round; applied to a solid

hoof; like 6%,.“ and ' 3.»; and as applied

to an iron head of an arrow or of a spear &c.:

I )0:

(S :) and so [9,»; applied to a stone: (M,K :)

or the latter, thus applied, signifies [simply]

round: :) and the former, smooth and even;

or made smooth and even,- syn. [in the

0;: r J

CK Land] ; applied to a stone, and to an arrow :

9 J 0' ,9 19'

(M, z) and i. q. ‘7’,“ [app. as mean

ing compact, or firm, in mahe; as though

twisted].

()4,

a 3' uglél aor- g! (This) inf' n'

003,(TA,)1'. q. (33.3; ($,1_<;) i. e. He put the

land into a right or proper state, prepared it, or

improved it, [or manured it,] with [QLQL i. e.

dung such as is termed] (TA.)=£).03,

(s, M, K.) m (K,) M n- (Km) 11%

bore rancour, malevolence, malice, 0r spite, (S,

M, K, TA,) of long continuance, (M, K, TA,)

5;; against him: ($,M,TA:) and

I Their hearts bore rancour, malevolence, malice,

or spite, ($,TA,) gf long continuance. (TA.)

[Perhaps from said in the TLC to

signify Zhe palm-tree bebame rottep’ and black :

see QLog, below.]-The int. n. on; also sig

nifies The being lasting, continual, or permanent.

(KL) [And 7044.3! app. signifies It was, or

became, pf hing contingance: see a usage of its

part. n. 943m voce 15.02.]

2. Join £th 9223, (M, 15,) int‘. n.

(K,) The cattle dunged (M, K“) and staled (M)

in, or upon, the place. (M, K.) And ta.” 0;;

2C." The sheep, or goats, (lunged in the water.
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<s. Tim-3'3" .155" o3». (a) or 3.14%

(M,) The people, or party, blackened [by the

dung of their cattle, or by their cooking,] (S,

M,) the house, or abode, (S,) or the place. (M.)

-.-s'>¢ 616 03», (T,) or at. (K,) isteh

a mic came, and kept, or close, to the court, or

yard, ofsuch a one, (T, TA,‘) or [simply] kept,

or clove, to his door. [Freytag assigns this

signification (which he reigders “ semper stetit ad

alicujus portam”) to followed by an accus.

case, as on the authority of the K.])=And

15,, (Kr, M,K,) inf. n. ss above, (K,) He

granted him, or conceded to him, indulgence, or

facilitation. (Kr, M,

4. its», (T, s, M, Msb, K,) inf. n. 553;,

(Msb,) He did it continually, or perpetually :

(S, K :) he kept, or clave, to it (T, M, Msb, TA)

without desistingfrom it, or without quitting it,

(M,) constantly, perseveringly, or assiduously,

(Mgh,) or inseparably; (TA ;) namely, drinking,

(T,) and wine, (T, M,) &c. (M.)

[5. app. signifies It (water, or a place,)

had dung of sheep or goats, or of camels, fallen

into it, or upon it: see its part. 11.
below.] i

[7: see 1, last sentence]

IraQ 0,

up: see also).

5.2? [Dung, such as is called] 05“, (T, M,

K,) or (ing-Stu, (Mgh,) that has become com

pacted, (T, M, Msb,K,) and formed a cake

upon the ground: (T :) and fg'mels’, sheep’s,

goats’, or similar, dung; syn.).a,i: M, K:)

also, (T,) or i in), of which the former word is

the pl. [or rather’coll. gen. n.], (TA,) [dung of

the kind called] )5, and mud, or clay, that have

become mixed together, at a watering-trough or

tank, (T, TA,) and compacted, or caked: (T :)

and remains of water “in. a watering-trough or

tank. (TA.) See also he, in three places.—

(y; (1.2; is a phrase like (gt; 53;, (s, TA,)

and means ’r Such a one is a manager, or tender,

of cattle, or camels dc, (K, TA,) who keeps to

them inscparably. (TA.)

32.12: see the next preceding paragraph. Also

A trace, (M,) or traces, (K,) of a house oran

abode: (M, K :*) and the traces of men [in a

place where they have sojourned]; and a place

which they have blackened; (S, M, Msb, K,

TA ;) where they have left marks of the dung of

cattle; a patch of ground which the people who

have occupied it hare blackened, and where their

cattle have staled and dunged: (TA :) [a black,

or dark, patch of compacted dung and urine of

cattle:] a place near to a house or an abode:

(M,°K :) a place in which [dung such as is called]

has become compacted, or caked: (M,

Tat) and a piece qfdsli [i. e. 0135’s]: (TA =)

91- .54; (s. M, K) and '55», (M, Msb. K.) or

[rather] the latter. is a [colL] gen. n.: (M :)

[accord. to A2,] 1&3; signifies what men have

blackened [where they have sojourned, consisting]

64

qfthe traces of}; §‘0-; and is a gen. n., and

also pl. of (T.) It is said in a trad.,

@5311 meaning fAvoid ye the

beautiful woman that is of bad origin: she is

thus likened to the herbage that grows in the

0;); that appears to be in a flourishing con

ditidn, but is unwholesome as food, and of

stinking origin. (M. [See also and see

)lill 5.2.2.2, in art. h_,..2.i';.])__Also IRancour,

malevolence, malice, or spite, (T, S, M, Msh, K,

TA,) of long continuance (' M, or

K, and £43 TA) in the bosom: it is said that

it is not this termed unless of long continuance :

(M, TA:) pl. 3;, (T, 1;) and [col]. gen. n.]

't'liig- (Msb, at

[Dung such as is called] or

TA) with which land is inanurcd;

(TA;) [as also ,JLo; and dig] ._And Ashes.

(M, K.) = Also, (As, Sh, T, S, M, IAth, K,)

or V with damm, like other words signifi

cant of diseases and the like, as in the “ Ghareeb”

of El-Khattabee, or, accord. to the “ Towsheeh,”

both of these, and i all», (TA,) and V (M,

K,) and v (gust, (Ibn-Abi-z-Zinad, T, IKtt, K,)

Rottenness and blackness of a palm-tree: (M,

K :) or the state qfa palm-tree 1;], as As

says, (T, S, [and the like is said in the M,

ill-ill 85,1) but Sh says, correctly, is;

0 Sean
-

“1.31 [when it splits , (T,) in consequence of

rottenness and blackness: (T, S, M:) or, accord.

to IAth, corruptness and rottenness of_ fruits

(14.2" [perhaps a mistranscription for )2)! i. e.

dates]) before their coming to maturity; as also

(TA :) or and both signify an

unsoundness, or infection, in the spaditc of the

palm-tree, (Mgh and TA in art. J4») so that it

becomes black, (TA ib.,) before it attains to

maturity, (Mgh and TA ib.,) .or before it is

fecundated. (TA ib.) =Also gig}, (M, K,) or

in this sense it is correctly 7 (TA,) One

who manures land with [the dung called]

(M, K; TA.)=[Golius adds the significatidn

of“ Tormentum, supplicium,” as from the KL,

in my copy of which the only explanation given

is .u) lyi- “)4; 4.4.: “arottenness

that infects a palm-tree :" he seems to have found

in his copy of that work either alone, or

followed by some words imperfectly written]

and at»: see the next preceding para

graph

see '

Bad, foul, or unseemly.

The [hole called] iii; ofajerboa: (K:)

because of its continuance therein. (TA.)

A certain tree qf_the [kind called]

(K. [Golius read 3:9." i. e. “of

Paradise,” for Q».])=Also, accord. to

the K, A. certain canker, disease, or bane, of

palm-trees : but this is V (TA.)

I eei , ..

Qt»)! : see what next precedes, and QB,

MA» I.“ [thus in the TA: app. either

Lie}; and if so meaning This is their place of

. asli e)

continuance, orMy, meaning the place where

their cattle dung and stale].

I r J D I

at. we“ .34.. as or his» its-1». (T,)

A'man who is a continual drinker qfwine; ;)

an incessant drinker of wine : (T, TA :) likened

in a trad. to an idolater. (TA.)

I d '41

04.x?» A place in which, or upon which, cattle

have’dunged and staled. (K,“'E TA.) And water

into which the dung of sheep or goats, or of

camels, hasfallen.

l— O

is», last sentence.

0 '0)

04M : see

(so or u»)

1. (as, (T. s. M. Ma, Msb. K.) [held by

some to be originally 2),] like (S, K,)

which is from (51,225”, being thus [with (5]

because of the kesreh, [but most hold the

last radical to be (5,] and L55, (TA as from the

Msb, [but not in my copy of the latter work,])

aor. “his, int“. n. or (T, S, M, MA,

Msh,1_<) and L£3, (s, MA, [bl]: is the Msh it

seems to be indicated that it is unj) said’ofa

thing, or of a wound, (Mgh,) and w;

said of the arm or hand, (T,) It bled; blood

issuedfrom it: (Msb :) [and] it was, or became,

bloody; i. e., smeared, or defiled, with blood.

(MA.)

1105,

2- as». (s. M. K,) int"- n- (s) t. q

t 12;;37, (s, M, K,) i. e. [I made 'him to bleed ,-]

I struck him, or smote him, so that blood issued

frgm him: [and I made him bloody; for]

it; signifies [also] he smeared him, or defiled

him, or made him to be smeared or_defiled, with

blllqd: Hence the prov.,

M, (M, TA,) Thy son is he who made thy two

heels to be smeared with] blood; (TA in art. 41);)

i. e., whom thou thyself broughtest forth ; (K and

TA in that art.;) he is thy son really; not he

whom thou hast taken from another, and adopted.

(TA in that art.)_ v.2; +It (pasture,

or herbage,) fattened the cattng so as to “make

them like what_ are termed u», [pl. of 1:0,].

3.2.23, inf. n. as above, 11 made a

way easy to him. TA.)_-|-I made, or

brought, [a thing] near to him. You say,

13:5 J(He made, or brought,

near to him [some object of desire in such and

such cases]. (Th, M.).._. 1-I appeared to him.

a,

SOne says, A! L; J(Take thou what

has appeared to thee. (Th, M.)

4:

10. [semi-ti He (a man) stooped his head,

blood dropping from it; as also dial,

formed by transposition from usabl. (Kr, TA

in art.,o,,.) = usual-t1 ’r He acted gently

with his debtor; as also b.1331; (Fr, M and

in art. ,0); :) judged [by ISd] to be formed by

see 2.

transposition from the latter. (M in that art.)—
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43>,» wJZ-Il He looked, or watched, or waited,

for his love, or afection: [formed by transposition]

fromjam. (M in i.e.,»)

[Blood,'] one of the [four] [or

humours], (M,) well known: (T, 1‘Mj K:) accord.

to some, (Mgh,) it is’originally ,4}: (S, Msbz)

or it is originally L50}; (Zj, Mbr, s, M, Msb,

K;) thus in the (:ooprect copies of the K;'(’TA ;

[in some copies Us», and in the CK v.31)

though deviating from other words of the same

form in respect of its pl. [which see below];

(Mbr,$;) as is shown by its dual, (Zj, M,)

which is 0&3, (T, s, M, Msb, 15,) whereby

[also] the letter gone from it is shown to be L5;

(Mbr,$;) but it has also for its dual QL’OS;

(T, M, Msb,K;) and some of the Arabs say

01;;3; M ;) in which last, however, [accord.

ti) ISd,] the y is substituted for (5, though

generally , is changed into L5: (M 2) and this

original form is used by a poet, [namely, Hoseyn

Ibn-El-Homém, accord. to one of my copies of

the in his saying,

a] )J '0’ I I we '0'!

, e.,.teusss .puivluieuau ,

,5 J15! ,- egf a! 0' I,

* luau-ll )1“; Lefty! ciao?) *

[And we have not our wounds bleeding upon the

heels; but upon our feet the blood drops]: :)

or it is originally “.5; (Sb, T, s, M, Mgb;) as

is shown by its pls., (Sb, which are 2L0; (Sb,

3 J ’

T, $, M, K) and was, (Sb, S, M, K,) also pro

3 ’ o a o w

nounced u»; ; (TA ;) like as and g5, have

”Ir a J '¢ 3 )

for their pls. 155 and and 2'», and 52;; for

if it were like and :22, it would not have such

3' .
pls. (Sb, ,0; is ignored by Ks; but is used

by poetic license; (M ;) or it is a dial. var. of)».

(Kin art’s.) ' 1.0; has a more special signifi

cation than 33, the two words being like Mir;

and ;) [i.e.] it signifies A poction of

blood: (T, M, K :) or it is a dial. var. of)», (M,

K,) accord. to IJ. The dim. of ,0; is

5 I, ' , J I

'uos. ($.) [Hence,] ,5; ,5 J?) A man

seeking to obtain, or prosecutingfor, [the Cecenge

of] blood. (TA.) .253 Q'jé J» is a

saying of the Arabs, meaning 1- Such a one is the

slayer ofsuch a one. (Ham p. ,oJJliall

in! iii-313, or jwliavllg, is a saying of the

Arabs, meaning If thy blood be sought, my blood

shall be sought; and thy blood go for naught,

my blood shall go for nought: or, accord. to the

latter reading, as is said in the Nb, and where

thou shalt be buried, I will be buried: or thine

abode shall be mine abode. “(’J)M in art:

q. v.) See also an ex. voce i.,». _st'fll},

[The red, resinous, inspissated juice called dra

gon’s blood ,-] what is called ; (3;) i. q.

(K voce ;) now called k_,.§:,,.lljelfllill;

or a species thereof; (TA ;) [vulgarly $1,125,

_and also called 5] what is called in

Pers. 063% A cer

tain herb, or leguminous plant, having a beautiful

-
_~‘>-—\‘~__\ \__ \

blossom: (M,]K :) accord. to Lth, Q'difll

is the name of a certain herb, or leguminous

plant, having a blossom. ......,o3 A

certain plant, (M, K,) well knowri; (_K;) a

certain red plant. (T in art. 69):}:01 The

cat : (M, K :) mentioned by Eu-Nadr in “ The

Book of Wild Animals.” (M.)

is: see the next preceding paragraph.

82:“, said to be the original form of ;j":

seeji.

)3 Bleeding; having blood issuing from it:

Msb :) [and] bloody; i. e. smeared, or defiled,

with blood: and Lei; signifies the same [in both

senses]. (MA.)

An image. or ezfiou, (s. M.'Mgh,1.<.>

ofivory and the like, or ofmarble, (M, K,)

variegated, decorated, embellished, or coloured,

(M, Mgh, in which is redness like blood:

(Mgh:) or an image, or efiigy, in a general

sense: (Kr, M,K:) accord. to Abu-l-’Ala, be

cause originally painted with red, as though from

,5.” : and any beautiful female is likened thereto,

because adorned: (TA :) metonymically applied

to Ia woman: (IAar, T:) or anything that is

deemed beautiful in respect of whiteness : (TA :)

and an idol: (Lth, $, K 2) said in the R to be so

called because of the shedding of blood at the

place thereof for the purpose of propitiation; but

MP says that this derivation requires considera

tion: more probably because it is decorated:

(TA =) pl. U13. (s, Mgh, 1g) Accord. to ME,

it is also pronounced 75;? (TA.) One says,

figs)! meaning llIore beautiful than

the image ofivory. (Har p.611.) And '§

is an oath of the Pagan Arabs, meaning No, by

the idoLs: or, as some relate, it is V its"; ‘93

meaning No, by the blood of what is sadrificed

upon the stones set up to be worshipped: so in

the Nb. (TA.)—The pl., 63, also signifies

Garments upon which are pictures or efligies.

($.) _See also last sentence but two.

29;“ see the next preceding paragraph.

{1;3, as in the Tekmileh; in the K, erro

neously, 1.11413, (TA,) Good, or good fortune,

and prosperity. (K,* TA.)

3,»; [Of, or relating to, blood ;] rel. n. from

,ZSIas also i525. ($.)._.[In the phrase

:1) Go; Lo .36., in Freytag’s Lex., :54»; is a

mistake for : see 2, last sentence]

3 u I

vs, dim. 0131,, q. v. (a)

2| 7! 5 '

[5,.» : see as}.

sir;

lira", meaning Hectic fever LSig)

is a vulgar word of the dial. of Egypt. (TA.)

A; : see)3. [And see the next paragraph] _.

his." vats, (M, K,) applied to a man, (M,)

[lit. Having a blefding lip,] means 1 poor. (M,

1;, TA.)_§;~\§ is. beautiful We. (TA.)

2' ¢ ’4 a ,5 I

Q‘s") K!) or are“ aP-z', (T: M!‘ Light)

A. wound in the head that bleeds but does not

flow with blood (T, $, M, Msb, as yet :

(M :) such as flows with blood is termed

(1', high.) [See '

i.,-Bis: see

Uzi; Red; applied to a garment, or piece of

cloth: (M :) or anything in the colour of which is

blackness and redness: (T:) [of a dark red

colour, like blood :] or anything intensely red:

($ :) applied in this last sense [particularly] to a

horse &c.: or, applied to a. horse, qfa

sorrel colour intensely red, like the colour

of blood: (T :) or, so applied, ofan intense sorrel

all) 90¢!

colour: (M :) and WM 9.9.5 of an intensely

red bay colour: (S, TA:) or of an intense red

colour like that of blood : (TA :) or intensely red

in the back [and] as far' as the thin and soft

parts of the belly: and of which the

sorrel colour is overspread, in its upper portion,

with a yellowness like the colour bf the yellow [or

gilded] bay: (A’Obeyd, T :) and “gs;

a colour in which is blackness. (M.) 12;;

An arrow upon which is the redness of blood

($, that has adhered to it so that it inclines to

blackness: a man, when he shot at the enemy

with an arrow, and hit, and the enemy then shot

it at him with blood upon it, used to put it in his

quiver, auguring good from it: or, as some say,

it means an arrow which the archers shoot by

turns, one at another; an explanation reducible

to that before mentioned: ($:) or an arrow

which one shoots at his enemy and the latter then

shoots at the former: (M :) or an arrow shot

once.

4.22; Having blood dropping from the nose,

while stooping the head. (As, $, _ 1‘ One

who draws forth his debt from his debtor with

gentleness. (As, $, K.)

Q,

1. : see R. Q. 1, in four places. = is
mentioned by Golius and Freytag (by i the

former as from the as though it were the verb

of which (q. v.) is the inf. n.; but I find no

authority for it: and if have a verb, it

a~ .5 . .

should, accord. to rule, be 03, aor. 04.3.]

2: see R. Q. 1.

4. (5,1, ('1‘, 15,) inf. n. 3,632, (T, TA,) He

(a man, T, TA) remained, stayed, abode, or dwelt,

(T, K, TA,) [as though set in the ground like a

6,3,] dth in the place; like (T, TA :)

on the authority of AbomTuréb, (T,) or Ibu-El

Faraj. (TA.) '

R. Q. 1. It buzged, or made a buzzing

sound; syn. 5;, and 53-h, (K,) and

(Sh, T, TA ;) as also #5,}, and '03,; said of

the fly, [andoo‘fihe bee, and of: hornet,

and the like; for] 33.x); [infi n. of 5345s] (Lth,

T, M, 1;) and [intl n. of '53] (Lth, T,

M) and '69.?) [a simple subst] (M) signify

MA_._wNAMN“ M“~
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the buzzing (49;, Lth, T, M, of the fly,

(M, K,) or the bee, (Lth, T,) and the hornet,

(Lth, T, M, K,) and the like. _ And

[hence,] He (a man) spoke in a low, gentle, or

soft, tone, so that his speech was not understood ,

(A’Obeyd, K, TA;) [as also 75;); for]

[inf. n. of the former] _(A ’Obeyd, T, S, M,

and [inf. n. of and 7.543; (M,
signify the speaking in a low, gentle, oar soft, tone,

(A ’Obeyd, T, $,) or in the manner termed

11,135, (M,K,) so that the speeph is not understood:

(A ’Obeyd, T, $, M :) or 3.3.»; signifies [merely]

the speaking in a low, or faint, tone: (M :)

accord. to IAth, it is a little above what is termed

(TA.) A poet says,

, one. 4., as; .

[W'e buzz in our speech like the buzzing of the

fly]. (Sh, T.) And it is said in a trad., Q;

(5.6.33, (s,) or (M, JM, TA,) which is

this explained: the Prophet asked an Arab of the

desert, “What dost thou say in the ’2” [see

this word, which means the repetition of a form

of words at the close of the ordinary prayers:]

and he answered, “ I ask of God Paradise, and

seek protection of Him from the fire [of Hell]:

but as to thy and the of Mo’adh, I

do not approve it :” and the Prophet said,

(9.5.33 (M, JMf) i. e. [We speak with

a low, or faint, voice] about those two things,

namely, the seeking Paradise and the praying for

protection from the fire [of Hell] ; and on account

of them: (JM:) accord. to some, it is from

51;." .He went round about the water:

[hence it may mean we utter our prayer respecting

them with a low, or faint, sound, as though we

were buzzing round about them likeflies; seeking

to enter the one, and to keep outside the other :]

As says that it may be fi-oin the signification of

the sound [of buzzing], or from that of going

round about: (TA :) or, accord. to one relation,

the Prophet said, [From a con

sideration of them we'utter our prayer with a

low, orfaint, voice ;] i. e. our arises from

them; and is because of them: and hence, (JM,)

means also He (a man, JM) went to and

fro in one place. (JM, TA.)

A wine-jar: (MA :) a [jar ofthe kind

called] LL: :) or [ajar] inform like a

(Msb :) or a large [or earthen jar, smeared

inside with pitch, long in the lower part], (M,

K,) inform like the ;.;., (M,) but taller; (M;

in the K, or taller than the uniform in

make, [tapering to the bottom,] having at the

lower end what resembles the [or tapering

top] of a helmet: (M :) or smaller than the

LL, having a pointed lower extremity, [so I

render $3.2, (agreeably with the TK,)' regard

ing it as a dial. var., or perhaps a mistranscrip

tion, of u'eii, which properly signifies the

“0s coccygis,”] (M, K,) so that (M) it will not

sit [upright] without one’s digging a holefor it :

(M, K:) IDrd says that it is a genuine Arabic

word: (M :) pl. [ofmult] 569 (T, g, M, Mob)

0“ o s a S a as

[and 35; and (of pauc.) 03;! and (3,1, as appears

from the following saying of IAar, quoted by Az :]

a ’0 a) '

one says 0, and and Q; and bus and
0a! a

3.23;. [See an ex. in a verse of El-Aasha
- a 5 r 0

cited vomit-7).]

A bending, or curving, in the back [so

that it resembles a see QSl]: (M, and

a nearness [to the ground] in the neck and breast,

(M, K,) and a stooping, (M,) and lowness,

therein, (M, K,) by original natural constitution:

it is in a man, (M,) and in a horse or the like,

and any quadruped: (M, K :) or shortness, and

lowness, or depression, of the neck : (R, TA :) or,

in a horse, shortness of the fore legs : or, accord.

to As, in any quadruped, nearness ofthe breast to

the ground; which is one of the worst of faults:

(S :) or, accord. to AZ, in a camel, a leaning

forward, with shortness qf the fore legs: and,

accord. to AHeyth, in a horse or similar beast,

shortness of the fore legs, and a consequent near

ness of the neck to the ground.

g; A certain insect resembling an ant : i)

so called because of its shortness. (TA.)

5.33 The [kind chap called] 5%, of a

Kirdee; likened to a (K ;) a 8)....45 worn by

Kddees, as though so called in relation to the

6,3, because high and round: (Har p. 109:)

accord. to Esh-Shereeshee, originally a

3,-3.5 pointed at the extremity, [in my original

Jbb'jl is erroneously put for JJLMJ worn by

Kddees and great men : not a genuine Arabic

word, but of the dial. of El-'Irél_§. (TA.)

£93; syn. with see R. Q. 1, in two

placeh.éAlso Herbage ($, M, K) and trees,

(M, K,) or dry herbage, (As,T,) become black,

(As,T,$, or wasted and black, (M,) by

reason of oldness: (As, T, :) or what is broken

in pieces of [the species of barley-grass called]

,0)

W, when it has become black and old : or the

stems of old and wasted trees: (M :)

accord. to Lth, the stems (J’al) of trees: but

the right explanation is that given above on the

authority of As. (T.)

6,6; The JD); [or lower parts, that are next

the ground,] of garments. (K.)

One whose back resembles the ; (IAar,

T;) [i. e.] having a bending, or curving, in the

back,- (S, M, ;) applied to a man; ;)

hump-backed: (Fr, TA in art. and having

the neck and breast near [to the ground], (M,K,)

and stooping, (M,) and low, (M, K,) by original

natural constitution : applied to a man, (M,) and

to a horse or the like, and any quadruped: (M,

K :) or, applied to a horse, short in thefore legs:

($:) or, applied to a camel, leaning forward,

with shortness of the fore legs: (AZ,T:) or,

applied to a horse or the like, short in the fore

legs, and consequently having his neck near to the

ground: (AHeyth, T :) As said that no ever

outstripped except that of the Benoo-Yarbooa:

(M:) tom. {63. (M, 1;.) [See also 1.33.]

Also, applied to a house, or chamber, or tent,

($.24, [for which Golius appears to have read

cilia) Low, or depressed, [app. in its roqf.]

($i K)

5

Us

if, r ;.!r I I sure

1. Us, aor. -; and y}, aor. -; 1nfi 11. 03b),

(AZ, Lh, T, $, M, Msb,K,) of the former verb,

and of the latter also, (AZ, Lh, T, M,) and 233;,

of the former, (Fr, T,) or of the latter, (AZ, T,)

and [of the letter] i;;;; He (a man)

was, or became, low, ignoble, or mean, in his

actions; and cared not for what he did, nor for

what was said to him: (18k and T in explanation

of the former verb, and in explanation of both

verbs :) or the former verb, (AZ, T,) or each,

(Lb, T, M, K,) he was, or became, bad, corrupt,

or foul, in respect of the belly and the genital

member [i. e. in respect of appetite for food and

for sexual enjoyment]; not caring for what he

did, nor for what was said to him : (AZ, Ll}, 'l',

M,K:) and the former verb, ($,) or each, (M,

K,) [accord. to some,] hp was, or became, such as

is termed 2:53;, i. e. [app. as meaning

contempiible]; M,K;)’ like (is, aor.

inf. n. 5365; (Msb;) and destitute of good:

:) but some make a distinction between the

verbs with s and the verb without 9; saying that

the meaning “ he was, or became,M” is that

of Us, without e; (T, Msb;) and the truth is,

that the verbs with s have the meanings assigned

to them by AZ and Lh; (T ;) or signify he was,

or became, low, ignoble, or mean: (Msbz) or

these two verbs also signify, or signify as

some say, (M,) he was one in whom was little or

no good; contemned or contemptible, mean,

paltry, or of no weight or worth. .(M,

(M,K,) (K.) are. (are)

He was, or became, hump-backed. M, K.*)

4. Us! He committed an action such as is

0 »

termed no.5). (M, K3)

1" Eva

5. eUJJ He, or it, incited him to 820; [i. e.

i'a

low, ignoble, or mean, conduct; &c.: see U; and

55>, of which BTU; is an inf. n.].

$.93 (AZ. Le, T. s, M. Meb. K) and ' 5,»;13.

(Lb, T, 5,‘ M, K,) applied to a man, Low,

ignoble, or mean, in his actions; not caring for

what he does, nor for what is said to him:

(5 z) or bad, corrupt, or foul, in respect of the

belly and the genital member [i. e. in respect of

appetiteforfood and for sexual enjoyment] ; not

caring for what he does, nor for what is said to

him: (AZ, Lh,T, M,K :) and [accord. to some,]

i. q. [app. as meaning contemptible] ; ($,

M,K;) like Q3, without .; (Msb;) and desti

tute of good: :) but some make a distinction

between and saying that the latter

means M; (T, Msb ;) and the former, as

explained by ADZ’and Lh hand this is the truth ;

(T ;) or that flu}; means in?! [i. e. low, ignoble,

or mean, as contr. ijggé]: (Mgh:) is

also applied to an action: (M, K :* [see 4 :]) and

signifies likewise, (K,) or as some say, and so

Vials, (M,) one in whom is little or no good;
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contemned or contemptible, mean, paltry, pr of

no weight or worth : (M, K :) the pl. of :63, is
we a we 0‘ '

and, (Az, T, M,) or men, (1.1;, T, TA,) or

:63, (1;, TA,) like pl. of ,5, (TA,)

and 215;, (K,) which is anomalous, (TA,) or

{63. (M.)

A low, or base, quality, property, natural

disposition, habit, practice, or action; syn. 14.5.5;

($,K;) or such as is blamed; also pronounced

(TA in art. ,5), q. v.)

9 ~ 0 r .

all, : see {Us}, m two places.

L s

0;! [M'ore, and most, low, ignoble, or mean,

I l, I e)

in his actions; 8m]. You say, 1531 ,A [He

is moreiow, 8.20., than he]. Fr says

that in the Kur ii. 58 is [for Ugh] deriiyfél

from 543,: accord. to one reading, it is List.

(TA.):Applied to a man, (M,) Hump-backed:

(s, M, K is) fem. Gil-’3. (1;; TA.)

)5:

15' _ I _ o:

_2. )5» (T. M, K.) mf- n- his»; (Ki) and

1,5,6; (A ;) tIt (a man’s facez’glistened (T,

M, A, like aft-3?. (TA.)—)5»; He (a man,

TA) had many #36; [pl. of ,llgs]. (K.)

See also the pass. part. n., below.

5: see 2.

: see the next paragraph.

;@?, aplarabicized word, (M,K,) from the

Persian [)L'ogs], (M,) or from )l 0,3,, meaning

“ the law broilght it” [into being or circulation] :

(Er-Raghib:) some say, (TA,) its original is

36;; one of its Us being changed into [5, ($,

Msb,K,) to render it more easy to be pronounced,

(Mgh,) or that it may not be confounded with

inf. ns., such as $135; ($,K;) and hence its

pl. is 3,563, (M, Mgh,) and its dim. @115;

(M :) this is the opinion generally obtaining:

others say that it is of the measure but

this opinion is contradicted by the absence'of the

[5 in [the second syllable of] the pl. ; f0: 'were

it so, its pl. would be like wigs, pl. of 901*]; :

(Msbz) [it is the name of A certain gold coin 1']

its weight is seventy-one barley-earns and a hal ,

nearly, re'choning the 6.56 as eight grains of

wheat and two fifths; but ifit be said that the

5.31; is eight grains of wheat, then the )Lq; is

sixty-eight grains of wheat andfour seventh: : it

is the same as the (Mgh.)

Cg,an A hind of wine or beverage, so

called in relation to Ibn-Deemir el-Hakeem, or

because like the )U-gs in its redness. (TA.)

lie:

j“, applied to a ’64), (M,K,) and to gold,

(TA,) Coined. (M, K,'TA.) ._ Also A man

having manyfiili; [p]. oblige]. (M,K.)._Also

't A horse having merits, or sniall spots, exceeding

what are termed 93);: (A0, T, $, M, K :) or

having black and white spots like : (Mgh :)

Bk I.

or having a spotting (' of black intermixed

with whiteness predominating over blackness :

(TA :) and of a white colour predominating over

blackness, with a round blackness intermixed with

theformer colour upon his back and rump : (M :)

or qfu white hue intermixed with red, (#l)

marked with round black spots. _.Also

I A garment, or piece of cloth, with marks, or

figures, like (A.)

v-Js

1. 801‘. =, inf. ii. US; ($, A, 1;) and

(K,) It (a garment, $, A, K) was, or

became, dirty, filthy, foul, sullied, dcfiled, or

polluted; (S, M, A, ;) as also V (E5, M,

A z) and in like manner Isaid ofa man's honour,

(K, TA,) and 10f his disposition. (TA.)

2. Us. (s. M,A,K.> inf- n- (s, K,)

IIe, or it, made it (namely a garment, $, A, K)

dirty,filthy, orfoul ; sullied, defiled, or polluted,

it. (s, M, A, 1;.) And in like manner, 9.3,

2.2,}. 1[He sullied his honour;] he did to him

that, which disgraced him. (A,I_<.) And 2.3,
J) OJ

c.5215. 2,4 I [The evilness of his disposition sullied
a

his honour]. (A, TA.)

5 : see__1.

J53 Dirt; filth; soil, or pollution: (s, M,

A,K:) pl. $.63. (M.) [Hence,] ,3

I[IIe preserves his honour from

p’ollutions],'and ' (filial [[from causes of

pollution, being pl. of 7 L6,“, a noun of

the same kind as and (A, TA.)

$.53 Dirty, filthy, foul, sullied, dqfiled, 01‘

polluted: (M,Kz) [p]. agreeably with

analogy, and contr. to analogy; but

latter is perhaps post-classical.] You say, 1,3

joeii and t [LL-Hi; [A people dirty, filthy, &c. ;

both in a proper1 and in a tropical sense].

And 1523;," 3.; and .plg-ll and Eng..." and

(3133:)! {[He is foul in character, conduct, or

the like].

9',

see 9.5;.

.44 '¢

LJM; and its pl. Joilsuz

Gish: see

dd:

1- (s, M, Mgh. Msb, K.) m (Msb.

K,) inch. .233; (M, Msb;) and t can; (s, M,

Mgh,stb, K,) or, accord. to Sb, one dpes not

say bib, though they sometimes said ties, for

be regarded this as a possessive epithet; (M ;)

said of a sick man, ($, Mgh,K,) He had’a

constant, or chronic, disease: (Msb: [see J3),

below :]) or he was, or became, heavy, ($, Mgh,

K, TA,) by reason of disease, (Mgh, TA,) and

near to death, (Mgh,) or at the point qfdeath :

(TA :) or he became emaciated by disease so as to

be at the point of death. (M.)_-And [hence,]

will and two, tThe sun was near

to setting, and became yellow. ($, K, TA.)

And ’0')" {The thing, or event, was, or

became, near (K, TA) to passing. (TA.)

4. tidal: see 1, in two places. = iiisl, said of

a disease, Mgh, Msb, K,) It rendered him

constantly, or chronically, ill; or clave to him.

constantly : (Msb :) or it rendered him heavy [so

that he was near to death, or at the point of

death: see 1]: ($, Mgh, or, said of God,

He caused him to become emaciated by disease so

as to be at the point of death. (M.) Thus the

verb is trans. as well as intrans. (S, Mgh.)

And;"jl I I caused the thing, or event, to

be near, or brought it near, TA,) to passing.

(TA.)

5”

J, A. constant, or chronic, disease; M,

K ;) such as infects, or pervades, theperson or the

inside: or, as some say, any disease, whatever it

be. (M.) = Also, (s, M, 15,) and v .253, (s,

M, Msb, K,) the latter held by Sb to be a'posscs

sive epithet, as he disallowed the verb (M,)

A man having a constant, or chronic, 'disease;

($, M, Msb, ;) such as infects, or pervades, his

person or his inside : or, accord. to some, having

any disease: or emaciated by disease so as to be

at the point qfdeath : and and V

signify the same: (M :) or these two sighit'y

rendered heavy by disease [so as to be near to

death, or at the point qfdeath : see 1] : Mgh,

K :) [and Freytag adds V $13, explained as

meaning “ interitui obnoxius,” as from the ;

in which I only find (p. 624) authority for bills,

signifying'bcing at the point of death or destruc

tion :] J; is used alike as masc. (Fr, T, S,

M, K) and fem. M, and sing. (Fr, T, S,

M, and dual M) and pl., (Fr, T, s, M,

K,) as though it were an in£ n. used as an

epithet: (M :) but if you say 7 you vary it

for the fem. and dual and pl.,'(T,* s, M,

saying iijll, (s, M,) &c., (s,) i. e., saying

also glide; 0314.3, (TA,) and .3631}, (M,) oi

Ullé): (TA :) and sometimes has a

dual form and n pl.; ;) [i.e.] one may say

9633 515-2.? and .563 (Fr, T.) _

Applied to the sun, it means thVear to setting,

(M, TA,) and (TA) becoming yellow. (T, TA.)

So in the saying (of El-’Ajjaj, T, TA),

If ' l J 4 I r 8’ J 03 r

* w, 0,5 $315 as ‘

1 [And the sun had almost become near to setting,

and to turning yellow]. (T, M, TA.) [Sec Q. 2

in art. uh")2]

Q 1 I41

513)! see dig, in two places.

2. *
W1):

04/

0'0) .

" see 59}.
5!)“:

4L“

WM:

'

63:

1. aor. 1 and ; , inf. n. IIe pursued

small, little, or minute, things. (J K, Ibn-‘Abbad,

1 16
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(35: —y':

Z, K. [See also 2.]) [Two other significations

assigned to $3; in the CK and in the Lexicons of

Golius and Freytag belong to

2- a?» (s, Mgh, TA.) inf- n- (Mgh,

K,) He went to the utmost point [in'his dealings

&c.]: ($, K, TA:) he was minute, observant of

small things, nice, or scrupulous : (Mgh :) he

examined minutely into his dealings and expenses.

(So accord. to an explanation of the act. part. 11.

in the TA.) Hence the saying, '§

6)0¢,

M [Go not ya to the utmost point against

others, for in that case the utmost point may be

gone to against you]. (S, TA.) And the ‘saying

of El-Hasan, (Mgh, TA,) 51.; $9.31 lb?

(TA.) or 3 (Mgh.) [May God

curse the 65!; and him who has been minute, &c.,

in his dealings, or and him who has been minute,

&c., therewith ;] as though he meant to forbid the

considering and examining a paltry or contempti

ble thing: (TA:) or, as some relate it,

$513!! [and the first who innovated the

53d], meaning El-Hajjéj. (Mgh.)_[Hence,]

$93.3, metonymically, signifies tThe being nig

gai-dly, stingy, or araricious. (Az, TA.) _ Also

The continuing to look at a thing,- (S, K;) as

also [or rather each has this signification

elliptically; for] you say, fit 6;; and 63')

[meaning He continued looking at it].

[See And in like manner, The loohing

n'eahly. (s, TA.) And 53, He looked

hard, and sharply, or intently. (JK.)_.Also

IThe approaching of: the sun to setting. (5, K,

TA.) You say, $.13." £43; 1The sun became

near to setting. (JK, TA. [See also cairn

_And 63, IHe (a man) died: (JK, TA:) or

the was near to dying; inf. n. as above. (TA.)

_And {Lil}, (JK, K, TA, [accord. to the

CK which is wrong,]) int'. n. ($,

TA,) {His eye sank, or became depressed, in his

head: (JK, S, K, TA :) or, accord. to Az, the

more correct explanation is, the ball, or globe,

of his eye became prominent, and apparent.

(TA.)-_And 53,, (Lth, 1;, TA, [in the

CK, erroneously, $53,]) inf. n. (Lth, TA,)

112's face exhibited emaciation; arising from

fatigue or disease. (Lth, K, TA.)

[a pl. of which the sing. is not mentioned]

Persons niggardly, or parsimonious, in echen

diture, towards their household: (IAar, K, TA)

and themselves. (IAar, TA.)

One who alights by himself, (TA,) and

eats by himself in the daytime, and in the moon

light by night, last the guest should see him : (K,

TA :) mentioned by IAar, on the authority of'Abu

l-Mckzirim: and so 92,? and (42,17. (TA.)

Cr 1

@1;: see the next paragraph.

$3113 Foolish; stupid; having little, 01' n0,

intellect, or understanding: (K:) and so

(TA.)_ 1A thief. (JK, Ibn-’Abbad, 1;, Ta.)

_Emaciated and falling down, or emaciated

' i )D/

and tottering; expl. by L51.» (by: (AA, s,

orfalling down, or tottering, by reason of

emaciation: (JK:) applied to a man (AA,

and to a she-camel. _ Haring a constant,

or chronic, disease, and oppressed thereby so as to

be at the point of death. (AA, TA.) =Also,

and ' $313, (JK, S, Mgh, Msb, K,) the former,

accord. to some, the more chaste, arabicized [from

the Pers. or $1313], (Mgh,) and I am),

(JK, S, K,) like as they said)» audible,

[but 66!; seems to have been disallowed by Sb,

either as unused or as post-classical,] The sixth

part of a dirhem (or drachm); ($, Msb, K;)

[i.e.] two carats; (Mgh;) [i. e.] tn'o grains of

the [or carob], with the ancient Greek,

_for the dirhem with them was twelve grains of

the val}; but the ($31; of the Muslims is two

grains of the 9,5,5- and two thirds of a grain of

the 9,5}, for the dirhem of the Muslims is

sixteen grains of the .55}: (Msbz) and the

sixth part of the deendr: (TA: [but this I find

nowhere else: see : and see also Jdaeg :]) the

pl. of 5a, is $1153 and 3.553; (Mgh, TA ;) the

former is said by Az to be pl. of $313; and the

latter, of ; and it is said that every pl. of the

measure or may be lengthened with

(5, so that one may say (Let; and :

(Msb =) or, accord. to Sb, $.51; is pl. of 1 5613,

though this be not in their speech. (TA.) [Also

A small silver coin, the sixth part of the coin
I O 5 Q’ J

calledispj The dim. is 'M». (TA.)

5561; : see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

[rel. n. from pl. of $36], (El

Mekeen, “Hist. Sarac." p. 104,) or

[rel. n. from pl. of 5'66], (TA,) or

belonging or relating to, ddnilzs: and hence,] a

surname of the ’Abbasec Khaleefeh Aboo-Jaafar

El-Mansoor; (El-Mekecn, TA ;) because of his

extreme niggardliness. (El-Mekeen.)

4! D!’ 9 e

6,95,): see fit), last sentence.

91v: H One who examines minutely into his

dealings and expenses : used in. this sppflse by the

people of El-’Irzil_§. (TA.)_ 253.» Q”; An eye

of which the ball, or globe, is ’prominent, and

apparent: so accord. to AZ; and Az holds this

to be the correct explanation, rather than an eye

sunk, or depressed, in the head. (TA.)

’3:

1. 63, (T, M, Mgh, Ma, 1;, &C.,) first pers.

.533, (T, s,) aor. (T, Msb,) inf. n.

(T, s, M, Msb, 1;) and 3363, (M, 3,) He, or a,

was, or became, near; drew near, or approached;

(T, M, Mgh, Mgh, K ;) as also ' ubi; (IAar,

T, and lug}, inf. n. (IAar, T ;) and

7 db, inf. n. glildl; (KL; but 'only the inf. n.

is there mentioned ;) and l inf. n.

(TA :) it is either in person, or substance, or in

respect of predicament, and in place, and in

time : (El-Haréllee, TA :) you say, 43.0 U), (M,

Mgh, Mgh,) and .13. 5,35, (T, s,) and .31, (M,

Mgh,) and dl, (TA,) and occurs in a verse of

Sh’ideh as meaning 22¢, (M,) He, or it, and I,

was, or became, near, 820., to him, or it : (T, M,

Mgh,Msb:) [and in like manner you use the

other verbs mentioned above, excfpt V L551,,

which is immediately trans: or m U; with

for its inf. n. means, or means also, He was

near to him in respect of kindred ,- was related to

him: for] is syn. n-ith ($, M, and

ugh: (M,K:) you say, meaning

it; [i. e. Betmeep them _tivo is relationship];

(s;) and 5,633 '9; 61. 3:3; t; [Thou in

creasest not save in neai'nesls and relationship to

us]. (ISk, T, A rzijiz says,

- musings *

meaning :1 [i. e. that hath happened to me

that I see him walking gently or with. short steps,

or rendered lowly by age, having been approached

by death ’l]: it is from but the _5 is changed

into [5 because of the kesreh before it, and then

the Q is made quiescent: and there are similar

instances of contraction of verbs: but [ISd says,]

I know not except in this instance; and As

used to say of the poem in which this occurs,

This rejez is not ancient: it is app. of Khalaf El

Ahmar or some other of the Muwelleds. (M.)

One says also, *5;th £11! and

[The sun was, or'became, near tb setting].

:33, (T, M, 1;, TA, [in the 01;, (,3; gist.

U; a”, is erroneously put for

L:,':',,]) like $.53, (TA,) aor. (T,) int‘. n.

63 <T.M.K> and 563. (T. K, TA.) or 26.;

(M, accord. to the TT; and so in the CK; [app

a mistranscription occasioned by a misunder

standing of what here follows;]) the (5 [in

being substituted for 3 because of the nearness of

the kesreh; all on the authority of Lh; (M ;) and
'24 )9, _ {

9}, aor. ,Jag, without a, mf. n. 3.13;, with a,

(18k, T,) “(1,33, (T ;) or 65, aor. infi 11.

E363; a. q. ‘63 and ,‘33; (Mgh,) [i. e.] He (a man,

T, M) was, or became, suc‘h’as is termed lug);

(T, M, Msb,K;) and gulls; (Msb;) meaning

weah; contemptiblo not profitable to

any one,- mho falls short in everything upon

which he enters: T: [like :]) or low,

ignoble, or mean ,- ( "ll-i ;) rveah’; (M, K ;) such

as, when night affords him covert, will not quit

his place, by reason qfn-eahness: (M :) or low,

ignoble, or mean, (1;;53) in his actions, or con

duct ; bad, ecil, or foul ,- accord. to the explana

tion of by Es-Sarakustee: but some distinguish

~ 3 a

between 2:53; and L33>; making the former to

signify “low, ignoble, or mean ;” ;) and the
Q r r

latter, Web. [app. as meaning contemptible].

(Msb, and b0 the latter is explained in the Mgh.)
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2:

5,. Jul

1,5,, 1,2,; bib, i. e. [Pronounce ye the name

of God,‘(i. e. say, In the name of God,) and

invoke a blessing upon him at whose abode or

table ye eat, (see art. w) and] make your

words to be near togetherjn praising God. (M.)

And in another trad., \3[,

i. e. [W'hen ye eat, pronounce the name of God,

and] eat of that which is near you: (M :) or

131, i. e. [then ye eat,] eat qfthat

phi-Eh a next'you. (s.)_u"§3, (T, M,) inf. n.

1,345, (T,) also signifies He (a. man) sought after

mean, paltry, or contemptible, things. (Lb, T,

M.) Alldg,l"l [’33, (inf. n. as above,$,

He pursued small matters, and mean, paltry, or

contemptible : (T, $, TA :) in the K, erroneously,

and great. (TA.)—Also He was, or became,

n'eah ,- syn. and TA in art. 0);.)

3. UN), inf. n. 56133: see 1, in two places.

You say a150,;ij I was, or became, near

to [doing, or experiencing,] the afair, or event.

(M.) Imade the shackles,
or hobbles,’stflrait, or contracted, to the camel.

(31,11) And u313 (M, TA)

The shackles, 0r hobbles, straitened, or contracted,

[the two parts of the camel that were the places

thereof] (TA.) Dhu-r-Rmnmeh says,

It

.1: ' '°’ . 1°: " :'

ti.» 3:0,“: of Jen-ll ‘3 Us!)

.I -5 Joe 0 rr 4 0'0, 0'0,

, mew! 4.29 e.,..an, *

[The shackles, or hobbles, straitened to him, in a

far-ewtending, wide desert, the two parts of him

that were ’he places thereof, and enjoyments be

came rfmgved'fi-omhhim]. And you say

also, 0989! W mail; I made the two afl'airs,

or events, to be nearly uninterrupted; syn.

: (T, $, Msb :) or I made the, two afl'airs,

or events, to be connected; syn. w. (M.)

4. guy He made him, or it, to be, or become,

near; to draw near, or to approach; he dren:

near, or brought near, him, or it; (S, M, Mgh,

K,) as also '36,, (M, K,) int‘. n. (1;)

_[Hence,] She (a woman) let

down her garment upon her, and covered, or

veiled, herselfwithit. (Mgh) And ,2" 33,536

I let down the veil, or curtain, [for the purpose

qfconcealmentJ (Msb.) It is said in the Kur

[miii- 59]. [They

shall let down upon’ them a portion of their outer

wrapping-garments] ; (Mgh ;) meaning they shall

let down a portion. of their outer wrapping-gar

ments over their faces, when they go forth for

their needful purposes, except one eye. (Jel.) =

ujgl is also intrans.: see 1, in two places.—

[Hence,] said of a she-camel, ($, TA,) and

of a. woman, (TA,) She was, or became, near to

r' a '0!2.

bringing forth. (5}, TA.) And vol) Us: maul

.. ~ 8: as

Al," [a phrase similar met,” (at) UM

‘ v.]. (Occurring in averse cited in the TA in

art. 4S3.)_And u'ul He lived a strait life,

O'rig

(IAar, T, after easincss andplenty. (IAar, T.) i

see 1:=and 4._It is said in a trad, .

“’6‘, -

5. Us.” He (a man, $) drer near, or ap

proached, by little and little. ($, K.)

6. They drew near, or approached, one

to another. _ [Hence,] ule“ It (a

thing) draw together, or contracted; or became

drawn together or gontracted. (ll-I“i and L in art.

‘flJ—And The camels of

the man becameferv and'iveah. (M.)

s. L,331, inf. n. £331; see 1.

10. 2L3»! He sought, desired, or demanded,

of him, nearness, or? approach; (M, K, TA ;)

he sought, or desired, to make him draw near, or

approach : and he drew him near, or caused him

to approach. (MA. [See also 4.])

6; int“. n. of [’13, q. v. (T, M, K.)=u’5 viii:

see dbl.

D at! J 0‘ r J g! ’0 #0)

L532”: get ,A and lg)? and and “:3;

’mehn [He is a_s0n of a paternal uncle] closely

related ; syn. Lil [q. v.]: when you pronounce

the 3 with damm, you do not make the word

lperfectly decl.: when you pronounce it with

kesr, you make it either perfectly or imperfectly

decl.: but when you prefix 1:5 to a determinate

norm, may not be in the gen. case: for in

stance, you say, l3; 4;; i. e. [He is the

son of his paternal uncle] closely related; as also

his); because US}, being indeterminate, cannot

be an epithet applied to that which is determinate:
u, 104;;

or 0.9!, or 62;; gel, or gel, or

04!, or 0.3!, (M, K,) all mentioned

by Lh, the last two as on the authority of Aboo

$afwan, but all except the first and second as

unknown to Ks and to As, (M,) followed by

153, and G, and (,5, and Y L133, (M, 1;, TA,)

the last two! without, tenween, (TA; [and so

written in the M; but in the CK and my MS.

copy of the K, in the place of these two is put

[33, which is disallowed by J meaning [IIe is

the son of my paternal uncle, and the son of my

maternal uneile, &c.,] closely related: (M, K:)

and d;- and '53; and C3; and l3;

[He is his paternal uncle cldsely related]: (Ks',

T:)- Lh says that the 3 is changed into L5 in

71:3; and l3; because of the nearness of the

kesreh and the, weakness of the intervening letter,

these words are originally ' i. e. , by a rela

tionship, or uterine relationship, nearer to me

than others; and that the change of the letter is

made only to show that the L5 is that of the fem.

of (M.) You say also, V 5.3;

1They are his people, and his tribe, closely related.

and TA in art. 10).)

5.32 : see the next preceding paragraph, in five

places.

fem. of [qt v.].

1($ :) and [in like manner] you say, we. 0,1,5, ;

Iv Ir

as is the case in age and' 29in: but it seems that t

3 g:

or“
s ._..

L5,? 1
n

} see what next follows.

5

[0]; or relating to, the present world,

‘0: ,state of existence,- morldly:] a rel. n. from

6:33."; (T, ;) as also i and 7

3 e s e ’ '

we; i. q. are; [as meaning lVear, in. person,

or substance, or in respect ofpredicament, and in

place, and in time: (see 1, first sentence: and see

also :) and a relation]: (T, :) and afriend;

(11' a sincere, or secret, or particular, friend ; syn.

(Julia. It has these ,significations (of

and QLalL) in the prov. 5.2":

[app. meaning There is a relation, or d friend,

nearer than every other relation, or friend; like

another prov., namely, Jéa (3,3, for

the meaning and application of which see art.

as}: Freytag renders it, “Qqu attinet ad

quemlibet propinquum (amicum), praater eum est

“propinquus :” (Arab. Prov. ii. 357:) and he adds,

“Proverbii sensus esse videtur: Quilibet pro

pinquus seu amicus unicus non est; sed prteter

cum est alius”]: (T, Mcyd :) so says AZ.

(Meyd.).._See also =As an epithet ap

plied to a man, signifying lVeah; contemptible;

T8w. : see 1, near the end of the paragraph: [but J

says that] as meaning (5);, it is [2:23,] with .:

(s =) the pl. is 551‘. (r, M.) [In the 01;, by a

mistranscription 'mentioned above (voce

[33; is made to signify the same.]

A low, or base, quality, property, natural

I ’ - I - a r '

disposition, habit, practice, or action; syn. 14:5;

(Mgh;) or such as is blamed; originally

(TA :) pl. (Ianr p. 327.) Hence the saying

of Ibn-Haritheh, ifan '9 zit-m, meaning I hhoose

death rather than, or not, disgrace. (Har ubi

supra.)

91; [Being, or becoming, near; drawing near,

, or approaching: and hence, near; like :]

,act. part. n. 0d}... 6;. (Mgh)

Neare:,,and' nearest; opposed to

v(TA:) fem. i=3); (M, TA ;) in which the [ra_

idical]; is changed ion’to (5, as in his; and @005:

(Bi, TA ’vpppl :) [the pl. of the masc. is

gist and 0,5,1; the latter in. the accus. and gen.

and] the pl. of the fem., ($,K,

,TA,) like pl. of (5,15, and pl. of

6%; ($, TA ;) said bysome to be extr. and

strange [in respect of usage]; and El-Mutanebbec

has been blamed for using it; (MF, TA,;) but

.in the case referred to he has used for

Q33", [not as a pl.,] suppressing the [5 by poetic

'0; J .5 r 1

license. (TA.) [Hence,] k53;! )9)! m

. s: . ’ ’ '

gay)“, in the Kur xxx. 1 and 2, The Greeks

have been overcome in the nearer, or nearest, part

oft/ii land. (Bd,Jel.) And Kiln [The

.nearest heap of pebbles;] the heap of pebbles

\nearest to llfine. (TA. [See art. lN.-,..]) And

116‘?
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lg'ull 1;." [The nearest heaven; i. e. the lowest;]

the heaven that is the nearest to us: (T, TA :)

' a it!

also called L5,)" 1,4 [which means the heaven of

the present world ,- as will be seen from what

follows]. (TA.) See also exs. of the fem. ip the

paragraph commencing with the words at ,5

a and
,,

L53; $5, in four places—Also I'ormer,

jirst ; and fore, and foremost,- opposed to
in ~ rat J: a '

(Ts) [Hence,] h,» use as! (slam)
:/ '05 e’ ’

and 7U, U351, TA, [in the CK, erroneously,

luv u 4 . _

L35, v.3)! and 9:3; L_,I\>\,]) e. Inr‘net him. the

first thing. [And 4.6." uh! The fore,

orforemost, part of the mouth.] And [for

45 J i a .5 s 4!

\Qflbigli, and l;qu 3kg“, Theformer dwelling,

or abode, and life; i. e. the present world, and

li/b, or state of existence]; contr. of 635'.th

(M,I_(:) [or] it is so called because of its near

ness: (T,S:) [and may be rendered the sub

Iunary abode, &c.: and the inferior abode, &c.

It also signifies The enjoyments, blessings, or

good, of the present world, or life,- worldly

blessings or prosperity, &c.] And sometimes it is

with tenween, (K,TA,) when used indetermi

nately: (TA :) [thus,] IAar mentions the saying

11 ’0’ J!

35.5.] '9, l9; A! L; [as meaning He has none of

the enjoy-ments, or blessings, of the present work],

nor in prospect any enjoyments, or blessings, of

the world to came]; with tenween. (M, TA.)

And you say, [He purchased his

enjoyments of the present world at the expense of

his enjoyments of the ,world to come]. (Z, TA

in art. bag.) And means The rich

man. (high in art. L_,,I~_:.)._Also More, and

most, apt, fit, or proper: thus in the Kur

[xxxiii. 59], in the phrase

[That will be more, or most, apt, fit, or proper,

that they may be hnown]; (Ksh,Mgh;) i. e.,

that they may be known to be free women, as

distinguished from female slaves, who did not

cover their faces. (Jcl.)_Also Less [in number

or gigantity &c.],’apd legst'[t'he1;ein]; opposed to

3:251. (TA.) )i‘bt '9, an of gin >93, in

the Kur [1viii. 8], means Nor less in number

than that, nor more in number. (Bd.) And

'0 5:4 v'Dfi , 1 405.1» "on e 01-14 a”

xb'jl 7AM! Q}; Ub'jl .9142)! of My},

iii the Kur [xxxii. 21, lit. And we will assuredly

make them to taste ofthe smallerpunishment besides

the greater punishment], means, accord. to Zj,what

ever punishment is inflicted in the present world

and the punishment of the world to come. (M.)

_Also lVorse, [or inferior in quality,] and

worst ; or more, and most, low, ignoble, base,

vile, mean, or weak; opposed to (TA.)

It is said in the Kur [ii. 58], ,2 (5,53?

13-;5 $3 [lVill ye tahe in exchange

that which is worse, or infi'rior, for that which is

better ? or], accord. to Z], meaning that which is

less in value [for that which is better]? uégt

being thus, without s: Fr says that it is here

from gigs-ti: and Zuheyr El-Kurkubee [or

(accord. to some) El-Furkubee] read (T.)

and xiii, applied to a she~camel, (M,

IL) and to a woman, (M,) Near to bringing

forth. (M, '

[3.3.1, app]ied to a man, lVeak ,- (S, TA ;) con

temptible not profitable to any one;

who falls short in everything upon which he

enters; [like ;] (TA;) or falling short of

accomplishing that which it behooves him to do:

(AHeyth,T :) also, for the sake of rhyme, [by

poetic license,] written

6)

440/ 4'0,

R. Q. 1. M», (JK, s,1;,) inf. n. is»),

(JK,) He, Z'plled a stone damn-"(Sf K,‘_TA;)

as also L5»), (S,K,) inf. n. 3L»; and Hana:

:) or he east stones, or a thing, from a higher

to a lower place. (JK.) _. And He turned over

a thing, one part upon another; (K;) as also

(TA.)—And He collected together

camels to drive them. (JK.)

a. Q. 2. £32.35, said ofastone, (s,1;,) &c.,

(S,) It rolled down,- (S,*1_{,*'1‘A;) as also

(S, K.)_.And hence, He, or it, was

guich. (Har p. 108.)

is ‘§], (JK, and so in some copies of

the K,) or e; 9; $1, (As, IAar, S, TA, and

so in copies gof tlie'1_(,)'a saying of the Arabs,

meaning If this thing be not now, it will not be

after the present time: (As, :) As says, I

know not its origin, but I think it to be Pers.,

and to mean, thou strihe not him, or it, now,

than wilt not strihe him, or it, ei'er: (S :) accord.

to IAar, it is said to a man when he is at the

point of accomplishing his want in respect of a

creditor of his, or in respect of his blood-revenge,

or in respect of paying honour to a friend of his;

(TA ;) and means thou seize not the oppor

tunity now, than wilt nerer meet with it: (K,

TA :) accord. to Lth, (TA,) it means, thou

avenge not his blood, or thou slay him not in

blood-revenge, now, thou wilt never do so. (JK,

TA.) Accord. to As, one says also, :3 :3 '§,

meaning I will not accept either of the two

actions proposed. (TA.) Az says that this say

ing shows a; to be Pers., and to mean The act of

striking: you say to a man, 12,, meaning

Strihe thou : and he says, I have seen it written

with kesr in the book of AZ. (TA.) '2, in

Pers. means Give thou : and metonymically, the

act ofstrihing. (TA.)

01 O)

o; a; A cry by which camels are chidden;

(IAar, TA ;) a cry by which camels are called to

their young ones. in art. o;>.)=(':,;3; S3,

o 0.7:) D)

or Us), a; : see and»).

I b,

a, : see 0;, last two sentences.

5" r

fined» A hundred camels, and more; (JK,

I!)

K ;) as also V and V : :) or

V the second of these three words signifies many

camels. (JK, '

I n10;

QM»): see what next precedes, in two

places : and what next follows.

9 a);

at», Small, or young, camels: (JK, S,K:)

pl. 2,63. ($315.) A isjiz says,

a J, rues e a: i a a v

' uni-r1) use; * "eh-s2» s1 is» is *

[They had satisfied their thirst, except some

small, or young, camels; little young she-camels

and little young he-ca'mels]: as though he formed
! '0' J ,4 .

from at»; the pl. 0L»; and from this, the

dim. 34.2.83; and from this, the pl. [in

the nom. case (S, TA :*) and in like
a as: i a! )0

manner, (3.3%! as pl. of ;§;gt, dim. of Lid, pl.
in H ~

of [Accord. to a passage imperfectly

written in the TA, it seems to signify also Jllany

small, or young, camels ,' and so, as there written,

Qt»), app. for Vol-‘3.»J—One says also,

,i sills :4? (5,3 \3, (TA,) or i313" and

513.13.", the last on the authority of Ks, meaning

I hnow not what one of men he is. (S, TA.)

:,.;;;, (K, [accord. to the TA but this

is a mistake,]) or 53,313, (IB,) The thing which

the [or species of black beetle called can

tharus] rolls, (IB,K,TA,) consisting of dung

which it collects,_ (IB,TA,) _in a round form ,

(TA ;) and so and [the last of

these, for alleviation of the utterance,] also with

out teshdeed. (IAar,

I: r0;

see is»).

O r .rl

ghee»:

0/: I ’0'

QM, : see at»).

)M,

3;“

)4.» a noun signifying that is false, or rain ;

a lie; syn. and as also

its dual, (TA,) or is, or :3: (as

05 :0)

in different copies of the S:) whence 0.5)»;

and are epithets applied to a liar; or a

great or habitual liar: and accord. to AZ, the

in:

Arabs used to say, at; ’5! at)»;
l ’ a 1'0)

[Lies will not avail thee ought]: and (3.»; sig

bivle

nifies the same (TA.)—w)»; is also

a noun, i. e. a verbal noun, (TA,) signify

ing He was, or has become, unoccupied, or with

out worh; syn. ; (15;) like be}; for é};

and for '(TA.) Hence the prov.,

(TA,) Q;th 5.; (As,1_(,) without the

conjunction; [after the first word], and 0.33.»,

being written as one word, (TA,) meaning Saad

the blacksmith became, or has become, unoccu

pied, or without work; not being employed

because of the people’s being diverted from other

things by drought (As, and distress. (TA.)

Some say géidi and Aboo-’Obe_vdeh

Maamar Ibn:El-Muthenna relates it thus: ;

(3.:th 3:», with m in the accus. case, and says

that 0.33.»; is governed in the accus. case by a

verb understood; apparently mpaning that it is a

noun signifying JLQ‘, dual of not a verbal

noun, as though the prov. meant Cast ye away

what isfalse, or vain, and Saad the blacksmith .

but what he says is not correct. (TA.) Or a

certain blacksmith asserted his name to be Saad
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for some time, and then his lying became mani

fest; so this was said to him; meaning, Thou

hast added falsehood to falsehood, 0 Sand the

blacksmith. It is also related separately;

(K;) and so J and others relate it; saying a;

0,5,: (TA :) [in one copy of the $, I find it

00:1 as at” 0:

written 0.3); a): in another, (:3); a; :] :3 being

an imperative from 1K3"; its final radical letter

being transposed to the place of the medial, so

that it becomes , and the , being then rejected

because of the two quiescent letters, (K,) so

that it becomes 00;, like as is done in_the case of

65": (TA :) and being from 3;, “it was

consecutivef’ (Ki) by the dual form_ being

meant repetition, as in the case of &c.:

(TA :) so that the meaning is Be thou very

lying (K) and cunning, (TA,) 0 Soqd (K) the

blacksmith: (TA :) ahd this explanation, says

IB, is good, except inasmuch as that the s in

0.3;, thus derived should be with fet-h; or, he

adds, it may be with damm to assimilate it to the

s in :3 [like as gbl is terminated with kesr to

assimilate it to (TA.) Or the origin of

the saying was this: Saad the blacksmith was a

Persian, who went about the districts of El

Yemen, working for the people; and when he

became without work in a district, he used to

0);; 0

say, in Persian, art,» 0;: [so in a copy of the

S ; and this, or is, is the correct reading:

in another copy of the'S, :3: and in the

copies of the K, 533.; as :] ($,K:') meaning,

[0 town, or village,] farewell : to acquaint them

that he was going forth on the morrow: :)

or meaning I am going forth to-morrow: ($:)

in order that he might be employed: and they

arabicized the expression, and made him the

subject of a prov. with respect to lying; and said,

“’hen ye hear of the blacksmith"s departure at

night, he is assuredly coming in the morning.

Some say that the prov. is elliptical, for

51! 4;; [False is the saying of Sand

&c.].’ (TA.) [This is mentioned in the s in

art. )QJ

,I’MI’J

ab»): see above, first sentence.

$45)

’04 a rat _

Q. 1. [SM,, inf. n. it»): see R. Q. 1 in

art. as.

Q. 2. $333: see R. Q. 2 in art. as.

'10; 9 r B! .

it»; : see 0L»), 111 art. as.

5,313 [app. originally 3.33313, like as is
held by some to be originally gig-5,] and

[likewise originally and the latter also

without teshdeed [for alleviation of the utterance]:

C )0!

see 0).»), in art. as.

)5,

II! 0’14!

1' )‘l 40.)”, (JK, A: and;l4:‘q,;3’

» TA,) aor.1, (5,) An event befell 0.6,. (as)

from fate, or fortune: (A :) or an evil event

befell them. (JK, In a trad. respecting the

death of Aboo-Thlib occur these welds [as said

by him1= w“- 5;.» as: Li a 3;
[lVere it not that the tribe of Kureysh would say,

Impatience hath befallen him, (or, perhaps, con

strained him, from signifying “fate,” or

overcome him, see what follows,) I would do

it]. (TA.)-3,33, (Bd in xlv. 23,) int“. n. $3,

(K,) He overcame, conquered, subdued, over

powered, or mastered, him; gained the mastery,

prevailed, or predominated, orer him; or sur

passed him. (Bd ubi supra, B,‘

3. 53!; and Gib; is like [i. c. it

means He made an engagement, or a contract, or

bargain, with him to worh, or the like,for a long

period, or for a constancy; like as means

“for a month”]. And in like manner one

’v’ '111»2rs s,

says, 79M,“ WEI-ll and bl.» [He hired himfor

a long period, orfor a constancy]. (Lh, TA.)

Q- Q- 1- 33313. (s. K,) in 11- 53;»3. (TA.)

IIe collected it together, and threw it into a deep

place. ($, He pushed it, namely, a wall,

so that it fell. (K.)_,;éiul ,,s, He made the

mouthfuls large, ($,A,) or round, (Az,) and

gulped them down. (Az, A.)

Q. Q. 2. It (sand) poured down, and

jbr the most part fell. (Mgh.)—And hence,

He, or it, fell down, from a higher to a lower

place. (Mgh.)—And It (the night) for the

most part went: (Mst) or departed, or re

treated. TA.)

)1; (T, s, M, 1;, ac.) and [133, (M,K,) the

latter either a dial. van, agreeably with the

opinion of the Basrees in cases of this kind, and

therefore such cases are limited by the authority

of hearsay, or it is so written and pronounced

because of the guttural letter, and so is accordant

to a universal rule, agreeably with the opinion of

the Koofees, (ISd,) Time, from the beginning of

the world to its end; (Esh-Shafi’ee, Az, Msb, Er

Raghib;) as also (Esh-Shafi’ee, Az:)

this is the primary sigilification: (Er-RaghibQ

and any long period of time; .(Z’,'Mgh,1_{,Er

Réghib;) thus differing from Obj, which will

be explained below: (Er-Raghib:) and a portion

ofthe longest period qftime: (Az:) or )3; sig

nifies, (S, A,) or signifies also, (Az, Mgh,) time,

or a time; or a space, or period, of time; syn.

(Sh, Az, s, A, Mgh, Mgh,) whether long or

short: (Msb :) or this is the proper signification

of but not of (Er-Raghib :) and Ia

division of the year: and Ia less period: (Az,

Msb :) Az says, I have heard more than one of

the Arabs say, LIKE [We

stayed at such a water a long time, or a time] ;

and crept lib [This pasture-land

will suflice us a long time, or a time]; but one

does not say that 3331! is four times, or four

seasons, because its application to 1 a short period

of time is tropical, and an extension of its proper

signification: (Mgh:) or it,signifies i. q.

[meaning a long unlimited time; or an extended

indivisible space of time; or duration without

end; time without end]; ($,Msb;) it difl‘ers

from in having no end: (Khalid Ibn

Yezeed:) or a prolonged, or lengthened, term ,

syn. 2,1; (K, in some copies of which, in

the place of .agl, we find :) and tthe period,

or duration, of life,- an age: (Kull p. 183 :) the

present state of existence: (Msbz) and fa thou

sand years: pl. [of pauc.] and

[ofppulh] 3,33: (s, A,I_<=) both said to be pls.

of )5), and no other pls. are known as those of

.41 9

)5; ; the form )5; not having been heard.

(TA.)—You say 1.2; and ,333 [A

long time and long times, or an age and ages, &.c.,

passed over him, or it]. (A.)—And

That was in the time of God’s creation

of the stars; meaning, in the beginning 'qf time;

in ancient time. (A.)—[And 43.11: J3? Us In

the beginning of time—rind ,3.le It

remains for ever. _ And 3:3,” \j I will not

come to him, ever. See also 3.913.] ._ And

gall [He jasted ever, or always]. (TA in art.

(le, &c. [See a trad. cited voce Jl, in that

art.])_[Hence, because, in one sense, time

brings to pass events, good and evil,] ids-ll was

applied by the Arabs to Fortune,- or fate: and

they used to blame and revile it: and as the

doing so was virtually blaming and reviling

God, since events are really brought to pass by

Him, Mohammad forbade their doing thus. ,(Az,

Mgh, TA,&c:) It is said in a tmd.,}23li 9

fit? ,3 fill? (_s, Mgh, TA, &c.,) or, accord.

to one reading, (Az, Mgh, TA,

&c.,) in which some explain )AJ-ll in the first

prop0sition as having a different meaning from

that which it has in the second, whereas others

assign to it the same meaning in both cases:

(TA :) the meaning of the trad. is, Revilc ye not

[fortune, or] the Eflicient foortunc; for the

Eflicicnt offortune is God: (A2, s, TA, &c. :)

or, accord. to the second reading, for God is the

Efiicient offortune. Hence, (TA,) some

reckon 33:61 as one of the names of God: (K,

ice. :) but some disallow this: and some say that

it is allowable if meant to signify, as rendered

above, the Ejficient offortune. (TA, 8:0.)
0' J 04

)A; a); A husband preparedfor the accidents or

calamities offortune. in art. no. [See ;.])

also signifies An evil event or accident;

a misfortune,- a calamity. See also )1!)ng

[And see 1.]_ Also A purpose,- an intention :

($,K:) a desire: (TA :) the scope, or end that

one has in view. (K, TA.) You say, L;

1.32,», ($,TA,) and Lb, (TA,) llIy pur

pose, or intention, (S, TA,) and my desire, and my

scope, or the end that I have in view, (TA,) is

not such a thing. ($, TA.) _. Also IA custom,

or habit, that is constant, or permanent,

(Kull p. 183,) or that lasts throughout lif.

(TA.) You say, L; I That is not my

custom, or habit, (S,) that lasts throughout my

ll” 0: (TA:) aha iii, [5,23 l; IllIy ltd-bit

throughout life is not so: (TA.)

.‘fl ’0'

)s; : see )0).
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S a, 3 O)

is)» (s, A. Ms), K) and as» (K) One

who deviates from the truth, and introducfs into

it that which does not belong to it, syn. 9.7L» ;

($,A;) who asserts that the duration of the

present world isfrom eternity, (A, Mgh,) or that

it is everlasting, (K,) and does not believe in the

resurrection, (Mgh,) or in the world to come.

(TA.) ._ And the latter, (S, A, Msb,K,) or the

former, (IAmb,) An old, or aged, man. (IAmb,

$,A,Msb,I_{.) Th says that both are re]. ns.

from ‘33", though the latter is contr. 20 rule, [as

is a]so rgmarked in the Mgh,] like from

3.121! ($.)_..Some say also that the

latter signifies An acute, or ingenious, or expert, '

man. (TA.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.

5 I O

fifty

9 J 0 s

2:)“

1 9

MW
O r 9 a

£5): see )1).

$963, a pl. without a sing; (K, TA ;) (:r its

sing. is i)“, like as the sing. oilsél.» is )5},

and that of doll}, or its sing. is

, t .

see rubs.

9 v)”,7 or

Billie, [in the TA written by mistake Q1)»,]

or i};)1); (TA ;) dilig‘ortunes; calamities: as

in the’phrase #26:“ He fell into mis

fortunes, or calamities. (A,TA.)_Also Severe,

or calamitous. It is said in a trad. of Sateeh,

3.26.3 9332;" i5 5};

[For verily this age is at times calamitous].

(TA.) is)» 1%, severe, praicglg'mitous, age,

is a phraseglik’e 13L; 33:), and )le )lv'), &c.: :)

[see also 31):] and it also signifies a time qf

two states, adverse and prosperous: (TA :) and

3.5)th , various, or parying, times :, :) or

lohg times. (A.) [See £13.]_Also fail-a; [or

rather, as Ier says, )5)le 3.23, for this has the

signification immediately following] The begin

ning of time past: and [absolutely] preceding,

or past, time. TA.) You say

3,63." [That was in the beginning of past

time .- or’in the time of by-gone ages]. (TA.)

5! *

131335 (sK) and @335 (1.0% phrases

in which the epithet has an intensive effect,

[meaning A long, or; anE epiless, period, or’cgu'rsge,

oftime,] like Ml Agl TA) and 4:11 4,:1 :

(TA :) or a severe, (ir calamit‘ous,’ age. (TA.)

[See also £963.] _ 4.91.111 3»; egg? ~§ I will

not come it; thee, ever: ($, Kz) similar to the

phrase (TA.)

:0, and They are aflicted

irith’an evil event.

I

M)

1. vii-5;) A: M:ng aor- : s high: I

inf. h. $.33; ($,Msb;) and 3.93, (s, A, K,)

which is said to be formed by transposition from

34-5, but Az denies this, and says that is the

superior form; (TA ;) He became confounded, or

perplexed, and unable to see his right course:

($,K:) or he became bereft of his reason or

intellect (Msb, in consequence of shame, or of

fear, (Mgh,) or of heedlessness, or diversion by

some occupation, or offear, or grief, or intense

grief, (K,) or offright, and the like: (TA :)

and lugs, inf. n. signifies the same:

(1;, TA =) or this last is’trans., like was». (PK)

2: see1:=and4.

4. diasl He, (God, $, TA, or a man, Msb,

K,) or it, (shame, A,,TA, and an affair, TA,)

confounded, or perplexed, him, so that he was

unable to see his right course : (S, K :) or bereft

him of his reason or intellect,- (Msb, K ;) as also

7 aor. 1 , inf. n. but some disallow

'this; (Msb ;) and 1 $5,. (TK.)

.i-S (A, K) and ubi-15 (s. A, Mib, K) and

l [whether with or without tenween is not

-indicated] (TA) Confounded, or perplexed, and

unable to see his right course : ($, :) or bereft of

his reason or intellect (Msb, in consequence of

shame, or offear, (Mgh,) or of heedlessness, or

diversion by some occupation, or offear, or grief,

or intense grief, (K,) or qffright, and the like.

(TA.)

[A fit of confusion, or perplezvity,

so that he was unable to see his right course, or a

jit of alienation of mind in consequence of shame

orfear, &c., befell him]. (A, TA.)

rlr

'LL»: 1'U. sews»

95,5“:

03*:

1’04

Q. 1. see the next paragraph.=i,si.a;,
5" I 1 ¢ 0

(inf. n. 15in), TK,) They made him a all».

El-’Ajjiij says,

i I#2595 5‘5"!

[He was made a glib; by receiving the ,U

(meaning either crown or turban) and by being

decked with bracelets]. (TA.) _;oi;-Lll

(A ’Obeyd, TA,) ihr. h. 5522;, with which

is syn., (As, TA,) He made the food soft, or

delicate : (As, A ’Obeyd, TA L) because softness,

or delicacy, of food is from [asmeaning

Jilin]. (As, TA.)

Q. 2. He was, or became, a Uta) : ($,

K, Mgh, TA :) or he had, or possessed,'much

wealth; as also [app.“ in" both of these

senses]: (Msbz) derived from glib). (Mgh.)—

Also He afl'ected, orfeigned, or made a show of,

sharpness or quickness of 'intellect, cleverness,

,ingoniousness, skilfulness, knowledge, or intelli

gence ,1 syn. (TA.)

5 [int n. of Q. 1; and signifying The shite,
1 Q

Ior condition, of a align] a subst. from awe;

(JK, K;) derived from the latter word. (Mgh.)

You say, lié: til [He has a state,

or condition, which is that qfa Qiiil» in such a

place.

algae, Mgh, Msb, K, &c.,) also written

(JK, Msb, in [some of] the copies of

the 5) written [611.» and with kesr and

fet-h, [thus written iri one of my copies of the $,]

and said by AD [as there cited] to be like Wm},

which is written with each of the three vowels,

(TA,) an arabicized word, ($, Msb,K,) from the

Pers. [is “a town or village” and “a prince

orlord”]; (11;) if derived from (Kb,

Sb, $,) i. e. if the Q be regarded as radical,

perfectly decl. [and written as above]; (Kb, Sb,

$;) but if derived from $13", imperfectly decl.

[and written &c.], because of the measure

(5%; -,) [but this statement relates especially

to the measure 951;}, with fetid; to the J; except

in the case of a proper name; and an epithet of

this measure, moreover, that forms its fem. by the

addition of 3, as glib; does, is perfectly decl.;

and it should be observed also, that,] accord.

to IJ, OLGA; is of the measure QM, from

(5-515, and there is no instance, in the language,

of the measure ; (Her p. 102;) it signifies

The headman, or chief, of a village or town:

(Es-Sem’énee, Msb, TA: [agreeably with the

Pers. original:]) or the proprietor thereof, in

Khurdsdn and El-’Irdh: (Es-Sem’anee, TA :)

or, as used by the Arabs, a great man of the

unbelievers of the ’Ajam [or Persians]: but they

disdained this appellation: (Mgh :) Lth says that

it is a nickname, or name of reproach: (TA 2) it

became predominantly applied to such of them as

was of the people of the districts of cultivated

land and of villages or towns: and then to any

one possessing 'much land or other immoveable

property: (Mgh:) [it signifies generallya dweller,

or one having a fixed abode, in a district of

cultivated land, or in a village or town of such a

district; a rustic; a husbandman :] or it signifies

a chief, headman, or person in authority, over the

husband-men, or peasants, of the ’Ajam [or Per

sians]: and the headman of a province: (K:)

and a possessor of land or other immoveable

property : (Msb :) and a merchant : (Mgh, K :)

and one who manages afoirs firmly, or strongly,

with sharpness: (K:) the fem. is with 3: (JK,

Mgh,1_<=) and the pi. is 5.563 (Msb,1_{) and

94 d v f 4

“Lu. [See a verse cited voce 1.50,- in art.

:39. The same verse, but with (my

village or town) in the place of £933, is also cited

in the TA in the present art.]

2A»

Alia [An entrance-passage of a house; an

entrance-hall; a vestibule';] what is between the

[outer] door or gate and the house; the

place of entrance to a house : (Msb:) a Persian

word, Mgh,) originally Gill}, and jg"), and

Q'jls, and, as some say, f ’3, (Lth,) arabicized :

(Lth, $,Msb:) [also, in modern Arabic, an ante
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chamber: and the anterior apartment of a large

tent or pavilion : accord. to the MA, a .lgr'ge

tent : accord. to some copies of the K, i. q. 3&9 :

accord. to some, 5.5., which reading is preferred

by the author of the TK, who explainsjilag, from

the “ But-ban,” as meaning “ absurd words :”

accord. to some, 5:3, which I think the right

reading, meaning a ’bowed, or curved, structure :

Golius seems to have found another reading in the

K, namely, pi 3.363- (s, Mtb,K->

[Hence,] ’rFoundlings, (K," TA,)

11-hosefatlters are unknown. (TA.) [They are so

called because they are generally abandoned at

the entrances of mosques or private houses, whence

they are usually taken by persons who adopt

them.]

,u

1. ,1;;.; (s, Msb) and$3, (Msb,) 8.0151,

(s, Msb,) inf. n. 1.33, (TA,) It (an event, s, Mgb)

came upon them, or happened to them, suddenly,

unexpectedly, without their being aware of it, or

without any previous cause; surprised them; took

them by surprise, or unawares: (Msb :) or

and aor. 1, it (anything) came upon thee

so as to overwhelm thee, or cover thee, or as a

thing that overwhelmed thee, or covered thee.

(Th,K.) And Joli-ll [The horsemen came

upon them suddenly, 8m]: and A0 says that

’33; is a dial. var. thereof. See also

below.

2. 33m 3611 inf. n. 1,933, The fire

blackened the cooking-pot. (lSh,

4. 1,»! It (an action done to him, Tl), TA)

displeased, griered, or vexed, him, (Th, and

angered him. (Th, TA.)

5. [A343 is said by Golius, as on the authority

s

of the K, to be syn. with )143 (meaning )LsJ);

but app. on no other ground than that of his

I n I J T, o 0

finding it there said that Ag! is syn. W1th

1i.er

)lJZQJIJ

9. glut, inf. n.:ol;ngl, ID (a horse) became

v.2 ' ’

,on, (s, K,) i. e. black. (sea: TA.) And
i Q r U

Lobgl, inf. n.,olflngl, It (a thing) was, or became,

black. (S, [Hence,] 'jhbgl The seed

produce [became of a dark green colour, or] was

overspread with blackness, by reason ofabundance

of moisture, or irrigation. (JK, TA.) And in

like manner, VQJMM and 4»;le [The

meadow became of a dark green colour, &c.].

(JK.) And 25.2.1.“ Val»! The greenness

became intense [so as to appear blackish, or so as

to appear black when viewed from a distance].

(TA.)

11. A.» : see the next preceding paragraph, in

four places.

’04

,0; A malicious, or mischievous, or grievous,

act, by which one takes others unawares, or by

surprise. (TA from a trad): Also, TA,)

or 7,33, (JK, and so in one place in the TA,)

A numerous company: (Lth, JK, TA :) or a

multitude: pl- A rajiz says,

* has“ issues. to

t can ,4; t
F

[T'Ve came with a numerous company that would

overwhelm the other numerous companies; a great

army, as though the stars were above it].

TA.) [See also voce And one says,

a; 03 .55 05 a ,1 In a: 3!

,s '45.»! [5' (5,» to, and,o om '4,» [5%, (JK,

K, TA,) or); 4.2.1" Cgi, and, dill,“ :51, (so

in the 01; and in my Ms. copy of the K,) i. e.

I know not what one of the creation, or ofman

kind, he is, and what one of the creatures of God

he is. (Kf‘ TA.)

98)

I»: see the next preceding paragraph, in three

places. _ Also pl. of [q. v.]. (TA.)

3;,1’, Blackness: (JK, s, Msb, K =) and a deep

ash-colour [without any tinge ofwhite : see

(ISd,TA.)=A1so A brown ewe (:""

[see also it“, voce ’33:] and sing. of

signifying a certain sort [or breed] of sheep or

goats. (JK. [But I do not find either of these

two significations in any other lexicon.])

The night : opposed to&L:63H meaning

“ill? day.” (L in art. cg.) [Hence,]

01.3» The prayer of nightfall: opposed to

meaning “the prayer of morning.”

(L and in that art: but in the CK and in a

MS. copy of the K, instead of we find

owi)

l r) 110E 45 e)

lbs: melanin-and see 3,45,.

$3.31 Calamity, or misfortune; (JK, 5,15,)
be .5 5 -,a- 3

as when»; (s, K t) and was». (JK, s.)

dim. of threat [fem. of$5359], so called because

'J, 5

of its darkness: TA:) or 3.9;." signifies

black, dark, trial or conflict and faction or

sedition or the like; and the dim. form is used to

denote enhancement: (Sh, TA :) and MILE

signifies black, dark, calamity or misfortune:

(TA :) calamity, or misfortune, is termed

because of its darkness: (TA :) or, originally,

(S,) this was the name of the she—camel of ’Amr

Ibn-Ez-Zebbén Edh-Dhuhlee, who was slain,

with his brothers, and their heads were put upon

her, (S, K, TA,) in sacks hung upon her neck,

and she returned to Ez-Zebban: (TA:) whence

, ti o .v -

the saying, ,2..ng J:- 0.0 dial [Heavier than

the burden of Ed-Duheym]: :) and

A2553" [lllore unlucky than Ed-Duheym]:

K, TA :) or, as some say, seven brothers were

slain in a warring and plundering expedition, and

were put upon Ed-Dliheym; and hence the name

became proverbial as applied to any calamity or
lo; I

misfortune. (TA.) =1”); also signifies Foolish,

or stupid.

ii I) I

Jog Certain camels : so called in relationlei”

.p 4 d

to vibgll, the name of a certain stallion-camel.

(TA.)

1,0r 3: s e 3

filo-shall: seefizaail.

,3”; Black; (JK, s: Mgh, Mt;be ;) to also

iii“: :) the former is applied in this sense

to a horse, (Sf Mgh, Msb,‘ TA,) and to a camel,

&c.: (TA :) or, applied to a camel, qfa deep ash

colour without any tinge ofwhite; (As, S, Msb,

K ;) when of a deeper hue, so as to be very black,

he is termed :) or, as some say, applied

to a camel, like fill, [in this case meaning black

with some intermiwture quellow,] but less black :

(TA :) fem. £13; which, when applied to a

sheep M, Msb, or goat, (S, Msb,) means

of a pure or an unmixed brown colour

#1): (s, M, Mgb,1_{ t) pl. 1,23. (TA.) The

Arabs say, L}ng [The kings ofhorses

are theblachthereqf]. (TA.) Aodjtii j."

A black horse in which is no intermixture of

colours. (TA.) And it,in [I

will not come to thee as long ds she (ambng the

camels) that is qfa deep ash-colour without any

tinge of white reiterates her yearning cry after

her young one; meaning, ever]. (Lh, TA.) And

Black ashes. (TA.) _

and i I [A walled garden] green inclining

to black. (K.) Hence, (K,) i 0663;, (S, K,)

in the Kur [lv. 64], (S, TA,) [Two gardens

(063)] of which the greenness inclines to black

ness; for every green plant, when its abundance

and its moisture, or irrigation, are complete,

inclines to blackness: (Zj, TA :) or black by

reason ofintense greenness arisingfrom abundant

moisture, or irrigation; and everything that is

green ( the Arabs term (S, TA.)_

[A place of alighting or abode] recently

occupied by the tribe; [because blackened by their

fires &c. :] pl. (TA.) And A

new, or recent, mark, trace, or vestige: (As, z)

and means one that is “old, becoming efi'aced:”

(As, TA:) and the former means also old, becoming

qfl‘aced; ;) as some explain it; (TA ;) thus

having two contr. significations. And

it.“ A. new, or recent, footstep, orfootprint:

and means “becoming etfacedz” or the former

means one that is becoming eflaced, because it has

become obscure to him who seeks it; (JK ;) or an

old footstep, or footprint: and- 2;; mean: one

that is “ new, or recent.” [See alsojit] _

also signifies IThe cooking-pot: (J K, S,

A, K 2) or the black cooking-pot : (ISh, TA :) and

the old cooking-pot. (K. [But it is implied in the

TA that this last meaning is a mistake, occasioned

by an omission; and that, instead of 3,15",

(in the CK ;.i.§ll,) we should read,

ail 3L}; 3.1m, explained above.

Accord. to Golius, on the authority of a gloss in

the KL, signifies The great cooking-pot

in which’a whole sheep is cooked at once.])_

And The twenty-ninth night ofthe [lunar] month:

(JK,K:) because of its blackness. (TA.) And
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[the pl.] A»! Three nights of the [lunar] month

[during which is the change of the moon]: (K:)

because they are black. (TA.) ._ See also

:05

MAJ“._ [Used as a subst.,] signifies also

A shackle or fetter, or a pair of shackles or

fetters; syn. biii: because of the black

ness thereof: accord. to AA, of wood : (TA :) or

a heavy shackle or fetter or pair of shackles or

fiztters: (JK =) 1.14.6? = (JK,$,1_(:) it has this

form of pl. , which is ’proper to substs., because the

quality of a subst. is predominant in it. (TA.) -

And [the fem.] signifies +41 multitude, or

large number: (K:) and 1-a company of men;

(Ks, $,K;*) and multitude thereof: (Ks, TA :) or

Ithe generality, the common mass, or the main

part [thereof]: (Z, TA :) or + the commonalty, or

coozn'mon people. (holbr, Hat p. 671.) [See also

In] = Also, 1:93, The aspect, appearance,

mien, guisg, or garb, qfa man. (JK, $,' =

And twill A certain herb, or tree, green, and

broad in the leaves; (JK ;) or a certain broad

herb, (K,) having leaves and twigs, resembling

the 8;}; (TA ;) with which one tans. (J K,

115,0:

this»: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places. i

5.: 4’1 ' . Q ’2! ’43

final» A catamzte; 2. q. Cash and )2. and

. r .

)5}? (AA, TA in the present art. and in art.,1»)

andliiii. (1;, TA.)

()5)

1. .1233, (s, Mgh, high, 1;, &c.,) aor. i, (s,

Mgh,) inf. n. 0.23 (MA, Msb, 1;, KL) and 535,

(Kg) He anointed it (MA, Mgh, Msb,"E KL) with

on}, (Mgh,Msb,) i. e., (Mgh,) with oil (MA,

Msb, KL) Jo. ,- (Msb ;) [oiled it; or greased it ;]

namely, his head, (MA, Mgh,) or his mustache,

(Mgh,) or his hair, &c. : (Msb :) or he moistened

it; inallltily, his head, &c.: (K =) and t 1:2,, int“.

n. (find signifies the same [but app. in an inten

sive sense, or as applying to many objects] :

(Tag) and 56.3; [inf. n. of t 53?] is like

(AHeyth, TA.)_. [Hence,] b.2359: 5,5.3,

said of rain, {It moistened the ground

slightly, or a little : (5}, TA :) or it moistened the

surface’tgfit’he ground. (K.)_And [hence also,]

LarJlg 43A; ($,K‘) II struck him K, TA)

gently (TA) with the stafl', or stick ,' (S, K, TA ;)

like as one says, Li:th 1;; and also. (TA.)

And II struck him [gently]

with [the stafi' or stick [some gentle strokes:

also; being pl. of 7 which is the inf. n. of

un.]. (Spin a copy of the $.)_[Hence, like

wise,] QM signifies also He (a man, TA) played

the hypocrite. (.K, TA.) And you say,

aor. i , inf. n. meaning He acted with such

a one hypocritica-lly. (TK. [See also 8.])=
OdJ/

“9, (K, and so in more than three copies of
0 ya!

the $,) and me, nor. 1; (K, and so in some

copies of the in lieu of ;) and

w. -; (AZ, K ;) inf. n. [of the first] 336.3 (s, K)

and [of the second or third or of both] 66;;

(K ;) 1 She (p. camel) had little’milh. (A.Za,’$, K,

TA.) [See Wm]._ And on), inf. n. 0.5,, [or,

as appears to he probable froin what follows and

from general analogy, 6.53,] said of a man, f He

was, or became, weak : and also, foolish, .01,- stupid:

and [app. soft, flaccid, orflabby,- for] on; signi

fies the being so/‘t,fiaccid, or flabby ,- or softness,

flaccidity, orflabbiness. (JK.) [See

2: see 1, first sentence.

a. {it}; and t 56;! signify the same; (3,

Msb, K ;) i. e. t The endeavouring to conciliate;

syn. ($, TA :) or the making peace with

another; or becoming reconciled with another:

(Msb :) or the pretending the contrary of, or what

is diferent from, that which one conceals in his

mind: :) and the former signifies also the

acting with dishonesty, or dissimulation : or ' the

latter has this signification ; and the former signi

fies the striving Io’ p’utwit, deceivgn ’beguile, or

circumvent; syn. ably: (TA :) or “at, signifies

I hid, concealed, or covered; syn. [accord.

to four copies of they$ but probably this is a mis

transcription for :4)!» meaning I strove to out

wit, deceive, beguile, or circumvent, as is indicated

in the TA]; and signifies I acted with

dishonesty, or diisimy'lation: ($:) or 7 is

[originally] like 0.95.); [as has been stated above]:

but is used as denoting the act of treating with

gentleness or blandishment, soothing, coaxing,

wheedling, beguiling, or deluding; and abstaining

from restraint or prohibition: (AHeyth, TA :) or

it originally signified the anointing such a thing

as 8. hide with some oil or the like : and as such a

thing is rendered soft to the sense [of feeling], it

was used tropically, or metaphorically, to denote

ideal softness, absolutely: hence, the treating

with gentleness or blandishment, soothing, coaxing,

wheedling, cguiling, or deluding, was termed

dis-sill: then this tropical signification became

commonly known, and conventionally regarded as

proper: and then the word [33514.0 or ' glut, or

rather each of these words,] was tropically used as

signifying the holding a thing in light, or little, or

mean, estimation, or in contempt : so in the

’Inayeh. (MF, TA.) It ,is said in the Kur [lxviii.

9], v 1,3, IThey wish that thou

wouldst endeavour to conciliate [them], and in

that case they will endeavour to conciliate [thee]:

($, TA 9“) or that thou- wouldst be sqft‘, pliant, or

gentle, in thy religion, and in that case they will

be soft, pliant, or gentle: (TA :) or that thou

wouldst be soft, pliant, or gentle, to them, and in

that case they will be so to thee: (Jel :) or, accord.

to Fr, that thou wouldst be an unbeliever, and they

will be unbelievers. (TA.)

4. out, inf. n. see 1, first sentence:

and see 3, in six places. [See also its act.

part. n., below.]—$11}?! is also syn. with

$32!, which, accord. to IAmb, is the primary

signification: in the copies of the K erroneously

written 2&2”. (TA.) One says, ‘5),

meaning all: ’§ [Show not thou mercy to

him ,- or pity not him; or pardon not him].

(IAigb, TA.) And '5; 5.23;? \L', i. e.

his! Le [Thou didst not show, or hast not shown,

mercy, save to thyself]. (Lh, TA.) _ One says

also, u? meaning Ifell short in his'

, E

aflair, or case. (JK.) = And Ile (a

camel) was ejected with the vertigo termed 0.».

(“<0

5: see what next follows.

8. ail, of the measure (13!, He anointed

himelf with 043, (s, Mgh, Mains) i. e. oil,

5-0.; (Msb;) [oiled, or greased, himself,-] as also

'o-i-fi- (a)

Q. Q. 2. He (a man) took a

[q-v-1- ($-)

$ 0/ I I l I 0' .0;

on: see 05>. _on 9%,: Bad and scanty

[means of subsistence]. (JK.)

5,33 ozz, (Manna, KL,) st", (Mgh,) [i. e.

grease of any hind,] or [i. e. oil] of sesame

dc, (Mgh,) with which one anoints, (Mgh,

Mgh,) [or greases,] or moistens, the head or

mustache, (Mgh,) or the hair dc, (Mgh,) or the

V signifies a portion thereof: :) [or this

latter, being the 11. um, signifies a particular oil

or kind of oil; like as the former does whelnit

is prefixed to another noun :] you say qui Q.»

(s and Mgh and Msb in art. 0,.) and at}

(TA in the present art. from, iz’poet) [both mean

ing oil quen] : the pl. (of 0.5;, s, Msb, and Ed

in lv. 37) is :36? ($, Msb, K, and Ed ubi supra)

and ; (K ;) [the latter a pl. of pauc. ; both

pls. signifying kinds qfoil J'c. ;] or v sig

nifies that with which one anoints ,- ubi

supra;) or it has this signification also: (TA :)

you say, gal“; [meaning I anointed him.

with oils or with ointment]: in which this is

mentioned as an ex. of the pl. of :) and

hence the prov. 4.5." ul; Like [oint

ment or] that with which one anoints [upon far,

or soft hair]. (TA.) [See also 61.8; below.]

_Also I Weak rain : (AZ, :) or rain such as

moistens the surface ofthe ground ,- (JK, K ;) and

so 1535. (15.) pl. 5,159. (AZ,$,K.)=And A

vertigo ( that aflects the camel. (J

63> A. kind of tree with which beasts ofprey

are killed, (JK, and by means of which they

are taken: (JK:) it is a noxious tree, like the

ulie [q. v.] : (TA :) n. un. with 3. .

And Such as is large, of trees. (JK.)

Oily, or greasy. You say also

3 '0; I e '5 .v ,

Vols“ J4), meaning 2.1.2.}! on; [A man

having oily, or greasy, hair]. (TA:) [See also
9 a

cap-J

0'61 6 '1’

33.5; ; pl. Cal»; : see 1.

see sign-Also Odour: so in the

)ue I)

saying “is ,A [He, or it, is sweet in

respect of odour]. [Erroneously written and

explained by Golius in his Lexicon.])

A [desert such as is termed] 35k; : :)
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or a place of sands : (JK :) or a place all sand :

(TA:) [or a desert of reddish sand. Hence,]

with the article Jl, A certain place [or desert

tract] belonging to Temeem, in Neid, ($, K,TA,)

extending to the distance of three days’ journey,

in which is no water,- (TA ;) as also ulhfsll;

($,K;) this latter occurring in poetry. (TA.)

[The same appellation is also applied to The

great desert of which the central part lies towards

the S. E. of Nejd.] =Also A certain red herb,

(K,) having broad leaves, used for tanning.

(TA.)

An oily quality]

5,6, A red hide. ($,K. [See also @933

Hence, in the Kur [lv. 37], 33615,

i. 0. And shall become red, or of a rose

colour, (Zj, L in art. 3),) or of a red colour

inclining to yellow, (L in that art.,) like the red

hide : Bgl,Jel:) or like the hide that is qfa

pure red colour: (TA :) .or like that [oil] "with

which one anoints; see 0.»: or it is pl. of

(Bd:) [thus] it means, accord. to Aboo-Is-halg

[Zj], and shall become [red, &c., and] of various

colours, by reason of the very great terror, like

diverse oils: or, accord. to Er-Rzighib, like the

dregs of oil, or of olive-oil; for this is another

signification of QMJJI. (TA.)—Also A slippery

place. (JK,K.) And A smooth road: or long

and smooth. (TA.)

[Anointed with oil, dc,- i. g. V

and ,You say (K) and

(TA) and lofts, [the last, properly, a

possessive epithet,] meaning [i. e. A

beard anointed with oil, .50.]. TA.)_ And

A hide intensely red. (JK. [See also 6Q>.])

=Also, applied to a she-camel, (JK, $, K,)

IHaving little m-ilh: ($,K:) or having very

little milk,- (JK;) not yielding a drop of milk

(JK, TA) when her dug is squeezed: (JK:)

accord. to Er-Raghib, having the meaning of an

act. part. n., i. e. that yields as much as that

with which one may anoint himself : or, as some

say, having the meaning of a pass. part. n.,

because she is anointed [or as though she were

anointed] with the milk, by reason of its scanti

ness; and this is the more probable, because it

has not the aflix 3: pl. (TA.)-_And,

applied to a stallion, +That does not impregnate

at all: as though because of the paucity of his

seminal fluid. (TA.)—And lVeah; appllied to

r 0.5

a man, and to a thing: one says, 0.9; )zkn a“th

[Thou didst, or saidst, 01' thou hast done, or said,

a weak thing] : and Ibn-Hiraweh says,

* "2553554521 *

* *

[In order that they might wrest the inheritance of

the sons of Temeem, verily they have opined of us

a weak opining]. (TA.)

56; A seller of oil: (MA, TA:) and a

- maker of oil. (MA) [In the present day, it is

applied to A painter qf houses do]

6.91;: see

Bk. I.

A camel afl'ected with the vertigo termed

0:3. (JK.)

.10’

0.5.)», with damm, Msb,K,&c.,) only,

to the) and o, (Msb, TA,) extr. [in form],

(Fr, TA,) for by rule it should be (Mgh,)

or it was originally, (Lth, TA,) The

utensil (.13?) for 033 [or oil, 4-6.]; (K, TA ;)

i. e. (TA) the thing [or pot or vase] in which

01; is pul,‘ (T, Msb, TA ;) a flash, or phial,

(33,3@,) for : :) [and V occur

ring in this art. and in art. *5, in the TA, sig

nifies the same:] pl. ($.)_And IA

place, (M, K, TA,) or a’small hollow or cavity,

in a mountain, TA,) in which water remains

and collects, or collects and stagnates : M, K,

TA:) or any place excavated by a torrent: z)

or water exuding in stone. (TA.)

4 I a:

[act. part. n. of 4, q. v.]—lip?!

5,1le +£3.41, in the Kur [lvi. 80],

meahs Do ye then reject this announcement? or

disbelieve &c.? (TA:) or hold in light, or little,

or mean, estimation, (Bd, Jel,) and reject, 8cm?

(Jel)

91¢ .4

MM A place where oil is made ; an oil-mill.

(MA.)

2': a J 9 J 0 1

4.25.»: see on“.

IA people, or company of men,

upon whom are [visible] the traces of ease and

plenty, welfare, or well-being. (fl, K, TA.)

9 .I I r 9 I I: J O; .95

0,5“: see Uses—[Hence,] by.» Us)!

{Land moistened slightly, or a little, by rain:

(S, TA :) or having its surface moistened by

rain. (TA.)

0! a a J 9 a

QM»: see 0.5;.

,5; and us,

1. ' 3,8“. 'L,(JK,1_<,) int n. "3 and
2K; aunil i;lh3;k-(.K;) and 6‘5, aor. aibove,

int“. n. LQB; (JK;) and t3}, (JK,TA,) aor.

,33; (JK,) or 63; [or 63.11], (TA,) int n.

:12; (JK, TA) and his; ; (JK;) and ,‘13, aor.

9.3;, (JK,) [infi n. app. 5;“; ;] He possessed

cunning,- i. e. intelligence, or sagacity; or in

telligence mixed with craft and forecast; and

excellence of judgment ; TA ;) he was, or

became, such is termed :13 and

(JK.) ,[Qee ad, belowL];.-_.Te3,.e3, (JK,TA,)

ian n. ,5); ;) and 42,», (JK,) third pers.

alas, int n. U»; (TA ;) I treated him with

cunning, 8w. (JK,‘ and TA in explanation of

the former.) [Both signify also I outwitted,

deceived, deluded, beguiled, or circumvented, him.]

And means I was turned, or kept, from a

thing, or an ajflfair, by deficit, or guile. (JK,

TA.).._Also 0b,, inf. n. uh), He attribu’ted,

o’r imputed, to him cunning, &c.; expl. by e.,...i

5b.)" [an inverted phrase]: or he attributed,

or imputed, to him a vice, or fault, or the like;

blamed him, censured him, found fault with him,

or detracted from his reputation: or he smote

him with a 1:96, i. e. great, formidable, grievous,
or distressing,ithing or event or accident or action:

and 13G, signifies the same: (K:) thus in the

K, with teshdeed: but in the M and Tekmileh it

is said that and signify_I attributed,

or imputed, to him cunning (.iiln); without

mention of [inf. n. of u,23]. (TA.)...

You say alsog'ijl libs, aor. uhxl,’ The thing, or

event, befall him .- (Msb =) and 1;?15 [a

calamity befall him]. (5.) And .963 L; What

befell, or hath befallen, thee?

2 : see above.

J I r v

3. M1,, (inf. n. SLAML, M in art. 9), and

K in art. *3), &c.,) He strove, 0r endeavoured,

to outwit, deceive, delude, beguile, or circumvent,

him,- syn. in art. .p)\,) and 0336, (K in

art. .Fa),,) and (TA in art. _. And

5,91% unis, inf. n. as above, He smote people

with a calamity. (TA.)

4. it»! He found him to be such as is termed

at; [i. e. cunning, &c.], (IDrd, TA,) or 3.;515

[which signifies the same in an intensive sense].

(JK.)._. [uni preceded by L; is also used as a

verb of wonder.] A poet says,

6' J a S a a a 4 e5

* 3.3.,“ Us; Qantas. tn *

r i a 0,051» 5” or at

* L),le Ml)” 1m “Lei '*

Aboo-Khdlid, how great was the calamity that

befiall IlIa’add on the day when thou diedst [or

must slain]! (Ham p. 440.)

5. shoe" [He acted cunningly ;] he did as do

the as}; [or cunning, &c., pl. 0%]. (18d, 1;.)

6. UAUJ [IIe afl'ected, 0r pretended, to possess

5,; i. e., to be cunning, &c.]. (IAar, K in

artqji- : see 1 and 2 in that art.)

as: see ob, in two places. = a; $5 a; '1: see

5 fl 7 F

art. a).

go, 9—4,

,5}: see .Leg.

’0!

Us}: see iii: Also A large [bucket such

as is called] (AA, TA.)

5333: see the next paragraph.

11;; : see _. It is also used as a cor

roborative: (ISh, S :) you say 5.1M; (ISk,

JK. s._M§b> and ' 5333 (la, JK. sstb. K)

and l (JK, meaning A severe, grievous,

or distressing, calamity or misfortune .' (JK :) or

a very severe or grievous or distressing [calamity].

(K)

05 0:

3g,» : see what next precedes.

(in which the t is converted from [5, not

from y, and l (JK, S, and (JK,

TA) [are all inf. ns., and] are syn., (JK,$,K,

TA,) signifying Cunning; i. e. intelligence, or

sagacity; or intelligence mixed with craft and

forecast ,- (TA in art. .sa-l ;) i. q. (K,) and

3'3 : ($, K :) and excellence ofjudgment. (S, K.)

117
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[It is said in the S, app. with reference to 2K3,

that the dual is but this is the regular
FIB! ’ r IQ! if. ’

dual of 2L9; ; like 01,”, dual of ii).qu

a . _
us; : see what next follows, in three places.

el; and V 03 (JK, and V GAB, part. ns. of

uh; and and [respectively], (JK,) and

V QB, applied to a man, Cunning ; i. e. possessing

intelligence, or sagacity; or intelligence mixed

with craft and forecast : and excellent in judg~

0'0) 0 '

ment : ($, K :) i. q.)§.;4 [as syn. withlffi] : (TA,

and JK in explanation of 3.91“) knowing, or

shilfal, in afiairs: (TA :) or V signifies

[simply] intelligent: (AA, K 2) and V 3;»; is [an

intensive epithet, signifying very cunning; i. e.

possessing much intelligence, 8w. 3] from 2L5; ex

plained above : or [it means one who is as though

he were calamity, or misfortune, personificdfl

from gels" in the sense commonly known

[which see below]: (TA in art. .na-h) the pl.
4 9 r) a

(of 01;, JK, TA) is 5b,, and (of V 0;, JK, TA)

5,33,(JK,1_<,TA,) and of v Q3, .1437 (JK,

M, TA) and 5,13, in the K, erroneously,

and 5,23. (TA.)-[Hence,] vein The lion.

(KO

ital; A calamity, a misfortune, an evil acci

dent'; (JK, Msb ;) a great, formidable, grievous,

or distressing, thing or event or accident or action;

(s, K,) and 1 {Q3 signifies the same: (JK, TAP“)

[the dim. of the former, V generally means

a great calamify [Secé’being' an instance of what

is termed” the pl. of Rafi; is 0),):

(Msb,TA:) and 2‘3" means the great,

formidable, grievous, or distressing, events of

fortune that befall men. ($,TA.)=See also

913, in two places.

: see the next preceding paragraph.

I 0 E

u»! [11Iore, and most, cunning, &c. Hence,]

0 0'

0-! was [More intelligent, or

.Jagacious, than Keys the son quuheyr]: a prov.

()Ieyd.)

31 a, 3 c—

,e.» and Ge.» pass. part. ns.; (JK, TA ;)

Treated with cunning, 8w. (TA in explanation

of the former.)

,a

2. L53; He too]: his wayiin the [q.v.].

(M, K.) And U'afflt (53; He went away

into the country, or in the land. (T.) Ru-beh

uses the phrase Q4 [53, as signifying He passed

by them; meaning, by them, a. male [wild] ass

and his she-asses. (T.) And it is said of the

_iu/ ' ' , , r e a a) ~52

A3,; that it is thus called lag}: ngai l-Q'fl,

i. e. Because it makes away with those who are in

it. (T.) = See also art. Lg».

53 and (T, $, M, K, the latter [erro

a v .

neously] written in the CK 3,33,) A desert, or

waterless defert; syn. bikinis, (S, M,) or ; ;)

as also and V3313, (3, M, K,) in

’ ’ 05"

which the first ,, which is quiescent, [in 133;, for
9;: I a

dash] is changed into i because of the fet-hah

before it, though this instance is not to be copigd

as a model, ($,) and V5313: (M,Kz) or

signifies a wide 3315: (M :) or a level land; likened

by Dhu-r-Rummeh to the hand of the purchaser,

meaning when he strikes his hand upon that of

another in token of the ratification of a bargain:

air

and V 15,), a land of which the extremities are

far apart, level, and spacious,- said to be so

called because of the sound termed Cg}; that is

heard in it; [and if so, these two words (the

latter of which is also mentioned in art. L5»)

belong to one and the same art. ;] or because it

makes away with those who are in it; [see 2,

above ;] and V 3313 and V 7151; signify the same:

. a, .

(T :) it is also said that g; is [in origin] a Pers.

word; as though he who traversed the said to

if 54

his companion g; 3;, meaning “Hasten: Hasten :”

(TA 2) or, as some say, a certain region, four

nights’ journey in extent, like a shield, vacant,

traversed by means of the stars, in which one

feared losing his way, on the way from El-Basrah

to Mekkeh, was named Jail! for this reason, from

the Persians’ hastening one another while crossing

0e 0, vii .v a,

it by saying j; j}. (T.)—[Hence,] ,4." at;

1- The wild asses. (T in art.

8 a, 5, a.

L5), [9. rel. n. from 3; ;]a One inhabiting a)»

(a) [Hence the sayings .333 Q. L3, (s. K. TA,
3 ” T 3 I)

[in the CK, erroneously, (5,),]) and V 6);, (Sgh,

' 8 '1

K, TA, [in the CK, erroneously, [5,},]) and

3 1 . a " :

Vnggg, as in the M, or V‘s”), as m the K,

(TA,) i. c. [There is not in it (meaningjliib in

the house)] any one (S, M, of thbse ivho

I! 5 ’ 4 '

inhabit the 3;: like as one says [5”5 Lo, and

3 .v 3/ ' '

L5”). ($.)_See ,3, with which it is also

syn.

3 U1 3 0) 3| It

L5,; and kg”; or L5”; : see the next preceding

paragraph.

aid, 3.

L3,; : see ya, in two places.

a. r 4:, l 3.

2.5;!) and Scab: see ,>, in four places.

6 r 0 1

31),}; see art. a).

L,

L 55, (AZ, T, s, M, high, 1;, [mentioned in the

T in art. L5,;,]) second pers. $.59, K,) aor.

53.}, inf. n. 2?; (s, M, Msb, 1g) and 233; (Lth, T,
r/i ’9

K ;) and 1 21,1 (AZ, T, s, M,K) and i,,i, (M, 15,)

this last from IAar, (M,) or from AZ, (TA,) He,

(a man, s, M, Msb, and it, (a limb, or mem

ber, Mgh,) was, or became, diseased, disordered,

or distempered; he was, or became, sick, or ill ,

(AZ, T, $, M, Msb, K ;) he was, or became,

attached by a disease, or disorder, &c., in his

inside : (T, TA :) and i523, aor. (53.1.3, inf. n.

a )1 ' 9'5

L555, signifies the same: (Msb :) and 4.5;»,- V 3!)!

[his belly, or chest, was, or became, diseased, &c.].

(TA.)

.. z s, z _

4. 2m and 52h see above, in two places._

You say also to a man when you suspect him,

I 5 Ir a e E ‘ ’1' _

Q1;1,inf§ n. 22M; and @531, inf. 11. 11,3]; [1. e.

1“ Thou hast done a thing that has made thee an

object of suspicion ; or thou hast become an object

1 r- I

qfsuspicion.] (T,* $, M,“ K.) = 021;! He [or it]

afl‘eeted him with a disease, or disorder, &c.;

($, K ;) [or caused him to be diseased, &c. :] thus

the verb is trans. as well as intrans. _And

ll

M,)! THe suspected him; thought evil of him;

J 4 i

as also obsl [without t]. (AZ, TA in art. (5);.)

El; A disease, disorder, distemper, sickness,

illness, or malady; syn. (Lth, T, $, M,

Msb, or fie; (Mgh,) external or internal:

(Lth, T:) [a is’both physical and moral:] signi

fying also a vice, defect,fault, or blemish,- external

or internal: so that one says, 6.5."

[The vice of avarice is the most grievous oj:vices] :

(Lth, T, TA :) for the pl. is ($, M, Msh, K,)

the only instance ofa sing. memdood having a pl.

memdood: (IKh, TA 2) hence also, V

Jill (Mgh,) or 653i, but IAth says that

the correbt word is 952i, (TA,) i. e. [that vice

is] more grievous, (Mgh,) or worse, (TA,) [than

niggardliness ?] occurring ir: a trad. : and the

saying ofa woman, Jé, meaning Every

vige that is in men is in him. : (Lth, T, TA :) and

Jin a; One whose evilness is dead, and TA

in art. 41),) so that he is not cognizant of it; (TA

in that art. ;) Said of a person when he does not

bear malice towards him who does evil to him.

(Lth, T, and TA in the present art.) Q21?" : see

art. J1). v.12" :13: see art. arid. ii;

[The disease of the wolf] means 'I-hungeh'. ' (Th, _

M, [See also art. ql5.]) 414'st ii; [The

disease of the lion] means [app. Uing,

i. e. [fever]. (AM, TA.) L5H! tlg, TA,) or

all; ills, (M,TA,) [The disebse qfthe gazelle, or of

dgazelle,] accord. to AA, (M,TA,) means theallh,

or soundness,and briskness, or sprightliness; (TA ;)

or no disease; like as [it is said that] there is no

disease in the gazelle: ($, M:) or, accord. to El

Umawee, 5,; means that when he desires

to leap, he: pauses .2 little and then leaps: but

A’Obeyd prefers the former explanation. (M.)

.flfll [The disease of kings] means + the

enjoyment ofplenty and pleasure and softness or

delicacy. (TA.) 4!)?! [The disease (gf the

generous], 1- debt and poverty. (TA.) ii;

[The disease of fellow-wives], feonstdnt evil.

(TA.) 012.3: :13 [le disease of the belly],

+ trial, dr dissension, or the like, (5.5311,) in

which one cannotfind the right way to act: (TA.)

=5; as an epithet, (Lth, Sh,T, M, and so in

some copies of the K,) or VJ}, ($, and so in

other copies ofthe K,) applied to a. man, Diseased,
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lea—s):

disordered, distempered, sick, or ill; or having a

disease, disorder, &c.: (Lth, Sh, T, S, M, K :) the

former is [originally an inf. n., and therefore is]

also applied; to a woman; (A, TA;) or it is

[originally agh] of the measure Jai, and the

fem. is (Lth, T, M, TA,) which is also men

tioned in the A as applied to a woman, as well as

5;; (TA ,) and the dual is QM; and the pl.

532?. (Lth, Sb, ss, T, TA =) and t {4.5; signifies

the same; ($,K;) fem. with o: and so 7&3;

[as though originally 2:”; or of the mea

sure or (3.3;, like and l;;] fem.

with 3: (K:) or, accord. to the O, of the

measure “lei, applied to a man; and 3.23, of the

measure 3.19:3, applied to a woman: or, accord. to

in, v 4

the T, at», of the measure J43, applied to a

man; and of the measure has, applied to

a woman. "(TA.) _The saying, in a trad.,

,‘l; l; iii means [And otherwise,

his oath shall be, that he did not sell to thee] a

girl having a disease, or vice, or the lihe: and

similar to this is the saying, 4513.; its“ That

which had a vice, or the like, was returned be

cause of the vice, &c., thereof. (Mgh.)

{1:3

e .s

gen!

b)“

D

l

’

sng-Ld :

see the next preceding paragraph:

c”
g éi}, (using) aor. éjli, (IAar,) inf. n.

_ 3,, He (a man, IAar) served, or did service.

(IA ar, K.)

ié-l; [as pl. of $13, agreeably with analogy,]

Thefollowers ofan army. = Also A’small

want .- z) or a want [absolutely]; i. (1. 39-1,,

as say: (TA :) or it is an imitative seequent

to Jay-b. (K, and $ in art. as. [See ab in

0" x

that art.]) It is said in a trad., 3.5) L0

54!; [I left not a want “nor asmall

want: or a want of any hind: or] this means

I qut not any act of disobedience to which I was

enticed. (TA voce

C”

1. lip! ?LIB, aor. $33; (TA ;) and

Vac-b1; (A,TA ;) The tree became great. (A,

K->_-&1L; Cu, (13,) and t to», (A, K.) and

7 C3,, (TA,) or 7 Cyfl, (so in a copy of the A,)

His belly became swollen, or inflated, (A,) or big,

(K,) and hung down, (A, by reason offatness

or disease: (A,)T’AQ and so hi; and [sis-43$.

(TA.) And ,5)” “‘3 [Their navels became

swollen, and hung down]. (TA.)

2. :53, inf. n. égfi, IIe dispersed,“ or scat

tered his property; (L,K;) as also cg}. (L.)

= See also 1.

4: and5: and7: seel.

.ls Variegated, decorated, or embellished,

work, [or gen‘gaws,] which one waves about to

children, and with which one soot/is, pacifies, or

quiets, them : (S, [a coll. gen. n.: n. un. with

8, meaning a piece of such work, or a gewgaw :]

whence, (K,) one says, 7 Li; [The world

is a gewgaw, or gaudy toy]. [And

hence,] 'i‘l'; [as a proper name] means +The

world, or present state of existence : so said Aboo

Hamzch the $oofee, in explanation of the

saying,

* Lgdéipibtfi * Vii-13 *

[lVere it not for my loving the world, death

wouch be to me ease]: and AA confirmed this.

(T, TA.) _ And A kind of variegated, or

figured, cloth or garment. (A, [In this

sense also it is a cell. gen. n.: 11. an. with 8.]

You say, this: Such a one wears

variegated, orfigured, garments. (A, TA.) And

Vii; IL:- [He came having upon him a

variegated, or figured, garment]. (A,'l‘A.)_.

A bracelet consisting of several distinct portions

like the strands of a rope, twisted together.

._..Dines, or streahs, upon a bull do.

The species ofperfume called

90' 04

I»: see 8’33._Also A very large tent of

[goats’] hair. (IAar, TA. [See also

it’s-i3: see éls, in four places.

A great tree, A, high, with

spreading branches, (TA,) of whatever hind it

be: Msb :) pl. '53, Msb, [pr rather

this is the coll. gen. 11. of the n. an. 3.93,] like

331.15 is of (Msb;) and C’ijii is pl. of

53. (mi) and rigs; signifies the

same; (A,*K;) and the pl. is 615;; (A,I_{;)

or ’3; signifies great trees, one of which is

called and its sing, though it be not used,

seems to-be (AHn, TA.) One says,

1031" 1[Such a one is of a great gene

rous stbch]. (A,TA.)_Also A. great [tent of

the kind called] (TA. [See also 833.1)

a; Very tall: so in a trad. in which it is

said, ZZQl 63.; [How many a

very tall palm-tree is there in Paradise!]. (TA.)

3,F43¢/; 2”:

Ml, a”: see by}.

9,018 I

1“ ' _

wide belly, low by reason offatness. (TA.)

A prominent, round belly: or a

t”

a ‘1: &6; (s; A: L: K:) aor- éhi"; inf' “

t”, (L,) He (a man, S, A) was, or became, sub

missive, or abject, ($, A, L,K,) and lowly, or

humble. (A, L.)_..[Also +It (a man’s head)

was, or became, giddy, or vertiginous: used in

this sense in the present day, and probably in

ancient times: see 2.] =As a trans. verb: see 2.

2- 5». (as) inf- n- 55.23%. (M.) He

subdued a country, and obtained dominion over

its inhabitants,- as also ' ti}, K,) aor. and

inf. n. as above; (TA ;) and 6.3;, (K,) inf. n.

(TA:) and he subdued, or sulg'ugated,

a people. And, A,I_(,) as also ' :3,

(As, $,). and 'tbl, (L,) He rendered (a man,

S, L, or people, A) submissive, or abject, ($, A,

L, K,) and lowly, or humble: (A z) and in like

manner a camel. ._.IHe trod a land much:

(A 2) or he traversed a country until he knew it

and became acquainted with its roads. (L.)..

IIt (heat) weakened a man. (A, TA.)_-l- It

(pain) made a man’s head giddy, or vertigi

nous.

4: see 2.

8|; 3;] A dark night.

:3:

1? 3'3, (5, M, Mib, K.) like Jul, (Mibi)

[sec. pers. Lug] aor. slog; (S, M, Msb,K;)

)Jr

and 31;, like J6, [sec. pers. 53,] aor. spy;

(Msb;) inf. n. 35; (M, L,K ; [in my copy of

the Msb :13, which, I doubt not, is a mistrans

cription ;]) and V gisl, (T, s, M, A, Msb, K,)

inf. ii. 5313;; (Mosh) and 1,3,, (13s, M,A,

Msb,K,) inf. n. 45,43; (Msb;) and as”; (M,

L, and 1,soJin some; copies of the K; [see its

part. 11. HQ, voce gills, below ;] in other copies

of the [which is app. a mistranscription];)

It (corn, or food, )LQLQ had in it 5,; (M, A,

L,Msb, or U»): L) [i. e. worms, grubs,

or maggots]; and became eaten thereby. (L.)

is; s s at 5;" is Assisi [1
conjure thee, O wound, that thou increase not nor

breed worms,] is a form of conjuration used by

the Arabs.

2. >55: see above.=Also He played with

a r r J 6‘

the 3,3), i. e. 3-,?” [or seesaw].

4. gist: see 1, in two places.

3}; a word ofwell-known signification, [ Worms,

grubs, maggots, and the like ; including molluscs;

as a coll. gen. n.: and, as a simple gen. n., the

worm, grub, maggot, &c. 2] pl. of 3,3; [or rather,

as already said, and as is implied in several of

I J _r .v

the lexicons, >3, is a coll. gen. n.; therefore: 0);};

is the n. un. thereof]: and the pl; pf ;,> is

sis-gs. (T, §, 1;, Msb. [In the K, OLA-g? is said

to be pl. of 3,3,: and in the L, as from the T,

0 r .I 5 J _

Q1”, is said to be another pl. of s,” this, how:

ever, I regard as a mistake; for I do not find it

in the T; but I there find added, after glage,

“ and 6,13,; is a tribe of Benoo-Asad.”]) J says

0 be r .

that the dim. is l 4.33;, and that by rule it should

9 l a, J I I g I

be 3H),: but this is a mistake [unlessgit be

0 I a} , _ "

meant that 3g}, is the regular dim. of o;,;]:
I,

it is regularly like asp and " , are

117 '
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regular dims. of 25' and a l ', which are-pls. [or

rather coll. gen. ns.] of 3'}: and (IB-)

De) I:

8,5,; [n. un. of 5);, q. v._A1so] The foetus

in the belly of a more from the fortieth day,

when its make becomes apparent, the end of

the third month. (Kr, TA voce my), q. v.)

Ire; 54 .r 2

8153; A. seesaw; syn. 30,441: in this art.,

and T and in art. ,; z) and the mark made by

children upon the dust, or earth, like a path, or

track, when they play [upon the seesaw], doing

thus with their feet, moving forwards and bach

wards: in art. 3; :) or the mark of the

'ip’q-fl: (M and K in that art. :) or the sound

of the Zakjl: (TA in the present art. :) and

cries, shouts, noises, or clamour; or a confusion,

or mixture, of cries, shouts, &c.: (K in this art. :)

9 ’04

8b}; is [said by ISd to belong to art. j), and to

be] originally i533}; (M in art. ,,=) the pl. is

>153, (T and $‘ and M in that art.,) explained by

: a!

As as signifying the marks of the _ bl [or

seesanrs] of children; (TA in the present art. ;)

and (5,133 occurs in a. verse, in the gen. case,

(S and M in art. 5),) by poetic license. (M in

that art.)

, ’4’!5

L5,); at”. [app. A worm-like animal]. (TA

in ari. :9.)

90¢)

a”): see

3:13 and t 3.42 and t 33.3.3 (Mgh) and 1 §,.’.;
(L)d[the last from .159, confirming my opinion

that in some copies of the is a mistrans

cription,] Corn, or food, having in it 3,3

[or worms, &c.]; (L, Msb ;) and becoming eaten

thereby. (L.)

9"

a)»:

9 J

coo»: i see what next precedes.

$354. 1

J»

1. 3'3. m biggie- n- 333 age .5555 (s. M,

A,M§b, 1;) and ,5, (M) and ,1.“ ; (Lth,T;)

and V,\.>:...1; (M,A, Msb,K;) and v)bl; (M ;)

He, or it, went, moved, or turned, round; circled;

revolved,- returned to the place from which he,

or it, began to move. (TA.)-You say, 1,36

and 'l,)lgfil;nll They went round it: (A :)

and apt 3b and VJLAZJ He went

round {the house [or Kaabeh]. (Mgh.) Z and

others dislike the phrase £4459 j}, [which seems

to have been used in the same'sense as )t,,]

preferring the phrase 6%, because of the

phrase 463.“; )8), signifying He went round

about in the circuit called ’13:", round the idol

called by the same name. (TA.) [4,» big“!

mostly signifies It encircled, or surpdunded,'or

encompassed, it.]—[You say also,W )l; It

(a thing, as, for instance, a. wine-cup) went

round, or circulated, among them. And] )l;

9!}; at M1 [The firmament, or celestial orb

:3) —);s

or sphere, revolved upon its axis]: (A:) 01,3;

skull signifies the consecutive incessant motions

41’)“ the several parts of the firmament. (Msb.)

_Hence the saying 031;, [inf. n.];QJ

The question formed a circle ; one of its proposi

tions dependingfor proof upon another following

it, and perhaps this upon another, and so on, and

the latter or last depending upon the admission of

the first. (Mgh.) [And in like manner, )1),

inf. n. ’55, signifies He reasoned in a circle]

_It is said in a trad, iglfil tag

eéiifii {Jul-3| gill .33; W?" [Voile

time hath come round to the like of the state in

which it was on the day ofGod's creating the

heavens and the earth : this was said by Moham

mad al‘ter he had forbidden the practice of inter

calating a. lunar month, by which the Arabs had

long imperfectly adjusted their lupar year to the

solar.] (TA.) And one says, .3313 [The

days came round in their turns]. (S'ftpd’h/[s’b

and K in art. J’s.) And 92,; no.3 v)”

[A day of the week that does not come round

again in its month gaysJ the last Wednesday, &c.].

(Mujahid, TA voce;Lt-\ [q. v.].) [Andgb is said

ofan event, as meaning It came about. See an

ex. in a verse cited in art. 31.] _ as )1; It went

round with him; as the ground and the sea do

[apparently] with a person sich by reason of

vertigo, or giddiness in the head. (L in art. M.

[Seoe also 4.]) _One says also, CH: 7,142.»!

U715 IHe comprehended [as though he’en’circ]ed]

what was in my heart. (A.) _ And 2,45 015

531.3 UL:- ISuch a one has within the circuit

of his pulf'ap'd niivfs, or women.

And \vioe-u 353“ dr- ss-H 0')“ Ith a

man has within his power and care such a

female, and toys, dallies, wantons, or holds

amorous converse, with her]. (A and TA in art.

96,...) And gltfll 0;;- I[I have

within my compass, or power, and care, that

thing or afair]. and A in art.

See also 4, in four places.

52. 2,3,, (1,1,) inf. n. 3,,35, (s,) He made a

3.»; [i. e. round, meaning both circular and sphe

rical] ; ($, K ;) as also V 3,1,1. (TA.)_ See also

4, in two places._ [One says also, 55'»! )3;

,2? and 'szgl 1- He turned about, or revolved,

thoughts, or ideas, or opinions, in his mind, 1*;

specting an afair: like as one says,)'§ilt.é.1s:

02 '

gal

3. int), inf. n. 5336.; and 313:, He went round

about with him; syn. it; (M, _ [And

hence, THe circumvented him.] Ahoo-Dhu-eyb

says,

¢¢°a 'an, Jr I l

I

:h

"' 315% L9: ‘3 ' *

s i r :5 a i s I

* Murders 2e» *

[Until there was preparcdfor him, one day, in a

watching-place, an intelligent person, acquainted

with the circumvention of game]: wisp, is here

made trans. by means of *2 because it means the

[Boox I.

same as’lll'e in the phrase (M.) [Or the

meaning as the latter hemistidh is, a person pos

sessing shill in circumventing game, attentive to

their motions and sounds] _ in!) also signifies

’r He endeavoured to induce him to turn, or

incline, or decline; or he endeavoured to turn

him by deceit, or guile; )l'ijl Qhfrom the thing;

and to it; syn. (M, It is said

in the trad. respecting the night-journey [of Mo

hammad to Jerusalem, and his ascension thence

into Heaven], that Moses said to Mohammad,

I) e r fl 0 r0 4’ v r a J a r 1’

K» we on" a» deb-1t Us *3» is
[1‘ Verin I endeavoured to induce the children of

Israel to incline to less than this, and they were

unable]: or, accord. to one relation, he said

@335. (TA.) See also 4. _,,;§| 3,13 :11.

sought to find the modes, or manners, of doing,

or performing, ajfairs, or the afairs: (A z)

2551;! is like [signifying the labouring,

taking pains, applying one’s self vigorously, exert

ing one’s sel , striving, or struggling, to do, exe

cute, or perform, or to efl'ect, or accomplish, or

to manage, or treat, a thing,- (S,

Suheym Ibn-Wetheel says,

* may! a :0: r 0' s8 ,

(SMlth-oW9l ’*

* in a) '45::

Q3)..." ojglw Haw, 1*

[Fifty years of age, my manly vigour full, and

vigorous application to the management ofafairs

has tried and strengthened me].

4. l,t>ft,fl($, M, A, K,) and H,,',, (M, A, K,).

and t,i,, (M, TA,) and 4,3 55,, (s,1_<,) and

.3)”, and ')l-\:nll, (M, He, or it, made,

or caused, him, or it, to go, move, or turn, round;

to circle; to revolve; to return to the placefrom

which he, or it, began to move. (TA.) You say,

5:41; U1; i;ng [He wound the turban

r'ound upon his head]. And )bt

5U! [He stirred round the safl‘ron in the

water,'in dissolving it]. (A and TA in art.),;.)

And

* 9L2." :13: '39]; ’*

[The revolutions of fortune, or time, made him

to turn round from one state, or condition, to

anothtir]: And 3 like, and 95%;, (S,A,K,)

and '39, (K,) [the first and second lit.

signifying He was made to turn round; by

which, as by the third also, is meant] he became

afl‘ected by a vertigo, or giddiness in the head.

(s,- A,’ 1;. [See also 1.]) _,.°.§)s vi; Z,\,| He

endeavoured [to turn him to the thing, i.e.]

to induce him to do the thing: and 2);! he

endeavoured [to turn himfrom it, i.e.] to induce

him to leave, or pelipquish, it; (T,A;) or i.q.

1.03s; as also t.,,'1,,q.v.(M,I_<.)_i,13[ [the

inf. n.] also signifies The giving and taking,from

hand to hand, without delay : and agreeably with

this explanation is rendered the hrase in the

1;." [ii. 2821,;22'; 5,6,: [Ready

merchandise, which ye give and take ambng your

selves, from hand to hand, without delay; i. e.,

not on credit]. (TA.) _ See also 1 : _ and 2,

in two places.
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rr'

5. QWlAJJ He took the place as a house, or

an abode. [The d in this verb takes the

place of}, as in}; and &c.]

10. fight [It had, or assumed, a round, or

circular, form,- it coiled itself, or became coiled;

it wound, or wound round ;] it was, or became,

round. (KL) You say, finial-ll [The moon

became round, orfull: see also the act. part. n.,

belpw]. (A.) And ui; C5}

tin, 3),!sz [She wound a piece of cloth like the

fillet [upon the round of her head, leaving the

crown uncovered]. (Mgh and L and Msb voce

_ See also 1, in six places. ._ And see 4.

3‘3, [originally as will be seen below, A

house; a mansion; and especially a house qfa large

size, comprising a court; or a house comprising

several sets of apartments and a court; (see

5.;31 a place of abode which comprises a build

ing, or buildings, and a court, or space in which

is no building : (T, M, :) as also 7 5,15 :

(M, K:) or the latter is a more special term;

;) meaning any particular house; the former

being a generic term: (MF:) accord. to IJ, it is
from ,13, aor.;,.lu_;; because of the many move

ments of the people in it: (M :) it is of the fem.

gender: ($, Msb :) and sometimes masc. ; ($, K;)

as in the Kur xvi. 32, as meaning (535;, or

or as being a gen. n.: (MF:) pl. (of pauc.,

S) 33? and 353? (s. Msb. K) and 33?. (Abs-1

Hasan, AAF, high, K,) formed by transposition,

(Mgh,) [for 33%] and :53? (T, 15) and 3L}? (T)

. and 53,3, (T, K,),and (of mult..,'§) jog, (s,

Msb,K,) like as is pl. of Jay, and

36; (T) and 5.1;; (M. K) and 3,3. (T. M,

Msb,) like as iii is pl. of Li, (e.,) and 51).;

(T, M, 1;) and 1,13,; (T, 1;) and 3.}, and 5,33,

(T,) an,d [quasi-pl; n.],' ’5313, apdJ [pl. pl.]

[pl. of)\;e] and Q5}; [pl. of”;], (M, and

[pl. of $3] 51313. (T.) The dim. is 1553;.

(Bar p. 161.) [Hence, 9,5" )1, The mint:

&c.] _ Also Any place in which a people have

alighted and taken up their abode; an abode; a

dwelling. (T, Mgh.) Hence the present world

is called 56.3131; [The abode of perishableness;

or the perishable abode] : and the world to come,

313 [The abode of everlastingness; or the

everlasting abode]; and 21331! 3!; [The abode of

stability; or the stable abode] ; and ,e'iC-H it;

[The abode ofpeaoce, orfreedomafz'om ebil]. (T.)

[And hence, .5.in )b: see ‘JPJ [Hence,

a150,] is applied to A burialsground. (2Nh

from a trad.)._. [And hence,] UL;

9i; [Ask thou permission for me to go in to

my Lord] in his Paradise. (TA from a trad.

respecting intercession.) _ And 3!; 4:14;;

(jaunt, in the Kur [vii. 142, I will show you

the'dbode of the transgressors], meaning Egypt:

or, accord. to Mujéhid, the abode to which the

transgressors shall go in .the world to come.

(TA.)_. [Hence, also,] )1; signifies i. q. 4.1;

[A country, or district: or a city, town, or

village]. (Mgh, K.) _ And, with the art. JI,

[El-.Medeenehfl the Clity of the Prophet.

_ hence, (TA,) )1; also signifies IA tribe;

syn. (A,K:) for at; Jet: (TA:) as also

i 5313 : :) pl. of the former, (A, high.)

You say, 3!; IT/te tribe

of the sons 'qf such a one passed by us.

And in the same sense )b is used in a trad. in

which it is said that there remained no )l; among

which a mosque had not been built. (TA.)

= Mtr states that it is said to signify also A

year; syn. and if this be correct, which

he does not hold to be the case, itis from

like as is from or, as some say,

i. q. [as meaning a long time, or the like].

(Har p. 350.) = And 31:01 is the name of A

certain idol. (Msb, K.) = [)b and )3; ex

plained by Freytag as meaning“ hIedplla liquida

in ossibus” are mistakes for )1) and 1.3).]

355 an inf. n. ofjis. ($, M, T [Hence, The

circumference of a circle: see MJ _ And A

turn, or twist, of a turban, (T, A,) and of a rope,

or any other thing: (T :) pl.

00'

)3), originally with); (T, or originally thus,

with Lg, (M, [and so accord. to the place in

which it is mentioned in the A and Msb and K,])

as appears from the occurrence of the L5 in its pl.

and in the derivative for if the (5 were in

this case interchangeable with ; it would occur in

other derivatives; (M ;) [or this is not a valid

reason, for is held by J to be originally 36.23,
5 ’0’

i.e. of the measure (Jug; and ISd himself seems

in one place to express the same opinion; in like

manner as is held by the latter to be ori

ginally;,,’._i5 ; and is evidently altered from

;] A. convent, or monastery, (0B,) of

Christians: (M, and also the 53.9.; [i.e.

1°:

cloister, or cell,] ofa monk: (A z) the pl. is Slgfl

0e )1 J 2.

($, M, and 8),”. (Msb.)_ [Hence,] val)

’33" [lit. The head of the convent or monastery]

is an appellation given to 1Any one who has

become the head, or chief, of his companions.

(IAsr. A. Is)
.14

if; :

rill The halo of the moon; A, Msb,‘

K ;) as also V 33!; : (K *‘ and TA in art. (51. :)

pl. 5,513. (Mgh) Dim. v 5,533. (Har p. 609.)

One says,,!.;.ii.1\53l3 ()3. [Such a one’s

face is like the halo ofthe moon]. (TA.) And

.,-='Alp ' 5313s,; '9

03!; [Go not thou forth from the circle of El

Tsldm until the moon go forth from its halo].

(A.)_.. Also A round space qfsand; (K ;) as also

7 incorrectly written in the K 7 3k; (TA)

[and n’some co'piJes 32's] ; and 7 pl. ofthe

first bl, and”s : (K and pi. [or rather coll.

gen. n. _of the second V)»: (TA :) or 3)!) signi

fies, accdxtl', to As, a round tract of sand with a

vacancy the middle; as also ' 53,3, or, as

0- I _ ,.

see 8,51,, in two places. [Hence,] ’8’!)

others say, I 53;, and 7 and V as; and

sometimes people sit and drink there. (T.) _

And Any wide space of land among mountains :

(K :) it is reckoned among productive low lands:

(AHn :) or a plain, or soft, tract of land encom

passed by mountains: (A :) or a wide and plain

space of land so encompassed: (As:) or i. q.

33;, except that this is always plain, or soft,

whereas a 3,1, may be rugged and plain, or

soft : (Ahoo-Fak’as, Kr :) or any clear and open

space among sands. (TA.) _. And Any place

that is surrounded and confined by a thing.

(T, A.) _ See also 36, in three places. = 5);,

determinate, (M, and imperfectly decl., (M,)

Calamity, or misfortune. (Kr, M,

‘1 I

5):, =

21

on =

.ar .4 I

see 8)!) : = and see also 8,3,. I

}
3;); A man (A) who keeps to his house,

(M, ;) who does not quit it, (M, A,) nor seek

sustenance; (M ;) as also V _ And

hence, 1-A possessor of the blessings, com

’1 a

see 5)!»

forts, 0r conveniences, ofli e : (S, :) pl. (amps.

_ Also A camel, or sheep or goat, that

remains at the house, not going to pasture : font.

with 8: (A :) or a camel that remains behind in

the place where the others lie down; (M, K;)

and so a sheep or goat. (M.)—See also

=A sailor that has the charge of the sail.

(M, = A seller of perfumes: so called in

relation to Dareen, (S, A, K,) a port of El

Bahreyn,‘ in which was a market whereto musk

used to be brought from India. ($, It is

said in a trad., (but! US CJLZH wrist-ll

Q ~ 2 a e I . e 04 a

sea 0'2 “F 841“? w -"-*~—3»’ vi [The
similltude of the righteous companion who sits

and converses with one is that of the seller of

perfumes: if he give not to thee of his perfume,

somewhat of his sweet odour clings to thee].

3 J 9 if

(52,; : seep-gs.

0.: e 3 a

3.3)!) : see [5,“).

.‘s

(anomalous [as a rel. n. from 2;], M)

and The master, (cred-’4, 5, M, K,) or an

inhabitant, (T, A,) of a [i.e. convent, or

monastery]. (T, s, M, A,

I 4 v

)1»: see the next paragraph, in three places.

3‘33 A vertigo, 01; giddiness in the head; (Sf

A,*K;) as also j,153. (M, K.)=Also, and

13:5,, (s,) ssjgjn and tj1331,,(T,M,I_<,) and

(but less commonly, TA) 73133." and ';\;.;II,

(M, A certain idol, (T, $,M, which the

Arabs set up, and around it they made a space,

(T,) round mhich they turned, or circled: (T,

M :) and the same name they applied to the space

above mentioned: (T, M:) it is said that they

thus compassed it certain weeks, like as people

compass the Kaa-beh: (MF:) or certain stones

around which they circled, in imitation ofpeople

compassing the Kaabeh. (IAmb.) Imra-el

Keys says,

iv) re)

Ji-‘u nu
I

i i

u? g'» 6"?"

[Virgins making the circuit of Dun-dr, in
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long-skirted garments of the hind called tau]:

(Sz) likening aherd of [wild] cows to damsels

thus occupied and attired, alluding to the length

of their tails. (TA.) V351" and 1,133” also

signify The Kaabe/l. (Kr, M, 1;.) And '31};

(Th, M, [not E,l,“3, as is implied in the 1;,1) A

circling tract (Didi-.2) of sand, around which

go the wild animals : (Th, M, K :) a poet says,

"‘ 2*“3 i5; L5? is"? '

[In the sandy tract around a pool of water left

by a torrent, containing plants qf the kinds called

’a-rdr and hullab]. (Th, M.)

5353.
the dim.

o r u, a _ _ _

see )1; and 3,1,, of each of which it is

9'“ l4,

fl}: see 8,1,.

and!

01.3,:

a, ,.

3,33.

8/ ¢

see 8,1,, in two places: =and see also

31;; [Turning round, circling, or revolving,]

applied to the firmament, or celestial orb. (A.) .—

Applieg likewise to time, or fortune; (M, ;) as

also “5);, (s, M, A,1_<,) which is said to be a

rel. n., but is not so accord}. to AAF, though

having the form thereof, like w;é, (M,) the (_q

being a corroborative: (Msb voce :) thus

in the saying,

311"; *

(S, M,“E A)" K,“) occurring in a poem of El-’Ajjlij,

(S,) and, (M, K,) i. e. And time, orfortune,

turns man about from one state, or condition, to

another: (S, M,‘ A, Kz") or turns him about

C a) '

much. (Msb in art. ($55.): See also )5}, 1n

two places.

5 i, ’2 on

* l 62‘» 9"“?

31;; : see 1:15;, in three places.

3C3 ,lill, l3, (s, M, A, 131,) originally 31,53, of

the measure ($,) and '6”; ($, M, K,)

and '55, (M,K,) in which a, is changed into

(5,111,) D’s; being originally};§3,] and V (2,13,

There is not in the house any one: M,K:)

the broken pl. of and is 23133; the 3

being unchanged because of its distance from the

end of the word. (M.) ISd says, in the mfg,

that Yaakoob has erred in asserting )3; to be used

only in negative phrases; for Dhu-r-Rummeh

uses it in an affirmative phrase. (MF.)_. See

Id 40;

also Lil”).

see the next preceding paragraph.

553: sec 531;, in two places :_and see also

0- G: . r '

5,1», in two places: _and lily—Also [or

I! i) ’

perhaps lijp] The pieces of wood which the

water turns so as to mahe the will turn with their

turning. (Mgh.)_And A pair of compasses.

(T, K" TAJ .

2313; and 7 £363, of the head, A round part or

portion. (M, K.) _And of the belly, What

M9 _v“),

winds, or what has, or assumes, a coiled, or

circular-,forpn, ((5; l3, [so in the M and L, in

the K (52% 1.0, which is evidently a mistake,])

of the guts, or intestines, of a sheep or goat. (M,

L,_K.*) __ Accord. to IAal-, (T,) 7 5:15; and

51; are applied to Anything [rgund] that does

not move nor turn round : and and at; to a

thing that moves and turns round. (T, K, TA.)

_See also

5 a, o a. _

(5,13,: see ,l,,, in two places.

556, in which the 5 is added for the purpose of

transferring the word from the category ofepithets

to that of substs., and as a sign ofthe fem. gender,

(’Inayeh,) The circuit, compass, ambit, or circum

ference, of a. thing; (T, K, TA ;) as in the phrases

’5‘” all; the circuit of, or what surrounds, the

éélhl hodf, (TA,) or the Circ‘ltil qfhair around the

solid hoof, (T,) and all} 5,513 the circuit ofthe

face, or the parts around the face; (TA ;) and

l 53!; signifies the same: (K :) pl. of the former

£133; and of the latter (TA.) [Hence

one says, .9le all; Lib, meaning f This

is wider in compass, or more comprehensive, than

that. See also 10, third sentence.].._.A ring:

(M,K:) or the like thereof,- a circle: and a

round thing: as also V3313; pl. as above. (T.)

See an ex. voce 3313. _The circular, or spiral,

curl of hair upon the crown ofa man’s head .- (T,

M, z) or the place ofthe (IAar, M,

Hence the prov., ll [The cir

cular, or spiral, curl of hair upon the crown of

my head did not stand erect on account of him]:

said of him who threatens thee with a thing but

does not harm thee. (M.) _ [What is called, in

a horse, A feather; or portion of the hair

naturally curled or frizzled, in a spiral manner

or otherwise]: pl.;5l33. (T, S, Msb.) Inahorse

are eighteen pug (A0, T, s,) which are dis

tinguished by difi'erent names, as wt and

’ lill and $6! and itLIll‘ [823.]: (A0, T.)

._'..The round’ thing [or depression] (T) that is

beneath the nose, ('1‘, which is lihewise called

(T ,) as also 15,133 (T, 1;) and 1%,;3. (T.)

[But the in the middle of Ithe‘I upper lip is

The small protuberance termed 5.915., q. v.] =

A turn offortune : (A0 :) and especially an evil

accident,- a misfortune,- a calamity; (A) TA ;)

as also V3533: (TA :) defeat; rout:

slaughter: death: (TA :) pl. as above. (A, Msb,

See.) You say, 3913;" Calamities

befall them. (M.) And hence, 5;." in; [and

5:», in the Kur ix. 99 and xlviii. 6,] (s, Msb)

Calamity which befall-s and destroys. (Msb.

[Sge also art! ly.])=Also A. piece of wood

which is stuck in the ground in the middle of a

heap ofwheat in the place where it is trodden,

around which the balls or cows turn. (TA.)

I' be 9'

s,,.o= see s,l',. _ Also i. g. [A sitting

place, &c.]. (Seer, M.) '

313-; an inf. n. of (Lth, T.) =And also,

as a proper subst., (T,) The axis of the firmament,

[Boon I.

or celestial orb, [&c.] (T, A.) _ [And hence,

tThe point upon which a question, or the like,

turns. Pl. $51M]

9') ii 4

)IM: see gain—and see what next follows.

0

J; r]

4,» Inn” and 4,; '31.): [He is afl'ected by a

vertigo, or giddiness in the head: see 4].

I1!)

'6le A shin made round, and sewed,

in the form of a bucket, (S,) with which one

draws n-az‘er. K.) A rajiz says,

-’.9' “7 - ..:°' '
* “I’Ml 51"" LiW '9

' _ I 1.! i r r) .5 “I

sf,ng .Eaz’all ulJl-M 'j]

[Nothing will draw water in a well of which

most of the water has been exhausted, to which

many press to draw, except the hind quuchcts

made ofa round piece ofshin, ofample capacity]:

i. e. one cannot draw water from a small qaantity

but with wide and shallow buckets: but some

say, that at)» should be 35!“, from itjtizlt

2’26»! Us; holding it to be for “slits-Lg; and

a,1

-~

reading Us”; TA.)_Also A. garment

of the hind called ,6; figured (1;, TA) huh

sundry circles: pl. (TA.)

.14 O)

8”“, thus preserving its original form,

not having the , changed into I, (TA,) [in the

CK, erroneously, 853.2,] She-camels which the

pastor goes round about and milks.

Ii, J 9 r J

)9.» and 7,1.“ [blade round, meaning both

circularandsphelical; rounded; and simply round:

the former word is the more common: of the

I I o "

latter, see an ex. in a verse cited voce “it; : and

Q IO)

see also3%].

O I a b J i _

fix...» [a noun of place and of time from
r e' 0 _ 0 v)

)lJZ-el, agreeably With a general rule]: see ’13,.

a #0)

HM [Harlin], or assuming, a round, or

circular, form ; round, or circular: see also

You say [A round, or

fall, shining moon]. (A. {[Accord. to the TA,

the latter epithet is added as an explicative of the

former; but this I think an evident mistake.])

u"),

D 0/

1. Q6, aor. 91.93.}, (s, M, Mgh,) inf'. n, v.,,

(s,'1\-I,A,Mgli,1_<) and Jug; (M, A, K) and

Lola), (A, He trod, trod upon, or trampled

upon, (M, A, Mgh, Msb, 1g) a thing, (an,

Mgh,) or the ground, (Msb,) vehemently, (Mgh,

Msb,)° withgthe Jfogot. Mgh,Msb, You

say, Mlx'lo 0rd; [They trod, or trampled,

upon him, oh- it, with their fiet]. And

£5)! J25.» [The horses tram'pl’e

upon the slain with the hoofs]. _usl;

jLinLtt, (spa) or 5.2%.", (Maul or J4», (M,)

aor..,_,.:,.).£, ($,.Msb,) inf. 11. Lily, A,gMgh,)

or Us}; and “the, but some say that untge is

not of the language of the Arabs, and some say

that it is tropical, as though from U213 in the
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sense explained above, (Mgh,) or the professors

of practical religion use it in the place of

by a kind of license, relying upon the under:

standing of the heater or reader, or do so erro

neously, (Mgh,) He trod, or thrashed, (M, Mgh,

high) the wheat, (Mgh, Mgh,) or grain, (M,)

either by the feet of beasts, or by repeatedly

dran-ing over it the [q. v. infra] until it

became [or cut straw]; (Mgh;) as also

'LlSl. (M.) You say, WI grill;

[They trod, or trampled, upon, him, or it, with

the treading of reaped corn]. (A.)—L15,

(IAar, TA,) inf. 11. $53, (IAar, A, ,K,) He
1.4;, I”

chased him. (lAhl-,A,K.)_Q§l$ ,sal Ll,.
01' a! 1”, 91,4. ¢ .,

Ml), infill»; MLQJ The enemy [came upon

and] slen: the sons of such a one, and went through

the midst of their dwellings, and made havoc

among them. (TA.)_l;I.l3, (A, TA,) int‘. n.

$.33, (A, K,) IInivit cam,- scil., feminam:

(Az) vehemenler illicit eam: (A,K: [in the

former, this signification is given as proper,

though that immediately preceding is said to be

tropical: in the TA, the latter is said to be

tropiml:]) conscendit et cehementer inivit cam.

(TA.)—Lt}, (s, M, A, Mgh,) inf. n. $.33,

(n.,-h, 151,) or (Lg, (As, A, Mgh,) 111.; polished

it; namely, a sword, (S, M, A, Mgh,Msb, K,)

and the like, (K,) or some other thing. (Msb.)

_Hence, also signifies IThe framing,

and dressing up, of deceit, guile, or circumven

tion: (As, A, TA :) [agreeably with which ex

planation the verb, “his, is probably used, though

not mentioned in the A nor in the TA:] or

simply, the act of deceiving, beguiling, circum

venting, and practising artifice. (TA.) You say,

e033." I We set about theframing, and

dressing up, of deceit, guile, or circumvention :

(A z) or we set about deceiving, 8&0. (TA.)

4: see $.13, in the paragraph above.

7. vault It (wheat [or grain]) was, or became,

trodden, or thrashed. (S,"k TA.) [See 1.]

I

we; : see the next paragraph.

The lion (K,TA) that tramples upon

his prey. (TA.)—A courageous man; ;)

and any one that tramples upon his opponents,

or.adoersaries: (TA :) and [in like manner]
I O '

l was, originallylunjg, a courageous and strong

man, that tramples upon every one who alights
_ ' Or;

with him to fight: pl. of the latter, 3...». (AZ,

TA.)_1 Every one skilful TA) in his art;

because he abases (993;) every one who con

tends with him. (TA.)

Jél; [act. part. n. of U$13; Trending, &c.].

_ile [the fem.] (A) and [its pl.] (1.553 (M,

A, TA:) The bulls, or cows, that tread, or thrash,

wheat, or grain. (M,A,TA.)_J;Jl

The horses, or horses with their riders,

mine to them following one another. (S, K.) =

7 Also g. [A placp’in' which wheat or grain

is trodden out; like Lil“: or reaped wheat

collected together ,- or wheat collected together in

~—~ .A,_ ~\ _

the place where it is trodden out]; ;) so

accord. to Hisllam: or, as some say, he that

treads, or thrashes, wheat, and bruises it, in

order that the grain may come forth from it.

(TA.):J»,J> [pl. of (1.513, like as is pl.

of tPoll'shers of swbrds or the like; syn.

(IAar, 1;, TA. [In the 01;, and in a

MS. copy of the K, 8.11;, which is evidently a

mistake.])

Jolie, (15,) bllt by rule it should be (his,

(Msb,) and so, accord. to En-Nawawee, it is

also written, as though meaning “flan instrument

for treading,” (MF,) originally 9.33,, (TA in

art. Una-0,) A certain thing that is worn on the

foot (Msb, by a man; (Msb;) [a shoe, or

sandal, or a pair of shoes or sandals, of any

hind; accord. to present usage: or, accord. to

Golius, a hind of high-heeled shoe or sandal,

generally used by peasants, and fastened with

thongs or with a button or the like:] pl.

[which is a pl. of pauc., and the only pl. men

tioned]. (Msb.)

The thing [or machine, a hind of drag,]

with which wheat is thrashed, M, Mgh, L,

K,) by its being drawn over it (Mgh, L) re

peatedly,- called also (Mgh) [and

q. v.]; and so Vol.5}... A. polishing

instrunlent; tin instrument with which

swords Jo. are polished ; (Msb ;) a piece of wood

upon which is a. W [or polishing-stone], with

which the sword is polished: (M :) pl. vial};

($9

(in); $9 [A trodzlen road: or] a road

95/:

much trodden; (TA ;) as also lug“. (A,

TA.)

see what next precedes.

all; A place in which wheat [or grain] is

trodden, or thrashed. (S, [See also

9’0 0'6

9.54.3: see ’43.»?

d};

1. .1515, (T, M, Msb,) first pers. 1:33, (5,15,)

301‘. 15,34, (uh-1.1),) inf. 11.35;; (T, M, Mgh,

K,) and than, (M, TA,) int. n. 3561; (TA ;)

Ile mimed it ,' (M,K,) generally meaning nie

dicine, and perfume: (M:) and he mois

tened it, Msb, namely, medicine, &c.,

with water lj'c., (S,Msb,) or with, water

and the lihc: (K :) or 5C." 451; [he steeped it

in water], namely, perfume, &c.: (T :) and

all}, aor. inf. n. uni, is a dial. var.

thereof: (Msb and :36, aor. signifies the

same. (As, TA.) [A150, app, He bruised, brayed,

or pounded, it ,' or powdered, or pulverized, it;

namely, musk: see 3);, below.]

4 : see the preceding paragraph.

I);

Incubus, or nightmare; syn. 9.935.

(Ibn-’Abbéd, 1;.)

.—\. \-_-_.

:61; act. part. n. of 1. (T, TA.)_ And,
a I I '

applied to musk, i. q. Q)“, q. v. (TA.)

’Jr

a)“ (T: S: M) Mgb! and 53);}; (s: M1

Msb, K,) the latter of the dial. of Temeem, (M,)

and [said to be] the only instance of the killd, (S,

Msb,K,) i. e., of a pass. part. 11. of a triliteral

radical verb with a medial 3, (S, Msb,‘k TA,)

except high, as a variation of

3,723, Mgh,) though Mbr asserts it to bc

agreeable with a rule obtaining in all similar

cases, which none [other] of the leading autho

rities allows, (Mgh,) and 5,3; and (3,3; are

the usual forms, TA,) llIixed: (M, Msb :) or

moistened: or bruised, braycd, 0r pounded; or

powdered, or pulverized: Kz) applied to

perfume, (T,) or to musk: (S, M,K:) as also

v Jen. (TA.)

.9);

1. :56, aor. 3,35, ian n. and gelling,

IIe bruised, brayed, or pounded, it,- and

did so finely, or pulverized it; (TA;) namely,

perfume, (S, TA,) kc. (TA.) Also, inf. n.

He bruised it, and ground it, like as does a camel

a. thing with his breast [when lying upon the

ground]. (Z, TA.)_And @513, (AA, K,) aor.

3,3,], inf. n. (AA,) He compressed her;

namely, a woman; (AA, K;) and so

(AA.) And Ila leaped her; namely, a stallion,

the mare: (TA:) and in like manner said ofan

ass. (lDl'd, TA.)_ Aha 151;,(IDl-d,l_§,) 301-.

as above, inf. n. (IDrd,) He plunged

him (a man) in, water or dust. (IDrd,

And i. q. [He made him captive,- &c.-].

('1‘A.)=j»;ill all; The people, or party, fell

into a state of confusion (K, TA) in respect of

their case, or afair, and went round about [in

lm-pllwlol- (TA-) osésié éjillélé. (s)

éhllt, occurring in a trad., (TA,) inf. n.

(S, TA,) means The people passed the night in

confusion, and in going round about [in per

plezity]: :) or in a slate of confusion, and

commotion, or disturbance, and disagreement.

(TA.) _ And The people, or party, became

diseased, or sick. (Abu-r-Rabeea El-Bekrawee,

Aboo-Turab,

6. 55,145 They straitened one another K)

in war, or battle, or in evil, or mischief,

(S, K,) and in contention, or altercation.

A species of mother-qf-pearl-shell, or

oyster-shell. (IDrd, TA.)

3}}; : see

I'D;

3.5;) and l 355,; Evil, or mischief; and con

tention, or altercation; (S, K, TA 5) and a con

fusedhstate of afairs: pl. ofo’the former j)?

and 415;, and of the latter .9”. (TA.) One

says, and '§,; [They fell into

evil, 8th.]. And Ru-beh says,

0,5 .0 a so” .6.“

r to,» of ~ he) “

[And seldom, or often, I escapedfrom those evils,

&c.] (TA.) ‘
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5.5;); ; and its pl. : see the next preceding

paragraph, in three places._Also Disease, or

sickness. (Aboo-Turah, TA.)

3:13.; i. q. 3;" ', (1g) i. e., (TA,) A stone

upon which perfume is bruised, brayed, or

pounded; ($, TA ;) as also v.5); (TA) and

7 or this last signifies a stone with

which [perfume is bruised, brayed, or pounded:

($,TA:) F’s making this word and the first to

signify the same requires consideration. (TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

d»

1. i. q. (TA.) You say, stalls,

(s. Mons.) m Joli. (Men) M n- .353.

(KL,) meaning .1513; ($,Msb,K;) [i. e.] The

days came round [in their turns]. (KL)—

also signifies The changing of time, or

fortune,from (in? state, or condition, to another ,

;) and so My}. (TA.) [Hence,] one says,

u!) [The turn of fortune was, or

became, in his favour; or] good fortune came to

him : and 4;; £41, [The turn offortunc

was, or became, against him; or] good fortune

departed fromdhim. (MA.)_[Golius assigns

to db, with U), for its inf. n., as on the autho

rity of the and KL, two significations app.

from two meanings of one of which he

' seems to have misunderstood, and to neither of

which do I find any corresponding verb: they

are “Obivit alter alterum in bello :” and “superior

evasit.” There are many inf. ns. that have no

corresponding verbs.] _Jl>, aor. 3);], (T, K,)

inf. n. J}; and 53:3, (3,) or £133, (T,) He

became notorious [either in a bad or in a good

sense]; expl. by 33:51 3L3, (IAar, T, K,) i. e.

(TKO—#35” db, flor- Joli, The

garment, or piece of cloth, was, or became, old, and

J )1 J3) r r I

worn out. (AZ, [Hence,] J’s; a),

1 His love, or afi'ection, was beginning to become,

or at the point of becoming, worn out. (AZ, $,

TA.)_ See also 7.

2. d3; .He wrote a 3. (TA.)

3. djlg, [inf. n. 5933,] Ile made to come

round [by turns, or to be by turns]: hence the

saying in the Kur [iii. 134], Q3133

,th And those days, we make them to come

rbund [by turns] to men: ($,* K} TA :) or this

means, we dispense them by turns to men; (Bd,

Jel;) to these one time, and to these another;

(Bd ;) or one day to one party, and one day to

another. (Jel.) You say, 1,le

l [I dispensed the thing among them by

turns, and they had, or received, or took, it by

turns]. (Pd on the passage of the Kur quoted

above.) will; also signifies The giving a turn

of fortune, or good fortune. (KL. [See what

next follows.])

4. in», (M, 1;) inf. n. 5613], (T, TA,) [signi

fying He gave him a turn qfgood fortune, or a

turn to prevail over another in war, &c.,] is

from (T, M,K, TA. [See what npxt pre

cedes.]) Hence, [in the CK from il;33l,] the
n.:. o Jln e' -i

saying, U)» Q» 41H Ubl [God gave us, or may

God give us, a iurn to prevail over our enemy].

(sag) And .1133; 5... iii itinii and .2133; U12,

i. e. [Flay God appoint thee,

or give thee, a turn to prevail over thine enemy].
0’ D 5.1 Jll!

(Ham p. 547.) And we ()4 Us} oi!!! dbl

[God gave to chd a turii to have the superiority

over ’Amr;] i.e. God took away the turn of

good fortune, or the good fortune, (313.01,) from

’Amr, and gave it to Zeyd. (Har p. 118.)

Hence, also, (TA,) El-Haijéj said, $39: 5;

Q1? l3)! Q5 Jib}; [Verin the earth will

be given a turn to prevail over us, like as we have

been given a turn to prevail over it]; (Lth, T,

TA ;) meaning that it will consume us, like as

we have consumed [of] it. (T, TA.) And

Is f ’1'!

[hence] all); signifies 1,15: [or Victory]: ($,I_(:)

or [rather], as some say, it signifies 3}; [i.e.

aid against an enemy]: (Har ubi supraz) you

say, U11: @5123“ 0 God, aid meagainst

such 'a one. ($, and Ear ubi supra. [In the

D” 010».

former, oak: [33,455, as an explicative adjunct:

in the latter, 4:.Ls [51, for

6. 2,189.35 They took it, or had it, by turns.

($,1\I§b,K- See 3.) You say, ,3")! 6,133 We

took [or did] the afl‘uir by turns. (M.) And

Jail lVe did the work, and

the thing, or afl'air, by turns, among as. (T.)

And 1,351.33: They took it by turns to say,

or to do, that which was false, n‘rong, vain,

futile, or the like; syndrég 511:3. (A2 and

in art. ~ho...) And [std-5): 1.53th The hands

log]: it by turns. And éljéll

)loJl The winds blow' by turns upon, or over, the

remains that marked the site of the house [so as

to cjface them]; one time from the south, and

another time from the north, and another time

from the east, and another time from the west.

(Az, TA in art. J’s.) And, of a. thing, you say,

(T) or 3 ($) [meaning It is

taken, or done, by turns]. And

[The land was pastured on by turns].

(S and K in art. Malay.) [2,331.35 also signifies

They madefrequent use of it; i. e., used it time

after time, or turn after turn,- namely, a word

or phrase: but perhaps in this sense it is post

classical: see an ex. in De Sacy’s “Chrest.

Arabe,” sec. ed., p. 141 of the Arabic text]

And £55): The things alternated ,- or

succeeded one’another by turns, one taking the

place of another : (L in art. :) and [in like

manner] [the times]. (Msb and in that

art.) [See also 6 in art. ’55.]

7. ,23ill JUN The people, or party, removed,

or shifted, from one place to another. .—

Us t; was What has in his belly, (M, 15,)

of intestines or pcritonreum, (M,) came forth,

(M,I_{,) in consequence of its being pierced.

(M.)_And JD)! It (the belly) became n-ide,

.4 ~.__’\_.__.--~r--\,_r— /

and near, or approaching, to the ground. (M, K.)

Also (K) It (the belly) was, or became,flaccid,

flabby, or pendulous; ($, 0, ;) and 80 v

_. And It (a thing) danglhd, or moved to

andfro,- and hung. (M, K.)

ill; One of the letters of the alphabet, (3,) the

place ofutterance qf which is near to that of.” :

masc. and fem.; so that you say at; and

ill; [a beautiful 5]: the pl. is if masc.,

and [if fem. ; the latter the more common].

(TA.) = Also Afat woman. (Kh, TA.) =

See also

an inf. n. of 313 insenses explained above.

(K, KL.) = Also i. q. ,1, [A bucket]: :)

[an arabicized word from the Pers. 3);: or]

formed from by transposition. (TA.)

as an epithet applied to [or arrows]

i.q. V (IAar, M, K?) So in the saying,

a I i 03 r o a 1 1.

UN" the?" 0-: an“; bs-L:

[app. relating to a wild animal, and meaning He

seeks, or takes, refuge in the copious rainfrom the

arrows received in turns by one after another of

the herd]. (IAar, M.)= See also 5333.

all; i.q. a; [Notoriousness, &c.]: pl. [or
9 r

rather coll. gen. n.] 7 db. (IAar, T, _

[Accord. to the K, it is also an inf. n.: see 1.]

i I

A. turn, mutation, change, or vicissitude,

of time, or fortune, TA,) from an unfortu

nate and evil, to a good and happy, state or

condition; (TA ;) [i.e.,] relating to good; as

big, on the contrary, relates to evil: (As, T and

M in art. fl; :) [therefore meaning a turn ofgood

fortune,- afavourable turn offortune .' or] good

fortune [absolutely]: (KL:) a happy state or

condition, that betides a man: (MF:) [also] a

turn which comes to one or which one takes [in

an absolute sense]; syn. in art. .gyi :)

and [particularly] a turn [to share]

in wealth, and [to prevail] in war; as also V :

(’Eesa Ibn-’Omar,* T,‘E $,‘* M, K:") or each is

a subst. [in an absolute sense, app. as meaning a

turn of taking, or having, a thing,] from

Itng signifying “ they took, or had, the thing by

tums:” (Mgbz) or '55,; is in wealth; and

is in war; (Aboo-’Amr Ihu-El-’Ala, T, $, M,

Mgb, ;) this latter being when one of two

armies defeats the other and then is defeated;

(Fr, T5) or when one party is given a turn to

prevail (quid) over the other: one says,

o 1 Jr. 3 s o” a,

wastagmww H' 0’

over them in- mar was ours] : z) and can?) 45

UL; [The turn to precaihagainst

these returned]; as though meaning 5;": so

says Fr: but 75);, he says, is in religions and

institutions that are altered and changed with

time: ('1‘ :) accord. to Zj, (T,) or A’Obeyd, (so

in two copies of the $0153); signifies a thing

that is taken by turns,- and the act [of

taking by turns] ; (T, ;) and a transitionfrom

one state, or condition, to another: (T: [in this

last sense, app. an inf. n. : see 1, third sentence :])

[The turn to prevail

you say, V iéill 3Q, meaning [The out
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(or spoil, &c.,) became] a thing taken by turns

among them: :) and the saying, in the

Km [1M]. J's-ii» '55; 9 (,5

means That it may not be a thing taken by turns

[among the rich ofyou]: (T :) or relates to

the present life or world; and l 35);, to that

which is to come: (M,K:) and it is said that

the former of these two words signifies pre

valence, predominance, mastery, or victory ,- and

V the latter, the transition of wealth, blessing, or

good, from one pe’ople, or party, to] another:

(TAO the PI- (of a)5)$r Msb) is Jag. (S, M,

Msh, K,) like as is pl. of (Msb,) and

(of t 5,3,1“, s. Me»). .333 (T. M. Msb, K)

and 5,9,3, (3, TA,) and *3}; (M, 1;) is [a

quasi-pl. n.] of both, because, as IJ says, is

regarded as though it were originally (M.)

_ [In post~classical works, it signifies also A

dynasty : and a state, an empire, or a monarchy]

= Also The [or stomach of a bird; its

triple stomach .- or only its first stomach; the

crop, or crow]: because of its [or flac

cidity]. (lbn-‘Abbad, 1;.) And The

[which may here mean the same as the U4},

for this is one of the meanings assigned to it, and

this explanation of as» is not given by Ibn

’Abbz'1d: or it may here mean the intestines, of a

bird, into which thefood passesfrom the stomach :

or the gizzard]. __ And The at}; [or

fancial bag of the he-camel]. (Ibn-’Abbzid, K.)

_And A thing like a 831}; [or leathern water

bag] with a narrow mouth. (Ibn-’Abbad,

_And The side of the belly. [But]

I "a, 41s! I

accord. to Ibn-’Abbad, it); ,lésl in means

How large is his novel [(TA.)

5,3: see the next preceding paragraph, in nine

places: _ and see also what next follows, in

two places.

56,", (T, 5,19 and t 553, (Ibn-‘Abbéd, TA)

[and Lily‘s, as appears from what follows]; as

also (T, $) [and and A calaptitg,

or misfortune: (T, lbn-’Abbéd, $, K :) pl. 0'93;

(5) and 5'93; and 39,3. (Ibn-‘Abbéd, TA.)

You say, il; [and V u"~j3.a.g] and

V as»; (Ibn-’Abbad, TA) and 13%;, as also

5,2,», (Aboo-Mélik, K,) He, or it, came sis-11.,

or brought, or brought to pass, his, or its, cala

mities, or misfortunes : (Ibn-'Abbiid, s,

5H '4 ta

3;): and 43$,» Elg- :}
use:

see it”.

ids-3e 5;:

3,3,3 A plant that is a year old, M,K,)

and (M, or two years old, (AZ,

and worthless: (AZ, TA :) or especially what is

dry of the [plants called] and (M, K,‘

TA :) or any plant broken and black. (TA.)

3313; A sort of grapes of Ei-rey, (M, 15,)

Idach inclining to redness. [See also 95,,

in art. ,l;.]

i. q. 5313;, [in the CK, erroneously,

E'JSMEQJ used in an imperative sense [with its

Bk. I.

verb and the objective complement thereof under

Etood before it, and thus meaning Jim 5121;

ll'Iahe thou the action to come round, or

to be, by turns] : (M, K :) or it may be rendered

as meaning that the thing happened in this

manner [i. e. the action being made to come

round, or to be, by turns] : (Sb, M :) or it means

.3; [i.e. a taking, or doing, (a

thing) by turn after (another’s) doing so, and

may be rendered virtually in the same manner as

above, i.e. let the action be done by turns: or

the action being done by turns]: ($, 0, K: [in

the PS, 3.; '9‘3l35, which better explains

the two manners in which it is said to be used :])

IAar says that it is an invariable expression, like
'Da/r a

31.55,...- and and is from the phrase

blélsaj, said of persons when this takes

a turn and this a turn. (T, TA.) ’Abd-Beni-l

Has-has says,

* n J £199: .311 *

Meflliv-sapflwl);

J e 0J0 '04 E, 33,,

vf'fifnhfvelu-e- ‘Jp *

[When a bard (a kind of garment) is rent, the

like thereof is rent with the bard, the action being

done by turns, so that there is no wearer of the

bard; it having been rent so as to fall ofi]:

($z) the poet is speaking of a man’s rending

the clothing of a woman to see her person, and

her rending his also. (T, TA. [This verse is

related with several variations: see another read

ing of it voce in art. (as; with another

explanation of it.]) _. Ibn-Buzurj says, (T,)

sometimes the article at is prefixed to it, so that

i!

one says @353”, (T,) meaning One’s walking

with an elegant and a proud and self-conceited

gait, with an affected inclining of the bodyfrom

side to side, (T,) or one’s urging, or pressing

forward, and striving, [in the CK,

erroneously,;;..i'; Ql,]) in his gait, or pace,

(K,) when he moves about his shoulder-joints, and

parts his legs widely, in walking. (T, K,‘ TA.

In the copies of the K, qu- [or fish] is erro~

neously put for the reading in the T, TA.

[The author of the TK follows the reading

(Jim; and has fallen into several other evident

mistakes in explaining this expression; which is

itself", in my opinion, when with the article J1, a

mistake for .‘ialléil,’ mentioned in art. :U;.])

A poet uses the phrase £65.13! as mean

ing Walking, or going, in the manner explained

above: (lbn-Buzurj, T and TA in 'the present

art. :) or @1338! (TA in art. 31);.)

Jim; as meaning Dangling, or moving to and

fro; and hanging; is said by Seer to be of the

measure from Jill, and formed by

transposition; and if so, it'has no int: n. ; for the

word that is formed by transposition has no inf. n.

(M. [But for this assertion I see no satisfactory

reason.])

9e e'J lee :1 'e’ se'

djmb: see J’s. _ [J,l.t.2.ll)')lfll signifies,

in modern Arabic, The language commonly used]

~33):

9 - J 9 so,

‘19)), 01' ~49»: see art. cpls.

I),

1. LII», aor.,:,:u: and £1.12; (S, M, Msb,K;)

the sec. pers. of the pret. when the aor. is

being and when the aor. is Joli}, 3.3, ,'

(M ;) and accord. to Kr, (M,) you say also

5.2,, aor. ,2,33, which is extr., (M, K,) and not

of valid authority, held by the lexicologists [in

general] to be anomalous like is having for its

aor. and of which the aor. is

and; of which the aor. his-LL], and said by

Aboo-lBekr to be a compound of the pret. ofwhich

the aor. is$1.35 with the aor. of which the pret. is
'0:

¢~o> ; (M;) inf. 11.)}; and 1.133 [which is the
O

most common form] and [originally

like 5331;; originally £3,333, &c.];

(s, M, Msb,K;) i.q. [as meaning It (a.

thing, $, M, Msb) continued, lasted, endured, or

remained]: (Msb, :) and it became extended,

or prolonged ; syn. at: (TK :) and [it continued,

lasted, endured, or reniained, long ;] its time was,

or became, long: (TA :) and i. q. if? [as syn.

with a; (explained above) and as meaning it

continued, lasted, or existed, incessantly, always,

endlessly, orfor ever; it was, or became, perma

nent, perpetual, or everlasting]: (Msh in art.

L_,,.i.,,i:) and Loni-d signifies the same 3.8le [in

all of these senses]: (TA:) [but Mtr says,]

filjlpl [Thejourney continued, or continued

long,] is not of established authority. (Mgh.)

[Hence, 26:11.); Illay his dominion be oflong

continuance.] And ’2'ng all)»; (MA ;) and

be,

e.,.Lc

of the act. part. min at. a»; in the $, &c.,]

(S,' MA,) inf. n. 3.9L)»; He hept con

tinually, or constantly, to the thing, or afair.

(5, MA.) )1; L; means Continuance; because Lo

is a conjunct noun to )b; and it is not used

otherwise than adverbially, like, ag infil'ns.° Eare

used adverbially: you say, LJU a“, La Usqu '9,

i. e., [I will nol sit during the con

tinuaan q'fthy standing]; TA ;) [or as long

as thou standest; or while thou standest; for]

L. denotes_ time; and means

lei; 2‘; [i. e. Stand than during the period of

Zeyd’s'standing]. (Ibn-Keysan, TA.) [And

4133!! means Continually, or constantly;

like 6,515.]__Said of rain, it means It fell, or

descended, consecutively, continuously,_ or con

stantly. (Msb.) Some say, (M,) iCJl {5.313,

aorvéoj, inf. mfis, (M, K,) which, if correct,

should be included in art.1,3,, (M,) meanipg The

shy _rained continually,- as also 14.3» and

:45, (M, in which last the, is changedinto

(5 as it is in 5;», (M,) and lwlgl: (K:) or

rained such rain its is termed 1;”; (M in art.

Lab, [and ' £0315, as is shown by a. usage

in) and so ids, inf.n. in ‘asrt.

1,3“) and 'wlal. (Z, TA.) [See also»,,,

below.] IAar cites the following verse, (M,TA,)

by Jahm Ibn-Shibl, (TA in this art.,) or Ibn

Sebel, (TA in art. 5),», in which, also, the verse

is cited,) in praise ofa horse, as is said in “the

Book of Plants” of Ed-Deeniiwaree, and in

118
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“the Book of Horses ” of Ibn-El-Kelbee, not, as

J asserts it to be, in praise of a munificent

man, (TA,)

* its» as»; r

* 3;; as» it, 3e- ' all; 5; *

[He is the fleet, the son of the fleet, the son of

Sebel (a famous mare): they are unremitting

in their running, (the masc. pl. being here used,

though relating to horses, in like manner as it is

used in the Kur xli. 20,) he is fleet,- and they

arefleet, he is vehement in his running]: or, as

some relate it, (M, TA. [It should be

observed that the three verbs in this verse, and

the word \Jug-J, also relate to rain.])._IIt (a

thing, T) was, or became, still, or motionless; said

of water (T, $,* Msb,K,* TA) left in a pool by a

torrent, and of the boiling of a cooking-pot;

(Msb ;) and said, in this sense, of the sea: (M :)

and it stopped, or stood still. (T, TA.)_ +He

was, or became, tired, or fatigued: (T, TA :)

[app. because he who is so stops to rest] _ t It

(a. thing) went round, revolved, or circled: (T,

TA :) [app. because that which does so keeps

near to one place] [an inf. n. of'jsls, like

as is of}h§-,] signifies IThe circling of' a

bird (K, TA) around water. (TA. [But in my

MS. copy of the K, and in the CK, in the place

of Ifind "£033". See also 2.]) [Hence,]

4.3;; I He was taken, or afl‘ected, witha vertigo,

or giddiness in the head,- as also 4,, 'égsl, (M,

TA,) and t [app., in like manher, followed

by e.]. (2, TA.) _ $3.111 c.4113, (K,) int“. n.

333, (TA,) +T/w bucket became full: (K:) in

this meaning, regard is had to the stagnant water

[in the bucket]. (TA.)

2. and and 5:; said of

horses: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph,

in three places. _ £2.05; The dogs went

far: (Akh, IAar, M, K:) or continued their

course. (IAar, M.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says, (de

scribing a. wild bull, T, TA,)

Jr; 1 O 5 0,5, I

gfbffll uf QM}: ‘3]
L510

Oer 53

:1: n5} '

[Until, when they went far in the land, pride

returned to him : but, had he pleased, flight had

saved his blood : J, however, assigns to the verb

in this instance another signification, as will be

seen below]. (M, TBA.)0_,°_;> said of a bird,

(T, M, K,) inf. n. £2.16, (T, s,) 11¢ circled

(Lth, T, S, M, K, TA) in the shy, (Lth, T, M, K,)

as also v)}l.\3, (KL,) [or [034.5, (see

to rise high towards the shy,- (S ;) as also 'jlglel:

(M,K:) or circled in the shy, (M,) or flew,

(T,* without moving its wings; (T, M, ;)

like the kite and the aquiline vulture: (T, TA :)

or put itself into a state of commotion in its

flying. (TA. [See also 1, near the end of the

paragraph.]) Dhu-r-Rummch makesggiéll to be

on the earth, or ground, in the verse ciied above

in this paragraph ; [as though the meaning were,

1‘ Until, when they went round &c. ;] As disallows

this, and asserts that one says only (5;,

y

1,, :~e: i: r!

M W 2U:

and {14:11 Us but some affirm that $223!

is correct; and say that hence is de

rived iiailjill, meaning “the round thing [or

top] which the boy throws, and makes to revolve,

or spin, upon the ground, by means of a string;”

though others say that this is so called from the

phrasejlill [explained below], because, by
reason of Ithe quickness of its revolving, or spin

ning, it seems as though it were at rest: and

1:135 is like Q3352: some, however, say that

vibldégl): signifies the dog’s goingfar inflight :

($ :) AITeyth says that, accord. to “HQ-,3! is

only the act ofa bird in the sky :_ (T, TA :) AAF

says that, accord. to some, £232]! is in the sky,

and it)?” is on the earth, or ground; but accord.

to others, the reverse is the case; and this, he

says, is the truth in his opinion. (M, TA. [see

also in art. (53>.]) _You say also,

$154" (M) Kr) or :ul M‘ “35: (T!)

or 51:)! uh, ($,) i. e. jut [or

J0..." .xsé: £51,, lit. IThe sun spun in the

shy, or in the middle of the shy,- mcaning, was as

though it were spinning] ; (T, M, ;) or was as

though it were motionless [&c.]: (T, z) and

hence is [said to be] derived the word

applied to the boy’s revolving, or spinning, thing.

(T.) Dhu-r-Rumrneh says, (describing the [insect

called] was-72;, [generally said to be a species of

locust,] TA in art. gas”)

11:0, '95 ¢~ ‘01:»)

a: 1;. .13 we ' ‘ L; A, .v of 1' *

a), 25". vi L5” ,

(T,* S, TA) i. e. Venturing upon the [vehement]

heat of the pebbles, [meaning the vehemently-hot

pebbles,] striking them with its foot, for so the

does, (TA,) t when the sun is [apparently]

stationary in the summer midday, [as though

perplexed in its course,] as though having a spin

ning [in the region between heaven and earth]:

(T, TA :) or as though it mere motionless.

_And one says, 1’ [His eye rolled,

i. e.] the black of his eye revolved as though it

were in the whirl of a spindle. (IAar, M, K.)=

[Igg isgalspgtrans] You say, $331143, (M, K,)

intlnvflagw", (TA,) t He made the 3.41;; [or top]

to revolve, or spin [so as to seem to be at rest, as

has been shown above]: (M, or he played

with the w§,. (TA.) _.And Q,Li}liJl as},

I The wine intoxicated its drinher’so as to make

him turn _round about. (As, S, TA.)_And

’LSQQM +They around the turbans around

their heads. (TA.)-And a9. ,3, +118 put

much grease into the broth. so] that it sn-am round

upon it. (M, _4;_:;35!1 [or app. 12.3333,

Owl] also signifies t The mumbling the tongue,

(ind rolling it about in the mouth, in order that

the saliva may not dry up : so says Fr. (S, TA.)

__ [Hence, app., as the context seems to indicate,]

Dhu-r- Rummeh says, describing a camel braying

in his 5’ [or faucial bag],
..:,..,,

M

a

'70:! :5 '4i4

‘* Us): ’1'; I»

[as though meaning +He made his braying to

roll, or rumble, in it, and threatened]. (Fr, S,

TA.) __ And/,5; signifies t He moistened a thing.

($, M, K.) Ihn-Ahmar says,

* Jlist e.,.th [35,

($,M;) i. e. +[And hope sometimes, or often,]

moistens the saliva [of the eager]: ($z) he is

praising En-Noaman Ibn-Besheer, and means

that his hope moistens his saliva in his mouth by

making his eulogy to continue. (IB.)_IHe

mixed, or moistened, or steeped, ($6,) safl'ron,

(Lth, T, S, M, K, TA,) and stirred it round in

doing so: (Lth, T, TA:) he dissolved safi'ron in

water, and stirred it round therein. (A, TA.) _..

3.1a:th and t w», (s, M, 15,) He stilled the

boiling ofthe cooking-pot by means of some [cold]

water: :) or he sprinkled cold water upon [the

contents qf] the cooking-pot to still its boiling:

(M,K:) or the former, or both, (M,) he

allayed the boiling of the cooking-pot by means of

something, (M, K,) and stilled it : (M :) and the

latter signifies he left the cooking-pot upon the

)i') Ora

19-2 #5: *

[or three stones that supported it], after it

had been emptied, (Lh, M, K,) not putting it down

nor kindling afire beneath it. (Lh, M.)

3, )l'ijt 32,315, and;'£jl,o,i;: see 1. =See

also 10.

4. lobl, (inf. 11. 51.13pm) trans. of); ; (s,

M,*1\Isb,1_(;*) [i. e.] i.q. 1.1.55 [IIe made

it to continue, last, endure; or remain: to be

extended, or prolonged: to continue, last, endure,

or remain, long : and to continue, last, or exist,

incessantly, always, endlessly, or for ever; to be

permanent, perpetual, or everlasting]: :) he

did it continually, or perpetually : (MA :) he had

it continually, or perpetually. (MA, KL.) [Ac

cord. to Golius, followed in this case by Freytag,

Lajlfi signifies Pcrennitate donaoit; a. signifi

cation app. given by Golius as on the authority of

the KL; but not in my copy of that work]

33:5”,0151: see 2, last sentence. _;.;Jl)lsl t He

filled the bucket. (K,TA.) _.i2\3'g1 also sig

nifiesflxa'gll [i. e. The' trying the

sonorific quality oi' the arrow by turning it round

upon the thumb: or, as explained in this art. in

the TK, the making the arrow to produce a sharp

sound upon the thumb : or _rather this or the

former is the meaning oflg-xll 5.16]; for, as is

said in the TK,,;:Jt)1>\ signifiesikw'fil uls- 95;

(i. e. 3,53]. (T, 1;.)=zi;.1'4\ cum: see 1, in

the latter half of the paragraph, in two, places. __

7 a

4,5,5»: see 1, last sentence but one.

5: see 2 : _. and see also 10.

6 : see 2: _and see also 4.

10.leJ-ul: see 1.._.And see also 2.._And

see 1,. last sentence but one.=As a

trans. v., (T,) 1'. q. )2231, (Sh, T, TA,) as also

53.0, (K, [or this may perhaps be used only

without an objective complement expressed,]) and

.53, (T,) or (Sh, TA =) you say, jails

13$, meaning i333! and t [Look thou for,

expect, await, unit,for, or watch for, such a
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thing] (T.) [When no objective complement is

expressed, it seems to mean 1-He paused, and

acted with deliberation, or in a patient or leisurely

manner, or he waited in expectation; app. from

the same verb as syn. with ; and thus, like one

who hovers about a thing: see and see also

And Llwl I He acted with moderation,

gently, deliberately, or leisurely, in it; ($, M, K,

TA ;) namely, an affair, or a case: z) or he

sought, desired, asked, or demanded, its continu

ance, or long continuance, or endless continuance :

and so t 4,4,1} (M, 1;, TA) in both of these

senses: (K, TA :) or he asked him to render a

thing continual &c.: (Mgh, Msb, TA:) and also

1-he acted gently and deliberately in it; namely,

an affair, or a case : (Msb :) and t he acted gently

with him,- (Fr, T in art”), M, Msb, 11;) i. e.,

another person, (Msb,) or his creditor; as also

bglizl, (Fr, T, M, K,) which we judge to be

formed from the former by transposition, because

we do not find it [in this sense] to have any inf. n.

(M.) A poet says, (T, $, Mgh,) namely, Keys

Ibn-Zuheyr,

so #541 ’0: Deb: ,1

1* man, s 1,. his.» a.» s

. v,_. .51.,5." snag; a; .

(T, S, Mgh,) i. e. t [Therefore haste not in thine

ajfair, but act with moderation, gently, deli

berately, or leisurely, therein]; for no one has

straitencd thy stafi' by turning it round over the

fire, (T,) meaning, no one has managed thine afi'air

soundly, like one who acts with moderation, &c.

(T, high.) And another says, namely,

Mejnoon, (TA,)

?' 1' '~ ~ 1'‘ uf’lig'i’uuu'uuili l

s *

meaning 1- [And verily I am blaming Leyld; and

verily, notwithstanding that,] I look for her

aiding me by good conduct [in the matter that

is between us]. You say also,

#121,; I seek, or desire, or ask, of God’the

contihuance, or long continuance, or endless con

tinuance, of thyfavour, or the like. (Mgh, TAR“)

And I ask God to continue, or

continue, long, 850., My might, or power, &c.

(Msb.) The phrase .9?" )lJZ-al, meaning

[He continued long the wearing of the garment,

or] he did not hasten to pull of the garment,

may be from the saying ,list gilt,

meaning I looked, or watched, or whited, for the

end, or issue, or result, of the afl'air, or case.

(Msb.)=Also He (a man) stooped his head,

blood dropping from it: formed by transposition

from @331]. (Kr, TA.)

I r 4

)l} tori“; : see the latter word.

an inf. n. oil [(1, v.]. (S, M, Msb, _

[Hence,] tmt L; The sky ceased

not to rain [in the manner of the rain termed

as]; and w '64; L23; (Mas; [in the 01;.

errdneously, (é, L23; ;]) in which the [5 is inter

changeable witli the; ; (M ;) mentioned by Afln,

on the authority of Fr. (TA.) _. See also Lilli,

in two places.= Also [The cucifera Thebaica;

(Delile, “Floraa iEgypt. Illustr.,” no. 941;) or

Theban Palm; so called because abundant in the

Thebais; a species offan-palm; by some called

the gingerbread-tree, because its fruit resembles

gingerbread: accord. to Forskfil, (under the

heading of“ Flora. Arabia: Felicis,” in his “ Flora

Egypt. Ara .,” p. cxxvi.,) Borassus flabelli or

mis; a name applied (after him) by Sonnini to the

Theban palm; but now generally used by botanists

to designate another species of fan-palm :] the

tree ofthe J31; M, Msb,K;) a well-known

kipd of tree, of which the fruit is [called] the

J

Ji-o: (TA:) n.un. with 3: AHn says that the

[is a tree that] becomes thick and tall, and

has [leaves of the hind termed] 90);, like the

90,6- of the date-palm, and racemes like the

racemes of a date-palm. (M, TA.) Accord. to

Aboo-Ziyéd El-Aarabee, (AHn,M,) The

' [which properly signifies the fruit of the )M, but

here app. means, as it does in the present day, the

tree called )3“, a species of late-tree, called by

Linn. rhammls spina Christi, and by Forskal

rhamnus nabeca,] is also thus called, (AHn, M,

K,) by some of the Arabs: accord. to ’Omarah,

great [trees of the hind termed] )Ju: (Alfln, M:)

and, (M, K,) accord. to him, (M,)big trees qfany

kind. (M, 1;.) [See also £1.33, below.]

1": 45/ 59/ rag a, w

,9, whence the saying 1,.» Log) 1L...“ c.th Lo:

00/ a

see )5).

122?: see

n. un. 013;}. (M, TA.) [Also, app., as

in the present day, and as appears from what

follows, A singlefruit of the tree called )33.] .—

And +11 testicle; (K ;) as being likened to the

fruit of the (TA.)_ [Golius also explains

it, as on the authority of the K, as meaning

“Ebriosa mulier;" and Freytag, as meaning

“ mulier vinum vendensz” both are wrong: it is

mentioned in the K as the name of a woman who

sold wine.]

5;.) A lasting, or continuous, and still rain :

(As, M, and TA voce q. v. z) or rain in

which is neither thunder nor lightning,- the least

of which is the third qfa day or the third of a

night; and the most thereof, of any period: (AZ,

S in art.mu :) or rain that continues some days:

(Msb :) or rain that continues long and is still,

without thunder and lightning: (Kf TA :) or

rain that continuesfive days, or size, (M, K,) or

seven, (K,) or a day and a night, (T in art. g},

M, K,) or more; (T, TA ;) or the least whereof

is a third of a day or of a night ,- an? the most

thereof, qfany period: (K, TA :) pl.,“u, ($, M,

K,) the 3 being changed [into [5] in, the pl.

because it is changed in the sing., (M,) and

(Abu-l-’Omeythil, T, and [0011. gen. n.] 7;).

(Sh, T, TA.) [See also jI;.]_Hence other

things are thus termed by way of comparison.

(s) It is said in a ma. (s, M) of ’Aisheh, (M,)

is, be (s, M, Msb) +115. work was

incessant [but moderate, or not excessive] ; (Msb ;)

referring to Mohammad ; (T, $, M, Msb;) on her

being asked if he preferred some days to others:

(T :) she likened it to the rain termed ing: in

respect of continuance and moderation. (T,

And it is related 01' Hudheyl'eh that he said,

mentioning [i. e. trials, or probations, or

conflicts and factions, &c.], Log? fill-Q3!

meaning 1-[Verily they are coming to you]

filling the earth, or land, [and] with continu

ance. (T.)

-. . _ 2.
1M; (m the CK [erroneously] flab) The sea,

or a great river; syn.,...é; (M,K;) because of

the continuance of its water: (M :) originally

it”), or if the latter, the change of the 3

into i is anomalous. (TA.)

:ijul : see 1, near the end of the paragraph.

0 :0, Ir :

Jo’s-g; and 3.9.43, held by Aboo-’Alec to be

fromistéslt, and therefore to belong to the present

art.: (TA 2) see art.)5. = The latter is also an

inf. n. Oflal; [q. v.]. M, Msb,

Q IA vertigo, or giddiness in the head ; i.q.

,\,,. (sgl M,*I§,:1‘A. [In the 035,311,; ’i: erro

neously put for)13>.]) You sayuslj; a“! I[A

vertigo took him, or attacked him]. And

it}; 1 [He has a vertigo]. (As, TA.)

a.I is

)1); : see what next follows.

£15; 1-The [or round thing, i. e. top,]

which the boy throws, and makes to revolve, or

spin, upon the ground, by means of a string:

($, M,‘ K :*) the derivation of the word has been

explained above: see 2, in two, places: (T, $ :)

pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.] (M, _

)Léll t [The whirlpool of the sea; so in

the present day;] the middle of the sea, upon

which the waves circle (),J: [i.e. (TA.)

1251; [Continuing, lasting, enduring, or remain

ing:- being extended or prolonged: (see 1, first

sentence :)] continuing, lasting, enduring, or re

maining, long : (TA :) [and continuing, lasting,

or existing, incessantly, always, endlessly, or for

ever; permanent, perpetual, or everlasting : (see,

again, 1, first sentence :)] and signifies the

same as its, ($, M, K,) applied to shade; (S,

M,) being an ian 11. used as an epithet: (M :)

I )0! l fl’

originally )”._u,] like ,913, (M,) signifies the

same as 12:1; [app. in the last of the senses ex

plained above; being of a form proper to intensive

epithets]: (M,K:) Lakeet Ibn-Zurarah says,

and 1,2,5, also, (M, K,) [of the measure

uni, .v r a ,u , .5.

' j’Ul, JLLa’Jl, l» om *

as; an r J I leer e

* J's-e" J15": ole" wk": *

[Difl'erent, or widely diferent, are this and

embracing and sleeping and the cool drinking

place and the continual shade]. (I B, TA.) And

the Jews are related, in a trad. of ’A'isheh, to have

said [to the Muslims], 'dtitljliflxhé, mean

ing All" 53;", [i. e. May7 everlasting death

come upon you; saying QC." in the place of

1231:", and] suppressing the L; [or rather the

hemzch] because of [their desire toassimilateA514."

118*
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4°}, _ Q),

to] ,sLJL (TA.) [Hence Q13 meaning Con

tinually : and always, orfor even] ._ Also 1 Still,

or motionless; said, in this sensezp’f water;

M, Mgh,Msb,K,TA ;) and so L”). (M, TA.)

._ It is also said of that which is in motion, [as

signifying 1* Going round, revolving, or circling,

(see 1,)] as well as of that which is still, or

motionless; thus having two contr. meauiilgs':

so says Aboo-Bekr. (TA.) _ [Hence,] ' 35)»

2,13 1- [Broth into which is put much grease so

thdt this swims round upon it]: which is extr.,

because the , in this instance should by rule be

changed into a hemzeh. (M. [The meaning is

there indicated by the mention of this phrase

immediately after q.v.])

53,13 see the next preceding paragraph.

a 5’ g a

do,” : see’51,, first sentence.

’1‘: '

),}l [More, and most, continual, lasting, &c.]

a a I S v) I

You say, 1.3% $5! ,A [It is more continual,

or lasting, &c., than such a thing]: from ,ngin.

(IJ, M.)

iii; Continual, or lasting, rain. (IJ, M,

[See also 3;», above.] _ And Wine; as also

[Lid-1: (T,'$, M,K :) so called because it is

made to continue for a time (T, M) in the

(T,) or in its receptacle, (M,) until it becomes

still after fermenting: (T :) or because, by reason

of its abundance, it does not become exhausted:

(Sh, T :) or because ofits oldness: (AO, T :) or

because it is the only beverage of which the

drinking can be long continued: (M,K:) or

because the drinking thereof is continued for days,

to the exclusion of other beverages. (A, TA.)

.r a s

is!» : see what next precedes.

I r 8

),\A:0 and l A stick, or piece of wood,

(M, K,) or some other thing, (M,) with which one

stills the boiling of the cooking-pot. (Lh, M,

.2311 (Y1. s, M. K. TA. [in the CK.

erroneously, balm and [5.5.5, (M, TA,)

Land upon which have fallen rains such as are

Or 1 '

termed,» [pl. of 1,3,]. (Yzf $,* M, K,*TA.)

1.3.x; i.q. (S, [Having blood flowing

from his nose : or, accord. to the P$ and TK as

meaning having a continual bleeding ofthe nose].

2,5,) 5.05 4- a

4.05.,“ w)li see 1.5.9.0.

J :0 I40 M\

)1)“: 586,0)“.

’0',

5h,.,\.';.;, applied to birds, means Going round,

or circling, over a thing: and this is meant by

' ~353Mb, which is used for the former word,

in the saying [of a rajiz], describing horses,

* econ; ,,...-i= .n?a. *

i.e. Like birds when thou loohcst at, or watchest,

those of them that are going round, or circling,

Over a thing= (S, TA 1*) 0r Qingazn signifies

waiting, or watching. (TA.)

Q I It,

{,aLejJZa : see what next precedes.

see 10. Accord. to Sh, (TA,) it

signifies 1- Excccding the usual bounds in an

afl'air; striving, or labouring, therein ; or taking

pains, or extraordinary pains, therein. (T, TA.)

0),

1. (its, aor. 6,35, inf. n. and Kabul,

($.19) with 1.1mm. (K.) M n- 5615;; (s ago,

or it, was, or became, such as is termed (3,3;

($,K;) [i.e.] low, base, vile, &c.: or weak:

mentioned by Er-Raghib on the authority

of IKt: (TA :) so say some: but accord. to

others, has no verb. TA.) if, (as

in my copies of the $,) or It, (as in the

TA,) at the end of a verse of ’Adee, as some

relate it, [perhaps the only au’thority for these

_ u I: is

two verbs,] 1s accord. to others (34,3), from Us;

meaning “he, or it, was, or became, weak.”

($, KO

2. @agén (5,, (int. 11. 53,33, TA,) He

wrotc, composed, 0r drew up, the register [81.0.].

(s: Mgh, K, TA!) And cats» 03: He

instituted, appointed, or arranged, the registers

for the prefects, or administrators, (Mgh, Msb,)

and the Kddees, (Mgh,) or others : (Msb :) said

of ’Omar; who is related to have been the first

that did this, (Mgh, Mgh,) among the Arabs.

(Mgh.) And 4’3" Q5: He collected the writings.

(Mgh.) [And 0,“, He collected the

poetry of such a baa] And signifies also

The writing [a person’s name lieu] in a of”,

[or register]. (KL) You say, He wrote it

[in a register]. [And He registered

him.]

' i _ 0' e 1'4! I

4. w», 1an n. 31,1: see 1. =45»! L0 [as

meaning] How low, base, vile, &c., is he, or it !]

is [asserted to be] a phrase not used, (As, T, K,

TA,) because [it is said that] has no verb.

(A?) T; TA')

5. (3343 He was, or became, in a state qfcom

plete richness, wealth, or competence. (IAar, T,

K.) [See also Perhaps both are correct,

as dial. vars.]

a}; Low, base, vile, mean, paltry, inconsider

able, or contemptible; (Fr, T, $, M,‘ Msb, K,)

applied to a man 800.: (T, Msb:) and inferior,

i. e. lower, baser, viler, &c., in grounds of pre

tension to respect or honour [or in any approvable

quality] : (Lth, T :) and such asfalls short [of a

thing]; used in this sense as a prefixed noun:

(Ham p. 686:) [see below what is said of its

usage as a prefixed noun by Lth and by Sb : and

used as an epithet, scanty, or deficient; applied

to anything:] and of a middling sort; between

good and bad,- applied to a. man and to a com

modity : (M :) and also high, or eminent, in rank

or condition; noble, or honourable : (T, K :) thus

it bears two contr. significations (K) [and signi

fications intermediate between those two]. A

poet says,

* assist; 5;." 9.; c; s; ~

0» 0% o» ups-mg fit) .

[When the man is high in rank, or nobility, he

1 e

seeks highness : and he who is low is content with

that which is low]. ($.) Accord. to the most

common usage, (Mgh,) or accord. to what is

asserted to be the most common usage, (Lh, M,)

one says Q}; (T, M, Mtib, K) and

0,; it. (M, Ma) A man who is [of a

llind that is] low, base, &c., and a thing that is

[ofa kind that is] long, Jbasp,’ '&c.: (bilst abut

sometimes they said Q3; Joy) and 02; 262:,

without 5...; (M, Mgh,) and 5,3 1}}: a bad

[or an inferior] garmcljt, ozpigce of cloth : (M :)

or one should not say 0,; JL, ; (T, K 3) for the

Arabs did not use this phrase. (T.) Accord. [to

Lth, one says, Lib [This is the inferior

of that], when meaning to denote by it low esti

mation, using the nom. case: (T :) [but this is

uncommon, if allowable :] Sb says that Q); is

not used in the nom. case as a prefixed noun : as

to the saying in the Kur [lxxii. 11, an instance

similar to which occurs also in vii. 167],

all} (iv-Lain, the meaning is,

Ali [i.e. Ofus are the righteous, and of

Marc a party below that party in rank or esti

mation]; (M, TA;) or, as another says, 0,; is

here in the accus. case but in the place of a noun

in the nom. case because it is generally used as an

adv. n. (TA.) _ As an adv. n., 0,; signifies

Below, contr. of 6;; ($, K;) as denoting a

falling short of the [right or approved] limit;

;) or denoting low, or mean, estimation or

condition ,' (Lth, T, M ;) or a condition lower,

baser, viler, &c., than that of another, in grounds

of pretension to respect or honour [or in any

approvable quality]; (Lth, T ;) [and hence, in

ferior to, beneath, under, or short of, another in

rank, height, size, &c. ;] and less than another,

and more deficient than another: (Fr, T:) and

also above; i. q. 6;; (T, 5) in highness, or

eminence, of rank or condition, or in nobility;

('l‘ ;) [and hence, exceeding another, and more than

another:] thus bearing two contr. significations.

(K.) You say, meaning Zeyd is [below

thee, or] in a condition lower, bascr, viler, &c.,

than thine, in grounds of pretension to respect or

honour [&c.] : and when one says, “ Verily such

a one is high, or eminent, in rank or condition,”

or “is noble,” another replies, meaning

And above that. (T.) _ Also Hencath, below in

situation, or under,- syn. (T, TA.) Using

it in this sense, you say,

[May the cheek ofthine enemy be beneath lhyfoot] :

(T, TA :) and [He sat below him].

(TA.) _Also Before in respect ofplace, or in

front: and [the contr., namely,] behind, or beyond.

(T, M, K.) [You may say, using it in the former

sense, He sat before him, or in front

of him : (see Ham p. 86:) and, using it in the
r ; 1 ~' 9 t ea

,sense,] you say, 0,; Lo uh )9?! l.»
a

latter

0);”?- This [man] is governor, or prince, over

what is beyond [the river] Jeyhoon. (TA.) _.

And i.g. [generally signifying Before in

respect of time; but as some say, in respect of

place also, which may perhaps be here meant] :

(T :) and [the contr., namely,] i. q. [gene

rally meaning after in respect of time; but as
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some say, in respect of place also, which may

perhaps be here meant]. (Fr, T, TA.)_.. It

signifies also Nearer than another thing: (5,

Msb, 1;.) so in the phrase $155,; 13.}. [This

is nearer than that]; ($, Mgib;) or Lib

[this is nearer than he, or it]. (K.) [Hence,]

one says also, meaning Draw thou

near in the space that is between me and thee:

(A Heyth, T :) [or approach thou nearer to me :]

or draw thou near [or nearer] to me. (IAar, T,

M, And a saying of

a poet, means Yezeed lowers the eye towards a

spot between me and him. (AHeytb, T.) [m

3&59! 43);, also, has a similar meaning: see 1 in

art. So, too, has the phrase,

k33,3: see 3 in art. Q}. And hence,] one

says, )3." [In the way of, or to, the

river, or on this side qf the river, or nearer than

the river, is a company of men,- or] before thy

reaching the river [there is to be found, or encoun

tered, a company qf men]. And J75

alibi Jijjl [In the way of, or to, the slaying of

the lion, or] before thine attaining to the slaying

qfthe lion, terrors [are to be encountered]. (T,

TA.) [And : see 1 in art. 195.]

And 5:53." [It intervened as an obstacle

in the way to the thing,- or] it preventedfrom

attaining the thing. (\V p. 71.) [And

{is}. There is nothing intervening as an obstacle

in the way of, or to, him, or it.] And [hence,]

all; (35', and $.23, and 4:5], and 0);, .He

{5... slain in, defence’og“ his property, andan him

self, and of his brother, and of his neighbour.

(Occurring in a trad. commencing with the words

35.5 éfll, in the “ Jami’ es-Sagheer,” and thus

explained in the margin of a copy of that work.)

[And 23,;

1‘ He defended him as though by barhing in the

way to him.] _ [Hence,] also i. q. ui; [as

meaning Against; denoting defence by means of

intervention: see an ex. in a verse cited voce

(Fr, T, TA.) _And i.q. [mean

ing At, near, nigh, by, or near by; with, or pre

sent with; &c.]. (Fr, '1‘, Ibn-Es-Seed.) Accord.

to Ez-Zowzanee, it has this meaning in the saying

' is a modern phrase meaning

of Imra-el-Keys, [describing a horse,]

' 13:33 dial-Pl! W1:' ,l-i "

.1.) 0- is _ as a r

" can.) Us, “191,-.- *

(TA, but only the former hemistich is there given,)

i. e. And he made as to overtake the foremost of

the wild animals, while near to him were those

that lagged behind, in a herd, not dispersed.

(EM p. 48.) _.And i. q”; [as meaning Other

than, beside, or besides, exclusively qf, or not as

used before a substantive or an adjective].

Hence, in the Kur [xxi. 8‘2], 31;;

[And who should do work other than, or

than, that]. (Fr, TA.) And in the same [iv.

51 and 116], 411'; 5,; C. But Ile will

forgive what is other than that : or, as some say,

what is less than that. (Er-Rfighib, TA.) And

_ . _ _ 'I a e e a a 0

so, it is said, in the trad., QB!M Q); Ls-Q we!

, . .

a, r 4

35.1.0 [There is no poor-rate to be exacted in the

case of what is other than, or not, or, rather

less than, five ounces]. (K.) So, too, it is said

to mean in the trad., b.fo

[He allowed the divorcing a wife fora gift, or

compensation, other than the Unlif (q. v.) of her

head: iriatl’ie OK, in which é.qu is erroneously

put for chi-ll, this is given as an ex. ofojb in the

sense of 6;», which is syn. with )3]: or the

meaning is, for anything, even for the valis of

her head. (K, TA.)_It is also used (M, K,

TA) as a subst. (M, TA) with prefixed to it,

[very often in this case, in the and elsewhere,

as meaning 1;, and sometimes in other senses

explained above,] and likewise with .2), (M, K,

TA,) though rarely. One says, lib

and 415,; MA [This is below thee, or above

thee: &c.]. (M, TA.) And it is said in the Kur

[mai- 231. ofiijliksi .3» 34-33 (M.TA)
And hefound in a place’below Ithem two women :

(de) or beside them, or exclusively of them.

(Jeh) One says also, u] L’s-b or

[meaning This belongs to me exclusively of thee] ;

i. e. thou hast no right nor share [with me] in

this. (K1111 p. 186.) The phrase

45,34 [app. as meaning Among whom was such

(is not below him in respect of knowledge of

poetry] is used by Akh in his book on rhymes.

(M, TA.) _ It also denotes a command, (T, K,)

and an incitement (Fr, T, $, K) to do a thing.

Using it in the former sense, you say,

sliji, meaning Take _thou the dirhem;

(T ;) or all" and géillg 33,3, meaning

Tahe thou the thing : (M :) and using it in the

latter sense, you say, 33,3, K, TA,) meaning

Keep thou, cleave thou, cling thou, or hold thou

fast, to him,- and take care ofhim: (TA :) or

Keep thou, &c., to Zeyd, taking care

of him. (T.) Temeem [meaning a party of the

tribe so named] said to El-Hajjéj, when he had

slain, i. e. crucified, $alih Ibn-‘Abd-Er-Rahmiin,

“Permit us to bury $6.1ihz” and he replied,

3,33,; [Take ye him]. (s, TA.)_And it also

denotes a. threat. ('1‘, So in the sayings

L551}? [Ben-are than of wrestling with me]

and u! [Beware thou, and then set

thyself against me to do evil if thou canst]. (T,

TA.) _ It is said that no verb is derived from it:

(T, s, M, Msb :) but some assert that and

@321 [mentioned in the first paragraph of this art]

are’derived from it. ($.)_The 'dim. of is

V (Ham p. 404:) and 7 occurs as a

dim. in a verse of a post-classical poet; but, [ISd

says,] of what word I know not, unless they said

no; [for \5,3]. (M.)

at J

33,): I
1 see the next preceding sentence.

rub!)

at): 1

6155;: see the next paragraph.

al'xe, an arabicized word, (AO, M, Msb, &c.,)

from the Pers. [gigs]; (AO, M, &c. ;) [though

‘ WW»_~__-/~.__g _ .

some hold it to be of Arabic origin:] J says,

(TA,) it is originally 3,5,, but L; is substituted

for one of the ,s; as is sbdwn by its pl., Msb,)

which is 5,91,; ; (s, M, Msb,K;) for if the L;

were radical; they would say “1,5ng; (5);) but

accord. to lDrd and U, (IB,TA,) it has this

latterph also : (M, IB, K, TA:) Sb says that the

3 in 9!”), though after [5, is not changed into

[5, as it is in 1;, because the L; in the former

word is not inherent; _that word being of the

measure from ; (M ;) [i.e.] it is from

1): a

v.20! meaning “ he collected the writings ;"

as is shown by their saying 7 (M,) which

is the dim.: (Msb:) ISk says that gig, is with

kesr only [to the s]; (M ;) but one says '

also, (K,) which is mentioned by Ks, as post

classical, and by Sb; like (M:) the meaning

is A [or register]: (Shifa el-Ghaleel, TA :)

or a collection ofwritten leaves or papers [forming

a book, generally for registration]: (ISk, M,

Mgh,‘ K a) or a register qfaccoants; an account

booh: (Msb:) and a register of soldiers and

pensioners [and others] : (lAth, K :) the first who

instituted, or appointed, or arranged, such a book,

(Mgh, Msb, K,) among the Arabs, (Mgh,) for the

prefects, or administrators, (Mgh, Msb,) and the

Kadees, (Mgh,) is said to have been ’Omar:

(Mgh, Msb,K:*) accord. to El-Mawardee, it is

a register of what concerns the rights, or dues, of

the state, relating to the acts of the government,

and the finances, and the military and other

administrators thereof: (TA:) then any book

was thus called: and especially the poetry ofsome

particular poet; so that this meaning became

[conventionally regarded as] a proper signification

thereof; (Shifa el-Ghaleel, TA ;) i. e. a collection

of poetry [of a particular poet]. (TA.) [Hence,]

one says, 01%;." meaning Such a

one is ofthose ’n-hose names are written in the

register. (Mgh.) [Also Such a one is of the

keepers of the register; or, is of the registrars.

(And sometimes it has another meaning, which

see below.) And hence the saying] ‘35."

glib-ll 1-[P0etry is the register of the Arabs]:

because they used to refer to it on their differing

in opinion respecting genealogies and wars or

fights and the appointing ofstipends or allowances

from the government-treasury, like as the people

of the Q1”, [properly so called] refer to their

Oi,” in a case that is doubtful to them; or

because it was the depository of their sciences,

and the preserver of their rules of discipline, and

the mine of their histories. (Her p. 263.)..

Aiterwards, also, it was applied to signify An

account, or a reckoning. (Msb, TA.) _.And

"riters [of accounts or reckonings]. (TA.)—

And A place of account or reckoning, (Msb,

TA,) and of writers [of accounts or rechanings].

(TA.)—[Also A council, court, or tribunal:

see Hence (3|;ng sometimes means
The people qf the fcouhcil, court, or tribunal.

._.And also, in the present day, A long seat,

formed of a mattress laid against the side of a

room, upon the floor or upon a raised structure

orframe, with cushions to lean against; or two

or more qfsuch mattresses 5‘0. similarly placed]

.v \_~\_,. A -
__,._c...
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35.» Of, or belonging to, a Olga. (TA.)

dim. of 515.1,, q. v. (M,* Msb.)

1,0!

0,» is used by U in the phrase

[That is the lesser of the two

afl'airs, 0T cases, and the lower, baser, &c., of

them] : but [ISd says that] this is strange, because

[he held that], like it has no verb be

longing to it. (M.)

L5» _

F 1_ (523, (s, M, Mali, 3,) aoi. (55.15, (Mgh,)

inf. n. (5;, He was, or became, diseased, disor

dered, distemper-ed, sick, or ill: (S, M, Msb, K :)

and he was, or became, aflected with consumption,

or ulceration of the lungs. _ [Hence,]

0).»: L5); t His bosom was, or became, afected

with rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite.

2. .53.. <T.s.M.1.<.> inf- n- (T, s. 1;.)

He, or it, made a-sound ; or what is termed is); ;

(T, M;) [i. e., a confused and continued sound,

such as the rustling, or murmuring, of the wind;

and the rustling of a bird; and the humming, or

buzzing, of bees; and the rumbling of thunder;

or the distant sound of rain and of thunder;]

accord. to some, particularly said of thunder [as

meaning it made a rumbling sound] ; (M ;) or it

(a cloud) thundered: (KL:) and he (a stallion

camel) brayed so as to make a [rumbling] sound

- such as is termed Cg); to be heard. (T, =

[Also,] said ofa bird, It circled in the air without

moving its wings : (Msb :) or, accord. to As, one

says of a dog, (5;; [he went round

upqn the grpund]; like ins one says of a bird,

5m! meaning “it’circled in its flight,

rising :” he says_that Algal is not upon the

ground, nor Jib-15! in the sky; and he finds fault

with the first bf the verses of Dhu-r-Rummeh

cited in the second paragraph of art. )3): but

some say that the two verbs are dial. vars., both

meaning he went round about. (S. [See also

,25, in two places.])_ See also 2 in art. ,>.=

Also, (T, S, M, K,) inf. n. as above, K,) said

ofmilk, (T, S, M, K,) and the like, (K,) and of

broth, (T, S, M,) It was, or became, overspread

with the thin shin termed (T,S,M,

And, said of water, It was, or became, overspread

with what was raised and scattered by the wind,

(M, K,) resembling what is termed @133. (M.)

_ And [hence,] + The land became

overspread with various herbage; as though it

were the .1333 of milk. (T.)= 133;, (inf. h. as

above, TA,) I gave him the of milk, (M,

K,) or of broth, to eat it. (M.):And (5;;

He sold [and app. made also (see 533)] what is

called 5le (TA.) '

J)’; m

s. e.,», (T, s, M, Msb, K,) inf. n. 39.22.

(T, 5, Mali) and 27,}, (T, s,) the latter allowable,

(T,) I treated him medically, curatively, or

therapeutically; (S, K;)_I cured him

(we. disease]; (T ,) 533:5- [with the remedy]:

m- _

(M,K:) and I tended him carefully, or treated

him; syn. 443th; (K, TA; [in the CK, erro

neously, diébfl) namely, [the sick

0) ¢s

person]. (M,"' TA.) You say, (5,13% Lg,” ,A:

see 4. And, of a person, (T,); or thing, (S,)

(9,3, without idgham, to distinguish between

thd measures and 3:6; (T,S;) meaning

[He or] it was treated medically, &c.: :) and

(lay); [referring to hair] It was treated

with 'ce’m’edies, such as oils and the like.

(M.)-And 4.»; (5,1,, inf. n. 2!”, with kesr to

the ;, IIe fattened his horse, and,fed him with

fodder that showed its eflizct upon him : (T :) or

9:91;" I tended the horse well; or took

goad care qfhim. [See also

4. it»! i. q. [which signifies IIe rendered

him diseased, disordered, distempered, sick, or ill:

and also hefound him to be so]. (S, You say,

7 (5,13,; (5,3; [He renders, or finds one to

be, diseased,’&c., and treats medically, &c., or

cures]. (S.) =And t IIe suspected him; thought

evil ofhim; a dial. var. of (AZ,TA.)=

And (_QM He became a companion to a sick

person. (K.)

6- saw. (Msbi) or 2:,3-“5 (so He

treated himself medically, curatively, or thera

peutically, [or he cured himself, with a remedy,

or] with the thing.

8. I ate the thin skin, termed 126;,

’ re 1 3 vi

upon milk [or broth]: (S :) or 2.35.)" (5,}! He

took and ate the 355;. (M,

Disease, disorder, distemper, sickness,

illness, or malady : (S, M, K :) and consumption,

or ulceration of the lungs: (M :) or internal

disease in the chest ,- whereas ll; signifies such as

is external orintemal. (Lth,T.) [Being properly

an inf. n., it is app. used alike as sing. and pl. in

all its senses: or it may, when signifying as

explained above, have for its pl. which is

pl. of 213.] = See. also ,3 , below, in three places.

_Also Foolish; stupid; or unsound, dull, or

deficient, in intellect; M,K;) applied to a

man. (SJ-_And (so applied, TA) Cleaning to

his place; (M, not quitting it. = See

also

,3 and l (5;; (applied to a man, S) Diseased,

disbrdered, distempered, sick, or ill: (T, M, K :)

or whose ~33;- [i. e. chest, or belly,] is in a bad,

or corrupt, state, by reason of a disease : (S i)

the former word has a dual form and a pl.,

[which is 5,53,] and a fem., (M,) which is 5,3:

(S :) but '(533 is used alike as masc. and fem.

and sing. (S, M) and dual (M) and pl., (S, M,)

being originally an inf. n. (S.) A poet uses ' the

latter as meaning disordered, or ill, by reason

of intense drowsiness. (M.)—[Hence,] one

says, 2.1.5" (59;) [meaning tVerily he is

one whose bosom is afiected with rancour, malevo

lence, malice, or spite: see 1, second sentence]:

and a poet says,

a e "0' J! or en”

* (52> .9)“ Q! (5%.; at,” '

[’r And thine eye shows that thy bosom is afl'ected

so!

with rancour towards me]. (Lth, T.) _. Us)!

5.5); A land in which are diseases .- (As, T, z)
a llgnd that unsuitable [or unhealthy] ; as also

V 323 and t 3,3. (M, 1;.)

2le [vulgarly @133, An ink-bottle,- and, more

commonly, an inkhorn ; i. e. a portable case with

receptaclesfor ink and the instruments of writing,

soformed as to be stuck in the girdle; the most

usual kind is figured in my work on the Modern

Egyptians, ch. ix. ,] a certain thing, (S, M,

Msb, well known, (M, from which one

[takes the ink and instruments with which he]

writes : Msb :) pl. ' (533, M, [or

rather this is a coll. gen. n.,] and (5,3, (T, S,

M, K,) which is pl. of (555, (s, TA,) as also

:4”, (M, 15,) and in}; (s, Msb,) which is

applied to a number from three to ten [inclusive].

(S.) = Also The rind, or skin, of the colocynth,

and if the grape, and of the melon; and so

553. (14.)

:13; (T, s, M, Mali, 1;) and 1:1,; (s, M, 1;,

said in the Msb to be a subst. from and

v {133, (M, K,) the last 011 the authority of El-He

jeree, and the first that which is commonly known,

(TA,) A. medicine; a remedy : (T, M, Msb,1_{ :)

pl. (T, The following verse is related

as presenting an mix. of the second of these dial.

vars.:

J); alefi so a e .v I; I

“ “Sb; 'M'sew-M Orb-b- *

* J I “0' r 0:, fl 5,,

*9" Ear“ u’l as“ 051 u“ '

[They say, “ He is afected with the remains of

intoxication ,'" and this is his remedy : on me,

the case be so, walking to the House of God is

incumbent] : meaning that they said, “ Flogging,

and chastisement, is his ali; :” but he says, “ On

me is incumbent a pilgrimage walking if I

have drunk it :” but it is said [by some] that

{is} is only an inf. n. of 2535, like 251.31..

_ 27,; also signifies Food. (M, TA.) _ And

The means by which a horse is treated, consisting

in what are termed and [explained in

the second paragraph (if art.M and the first of

art. it.]: and the means by which a young

woman, or female slave, is treated in order that

she may become fat: and also applied to milk;

because they used to effect the )av'd of horses by

the drinking of milk, and to treat therewith the

young woman, or female slave: and it is likewise

called because she has it given to her in

preference, like as the guest has, and the child.

(are)

El}; : see the next preceding paragraph.

25, : see 533, in two places.

(55;; A sound :) or a confused and con

tinued sound (disk); as [the rustling, or mur

muring,] of the wirid; and [the rustling] of a bird;

and [the humming, or buzzing,] of bees : (S, K :)

and the distant sound of rain and of thunder:

(T :) or, as some say, particularly the [rumbling]

sound of thunder: (M :) [and a ringing in the
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94163,—5Jad,

cars; as in the saying] ,0le 5L;

ua’leQ lie; $1,; [My belly became

empty offood so that I heard a ringing in my

ears]. (T.) = [It is also an epithet; whence]

55 v 9 DE

3.32; vs)! : see 2;, last sentence.

5 s , oi ) on e

[5,; [an epithet; whence] 3.33) 95)! : see 5;,
I I fl

last sentence.

£213; A thin skin, (S, M,) a substance that

resembles the pellicle of the egg, (Lh, M, that

overspreads the surface of milk (Lh, $, M, K)

and of broth (S, M) and of [the kind of pottage

called] 2.1.3,; (Lh, M, 1;) and the like (1;) when

the wind blows upon it; (Lh, M, K,) as also

' 213;. ($, M, _.And in, or upon, the teeth,

A greenness. (M,

5.215, : see the next preceding paragraph.

33:13; and V (MA) and (5315 (TA [app.

v £4,131) The bearer of the 5133. (MA, TA.)

[In recent times, the Pers. word 31.3.53, or 9313;,

has generally been used instead, as the appellation

of a certain office-bearer in several Eastern courts,

having different functions in different instances]

,

.. . .

Lg)”: see what next precedes: = and see

also art. 3;.

\

' J

6;» =

3a»

w) =
3 I)

6;“

gas,

42;):

see art. ,s.

,1; thch, or abundant, food; as also

(hi, K. [The latter word erroneously writteil in

the CK 2.3.2.])_Milk having upon it what is

termed 326;, like the pellicle of the egg: (K,

TA :) and water overspread with a slight coat [of

particles blown upon it by the wind]; as also

(T.) And 3,1; and A mess

of broth having much grease [fioatihg upon its

surface]. (M.)

3213, mentioned in this art. in the M and TA:

see al't. dis.

3 I 3 .,

(521;: sec ab).

94 r J r

35,1; and £51,: see art. ,5.

533, applied to clouds (Ll-1.2., s, 1;), Thunder

ing: (K:) or vehemently, or loudly, thundering,

and in a state chommotion. =See also ’13,

in three places. _ [Hence,] t Lhnd

overspread with various herbage,- as though it

were the of milk: or having abundant

herbage of which nothing has been eaten. (T.) _

And JrAn afair that is [as though

it wei'e] covered: 2) or an affair of which

one knows not what is behind it; as though it

were covered and concealed by a (M.)=
I Also The maker, or manufacturer, of the 55;.

(TA: but there written (5531:.)

bye-1:

A garment, or piece of cloth, having a

double woof; exp]. by ,3 : pl.
[an anomalous form of'pl.]land : (K :) or

V has this signification; expl. by

'7: ; [in form] as though [an irreg.] pl.

of of the measure ($, L:) an

arabicized word, from the Persian ,3 [or

3’; ,3]: (A’Obeyd, s, L, K:*) sometimes

arabicized with ap unpointed 5 [for its final letter].

(S! 11,19) [Seen-id

3;ng : see above, in two places.

$2:

I a i O D!

1. $1,, nor. 3%,, inf. n. A», It (a thing)

was, or became, soft, or supple ; and easy : whence

1; ’e

the term $.32}. (Msb.) ._ [And hence,] iii},

,4 r

aor. as above, inf. n. 33L», 1‘ He was, or became,

[a wittol, or tame cuckold; or] without jealousy,

and regardless of shame: so in the Nawadir of

Aboo-’Alee Zekereeya Ibn-Haroon Ibn-Zekereeya

. ~ 0 5 ~ . . ~
El-Hejeree: (TA :) and V $943 signifies +the

acting the part, or performing the qfiice, [of a

2|,

39%;, or wittol; or] ofa pimp to one’s own wife.

('1‘, 13-)

2. his, [infi n. He softened, or suppled,

it; and madg it easy. (Msb.) You say also,

syml The instruments called (3)11“

softened, or suppled, it,- namely, a thing. (M.)

--1He made it (a road) even, smooth, or easy

to walk or ride upon. (M,TA.)_ f He smoothed

it ,- namely, an affair. (M.) _ t He broke, or

trained, him, namely, a camel, in some measure

[so as to subdue his refractoriness]. (M.) _ And

in like manner, [IIe prepared it in some measure;

namely,] a skin in the tan, or tanning-liquid:

and a spear in the til-53 [or straitening-instrument].

(M.) ._ + He subdued him- ; or rendered him sub

missive, (S, M, K,) and gentle; namely, a man.

(M.) occurs in a trad. as meaning

Jr [i. e. 110 was subdued, or rendered submissive,

by labasement, or by tyranny, oppression, or

injury]. (TA.) _ And 1“ It (time, or fortune,)

tried him, or proved him, and rendered him ea:

perienced, and submissive. (M.)

5 : see 1.

. . s.iii-iii; ’rThc act, or conduct, of the ii,» [or

wittol; &c.]. (Mgh) [See also is}, of which, in

the sense assigned to it in the second sentence in

this art., it is said to be the inf. n.] = It is also

said to signify A distortion in the tongue : so in

the Nb: or, as some say, the word in this sense

is £36,. (TA.)

5,5, (written by some without tesh

deed, which is strange, TA,) a word of well

known meaning, (K,) 1-[A wittol, or tame

cuckold ,‘] one to whose wife another man comes

with his [the husband’s] knowledge: (Th, M :)

or one to whose wife other men go in so that

he sees them; as though he had softened, or

suppled, [or tamed,] himself to endure this:

(M :) or one who is not jealous of him who

goes in to his wife: (Mgh :) or a pimp to

his own wife: (T :) or one who is not jealous

of: his wife: (T, Mgh :) 0r Lg. i. 6. one

who has nojealousy : :) or a submissive, com

pliant, man, without jealousy : (A :) said to be an

arabicized word from the Syriac: or from

as an epithet applied to a camel, explained below;

and if so, tropical: (TA :) or from $13 [q.v.].

(Mgh)

95”

$1M TA camel broken, or trained, so that

his refractoriness is subdued: (T :) or Ibrohen,

or trained, but not thoroughly. _. I A road

beaten, or trodden, (S, A, TA,) and made even, or

easy to walk or ride upon: (S, TA :) or that has

been travelled until it has become plain, or con~

spicuous. (T, TA.)

6:!)

.0 _ 0 a, l

2. cg), 1nf. n. see 2 in art. a», in

two places.

JJ)

2. 4.3; : see 1 in art. s”.

50’

a,» : e H

., H, see Q».

Old—es:

fl,

5.)].0':

981

£5 :

id ’04

villi"

9a,

e>=
Dru,

as»

see art. ”g.

tlu/

is»

93”

13-19 =

we:

1. Jed, aor. (s, M, A, K,) inf. 11.

CM; (alias) and am He or a,

declined; turned aside, or from the right course

or direction; syn. :13, (M, K, TA,) in the copies

of the $, [and in the CK, and in a copy of the

A,] it], with 5, [instead of L51;], (TA,) and 36..

($, A, he deviated from the road. (M, TA.)

._He (9. man, M) fled (M, K) from war, or

battle. (K.) _ It (anything) moved about be

neath one’s hand. (hi, You say, 9.5!;

iiiili, ($,A,) 01-333», (s, M, K,) which is the

same, (s,) inf. US. as above, (M,) The ganglion

wabbled, or moved to and fro, or went and came,

(S, A, being put in motion by the hand,

or beneath the hand of him who put it in motion,

(K,) or beneath the skin: (A :) or slipped about

between the skin and the flesh. (M.)

And in like manner you say, ml at;

5L.“ [The fish glided about, to and fro, in the

water]. (A.)—Also, (K,) inf. ii. U35, (Ibn

’Abbad,) He was, or became, brisk, lively, or

sprightly: (Ibn-’Abbad, said of a groom.

(Ibn-’Abb(ld.)_And He (a man, TA) was, or

became, law, or vile, after highncss qf rank or

condition. (K)
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7. you}! It (a thing) slipped out (3:5!) from

the hand. ($,M,K.) you}! (s, in,

K") He came upon us suddenly, or unawares,

with evil, or mischief,- syn. A}, (M,) or

(K)

9253, (so in the TA,) or ' 3:01;, (so in a copy

of the M,) The motion offlight. (M, TA.) [See

also 1, and see h,oalétSJ

i213: see A;.=Also pl. of Jail; [q.v.].

($19

$329, [so_in the TA, but probably $339, like

its syn. Jaggd with kesr, That moves about.

(lbn-’Abbad, TA.)

A man over whom one cannot get power :

(S, K :) or strong in the muscles: (M :) or a man

whom one cannot seize because of the strength of

his muscles: (As, TA :) or afat man : :) so it

is said; and if it be correct, it is because, when he

is seized, he slips away from the hand by reason

of his abundance of flesh: (IF :) and with 3, afat

woman: (TA :) or a woman bulhg, (A,) orfieshg,

(AA, K, TA,) and short, (AA, A, K, TA,) and

that quivers, or quakes [by reason of her abun~

dance qfflesh] : (AA, A, TA :) or afleshg woman:

and a short woman. (CK.)

J.le A thief: pl. 5.;l3. (s,1_<.)_ One who

comes and goes. (IB, TA.)_ One who follows

the magistrates, and goes round about a thing.

(Ibn-‘Abbad, K.) _ The pl., mentioned above,

also signifies Men whofleefrom war, or bottle :

or who put themselves in motionforflight. (TA.)

_And The lowest or basest or meanest sort of

mankind, or of people; because of their being

much in commotion: (Kr, M:) one of such

is termed

Jet}; A diving-place, or plunging-place, in

water: (El-Moheet, K:) a place in which fish

go to andfro. (A.)

9.45,); [app. A place where a person, or thing,

declines,- or turns aside, orfrom the right course

or direction : a meaning which seems to be indi

cated in the and TA]. A riijiz says,

__ H » s, o; I H .1

i We L55» M’s-1'0; *

a, r O a 0 a » aapfi.

* W.» 90.», wt; Lab *

[Vcrilg the courser has seen its glistening; and

n-heresoever it turns aside, he turns aside at its

place of turning aside]. (S, TA.)

pkg ($, ‘Verilg he is one who

comes suddenly, or unawares, [upon others] with

evil, or mischief; one whg is wont to make [others]

fall [so I here render thereinto. (K)

vie:

1: ' H. ' . I.» .

1. “is, aor. “by, inf. n. by): see 1 1n art.

J’s.

94::

it? 3), d cry used in chiding domestic cocks.

(K0

3L3; a word of well-known meaning, ($,I_{,)

The domestic cock; i. e. the male of the ,

(Msb,TA:) pl. (of malt. TA) and 3,53

(s, Mgb,K) and (of pauc. TA) boil (15.)
C/ a!

Sometimes it is employed as meaning ig- , s,

(K,) [which is a 1]. un., applied to the male and

to the female,] and is therefore made [gram

matically] fem., (TA,) [though still applying to

the male, agreeably with a common license in the

case of a masc. noun that has a fem. syn., and

vice versa,] as in the saying,

~ so; ease; *

[And the cock muted with a sound, with "vehement

muting] ; ;) because the 41,9, is also a :

so says ISd. (TA.)—5Q! £1.32 [The cock of

the jinn, or genii ,-] a ceriain little creeping thing,

or insect, found in gardens. (sz.)

And the surname of the poet ’Abd-Es-Selam.

(K.)= Solicitouslg afi'ectionate; compassionate:

(K:) or solicitouslg ejectionate; afiectionate to

ofl'spring ; applied to a man, in the dial. of El

Yemen: so accord. to El-Muiirrij ; who says

that hence the :1.“ [or domestic cock] is thus

called. (TA.):TThe [season called] CH, [here

meaning spring]; as though so calléd be

cause of' the various colours of its plants, or

herbage, (K,TA,) and thus likened to the 41.3;

[or domestic cock]. (TA.): One, and all, of

the three stones on which the cooking-pot is

placed: used alike as sing. and pl. (El-Muiirrij,

K.)=The protuberant bone behind the ear of

the horse: (11:) IKh explains it as meaning a

certain bone behind the ear,- not particularizing a

horse nor any other animal. (113.)

[iii]; is said by Golius, as on the authority of

the K, in which it is not found, to be sometimes

used as signifying A domestic hem]

£513.; and ié‘; and "if-3.»; A. land

abounding with ail“ [or domestic cochs].

I I a lot

3&3.» ya): see what next precedes.

49,!)

p. z a r a so, _

1. 1L..." at), aor.;.3..\5, inf. mg}: see 1m

and”).

2. 1C1)! and said ofhorses: see

1 in art. ))}, in the latter halfof the paragraph,

in three places.

.40! 1" 7r; 1' I 45! _

Logs this it..." at; Le: sea”), in art)».

I 2’

£2: see 4...;5.

5,

3-0-3; : see arty”).

6 ’0' 2' 1 no

I”; and a”): see arts); and;;»

93v 5 a

I”): see)», in art)”.

so; r)ea ' on

leg.» “6)! and La“: see art)».

0-,!)

1. 513, (lAar, s, 1;, TA,) aor. (IAor,

M, 1;, TA,) [int n. 38,, (which see below,) in

this and most of the other senses, or the inf. n. is

5.33, and 6.3; is a simple subst.,] He was, or

became, obedient ,- he obeyed: (IAar,$,hI,K,

TA :) this is the primary signification: or, as

some say, the primary signification is the follow

ing; namely, he was, or became, abased and

submissive: (IAar,* K,‘ TA:) or he was, or

became, abased and enslaved and obedient.

You say, id in}, (S,) and 3,3, and 223;, (M,

TA,) He, and I, was, or became; obedient‘to him

[&c.], or obeyed him [_&c.]. (S, M, TA.) And

iii), (M, aor. 1:25;, Iserved him, did

serdice for him, or ministered to him, and acted

well to him. (M, _[Hence,] He became

[a servaptuqf’G'od, or] a ‘ZlIuslim. (TK.) You.

say, £1.3ng Qt), inf.n. we, with kesr, [and

glib] He became, or made himself, a servant of

God by [following the religion of] El-Isldm;

[i. e. he followed El-Isldm as his religion ,-] and

so 10;». (Mob) And 5,13, (s,) and

3 (M, K,) inf. n. [and 6.33]; and

4s 7 0.;43, [and 4,» i445; He, and I,follorved

such a thing as his, and my, religion ,-] ($, TA ;)

from age as signifying “ obedience.” (SJ And

ivy.» 01; He followed them in their religion;

agreed with them, or was of one mind or opinion

with them, upon, or respecting, their religion;

tools, or adopted, their religion as his. (TA.)

And the trad. of ’Alee, 5,13; 5., filial

a,» [The love of the learned'is a kind of

religion with which God is served]. (TA.) In

the phrase 3;!1@> [Norfollow the

religion of the truth; or the, true religion], in the

Kur ix. 29, El-Islém is meant. (Jel.)=Also

He was, or became, disobedient; he disobeged:

and he was, or became, mighty, potent, power/ill,

or strong; or high, or elevated, in rank, condition,

or state; noble, honourable, glorious, or illustrious.

(IAar, T, Thus it bears significations contr.

to those mentioned in the first part of this para

graph. (MF.) = Also, (S, M, Msb, K,) first

pers. 6.3;, (T, Mgh,) aor. as above, (T, $, Mgh,)

int“. n. 5.11;, (s, Mgh,) from 31.1.3133, (Msb, [see

3,1) i- q- 6.53" (use M, Msb, K.) or

[rather] (T,) [He took, or received, a

loan, or the like; he borrowed: or he took, or

received, or bought, upon credit; which _is the

meaning generally obtaining: and Vétgt and

télfi and mum and '05,): signify [in like

manner] :) or the first, i. e. 01;,

signifies he sought, or demanded, a loan, or the

like; (181:, s, Mgh, Mgh,) as also tool and

V QtAZ-il : (S, Mgh :) and he became indebted, in

debt, or under the obligation of a debt : ($ :) and

V otgt and V and V (DUI-oi signify

[he took, or received, by incurring a debt; i. e. he

took, or received, or bought, upon credit,- like

kl]; (M ;) 'or the first and last of these

three signify and [which

means the same] : but V signifies he gave, or

granted, what is termed [meaning a loan, or
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the like: or he gave, or granted, or sold, a thing

upon credit]: (TA :) accord. to Esh-Sheybhnee,

this last verb signifies he became entitled to a

debt from others [or from another]: Lth says

that it ((513) signifies he was, or became, such as

is termed [i. c. it is syn. with Quiet,

as it is said to be in the M and K;] but [Az

says,] this, which has been mentioned on the

authority of some one or more by Sh, is in my

opinion a mistake; means he sold upon

credit ,' or became entitled to a debt from others

[orfrom another] ; (T, TA 5) or he sold to persons

upon a limited credit, or for payment at an

appointed period, so that he became entitled to a

debt from them: ($:) and accord. to Sh, V 01;!

signifies he became much in debt. (T, TA.)

El-Ahmar cites the following verse of El-’Ojeyr

Es-Saloolee :

a“ is Jun

‘ L5; 45: he at" *

J 1 I s e a 0/ , , n

[lVe incur debt, and God pays for us,- and

sometimes, or often, we see the places ofoverthrow

of a people, who incur not debt, a state of

perdition]: in the $ [and the T] tag; but cor

rectly as above; for the whole of the 33,5 is

(IB, TA.) And it is said in a tiad.,

V {351, ($,K,) or, as some relate it, (“313,

(K,) He bought upon credit, or borrowed, or

sought or demanded a loan, of whomsoever he

could, addressing himself to such as came in his

way: TA:) or both mean he bought upon

credit avoiding payment : or he contracted a debt

with every one who presented himself to him:

(K, TA: [see also other explanations voce

:]) V 01;! signifies he bought upon credit :

(K?) or [thus and also] the contr., i. e. he sold

upon credit. (T, It is also trans.; and so

isvga'j. (Mgh.) Yousay, (if, Mgh, 1;,
'J)

[in the GK 5;], is here put for 47-33,]) inf. 11.

5,3; (TA;) and Vii-33?, (M, Mgh,K,) inf. n.

53",]; (TA ;) I gave him, or grpnted him, to a

certain period, what is termed 0.]; [meaning the

loan, or the like; I lent to him: or I gave him,

or granted him, credit; or sold to him, upon

credit]: (M, K, TA :) so that he owed a debt:

(TA:) and i. q. [I gave him, or granted

him, a loan, or the like]; (M,“ Mgh, K;) as also

viii-1;}: (Mgh:) or iii? has this last meaning:

(A ’Obcyd, s, M =) and t .1533‘1 signifies Isought,

demanded, of him a loan, or the like; syn.

4-2? as also 7 (M :) or £3;

has each of 'the last two meanihgs: (A ’Obeyd,

T, Msbz) and signifies also I received from him

OT

:0

a'loa’nuor’ the like. (K.) And one says, 'Léal

4,51), 3):; meaning Lend thou,to me ten dirhems.

($,TA.)=;5\;, (s,) first pers. (M, Msb,

K,) inf. n. is, (s, M, K) and (1,33; (M,K,) or

the latter is the inf. n. and the former is a simple

subst., (M,) also signifies He repaid, requited,

compensated, or recompensed, him, (S, M, Msb,

K,) alligfor his deed: and so 'digl), inf. n.

all; and (M.) Andyzhif; We did to

Bk. I.

them like as they did to us. (Ham p..10.) One

Bays, 0'49 0-2-33 5-5, (T, $.14.) =1 Pro“, (M,)

meaning Like as thou repayest, or requitest, &c.,

thou shalt be repaid, or requited, &c.; ($,M ;)

i. e. according to thy deed thou shalt be repaid,

or requited, &c.: ($:) or, as some say, like as

thou doest, it shall be done to thee .- (M :) or like

as thou doest thou shalt be given, and repaid, &c.

(T.) And it is said in a trad.,-1;és;3;

meaning 0 God, repay ash, or requite

them, had, with [the like of] that which they do

to us. (TA.)—51,335.13 11:4." hill, 9.

trad. of Selman, meafis God will assuredly re

taliate [for her that is hornless upon her that is

horned]. (TA.)—And one says, (5|;

a, i. c. He who reckons with himself [gains].

(Ham p. 10. [Or the verb may here have the

meaning next following.])==Also, 25!), He

abused him, (T, S, K,) and enslaved him. (T,

Hence, (T,) it is said in a trad., “lb!

sp. L1,: 3.2; ($,T,) i. e. [The

intelligent is] he who abuses, and enslaves, himself

[and works for that which shall be after death]:

or, as some say, who reckons with himself: (T :)

or, accord. to some, who overcomes himself.

(TA.) And all), first pers. 23,, (T,)
signifies He made him to do that which “he idis

liked. (AZ,T, And Q; He was made to

do that which he disliked. (T.)—And

inf. n. @s, I ruled, governed, or managed, hini,

or it. TA.) And I possessed it; owned it;

or exercised, or had, authority over it. (Sh, S,

K, TA.)=ota, (IAar, T, K,) aor. (K,)

[inf. n., app., as, which see below,] signifies

also He became a’ccustomed or habituated, or he

accustomed or habituated himself, to good or to

evil: (IAar,T,K:) and, accord. to Lth, (T,)

in? signifies he was accus.!omed or habituated:

(T, M:) or, as some say, as signifying “cus

tom,” or “habit,” has no verb. (M.):And

He (9. man, IAar, T) was, or became, smitten, or

afected, by a disease. (IAar, T,

2- 35>, ($.Msh.Msb.1.<.> inf- n- (s.

K,) He left him to his religion; ($, Mgh,Msb,

K;) left him and his religion, not opposing him

in that which he held allowable in his belief.

(Mgh.)—He believed him: so in the saying,

guilt $4; [He believed him in respect ofthe

judgment, or judicial decision], (T, M, Mghf)

and [in respect of what was

betwe'en him and God]: (T, M:) but this is a.

conventional signification used by the professors.

(Mgh.) _ Jam (T, TA) I confirmed

the swearer [so in the TA, but in the T

:ni- J) 2:“

4.29;, app. for 435.3, Iheld him, or pronounced

him, to_be clear, or quit, if not a. mistranscription

for digiJ) in that which he swore. (T, TA.)

= See also 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

=,;;iill “"53 I made him ruler, governor, or

manager of the afl'airs, if the people, or company

of men. (M.) And 5&2." 13;}, (T,* TA,) inf. n.

as above, (TA,) He made him to possess the

thing; to own it,- or to exercise, or have, authority

over it. (T,' TA.) El-Hotei-ah says, (T,$,M,)

addressing his mother, (T,)

fie e eel h) a”

1‘ UK“ {"3 1" ‘3'? “M, 1*

s . ' 1 '3" ’ ~’ ’1
QJ,, ' u? v>lnré~)4 “

(T, s, M,) meaning ail; [i. e. Verity thou hast

been made to have the ordering of the afiairs of

thy sons until thou hast rendered them finer than

flour]. _(T, _And hence the saying,

$5 i. 0. £11.42 [The man shall be made to

have the ordering of his afi'air, or afl'airs, or

case]. (Sh, T.)

a. tags, (s, M, A, K,) inf. n. 5.2.33; and

5%, (TA,) I dealt, or bought and sold, with him

upon credit; (A, TA ;) I dealt, or sold and

bought, with him, giving upon credit and taking

upon credit: ($, TA :) or I lent to him; or Igave

him, or granted him, a loan, or the like; and he

did so to me : (M, K:) or I dealt with him upon

credit, giving or taking. (Ksh‘ and Bd in ii.

= See also 1, in the latter half of the para

graph. =Each of the inf. ns. mentioned above is

also syn. with [The summoning another

to the judge, and litigating with him: &c.].

(TA.)

4. obi, inf. n. 3,361; as an intrans. v.: see 1,

in the former half of, the paragraph, in three

places. _ As a trans. v. : see 1, in the latter half

of the paragraph, in four places: __ [The following

significations, namely, “Subegit,” and “Pensa

vit,” assigned to this verb by Golius as on the

authority of the KL, and “Voluit sibi esse ser

vum,” and “Servum cepit,” followed by an

accus., assigned to it by him as on the authority

of the S, I do not find in either of those works]

5. see 1, in the former half of the

paragraph, in three places.

6. They sold and bought, one with

another, upon credit; and in like manner

is said of two persons: 2) or they took, or

received, or bought, upon credit [app. one of

another]: and so 5’45! [which is avariation of

the former]. (M.) 13], in the

Kur ii. 282, means xiWhen ye deal, one with

another, (Ksh, Bd, Jel, Mgh,) upon credit, giving

or taking, (Kshf‘ Bd,) or by prepayment, (Jel,

Mgh,) or lending or the like, (Jel,) do. (Mgh.)

8. blit, originally (1,6501: see 1, in six places.

10. 0142-4, as an intrans. v.: see 1, in the

former half of the paragraph, in three places. _.

31%;»! He sought, or demanded, of him what is

termed [meaning a debt]: and also i. q.

12,931.31. (M.) See 1, in the latter halfofthe

paragraph:

[is an inf. n. 0f1: _and is also a simple

subst., and] properly signifies [A debt,- such as]

the price of a thing sold [which the purchaser is

under an obligation to pay]; and a dowry

[which one engages to pay] : and a loan, or the

like; syn. (Mgh:) or it is [a debt] such

as has an appointed time of falling due: what

119
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has not such an appointed time is [properlyubut

not always,] termed : (K :) and V 33:32

signifies the same as (T, M, K) in the s’eraise
above explained: (Kz) avalid QgQ( _ ' i as)

is such as does not become annulled save by pay

ment, or by one’s being declared clear, or quit:

compensation in the case of a contract which a

slave makes with his owner to pay him a certain

sum as the price of himself and on the payment

thereof to be free is not a valid because it

may become annulled without payment, and

without his being declared clear, or quit; that is,

by the slave’s being unable to pay it: (KT :) in

the language of the law, but not in the proper

language, is also applied to f[a debt incurred

by] a thing taken unjustly, injuriously, or by vio

lence; as being likened to a properly so

called: (Msb :) and it signifies also anything that

is not present : [app. meaning anything to be paid,

or done, at afuture time :] :) the pl. [of

pauc.] is (Lh, M, and [of mult.]

(s, M, 1;) [and in the or; is added and 25,3, with

I),

kesr; but this is a mistranscription for 4.23,, as

u '8 ’

syn. with 45M, which follows it, connected there
, I1 I ¢

with by y]: the pl. of lag; is as. (TA.) You

J/nfl I, E v 1”

say, 4%, 12,5! l» and 'Q; [How great in

amount is his debt I]; both meaning the same.

(AZ, T.) And talein v11» i. e. @541

[I camefor the demanding of the debt]. (AZ, T.)

And 411': [On him lies a debt; i.e. he owes

a debt] : and [To him is due a debt; i. e.

he has a debt owed to him]. TA.) And

[He bought upon credit]: :) and

52.111 .32.? (ugh M, Msb, 1;) ei- [rather] 33.7

[signifies the same; or he took, or received,

upon credit: or he took, or received, a loan, or;

the like; he borrowed]: (T, z) and iii-I

[likewise signifies the same; or he tobh, or re

ceived, by incurring a debt]. And

Q3119 [He sold upon credit] : (K :) and

(TA) or [I sold to him upon

credit] : and [signifies the same; or

I gave him, or granted him, credit: or I gave

him, or granted him, the loan, or the like].

(M, K, TA.) _ [Hence,] 1 Death ,' (K, TA ;)

because it is a [or debt] which everyone

must pay when [the angel who is] the demander

of its payment comes. (TA.) And hence the

prov., I [May God smite him

with his death]. (TA.)_ Thaalebeh Ibn-’Obeyd

says, describing palm-trees,

* w'iissweaasae‘" *

0’ J J) 0 0 it I e 10"

* leg-£3 0—3 L's-63 Lew:

[They comprise the wants of the household and

g“ their guest; and whatever they comprise of

their debts, they pay]; by the meaning

what is obtained of their fruit that is gathered.

(M, TA.)

[is'an inf. n. ofl: and is also used as a

simple subst., signifying] Obedience; (T, $, M,

K;) as also '52.,“ (K: [in the M it is said,

without any restriction, that 33-15 is like Q.» :])

this is its primary meaning: and its pl. is

or, as some say, its primary meaning is that next

following: (TA :) a state of abasement, (M, K,

TA,) and submissiveness. (TA.) ed! means

Obedience to, and the service 0], died. [(T, K.*)

And the saying, in the Kur [iv. 124],

all! f u CL» means [And who is

bitter] in obedience [than he who resigns himself

to God .7] (Er-Raghib, TA.) In like manner,

also, in the same [ii. 257], us 25’s.; '9'

means [There shall be no compulsioh] in bbe

dience. (Er-Raghib, TA.)_A religion : (K, and

in one of my copies of the s :) pl. as above: :)

so termed as implying obedience, and submission

to the law: [for ex.,] it is said in the Kur [iii. 17],

1,0

,ejlw'éil [Verity the only true

religion in the sight of God is El-Isldm]. (TA.)

QSII is a name for That whereby one serves

God. ($,' K.) [It is applied to Religion, in the

widest sense of this term, practical and doctrinal:

thus comprehending l, which means “ reli

gious belief.”] And it [particularly] signifies

[The religion of] El-Isldm. (M, And The

religious law of God; consisting of such ordi

nances as those offasting and prayer and pil

grimage and the giving of the poor-rate, and the

other acts ofpiety, or of obedience to _God, or of

duty to Him and to men; syn. (TA.)

And The belicfin the unity of God: (19) And

Picty, or pious fear, and abstinence from un

lawful things,- syn. ($, _Also A

particular law; astatute; or an ordinance,- syn.

(1;, and Jel iii xii. 7e) and [which

signifies the same as 3;]. (Katadeh, T, It

is said in the Kur [xii.76], Us Zuli @Léi;

MT as, meaning He (Joseph) was not to
take hisibr'other as a slave for the theft according

togthe law ofthe king of'Egypt; i. e.,};

,0. sale, (Jel,) or estés Us; (Katadeh, T,)

for’his' punishment according to him was beating,

and a. fine of twice the value of the thing stolen ;

not enslavement: (Je1 2) or, accord. to BL

Umawee, the meaning is, in the dominion of the

King. (T.) ._ [A system of usages, or rites and

ceremonies #0., inherited from a series of an

cestors.] It is said in a trad., of the Prophet,

“a UL; éLéa, meaning He used to con

form with the old usages obtaining among his

people, inheritedfrom Abraham and Ishmael, in

respect of their pilgrimage and their marriage

customs (IAth, K, TA) and their inheritances

(IAth, TA) and their modes of buying and selling

and their ways of acting, (IAth, K, TA,) and

other ordinances of thefaith [J12]; (IAth, TA ;)

but as to the belief in the unity of God, they had

altered it; and the Prophet held no other belief

than it: (IAth, K, TA:) or, as some say, the

meaning here is, their dispositions, in respect of

generosity and courage; from Q; in the sense

next following. (TA.) _,C'ustoin, or habit;

(AZ, T, s, M, K ;) as also 1 = (M,* TA:)

and business: ($, TA :) pl., as above,

(M, TA.) This, also, has been said to be the

primary signification. (TA.) One says, L;

[39,? That has not ceased to be my custom,

or'habit. ‘ (T, TA.) _ A way, course, mode, or

manner, of acting, or conduct, or the like.

__I. q. [app. as meaning Management,

conduct, or regulation, of afairs]. ._ State,

condition, or case. ($, M, K.) ISh says, I asked

an Arab of the desert respecting a thing, and he

said to me, 9.3.» 0-3: uh; , :r 33'

[Hadst thoufound merin'a sthte other than this,

I had informed thee]. ($, ._ A property,

such as is an unknown cause of a known cfi’ect ,

syn. (KL. [The significations of “Via”

and “ éignum” and “Opera,” mentioned by

Golius as from the KL, I do not find in my copy

of that work.]) = Disobedience. (S, [Thus

it bears a signification the contr. of that first

mentioned in this paragraph.] = Repayment, re

quital, compensation, or recompense : (S, M, K :)

or, as some say, such as is proportioned to the

deed of him who is its object. (TA.) Hence,

0.1.1" A; .sULZ, i. e. [The King] of the day ef

iieqe'ne'z, in 'the Kur [i.3]: (M, T, TA =) or the

meaning in this instance is the next but one of

those here following. (T, TA.) _ Retaliation,

by slayingfor slaying, or woundingfor wounding,

or mutilatingfor mutilating. (TA.) _. A reckon

ing. (T, $, M, [See the sentence next but

one above] Hence, in the Kur [ix. 36],

$251 [is said to mean] That is the right,

correct, or true, reckoning. (T, TA.) = Compul

sion against the will: (K :) subdual, subjection,

or subjugation ; ascendency : sovereign, or ruling,

power; or power of dominion: ($,K:) master

ship, or ownership; or the exercise, or possession,

ofauthority. TA.)=A disease: (Lh,IAar,

T, s, M, K:) or, accord. to El-Mufaddal, an old

disease. (IAar, T.) = [It is said to signify also]

A constant, or a gentle, rain; as also Va):

(K :) accord. to the book of Lth, [by which 'is

meant the ’Eyn,] (T,) rain that has been con

stantly, (T,) or usually, (K,) recurring in a place:

(T, :) but this is a mistake of Lth, or of some

one Who has added it in his book: a verse of Et

Tirimmah, there cited as an ex., ends with (3,5,

which is in that instance syn. with 033;», mean

ing “ moistened ;” its 3 being the primal radical,

not the conjunction 5; and 6.3; as meaning any

kind of rain being unknown. ('1‘, TA.) = See

also

5233, (so in the TT, as from the T,) or‘' 53;},

with kesr, (so in the TA,) A cause of death.

(T, no
a, o a, _ 9

3.9,}: see w), in five places: =and w), in

three places : = and

Religious ;- or one who makes himself a
r 9 hi 'r)

servant of God; ($, Msb ;) asalso 7 0.3.93.0.

as, A requiter, M, K,) who neglects not

any deed, but requitcs it, with good and with evil;

(K, TA ;) in this sense, with the article JI,

applied as an epithet to God: (S, M, TA :) a

subduer; (T, K;) applied to a man in this sense;

(T ;) and also, in the same sense, with the article
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J1, to God: (TA :) ajudge; aruler, or governor;

(T, ;) in these senses, likewise, applied to a

man; and, with the article Jl, to God: (T :) a

manager, a conducter, or an orderer, ($, M,

of afi'airs of another.

iii; A debtor; M, Msbf K,) as also

v 5%.»; and v 5,235, (s; M, Mei): K,) this last

of the dial: of Temeem, (M,) and 1 Li; (M, 1;)

and V 33.2: (K:) or all of these, (M, K,) or

v 5,53, (s, TA,) one much in debt: (s, M, 1;,

TA z), and V 613;, constantly in debt : (Sh, T :)

and oél; signifies one who takes, or receives, a

loan, or the like; who borrows; or who takes, or

receives, or buys, upon credit: (Sh, T, Msbz)

and also one who repays a debt: (Sh, T, TA :)

thus bearing two contr. meanings: (TA :) or also

one who gives, or grants, credit ; or sells upon

credit: (Meht) pl. 5,116, with which 1 3.3, is

syn. [as a quasi-pl. n.], as in the saying of a poet,

* as e“; as es; *

[And the people, except us, were debtors].

61.3; : see the next preceding paragraph.

see 6,5!3.=[Also Repaid, requited,

compensated, or recompensed : and reckoned with.]

in the Kur [xxxvii. 51], means

Shall we indeed be requited, and reckoned with?

(S, TA.) [See also what follows, in two places.]

=Possessed ,- owned; had, or held, under au

thority: (TA:) [and hence,] a slave,- fem. with

8 : ($, M, K:) [or] so called because abased by

work. (1g) ,3, in the Kur [lvi. 85],

accord. to Zj, means Not held under authority:

but Fr says, I have also heard [it explained as

meaning] not requited [for your deeds].

[And it is said that] Git [mentioned

above] means Cs: [i.e. Shall we indeed

be held in possession, or under authority, as

servants of God '2]. (M.)

A city; syn. pie»: ($, K :) so called

because had, or held, in possession, or under

authority. ($,* TA.) [See also art. (94.0.1 _

ill means I am he who is acquainted

with it; (met, T,‘ M,*K;) like Q48

[q.v.]. (IAar, T.)

I i; I a l

01.»: see Q51), in two places.

applied to a. man, ($, M, K,) and also

to a woman, (M, K,) without 5, (M,) One who

gives, or grants, loans, or the like, (Sh, T, M, K,)

to men, (M,) much, or often : (Sh, T, K :) and also,

(Sh, T, K,) if you will, (Sh,T,) one who seeks, or

demands, loans, or the like, much, or often : (Sh,

T, K :) thus bearing two contr. significations :

(K :) or one whose custom it is to take, or receive,

by incurring debt, or to buy upon credit; and, to

seek, or demand, loans, or the like : :) or it is

an intensive epithet, signifying one having [many]

debts .- (IAth, TA t) pl. Emile, (M, K,) mate.

and fem. (TA.) '

9 JD; , .

9,3.» : see 951,, in two places.

flat") 0-“

WM : see 05:.
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[Boos 1.]

The ninth letter ofthe alphabetiocalled J13:

it is one of the letters termed SJW [or vocal,

i. e. pronounced with the voice, and not with the

breath only]: and of the letters termed [or

gingival], which are .1: and and ;,wherefore

it is substituted for $0 in IMF for 4,2;13 ; and it

is said to be substituted for the unpointed ; in

in“: [as some read] in the Kur [viii. 59,

forM (TA.) = [As a numeral, it denotes

Seven hiindredj

l3

l; is said by Aboo-’Alee to be originally

the L5, though quiment, being changed into 1:

(M :) or it is originally or the final

radical letter being elided: some say that the

original medial radical letter is L5 because it has

been heard to be pronounced with iméleh [and so

it is now pronounced in Egypt]; but others say

that it is 3, and this is the more agreeable with

analogy. (Msb.) It is a noun of indication,

[properly meaning This, but sometimes, when

repeated, better rendered that,] relating to an

object of the masc. gender, (S, M, K,) such as is

_near: (I’Al; p. 36:) or it relates to what is

distant [accord. to some, and therefore should

always be rendered that] ; and 11.0, [which see in

what follows,] to what is near: in art. l3:

[but the former is generally held to relate to what

is near, like the latter :]) or it is a noun denoting

anything indicated that is seen by the speaker

and the person addressed: the noun in it is i, or

5 alone: and it is a noun ofwhich the signification

is vague and unknown until it is enplained by

what follows it, as when you say is [This

man], and J»le is [This horse]: and the nom.

and accus. and gen. are all alike: (T :) the

fem. is (5? (T, S, M, K, but omitted in the OK)

and 2;, (s, M, 1;, but omitted in the CK,) the

latter used in the case of a pause, (S,) with a

quiescent 0, which is a substitute for the [5, not a

sign of the fem. gender, (S, M,) as it is in 1‘11;

and 23.13., in which it is changed into 3 when

followed by a conjunctive alif, for in this case the

0 in 0} remains unchanged [but is meksoorah, as

it is also in other cases of connexion with a

following word]; and one says also (M;)

and 6 and :6: and &c. in art. 6:) for the

dual you say and (M ;) is the dual

form of l; (T, S) [and ('96 is that of 6 used in the

place of [53]; i. e., you indicate the masc. dual

by qt} in 'the nom. case, and in the accus.

and gen.; and the fem. dual you indicate by QB

in the nom. case, and in the accus. and gen.:
I re g Ir!

(I’Ak p. 36:) the pl. is 1'9,\ [or 5'3"] (T, S, and

I’Ak ib.) in theidial. of the people of El-Hijiiz,

~ ,3

(I’Ak,) and ubl [or utt] (T, I’Alg) in the dial.

of Temeem ; each both masc. and fem. (I’Ak ib.

[See art. L,ii.]) You say, 9,5 i3 [This is thy

brother]: and Jig-2.1 (5-3 [This is thy sister]: (T:)

and dill! (5% Us '§ [I will not come to thee

in this year]; like as you say 3.2." 0.3.; and

3:2:Jl 95; not 3.5le 15 us', because l} is

always masc. (As, T.) And you say, Q13

. . i ’ .

[These two are thy two brothers]: and .‘Jliil QB

[These two are thy two sisters]. And

0 .vs 0 p I i w l

.43": 5'9)! [These are thy brothers]: and 5'9}!

ébe'lgi-l [These are thy sisters]: thus making no

difference between the masc. and the fem. in the

pl. _The Lit that is used to give notice, to

a person addressed, of something about to be said

to him, is prefixed to is [and to (5} &c.], (T, S,

M, and is a particle without any meaning but
a I

inception : (T :) thus you say 1;“, (T, S, M,) and
al

some say 11.3.5, adding another l; (Ks,T;) fem.

I P l

L535, (T, S, M,) and [more commonly] 0.5.0 in

the case of a pause, (M,) and 0.50 in other cases,

(T, S,) and 6th, and some say aljh, but this is

unusual and disapproved: (T :) dual glib for the

masc., and (JUL; for the fem. ; (T ;) said by IJ

to be not properly duals, but nouns formed to

denote duals; (M ;) and many of the Arabs say
in] I I ’I

out; ; (T ;) some, also, make Qt.» indecl., like

the sing. ls, reading [in the Kur xx. 66]

Quail-J [Verity these two are enchanters], and it

has hetti said that this is of the dial. of Belharitb

[or Benu-l-Hi'trith] lbn-Kaab; _but others make it

decl., reading a}: TA: [see,

however, what has been said respecting this

phrase voce :]) the pl. is in'the dial. of

Temeem, with a quiescent t; and 5'95; in the

dial. of the people of El-Hijaz, with medd and

hemz and khafd ; and in the dial. of Benoo

’Okeyl, with medd and hemz and tenween.

(AZ, T.) The Arabs also say, I; L; ‘9, intro

ducing the name of God between 13 and 1;;

meaning No, by God ; this is [my oath, or] that

by which I swear. (T.) In the following verse,

of Jemeel,

in ¢¢ a If I, a, 4!,

* (5.9: is.» 1.4.5.0 Us, =*

t eta:; 0...»? :31.“ Ca it

[it is said that] :33 is for 13‘s, (M,) i. e., t is hei-t

substituted for the interrogative hemzeh (S' and

K in art. lb) [so that the meaning is, And her

female companions came, and said, Is this he who

gave love to other than us, and treated us un

kindly ?]: or, as some assert, Li; is here used for

1.1.5, the i being suppressed for the sake of the

measure. (El-Bedr El-Karafee, TA in art. la.)

__ One says also .613, (T, S, M, K,) aflixing to l;

the _‘l of allocation, [q.v., meaning That,] relating

to an object that is distant, (T,* S, and PA]; -

p. 36,) or, accord. to general opinion, to that which

occupies a middle place between the near and the

distant, (I’Al; pp. 36 and 37,) and this _‘J has no

place in desinential syntax; (S, and I’Al; p. 36;)

it does not occupy the place of a gen. nor of an

accus., but is only afiixed to t) to denote the

distance of i} from the person addressed: (T :)

for the fem. you say :1; (T, and and

K in art. 0', q. v. ;) but riot .513}, for this is wrong,

(T, and is used only by the, vulgar: (T 2) for

the dual you say (T, and as in the

phrases [Those two men

came to me] and [I saw those

two men] ; (S ;) and some say 13, with teshdeed,

(T, S,) [accord to J] for the purpose of corrobo

ration, and to add to the letters of the noun,

but [accord to others] this is dual of éb‘}, [which

see in what follows,] the. second being a

substitute for the J; (T on the authority of Zj

and others ;) and some say also, with tesh

deed, (T, S,) as well as .5150": (T in this art, and

S and K in art. B, but [there omitted in somle

copies of the S:) the pl. is [.9'93l and] $16,].

(T, l; is also prefixed to 3313; so that you say,

3.3.110; [That is ztytqt (5, TA =) and in like

manner, for the fem., you say @1236 and 36th:

(s the Kin tttt U =) but it is not prefixed [to the

dual nor] to (S.)_You also add J in

_lni, (T, s, M, 11,) as a corroborative; (TA ;)

so that you say 31).}, [meaning That,] (T, S, M,

K,) relating to an 'object that is distant, by com

mon consent; (I’Al; pp. 36 and 37;) or hemzeh,

saying $1.313, (K,) but some say that this is a

.__-__-_
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mispronunciation : (TA in art. 6,} :) for the fem.

you say 31L: and the dual-of is ill-its,

mentioned above; and that of the fem. is

(Ti [and in the K in art. is, £116 is also men

tioned as a dual, as well as a sing: :]) and the pl.

is and M and voce Ulyl or or

’[See art. l; is not prefixed to

nor to Ali [nor to 3183!] because, as 113

says, the J deiiotes the rem'oteness of that which

is indicated and the la denotes its nearness, so that

the two are incompatible. (TA in art. B.) _In

the saying in the Kur [ii. 256, the Verse of the

Throne], 533;, d; (5561‘ i3 5;, (T,

TA,) accord. to Th and Mbr, (TA,) 15 is syn.

with LIA [so that the meaning is, Who is this

that shall intercede with Him but by his per

mission ?] : (T, TA :) or it may be here redundant

[so that the meaning is, Who is he that &c. ’l].

(Kull.)_It is sometimes syn. with (T,

s, M.) so in the saying, iii, a; t; [that is it

that thou sawest .7]; to which one may answer,

[A'goodlycommodity]. (so,s.) And

so in the Kur [ii. 216], \3 L2

[And they ash thee what amount of their property

is it that they shall expend in alms] ; (T, M, TA ;)

accord. to those who make the reply to be in the

nom. case; for this shows that L0 is [virtually] in

the nom. case as an inchoative, and i} is its

enunciative, and is the complement of l} ;

and that Lo and l} are not to be regarded as one

word: [or] this is the preferable way of explanation

in the opinion of Sb, though he allowed the other

way, [that of regarding Lo and I} as one word,

together constituting an inchoative, and

as its enunciative, (see Ham p. 521,)] with [the

reply in] the nom. case: (M :) and 1.3)., also, is

used in the same sense: (TA:) so too i} in

3.; IS i; and 3.; I; may be considered as syn.

with (5.311; but it is preferable to regard it as

redundant. (Kull.)._It is [said to be] redundant

also in other instances: for ex., in the trad. of

Jereer, as related by Aboo-’Amr Ez-Zahid, who
010/, 1.76,

says that it is so in this instance: jg:- _

esotewweioeoiioiseiis
[There will come to you a man from El~Yemen,

having upon his face an indication of dominion].

(TA. [But this evidently belongs to art. ,i; in

which see a similar ex. is See also

other exs. there.])-[1.32:5 lit. means Like this :

and hence, thus : as also 1%._ It is also often

used as one word, and, as such, is made the com

plement of a prefixed noun; as in \Sé: and

LIE Us In such a yegr. See also art. 13:5:

and see the letter 3).] _ MA is sometimes used to

express contempt, and mean estimation; as in the

saying of ’Aisheh respecting ’Abd-Allah Ibn

’Aini Ibn-’Abbfi.s, iii ,5 OS t;- [0

wonder (meaning how I ironderfat Ibn-’Amr,

this fellow !]. (Kitéb el-Miftéh, cited in De

Sacy’s “Gram. An,” 2nd ed., i. 442.) [ii.. l;

often occurs as addressed to one who is held in

mean estimation: it is like the Greek 13 tab-rug, and

virtually like the vulgar Arabic expression

and the Latin heus tu; agreeably with which it

may be rendered O thou; meaning 0 thoufellow ,

an appellation denoting mean estimation being

understood: in the contrary case, one says

See also, in what follows, a usage of and 41.15.

_ Li's in a letter and the like is introduced when

the writer breaks of}, turning to a new subject;

and means “ This is all that I had to say on the

subject to which it relates:” what follows it is

commenced with the conjunction 3.] _ ()ne says,

[and (vi-:5], meaning It is not

approved: for, [lilie 'as a person held in mean

estimation is indicated by Lila, which denotes a.

thing that is near, 50,] on account of its high

degree of estimation, a thing that is approved is

indicated by that whereby one indicates a thing

that is remote. (Kull voce [See also what

next followe.]_.‘,it’:.m .éu'; in the Km ii. 1 is

said by Zj to mean 13 [This book]: but

others say that all) is here used because the book

is remote [from others] in respect of highncss and

greatness of rank. (TA.)-313$ [lit. Like

that, often means so, or in like manner : and _]

Let that sufi‘ice [thee or] you. (TA in art. )9},

from a trad.).._.The dim. of 13 is 63= (T, s, M:)

you form no dim. of the fem._ (5%, using in its

stead that of o, (5,) which is (T i) the dim.

of the dual [Q13] is : z) and that of [the

pl.] 59'; [and L_,i,i] is {all [and Chi]: (T t)...
that of tile is like that of is; [_and you may

say also ; for] that of is (T :) _.

that of .913 is ($,K:*) and that of is

(Kin art. u=)_that of 311'; is its?»
(sage) and that of is (s) Afrajiz

says; a e a, an I!

* um so). can: ,i it

‘ #Join ~ZLZL5 i-fi ea";

[Or thou shalt swear by thy Lord, the High,

that I am the father of that little child]: ($,

TA :) he was an Arab who came from a journey,

and found that his wife had given birth to a boy

whom he disacknowledged. (TA.):‘S is also

the accus. case of3;, q. v.

G

QB

1. He (a man, M) was frightened by the

wolf,- (M,K;) as also J), aor. 1; and

aor. '-’: :) or he (a man) was assailed, fallen

upon, come upon, or overtaken, by the wol/I

(Ibn-Buzurj, T.) And [hence, in the opinion of

ISd, as he says in the M,] tHe was frightened

by anything; (M,K ;) and so iylbl, (AA, T,

S, M, K,) inf. n. *lgb (TA;) said of a man.

(so [He-nee 8180,] 1;?3,<M.1.<.> w- (K,)

[inf. 11. $15,] IHefrightened him [lihe as does a

3 J64 e

wolf]: (M, A, 1;, TA:) and O...» 4.2;} (A, TA)

. r . o '

and 7 entity, as also “.55, (T, TA,) IThejinn,

or genii, frightened him. (T, A, TA.) [And

1 u )Br£'

hence, app.,] ca)" Qt} tThe wind came to

himfrom every side, lihe the wolf,- when guarded

againstfrom one direction, comingfrom another

direction .- (A =) and é..th t 9.13:, (T,s, M,K,)

and resin, (s, M, K,) IT/te wind varied, ('1',

$, M,) or came now from one direction and now

from another direction, M, so says As,

($,)feebly: (M, K:) accord. to As, from .1531,

($,) [i. e.] it is likened to the wolf, (M,) because

his motions are of the like description: :) or,

accord. to some, is derived from ' “JAB

4.“ meaning the wind blewfrom every direction ,

because the wolf comes from every direction.

(MF, TA.) _ Also, (i. e. #55) He (2. man)

had his sheep, or goats, fallen upon by the wolf.

(s,1g.)_ And Q53, (T, s, M, A, K,) aor. 1,

(T! $, K!) i115 n- as"); (3, Mi Ks) and Q5;

<M.A.I.<;> and Us; (M,Ki) the (men,

T, $, M) was, or became, bad, wicked, deceitful,

or crafty, (T, $, M, A, like the wolf, M,

A, or as though he became a wolf. (T.) _

And aor. 1, tHe acted like the wolf; when

guarded againstfrom one direction, comingfrom

another direction. (TA.) [And probably 1 He

howled like the wol ,- for,] accord. to Kr, (M,)

4:15 signifies the uttering a loud, or vehement,

cry or sound. (M, ._ And t He hastened,

or was quick, in pace, or journeying; (K ;) as

also 7 glbl. (TA.) = [aor. 1,] inf. n. .;)\5,

also signifies He despised him ; and so : (T :)

or he drove him away, and despised him: (lSk,

T, s, M, or he drove him away, (Lh, M,

Jvia

TA,) and beat him; (Lh, TA ;) and so 4413:

(M, TA :) [or he blamed, or dirpraised, him,

s, e 2’

like “ii; for,] accord. to Kr, (M,) Li} signifies

the act of blaming, or dispraising. .

And He drove him, or urged him on: (K :) or

a»! inf. n. .Lli, he drove, or urged on, the

camels. ($, = He collected it; (T, K;)

namely, a thing. ._ He made it even; syn.

’5'

at)...“ (CK: omitted in other copies of the K and

in the TA.) One says of the woman who makes

even her vehicle, [meaning the partI of

her camel-vehicle upon which she sits,] 6.2;!

L; [How well has she made it even I] (T.)

_He made it ,- namely, a [camel’s saddle such

as is called] *5 (K) and [such as is called]_a

Jij. (TA.):He made, [or disposed,] for

him, (namely, a boy,) a [q.v.]; as also

V all}! and 7 (K.) = said of a horse,

He was, or became, afiected'with the disease

termed (T, Mgh.)

2: see 1, last sentence but one. =Jljfl gals,
l n

(inf. n. “53:, 3,) He made, to the (a, [or

camel’s saddle], what is termed a (M, K,)

or J3. (TA.) [See also 333.]

4. $3591 e.,}iii (A,TA) The land abounded

with wolves. (TA.) _ See also 1, in three places.

5: see 6, in two places: _. and see also 1, in

three places.
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6. again .sJas (s, M, 1;) and g3 t is:

(M, K) {He disguised himself like a wolf to the

she-camel, and, by so frightening her, made her

to incline to, or afiect, her young one: (S :) or

he cloaked, or disguised, himself to the she-camel,

making himself to seem like a wol , in order to

cause her to afeet a young one that was not her own

[by moi-ing her with pity by the supposed danger

qfthe latter]. (M, K)_ See also 1, in two places.

= miss and this: +He did a thing by

turns; syn. 2531.6: (M, 1;, TA: [in the 01;,

erroneously, :]) from [the wolf],

which, when guarded against from one direction,

comes from another direction. (M, TA.)

10. .1331 .plxul The All [or ugly sheep]

became like wolves: a prov., applied to low,

mean, or ignominious, persons, when they obtain

ascendancy. (T, K.)

of, use

~_..~l5 q); rA large bucket with which one

goes to andfro ,' thought by As to be from

5": (M 2) or in much [or quick] motion,

aiscending and descending. (M,

L53, also pronounced Jag), without e, (S, Msb,

K,) originally with s, (T, S,) The wolf, wild dog,

or dog of the desert; pl : (M, A, K :)

applied to the mak and thefemale; (Msb ;) and

sometimes, also, (Mgh,) the female is called :13} :

(s, M, Ma. 1; =) pl- (of ram. s. Msb) Léii,
Q r

and (of malt, S, Msb) 96%, (S, M, Msb, K,)

which may also be pronounced :ngS, with Lg,

because of the kesreh, (Mgh,) and 5,133 (5, M,

Msb, 1g) and 5,659. (TA.)—You say,

51.3.; [The wolf is surnamed Aboo

Jaqdek]: i.e. its surname! is good, but its actions

are foul. (TA. [See art. Jet-3; and see also

Freytag’s Arab. Prov., i. 449.])_And 1,33"

~31}!th [The wolf lies in waitfor the youizg

gazelle]: a prov. alluding to perfidy. (TA.)—

And if)? us 3.; I[He isa woylam01zgoa‘dofik

of) sheep]. (A.) _Aud Ankh,

as." [A she-wolf among the goats, and a he

ostrich when tried]: i.e., in his evil nature he is

like a [she-] wolf that attacks a herd of goats;

and when tried, like a he-ostrich, which, if one

say to it “ Fly,” says “ I am a camel," and when

one says to it “ Carry a burden,” says “ I am a

bird:” a prov. applied to a crafty and deceitful

person. (TA.)—And 1,35,»; gas? [The

hyena and the wolf devoured them]; meaning

I: e 9” 0104 a:

Idearth, or drought: and ZQJW‘QLM,

meaning IA year that was one of dearth, or

drought, befell them. (A.)_ ~§ [His

wolf will not be satiated], a phrase used by a

poet, means this tongue [will not be satisfied];

i. e. he devours the reputation of another like as

the wolf devours flesh. (M.) _. ~35

[The wolf of Joseph] is a prov. applied to him

who is charged with the crime of another. (TA.)

_.:.:};Jl (S,M,A, also pronounced

(3(5)), without s, (TA,) [The wolves ofthe Arabs,]

means tlhe thieves, (M, K,) or sharpers, (A,)

and Paulie", (A, K!) Qf the Arabs; (LI; A) 5)

or the paupers ofthe Arabs, who practise thieving :

(T,S:) because they act like wolves. (TA.)—

Quill The wolves of the ghadd, that frequent

the trees so called, (TA,) is an appellation of the

sons of Kaab Ibn-Malik Ibn-Handhalah; (M,

K;) because of their bad character; (M ;) for

the wolf that frequents those trees is the worst of

wolves. (TA.) [The wolf's disease]

means + hunger ,- for they assert that the wolf has

no other disease than hunger; (K, TA ;) and

they say ~33 [More hungry than a

wolf] ; bechuse he is always hungry: or fdeath ,

because [it is said that] the wolf has no other

sickness than that of death; and hence they say

erg?" 5 fl [llIore sound than the wolf].

(TA.) [Hence the prov., Jill 5U; ilk}:

see 1 in art. L545.] ._ in the dual form,

[The two wolves,] is the name of 1‘ two white stars

[app. C and 1] of Draco] between those called

33;! and those called @1333“: and

[The claws of the wolf] [is the name of Jr’certain

small stars before those called

Jill : see _ see also the next

paragraph. '

fem. of 1,35. (s, M, Mgb, K.) _ Also

t The, [angular] intervening space between the

[or two boards] of the [kinds of saddle

e'euen] a}; and JL; (s, 1;, TA) and

(TA,) beneath the place ofjuncture of the two

curved pieces of wood ,' (S ;) [or] what is beneath

the fore part of the place ofjuncture of the two

curved pieces of wood (M, of the [kinds of

saddle called] JL} and v3 and dlél and the

like; (M ;) which falls, or lies, upon, (S,) or bites,

or compresses, (M, K,) the part called the _ a"

(S, M, of the beast. (M, A poet says,

a 1 ‘3”,15 at

[And a *5 of which the 3.155 is like the reaping

hook]. (M.) [See Accord. to IAar, the

[a coll. gen. n. of which is the n. un.]

of the [saddle called] are The curved pieces

of wood in the fore part thereof. (TA.) =_- Also

+A certain disease of horses (T, M, Mgh, or

similar beasts, that attacks them in their fauces;

(M, for which the root of the beast’s ear is

perforated with an iron instrument, and there are

extracted from it small, white, hard nodous sub

stances, (T, Mgh, K,") like the grains of the

[species of millet called] or smaller

than those grains. (T, Mgh.)

8. pl. of (TA.): Also, accord. to

AA, The hair upon the neck and lip of the

camel: (S, K 2) and accord. to Fr, who says that

it is a sing. [in this sense], the remains of

the [fur, or soft hair, called] [after the

greater parl hasfallen of or been shorn]. (S, K.

[See also Q6); in art. *5}, and in art.

sees-l)

: see the next paragraph.

(also pronounced 2:133, T and K in art.

erg») A portion [or lock] of hair, (S, A,) hang

ing down loosely front the middle of the head to

the back: (A :) or the hair of the fore parth

the head; the hair over the forehead; syn.

iii-96 ; (M, K 5) so called because, hanging down,

it moves to and fro, or from side to side: (M :)

or the place whence that hair grows: (M, :)

or the hair that surrounds the 536; [or round

part] of the head: (AZ,T:) or plaited hair of

the head: and the part of the head which is the

place thereof: (Lth, T :) or a plait of hair hang

ing down : if twisted, it is called @112: (Msh :)

and [a horse's forelock; or] hair (M, of the

head, (M,) in the upper part of the 3:206, of the

horse: (M, pl. (in all its senses; M, TA)

#1133. (T. s, M. Ms, K.) originally. (s, 1s.)

or regularly, (T,) changed to render it

more easy of pronunciation, (T, S, K,) and

also. (Msb.) Hence, [His pendent

locks of hair were twisted;] meaning the was

made to abandon, or relinquish, his opinion or

idea orjudgment. (A.)_ f Anything that hangs

down loosely. (TA.) IThe end of a turban,

(A, Msb,) that hangs down between the shoulders.

(A.) f The end qfa whip. (Msb.) 1 Of a. sandal.

The thing, or portion, that hangs down from, or

Q], [the upper part of] the [or thong that

passes, from the sole, between twb of the toes,- it

is generally a prolongation of the bJl.;5]: (T :)

or the part. that touches the ground, ofthe thing

that is made to fall down upon the foot, (M, A,

K,) attached to the :3le [or thong extending

from the above mentioned towards the ankle];

(A ;) so called becauseofitswaggling. (M.) 10f

a sword, The thong [or cord] which is attached

to the hilt, (T, A,) and which [is sometimes

also made fast to the guard, and at other

times] hangs loose and dangles. (A.) TA. skin,

or piece of skin, that is hung upon the Ski [or

hinder part] of the [camel’s saddle called]

(s, M, 3;) also termed (TA.) A poet

speaks, metaphorically, of the of palm

trees [app. meaning IHanging cluslers of dates].

(M.) And one says @1333! at; 3L5 {[A fire

of which the flames rise and spread]. _.

Also +The higher, or highest, part of anything:

(M, and 'élgs is used as its pl., or [as a

coll. gen. n., i.e.] as hearing the same relation to

that 3; does to (M.) You say,

Jig-3| 1[I ascended upon the summit

qfthe mountain]. (A.) And .53"; is» £353

{The highest degree ef might Ema ef nobility.

(T,* M.) And 1- He is among

the highest of his people; taken from the 3.35} of

the head. (M.) And 115155 ,3 (T, A) and

(A) I They are this nobles of their people :

(A,T:) and eats}; 10f the nobles of

Kureysk. (TA.) And ~§ 146311 {913

7.553." I[Such a one is of the lowest of the

pebple, not of the highest]. (A.) _ 55,.4”

is a name of t Nine stars disposed in a bowed, or

curved,form, in the sleeve of Orion; also called

5,134.11 (szv in his description of Orion.)
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_ 1 The last, or latter, parts, or

portions, of a night. (Her p.

A land containing, (S,) or abound

ing with, (M, K,) wolves: (S, M, K:) in the

dial. of some of the tribe of Keys, 3.3.5.4, agreeing

with Let. (M.)

A boy having a (T, S, A, _.

And 1* A [camel’s saddle such as is called]

[&c.] having [a 2133, i. e.] a skin, or piece bf

shin, hung upon its [or hinder part] : z)
or having a [q. v.]d. (TA.)

A manfrightened by wolves: (A, TA :)

or whose sheep, or goats, have been fallen upon

by the wolfI (S, M, A, ._ [And hence,]

IFrightened [as though by a wolf]. (T, TA.)

=Also A horse, (Mgh,) or such as is called

(Lth, T, M, K,) and, accord. to the Tel;

mileli, an ass, and so as though from

3.2.3} for :13}, (Mgh,) Afl'ected with the disease

termed (Lth, T, M, Mgh, K.)

’ . 1" . .
while i A man in a state of commotion, or

e .v - a mi:

fluctuation; from ca)! status. (TA from a

trad.)

vi”;

391’}; dual. @155; pl. : see art. ,5.

3 1 .1 .

USU): and 5.3"!) : see art. ,3.

slit

1. (s; 1331s,) aor.1, (K,) int. n.

3?}, (M,) He was angry with him: (M,* K,"i

TA :) he was enraged against him, namely his

enemy, and prepared to spring upon him. (Lth.)

.._. He became emboldened against him. (S,* K,‘

TA.) aor. '-, He became contracted in his

bosom, and eril in his disposition. (Ibn-Es-Secd.)

_He was frightened, or terrified; he feared,

or was afraid. (M, K.) _. IIe was disdainful,

or averse [from a person or thing]; or he dis

dained, or scorned: (K:) he became afl'ected

with aversion and disapprobation : ’O‘boyd Ibn

El-Abras says, 54bit \

e ‘11::3 '12:, '52; as

meaning They became ejected with aversion, and

disapprobation on account of the slain of ’Amir

[and became angry]: (T, S :) or, as some say,

were disdainful, or averse, thereat. (T.) .—

2353, (nor. ’-, TA,) He disliked, or hated, it, and

turned away, or back, from it. (S,

vi; 333, (As,$,Ki) and '3555, (K.)

contracted by El-Hotei'ah into £513, (TA,) [see

also art. )5,] She was disobedient to her husband,

and hated him,- (As, S, was averse from

him; and became emboldened against him. (As,

S.) _:L;EJlg He became accustomegd, or

habituated, to the thing. (S, He

smeared the she-camels’ teats with )6}, that her

young one might not suck her. (K.)

3. $355 : see 1. _ Also She (a camel) was

averse from her young one when she brought it

forth. (TA.)

0” ’40

4. 41A: ojlbl He made him angry with him.

(M, K!) A’Obeyd has transposed,rapd then

changed, one of its letters, saying Lib)” which

is a mistake. (M.) __ gin, (inf. n. 373;, AZ, s,)

He excited him to animosity; (AZ,,T,~ S ;) in

cited him; (AZ, S, M, K ;) emboldened him;

(K ;) [against his companion]. (AZ,

$1 M-)—;:,-‘; L5]! 2);”: (M; K") and ii; :45le

(TA,) He constrained or compelled or necessitated

him to have recourse to, or to do, a thing.

(M, K,‘ TA)

'4 14))

seekls, in two places. _5531 :13);

(S, K’) Verin thy tears are accompanied by a

breathing, or sighing, like that of the

More (K)

3G; Fresh camels’ or similar dung, (A)

mixed with dust, or earth, with which a she

camel’s teats are smeared, that she may not be

sucked. (M,“ K,‘ TA.) [See also art.fi§.]

pl; Angry,- (IAar, T, K;) as also

._ Contracted in the bosom, and evil 'in

disposition. (Ibn-Es-Seed.) _ Disdaining, or

averse [from a person or thing]: disdainful;

scornfitl. (IAar, T.) _ A woman disobedient to

her husband, and hating him; K;) averse

from him; and emboldened against him; ;)

as also '34}, and 'klih: (K :) [all without 5:]

and in a similar sense is applied to a man.

(Si no '

333;: see _ Also, [without 5,] A she

caniel averse from her young one when she has

just brought it forth : (A’Obeyd, S, or that

makes a show of ejection with her nose [by

smelling her young one] and has not

true love: (s, M, 3;) or evil tit disposition. (M.)

cab

.z- a 4. 2»

1. d1), aor. = , inf. n. 05!}, [in the CK OWL]

He died : (Mohect, K, TA :) [or he died quickly :

see which is app. an inf. n., as also, pprhaps,

Jill‘s] = and all; inf. n. and

if}, He despatched him; namely, a wounded

man; or hastened and completed his slaughter.

(M.)—And is also said of poison [app.

as meaning It hills quickly]. (Lth, T.) _j;

He passed by driving them away, or

pursuing them, or destroying them.

7. His heart bro/re (Ziiji

[See its syn. 555.3%]

Quichness of death,- (Lth, T, M,K;) as

also 7 y K.) [See 1, first sentence]_ Also

an inf. n. of 4513. (M.)

.2. e

6515: see 6&55.,_Accord. to the K, it

signifies also Death : but the correct word seems

to be [see 1, first sentence,] as in the

Tekmileh. (TA.)

: see what next follows.

5,6155 (Lth, T, M, K) Poison that kills quickly

(Lth, T :) or simply poison; (M, K ;) as

also $653 and taste, (1;, TA,) all with .,
I - a ‘0;

(TA,) and guns (A’Obeyd, T, M,K) and out.)

(A’Obeyd, T, 1;) and and 5,6,5, (IDrd,
0 I)

K,) and 'JB}. (T,K: the last, in the TA,

without e.)

Death that despatches quickly,- (T, M,

K;) as also ; thought by Yaakoob to be an

instance of permutation. (M.) _... See also
=And see l

.915

all; : see art. 15 ; and _‘J as aletter of allocutiou.

db

1. 375, (T, K,) or Agili, (5,) 3012:, inf. n.
'5, , 9 a

5"le (T, S, K) and a!) or dl}, (accord. to

different copies of the and K, the latter accord.

to the TA,) He, (T,K,) or she, i.e. a camel, (S,)

walked, or went, lightly : (AZ, T, S :) or quickly :

(K :) or lightly, (K,) or quickly, (IF,) and

proudly, with an inclining of the body from side

_ '2' - v

to side. (IF, [See also d1; : and see é‘jl},

below.]

6. He became vile, base, ignominious,

object, or contemptible; syn.)é-w. (K.)

,2, . .

legs, (K.) or 'd'flh, (ISk. s, M.) and

1 0-955, (Ibn-’Abbéd, K,) Thejachal ([53753]):

or the wolf: :) or the second word has the

latter signification: (ISk, S, M :) and the last

word, the former signification: (M :) the pl. of

the second word, having the latter significalion, is

gain, with ,J. (ISh,s.)‘ [See also 53%; and

and see illgi, below.]

: see the next preceding paragraph.

The walk, or manner of going, of the

wolf: pl. with J: (M,K:) [but ISd says,]

I know not 'how this is. (M. [See also

Also [as an inf. n. of 1, q. v.,] A quick walk or

manner ofgoing : (M :) or, as some say, a mode

rate running: or an extraordinary manner, or

rate, ofgoing, by reason of brishness, liveliness,

.2.

or sprightliness. (T.)= See also 5&1}.

J35; Anything [or any animal] Quick, or

swift. (T.) [See also k1,53] '

The wolf: (T, S, M, :) so called because

of his light walk or manner of going; (A’Obeyd,

T,S;) or because of a lightness in his running:

(M :) it is determinate, M, K, TA,) and

imperfectly decl., being a proper name and

[grammatically] of. the fem. gender: (TA :) pl.

and One says,

aide-Jo [Frighten thou the wolf with the snare]:

(S, Meyd, TA :) a prov., applied to him whose

threatening is not regarded: meaning threaten

thou other than me; for I know thee: (Meyd,
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TA 1) or, accord. to A’Obeyd, said by him who

orders one to menace and threaten. (Meyd.)

a ,2.

[See also Q'jl}.]

at a

at}? Light and quick. (Ibn-’Abbad, TA.)

I“,

1. 2.33, (T, s, M, Msb, K,) aor. =, (s, M,
a8.

Msb, inf. n. )15, (S,* M,) He blamed, or

found fault with, him, or it ,' (T, $, Msb;)

liairgely, a man, (T, [in which it is said that

42¢]; in the sense of is more common than

1,2433,” though the contriseems to be manifestly

the case,]) or a commodity; (Msb;) and he

despised him ; like :) and he despised him

and beat him: (T :) and he despised him and

blamed him : (T, M, K :)'or he despised him and

drove him away; like (M :) and simply he

drove him away : (M, z) or he drove him away

and beat him; like ii; = (M and TA in art. J; =)

and he repaid him, or requited him; syn. hijé:

(T and M :) or he overcame him in abusing; syn.

(K and TA. [So in my MS. copy of the

K and in the CK: but I doubt not that is

the right reading.])

4. 2.35:, (TA,) inf. n. 1.13], (1;, TA,) He

frightened him, or terrified him; syn. of the inf.

a , . s H saint

n. L», (1;, TA.) _ us» UL: cam Thou

compelledst me against my will to do such a thing.

(Fr, $-)

2. s

it} i.q. is; [as a subst., meaning A vice,
Q r

ftzult, defect, or the like; like A5, without a, and

fig} ; as well as an inf. n. of 1, q. v.] : with and

without s.

e.2,~:o, r

A word: so in the saying, Est} 4.!Wbe

[I heard not a word that he had to utter].

pass. part. n. of 1. ($, Msb.)

in the Kur [vii. 17] means Blamed: (TA :) or

driven away: (M,TA:) or, accord. to L1} and

hItij-iihid, banished. (T, TA!)

0‘5

:4, 02. s 15)

1. all}, [aor. 1 ,] inf. n. gt}, [app. from 09$},

q. v.,] He held his state, or condition, to be con

temptillle and weak. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. The land produced the

kind ofplant called (3,353. (lAar, M.)

I "2 fl v’ I I I

R. Q. 2. gym?! 19):.- so in both of my

copies, and K and TK, but [erroneously] written

in the TT as from the M QQIJQ, and in some

copies of" the K or [hikiiiufihoe’ verb

being evidently a denominative from 0,553 like

w from .Lbfiq-J) They went forth ($, M,

K) to take, ($,) or’to seek and take, (M,) or to

gather, the hind of plant called

($. M. K)

[A kind, or species, offungus; perhaps

a species quhallus;] a certain plant, (T, s, K,)

of the same kind as the and the $,.i;1;,

Bk. I.

which grows in the winter, and, when the day

becomes hot, rats, and goes away; (IAQI‘,T;)

said by Abu-l-’Omeythil to be, inform, like the

(pg-if [or asparagus]: (Tz) pl. (T,$:)

and some pronounce the sing. without .;

and make the pl. (T, TA :) a certain

plant that grows at the roots of the and

$3; and 5))5; the ground cleaving, and disclosing

it, it comes forth like the M13; [app. here

meaning the upper arms, above the elbows,] of

men; has no leaves; is black (Jul—hi), and dust

coloured; is pointed [and 1'0undish] in its eac

tremity, like the glans of the penis in form; has

envelopes ()Qéi) like those of the [bean called]

Gist}; and has a yellowfruit at its upper part:

some say that it is a plant that grows like the

[fungi called] gag-1;, of the plants termed :

AHn says that what are termed are things

thhe [fungi called] 6,115, that with forth from

beneath the ground like thick M [or poles];

nothing eats them, except that camels feed upon

them in the year of drought, and goats eat them

and fatten upon them,- they have a root-stock

and are used as medicines; and none

but the hungry will eat them, because of their

bitterness: he also says in one place, they grow

at the roots of trees, most lihe to the asparagus

(Ogia), eaccept that they are larger and thicker;

and have no leaves; but they have a 24’s); [app.

here meaning a head, such as is termed a pileus,

or cap], which assumes a roseate colour, and then

changes to yellow: the Q3555 is all [full of] __

water [or juice]; and is white, except what

appears thereof, q/‘that and nothing eats

it, except when men are afflicted with drought

and have nothing [else] to eat: the n. an. is with

5: (M :) 1811 says that it is ofa tawny colour,

smooth and round, having leaves that stick to it,

tall like the :33}, not eaten save by sheep or

goats, [and grows] in plajn’, or soft, tracts: IB

says that it is the wild 9%.“. (TA.) Onc says

of a people who were characterized by courage

and excellence, and pého have perishedztheir’sta'te

having changed, uh)! '\) L) w!) 02,315

[Dhn-noonehs having no rimthehs, and turf/roo

thehs having no arid/1s]: meaning that they have

been extirpated, and that none ot'them remains:

(TA :) or LA at») '9 0531-5 is a prov. applied

to him who is ruined, and has nothing remaining,

after having had a family and dignity and wealth.

(TA voce

~35

we is

1. 4.5.: *1}, (T, s, M, &c.,) aor. ’- , (T, DI, Mgh,)

inf. n. (T, s, M, Mgh,) He repelled from

him: he defended him. (T, $, M, Msb,K.) You

say, will: He repelsfrom, or defends,

his wife, or wives, or the like. (T, Msb.) [See

also R. Q. 1.] ._ And signifies also The act

of driving away. (T, TA.) You say,

and '41.;5, He drove away the fly, or jlies.

(M, TA.) And LABEL $3.5 95.191 [The

wild animals drive, away the gnats with their

tails]. (A.) _ And [hence,] 3,3,6 QM; ,Létii

I One demanding a woman in marriage came to

them, and they rejected him, or turned him back.

(A, TA.)=.;3 +116 (a man, TA) was, or

became, possessed; or mad, or insane. (K, TA.)

=._.:3, (M, aor. 5, [in-reg, (the verb being

intrans.,) unlessa the first pers. be like wee-l:

&c.,] infi n. .95, (M,) IIe (a man, went

hither and thither, not remaining in one place.

(M, K.* =1», [aor. :,] It dried; dried up;

0 J!

a 91‘},

M, K,) aor. :, int. n. .9; and and

(M, His lip became dry, (M, or lost its

moisture, ($,) by reason of thirst, (S, or by

reason of vehement thirst, (M,) &c.; (M, K;)

as also H.435. (M, 1;.) And 3Q L5 (5,11)

in like manner [His tongue became dry &c.]. (M.)

And said of a plant, It withered, or lost its

moisture. And said of a pool of water

left by a torrent, It dried up in the end of the

hot season. (IAar,-M, 1;.) And .13 His

body became lean, 0r emaciated, K, TA,) and

lost its maistyre. (TA.) And (T,

u H I I a

aor. :, inf. n. .3}, (T,) His colour, or complexion,

became altered, by reason ofemaciation or hunger

or travel &c. (T, _ See also 2.

or became dry. You say,

10¢ a

2. aar- w} IIe repelledfrom him, or defended

him, much, or often. é}: see 1.

o “K: see 1. = int. n.

also signifies It left a i.e. somewhat remhin

ing. Hencc,] jtin v.35, (s, A, TA,) or v.15,

(so in the K, but corrected in the TA,) {The

day passed so as to leave thereof only a

(A, TA 5*) i. e. (TA) the day had only a [small]

remainder of it left. (s,1_<, TA.) And

IA thrusting, or piercing, and a

shooting, or casting, with energy [so as not to

leave any form unexerted]. (-$,"E A, TA.)—

[Also It left not a i.e. anything remaining :

thus bearing two contr. significations. Ilcncc,]

pt v.5} tHe strove, laboured, toiled, or

exerted himself, in going, or journeying, so that

he left nota [or any part of his journey

remaining unaccomplzlshed]: (A, TA:) [or] e.,-:5

signifies 1‘ he hastened, made haste, or sped; syn.

(M :) [and,' accord. to Et-Tebreezce, this

is the primary signification: for he says,] MI

is like [app. as meaning +the art of

charging, by a horse or a horseman]: but the

primmypwaningis 551?. (Ham p. 201.) And

(sis) int- n- (K,) +0."

beasts became fatigued, or jaded, by journeying

[during that our night].

R. Q. 1. Q35, (T,) int‘. n. (K,) In

definded his neighbours and family. ('1‘,

[See also 1.]=And He annoyed, molested,

harmed, or hurt, (T, K,) people. (K.) = And

IIe made a thing to dangle, or more to and fro ;

120
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(L ;) and made it to be in. a state of motion,

commotion, or agitation. (L, K3“) _ [Hence,]
J fl a Ge

4.3.5, inf. n. as above, 1-He left him, or made

him to be, confounded, or perplexed, not knowing

his right course; wavering, vac-illating, or going

5' r 4

to and fro. (Msh.) = 3.0;} also signifies The

dangling, or moving to and fro, of a thing

0 10”

suspended in tlle air: (S, M:) and i.,:JqJJ the

being in a state ofmotion or commotion: (S, 'L :)

[or the latter has both these meanings; for] you

0 G a n§,4

say, 162." ' .,aigfi the thing dangled, or moved

to and fro, (M, A, L,) in the air; (A;) and

was in a state of commotion or agitation. (M, L.)

e I: 0 e» a a; E”

It is said in atrad., 094,34: 45.x; "i quQ,

meaning And it was as though I looked at his

two sleeves in a state of commotion, or shahing.

Moi a a,

(TA.) And you say, 0.3)»! Q»

J)

.. + He

wavered, or vacillatcll, between two affairs.

:1 E r I se

(MA.) And ,3; v.,..le +[Their state of

affairs was, or became, fluctuating, or unsteady].

(Lh, T in art.

I '0'; .181!

R. Q. 2. QAHJJ, inf. n. .,iJaJS: see the next

preceding paragraph, in four places.

’
-

Repelling: fem. with' 5: hence

will, a phrase used by Dhu-r-Rummeh, mean

ing’repelling with their tails: or this may be

from the signification next following. (Ham

p. 510.) = illuch in motion. (Ham ubi supra.)

9

(M, L,) or ling, (K,) [the former correct,

and perhaps the latter also,] applied to a camel,

‘ That does not, or will not, remain still, or motion

less, in a place. (M, L, K.) A poet says,

63' Q a O

i 3'85

[And it was as though we were, among them,

camels that would, not remain still in a place]:

'52.;

Low *

which shows that is not an inf. n. used as an

epithet; for, were it so, he had said

(M, L.) _ Lin IThe wild bull; [a species of

bovine antelope,'] also called 51;" (T, S,

M, K ;) so called because he goes to and fro, not

remaining in one place; (M ;) or because he

pastures going to and fro; (T, S,‘ M 5) or because

his females pasture with him, going to and fro:

(T :) and called also v.::S'Ejl, (T, K,) by poetic

license, for .Lle; (T ;) and l _.

is also applied to IA man who goes and

comes. (Kr, M, TA.) And IA man who is in

the habit ofvisiting women. (AA, T,

Lbs [The common fly;] the black thing that

is in houses, that falls into the vessel and into

food; (M ;) well known: ($,1_(:) so called,

accord. to Ed-Demeeree, because of its fluttering

about, or because it returns as often as it is driven

away: (TA:) and likewise applied to the bee ,

(M, ;) which is also called 43;" [thefiy

gale rain], (IAth,TA,) or Lu}; [thejly

of rain]; because the rain is the means of pro

ducing herbage, and by herbage it is fed; (Mgb;)

or because it accompanies rain, and lives upon

that which the rain causes to grow: (IAtll, TA :)

[accord to some, it is a coll. gen. n.; and] the n

~95

unL is WEAK): ($, Msb,K:) one should not say

23G} [as the vulgar do in the present day]: :)

or time should not say "SL5, though El-Ahmar

and Ks are related to have used this word [as

meaning a hind qffiy]; for is a sing. [pro

perly speaking], and is used as such in the Kur

xxii. 72: (M:) the pl. (of pauc., s, Msb) is

£55 an (ormult, S. Me) as (s, M, Ms». K)

and (M, K,) the last mentioned by Sb,

accord. to the dial. of Temeem. (M.) One says,

geld-ill [Verin he 21; gnarlel‘ojifzfi'l

thawthejly]. (A) And 0.? vi:- [L,)-bl»

.53." [He is more contemptible ato me, than the

buzzing Qf the TAM-ll [The

refuge of the fly] is a prov., applied to him who

is protected by his ignobleness. (Har p. 332:

there written and in two places,

And .,sléjll [The father of the fly] is an

appellation used as meaning tHe who has stinh

ing breath; and some say [the father

oft/lefties]: (M, TA:) and is especially applied

to ’Abd-El-Melik Ibn-Marwan: (M, A, TA :)

whence the saying, _pliill Us?! (A, TA)

and qudn vii (TA) [illore stinking in breath

than Abu-dh-Dhubtib and Abu-dh-Dhibbdn]. _

[Hence,] {Ev-ll, or mischief; (A, I_{;)' arid annoy;

once, or harm; as in the saying, crab} Lsfgkol

e), /

1[Evil, &c., Well me]; (A ;) and (Z... anal

3'9, 0'1; 1 Evil, or mischief, [lit. a hurting

jig] fell updn such a one from such a one: (T :)

or {continual evil, as in the saying,

)l'gfll Lilo 1[Cuntinual evil hath befallen thee

from this thing, or event] ; and I [Ifer,

or its, or their, evil is a continual evil]. (TA.)

_ ’r Ill luch. (T, Fr relates that Elle’Prophet

saw a man with long hair; and said “_ab}, mean

e: 0"

ing +This is ill luck : and hence, V gels} J?)

+ [An unlucky man]. __ + Plague,or pesti

lence. (TA.)_ TDiabolical possession; or mad

ness, or insanity. ._ 1* Ignorance: so in

the phrase Gill; 1- [Aoman stnfl'ed

with ignorance]. (M ).._ I The (UL-bl [as mean

ing the pupil, or apple,] of the eye :'(AZ, T, $,

M, A, K :) so in the saying, :51;

0;” t[IIe is dearer to me 'than the apple

of the eye]: (A :) [ISd says,] I think it to be so

termed as being likened to the [properly so

called; i. e. the fly]. (M.) And Quill also

signifies + A black spech, or spot, in the interior

of the 35.3.;- [or dark part] of the eye of the

horse. (M, The pl. is as above. (M.) _

éléi (T. s. M. A. Msb, 1;) and i in;

(TA) tThe 3;, (M, K,) or a}, (s,

Mgh,) [each app. here meaning the point, or

extremity, though the former also means the

erlge,] qfthe sword, 1H, Msb, which is the

part wherewith one strihes: Msbz) or its

extremity with which one is pierced, or trans—

pierced; and the 3;- [here meaning edge] with

which one strikes is called its ’5': : (En-Nadr, T :)

or its tapering, or painted, exlremity; expl. by

[Boox I.

{Marl ’1’!

QMI as)!“ (M, K.) or at point (3;) qfits

extremity (M, A) which is between its (36%:

(M :) the parts of its two edges that are oh either

side of it are its gels: the ridge in the middle

ofit, on the inner and outer sides, is called the);;

and each has what are termed (3136's, which are the

part between the 2.; and each one of the

on the outer side of the sword and the correspond

ing portion of the inner side, each of the .0135]:

being on the inner side of the sword and its [outei'

side. (AZ, T, TA.) [The swords of the Arabs,

in the older times, were generally straight, two

edged, and tapering to a point; and so are many

of them in the present day; a little wider towards

the point than towards the hilt.] Hence the

saying, .an hp! 5.3 I[The knot,

or tail, ht the end of the whip is followed by

the point of the sword; i. e., whipping (if it

effect not the desired correction) is followed by

slaughter]. (A.) _ [Hence,] signifies like

wise 1- The 5.; [or point, or extremity, or edge,]

of anything. (A ’Obeyd, T.) __ 1 The pointed,

or sharp, part of the extremity of the ear

(A ’Obeyd, M, of a horse (A’Obeyd, M)

and ofa man. _ ’r The sharp edge of the

teeth of camels. ($, TA.)_And fThe part

that first comes forth of the flower of the :6...

<M.1.<-> '

see the next preceding paragraph, first

sentence, in two places:_and see another sen

tence, in the latter half of the same paragraph.

_ I A remainder, or remains, (T, $, M, A,‘ Msb,

K,) of a thing, (T, Mgh,) of the waters of wells,

(T,) or of thirst, (M, A,) and of hunger, (A,)

and of a debt, ($, M, and the like, and

of the day, (A,) or, as some say, of anything;

(M;) or of a thing that is sound, or valid, or

substantial; distinguished from ZEUS, which sig

nifies a remainder, or remains, of a thing that is

weak, or frail, and perishing, and particularly of

a debt, or of a promise: and L in art. Q} :)

pl. LQQS. (T, s, Msb.) You say, (i.,-'2: 93.3.;

3&3 v.5, (M.) or E,» as (A,) i- @

I[T/le [camels returned frdm water having in

them] somewhat remaining of thirst. (M.)—

And the pl. also signifies Jr Small moun

tains: so says El~Andalusee. (MR)

3 v] .,

ugh} : see Lb}.

A man who repelsfrom, or defends, with

energy, his wife, or wives, or the like; as also

t $3... (M, 1;.)_ [Hence,] .Llji ,1}; 1.4 sul

try day in which the wild animals are infested by

numerous gnats, and drive them away with their

tails: the act being thus attributed to the day.

(A.)= See also what next follows.

476’

iii, the latter word of the measure 39%,

in some of the copies of the K erroneously written

V (TA,) [and so in the TT as from the M,]

A lip that has become dry, or has lost its moisture.

(M, K, TA.)

The penis, (T,* S, M, A, K,) as some

say; (M ;) as also Vigjss and 74:51.3, which
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last is not 3. pl., though of a pl. measure;

(TA ;) so called because of the motion thereof,

to and fro: (TA :) and the tongue: (M, A:) or
0' I 8' J ea

7 am; has this latter meaning: (K:) and TQM.»

signifies the genitals; or, as some say, the testicles;
9e ' a,

(M;) one of which is termed ' 3.33.35. (M,

see I

$.13} : see in two places.

2' 1 °:
444;), 3"

also #Slg').

O ’0,

see .gJo}, in three places:_and see

Certain things that are hung to the

[n-onien’s camel-vehicle called] (S, M, K,)

or to the head qfa camel,‘ (M,) for ornament;

[i. e. tassels, or pendant tufts of wool, oroshyeds of

woollen cloth, of various colours,- (see a, ;)] as

also 7 (M, K :) the sing. of the former is

V $.55, (T,) or t ;335, with (_lamm. (TA.) _

'And’T'hefringes, and edges, of a [garment of the

kind called] 53;; because of their motion upon

the wearer when he walks: sing. 7;.555. (TA

from a trad.) _. See also in two places.

5 r

_rilfi: 3 s

1 .94 see ._.:5.

walk

a I! 9 1.54 E, 4

.gsl: see Q’s»:=and .35. =Also The

task, or canine tooth, of the camel. (T,

And Tall, or long,- syn.

5 1 I a,

9»: see

.5? (s. M, 1.1) and (Fr,S,K)

A land containing, or abounding with, (M,

K,)fiies- (s.M.K->

A thing with which. one drives away flies;

($, M, K;“:) a fly-whish made qf horse-hairs:

(T :) [pl. whence,] one says of wild-animals,

(:13; 1[Their tails are their fiy-whishs].

(A.)

I sea
.

we... 1A rider hastening, or mahing haste,

(T, s, M, K,) apartfrom others: ($, M, or

striving, labouring, toiling, or exerting himsel ,

in going, or journeying, so as to leave not a

[or any part qfhis journey remaining unaccom

plished]. (A.) And it is also applied to a [wild]

bull. In the following saying,

0 4 J '0 0e 1- a

‘ 'sW'I-M. W. “

+ [A month's journey to the hastening camel],

(M,) or _pébx," 491,1: [to the hastening mes

senger], (TA,) by" is meant

(M, TA.) _ [1* A quick journey: or one in which

is no flagging, or langour.] You say,

v.13; 2C”, i. e. 1 [They will not reach

the watei' but by a] quick [night-journey thereto].

And was. + [Ajourney in which the

camels are watered only on the first and fifth

‘ days] which is no flagging, or langour.

_. 1- [An interval between two water

ings] bf long duration, in which one journeys

from afar (T, $, M, K) and with .haste. ('1‘.

$, K-)

6 so.

may)“: A camel attacked byflies, (A’Obeyd,

S, M,) that enter his nostrils, so that his

.5 .2

nech becomes twisted, and he dies ; as also 7 .33! :

or both signify one that, coming to a cultivated

region, finds it unwholesome to him, and dies

there : (M :) and the former, a horse into whose

nostril the _fly has entered. (A.)—See also

'15»; 0

1,),“ wjl, above. _Also 1- Possessed; or mad,

or insane. (K.)—And, accord. to the Abridg

ment of the ’Eyn, [in a copy of the written

and in other copies thereof omitted,]

1- Foolish; stupid; or unsound, dull, or deficient,

in intellect. (TA.)

I '0')

may)» Driven away : (TA 2) or driven away,

or repelled, much. (T,TA.) ‘ It is said in a trad,

i.e. [Marry, or

thou wilt be of] those driven away from the

believers because thou hast not imitated them,

and from the monks because thou hast forsaken

their institutes: from “the act of driving

away:” or, accord. to IAth, it may be from the

signification of “motion and agitaticlu.’i

And it is said in the Kur [iv. 14‘2], 0.5.;

$11.5, meaning ZIIuch driven away, or much re

polled,from these and from these: (T, TA :) or

this is an ex. of the meaning next following. (5,

M.) _A man (M, wavering, or racillaling,

between two things, or afi'airs; (T,$, M, ;) or

between two men, not attaching himselfsteadily to

either,- (T;) and signifies the same;

(Ks) as also i (M.)

9 0 I J

my»: see what next precedes : ._ and see also

5w:)

*4“
a

5 0,4) 5 r O ' J

.QJQJS» : see can», last sentence.

cab

1. ' f3, ($,M§b,K, &c.,) aor. =, (K,) inf. n.

0 e 9 -:

C}, (s, Msb, 1;, &c.) and Cu, (K,) He cut, 01

dicided, lengthwise; clace; split; slit; rent, or

rent open,- ripped, or ripped open. (S, Msb,

[Accord. to Fei,] this is the primary signification.

(Mgh.) [But see what follows.] You say, to}

a "8.

Mi 5)]; T He (a perfumer, A) ripped open the

follicle, or resicle, of mush, (A, TA,) and took

forth the mash that was in it. (TA.) [In the A

and TA this is said to be tropical; the authors

evidently holding it to be from in the sense

here next following.]_He slaughtered [for

food, or sacrificed,] (L, TA) an animal, (Mgh,)

or a sheep or goat, ($,TA,) or an ox or a cow,

and a sheep or goat, and the like, (Mgh,) [in the

manner prescribed by the law, i. e.,] by cutting

the [or two externaljngzdar reins], (Mgh,)

or by cutting the throat, from beneath, at the

part next the head: (L, TA :) accord. to the K,

i. (1.345 : but correctly, J 0:01 is in the throat; and

’23" is in the pit above the breast, between the

collar-bones, where camels are stabbed: the latter

word is used in relation to camels and bulls and

cows; and the former, in relation to other animals :

or, not improbably, both may have originally

signified the causing the soul to depart by wounding

the throat, or the pit above the breast, which is

the stabbing-place in the camel; and may then

have been applied in peculiar [and different]

senses by the lawyers. (MF. [See also , in

art. 953]) Also #He slaughtered, or slew, in

(L.) [You say, H5 He

slaughtered, or sacrificed,for him, by may ofezpia

tion.] And 1- [They slaughtered,

, file's

or slew, one another]. And

r The sons of such a one slaughtered,

or slew, them. (TA.) And v 65 (inf- 11- 5-335,

any manner.

KL) signifies the same as except that it

applies [only] to many objects; whereas the latter

applies to few and to many: thus it is said in the

Kur [ii. 46, and in like manner in xiv. 6],
a) met, 1.:

,5an 1 [They slaughtering, or slaying,
a

your sons], accord. to the reading commonly

obtaining. (Aboo-ls-halg, TA.) _ Hence, 1110

killed; because gill [in its proper sense, when

the object is an animal,] is one of the quickest

modes of killing. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,

(Mgh, TA,) cautioning against accepting the

oflice ofa Kadee, (Mgh,)

0;.» I ’5 vain I[Whoso is madea

ifddee'aniong’the people, he is as though he were

slaughtered without a knife]: (Mgh, TA 9") expl.

by some as meaning, the is as though he were

killed [&c.]. (TA.)—[Hence, also, because

J renders the flesh of an animal allowable, or

lawful, as food,] I It rendered allowable, or Ian‘

ful: as salt arid. ’the sun and the fishes called

(JUL-3 (pl. of do wine, by changing its

quality, as is said in a trad. (TA.)—Also IHe

broached, or pierced, a [or wine-jar, making

a hole in the mouth, or removing the clay that

closed the mouth], so as to draw forth the con

tents. A, Msb, _ And IHe, or it,

choked. (K, TA.) You say, glib" thcep

ing choked him. (A, TA.) _ And, said of thirst,

IIt affected him severely, or distressed him.

(A, TA.) e41; IThe beard

flowed down beneath the chin of such a one so

that the anterior portion of the part beneath his

lowerjaw was apparent: in which case, the man

is said to be v (1;, TA.)

2: see is [said to be] syn. with

ég-ffi, (K, TA,) in prayer: accord. to Hr, C35

signifies He lowered his head, in inclining

his body in prayer; like _>: and accord. to

Lth,

inclining his body in prayer, so that it became

lower than his back: but Az says that this is a

mistake, and that the correct word is ca", with

the unpointed ;. (TA.)

6. baa-31.33 1-They slaughtered, 0r slew, one

J)¢:l JJ'J

another. ($, MA,I_(.) One says, Chill tgul

“5 signifies he lowered his head, in

120*
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1[]l[utual praising is mutual slaughtering].

($, A-)

8. l Ile took, or prepared, for himsel a

slaughtered [or sacrificed] animal.

‘ [3 An animal prepared for slaughter [or

sacrifice; i. e. an intended victim]: (T, A, Msb,

TA :) [see also 9_ 9:), which occurs in this sense

in a trad. as applied to a human being:] or an

animal that is slaughtered [or sacrificed]; (S,

Mgh, 1;, TA ;) and so tiled; (Mgh, Msh;)

or this signifies a slaughtered [or sacrificed] sheep

or goat,- (TA ;) and is [nominally] fem. of

but the 5 is affixed only because the quality of a

subst. is predominant in it: :) or the 3 is added

to denote that the word is applied to a sheep, or

goat, [to be slaughtered or sacrificed,] not get

slaughtered [or sacrificed] ; and when the agct has

been executed upon it, it is [said to be] 65-53:

(M, voce 2) 9 3 is applied to an animal that

is slaughtered either’as a sacrifice on the occgas‘ion

(J the pilgrimage or otherwise,- and is like

in the sense of and in the sense of

&C.: (TA =) the pl. of t is ’ ‘55.

(Mgh, Msb.) It is said in the Kur [xxxvii 167],
491,,r B J

MB: C4.» stages, [And we ransomed him with
e , s 4 a ) I,

a great victim]. ($, A.) ngl 'leg‘; means

Animals sacrificed to the Jinn, or Genii : for it

was customary for a man, when he bought a

house, or drew forth [for the first time] the water

of a spring, and the like, to sacrifice an animal

to the Jinn with the view of avoiding ill luck,

(A, TA,) lest some disagreeable accident should

happen to him from the Jinn thereof: (A :) and

the doing this is forbidden. (A, TA.)= See
6")

also Zia-.35.

I r)

_'> A certain plant which ostriches eat: :)

this Word and ' é-l': signify the plant called [rs-U: l

35;”, (K, TA,) which is ofa red colour: and,

accord. to the K, another plant: but correctly a

red plant is, not $213,) having a

stem, or root, from which is peeled of a

black peel, whereupon there is taken forth a

white substance, resembling a n'hite 3))5. [or

bead, but perhaps this is a mistranscription for

33;, i. e. a carrot], which is sweet and good, and

is eaten : [each word is a coll. gen. n. ;] and the

n.un. is and g3: so says AHn, on the

authority of Fr: and he says also, on the authority

of AA, that the is a tree that grows upon a

stem, and in a puznner resembling the ébé [app.

$6.23, not Ligé], and then has a gellomflomer;

its root is like a 3)}?- [i. e. 334-, or carrot], and it

is sweet, and of a red colour : (TA :)‘s pi; the

is aplant having a stem, or root, (Jab) which

is peeled, and there comes forth n-hat resembles

the j}?- [i. e. 1,};- or meaning carrot]; and a

blach skin is peeled from it ; and it is srveet, and

is eaten; and has a redfiower. (Ham p. 777.) _

Also, and V (K,) the former the more

common, (Th, TA,) A species q)" the Slié [or

trufiie], (IQ) of a white colour. (TA.)—See

also

h}: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

.rr)

see 3...».

r I;

3.33 A mode, or manner, of j [i. e. slaughter,

2'.)

4&4}:

such as is described in the first paragraph of this

art.]. (Mgh.)= See also what here next follows.

(AZ. A.K) and ifs-ii. <As.A.1.<.>

but this latter, which is used by the vulgar, was

unknown to AZ, and (A, and

75;;3 and and (K) and 75?,
(TA,)lA disease, (T, A,) 02' pain, (AZ, s, K,) in

the [or fauces], (AZ, T, s, A, K,) which

sometimes hills.- (T:) or blood which chokes and

hills: or an ulcer that comes forth in the

($1;- [or fauces] ofa man, like the 3.35 that

attacks the ass: (ISh,TA:) or an ulcer that

appears in that part, obstructing it, and stopping

the breath, and killing. (TA.) One says,

igill [The 15.)} attached him]. And

' 5 I) 1 e i _ _ _ .

CL» 60H! ICovetousness is [like] a disease in

the fauces: or _a poisonous plant. And

90:31 UK; 3‘45." [That was like

the disease called is...» in the uppermost part of

the breast] : a prov., applied to the case of a man

whom one imagines to be a sincere friend, and

who proves to be an evident enemy: (TA :) or

Ms . . .

an Mi J34 Que, IIe was like the a.» &c.,

a disease in the 51;, which does not quit the

patient externally, and hurts him internally: said

by him to whom you complain of one whom you

imagined to be a sincere friend, and whose affec

tion was outward, when his deceit has become

manifest. (Meyd.)=&;.__i'> is also the n.un. of

1!»)

Ce [q- v-l- (Fr, AH“)

#3: see the next preceding paragraph.=

It is also the n. an. of [q.v. voce ch].

(Fr, AHn.)

A certain poisonous plant, (A, K, TA,)

that kills the eater (if-ia- as also t (TA.)

One says told"a i: see in two laces.

’ t 9 I: 'J o, ’ p

._..[Hence,] Cb} a,» +_A quick, or sudden,

death. (L.) = See also C55.
-

9”)

see Its-o3.

0_ :5 and ' signify the same [i. e. Cat,

or divided, lengthwise ,- &c.: see 1]. (S, Msb,l_(,

TA.) You say [for éfii],

meaning t [llIush of which thefollicle, or vesicle,

is] ripped open. (A. [It is there said to be

tropical: but see 1.])_.Both are [also] applied

to an animal, (Mgh,) or a sheep or goat, (TA,)

[or an animal of the ox-kind, and a sheep or goat,

and the like, (see 1,)] as meaning Slang/tiered, in

the manner described in the first paragraph of

this art. : (TA 2) the fem. of is with 3 : (S,

TA: [see 5;”; below :]) but is used as a

fem. epithet without the addition of 3: you say

CH} 3L2 as well as 91:5, because is

an instance of the measure in the sense of

the measure though you say 3L5

also; and in like manner the pl. [of g5] is

“Ll; and ULLQS and [that of is] c’st'ii.

(TA.) Aboo-Dhu-eyb says, describing wine,

“ 33:53" 535" )3 Q J“? ’*

meaning Jggl, i. e. [One would call it the

blood of the external jugular vein,] for which it

had been slit [to let it flow]. (AAF, TA.) And

again he says,

:35, r is e 6 a
‘ b n .3.

~ cu“ err:

J a ) u’l r, v, I

“ re use“: “a "

[app. meaning And mang a bevy ofn-omen rubbed

over with perfume compounded n-ith saffron, as

though it were the blood of gazelles, the gazelles

whereof had been slaughtered in. the upper parts

qfthe breasts]: he applies C53 as an epithet to

916,, meaning q n; ; and he applies it as an

tipithet to a pl. because it is of t’he’measure

dead [in the sense of the measure J’sb], for

such an epithet is applicable to masc. “and fem.

and sing. and pl. nouns. (TA.)_ __‘> also

signifies An animal that is fit, or proper, to be

slaughtered as a sacrifice : (ISk, $, K :) [or that

is destined, or prepared“for sacrifice,- i. e., an

intended victim; like _3 ; as appears from the
1

fact that] is ta surname of Ismd’eel, or

Ishmael; (K,* TA ;) for, accord. to some [or

rather the generality] of the Muslims, he was the

son whom Abraham designed to sacrifice, though

others say it was Isaac: (TA :) and 6i

$.85." occurs in a trad. [as said by Mohammad,

meanihg + I am'the son of the two intended

victims,- namely, Ismd'eel and ’Abd-Allah] ; for

’Abd-El-Muttalib incurred the obligation to sacri

fice his son ’Abd-Allah, the father of the Prophet,

by reason of a vow, and ransomed him with a

hundred-camels. (K) TA.) _ Also I A slain

man. (A.)

sea-L155, and its pl. see in three

places.

6 sir ' .

[ \gb One whose occupation, or habit, is that

of slaughtering sheep or the like. _. And, in the

present day, Jr An ereccutioner.]

(T, S, and sometimes i without

teshdeed, (T, K,) the former the more common,

(T, but disallowed by AHeyth, who holds it

to be one of the words of [the measure

denoting diseases, (TA,) {Cracks in. the inner

[i.e. lenier] sides of the toes, K, TA,) next the

fore part of thejbot : (TA :) or a cut across the

inner sides of the toes: (Ibn-Buzuij, T :) or a

crack in the inner side, or sale, of the foot :

(IAar, TA voce pl. (TA.) Hence

the saying, L; I[There is not

in the tray qfits attainment a thorn nor are
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there any cracks in the inner sides of the toes, &.c. :

see also 1,9]. ($, TA.)

éits [act part. n. of 1]. chill All,

or at}!!! iii-:1, (so in one copy of' the $,) 1* Two

bright stars, between which is the space of a cubit

over against one of which

is a small star that, by reason of its near

ness; is as though it [app. meaning the bright

star, or the pair of .bright stars,] were about to

slaughter it; whence the appellation of

@1331 : :) the two stars [a and ,3] which are

in one of the horns of Capricomus; so called

because of the small adjacent star, which is said

to be the sheep or goat (5L5) of Colin, which he

is about to slaughter: (sz:) it is one of the

.llIansions of the llIoon; ($,sz;) [namely,

the Twenty-second Illansion : see also art. .u.» :

some give this appellation to the Twenty-third

lilansion: and some, to the Twentyfifth; but

the two stars above mentioned are clearly the

Twenty-second, with the place of which they

agree accord. to those who make 13:" to signify

“the auroral rising” and those who make it to

signify “the auroral setting:” see ’33! legl, in

art._d}3.] The Arabs [used to] say, all;

’an ’Ltilt 1-[then than rises au

rol ally, the barker enters, or betakes itself to, its

hole: the period of' its auroral rising, in Central

Arabia, about the commencement of the era of

the Flight, being the 16th of January, O.S.].

(TA.)_ r A mark made with a hot iron across

the throat: or {the instrument with which it is

made. (L, K.) .... 1 Hair growing between the

part immediately beneath the lower jaw and the

part [of the threat] in which an animal is

slaughtered.

I v I 9' I

aQ-{l}, of the measure aids in the sense of the

0' 10¢

measure 33,214, [with is affixed because the

quality of a subst. is predominant in it,] Any

animal which it is allowable to slaughter, of

camels, and bulls or cons, and sheep or goats, d'c.

(TA.)

The place of [the slaughter termed]

:33": (K:) i. e. the place, or spot quround,

where _Ali is performed: and the parth the

throat which is the place of _Jli, which is that

below the part beneath the lower jaw,- (MF,

TA;) or the Jail;- [i. e. windpipe]. (Mgh.) _

IThe chancel of a church; i.e. the part of a

church that is like the gig-L? of a mosque:

(A,‘ K; Msb:) pl. (A, Msb, tn) the

are the wag; (S, A, K) of the Chris

tians; (A;) so called because of the oblations

there ofi'ered; ($, TA ;) the

(1;, TA) in churches, pl. of 53,;5, said t6 be

the same as the *QUBA: (TA :) and the places,

(A,) or chambers, 0f the books of the Chris

tians. (A, K.) _ 1 A trench (S, A, K) in the

earth, measuring a span or the like [in width],

($, such as is made by a torrent: A z)

the channel ofa torrent in the lower part 13;" the

face of a mountain, or in a plain depressed tract,

in width equal to the space measured by the

extension of the thumb and first finger or little

finger; and sometimes it is a natural trench in a

plain tract of land, like a river, in which flows

the water of that land: it is in all descriptions

of land ,' in valleys fie, and in depressed tracts:

(L z) and a hind of river; as though it clave

[the earth] or were cleft: (TA:) pl.

I cc 5 1 95 If e

($, A, L.) You say, c-{Uu “5'9! u? wiylb

1‘ [The torrent left in the ground trenches about a

span wide]. ($.)

I’D

_J-o A knife with which [the slaughter

termed] is performed: (Msb :) or a thing

with whic/Lan animal is slaughtered in the manner

termed , _3, (T, K,*) whether it be a knife or

some other thing. (T.)

I )0,

Cy)“: see I

not requiring to be slaughtered; [as though it

had been already slaughtered ;] an epithet applied

in a trad. to everything in the sea. (TA.) _

See also 1, last sentence.

5 a

5. ._ [Hence,] 1’ Clean, or pure ,

)4}

1. 3.23, (T, s,M,A,1_<,) 801-. ’- (T, s, M, K)

and ;, ($,M,I_(,) inf. 11.13;; (M, A,K ;) and

1,35, (M, A,) int“. n. (K,) He when

(A ’Obeyd, T, $, M, A, K) a writing, or a book;

(A’Obeyd, 'r, s, M, A ;) like 3;) (A’Obeyd,

T, z) or both signify, (M,) or the former signi

fies also, (K,) he pointed, or dotted, (M, K,) it:

(M :) or (M, but in the K “ and,”) he read it, or

recited it, (IAar, T, M, K,') with a low, or

faint, voice; (M, ;) or easily; (M, A, each in

relation to both verbs;) or quickly: 2) all of

the dial. of Hudheyl. (M.) You say, 5.13 L;

git." L; How well he recites poetry, or the

pobtry,’ TA,) without halting, or hesitating,

therein! (TA.) And L;

How irell he reads, or recites, the book, or the

writing, without pausing therein! (A.)-_And

g3, (lAar, Th, T, M, K,) 8.01“. 1 , inf. h. and

3,6,5, He lmerv, or learned, a tradition, well,

souiidly, or thoroughly; from him: (IAar,

Th, T:) or he understood it: (M, and he

understood, and knew, or learned, well, soundly,

or thoroughly, a writing, or u book. (TA.)

[See 2 in art. flu, last sentence] Accord. to

somehgi signifies Understanding, and knowledge;

(T;) knowledge of a. thing, and understanding

thereof; (K) TA ;) as also [another ian n.] :

(TA :) or signifies understanding with know

ledge ofa thing. (M.) It is said in a trad., of

the people of Paradise, '§ fie,

(T, TA,) i. e. them is he who has do under

stand-ing: (TA :) or, accord. to IAar, it means

he who has no tongue with which to speak, by

reason of his weakness. _ And aor. ; ,

(K,) inf. n. 530,, (so in some copies ofthe K,)

or (so in other copies of the K, and accord.

to the TA,) IIe looked, and did so well. (Kf

TA.) .He was angry: (T, :) so accord.

to IAar: (T, TA :) [but SM says,] were it not

set down on his authority, I should say that it is a.

mistranscription for)“. (TA.)

2: see 1, in two places.

I; A writing, (As, T, K,) in the dial. of

Himyer, written upon cw: [or leafless palm

stichs, or the lower portions of palm-sticks, upon

which no leaves have grown]: (K:) and i.g.

dip-i; [a piece of paper, or skin, upon which

something is written; or a writing, or book]:

(so pl- 31;; (At, T. 1;)-3’55 liaison A.)

or V3.55, like (K,) £1, writing, or book, easy

to be read: (A,I_{:) or ’15 in this phrase is an

inf. n. used in the place of the pass. part. 11.

[which signifies written; or painted; or

read, or recited, with a low, or faint, voice, or

easily, &c.]. (M.) = Also A mountain; in the

Abyssinian language: so accord. to one reading,

but accord. to another reading in a trad.

cited in art. 3;. (TA.)

9 ¢

)4}: see the next preceding paragraph.

2!; Knowing, or learning, well, soundly, or

thoroughly, a matter of science or knowledge.

(IAiiu'; T)

Q'D

loss A reed-pen; likejsj... (TA.)

9.71,)

)4.» A garment, or piece of cloth, figured

with marks resembling writing, or otherwise;

syn. (M,K:) of the dial. of El-Yemen.

(M.)

Q J 0' 50¢

)fijeo: see )3}.

L132, occurring in a trad., is explained by

IAth as meaning Going away; if it be not a.

mistranscription [fol-Laid; which seems to be

probably the case].

J25

1. (T, s, M, Msb, K,) aor. f, inf. n. J5;

and J’s}; M, Msb,]_§;) and do}; $gh,

K;) said of a branch, (T,) or a herb, or a

plant, (M, K,) or a thing, (Msb,) It withered;

i. e., lost its moisture,- (Msb ;) or became thin, or

unsubstantial, after being succulent; (M ;) i. q.

(5,3. (s,1_<.) Aha h} like manner it is said of

aman: (M:) or a,» [in relation to a human

being] signifies the drying up by reason of the

loss ofthe beauty, or goodliness, ofyouth. (Ham

p. 478.) And said of a horse, ($,K,) int. n.

Jig, (TA,) .lIe was, or became, lean, or light of

flesh ,- slender and lean; or lean, and lank in the

belly. ($, You say also, inf. n.

('1‘, TA) and JlIay his mouth, and his

saliva, or spittle, dry up. (TA.) And It L;

viii, (M, K, [in the CK, erroneously,

i. e. [TV/tat aileth him ?] may in stock (lili)

wither: meaning his body and his flesh: or, as

some say, way his marriage, or coition, be in

efl'ectual: (M,TAz) said in reviling: (TA:) as

also (TA in art. J») Ono‘says also,

in reviling, (TA,) V [and 312.3,, i. e.

flloy a calamity, or misfortune, befall them : or]
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may they perish. (T, TA.) And 451;} {kl-#3

[app. a mistranscription for llIay

calamities, or misfortunes, befall him]. (TA.)

And 1 11,35 (T, TA) and [1,33 (T) llIay a

calamity, or misfortune, befall him. (TA.) [See

the latter part of the first paragraph of art. J4;.]

4. this}! It (the heat, S, TA) withered it;

(namely, a herb [&c.], S;) partied it to wither,

or lose its moisture; syn. 01,51; (S,*K,TA;)

rendered a (pal. (TA.)—And

The wind twists, wreathes, or contorts, the

things: (TA.)

5. It became twisted, wreathed, or .con

torted. (TA.) One says,

The she-camel twisted, or coiztorted, her tail.

(TA.) _ [It occurs in the K, in art. sl), said of

a branch, or twig, app. as meaning It inclined

limberly from side to side: but in the M and L,

I there find in its place diam—:43: She (a

woman), being thin, or slender, walked in the

manner ofmen: (M, K:) or she walked with an

elegant and a proud and self-conceited gait,

with an afected inclining ofthe bodyfrom side

to side. (Ibo-’Abbad, K.)=Als0 IIe (a man)

threw of [all] his garments, except one. (TA.)

The prime, orfirst part, or the brishness,

liveliness, or sprightliness, ofyouth. (Ibn

’Ahbad, TA.) Li: see 1.=Accord.

to As, one says “Joli and last; 73;},

meaning [Deep] abasement or ignominy: an'd

accord. to IAar, (T,) is?!) 'Jsé, meaning

severe bereavement. (T, K.) 32;, (M,

K,) or V lift}, (M,) is a forni of impreca

tion [but app. not intended as such, lit. meaning

May God send upon such a one deep abasement

or ignominy, or severe bereavement]:, :)

and one says also ling £3, (K,) or "Lil; his},

(M,) meaning [likewise deep] abatement or

ignominy, (TA,) or severe bereavement. (M,

TA.) [See also 3;; and k3.L..,~3.]=Also [Tur

tle-shell, or tortoise:shell;] the back, (lAar, S,

Mgh,) or skin, (M, K,) [meaning shell,] ofthe

sea-tertoise [or turtle], (IAar, S, M, Msb, or

of the land-tortoise, (M, K,) of which are made

combs, (lAar, TA,) and, as some say, signal-rings

&c., (TA,) or of which bracelets are made : :)

or the bones of the back of a certain marine beast,

of which are made, (M,K,) by women, (M,)

bracelets (M, K) and combs; and the combing

wherewith removes nits and the scarf of the hair:

:) or horns of which are made [the bracelets,

0r anklets, called] .‘LLQ: (En-Nadr,TA:) or a

certain thing [or substance] resembling ivory:

(Msb_:) Th cites a poet as using the phrase

a'fin id's, forming the pl. of with 1 and

is; but accord. to the’citation of IAar, the word

in this instance is $9.5». (M.)

[3.35: see the next preceding paragraph, in

four places.

A piece of camels’ or similar dung: (M,

K:) because of its drying up. (M.)—And

A withering wind. (M, Dhu-r-Rummeh

says, a
’0' I f ’l' 40 v I I I

"‘ 51» J5 U-w W“ )9; '

[Abodes of which every withering wind had

efl'aced the traces after they had been seen by

us]. (M.)

5:; A woman whose lip is dry. (0,

see = Also Ulcers that comeforth

, in the side and penetrate into the inside; (K ;)

i. q. ; and so with s. (IAar, T.)

A calamity, or misfortune; (T, TA ;) as

l I 0

also was and U55; (Ibn-’Abbéd, TA:) see

1. [See also in the first paragraph, and

below.]

Jar; : see in three places: _. and

511;; (r, s, M, 1;) and 1231:; (131;) A wich

(T,S,M, that is lighted, (M,) or with

which a lamp is lighted, or trimmed: (T a)

or signifies a wick of which a. portion is

burnt: (Elam p. 81 :) pl. [or coll. gen. n.] V

and l (T, K,‘ TA.) [See an ex. in a. verse

cited voce

and [its pl.] [or this is pl. of

or Jab]: see 1. '

925‘ } using.
all.» :

5413 Withering, or withered,- losing, or having

lost; its moisture. (TA.) _ Spear-shafts

slender, and of which the he! [or exterior part]

adheres [firmly]: (M, 2“ [for Lem,» kid, in

the K, I read 134" @‘9, as in, the, M i]) pl.

(3:; and (M, K.)_..Loean, or emaciated .

(Ham p. 788.) .._ See also do}, in four places.

)rl

: see J”).

o»:

J13 (s, Mgh, My), 1;) and KL; (Msb)

Rune-our, malevolence, malice, or spite; or con

cealment of enmity, and violent hatred, in the

heart,- or retention qfenmity in the heart, with

watchfulness for an opportunity to indulge it or

exercise it; syn.‘.\i.>-: (S, Mgh, Msb,I_(:) and

[simply] enmity: 0r blood-revenge,- or

retaliation of murder or homicide ,- or a seeking

to revenge, or avenge, 0r retaliate, blood; syn.

,2

)U: or a desire, or seeking, for retaliation of a

crime or of enmity: pl. (of the former)

9 J I

(J?) Mgh, Msb, and (of the latter, high)

(Mgh, Msb, K.) One says, Quip,

meaning 91.5.; [i. e. He sought to obtain his blood

revenge, or retaliation]. (S, high.) And 0.3;;

[He owes me my blood-revenge], meaning

he is the slayer of my relation. (A in art. ’0‘.)

[See also a verse of Lebeed cited as an ex. of the

preposition by]

JLS: see the preceding paragraph.

)5-3

1. 3,15, aor. :, (s, Msb, K, at.» inf. n. 1,13,

(S, or this is a simple subst., and the inf. n. is

.15; (Me a and ' 5&3, (s. A, Mgh. K.) ofthe

measure 3.1531, (S,Msb,) originally the

4‘: being changed into g, and the 5 being incor

I»:

porated into it; and some ofthe Arabs say H’s-5t,

which is allowable; but the former is more coni

mon; ;) Ile hoarded it, treasured it, or laid

it upfor the future; reposited it, or stored it, in

secret; (A ;) or he prepared it, or provided it;

(Msb;) for a time of need: (A, Msb :) or he

chose it, or selected it, and (so in some copies ofthe

K and in the TA, but in other copies of the K “or "

took it for himself, or prepared it. Some

have made a distinction between )5}- and ’15,,

saying that the former relates to the world to

come, and the latter to the present world; but

this is a manifest mistake. (MF and others.)—
6"

h...- i_..\;- (A) IHe reserved, or

preserved,faciliiznsegfl [a good story, or the like].

(TA.) _ a,» go’s.) ; [IIe (a horse) reserved

somewhat 'o’fhis rim, i. 6., power of running, or

was sparing ofit, for the time ofnced]. (M in

art. QF.) '[See also J‘s-3;, below.]

{>25 I[Such a one does not treasure in

his heart good advice]. (A, TA.)

. . a , . s

8. )Lgl andp'glz see 1, in three places.

I B I I

)5}: see 1: ._.and see the next paragraph, in

two places.

(s, A. Ms, K) and L23 (A. Mar K)

A thing hoarded, treasured, or laid up; reposited,

or stored, in secret,- (A ;) or prepared, or provided;

(Msb;) for a time ofneed: (A, Msb :) or taken

for one’s self, or prepared : :) pl. of the

former, (S, A,Msb;) and ofthe latter,;la:-3l.

(Mgh, 1;.) _ You say, in? t 1;; Sit;

and 1 [.He made his wealth to be a. store in

the hands of God, by applying it to pious uses].

(A.) _ And 04%| I [The works of

the believer are things laid up for the time of

need, i. e. the day of resurrection]. (A.)

jar; fFat; as an epithet. (AA,I_{.)

[A kind of sweet rush; juncus odoratus;

or schdenanthumfl a certain plant, (S, Mgh, Msb,)

or herb, (K,) well known, (Mgh,) in form re

sembling the [or papyrus-plant], (Mgh,)

sweet-smelling, (K,) or of pungent odour; (Mgh,

Msb ;) which, when it dries, becomes white,- (Msb ;)

used for roofing houses, over the wood, and for

graves: (TA :) it has a root hidden in the ground,

slender, pungent in odour; and is like the straight

stalks of the [or papyrus-plant], save that

it is wider, and smaller in the 9,3: [which

means either the joints or the internodalportions];

and it has afruit resembling the brooms of reeds,

but more slender, and smaller: it is ground, and

is an ingredient in perfumes : it grows in rugged
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and in smooth grounds; but seldom does more

than one grow on the same spot: when it dries, it

becomes white : (AHn :) ’Iyad asserts that its s is

a radical letter; but this is a mistake: (MF :) the

n. no. is ;) which is applied to a single

plant, (AHn,) or to a single fascicle thereof.

(Mgh.)

IThe [part pf the intestines called]

(TA :) [its pl.] )ile-A is also explained as signi

fying the intestines; and bellies; ($,K;) and

reins : (K :) or the lower part ofthe belly: (As,

K :) or the parts of the inside of a beast in which

he stores his fodder and water. (A.) You say

236:6; 1 Such a onefilled’theiloy'er patrts

of his belly. (A9.) And széu... 3.3L»!

IThe beast satiated itselfi (TA.) And

1110 became satiated. (A.) And EL;

$93; Us: t[IIe filled his heart with

enmity towards us].

jail, or (accord. to different copies of

the J; A horse that reserves his run; expl. by

9.2;: cam: (A0, 1;, TA =) [Freytag’s reading

of for or and his proposed

emendation, of Gig! for uni-:11, both taken from

the TK, but neither found by me in any copy of

the K, are evidently wrong: see a};

above:] such is the 1:131», a horse “that will

not give what he has without the whip: the fem.

is with 5. (TA.)

)3

1. ji, $13M, A,&c.,) aor. 1, (s, M, Msh,)

int. n. :3, M, K, &c.,) He sprinkled, or

scattered, salt (T,"' S, A, Mgb, K) upon flesh

meat, and pepper upon a mess of crumbled bread

with broth, (A,) and a medicament ($, A) into

the eye, (A,) and grain ($,A, upon the

ground, (A,) &c.; (T, Msh,1_<;) as also 1,3,3,

inf. n. :) he took a thing with the ends

qfhisfingers and sprinkled it upon a thing. (M.)

You say, 3}, and 45ng

aor. -’, (M, TA,) inf. n. )5, (K, TA,) He put the

medicament called n35 into his eye. (1\I,“‘K,“E

TA.) _Also, (A,) inf. n. as above, (K,) He

spread. (A, You say, us

I God spread his servants, or mankind, upon the

earth. (M,' A.) VVhence the word (M,

TA.)-.And The ground put

forth the plant, or plants. =33, (T, S, M,

K, &c.,) aor. 5, [contr. to analogy,] (T, M,)

int. n. 3);}, (M,) It (a herb, or leguminous

plant,) came up, or forth, (IAar, AZ, T, $, K,)

from the ground: (AZ, :) or it (a herb, or

leguminous plant, and a horn,) began to come

jbrth ; put forth the smallest portion of itself.

gs’.)_,,i.§£n .933, ('r,s, M, 3,) aor. : , inf. n.

3”}, ($, M,) IThe sun rose; ($, M, K;) and

appeared: (M :) or began to rise: is when

its light first falls upon the earth and trees:

(T, TA:) and vii.“ aor. and inf. n. as

above, fThe upper limb of the sun rose: (Msb :)

or began to rise. (A, TA.) is also syn. with

[app. as meaning His _flesh became con

tracted, shrunk, or wrinkled]. (K.)=Also,

(T, K,) aor. ; , contr. to analogy, (K,) unless

:5 be for 3);, (MF,) said of a man, The fore )Zart

of his head became white, or hoary. (T, K.)

s. éj'si, (aor. 5,) int‘. n. Ejuii and jflg,

She (a camel) became evil in her disposition.

(Fr, 5, Hence the saying of Hoteiiih, sa

tirizing Ez-Zibrilgan, and praising the family of

Shemmas Ibn-Lay,

' E f I iv e; r J a

* units 3,15,," use sis, *

r 3.1;; .,w'? 313 3.3 *

i.e. [And thou wast like her who has a stufi'ed

shin ofa young camel made for her and placed

near her that she may incline to it and yield her

milk,] that has inclined to the young one of

another; [and on that account desires its distance

from her, and severs herselffrom it:] in the

we find, for ;_Jl, JZJI; and for $3.3, 3;; but

the former are the correct readings: is a

contraction of 33f}: or, accord. to some, it is for

'see art. )3. (IB and TA.) _ One says

also, )5} Us, meaning {In such a one is

aversion; arising from anger, like that of a she

camel: (AZ,$:) or anger and aversion (Th, M,

K, TA) and disapprobation. (Th, TA )

R. Q. 1. see 1, first sentence.

5.

)3 The young ones [or grabs] qfants: (M, A,

Msb, :) accord. to Th, (M, TA,) one hundred

of them weigh one barley-corn: (M,K:) or,

accord. to En-Neysabooree, [who perhaps held

to signify ant’s eggs,] seventy of them weigh a

gnat's wing, and seventy gnat’s wings weigh one

grain: (MF:) or the smallest of ants: ($:) or

small red ants: (TA:) or it signifies, (TA,) or

signifies also, (A,) the motes that are seen in a

ray of the sun that enters through an aperture :

(A,* TA:) as though they were particles of a

thing sprinkled: and in like manner

[minute particles of gold]: (A z) the sing,

or [rather] n. un., (Msh,1_<,) is 513, (s, M, Msh,

K,) [of which the pl. is [See an em, from

the Kur x. 62, voce Julie] _ See also is}.

L; A thing sprinkled: (M:) a dry medica

ment, ('1‘, TA,) such as is sprinkled in the eye,

(T, A, K,) and upon a wound, or sore : (T, TA :)

or agkind of A93] [q. v.]. [Ianr p. 86.) _ See

also 51.35.

5,133 thatfalls about, (M, A, K,) querfume,

when one sprinkles it, (A,) or offlfi, (K, TA,)

or of what is sprinkled. (M, and so accord. to

the CK.)

isi (s. A. Msb. K) and '35; (s. Msb. K)

A kind ofperfume, (Msb, the particles ofthe

“ll-J! [or columns aromatieas, also called

sjs,.isa q. v., in art. v.65], (T, M, A,

Mgh,) which is brought from India, (A, Msb,)

and resembles the reeds of which arrows are

made: (T, A, Msbz) its internodal portions are

filled with a white substance like spiders’ webs;

and when powdered, it is a perfume, inclining to

yellonmess and whiteness: (Sgh, Msb:) or, as

some say, it is a mixed kind ofperfume : (TA :)

[but this, if correct, seems to be a second appli

cation :] pl. of the latter, ijbl. (S,

3 a. 5.

(525 a rel. n. from )5, (T,) IThe diversified

wary marks, streaks, or grain, of a. sword: (T, M,

A, :) likened to the track of young ants.

(’M, A.) It occurs in poetry, in which some read

8;; [q. v.]. (M.) __ And +A sword having

much of such wavy marks, &c.

(s, Msh, 13,) the most chaste form,

(Mgh,) and 55,3, (Msb, K,) and 55);, this last

without a sheddeh to the ), (Mgh,)Irespecting

the derivation of which see art. $3,] + Children,

or ofi'spring, (S, Mgh, Msb, as also ')3,

(Mgh,) of a man, [and of genii: see art.

$5,] male or female: (IAthz) little ones, or

young ones. (Mgh, Msb.) _Also IProgenitors,

or ancestors. (Msb, MF.)._.Also 1-Women.

(Mgh, K.) _ Used in a sing. as well as a pl.

sense. (Mgh, Mgb,1_{.) _ Pl. étjl'ji and (some

times, Msh) (2,55. (s, Msh,1_<.) '[In the egg,

the latter pl., with the article, is written (5)135",

without a sheddeh to the (5. _ For examples,

sec art. $3.]

95¢

SJJso An instrument with which grain is

scattered.

3 I;

)3» A she-camel evil in disposition. (Fr, s,

[See 3.]

Ls

1. LE, (T, s, M, &c.,) aor. ;, (s, M, Msh,1_<,)

inf. n. 2,3, (g, M, Mgh,) IIe (God) created, syn.

('1‘, s, M, Msh,1_<,) M1 [the creation;

i.e. the things that are created]. g(T, $, M, Msb.)

gig}; F...J_°T,§,..1;..s_“ fi'ipf’ 6|]; .1553, in the

Kur [vii. 178]; means [And eerily] we have

created [for Hell many ofthejinn, or genii, and

of mankind]. _ H's multiplied, or made

numerous. in the Kur [xlii 9],

means IIe multiplieth you thereby ,- i. e., by

making of you, and of the cattle, pairs, males and

females: so says Zj; and Fr says the like; and

this is a correct explanation. (T.) _. Also,

($, M, K,) and so (TA,) He son-ed land:

($, M, K, TA :) but the latter verb is said to be

I s in

the more chaste. (MF.)—._—o,5 1)) His teethfell

out from his mouth; TA;) as also 1» and

L533, without s: (TA:) but the most chaste is
51,

said to be without a: 1)}, with s, is said to be of

weak authority, or a mispronunciation. (M _

{5,3, (M,1_<,) or 913: (5,5, (s,) aor. ;, (K,)

inf. n. (S,* M, 0;) and aor. 5;

(K ;) and aor. 1; (Ktr, TA ;) His hair

became white, or hoary, in the fore part of his
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head: or he had whiteness intermixed with

blackness in the hair of his head: (M :) or his

hair became white, or hoary: (K :) or he began

to become white, or hoary, (M, K,) in the fore

part of his head, (K,) or in the upper part of

each side of the head. (A, TA.) The epithet is

2.. ... _
' DBl; fem. 21)}. (S, M,K. [In some copies of

so. '04

the K, L553 is erroneously put for 253.])

4. :13}! He angered him,- provoked him to

anger. (T, M, _. ‘01)}! Ill: incited

lzimagaiizst his companion. (AZ, T.) And ob3l

He incited him, or urged him, toido’,’ or

attempt, the thing. (M, And Lifi ob§l

He constrained him, or compelled him, to have

recourse to, or to do, such a thing. (Kf' TA.)

A’Obeyd mentions without o; but ’Alee

Ibn-Hamzeh asserts that this is incorrect. (M.)

_ all“ L51 He, 01; it, made tears to jlow.

(Kf TA.) _.. And 01)}! .He frightened him.

(M, K.) She (a camel) excer-ned

the milk (M, K, TA) from [app. a. mistake for

into] her udder: a dial. var. of [q.v.].

(TA.) The epithet applied to the she-camel so

doing is t (M, 1;.)

3;; The act of creating,- inf. n. ofiji. M,

Msb.) _. [And used in the sense of the pass.

part. n. of that verb; and alike as sing. and pl.

because originally an inf. n.] at?" {I}, (S, K,

TA,) [forjili 233,] related as occurring in a trad.

(S, TA) of ’(Jmar, (TA,) means Created [i.e.

destined] for the fire [of IIell]: (S, K, TA :)

but as some relate it, the pluase is )6!

meaning [either “the children of the fire,” agree

ably with what next follows, or] “to be scattered

in the fire.” (S, TA.) _ Also The number of

.so. n» It

[ones] ofikpring: one says, .953 @I .M'ay

God increase [the number of] thine oflspring;

as also = Somewhat; (M,K;) as

in the saying, [Somewhat of

news, or information, reached me, or come to my

knowledge]: (K, TA :) or 3;; [some

what ofgood]: (so in some copies of the K and

M :) thus 95 is written by IAth: in some copies

of the K, 2;, with damm: (TA :) or here

means a little; and is a dial. var. thereof

(M in art. x3.) Also A little of what is said.

(TA.) =11 thing intervening as a separation or

1'0», 11';9' r

an obstacle: so in the saying, 2)} 4A,); L4

[There is not anything intervening &c. between

us and him, or it]. (I_(,“k TA.)

9

i»: see what next follows.

(S, M, K) and Vi}, (S,) the latter an

inf. n. (M, [see 1,]) the former a simple subst.,

(S,) thiteness, or hoariness, in the fore part of

the head : 1) 0r whiteness intermixed with

blackness in the hair ofthe head : (M :) or white

ness, or hoariness, of the hair: (K :) or the

beginning ofn'hiteness or hoariness (M, in the

fore part of the head, (K,) or in the upper part

of each side of the head. (A, TA.)

8 n. 3 w.

veil» and UH» Intensely white salt: M,

K:) derived from one should not say

ar"3

glib-Sit; K;) for this is a vulgarism: some

pronounce it with the unpointed ;. (TA.)

2(2); Sewn seed. (S, M, K.)

(T, M,_Mgh,s> and (M, K) and

(K,) [or 2);, without a. sheddeh to the ),

accord. to the Min in art. 9,] always pronounced

by the Arabs without o: (S :) accord. to some,

(TA,) from :jii; (M, TA ;) so says Th; (M ;)

the measure of the first being or [so

that it is originally in]; or ;1 (TA ;) but the .

is suppressed because of frequency of usage : (M :)

e s . . . .

accord. to others, from )3", signifying “ the act of

scattering;” because God scattered the 13)} upon the

a: a: 0' .51 _

earth; and the measure is 35M or a! ', [1f the

’ a, an

latter,] the word being originally 5”», the last

3 being changed into (skin a manner similar.i to

,_ . .-.

a, 3n

that

becomes and then 515$]: (TA:) Children,

or offspring, (T, S, Mgh, K,) of a man, and used

as a sing. also, (Mgh,) or of men and ofjinn, or

J ” Iv! ' l

the case of qtiall M3 [in which

r Cl '1 u 4/

becomes MB and then “as; so

genii: (S, pl. (see art. )3) and some

times] nglgs. Hence, 9.]

[in the Kur iii. 33, meaning Give me,

frbm Thee, a good ofi‘spring]. (Mgh.) And in a

trad. of Ibn-’Omar, means

And he put me among the little ones, or young

ones. (Mgh.)._.. It is also applied to signify

Progenitors : as in the saying, in the Km

(mini. 41], @334“ Us: ,Zé'ji

[lVe carried their progenitors in the laden arh].

(T.) _ And it is used also to signify lVomen ,

[because they are the sources of offspring;] (T,

Mgh, TA ;) like as it; is used to signify “ rain :”

(TA :) as in the saying of ’Omar, 3.3.1“; 5;;

[Perform ye the pilgrimage with 'the women].

(T, Mgh, TA. [See his saying in full, voce

99

6-0-1)
a

65,6le an epithet applied to God, The Creator.

(Ti

fem. 1'15: see 1, last sentence. Applied to

a ram, _Having whiteness in the head; (M,K;)

and so the fem. applied to a ewe: (M :) or having

the ears variegated, or speckled, with black and

white, and the rest black: or it has this

latter meaning when applied to a horse, and to a

kid; and so the fem. applied to a female kid,

(S, 0,) 0|: to a she-goat: (M :) and is not applied

to the sheep-kind. (S, O.)

C 0)

(5);» : see 4, last sentence.

~05

1- 403, M inf-n- $33 (Bantams)

and 533;, (S,* M, A,K,) said ofa sword, and a

spear-bead, (A,) or of a thing (M, Msb) of any

kind, (M,) It was, or became, sharp, (S,“I M, A,

Msb, K,) and cutting, or penetrating: (Msb :) or,

said of a sword, and of a spear-head, it signifies

[or signifies also] it was steeped in, or imbued

with, poison. ;ajs, aor. as above,

[and so the inf. n.], His longite was, or became,

sharp [properly speaking, i. e. sharp in the eas

tremity: (see :) and also tropically, i. e.,

in a good sense, as’ meaning t chaste, or eloquent,

without barbarousness, or citiousness, or impedi

ment: and in a bad sense, as meaning tpro/ilse

of speech; or clamorous: bad, or corrupt: foul,

unseemly, or obscene]: he cared not what he said.

(TA.) [Foi] .Lj; (s, M, A, TA) and 31,155 (g,

A, TA) signify Sharpness of the tongue [properly

speaking, or, as is said in the A, tropically]:

(S, M, A, TA:) and the former, (TA,) or the

latter, (Mgh,) [or each,] metaphorically, (TA,)

Ichasteness, or eloquence, thereof; (Msb, TA 3)

without barbarousness, or vitiousness, or impedi

ment; 9. quality approved: and Iprofuseness, or

clamorousness, thereof; a quality disapproved:

(TA :) and the former, [or each,] tbadness, or

cm‘ruptness, thereof: (M,K:) and the former,

(AZ, S, M, or the latter, (Mgh,) or each, (A,)

Ifoulness, or obscenity, thereof: (AZ, S, M, A,

Msb,l_{ :) and the pl. of the former [used as a

simple subst.] is 3.43;“. (AZ, mass, M, 1;.)

A poet says, (S,) namely, Hadramee Ibn-’Amir

El-Asadee, (TA,)

DJ 4" I! )JJQII 9'41 .

" fid'Ne (53‘ like-5 NJ; *

'0! ~' I: I so”,

* vb'fl' I» a»,

1[And I have borne with you rte/withstanding

your vices and evil actions, and have known what

is in you of foul, or obscene, qualities of the

tongue]; (AZ,S:) [or] uh; (lAar,M,

TA) means notwithstanding what is in you of

annoyance apgl enmity :°(;I:A :) but accord. to Th,

he said, .flgs'jl, pl. of We. (M, TA.) [Accm-d.

to Z,] means IIn them are [qualities

that are] causes bferil, corruption, wrong, injury,

or the like. (A.)_.15,1=.2 34,3, (T, s, M, A,

Ma.) aor.:, (s, Mgh,) inf. n. L}; (T, s, M,

Ms1>,1_() and 541,5 and 2,33, (M, K,) no;

stomach was, or became, sharp, 01' keen, by

reason ofhunger: (M; but only the first of the

inf. ns. of the verb in this sense, and not the verb

itself, is there mentioned :) [or] this stomach was,

or became, in a good, or right, state: but

only the inf. ns. of the verb in this sense, and in

the next, and not the verb itself, is there men

tioned:) and also, (M,K,) 1112's stomach was, or

became, in a bad, or corrupt, state .- (T, S, M, A,

Mel),K:) th’us Jhavipg two contr. significatipns.

(BI, ‘9)! ($7 1“: Ar) inf' n“ 9).},

(S, M, K,) tThe wound admitted not of cure:

(S, A :) or was, or became, in a bad, or corrupt,

state, and wide, (M, K,) and admitted not of

cure: (M :) or flowed with Ag}; [i. e. ichor

tinged with blood]. ;a)i, inf. n.

+His nose dripped; let fall drops. (M.)

see 2, in two places—[Hence,]

6'): t1 excited, or provoked, [or exasperated,]
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such a one. (A.) And ADJ.» .7953 (33B

I[app. Such a one makes a separation between us,

4” J

see ‘J ' and excites discord: .a is erha s
.14, .4 P P

here used for to assimilate it to

(A)

2- .5» <M.1.<.> inf- 11- Leli-i, (so He

sharpened (M, $, K) an iron instriiment [such as

a sword and a spear-head &c.]; (M ;) as also

' (M. Ms. K.) m 1 . (M. L, Mo, TA.)

accord. to the 1, but this is without any other

authority, and contr. to analogy, as neither its

third nor its second letter is a faucial, (TA,)

inf. n. L33; (M, Msb, TA ;) and 1...,» (KL)

.Also, inf. n. as above, He poisoned a sword, i. e.

steeped it in poison, and, when it was well steeped,

took it forth and sharpened it; and véji, like

wise, is allowable. (T, TA.)=The inf. n. also

signifies A woman's holding her infant in order

that it may satisfy its want [by evacuation, as

the words in the explanation

commonly mean, not, as Freytag supposes, by

sucking]. (T,

4. vast : see 2. = Also 1- He became chaste in

speech, afier having been barbarous therein.

(lAar, T in art. Ag), and TA.).._.And -|-His

life became bad, or corrupt. (IAar, T in art. Jo),

and TA.)

(so in the CK and in a MS copy of the

K,) or VLJ'L, (so accord. to the TA, [which is

followed by'the TK, and so in my MS 00py of

the K, but altered from which I incline to

think the right reading,]) A shoemaker’s

[a word well known as signifying his knife, with

which he cuts the leather, but. here explained in

the TA as sivnif'infl' his “1 with which he
sews]. (K.) O y D we

9:;

*9} an irreg. pl. of .193, q. v.

i. . [i. e. Aganglion; &c.]: (AZ,T:)

or so '35}: and both signify a, certain thing

that is sometimes in the neck of a human being or

of a beast, like a pebble: or the former word

signifies a certain disease in the liver, TA,)

alarm of cure :.”(TA:) the pl. of the former is

795’, or igé, (AZ, T,) or this latter is pl. of

In.

1,02. (TA.)

:93 an inf. n. of [q.v. passim]. (T, $,

M, &c.) _. See also : and see there a pl. or

a. dual form, in three places—Also +An in

curable disease: [in the present day

applied to diarrhea; and this is app. meant by

what follows :] a disease that attacks the stomach,

in consequence of which it does not digest the

food; becoming in a bad, or corrupt, state, and

not retaining the food. (L.)_.And +Rust.

($.19)

3.9} S/wrn; (T, s. M, K» applied wanything.

($, M,) as, for instance, a sword, ($,) or a spear

head; and so V (T :) or this latter,

applied to a; spear-head [8m], signifies sharpened;

(so also was. (as) or 3.23 (MA)

Bk. I.

and ' iii; (MK) and ' L533, (T, TA.)

applied to a sword (T, M, A,K) and a spear

head, (A, TA,) signify [or signify also] poisoned,

(A, i. e. steeped in, or imbued with, poison,

(T, M, A, TA,) and then sharpened. (T, M, TA.)

And ; means Sharp poison. (M, A.) A

rajiz says, (referring to cattle, TA,)

04! .v re ’0” air

‘ )l-el'fll 59,15 W {we} "

meaning [Upon which have crept insects resem

bling ticks, that produce swellings where they

crecp,] sharp in stinging.

[properly signifies] A tongue sharp in'the ex:

tremity. (M, TA.) Tropically, (A,) {A sharp

tongue; A, TA ;) as also liars}: (TA :)

ta chaste, or an eloquent, tongue: (Msbz) [and

fa profuse, or clamorous, tongue: (see :)]

and +afoul, or an obscene, tongue. (high) And

063.11 1‘ Sharp in tongue: (TA :) [+prqfuse,

dr cliznzorbus, therein; long-tongued : (see :)]

+bad, or corrupt, in tongue: (Abu-l-’Abbas [Th],

TA :) i wont to recile ,' (T ;) foul, or obscene, in

tongue,- (ISh,T, TA ;) whp acares not what he

says. (ISh, TA.) And crab, alone, + Sharp

tongued: and Ilong-tongued,’ or clamorous; or

foul, or obscene, in tongue: (Kf TA :) and so

93;}, applied to a woman; (AZ, T, $, A, Msb f)

and (AZ,T,$,M,K:) this last [is app.

a contraction of 59)}, and used by poetic license:

it] is applied by a, rajiz to his wife, (T, $,*) as

meaning Ibad, or corrupt, and unfaithful to her

husband in respect of her ; or, accord. to Sh,

it means long-tongued; and foul, or obscene, in

speech: (T :) and liars; likewise, accord. to

Sh, meansfoul, or obscene, in speech : (TA :) the

pl. of .Lj; is t .25, (K,) which is irreg.; (TA ;)

meaning-r sharp; (M, and {sharp in. tongue

[&c.]: (K:) and the pl. of 12;} is {.35. (T, s,

3:“; [TA stomach sharp; or keen,

by reason, of hunger: or +in a good, or right,

state: (see éagbz) and also, the contr., i. e.]

I a stomach in it bad; or corrupt, state. (M, TA.)

“I, 1A wound in a bad, or corrupt,

--°.qi .

state, and wide, and not admitting of cure : or

flowing with 4.3.»; [i. e. ichor tinged with blood].

(M,TA.)_51;J\.;:,S 1A man ofa bad, or

corrupt, natural disposition. (A, TA.) = See

also *3}.

2'0

495:

places.

so . q - _

see .55: _.and see also .9), 1n two

3-293" Z

w} =
5 see what next follows.

uils’

't A nice, fault, defect, or the like; as also

V ._ And A calamity, or misfortune,

($, M, K ;) from meaning,“ the wound

admitted not ofcure;” ;)’as also V TA,)

or V :55}, (so accord. to the CK,) and l [or

EL}; 1']. (TA.) El-Kumeytsays, (,3)!

meaning T[He smote me, or afiicted me,] with

calamity, or misfortune: or with evil, or mis

chief; and discord, or dissension; (T ;) as also

7 [in the form of a pl. applied to rational

.beings, as though denoting personifications],

(K, accord. to the TA,) or [in the

dual form] ; (so in the CK and in my M$ copy

of the K;) which likewise means with calamity,

or misfortune. (TA.) And £in and

7 and 7 0,53", [thus this last is written in

the TT as from the M,] meaning 1- [I experienced

from him, or it,] calamity, or misfortune.

.v '5 so,» I ah

And V ADJ."M uiJl 1' Evil, or mischief, and

discard, or dissension, were cast among them, or

between them. (T.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.

L1,; Poison. (Kr, M, A, 1;.)

3,535 A yellowjlower : (K :) or yellow, applied

to a flower and to other things.

3459)

us)! dye Wool of Adharbeq'dn or Adhar

beejdn or Adhrabeejdn; for there are different

opinions respecting the orthography of this name:

5 '0

(TA :) (35;! is a rel. n. from Qty-fist: (K,

TA :) con'tr. to rule; for by rule it should be

3 - 3 s

(5,5? or (5,5. (IAth,TA.)

The tongue: (K0 so called because of

its sharpness. (TA.)

ii" a . _

see ‘3’}, m two places.

I Jlr C v I

can.» : see .795, in four places.

rub

a v ‘ r 14 ll 9 a: f! '1

1.,ufin as; see 2.=€._,n Us :um C»

He winnowed the thing; syn. (Kr, K.)

2.sm c3» ($.19 inf. 1» (s 0 9nd

V 3;,‘5, aor. :; (K ;) He put up); [or cantha

rides] into the food. __ gt." 10-35,

inf. n. as above, He put a small quantity of it,

namely, safi'ron, &c., into the water.

And CS5, [or C35, (see £133, below,)] He

poured water into his milk, in order thaot if pzight

become much in quantity. (TA.) __ u JJJ also

signifies The smearing with clay s. new’[water

vessel of skin such as is called] 8361, in order

that its odour may become good. (AA, K.“)

’33 A certain tree, of which camels’ saddles

are made. TA.) [Forskfil mentions, in his

“ Flora Aeg. An,” p. xcvi., a fabrile wood of an

uncertain kind, of which spears, or lances, are

made, called ,, (thus with the unpointed s),

brought from the region of Sank]

see

£55, applied to milk, i.q. (AA, 1;,) i.e.

Mixed with water; as also '(3.3.“ (TA :) or

121
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the latter, milk, and honey, mixed with a larger

quantity of water. (K.)

and El]; : see

5,33. egg.

its); [a coll. gen. n.] i. g. [i. e. Hills ,

0r mountains spreading over the surface of the

ground; &c.]: n. no. with 'o‘.

5 is .

5...,5,;;Li1....n..iy red; ($,A;) i. e. (TA)

1 J t o .5 4 o _

inq. 3,1,}. (1;, TA.) = sag-.3» UH] A certain

race of camels, so called in relation to a stallion

named (2223. ($, K?)

5’ 1

345.513: see

a»
5 5;

cl I

a and V éég, (S, A, K,) the latter (respect

ing which see below) anomalous in form, (TA,)

and 1%,}, (K,) agreeably with analogy, (TA,)

and l 53 and l (Fr) and" and

19,3 (1;) and V at (10) and t {,5 (1;) and

V as,» and v (ISd) and v i;.,,3 and

l (K) and l accord. to some, (TA,)

and t 3,3} (ISd) and V 6;}; and v élji, and

'the second letter [in the latter of these two

forms, or in both,] is sometimes doubled by

teshdeed, (K,) and sometimes the second J is

meksoorah, and the termination] is also added

thereto, (ISd,) and Y a,» ,‘J and v Gig; ,n

and V ’3‘, and l 3”); ,1»! imperfectly decl.,

(Kr,) [The cantharis, or Spanishfly ;] a kind of

insect of a red colour, A, K,) spotted, or

speckled, with black, which flies, (S,K,) and is

of a poisonous nature; ($, a kind of insect

larger than the common fly, variegated with red

and black and yellow, having a pair of wings

with which it flies, and of a deadly poisonous

nature : when they desire to allay the heat of its

poison, they mix it with lentils, and so mixed it

becomes a remedy for him who has been bitten

by a mad dog: (IO :) Ihn-Ed-Dahhan the Lexi

cologist says that the C55 is a kind offly varie

} see what next follows.

gated with yellow and white,- and what is called

,iiln by certain of the acute physicians

0 we;

it is described as (5;); (fly, app. meaning

a worm-like animal, of the size of the finger, and

Qf a conical shape, the head of which is at the

thickest part of it: and IDrst says that it is a

flying insect, resembling the [or hornet],

and of a deadly poisonous nature. (TA.) It is

observed in the S, with reference to a 33)}, that,

in the opinion of Sb, 33.13.; ,s'SLbi ;

meaning, there is ndt in lhe language a’subst.

(as distinguished from an epithet) of the measure

O 05:

(has; (marg. note in a copy of the $;) or his

meaning is, [there is not a word of this measure]

with damm alone; (MF;) or with a single

dammeh, that is, to the d; but with dammeh to

the d and to the 8: (IB:) and it is added in

the s, that he (Sb) used to say and 5.535:

Sb, however, also mentions the forms and

$.15. (ME) The pl. is éspji; ($,K:) in

the L, is also said to be 9. pl.: and Kr

mentions acflfi; but AHat says that this last is

only used in poetry. (TA.) Sb says that the

sing. of is ’3‘}, (or, in other words, that

one of the [insects called] ‘3)!» is [called]

G’s-)3) which is of the measure 5533;, and of

which the dim. is formed by throwing

out the first ; [not as it would be by

9 i", and its

rule, making it of the measure

' ;] for there is not in thecurtailed original

[anguage a. word of the measure can, except

s)», which is the proper name’ of’a man.

(MF.) AHat cites a verse in which occurs

as pl. of Cy); but the correct reading is

(ME)

I
9 a,“ 4 l! u:

c)» and and by} :

o _i‘; and 5.54:3 : o ,5,

ca)" 2' s i 5

I {0: 0 {04 t! I {01 ee ) .

C’s); and Cy» and 3””) :

'v )5

EQJS fill

0'01) 9:01) at .7E

C») and CPJS and Clef: and GP» ,1»!

4 .15 G:

and 3.9.93 ,gl : see

s 0,; o r a I:

Ch? dim. of c;)';: see ebb.

Cj-h'é: see ch}.

941

9 1p, 9

typo lid]; Food into which cantharides

(6,1,5) have been put. (TA.)

6’3

1. [infi n. of 65,] in its primary accepta

tion, signifies The stretching forth, or extending,

the arm, or fore leg : TA :) [or rather, when

said of a man, the fore arm; and of a beast, the

arm; though the whole arm of a man is generally

stretched forth with his fore arm, and the whole

fore leg of a beast ,with his arm: and V

and 7 and l signify the same, as will

be shown by explanations of their verbs.] You

say, is; jg! The camel‘stretched forth, or

extended, hisfore leg in going: and MI '

The camel stretched forth, or extended, his arm

(1255) in his going. (TA.)_ .153, ($, Msb, K,)

m (Ms, K.) M n- 55. (s. Ma.) He

measured it with the [or cubit]; (Msb, ;)

namely, a garment, or piece of cloth, Msb, K,)

&c.: ($:) and he measured ituivith

his Cb}. (TA.) [See also 5.] _ You say of a

she-camel, gill! +She goes quickly, or

swiftly, over the desert, as though measuring it ,

as also tflpii: and éqgti l IShe

stretchesforth her fore legs and so traverses the

distance of the way. (TA.)-6'56 53 He

strangled, or throttled, such a one from behind

him with the fore arm; (Ibn-’Abbz'1d,K;) as

also 71:33: (K :) or the latter, inf. n.

signifies, simply, he strangled, or throttled, him;

(S, L ;) but more properly, he put his neck between

his fore arm and neck and upper arm, and so

strangled, or throttled, him; and l :3, also,

has both of these significations. (L.) _

Qt, aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) He

trhd upon the arm ( 1,5) of the camel, [while

the latter was lying with his breast upon the

ground and hisfore legsfolded,] in order that a

person might mount him. (K.) = 2:55."

($, Mgh, Msb, K,) aor. as above, (Mgh,) and so

the inf n., (Mgh,) Vomit overcame him, and

came forth to his month before he was aware,

($,“ Mgh, Msb,* K,"k TA,) and issued from him :

(Mgh:) or vomiting came upon him without his

intending a. (Mgh.) _-= 3.12; '35, (Ibo-’Abbéd,

K,) inf. n. as above, (Ibn-Uib 6d,) {He made

intercession with him. (Ibn-’Abbfid, [Said

in the TA to be tropical; I suppose because the

stretching forth the arm is a common action of a

.I J 01.

person inter-ceding] You say, 46)}

M59! II made intercession for such’a one with

it; prince. (2, TA.) Amid}; ',5, like

(Ibo-’Abbz'td, inf. n. 6,3, (T _ ,) 1- He made

intercession to him. (Ibn-’Abbé.d, In the O,

a, ($35 11a made intercession [by him]. (TA.)

= '15, aor. : , He drankfrom a skin such

as is 'called 541:). £25,} His legs

became tired, or fatigued. (Ibn-’Abbzid, =

[app. an inf. n., of which the verb is '35,]

The being wide in step, (S, TA,) and light, or

active, in pace, or going. (TA.)

2. 8,5, (s,1_<, &c.,) inf. h. (s =) see 1,

first sentence. _. Also He spread himself out

widely, (El-Moheet, L, and stretched forth

his fore arms, (El-Moheet, L,) in swimming:

(El-Moheet, L, K :) said of a man. (El-Moheet,

L.) _. He (0. man) raised his fore arms,- and

particularly, in announcing good tidings or in

warning: (TA:) or he (an announcer of good

tidings) made a sign with his arm, or hand.

(S, He moved about his

fore arms in walking, or going along.

05 a

A . .nd 9.1...." U: a}, (L, TA,) pin the O and

Moheet and K, erroneously, ui-Jl US, (TA,)

He helped himself with his arms, and moved

them about, (0, El-Moheet, L, K,) in walking,

or’waléhing’ quickly, or running. (L.) _. u! 635

0)"- Q4 1 He acquainted me with somewhat

bf his tidings, or case; (K, TA ;) [as though he

stretched forth his arm with his information;]

said by one who has asked another respecting his

case. (TA.)—[And hence, app.,] iii; 63

THe acknowledged, or confessed, such a thing.

(K,TA.)_€;G a}; and 23 6,3. see 1._

[Hence, perhaps,] 1:35, inf. n. as above, +Hc

killed him; or slew him. (TA.) _kbl 63;,

and 63}, He bound both qf the arms of the

camel [to the shanks]: (K :) and the latter, he
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bound the camel with the redundant part of his

nose-rein upon his [the camel’s] arm.v TA.)

[See also below.] _ also signifies

The tinging a captive’s fore arm with crocus, or

with (5,151, as a sign of slaughter; which was

done in the time before Mohammad. (Meyd,

cited by Freytag.)_ [See also the act. and pass.

part. ns., below.]

3. signifies The selling by measure

with the cubit ; not by number, and without

knowing the measure. [In the CK,

is put by mistake for 551).;Jl}] You say, :33:

I sold to him the garment, or piece

qf cloth, by measure with the cubit. (TA.) .

See also 1, in two places. ._ 2;;le, (TA,) inf. n.

53,63, (1;, TA,) +1 mixed with him in fami

liar, or social, intercourse,- or became intimate

with him: or I became copartner with him,- or

shared with him : syn. (K3 TA.)

4. CJLI, inf. n. (Sz) see 1, first

sentence. _.IHe exceeded the due bounds, or

just limits, in speech, or talh; K, TA ;) he

“on.

talhedmuch; ($, TA ;) as also '6’»: ($,Msb,*

K, TA :) J says, [in the $,] I am of opinion that

it has originated from the stretching forth of the

fore arm ; for he who talks much sometimes does

that; and ISd says the like. (TA.).._ 9,11,; 6,2?
3;;Jl We: and Hgifil, He put forth,

(K, TA,) and extended, (TA,) hisfore armsfrom

beneath the jubbeh: (K, TA :) or 4:96}

and labia, [the latter with the g unpointed,] he

drew forth his fore arms from the sleeves of a

narrow-sleeved juhbeh: (Mgh :) the latter verb

being of the measure (Mgh,K;) like

35;], (TA,) or}.é:§!,(Mgh,) frompélh (Mgh,

TA :) the former accord. to one relation, the

latter accord. to another, occurring in a trad.

(Mgh, TA.) _ 8M also signifies He seized with

the fore arm. ._ l; [How long, or

large, is she in the fore arm !] is [from ’63:",

being] of the same [anomalous] class as

k£512.“ [from ing]. (TA.)=Z£_3 a}! He

(a man) omitted, or ejected, his vomit. (TA.)

5: see 1; first and second sentences: _ and see

9 :0 41

also 4. ..._. )4; also signifies The measuring a

thing with thefore arm. (S, [See also 1.] A

poet says, ($,) namely Keys Ibn-El-Khateem

El-Ansl'iree, (TA,)

'55, so: is es re

’ ‘e‘fi is“) 9W Ma LG)" ’*

'5 OF #0 Java

“ ri’w‘ was: are e“ *

[Thou seest thefragments of the hard and pliant

spears thrown as though they were what is seen

in the measuring, with the fore arm, of rods of

palm-sticks in the hands of thefismales who pare

,1 via!

them]: ($,TA:) or, accord. to As,

qu-Jl signifies Such a one put the palm-sticks

upbn hisfore arm, and pared them : and

means, originally, rods of palm-sticks: and

is pl. of meaning a woman who

peels the W-h, and then throws it to the 33:»,

who removes all that is upon it with her knife

until she has left it slender, when she throws it

back to the Kahlil. (TA.) _. Also, The splitting

(fl [which is intrans., but I think it is a

Jew“, which is trans.,]) of a thing

into several oblong pieces of the meggpfre of the

cubit in length. (Ibn-’Abbad,1_(.)_sl,.,tl

The woman split palm-leaves to make of them a

mistake for

mat. (IDrd, Thus some explain the saying

of Ibn-El-Khateem, quoted above. (TA.)—

6:9! Jg'gl The camels came to drink of

the rain-water and waded in it with their arms.

1H0 obtained, or sought to

obtain, access, or intimacy; or he ingratiated

himself, or sought to ingratiate himsel ; by a

means qfdoing so. (S, K, TA.) You say, also,

{He obtained, or sought to obtain,

access to him; &c. (TA.)

",1 ,

8. 83!, or see 4.

10. A; Mi He concealed, or protected, him

self by it, (namely a thing, TA,) and made it a

3%,; [q. v.] for him. (Hm-’Abbéd, 1;.)

935, in its primary acceptation, has the signifi

cation explained in the first sentence of this

article. TA.)._[Hence, it is used in the

sense of] IPower, or ability; as also V £133; (TA;)

or a man's reach, or extent ofpower or ability.

(Mgh) And hence the phrases,

and ' iii» (K,) and G35 )1?» (s, Msb,

K,) in which the last word/is in the accus. case

as an explicative, for the original form of the

phrase is that first mentioned, (TA,) and some

times they said ' £135, TA,) IHe was unable

to do, or accomplish, the thing, or afi'air; as

though meaning, be stretched forth his arm to it

and it did not reach it; (S, TA;") or these phrases

are thus used because he who is short ,in the fore

arm will not reach that which he who is long

therein reaches, nor will the power of the former

equal that of the latter; therefore they are pro

verbially applied to him whose power falls short

of the attainment, or accomplishment, of an affair:

(TA :) or he lacked strength, or power, or ability,

to do, or accomplish, the thing, or afl'air, and

found not any way of escape from what was

disagreeable therein: :) or he was unable to

bear, or endure, or undertake, the thing, or afiair.

(Mgh) You say also, e.,: u! Lia, and 1&8},

II have not power, or ability, to do it. (TA:)

And v.3}; IThat disabled, hm

dered, prevented, or withheld, mefrom doing that

which I desired. (TA.) And lail

tDeal thou gently with thyself; moderhte’thyse’l/i

restrain thyself; i. g. uh; TA;)

and let not thy soul, or mind, carry thee beyond

thy measure or extent [of power or ability].

(TA.) And II imposed upon

such a one more than he was able to do: TA:)

but Q; also signifies 1' the body : and . [accord. to

IAW‘] means 1 He wasted my body,

and cut of my means of subsistence. (TA.)

[See also art. ’54.] _You likewise say,

761;?" [and ésll] IA man having ample

strength, and power, and might in war or fight,

courage, colour, or prowess. (TA. [See also

And IImpotent. (KL)

_And hence, all; ISuch a one

has his heart devoid of anxieties, or solicitudes,

and griefs; because the heart is sometimes one of

the seats of power: or it may mpin, agreeably

with the original signification of )5, such a one

is free from the causes of occupation which re

quire the stretching forth qf the fore arm and

eztpzding qf the hand. (Her p. 131.) And

(gill £71; and 7 £135.", IA man large, or

liberal, in disposition. (15.) And Us};

TIts occurrence, or befalling, was of great mo

ment, momentous, grievous, 0r distressing, to

me. (TA.).._ 935 also signifies The measure of

anything: and 5115.3, A palm-tree of the

5

measure of the stature of a man. (TA.)

A. coveting; desiring eagerly; or lusting.

($, [Perhaps an infi n. of which the verb is
a 1 .fl fl

843.] = See_also 112.323.

8);: see 5.3;, in two Pl8065.—‘l‘ That jour

neys by night and by day. (K.)_..+Long

tongued with evil speech. Good in

social, orfamiliar, intercourse. (K, TA.)

0/0) .4

.

253 : see 0.3}.

2:35 (an) and v (ISd,K) la woman

(S) light, or active, with the hands in spinning:

(S, or one who spins much,- who has ability

to do so. (TA.)

élgé, of a. man, (Mgh,) [The part] from the

elbow to the extremities of the fingers,- (Mgh,

Msb5) the fore arm; syn. [q.v.; thus

corresponding to the (BL; of the leg]: (Lth, :)

and I[the space] from the extremity qf the elbow

to the extremity of the middlefinger : (M, Mgh,‘

K: [in the last of" which, the space is plainly

shown to he meant, like as the part is shown in

the Msb to he meant in the explanation cited

above from that work and the Mgh: see also

clad-fl) in both these senses, sometimes masc.,

(K5 accord. to Kh: (TA:) J says, (TA,) as

relating to the arm, it is masc. and fem.; but Sb

says that it is fem: TA :) [Mtr says,] it is

fem.: (Mghz) [Fei says,] the measure so called

is in most instances fem.: accord. to 181:, it is

fem. ; but some of the Arabs make it masc.: Fr

says that it is fem.; but that some of [the tribe

named] ’Okl make it masc. : As did not know an

instance ofits being masc.: and Zj says that such

an instance is extr.; not choice: (Msb:) the

measure thus called, [i. e. the cubit,] (Mgh,) the

{a}; [or cubit which a divided into frac

tions], (Mgh,) is sir; {91.33 [or fists] (Mgh,

Msb) of middling measure; (Mgh,) and this is

121 *
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called alibi)! ’ \35 [the cubit of the common people,

or the bommon bubit], because it wants one

[orfist] of what is called “fly,” [the cubit of

the hing], namely one of the Kisrds, (Mgh, Msb,)

not the last of them, whose was seven abides:

(Mgh:) [see also J’s : it is also an astronomical

measure ; and as subh, it seems, from several

instances in which it is mentioned by sz and

other writers, to be, probably, by rule, two

degrees; nearly the half, or quarter, of the length

assigned in difl'erentinstances to the measure termed

. 0 I n o

3; but, like the latter, not preclse nor uniform

in every instance :] the dim. is with 3

because it is fem.; (TA ;) or V [or V

without 3, accord. to those who make it masc.]:

(L voce :) the pl. is and 6Q;§;IO,

Msb,K;) or, accord. to Sb, the former only;

($, Msb;) and Sb adds, they have given it this

form of pl. because it is fem.; meaning, that

and and 3,25, when fem., have the pl.

of the measure (TA.) In the phrase

vi [The garment, or piece of

cloth, is seven cubits by eight spans], they say

6.“ because 3;? is fem., and 3,1,3 because

is masc. ; (S; [and the like is said in the Mgh ;])

and because the length is measured by the l»,

and the breadth by the (s in m. 0.3.)
o 1;? is also used as an epithdt, applied to a masc.

n.: thus they say, 13h [This is a gar

ment, or piece of cloth, a cubit in length]. (Kh.)

You say also, @3398 uh; 5; It is

prepared, or made ready, on my part : :) and

uh; 313 9 Iwill pay it to thee in

ready money: or it is prepared, or made ready,

for thee: the being a certain vein in the

it). (TA.) :[Hence several tropical sigpifi

cations :] see )3, in six places: and see also

.._. Hence also, (Z, TA,) IThe instrument with

which one measures the length of the 1)} [or

cubit], (S, Z, O, Mgh,K,) made of a piece of

wood, (Mgh,) or whether it be iron or a rod of

wood. (0, [Hence also,] {A sleet-e: as in

the phrase £133.11 +[a garment, or

piece of cloth,'variegated, or figured, in the

sleeve]: p]. V’aiji, n pl. not agreeing with its

sing, like and (TA.) _ 0f the

fore legs of bulls or cows, and of sheep or goats,

[The arm; i. e.] the part above the : and of

the fore legs of camels and horses and mules and

asses, [likewise the arm,- i.e.] the part above

the : (11:) [also the arm-bone of any of the

animals’here mentionedz] accord. to Lth, (TA,)

of any animal, [but this is by synecdoche, tthe

fore leg ;] i. q. 3.]; (Msb, TA ;) applying to the

whole of whatever is called thus: (TA :) [thus,

again, corresponding to 31;; this latter term, in

like manner, having a proper and a synecdochical

acceptation. Hence the prov.] 3.31! Isis

£6.31! us 8;»; [Feed not than the slave

with the shank, lest he covet the ow]. (K.)_

[Hence,] 83;", also called 4J3“ 81,3, 1~Tmo

bright stars, which are one ofthe Mansions ofthe

Moon: :) [there are two asterisms thus called;

together, gingili: one ot'them is] ibw’i égill,

[also called .uhfjl £1333] the two bright

stars [a and B] in the heads of Gemini: (sz in

his description of Gemini:) [the other is called

so .vlv 1" as“, -E J,

LAW! than, and] Lexi." Jul" 8,5, the

two bright stars [a and ,6] of Canis llIinor:

(sz in his description of Canis Minorz) [hence

it appears that the ancient Arabs, or many of

them, extended the figure of Leo (as they did

also that of Scorpio) far beyond the limits which

we assign to it: the former 55 accord. to those

who make 2;" to signify “the auroral rising,”

but the latter accord. to those who make it to

signify “the auroral setting," is the Seventh

Mansion of the Moon: the following descriptions

in sz’s account of the Mansions of the Moon,

and in the O and K and TA, are obscure and

inaccurate :] is one ofthe JIansions ofthe

.lPIoon, (O,I_(zw,K,) and is called “‘91 it);

brim", (O,sz,) or lbw! Adj! 8)}:

2) the lion has a 8)} which is its” anda

81,3 which is My», (0, sz,1_(,) and this is

the one next to Syria, (O,K,) or on the left,

(sz,) and in it the moon has a mansion,- the

3k” being next to El-Yemen, (O,K,) or on

the right; (sz;) [but this description of their

relative positions should be reversed, as is shown

by what precedes and by what follows ;] each

being two stars, between which is the measure of

a by [or whip]; (0;) and the latter is higher

in the shy, and more extended, than the other,

(0, K,) wherefore it is called 25”; (0;) and

sometimes the moon deviates, and so has a mansion

in it: (0, :) [it is said in the TA that 1,5." is

also a name of one Qf the asterisms of

33;»; but this is the same that is called the

319,-,» :] it rises [at dawn] on thefourth

[or July 0. 5.], and sets [at dawn] on thefourth

(#155)! [3,le [or January, 0. S.]: (O,sz:

[and so in the K, except that in this last, it is

ii J e

erroneously said to set in up» Q’ilé :]) so says

th: but Ibraheeln El-Harbee says that it rises on

the seventh of),£3, and sets on the sixth ofggilb

,5». (O,TA.) [See gill Jib-2., in art. (’53;

and see also 1;, and The rhyming prosaist

of the Arabs says, mi In; Cab-LL

s '5 Ian”, 0 Ni ii a: ;;fll , , '

Us .__,l,..u 5,5,2, {ml go's! Us cabal, final

éli Jé: [then the Dhirda rises at dawn, the

sun puts of the veil, and the rays ascend in the

horizon, and the mirage flickers, or glistens, in

every plain]. (TA.) And the Arabs assert that

when there is no rain [at any other season] in the

year, the i) does not break its promise, though

it be but a [or weak shower of rain] : (sz,

TA :) [or] its .23 is approved, arid seldom does it

break its promise. (sz.) _ also signifies

+11 certain marh made with a hot iron upon the

arm ofa camel: ($, 15:) and is a mark of

the Benoo-Thaalebeh in El-Yemen, and ofsome

persons of the Benoo-JIdlih-Ibn-Saqd.

Also IThe jore part ofa spear or spear-shaft .

(K, TA :) this is called ($, TA) also (TA)

Jib“ (S, TA.)

é); : see what next follows.

2.1;} lVide in step, and light, or active,

in pace, or going; ;) applied to a horse,
9 )1

IL) and to a camel; as also '€,)§2 (K:) and

quick: Msb,K:) [and so 'éé; for] ' 55,5,

($,O,K,) applied to the legs of a quadruped

($, TA,) signifies quick, K,) wide in

step, taking much of the ground: (0, or, as

some say, this last word signifies the legs of a.
_ J :r 5 e I

beast, (TA,) like 7 all“, pl. of 8,43.

(K) It is said of Mohammad, in a trad., 5,15

u-‘Ql in} t He was quick, and wide ofstep, in
. a a v I e , ,

walking. (TA.) And you say, lamb t1); J4.)

+11 man quich in writing. (TA.) And

e r so 2

lab} 3L5! JrIIe ate quickly and much. (TA.)

And J25 f Quick slaughter. And

£3); ISpreading death: :) or quick,

spreading death, such that the people can hardly,

or can in no wise, bury one another. (TA.)—

+An ample thing, aflair, or state. =+An

intercessor. (lbn-’Abbéd,

a dim. of q. v.

£113); A. she-camel by which the archer, or the

like, conceals himselffrom the game, ($,l_(, TA,)

walking by her side, and shooting, or casting,

when the object puts itself in his power, having

first left the she-camel to roam at pleasure with

the wild animals in order that they may become
9'0 r

familiar with her; (TA ;) like 313),; ;) as

also 153: (in) pl. 53. (IAar.)._Hence,

tAnything that brings one near to a thing;

(IAar;) a means of access, nearness, intimacy,

ingratiation, attachment, or connexion ; syn.

Gr r 9 r e .I 0 J

an”; high, K, TA;) and W; and 1L0);

(TA;) as also 1 it}; (Ibn-’Abbéd,1_§:) pl. ‘égi.

($,Msb.) You say, 652%,; ISucht't

one is my means of access to thee, and ofattach

ment to thee, or connexion with thee. (TA.)—

Also, [like )3,] A. ring by aiming at which one

learns the art’qf shooting, or casting [the lance

5-0.]. (TA.)

I a" I

e» =

y
A measurer with the [or cubit]. (T

dims. of q. v.

in art. pig—A hecamel that drives the she

camel with his arm and so makes her lie down

that he may cover her. (Ibn-’Abbé.d,

£213 [so in a copy of the and of the and in

the TA: in one copy of $ and in one of the K,

in the CK, but the right reading is

0,13, as is shown by verses in which it occurs,

cited in the TA, 813d by its pl.,] A small [skin of

the hind called] 6;, which is stripped qfl’from.

the part next to the [or arm], ($,I_{,) and
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which is for gig: [or wine]; (S ;) and V

signifies [the same; (It gimply] a small (TA:)

or, as some say, at} [5; signifies a 6) that takes

much, wafer? (TA:) the pl. is 82,135. (S,TA.)

= 2:213 ZSU An excellent she-camel. (TA.)

1'0!

J}! [.More, and most, light, or active, and

quick, with the arms, or hands, or +otherwise].

It is said in a ma, Siéjii The

best ofyou females is the niost light, or active, of

hand, ofyou, in spinning: or, the most able of

you to spin. (TA.) And +They

slew them with the quiche?“ slaughter.

+More, and most, chaste in speech. (K.) You

:0 Jack: I)

say, 8,3! ,0 iHe is more chaste of speech

than he. (TA.):tOne whose mother is Ara

bian but not his father; syn. or the son

of an Arabian man by an emancipated slave

woman: (K:) the former is the more correct.

(TA.) [See also

The redundant part of the cord with

which the arm [of a camel] is bound: [see 2,

l 0' Q 0'

latter part :] a subst. like [ 1.3%.;3 and]

not an inf. n. (TA.) ’

Q v Q. I ’

8M2: see tel}.

05"

Cris, an epithet applied to an ass, and to a

mule, meaning Having what are termed

[q. v.] upon his arms. (L.) ._ Hence, (L,) 1A

man (TA) whose mother is more noble than his

father: L,K:) as though, 01' said to be,

so called because of the upon the arm

[or arms] of the mule, for they come to him from

the side of the ass; ;) or so called as being

likened to the mule, because he has upon his

arms oil-2,5) like those of the arm of the ass,

thereby resembling the ass; and the mother of

the mule is more noble than his father.

[See also £31.] __ A lion having upon his arms

the blood ofhis prey. (IAar.) ._ [A beast].struch

in the uppermost part of his breast so that the

blood hasflowed upon his arms. (K.) _A horse

that outstrips: or (originally, TA) that over

takes the wild animal and has his arms smeared

by his rider’s piercing the latter so as to make the

blood_flowforth,- (K, TA ;) this blood upon his

arms being the sign of his having outstripped.

(TA.) _ A. bull having black spots, or‘ black

places, upon his shanks. (S,K.) A

hyena having stripes upon its arms: :) an

epithet in which the quality of a subst. predo‘

minates: or applied to the hyena because of

blackness on its arms. (TA.)

Rain that sinks into the earth to the

depth qfa cubit. (S,

’53.: sing. of 313;, [which is contr. to rule,]

(S, _ ,) in a sense pointed out below, (S,) or in

all the senses explained below, and of £91.11»,

(K,) which is agreeable to rule. (TA.) _ é);

B’ignifies The, legs of a beast; (S, K 3) as hlso

@144», and Juli}; see is}; because the beast

measures with them the ground: or, as some say,

9 a

[like the pl. of 8,3,] the parts of a beast between

the knee and the arm-pit. (TA.): é»; also

signifies The towns (‘53, S, or 5315, K) Ithatare

between the cultivated land and the desert;

(S, K ;) such as El-Kédiseeyeh and El-Am

bar; (TA ;) in this sense, (S,) as in others,

(K.) s of 563,. (also as also {go-ii.

;) syn. with ;) and gig: :)

El-Hasan El-Basree speaks of the at.“ of

El—Yemen. (TA.) [Freytag says, without men

tioning his authority, that 313; has the same

signification with the inhabitants of Nejd as

with the inhabitants of El-Yemen and

in the region of El-Hijz'iz: but this is at

variance with all that I have found, in respect

of the term _Also Parts, regions,

quarters, or tracts, syn. G55, (Ibn-’Abbad,l_{,)

of a land. (Thu-’Abbhd.) _And The places of

bending of a. valley. _. And Palm-trees

that are near to houses or tents.

.113; a p]. [contr. to rule] of q. v.:

(S, and of as signifying TA sleeve.

(TA.) See the last of these words, near the

middle of the paragraph.

53)}

1. ' "in .333, (Lth, T, s, M, Msb, K,) nor. , ,

inf. (Lei, T, s, K),an .353 (Bath, T, 1;)

and OH); (S, and big) and Jud-3, (K,)

The tears flowed. (Lth, T, s, M, high, 1;.) And

11; (S, Msb, aor. ; , inf. n.

(Mgh,) His eye shed tears; (Msb;) tears flowed

from his eye. (S, And $325,

(Lth. T.) or $13 +333 (K) or (533".

(M, Mgh,) aor. : , (M,) inf. n. and and

(Lth, T, M) and and and

and [ISd says,] I think that Lh has mentioned as

an inf. n. but I am not certain of it, (M,)

His cye poured forth its tears: (Lth, T :) or the

eye made its tears, or the tears, to flow : ‘(M,I_( :)

or let fall tea-rs, or the tears : and V inf. n.

Jigs)" signifies the' same: (M :) [or the latter

has an intensive signification : or] you say, ,7 ~33.)

(K,) 3; 3,...» (T,) infi n. at..sz and

deJ and 3.523, (T, K,)”;He p01£T€i forth his

tears. (K.) ._ [See also a)», and 05,}, below.]

2: see above, in two aplaces.=;4;hl= ~55,

(T, S, M, K,) inf. n. bit-4.33, (S,) He exceeded

it; (T, S, M,K;) namely, a hundred [years],

(S, K,) or sixty, (T,) or fifty, or some other

number. (M.)._.ap,.§; Us a}; He added, or

exaggerated, in his discourse, 0r narration: gs

also (IDrd and O in art. dilj.)==45)}

Z“;th IIe made him to know the thing: a poet

says,

r lile‘r

as» s)0, 0/ O a

* we ,1 0; mil

i. e. I will assuredly make thee to kntiw death

[if thou flee not]: (IAar,M:) or £94," A5,}

signifies he made him to be at the point of death.

(T, 15-)

10. 159:» He desired its (a thing’s) dripping,

or flowing. (M.) _ And ti)..'a"~l The

udder invited one to milk it ,- and to desire its

dripping, orflowing [with milk]. (M.)

[app. in the following sense, as well as in

others mentioned above, (see 1,) an inf. n., of

which the verb is $35,] A certain running of

horses, in which the legs are put together and

[then] the fore legs stretched out with the toes

near to the ground. (M.)

[app. in the following sense, as well as

in others mentioned above, (see 1,) an inf. n., of

which the verb is A. weak gait or manner

Ofevine- ($. K-)

I e l 0'

dug} ; and V Tears shed, or made

to flow. (T, M, K.)

J“; [accord. to Freytag, Largely flowing :

but he does not name any authority.] ._ Quick,

or swift; and so (M.)

3,135, applied to tears Flowing. (T.)

[And] Running waters. (KL)

J)th i. q. 81:»; [The channels of the tears ,

&c.: sec 5.23;]. (T, s, 1;.)

5J9; 0

55%;“: see tips.

615

1. 5,3, 301‘. : and ,, (S,Mgh, qu,1_<,) inf. n.

535, (Mgh, Mgh,) said of a bird, (s, Mgh, Msb,

K,) It muted, or dunged; (,JK, Mgh, Msb;)

[like 3,3,] as also taps, (Zj, JK, Msb, K,)

inf. n. (JK :) it is also, sometimes, 1* said

of a man: (Sf TA :) and the latter is sometimes

{said of a beast of prey, and [particularly] of a

fox}, (TA.)—[Hence,] one says, vi;

ugh" all: IWhen wilt thou behave in a light

witted, or foolish, manner towards men? or utter

foul, 01; ‘gbsge’nee, lgnguage, ggainst them ? (TA.)

And 49L: 6);; 3V: Us 1-This is speech, or

language, that is deemed foul. (TA.) And

;i is a phrase meaning a threat.

(TA. [But how it should be rendered, unless

it he said by a woman to her husband, (see

53,) and be for $533591

I know not.])=dl.,ll 6)}, [in the JK written

635, but said in the TA to be like )5, meaning

The cattle sufieged from eating the ’herb called

5,3, is] from (5,311. (JK, TA.)

1 E

4: see the first sentence above. == U638! ‘35)}!

The land produced [the herb called] 6)}.

5. She applied as a colly

rium to her eyes; as also i of the measure

$18.31 : [s0 accord. to the copies of the but]

in the"‘Nawadir el-Aarab” a is said, tesji

deli-ll,» 539‘ signifies the woman applied collg

rium to her eyes. (TA.)
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8 : see what next precedes, in two places.

Dung (JK, $, Mgh) of a bird; (S, Mgh ;)

as also lélgi: (AZ, TA :) [or] of the bustard

and the like: (JK :) the former word

an inf. n. used as a subst. in this sense. (Mgh.)

I

A certain plant, resembling ; (JK ;)

a certain herb, (TA,) i.g. [the herb lotus,

melilot, sweet trefoil, or bird’sffoot~trefoil: so in

the present day]: (JK, IDrd, S, K:) it has a

slight and sweet odour, and grows in [plains such

as are called] obié, and in places where water

collects and stagnates ; and sheep, or goats, safer

from eating it, and sometimes become distended

in their bellies : (AHn, TA :) n. un. with 5.

(AHn, JK, TA.)

4 a 20.

61)} : see (a).

Illilh mixed with water: (AZ, s,

13:) [like o

x5 and L525

1. 25,3, (T, s, M, Mgb, 15,) aor. 2,335,

($, M, Misha inf. n. ; M, Msb, ;)J and

act. £24.35, ($, M,) inf. n. (5)}; ($;) and 743;};

and '13)”; (M, the last on the authority

of IAar, but said in the T to be disallowed in this

sense by AHeyth ; (TA ;) The wind raised it,

(Tr Sal!) or made it “fills (AHeyth, T, $1]! M: K!)

and carried it away; ($,“E M, Msb,*K;) and

dispersed it; (Msb ;) namely, a thing, (Msb,

or the dust, (T, S, M,) &c. (S, M.) And accord.

to IAar, one says, and v 49331:, [ellip

tically,] meaning. Q33 [i. e. The wind

raised the dust, or made it'to fly, &c.]. _

[Hence,]];éél c933." f He carried

on the relation uninterruptedly and rapidly [like

as the wind carries away the dry herbage that is

broken in pieces] (TA.) _ Hence also,

iLZ-Jt [The people winnowed the wheat].

You say, (IAar, T, M, K,*)

aor. ti,,’§i, inf'. n. (IAar, T5) and l

(M ;_) I winnowed the wheat: (M,I_{:*) or

)Qlljlnlésiii, inf- 11- itgfi; (Msbn and xiii

and 0”}; (T ;) I cleared the wheat from its

straw. (Msb.) And ($, M,) and

no.5,

but the former is more approved; and '42,”);

(M ;) Imade it to fly, and go away; ($,M;)

namely, a thing, ($,) or grain, and the like.

(M.) 9413.559! V is well known [as mean

ing The, winnowing of the heaps gf grain].

And hence, ($,) 041;." I sought the

gold of the dust’q'f the mine [by sifting it or

winnowing it]: ($, K :) and V 233;! signifies the

same. (T and S in art. (5);. [See a'verse cited in

the first paragraph of that art. : and see also 2 in

the same art.])_2[;5.)l (T,) or

($, TA,) accord. to AHeyth, (TA,) I threw the

thing [or scattered it] lihe as one throws grain

for sowing. (T, $, TA.) And He

sowed the land, scattering the seed ,- as also

5,6,5" but the former is said to be the amore

chaste. (MF and TA in art. 53.) _Andlab},

inf. n. is a dial. var. of meaning He

[God] created them. _ 2&2." He broke

the thing TA) without separating. (TA.)

And .5533 Ibroke his canine tooth. (M, TA.)

_ the He displaced, or uprooted, him, or

it, with the spear. (Kr, intrans., It

(a thing, K, or dust, &c., M) flew up, and went

away, or became carried away [by the wind].

(M, _ He (:1 gazelle, K, or, accord. to some,

any animal, TA) hastened (K, TA) in his run

10,54

ning. (TA.) You say, 5)}; 1...,inf'. n. He

(a man, passed, or went, along quickly :

Mz) accord. to some, said particularly of a

gazelle. And He rose and

betook himself to such a. one. (TA.) ._ It (a
as, re Oar

thing) fell. K.)_4._:U 1)}, infi n. 3)}, His

canine tooth broke: or, as somie’ say, fell out.

(M.) And 2,3 1,5, (I;,) inf. n. ,,5, (TA,) 11a

teethfell out from his mouth,- (K, TA;) as also

v.

(5)}, and but the last is said to be of weak

authority, or a mispronunciation. (MF and TA

in art. 1,5.)

s '2' 5/

2: see 1, in five places. _ [Hence,] out!) (5)),

(M, TA,) inf. n. (TA,) He combed his

head (M, TA) [so as to remove the scarf gm],

like as one winnon's a thing .- but [with the

unpointcd g] is of higher authority.

1.53;, namely, a sheep, inf. n. as above, I shore,

or sheared, his wool, leaving somewhat thereof

upon his back in order that he might be known

thereby : and in like manner one says in relation

to a camel. (S, [See ._ [Hence,

app, or from $335, as is indicated in what follows,]

’r I praised him: (IAar, M, You say,

1‘ Such a one emalts the state, or con

dition, (if such a one; and praises him. (T.) A

poet says, [namely, Ru-beh, (so in the margin of

one of my copies of the

are; 05 a! ‘1’! so»

* \q-Iig 0‘ Us... (5))! the *

r [Purposely I praise and exalt what constitutes

my grounds of pretension to respect or honour,

lest it should be reviled]: (T, S, M:) as though

I put it upon the :3}; [q. v.] (M.)

4: see 1, in three places. _ Accord. to AHeyth,

this verb is not used in the sense first explained

o i e a i a we!

_ A , 4 s ..
above, but one says, 5U...“ so..." c.1935

meaning I threw down the thing from the thing .

(T, TA :) or Elf}! signifies the striking thing

and throwing it down : (Lth, T :) and sometimes,

the throwing down without cutting. vYou

L J 045/ 05

say, wab' \Jlgodlq [I struck him with

the sword and made his head to fall from him].

".0 ' 1.10/08, “0"

('11.) And “,5 Q; 4:3)35 Ms, (T,) or);

42:13, ($,) is. [I thrust him, or pierced hiin, and]

threw him down [from his horse, or from the

back of his beast]. (T, 5.) And 5.71.11: .15?

The beast threw down its rider.

And :él‘lJt (5)}! He struck the thing

with the sword so as to throw it down. (M.)

And $3; 9,21 (s,) or £33", (M,) The

eye poured forth [or let fall its tears, or the

tears]. (s, M.) [See also i,’§i.]==(5,n said of

a camel, He was, or became, tall, or long, in his

333,} [or hump]. (TA.)

5. i139." iii? The wheat was, or became,

winnowed: or was, or became, cleared

from its straw. (TA.): as IIe protected,

0r sheltered, himself by means of it; (M, Msb;)

i.e. by means of a wall, &c., from the wind and

the cold; as also as ' (9&1. (M.) One says,

Jl-iill Protect, or shelter, thyself

from the north wind by means of a shelter. (T.)

And iml 3.3;; l Shelter thyselfby means

qfthis tree: (T:) or Ml,» ' Ishdded

and sheltered myself by mehns of the tree.

And 3g?! The camels protected, or

sheltered, themselvesfrom the cold, one by means

of another; or by means of the [trees called]

oLée. And I sought

refdge with such a due, dnd became his pro

tection. And 6)}! [thus I find it written,

without any syll. signs, evidently for '(531, of

the measure fil, like wt and Siélj 'He

sought protection by means of'a king. (TA.) =

jL'Z-H 63.33, or 5531!, (M, IIe mounted

upon [the hump, or the’top of the hump &c.].

01:05:; ' s 05 a,

(s, M, 1.1) - [Hence,]ww“: U5. ~11)”

+I married among the $335 and the of the

sons of such a one; (As, T,“ $ ;) i. e., dmong the

noble and high qfthem : (T a) 05:“; 1‘ He

married among the 33;? of them.

B : see 1 : = and see also 5.

_ 0 r 0'0

10: see 5, in four places. _ Q)J.2.ol, said of a

she-goat, She desired the ram; ;) like

.i;!0

yszs. (s) _ And the inf. n. :L'izia signifies

The act of leaping upon a fizmale.

'1) f) ’1

5)}: originally 3):: ($2 Mgb; Kr) or L233, ($7

M,* Msb,) the 3 being a substitute ($, Msb) for

the final radical letter, (Mgh,) [A species of

millet; the holcus sorghum. of Linn. ; thus called

in the present day, and also, vulgarly, 833

and 553, to distinguish it from maize, the

zea ways of Linn., which is vulgarly called

3;} and Qljé 3,35] a species qurain;

(M ;) a certain grain, well known : (S, Msb, z)

the word is used as a n. an. and as a coll. n.

(T.) [See

3;} A portion not completed, of a saying;

as in the phrase, [An

uncompleted portion of a saying was related to

me from him]: (T,§:) or a little; a dial. var.

of [q.v.]. (M.):Also, and 7635, i. g.

75.33, (M, TA,) [respecting the derivation of

which there are different opinions, explained in

art. L5,] i. e. Created beings: [or children, or

ofspring: (see art. [‘30] or and 7&5;
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signify the number of the (M.) One says,

slit. and meaning May God

increase [the number of] thine ofi'spring. (T.)_

And ,6" _occurs in a trad., as some relate it,

instead of )lth 13;, as others relate it; meaning

[either The'children of thefire of Hell, agreeably

with what next precedes, or]9 to be scatteredoin

the fire. and TA in art. 53.) =Also, x},

The curved extremity of a bow. (So in a copy of

the S.)

L535, also written 1;, (or, accord. to some

copies of the $, ' [53,) A thing [such as dust

‘51.] that the wind has raised, or made tofly, and

carried away: :) or it signifies what one has

winnowed; (M ;) or gig is; [what thou winnow

est, as is indicated by the context of this explana

tion]; like as signifies (T.)—

And (5)} or is); (accord. to different cgpies of

the S) Tears poured forth: ($ :) or so 7(5)} [or

3,3 £23]. (M, TA.)=Also A shelter; (M,

TA ;) anything by which one is protected, or

sheltered: (S, Msb :) a shelterfrom the cold wind,

consisting ofa wall, or of trees : and particularly

a shelter that is made for camels such as are

termed ng'l, by pulling up trees of the hind called

' do. andplacing them one upon another in the

direction whence blows the north, or northerly,

wind, in the camels’ nightlyfiresting-pltfce.

[Hence,] one says, (5)5 Q35 Such a

one is in the protection of such a one. (T.) And

'4 r e) u 'EJob} of} Ul Iam in the protection

of such a one, and in his shelter. _($.) And

[hence, perhaps,] 1- Verin

such a one is generous in disposition. (AZ, T.)

_Also The court, or yard, of a house.

(Har pp. 56 and 442.)=See also in two

places.

I, 4.!

[53; : see [535, in two places: _ and 3,53.

quch property; like so in the

saying, 53;; ,3 3.; [IIe is a possessor of much

propertys]. (TA.)= See also

533;: see what next follows.

333} and V The upper, or uppermost, part

of a'thing (s, M, Mgb,1_() of any kind; (M,

Msb ;) and so, accord. to Et-Talgee Esh-Shemenee,

".1335: (TA:) and particularly, of a camel’s

hump, M,) and of the head: (M :) and a

camel’s hump itself: (up) pl. (53;. (s, TA.)

It is said in a trad., [533"); [or];

7] He brought camels having white humps.

And in another trad., £93.; Jé: ul;

0%,; [On the hump of camel’isva dcpil]:

(TAJ), And in a prov., 5"”.9! ué Lo

7953!, [He ceased not to twist the fur of the

uppcr part and the fore part of the hump:

originating from, or occurring in, a trad., which

see explained in art. _pjs]: it means, the ceased

not to render familiar, or tame, [or rather to

endeavour to do so,] and to remove refractoriness.

(TA-)- [Hence,] #966 53-?" a»;

(T, M‘) + He married among the noble and high

Qf them.

s . .. s . .. '

L545: see [5)5.=(543 L5,) A warm shelter.

(TA.)

2); A she-camel by means of which one con

ceals'himself from the objects of the chase: on

the authority of Th_: but the more approved

word is with s [i. e. 55;, or, accord. to AZ, 35,3].

(M-)

(vulgar-1y pronounced 8365, TA) What

has become brohen into small particles, (M, K,)

and dried up, (M,) or ofwhat has dried up,

of a plant, or of herbage, and has been blown

away by the wind. (M,K.)_And that has

fallen of, or from, corn, (M, K,) or especially

wheat, (Lh, M,) in the process of winnowing.

(M, And that has fallen of, or from, a

thing; as also 7 (Mf‘

as.” an.

3.3,}: see m3.

iii-2,1331 [as used in the Ear li. 1] means The

n1-inds’($, Bd, Jel) raising, or making tofly, and

carrying away, or dispersing, the dust tj'c. : (Bd,

Jel:) or tthe prolific women,- for they scatter

children: or t the causes of the scattering of the

created beings, angels and others.

533» (s, M) and t iijis (M) A wooden

implement, ($, M,) or a small’wooden implement,

(so in one copy of the having [several] ea:

tremities [or prongs], with which one win

nows M) wheat, and with which the heaps of

grain are cleared [from the straw fie]: ($ :) or

the former word signifies the thing with which the

wheat is carried to be winnowed : and the latter,

the wooden implement with which one winnon's.

(T.)= Also, the former word, The extremity of

the buttock: (AO, T, M, z) or 'Qlyiio signifies

the two extremities ofthe two buttobhs; (A’Obeyd,

T, S, M, K ;*) or the two uppermost parts of the

two buttochs ,- (Meyd in explaining a prov. cited

below;) and it has no sing.; (A’Obeyd, T, $, M,

Meyd, for if the sing. were the dual

would be (A’Obeyd, T, $, M, Meyd.)

Hence, (Meyd,) '

shaking the two extremities, or the two uppermost

parts, of his buttocks]; Meyd,l_§;) a prov.,

applied to one behaving insolently (gig), and

:1» p,

3., [He came

threatening; K;") or to one threatening vainly:

(Meyd, and Ear p. 603:) and

[He came striking &c.] ; a prov: also; applied to

him who has come empty, not having accomplished

that which he sought. (Har ubi supra.) _

l also signifies The two sides of the head:

(M, z) or all; siggifies the temples ofthe head,"

and the sing. is 6);»; accord. to AA. ($.) _

Also, 7 @633», The ’two places, of a bow, upon

which lies the‘string, in the upper portion and the

lower: (AHn,$, M, K :*) and in this sense it has

no sing. : :) or, accord. to AA, its sing. is

L553?- (M.)

U ’0

853.»: see the next preceding paragraph, first

sentence.

0633?: see in five places.

fem. 553;, A sheep having a portion of

its wool left unshorn between the shoulders when

the rest has been shorn. [See 2.]

545

)9“: I w
, a

5. gait was, (15,) as also (TA,) The

jinnfrightened him, or terrified him.

7. “and”, (K,) as alsow” the latter thought

by A2 to be the original word, (TA,) It (water)

flowed, ran, streamed, or poured: it flawed in a

continuous stream.

0 ID)

a.» snug wvlf- (1.1)

45 1") an?! a Ital.) .JJI‘t

~991Mb aegis-M M115, (K,) and

$9.3M, (TA,) I saw then: following one another

as though they were the mane ofa male hyena.

(A?) K')

)5}

1. 0):}, aor. 1, inf. n. A, Mgh, K;)

and v 3,51, (TA,) inf. n. 36.3]; (K ;) IIefright

ened him; made him afraid: A, Mgh, Msb,

K. Ta) Hence. ~13 $5» 9'5 .25

Arise thou, and go to the people, meaning

Kureysh, but do not make them to befrightened at

me; i. e. do not acquaint them with thyself, but

go clandestinely, lest they take fright at thee:

said to Hodheyf'eh, on the night of the Ahzab [on

the occasion of the war of the Moat]: so in a.

trad.: and in another trad. is mentioned the fol

lowing saying of ’Omar, to some men contending

together in throwing colocynths: bgjj

6.3;, meaning, Let that stiflice you: make not

our camels to be frightened at us. (TA.) _;;3,

(s. K.) M n- 323; (TA 0 and new; (Mo

[and app. V ; of which see the act. part. n.,

below ;] He became frightened, or afraid. (S,

K, TA.) [You say, He was frightened
at him, or it.] t l

4: see above, first sentence.

5 and 7 : see 1.

jéi Fright. (s: Mgh, Ma); 1;.)

A state ofstupefaction, (K,) by reason of

shame, or pudency. (TA.)

i=3, a possessive epithet, (T, TA,) or ';S,

(K,) A thingfcared; afrightful thing. (T,

__ See also

.v) Q 1

)ss: Beef}.

5,23 Afright. (TA.)

5;; [an intensive epithet, Very fearful.

And hence,] A certain bird, asmall bird,

(T,) found in trees, always wagging its tail,

(T, K,) never seen otherwise than frightened.

(T, TA.)
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0-10: on

34):} 3;.» A severe year. (A,

In,

y’ab: see _. Also, [without 5,] A

woman who becomes frightened at a thing that

induces suspicion, or evil opinion, (S, A, Msb, K,)

and at foul language. (K, TA: or, accord. to

the GK and a MS. copy ofthe K, “foul language”

is a distinct signification of the word.) A poet

Q I 0 ' 4 )0! J J1

* >13 up ~‘r-’-*-" ~15)” .Jfi "

*» as as as as *

[She will give thee kind discourse; but than

desire other than that, she will be frightened

at thee; for she is one who is frightened at

a thing inducing suspicion dc]. (TA.)-Also

A she-camel which, when her udder is touched,

takes fright, and will not yield her milk. (So

accord. to two copies of the [Epr. by IS]

05/ I’lr is _ _

Q) leap v.4; and so in some copies of the

and accord. to the TA: in a 00py of the A,

which has a similar meaning: in some copies of

the K, Qilfs, without teshdeed, i. e., is jealous.])

5:93.; : see the next paragraph.

' Frightened; or that becomesfrightened ,

(s, A, K.) as also 555 (A) and Uséb (Is) and

(M, TA,) or (15.) _ 33,233.,

and ' 5.53.1, (K,TA,) or V (so in the GK,

and a. MS. copy of the K,) A mad she-camel.

(19)

:eiis

95“:

Ga 4”

f“:

‘ I 10:

)5“:

p

see the next preceding paragraph.

bib}

1. (s. 1.1.) m as.) is n- <T1.<.)

He gave him to drink gile [i.e. poison, or

instantaneous poispn’]; ’($, ._M[And He poi

soned food: (see J’s-Lo :) for] do} also signifies

the infecting with poison.9 (ISL) = and

JG}, aor. 1, (K,) inf. n. 0W3, (K,* TK,) He

died: z) [or he died quickly : like

4. his)! He, or it, slew him, or killed him,

quickly. (K)

7. JFJQI His breath became interrupted, or

short, (fig) and his heart broke (23.3;

[a phrase probably to be understood in a figurative

sense; like Jean). (15.)

.0,

J»: see

pent that kills quickly.

Death. (K.) [See 1, last sentence.]

)0, ’54

do} 3.,- A ser

.l 4" . I

vb} P090011: (S, K:) or instantaneous poason;

as also 'u'wb: (K:) or such poison is called

Q a 1 a I , , a J or

dis): (Mgh:) pl. Jess. (K.)_$le3 is,»

i. q. d5}; i. e. A quick death; that bills

I! I l 04

qnickly; ($ ;) and so ' a”. (K)

JFJM: see what next precedes.

J’s-3;)“ [Poisonedfood; or] food in which

is set»- (s. 1.1-)

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the TA

known to me. Compare with it art. 45.]

w}

1. see what next follows.

4. if Qisl, ($,Msb,*1_§,&c.,) inf. n. 323;,

(Mgh,) He was, or became, quick in obedience to

him, or it: 2) this is its [proper, or primary,]

meaning, accord. to Aboo-Is-hék, in the language

of the Arabs: (TA :) and he acknowledged, or

confessed, to him : z) and he was, or became,

lowly, or humble, and abject, to him: ($,I_{:)

and he was, or became, tractable, submissive, or

manageable, to him; ($,* Msb,‘ K, TA ;) and

easy; (K,* TA 5) not disobedient ,' (Msb ;) as also

we}, act. =, (K,) inf. n. (TA.) You

sayiéi ul 05M He obeyed me with respect

to that [right, or due,] which I sought to obtain

from him, and hastened to render it: and he

acknowledged, or confessed, to me my right, or

due, willingly, not against his will; as also

(TA.) Some have used 5&3; as meaning Per

ception, and understanding : but there is no

foundation for this in the language of the Arabs;

and its being tropical, as some of the sheykhs

have endeavoured to show it to be, is improbable.

(MF.)

31's: 1.» an e .

6-"...1 of: 01.:

lit, in the Kur [xxiv. 48], means

[But the right be theirs,] they come to him

quickly obedient: (TA :) or [simply] obedient;

not compelled against their will: (Fr, TA :) or

acknowledging, or confessing, and lowly, or hum

ble : or tractable, submissive, or manageable, and

easy. (TA.) listed», also, signifies Tractable,

submissive, or manageable, (Msb, K,) to her

leader, (TA,) and easy in the head; ;) applied

to a she-camel: (Msb, IQ) and, applied to a man,

tractable, submissive, or manageable. (A, TA.)

[act. part. n. of 4].

I r I

leia: see what next precedes.

¢ u e 0) snob

1s a mistake for Mt),

meaning I saw them following one another, or

doing so uninterruptedly.

d3

1. .33, 8.013;, (s, M, Msb,]_{,) inf.n. 3365,

(M,) He, or it, (a thing, Mgh,) zwas quick

M, Msb, K) and light, (M,) ,2-9: Us in the

qfl'air: or he was light [or went lightly]

upon the ground. You say, uh;

5,6359” and (IAar, T in the present art. and

in art. 55),) i. c. He went lightly upon the ground.

(TA in art. sis.) _... Also, nor. as above, said of

a pestilence, It was quick; and despatched, or

hand, quickly. (13.) And .33, (M, 15,)

3/ g, ' 1k,

inf- 11- d: and veg. ($.12) or u»; (M ;) and

an Vcais, (T in art. .3, s, M, Mgh,) or
J a 0 or a,

1 0'6}, (K,) inf. u. use“f'fi; ($3) and 44; 7‘)”,

(T, M, 1;, in the 01,; $151,) and 1.5, and his;

(M, K, in the CK 13m ;) and s,» V .351, (M,)

or V 33!, and 7 3 ;) namely, a wounded

man; (S, M, Mgh, K ;) He despatched him,- i. e.

hastened and completed his slaughter ,' (T, $, M,

h1gh,K;) as also a,» .33 [&c.]_. (Msb in art. as.

[See 3 in, that art.])_ Also 35, (T, M,) aor. ;,

inf. n. aei; (M ;) and 1 Jam ; (T, M, K,)

It (a thing, or an afi'air,) was, or became, easy ,

(T ;) within one’s power or reach; (M ;) feasible,

practicable, or prepared. _ (M, You say,

all L; and all Voila-bib, and and

Jabl: all signify the same: (T, i. e. Take

thou what is easy [&c.] to thee. (T. [See 10 in

art. 555.])_ [The signification “ Celeriter oborta:

fuerunt manaruntque lacrymaa,” assigned by Go

lius to the first of these verbs, as on the autho

rity of the KL, is a mistake: it is taken from

an explanation of which, in my copy of the

K’L, immediately follows the explanations of

and $63.]

2: see 1, in two places. _You say also,

jg;- Lighten thou' the travelling~

apparatus of thy riding-camel.

3: see 1, in two places.

4: see 1, in two places.

10: see 1, in two places._ Also It (an afi'air,

or a thing,) was, or became, rightly disposed or

arranged; in a right state ,- or complete, and in

a right state; as also Six-d. (IKtt,IB, TA in

art. .J;.)

R. Q. 1. see L=Also He walked

with an elegant and a proud and self-conceited

gait, with an aflected inclining of the body from

side to side. (IAar, T,

5,

J} Sheep or goats. (Kr, M,

.133 :L; (M, K) and 1.155 (M) and 1.36;

(T, s, K) and 1.363 (M, 1;) A small quantity

ofwater; water little in quantity: (T, $, M,K :)

or the last two signify, or the last but one

signifies, (M,) moisture: the,pl. [of

mult.] (of Jléé, T,K, or J6), is J53 (T,

and [of pauc.] (T,

fl ; I

J6} : see what next precedes.

a subst. from 421; [and as such

signifying The act, or a means, of despatching a

wounded man; i. e., hastening and completing his

slaughter: and hence, qffinishing a thing]. (El

Hejeree, M, K.) A poet says, referring to a.

draught of water,

a r 6 e! 05 re .9 :1 n

l“: L! EU} ,1 3L? 0,9 '“'

[That may be a cure, or a means offinishing, of

what is in me, i. e., of what I am safer-ing].

(El-Hejeree, M.) = See also the next paragraph.

: see in two places:_and J63:

_and _. You say also, L; I

tasted not a little thing, or a thing small in quan

tity: (M :) or V (5!; L3 and V [like

He tasted not anything. In the CK $1} Lo.)
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.36, [or $651.31, (AA, T, s,) or tési,

(M,) or both, (K,) Deadly poison: (AA, T, s,

M, K:) because it kills quickly him who drinks

it. (AA, T.)-_Y0u Bay also, .36; as a},
:flee) Oi”) ’ I ’

JLaJ-g M [i. c. There is not in it

that whereby one may retain life; or a bare

sufiiciency of the means of subsistence]. _

See also : and

meaning 4,:

Quick: Msb:) or, as also 'Jljg,

quick and light: or light, or going lightly, upon

the ground. (M, K.) You say also

(T, S, K,) meaning Quick, and in like man

ner ' (T, K,) in each case using the

latter word as an imitative sequent. (K.)—

Also A death, (M,) or a pestilence, (K,) that

kills quickly. (M,I_{.)=Also The male

[or hedge-hog].

0.5" so,

a!» m... A swift and light arrow. (K.)

)5}

1. ,3, aor. =, (s, Mgh, 15,) inf. 11.33, (Msb,)

He, or it, had, or emitted, a pungent, or strong,

odour, or smell; (S, Msb ;) or a very pungent, or

very strong, odour, or smell; (M, whether

sweet or stinking: (S, M, Msb:) or he had stinking

arm-pits; or it (the arm-pit) stank. (Lh, M,K.)

[See also below.] _ wt The plants

became abundant. (AHn. M.) ’

10. )3)“ U? )5le +110 became very deter

mined,4and hardy, [as though he drew forth from

himself a pungent odour by sweating,] to do the

thing, or afair. (M, TA.) = 9,53“! said of

a woman, 1'. q. sly-LL'QI [q. v.]. (TA.)

inf. n. of 1. (Msb.)_Pungency, or strength,

qfodour; (S, A, Mgh, Msb;) or intense pungency

or strength thereof; (M,K;) whether sweet or

stinking; (s, M, A, Mgh,‘ Msb ;) as also 1 5,35,

(K, TA,) or viii: (so in the TT, as from the

M :) a subst. to which it is prefixed, or an epithet

by which it is qualified, shows whether it mean

sweet or foul: (TA :) or any pungent, or strong,

odour; whether sweet or stinking: (T :) or stench

ofthe arm~pit : (Lb, M, z) or it has this signifi

cation as well as the first: (S, M:) or stink, or

stench, [absolutely,] (IAar, M, except when

relating to musk; not used with reference to any

other perfume, or sweet-smelling substance: (IAar,

M :) but with the unpointed 5, signifies only

“stink, or stench.” _The seminal fluid

(1;) ofa mum. (K.)

393 (s. M. A, Mgh, K) and '35? <M.1.<>

Having, or emitting, a pungent, or strong, odour,

or smell,- (Sf Msb;) or having, or emitting, a

very pungent, or very strong, odour, or smell;

(M, K ;) whether sweet or stinking: (S, M, Msb :)

or especially, (Lh, M, K,) or also, (S, M, A,) a

man having stinking arm-pits, M, A, K,) and

a foul smell: M,A:) fem. of the former,

its; and of the latter, (M :) or

' signifies a woman having a strong smell; whether

sweet, like that ofmusk, or foul, like that of the

arm-pits. (Msb.) You say a“, A,

Bk. I. " '

M, and p5, (M, K,) Pungent, or strong

scented, mush: (S,A:) or musk of the utmost

I40! ,2.

excellence. (K.) And to,» Z'JU [A pungent, or

strong-scented, or] sweet-smelling [follicle, or

vesicle, of musk]: Er-Ra’ee says, speaking of

camels that had pastured upon herbage and its

flowers, and gone to water, and come back from

it with their skins moist and diffusing a sweet

smell, g
I!) 4 I' r 44

* alzéiétzwspw *

* 'tgselgsca -

[They have an odour like that of a strong-scented

vesicle of musk, every evening; as when. one has

imparted additional fragrance to camphire by

miwirotg with it musk]. (T, M, TA.) One says

also 8,5} (S,A) A sweet-smelling meadow.

(TA.) 'And '5}; A stinking arm-pit. (A.)

And '5335 (s. K.) or 14551'5333,(A,)

An army, or Z. collected portion'thereof, or a

troop of horse, having afoul smell from the rust

of the arms or armour. (S,A, A

certain plant, (K,) which grows in the midst of

herbage, little in quantity, of no account, growing

in hard and level ground, upon a single root,

having a yellow fruit, resembling the 3.3;»:- in

[the sweetness of] its odour. (TA.) _. And

' A certain herb, or leguminous plant, (K,)

which remains green until the cold smiles it:

[a coll. gen. n.; and with tenween; for] the

n. un. is : (TA :) [but it is from fem.

of a certain herb, of foul odour, which

camels dc. scarcely ever eat : (Yaakoob, z) or a

certain tree, also called 359! 1,125: or, accord. to

AHn, a species of [the trees called] : or, as

he says in another place, a certain green herb,

which rises a span high, with round leaves, and

with branches, having no flower; the odour of

which is like that of a slight windfrom the anus :

it makes the breath of camels to stink; and they

desire it eagerly: it is bitter; and grows in rugged

places: and Abu-n-lV 'm describes it as in mea

dows. (TA.) [Ruta sylvestris. (Golius, from

Er-Razee.)]

l'O/

3133

odour.

A single emission of pungent, or strong,

(Msb.)

} seeps.

($35}, without tenween, (S, because the

alif [written L5] is the characteristic of the fem.

gender, (S,) and sometimes, more rarely,

(8b,) (533;, with tenween, (s, 1g) when indeter

minate, (S,) the alif in this case being considered

as making the word quasi-coordinate to 13;),

(S, K,) The place that sweats, in the back

camel’s neck, behind the ear: (Lth,S :) or, in a

man, (M,) and in any animal, the part extending

from the [or part between the two cars,

5,35 =.

9”,

erroneously written in the CK 13:0,] to the half

of the [or entire back of the head] : or the

prominent bone behind the ear: or a

bone in the upper part of a man’s neck, on the

right and left of the small hollow which is in the

middle: (Sh =) or the .353; [which is the dual]

are the two protuberance: on the right and left of

the small hollow in the middle of the back of the

neck : (M :) it is from 63!}; [“ the pungency of

the odour of sweat ”],' because it is the first part

that sweats in a camel: (S :) pl. and

@363. (s. as and some my}; (a) '

3,

: see what next follows.

33} A camel large in the part called Lid}:

fem'.‘ with 3: (AZ, or a great camel:

(AA:) or (so in the TA; but in the K, “and ")

hard, or firm, agtd strong: as also (K:)

but the former is of higher authority: also

applied to a. camel; fem. with 5: and in like

manner to an ass: (TA :) or (so in the TA; but

in the K, “ and ”) great in make: (K :) also a

young man tall, perfizct [in make], and hardy,

strong, or sturdy: (S, and 353 an excellent

she-camel, long-necked: (TA?) and, accord.

to the K, a bulky, or thick, ass: but this is at

variance with what is found in other lexicons.‘

(TA.)

and : seeps, in eight places.

h ’0' .7

3),5,,'u A meadow abounding with

I;

(Is) [see,gs-J

055

1 3553, (JK, s, A, K,) aor. :, (JK,) inf. h.
.01 44

055, (TK,) He struck his 05} [or chin]: (JK,

S, A, or he struck him on the back of his

neck, or on his head at the part next the back of

the neck, with the inside of his hand; syn.

(K, TA. [In the CK, erroneously, bibj) And

He struck him, or beat him, with a staff, or

stick. (JK.)._. 9.3.; at; (K,)oritzé Us»,

(JK, K,) He put his 055 [or chin] upon his

hand, or upon his stafl, or stick, (JK, K, TA,)

and leaned [upon it]: (TA :) and do;

[He leaned his chin upon his whip]; (TA:) as

also '65;- (K->=;FI~" mass.)

aor. 1, (JK, 11,) inf. h. 3,53, (JK,) The bucket

was, or became, such as is termed or

(JK.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph.

3. 2.513 He straitened him.

[4. 05” is said by Golius, as on the authority

of the KL, to signify Opem tulit in tollenda re:

but the word explained in the KL as signifying

the doing this is the inf. n. of QSJI, not of QSMJ

53 A decrepit, old and weak, or extremely

aged, man. (K.)

[The chin;] the place where the (pg-l

[here meaning the two lateral portions of the

lower jaw] combine, (JK, S, Msb, K,) at their

lower part: (K :) it is of a man (S, Msb) [and

of a beast]: also pronounced with kesr (lSd, K)

tothe 5 [i. e. 1 5,39]; (TK =) of the masc. gender,

(Lb, K.) only (Lb. TA => pl- 563?. (Msb.'K.)

12‘2
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n pl. of pauc.; and the pl. of mult.,is

(Mgh.) Hence, (K,) 5&2? dais [A

heavily-burdened, or overburdened, camel sought

to help himself to rise by means of his chin]:

($, M, a prov., applied to a low, base, or

mean, and weak man, who seeks to help himself

by means of another man like himself; ;) or

to him who seeks to help himself by means of

one who has no power of defending, and by

means of one more low, base, or mean, and weak,

than be: (M :) or to him who seeks to help

himself by means of one less than he: :)

originating from the fact that a camel laden with

a heavy load, and unable to rise, bears with his

chin upon ,the ground. ($, You say also,

l5; [They fell down prostrate, with

their chins to the ground: see the Kur xvii. 108

and 109]: and [hence,] . _)éni:l;;

1[A wind blew violently, so that the

treesfill, or bent themselves down to the ground] :

(A in art. and e1"

{[The wind blew, and overturned, or threw

' dbwn, or bent down, the trees]: and, of a stone,

all IThe torrent overturned it.

(TA:) _... The hair that grows upon the chin:

used in this sense by the vulgar; and said by

Esh-Shihab El~Khaf£tjee, in the “ Shifa e1

Ghaleel,” to be post-classical: Z says, in the

“ Rabeea el-Abrér,” that it signifies the board in

the language of the Nabathaeans. (TA.)

9 a

Q55: see the next preceding paragraph, first

sentence.

: see the paragraph next following.

A she-camel that relaxes her chin [so as

to make her lower lip hang down] in going

along : :) or that moves about her head in

going along: (JK :) or that stretches her steps,

and moves about her head, by reason of strength,

and brishness, liveliness, or sprightliness, in going

along: (A,TA:) pl. (TA :) and Visits,

applied to a she-camel, signifies the same as

5 Jr . Jr ’0’

Q)“. (IAar,TA.)_Q,53 ,5; tA bucket [of

leather] which one has sewed in such a manner

that its lip inclines on one side: K :) or a

large bucket inclining on one side: (Er-Raghib,

TA :) and V a bucket with an inclining

lip: (IB, TA :) and 7 a bucket that has

had an addition made to one of its two sides, and

consequently inclines on one side. (J

isiin The part beneath the [or chin]:

:) or the part, of the breast, that is reached by

the 053; or the [itself]: (TA:) 01' the

head of the _pfii; [or windpipe]: (K:) or the

prominent extremity of the ,o’UI-t (S, :) thus

explained by A ’Obeyd and AA in the saying of

’Aisheh, “ [The Prophet died] between my

aisléjnd my 1313;" (TA: [see 5551;.» :]) or

the 8,5); [or collar-bone,- or it may [here mean

thefore part of the throat, next the chest; or the

uppermost part of the chest]: :) but this, in

the M, is an explanation of (TA :) or

the lower part of the belly, nemt’the navel: (K :)

but this, also, is given as an explanation of 3.5%.",

.Alg-la

by ISd and by Z: (TA:) or the pit ofthc upper

most part of the breast, or chest: or the upper

part ofthe belly : :) and the stomach: (JK :)

pl. TA.) [See also Hence

a r a 4 I r e i I he . _

the prov., Mb}; gin-3'9 [explained in

art. 05;]: Sigil, accord. to AZ, meansnthe

lower part of the belly. ($.) = See also of}.

A man long in the [or chin] : and so

[the fem.] applied to a woman. .

And A man having the two sides of the mouth

inclining, or n-ry. (JK.) _And [hence, app.,]

53;, (K,TA,) applied to a woman, by way of

comparison, (TA,) IHaving the j;- [or pu

dendum] inclining, or wry. (K, TA.) ;

I 14

sec Q35}.

,2»

1. 2353, [aor. 1,] inf. n. djéi, (s, A, Mgb,)

which is fem., (Mgh,) and imperfectly decl., ($,)

and (A, K) [and $5, or, accord. to Et

Tebreezee, (Ham p. 26,) the latter of these two

but not the former, or, as is said in the Melt,

both are properly substs., and a distinction is

made between them, as will be shown below,]

andgléiii, He preserved it in his memory .

(K,* TA :) he remembered it; (S, A ;) as also

2,153 [to distinguish it from ,5; in a sense

afteiwards to be explained], ‘($, Mgh,) and

"is; (s. A» and itis-$5 (s. lam.)

originally 2,635, ($,) and 2,53], (TA, and so in

the 01g) and $3533}, (111,) and tipszsi,

(AZ, K,) signify the same as 2);.» (1;)

[as explained above]: '21-'53 signifies also he

became reminded of it ,' (Msb;) [and so 'z’s-Sl

and its variations: and ' bbxbl seems properly

to signify, as also 'iJléJJ, he recolleclcd it; or

called it to mind: and he sought to remember

it: and lijJ-bl and “fax used intransitively,

he sought, or endeavoured, to remember.] You

aid '0

say, [DWI 1&2" [I remembered

the thing after forgetting]: :) and

[is-2Q! and [I remembered the thing

forgotten, and I became reminded of it, or I

r; a 0’ a

recollectedit]: (A:) and {Lei M 'fisl, occurring

in the Kur [xii. 45, accoid. to one reading of the

last word], means He remembered [or became

reminded] after forgetting. And Us

.3 [He tied upon

hisfinger a thread or string, seehing to remember,

or recollect, or call to mind, thereby the thing

that he wanted: such a thread or string is com

monly called :]: (AZ :) and V’thL-Il is

used alone with the like signification [i.e. He

sought to remember]: and also signifies He

studied a book and preserved it in his memory,

accord. to the K; but accord. to other lexicons,

he studied a thing in order to remember it, or

preserve it in his memory: (TA :) you say,

lpibl He sought to remember by his

studying of a book. (A.)-ii. 355, (K,)

1’; 4

a4

inf. n.;é:§, (TA,) He was mindful in his right,
or claim; rand did not neglect it. Agreeably

with this explanation, the words in the Km

[ii. 231, &c.,] nifi 5,537, have been

rendered And be ye mindful of, and neglect not

to be thankful for, the favour of God conferred

upon you : like as an Arab says to his companion,

¢ .1!

31A; v.5;- Bs thou mindfuqumy claim

upon thee; and neglect it not. (TA.) _. [In like

manner also are explained the words] L; 53$ng

‘9, in the Kur [ii. 60], And study ye what is in

it; andforgetit not: or think ye upon what is in

it: or do ya what is in it. (Bd.)_..One says,

Cs, (Fe and Lb, and so in a copy of

the K,) or ;éil, (so in another copy of the K,

and in the TA,) the hemzeh of jé‘ii being dis

junctive, (Lb, K,) [in the 01; we find inlet t.

fisl élu'q ifé-ail, as though the read

ing were with a disjunctive hemzeh from

[,éfii, which is manifestly wrong,] and with

fet-h, because it is the hemzeh of the first person

of a triliteral [unaugmented] verb, and with the )

mejzoom, because it is the complement of an

interrogative phrase: (Lb :) it is expressive of

disapprobation, (Lb, K,) and means, Acquaint

me with thy name: [or, lit., what is thy name ?]

I will remember it, or I will bear it in mind

(9551): the conditional phrase [if thou tell it to

me] is suppressed because unnecessary, on account

of frequent usage of the saying, and because what

remains is indicative of it: (Lb, MF :) the saying

is a prov. ; and is also related with the conjunctiva

hemzeh, or ;éail; in which case it is

most appropriately rendered, W’hat is thy name?

Say: or Tell it] but the reading with the dis

junctive hemzeh is that which is commonly

known: (TA =) [for] =Sjéii, set. i, (TA,)

infi n. 6,1,5}, fem., [and imperfectly decl,]

(Mgh,) and ;é} and 3:23, (TA,) [or the former

of these two (which is the most common of all)

but not the latter, or, as is said in the Msb, both

are properly substs., and a distinction is made

between them, as will be shown below,] also

signifies He mentioned it; told it; related it;

said it; (TA ;) and in title [to dis

tinguish it from in the 'first [sense explained

above]. (S, Msb.) You say (flu!

lié: I mentioned, or told, or5 related, to

such a one the story of such and such things.

(TA.) And 4:5 t; $13353 [He mentioned,

or spoke of, d inan as having that attribute which

was not in him]. (El-Jami' es-$agheer voce

_And fHe magnified Him, namely,

God; celebrated, lauded, or praised, Iiim ,

asserted his unity; ;) [saying and

all ml, andIéll or '9'; or

Hp!

41!! ;b; or the like.] ._ [And, in like manner,

tile spohe well of him, namely, a man; men

tioned him with approbation; eulogized, praised,

or commended, him : for My 2355, or

See ;éb, below.] _ Also, contr., [for

teddy, or 32.3,] 1- He spoke evil of him; men
. . , , s
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tioned him with evil words; (Fr ;) mentioned his

vices, or faults; spoke evil of him behind his

back, or in his absence, saying of him what would

grieve him he heard it, but saying what was

true; or merely said of him what would grieve

him: an elliptical expression in this and in the

contrary sense; what is meant being known.

One says to a man, 6.5,

meanng [Verily, thou mention me] with eiiil

words [thou wilt assuredly repent]: and in like

manner the verb is used in the Kur xxi. 37 and

61 : and ’Antarah says,

11010! I! fl 1',”

‘ Ml Lo, Uzi} (545,35 '9 *

* *
meaning Mention thou not reproach/idly [my

horse, and what I have given him forfood,f0r,

if thou do, thy skin will be like the skin of the

scabby]: (Fr,T:) but AHeyth disallows this

signification of the verb, and explains the saying

of ’Antardh as meaning, Be not thou fond of

mentioning my horse, and my preferring him

before the family. (1‘, TA.)_53'>'G {53, int‘. n.

jé'é, [expressly said to be] with kesr, [so in the

0x, and I think it the right reading,] or 155,

[so in a MS. copy of the K, and in the TA,]

with fat-h, [so in the TA,] He demanded such a

one in mam-inge: or he addressed himself to

demand her in marriage: :) [as though the

mentioning a woman implied a desire to demand

her in marriage :] it occurs in one of these,two

senses in a trad. (TA.):géai, inf. n.

with fat-h, He struck him upon his penis.

2. iii] Sjss, (s, A,# M,]), n.,] and .3, 2,2,5,

(Kur xiv. 5, &c.,) inf. n. 5;?33 (A, TA) and

k5, (K, TA,) and quasi-inf. n. idjéaé, im

perfectly decl. ; (A,‘ K,‘ TA ;) and Obsi ' 55:51;

($, Msb, ;) He reminded him of, or caused

him to remember, him, or it. ($, Msb, _

And {55, (TA,) inf. n. (1;) [and 5,535

also, as in the Kur xx. 2],, He exhorted; 'ad

monished; exhorted to obedience; gave 'good

advice, and reminded of the results of affairs,

reminded qf what might sqften the heart, by the

mention of rewards and punishments. TA.)

Thus the verb is used in the Kur lxxxviii. 21.

(TA.) = Also 5'55, inf. n. He made it

(a word) masculine; contr. of (S,n Msb,

15.')_ In the Km [ii. 282], filial]

(531% is said by some to signify t That one of

them may make the other to be in the legal pre

dicament of a male : [meaning that both of them

together shall be as one man:] or, accord. to

Others, one of them may remind the other. (TA.)

_It is said in a trad., 2,}533 L335 {y'ljin

IThe Kur-dn is eminently excellent [lit., mascu

line]: thcrefore do ye hold it and know it and

describe it as such. (K, TA. [In the CK, for

2-6 if pip, Eran-[Hence,] ties. (TA,)

inf. n.,,éséi, (K,) He put to it, namely a sword,

(TA,) and the head of an axe &c., an edge

qfstcel. (1;; TA.) [See $53.]

3. 2,55, (MA,) inf. n. (KL,) He

called to mind with him (MA, KL) 9. story, or

discourse, or the like, (MA,) or a thing. (KL.)

_. [And hence, He conferred with him.]

4: see 2. =|=)bbl also signifies He (at man

[or other]) begat a male. (TA from a trad.) And

:2955‘ She (a woman, $, A, or other female,

TA) brought forth a male, ($, A, IL) or males.

(Mgh.) It is said in a prayer for a woman ill

s. 02¢ 0 es.

labour, £9551, Carrel May she have an easy

birth, and may she bring forth a male child.

(A.) And you say also, its 0,5}! t She brought

himforth a male, and hardy : (TA from a trad. :)

or a male, and sharp and cunning. (Mgh.)

5 : see 1, in five places, in the first and second

sentences. _ [Also It (a word) was, or became,

or was made, of the masculine gender; contr. of

dis]

6. 1,1513 They called to mind [a story, or

discourse, or the like, or a thing,] one with

another. (KL. [See 3.]) _..[And hence, They

conferred together.]

8. }é§l and Jyéagl and ;é;;l: see 1, in three

places, in the first and second sentences.

10: see 1, in six places, in the first and third

sentences.

'0;

)5}: see3é5 : = andjefis.

jég : see ;.é:}, in six places. ,3 JQL,

or “i=3, (as in different copies of the $,) and

8,531: [which is the pl.,] (A,) 1.4. cutting, or

sharp, sword. (S, A.) [See 655.]

ji-A (Yoo, A’Obeyd, Yaakoob, s, M, A, Meb,

K) and tjéi, (Yoo, A’Obeyd, Yeahoob, s, A,

high, K, TA,) or the latter only in the first of the

senses here to be explained, (Fr, Msb, TA,) and

the latter only is mentioned in this sense in the

Fe, (TA,) and is said by El-Ahmar to be of the

dial. of Kul-eysh, (TA,) [both said in the Mob

to be simple substs., though many hold them to

be inf. ns.,] and 7,2:3, accord. to one of the

expositors of the Fe, but this is strange, (TA,)

and Wife; (5, M) and 15,923 (M, TA) and

7 (51:53, M, [see 1, first sentence,]) and also

3.5:, and )“53, mentioned by ISd as of the

dial: of Rabee’ah, but held by him to be of weak

authority, (TA,) Remembrance; (s, M, A, Msb,

K, 80c. ;) the presence of a thing in the mind:

(El-Réghib:) also termed dial, ,2»), (Mgb,

TA,) to distinguish it from ’29} in another sense,

to be explained below: (TA =)’lhe pl. of vii-.5

is (M,) also said to be pl. of idliéibl

(MF, art. eta-t.) You say, 5.5:; at;

and in the same sense: Place thott’hi’m, 5;];

it, in thy remembrance. And “pl

' U15, and {by I will not forget him, or

n. (A.) And ' U1; [)5 l2, and

or the former only, (Fr, Msb, TA,) He, or

it, did not cease to be in my remembrance; ;)

I did not forget him, or it. (Fr, TA.) And

vi; Thou art in my mind.

(ISd, Lb.) ._ The words in the Kur [xxix. 44]

admit of two explanations: The

remembrance of God is better for a man than a

man’s remembrance of a man: and the remem

brance of God is better as more efficacious in

l'pfbidding evil conduct than is player. (TA.) _.

)5? also signifies Memory ,- a certain quality of

the mind, by which a man is able to remember

what he cares to know; like Lip, except that

this latter term is used with regard to the pre

servation of a tlling [in the mind], whereas the

former is used with regard to calling it to mind.

(Er-Réghib:) =Also féis (Er-Raghib, Msb,
TA) and Viabs, (Msb, TA,) or the former only

accord. to Fr, (Msb, TA,) and vdjés, (Mgh,)

The mention, telling, relating, or saying, of a

thing: said by some to be contr. ofa; : (TA :)

and also termed otfol, fag, (Msb, TA,) to dis

tinguish it from 3,953 in the sense first explained

above. (TA.) ._ Also ;°53, 1-The praise, and

glorification, of God ,- the celebration, or decla~

ration, of his remoteness, or freedom, from every

impurity or imperfection, or from everything

derogatory from his glory; or the saying

[and dd! 3.1;", and 36,] and $1 '§

:Ill, [&c., Bee 1,] and uttering all the forms of his

praise : a reading, or reciting, of the _Kur-dn : a

thanking [God]: obedience [to God]: (Abu-l

’Abbas :) prayer to God; (K ;) supplication.

(Abu-l-’Abbas, _ Also IPraise, or eulogy, or

good speech, of another. ($,“ K,‘ TA.) _ [And,

accord. to some, IDispraise, or evil speech. See 1.]

_. Also T A thing that is current upon the tongue.

_ I Fame ; renown ; report ,- reputation ;

(S, A, ;) whether good or evil; (ISd ;) as also

1 (Az, ISd, 1;.) Thus in the saying,

will" L55 1H0 has fame among the

people : in which it has also the signification next

following. _ IEminence; nobility; honour.

(s, A, Msb, 1;.) So in the Kur [xciv. 4], its],

3%} ill IAnd lVe have raised jbr thee thine

eminence, or thy nobility, or thine honour: as

some say, it means, when I am mentioned, thou

art mentioned wilh Me: and again, in the Ear

[x1iii. 4s], 23]; IAnd verily a

(the Kur-an) is an honour to thee and to thy

people. (TA.) Also, in the Kur [xxxviii. 1],

)5:le [5; (335113 tBy the Kur-dn possessed of

eminence, #0: ($) _. Also + A book containing

an exposition of religion, and an institution of

religious laws: (Kz) any book of the prophets :

(TA :) and especially the Kur-dn: (MF, TA :)

and the it}; [or Book of the Law revealed to

Moses]: (Aboo-Hllreyreh, TA in art. )5 z) and

that [law] which is [recorded] in heaven. (Sa’eed

Ibn-aneyr,' TA ubi supra.) _. ’r An exhorte

tion; an admonition, or a warning. (Bd ill

xxxviii; 1.) _ 0:;- 3°bb IA written obligation;

an); (A, KO pl- @- {£55, ,(Ap, 01

,,¢_-3. (TA.) You say, ,0“ 1.» UL: u]

d! J.

(j. )5} I [I have a written obligation to insure

this thing]. (A.)= See also the next paragraph,

in the latter half.

I5; [probably originally signifying “men
Q'

tioned,” or ” talked of,” of the measure in
Joe Ogr

the sense of the measure (Links, like valid in the

122 *
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sense of and in the sense of

and in the sense of &c.; and hence

the first, and perhaps most others, of' the significa

tions here following :] Male; masculine; of the

male, or masculine, sex, or gender,- contr. qfugl:

($, A, Msb, K, &c. z) [the corresponding word

in Hebrew (ID!) has been supposed to have this

signification because a male is much “ mentioned,”

or “talked of;" and it is well known that the Arabs

make comparatively little account of a female :]

pl- Lé’s (s. A. Meb, K) and iséi (A. Msb. K)

andjié; (1g) and 2,15; and @géi (s, A, Msb,

and 5353: ($,K:) [the last, in one copy of

the S, I find, written 7 §;}, which, if correct, is

a pl. of pauc. : and in the TA, in the same phrase

in which it occurs in the $, it is written ' 6.53,

and expressly said to be with damm, so that it is

a quasi-pl. n. z] the pl. form with , and Q is not

allowable. (Mgh.) One says, 55:5)! ,9:
or Vijdbéll, (accord. to different copies of

the $,) or Viéin, with damm, (accord. to the

TA,) How many are the males of thy children?

(5, TAO—The male organ queneration; the

penis; syn. J’s; (S, K, &c. ;) ofa man: (TA :)

or the [an equivocal term, but here evidently

used in the above-mentioned sense,] ofan animal:

(Msb =) pl. 3,55, (K,) or like (Msb,)

or 5,155, (T, TA,) and V},2>13.L= (s, Msb,K:)

the last contr. to analogy, ($,Msb,) as though

used for the sake of distinction between this

signification and the one immediately preceding:

($ :) or of the same class as [with respect

to and ’ [with respect to U]:

(ISdz) Akh says that it is a pl. without a [proper]

sing, like and accord. to the T, it

has no sing. ;' or if it have a sing., it is 7:,532,

like of which the pL ages, and sighifies

the parts next to the penis: (TA:) or it signifies

the penis with what is around it; [or the genitals;]

and is similar to in the phrase

and afield; H : signifies He extirpated

ii. penis. (Mgh.) _ Applied to a man, (A, K,)

it also signifies IStrong ,- courageous; acute and

ardent; vigorous and efective in afairs; [and

also] stubborn,- and disdainful : (TA :) or [mas

culine, meaning] perfect; like as ufil is applied

to a woman. (T and A in art. al.) The sig

nification of “ strong, courageous, and stubborn,”

and the significations which the same word has

when applied to rain and to a saying, are assigned

in the to '25}; but [SM says,] I know not

how this is; for ‘in the other lexicons they are

assigned}? (TA.) You say, '2

419?.“ 8;,5} {[lVone will do it but such as are

strong, &c., of men]. (A.)—Applied to iron,

10f the toughest and best quality, (K,) and

strongest; (TA ;) contr. qf ;) [iron

converted into steel ;] as also [See

also __ Applied to a sword, IHaving

[i. e. , diversified wavy marks, streaks, or grain] ;

($;) as also ';éd:u;t ($,1_§:) or of which the

edge is qf steel 3.1?) and the [or

middle of the broad side] of soft iron; of which

the people say that they are of the fabric of the

Jinn, or Genii: (A’Obeyd,$:) or sig

nifies having a sharp iron. blade or edge: (As :)

the pl. of the former is ,,s-.§. (Ham p. 168.)

tHerbs, or leguminotfisgflants,

that are hard and thick : (TA voce uni-5:) or

that are thick, and inclining t0 bitterness: ($,

'l‘A :) like as signifies such as are slender

and sweet: (TA :) or the former signifies such as

are thick and rough. (AHeyth.)_wl:-Jl 613%,},

(K,) and 03,233, and 133%}, (TA,) tPerfurne

properfor me‘n, exclusively of:women: i. 9., (TA,)

that leaves no stain; (Kf TA ;) that becomes

dissipated; such as musk, and aloes-wood, and

camphire, and and 83.93. (TA.) [See the

contr., Q, in art. .LJl.] applied

to the Kur-{in signifies IE'ntinently excellent.

(K.) See 2. _Applied to a saying, IStrong

and _firm: and in like manner to poetry. (A.)

_The Arabs disliked a she-camel’s bringing

forth a male; and hence they applied the term

g3, met, to IAnything disliked.

[Thus,] applied to rain, it signifies IVioIent;

(A,K;) falling in large drops. They

said, {glisi IRains bringing

intense [cold and torrents’fell upon the earth.

(A.)—Applied to a day, I [Sevfng' distressing;

hard to be borne: see also (A.)

IDrd says, I think that the name )5)" [so in

the TA, without any syll. signs; app. ;éjli] is

applied by some of the Arabs to lcfljdi

[or the star Arcturus]. (TA.) '

.J/

'3'

{5; ’3 W1 : seeps.

: see

550:3: see ;é>}, in two places2=and 353,

in two places. =‘Also IA piece ofsteel that is

added [to the edge ofa sword and] to the head qf

an axe (K): TA.)_ And ISharpness of a

sword: [see alsops :] and ofa man. ($, A, K.)

You say, 9.2:” Big; and 5°53,

I The sharpness of the sword, and the sharpness of

the man, went. ($, A.)

gig-1t: see kg}, in two places: =and

in two places. '

84,5}:
li a:

, , see)b.,'u.

Lg}é§: see :..2:~5, in three places. _ Remem

brance with the reception qfezhortation : so in

the following passage of_ the Kur [xlvii. 20],

[Then how, that is,

of what avail, will be to them their remembrance

with the reception of emhortation when it (the

hour of the resurrection) comet/t to them: or] how

will it be to them when it (the hour) cometh to

them with their remembrance and their reception

1";

of ewhortation: (K,' TA :) i. e., this will not

profit them. (TA.)-Repentance: so in the

1;." [lxxxix. 24], 6%.?" 15 gig, i. e. And how

shall he have repentance? TA.)_A re

minding, or causing to remember : so in the Kur

viii. 1, and xi. 121, (K,) and Ii. 55. (Fr.) See 2.

_An admonition: so in the Kur xxxviii. 42,

and xl. 56. ._ A being reminded, or caused

to remember: so in the Ear [xxxviii. 46], in the

phrase fig" (5;) Their being reminded of, or

caused to remember, the latter abode, and being

made to relinquish worldly things, or not to desire

them: or it may mean their remembering

much the latter abode. (B, TA.)

Lbs A man possessing an excellent memory.

(s.)'_A1w, (AZ,K,) and fiéi, (accord. to a

MS. copy of the K, and so, as is said in the TA,

accord. to the method of the author of the K,) or

'353, (accord. to the CK,) and and

73,55, (K,) 1A man possessing/$1}, i. e.,

fame, 0r renown: or glory, or boastfulness. (TA.)

=See aleéb, in the latter halfof the paragraph.

2.,é} : see the next preceding paragraph.

The males of palm-trees.

3,513 [act part.n. MIL—'93 kl; fa

Gil: see art. )31.

Illlore, and most, sharp, ($, TA,) acute

and ardent, vigorous and efl'ective in nfl'airs.

(TA.) Mohammad used to go round to his wives

in one night, and to perform the ablation termed

Jib for his visit to every one of them; and

being asked wherefore he did so, he answered,

1' 05:5

’53! 451 t It is more, or most, sharp [or efl‘ective];

d.

syn. TA, from a trad.) And it was

said to Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr, when he was prostrated,

.1120 L; {By God, women

have not broughtforth one more acute and ardent

and vigorous and efl'ect-ive in aflairs than thou.

(TA from a trad.)

an int". n. of 2. (A, TA.)_ [And

hence,] A thing by means of which something

that one wants [or desires to remember] is called

to mind; a memorandum. (S, K, TA.) _ [A

biographical memoir. _And, in the present day,

Any qfiieial note; such as a passport; a permit;

and the like.] '

I! Ir

)5» A place of remembrance: pl. ;£->l.:'\;:

whence i511,“ in a trad., app. meaning The

black corner or stone [of the Kaabeh]. (TA.)

I a J _ _ _ _ l i a J

see its term, With 0, voce)é>.,\4.

jail A woman [or other female (see 4)]

bringingforth a male : (S, :) or a woman that

brings forth men-children. (TA in art.

_And 1A desert that produces herbs, or

lcguminous 4,plants, of the hirid’ c’alled

(As. [Scefik and see also )lbdf.])_And

{A road that is feared. (A, 1;)—See also

gig, in two places—And see in the

former half of the paragraph.

lir
’ I

’53.. [A masculine word; a word made mas
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culine]. A she-camel resembling a he

camel in make and in disposition. And

also, (K,TA,) or 155.3, (accord. to the 019)

A woman who makes herself like a male; ;)

as also ' (L, and so in a copy of the K,)

or H.353, (so in another copy of the K, and. in

the TA,) osvijéi, (so in the 011,) and

(K.) _Qgt A she-camel having a large

head, (K, TA,) like that of a lie-camel: (TA :)

because her head is one of the parts that are

excepted in the game of chance [called Am]

for the man who hgs sold her: [therefore'those

parts are termed 1351:] :) or resembling the

make of the male in [the largeness of] the head

and legs. (Th, M in art. dag-Amijéjl ,1;

IA day that is severe, distressing, or hard to be

borne; as also H.533. (K, TA :) or in which

a severe fight, or’ slaughter, has taken place.

(A, TA.) [See also last sentence but one.]

_And 1A severe calamity or

misfortune; (A,K;) and so [without 3

because it is from this epithet applied to a she

camel as meaning “bringing forth'a male ;” for

her doing so was disliked, as has been mentioned

voce : (K :) or the latter means which none

can withstand but strong, courageous, stubborn

men. (TA.):See also in two places, in

the latter half of the paragraph.

A woman [or other female] that usually

brings forth males. And A man who

usually begets male children. (TA.) _ Also

1 Land that produces hgrbs, or leguminous plants,

such as are termed ”b}: (A, TA: [see )534,

andjél :]) or that. does not produce [anything] :

but the former signification is the more common.

(TA.)—And IA terrible desert;

(As, A,K;) that is not traversed but by strong,

courageous, stubborn men. (As, K.)

[pass. part. n. of1].—I A man praised,

or spoken qfwell. (TA.)

in the Kur [lxxvi. 1], means [accord. to some]

then he was not a thing existing by itself,

though existing in the knowledge of God. (TA.)

$9513; said to be an anomalous pl. of in

a sense pointed out above: see the latter word.

($1 Mtb, 19‘)

Jen I!) I5 '1

5,530 : see )5».

:53

1.3131 .555, ($,1_<, &c.,) aor. (s,)

inf. n. Mgh, K, &c.) and accord. to

3 I J a:

Z (K) and ’55, (M,K,TA,) like )0; (TA;

[accord. to the and so accord. to the

MA, as well as ,és's and 1’53 ,1) and VQbJZ-n;

(K ;) Thefire blazed, or flamed; burned up; or

burned brightly or fiercely: (S:) or blazed, or

flamed, vehemently, or intensely : z) or blazed,

flamed, or burned up, completely ; agreeably with

the primary signification of the root, which is

“completeness.” (Mgh.) _ 3...?" \55 The

mask gave forth odour, or fragrance; (MA;)

[or a strong, or pungent, odour,- for] the primary

signification of in relation to odour is the

being strong, [or pungent,] in sweetness or in

fetidness. (TA.)_ [,e-oi, hos. (s, Msb,

Ki). find ‘55; (M§b3 aor- (K3).f>r

i (Mill) i) and ’53: (MA: K7) aor- i

(K;) all three mentioned by lSd; (TA ;) inf. n.

ilé'}; MA, K,‘ TA; [in my copy of the Msb,

the inf. n. of the first is said to be ; but this

is app. 11 mistranscription; or the author perhaps

held more properly, written , to be the

inf. n. ; for he says that u?) is of the class of

a, of which the inf. n. is “:33, and afterwards

mentions as though he held this to be a

simple subst.;]) said of a man, Mgh,) He

was, or became, sharp, or acute, in mind,

TA,) with quickness of perception, and of in

telligence, understanding, sagacity, skill, or know

ledge: (TA :) or quick of understanding, (Msb,

K,) or intelligence, sagacity, skill, or knowledge :

(K :) or quick ofperception, and sharp, or acute,

in understanding : (Er-Raghib, TA :) or quick in

drawing conclusions. (TA. [See Zlézs, below.])

[Also, app., said of a camel, and the like, me’aning

He was, or became, sharp in spirit. See

= seems to have been also used by some as

meaning He (a beast) was, or became, legally

slaughtered ,- and consequently, legally clean: or

to have been supposed to have this signification.

_. And hence,] means

1- lVltatever ground has become dry: it has become

clean, or pure: but [Mtr, after mentioning this,

adds,] I have not found it in the lexicons. (Mgh.

[See also .SLég, below.])

2. 31311 ués, (T, Msb,K,) int‘. n. (s,

TA,) Ile made thefire to blaze orfi'ame, to burn

up, or to burn brightly orfiereely; (T, S, ;) as

also I Loléa'fl: K :) or he supplied the fire

fully with fuel: (Msh, TA =) and tuba

He lighted the lamp. (Her p. 53.)_[J.i;u (,es,

and L355 alone, said ofa'medieine &c., It sharp

ened the intellect.] = vb}, (Mgh, Mgh,) inf. n.

as above, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) He slaughtered '

(S, Mgh, Msb, K) an animal, (Mgh,) or a camel

and the like, (Mgh,) in the manner [prescribed by

the law,] termed C135, (s, Mgh,K,) i.e., (Mgh,

K,) in the manner termed [q. v. infra].

(Mgh, Msb, The proper signification of

£533! is The causing the natural heat to pass

forth: but it is peculiarly applied in the law to

signify the destroying of life in a particular

manner, exclusive pf any‘ other manner. (Er

Réghib, TA.) L; '9'], in the Kur [v. 4],

means Except that whereofye shall attain to the

3153 [or slaughter in the manner prescribed by

the law] (Bd, Msb, TA) while life yet remains in

it. (Bd.)=Also, (S, K,) said of a man, (S,)

IIe became old, or advanced in age, (S, K,) and

big-bodied, or corpulent .' :) [or he attained to

full growth or age: said of a man, and of a horse

and the like:] see 555, last sentence. [See also

below.])

4: see 2, in two places-[Hence,]

nga +1 kindled war. (TA.)-5:1; éééii

(5.9101 I sent against him. the scouts. (S.)

10,: see 1, first sentence—[Hence, app.,]

was: “,1; MI am +The stallion

pressed vehemently upon thefemale. (TA.)

(5; an inf. n. of 1; The blazing, or flaming,

&c., of fire. (S, K, &c. [See 1, first sentence.])
0' I .I 9 , e

_See also 3,55. =And see 3K5}.

.333 a possessive epithet: (lSd,TA:) you say

,6, (1;, TA,) without teshdeed, (TA, [in

the CK A. fire blazing, or flaming, &c.

(K. TA) '

iléi: see 5,143.:[Als0] a subst. (Mgh,

Msh, TA) syn. with (Mgh, Msb, 1;, TA)

as signifying [i. e. The slaughter of an animal

for food in the manner prescribed by the law];

(Mgh, 1;, TA ;) as also Héi, (1;, TA, [in the

CK nhbSJ which is likewise said to be a simple

subst. : (TA : [in the TK, and are both

said to be inf. ns., of which the verb is $5,

signifying ’3; but this I do not find in any

lexicon of authority:]) it is satisfactorily per

formed by the severing of the windpipc and gullet,

as is related on the authority of Ahmad [Ibn

Hambal], or, as is also related on his authority,

by severing them and also the [or two

external jugular veins], less than which is not

lawful; or, accord. to Aboo-Haneefeh, the severing

ofthe windpipe and gullet and one qf'thc U\?,,;

or, accord. to Malik, the severing of the . [or

external jugular veins] though it be. without the

severing of the windpipe. (Msb.) The saying

at as; he; is r... g. he;

ail [The legal slaughterqfthefoetus, or young

‘ in the belly, it is the legal slaughter ofits mother]:

(Mgh, TA :) or it is an instance of the transposi

tion of the inchoative and enunciative, (Mgh,

Mgh,) its implied meaning being i153

all [The legal slaughter of the mother of the

foetus, or young in the belly, is a legal slaughter

of it also; so that the latter, like the former, may

be lawfully eaten]; (Msb;) i. e., when she is

legally slaughtered, it is legally slaughtered:

(TA:) the use of the accus. case (Mgh, TA) in

the like thereof, (Mgh,) [or] in the phrase 5L5}

all, [i. e., the saying 5151,] is a mistake.

(Mgh, TA.)_Hence the saying of Mohammad

Ibn-El-Hanafeeyeh, +[The

cleanness, or purity, of the ground is its becoming

dry]; i. e., when it becomes dry from the moisture

of uncleanness, it becomes clean, like as a beast

becomes clean by means of legal slaughter. (Mgh.

[See also 1, last sentence.])

3:53, (T, TA, &c.,) with damm, not as

the text of the K indicates it to be (TA) [and as

it is written in the copies thereof], and

(S, TA,) also with damm, (TA,) [in the copies of

the What is thrown upon the fire,

(T, S, K,') qffirewood, or of camels' or similar

dung, (T,) to make it blaze, or flame, or burn

up, or burn brightly or fiercely. (S, __ Also
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the former, A. blazing, or flaming, coal qffire;

and so H53, (K,TA,) with the short t, on the

authority of IDrd; [in the 01; .téi ,] or, as in
6 4 r

the M, tats-.5. (TA.)

A. kind of trees : n. pa. with 3: (IAar,

TA :) the pl. of the latter is 0.33%}, and signi

fies small [trees of the kind called] Cr: [q. v.].

(M, K, TA. [In the CK, is erroneously

put for cpij)

Sharpness, or acuteness, of mind, (S,

Msb, TA,) with quickness of perception, and of

intelligence, understanding, sagacity, skill, or

knowledge: (TA :) or completeness of intelli

gence, with quickness of apprehension : (Msb :)

or quickness of intelligence, understanding, saga

city, skill, or knowledge: or quickness of

perception, and sharpness, or acuteness, of under

standing: thus applied, it is like the phrase

)6 ill}. q: (Er-Ritghib, TA :) or quickness

in drawing conclusions. (TA. [See 6;}: and

See also 1.]) [It app. signifies also Sharpness of

spirit; as a quality of a camel and the like.

:. .

See _ Also Age: (S, or full, or

complete, age: so says Mbr in the “Ktimil :"

(TA :) contr. of Zlii: (Ham p. 217:) accord. to

Az, its primary signification, universally, is a

state of completeness: and 5):” U3 means

completeness of age : accord. to Kh, it means the

age of completeness of strength, [app. in a horse,

or any solid-hoofed animal, for he says that it is]

when a year has passed after the t); [or

finishing of teething]: (TA :) or all!

means the utmost term of youth/illness} [from the

primary signification of the root, which is “a

state of completeness.” (Mgh.) Hence the saying

amined as to age; app. meaning +7113] abilities

have been tested and proved]: and $1.3M

{(53}! The beast attained to [fulness of] age.

($, TA.) [Hence, also,] one says, {is

' it; and [Th‘e youth

fulness ofsuch a on; is like'the fulness of age of

such a one], i.e., the prudence, or discretion, of

such a one notwithstanding his deficiency of age

is like the prudence, or discretion, of such a one

with his fulness of age. (Ham p. 217.)

55’}, imperfectly decl., The sun: (S,K:)

determinate, and not admitting the article Jl:

you say, alga. filial} 9.? [This is the sun rising]:

(s =) derived from 36: 9553. (TA.)_ Hence,

of El-lflajji’ij, ‘iéi $3,; [I have been ex—

(S,) 3:1 The dawh, or daybreak : K :) '

because it is, from the light of the sun.

Homeyd says, [or, accord. to some, Beshecr

Ibn-En-Nikth, as in one of my copies of the $,

in art. ’15,]

. I j e 9.0 a a: a”:

* Ht Exact 5).,4 is»; r

I” I ¢ we 1 Jon,

* {Jill uf 355 of!) *

[And she, or they, came to the water before the

bright shining of the daybreak, while the dawn

lay hid in the darkness qu'ght].

Léi, applied to musk, and so 2%3, (K, TA,)

for $11.0, as is said by IArnb, is both masc. and

fem., arid so isp, (TA,) and l .915, Difi'using

odour: or having a strong [or pungent]

odour. (TA. [See 1, second sentence.]) You

say also Lilli; A. sharp [or pungent, or a

strong,] odour [whether sweet or fetid] ; syn.

(K in art. 1- Applied to a man, Having

the attribute, or quality, termed £53, ($, high,

K,) as meaning sharpness, or aeuteness, ($, Mgh,)

or quickness, (K,) quind, Mgh,) or of intel

ligence, &c.: (1;, TA, &.c.:) pl. {hie-3i. (Mgh,

TA.) It is also, sometimes, applied to a camel

[or, the like, as meaning Sharp. in spirit: sec

>155]. (TA.) = Also i. q. _ 5 [meaning

Slaughtered in the manner prescribed by the

law, termed and 3&5]: (in) it is of the
16v

measure in the sense of the measure ,3 :

(Mgb :) and [therefore] you say 3L5, mean

ing [a sheep, or goat, slaughtered in the manner

above mentioned; and also,] to whose 3G,; [or

slaughter in that manner] one has attained

[while life yet remained therein : see 2]: (Mgh,

Msbz) [as its fem.] is extr. [like

(TA.)—hence, use; in skin stripped

from an animal that has been slaughtered in the

manner mentioned above. (Mgh.)

:96: see the next preceding paragraph.

; and the fem., see the following

paragraph, in three places.

33;, applied to a man, (TA,) Old, or advanced

in bge, and big-bodied, or corpulent : (K, TA :)

[orfull-grown, or offal! age : see 7153:] or an

old man, but only such as is much experienced

and disciplined: (Er-Raghib, TA :) and accord.

to ISd, anything [i.e. any animal] old, or ad

vanced in age: by some especially applied to a

solid-hoofed animal; and said to mean one that

has passed the C); [or finishing of teething] by

ayear: (TA:) or .‘llii, ($, K, TA,) which is

its pl., ($,TA,) [(lliie as is pl. of the

fem.,) and also pl. of its syn. ’7 9:83,] signifies,

applied to horses, (S, K, TA,) of" generous race,

advanced in age, (TA,) that have passed a year,

or two years, after their C); : K, TA 1) the

sing. is like applied to a camel : TA :)

or signifies a horse offull age and of com

pletiz strength; as also Vflfui: (Ham p. 217:)

or a horse whose run beconies spent and

[then, but not before he has exhausted his power,]

stops. (TA.) It is said in a prov.,

QQéjl-ll [The running of the horses that

have'attairied to their full age and strength is a

contending for superiority]: (Meyd, and so in

some copies of the it may mean that the

horse in this case contends for superiority with

him that runs with him; or that his second run

is always more than his first, and his third than

his second: (Meyd :) or, as some relate it, Salk;

(Meyd, and so in other copies of the S in this

art., and in the and K in art. meaning

that the running of such horses is several bow

shots: (Meyd, and and K in art. it is

applied to him who is described as entering into

contests for excellence with his compeers. (Meyd.)

_ [Hence,] (K,) or, as in the

Tekmileh, (TA,) 1-A cloud that has

rained time after time. (K, TA.)

Quasi 053

: see 62%;, in art. ,5}.

$53 : see art. ’53,

J5

'. 3v ~ ls

1. J}, at». an, (M, high, K,) inf. h. J) and
O i I i ee ’

EU} and AU», ($,* M, MA, or ghese three

are simple substs., and the inf. n. is Ji, (Mgh,)

and (M, K) and (K,) [contr. qu-s;

(see ()3 below ;) i. e.] He, or it, was, or became,

low, base, vile, abject, mean, paltry, contemptible,

despicable, ignominious, inglorious, abased, humble,

and weak; (MA, Msb,l_{;) syn. {,u, (Mgh, K,)

and (Msb.)__JS, (M, K,) and 3.35,

(M, Mgh,) aor. as above, (M, K,) inf. n. d},

(M, Msb, K,) said ofa man, (M,) and ofa beast,

such as 8 horse and the like, (35:5, M, Mgh,) IIe,

or it, was, or became, easy, tractable, submissive,

or manageable; (M, Msb,K;) and [which

belongs to art. d5] signifies the same as in

this sense. (ISd, TA.) And ii 1 (is: He

became lowly, humble, or submissive, [or he

Ion-cred, humbled, or submitted, himsel ,] to him ,

(5, TA ;) as also kiii, originally (TA.)

_ [Hence,] J; is also said of a road [as mean

ing 1- It was, or became, beaten, or trodden, so as

to be rendered even, or easy to be travelled, or to

walk or ride upon: see (A in art.

_. And weigh" TThe _rhymes were

easy to the poet. (T.)—And said of a

watering-trough or tank, (TA,) or of the upper

part thereof, (M,) fIt was, or became, broken

much, or in several places, in its edge, and much

demolished. (M, TA.)

2. Jl}, (M, Mgh,) int“. n. (Mgh,) 11.

made, or rendered, (M, Mgh,) a’ man, (M,) and

a beast, such as a horse and the like, (M, Msb,)

easy, tractable, submissive, or manageable: (M,

Msb:) [said of the former, it may be rendered

he brought under, or into, subjection; or he

subdued: and said of the latter, he broke, or

trained: and said of any animal, he tamed. _

Hence, 1‘ He beat, or trod, a road, so as to render

it even, or easy to be travelled, or to walk or ride

upon : sce _ And J1?) 1‘ He made

an ofuir easy to him; syn. and

(TA in art. h,.,....)_Anei 1.1.5:" 3;; TThe

bunches of the grape-vine were made to hang

down [so that they might be easily plucked]:

(M, :) or were evenly disposed [for the same

purpose]; syn. (K :) or, accord. to AHn,

Jail-3! signifies the disposing evenly the bunches
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of the grape-vine, and making them to hang down.

in the Kur [lxxvi. 14], means

+ The bunches being evenly disposed, and made to

hang down, JM,) exposed to be plucked:

(JM :) or being well disposed, and made near:

(IAmb, TA :) or being within the reach of the

seeker, or desirer: (Ibn-’Arafeh, TA:) or being

easy to reach by those who will pluck them, in

whatever manner they may desire to do so : (Bd :)

accord. to Mujahid, it means that if one stand,

the bunch will rise to him; and if one sit, it will

hang down to him. (TA.) [In like manner,]

(L335! also signifies 1‘ The putting the raceme of

thdpalm-tree upon the branch [near it] in order

that it [the branch] may support it : (AHn, M :)

or (3’35" as practised in the present

world, is tthe trimmer’s making straight, and

fecundating before the usual time, the racemes of

the palm-tree, when they come forth from their

spathes that covered them, these having slit open

and disclosed them, by which means one makes

them to hang out from among the branches and

prichles, so that the fruit is easily plucked when

it ripens. (T. [See also [Hence it is

said in the 1; that Jiia J33 signifies

1.1....33 ijg’éJI the explanation

If a,

should be “4;: use We; 33%}, i.e.

+ The palm-trees had their racemes put upon the

branches in order that these might support them.]

_ See also what next follows.

4. 3», (M, Msb, K,) inf. n. (Big, (TA,) He

(God, Msb) lowered, abased, or humbled, him;

or rendered him low, base, vile, abject, mean,

paltry, contemptible, despicable, ignominious, in

glorious, abased, humbled, and weak ,- (M,“ Msb,

K, TA;) as also -' 26> and ' alibi: (K, TA :)

all these signify the same. _. See also 10.

= J51 [as an intrans. veer He (a man, s, M)

became one whose companions were low, base, vile,

8w. (5, M, _ And He became in a state, or

condition, that was low, base, vile, 8w. in art.

"so

5: see 1.

10. 332.»! He saw him to be [i. e. low,

base, vile, &c.]: (M,K:) or he found him to be

so; (TA ;) as also I 35!. ._ See also 4. .

éiill 5.91;}! JJLA He plucked ofi' the ticks

from the refractory camel in order that he might

experience pleasure [or relief], and so become at

ease, or tranquil, (M, K,) with him. (K.)

vii.

[u',.l5l, a verb ofwhich one ofthe significations

is mentioned in this art. in the K, belongs to

art. I“535]

R. Q. 2. [app. from It was, or

became, in a state of commotion, or agitation, and

lax, slack, or pendulous. (K.)

g) i 5 r a

J} and lid} and V [all mentions: in the

M and MA and K as inf. ns.] contr. of}; (S,

M ;) [i. e.] Lowness, baseness, vileness, aly'ectness,

meanness, paltriness, contemptiblencss, despicable

ness, ignominiousness, ingloriousness, abasement,

' Op,

humiliation, and weakness. (Msb,K.*) ’1,

at! r 3 e s, ..

Qil 0., ul, 0, in the Kur [xvn. last verse],

means Nor hath taken to himself any aider to

assist Him and league with Him by reason ofauy

lowness qfcandition in Him, as is the custom of

the Arabsto do: (1;, TA: [in the 01;, is

erroneously put for :]) for they ulsed to

league, one with another, seeking thereby to

become strong and inaccessible. (TA.) See also

kLib—And see the paragraph here following,

in live places. -

j} Easiness, tractablcness, submissiveness, or

manbgeableness; M, K, and Ham p. 50;

[mentioned in the [VI and Msb and K as an

inf. n.;]) as also (M, K, and Ham ubi

supra.) Hence the saying,

JR") [Somewhat of sabmissiveness is most

preservative of the family find the property]:

:) or '33”, occurring in a

trad. of Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr; meaning that abjectness

betiding a. man when he hears patiently an injury

that has bef'allen him is most preservative of him

and qf his family and his property. (TA.)—

Also Gentlencss;,and mercy; and so v:])}: thus in

the phrase, '33" LLB or Jill,

(M, K,) in the Kur [xviL 25, m. And make sbft

to them (thy two parents) the side quentleness;

meaning treat them with gentleness]: the former

is the common reading: (TA :) or the latter

means easiness, tractableness, or submissiveness :

(K 2) [and so the former, its has been stated above:]

Er-Raghib says that l is a. consequence oi'

subjection; and is whatis-dfter refractoriness:

so that the phrase’means, [accord. to the former

reading,] be gentle like him who is subjected to

them ,- and accord. to the latter reading, be gentle

and tractable, or submissive, to them. (TA.):

Also The beaten track, orpart that is trodden

and made even, (M,) ofa road. (M, Its pl.

occurs in the saying,

Let events, or afairs, take, their course in the

ways, or manners, that are fit, or proper, for

them, and easy. El-Khansa says,

eeeol 0-00 ea: on -/ '0’ sis is,

*L-y‘l'jblf—ollf'géhlq—J'tummy“;Wis

' [Letfate take its ways after the youth left behind

in El-Mahw]; ($,M;) meaning I mourn not

for anything after him: cited by AA: in the

present art. and in art. ’10:) ,5," is here the

name of a place. in the latter art.) And one

says, vi; ($, M,K,) and

Egg, (M, The decrees qf God take

their [appointed] courses: M, K :) here, also,

Jen is pl. ofd‘s. (M, 1;.) And msjil (,1; .123
Leave thou him, or it, in his, orfdits, [present]

state, or condition: ($,M,K:) in this case it

has no sing. (M, [And,so in the saying,]

7 L512 2L:- It came in its [proper] manner.

($,K.)_See also another usage of as a

pl. having no sing. assigned to it, voce

last sentence.

: see _ In the following verse,35

* “a 0: ’ " ‘fl: I .0! l *

fér‘ as”. u-l'r'

I ' ise I e I J I;
. Ml: QlJLl 4*

[JIay my heritage give joy to a man not low, or

base; slender arrows, singular of their kind,

that have a whizzing sound], the meaning is,

$25, or ill} (5? and flu‘ is put in the

doin. case as 5 bubstithte for $1).

Easy, tractable, submissive, or manageable;

($, M, Mgh, K;) applied to a beast, such as a

horse and the like, (336), ($, M, Mgh,) and to a

man [&c.]; (M ;) and so 'iljs, applied to a

man: (TA, as from the M: [but not found by me

in the latter; and I believe that the right reading

is belonging to art. d3, q. v. :])

former alike masc. and fem.: (M, TA :) pl. J!)

(S, M, Msb, K) and A poet applies

the epithet to spend-heads, as meaning lllade

easy [to pierce with] by being sharpened, and

made thin and slender. (M.)—See also the next

paragraph, in two places.

J»; Low, base, vile, abject, mean, paltry,

contemptible, despicable, ignom-inious, inglorions,

lowered, brought low, abased, humbled, and weak ;

(T,$, M. Msb. K;) “PPlied *0 a ma"; (T,$;)

and 7 signifies the same, as a sing.; (Ibn

’Abbad, or this latter is a pl. of the former,

win I Oi E

(T,) as also i‘jil M, Msb, and 8131 (T, $,

Msb, 1;) and 3-9;. (M, K.) __ [Also Gentle;
r i i 1 OJ re 5 5

and merciful. Hence,] 5f! wyl ulc- it?!

gig, in the Kur [v. 59], means Gentle,

(Zj‘,’T,) and merciful, (T,) to the believers, rough

in behaviour, (Zj, T,) and hard, or severe, (T,) to

the unbelievers. (Zj, T.) __ Also applied to a.

road, meaning ’rllIade even, or smooth, and easy

to be travelled, or to walk or ride upon,- as also

with 3; being applied to [,which is fem. as

well as masc.]; (M ,) and .2. 1 (3,33: (T =) pl. of

the latter, (T,) or of the former, (M,) (Eli. (T,

M :) and [in like manner] V so applied,

beaten, or trodden, and [made] even, or easy [to

walk or ride upon]: (T :) [in like manner also]

is applied to land or ground &.c. [as meaning

easy to be travelled, or to walk or ride upon, &c.].

(As, M voce 5,55.)_Also 1-Lon', applied to

a wall, and toa house, or chamber; (T ;) and [so]

applied to a mountain: and K in art. .9, z) or

{low and thin, applied to a wall: (Mgh:) and

+short, gpplied to a spear. (T.) _ You say also

(3:33 V J5, [meaning Exceeding lowness or base

nesb Sec. ; or lowering, or abusing, lowness or base

ness &c.; i. e.,] using the latter word as an

8 )

intensive epithet; or as signifying (M,

Good and easy in respect of natural

’ I 5 a!

disposition: pl. 0,2155}. (lbn-’Abbé.d, [In

the CK, “3qu is erroneoust put for

See also

i 599' J‘ng
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is sing. of JSKJQ, which signifies The

lower, or lowest, parts,’(AZ, T, $,) that are next

the ground, of a shirt, or of a long shirt;

(AZ, T ;) and IAar says that the sing. is"

and 7 Ellis}, also; and they are also called

pl. of (T ;) and : in art. 0, z)

or and 7,1,5} and V5.53 and and

V all signify’tlie lower, oi- lowest, parts of a

long shirt (M, when it dangles and becomes

old and worn out; (M 5) as also ; (K ;) [or

rather] this last is pl. of all the foiegoing words ;

(M ;) and v and [in some copies

of the K, erroneously, or and

signify the same; ;) [or rather] the former of

these two is a contraction of the pl. ($, M)

[and the latter of them is the same contracted pl.

with the addition of s]. _ [Hence,] (86:! Jyji

tT/zose who are the last of the people; (K;) or

the last of a few of the people; so in the Moheet;

(TA ;) and t and vfi'gdji, (1;, TA,

[in the CK, erroneously, andfi’jiéhfl)

the lattera dim., (TA,) and Vfi'dii, signify the

same: z) or this last signifies the lower, baser,

ciler, or meaner, of them. (0, TA.)

l
[,ftzlt and see

O _O I :1 .9 is

and 91.)!) and (J19) and see Jim, in

3:35; and and eight places,

a
...z

[J31 [ZlIm-e, and most, low, base, vile, &c.]:

EI'D

see

es .5

[jle as a pl. without a sing. : see d5 (ofwhich

it is also a pl.), in two places: = and! see

last sentence.

:1 e e B) i r I )0 1

50.5.0: see J}. ._.. [Hence,] Eli." no ’r The

wooden pin, peg, or stake: ($, :) because its

head is broken [or battered by beating].
.O’

[Seek-l

see sigh—Also, [applied to palm

trees (dd-3),] ~l- Having the fruit thereof bent

[down] in order that it may be [easily] gathered:

[see also its verb (2):] so in the following verse

of Imra-el-Keys: (5gb, TA :)

5': I
ii a I s.—e,irg’3 *

is: a i sol, ,,

* gum up! 79.9% gas, *

meaning And a n-aist slender like the camel’s

nose-rein of [twisted] leather, thin; and a shank

resembling, in the clearness of its colour, the

stalk (lit. internodal portion) of the papyrus

w .p

((5);!) growing among irrigated palm-trees

having their racemes bent down by reason

of the abundance of their fruit; so that their

branches overshade these papyrus-plants : or,

accord. to some, and a shank resembling the {talk

of the irrigated papyrus that is bent down

by saturation : (EM pp. 28 and 29:) As says that

it means, [agreeably with the former explanation,]

(41: a i 1 a I u o, "is a

JJJ-oll Jim is}. L9,, fists-e at.” A0

says that 5.5.; means watered [naturally,] without

occasioning one’s tghing any trouble to water:

IAar explained as meaning having the

way of the water: thereto made easy: and some

say that by Grill! is meant the tender, white,

stalk qfthe (T.)

J}

1. aor. 1, inf. n. said of a nose, It

was short and small: (M, Msb :) or short in the

bone, and small in the tip, or lower portion: or

.55 is like [intl n. of q. v.]: (M =)

or the verb means it was small, and even in the

tip, or lower portion: ($,‘K:) or small and

slender: or thick and even in the lower extremity,

(M,I_(;) or, as some say, it had in it what re

sembled a pit, or depression; (M ;) not being very

thick Q): (M, Ks [in the latter I

find 3.2.; 93.5, which I doubt not to be a

mistrdnscriiitioii :]) or it was short in the tip, or

lower portion, and even in the bone, without

prominence. (M.) And said of a man, He had

a nose such as is above described. ($,

A man having a nose such as is described

above: ($,Msb,K:) or having a short and

slender nose : (Mgh :) fem. : Mgh, Msb,

Kz) pl. (S, And A nose such as is

described above. (K.)_And biliapplied tosands,

TEven and compact; as also (AHn,

6‘5

1. @i, aor.=, (s,1_§,) int“. n. 53, (s,) It

(a spear-head [and the like]) was, or became,

sharp, cutting, or penetrating. ($,K.)_And

in like manner, aor. and inf. n. as above, [the

inf. n. erroneously written in the CK [3.5,] said

of the tongue, I It was, or became, sharp and elo

quent; as also aor. i , inf. n. ; and

aor. 1: TA :) and i. g. [which means it

was, or became, sharp properly speaking; and

also chaste, or eloquent ; and profuse of speech, or

clamorous]. (S in explanation of the first verb,

and app. of the second also, i. e. inf. n.

and in explanation of the first only.)—

Also, i. e. like + It (a lamp, or lighted wick,)

gave light, shone, was bright, or shone brightly :

(15:) [far] so 335, int‘. n. (JK.)=Also,

i. e. 6!}, aor.=, inf. n. @5, It, or he, was, or

became, unsettled, unsteady, unquiet, restless,

disquieted, disturbed, agitated, flurried, or a

state of commotion. (S, TA.) You say, @333

I rose from my place, and became

disquieted, or disturbed. (JK.)_And, said of

the [lizard called] :0}, (K,) inf. n. as above,

(TA,) It come forth from the roughness of the

sand to the softness qfthe water. (K.) _And

Ml He (a man) became at the point

of deathfrom’thirst : :) or he becamevafi‘ected

severely by thirst so that his tongue protruded.

(£A.)=Qil§, (JK, 15,) aor. 1, (TA,) inf. n.

J3, (JK,TA,) He sharpened it,- (JK,I_§;)

namely, a. knife, (K,) or anything; (JK;) as

also 11am; (Lang) and Vail), (1g) inf. n.

(TA.):And said of the [hot wind

called] ,0);, or of fasting, It weakened him,

(K,) and emaciated him, and disquieted him, or

idisturbed him; (TA ;) as also 1 flash (1;, TA =)

or the latter, thus used, it qflected him severely,

afilicted him, ordistressed him. (J

said of a bird, i. q. [It muted, or dunged];

(K;) and in like manner, 'élsl (Kf TA)

it castforth its dung quickly. (TA.)

2. dill}, inf. n. see 1: =and 4. =

(gin 53's, (JK,K,)'inf. n. as above, (K,) i. q.

2):; [He made the horse lean, or light offiesh;

or prepared him for racing, #0., by feeding him

withfood barely suflicient to sustain him, after he

had become fat, or after he had been fed with

fodder so that he had becomefat; &c.;] (JK, K;)

and took good care of him. (J

4. did}! as syn. with and his}: see 1.—

Also, (inf. n. TA,) fHe made it to give

light, shine, become bright, or shine brightly,

namely, a lamp, or lighted wick. (JK,K.)=

Also He, or it, unsettled, disquieted, disturbed,

agitated,fiurried, or put into a state ofcommotion,

him, or it. (JK,$, You say,

News came to me, and unsettled me, or

disquieted me, &0. (JK.) And'it is said in a

trad. omens}; liiiii Ci, (Mgh, TA,)

i. c. When the stones disguieted him, See. : (TA:)

or when the stones hit him, or hurt him, with the

point, or edge, [or rather the points, or edges,]

thereof, he ran [or went] quickly. (Mgh.) See

also 1, last sentence but one. You say also,

all; Thy saying afllicted me, or distressed

me, so that I writ/ted, or showed that I was hurt.

(TA.) And {in Jib! He poured water .'r,to the

hole of the [lizard called] in order that he

might come forth, ($,K,TA,) thus disturbing

him ,- (TA ;) as also viii}, (K,) inf. n.

(TA.)-s: 63M also signifies IIe dug magi-ii [i. e.

furrows, trenches, or channels; or ribulets, or

streamlets]. (TA.):And The casting

quickly. (JK, TA.) See 1, last sentence.

7. 5L5! It (a branch) had [or presented to one

(for the verb occurs in a trad. cited as an ex. in

the TA followed by up] a point, or an en:

tremity, (K, TA,) to be cut of. (TA.)

10. ii" (PS-bl He sought, or endeavoured,

to make the [lizard called] come forth

from its hole. (TA.) One says likewise, pl

QQL‘J! The rain drawsforth the reptiles,

dr small creeping things, or makes them to come

forth, from their holes; as also WM. (TA in

art. 61;.) And big" “Bx-A and hilmlol He

drewforth the sword, or made it to come forth.

(TA ibid.)

:53 (JK, s, Mgh, 1;) and 1&5; and #5553

and ($,l_{) The point, extremity, or

edge, (JK, S, Mgh, K,) ofanything: (JK, $, K :)

and the sharpness thereof: (AA, TA :) and the

last, [particularly,] the extremity of a spear-head,
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and +ot' the tongue. ($, K.) _ And the first,

The slender part of an arrow. (TA.) _And The

place in. which turns the pin, or pivot, of the

sheave of a pulley. (S, TA.) = For the first,
‘ 4

also, see 635, in three places,

:53 inf. n. of K,‘ TA.) __ It may

be also pl. of lélli, signifying Sharpened, or

pointed, in the iron head or blade: [like :]

00'

_ and it may be used by poetic license for Q3.

( L.) __ See also the paragraph next following.

$13 and tjii, applied to a spear-head [and

the like], Sharp, cutting, or penetrating : 2)

pl. of the latter (K3 TA.)_And in like

manner, both words, applied to the tongue, Ii.q.

‘4’} [which means Sharp properly speaking;

and also chaste, or eloquent,- and profuse of

speech, or clamorous]: and "its and

'55; and and léls, so applied, signify

6 e 0 I

sharp and eloquent. Y_ou say Q5 UL...)

ékla, expl. in art. 6U: [q. v.]: (K :) and

find." vj; 51;; emf-en' his; ehdjii. 1,53

and will: his: (IAar,$:) and l jiL and

'53 [or and his; all

meaning [a tongue] sharp, penetrating, or efec

five: and fills or (TA.)

And and l ($, K) + [An orator,

or a preacher,] chaste in speech, or eloquent:

(Kf TA :) the fem. of each of these epithets is

with 3.

and : see the next preceding paragraph,

each in two places.

53;

see 6!).

: see $35, in four places. _. Also A vehe

ment run or running. (JK, TA.)

0 e e!

@l} : see $13.

2‘: Q! 25'

03;} : see 913.

a; '01

3.35.193: see the paragraph next following, in

and :

two places.

and its pl. : see _ 53);!

The letters [that are pronounced by means] of the

tip of the tongue and the lip: ($,K:) sing.

they are six; ;) [comprised' in the

phrase g :] three of these are termed

tagginamely, ) and d and Q; and three,

Eggs}, namely, by and J and)a :) or all

of; these sia: letters are termed l (TA voce

Lie.) Every quadriliteral-radical or quinque

literal-radical word [that is genuine Arabic] con

tains one or two or three of these six letters:

every word of either of these classes that does not

contain one of these six letters is to be judged

adventitious: all the other letters are termed

$5.141. (1.1.)

92¢:

J)» Anything sharpened, or pointed, at the

extremity: ($ [like all} :] or a sharp point.

(TA.) _. Also Milk mixed with water: (AZ,

Bk. I.

K:) [like =1 accord. to Ibn-’Abbad, like

:us. (TA.)

A quick-paced she-camel. (TA.)

$.05

r I

3133 : see art. I} ; and _‘J as a particle ofallocution.

u!)

1. 63;, like “is, (K,) [i.e.,] aor. =,

inf. n. J}, (TA,) He gathered the fresh ripe

dates: :) so in the copies of the K; in which

is added, 63331;. but what we find in the

Tekmileh is this: d1 *1.» ung J»

m and Ag is written as [the aor. of]

a quadriliteral [i.e. as the nor. of bl, for it is

without a sheddeh]: (TA :) [here, however,

is evidently, in my opinion, a mistran

scription for and the right reading and

rendering I therefore hold to be as follows:

st, or perhaps means He

continued gathering the fresh ripe dates, they

hanging down with him : for the gatherer laying

hold upon the raceme. it hangs down with his

weight. in the TK, this passage in the TA has

been misunderstood and misrepresented, as though

it meant that signifies “he gathered

with him."]

4: see the preceding paragraph.

5. i.g. [He became lonlly, humble,

or submissive,- or he lowered, humbled, or sub

in itted, himself] : (T, K :) the latter verb is the

original: the former being like UZBJ, originally

(T.) [See also the next paragraph]

12- .3935 (13$. M. K.) inf- n- 51.51. (so

He went away hiding himself; stole away

secretly. (T, S, M, _ He hastened, made

haste, sped, or went quickly; (TA ;) [like 6!,ng ;]

and (TA) he did so in fear lest a thing should

escape him. (T, TA.) And ul’lsl He

went back, or array, running quickly. _

He was, or became, easy, tractable, submissive,

or manageable. (M, [See also 5.] _ He

(a man) was, or became, brohen-hea-rted. (T,

_. It (thejéag) stood in a law state. (T,

[in copies of the K ULTLJ applied

to a man, i. g. [pal-t. n. of 12, q. v.]:

(K, TA: [in sgmoeicopies of the ,of'

the measure or, as some say,

(TA.)

ZED [A nleIl-rope] unsteady ,' or moving

about, or to imdfro, orfrom side to side. (T.)

)5

1. 113, ('1‘, s, M, &c.,) aor. 1, (T, M, Mgh,)
3' as H

inf. n.,} (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, and 34.1»,

(M, IIe blamed, dispraiscd, discommended,

found fault with, censured, or reprehended, him,

in respect of evil conduct; signifying 1.3)!

(T, Mgh) FL}? usl; (T ;) contr. of ch,

(s. M. Mgh, Msb. K.) or of se-Jh (Msh=)

and t 1.2}, (31A,) inf. h. (KL,) signifies

the same: (MA, KL:)-[or this has an intensive

meaning: see its pass. part. n., below.] Hence

the saying, 331, (T, $, i. e.

,ai meaning [Do thou such a thing,

and] thou nlilt not be blamed; (ISk,$,K ;) or

thou nn'lt have an excuse,- [lit.] blame will fall

from thee: in art. :) one should not say

(ISk, S in the present art.) ,3, also,

signifies He was satirizcd, particularly in verse.

(IAar, T.) And He was made to sufi'er loss or

diminution [app. in respect of his reputation].

(IAer,T.)_,_{,li;ll ,2; IT)“. place was, 01'

became, afl'ected n-ith drought, or barrenness,

and its good things [or produce] became scanty.

(TA.) [But perhaps is here a mistranscrip

tion for for] you say of a land,

[He dispraised, or discommendcd, its pasture,

when its pasture is scanty]. ($ and M and K in

art. =js, [a0r.‘; ,] said of the nose, ($, K,)

It flowed [with Mo}, i. e. mucus]; ;) like

And [the aor.],:J:_a is said oily};

(5,19) like ; (s, TA ;) iiieehihg It flcin's.

(TA.)

2 : see 1, first sentence.

3. t Such a one passes his Ii 0

contended with scantiness. (TA.)

4. ,231 He (11 man) did [or said] that for which

he should be blamed, dispraised, discomnzendea',

found fault with, censured, or rcprehended ,

(s;) contr. of iii. (A in ei-l. h...) And

42?; view. <M.I.<.> or will 31. (so He did

to him, or to the people, that for which he should

be blamed, &c. (s, M, 1;.) _ [Hence,] iii

lily-l3 IHis riding-camel ceased going on ,- as

though she made the people to blame her. (TA.)

And Llé) tTheir camels upon which

they were riding became jaded, and lagged behind,

(S, M, K, TA,) not keeping up with the main

body of camels,- (S, TA ;) [as though they made

their riders to blame them; or] as though [the

idea of] their strength in journeying were derived

from meaning “a well having little water.”

(TA.) And 3.9; ,23l 1[His camel became

jaded, and lagged behind with him]. TA.)

And *épls said of a she-ass, IShe kept

hack the company of riders upon camels by her

weakness and her ceasing to go on. (TA from

a trad.) = 35! He found him, or it, to be such

as is blamed, dispraised, &c.; (S, M, K, TA ;)

I e - 0 e .4 J 04

contr. of Ohm-l. (TA.) One says, “I

1.5.3:, i. e. [I came to such aplace, and]

Ifound it to be such as is discommended. (S) .

QJM, (S,) or N, (M, K,) He held him, or

them, in little, or light, or mean, estimation, or

in contempt : (S, K:) or he left [him or] them

blamed, dispraised, &c., among the people. (IAar,

M, K.)= Also, .351, He protected him ; granted

him protection, or refuge. (5, _ And jisl

4:1; He took, or obtained, a promise, or an

123
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assurance, of security or safety, and a compact,

or covenant, for him, or in his favour, of, or

against, him [i. e. another person, making the

latter responsible for his (the former’s) security,

or safety, &c.]. (M,* K,‘ TA.)=See also the

next paragraph.

5. He shunned, or avoided, (T,‘ Mgh,)

or he preserved, or guarded, himselflfrom, (MA,)

blame, dispraise, &c.: (T,* MA, Mgh :) this is

the proper meaning; and hence, (Mgh,) he felt

disdain, or scorn, and shamg. (S, MA, Mgh, K,

One says,

[IfI did not refrain from lying for the

purpose of abstaining from sin, I would refrain

from it from affecting of disdain, or scorn, or

shame]. And [He abstained,

0r refrained, from it to dvoid blame, or through

disdain, or scorn, or shame; disdained, 0r scorned,

it; or was ashamed of it]. (K in art. It...)

And Aboo-'Amr lbn-ElJAla mentions his having

heard an Arab of the desert use the expression '9

0,1,}; [app. V '93 for the I in the measure

r '0! ’

Jail sometimes has a privative property,] mean

ing They do not shun, or avoid, blame ,'

and are not afl'ected with shame.

(TA.) It is said in a tl'ad.,))li;ll

veal! 1:331, meaning [Of the properties of

generous, or honourable, practices, is] the being

regard/ill of everything that is entitled to reve

rence, respect, honour, or defence, in the character

and appertenanccs of the companion, orfricnd,

and dispelling from oneself the blame that he would

incur from men he were not regardful thereof.

odee 4 ea r s

And one says, MM .9»; )1...» and

a M“ . . .

U35...» [To the neighbour, with thee, is shown

regard of everything that is entitled to reverence,

respect, honour, or defence, in his character and

9
fl r I Q I

uppertenances: ,0sz being app. an inf. n. of

Radial, and this being syn. withlzJJ]. (TA.)

6.1,:135 They blamed, dispraised, discom

mended, _fiiund fault with, censured, or repre

hended, one another. (M,

10. ,ZJSJ [He required blame, &c.; as though

he called for it; or] he was blamed, or dispraised,

&c. (KL) See also 4, second sentence. _ And

see 5, last sentence. _ [Mania ;»l is used by

post-classical writers, and is perhaps a classical

phrase, meaning He begged, or implored, his pro

tection. See an instance in “ Abulfedu: Annalee,”

vol. iii. p. 170.]

R. Q. 1. He made his gift small, or

scanty. (IAar, T, K.)

,2; inf. n. of 2.25. (T, s, M, 8:0.) [As a. simple

subst., Blame, dispraisc, or censure.]_And

[the pl.] signifies Vices, faults, defects, or

the like. (M,_I_(. [See ;i5.])=s66 also jag.

== And see

5 ,

,9? : see if}. — Also Eccessively lean or

emaciated; and perishing .- (K :) or like him who

is perishing. (T, TIL) _ See also 213.

05/ 40

.133 [as a subst.]; (T, Mgh,) and a, )9,

(T, S, M, Mgh, in which the latter word is

an epithet, (Mgh,) and it} also, with kesr, (so

in one of my copies of the'S,) and 1;...5, and

Q43; (M, K;) A well containing little ’water;

(T,’S, M, Mgh, K;) because discommended: (M,

Mgh :) and, (M, K,) as some say, (M,) contain

ing much water: thus having two contr. signifi

, 3/

cations: (M,K :) pt)»; (T, S, M, K) and to},

(T, TA,) [or rather the latter is a coll. gen. n., of

which is the n. un.] A poet says,

namely, Dhu-r-Rummeh, describing camels whose

eyes were sunk in their sockets by reason of

fatigue, (T,)

~ QGH-I’, as" r

* C’sipt Q15}! A}; *

[Upon camels of flimyer that were as though

their eyes were wells containing little water which

the camels employed to draw it had exhausted].

(as)

it} A compact, a covenant, a contract, a

league, a treaty, an engagement, a bond, or an

obligation; (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, ;) because

the breaking thereof necessitates blame: (Mgh :)

and a right, or due, for the neglect of

which one is to be blamed: (Bd in ix. 8:) [an

inviolable right or due :] and and

and signify in like mannera compact, a

covenant, &c. as above, for the neglect, or non

observance, of which a man is to be blamed:

(Msb:) or these three words [in the CK the

first and last only] signify a right, or due,- syn.

(M,K:) or so the first of them: (T,*S=)

and each of them, (M,]_(,)ror the first of them,

i.e.,zkis), (T, S, Mgh,) i.q. [which includes

all the significations of ii; likewise, those above

and those which follow, but appears here to be

used as meaning especially a thing that should be

sacred, 0r inviolable; or which one is under an

obligation to reverence, respect, or honour, and

defend ,' erel'yth-ing that is entitled to reverence,

respect, honour, or defence, in the character and

appertenances ofa person]; (S, M, Mgh,l_{ ;) every

3;;- for the neglect, or non-obscg-pance, of which

one is to be blamed: ' 30b3, also, and

l’v u

Heb}, are syn. with J; and (TA :)

and 5.25 signifies also i. q. [as meaning

security, or safety; security of life and property;

protection, or safeguard; a promise, or an assur

ance, of security, safety, protection, or safeguard ,

indemnity; or quarter]; Mgh, Msb, KL,

TA;) and so Luis: (MA, KL: [explained in

both by the Pers. 3G); and in the latter by

and also :]) and responsibility [for the

fillfilrnent of an obligation, for the payment of a

sum of money, jbr the restitution of a thing, or

for the safety, or safe-keeping, of a thing or

person]; suretiship; (M, Mgh, Msb, K ;) as also

and 131;}; (M,l_{; [in the former of

which, these two words are said to be syn. with

3

5.05, app. meaning, in all the senses mentioned
a 9

above;]) and L2» (M,I_i; [said in the M to

be sym with ii) in the first only of the senses

mentioned above in this paragraph .' in the CK,

Jill, is erroneously put forééll; :]) the pl. of

ii} Big} (T, Msb) andiLié : (T and the, pl.

of ';L;} as [a sing.] syn. with and]

1.1 e 93 I _

and i.e.‘u is 3.031. (M, Hence, 1. e. from

16 ’ ’ _

3.0} in the first of the senses explained above,

.123" ,jli, (s, Mgh, TA,) and 21.3”, (T, M,‘

Mgh,1_(, TA,) with the prefixed noun Vlal sup

pressed, (TA,) The people with whom a compact,

or covenant, &c., has been made,- (T, S, M, K,

TA ;) [and particularly] those, of the believers

in a plurality of Gods, [by which are here meant

the Christians, Jews, and Sabians, but no others,]

who pay the [tax called] (T, TA ;) [i. e.

the free non-Muslim subjects a} a 111aslim govern

ment, who pay a poll-tam for which the .llIuslims

are responsible for their security and freedom

and toleration : see z] the appellation 7 35%,

(Mgh, Mgh,) a rel. n. from its”, (Msb,) is

applied to a person of this class ,- [(Mgh, Msb;)

because he is rendered secure, or free from fear,

for his property and his blood, by means of the

(Mgh) £1,331,141 means

'Oniar treated [lit. made] the people of the Sawdd

as those who are termed (Mgh.) And

3.2.3.3 [or will], in the prayer ofthe traveller,

ineaiis Restore us to ourfamily insafety. (TA.) It

is related in a trad. of ’Alee, that he said, L1,!

4,: meaning My responsi

bility pledged'for [the truth of] what I say,

and Iam answerable for it; (Mgh, TA ;*) i. c.

this my saying is true, and I am responsible for

it. (Mgh) And it is said in another trad.,

ill-ill [Then the responsibility of God

is clear, or quit, of him]; i.e. there is given to

every one, by God, a covenant whereby He

binds Himselfto preserve and protect him; and

when he throws himself into destruction, or does

that which is unlawful for him to do, or acts at

variance with that which he is commanded to do,

the covenant of God fails to aid him. (TA.)

13:5 v.21} means [,3 [virtually Iam

responsible for such a thing; i.e. for paying it,

or restoring it, &e. ; but lit. in my responsibility

is such a thing; or on my responsibility rests, or

lies, or be, such a thing,- for may be here

used, as it is in many other instances, in the

sense of Lfile]: (Msbz) [or,] in the saying

L52:») $3, [which means Such a thing

became, or has become, binding, obligatory, or

incumbent, on me,] the term 313 is applied to

designate [the moral sense considered as] the seat

[of the sense] of obligation to fulfil what is [pro

perly] termed 1:3 [i. e. a compact, or covenant,

or the like]. (Mgh.) u.

(T, s, Mghf) or éLéjl ' (T, Mgh,) mean

ing [What will put amayfrom me the obligation

of] the right, or due, of the woman who has

suckled for the suching ? is a question occurring

in a trad, (T, S, Mghf‘) as put by a man to the
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Prophet: (T :) and the answer was, “A slave,

male or female:” (T, S, Mgh:) En-Nakha’ee

says, (S,) they liked, on the occasion of the wean

ing of a child, to give the woman who had

suckled it something beside the hire: (S, Mgh :)

in this case is a dial. var. of it};

(Mghz) or, as IAth says, the former is from

s .1 sit a

,3"; and the latter, from 3.0.3.". (TA.) You

say also, w0': gig-1|

3.513" and tidal», meaning [Put awayfrom

thee the obligation of] the right, or due, that is

incumbent on thee to render her for the suching

of thy child [by something that thou shalt give to

I." who has suchled]. (T.) And Jail

and 'w, (T, and so accord. to

different copies of the and K, in which :13; is

omitted,) being a dial. var., (T,) i. e. [Put

away from thee the obligation of their right, or

due, by something; meaning] feed them with

something, (T,) or give to them something, (S,K,)

for they have a right, or.due. (T, S, K.) And

1,; a '1

'64.?» ‘_,.as and [He paid his right,

or due;] meaning he did good to him, or con

ferred upon him a benefit or benefits, in order

that he might not be blamed. (M, And

V and l [in the CK the latter orily,

A man who has a right, or due,] meaning J5:

gill?" I [a man who is a burden upon people,

to be maintained, or supported, by them]. (M, K,

TA.)= Also (i. e. A repast, or banquet,

to which guests are invited, [simply] forfood, or

for a wedding. = See also

see iié, in three places. It is also a pl.

of 3:5 [as well as syn. therewith]. (T.)

1,233 Blamed, dispraised, discommended, found

fault with, censured, 0r reprehended; M,

Mgh, Ms). K o i- q- Uri-13; (1M. Ms). K o

as also Li; (T, K, TA) and big, (M, 1;, TA,)

which last is an inf. It. used as an epithet, and,

like [its contr.] 3;, is applied to a man and to

a place of alighting 0r sojourning or abiding.

(TA.) [See ’31.] _ See also _. Also,

applied to water, Disliked, or disapproved. (S,

K!) = [As a subst.,] Urine and mucus, (K,)

so in the copies of the K, but correctly, (TA,)

mucus, and urine TA) that _flows from the

penis of the goat: K, TA :) or a _fluid that

flows from the nose. (IAar, T.) _ And in like

manner, fiIilh [that flows] from the teats if sheep

or goats; (K ;) or, as in some copies of the S,

from the teats of the she-camel ; (TA ;) or from

the teats of the sheep or goat: (so in one of my

copies of the in the other of those copies

omitted :) or milk that becomes sprinkled upon

the adders: (Th, M:) or milk that flows upon

‘ the thighs and adders of camels and sheep or

goats. (M.)—Also Dew, (M,K,) absolutely;

(TA ;) accord. to IDrd: (M 2) or dew that falls

in the night upon the trees, and upon which dust

lights, so that it becomes like bits of clay or

mud. (M, _And A thing [meaning the

sebaceous matter] that comesforthfrom the pores~

of the soft part of the nose, like the eggs of ants :

:) or pimples, or small pustules, T, K,)

or a thing resembling )5, black, or red, (M,)

like the eggs of ants, (T, M,) coming forth upon

the nose, (T,) or arising upon the faces (M,

and the noses, (M,)from heat (T, M, orfrom

the scab: (M, K :) or the dirty matter that

comesforth upon the nose : n. on. with 8. (TA.)

_. And ""hiteness upon the nose of a kid. (Kr,

M. 15-)
I, If

Lab}: see it}, in two places. _ Also

Shame, and fear of blame: whence the saying,

uxl [Shame, and fear of

blame, with respect to his companion, seized him] :

'v r v )5\ :0. ft

and 3.0L.) as» @hal, i. e. Shame and disgrace

ofl‘ected him on account of him, or it. (TA.)

10"

0.2,, 1

One says also, Vases

meaning Shame and disgrace, by reason of the

neglect of that which should be sacred or in

violable, or of that which was entitled to reve

rence, respect, honour, or defence, or of the

obligation or duty, or the right or due, that

should be regarded as sacred or inciolable,

D and la

43.4 use»! and in“,

'0 Oe D

(34);." 9).." 04,) [seized me on account qf him,

or it'll

0/ 4

Fuel-o; +A remain, remainder, remaining por

tion, remnant, or relic. [See also .ili,

below.]

2(0) : see at}, in two places.

5;”; 44 In him is a crippleness, or a chronic

disease, (K, [in the CK is erroneously put

for or an infirmity arising therefi'om or

from some evil affection, (M,) that prevents him

from goingforth. (M,

éill {[He left] the last remains

what was poured out, or forth, at once]: so in

the A. (TA. [But the last word is ,ther1e written

without any syll. signs]) [See also ital-05.]

3 u 5

L54}: see is}, in the former halfof the para

graph.

One who blames, dispraises, discommends,

&c., much, or often. (TA.)

its and iii, with and without teshdeed, [the

latter belonging to art.A3,] A nice, fault, defect,

or the like. (As, T.) [See also$3.]

A horse fatigued, and standing still. (TA.)

3.. 3

,sJu and”: see 31>, in the latter part of the

paragraph.

,1}; A thing blamed, dispraised, &c.; [like

;] or made, or caused, to be faulty, or de

fective, or to have a vice, fault, defect, or the

3 ,

like; as also 7,934. (K.)-_And A

man (S) in whom is no motion. (S,

3 r

)3»: see the next preceding paragraph.

533;, with fet-h only [to the 5, A cause of

blame, dispraise, discommendation, censure, or

reprehension; a blamable, or discommendable,

quality or action;] a thing for which one is, or

is to be, blamed, dispraised, discommended, found

fault with, censured, or reprehended: contr. of

_ ’ asst.

(S, 1. e. [.legardlt'uess is] one of the things

for which one ’is, or is to be, blamed, &c. (S.)

AndillJl, [Beware thou of, or avoid thou,

or remove thyselffarfrom, causes of blame, &c.].

See also .135, in six places. _ And

see his).

5-: _r :

also

4,444 A man blamed, dispraised, dis-commended,

5.1;; :) [plum-ib.] You say, J a J

see 335, in six places._And see

foundfault with, censured, or reprehended, much.

(S, K.)_.And A place held in reverence, respect,

or honour. (TA.)

.1»? =

3"»;

M:

Q a

see”), first sentence.

see 5, last sentence.

)4}

1. 3.23, (s,) inf. n.}li, (K,) He (a lion) roared.

(s,1_<.)=.,;>, aor. =, (s, M, A,) inf. n. ,23,

(T, S, M, K,) .He excited, incited, urged, or

instigated, him, (T, S, M, A, K,') with chiding,

or reprgqf, (T, M, A, K,‘) and encouraged him,

(L,))l'fll to do the thing; (A;) as also "1,13:

(L, TA :) and he threatened him,- (L,K;') and

was angry with. him. (L-)=:o};i, aor. 5

h)», [infi n. M5,] He felt his ,ssl [q. v.].

(M.) You say also, Ml The pastor

felt the place where the head of the young camel

just born was set upon the neck, to know it were

; and

a male or a female: (A :) [or its inf. n.,)..z‘s,
' .1

signifies the same as] 'Mfi a man’s inserting

the hand into the vulva of d she-camel, to discover

if her foetus be ti male or afemale. [See

Gale)

0

e v _ _

2 : see 1, in three places. _pefi also signifies

The determining the quantity, measure, size, or

bulb, of a thing; or computing by conjecture the

quantity or measure thereof. (K,“i TA.)

5. );£, an irreg. quasi-pass: of 3,3, (M,) [or

rather a reg. quasi-pass. of 3,15, which is men

tioned in the L, and meaning He excited, incited,

urged, or instigated, himself,] as though he blamed

himselffor a thing that had escaped-him: z)

or he blamed himself(M, K)fbr a thing that had

escaped him: (K:) or he blamed himself for

negligence, in order to inspirit himself, that he

might not be negligent a second time .' (A z) or he

blamed himselffor the escape, or loss, of [what he

was bound to preserve and dqfend, or] what is

termed (TA.)—JIe became angry. (M,

K.)_Ile dislihed a thing, and was angry in

consequence thereof. (Har p. 517.)._a;.l§

IIe became changed, or altered, to him, and

threatened him with evil. (S, But in the

Ii”, a r

trad. in which it is said of Moses, p.23 0L5

‘33, this expression means that IIe emboldened

himself to his Lord, and raised his voice in his

expression of disapproval. (TA.)

1‘23 *
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6.1,).0133 They excited, incited, urged, or

instigated, one another, (S, K,) in war, ($,)

or to fight. (K.) _ Also, sometimes, They

blamed one anotherfor neglecting an opportunity.

(TA.)

so a - 5 c s

and V1145 and l and bees A courageous

man : (Sfl M, K z“) or who combines sagacity, or

sagacity and cunning and croftiness, with courage,

(M,) or with strength,- (T ;) and ';5Li>$ has also

this last signification: (TA:) or the four preceding

words signify, (M,) or signify also, (K,) clever,

intelligent, and a good assistant: (M, K :) pl. of

the first ($, M) and second and fourth, (M,)

,“LQii; (s, M ;) and HI. of the third, 5,}.5. (M.)

and ' are also names ’31" Cala

nzitics, or misfortunes.

:2“
3 _ see the next preceding paragraph.

)2’3:

)3 a verbal noun, like (J17; [signifying

Eircite thou, or incite, urge, br instigate, thy

companions to the fight : or, perhaps, be thou

ewcited, &c. :] from ‘5);Jl (R.)

: see the next paragraph.

3L2} Whatever one is obliged, or bound, to

preserve and guard and defend or protect, (T,

M, K,") and fir the loss or neglect of which one

must be blamed : (T :) things that are sacred, or

inviolable ,' a man’sfamily, and property

and servants or dependents, and relations : (AA,

'1‘ 2) as also 'JLQS: (TA :) thingsfor which, if he

did not defend or protect them, a man would be

blamed, and severely reproved: (A z) or what is

behind a man, [as a burden upon him,] of those

things which it is his duty to defend or protect;

for they say aid}?! “21;, [see below,] like as

they say iii-pl mini; and those things are

termed )4} because anger on their account

is incumbent on him to whom they pertain; and

they are termed 33,1.- because it is the duty of

him to whom they pertain' to defend them.

4&5" Ufb; signifies The defender, or protector,

of those things for which a man is to be blamed,

and severely reproved, if he do not defend or

protect them: (A :) [or of those things which he

is bound to preserve and guard and defend, &c.:

see above :] or one who, when he is incited, or

instigated, and angry, defends, or protects.

One says also, [app.,

Such a one is a greater defender of those things

which it is his duty to defend than such a one].

_)Q3Jl The day of war: or prer
dition : for bf anger. (Et-Towsheeh.)

see _ Also A man goodly, or beau

tiful, TA,) in mahe. (TA.)

9, ¢ 1

3}»3 Courage: (M, or sngacity, or sagacity

and cunning and craftiness, combined with courage

. " '. .
[or with strength : see )b}] : or cleverness, intelli

gence, and the quality of rendering good assist

ance.

kids: seejss, in two places.

5 1 .

(5,45, (1;, TA,) with damm to the ,, (TA,)

[in the CK ngb] A man sharp in temper, who

adheres to things and minds them pertinaciously.

3 as.

(K,‘ TA.) [And so GHQ-1

The back ofthe neck: (M,Kz) or two

bones in the base of the back of the neck : or the

part called (5,233 [behind the ear] : or the

[or upper part of the bach, next the neck] : z)

or this last-mentioned part with the neck and

what surrounds it as far as the 635}; which is

what the» [q. v.] feels: (As, :) hr the place

where the [head of a camel is set upon the neck.

(A.) 3.159! I The afl'ai-r, or case, or

eve)th reaghed a distressing pitch; (A,* ;) like

$341 (A.)

A man who inserts his hand into the vulva

of d she-camel, to discover her fmtus be a male

or afemale : (S, M, K :) because he feels itséil,

and thus knows it: he feels its jaw-bones: if they

be thick, it is a male; and if thin, a female. (M.)

El-Kumeyt says,

* {Waiting JG} *

’ Jest ' o: 0": 24

Je-fd' . 51-}. £933 u» *

[And he whose business it was to feel the foetus,

for the purpose of discovering it were male or

female, said to those assisting the she-camels in

bringing forth, When, before my time, were the

legs felt to discover the sea: of the foetus ?]:

M:) for it is the head that is felt, as above

explained. (M.) The is, to camels, as the

midwife to human beings.

J43

1. (s, M, K,) or 5.1.23, (T,) aor. 1 (T.

s, M, 1;) and -_, (s, M, K,) inf. n. 3:45 (T, s,

M, 1;) and $23 and $1.3 and 1,5143,’(M,1_<,)

said ofa camel, (T, He, or she, went a gentle

pace: (T, M,Kz) or went a pace above that

which is termed $5M), M, and above that

which is termed [for] A’Obeyd says,

when the pace rises a little above that which is

termed fit, it is termed sit; and when it

rises_ above this, it is termed 3:43."; and then,

jig-43M: As says that no camel, goes the pace

termed for a day and a night except the

dy- ($-)

2. inf. n. Iurged him, or made

him, (namely, a camel, TA,) to go the pace above

mentioned.

[A she-camel that is accustomed ‘to

go the pace above mentioned]: (M, :) pl. Jli,

(M, and so in my MS. copy of the or

(TA: in the 01; J33.)

Fatigned, or jaded; (IAar,T,K;) ap

plied to a she-camel. (IAar, TA.)

[A she-camel going the pace above

mentioned]: pl. (1.133. (T.)

U43

1. (M,K, and so in some copies of the

$,) aor. (K, and some copies of the

or UK}, aor. ; ('1‘, and so in some copies of

the $;) or both; (sgh, TA ;) inf. n. :Les; (T,‘ S,

M,“l K,‘ TA;) said of a slaughtered animal, ($,

TA,) It moved. (T, s, M, $gh, K, TA.) And

(M ;) or aor. ;) inf. n. as

above; (M,K;") He retained remains of the

soul, or vital principle: or had strength of heart

[remaining: app. said of one dying]. (M,

[These meanings are there indicated, but not

expressed.]) You say, ;, inf. n. as above,

IIe passed by atflhis last of breath; (Hat

p. "220), And us»), nor. inf. n. U43 [and

app. 2L0} also, as seems to be indicated by what

here follows, or perhaps the latter only], He (a

sick person) was seized by' the agony of death,

and was long in suflering the disquietude thereof:

whence one says, 221:5 L; [Ifom long is his

sufl'ering of the agong and disquietude of death !].

(As, T.) [See below.] You say also, of a

man, inf. n. its, meaning die relrtairied

long sick, or diseased. (M.) = 5, aor. .35,
inf. n. He hastened, madfhaste, spke’d: or

went quickly : (Fr, T, s, M, :) some also men

tion aor. [in this sense, and thus I

find in one copy of the S,] but [ISd says,] I am

not sure of this.

means Semen-hat thereofwas, or became, prepared

for me; orfeasible, or practicable, to me : (M :)

[and so, app., u! for] one says,

:le L; meaning Tahe thou,froni such.

a one, what has risen up for thee, or arisen for

thee; i. e. 'tiiji' t2. (s.)=

signifies The odour annoyed me, or molested me,

($, accord. to AHn: (M :) and took

away my breath; refezrl-ing to a wind emitted

from the anus; inf. n. U45 : (M :) and killed me,

(T, M;). accord. to AZ; (T ;) aor. “.55, (M,)

inf. n. v.0}: (TA :) but Alsop-Male disallows

ca“ a" u? w,
meaning The odour flew [or rose] into his

[nose and] head: and accord. to As, you say,

aor.

inf. n. The Abyssinian annoyed the man in

his nose by the odour of his armpits" (T.) One

says also, aor. meaning He, or it,

emitted a dis-pleasing odour. (M.)

this, and says, you say,

4. Sum He up him m, or sich, (3333?, T, or

$333, K, [which latter may mean thus, or he beat

him, or struck him, violently, or so that he bet‘ame

at the point of death, &c.,]) _and left him at his

I..." gasp. (T, K.) And um He failed

of hitting the animal at which he shot, or cast, in

a vital part, and therefore hastened t0 hill it:

(T :) [or] he hit the animal at which he shot,

or cast, and drove it along, and it drove along

with him. (M.)
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10. [5432“! He sought, or demanded, a thing:

(M :) or he sought, sought for, or sought after,

repeatedly, or gradually, and took,

a thing that another had. K.)

UL; A fetid odour: (M:) an odour that is

disliked, hated, or hateful. (K.)

it; [an inf. n. ofl, (q.v.,) in several senses:

as a simple subst, it signifies] Motion [in a

slaughtered animal: see 1]: (T, M, and

remains of the soul, or vital principle, M,l_{,

and Meyd in explanation of a prov. cited in

what follows,) in a slaughtered animal: (S:) or

strength of heart : (M, K:) or the state between

slaughter and the exit of the soul; but there is no

35 in the case of a. human being: or strong

tenaciousness of life after slaughter. (Meyd in

explaining the prov. above referred to.) It is

said, :12; ini .Lin [The lizard called

v.6 is the longest thing in retaining the remains

of life, &c.]. (T, s.) Hence the prov., sti

Lin [Longer in retaining the remains

if life, 8th., than the La]. (Meyd, TA.) _

Alsp ISichness; as in the saying,

5K5." Such a one is long sufi'ering sickness.

(MF.)_.And A fracture of the head: and a

spear-wound, or the like, such as is termed

[q.v.]. (Meyd ubi supra.) '

46 (M, K) and ' iii-ii. (M,) or 5&3; (Is)

Art animal shot at, or cast at, which is hit,

(M, K,) and which one drives along, and which

drives along with one.

sis: 9

5b.», or 5Q); : see what next precedes.

03

a, 5 t , .

1. Q}, aor. oi], inf. n. Oil») (S,M, and

(K, [but the latter app. belongs to the verb

as said of a man,]) It (what is termed S,

or mucus, TA, or a thing, and likewise the

seminal fluid, ,M,) flowed,- (S, M, K,‘ TA ;)

[like aor. ;] as also 7 Q3}, inf. n.

(lAar, T, K,) said of what is termed

(IAar,T.)_And said of the nose, It flowed

[with what is termed (Lth, T,) likeji.

(S and K in art.)§.) _ And said of a man,

(MA,) or (K, [but this latter I think

doubtful,]) sec. pers. (A’Obeyd, T, s, M,)

aor. (A’Obeyd, T, s,) int‘. n. (A’Obeyd,

T, S, M, and [but this latter app.

belongs to the verb in’the senses explained above,])

111's nose flowed (A’Obeyd, T, S, M, MA, K“)

with what is termed 0.93: (A ’Obeyd, T, s, M,

K :*) and both his nostrils flowed. (M.)—

also signifies The flowing of the eye with

tears. (M.) [You say, app., 6;" mean

ing The eye flowed with tears]

I Verily he is weak and perishing, by reason of

extreme old age, or of disease ; (S, K, TA ;) said

15 I 0' 5 r

ofaman: (S :) or (3+3, (K,) or 0.3.3,

inl'. n. 0:53, (As, T,) means he walks, or goes

along, in a weak manner. (As/P, And

3 a 5 .

Q), as an int". n. [of Q3], signifies 1*The being

in a state of perishing. _
I e a at i a 1 e , o '

lvaq...“ US:- aq-hm-ll .‘UJ IHe ceased not to

labour, or ewert himself, (A, K, T A,) with modera

tion and gentleness [to attain that object of wgnt

until he accomplished it]. (A, TA.) __
g r

inf. 11. Q9}, 1- The cold became intense. (TA.)

2: see 1, first sentence. i

,4 13 a; a

3. uh: 45!}; ,b ‘IL He seeks, or demands,

of him an object of want. (S, L,

4: see 536;, below.

5,3, for or lg]: see ii], in art. bl.

[originally an inf. n.: see 1:] Dirt, or

filth; and [i. e. or Jill, meaning saliva;

or froth, or foam, or the like; or perhaps it is

a mistranscription for J3, meaning sediment,

settlings, dregs, or lees, &c.] : mentioned by Suh.

(TA.)

I a)

QB} : see what next follows.

(1112,13 s, M, K) and ' .363 (Lb. s.

M, K) [the former originally an inf. n.: see 1:]

Mucus (Lh, T,‘ S, M, K) if any sort, (Lh, M,)

or thin mucus, (M, K,) or a thin fluid, (K,)

or any fluid, (Lh,M, that flows from the

nose. (Lh, T, S, M, .._ And the former

signifies also The seminal fluid of a stallion, and

of an ass, and of a man, (M, TA,) that flows

from the penis by reason of excessive appetencc.

(TA.)

A remainder, or remains, of a thing that

is weak, or frail, L, K,) and perishing; ;

in both of which is added, vii-h;

[app. meaning that leaves it portion after portion,

by perishing, or passing away, gradually; but

this rendering is purely conjectural, for I have

not found the verb here used anywhere explained,

nor elsewhere even mentioned] ;) and particularly

of a debt, or of a promise: it is distinguished

from which signifies a remainder, or re

mains, ot' a thing that is sound, or valid, or sub

stantial. (S, L.) ._.. Also An object qfwant; syn.

_ (Is)

The mucus qfcamels: :) or [afluid]

like mucus, that falls from the noses of camels:

or, accord. to Kr, it is [but see this latter

word:] or, as is said by some persons in whom

confidence is placed, [in the TA, “in whom con

fidence is not placed,”] it is termed (M :)

or it is a dial var. of or it is correctly

with 5.

is mentioned by AHn as being in wheat,

but not explained by him, except by his likening

it to 53;», which is taken forth from wheat and

thrown away. (M.) [It is perhaps a mistran

scription for £253, q. v.]

I {0:

(34.33, (S, M,) or (3.333, (T,) The lower, or

lowest, part (T, M) of a'shirt, (T,) or of a long

shirt; a dial. var. of J33 (M) [or Jain,

mentioned by AA: pl. (T :) the

ofa shirt, (lSk, or ofa garment, (K,) are like

llS (13k, and some say that the

Q of the former is a substitute for the J of the

latter. (TA.)

A man M) whose nose flows with what

is termed 0.533 : (S, M, K 2) and one whose

nostrils flow: (T, M :) fem. 1155, (S, M, l_(,)

applied to a woman. (S, _ It is also applied;

_ ism

[Thy nose is a part Qf thee though it be

flowing with (TA.)—Hence, (TA,)

the fem. signifies'also IA woman whose men

strual discharge ceases not. M, K.) _ And

1' [A wound] that will not be stanched.

(TA.)

to a nose; as in the prov.,

VJ}

1' ‘93, (1“) aor- g M; A: and r,

(M, 1;,) int‘. n. .133; (TK;) 'hhd Visas-n;

(M, K ;) [properly signifies] Hefollowed his tail,

not quitting his track: (M :) [and hence, tro

pically,] The followed him [in any case], not

quitting his track. You say,

and l k4,}le Hefollowed the camels. (A: there

mentioned among proper significations.) El

Kilabee says,

.l!!: i ' 134 Up;

' 4-9-9 lien- Jed-J! ails-3 ‘

[And the horses, or horsemen, came all together,

following him]. [in which the meaning is

indicated by the context 5 but whether it be proper

or tropical in this instance is not shown].) And

Ru-beh says,

i 31.3.13} 1.1.5333? mist *

[Like the hired man,] he was at the tails of the

ridden camels. (T, Q}, and

:i “I rte Jl§rllb’)dfi

k,Z._:).I=JI, andr'fll [v.35], and was; .réig .35...."

1.3;, are tropical phrases [meaning IThe people

followed one another, and IThe road followed on

unintem‘uptedly, and IThe afl'air, or case, or

event, proceeded by successive steps, uninterrupt

edly, and tThe clouds follow one another]. (A.)

._ See also 2.

2. J3, (T, M, A,) int. n. (T, A,)

said of the locust, It stuck its tail into the ground

to lay its eggs .' (A z) or, said of the [lizard called]

(Lth, T, M,) and of the locust, (M,) and of

the [locust in the stage in which it is termed]

Us}, (Lth, T, M,) and the like, (Lth, T,) a

desired to copulate, (Lth, T, M,) or to lay eggs,

and therefore stuck its tail into the ground:

(M :) or, said of the Q43, it signifies only it

struck with its tail a hunter or serpent desiring to

catch it: (T:) or, said of the .11.}, it signifies

also it putforth its tail (M, A) from the nearest

part of its hole, having its head within it, as it

does in hot weather, (M,) or when an attempt

was made to catch it: (A 2) [or it put its tail

foremost in coming forth from its hole; contr. of

9153.].- s33, (15.11.15,) Q35,
’ .v a .3 I 0’

(As, A, Mgh,) or via)", (Mgh,) inf. n. @313,

(Msb, K,) I [Thefull-gronm unripe date or dates,

or the ripening dates,] began to ripen, (Mgh, and

so in a copy of the S,) or showed ripening, (Msb,
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and so in a copy of the $,) or became speckled by

reason of ripening, (As, T, M, K,) or ripened,

(A.) at the s55, (At. T. s, M, A. Mgh, K.) i-e

the part next the base and stalk. (Mgh.) The

dates in this case are termed (Fr, T, S,

M, A, K) in the dial. of Benoo-Asad, (Fr, T,)

and (Fr, T, in the dial. of Temeem

(Fr, T) and 'Léib; (A, Mgh;) and a single

date is termed ' (T, M,‘ and V

(T, =;.itl *3}, [or, probably, V being

similar to and and ;U_&c., or perhaps

both,] He seized the tail of the urea! ; said of one

endeavouring to catch it. (A.) ._ ~l,5},

said of a :ré, It turned its tail towards the

viper, or met the viper tailforemost, in, coming

forth from its hole; contr. of (TA

in art *6} I[Ile made a tail to

his turban ;] (S, K, TA ;) i.e. I he made a portion

of his turban to hang down like a tail : ($, TA :)

you say of him who has done this, '

(s. A, K, TA.) _ 1101's [and leis II

added an appendix to his discourse and his writing,

or book; like (A, TA.) [Hence, the

inf. n. is used to signify +An appendix;

like _ + They made channels

for water (which are termed 5,313..) in its rugged

ground. (TA from a trad.)

s. 3.36, (A0, T, K,) written by sgh, with

his own hand, with s, but by others without,

(MF,) said of a mare [in parturition], She was in

10:

0.

such a state that her fwtus come to her

[or ischium (here described by MF as the place of

meeting of the two hips)], and the user-j [q.v.

(here explained by MP as a skin containing

yellow water]) was near to coming forth, (A0,

T, K,) and the root of her tail rose, and the part

thereof that is bare of hair, and she did not [or

could not] lower it. (AO, T.) In this case, she

is said to bé VLsiji, (A0, T, K.)

4. VJ}! .He committed a sin, crime, fault,

misdemeanour, &c. ; (S,* M,* A,* MA, ;*) he

became chargeable with a [or sin, &c.]:

(Msb :) it is an instance, among others, ofa verb

of which no proper inf. n. has been heard;

being used insteoadoof such, as a quasi-inf. n.;]

for .rvusl, like )bbl, [though mentioned in the

KL, as signifying the committing of a sin or the

like, and also in the TK,] has not been heard.

(MR)

5. vi; He accused such a one of

a sin,’ crime, fault, misdemeanour, or the like,

which he had not committed, or though he had

not committed any. (A, TA.) =See also _2, near.

the end of the paragraph. -_ (5)9“ II

came to the valley from the direction of its

[q.v.]. And $91!! IIIe took the

road; TA ;) as though he took its or

came to it from [the direction of] its (TA.)

10. IIe found him to be committing

[or to have committed] a sin, crime, fault, mis

demeanour, or the like: and he attributed, or

(Bar p. 450.) =

s o Z

See also 1, in three places. =)n'j\ \rslxdl 1“ The

afi‘air was, or became, complete, [as though it

assumed a tail,] and in a right state. (Kf TA.)

imputed, to him a sin, &c.

A sin, a crime, afault, a misdemeanour, a

misdeed, an unlanful deed, an ofience, a trans

gression, or an act of disobedience; syn. ,3],

(T, M, A, Msb,) or ,1}, (s,) or both, (TA,) and

(T, TA:) or it difl'ers from ,ng in being

either intentional or committed through inadvert

ence; whereas the 1.31 is peculiarly intentional:

(Kull p. 13:) or a thing that precludes one from

[thefavour of] God : or a thing for which he is

blamable who does it intentionally: (KT :) pl.

.793; (M, Msh, K) and pl. pl. 56,33. (M, K.)

[in the Kur xxvi. 13, said by

Moses, meaning And they have a crime to charge

against me,] refers to the speaker’s slaughter of

him whom he struck, who was of the family of

Pharaoh. (M.)

L5; and t (’36; (T, s, M, A, Msh, 1;) and

tugs; and tuli’t (El-Hejeree, M, 1;) signify

the slime; (T, s, M, &c.,;) i.e. The tail ,- syn.

xi : _(TA: [in the CK, is erroneously put

for :]) but accord. to Fr, one uses the first

of these; words in relation to the horse, and the

second in relation to the bird: (T:) or the first

is used in relation to the horse (s, A) and the ass

[and the like] more commonly than the

second; A ;“) and the second is used in rela

tion to a bird (S, M, A, Mtgb) more commonly

than the first, (S, M,*) or more chastely: (M,*

Msb :) or the second is [properly] of a winged

creature; and the first is of any other; but the

second is sometimes, metaphorically, of the horse:

(Er-Riyashee, TA :) or, as some say, the second

signifies the place ofgrowth ofthe [0r tail] :

(M :) the pl. of is Lsii. (s, M, A, Msh,

[Hence the following phrases &c.] _

figs: J; (,5, [lit. He rode on the tail of the

camel, meaning] the was content with a deficient

lot. (T, A, 1;.) [lit. He mate the

earth with his tail, being understood,

meaning] the (a man) stayed, or abode, and re

mainedfitced. (K.) [See also another explanation

of this phrase below.] And

meaning {[He stayed, or abode, in our ldnd, and

remained fired, or] did not quit it,- [lit., and

stuck his tail into the ground;] originally said of

0,

(A, TA. [See art. j;.]) ._ Us“

-| :1 1 :» I’D-d . I ' ,

Ml era} 4,23, [lit. Between me and him is the

tail ofthe .943] means Ibctn-een me and him is

opposition or competition [as when two persons

the locust.

are endeavouring to seize the tail of the éul].

(A, TA.) ._ ' :g l IThe old man’s

suit became lax, or languid. (A, TA.)

G?! [lit. IIe rode upon the tail of the

wind,] means the outwent, or outstripped, and

was not reached, or overtaken. (T, A, K.) _

8,973.3! [lit. He turned his tail upon

the fifty,] means the passed the [age of] fifty

[years]: (M, TA :) and so

[lit. the fifty turned their tail upon him]: (A,

TA :) the former accord. to Yaakoob: accord. to

IAar, El-Kilébee, being asked his age, said,

a :é [lit. The fifty have

turned their tail to me]. (M, TA.)

3.1; [lit. He followed the tail of an event

ietreatingJ means the regretted an event that

had passed. (T, A,‘ TA!) _ [The *3; of a

man is 1‘ The part corresponding to the tail: and

hence,] +[A man hard in the

caudal extremity ,'] meaning + a man very patient

in enduring riding. (IAar, M, and K in art.

6,.)_. [And‘ of a garment, The skirt :] you

say, $3123 1[I clung to his shirts].

_. The of a ship or boat is +The rudder.

(Lth and S" and L in art. [See also

also signifies [f Anything re

sembling a tail. __ Hence,] 1- The extremity of a

whip. (Mgh, Msb.)_And, of an unripe date,

(M, Mgh,) and of any date, (M,) +The hinder

part; (M ;) the part next the base and stalk.

(Mgh.) _. IAnd IThe outer extremity of the

eye, next the temple ,- as also Vial-i? and '36}

(M, A) and H.163 (A) [and 1363, as used in

the K voce in art. _ See also

third sentence. _Also 1-The end; or last, or

latter, part,- of anything: pl. (T) [and

$65]; and 7.;6} [as a sing.], or

(so in the TT as sets the M,) has this meaning.

(M, 1;.) You say, ,Zin Us: én't 5L5

1 That was in the end of the time [past]. (M.)

And (5,9) $33 and west. both signify the

same [i:e. 1' The end of the valley]: (A ’Obeyd,

M, TA :) or V and '56} and signify

the tlast, or latter, parts, (K, TA,) in some

copies of the K, the last, or latter, part, (TA,

[and so in the TT as from the M, and this mean

ing seems to be indicated in the A,]) of a valley,

(A, K, TA,)-and of a river, (A, TA,) and of

time; (K, TA ;) [and l app. has the former

of these two significations in ’relation to a valley,

accord. to Az; for he says,] it seems that .LU';

and 75:63 in relation to a valley are pls. 0T

like as and are pls. of

(T :) or '36) and iii-SS, Msb,) the former

of which is more common than the latter, (Th,

S, Mgh,) signify ’rthe place to which finally comes

the torrent of a valley: ($, Msb :) the pl. of

'36} is 4,563: (T:) the of a valley and

its are the same; [i.e. Tthe lowest, or

lower, part thereof;] (T;) [for the pls.]

(T, TA) and (TA) signify i the lowest, or

Ion-er, parts of valleys: (T, TA :) and

signifies [in like manner] ’rthe last, or latter,

parts, of [water-courses such as are termed]

(T, TA. See also It is said in a

trad, [1- Such a one will

not impede the last part of a water-course];

applied to the abject, weak, and contemptible.

(T.) And )ybl means {The last, or latter,

parts of affairs or events. (M.) You say also,

v.33" I[A long~tailed story ,-] a
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story that hardly, or never, comes to an end.

(M.) And 3,93 ,2; +4 day of which

the evil does not come to an end: (TA :) and

has this meaning; (T, M, TA;) as

though it were long in the tail; (M ;) or means

M day aflong-continued evil. (1;) And

{in tiles, and 4.521, IHefollowed [the last of]

the people, and the camels, not quitting their track.

(A.) _ Also IThefollowers, or dbpendants, of a

man: (T, TA:) and VJJIS and +a

[single]follower, or dependant: ($, K :) and

(M, A, 1;) and tum; (s) and 1,156; [pl. of

' '5353] (A) and (so in the TT as from

the M,) or but some state that this

last is not said of men, (Ham p. 249,) Ifol

lowers, or dependants, M, A, K,) of a people

or party; (M, ;) and the lower, or lowest, sort,

or the rabble, or refuse, thereof; (M, A, K;)

and such as are below the chiefs. (TA.)

will in a trad. of ’Alee, means,

[accdrdi to some, +The leader of the religion]

shall go away through the land with followers, or

dependants, (T,* TA,) and those holding his opi

nions. (T. [But see arts. .316 and we.]) And

3:51;, a phrase mentioned by IAar,

but not explained by him, app. means +[The

tribe of] ’Oheyl have numerous horsemen.

_. [Also (as will be shown by the use of its

pl. in the verse here following) and] 7;,65,

(s, K, TA,) or YLGS, (so in the TT as from

the M,) + The sequel, consequence, or result, syn.

.Léd, of anything. (S, M, A poet says,

at .Z’i- ; _Jbs‘ w .1 8"1': 1:

‘ I: la r 0’ 21°, “It 4 044 ‘

C“! W5) 4:25- fi 5'23)

[From considering what might be the sequels of

“ if," (i.e. of the word 9,) Thou clungest to the

reflection “ PVould that I had done so and so :”

but “ would that,” like “ if,” is disappointment:

it does not profit]. (TA.) And one says,

; 'yli}; i. e. [th0 will be responsible to thee

jbr] the sequel [of the word ’3’]? (TA :) [or, as

in the Proverbs of El-Meydanee, 33 V5634,

which means the same] _ oil's-pl see

art. +A certain asterism

( M,1_<, TA) in the shy, (TA,) resembling

the [or tail] of the horse. (M,

is a name applied to each of several stars or

asterisms: as {The star at of Cygnus; also called

and and tThe star B of

Leo; also called skin .53. And 133:1; @ljn

signifies 1‘ The twb nodes of a planet: see

- Q25” Sea. (K,) or die» éuii. (M,) M

certain herb, (M, K,) of which the expressed

juice concretes: so called by way of comparison

[to horses’ tails: the latter name is now applied

to the cquisetum, or horse-tail]. (M.) [Accord. to

Forskz‘il, (Flora Aegypt. Arab., p. cxii.,) the

Portulaca oleracea (or garden-purslane) is called

in some parts of El-Yemen k{gill 4.5).] _

I

ASS: +11 certain plant, resembling the

[br tail] of thefom; (M, K;) a name applied by

some of the Arabs to the [q.v.] (T.)—

[ial +Cauda leonis, i. e. circium (0r

cirsium): (Golius, from Diosc. iv. 119:) now

applied to the common creeping way-thistle. _—

1‘ Condo muris, i.e. plantago. (Golius,

from Ibn-Beytar.)_);.ill 1-A species of

aristida, supposed by'Forskiil (Flora Aegypt.

Arab. p. civ,) to be the aristida adscensionis. _

.3133." 1- Scorpioides, or scorpion-grass: so

called in the present day.]

and its pl. see the next preceding

paragraph, in three places.

I 4”

0L9}: see .133, in the latter half of the

paragraph.

I 4"

Ole-33 A certain plant, (T, S,) well known,

called by some of the Arabs vigil (T :)

a certain plant having long branches, somewhat

dust-coloured (M, TA) in its leaves, growing in

plain, or soft, land, upon the ground, not rising

high, approved as pasture, (TA,) and not growing

crccept in fruitful years: (M, TA :) or a certain

herb, or plant, like 5]; [or millet]; ;) or a

certain herb having ears at its extremities like

the ears of 3;), (M, TA,*) and having reeds,

(MS [i. e. v.35], M,) or twigs, [i.e.

v.55], TA,) and leaves, growing in every place ex

cept in unmixed sand, [for Jim it. in the TA, I

find in the M Jajl 3:5] and growing upon one

stem. and two stems: (M, TA :) or, accord. to

AI;In, a certain herb, having a 5));- [app. mean

ing rhizoma like the carrot], which is not eaten,

and twigs bearing afruit from the bottom thereof

to the top thereof} having leaves like those of the

Qgijn, agreeing well with the posturing cattle,

and having a small dust-coloured blossom upon

which bees feed ,' (M, TA,) rising about the

height of a man, (TA,) or half the height of a

man; (M ;) two whereof sufiice to satiate a

camel: (M, TA :) [a coll. gen. n. :] 11. an. with 8.

(M. 1s)

and see first sentence.

54)

.pU} : see in two places.

1 ,1

.__:U3: see v.53, in five places: _and see

also _ Also A small cord with which

a camel's tail is tied to his hind girth, lest he

should swing about his tail and so dirt his rider.

(M, K)

A horse (T, S, &c.) having a long tail.

(T, or having afull, or an ample, tail. (M,

A, [See also _ Hence applied to a

day: see in the latter half of the paragraph.

_ Also A great [or bucket] : (Fr, T, Msb :)

or one that has a l [or tail] : (TA :) or one

that isfull M, Msb, K) of water; Msb ;)

not applied to one that is empty: (S, TA :) or

one that is nearly full of water : (ISk, z) or

one containing less thanfills it : or one containing

water: or a ,l; (M, in any case: (M :) or a

bucket/ill of water: (A:) masc. and fem.; (Fr,

Lb, T, S, M, Mgh,) sometimes the latter: (Lb,

M =) pl. (of pauc, s) 593i and (of mult., s)

.Lse; (s, M, 1;) and L6). (M, A,* Msb, 1;.)

Fr. cites as an ex. , ’

' .I 2w 9:” D f: fr it

see-'5 #0: ‘7')“, ‘4

'ffl 0304 0 e *

‘ Seem

[as meaning For you shall be a great bucket, and

for us a great bucket : or, if ye rifuse this, for

as shall be the well]. (T.) [Accord. to the K, it

also signifies A grave: but this is evidently a

mistake, which seems to have arisen from a mis

understanding ofa statement by ISd, who says,]

Aboo-Dhu-eyb uses it metaphorically in relation

to a grave, calling it [i. e. the grave] a well, in

his saying,

mar-Hi OP

s '54, J, a I; s be:

* W." Le: .31 a,» we“

, J a...» '0! so a.“ r

* 6”“ QM» Lil-‘5‘ #9“: ’*

[app. meaning {And I was as though I were

the corpse of the grave (lit. the bucket ofthe well)

when shefrowned, and clad with my grave-clothes,

and made to recline upon my upper arm: for

the corpse is laid in the grave upon its right side,

or so inclined that the face is turned towards

Mekkeh]. (M.) [And Umeiyeh Ibn-Abee

’Aidh El-Hudhalee, describing a wild he-ass

and she-asses, likens to it a certain rate of running

which he contrasts with another rate likened by

him to a well such as is termed see

Kosegarten’s “ Carmina Hudsailitarum,” p. 189.]

_ Hence metaphorically applied to {Rain.

(Ham p. 410.) _ [Hence, a150,] IA lot, share,

or portion: (Fr, T, S, M, A, high, K :) [see the

former of the two verses cited in this paragraph :]

in this sense masc.: (Msb :) and in this sense it

is used in the Kur li. last verse but one. (Fr, T,

M.) = Also IThe flesh of the [portion of the

back newt the back-bone, on either side, which is

called the] (M, K :) or the part where the

oil. ends; (M ;) the flesh of the lower, or lowest,

part qfthe : :) or the [buttocks, or parts

called] and (M,K:) or the flesh of

the antlfiéauz :) and the are

the [two parts called the] @253, (M, K,) on this

side and on that [of the [back-bone]: (M:) or

L:)in means the flesh that is called

Oil! [which are the portions offlesh next the

back-bone, on either side thereof]. (A.)

'5') ,1“~35 [dim. ofvél := and] i. q. q. v.

(TA.)

The [i. e. toe, orforemost extremity,

also called the iii] of a sandal. See

also in six places. ._ And see

546;; see in sin places:_and see

in twi) places._@1,lhll 56; +The point, or

place, to which the bray, or’road, leads; syn.

(IAar, M, K.) So in the saying of Abu

l-Jurrz'ih, to a certain man, 63);" as)

[1 Verily thou didst not follow a right course in
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respect of the point, or place, to which the way

that thou tookest leads]. (lAar, M.) = Also

1' Relationship; nearness with respect to kindred ,

or near relationship. (K.)

eel

_U): see in three places. _It is also

applied to Four [feathers] in the wing of a bird,

after what are called dipl. _. It is said

in a trad., U1; id; 5);,

meaning [ilV/tosoever dies] purpoxing to pursue

a way leading to some particular end, [he is to be

reckoned as one ofthe people thereof] (TA.) =

Accord. to Fr and the S, it signifies also A fluid

like mucus that falls from. the noses of camels .

but this is a mistake : the right word, as stated by

18 and others, is k,Sl'si. (L, MF, TA.)

A certain grain that is found in wheat,

whereof the latter is cleared [by n‘innowi-ng or

other means]. (M, [See also flag), in art.

03-]

’rA certain kind of [the striped gar

’IItOlllS called] >3; [pl. of gfi] ; (AHeyth,I_(;) as

also (TA.)

Jail; {Fallon-ing in the track of a thing.

(TA.) See also v.55, in the latter half of the

paragraph.

I A [lizard of the kind called] having

a long tail. (T, L.) [See also .53.]

' 1 9' ' '. t: . _
my» and gym, and With 0: see 2.

I f O r

see the next paragraph.

A long tail. (IAar, T, _. And

[hence,iapp. for ,3], (T,) or

(TA, [but see this‘latter below,]) A [lizard of

the kitttl ehned] (T, TA.) __ Also, (5, K,)

or 11,331., like (A,) and til-tie, (M,

TA,) +11 ladle; (S, M, A, ;) because it has a

tail, or what resembles a tail: (M :) pl.

(S, __ And t A water-course, or channel of

a torrent, in a tract at the foot ofa mountain;

(Lth, T, S, M, A, K;) not wide; (A ;) or not

rery n-ide; (M ;) or not very long and wide;

(Lth,T;) as also 15.1.63; (5:) the is in the

lower part ofa. mountain (Lth,T, A) or in an

acclivity: (Lth, T, S, A:) also a water-course

or channel of a torrent, between what are termed

(TA; [see 3.115, and see also 5338])

01' this is termed 'QS; (T;) or it is termed

1.1.65, of which the pl. is 1,565; (M,K:) also

a water-course, or channel ofa'torrent, [running]

to a tract of land: (M,K :) and a rirulet, or

streamlet, or the like thereof, (AHn, T, M,)

,9,

flowing from one 3.5,) [or meadow] to another,

(AHn,T,M,K,) and separating therein; (T;)

as also and #565; ;) and the tract

over which this flow: is also called (T.)

See also in the middle of the paragraph.

= 568 the next preceding paragraph.

[app. applied to a she-camel, accord. to

the K, or perhaps to a lizard of the kind called

Y-b, as seems to be indicated in the TA,]

Finding diflicnlty in parturition, and therefore

stretching out her tail: :) [but accord. to Az,]

it is applied to a only when he is striking

with his tail a hunter or a serpent desiring to

catch him. (T.) See also _See also 2,
in two places. i

IA manfollowed [by dependants].

Milli-it A camel that is at the rear of other

camels; ;) as also lard“:. (TA.)—See

also 3.

I!) 9

4.31.5.2» .,aQ-l-t IClouds following one ano

ther.

I 010)

see _Also One who is at

the tails of camels, (S, TA,) not quitting their

track. (TA.)

05

O

a} and LJet's: see art. \3.

v55

1. 1,33, (s, A, &c.,) aor. =, (A,1_<,) inf.n.

Lu} (5, A, Msb,K) and Lu}; (TA) and .L,23

(s. A, K) and (A, Kb He (a man, s.

[and a heast,]) went [in any manner, or any pace];

went, or passed, along; marched; journeyed;

proceeded: went, or passed, away; departed:

syn- (A,) or ,L», (K,) or;~= (s, use

and said of a mark or trace or the like [as

meaning it went away]. (Msb.) [And hence,

+It wasted away; became consumed, destroyed,

exhausted, spent, 0r expended] .He

went, repaired, betook himself, or had recourse,

to him, or it. (TA.) And they say alsoujilléahg

[He went to Syria]; making the verb trans.

without a particle; for although ,oiJJl is here a

special adv. n., they liken it to a vague locality.

(TA.) _ He, or it, wentfrom, quitted,

relinquished, or left, him, or it. (TA.) _

993591 63' #5, (A, Msb,) inf. n. 1365 and

and $3.1», He went away [into the

country, or in the land]: (Msbz) [but it often

means + he went into the open country, or out of

doors, to satisfy a want of nature: or simply]

the voided his excrement, or ordure.

Ag He went, or went away, with him, or it :

z) and he made him, or it, to go, go away,

pass away, or depart; (A, Msb,l_{;) as also

' Lea, (s, A, Mtb, K,) and a, ' W”: (K,) but

this is rare; (Zj, TA ,) and t $5.5, inf. n.

(MF :) [all may likewise be rendered he remo’ved,

dispelled, put away, or banished, it; properly and

tropically: and + he made it to cease,- made away

with it, did away with it, made an end ofit;

wasted, consumed, destroyed, exhausted, spent, or

expended, it; and these meanings may perhaps

be intended by whereby the first is explained

in the A and K, as are also the second and third

in the K:] or, accord. to some, when is

trans. by means of .,t, accompaniment is neces

sarily signified; but hot otherwise; so that if you

say 4; the meaning is, he went away with

him,”0r it; i. e., accompanying him, or it; [he

took away, or carried of or away, him, or it ;]

but if you say '14}! or ' $.45, the meaning is,

he made him, or it, to go, go away, pass away,

or depart, alone, without accompanying him, or

it: this, however, is not agreeable with the phrase

in the Kur [ii. 16], j,e,,.’-.,t 311;.3; [though this

may be well ‘rendered God taketh away their

light]. (MF, TA.) [Hence,] one says, 5‘5

:1; which may mean + Where, or whither,

wilt than be taken away, and what will be done

with thee and made to come to pass with thee, if

this be thine intellect? or, accord. to Mtr, it is a

saying of the people of Baghdad, addressed to

him whom they charge with foolish judgment or

opinion, as meaning ’r[there,

or whither, is thine intellect taken away ?]. (Her

p. 574.) [In like manner one says, tilde v.53

f His reason, or intellect, quilted him, or forsook

him ,- he became bereft of his reason, or intellect.

And 231;; tHis heart forsook him, or

failed him, by reason of fear or the like.] And

5.1,;3 T[His _flesh wasted away]. in

arty, see.) And 1eQill Us Jéjll tThe

man became lost [or he disappeared] among the

people, or party. And 2c."

IThe water became lost [or it disappeared] in the

milk. IIt escaped his memory;

heforgot it. (A, TA.) And 1‘ It was, or became,

dubious, confused, or vague, to him. (MA.)_.

(S, A, TA) IHe pursued a good

way, course, mode, or manner, ofacting or conduct

or the like. (TA.) And Us

r Heformed, or held, an opinion, or a persuasion,

'4'

or a belief, respecting religion: or, accord. to

Es-Sarakustce, he introduced an innovation in

religion. (Msb.) And ’rHe

pursued the way, coursei mode, or manner, of

acting &c. ofsuch a one. (Msb.) And

and IHe pursued his way, course,
mode,ror mdnner, ofacting &c. (JK, TA.) And

{He betook himself to [or took

to or held] a belief, a creed, a persuasion, a

doctrine, an opinion, a tenet, or a body, 05/: te'ne’tf

or articles ofbeliefi TA.) And are}: 0%

ISuch a one takes to, or

holds, [the saying, or] the belief, creed, persuasion,

doctrine, &c., of Aboo-Haneefeh. (A.) [And

135 fly 5,? vi; (gt; +He held, or not of

opinion, that the thing, or afair, or case, was

so. And rHe regarded

a word, or an expression, in his manner of using

it, as equivalent to another word, or expression ,

as, for instance, when one makes a fem. noun

masc. because it is syn. with a noun that is masc.,

or makes a verb trans. by means of a certain par

ticle because it is syn. with a verb that is trans. by

means of that same particle: and also The re

garded a word, or an empression, as etymologically

relating, or traceable, to another word, or ew

pression. And lb +He

regarded it, or used it, (i. e. a word, or an ex

pression,) as relating to such a meaning, or as
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meaning _such a. thing] _eélu Us

J-é' +[He tried every way, or did his

titmost, in seeking the thing]. in art. 9,...)

And 3i» Us ;33 +[It attained

the utinoxt degree ofsqftgcss] said of the skin.

(TA in that art.)_¢1.:i[ v»! fBetake, or

apply, thyself to thine own afairs; or occupy

thgself thcrertvith: and voce _

ga-‘Jl U? a“)! w} i. q. C) +[He inclined

to his father in likeness; resembled him; or had

a natural likeness to him]. in art.

gates.) aor- (K,) inf- n- 3.45; (TA;)

and *4), with two kesrehs, (IAar, K,) of the

dial. of Temeem, held by AM to be a variation

generally allowable in the case of a verb of which

the medial radical letter .is a. faucial and with

kesr; (TA ;) He (a man) saw gold in the mine,

($,) or came suddenly, in the mine, upon much

gold, and his reason departed in consequence

thereof, and his eyes became deeded, so as

not to close, or move, the lids, or became confused,

so as not to see, ($,K,) by reason of the greatness

thereof in his eye: (S :) it is derived from

and the epithet applied to a man in this case is

1.1.93. (TA.)

2: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph,

in two places: = and see also 4.

4: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph,

in three places.=Also 1,531, (Msb, inf. n.

$061; (so and 'l-Ss. (K.) int n

($;) He gilded it; did it over with gold. (S,

Msb, R)

[Q. Q. 2. from is used by

late writers as meaning r Hefollowed, or adopted,

a certain religious persuasion or the like.]

9 0’ Q d Ir

we}: see v5.5.0:=and see also the last

sentence of the paragraph here following.

4.33 [Gold;] a certain thing well known;

(S,Msb,&c.;) accord. to several of the leading

lexicologists, (TA,) 1‘. q. )3; (A, L, K, a“)

but it seems to have a more general meaning; for

;i is specially applied to such [gold] as is in the

mine, or such as is uncoined and unwrought:

(TA:) [it is a col]. gen. n.; and therefore] it is

masc. and fem: ($,* Mgh, K,‘ TA :) or it is fem.

in the dial. of El-Hijiiz: or, accord. to Az, it

is masc., and not to be made fem. unless regarded

as pl. of V (Msb, TA,) [or rather as a coll.

gen. n., for] is the n. un., (K,) signifying

a piece of [or gold]: A, L, TA :) or,

accord. to El-Kurtubee, it is fem., and sometimes

masc., but more commonly fem.: is the

dim. of ;K}, the 3 being added because the

latter word is fem., like as it is in and

m; or it is the dim. of and signifies a lit

tle piece of [or gold]: (TA :) the pl. of is

[:1 pl. of pauc.] ($, A, Msb, K) and

($.19 andéyli <Nh.M@b.1.<)and .363;- (Nb.

TA.) it. means lVater-gold; gold

pen'der mixed with size, for ornamental writing

J'c.] _. The yolk, or the entire contents, i. e. yolk
and White, (M, K,TA, with the unpointed ,

Bk. 1. C. - C

TA, [in the GK and in my MS. copy of the K

5.1.1) Qfan Pee- qsg = Also, (s. K.) in a copy

of the T written 7*..5}, (TA,) A certain measure

qf capacity, for corn, used by the people qul

Yemen, (s,1_<,) well hnown: (s =) pl. Luis (1;)

and [the latter a pl. of pauc.,]

apd pl. [i. e. pl. of the latter of the pls. above]

$913!, ($, and so in the accord. to the TA,)

mentioned by A’Obeyd, ($,) or (So in

the OK.)

| 4

*0}: see 1, last sentence.

A rain : z) or a weak rain: or a co

pious rain: (A’Obeyd, K :) pl. eplbs. (A’Obeyd,

s, a) '
Ia - r g , 4

1,5}: see ya}, first sentence.

Q 14 g a

as»): see vat}.

O r O I

#3: see arm's», first sentence.
r

0", I

lash

Lat; [part :1. oféiifl Going [in any manner,

or any pace]; going, or passing, along,- marching,

journeying; proceeding: going, or passing, away,

I .v'

departing: [&c. z] (A, K :) and ' era’s) signifies

the same [in an intensive manner]. _

.5 .

[qrhll us 4.9!) means + Excessive in length or

tallness.]

Q 1'

see are}, first sentence.

9,0;

are.» is an inf. n.: (JK, A, :)_and also

signifies A place of .363 [or going, &c.]: and

a time thereof. (J _. [Also A place to which

one goes: see an ex. voce 33:»...3._And hence,]

IA place to which one goes for the purpose of

satisfying a want of nature; a privy,- (TA ;)

9; a!)

i. q. L632»; (JK, A, K, TA ;) in the dial. of the

people of El-Hijt'tz. (JK, A, TA.).._[Also A

way by which one goes or goes away._And

hence, as in several exs. in the first paragraph of

this art.,] IA way, course, mode, or manner, of

acting or conduct or the like: (Msb, K, TA:)

{[a way that one pursues in respect of doctrines

and practices in religion Sec. ; and particularly a

way of believing, opining, thinking, orjudging ;]

a belief, a creed, a persuasion, a doctrine, an

opinion, a tenet, or a body of tenets or articles of

belief; TA ;) an opinion in, or respecting,

religion; and, accord. to Es-Samkustee, an inno

vation in religion: (Msb :) and signifies

the same. (JK, TA.) [The pl. is

Hence, ,3; +Persuasi0ns, as meaning

persons holding particular tenets in religion or the

like] __ Also 1‘ Origin: (Ks, Lb, :) so in the

sayings, id 63;; L; and if [53,; '9'

“3:0, i. e. +It is not known whence is his

origin. (Ks, Lb, TA.)

6;.)

We Gilt, or done over with gold; A,

K,) as also v.33; (A, 1;) and LL95. (T,

K.)._.Also sing. of ;Alxo, which ’signifies

Shins gilt, (ISk, JK, TAJ i. e. having gilt lines,

or stripes, regularly, or uniformly, succeeding one

another: (ISk, TA :) or gilt straps or thongs:

($, TA :) and variegated, or figured, [garments

of the kind called] ,,};= (JK,TA:) [or it is

applied as an epithet to such garments; for] you

say (TA.) The pl. above mentioned

is also applied [as an epithet] to swords [app.

meaning Adorned with gilding]. (TA.)-Ap

plied to a horse, Ofa red colour tinged over with.

yellow; (TA ;) and so [i. e. ofa

gilded bay colour]: ($, TA :) fem. with 5: the

mare thus termed is of a clearer colour and thin

ner skin. (TA.):JALx." is also a name of

The Kaabch. TA.)=See also the next

paragraph, in three places.

A gilder. ($.) _7 ;Jsibt, explained

by Lth as the name of 'l-A certain devil, said to

be of the ofspring of lblees, who tempts reciters

of the Kur-dn in the performance of [the ablation

termed] 9.363.“, (K,“‘ TA,) and on other occasions,

(TA,) is [said to be] correctly [;ajlfld with

kesr to the o: applied to the devil, (TA in

art. 5.95,) as meaning The who embellishes, or

renders goodly in appearance, acts of disobedience

[to God], as also ;)ml, (Fr, TA in art. 9.3.5,)

IDrd thinks that it is not [genuine] Arabic.

(TA.) And accord. to the and El-Kurtubee

and many others, 7 4,: means + [In him is]

a vain suggestion [of the‘ devil] respecting the

water, and [respecting] the using much thereof in

the 9.55: [i. e. a vain suggestion that may induce

him to think that the water is unfit, or deficient

in quantity, or' the like :] but accord. to the K, it

is correctly (TA.) Az says that the

people of Baghdad apply the appellation we

to +A man who inspires vain suggestions; and

that the vulgar among them pronounce it '33.

(TA.)

. we 0'

Kai.» [A cause, or means, ofdoing away with,

removing, dispelling, or banishing]. Fasting is

a is on or

said, in a trad., to be )3}! 3.9.“ [1. e. +A cause,

or means, of dispelling exultation, or excessive

emultation, and resting the mind upon things

lab!

: see

J03

1- (JK. s. Max.) m (s, K.)

int“. n. J15, (JK,$,) or 3,15, (Mgh,) or both;

(IQ) and M. (s. Mgh,) aor- (Mgh,) int- n.

;) He forgot it, or neglected it; ;)

he was, or became, unmindful ofit; Msb :) or

he neglected it intentionally; (JK, T, M, K,*

TA; 4:; 61; in the K being a mistake for

Ge, as in the [JK and T and] M; TA;) or

in consequence ofhis being diverted by something .

(T, or he forgot it, or dismissed it from his

mind, intentionally, and became divertedfrom it :

(Z, Msbz) is the neglecting a thing, dis

missing it from the mind: (Ham p. 31 z) or the

quitting a thing, with confusion, or perplexity, or

alienation of mind, such as arisesfrom fear Ste. :

(Ksh and Ed in xxii. '2 :) or the being diverted

from one’s constant companion, or familiar, so

124
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'as to forget him; and being content to relinquish

him : ;) or diversion that occasions grief and

forgetfulness. (Er-Raghib, TA.) Hence, in the

Kur [xxii. 2], ti; J5 .5;

[On the when thou shalt see it, every

woman giving such shall forget, or neglect, 8cm,

what she has snchled]. (TA.): See also what

next follows.

4. ut-ii‘ii, (JK," $,Msb,TA,) inf. n. 563;,

(TA,) It (a thing, JK,S,TA,) or he, (a man,

Mgh,) caused me to forget it, or neglect it,- ;)

or to be unmindfal qfit ; Msb;) or to neglect

a intentionally: (JK:) [like 4;: L’s-53L] and

sometimes one says 7&3; (Mgh, TA ;) [like

;] but this is rare; or, rather, unknown.

(TA.)

“1 a;

My

I r

J33 : see what next follows.

ii" .1» .133 51-, (ass) and us.

($,T_§,) He ell-me after a short portion, Jr a

period, (aétl, 1;, or .33, s,) of the night: (s,

K :) so called because sleep causes men to forget

therein: (Ham p. 4:) or a large

portion; such as the third, or the half: so says

IDrd; but he doubts its correctness; and ISd

holds it to be preferably with 5. (TA.):J‘;

also signifies The tree [or plant] ill; [q. v.].

(J K, 5211, K)

A horse fleet, or swift: (K:) or light,

or active: and so a man: pl. (JK.)

3.513 [act. part. n. of 1.....And] A man who

cares not for ornament and the anointing of

himself: (JK.)

0-”

1. 5,93, (MA, TA,) aor. = , (TA,) inf. n. 51>

and (MA, KL,) He was, or became, in

telligent, possessed of understanding, sagacious,

acute, skilful, knowing, (MA, KL, P$, TA,) and

endowed with a retentive mind. (KL, P$.) You

say, L; ’Understand thou what I

say. (TA.) And lift, '9 ,0 He does not

understand anything. (TA.) And lié

I understood such and such things. (TAi)

And 13.5.: I understood from such a

thing. vigil}: see 3.

,» ,1, ~08 ' "we

45‘ H3, and 'Uusgl, and Vuusxdl,

He, or it, made me to forget it,- diveirted me

from remembering it: (Kf TA :) [like

222:, and And Memory, or under

standing, escaped him, or left him. (J

.u be ,4

3. Val-25.36 ""1; He tied with me, or

contended with me’for superiority, in intelligence,

understanding, sagacity, acuteness, skill, or know

ledge, and I surpassed him [therein, i. e.,] in

o3; (K0 '

4: see 1.

;|7|' 91‘,

.
10: see 1. _. You say also, Q;

The love of the present world took away, or has

tahen away, thy [i. e. intelligence, under

standing, &c.]. (TA.)—And ill"

“1.3m TThe year of drought took away the

005?, i. e. pith (vhf), of the canes, or reeds.

(TA.)

.53: (JK. s, Ms, K, 8m) and t 313 (s. K)

Intelleict; intelligence, understanding,“sagacity,

acuteness, shill, or hnowledge; syn. Jie, (JK,

K.) and as.) and (S, Me, Is.) and

5.53; (high ;) and retentiiaeness of mind, or

memory: (J K,“ $,'K:) or, as some say, a

faculty of the soul, provided for the acquisition

of the several species of knowledge, including the

external and internal senses: strength thereof is

termed 2E5: and a good quality thereof for the

forming ideas of the things that present themselves

to it is termed (TA =) pl. goat. (high,

K!) One says, L15:

[Apply thine intellect, &c., to such and such

things]. (TA.) [Both are also inf. us: see 1,

first sentence.]_Also, the former, +Strength:

(JK,$,K:) and fat.- _(JK,K:) pl. as above.

(K.) One says, as.» L; There is not in

my legs any strength to walk. (TA.) And

fit gin and 06;)! life is qfthose

dnddnred with strength [ofbody: and also, oft/rose

endowed with intelligence, &c., and intelligent

faculties]. (TA.) And (we: t; +1

saw not, in the camels, fat and strength. (JK.)

__Also +The pit}: of canes, or reeds.

(TA.) =See also of}.

94'

Q5}: see the next preceding paragraph.

and V 5.23 Intelligent, possessed of under

standing, sagacious, acute, shilful, or knowing,

[and endowed with a retentive mind ,'] each [said

to be] a possessive epithet, [signifying possessing

Q‘é, though the former is agreeable with a

general rule as part. n. of [5.93,] applied to a

man; the latter app. changed [or contracted]

from the former. (TA.)

Of, or relating to, the or intellect,

Sec. ; intellectual ,- subjective; ideal.

15 0 u I ’8

)yi')" Intellectual things,- the things that

are conceii-ed in the mind, or considered sub

Hence,

si e .l s!

jectively; opposed to Egg-)li-ll),4'>ll.]

33

,3, meaning [i. e. A possessor, an

owner, a lord, or a inaster, but often better ren

dered having, possessing, possessed of, or endowed

with], (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K, but omitted in

the CK,) used as a prefixed noun, Mgh, Msb,

&c.,) is originally \35, like Lgs, the l being

changed from ,; ($;) or it is originally L533;

and if one used, it as a proper name, he would

say, ii; 35 LID [This is Dhan'd, he has

come]; (M;) [not 63, as in copies of the S; i. e.,]

its third radical letter is [5, not, as J says,

,; this L5 being afterwards suppressed; (13;)

[so that the word becomes and then, by reason

of its being prefixed to another noun, ,3, like as

;»l, the original form of becomes it is

declined [like ,hl] with, and i and L5; (Mgh ;)

[i. e.,] the nom. case is 3;, accus. l3, and gen.

(5“ (Mghz) the fem. is in; (T, s, M, Mgh,

Msb,K; in a copy of the M, 315, and the CK,

it; [as though it were not a prefixed noun] ;) and

in the case of a pause, some say , and others

say his : (Lth, T: the latter usage, only, is men

tioned in the $:) dual. masc., 135, (S,' M,)

[accus. and gen. ;] fem. @133, (T, M, Mgh,

Msb,K,) for which is allowable in poetry,

but is better, (T,) [accus. and gen. :]

pl., masc., n5, (T,* s; M, Msb, K, but omitted

in the CK,) [accus. and gen. [55”] fem. £9133,

(T, $,' M, Mgh, Msb, K,) accusjand gen.

($;) and ,l,l and i»); are like and {A33

[in signification]. (T. [See art. ,H.]) In this

sense it is not used otherwise than as a prefixed

noun: when used to characterize an indeterminate

noun, prefixed to an indeterminate noun; and

when used to characterize a determinate noun,

prefixed to [a noun rendered determinate by] the

article ,JI. ($.) [Thus you say JL; )3 A

man a possessor of wealth ,- and dc," ,3

The man the possessor qfweallh.] ' In the phrase

1531'." {big}; [Not'those possessed of weapons,

3m], in the Kur [viii. 7], the fem. form is used

as meaning the [or party]. (T.) is

[He became one having a sin, or crime, &c.,

attributable to him, i. e. he had_ a sin, &c., at

tributable to him,] means [he became

chargeable with a sin, &c.]. (Msb in art. crib.)

_ Accord. to the $, it is not prefixed to a pro~

noun nor to a proper name, such as

and and the like: but there are several

instances of its being prefixed, in its pl. form, to

a pronoun; among which is the saying of a poet,

* 1,3; as us e.,-aw" i thaw;'1 o; *

[Only they who are possessors thereof do that

which is good among men]: (TA:) [this usage,

however, is perhaps only allowable by poetic

license: see another ex. (also here cited in the

TA) in the Ham p. 442, and the remarks there

appended to it :] and it is also prefixed to proper
names, as is shown by the phrase, (TA,) ,5 Lila

4.23, (M, K, TA,) mentioned, as heard from the

Arabs, by Ahmad Ibn-Ibraheem, the preceptor of

Th, meaning This is Zeyd, (M, TA,) i. e., this is

the owner of the name Zeyd; (M, K, TA ;) and

[perhaps] by the name “i,3, for his.“ is

[said by some to he] the' name of a certain idol,

and ,3 is a metonymical appellation of its ;

and by the proper names ,5 and ,s and

[accord to some] ,3 [and the like, of which

several are mentidned in the S, as well as in the

M &c.]. (IB, TA.) [But see a later portion

of this paragraph, where, prefixed to a proper

name, it is said to be redundant] _.)1;le 335,

[or, as in the Kur viii. last verse, and xxxiii. 6,

{@3591 ,i,i, pls. era): ,3,] in the classical
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language, means [The possessors of relationship;

i. e.] any relations: and in law, any relations that

have no portion [ofthe inheritanccs termed

and are not [such heirs as are designated by the

appellation] [q. v.: they are so called be

cause they are relations by the women's side: see

(KT, TA.) _ If you form a pl. from

Jl; ,3, you say, [These are possessors

df wealth]; because in this case the pl. is not a

prefixed noun. Accord. to Lth, (5)33"

signifies The former, or first, [of persons,] and

the more, or most, distinguished. (T, TA!)

Also, (S, M,) and 53351, [which is another pl.

of ,3,] (s) The kings (s, M) ofEl-Yemen, of

the tribe of Kudd’ah, whose surnames com

menced with 9;, (M,) [i. e.] who were named [or

rather surnamed] 3; (S, M) and ,3

and (in; ,3 (s) and the like. (s,M.)'

,3 (5} 91:, occurring in a trad., means

A Ig'urashee in respect of lineage, not of the

[above mentioned]. (TA.).._ [,3 and 0!;

and is and (5} are also used as prefixed nouns

in various expr'essions here following, in several

thereof as meaning Something in possession, or the

libs; not a possessor: or, in these instances, as is

said in explanation of the first of the following

phrases, and also of the phrase 4;)! (men

tioned below) in Her p. 93, that which is contained

is made to be as though it were the possessor

of that which contains] is

[He killed what was in her belly]: (Her ubi

' supra.) And l; ’5in (T,) or

gait}, (TA,) The woman brought forth [her

oil-1d]. ('1‘, TA.) Andljrzlgrfi She brought

forth many children. (Tin art. )b'; and Mgh

there and in the present art. , in the latter of which

it is added that the_ usual phrase is

And l; The hen laid her egg,

or fggs: or muted. (Mgh.) And [5

431:.) The man ejected his excrement, or ordnre.

And (5.1.; The wolfis

envied [for’what is; in his belly, br] for his dis

tention of the belly [with food]. (TA.) _. [In

like manner,] 4;." in; means IWealth; as though

it were the possessor of that which contains it:

(Her ubi supra:) [or what is in the possession of

the hand :] or what one possesses, of wealth,

because gained by the hand and disposed of by

the hand. (Her p. 66.) You say, on; $5

1 that his hand possessed became little in quan

tity; (Lth, T,) or the possessions accompanying

his hand,- (Mgh ;) app. meaning his riches.

(Lth, T.) _ Z3)! iii} and win it; are Two

well-hnown disehses. (TA. [8% arts. Lgi) and

.,.;._..1) _,,.$..;n armies, in the Kur iii. 115,

means [Acguainteih or, well acquainted,] with

what is in the minds: (Ksh, Bd,Jel: [and the

like is indicated in the Mgh :]) or with the true,

or real, nature of the notions that are concealed

in the minds: (IAmb,T:) or with the hidden

things of the minds : or with the minds themselves.

(Msb. [If the last meaning be correct, the phrase

should be mentioned with others later in this

vparagraph.]) [And similar to this is the saying,]

1,”

~45 Cal} 0» as): He knew it from what he

bonceichd in his mind [without his being informed

thereof; i. e. he knew it of himself]. (Lth, T.)

And (55 E,» 21:. and ea; (7).. (M,

K) lie, came’[from a motive, in his own inind;

of himself;] of his own accord; or willingly;

syn. (M, TA :) in the copies of the K,

GIL; but the former is the _right explanation.

(TA.) And in; C. and ,3 in;

I spoke not io such a one a word. (AZ,

Ml and Quill [are adverbial ex

pressions, and] mean In the direction of the right

hand and of the left: properly in the direction

that has the name ofthe right hand [and that has

the name of the left hand]. (Ed in xviii. 16.)

And f5 means lVe came on the right

hand. ’(TA.) ._ ids and \3 [also, and

the like,] are adyerbial expressions, which may

n_0t be used otherwise than as such : (S :) you say,

5;; iii; iii-ii [I met him once, or once upon a

i‘ime], ahd ’64,)! .513 many times, (M and K
in art. 1.”) or Isometimes, in that art.,) and

,5; if} (Fr, T, i.e. 2; [once upon a

day, or one day], therefore you use the fem. form,

(T,) and 315 $15 [one night], (Fr, T, $,) and

51.3.5- 596 [one morning, or one morning between

ilaybreah and sunrise], and 51:12}! [once in

the evening at nightfall], meaning, accord.

to Th, in the hour, or time, in which is nighffizll,

(T,) and $13 (Fr, T, [some time ago,

or] three [br more, to ten-,] seasons ago,

Ulissl, T, [by Ole)! being app. meant periods of

tivo, or three, or six, months,]) and if}

(Fr, T, $) [some years ago, or] three years ago

(T,) or three years ago or more, to ten; (Az

on the authority of AZ, TA in art. Jan) and

13 [one mgrning], and 5L; ‘3 [one evening],

(T, and G” l} [lit. at a time ofdrinhing

the morning-draught], and f5 [lit. at a time

of drinking the evening-dra’ught]; in these four

instances without 5: and- this mode of expression

has been heard only in the cases of the times here

mentioned: they did not saya; nor 5313:

(S :) or one may also well say 513, like

i; .513; for I} and Q!) both m’ean the'timeé

and accord. to IAar, one says, in; his!

and (5);" 3:6, as meaning Icame to him in the

morning, or in the morning between daybreak and

sunrise, and in the evening, or in the evening

between sunset and nightfall. (T.)_Y_ou say

also, ids high-l, (TA,) or (5% ail

(M) and Q13, (AZ, M, Msb, [whence

ii: seems to be hot improbable that the phrase in

the TA is imperfectly transcribed,]) meaning I

met him thefirst thing, (M,) orfirst ofeverything.

(AZ, Msb, TA.) And L55 Jgi and

.915 [I will do n the_fi_rst thing, orfirst of

everything]. (M.) And

Lil? 3;.‘3, (AZ, M, Mgh,) i. e. [Whatever be the

case, the first thing, or] first of everything, I

praise God. (AZ, Msb.) _ [Respecting the

phrase (3;)! $83, which has two contr. meanings,

see art. It is inadequately explained in this

art. in the T and M and K, as follows.]

is, (T, M,I_(,*) in the Kur [viii 1],

accbrd. to Ahmad lbn-Yahya, means [And do

ye rightly dispose, or arrange, or order,] the

case that is between you: (T:) or, accord. to

Zj, (M,) that wherein consists your union;

gig, M,I_( ;) i. e. be ye of one accord,

or in’unison; respecting that which God and his

Apostle have commanded: (M:) or 0;" in;

means the state of circumstances whereby the

llIuslims become of one accord, or in unison:

(K:) this is the meaning in the saying,

in; [0 God, do Thou rightly an.

pose &c.]. (M.)—Eat; is sometimes used as a

noun independent in its meaning, (Mgh, Mgh,)

so as to denote material [or real] things; (Mgh ;)

and is described by the epithets [or “ dis

tinct”] (Mgh,Msb) and $815, [as meaning

“that has existed from eternity”] (Mgh) and

[as meaning “that has been brought into

existence”]. (Mgh, Msb.) Thus used, (Msb,)

it signifies The essence ofa thinu' meaning that
D,

by being which a thing is what it is, or that in

being which a thing consists,- or the ultimate and

radical constituent ofa thing: and the essence as

meaning the peculiar nature of a‘thing: syn.

('1‘, IB, Msb, TA,) and (Msb,)

and iii; (T, IB, TA:) it is also used as

meaning a. thing's self:.(]\d’gh,* Msb :) [a man's

self, or person: (see gas-2'0] and a thing,- a

being anything, whatever it be; every a} being

a 015, and every 01} being a tut): (Aboo-Sa’eed,

Mgh, Msb:) and particularly a substance, or thing

that subsists by itself: [hence meaning

a realsubstan-tive; also termedogfil: opposed

to 4;], i. e. an ideal isubstaniivez] and

[hence] it signifies also a word that is independent

in its meaning,- [i. e. (alone), though oftener

used in the sense assigned above to 013,31,

signifies also, absolutely, a substantive;]‘opposeil

to as signifying a word that is not indepen~

dent iii its meaning. (Kull p. 187.) Its applica

tion to God, in the sense of iii;- and

is forbidden by most personsn (TA:) [for]

[as meaning The essence of God], used

by the scholastic theologians, is said to be an

ignorant expression, because the names of God

do not admit the fem. affix 5; so that one does

not apply to Him the epithet though He

is the all-surpassing in knowledge. (Mgh.) The

phrase 9!; is like [In, or

in respect of, that which is the right, or due, of

God ,' or in, or in respect of, obedience to God, or

the means of obtaining nearness to God, or the

way of God] : and like [for the sahe of

God ,- or to obtain the countenance, or favour,

or approbation, or recompense, of God] : (Msb :)

or it means in obedience to God ,' and in the way

of God or his religion: (TA:) [or it may be

rendered for the sahe of God Himsel ,- and so

124 *
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dbl it is said to have been used by the

Arabs [of the classical age], as well as by Aboo

Temmi'tm, [who was a Muwelled;] (Mgh, Msb;")

but some deny that it occurs in the old language.

(Msb. [See, however, an ex. from a trad. voce

[It is said that] the phrase

43;», used by Eii-Niibigliiiii, (Mgh,) i. e. sini

bhubyfinee, (TA in art. means Their book

is the service of God .Himself: (Msb :) [but

it seems more reasonable to render this phrase

agreeably with the primary signification of at),

as meaning their booh is that of God, in a sense

like that in which a house of worship is said to be

a house of God; for,] as some relate it, the phrase

used by Eii-Ntbigiiaii is iii-gt is; with

eh, [i. e. their abode is in’a peculiar manner that

of God,] meaning, their abode is one of pilgrimage

and of sacred sites. and TA in art.

,3 is sometimes redundant [in respect of meaning,

though governing as a prefixed n.]; and so is its

pl. (T," TA.) A: says, (TA,) I have heard mpre

than one of the Arabs say, (a; lié

ms [5), i. e. We were in such a place with

’jlmr.’ (T,TA:) and ,3 @tés, i. e.

’Amr was with us: and is meaning

5);" [FVo came to El- 'emen]. (T.) [See

an ex. similar to this last, and evidently belonging

to the present art., in the latter half of art. I}.

And see IS '>l and is and I; '9

and (5 '9, (in which l5 is.ip like manner

redundant, as are also Qt and 01:, the latter of

which is a dial. var. of the former of them,) in

art. ’49:: ,peil’hpps belonging to the present art.,

like 0...; l} Lgil; or perhaps to art. l3. See also

what, is said respecting ,3 prefixed to a proper

name in an early portion of this_ paragraph] .....

It is also used in the sense of (T, S, M, K,)

in the dial. of Teiyi, (T, S, TA;) for the purpose

of qualifying a determinate noun (S,M, by

means of a proposition which it connects with

that noun: (M,K:) and when thus used, it

[generally] retains the same form when it denotes

a dual and a pl. M, K) and a fem.,

and exhibits no sign of case: (M,K:) you say,

,5 [I who knew], and {Lg-3.; ,5 [who

heard]; and 13.5 5.56 ,3 33;" féh [This is the

wo'ma’n’who said such a thing: (S :) and ,i

at); (JB [He who said that came to we]; and

,3 [They two who said that came

to me]; and 1,.ll5 ,i [They who said

that came to me], (M.) But Fr says, I heard

an Arab of the desert say, a}: ,3

1;.) [By the excellence

wherewith God hath made you to errcel, and the

honour wherervith God hath honoured you]; thus

they use in the place of Lél, and they make

it to be with rain in every case : and they confuse

[numbers and genders] in speaking of a dual

number and a pl. number [and a fem.]; they

sometimes say, [for ex.,] in the case of the dual,

,3 glib ands-5; ,5 061; [These two

wheat, or which, thou hnowest] ;' and a poet says,

[namely, Sinén lbn-El-Fahl, of the tribe of Teiyi,

(Ham P- 9920]

* lat i f, '1 5 . *

L599: ufl 4* Ml u?

* 101: Jr )0); J O. b

*2,” :5: 01'"- :3 t5, ,3

[For verily the water is the water ofmy father

and my grandfather, and my well which I dug

and which I cased ,- making ,5 to relate to a fem.

noun]: and some, he adds, use the dual and pl.

and fem. forms; thus they say, 1,; 013.;

[These two who said that], and I,,i fig;

[These who said], and its a}; [This

female who said]; and he cites the saying of

a poet, 0 II “I a r)II’

.I, -" :,.‘ l r t - ' {

2. r Oz 1 Ir), J ,1

Q ‘ .- , - - - i

[I collected them from outstripping she-camels,

that rise and hasten in thgir pgce without 2

driver]; and the prov., 1,} 4,1: “I
will, meaning eull’hat has cokr’rie

upon men. in general hits come, or came, upon

him]. (T.) Accord. to the usage most in repute,

,3 in this sense is indeel., and has no variation of

gender or number; but some decline it, like ,3

in the sense of eff-Lia, except that they make

Jul} and ‘26,} indeel., with damm for the termi

nation, saying éfl; and in every case, if

they adopt the chaste mode; otherwise, in the

accus. and gen. cases, saying (fats, and in like

manner (I ’Ak pp. 40 and 41.) _ They

said also, (5.5.; is; (133i '9' (M, 1;) and

infi-E‘ (M,) and (M, K!)

and [gig and (5.1;, (M,) mean

ing I will not do that by thy, and by your,

safety: (M,K:) or by God who, (M,) or by

II-im who, (K,) maheth thee, and you, to be in

safety. (M, [See also art.,.L~i.]

{his fem. of); [q.v. passim]. (T, S, M, &c.)

3 a :l U

u?!) : see [5,,3, below, in three places.

3:56 [a post-classical word, used in philosophy,

The essential property or quality, or the aggre

gate of the essential properties or qualities, of a

thing]. The 12!; of a human being is [the

essential property or quality of] rational ani

mality ; and is also termed (Kull p. 148.)

9

(3,3; the rel. ii. of ,3; (s, TA ;) and of éil

also, M, Msb, TA,) the 8 of the original being

rejected in forming the rel. n.: (S, Msb,* TA:)

' $13, as rel. n. of {3:13, is not allowable: (M :)

[but it-is much used, mostly in philosophical and

religious writings, as meaning Essential, &c. :]

they say ' 53‘3" [meaning The essential

attributes]; (Mgh, Mgh,) but this is a wrong

expression: and 7 [A n essential, or] a

natural, an innate, an original, or a constitu

tional, fault or imperfection Sac. (Mgh)

s)»

1. .pii, (T,$,M,&c.,) 3013.14,.5, (T, s, Mgh,)

iiir. ii. 1,}; (s, M, Msb, 1;) and Egg, (T, s, M,

Msb, K,) It melted, dissolred, or became fluid or

liquid ,- contr. of (S, M, A,K:) it flowed.

('1',qu.)_ [Hence,] 12.13 _on 1[His rem-i

flowed]. (A.) And in; turn eye]

shed tears,- (A;) or flowed [with tears]. (T.)

_. _gl} iHis body became lean, or ema
ciated : ione says, I[He became

fat after he had been lean]. (A.)—And

[alone] 1H0 became fcolish, or stupid, after

having been intelligent. (T, '§

gain us .1533 Q3 Us {[lVe will not be

hard, or niggardly, in the case of truth, or right,

nor will we be soft, or easily yielding, in the case

offalsity, or wrong]. (A.)—Q lib

J5.“ {[This speech, or discozirse, contains

that which melts the soul]. (A.) _(Llia

[and 'QUL! (as is shown by a phrase men

tioned in the L in art. 45.0)] {The sun became

intensely hot. A, _

a s e e s 1 e5 .I si

‘ has.“ 5i view .9,» ~

occurring in a trad. of Kass, means i I will wait

in expectation during the lapse of the nights [or

the echo of you two shall answer]; from $13“,

which signifies “ spoil, booty, or plunder.” (TA.)

_icsb L; 1-There remained not

in my hand anything. (AHeyth, TA.) And

:9; “a a, (M:) or Lg?!

rThere came not [into his hands, or into my

hands, from him, or it, any good]. (M, _.

all," .31} TThe property became, or proved

to be,’binding, obligatory, or incpmbent, on him.

to render as a debt. (T.) And 42.1; U! .915

{A right, or due, was, or became, incumbent, or

obligatory, on him to render to me, and esta

blished against him. A, Mgh, K.*) And

Ila; ,1ij .913, inf. n. fSuch a

part of the thing, or afl'air, was, or became,

incumbent, or obligatory, on him; like and

(M.) any!) also signifies He continued in

the eating Ofegi, i. e. honey. (T, L, 1;!)

2. 1.3;}: see 4. =Also, int". n. 4.1,.5, IIe

made [or disposed] for him a [or

irreg. ; being originally with . [i.e. (T, K.)

It is said in a trad. of Ibn-El-Hanafeeyeh,

s53 lute)

Ml .g,..'\-_~, meaning He used to plait the 1,1,} of

his mother. (TA.)

4. Lil)! and '15} He melted it, dissolved it,

rendered it fluid or liquid, liquified it; (S, M,

A, ;) or made it toflow. (Msb.) It is said in

a prov., (S, TA,) respecting butter, (5,3;

j? [expl. in art. ,2]. (s, M, TA.)

[See also a verse of Bishr cited below in this

paragraph] __ [Hence,] the former [as meaning

I It dissolved him, or emaciated him,] is said of

anxiety, (A, TA,) and grief. (TA.) _ [Hence

also,] _glfl, and twat], {He matured,
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and fully accomplished, the object of his want.

(A, TA.) And jifii ixm +They put their

afair into a good, sound, or right, state. (K.)_

v.» he». (s, M,) (A. K.) inf- n- £1131.

(S,) {They made an inroad or incursion, or a

sudden attach, urging their horses, upon us, or

upon them, M, A, K,) and took spoil [from

us, or them, or made, or left, our property, or

theirs, to be taken as spoil]. (A.) Hence the

saying of Bishr Ibn-Abee-Khézim, (TA,)

Deal II Or 0 r4 1"

' cats 5],.0 first use ,le '

cits so, assert

* ,1 a..,..;... germ *

(S,) orfiz’ég, (M, TA,) and (so in some

copies of the and M,) meaning 1‘ [And they

were, or and ye were, like her having the cooking

pot, not knowing, when it boiled, whether she

should leave it, or put it down from the fire,

disapproved, or] whether she should let it be

taken as spoil: TA :) so accord. to AZ: z)

or the meaning is, [whether she should put it

down from the fire,] or make it to remain,- i. e.

($,TA,) or (AHeyth, TA ;) from

3; 0:21;: U! #13, expl. above, (S, TA,) or from

2&5 (5.2.; L3, also expl. above: (AHeyth,

TA :) or, accord. to As, the meaning is, or

whether she should melt it; from the prov. men

tioned above in this paragraph: (S, TA :) i.e.,

whether she should leave it in a thick state, [dis

approved,] or should melt it ; fearing that the

butter [in the cooking-pot] would spoil. (TA.)

[In the TT, for 3,132., I find £3,335, which,

applied to a cooking-pot, means smeared, or done

over, with spleen, &c. See also Fi-eytag’s Arab.

Prov. ii. 626 et seq.]

10. signifies {.5311 $3.. [which

may be rendered I ashed, or desired, of him

honey, 8m]: :) [but accord. to ISd,] it signi

fies, agreeably with other verbs of this form, I

asked, or desired, of him that he would melt or

dissolve [butter &c.]. _. [Hence, perhaps,]

gill’QUZ-sl: see 1. _.. .,alJZ-sl: see

4. _. 9132.»! #110 preserved a residue of

his wealth, or property. (TA.)

:)lsdet vice, fault, defppt, or the like; (K:)

like [*3 and] ,0!) and ,3}. (TA.)

[What is fluid, or liquid, of water &c.;

contr. ofxé: see and see also

Honey, (T, M, K,) in a general sense: (M :) or

honey cleared from its waw: (T, M,K:) or

honey in the bees’ cells: (S, M,K:) and melted,

or liquefied, honey: (M :) or melted, or liquefied,

honey, cleared _from its want: so in the saying,

v.:.Qgivgh, 7.53:: “.12.? ,3 1[He, or u, is

sweeter than honey melted and cleared of its mate,

with fresh butter melted in a coohing~pot to

clarify it]. (A.) _ Gum flan-ing upon the

ground. (TA voceiiu.)_v.hilt lVatcr

gold: or, accord. to lir-Rézee, fluid, or liquid,

gold; the inf. n. being used in this instance

in the hem of .,.si5. (Liar p. 448.) = 1, shah/.

ness, or stupidity. (TA.) [But see the next

Paragraph-J

’r A residue of wealth, or property .- so in

the saying uh; + IIe became a Muslim.

on the condition of his preserving a residue of

his wealth, or property. (TA from a trad.) =

’r Manifest foolishness or stupidity: so in the

phrase U} r In such a one is manifest

foolishness or stupidity. (TA in art. You

say also, Q meaning fFoolishness,

or stupidity, appliared in him.

and [like 5G}] The remains of

the [fur, or .q/i hair, calleit] ,5,’ [after the

greater part hasfallen of or been shorn] : or the

hair (Fin [for which )5.le is erroneously put in

the 0K1» on the two]: (M, 1;) and lip (M) of the

camel (M, or horse. Also the fortpgr,

Pauper: and thieves,- for 0955 [a pl. of are},

q. v.], the I being changed into ,. (TA.) '

[originally A fat she-camel:

(A, :) because what is melted is col

lected from her. (A, TA.)

for [exp]. in art. .,Jli]: pl.

(T, K)

5,11,“; tA. midday, or summer-midday,

intensely hot. (T, A, TA.)

Lil; part. n. of 1, [Melting or dissolving,fluid

or liquid 0:] _lflonii'ng; contr. of (Msb.)

_vél,3 {,4}, a! ’1[Ile has flowing tears].

(A, TA.)_J1.H evil}, as opposed to .,ulq.

[q.v.], tSuch‘ property as consists in n'hal is

fluid, or liquid: (L in art. M:) or such as

consists in live stock : (L and in that art. :) or

such as consists in trees. (L in that art.)—

vrfiil drill} Heavy, slow, indolent, or dull, of

soul; syn. (A.)

Spoil; booty; plunder: [in this sense] a

subst. [in the pr0per meaning of the term]; not

an inf. n. (M, TA.)

' e. .4 fl. .

.,slp] and 311,51, [the latter, only, mentioned

in the A, app. as being the more common,]

Fresh butter when it is put into the cooking-pot

to be cooked so as to become [i. e. clarified

butter]: (AZ in explanation of the latter word,

T, :) or fresh butter which is melted in the

. ' I I

cooking-pot to make 0....“ this name continues

to be applied to it until it is put into the skin.

(Mus) See-353

.;iii. and H.533 hfelted, or dissolved, fat

[860.]. (A.)

A vessel in which a thing is melted, or

dissolved. (M, 1;.)

$33.» A ladle. (Lh, M, 1;.)

5 i - s I 1 s

",3an see val“.

EL”)

8,1,3: sce val)”, in art.

sf:

1. 36,, (M, A,) first PEI'S. (T, aor.

s s, so, 0 e

5,3,3, (T, A,) int. n. H}, (T,) or aha), or

both, (M, A, K,) He drove: (S, M,K:) he

drove away: (T, S, M, A,I_(:) and he repelled.

(M, K.) You say, I drove the camels :

and I drove them away: (T,S:) and [so

for] signifies the same as

(s) And {phi (3,?» ,n, (A, Mgh,) ho}.

) I
O

5,.»2, inf. n. and his, He (the pastor)

[drove away, or repelled, 0}] hept back, or de

barred, the camels from the water,- or prevented

them from coming to it. (Msb.) And lulb

133's, (A,) and (S,) He, and I, drove him.

awayfrom such a thing. (S, A. [And the like is

said in the M.]) Aha {pl 0; ,\> He repelled

from, or defended, the sacred territory. (L.)

0'11!)

0.:- ,,_s., 551, i. e. 1[The bull

repels from, or defends, himself] with his horn :

And 0333...;

and “33...; “All”, i. e. {[the horseman] ‘with

his spear, or short spear. And ,1)

4.6); -|-IIe defended his honour. And _le

4:)! 1 [He dispelledfrom me anxiety]

2: see above.

4. lglbt He aided, or assisted, him to drive, or

drive away, (T, S, M, A,) his camels. ('1‘, S, A.)

[In the K, is said to signify " ”"E

Us; 423;!
at _ _ o a

shot: but AM! is app. a mistake for or on

is omitted before 45!; and if so, the meaning is

I aided, or assisted, him to defend his _filmily;

but in this latter case, we should read >12}, which

would be less chaste than $2.33!]

A number of camels, from three to ten:

(Lth, AZ, As, T, S, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K :) this is

the meaning that is of best repute: (TA :) [in this

explanation in the T from AZ, and in the K, the

nouns of number are masc.; and so in the next

here following: in the rest, fem. :] or from thch

to ten; and a little more: (IAar, M:) or from

three to nine: (M, L z) or from. three to fifteen :

orfrom three to twenty; (M, L, ;) and a little

more: (L:) orfrom three to thirty : (M, L,l_§ :)

or from two to nine: (M, Mgh, L, K :) [said to

be] applied only to females: (Lth, A’Obeyd, T,

M, Mgh, Msb, so in the Bari’: (Main)

and it is of' the fem. gender; (T, S, M, Msb, K ;)

i. e., the word is fem.: (MF:) but its dim. is

[V without 5 ; contr. to analogy: (M :)

the word is a pl., (M, meaning a quasi

pl. n., (MF,) having no sing. (S, M, K) of the

same root: (S:) or a sing.; ;) and its pl. is

lull. (T, s, M, A, Msb,I_{:) orasing. and PL:

(M, K :) the Arabs said ,ijil and 2,}

and so with all the inferior us. of number, making

0- \ i e .

3,} a substitute for gt’bl: and they also said

:33 meaning thereby three she-camels.

'(M, L.) It is Bald in a trad., (a; anus 5...:

(T, L,) or 35‘ Us

v.:-u, (T, Mgh,) meaning [There is not

in the’case’qf less than five] camels [any poor

rate] : for the poor-rate is incumbent on him who

possesses five camels whether they be males or

females. (1..) And in another trad. it is said,

__. _a‘n --
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3L3 [If [In the case Qffive camels, a

sheep or goat shall be given]. (Mgh.) And it is

said in a prov., (1;; 3351; J; 333.11 [A fen: she

camels with a few she-camels are a herd of

camels] ; (T, S, M, A ;) meaning that a little with

a little is much; all being here used in the sense

ofts: (S, A:) or UN is here used in its proper

sense; a word signifying “joined” or the like

being understood; (TA ;) i. e. a few joined to a

few becomes much : (M :) [or,] accord. to the K

[and the T], this prov. shows that 3’} is here

used in the place of [i. e. two she-camels] ;

for two added to two'are 9. pl.; but this requires

consideration.

so.) _

4.35 : see the next preceding paragraph.

see the next following paragraph.

.251; Driving: driving away: and repelling:

pl. and and 513. (M, _ Also, and

' 31;, [but the latter has an intensive meaning,]

1‘ A man who is a. defender, or protector, of that

which, or those whom, it is necessary to defend,

or protect: ($, K :) who is wont to repel attacks

upon his honour. (Sf TA.)

:13; A place where beasts pasture at pleasure,

where they eat and drink what they please, amid

abundance of herbage. (IAar, K.)

0'0

ah [An instrument for driving, driving

away/{or repelling. _] IA spear, or short spear,

with which one repels from, or defends, himself.

(A.) ._ IThe horn of a bull, (T, A, K,) with

which he repels from, or defends, himself.

_IThe tongue: M, A, because with it

a man defends his honour. Hassz'm Ibn

Thabit says,

* “its on“ .552», vii-“l *

‘* @9353 £31 s u as.” *

:[flfy tongue and my sword are sharp, both of

them; and my tongue reacheth what my sword

will not reach]. ($,TA.)_1[A man who

(lefends well, or vigorously; as also tiujiy]

you say his»; and nglL. _The

manger (£4, T, K, TA, in, some copies of the

K dilate, TA) of a horse or similar beast.

(T, [A manger is thus called in the present

day.])

3133»: see the next preceding paragraph.

Quasi )35.

. s a i e a e-. _

. figu for :91} or £925: sec 3 in art. )3.

~83

1. .36, (M, K,) m. .53; (M,) inf. n. .333,

He walked with short steps, and in a straddling

manner. (M, K.)=And is a dial. var. of

$3,, signifying Imixed [medicine &c.]

[like 360-] Poison: (K :) or poison

made into a confection: or deadly poison: like

015.; [aw-1.- <M->

6:5

1. 1513, (1;,) first pets. 153, nor. 3,31 (s,

Mgh,) inf. n. and and ($,Msb,

and gig, ($, K,) .He tasted it; i. e., perceived

its taste, by means qf the moisture qf the tongue:

(Msb:) or he tried, or knew, its taste: (K :)

it is originally said of that of which [ittle is taken :

when much is taken, the term J51 is used [and

one says iii-2i]: and 73,153 signifies the same

as (TA.) You say, 3:52." [I tasted

the thing], (s,) or 1.6.111 [the food]. (Mgh.)

And Cali. L2 ,1; meaning as $.53 i; [i. e.

A. day in which I tasted not food]. (TA.) _

By amplification, is used to signify ‘l‘ The

perceiving, beside tastes, all other objects of the

senses, and states or conditions: (Bd in iii. 177:)

it is not restricted to the sense of the mouth [or

tongue] in the language of the Kur-z’m nor in the

[genuine or classical] language of the [Pagan]

Arabs. (TA.) Hence, in the Kur iii. 177,

6.9;." 1,3,3 1* [Taste ye the punishment qf

burning]: (Bd, TA :) for, although, in the com

mon conventional acceptation, the verb relates to

what is little in quantity, it is regarded as suitable

to be used in relation to what is much. (TA.)

One says also, life $1; [lit.

Such a one tasted such a thing, and I ate it ,-]

meaning tsuch a one knew, or tried or tested,

such a thing, and I knew it, or tried it or tested

it, more. (TA.) 2&3)! means +1 tried, or

tested, the thing. (Msb.) And hence one says,

Juli” 6!} t Such a one experienced harm,

&c.; i. e., knew it by its befalling him. (Mgh.)

And Q31; l; +1 knew, or tried or

tested, what [qualities &c.] such a one possessed;

t -.| 1 s r ,

(s, TA;) and so use (TA.) And ,31;

1.51;; bin." 31;; fThe man

[tasted or] experienced the sweetness of the carnal

enjoyment of the woman, and she in like manner.

(Mgh.) And 0Q?! [sis +IIe tasted, or

experienced, the savour offaith with his heart,

like as the mouth tastes, or experiences, the

savour of food and drink. (TA from a trad.)

And dii; 1[I experienced

his lying, and knew his condition]. (TA.) And

(5+; 13513, and £513, IM'y hand felt her,

and felt such a female. (TA.) 6i),

(s,1_<,) inf. 11. $33; (TA ;) [and 11135;; (so in

Freytag’s Lex. from the Deewan el-Hudha

leeyeen;)] IHe pulled the string of the bow

(S, K, TA) for the purpose of trial, (K, TA,)

that he might see what was _its strength. (s, TA.)

_ '63:" is also employed to signify +[Taste,

as meaning intellectual discernment and relish;

i. e.] the faculty that is adapted to the acquisi

tion of matters qf knowledge, considered as being,

in its perfection of perception, like sensation,

regarded as a natural property; and particularly

that [faculty] which concerns the niceties of lan

guage; because it [i. e. nice language] is, to the

soul of man, like delicious intellectual food.

(Kull. [When used as a subst. in this sense, its

pl. is One says, 1.11.?! ;b,

meaning IIIe has a good [taste or] natural

faculty for poetry. [Also 1 Volup

tuousness; sensuality : see

2. 3;} [11¢ gave him something to taste]: it

is like (M and TA in art. .._ See

also 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

4.}13111 33?, (Msb, 15:) inf. n. 5513;, (TA,)

I made him to taste the food; i. e., to perceive

its taste by means of the moisture qf the tongue :

(Mgh:) or I made him to try, or know, the '

taste_[qf the food]. (1;.) _ [Hence,] 21"? lisii

91.? +[God made him to taste, or expe

rience, the evil result of his afiair]. Itis

sai’d'in'the Kur [xvi. 113], 61;." iii 1313b

+[So God made her to taste, or expe

rience, the utmost degree of hunger and offear] :

the verb is here used with because meant to

convey the meaning of experiericing: or the sen

tence is elliptical, and means, made them to taste,

or experience, hunger and fear, and clad them

with the clothing thereof. (TA.) And in the same

[ns. 47], 5;, @tlSp tiiii 13; i [then

we make man to taste, or experience, mercy from

us]; where, afterwards, is opposed to

if'é‘t': rather??? 5!,- (TA->—
up _‘Jm .u‘; 6m means tZeyd became generous

[after thee, i. e. after thou knewest him, or sawest

him, or wast with him] : (Aboo-Hamzeh, K, TA :)

[lit., made people to taste generosity :] 8nd 651

fi.’

l,» I The horse became a good runner

[after thee, i. e. after thou hnewest him, &c.]

(Aboo-Hamzeh, TA.)

5. He tasted it (filing by degrees,

($,) or repeatedly. (K.) __ [Hence,]

Q36 All” I[Let me try, or test, the character

offsuch a one]. (TA.) And

I[I tasted, or experienced, the savour of his

separation]. (TA.)

6: see 1, first sentence. [The primary signifi

cation of seems to be The tasting a thing

one with another. _And hence,] 1,5,lfl

i. g. up»: t[They took the spears, one from

another, app. to test their qualities : see Jag-ill $13,

above]. (K, TA.) lbn-Mukbil says,

‘ 1;, 1: I‘ll; .:~ln' OE ‘

49,1.» 973;) ,1

, ,, , 1 as e u 1‘

‘ w #3» a»; )L's-Jl es; *

I[0r like the quivering of a well-straightened

spear (lit. a spear of Rudeyneh, a woman famous

for the straightening of spear-shafts, accord. to

the explanation commonly received,) which the

hands of the dealers have taken, onefrom another,

to test its quality, so that they have made the

middle of it to increase in suppleness]. (TA.)

10. t3 ” @3231 I[app.

He endeavoured to test such a one, to ascertain

the knowledge of his internal state, and did not

approve his internal state: see the pass. part. 11.

below]. (TA, in which 9.,"- is without any

syllabical signs.)_L;,'}uJ 3:5)“ élxwti I The

.i‘ ,J__ . a
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afl'air was, or became, easy, or feasible, to such a

one:I (JK,-iTA.) You say, g5?"

'9] I[P0etry, or versification, will not

be easy, or feasible, to me, except in relation to

such a one]. (TA.)

an inf. n. used as a simple subst; pl.

see 1, in the latter part of the paragraph.

31;} an inf. n.: and also a subst. signifying A

thing that is tasted; (JM, TA ;“) of the measure

in the sense of the measure (TA.)

It'is said of Mohammad,

1.3;, i. e. [He used not to praise] what was

tasted [by him nor to dispraise it]. And

one says, lg, meaning I tasted not

anything. ($, K.'") _. Hence it is said in a trad.,

eeeeiesieeee 0 a less 1e

gas a.» '91 0,5)“: '9 3-85 Of 'x-fi- B} 55%,,

i.e. +[They used, when they went forth from

his (Mohammad’s) presence, not to disperse them

selves save after receiving] knowledge and disci

pline that were, to their minds and souls, as food

and drink to their bodies. (J

31;; 1- That contracts new marriages time after

time: (JM:) quick in marrying and quick in

divorcing : (TA :) that conceives frequent disgust

((3)12, S, JM, and Her p. 569), not remaining

[long] in one state with respect to marriage d'c. .

fem. with 5. (Ha; ubi supra.) 'Hence the saying,

in a trad., Q6153" infill." x '§

1*[Verily God will not lozie those men who fre:

quently contract new marriages, nor those women

who do so]. (JM, and Bar ubi supra.)

5|; an inf. n. : and also a subst. (TA) signi

fying A. place, or time, of tasting. (KL)

rel) IQ

élJZ-o )al 1'A. thing, or an afiair, tried, or
I s e

tested, and known : z) and in like manner J4?)

[a man]. (JK.)

J»

2. I wrote a 3; (Az,$gh,K;) or

an [a beautifnlb]. (B, TA.) [See 1.1902

in art. J55.]

J13 A certain letter of the alphabet, (Lth,

ISd, K,) [3,] pronounced with the voice, [not

with the breath only,] and always a radical, not

a substitutefor another letter, nor augmentative ;

(ISd, TA ;) its place if utterance is at the roots

of the teeth, near the place of utterance of Q [or

b]; and it may be masc. and fem.; (B, TA;)

[but generally it is fem.; and therefore] the dim.

is $1533; (1c) the pl. is 31331 and 3196.

(TA.) == Also The comb ofa cock. (Kb, TA.)

3.3,}, explained by IDrd as signifying What

is dry, of plants &c.,:and so in the K, is said by

ISd to be correctly J”, [q.v.]. (TA.)

label 0 a

it”): see J15, above.

0:5

i

5. [LBJ .He was, or became, in a state of

richness, wealth, or competence, and ease and

plenty. (IAar, [In the CK, w! is here, as

in many other instances, erroneously put for

sign) [See also 03.6. Perhaps both are

correct, as dial. vat-e.]

(1,13 (s, 1;) and (TA,) [the latter belong

ing to art. (343,] A vice, jhult, defect, or the

like; ($,K;) syn. with [and and

andjéi; ($,TA ;) as heard by ISk from AA.

A certain plant: a dial. var. of

with t: [see the latter in art. Qt} :] pl.

mentioned by A2, on the authority of Ks. (TA.)

L535

1. (5,3, (ISk, T, s, M, Ma, 1;,2 at». (5,5,

(ISk, 5, ac.,) inf. n. (53, (T,) or L‘_4,‘;,(Is1<,s,

K?) or boa]; (Mr Mgb i) and (T; s: M: K!)

used by some of the Arabs, but bad, (T,) dis

allowed by ISk, but said by AC on the authority

of Yoo to be a dial. var., (5,) aor. (555.1 ; (T, K ;)

said of a branch, or twig, (T, M, Mgh,) or of a

herb, or leguminous plant, (S, K,) It withered,

lost its moisture,- or became thin, or unsubstantial,

after being succulent; syn. : M, Msb, K :)

it dried up: (T, A 2) it obtained not moisture

suflicient for it, or was marred by the heat, and

in consequence withered, and became weak : (T :)

in the dial. of the people of Beesheh, (Lth,

T.) ._ [Hence,] + [IIis calmness, or

gravity,] ceased. (Her p. 109.)

4. 2551, said of heat, ($, Msb, or of want

of irrigation, (M,) It withered it; caused it to

wither, or lose its moisture,- (S, M, Msb, K ;)

namely, a herb, or leguminous plant, or

a branch, or twig. (M, Msb.)

The skins of grapes : (IAar, T 2) a pl.

[or rather a coll. gen. n.] of which the sing. [or

rather the n. un.] is gig): (Kr, M :) [or] this

latter signifies the skin, or husk, or rind, of the

grape, (AA, T, Kr, M, K,) and ofwheat l),

(AA, T, and so in some copies of the K,) or of

the colocynth (m1), (Kr, M, and so in some

copies of the and of the melon: (AA, T, Kr,

M, :) and so [363] with the unpointed g.

(TA.):Also [$33, (IAar, T,) or t(5;;,(1_<,)

lVeah, (IAar, T,) or small, or young, ewes.

(IAQI') Tr

S

L5,}: see what next precedes.

51;} sing. [or rather n. un.] of [533 [q. v.]

pl. of it}, fem. of;,, q. v.

,[3 lVithering, or withered; losing, or having

lost, its moisture. ($, TA.)

dbl; i. q. so in the phrase

[That man]: (K, TA :) a dial. van, or a mis

pronunciation. (TA.)

(55

L55 fem. of 17>: see art. 13.

it;

5* e 54 a 3/ ~

Q3, and ing}, and Alli}: see the two sentences

next before the last in art. 13. '

pie; .4.

3-15; 2L3}: see art. Cg}.

i

b}

2. Q}, (T, s, 13,) infin. (1g) He cooked

flesh-meat thoroughly, so that it fell offfrom the

bone. (T, $,

5. lies, said offlesh, or flesh-meat, (T,$,M,K,)

It became separated from the bone by reason of

corruption, (T, M, or in consequence of

cooking, (T,) or by slaughter, (M, K,) or from.

some other cause: (TA :) or became thorough'y

cooked, so that itfill offrom the bone. ($.) It

(a wound, As,$, M, K,) became dissundered, or

ragged, and corrupt, or putrid: (As, $, M, K :)

and so said of other things : :) thus said

of a. [or water-skin], (M," TA,) and ofa 331};

[or leathern water-bag]. (TA.)_. It (the face)

became swollen.

we}

as, like $13, mentioned in art. *2”,
i)! Q n

[and/’35] and AI}, (TA,) A cice,fault, defect, or

the like.

:45: see a}, in art. ugli

éQ} : see 6L3}, in art. 9,}.

Qii, [like 4.3,] Illuch water. (K.) _.

Fright, or fear. As mentions the saying,

a ME I” a) .

wit 4!, [as though meaning Such a one

passed having fright, or fear]: and he says, I

s '05

think that one says wjl, with (51), having the

meaning here following. (TA.) _ Brishness,

liveliness, sprightliness, or agility.

see in art. Hal}.

Q I O I 9 J I e

.gng»: see .7333», in art. vii}.

$9.3

$.13; (AO,$, M voce 15, Met: 1;) and

$13, :4) and $.55) :45, the last ofwhich

is unknown,‘ except as mentioned by'IKtt, (TA,)

and 5:55 11;; (Mae) and 5553 555. as.) i- q

(A0, s, M, Marx.) so in the

saying, )r'jl [&c., Some of

the circumstances q)" the case were thus and thus,

or so and so, or such and such things]. (AO,$,

M.) It is plainly implied in the K [and the S]

that the .2: in cg} is a radical letter, the last

radical letter of the word: but AHei says that the

Q in :45 and is substituted for [5; that

they are originally and :55; and that the 3

is elided, and the [5 which is the last radical

letter is changed into .9: [in like manner also

says ISd in the M, voce l; :] and most of the

leading authorities on inflection assert the same:

therefore, [though most persons would look for

them among words of which the last radical letter
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is 0,] they are incorrectly placed in the K [and

in the (MR) Or is formed from

by eliding the J, and doubling the (5, and then

substituting for the teshdced a; and if you elide

the Q and replace it by a, you must restore the

sin oi~

teshdeed, and say, 4.33, 4,13 (S at the end

of art. ’5.)

£3

2.):5, (K,) inf. n. He smeareda

she-camel's teats with )LEL, (S, K,) in order that
the_young one 'might notisuch her. _ And

Kiwis He bound the she-camel”s udder with a

’13s? [q. v.], in order that the pieces of wood

bound upon her udder to prevent her young one

from sucking her might not mahp any impression

upon her. (K,* TA.) [But see )lg}, which indi

cates that the true meaning is, 11; smeared the

she-camel’s teats with $35 in order that the pieces

of wood above mentioned might-mot mahp apy

impression upon them.] _ 0,) fl}, inf. n. 31%,

His (a man’s, s) teeth became bldck. (Ltl1,$, K.)

3'32 : see

Fresh camels’ or similar dung ()3),

[mixed with dust, or earth,] with which a she

camel’s teats are smeared, (T, S, M,') in order

that the young one may not such her, (S, M,)

and that the pieces ofwood which are bound upon

her udder to prevent her young one from suching

may not make any impression upon her; (T, M;)

i.q. 363: or dung before mixed with

,.

dust or earth is called and when mixed,

5’

V 3%}: and when the teats are smeared with it,

3ft;- (1411,19

ca)

1. 'l3, aor. inf. n. and

Minis) and and éiiéi. (s. K,) It (in

formation, news, or tidings, S, K, or discourse,

high, and a thing, TA) became spread, published,

or divulged; Msb, K, TA;) became revealed,

made known, or disclosed. (Msb.)_You say

also, éli +1njustice, or tyranny, spread.

(TA.)—And tulng tThe mange,

0r scab, became general, and spread, in the shin.

(TA.)

4- but (snub. K.) and Cm. (also

as in the Kur iv. 85, (Zj,) inf. n. 56;, ‘(TA in

art. 835,) Ile spread, published, divulged, re

vealed, made known, or disclosed, it ,' , S, Msbf

K;) and (so Zj, but in the K, “or,”) proclaimed

it among the people; (Zj, namely, informa

tion, news, or tidings, (S,) or discourse, (Mgh,)

or a secret. (K.)—Hence, app., (TA in art.

6,»).231» am. e. 1s.) and Jg'gl we. (K,)

“5;” us L3. ($0 or cap-M us 11s. (K,)

IThe people, or company of men, and the’eamels,

dranh what was in the watering-trough, or tank,

(S, K, TA,) all qfit- (S.)_And hence, app.,

(TA,) .3 Ct}! signifies also tHe took it away;

namely, another’s property, (K,) and anything.

(TA.)—Accord. to the K, the medial radical

letter is both , and (5; but correctly it is Lg:

(TA in the present art. and in art. 33:) so

accord. to AZ and J and Z. (TA in art. 633.)

[A babbler of secrets J'c. ;] one who will

not keep, or conceal, a secret: (S, K :) or one who

is unable to conceal his information, news, or

tidings: an epithet of an intensive form: (TA :)

pl. (a)

via)

.36.: and 5.63.; (s, M, K) and .363 (M, K)

Deadly poison .' (S, M, K :) or poison that takes

efl'ect; or that Z'emainsfiwed, and co[le£:ts: (M :)

a dial. var. of QM} &c., (K,) and 015,}. (M.)

And the second of these words, Death : so in the

saying, 064311 iii; [llfay God give

him to dim]. the cup ofdeath]; as mentioned by

Lb. (M.)

J13

1. J13, aor. ian n. £3, It (a garment)

was long, so that it touched the ground. (Mgh.)

_IIe, or it, had a [app. said ofa horse

&c., as meaning he had a long tail, or a pendent

portion to his tail ,- and probably of a garment,

as meaning it had a shirt, or lower extremity,

reaching nearly, or quite, to the ground, or

dragged upon the ground, when made to hang

down,- and perhaps of a man, as meaning he had

a a} to his garmentg] as also (M, K.)

_And, said of a man, (M, Msb,K,) aor. as

above, (M, Mgh,) and so the inf. n., (M,) He

walhed with an elegant and a proud and self-con

ceited gait, dragging his [or shirt, or the

lower extremity qf his garment]; (M, K ;) and in

like manner is said of a she-camel : (M :) or

he dragged his [or shirts, or the loner

extremities ofhis garment or garments], by reason

ofpride and self-conceit: (Msb:) or 5.313, (T, S,)

ué, said of a girl, (:1- young woman, (T,)

or of a woman, aor. (T, inf. n. as

above, (T,) she dragged her (T,) or her

Jigs, upon the ground, walking with an 4,3);

elegant and a proud and self-conceited gait.

(T, [See also 5.] ._ dl} He raised his

tail; (M, ;) said ofa horse; and ofa mountain

goat. (M.) And :41} She (a camel)

spyead hep-"tail upon’her thighs. (T.)-[J15

i. q. [app. asmeaning He acted towards

him, or behaved to him, with boldness, forward

ness, presumptuousness, or arrogance]; as also

twin. (K.)_:[:,EJ| J15, (M, Mo), K,) aor.

as above, (M,) and so the inf. n., (Mgh,) The

thing was, or became, low, base, vile, mean, con

temptible, or ignominious. (M,Msb, And

all; \LJB Iiis state, or condition, became lowered,

or abased; as also 'uglj. (O,K.)_.¢Jl5

said of a woman, (M,_K,) and of a she-camel,

(M,) She was, or became, lean, or emaciated,

(M, K,) and in a bad condition. (M.)

)4]!

2. 4,"? J13, inf. n. “3, [He made his gar

ment to havea J33, i. e. shirt, or lower extremity,

reaching nearly, or quite, to the ground, or such

as to be dragged upon the ground; or] he made

his garment long : (T :) and 7 Jib! he made

his garment to hope a long (T, TA.)—

[Hence, #1 added an appendix to_

his writing, or book; like And hence, the

inf. n. is used to signify +An appendix;

like as also iii] [I wrote

a}]. (ll), TA on the letter 1.) [See also 2 in

art. d9]

4. see 1, second sentence. == dbl:

see 2. al>l She (a woman) let down

her head-covering. (T, S, K?) ._ 11w, (T, S,

M, Msb, K,) inf. n. 5:13;, (5: M, Mgh,) He

lowered him; abased him; rendered him. rile,

mean, contemptible, or ignominious ,' or held him

in low, or mean, estimation; (T, S, M, Mgh, ;)

and did not tend him, or take care of him, well ,

(M,K;) namely, his horse, (T, S, M,) and his

young man, or slave; (S;) or it is said of the

owner of a thing. (Mgh.) It is said in a trad.,

(s, M,) ofthe Prophet, (M,) aid; J,

(g, M,) i. c. [He forbade] at using [if/mm

for mean work, and burdens. (S, TA.) _. And

I rendered her lean; or emaciated her;

namely, a woman, and a camel. (TA.)

5. £1.11! {kg}; The beast moved about its

tail. (M.)-_And hence, (M,) is: 11¢ (a

man, TA) walhed with an elegant and a proud

and self-conceited gait, (M, K,) [app., dragging

his (or shirt), like _. [It occurs in the

M and L, in art. gl): said ofa branch, or twig,

app. as meaning It inclined limberly from side

to side: but in the K, I there find in its place

[£33.] _ See also 1.

6: see 1, last sentence but one.

J5 The latter, or hinder, or the last, or hind

most, part of anything. (M, K.) Accord. to

MF, this is the proper signification, and the

other significations here following are tropical.

(TA.) [But in my opinion, the word in each of

the next two senses, or at least in the former of

them, if not strictly proper, is what is termed

910)
_

5.593;, i. e. a word so much used in a

tropical sense as to be, in that sense, convention

ally regarded as proper.] _[A shirt, or lower

extremity, of a garment, reaching nearly, or

quite, to the ground, or that is dragged upon

the ground, when made to hang down :] the

extremity, of a garment, that is next the ground,

and so not touching it [as well as touching -

it]; an inf. n. used in this sense: (Msbz) or the

part of a waist-wrapper and of a garment]

[of any kind], that is draggld [upon the ground],

(M, K,) when it is made to hang down: (M :)

or the part, of an ’13], and of a [garment of the

kind called] .13), that is made to hang down, and

touches the ground : and the part, of any kind of

garment worn by a woman, that the wearer drags

upon the ground behind her: (Lth,Tz) or the

parts, all round, of a woman's garment, thatfall

upon the ground: and the portion that is made
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to hang down, of a woman’s shift and of herI

[or head-covering]: you'do not [properly] 1

say of a man that he has a “$.15 [but only when

you liken the lower part of his garment to the

similar part of a woman’s garment]: a man’s

having a long garment, such as a shirt and a

25%;, [or his dragging the skirt thereof,] is termed

(Jug: (Khalid lbn-Jembeh, T:) the pl. of J33

(in this sense, T, Msb, as relating to a shirt [&c.],

$, and in all its senses, T, M) is (T, S, M,

high, 1;) and '33? (El-Hejeree, M, 1;) [both pls.

of pauc.] and J,;§ (T, s, M, M§b,I_() which is a

pl. of mult. Hence is a me

tonymical expression meaning IRichness, or

competency ; because long generally pertain

to the rich and the prodigal and the proud and

self-conceited: (Er-Razee, Har p. 493:) and you

say, 0'56 meaning tThe state, or con

ditiod, of such a one became good, and his wealth

became abundant: and 3;, meaning

:He is rich. (Har p. 3'19.)__'0f a horse (T,

K) &c., [i.e.] of a horse and a camel and

the like, (M,) The tail: (T, M,K:) or the tail

when long .' (TA :) or the part, ofthe tail, that is

made to hang down. (M, K.)_.[+ Of a cloud,

The skirt; or lower, .perzdent, part: 1185(1 in this

sense in the Kvoce QMJ- J." *3 fthat

is dragged along, (T, S, 0,) or’drawn together,

(M,) by the wind, upon the ground, (T, $, 0, M,)

ofdust (T, M, O) and rubbish : (T, O i) or what

the wind leaves upon the sand, (M,I_{,) in the

form ofa rope, (M,) resembling the track of a

[or shirt] dragged along: (M,K:) or, as

some say, n2," means 1 the after-parts of

the wind, with which it sweeps what is light to it.

(hI.)_J-;-:- TThe foot, bottom, base, or

lowest pai't, of a mountain. (A and TA voce

1-The hindmost ofthe people.

(K) You say, wile 3L:- +Somefew

of the hindmost of the pehple came. $gh.) _

See also 2.=And see

see 33!}, in three places. _Also That

behaves proudly, conceitedlg, 0r vainly, and walks

with an elegant and a proud and self-conceited

gait. (TA.) Applied to a horse, That carries

Bk. I.

himself in an elegant and a proud and self-con

ceited manner, in his step, and in curvetting, or

raising his fore legs together and putting them

down together, and kneading with his hind legs,

or in prancing, as though he dragged along the

J43 [or pendent portion] of his tail.

Jili, applied to a horse, Having a J5, (T,

K,) i. e. tail: (T:) and having a long

(T, K :) or the former word has the latter signifi

cation; (th, T, M ;) it means having a long tail:

and l the latter word, tall, and having a long

J23, (M, K,) and that carries himsel in an

elegant and a proud and self-conceited manner, in

his step; ;) and is applied in the same sense to a

wild bull: (M:) or the former word signifies short,

and having a long tail,- and its fem. is with 3 :.(T :)

or when a horse is of this description, they say

“Jill ' mentioning the (T, _

Also, applied to a 6%, ($, M, K,) [i. e. a coat of

m'ail, as is shown in the s and TA,] Long (5., M,

K) in the [or shirt]; ;) and so and

v iilji. (M, 1;. [In the 01;, the last time is

erroneously written _And ibis

and Valli; A ring [app. of a coat of mail] that

is slender (M, and elongated. =

(1315 V [an expression like :13, the

former word an inf. n.,] means [Exceeding] low

ness, baseness, vileness, meanness, contemptibleness,

or ignominiousness. ($.)

Jlfsl; fem. with 3: see the latter in the next

preceding paragraph, in two places. _The fem.

also means +Afemale slave : (T, $, M :) because

she is held in low, or mean, estimation, while she

carries herself in an elegant and a proud and self

conceited manner: so in the prov., 25:33

[More proud and self-conceited lhan a female

81mm]- (% K0

[so in my MS. copy of the K,_ as in the

M, but in other copies_ of the 35.11,] and

[in the CK i.q. [One

who performs his own work; or who is careless

of himself or his honour or reputation]. (M,

0:”:

(pa. A garment, (T,) of the kind called

(as) or is, (K,) Lone (T,$,K) in the oil

[or shirt]. ($,I_§.) So in a verse of Imra-el

lieys, of which the latter hemistich is cited voce

,Ip. (T, TA.)

.fiia/J I

c

115$» A land upon which has fallen a
' . 4 4

weak and small quantity ’ CL}?) of rain.

(ssh, K-)

Ii1¢l

(Jo-$2.0: see

,c-lb

1. 2.113, (T, M, Msb, '15,) first pers. £15, (s,)

aor. jag, (T, &c.,) lash. ,3; and jli, (s, M,

Msb,l_{,) He blamed, or found fault with, him,

or it, (T, $, M, Msb,K,) namely, a commodity;

like (Msb:) accord. to Akh, and

.ulb

424W; and all signify the same.

its : see what next follows, in two places.

is and this are inf. ns., M, Msb,K,) and

are syn. with [as such, and also as meaning

A. vice, fault, de ect, or the like; in the latter

sense syn. with ’15, which belongs to art. )5]:

(T, s, M, Msb,*K:) or, as some say, syn. with

,3 [blame, &c.]. (M.) It is said in a prov.,

' i215 '3] [The beautifulfemale is not

without a defect].

Lia; Blamed, or found fault with; (s, Msb,

K;) as also ($, K:) the former defective,

and the latter complete: (.S i)°gpplied [app. to a

man; (see the dial. var. ,o,§.i.o, as used in the

Kur vii. 17;) and] to a commodity. (Msb.)

Ulla

J’s-M : see what next precedes.

. 0-15

1. 15‘s, [aor. infi n., app., He

blamed, orfoundfault with, him, cl a,- like “'13.

(IAar, T.)

. (M, TA,) incorrectly said in the K to be

0.3}, with kesr, (TA,) A. vice, fault, defect, or

the'lihe; (M, 1;, TA,) as also (1,13 [which belongs

t0 art. 0,5]. (M.)

3,133 a dial. var. of 313.2. (M.) [See the

latter in art.
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The tenth letter of the alphabet: called and

I): pl. [of the former] all) and [of the latter]

533?. (TA in sidearm: as...) It is one of the

letters termed 3)”... [or vocal, i. e. pronounced

with the voice, not with the breath only]; and of

the letters termed .55, which are ) and J and 0,

[also termed or pronounced with the

extremity of the {tongue} and _ra and J and ,e,

which are also termed am, or pronounced with

the lips :] these letters which are pronounced with

the tip of the tongue and with the lips abound in

the composition of Arabic words: (L z) and hence

) is termed, in a vulgar prov., gm! [“ the

ass of the poets"]. (TA in aim chi-l): ,4...)

) is substituted for ,J, in 5,5 for 5.1.3.3, and in

for 3;, and in}; randy-Bl for and Jig-3!;

and this substitution is a peculiarity'of the dial. of

Keys; wherefore some assert that the ) in these

casts is an original radical letter. (MF.)=[As

a numeral, it denotes Two hundred]

r

j is an imperative of Lgl; [q. v.]. (AZ, T and

s and LI in art.

b

I; and 213: see the preceding paragraph, and

arts. 1» and Lg).=l3 is also said by some for
Er s

[51) [q. v.]. (M in art. (51).)

'b
J vi .L

R. Q. l. yak-ill)!» (Sgh, and so in a. copy of

the $,) or ;QLJI, (M, and so in a copy of the

$,) or both, The mirage, or the clouds, or

both, shone, or glistened. (S, M, Sgh, _

I ’0! 0‘ 424

[Hence, probably,] was all), [app. meaning

His eyes glanced] is said whsen one turns his

eyes: (AZ,$:) or 6;" 4:31) means the eye

was restless, turning [in various directions]: or

was in a state ofmotion, or commotion, by reason

of its weakness. (El-Ghooree, Har p. 85.) And

iii}, inf. n. gljlj, (M,) said ofa man, (TA,) He

moved about the black ofhis eye: (M, K, TA:)

or he turned it about (K, TA) muck : (TA :) and

he looked sharply, or intently. (M, K, TA.)

You say also, 65,1; 5; [He moves about

the blocks of his eyes: &c.]. (TA. [See also

Gigi, in art. 6L.]) And 5:56, said of a woman,

She glistened with her eyes, by reason of looking

hard, or intently: (K :) or, said of a fornicatress,

[Boos 1.]

J

or an adulteress, she moved about the blacks of

her eyes [as a sign] to the man seeking her: (T f)

or am), said of a. woman, (S, M,) she
glisteneddwilh her eye, by reason of looking hard,

or intently : ($ ;) or she opened her eye wide, and

looked sharply, or intently. Also, said of

a woman, She looked at her face in a mirror.

'1 H ’24

(K,‘ TA.) _. 3,15)! ;)]), The gazelles wagged

' ' a he 0 s s 8,

their tails: or so haling QIJI); like

5'81 v r, {:24 _

=5')! (K2) or 5‘); (T: M2) mf' “

35,5, (T,) He called the sheep, or goats, to water:

(T :) or he called the sheep, or goats, (M, by

the J], or [rather, as in the present day,] 3],

[i. e. 3],] (M,) or by the cryjlji: (K :) accord.

to analogy, the verb [derived from the cry] should

r 0‘ a a a a a I 4 g a

he,i,i= (M =) 1,... Ah)», inf. n. 5.5,», signifies

“ he called them [to be milked by making a sound]

with his lips.” (T.) '

:4. . . .4. . i.e.

bb Jr) and "he. (T.) or obi b') ($.M)
.: .2, '

and H.551)!» (Kr, M,) A man who turns about

the 2black of the eye much. (T, $,* M.) And

1:131, iijli, (T, M, K,) with medd. and without

' 4' s1,

8, (T,) and hi) and Si)!” (M, K,) A woman who

opens her eye wide, (M,) or who glistcns with

her eyes, looking sharply, or intently.

(M, K)

'42r

251): see the next preceding paragraph, in three

places.

J)

1- 23;. (T. s. M. A. K.) m =. (M. A. K.) inf

n. (M, TA,) He repaired, or mended, (T, $,

M, A, K,) a [cracked, or broken,] vessel, or

s

a crack, or fissure; (M, A, K;) as also 'bjl),

(M, TA,) in some copies of the K ' QB),

[agreeably with an explanation of its pass.

part. n., which see below,] and in others [and in

a copy of the A] but the right reading is

‘2

.rst). (TA.) It is related of AHét, that he heard

0 a 0 to

*9 said, [as the imperative, for yup] and that it

is a. good dial. var., like JL for (TA.) _.

1- H0 rectified, repaired, mended, or amended,

' ~ w a Is

anything. You say,4;.i.ll M vii), (M, K,)

aor. and int". n. as above, (M,) tHe efl'ected a

reconciliation, or made peace, between the people,

a n- is"; r

or company of men. (M, K.) And *1)! Jam

0110/

M (5,4, A) Jr 0 God, efi'ect a reconciliation, or

make peace, between them: ($:) or Irectify the

matter, or afl'air, between them. (A.) And

6‘; {[0 God, rectify, or amend, our

state, or condition]. (TA.) _ Also, inf. n. as

above, 1* He collected a thing together, and bound

it gently. (TA.)_ And “$339: aQij + The land

produced its [trefoil called] or [so

accord. to different copies of the K,] after the

cutting [of a crop thereof].

2 and 4 and 8 : see above, first sentence.

an inf'. n. used in the sense of [the act.

part. n.] 7;.513: so in the saying,

I[Sizch a one is sufficient as a rectifier,

or' an amendcr, of thine afl'air, or thy case].

i )gslrs

(A.) You say also, )31 .__:l) Q'Jb', and l

1" 5

y’al, ISuch a one is a rectifier, or an amender,

of an afiair, and [a shilful rectifier or amender]

J: l.

of afairs. (A.) [See also L5,: and ;be ._

Also IA chiefwho rectifier, or amends, the afl'air,

or case, of a people, or party. (A.)_. IA big,

bulky, partly, or corpulent, chief. (K, TA.) =

A herd ofseventy camels.

2.5"; A piece, (s, Msb,I_{,) or piece ofwood,

with which a large wooden bowl, (T, TA,) or

with which a vessel, ($, Msb, is repaired, or

mended: (T, s, Msb, or a thing, (T,) or

piece of wood, (TA,) with which a breach, or

broken place, (T, TA,) in a vessel, (T,) or in a

bowl, (TA,) is stopped up : (T, TA :) a piece that

is inserted in a vessel, to repair, or mend, it:

(M :) and a piece of stone with which a 3;; [or

cooking-pot of stone or other material] is re

paired, or mended: (T, TA :) and a patch, or

piece, with which a camel’s saddle (dz-3) is

patched, or pieced, when it is broken .- (M, TA :)

some of its meanings are mentioned also in art.

o,» (“0 pl- 5.53 (T) and Li;- (a)

[Hence,] one says, 56:1! {[He is

the means of repairing the breach of sincere

afiection]. (A.) And Q64 3.; {[app.

a mistranscription for1;: i. e. They are the means

of rectifying, or amending, the afairs, or case‘s,

of the sons of such a one]. (A.) [See also *1)

and

s 1 1’ o L

wSfi see vb
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E a £0

see

a 2,fl 4

Vii): see 9').

ant s --' 4! a

ql)‘, for 91,1, pl. of .79], q. v.

z

An instrument with which cracks, or

fissures, in a vessel, are repaired, or mended;
Q I D

syn. wt». (M, TA.)_ [And hence,] the

same word, and 7:53, (T, A, K,) A man who

repairs, or mends, cracks, or fissures, (T, K,) of

bowls [9%.]: (T :) or who repairs, or mends,

things well. (A.) And [hence,] 1A man who

efl'ects reconciliation, or makes peace, between

people. (T.) P1. [of the former] [as

though the sing. were also]. (T, A,'TA.)

i. q. [Forgiven : or, accord. to the

TK, i rectified, or repaired, in a suitable manner] :

(K, TA :) [in one copy of the K,;h.:.;.;: and] in

one copy, (TA.)

deb

118' 5'3,

Q. 1. Jsl), inf. n. LL31), IL: was, or became,

a '2',

wicked, crafty, or cunning; as also 'Jqlfl. (T

n.2, "8»

in art. do.) =31?!) (M, inf. n. of UM), said

of a man; (T, K;) [also signifies] The walking

(M, K) ofa man (M) inclining (M, K) to either

side, (M,) or to one side, (K,) as though having

the feet attenuated, and chafed, or abraded.

(M, 1;. in the 01; is a mistake for

[xi-,5, which is expressly said in the TA to be

with

Q. 2. see above. _Also He made a

raid,or a sudden attack, upon people, and acted like

the lion : (S and TA in art. J9 :) and so, accord.

to Fr, (TA in that art.) And They

practised theft, (M, K, TA,) and made raids, or

sudden attacks, upon people, and acted like the

lion. (TA.) And (so in the M, but in the K

“or,”) They went on a hostile, or hostile and

plundering, expedition, upon theirfeet, and alone,

without any commander over them. (M, K. [See

Jet} and (363,, in art. Js,.]) __ [n.‘ip, said of t

lioh, occurs iii the “ Deewan el-Hudhaleeyeen,”

accord. to Freytag, as meaning He had perfect

teeth.]

Wickedness, craftiness, or cunning, (M,*

K, TA,) and boldness, and insidiousncss for the

purpose of doing evil, or mischief: (TA.) So in

the saying, Adj} 5,. én't He did that by

reason qf his’wickedhess,’&c. (M, K, TA.) It is

the inf. n. of Q. 1 [q.v.]. (T,

JG), :1 quadriliteral word [as to its root],

(M, of the measure as is shown by

their saying 1,13%}; and also without t,

(M, K,) sometimes, (K,) the t being suppressed,

and L; substituted for it; (M ;) The lion: in

art. J9, and M and K:) and the wolf: (M, K 1)

or a malignant, guileful, or crafty, wolf: and

accord. to Skr, afleshy and young beast of prey .

(TA :) and applied as an epithet m a thief, because

of his boldness: (M :) and also, (K,) as some

say, (M,) one who is the only ofl'spring qf his

mother: (M,K:) pl. (1.5} (Sin art. n.,, and K)

and (K,) [the latter, probably, contracted by

poetic license,] and (TA.) [See also Jig),
in art. Jay] ' i

=5
r] a r E.

1. >5) : _ and ,1): see the next paragraph.

5. 533 It (a branch, or twig,) was, or became,

in its most fresh, or supple, and soft, or tepzlgr,

state, [in the first year qfits growth; see 55);]

as also (M, L:) or it bent, in a languid

manner,- syn. (T, M, L,K;) and inclined

limberly from side to side; syn. 0:33, or

(M and L:) or it bent: (T :) or it in

clined this way and that: (A :) and '35; it

waved, or inclined to the right and left. (M, L)

It, or Ike, (a man, TA,) shook by reason of

softness, or tenderness, (S, K, TA,) and bentfrom

side to side; (TA;) as also '55): (S,K,TA:)

and in like manner one says of a girl, (TA,)

bglfi, meaning she affected a bending of her

body from side to side by reason of softness, or

tenderness. fIt (the neck) twisted, or bent.

(K.) 1-It (a thing) moved to and fro: (TA :)

or it twisted, or bent, and moved to and fro.

(M.)—IHe (an old man) was, or became,

afl‘ected with a trembling, and inclined this way

and that, in his rising : (A :) or he (a man) rose,

and was, or became, afiected with a trembling,

(T, M, L, K,) in his bones, (M,)‘in rising, until

he stood up. (T, L.)_ iii-Ln 0,53 IThe serpent

shock, in going, or passing, quickly along. (M,

A!)_ J 5" {9,33 +The wind was, or became,

in state qfcommotion, TA,) and inclined to the

rightandleft. (TA.)—ULZJJ $2; (T,M,A,L;)

and V’s-L5; (M, L ;) and 7 [in Golius’s Lex.

3:3,] inf. 11. ii}; (A,L;) 1T1“: [or period

after sunrise] reached the stage that is termed the

ofthe day; (A ;) i. e., when the sun had

risen high, (T, A, TA,) one fifth of the day

having passed: (A, TA :) or became bright: or

advanced beyond the spreading of the sunshine and

the time when the sun had become high.

6: see 5, in two places.

8: see 5.

02' , a d ’2'

,t,= Ste §§,._[h1ente,] was: ,t, (T, s,

M, A, L, and V005!) IThe stage ofthe

uni-:6 [or period after sunrise] that is termed the

Qt; of the day; (A ;) i. e., when the sun has

risen high, (T, S, A, K, TA,) one fifth of the

day having passed: (A, TA :) or the brightness

therle: or the period after the spreading of the

sunshine and the time2 when the sun has become

high. =Als0 31;" M, A, and so accord.

to some copies of the K) and V 333.", (S, M, and

so accord. to some copies of the K,) or vii-l)!

1’35 .w .h '

(T,) and V 3,3)" and l 35)}! likewise, (accord. to

some copies of the K, [but these I do not find in

this sense in any other lexicon,]) or 335)! only of

all these, (accord. to other copies of the K, in

some of which it is written without h) The root

of the jaw-bone (A! (T, s, M, A, Ks)

that projects benedth the ear: (T :) or the part

of thejaw-bone whence the molar teeth

grow: or'the are the two thin extremities

of the QW [meaning the two sides of the lower

jaw-bohe], which are in their upper part,

sharp, and curved, and suspended in two holes

beneath the two ears : (M :) pl.

Also A vacant tract of land.

Zi,‘ (T, L, TA; in a copy of the M Hg;

[perhaps a mistranscription for 9,3), if not for

but more probably for the former, which see

in art. 3)]; in the L, in one place, '33; and in

a copy of A i [which is probably correct,

as is also 5)] ;) A branch, or twig, in the most

fresh, or supple, and soft, or tender, state, (T, M,

A, L,) in thefirst year qfits growth : (T, A, L:)

[being also used as a coll. gen. n.,] it has for its

n. un. V (T, L :) some say that signifies

Elle: extremity of any branch or twig: the pl. is

,5! and .tfirbi; the latter of which is extr.; and is

not a pl. pl.; for, were it so, it would be Jailj.

(M, L.) _ Also, ('1‘, s, M, A, 1;) from the time

word applied to a branch, or twig, (T,) and

flij, (s, 13,) each with ., (AZ, s,) and 133%

(s, M, 1;) and vii, (T, s, M,A, 1;) and £35,

(A, K,) without 9, (A,) [in the CK repeated

with .,] and 123,5, (M, 1;, in the CK 313$) and

V3355 (A) and in some copies of the K 5);,

withbut -, [which is in some copies written with i,

and] to which the signification there next given

(Al is in other copies made to belong,

(TA,) and some add 31;, without t, (MF,) tA

youthful girl: (T:) or a soft, or tender, girl or

woman: (A :) and (T) a woman goodly, or

beautiful, (T, S, K,) and youthful: (T, or

one who soon attains to youthfulness with good

fuod: (M =) pl. of the first Ziji. (T, M.) You

my a;
may be without t, and the latter must be so,

meaning IA. sqft, or tender, woman; not one

I- ' 95's _ _

V 8;!) filed, in which the former 3,1)

that raves about. (A, TA.) = Also i. g.

[llloderation; gentleness; a leisurely manner of

proceeding; &c.] (M, K. [In the latter, the form

of the word having this signification is not plainly

indicated.]) A poet says,

* 1 ¢! ‘9, l 3 1.?5/ ‘

2» u)" w?“ J?‘ “‘2’

[As though he were one intoxicated, walking in a
DJ

gentle, or leisurely, manner]; for ,5) via; sup

pressing the » for the sake of the rhyme: but he

who regards the word as that of which is the

dim. does not regard it as originally with t. (M,

o 2'

TA.) .-= See also ,5.

I .v r

,3) : see the first sentence in the next preceding

paragraph.

33) A sucker, an ofliset, or a shoot from. the

root,’ of a tree: (M, K :) or a ‘soft, or tender,

branch, or twig, thereof: pl. Q13). (M.).

A150 i.q. L}; (T, s, M, 15,) i. e. (TA) 1An
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equal in age, (A, TA,) of a female, (T,) and of a

man, but mostly used in relation to females : (M :)

sometimes, [in poetry,] 3.3), with the e suppressed,

(T,$, M,) for the sake of the rhyme; (M ;) as in

in a verse of Kutheiyir cited voce 953:0! : (T, :)

pl. 31,7. (M.) = Also Straitness: (3., TA“: [in

the CK, 65.5” is erroneously put for are)! :])

you say, 45;! He fell into straitness.

(TK.) But [SM says,] I have not found this in

any of the lexicons that I have. (TA.)

. ,l } see each in two places : =and

0),):

Q J r

a5) =

0L

>5

. I 1

see 9!), m art. ),).

I a) l 1") 5:1

a» [or >29) -l= see a;

Ie J, 90:

8;,5): see >§).

0" 0:) e 4 1;, 92,

Jul): see >3)._u_.all .21): seegl).=[See

also art. 3).]

lie" 9::

but): see”).

es
1. Li}, (s, M, K,) her. =, (1;, TA, [in a.

copy of the M 1,]) inf. h. Li}, (M, TA,) He

(11 man, or hurt, his head. (S, M,

_ 4.2M) I strluach his thpad with the stafi‘,

or stick. _JaLlnil Ml) Thfgdisease called

)L-Ifi affected, or overcame, (Jib) his head.

(A.) [And hence,] (M, A,) let. h. $.53,

(M,) His (a man’s) head was, or became, afected,

or overcome, by the disease called )Lnlfl, or other

wise: (A:) or he had a complaint of his head.

(M, TA.) =,;,°.in Q5}, (5., “M, A,) and J1},

(M,) aor. :, (s, M,) inf. h. L@,,($,M,A,) tHe

was, or became, head, chief, commander, governor,

ruler, lord, master, prince, or king, of, or over,

the people; he headed them,- (M,A;*) he was,

or became, their superior, (M.) [See also 5.]

_ Also alone, aor. = , inf. n. 5.36,, {He

was, or became, high in rank or condition. (Mgh.)

_And, with the same aor. and inf. n., {He

strove for Lilli) [or headship, or command,]

(we $5,) and desired it. (IAar, TA.)

4 a i l: a

2. @3591 has“ v.1, The [lizard called] has

turned his head towards the viper, or met the

viper headforemast, in coming forth from his

hole: for the viper comes to the hole of the Jfle,

and hunts after it, and sometimes the latter comes

forth with its head towards the former, and is

said to be and sometimes a man hunts

after the _Léhmd puts a stick into the mouth of

its hole, and it imagines it to he a viper, and

comes forth head-foremost or tail-foremost, i. e.,

irlrl O

Lei)» ;\ (TA.): [The verb is also used

intransitively, as meaning It (a put its head

foremost in coming forth from its hole: contr. of

. a

4.! J10» _ Q r

‘35.] = 4;...1), inf. n. “"533, II made, or ap

pointed, him Wit; [i. e. head, chief, commander,

governor, ruler, lord, master, prince, or hing],

($,K,) ’31" ul; over the people. ($, TA.)

And ulé 3,31,, (M, A,) seen by AZ, in

the book of Lth, written but the former

is the regular form, (TA,) IT/ley made him head,

chilgf, commander, &.c., over themselves. (M, A.)

5. ’23." [’12 vol)? {He became made, or ap

pointed, head, chief, commander, governor, ruler,

lord, master, prince, or hing, over the people;

($, M,A;) as alsolzélh 79.33}: ($:) or both

signify [like ,ofli all: Jug] he was, or became,

v.9?) [i.e. head, chief, &c.] (K, TA) over the

people. (TA.)

0 Q s

8. 2 ‘ I gel)» He, or it, became mounted, or

fixed, upon the head of the thing. (M, TA.*)

In the saying, [He becomes

fixed upon the point of the spear-head, and is

slain], in a verse cited by Th, is for

(M.)= See also 5. = wisp He took Zeyd

by the neck, and lowered it to, or towards, the

ground. (K, from the “ Nawadir el-Aarab.”) .

Hence, 1-He occupied Zeyd so as to divert his

attention: (K, from the same :) and and
as",

4.5)! and 23:52: also signify the same [app. in

the former sense, or perhaps in both senses.]

(TA, from the same.)

Qij, (s, M, A, Msb,K,) generally with .,

except in the dial. of Benoo~Temeem, who con

stantly suppress the s, (Msb,) [The head of a

man and of any animal ;] a certain part of an

animal, (Mgh,) wellhnown: (Msb, masc.,

(Mgh, TA,) by common consent: (TA :) and

(K) the highest or uppermost part, or top, or

summit, (M, A, of a thing, (M,) or of any

thing; (A,K;) as, for instance, of a mountain,

&c.; (the Lexicons, passim;) and the upper, or

uppermost, part of a valley: (TA: see :)

pl- (of Pm. $.11) J-éSi. (s. M.Meb,1.<.> and.

by transposition, (M, TA,* [originally Jail,

in the L, erroneously, whim) and (of mult., s,
9 )1

TA) 0.95), ($, M, Msb, K, [by some carelessly

written and by some, ,allowably,

which is not transposed, and Us”, which is ellip

tical. (M, TA.) A poet uses the pl. for the dual,

saying,

- 4'30, ¢ .0

*
J)

D

we: “

[The heads of the two great ones, or old ones, of

them, smite each other with their horns].
Q

_uefinj.i= see ji._,_,..,5’j'n j; [The day of

the heads] is applied by the people of Mekkeh to

the day called 35." because then they eat the

heads of the animals sacrificed. (A, TA.) ._
1'8. r

u!) “Ag! tHe hissegd his head: a metonymical

i )0 I a: e 1 _

phrase. (TA.)-_qu Us (3'?! U?) [lit.,

Such a one was shot by him in the head; mean

ing,] the turned away from him, and did not

look towards him nor pay any regard or atten

tion to him, and deemsed him troublesome. ($,

TA.) You say also, will" U! $2.03, mean

ing, +Thou hast an evil opinion of me ($,

K) so that thou canst not look towards me.

he. . . .m e...

—Ml) 5.5:): see art. _féym-Abal, 9-9;

- 2~ ..

Jul, vol) “Le TShe brought forth her children.

one after, or near after, another. (IAar, M.)

I

Inglike manner you say, til

9:1, ulé, (M,) or ul; (TA,)

tHe had three children born to him one (4fter,

or near after, another. (M, TA.) And (1;!

L391; 2&3" 13h rfllahe than this thing to

be [unifo-rm, or] of one way, or mode, or manner.

(lSk, TA in art. tie.)_,,lin vii,

I [I have one head ofsheep or goats] : and gins

I [a number qfhead therepf]. TA.) It

is said in a trad. of’Omar, W!) val)"

IAnd mahe ye the one head two head, by buying

two animals with the price of one, that, when one

dies, the second may remain. (Mgh in art. 6).)

And you say, éléjll Lié

[Such a one ties so many, head ofbeasts]. in

art. I[Give

thou to me a head ofgarlic, and a clove thereof];

and 1[How many cloves

are there in thy head of garlic’l]. (A, TA.)—

also signifies The extremity of a thing: or,

as some say, the end, or last, thereof. (MF, TA.)

_ [A head, head-land, cape, or promontory.] _

The hilt ofa sword; (A ;) and so Y $6,; (s, M,

1;; [in a copy of the A 2.1;, ,1) or this signifies

its pommel, (Sgh, K,) more correctly; (Sgh ;)

and is also written (Lth, but whether for J36) or

originally with (5 is do'ubtful. (M.) [Fl'om'the

first of the above-mentioned significations arise

several others, which are tropical. _ Hence,

Jjj" tT/le two nodes of a planet: see

._ Hence likewise,] is also tsyn. with

3...,5‘)’, q. v. infra. (M, You say, gibl L;

I [i do not desire him as a 9.55), i. e. head, chieé',

&c.]. (A.) And it is said in atrad., ,Zbl Q’s,
5,2;11 5e t[Tlle head, or leader, afiinfidelity

is'from'the direction of the place of sunrise]:

indicating that Ed-Dejjzil or some other of the

heads of error will come forth in the east. (TA.)

._ (Jill IThe capital, or principal, of

property. (Msb, [Hence the saying,]

3.72.; IS/le lent me ten [pieces

of money] as a loan wherle the principal was

to be repaid n-ithout interest. (Mgh,TA.*)_

Q! t [The rhyme is the principal,

oi- most essential, part of the verse] : said by onze

of the tribe of'Okeyl, to Li. (M.) _ 0.3;"

iii» I [The principal part, or the beginning, léf

religion is fear of God]. (A, TA.) _yziJl

1- Tlle beginning ofthe month. (Mgh.) [And in

like manner, iilfJi JrT/le beginning, or first

day, of the year.] _ylsfll TA,) or

79.15;, (so in the CK,) [both correct, as will be

seen from what follows,] IThe beginning of the

ofl'air; the first thereof. (Lug-(,1; Ital

J, 5,. (s, M,) and Uni," be, but this

is, less common, (M,) or is a vlilgar phrase, not

allowable, 1[Repeat thou to me thy speech
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from. the beginning :] said by a person to one

talking to him. (TA.) One also says to a person

talking to him, {[Take thou itfrom

‘ ' I s 2, W a s

the beginning]. (A.)—:]).l Us!) U1; chill, and

'86! uh, 'l-Thou art on the point quccgnz;

plishing thine afair: (M, TA :) or U1; at
a IS a

:3”! 'wu) signifies Hhou art at the beginning

.' ' ' 1 s 2. a,

ofthine afair; and the vulgar say, .flfil Us!) UM.
an L ~e 0 a, o I l

(S, TA.) _ 4),." Us!) ULG sec art.
‘I 2" If T! I 4 a

val) UJ; e1!) (Jib IThat was in the

time of such. a one; in his life-time: like the

. phrase will (u, uti. (TA in art. gm.)
g‘ I a 4

Jul) also signifies 1A numerous and strong 2com

ranu ofrwfle- (Ae,$,M,K-) You say, c1513

IT/ley are a numerous andLstrong company qf

people. (S.) And Jul) ‘3 tT/ley are an

army by themselves, not needing any aid. (A,

TA.) ’Amr Ibn-Kulthoom says, (S,)

._ 0’ I 1: .— 0 Li ~ more»: *

H I )J I " )3! 31'

'“' Uzi-"s 339w" 5; t.5-t~3 *

[as though meaning, lVith a numerous and strong

company of Bcnoo-Jusham-Ibn-Behr, with which

we beat the plains and the rugged tracts] : (S, M :)

but [J says,] I think that. he hicshs we}, [i. e.

head, chief, &c.,] because he says a.) 5.»), not

($-)
' ”

s is Jib!

wbfi see vol).

I 9 a o 2/

VHS) : see all), in the middle of the paragraph:

and again, in three places, in the latter part

thereof.

9 I! 9

0.55): see _Also A camel having no

fatness ((3)1?) remaining except in the head ,

K;) and so 7&1}; TA,) incorrectly said in

the K to be 7 likegla'al; (TA;) mentioned

by A’Obeyd, from Fr.; (S ;) so too (K)

(,1; Hit, or hurt, in the head; as also 'legp.

Hence, iii, A sheep or goat, or a ewe

or she-goat, hit, or hurtL in'her head : pl.

(S, M, you say (S,K.)_Having

his head broken, its shin being cleft. (TA.)—

Having his head aflected, or overcome, by the

disease called )thg; as also légfi: (A :) or

_V the latter, a man aflicted with that disease : (M,

TA :"‘) and l the same, also, a man having a com

plaint of his head. (TA.) = IThe head, or

headman, chief, commander, governor, ruler,

lord, master, prince, or king, of a people; (a per

son qf authority; (S, M, A,*K;) as also VJQ;

(as) and tell; [q- v.1; (M.A,1.<;) and [in

like manner] VJJQ, syn. of this last, [JIS : (K:)

or signifies; [or rather signifieh also,] a

person high in rank or condition: (Mgb:) its pl.

i-s’ (M, Mgh,) pronounced, “by the vulgar

shy); (TA:) in El-Yemen, lug?) is applied to

one' who Jshaves the head. (TA inlart. 9-5).)—

‘r’wl we?» ($2 M: A,) and ' lyre-El), (M; TA:)

I[Thc chief, or leader, ofthe dogs ;] the dog that is'

among the other dogs, as the among a people:

:) the chiequ the dogs, that is not preceded by

them in the chase. (M, TA.).._:1.;:5;JI

I [The capital parts of an animal], are, with

physicians, four; (Mgh, TA ;) namely, the heart,

the brain, the liver, and the testicles: (Mgh, K,

TA:) the first three, because without every one

of them the person cannot exist; and the last,

because privation thereof is a privation of

[properly species]: the assertion that they are

the nose, and the tongue, and the penis, is erro

neous. (Mgh, TA.)

.1205.5 'J

k$.15): see vol).

9 {as s g: o to

we) was» see why

si,

uni) A seller qfheads : (S, M, Mgh, Msb, :)

a. B ,

.11», (s. Mgh,1\Isb,) or (A). (K, M.) with

3 and with the relative L5, (TA,) is vulgar, (S,)

or incorrect, (Mgh, or post-classical. (Msb.)

JJ, One who is often made or appointed, or

who often becomes, [i. e. head, chic], &c.].

(K. Te) '

9:151; [act part. n. of 1.]—(3.5!; i153, (M,)

or 5.155, (TA,) A bitch that takes the object of

the chase by the head. (M, TA.) And [in like

manner] ' A bitch that springs upon

the head of the object of the chase. (TA.):

also signifies Anything elevated, or rising

above the part or parts adjacent to it. (M, TA.)

The head 0,3,) of a valley: (M, TA =) pl.

@133, (TA,) which signifies the upper: or guppe'r

most, parts ofvalleys. (K, TA.) =95!) Eels-u,

(M,) chi-1.151,, (TA,) and 19155;, (M,)'+A cloud

preceding the other clouds: ((M: [but perhaps

in the copy of the from which this is

taken is a mistake for .35.», i. e. clouds :]) pl.

(K,"i TA.).....See also in two

places.

9u~ I I.

W): see v.15), in two places.

[loving a large head ,- (S, M, A, Mgh,

K;*) applied to a man, (S, A, Mgh,) and to a

sheep or goat, (S, TA,) and to a stallion; (TA;

[but J‘s“, there, is perhaps a mistake for ;])

8 ,1

as also 7 adj); (S, M, A, ;) which is likewise

applied to a man, A,) and to a stallion, (TA,)

3 .1»

but not to a sheep or goat; (ISk, ;) and ugly);

(TA in w- as») and was (M. TA?) 3P
. JO

plied to a stallion; (TA ;) and 79.53,»: (K,*

Frg’ 1'2,

TA :) fem. of the first, 2L4!)- (M.)_Also éLol)

A ewe, M, or she-goat, (M,) having a

black head (A’Obeyd, S, M, K) andface, M,

K,) the rest qf her being white. (S.) '

on 92

Unbb vat}, incorrectly written in the K

IIOI

0 '0, :31 3 r w')‘,

like .uia, (TA,) i. q. 9:95)! [app. meaning

A head strong to butt, or knock, against other

headsh pl- c133. lam.) or

(CK;) and [signifies the same].

(K,‘TA-)

Ii) I II.

n.:-“'2‘: Bee u“)5)'

,2; A [lizard of the kind called] .Ls coming

forth from his hole having his headforemost : op

posed to (TA.)-Qpl The lion. (1g)

A horse that bites the heads of other

horses when running with them in a race: (M,

K :') or [so in some copies of the K, but in others

“ and,”] that takes precedence of the other horses

in a race. (K,* TA.) _ See also

I 10¢
D

’5)” "f

wbl._AlSO One whose desire (3,,5) is in his

head only. (Fr, Sgh, = I Subjects [of a

usel- (1.1)

I a

: see v.15), ln four places : _and see

see k,:.§\:,:_and J..;53.=Also One

holding back (Sgh, from the party [to which he

belongs] (Sgh, TA) infight, or battle. (Sgh,

.Jl,

1- s3, (diagram. 0.1;.) ass i ; (AZ.

T, S, 0;) and v.51), (AZ, T, S, M, K,) aor. 1;

(AZ, T: S i) and 9‘15); (AZ: S, M: O; K i) inf- n'

and (Az, T, s, M, 0,1,1) and (Az,

S, and (0,) the first and second being

inf ns. of [or the first is of iii/,1 and the

third being inf. n. of 56;), (AZ, S, O,) and the

fourth being of (0;) said of God, (K,) and

of a man; (AZ, T,S;) [IIe pitied, or com

passionated, him: or he pitied him, or com

passionated him, tenderly; or in the utmost

degree; or most tenderly: for] is syn. with

(Fr, T, M,K:*) or it denotes a more

special and more tender affection than (T;)

or the utmost degree thereof; (S,K;) or the

most tender thereof: :) and [in the CK

3i}, as before, and in Freytag’s Lex. d533,] and

signify the same: :) [the right reading

here appears to be til); (ftil'it is said in the in

aft; .9, thait’tjl), aorE‘t'Jlx, is a dial. var. of

ail), aor. bib-1;) and Jyl) is'doubtful; (fpr it is

not there mentioned ;)] or dig, inf. n. J», sig

nifies [he, or it, was, or became, still, &c.];

and is a dial. var. thereof [signifying thus];

and is not from syn. with (M in

art. six.) '

(M, 0, K) and v Jan, and v $5, (1;) and

l [which is the most common (if all] and

(T, S, M, O,K) are epithets from ’the

verbs above: (T, S, M, K :) [the first from J3),

like from the second from and

the third from signifying Exercising, or

having, the afl'ection termed 3i}, i. e. pity, or

compassion; &c.; pitying, or compassionating;

&.c.; or pitiful, or compassionate; &c.: the fourth

and fifth having an intensive signification; very

pitiful or compassionate, &c.: or] the firs: apd

fourth and fifth all signify the same, i. q. ,9):

(K:) [and liéljl has a similar (most probably
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an intensive) signification; as appears from what

here follows:] in the saying [of a poet],

': ' .7 I 4 I I

‘ u-fb‘ "'3' éfl' :3 0‘5: *

[app. meaning And the Lord of the empyrean

was, or is, to us, very merciful], by the last word

5 o 3 s 3 s

is meant being] like Lind-i [and

3 r s ' ’ 0 Z, ’

L’fi-g)‘: q. v.]. ,(M.) =~Jb also signifies ‘Wine;

(0, K;) and J1) is a dial. var. thereof. (TA in

art. 53",.)

tr
Q), i

gs

5,6):

} see the next preceding paragraph.

I); l
o

5535): see vi): _ 3);" is one of the epithets

applied to God; meaning ’19}! [The Merciful:

or rather it has an intensive signification, i. e.

The Very Merciful].

Q a

'

“Eh: ,2.
3 m see at).

uil)‘ =

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and

TA to which I have had access.]

dh

10. aJljt-ii The young ostriches became

big, or adbanced in age,- syn. £5,253, (0,) or

0;.5, (so in one of my copies of the S, in the

other 0,-1.4; [which is a mistranscription],) or

so in my MS. copy and in

the CK.)—And [hence,] .iiiljn (Jig-i1 +T/ic

plant, or herb, became tall ; likened to the neck

of the young ostrich. O,

Ji)’ The young one ofthe ostrich: (T, S, M, K:)

or a young ostrich in itsfirst year, or a year old:

(M,K:) it occurs in a verse of Imra-el-Keys

written J1), without c: (M :) fem. with 8: (S, M,

K:) pl. (of pauc., TA) TA, [in the

TT, as from the M, written dbl, probably for

Jijig) and (of mult., TA) (5'93, and JG, (s, M,

1;) and 56,. (M, 1;.)_ [Hence,] 36}: [which

seems to be'the most common of the pls.] + Cer

tain stars: Sgh, [probably certain small

stars in the neighbourhood of those called Q5635

or qfthose called (in Cetus), and regarded

as the young ones of these.] _ [Hence also,]

hit; J), IHe was, or became, light of intellect,

lightwitted, or irresolute. and Z and TA in

art. ~35.) And 1-I was, or became,

ofl'ected with sadness, or disquietude of mind, like

the young ostrich by reason quear, or fright; a
phrase like “3' a ' AIva

Misti at}, meaning ‘2‘ They were

frightened, and fled.” Andlwl; TThey

’1’! ' I fl

perished, or died. (TA.) And all) s’i- {He

was, or became, frightened. (Ham p. 179.)

.313; and 'J,gl3, (As, T, M, K, [the latter in

the 01; (153,11) with . ccccia. to 18k, and with

out . accord. to A’Obeyd, (M, TA,) The slaver of

a horse (As, 181:, T, M, K, TA) or similar beast,

(151:, T,) that drops from him : (TA :) or his

froth, orfoam : accord. to Lth, [q. v.

in art. J”, thus without a,] signifies the spittle of

a horse or similar beast. (T.)=Also the former,

(M,) or i the latter, (K,) A redundance in [the

number of] the teeth of a horse or similar beast:

(M, K:) but As denies that these two words have

this meaning. (T. [See what next follows.])

and V accord. to Lth, signify A tooth

that'groivs to a‘horse or similar beast, preventing

himfrom drinking [with ease] and from [eating

in the manner termed] and accord. to En

Ncch, [the pl.] 351,, signifies small teeth that

grow at the roots of the large teeth, and excavate

the roots of the latter so that these fall out: (T :)

but As disallows this. (TA. [See also art. J”:

and see the latter sentence of the next preceding

Paragraph-1)

5156: see the next preceding paragraph.

I ) 4 Q 4

(3,51,: see d153, in two places.

0 I ' I a

£15,. An ostrich having Q13; [or young

ones]. (M,

I) 5’

355.4)» He (9. man, passed along quickly.

($i K)

A,
far 0 v

1. that, Q3, ('1‘, s, M, K,) cci.=, (T,) inf. h.

.355, (T, s, M, so “(1353 (M. so and .363.

(TA,) She (a camel) loved, (T, S,) or affected,

or inclined to, and kept to, or clave to,£(Ml,°K,)

her young one. (T, S, M, K.) And Wt; )1; is

also said of a she-camel [as meaning She makes a

show of affection with her nose, by smelling her

young ope,- not having tine love]. (S, M, K, all

in art. )5; &c. [Seejléfi and see also @JusJ)
A poet says, I i

i.

I: 5 s 4 I O! I r

' Q-cuuQ-el-cugq-HQLJ, *

31*

or (3U) or (3U), accord. to different relaters:

[i. e. Or how profits what she that smells a young

one but refuses to yield her milk to it gives, (the

.,s in as being rednndant,) showing afiection

with nose, (accord. to the first reading,)

or a showing of ejection with the nose, (ac

cord. to the second and third readings,) when

there is niggardliness with the milk ?] he who

says bu) uses this word as an inf'. n.: he

who says 6L5) makes it a substitute for Lo:

and he who says @103) makes it a spbstitute for

the 0 [in (M.)—[Hence,] Eéi‘i-HJQ; IHe

loved the thing, K, TA,) and (S, K, TA)

kept, or claim, to it. M, K, TA.) One says,

36;" I[The three stones whereon

the cooking-pot was placed clues to the ashes]:

as though ashes’were their’young. (T, K, TA.)

_And 0.41,?» inf. h. QLJ, (AZ, T, s, M)

and (M,K,) {The wound coalesced, or closed ,

(AZ, '1‘, S, TA ;) the mouth of the wound drew

together, or closed, preparativcly to healing.

(M, 1;; TA.)=,;ij, (T, s, M, K,) aor. 1,

(T, K,) inf. n.,zij, (T, M,) He repaired (T, S,

M, K) a crack, or fissure, (M,) or a bowl, (T, 1%,)

or a crack, or fissure, of a bowl: (S :) like Qt):

(T, M:) so says Esh-Sheybénee: and ['12:];

signifies the same; for] he cites the following

verse :

.IIJl'II. s sys
.

* “*5,i,iwdmuhfi, "'

I, I, DI’: It I): I‘l’

‘ Mfil‘b’x-i it)» 0‘“ *

[And slain men in a winding tract qfsand of

dereh, (a certain water, or mountain, of

Temeem,) that had been mutilated, brohe hearts

of which the rifts have not been repaired].

(S, TA.) _And He twisted a rope hard, or

strongly; as also Lsij. (M, K.)

3: see the last sentence but one above.

4. 556! Ii)! He made the she-camel to afi‘ect,

or incline to, (ISk, T, S, her ,3; [q.v.],

(181:, T,) or the )1}, (S,) or one that was not her

young one: (K :) or uh; Vii he made

her to afl'ect, or incline to, her young one.

_[Hence,] ’25?! [51; L131, (iSk,T,) or uh:

3:52", (M, {He compelled him against his

will to do the thing : (ISk, T, M, K :) and so

his. (TA.) And li's [,5] is?) +Hc, or

it, caused him to want such a thing. (AA, TA in

art. Eu.) ._ éjéllilj, (inf. n. $13], T,) i He

dressed, or treated curatively, the wound, (T, S,

M, K,) in order that it might heal, or close, (S,)

or so that it closed. (M, K.)_See also 1,1ast

sentence.

a s. s, ‘I

5. be), via gab-3, said of a she—camel, i. q.

an; [app. meaning, as quasi-pass. of

4.2.1.; She was made to afibct; 0r incline to,

her young one]. (TT, from the M. [There written

“if”, which' is, in my opinion, a mistranscrip

tion.]) _. i. q. {[I pitied, or

compassionated, him ; br did so much ,- or afl'ected,

or ewpressed, pity, or compassion, or much pity or

compassion, for him ,' or expressed a wish that

God would have mercy on him]. (K, TA.)

[8. joy, said by Golius to signify It (a

wound) closed, or became consolidated, as on the

authority of the and K, I do not find in any

copy of either of those lexicons, nor in any other

lexicon]

02.

)l) A she-camel's young one; (T,S;) accord.

to IAar: (T:) or a she-camel’s young one which

she aflects, or to which she inclines: (M :) and,

(s, M,) accord. to Lth, (T,) i. q. [which has

the former of the meanings above, but more com

monly signifies a shin of a young unn'eaned camel

stufed with straw or with panic grass or with

dry herbage, to which a she—camel is made to

incline when her young one has died,- it being

brought near to the mother of a young camel

that has died, in order that she may incline to it

and yield her milk]: (T, S, M, K a) or a young

one to which she that is not its mother is made to

incline. (T.)

O i .9) I

$44,151 0
H' [evidently, I think, a mistrans~

r I l)’

cription, for 7,2,5), which is also written )5),]
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1 Such a one is abject, or ignominious; content to

endure injury. (TA.)

:3) [The antilope leucoryac, or while antelope ;]

an antelope that is purely white,- (T, [in

which only the pl. is mentioned,] S, M,K;) so

accord. to As; (T, S;) and AZ says the like;

(T;) inhabiting the sands : (As, T, S :) or, as

some say, the young one of the [here,app.

meaning gazelle]: the female is called 2,3):

(M 0 pl- 3?}? (T, s. M. 1.1) undid; (M, K3)

the latter pl. formed by transposition. (M.)

[\Vhether the Hebrew or 0’23‘1 or D‘j

mean the same animal as the Arabic ,5) is

doubtful] _ [Hence,] tT/te

beautiful, or pretty, women passed, or went, by

us : so called by way of comparison. (TA.)

42;, (K, TA,)Joi-gjll, thus accord. to Kr, with

Jl, (M,) i. q. ;le [The podem, or the anus]:

(Kr, M, [said :to be] the only word of its

measure except J53", which means “a certain

small beast.” (M: [But see this last word.])

Org; H.

fuel)" The B'j)‘ [i. e. bead, or the lihe, that is

won; as an amulet, and] that is [held to be] a

cause of love, or ejection.

Glue, with which a thing is stuck:

accord. to the K, [following A’Obeyd, (see art.

)g),)] it is his}; only,without s: but Th mentions

it with 0 also; and both are correct. (MF, TA.)

Lg; Slaver: (T,1_<=) like 313;. (T.) [See
. r)

alsoil,” in art. 1.9).]

91¢

1,51,: seejfij. _Also +A ewe, or she-goat,

(El-Umawee, T, S, K,) that is very familiar,

that lichs the clothes ofhim who passes by

her. (El-Umawee, T, S, _ See also

1,51,, (T, M,) or 5;;13, (s,) or both, (15,) and

V3553, (T, S, M, [but the last has probably

an intensive signification,] A she-camel that loves,

(T, S,) or afl'ects, or inclines to, and keeps to, or

cleaves to, (M, K,) her young one, (T, S, M, K,)

or the young one ofanother : if she do not so, but

smells it, and does not yield her milk to it, she is

termed (5,14:- : so says A ’Obeyd, on the authority

of As: (T: [see the former of the two verses

cited in the first paragraph of this art. :]) the pl.

of iejeftg} (TA.)—Hence,;,513;lt signi

fies IThe three stones whereon the cooking-pot is

placed; what are called Unfit; (T, M, 1;, TA ;)

that have remained cleaving to the ashes : (T, K :)

because of their cleaving to the ashes: (M :) the

ashes being as though they were their young.

(TDK')

D

:b

to! _ _ . .

4. (55!,1n one of its senses belonging to this

art. : see 4 in the art. next following.

0,2,

3,1): see the next art., in which it is mentioned

in the S.

L55

Lei], (S, M, &c.,) for which some say l3, [sup

pressing the e and the [5,] (M,) and some say

5],, (T in art. 1,, and M and K in art. L,) like

(TA in the latter art.,) formed by trans

position, (T in art. Lb) first pers. (M,

Msb, K, &c.,) for which some say $.33, with

out -, (T, S, M,) but the former is that which is

general and preferred, (T, M,) nor. (5;, (T, S,

M,) for which [_gljé, agreeably with the root, is

said by none except [the tribe of] Teym-er

Ribab, (T, M,) or by such as require this form

in poetry, (S,) sec. pers. fem. sing. and pl., alike,

so that you say [with an affi‘iated

pronoun], and if you will you may say u{.93,

incorporating one Q into the other by teshdeed,

(5,) imperative ,' and ;jl, (AZ, T, s, M,) the

geople of saying 3, dual L5, pl., masc.

l” and fem. 0.3), and Teym saying 2)] &c.,

(T, M,) inf. 11.5.55“, (T, s, M, Msb, 1;) and 53,,

(T, M,K,) the former being altered to and

then to and then to $1,, (T, M,) and

(T. $.15) and 55;, (s, M,K, [in the CK 53,1)

like [in measure], in which the 3 is not

necessarily a restrictive to unity, (M,) and

(K [but this I do not find elsewhere]) and 6L3),

(Lb, M, TA,) for which last we find in the copies

of the K gig], (TA,) He saw [a person or

thing] with the eye: in this sense the verb

has [only] one objective complement: (S, Msb :)

11050; a

you my. (T,M,Mtb,1.<) and new.

(T, M,K,) for which some say (T, M,)

and V halal, (T, M, for which some say 22531,

(T, M,) all signifying the same, (T, M, I

saw him, or it, (a person and a thing, Msb) with

the eye,- (T, M, Msb, K, TA ;), [or 50,] and also,

with the mind. (M and in relation to the first,

and K in relation to all.) is of several sorts:

(TA :) first, it signifies The seeing with the eye :

(M, K, TA :) and with what servesfor the same

purpose as the organ ofsight; as in the saying in

the Km [ix. 106], Sit? 5&2? ()5;

[And Say thou, Work ye, for God will see ybur

worh] ; because the sense of sight cannot be attri

buted to God: (TA :) [and similar to this is the

phrase, 135 4:5 all, He saw in him such a

thing: and 13:5 He experienced from

him such a thing.] Secondly, The seeing by sup

position, for fancy; as in the saying,

QM 1.3.3) [I suppose, or fancy, that Zeyd is

going away]. (TA.) Thirdly, The seeing by re

jlection, or consideration ,- as in the saying [in

the Kur viii. 50], ’§ LL [5; [Verin

I see by reflection, or consideration, what ye see

not]. (TA.) Fourthly, The seeing with the mind,

or mentally; [the opining, or judging, a thing;

a sense in which the inf. n. is more com

monly used ;] (M,* K,‘ TA ;) as in the saying

in the Kur [ns. 11], (Si, t; 3155.11 t; [The

heart did not belie what he mentally saw]. (TA.)

[Of these meanings, other exs. here follow; with

___ _ "fi-i< —-‘_.— i i

exs. of similar meanings] _An ex. of ii for (Si;

occurs in the saying of a poet,

(36L! Old“; up: l) i

[TV/to has seen the like of Maadtin the son of

Yahyd? the measure being £13, with the first

foot reduced to ,fhhiaihn]. :tz-LJI

Jiif), for 5;, altered in the manner explained

above, [meshing Praise be to God for the seeing

of thee,] (M, K,"*) is a saying mentioned by

IAar. his}; means [Fast ye] at the

time of seeingit ; ’[referring to the new moon of

Ramadan;] i. e., when ye see it. (Mgh.) In the

phrase [I saw him standing], U8 is

in the acchs. case as a denotative of state. (Mgh.)

.2313 (335 [My eye saw (lit. my

eye’s seeing) Zeyd do that] is held by Sb to be an

instance of an anomalous use of an inf. n., and

is [said to be] the only instance of the kind,

i

(M, TA: but 1n a copy of the former written

“a; and US}! 9;" means

[I saw him, or it,] where _the eye, or sight, fell

upon him, or it. (TA.) L: [lit. W’ith

some eye I will assuredly see che] is a saying

mentioned by AZ as meaning hasten thou, ((34.2!)

thus in copies of the and in the TA, or as

in one copy of the S,) o'r work thou, (Jail, thus

in two copies of the S,) and be as though T were

looking at thee : (S, TA :) it is said to one whom

you send, and require to be quick; and means

pause not for anything, for it is as though I were

looking at thee. (TA in art. as

J2." IThe place faced [or (as we say) looked

upon] the place, as though seeing it, (M, TA,) is

tropical: (TA :) [and in like manner you say,]

9b L5); IMy house faces [or looks upon]

his house. (T, IAth,TA.)_L}5, Ml; Us [;ij

[He saw, i. e. fancied that he saw, in his sleep, a

rision, or dream]. (s, Msb, 1p) _ [,5] ,Lii

Lib [Hast than not considered such a thing, so

as to be admonished thereby T] is a phrase used

on an occasion of wonder (IAth, K, TA) at a

thing, and in rousing the attention of the person

to whom it is addressed; as in the saying in the

o e I e a e in e 4/ ,1

K1" [it was» .5? be» new at] 9.2"

[Ilast thou not considered those who went forth

from their houses, so as to be admonished by

their case ’l]; meaning, hast thou_ not wondered

at their act, and has not their case come to thy

knowledge? and so in other instances in the

same: (IAth, TA :) Er-Rz'ighib says that, when
Die 1

{I'm-1‘) is made trans. by means of v.1], it denotes

consideration that leads to the becoming admo

nished. (TA.) In like manner also, (IAth, K,)

a r, 41-05, os- 5e!

saiji and ass-_Pi and $51,], (T, IAth, K,) and

to a woman and to a pl. number of women

5 .r-b r5 '

grab, (T,) [which may be lit. rendered Hast

thou, and have ye two, 800., considered ?] are ex

pressions used to arouse attention, (IAth, TA,)

meaning tell than me and tell ye two me &c.;

(T, IAth, K;) as in the saying in the Kur

[xvii. 64], $18 (5.51" 1.3 .ttiiiji JG [He

J 1

among inf. us. of trans. verbs except ubi
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said, Host thou considered? meaning tell me,

res ectino this whom Thou hast honoured above
P a

01-054 as

me]; and in the same [vi. 40 and 47],,9gbl J:

:35 [Say thou, Have ye con

sidered? meaning tell me, if the punishment of

God come upon you]; and occurring without the

J) in other places thereof: (IAth, TA :) you say

also, and meaning Tell

thou me [respecting Zeyd]: (Mghz) and for

’ 0b

and [&.c.] some say and

:) the pronunciation without I is the more

common: the Q in &c. is always with

fet-h; and accord. to the grammarians of accre

dited science, the :1 in these cases is redundant;

(T;) [i. e.] it is a particle of allocation, to corro

borate the pronoun [£5 which it therefore imme

diately follows in every case, distinguishing the

genders and numbers by its own variations, which

are the same as those of the pronominal aflix of

the second person] : (Ed in vi. 40:) [IHsh says,]

the correct opinion is that of Sb; that the Q is

an agent, and the :J is a particle of allocation:

(Mnghnee in art. 9:) but sometimes &c.

r '0' ’0» .a

mean M £4!) J: &.c.; the .9 being in this

case an objective complement [and the verb being

differently rendered according as it has not, or

has, a second objective complement, as is shown

here by what precedes and what follows]. (T.)

r f) l i I J

In .‘Jljl, also, [from ' L5», not from L_’.‘i,,,] mean

ing 5,153 [i.e. Thinkest thou ?], the pro

noun [as some term it, but properly the final

particle,] is [a particle of allocation] like that in

in the Kur vi. 40 and 47 [cited above;

and in the same sense as this latter phrase,

is used, as meaning tell thou me]. (Her p. 570.)

_ \Vhen Lg]; means He knew, Mgh,) or he

thought, (Msb,) it has two objective complements:

($,Msb:) or when it has two objective comple

ments, it necessarily means knowing [or the like].

(Er-Réghib, TA.) [In this case, Si, may be reh

dered He saw, or knew, him, or it, to be: and

he thought, or judged, or held, him, or it, to be;

or he regarded, or held, him, or it, as.] You

say, List; :31} ($,Msb,*) or $4.1, (M,)

I knew [or saw Zeyd to be learned, or for

bearing]; (S, M, Msb ;) as though seeing him to

be so with the eye: (M :) and I thought him

[&c.] to be so. (Mgh.) In like manner, also,
I )1 r”

'aigil); signifies I thought him to be. (Har

I'DJI '2' O I. OJ'Ir’

P- 211-) Or'Jl LS‘)xv;Lt‘se-rl}fli in the Km

[iii. 11], means They [who were the unbelievers]

thinking them [who were fighting in the cause of

God] twice as many as they, according to the

evidence of the sight ofthe eye. (TA.) The pass.

I

form of has [only] one objective complement:

’ g 9

you say, visa- J), meaning Zeyd was thought

' ’ J 'l is

[to be intelligent] : (TA :) and oljl [5.91, with

the verb in the pass. form, means L:)-Bl (5.33! [i. e.

3- '3

9151, He whom I am thought to be; if from

s d :2 _ r 1

Us, or QM (5.1", what 1 think, if from 76,1:

it is often used in the latter sense]. (Msb.) '—

sge .

You say also, Lg, ’15! us Lgl) [He formed, or

held, an opinion, or a persuasion, or a belief,

Bk. I.

respecting the afair, or case]: (Msb :) and so

shill [in the science of the law]. And

That to which I take, or which I hold, as

myppihion, or persuasion, or belief. (Mgh.) And

Elli-5! Lg}; Such a one holds, or believes,

lhe tenets, or belief; of the SIP [a certain sect of

schismatics ; pl. of )Lb]. (M.) When is

[thus] used as meaning He held, or believed, it

has [only] one objective complement. (Mgh.) _

L; j '9, (T, K, TA, [mentioned also in the in

art. ,93, in which art. in the CK it is written

L903 '9,]) and L; [5; '§, and Lifish anda L; L5; 5,

(T, TA, [in copies of the K Lo )3 ,1, which I

think a mistranscription, and for which is put in

the TA, as on the authority of him, la )3 5t,

app. a mistranscription of a. mistranscription, i. e.

of a ,s ,1,]) and t; ,5}, (T, 1;, TA,) in this

last case with [only, agreeably with a general

rule], are forms of expression meaning C,“

[i. e., virtually, Above all, or especially]: (T, K,

TA :) you say, and

Lf t5)? ’69:}an 33 5’: and L413 9:

0% Lo and OW L0 )3), [i. e. Verin he is bad,

or base, or wicked; and above all, or especially,

such a one : L; or L; [535

properly meaning 3:5 [sill J3.

and thou wilt not see the like of" him who is such

a one; and; being understood: and in like

manner are to be explained the other forms of

expression here mentioned]: in all of these forms,

Q'jé is in the nom. case: all are mentioned by

1.11, on the authority of Ks. (T, TA.) is

also said of a_ woman, as meaning She saw what

is termed 2.35;“ and {3,51, i. e., a little yellowness

or whiteness or blood on the occasion of menstrua

tion. (M.) = [from iijn] I hit, or hurt,

(s, M, Msb, K,') or struck, or’smote, (Er-Rnghib,

TA,) his 35) [or lungs]: M, Msb, K, Er

Réghib =) arid so 25.3,}. (Mgh) __ And [,5,’

He had a complaint of his 35) [or lungs]; (M ;)

as also I (T, = I stuck, or

fixed, a banner, or standard, (T in art. Lg), and

K in the present art.,) into the ground; (TA ;)

as also Vigil, (T, as some say: (T :) the

latter is mentioned by Lb; but [156. says,] I

hold that it is anomalous, and is properly only

.1042 '

w). in art: L5), and TA.) =

[like [5” and (5),] The .9) [or piece of wood

for producingfire] became kindled. (Kr, M, K.)

__And 333:1 I kindled the .0). (M, 1;.)

i4
I’P’r

2. 4.2.35, inf. n. Iheldfor him, or to him,

(AZ,T, or I showed, or presented, to him.

(M, K,) or I withheld, or retained, or restricted,

for him, [i. e.for his use,] (AZ). T,‘ S) M,

the mirror, in order that he might look in it,

(AZ, T, S, or in order that he might see him

self in it; (M ;) as also 51;," (M.)—
See also 3. T

a. (M, 1;) ha". .1. 51's}; and 56,, (M,)

Ifaced, so that I saw, him, or it; (M,K;) as

also 7 (M.) _Also, inf. us. as above,

[I acted hypocritically; or with simulation,

towards him ,-] I pretended to him that I was

otherwise than I really was; ('M, K ;*) as also

’1’?"

I 4231), inf. n. :) both are mentioned by

Fr: (T :) [accord. to J,] [553, nor.

Milt, inf. 11. high, and inf. n. 5th,}, the

latter formed by transposition, [which indicates,

though written as above in my copies of the S,

that we should read fibjlj, inf. II. $153,] signify

the same: :) [but it is said in the Mgh that

(perhaps thus writteri for in the sense of

L52]; is a mistake: and] signifies [he acted

ostentatiously; i. e.] he did a deed in order that

men might see it: (Mgh:) or ii) signifies the
making a show of what one does tolmen, in. order

that they may see it and think well of it: and

the acting otherwise than for the sake of God:

(Msb, TA :) and it is said in the § to be a subst.

[as distinguished from an inf. n.; but why so, I

do not see]. (TA.) Hence, in the Kur [cvii. 6],

IVho act hypocriticallg; when

the believers pray, praying with them, pretending

to them that they follow the same way [of reli

gion] as they : (M, TA :) or who make a show of

their works to men, in order to be praised by

them.- (Ba) And a, Zin’ [5:1, 6:1; He who

does a deed in order that men may see it, God

will expose his doing so on the day of resurrection.

(Mgh) And is, [He did that

in order to make others [to see it and hear of it].

[See also 4.] _ In the saying of El-Farezdak,

satirizing a people, and charging one of their

women with that which is not comely,

* Gun.” tilt; *

* 55th (5.339 66; Lil *

[And he passed the night thinking her chaste,

when her two anklets had run to us with that fin'

which I was thankful], by [with

following it] he means Oliié, i.e.

- v a an n he, Jenni ail

he“; and by MB); U a”. he means 4.251.! M)!

Q3 J“. m, (T.) _ also signi

fies I consulted with him; or asked his counsel,

Si :10 he

or advice : (T, K:") and [51)! us Ia‘qlpul I

consulted him, or asked his counsel, or advice,

respecting the opinion. (T, K.) ’Imran Ibn

Hliién says,

~ smegma." -
. .1 4 a, , a 05

" My“); L"! LU 4L1» Catt; "

i. e. [And we ask thy counsel, or advice, thou

pronouncest to us, with honesty on thy part

towards us, concerning that] respecting which we

ask thy counsel, or advice.

4. {5.1: 133i, (IAar, T, s, M, K,) originally

lfiiji, (5,) int“. n. 55,; (Sb, IAar, T, M, K) and
,. , ,.

1.3),] (IAar, T) and 3)], ($b, IAar, T, M, K,) [the

last originally 35],] the 3 in the first inf. n. being

a substitute [for the suppressed I, and in like

manner in the second], and the last inf. n. being

without any substitution, (Sb, M,) [I made him

to see the thing; i. e. I showed him the thing :]

126
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you say, 2:55." [I showed him the thing,

and he saw it]. See also 2. Aboo-‘Amr

read [in the Kur ii. 122, for 15;, i. e.

Show Thou to us our religious rites and cere

monies of the pilgrimage, or our places where

those rites and ceremonies are to be performed,]

which is anomalous. _ One says also,

meaning God showed men by

[‘the example of] such a one punishment and

destruction: 2) or God showed by [the ex

ample of] such a one that which would cause his

enemy to rejoice at his misfortune: a saying of

the Arabs: (T in art. Lg) :) said only in relation

. , ° E . i .

to evrl. (Sh, TA.)_ And .6." L521 Give thou,

or hand thou, to me the thing. (M, TA.) ._ (5)

_ “at .

1n the sense ofILat [as meaning He made such a

one to Imam a thing, or person, to be, as in the

a '3) I)! $0! )0

saying, tube. 1),: Lg) I made Zeyd to

know ’Amr to be going away, which may be

rendered I showed Zeyd that ’Amr was going

away,] requires [as this ex. shows] three objective

complements. (M, and Ed in iv. 106. [SeeI’Ak,

p. 117.]) ._ This is not the case in the saying in

the 1;." [iv. 106], iii? in}? t; J: ;

(M, Bd ;) for here it has but two objective com

plements, namely, the .9 in .91), and the sup

pressed pronoun ; in it is in this instance

1 :5 s e

from (5!)! in the sense of gliiz'fll: (M :) the

meaning is, [That thou mayest judge between

men] by means of that which God hath taught

thee, syn. (Ksh, Bd,) or Mb, (Jel,) and

revealed to thee. (Ksh, Bd.) _ See also 1, in

the latter half of the paragraph, in two places, in

I i s

which the pass., L5), is mentioned. =6l)l [as

an intrans. v., preserving the original form, inf. n.

‘53], as below,] He looked in the mirror,- (T,K ;)

and so 51;," '63:; and "55;: (T, M,

K :) or i [5;]; signifies he (a man) looked at his

face in the mirror or in the sword: :) and

r. z ”

it." ué 785.3 he looked at his face in the

water ,' the doing of which is forbidden in a trad. ;

of the measure [from {1,911 ; mentioned

by Sb; like from 6:21.“, and

from £33.", and from (paint. (M.) _

He (a man) had many dreams. (T, K.*) _

He moved his eyelids, (K,) or made much motion

with his eyes, (T,) in looking : (T, K :) you say,

04/ as ») Mae 3 e:

u}: a“, (TA,) and nge- ('1‘,

TA!) ._ He acted (T, well, or righteously,

(T,) in order to make others see what he did,

and hear of it. (T, [See also 3.] _ He

possessed, or became possessed of, intelligence

(K, TA) and judgment and forecast: (TA :)

inf. n. (K, TA. [The inf. n. is mentioned

with this signification, in the K, app. because it

is the first there explained, and therefore as apply

ing to the verb in all its senses.]) _. And He

had the appearance, or evidence, of foolishness,

or stupidity, in hisface : (T, K, TA: [the words

0 4”

by which Az explains this meaning are we?

lib-J! us, ojbl, accord. to one copy

of the T; in another copy of the same, 015)":

the TA follows the former reading: but the right

reading is 5321;!“ mentioned in the T, thus cor

rectly Written, in art. ; in the $, in the present

art; and in the M, in art. 3‘), which is its proper

art., and therefore the proper art. of the verb in

the sense thus explained :]) thus it bears two

contr. meanings. [But it is added in the

TA that this requires consideration.])_ Also

He had what is termed a of the jinn, or

genii; (T, K, TA ;) i. e., a follower, of the jinn.

(TA.)—And Hefollowed the opinion, or belief,

Qfsome one, or more, of the lawyers TA) in

the science of the law. (TA.)-id; said of a

she-camel and of a ewe or she-goat, (M,) and of

any female in a state of pregnancy, except a solid

hoofed animal and a beast of prey, Her udder

showed her to be pregnant: (M, K :) and in like

manner it is said ofa woman: (M :) or, said of

a ewe or she-goat, she was, or became, big in her

udder: ($1) and accord. to IAar, said of a she

goat, she was, or became, swollen in her vulva,

and her being so became apparent, or evident.

And said of a man, His ewe, or she

goat, was, or became, black in her udder. (T.)

= See also 1, in two places, near the end of the

paragraph. =[It is also said in the K and TA

that Lgljl, said of a camel, means

k_,i.é; in the CK xiii; and in the TA

this is said to be on the authority of En-Nadr:

but in a copy of the T, I find it stated, on the

authority of ISh, (i. e. En-Nadr,) that 7,3“ (i. e.

5,521) signifies UL; ,se. iatfit: in

another copy of the T, on the authority of En

Nadr, that L." (a mistranscription for signi

fies thlhs éM‘Jl : and it is added that

the epithet applied to a camel is (Si); (as in one

copy, i. e. vain», and thus it is writtennip the

TA, but in the other copy of the T (5y, an

obvious mistranscription); and to camels, 3,6,1.

(as in one copy, for étlji, i. e. $131, ignithe other

copy of the T erroneously written in)», and in

the TA QLgLeo): therefore the verb is evidently

él, in the pass. form, inf. n;’2§;[;’ar:d I think

that the correct explanation is 31X.”- “L6- “31,

app. meaning His muzzle was thin, or lean, by

is 1

nature : see art. w : and see also (51).. below.]

5. 81;," us Lgljs’: see 4, in the former half of

the paragraph—u! 6L3: see the paragraph

here following.

6. They saw one another: (M, :) dual

(TA.) And QGQJI [5:13, ($, TA,) in

the Kur [xxvi. 61], ’(TA,) The two bodies of

people saw each other: z) or approached and

faced each other so that each was able to see the

other. (TA.) And lVe met and saw each

other. (A’Obeyd, T.) See also 3, first sentence.

It is said in a trad., (T,) '5‘, [for'lf‘i

as it is written in some copies of the K,] (T,

[i. e. 1 Their two fires shall not be within sight of

each other;] meaning that the Muslim may not

dwell in the country of the believers in a plurality

of gods, and be with them so that each of them

shall see the fire of the other: (T,K:') so says

A’Obeyd: or, accord. to AHeyth, it means that

the Muslim may not mark himself with the mark

of the believer in a. plurality of gods, nor assimi

late himself to him in conduct and guise, nor

assume his manners, or dispositions; from the

phrase LQ, meaning “What is the brand

of thy camel?” (T :) IAth explains it similarly to

A’Obeyd; and says that the verb is thus used

tropically. (55,5 He addressed, or

presented, himself [to my sight, or] in order that

I might see him,- as also u! 'Lgtjs'. (M, K.)

And 25 [53,: [Somewhat ofthe

jinn, or, gepii, presented itself to his sight].

Gel); The palm-trees showed the

colours of their unripe dates. (AHn, M, _

J1!" We tasked the sight by trying

whether or not we could see the new moon: or,

as some say, we looked [together, at, or for, the

new moon]: (Shf T, TA:) or we lowered our

eyes towards the new moon in order that we

mightseeit. (Mgh.) [See alsoBin art. van]

See also 4, in the former half of the paragraph,

in two places. _jlf)" Us or g't)!

see 8......0')“ (53.; (gig ; He takes to, or

holds, the opinion, or persuasion, or belief, ofsuch

a one; and inclines to it; and conforms to it. '

(T, TA.)_See also 1, in the latter half of the

paragraph.

8. :63! [is syn. with as signifying He saw

him, or it, with the eye; and also, with the mind]:

see 1, first sentence: or it is [syn. with in the

latter sense only, being] from (:gljl and j-Hfil:

(s, TA =) or dis}! is hem-.rlin [’53, (Lth,T,)

or from $1 or from (:gijt, and means he

thought, reflected, or considered, and acted de

libierately, pp’leisurely. (IAth, TA.) You say,

get us E58,], and Hi}; [i. e. i.e.}s] or

26-55;, (accord. to different copies of the K,)

meaning [or i. e. lVe looked

into, examined, or considered, the afair, or case].

And Joli} [IIe saw it with his

mind, looked into it, examined it, or considered

it, and believed it]. (Mgh.)

10. :])th He, or it, called for, demanded, or

required, the seeing ofit; (M, ;) i. e., a thing.

(M.) _ See also 1, first sentence. ..._ And see 3,

Eva:

last s . _ ". “I entence but one . You say also, at)“;

Q30 [Such a one is counted, accounted, or

esteemed, hypocritical, or ostentatious], from 35)"
J'Orfil

Lint} of 3]; like as you say, Jva-Z-s', and

(Assn

Q- Q- 2- (51:35: see 4, in the former half of

the paragraph.

2, ,

:51) is an inf. n. of L4], [q. v.]: (T, $, [and

is plso a subst.: used as a subst.,] it means The

(5!; of the e e; (Lth, T, Msb ;) i. e. the sight

’0)

thereof; like £35), q. v.: (Msb :) and also, of the

mind; (Lth,T;) [i. e.,] it signifies also mental

perception: (Msbz) [conceptiom idea: notion:]

belief,- (M,K ;) as a subst., not an inf. n.: (M :)
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[orjudgment : or persuasion : or opinion; i. e.] a

preponderating belief of one of two things that

are inconsistent, each with the other: (Er-Rfighib,

TA :) a thing that a man has seen with his mind,

looked into, examined, or considered, (013)11;,)

and believed: (Mgh :) [a tenet:] also intelligence:

andforecast: and skill in affairs: (Msb :) [and

hence it often means counsel, or advice :] pl.
'0! '1'

21,1 (T, &c.) and 11,1, M,I_{.) tlzlie latter

formed by transposition, [being for 5311,]

a s so; 0 E

and (5)] [originally (55,1, like as “£151 is origi

nally [32.121] (Lh, M, K, TA, in some copies of the

9 e 3 s 3 n

1; L5,?) and Us, and Us, [both originally L3,3,],

' "a .
(Lh, 1M, TA,) in the K [5), with damm, [in the

3 e 3

CK [5),] and (5), with kesr, (TA,) and [quasi

5 a ' .

pl. n.] '63), of the measure (3.9.5, like

. ' P2. ' . . '

(5.) One says, 4.31) Jei a. [How m-i-e
' 5 , E ,

neous is his mental perception, &e. l], and \}.61 14

11:5

“1,1 [How erroneous; are his mental perceptions,

&c. l]. (Lth, T.) Lsf," (pullei, [often meaning

The speculatists, or theorists,] as used by those

who treat 0f the traditions, means the followers

of analogy ; because they pronounce according to

their [or belief, &e.,] in relation to that con

cerning which they have not found any [tradition

a a!

such as is termed] :4.)- orfil, (IAth, K, TA,)

or in relation to that which is dubious to them in

a tradition. (IAth, TA.) But accord. to the

usage of others, one says, L5le

meaning Such a one holds the belief, or opinion,

&c., ofthe [heretics, or schismatics, called] 6,1,2"

and says according to their persuasion. (TA.)

[Sometimes, also, this phrase means Such a one

is of the people of intelligence,- or of counsel, or

advice] See also And ,3 means

A man having mental perceplion, and skill in

afi'airs. (Mgh) _See also the next paragraph.

ass is r .Jv‘ an 0L 4.

L55) 0-.- gee-AW and 1.5, and #6:, and 1.31)

(M, K') [He came to them] when the darkness

had become confused so that they did not see one

another. (M, K.)

' $5,, (M, TA,) in the K said to be 1 is}, like

(3.5.1., (TA, [but the former is the right, as will

be shown by a citation from the Kur in what

follows,]) and '55 and Vii}; Aspect, look, or

outward appearance: (M,K:) [and so 7559;;

used in this sense in the and in explanation

of3211; :] or the first and second (i. e. [35) and

'31s), M) signify beauty of aspect or outward

appearance; (M,1_{;) or so does this last; (T,

$;) [and so 533, with ,, mentioned in the in

art. L5,), and there explained as syn. with;lé;;;]

and Vii}; signifies aspect, or outward appearance,

absolutely, (M,K,*) whether beautiful or ugly :

(M :) or this (8134) signifies a beautiful aspect or

outward appearance : and is? signifies what the

. eye sees, ofgoodly condition and clean apparel;

sroie;

as in the phrase in the Kur [xix. 75], MI»

13); [they being better in respect ofgoods,

or property, and of appearance of goodly con

dition and outward apparel], accord. to him

who reads it [thus] with e; and read without I it

as: :5: o, a

may be from the same, or from R1,.“ :4»
.1) ))r -

Anal-,3 meanlng “their colours and skins be

came full and beautiful” [or rather “beautiful

and full”]: for Nafi’ and Ibn-'Amir read

l3), by conversion of the a [into L5] and incorpo

rating it [into the radical L5], or from 6;"

meaning £31; and Aboo-Bekr read L51»), by

transposition; and another reading is 1.3), with the

s suppressed; and another 1:), from (3331. (Bd.)

'0» 11', star 50'

One says v31,4," 3.2.... 31,01 and 761).," [A

woman beautiful of aspect] ;‘ like as you say

end,L-.l;ll= (T,$:) and

9.;11 Vii; Such a one’iibcautliflul gspetitj

and it is said in a prov., ' 431)» 43W 0; is;

His outward appearance indicates [what would

otherwise be his unhnown character, meaning,]

his inward state. [See also

55» (T,$, M; 1M§brKr) With ’1 (13$, Mgh,)

and a), without A, (T, Msb,) The [or lungs,

or lights]; ;) the place of the breath and wind

(M, K) ofa man &c., (M,) [i. e.] of an animal:

(K:) the 3 is a substitute for the (5, (S, Mgh,)

which is suppressed: (Mew) pl. (3,5,, ($,M,

Msb, K,) agreeably with a general rule relating

to words of this class, (_M,)_and be): (M, Msb,

dim. and (T.) Some say that

the suppressed letter [in 3.3)] is g; and that it is

originally as), like as ii; is originally 53.2,:

and signifies “I hit, or hurt, his (Mgh)

[Hence 35;" i1} Inflammation of the lungs]

£le An indication of a thing. (M in art. ,lj

[to which it belongs: bllt in the and TA men

tioned in the present art. ; and in the T, in art. 1):

in one copy of the written 56; and in one.p1ae;e

in the TA, written 8,15), and said to be like i.elJ,

app. from the author’s having found it written

01—; 0'21 0) :12, e; ,e

531) for 3,1,].) You say, é..." 3,1) UL;

[Upon such a one is the indication offoolishness, or

o J :.L a ..

stupidity]. (M.) And .3...» 5,1, 4.4., uLs

[Upon hisface is the indication offoolishness, or

stupidity], when you know foolishness, or stu

pidity, to beoin him before you test him. (Lb, T,

And Verily ‘in his face

is an ugliness. (T.) [See also an explanation of

ail, above. J seems to have regarded the g as

substituted for

originally thus, with s; (T, Msb ;) but the

Arabs prefer omitting it, [saying 2313,] and some

of them say that it has not been heard with s;

(Msb;) [Az says,] the Arabs did not pronounce

it with .: accord. to Lth, its radical letters are

(5(5): (T :) A banner, gr standard, (T, Msb,)

qfan army: (Msbz) pl. (T, Msb.) [See

also art. (5).]

I")

1.5, an int“. 11. of (5?; [q. v.]: (T, s, M, Msb,

K:) [and also a subst.: used as a subst.,] it means

2,

The sight of the eye; as also i :51): [and accord.

to the M and K, it is with the mind also; like

2' e1

(:41) :] pl. [5,). (Msb.) _. See also :55). _

[Also The phasis of the moon]

egg, (T, s, M, Msb, K,) with ., (T, M,) of the

measure Ulla, Mgh,) without tenween,

[i.e.] imperfectly decl., because the 1 is that

which is the sign of the fem. gender, (Mgh,)

also pronounced 1;,3, without ., (Fr, T,’ M,) and

1;, [which is anomalous, like C53, for (24,] men

tioned by El-Farisee on the authority of Abu-l

Hasan, (M,) and 13,, (T, M,) heard by Ks from

an Arab of the desert, (T,) A dream, or vision in

sleep; (T,* $,*M,K;) accord. to most of the

lexicologists, syn. with 3;; or the former is

such as is good, and the latter is the contr. : (MF

vocex, q. v. :) accord. to Lth, it has no pl.;

but accOrd. to others, (T,) its pl. is (55),, (11,2,

M, K,) with tenween. One says, :41)

Eli-1;. [53; I dreamt, of thee, good dreams.

(M.)

r/ Q

215;: see uh), in two places.

:15, an int‘. n. of3 [q. v.]. (M. [Said in the s

to bee. subst.]) ._ [Hence,] Eli) A party, or

company ofmen, facing one another. ($.) And

in like manner, {15) [Their tents, or houses,

are facing one ahother]. And Eli)

Their places ofalighting, or abode, arefacing, or

oppo_site, one to another. _. And 4;.“ 3;,

2'15) The houses of the people, or party, are as~

far as the eye reaches, wherelve-‘see. Jthem, namely,

the people. _And J1 215),» They are as

many as a thousand in the sight ofthe eye. (KQ‘

TA.)

’

:9, and 1&3, (Lth, T, M, 1;, TA) A jinnee,

or genie, that presents himself to a man, and

shows him, or teaches him, divination or enchant

ment or the like : (Lth, T, TA :) or ajinnee whom.

a man sees: or, accord. to Lh, one whom a person

loves, and with whom he becomesfamiliar: (M :)

or ajinnee that is seen. and loved: or the latter word

means such as is loved: and the former

word, some other than this : (TA :) or the former

means a follower, who is of the jinn; of the

measure or [if the latter, originally

C931] so called because he presents himself to

the sight of him of whom he is the follower; or
r
u DI ‘r I) I fl

) 0'35, meaning, "‘4

L .
vial) [i. e. Such a one is the counsellor, or

adviser, of his people, or party]: and sometimes

from the saying,

it is pronounced i3). (IAth,TA.) You say,

“3' 33 He he. a jinnee 8w. (Lh, M,TA.) And

vi, With him isajinnee Sac. (Lth, T, TA.)

And ff, meaning (,1; [i.e. In

him is a touch, or stroke,from thejinn, or genii].

(SJ—Also, both words, A great serpent, (K,

TA,) that presents itself to the sight of a man ;

(TA;) so called as being likened to a jinnee;

(K, TA ;) or because they assert that the serpent

is a transformed jinnee, wherefore they call it

126 *
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5th.; and an. (IAth,TA.)_ And A gar

ment, or piece of cloth, that is spread out for

sale. (Aboo-’Alee, M, K.) = For the former

word, see also [of which it is a quasi-pl. n.].

3 so

L_55)’: see US) [for which it is app. a mistran

scription].

a, a;
k5-22 see v.3).

dim. of 362, q. v. ; also prounced

i'. ‘3.

2'), or iii), A man who sees much. (M,

ave E4

:1) [act. part. n. of (5!), Seeing: &c.=] Still,

or motionless: as also at}. (TA.)

5

Jlfore, and most, apt, meet, suited, suita

ble, fitted, fit, proper, competent, or worthy. (M,

K, TA.) You say, law.

were, or most, apt, 8th., to do that. (K,* TA.)

And 3.; He is the most apt,

8m, of'them to do that. (M.)

inf. n. of 2. (AZ, T, s.) _ [A150,] as a

subst., not an inf. n., (M,) Beauty, or goodliness;

beauty of aspect. (M,'K.) [See also £954.] 7...

Also, (M, Mgh,) and LI; (s, M, Mgh) and 5,2,

the former of these two words extr., (M,)

slight yellowness and dinginess (S, Mgh) which a

woman sees after washing herself in consequence

of menstruation‘iwhat is in the days’oi' menstgua

tion is termed Uéga- [app. for h,b._,..,n>]; not 193:

(S :) or a little yellowness or ivhiteness or blood

which a woman sees on the occasion of menstrua

tion: or, as some say, signifies the piece of

rag by means of which she knows her state of

menstruationfrom her state ofpurity : it is from

(M.)_. See also what next follows.

04 0

3,5,5 A man who practises ecaszons or elusions,
a r .4 Ir

shifts, rules, or artdices; as also 71,516. (Ibn

Buzuij, T.)

in 6 g i" I I I

at)“ sedge); — Y?“ .Say “150, LS‘)‘

and [5113, (M, K,) accord. to

Sb, as adv. us. having a special, or particularized,

meaning, used as though they had not such a

meaning, (M,) and sometimes they said L533,

(TA in art. 6...”) He is where T see him and

hear him. (M, And [5%

Such a one is where I see him and hear what he

says.

[5]}; applied to a [camel’s] head, Long in the

’10:; [or muzzle], (As, T, M, K,) in which is

[i.e. a bending down], (M, 1;, [in the

CK, erroneously, $9,235“) or in which is the

like nfcsfli, like theform ofthe [vessel called]

(As,T:) Nuseyr likens v.);}; to

flat; [i.e. flasks, or bottles]: I know not [says

ISd] any verb belonging to this word, [though

I 8

[£31 seems to be its verb,] nor any art. to which

it belongs. (M.) See 4, last sentence.

{5%, applied to a she-camel, and a ewe or she

goat, (M,) and any female in astate of pregnancy,

except a solid-booted animal and a beast of prey,

IVhose udder shows her to be pregnant; as also

5:5)»: (M, K :) and in like manner applied to a

woman: (M :) or, applied to a ewe or she-goat,

big in her udder.

5;: see :55), in five places. _ You say also,

I ~ “.4 I J ’

1.5% 3!)» ,A He is apt, meet, suited, suitable,

fitted, fit, proper, or competent,for such a thing ,

or worthy qfsuch a thing. (K, TA. [In the CK,

erroneously; igj) And lié: ii}; ;.'a

He is apt, meet, suited, &c., to do such a thing .

and in like manner you say of two, and of 3. pl.

number, and of a female. (Lh, M.)

bl}: A mirror: (T, S, M,I_{ :) originally

(Mgb =) pl. and QI” ; (T, s, Msb ;) the latter

formed by transmutation [of the . into L5]. (T.

[It is said in the S, that the former pl. is used in

speaking of three; and the latter, in speaking of

many; but for this distinction I see no reason:

and in the Msb it is said that, accord. to A2, the

latter pl. is a mistake; but this I do not find in

the T.])

5).: [act. part. n. of 3, q.v.:] A hypocrite:

[sic-=1 (Te$=*) Pl- ofit»- ($-)

‘7’)

a Q

1. .15, (M, K,) aor. 1, inf. n. .Lj, (M,) [He

was, or became, its or lord, possessor, owner,

8:0. ;] he possessed, or owned, it; had possession of

it, and command, or authority, over it,- (M, K ;)

namely, a thing; (11;) syn. (M,I_{.) [And

in like manner, He was, or became, his or

lord, 8§c.] You say, [int'. n. as above

and and £15,] I ruled, or governed, the

01).)

people; syn. Ag...“ ; i. e. I was, or became, over

them [as their lord, master, or chief]. And

JAE" and Their ruling, or

governing, the people continued long. (M, K!)

The saying of Sai'wim, (T, S,) on the day of

Ir 5'5 was 61- in ot~

(T.) a; w‘ an» 01° J?) can 0'9

means [Assuredly

that a man of Kureysh] should be over me (T, S)

as [or lord, &c.], and as master, or chief,

having command, or authority, over me, (T,) [is

more pleasing to me than that a man ofHawdzin

should be lord, &c., over me.] _Also, (S, M,

MsheK.) aor- (an) inf- n- i}. ($.Mgb,

M,) He reared, fostered, brought up, fed, or

nourished, him; 1'. q. 36,; (s, M, Mgh, K ;)

namely, his child, (S,) or a child, (M, K,) either

his own or another's; taking good care of him,

and acting as his guardian, (M,) until he attained

to puberty, or to the utmost term ofyouth : (M,

and so 71,4), (Lh, S, M, Mgh,K,) or this

has a more emphatic signification, (TA,) inf. n.

(Li. M. Mgh, K) and ; '(Lh. M. K a

and wage, ($,M,K;) and 1.13». (M,K:)

[in like manner, also,] 7 signifies he reared,

fostered, or brought up, an orphan: (AA,T:)

and accord. to IDrd, (M,) isa dial. var. [of

0 er a

3.93)]: (M, :) he says also that the verb is

used in like manner in relation to the young one

of an animal other than man ; and he used to cite

this ex.: ,

* l) D_ H1! ’04 6 *

4:121 ,5»: 0

[He belonged to us when he was a young weaned,

or one-year-old, colt, we rearing him]; with

the letter characteristic of the aor. meksoor, to

show that the second letter of the preterite is

meksoor, accord to the opinion of Sb in respect

of a case of this kind; and this, he says, is pecu

liar to the dial: of Hudheyl in this species of verb.

(M, TA.) tip: ~35}, used tropically,

means IThe wbman patted her child repeatedly

on its side in order that it might sleep. (A, TA.)

[See 2 in art. [It is said that] the primary

signification of is Lat; i. e. The bringing

a thing to a state of completion by degrees. (Rd

in i. 1.) A poet says, (S,) namely, Hassan

Ibn-Thabit, (TA,)

ispap,

' 21am. 5,, *
e e e r

0' J / fire 5

i 'w): Lo? a“

[Than a white, clear, pearl, of those which the

depth of the sea has brought to maturity] ; mean

ing a pearl which the shell has reared, or brought

to maturity, in the bottom of the water. TA.)

And the phrase Ell occurs in a trad.,

meaning [Thou hast wealth] which thou pre

servest, and of which thou tahest care, and which

thou fosterest lihe as the man fosters his child.

(TA.)—[Hence,] @515 still ,LQl The

rain causes the plants, or herbage, and the mois

ture [of the earth] to increase. (M.) And

31;)! 4L3! The clouds collect and increase

the rain. (M.) And 1,}, (T, s, M, 1;, TA,)

aor. 1, infl n. and and it?” (Lh, M,

TA ;) and 'are); (M, TA ;) IHe increased,

(M, K, TA,) or rightly disposed, and completed,

(T, S,) a benefit, or benefaction. (T, S, M, TA.)

_g'i)! $3, (M, Mgh, K,) aor. ’ , inf. n. .,a)

(M, Msb) and in}, (M,) IHe put the afiair

into a right, or prbper, state; adjusted it, ar

ranged it, ordered it, or rightly disposed it;

(M,K;) and established it firmly : or he

managed, conducted, o_r regulated, the aflair:

(Msb :) [perhaps from signifying “he reared,”

&c.; but more probably, I think, from what next

fo1lows.]_;.j, (T, s, M, K,) aor. 1, (T, M,)

int n- i3 (T. M:) and 4.33; as a and win

(M ;) He seasoned a skin (T, S, K) for clarified

butter (T, with [i. e. rob, or inspissated

juice], (T, S, K,) qfdates, (TA,) which imparts

a good odour to it, (S, TA,) and prevents the

flavour and odour of the butter from being spoiled:

(TA:) or he seasoned a skin with :5, and ajar

with tar or pitch: or, as some say, signifies

I smeared it over, and prepared it properly.

(M.)—And .L, and “4,, (K,) or the latter,

but the former also is allowable, (M,) 1 He made

oil, or ointment, good, and sweet, orfragrant, or

he perfumed it, (M, K,‘ TA,) accord. to Lh, by

infusing in it jasmine or some other sweet-smelling
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plant. (M, TA.) See also 3;, below. _.

also signifies He collected, or congregated, (K,

TA,) people: (TA :) [and,so, probably, 'vs):

see You say, Such a one

collects, or congregates, to him the people. (T,

s, M.)== aor. ;: see 4.=£;j, (Lb, M,

K,) aor.'—', (so in the M,) or ;, (MF,TA,)

int. n. (M, TA,) or LCD, (s, 1;, [in each

of which this_is mentioned as’the inf. n. whence

the epithet said of a ewe or she-goat, She

brought forth: (Lh,M,K:) or, as some say,

she conceived: or, aceord. to some, there is no

verb to the epithet (M 2) “A? says that it

has no verb: (Mgh:) [but] 'ng) is an inf. 11.

used in relation to a ewe or she-goat as meaning

a)

her being in the state of such as is termed Us)

[q.v.]: ($,M,* bIsb,‘K:‘) and in relation to

a she-camel, as in the ex. cited by Munteji’ Ibn

Neblu'm to As,

I v i’ I: I d

* We uf r-"e' W"-l '

[The yearning org of the mother of the young

camel in the time of her having recently brought

forth]: 2) and used also in relation to a

woman as meaning her having recently brought

forth: or her state within two months after

having brought forth: or nvithin twenty days :

I r ’10!

whence the phrase, in a trad., .39) W, mean

ing She becomes pregnant soon after having

brought forth. (TA.)

2. V1,: see 1, in five places. _. [Also IIe
H J

preserved with vi), i.e., rob, or inspissated juice :

4. 96:91,: ;syt, (T, M, A, K,*) he. n. 4.6;; ;

(T;) and w}. (M. K.) m 1; (MP. TA;)

He remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in the

place, (T, M, A, IQ“) not quitting it; (T;) like

;le (T, A:) and the former, [or each,] he kept,

or flave, to the plgfe. (M.) And air?”

(T,) or Lib The camels

hept, or clave, (T, to the place, (T,) or to

such a place, and remained in it. And

iii?“ $51, ($,) or J.le aswt £3), and 6.6;,

(M,) The she-camel kept to the stallion,

and to her young _one, (M,) and afiected it.

(Ts) And 56-1." :4» (S. M. A) .Ltéjt

(A) {The cloud continued raining [in their hind]:

(s; M.) And ;,.’=;.n $5,: +le south, or

southerly, mind continued. (T, also

signifies The drawing near, or approaching,

(S, M, K,) a thing, ($, M,) of any kind. (M.)

r a! a v I

5' Va)?! ‘14)": (Mr A: and Jain: (M,

He asserted himself to be the ;a) [or lord, &c.,]

qfthe land, (M, A,K,) and of the man. (M,

_See also 1, in two places, in the former half

of the paragraph. = They collected them

selves together, or congregated; or they became

collected or congregated.

6. 1,3,3 They united in a confederacy, league,

or covenant. (M, TA.) [App. from the fact of

some confederates dipping their hands into
g I

see

8. :3): see 1._;;EJI [She adjusts, or

arranges, and composes, or collects together, the

s .1

hair], said of a woman, is from [9)" signifying]

ésii'gi and (M.) _ ;lal ;iji The

grapes n'ere cooked so as to become ;) [or rob],

used to give a relish to bread. (AHn, M.)

r '0'

R. Q. 1. .9”): see 1.

o T T 5’ I I I I I

go): see .Tal), of WlllCl'l it 1s an Imperative.

e 8 a e 2 J 0 J 0 e an

.3) and 9) and .9) and .3) and .9); and L,))

a" i J

and L“) &c.: see .3).

I a

‘2’) i

but one.

see the next paragraph, last sentence

A lord, a possessor, an owner, or a pro

prietor, syn. 3m}, (T, IAmb, S, M, A, Mgh, K,)
ofa thing, (T,)iof anything, (s, M, A, K,) or of

an irrational thing; (Msb;) a person who has a

right, or just title or claim, to the possession of

anything; or its [which is syn. with and];

(M, A,K;) and and all signi

fying h. Pars. $313.2: (KL =) and a lord,

master, or chief,' (Mgh, TA ;) or a lord, master,

or chief, to whom obedience is paid: (IAmb,

TA :) and a lord, ruler, governor, regulator, or

disposer; (TA ;) an orderer, a rectifier, or a

reformer : (IAmb, TA :) a rearer, fosterer,

bringer-up, feeder, or nourisher : and a com

pleter, or an accomplisher: (TA :) it is an

epithet, likej from; :.o:' an inf. n. used as an

intensive epithet; like J»; (Ksh and Bd“ in

i. 1 ;) originally signifying the “bringing (a thing)

to a state of completion by de recs ;” (Bd, ibid. ;)

then used in the sense of (Ksh and Ed

ibid. :) the pl. [of pauc.] is and [of mult.]

(M, K,) and accord. to Sh, also,

(TA,) signifying and is

app. a quasi-pl. n. :’(M z) the fem. is l of

which the pl. is (T.) Whoever possesses a

thing is its you say, 3313" ‘33 ;b [He is the

possessor, or owner, or mdster, of the beast], and

,1111 [qfthe time], (T,) and JQ! [ofth_epro

perty, or cattle]; (Msb ;) and, is; is,

[She is the owner, or mistress, of the house or

tent]. (T.) With the article J1, it is [properly]

applied only to God: (T, S, M, A, Msb,K :) He

is sign :5 [The Lord of lords]. (T. [Thus

the pi. with the article ()1 is applied to created

beings.]) To any other being it is not [properly]

applied but as a prefixed noun governing another

noun as its complement in the gen. case [or in a

similar manner]. The pagan Arabs, how

ever, sometimes applied it to A hing, (S,) or to a

lord as meaning a master or chief: (Msb :) El

Harith says, Mgh,) i. e. Ibn-Hillizeh,

be ¢~ J 5 ~ 55 a),

* :e U“ icy-m3 91"»: *

we a pee e 0,,

* ill—t 3*": g-ongbg *

(S, Mgh,) i. e. And he (meaning El-Mundhir

Ibn-Ma-es-Sema, or, as some say, ’Amr Ibn

Hind,) was the hing [or lord] and witness qfour

fighting on the day of El-Hiydrén (the name of

a place), and the trial was a hard trial. (EM,

p. 285: [in which is erroneously put for

qgléngJ) Some forbid that a man should be

called [the of his slave: (Mgh:) it is said in a

trad. that the slave shall not say to his master,

J3, because it is like attributing a partner to

God: (TA:) but is sometimes used in the

sense of lord as meaning master or chief prefixed

to a noun signifying a rational being governed by

it in the gen. case: thus in the saying of the

Prophet, [So that the female

slave shall bring fqrth him who will become

her master], or [her mistress], accord. to

different transmitters; (Msb;) relating to the

signs of the hour of resurrection: i. e., the female

slave shall bring forth to her master a. child that

shall be as a master [or mistress] to her because

like his [or her] father in rank: meaning that

captives and concubines shall be numerous.

(TA.) As to the phrase in the Kur [xii. 4'2],

[illention than me in the pre

sence of thy lord], Joseph thus addressed his

fellow-prisoner agreeably with the acceptation in

which he [the latter] undersde the words. (TA.)

A similar instance also occurs in the same chapter,

in the verse immediately preceding. (Mgh.) I_n

another verse, [23 of the same ch.,]

[Verin he is my lord] may refer to Joseph’s

master or to God. (M, The words of the

KurJlxxxix. 2’802nd39], 65?)!

[5M Uta-st; tit-é)», as some read, [instead

of [5>\;e,] may mean Return to thine owner,

[apprbcing, approved,] and enter into my servant.

(M, TA.).._Without the article ()1, as some

say, (L, TA,) it is sometimes written and pro

nounced lg}, without teshdeed; (L, K;) as in

the following verse, cited by El-Mufaddal,

1.1a: 10/ sleet!) e» 0;, a:

‘ “Fwdhb'IB-t'dlA-bf-AJ;

X JJDII — J) a; 0' J0’ le

" OM)5:M'ul§'-3¢r°fi~rb “

[And the peoples have known that there is not

above him a lord beside Him who gives the por

tions of mankind and of others and grants the

means of subsistence]. (L.) And Ahmad Ibn

Yahya [i. e. Th] mentions the phrase ‘3] ‘§

fii, for ‘§ [i. e. No, by thy Lord, I will

not do such a thing] ; the [latter] 9 being changed

into L5 because of the reduplication. (M, K :* in

the 01; 51,33.)

is a word of which there are seventy dial.

vars., all mentioned by Zekereeya El-Anséree in

his great Expos. of the “ Munfcrijeh," but only

eighteen of which are mentioned in the K, in

cluding some that are formed with the afiix 4:,

some with the affix L3, and some with both these

afiixes together; as follows: (TA :) :J) (T, S, M,

Msb, Mughnfe, K, &.'c.) and ;a) (T, M, Mugh

nee, 1g) and .,.,’, (Mughnee,) and t ;l, (T, s, M,

Mughnee,K) and .9) (T, M, Mughnee, and

and (Mughnee, and .33; (Mughnee ;)

and (T, S, M, Msb, Mughnee, K) and

(M, Mughnee, and and and and

i; and and a; and and as} (TA)
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and c4) and is,” (Mughnee) and £4), (TA,)

and l :4) (T, Mughnee, K) and $4) (Mughnee,

K) and and and and and

and and and and and and

and and and (TA) and

and 3;, (Mughnee) and 5.5,; (TA;) and

(T, s, MK) and C5 (M. 1;) and LL33. (TA.)

and n.;; (131;) and a; (K) and a; and a};

and $3,; (TA ;) and (T, s, M, 1;) and

(M, K) and and and and

and and and (TA,) and 1Q;

and (M, and and and and

L3,»), and and and and and

and and (TA :) [of all these, the

most common are and : and] V is the

most common of the forms that have the aflix Q:

(Mughnee and K on the letter 0 :) and the forms

with teshdeed are more common than the [corre

sponding] forms without teshdeed. (M.) It is

a word, (M,) or particle, (T, S, Mughnee, K,)

governing the gen. case: (S, M, Mughnee,K:)

or a noun, (K, TA,) [i.e. an indecl. noun,] in

the opinion of the Koofees and some others; but

this opinion is rejected by Ibn-Malik in the Tes

heel and its Expos., and by AHei, and by IHsh

in the Mughnee. (TA.) Accord. to some, (K,

TA,) it is used to denote a small number, (T, M,

Msb,K, TA,) always, (TA,) or mostly: (Msb,

TA:) [thus it may be rendered Fem if we render

the noun following it as :1 pl. ; and scarce any if

we render the noun following as a. sing. or a pl. :]

it is the contr. of; when this latter is not used

interrogatively : (T :) [and with L; affixed, re

stricting it from government, it may be rendered

Few times, or seldom :] or it is used to denote a

large number; (K, TA ;) i. e. always: so says

IDrst: (TA 2) [thus used, but such is not always

the case, it may be rendered Many, whether we

render the noun following it as a sing. or as 9. pl. :

a

and with Lo affixed, Many times, many a time,

qftentimes, qfttimes, often, or frequently :] or it

is used to denote a small and a. large number;

(Mughnee,l_(;) often the latter, and seldom the

former: (Mughneez) or it is used in a case of

boasting, or glorying, TA,) exclusively of

other cases, (TA,) to denote a large number:

(K, TA :) or it does not denote by itself either a

small number or a large number; but one or the

other of these meanings is inferred from the con

text: :) [but sometimes neither of these mean

ings can be clearly inferred from the context: in

these cases, it may be rendered Some: and with

L; affixed, Sometimes :] accord. to Er-Radee, its

primary meaning is to denote a small number,

but it has been so much used to denote a large

number as to be in this latter sense as though it

were proper, and in the former sense as though it

were tropical, requiring context [to explain it].

(Marginal note in my copy of the Mughnee.)

[Without the affix L0,] it governs an indeter

minate noun (T,"’ S, Msb, Mughnee, only,

(T, 5, K,) and a. pronoun. (S, M, Mughnee.)

s 05/ 0

You say, alig [Few, or many, days

have I gene forth early therein]: (T :) and

Jim

42313 J?) cg; [Ferv, or'many, men are standing] :

(M :)g and [Fem, or many, men

stood] : (Msb :) land in like manner, lass];

(Msb ;) for the Q in this case is not d denotative

of the fem. gender. (Mgh.) The pronoun aflixed

to it is of the third pers., (S, M,) and is [gene

rally] sing. and masc., (S,Mughnee,) though it

may be followed by a fem. and by a dual and by

a. pl. : ($ :) notwithstanding its being determinate

in the utmost degree, its use in this manner is

allowable because it resembles an indeterminate

noun in its being used without the previous men

tion of the noun to which it relates; and hence it

requires a noun to explain it: (IJ, M :) it annuls

the government of .3); (TA ;) and the indeter

minate noun that follows it is put in the accus.

case as a. specificative: Mughnee:) thus you

say, [Fe1v, or many, men I

have beaten]: ($, M 9‘) but accord. to the K00

! 1' sin fl-on “Tu

fees; you say 5L?) 42'): anfl 3‘)“ lH)!

and and 1:3], and Ill-J W):

he who puts the pronoun in the sing.’[in all

cases] holds it to be allusive to something un

known; and he who does not put it in the sing.

[when it is not followed by a sing. noun] holds it

to be used in reply to a question, as though it

were said to a man, “Hast thou not any young

J o” 0: 5:5)

women ’2” and he answered, ail» .as 21",. W)

[Fem, or many, young women have I possessed] :

Ibn-Es-Sarréj says that the grammarians are as

I!

though they were of one consent in holding

to be a replicative [app. meaning in a case of this

kind, with an afiixed pronoun]: (S:) [but it is

not always a replicative in a. case of this kind;

though perhaps it was originally :] AHeyth cites

as an ex. ' r ’ a“: a ’ a“

s also! I use: 1.1;» 4-1), *‘

[And many a perishing man have I saved from

perdition]. (TA.' [But the reading commonly

found in grammars is from his state of

perdition.]) The following is an ex. of the use of

to denote a small number, [or rather to denote

singleuess,]

s! r so“ so, i) 'i

“ ~e' 4’ v-As 33’s» ~.o ‘9' ‘

I '5 a, a, (a I

* tub-:1 0-9-1 ,1 q-b t5?) *

[Nam surely scarce an instance is there qf anyone

born not having a father, and of anyone having

0_ spring nihom two parents have not procreated];

meaning [our Lord] Jesus and Adam: (Mugh

nee: [but I have substituted 041] for ix, the

reading in my copy of that work: i‘szfpr

044,»), for the sake of the metre; like as at?! ,3

is for and among the many exs: of its

use to denote a large number, is the saying, in a

trad" algal id); ‘33" L55 l; [0;

many it fiimale having clothing/i1: the present state

Qf existence will be naked on the day of resur

rection!] ; and the saying of an Arab of the desert,

after the ending'of Ramadan, L;

2;,2; 4J6 [0, many a keeper

of its fast/shall not keep its fast again! and 0,

many a passer of its nights in prayer, or per

former of its c1365, shall not pass its nights in

prayer, or perform its 41,3, again 1]. (Mugh

nee.) [But in this last ex.,and in others,it relates

to few in comparison with others, though many

abstractedly.] _ L; is affixed to &c. in order

that a verb may follow it; (S, Mughnee;) and

the verb that follows it is generally a preterite,

(T, Mughnee,) as to the letter and the meaning:

(Mughneez) you say, [Seldom,

or often, such a one came to me, or has come to

me]: (T :) sometimes the verb is a future; (T,

Mughnee;) but only when it expresses an event

of which one is certain : (T :) so in the saying in

6 ti” ’3’

the Kur [xv. 2], 3; 53.55 bill's _ L93)

M, (T, S, M, Mughnee), meaning Often

[will’ those who have disbelieved wish that they

had been Muslims] ; (Mughnee, Jel ;) or seldom,

(Zj, T, M, Je],) because terrors will bereave them

of their reason so that they will but seldom re

cover reason to wish this; (Jel;) for God’s

threat is true, as though it had come to pass, and

therefore the verb here is equivalent to a prete

rite [which is often used in the Kur and else

where in this manner]. L; is also sometimes

aflixed when a noun follows, (T, Mughnee,) or a

nominal proposition, and generally restricts

&c. from governing: thus, Aboo-Duwad says,

0 sfi-l s e mi:

* J5." J-fle-Jl Lee)

J a first, 1 r1!

* )l-t-g" W' . . Ll“: “

[Sometimes, or often, the numerous herd of camels

is among them, and there are swift horses, among

which are the colts]: another says, making

with Lo affixed, to govern,

i )9}; (8-.1 Lq-j) *

re a, so »I e a s or

I“ . ' fl-ll, E . :-’ -X

[Many a stroke with a polished sword of the

forging of Busrd, (the Bozrah of the Bible, a

city famous for its sword-blades,) and many a.

wide spear-wound ; or, perhaps, fem strokes as] :

(Mughnee: [but I have substituted for (3);,

which is the reading in my copy of the Mughnee,

an evident mistranscription:]) and another, cited

by IAar, says,

* 's-w at: s

- Wu'c. 55.25. ~

[Mdrveeyeh, (ngL; being an apocopatcd proper

name of a womah, originally it’ll») 0, many a

raid spreading widely and dispersedly, like the

burn with the branding-iron]. (T. [In the TT,

as from the T, I find, here, J; in the place of ti,

which I find in a copy of the T, and which is

the reading commonly known.])

1

Rob, or inspissated juice, (Ly-33,) of any

fruit; i.e., (M, TA,) thefirst, or cledr, juice of

the thick residuum of any fruit after it has been

pressed (M, K, TA) and cooked : (M, TA :) thick

5U: [or expressed juice; such as the inspissated

juice of dates, with which a skin for clarified

butter is seasoned; see 1, in the latter half of the

paragraph]: (S :) or what flows from fresh ripe
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dates, like honey, when it has been cooked [and

so rendered thick] ; before which it is called jib:

(Mgh in the present art. and in art. )ifil) what

is prepared by coctionfrom, or of, dates : (TA :)

expressed juice of grapes, and of apples, #0.,

'cooked and [so] thickened: (KL :) and dregs,

(K,) or black dregs, (IDrd, M,) of clarified

butter, (IDrd, M, K,) and of olive-oil: (IDrd,

M:) pl. ;,;3 and Lo, (s) [and pl. pl. (i. e. pl.

of which'means sorts, or species, of

:33]. = See also

21,. see :5, in three places. was also

the name of A Kaabeh [or square temple],

(M, K,) in Nejrdn, (M,) belonging to [the tribe

of] JIedh-hij (M, K) and Benu-l-Hdrith-Ibn

Kaab, who held it in honour. (M.) In a trad. of

’Orweh TA) Ibn-Mes’ood Eth-Thakafee,

(TA,) it is applied to El-La't (55m), (1;, TA,)

the rock which [the tribe of] Thaheef worshipped,

at Et-Tdifi (TA.) And in another trad., it is

said to be the name of A temple of [the tribe of]

Thaheef, which, when they became Muslims, was

demolished by El-Ilfugheereh. (TA.) ._ And

5;, (K,) or 36, (M,) signifies A large house

or mansion. (M, K.)= See also

A party, division, sect, or distinct body or

class, of men : (M :) or a large assembly or com

pany: z) or a myriad,- i. e. ten thousand:

(M, :) or thereabout : (M :) and l 2}, signifies

the same :- (M,K:) or this signifies a'compa’ny

[of men]: (T :) the pl. of the former is *b):

(S, M :) and that of the latter is i}: (T,

by Th [and in the K], the former pliis said to be

a pl. of 55,; but this is a mistake. (M.).

[Hence, the; pl.] signifies Companions.

_. And hence [also], i. e., as pl. of 3’5“, (S, M,)

.1)?! is an appellation of The [confederate]

tribes of Dabbeh ,- (M, K, TA ;) or Teym and

’Adee and ’Ohl; (T, TA ;) or Teym and ’Adee

and ’wa and Thowr and Ashyab; (TA; [but

for the orthography of the last of these names I

have found no authority; it is written in the TA

will, without any syll. signs ;]) and Dabbeh

was their paternal uncle; (TA ;) or five tribes

which united in a confederacy, consisting of

Dabbeh and Thowr and ’Ohl and Teym and

’Adee: (S :) they were thus called because of

their division into distinct bodies; (M ;) or because

they collected themselves (As, Tb, S, TA) in dis

tinct bodies: (Th, M,‘TA:) or because they

united in a confederacy against Temeem Ibn

Murr: (AO, M, TA 2) or because they dipped

their hands in some and formed a confederacy

over it: (As, T, M, K :) or, as some say, because

they congregated, and became like the SQ, [or

bundle] of arrows [used in the game dalled

)s-gdl] : (TA :) the rel. n. is V formed from

the sing., (Sb, S, M,) accord. to a, rule generally

observed except when a [single] man has 8. pl.

word for his_name, as &c. (S, TA.) _

The sing. also signifies Plenty, or abun

dance, of the means of subsistence : (K :) and

constant, or inseparable, prosperity. (Khélid

Ibn-Jembeh, TA.) = See also

:13): see the next preceding paragraph, first

sentence. ._ [Hence its pl.] signifies EC'on

federates; IB,K;) [or] it is for 3,2! ,;3

having covenants; being said by AAF to be

pl. of in the sense of (IB,TA.)=

Also A species (Mum, (s, M, Msb, K,) ofthe

[season called] .11.}, (M,) remaining in the end

ofthe (Msb :) or the name ofa number of

plants which do not dry up in the J;, remain

ing green in the winter and the aged [or summer];

among which are the Jr;- (11“! the and

thefi; and the or Ulla: [see :] or

a certain soft, or tender, herb, or leguminous

plant: (TA :) or any plant that is green in the

hot season: or certain species of trees, or ofplants,

undefi-ned: (M =) pl. $4,. ($,Msb.)n [In the

dial. of Egypt, Alemandrian'trcfoil (may, q. v.,)

of the second and third crops.] _Al’so’ A cer

d r

tain tree : as some say, the tree of the .3”;- [an

appellation generally applied to the carob, or

locust-tree]. (M,

'fl

es). (s. M. K,) or 3.4; is. (am) Much

water, (S, M, K,) collected together: (M :) or

sweet-water: accord. to Th, it means

5,1.» L; [app. such (water)_as the clay has

collected; for signifying is probably

quasi-pass. of 4.3),, so that this last seems to sig

nify

and &c.; and and &c.:

see

Clouds: (M 1) or white clouds:

or clouds that one sees beneath other clouds,

or clouds suspended beneath other clouds, (M,)

sometimes white and sometimes black: (S,M:)

this latter is said by 113 to be the signification

commonly known : (TA :) or clouds consisting of

an accumulation ofparts : (A’Obeyd, T _:) n. un.

with 5. (A’Obeyd, Hence as a

proper name of a woman. (A’Obeyd,T,

Also A certain instrument ofdiversion, [meaning,

of music,] (K,) having strings, (TA,) with which

one plays [lit. beats]. [The Q9) in common

use among the Arabs in the present day is a hind

of oiol. A specimen of it is figured and described

in my work on the Modern Egyptians. Being

an instrument of remarkable simplicity, it is

probably similar to the ancient .glgy] Memdood

Ibn-’Abd-Allah El-Wasitee Er-Rababee became

proverbial for his musical skill with the _thQ).

= See also

0 I: is _ ' _ ,

QM) : see Us), ofwhich it is an anomalous pl. :

6 J:

=and see also up).

9 I 0’ r

vale) : see 3.3L», in two places. _ Also tTithes,

or tenths; syn. (S, M, :) from the same

word signifying “a covenant.” (S.)_In the

phrase 11.35, éu'gjl M, ending a verse of

Aboo-Dhu-eyb, describiiig some asses, S1}, is

said to signify An oath, or a promise, which, the

owner of the asses takes of a people to permit

those asses to water: or the poet means that the

person giving those asses permission to water

gives to their owner an arrow, of those used in

the game calledQt, [as a token,] to show that

they have received permission to water, and that

no one may offer them any opp0sition: (TA:)

some say that here means their owners:

(M :) [holding thih last opinion,] Sh says that

#6! in this verse is a pl. of .93. (TA.): It is

also a pl. of (S, M ;) not of g), as it is said

to be by Th [and in the K]. .(M.)=See also

1, last sentence. = And see

o w o 4 8 z

as”): see W). = See also ‘7’), of which it is

said in the M to be app. a quasi-pl. n.

Reared, fostered, brought up, fed, or

nourished ,- [and taken good care of, until the

Jla

age quuberty; (see 1;)] as also 'éy”; (S,

M,K;) both applied to a boy: (S, M :) and in

like manner applied to a. horse: (M:) or the

latter epithet, applied to a horse, Itended well,

or taken good care of: (A z) the former is also

applied to a gazelle; (IAar, in art. J5.) ;) [as

meaning tbrought up in, or near, the house or

tent, and therefe’dfl'like (TA in that art:)

and [its fem.] a”) is applied to a ewe or she

goat, (2L5, K,) meaning 1- brought up in the tent,

or house, for the sake of her milk; (S, [see

also L,.:.i;;]) pl. (S ;) this last being applied

to sheep or goats that are tied near to the tents,

or houses, and therefed, and that do not goforth

to pasture; (M, TA,) of which it is said that

none are to be taken for the poor-rate. (TA.)

__ [Hence, A step-son,] a man’s wife’s son (T,

S, M, A, Msb, K) by another husband; (T, S, M,

A, K ;) as also 1;,1», = (T, K:) pl. :13}. (Mgh.)

And [A step-daughter;] a woinan’s hus

band’s daughter by another wife: or a man’s

wife’s daughter (T, M, A, Mgh, Msb, by

another husband; (T, M,A;) because he rears

her: (Mgh:) pl. (A, Mgh, Msb) 11an some

times (Msb.)g_'Also,,and 7.;13,’ (T,

M, both syn., like agar"! and MUD, and”;

and (TA,) or the latter, (T,’S,) mentioried

by IAar, is the correct term, (T,) [A step-father;]

the husband ofa mother (T, S, M, who has a

child by another husband. (T.) And and

'31}, (T,) or the latter [only], (S,K,) [A step

mother ;] the wife of a father (T,.S, K,) who has

a child by another wife. (T.) Eta-H) also sig~

nifies [A foster-mother;] a woman who has the

charge of a child, who carries him, and takes

care of him, and rears, or fosters, him ,- (Th, S,

M, Msb, K ;) like V the former being of the

measure in the sense of (Mgh.)

C’s-ll [meaning The foster-fathers of the

Prop/lei] is an appellation given to the people

[of the tribe of Saad] among whom Mohammad

was suckled; as though 5L3] were pl. of [as

it is said to be in one of the senses mentioned

above]. (TA.)—And signifies also A

confederate; a person with whom one unites in a

confederacy, league, or covenant. (M,

AndA hing. (M,
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2gb): see a;,;.=Also A covenant, com

pact, bonfederacy, or league; (S, M, K;) as also

7;:(0, (M_,K,) of which latter, in this sense,

the pl. is 11:}. (AAF,IB,TA.) [See33,,eeeehd

sentence.]).L—..And A thing [or case] resembling

a quiver in which the arrows of the

game calledr-QI are enclosed together: (S 2) or

a piece ofshin, (T,) or a piece of thin shin, (Lb,

M,TA,) in which the arrows are enclosed, (Lb, T,

M, TA,) resembling a quiver (3.5%) : (TA :) or

a piece ofrag, (M, K, TA,) or ofshin, (TA,) in

which the arrows are enclosed (M,K, TA) or

bound: (TA:) or a piece of thin skin which is

bound upon the hand of the man who takes forth

the arrows (K,TA) of that game, (TA,) lest he

should know the feel of an arrow for the owner

of which he has an afiection: (K,TA:) or a

small cord with which the arrows are bound

[together]: or the arrows [themselves] collectively:

(M,T(z) sometimes it is used in this last sense:

:) and 'ng) also seems to be used in like

manner; as meaiiing the ill) of the arrows of the

game of Hi. (TA.) [Size an ex. in a verse

cited voce in art. 96.9.]

I! 1; oi .as

34,0: see

3, ,. ..

ado A player on the .9ng [q. v.]. (MA,

ng, (M, K,) with fet-h [to the ,1, (K,) a

rel. n. from big”, deviating from rule: so in the

B J’ O

phrase [53,!) LA: [Knowledge, science, or doctrine,

relating to the Lord, i. e., to God]. (M,

[Lordship; or the state, or quality, of

such as is termed i. e. a lord, a possessor, an

owner, or a proprietor; &c.: and, with the

article dl, particularly gods/tip, god/Lead, or

deity .-] a subst. from .Ljn; (13's; M,K;) as

also 7 2,5, [which seems to be properly an inf. n.

of 1 in the sense first explained]. (M, K.)=

Also, (M, K,) or V 34);, (so in a copy of the K,)

The state, or condition, of a 9).; [or slave].

(M, K)

r is e :4 4 .3, r ,5.

as) and :.q) &c.; and L.:,, and big, &c.: see

i s _

.3), in five places.

urt)’, applied to a ewe or she-goat (S, M,

&c.,) That has broughtforth: (M, Msb, i) and

so ifher young one has died: (M,K:) or that

has recently brought forth: (Lb, S, M, Mgh,

Msh, i) or that has brought forth twenty days

before: (M:) or that has brought forth two

months before: (El-Umawee, S, M:) or that is

followed, (M,) or accompanied, (As, Mgh,) by

her young one: (As, M, Mghz) or that is con

fined in the tent, or house, for the salt; of her

with: (Mgh: [see also voce :])

accord. to AZ, (S, Mgh,) it is applied to a’she

goat, (S, M, Mgh,) and is applied to a ewe:

(M :) accord. to others, the former is appliid to

a she-goat and a ewe, and sometimes to a she

camel: (s,Mi_ih=) the pl. is tiny, (As,T,$,

M, Mgh, Msb, which is extr. [in form]:

(M, Lb mentions the phrase or

LL11], which, he says, is rare. (M.)-See also

in two places. = A benefit, favour,

boon, or good. (AA, T, [See an ex. in the

first paragraph of art. {2%.]_A want; (AA,

T, K;) as in the saying, [Ihare

a want for such a one to supply, or accomplish].

(AA,T.)=A child's nurse,- syn. (AA,

T. In one copy of the T 4;“; and in the TA

3.3!). [Perhaps the right reading is 2!}, meaning

afoster-mother.])= Afirm hnot : (AA, T, :)

[and so, app., ' if correctly written thus, in

the instance here following] You say,

e o is 02- '4‘! in is

99)} 'Qlog é)“ $1.5 ab“ (,5, (TA,) or L:)-g

323], (so in the TT, as from the M, [as though for

i) a a is 0

adj) and .92); Us) of, (T, TA,) a prov.,

meaning +If thou place thy reliance upon me,

then let me weary myself, and enjoy‘thou relaxa

tion and rest: (T, TA 2) here [properly]

signifies a firm knot. (T.) [See also a similar

prov. in Freytag’s Arab. Prov. i. 24.])= Also

a name of Jumddd-l-Oold [the fifth month of

the Arabian calendar]; and so v.33:

and likewise, (K,) or accord. to Kr, (M,) a

name of Juma'dd-l-Ahhireh [the sixth month];

and 80 15,2 (hI,K:) and this last likewise,

(K, there expressly said to be with damm,) or

l 2;, (so accord. to the M as transcribed in the

TT,) 8. name of Dhu-l-Kaadeh. [the eleventh

month]: (M, K:) thus these months were called

in the Time of Ignorance. (M. [See alsoxje:

and see or J), in art. 0).])

5w 8 if e dies,

as) : see Ulla. _ And for its pl., 0”), see

3.- ' ' '

Us), in two places.

3-“ In

Us) rel. n. of as), q. v. (Sb, S, M.) _See also
I d a I)

its pl., 0%, in the next paragraph, in two

places. ‘

8 . .5 a

U4) sing. of a”), (T, S, K,) which signifies

Thousands (Fr, Th',T,$,1_<) of men: (s, K :)

accord. to Akh, it is from le; and ifso, it is

l with fet-h to the) : but accord. to Fr, it

is from 2;), meaning “ a company :” (Th,T :)

Zj says that it is and 'égj, with kesr

to the) and also with glamm to the), and signifies

a numerous company : he adds that is said by

some to signify “ ten thousand;" and that 0);)

is said to signify learned, pious, patient men ,

and that each of these sayings is good: accord. to

Aboo-Tiilib, itsignifies numerous companies: (T :)

[in the Khi- iii. 140,] El-Hasan read mag,

and Ibn-‘Abbas, the former with damm,

and the latter with fet-l}, to the ). (L, TA.)—

3 a.

See also vile).

see the next paragraph, in four places.

Thefirst, or beginning, or commencement,

or the first and fresh state, of anything; (As,

A’Obeyd, T ;) [and so 7 &c., as appears

from what follows] You say,

(T,) and qL; ' QC}, or 4.3L; 7 (accord. to

different copies of the T,) and 4.3L; ' _rahg, (T,)

and gate-1' V 7A5, or 44,5 ' 745'), (accord. to

different copies of the T,) and qt; lug, all.

meaning [I came to him] in the beginning, or

first and fresh state, of his youth. ('l‘.) And

3.1%)! 3:51 Do thou that thing in its

first and fresh stqth: so accord. to 18k: and

hence, he says, lug EL; [explained above].

And ‘9' (A?! s, Ks‘) and 'fiqés

with damm and with fet-h, (K,) i. e. [I took the

thing] in itsfirst state : (K :) or altogether, (As,

S, K,) not leaving qfit ought. (As, They

said also, 0L3,» [app. meaning Leave thou

him early, befdre he acquire more power]: and

Th cites the following [as an ex.] :

’10:: 3' is 0:0::

is ,5)“ '33], 9L3)? IA)» is

a! 2 v s I 4 v 1 s

'* wéwtbégeihiweiese *

[which seems to mean Then leave thou them

early, before they acquire more power; for

thou do not, or wilt not, leave them, they will

make thee to taste what is in them, though it be

more]. (M.)-Also, accord. to A’Obeyd, The

chief, or main, part or portion of a constellation:

or, accord. to Ask the aggregate thereof: or,

accord. to A0, 75G): with fet-h, has this mean

ing: (T:) or both signifya company or an as

sembly, or an aggregate or assemblage. TA.)

=Als0 A captain ofsailors (Sh, in the sea;

(Sh;) and so vii-hi}. (Sh,K=) one skilled in

ngvigation: pl. [or, rather coll. n. of the latter]

(TA voce éQil‘j.)=See also Us); in

two places.

0 5

gig) : see the next preceding paragraph, second

sentence.

3 .1, .e

(T, S: M: A; and ‘32, or

lug-3, (A, KL,) One who devotes himself to

religious services or exercises, or applies himself

to acts qfdevotion; (S, A, K ;) who possesses a

knowledge of God : (T, S, K, KL :) or a learned

man : (T :) or the first signifies, (M,) or signifies

also, (K,) and so the second, (M,) i. q.

[i. e. a learned man, or particularly of the Jenni,

kc. ; or a good, or righteous, man] ; (M, 19) and

a lord, or master, of knowledge or science : or a

worshipper of the Lord or a

learned man, a teacher of others, who nourishes

people with the small matters of knowledge, or

science, before the great: (IAar, T :) or a learned

man firmly grounded in knowledge, or science,

and religion: or a learned man who practices

what he knows and instructs others: or one of

high rank in knowledge, or science: or learned

with respect to what is lawful and what is unlaw

ful, and what is commanded and what is forbid

den : (TA :) is a re]. n. from ; or from

L}! meaning “ God :” (TA, and some copies of

the :) the l and 0 being added to give intensive

ness to the signification ; (M ;) or, as Sb says, to

denote a special reference to the knowledge of the
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Lord, as though the word signified one possessing

a knowledge of the Lord exclusively of other

branches of knowledge; (T ;) so that it is like

Gig-Li, (T, M, and so in some copies of the

K,) meaning “ long-bearded,” (T,) or “large

bearded,” (M,) and “ thick-necked,” and

“having much hair :” (T:) or it is a

Syriac word; (TA, and some copies of the K;)

or Hebrew; and was unknown to the [pagan]

Arabs, and known only to the men of law and

science: (TA:) the pl. is (T, $,) occur

ring in the Kur iii. 73 (S) [and v. 48 and 68].

5 a, a a

L$39): see 09;, last sentence but one.

The quality denoted by the epithet

[q. v.]. (A.)

L); A herd (T, s, M, 1;) of men, (T,) [i. e.]

of wild oxen M,K:) or, as

some say, ofgazelles: or, accord. to Kr, a number

of [wild] oxen together, less than ten: it has no

sing., or u. an.

3 ~ . . G ' .

.,al); and its fem., With 3: see W) in three

places.

ll

3;? said in the '1‘ and K to be pl. ef’, [q. v.]:
' s » a

and said by AAF to be pl. of ‘39).

L}; A place of collecting (13$, M, A) of

people: (M, A z) a place of alighting: (M, :)

a place qfabiding, 0r dwelling, and congregating.

(M.) [Hence,] (he?! .11.}; The place Where the

camels keep, or remain. (T, [Hence also,]

3-, 9 e)

5.9.. Q'JU ’r Such a one is a person who collects,

or congregates, people. (T, S, M, [And

hence,] +Such a one is an

object qfresort for his counsel and authority to

the sons qfsuch a one. (TA in art. _

Also, and (M, K,) Land aboundi-ng

with plants, or herbage; (K ;) or with a; [q. v.]:

(TA:) or land in which there ceases not to be

moisture; and so '33}: or signifies

land abounding with plants, or herbage, and

with people. (M.)

3

.3); Anything keeping, or cleaving, to a thing.

9,,3 a

(M. [See its verb, You say .9)» ZSU A

she-camel keeping to, and afecting, her young

l. .e 5

one, and the stallion. (AZ, TA.) And .,Jl)‘

_ _ . .. a .

[originally v.31)», pl. of gait-4,] Camels keeping

in a place; remaining in it. (T, And

3 e D!

a?” 1‘ Constant, inseparable, poverty : occur

ring in a trad: or the epithet there is

(mm) ’

05- e 3 e 4

as”: see *2”.

lilade [or preserved] with [or inspis

sated juice]; ($,K;) like as signifies

“made [or preserved] with [or honey] :"

(S:) you say and [ginger so

preserved] : and '7 signifies Preserves, or

Bk. I.

confections, made with ($,K;) and in like

manner except that this is from

[inf. n. gag]. (s) _ Also on ofn'hichlthp

grain (.,aa- [perhaps a mistranscription for v..

i.e. jar-1) whence it has been prepared, or taken,

has been perfumed (T, TA:) or oil

perfumed with] sweet-smelling plants; as also

V

r

‘7’”); and

u e G, .v

QLH)»: see the next preceding paragraph.

a .. _

see .9)», in two places.

0 '0

vii)“

9 15'

way)»: see Q3._Also A slave; a bond

man; syn. 3,1,» [lit. possessed, and now particu

larly applied to a male white slave]. (M,

I J 104 I

all 0”)?” ggali means [illankind (lit. the scr
! a

vants of God)! are] bondinen [to

.God]. (M.)—A skin for clarified butter &c.

seasoned with :0 [or inspissated juice]. (T,

[And A jar smeared with tar or pitch: see 1.] _.

9 it:

See also *4)».

5 .e;

*5” One who confers a benefit, or benefits.

(K.) __ And One on whom a benefit is conferred,

or on whom benefits are conferred. (K.)

1e

1. [aor. = , inf. n. 2;,“ He, or it, was, or

became, high, or elevated: (K:) [or] he, or it,

was, or became, high, or elevated, so as to orertop,

or overlook, what was around or adjacent ; as

also 'b)‘* (M, You say, Jib,

(M,TA,) inf. n. 2;}, (M,) The ground rose:

and some read, in the Kur xxii. 5 and xli. 39,

instead of because, as Zj says, when a

plant is about to appear, the earth rises thereat.

(M, TA.) And you say also, and

'15,! and lisp He took a high'and commanding

position upon a mountain, or ascended upon it,

(421; .3331) to look. (TA.) And t;

at U5i;- I knew not such a one until he

became within a commanding, or near, view of

I”

me; syn. (T.) And at; lg) 11::

ascended upon an eminence [to watch] lost an

enemy should come unawares upon a party. (TA.)

And 'Sigpl and I ascended upon

the place of observation. ($.) And

(s. Muss) eor- <M.I.<,) inf-n- LL}; ($.M.)

and} E}; (T, M.1.<;> and use. (so He

was, or became, [or acted as,] a scout t0 the

party, (T, $, M,‘ K,) upon an eminence. (M.)

And and Vila», Such. a one was,

or became, or acted as, a scout to us. _.

135 aor. and inf. n. as above, means

I exalted thee [or held thee] above such a thing:

5 ’ '0 I J g" ‘

(M:) and ,Jst as} .a, ate) Iexalted thee [in

the highest degree]: (IJ, M =) and .po,

13:5 Jo; Q:- [I hcld myselfabove the doing such

' 4| 0 a e be e u

a thing]: (Har p. 265:) and m Q5 #1., of» Us]
at ’ '

,e'sl Verin I exalt thee [or hold thee] above this

thing, ($, Har ubi supra, TA,) and do not approve

of it for thee: (Har, TA :) as though properly

signifying I betake myself with thee to an ele

vated place of observation, in honour of thee, and

in care, or solicitudg, for thee, and preserve thee

and keep watch for thee as a scout and a watch

man: (Har ubi supraz) [this usage of the verb,

as is shown in the TA, is what is meant by its

being said that] is also syn. with (K.)

_JLIJI He preserved, guarded, or took

care of, (TA,) and put into a good, or right,

state, (K,TA,) the property, or cattle. (TA.)

05 £0

_See also 3. _r')“ to He looked into

the thing, or afiair, and considered. (TA.)—

) 2" If, I '

6,5 QM), accord. to Fr, means his girl; [lit.

I knew his knowledge, or what he knew; app.

meaning I tried, proved, or tested, him, and so

knew what he knew]. (TA. [See the phrase

’4’! ielaie 1;» ~ r

a» Q»'9.])_ol._9 i., t. He did he: know,

or had no knowledge of, nor did he desire, him,

or it: (M :) or he did not know, or had no know

ledge qf, and did not prepare himselffor, him, or

it : (Lh, M :) or he did not carefor, mind, heed,

4 as” r

or regard, him, or it: (T :) or LL) QM; Lo

means I did not know such a one, nor care for,

mind, heed, or regard, him. (S, K!)= 4! 1,5,9

They collectedfor him of every kind offood, (M,

. g... ..

Kf) milk and dates dc. is); Hg

4224 He came bearing himself heavily, or slug

' ’ ' bee

gishly, in his gait. (M, K?“ [Like Ufi.]) =

See also what next follows.

2. it), inf. n. £5.55, He made it to pass away;

(K, TA ;) namely, property: so in the Tekmileh:

in the K, ' is; is likewise mentioriid, in an earlier

part of the art., as meaning 5*»! ; but the con

text in the compared with that in the Tekmileh

seems to show that this is a mistake. (TA.)

3. Li) IIe watched, or observed, a thing;

(M, Kf") as also and Via)! and Vbjl: (TA:)

he guarded (Jib, T,M, men, (M,) or a

man. (T, Kl“) being guarded by him.

He was cautious of, or he feared, a thing, (T,"’

05¢ a)

$,K,*) or a man; (M ;) inf. n. Elsi)». (T, S.

’0' a i .v 2.,

[In one of my copies of the $, Sufi." Gila)

’ - '1 J 2' r

is erroneously put for Slab» e62." Olai).])

4: see 1, in two places, near the beginning:

= and see also 3.

D

8. as)! He stationed himself, or stood, upon a
I

place such as is called (T.) See also 1, in

five places.= And see 3.

9 to. I

8L3), written by El-Munéwee 36;, but it is

not certain, (TA,) The [kind of leathern vessel

for water called] 336] that is made of four

skins; (K;) made of four skins because of its

largeness. (MF.)

[High ground]. You say it; '5!

30;; with medd in each case, [A land in

which is no high ground nor low ground]

. .

fut): see what next follows, in two places.

(T, s, M,O, 1;) and HQ.) (5, 0) and

' 127.

_maul
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(T in art. L50)) .4 scout; (T, S, M, O,

K ;) but only (0, TA) such as is stationed upon

a mountain or some elevated spot, (T,‘ 0, TA,)

whence he looks out: (0, TA :)h[perhaps also

signifying scouts,- for the word hep: by which

the first is explained in the and M and O and

K, and the second also in the S and 0, means

“a scout” and “ scouts :”] pl. [of the first]

(S, O.) The first is fem. because the

2a,“: is also called 5);, and 0:; is fem.: but

Sb states that this last word in the sense of 3a,“,

is masc. and fem. ; fem. originally, and masc. as

being turned from [the signification of] a. part

[i.e. an eye] to [that of] the whole [person].

(M.) AA cites, as an ex. of' 2:543,

' i ...=“ if
r 4

[And we sent Ab00-’Amr as a scout]: (TA :)

from a poem of ’Abd-Esh-Sharik El-Juhanee.

(Ham pp. 218 et seqq.)

,0 sale

was *

£5.23! [The superintendent, or supervisor,

of the players at the game called Ml, whose

place is behind them]. (TA in art. area.)

and 'Eiéil<s,1~1.s)and '15}; (as)
and V (TA as from the [but not in the CK

nor in niy MS. copy of the An elevated

place of observation, or upon which a person is

stationed to watch; (S, ;) the place ofthe

[0r scout]. (M.)_ And hence, the first of these

words, (S,) or' the second, (T, M,) The 83L;

[or perch], (T,) or place, M,) of the hawk,

0r falcon, (T, S, M,) upon which he stands, (S,)

or upon which he mounts. (M.) A rajiz sup

presses the s , saying,

* ..'.._...‘=’ we}; L,1; is; *

[IIe passed the _night upon his perch, shachled].

(T-)

it; and gig-Q: see the next preceding para

graph, in three places.

218;, (M, and so in copies of the accord.

to 1A,", with medd and fet-h, (M,) or t :ins,

(M, and so in the K accord. to the TA,) tlie

latter preferred by Th, (M,) A stair, or ladder.

(lAnr, M, .

a... a... QM.
do”: see by; and A94.

Q l

Gel-i) "0/

L9”: see

J 40) 0'0 r

6.33)»: see

a

W)

1. 5.3}: see 2. =.':...j, aor. =, (TK,) inf. n.

:4), (K,) It (a thing, TK) was, or became,

closed; syn. (K, TK.)

2. es“), (can) inf-n- was.)

Ilefed, nourished, reared, or broaght up, (T, S,

M, 15,) a child; (qr; $,M;) syn. [,Ij; (T, s, M,

K;) as also 'g'q), (M,) aor. :, (TK,) inf. n.

5.5,; (1; ;) and tags. (TA, and Ham p. 633.)

_And as}, (TK,) inf. n. as above, (K,) He

patted a child (K, TA, repeatedly (TA) on

the side in order that it _might sleep. TA,

TK.) [See ngl d}, in art. er»).]

5: see 2.

is; &c.: }
is

see .71), in art. .79.
45)

$1) &C.2

i

v!)

Irv!

1. n.,, aor. 1, int‘. n. 3.3}, (Ks,ISk,T,) He

hindered, withheld, restrained, or prevented, him,

and retarded him ,' or diverted him, by occupying

him otherwise; (Ks, '1‘, TA ;) as also 1.123,;

(A:) and he kept him, or held him, back: (Ks,

T, TA:) and he deceived, deluded, beguiled, cir

cumvented, or outwitted, him. (ISk, T.) You

say, E); (Sh, 13$, A). Kr‘) and 9:5;

(T, M,) nor. as above, (T, S, M,) and soflthe

inf. n.; (T, s, M, A, K,) and t 15,,(M,) inf. n.

Lag}; ;) Ile hindered, withheld, restrained,

or debarred, him; (Sh, T, S, M, A, ;) and

turned, or diverted, him; (M ;) from the thing

that he wanted, (Sh, '1‘, S, A, K,) and from his

afi‘air, (T, M,) by pretewts. He

was, or became, slow, tardy, dilatory, late, or

backward. (Sh, TA.) [See also 5.]

2. 1.5): see above, in two places. Also Ila

made him t5 tarry, stay, or stop. (M.)

5. 4‘4; He tarried, stayed, or stopped, (S, K,)

in hisjourneying.

8 : see the next paragraph.

9. big) They became separated, disuniled, dis

persed, or scattered. (TA.) And $3.91

The sheep, or goats, became dispersed, or scat

tered. (A, TA.) And Us 53,1, and

dial}, They became separated, or disunited, in

their places of alighting or abode, and their judg

ment or opinion. (A, TA.) _ [Hence,] in)!

$133, (s. M.) or t in}, (1;, M.) or * $2}.

(CK,) which last has been’heard thus pronounced

with e to avoid the conjunction of two quiescent

letters, (MF,) JrTheir afi'air was, or became,

weak, and slow, tardy, or dilatory, so that they

became separated, disunited, dispersed, or scat

tered : or the first (fly-client) signifies,

(T, M, A,) or signifies also, (K,* TA,) Itheir

aflair, or state of afl'airs, was, or became, dis—

composed, dissipated, disorganized, disordered, or

broken up; (T, M, A,K;") as also “5,5,1. (K.)

11. 5Q}, TA,) or iii»), (CK,) He was,

or became,'hindered, withheld, irestrained, or de

harred. (K, TA.) You say, l3;

Such a one drew near, or approached: then

became hindered, withheld, &c. (TA.)—See

also 9.

Q. Q. 4. see 11: _ and see also 9.

313*; i. g. l (M, Hindered, with

held, &c.: (M,* :) the former, (T, M,) and the

latter also, (M,) applied to an affair, or an event.

5 e 1105, s e “a .

(T,M-) One says, éeg) orb $245 eefl- [app

meaning His running is attended with difficulty,

and the accomplishment of his aflair is hindered] :

(T: [in a copy of the A, as cited in the TA,

is put in the place of which appears

to be the right reading, from what here follows :])

and

s e no! a r so,

* $9,) 9-" 4%? L5,".

[app. meaning A. running attended with difli

cylty, the aflair of which .is Jhindered]: (M :)

$.95 is [here] syn. with bgfl. (T.): It is

also, said to signify The [or eel]; and so

153.33: and in the “Jamil; of El-Ghooree,

i

13.3,, with kesr to the ) and with teshdeed of

the y, is said to mean a species offish. (Mgh.)

(T,$,M,1_<,) a subst. from signify

ing as expl. in the second sentence of this arE,

(T,) and ' vial), (T, S, M, [in like manner

a snbst.] from signifying as exp]. in the

first sentence of this art., (T,) A. thing, or an

event, that hinders, withholds, restrains, or pre

vents, one [from a thing that he wants, and from

his affair; and that turns, or diverts, one there

from; and that deceives, or deludes, one]: (S,

or both signify deceit, or delusion; [in

which sense, accord. to the TA, the former word

is cxpl. in the K, but it is not so in my MS. copy

of the K nor in the CK;] and hindrance, re

straint, or prevention: (M, TA:) pl. of the

former You say,

and 76.29:) He did that to him. from a motive

of dcceitfhr delusion, and hindrance, restraint,

or prevention. (M.) And iii

I said that only from a motive of deceit, or delu

sion,‘on my part. (ISk_, T.) It is said in a trad,

M,"J mean

ing [The devils go forth against meh indiscri

minately, on Friday,] with the means of hinder

ing them, or withholding them, from prayer:

(M=) cries;- ii; 6% t3;

_fsgjst', ;hej" 53.3.3 vain all, i.e. [When Friday

is come, Iblees sendsforth hisforces to men, and]

they remind them of the wants that hinder, or

withhold, them [from the prayers of that day]:

z) or, as some relate it, 'éggl‘al;

which is said by El-Khattébee to be 51" no account;

but it may mean [they assail men with] hin

drances; _for may be pl. of idigfi, inf. n.

un. 0f (ME) = See also 3...}, last sen

tence. '

r U

[51,.” : see the next preceding paragraph, in
./ 0 a

two places: = and see also Jaw, last sentence.

Slow, tard1 , dilatory, late, or backward.

(TA.)

93 a, _ s a: g; e

“)3, and its pl. wt)»: see am”, last sentence

but ohc.

9 ’9’ fl 1

by)»: see $1.9).

C4)

1' u? CE}, ($. A, Mgh, Msb, K,)
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aor. 1, (Msb, K,) inf. n. 5) (Mgh, Mgh, TA)

and and (Msb, TA,) He gained,- or

made gain, or profit; in his traflic; .(MA, KL,

T1; 0 '11 q- (s, K.) m- ow, Men)

The Arabs 'say to a man when he enters upon

traffic, cum, avg», [Emit goat-ping and libe

ralily.] (TA.) __. And 45)ng Cab-g) 1(A, Mgh,

TA) His trafl‘ic brought him gain, or profit.

(Msb, TA.)

5 O:

. 9”

He took to himself an ape TA) in

his place of abode.

2. see 4. = Also i), inf. n.

3. He gave him property on

the condition that the gain, or profit, should be

[divided] between them two. (TA.) And

étib: (s: Msb) I sold him the 60ml

modin naming a certain gain, or profit, for

every portion of the price: (Msbz) you say,

1339253
[I sold him the commodity on the condition of my

receiving as gain, or profit, upon every ten dirhems,

a dirhem]: (TA :) and I

bought it of him in like manner: (Msb, TA :)

the gain, or profit, must be named. (TA.) =

See also 4.

4. Cg)! .He found a profitable

market in [or for] his trafiic. (Az, Msb.)=

dud)! He gave himgain, or profit : (Mgh, Msbz)

1.1.1,, we have not heard; (Mgh;) [i.e.]

as meaning I gave him gain, or profit, has not

been transmitted [from the Arabs of classical

times]. (Mgh.) You say, UL; 3.2.337,

(so or was, <A.I.<I)' or'both, (TA,) 1

gave him a gain, or profit, upon his commodity.

(s, A, 1;, TA.) And “6;, 2...,» [He made him

to gain by his comniddity]. (TA.) And J1

[God made, or may God make, his sale

to be productive quain, or profit]. and K in

art. 8).)=Al80 Cg)! He slaughtered for his

guests young n'eaned camels; (K, rlg‘A;) which

3. (TA.)-.-_.-And 25m c.) He

milked the she-camel in the early morning, or

between the prayer qf daybreak and sunrise, and

at midday. (K)

are called

5. He sought gains, or profits. (A.):

IIe (a man, TA) was, or became, confounded, or

perplexed, and unable to see his right course. (K)

c613? and l 5 and [all originally inf. ns.]

Gain, or profit; (IAar, s, A, K, and Mgh in ex

planation of the first and last ;) increase [obtained]

in trafic; (TA ;) excess, or surplus, [obtained,]

above thcgcapital [expended]; wherefore it is also

termed (Ksh and Ed in explanation of the

first in ii. 15.) [Hence,] Him}, ,1,“

i [Piety is the best trafiic in respect ofgain, or

Prqfil-J (A-)

Jr!

C”:
Horses and camels that are brought from one

place to another for sale. (K.)_And Fat, as

see the next preceding paragraph. .

a subst. ($, A poet says, namely,

Khufaf Ibn-Nudbeh, (TA,)

E-e-f he; Aria-5' Ur; *

a: d I i 0' a e

* r“ or" $8 *

[as though meaning They entertained their guests

with fat, on the superabundant remains of which

the tribe lived, by means of tawny-coloured

gaming-arrows whereby the lots that determined

who should afford the entertainment were divided]:

($,* TA :) but [this is inconsistent with the aflixed

pronoun relating to Lug), wherefore], in this case,

as some say, (S, TA,) it means young weaned

camels; (S, K, TA ;) [as a quasi-pl. n. ;] and its
0 I Q r!

sing. is V .1); ;) like as that of v.9»- is

5 e '~ 1 a r

ugh-fend that of $45., jabs: (TA :) or a

a" an ’ a! a”

young weaned camel; [like ' 3;] and its pl. is

8,3,: (K:) or it means here the gain, or prgfit,

obtained by means of the game called Ni.

(5, TA.)_ See also the next paragraph. ’

A you;ng weaned camel: appéua

dial. var. of by. ($.) [See also to) and clay]

_ A lamb, or hid: (ISd, TA'ln art. ' z) or

the latter; ;) as also (IAar,K.)_

See also ’LF)’, first sentence._Also A certain

bird, ($,I_{,) resembling the [which is an

owl employed for catching hawks]: or, accord. to

Kr, the word is l and signifies a certain

bird resembling the [or rooh]. (TA.)

9 I! 1 0

lg): see a), in two places. = Also A certain

small animal, resembling the cat. (So in many

copies of the S.) F observes that J says,

bilbl and that ll; has been

substituted as an amendment for 3;”; in some of

the copies [of the $]; but that each of these

readings is erroneous: for W we find [in

copies of the S] in the handwriting of Aboo

Zekereeya and that of Aboo-Sahl 4.1L}, with

the unpointed ; and the substitution of AL; for

3;); was made by IKtt: in the copies of the s,

moreover, we find instead of and IB

says that the passage in J’5 original cbpy, in his

050') fi OK I e:

own handwriting, runs thus: its}, Lia-3‘ CLO)!

)J'

),§\$ZII (TA.) [But I find

that, in five copies of tth’S, bfgtw’eeril n.;-ll.

crisp-g, occur the words .ng thl thy-"3, or 3.0;,

or and I think it most probable that J

intehded to have introduced these or similar words,

and therefore wrote instead of $0; meaning

that CL») is the appellation of a certain small

Cb)” is

also the name of a. country or town from which

camphor is brought: this country or town is said

in a marginal note in a copy of the $ to be in

India.]

animal, resembling the cat: and that

0 a 5 is

Cb): see Ch).

0 r 5 ’

Cg): see

a ’I

upls) A certain kind of camphor: (K :) so

called in relation to a certain country, or town,

agreeably with what is [said to have been] asserted
' 9 a,

by J, or to a certain king named Clo, who ap

plied his mind to this kind of camphor, and dis

covered it. (TA.)

éfi; (A’Obeyd. 1?. A, LE) and 'c’u'j. was.)

the latter of the dial. of El-Yemen, (TA,) and

'53, (L, TM The male are; e. A. L, as

[simia caudata, clunibus nudis : (Forskdl, “ Descr.

Animalium” &.c., p. iii. :)] or the young one qf

an ape: (TA :) or apes [as a coll. gen. n.]:

(TA in art. ', in explanation of the last,

which is there said to be originally C’ng pl. of

1 ~05

the first; ’ :6}. (TA.) One says l

and Eb), meaning [Prettier] than the ape. (A,

TA.)_. [Hence, app.,] (Lth, A, or

EL!) (A) A sort of dates (Lth, A, K) of El

Basrah. _(Lth.)_Also, (K,) accord. to some,

(TA,) . l; signifies A small young weaned camel,

(K,) and small young camels, syn. (TA,)
slender in the bones and meagre in like body:

:) but AHeyth asks, How can it mean small

young weaned camels, seeing that a poet applies

to it the epithet Gig, and the is five years

old? and Khidash Ibn-Zuheyr, in a verse cited

by Sh, speaks of a breathing'hard in labour,

in order that her gop’ng one might come forth.

(TA.) _. See also _ .

Q r J ' Cr r

)95» and chf) ITrafiiching in igtltich

one makes gain, or profit; (TA ;) and so 81.9.3

5.2.213; (T, s, A,* Msb, [lucrative, or pro:

fitable, trajic;] a phrase like $5 and

meaning “ a night in which one sleeps" and ‘2 in

which: one is wakefulz” (Az, TA :) and

l )4 a sale in which one makes gain, or profit.

And +Property having gain,

or profit : in this case being like and

11314:: occurring in a trad.: but some read [ a

or, more probably, _ l3, from j;,] with 6 [or

C S

rather i]. (TA.) _ See also c4).

see the next preceding paragraph.

4*)

L is”. ($,1\°I,’1}Ieb.l.§,) aor- -’ , 5s, L,) or =,

(Mgh,) inf' n' ’5')! (S! Ler) or 4‘9): (M§bi) He

remained, stayed, dn-elt, or abode, ($, M, L,

Msb, 1;,) 062;. in a place. (s, M, L, Msb.)

3.5, (IAar:$, M, Mgh, aor. 1 , (M,) inf. n.

3;, (T, M, Mgh,) He confined; hcpt close, or

within certain limits; or shut up; (IAar, T, s,

M, Msb, K ;) him, or it; (IAar, S, M, Msb ;) or

camels [&c.]. (M.) _. He tied camels. (A, TA.)

_Also, (TA,) or 7.4,, (so accord. to the TT,

as from the T,) [or ’25" 4.9,] He stowed, or

packed, dates, or the dates, in 935, i. e. oblong

pieces of matting [qf n'oven palm-leaves]. (AA,

T, TA.) [From what here follows, and from the

usage of the part. n. (q. v.), it appears that

the former verb is correct; but the latter may be

so too, or may have an intensive signification.]

127 “
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You say also, in) .9"; .93; I stowed

vb

thy dates in the Jars in a good manner. (A.)

2: see 1. =£u¢h said of a ewe or she-goat,

She secreted milk in her udder a little before

her bringing forth and her udder eac

hibited patches, or shining hues, of black (S, M,

A) and white: (S :) or her udder exhibited

patches, or shining hues, offaint blackness and

whiteness: (T =) a dial. var. “3.31, [q.v.]. (s)

4. as)! He (a man) marred, or wasted, or

ruined, his property, and his goods. (M, TA.

[See also Ds.ai,1.])

5. it; It (the udder of a ewe or goat) exhi

bited patches, or shining hues, of black (M, A, L)

and white, (L,) or offaint blackness and white

ness. (T.) He, or it, was, or became, marked,

in oblong shapes, (5%,) with black and

white; (TA ;) and so '39! and Thai: (K,

TA:) or all three signify it became of a red hue

in which was blackness; (M and L and TA in

explanation of the first and second, and TA in

explanation of the third also ;) said of a man’s

face, on an occasion of anger: (M, L:) or, said

ofa man’s face, (S, TA,) signifies it became

altered, K, TA,) by reason of anger; (S ;)

and so 73;)! and 34,1: (As, T :) or it became

like the colour of ashes,- as also 34): (TA 2) or

was as though parts of it became black, on an

occasion of anger: (T, TA :) and iii), said, in

a trad., of the Prophet’s face when revelations

came down to him, it became altered to a dusty

hue: (TA :) and 43);“ said of a man’s colour,

-it assumed various hues; appearing at one time

red, gnd another time yellow, and another time

)dall [here meaning a dark, or an ashy, dust

colour], by reason of anger. (ISh, TA.) __

Also He (a man, looked sternly, austere/y,

or morosely. K.)_And tut QQJJ The

sky became clouded. M, A, K.)

9. 3.,1, (s, M, K,) or 3,), (T,) In (an

ostrich, S, M) was, or became, of the colour termed

533,; (s, M,K;) as also V191. (K.)—See

also 5, in three places.

11 : see what next precedes : _ and see also 5.

3;; 0. 5.2.3.

[app. pl. of The diversified wary

marks, streaks, or grain, (431.5,) of a sword:

(S, M, A, of the dial. of Hudheyl. (M.)

You say 3’3 A sword [hating such

marks;] it; which one sees what resembles dust,

or the tracks of ants. (S, L.) [See an ex. in a

verse of Sakhr, cited voce

9/0)

8.04) A colour like inclining to blackness,

85.8150 £5.23: (T :) or dust-colour: (M :) or a

colour inclining to that of dust: (S, K:) or a

colour between blackness and dust-colour: (AO,

TA :) or ash-colour; like £3.13: (A :) or black

ness mixed with dinginess, or duskiness : (Msb :)

or, in the ostrich, (M, L,) as also 7 (M,) or

90’

T,M), (L,) a mixed black colour: or, accord. to

Ll}, entire blackness. (M, L.) Also Dust-colour

in the lip. (M, L.) [See also

Dates laid one upon another (S, M,

in an earthen pot, or in jars, (M,) and

then sprinkled with water. (S, M, [See also

as]

The [kind of repository termed] 11:;

[q. v.] of the [records termed] feud-a, (K, TA,)

i. e. 03.19....“ (TA.)_ See also

A certain plant. (M, L.)

[:1 pl. of which the sing. (probably 7 535.33)

is not indicated] Oblong pieces of matting [of

woven palm-leaves], in which dates are sto'wed, or

packed. (AA, T.)

One who reposits, stews, lays up, keeps,

preserves, or guards, property &c.; a treasurer:

(IAar, T, fem. with 5. (IAar, T.)

and its fem. {13.33, applied to an ostrich,

Of the colour termed (S, M, A ;) and so

the former applied to dates ( (A :) accord.

to Lh, (M,) the latter, applied to an ostrich,

(T, M,) as also 5.33,, (T,) signifies black; ('1‘,

M;) entirely: (M :) or, (T, M,) as he says in

one place, (M,) having, in its blackness, specks of

white or red: (T, M :) pl. Hence

meaning A male ostrich. (T, L.) Also the fem.,

applied to a ewe (Msb, TA) or she-goat, (T, S,

K,) to the latter specially, (S,) Speckled, and

marked in the place of the girdle with red:

(T, L :) or speckled with red and white or black :

(L, TA 2) or blach,spechled with red (S, Msb, K)

and white. (Msb.)_ Also A man, and a woman,

having a dusty hue in the lips. (M, L.) _

also signifies A species of serpent, (T, M, K,*

TA,) of afoul, malignant, or noxious, nature,

(T, K,) that bites so that the face in consequence

alters to an ashy hue or the like (M,

[but this addition in the M seems to be founded

upon a mistranscription in a passage in the T

immediately following, but not relating to, what

is said of this serpent,]) or that bites camels.

(TA.)-_And The lion,- as also 'Asiiél. (K.)

_ [Hence also,] IAn [abominable

calamity. (s, A, 1;!) And 33,},15 ’rBlack

calamities. (M.)—And IA year of

drought.

3.3.9, a subst. like [q v.], (Sb, M,) from

the trans. v. (Msb, TA,) [properly A thing

with which one confines, &c. : and hence,] a place

of confinement .' (K :) [p]. And parti

cularly] Anything with which’camels are con

fined; (As, T ;) and also sheep or goats : (TA :)

a place in which camels (T, S, M, A, Mgh, Msb)

and other animals (S, Mgh) are confined (T, S,

M, A,‘ Mgh) or stationed. (Mgh.) In the phrase

LAZ, used by a poet, the latter word is said

to signify A piece of wood, or a stag", that is put

across the breasts of camels to prevent them from

going forth : (M :) or, accord. to As, by that

word is meant a stafl‘ put across at the entrance

[of an enclosure] to prevent the camelsfrom going

forth,- wherefore it is thus called: but others

disapprove of this; and say that the poet means

[by the phi'ase] a stafl' put across at the entrance

ofthe $3.0; not that the still? is a (T.) _.

Also The place of dates, (T, S, A, Mgh, Mgh,)

in which they are put to dry A) in the sun;

(A;) in the dial. of El-Medeeneh; (S ;) i. q.

. i 0 (S, high) in the dial. of El-Yemen, (TA

in art. ,) and (T, S, Mgh, K) in the

dial. of'Nejd: (so or ,1?” .15.. signifies the

0-3 of dates, [i. e. the place] in which they are

put, after the cutting, in. order that they may

dry .- (M =) accord. to A’Obeyd, and

in this sense are both of the dial. of El-Hijiiz, aiid

3331‘ of that of Syria, and of El-’Irél_;. (T.)

__ Also A court, or yard, or spacious place,

behind houses, of which use is made. (M.) _

And The like of a. 53;; [i. e. a chamber, or an

upper chamber,] in a house. (M.)

ZlIarked, in oblong shapes, with

black and white. (Aboo-’Adnén, K.) [See also

its verb, 9.]

Algal: see

~34)

1. [aor.1,_] (M,) int‘. n. (Lth,T, M,

K,) IIe was, or became, light, or active, (Lth, T,

M, in the arm, or hand, (M, K,) in working

or in doing a thing, and in the leg, or foot, in

walking or going, (M,) or in the legs in walking

or going, and in the fingers in working or in

doing a thing. (Lth, T.) And $3.):

aor. 5, inf. n. as above, His hand was light, or

active, with the Chi [or gaming—arrows].

A,“E L,

as,

or)!»

see £3.32 : ._._ and see also

1., Light, or active, (Lth, T, s, M, K,) in the

arm, or hand, in working or in doing a thing,

and in the leg, or foot, in walking or going, (M,)

or in the legs in walking or going, (Lth, T, S,

as also A3135.” (A ;) and light, or active, in

the fingers in working or in doing a thing, (Lth,

T,) as also Us £5.39: (A.) And. a

quick, or fleet, horse. (T.) And a} “.95

A horse having light, or active, legs. (A.)

_.. 21; means + He came alone, put to

flight. (Iain, M, 1;)) But the saying of Hisham

El-Mara-ee,

* (glint its-b *

is explained by IAar as meaning 1“ [In the morn

ing] n-hen thou leftest him exempt from satire.

(M.)—Accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed, (T,)
means A gum, having littleflesh. (T, i i

335, (T. s. M. A. K) and t (s. A. K.)

the foi-mer of which is said to be the more chaste,

(TA,) The wisp of wool, (T,S,M,A, or

piece of rag, (Ks, T, M,) with which one smears

with tar a camel (Ks,'l‘,S,M,A, that is
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scabby or mangy: (Ks,T:) of the dial. of Te
.' e Iver

meem: (M :) also called 3a,}, [and U03]. (T.)

One says, [As though his

honour, or reputation, were the 8;!) of him who

smears camels with tar]; and in like manner,

uéfihbll ’53:) [explained below]. (A.) And

1'“ .I. r )0, e, J J" i— .ne-oi is

3-39)" gilt” k5 9&5 Mimi Lo-l

[TVhen he made them to hear, or told them, the

truth, they rejected it, like as he who smears

camels with tar rejects the 5.3.!) after using it].

(A.).._Al~o The piece of rag with which. the

goldsmith polishes ornaments. (S, L, K, and Msb

in explanation of the latter word.)_.And the

former word, The rag ofa menstruating woman;

(1“, A,L,I_(;) the thing that the menstruating

woman throws away. (Lth, T.) _ And [hence,]

+Anything unclean, dirty, or filthy, (M, L, K,

TA,) and stinking. (TA.)—And [hence like

wise,] 1* A man in whom is no good or goodness,

devoid of goodness, 0r worthless, (M, and,

accord. to Lh, stinking. (M.) _. Also The stop

per (,eLiya) ofa bottle, or ask. (him, T, M,

1;.)_A1§0, (M,L,I_(,) and '55,, (Fr, A ’Obeyd,

$, M, L,) of which latter 7 is pl., or rather a

quasi-pl. n., (M,) [or more properly acoll. gen. n.,

being its n. un.,] A single one of the

meaning tufts of dyed wool (0);) which are

hung upon the necks ofcamels; (Fr, A'Obeyd, S,

L;) and which are likewise called lit}; (A,

TA,) an irreg. pl. like [and 8.20.];

(TA,) or which are hung upon a she-camel:

(L:) or a tuft of dyed wool which hung

upon the ear of a camel (M,Ii,]_{) Jen,

[i. e.,] upon the ear of a lie-camel and she-camel,

or of a sheep or goat. (M, L.)_The pl. of

’33:) in all the senses expl. above is 3;) and

(M; L. 1s) ’ '

1 1,;

33.3): see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places. _Also The [app. as meaning the

3535, or suspensory thong in the handle,] of a

i;
5.3) meaning A whip having thongs in the fine

13m ofits [or handle]. (En-Nadr, TA.) =

Also Difiicultyt or distress. ([Aar, T,_K.) So

in the saying, [W'e

were in difliculty, or distress, and it became re

moved, or cleared away,from us]. (IAar, T.)

whip.- (K:) [n. un. of l for you say] 55

53 [in one of my ’cao'pies of the S

and in a copy of the A 915.9,] iOne who makes

many mistakes in his spebch. A, L, [See

also below.]

3_ 1., 0 ,0

why): see 5L1)».

55o; +Etu (ISk, T, s, M, 1;) that occurs

between, or among, people. (ISk,'l‘,$,* M.*)

You say, ’31]! Between, or among,

the people is'evil: M!)

a 3 H, '

3b)» and V dig) +One who talks much, and

irrationally, or erroneously, TA,) making

many mistakes in his speech. (TA.)

5 I OI t ,

Jot)»: see 5,54).

ufl-t)

' s e n e :3 on! e, a

1. was), or see 5. =1”! ufsag)

A thing, or an afair, or an event, put me

in expectation. (TA.)

5. He expected; or awaited: he

tarried ,- or tarried expecting. (IAth.) You say

- Z a

)g'jl W); IIe looked for, expected, awaited, or

waited for, the thing, or event. (Mgh) And

0 J: u 10!

£611! 4,: 9493, (M,) orrnjl, (Mgh,) IIe looked

for, expected, awaited, or waitedfor, the thing,

or event, to befall him, or betide him. (M, Msb.)

. .. _.I,.._2 \51115':°'Itblsrs’aildoin the Km [1x J ], )2 Lo Ufa”: J5

WI [D0 ye look for, &.c., aught

save one ofthe two best things (namely victory or

martyrdom) to betide us .7]. (M.) And a poet says,

0 iv;.5” .w '0' e ‘

* W *4) vat), *

'1 - J Jr E 5 e site)

* v5.0” Q\ a}! 5m *

[quit thoufor the vicissitudes offortune t0 befall

her: perhaps she may be divorced some day, or

her husband may die]. (TA.) You say also,

.915." 94,: [He looked for, &c., a time

of (learness for his commodity, or article of

merchandise]. (A:) And, [elliptically,) WI):

(K,) or @349; (M o and tale. (M,

A,1_<,) aor. 1, (TK,) inf. n. h,.’..§,'; (M,A,I_{;)

He loohedfor, empected, awaited, or waited for,

[something] good or evil to befall, or betide,

(M,A,K,) such a one, (A,K,) or the thing:

(M :) or signifies he looked for,

expected, awaited, or waited for, a dayfor the

thing. (Lth.)

01B!

us) An expecting; an awaiting; a waiting :

(AHat,$, A, Msb,K:) a tarrying; or tarrying

in expectation. (M.) You say, us at

[I have to endure an expecting, &c., with respect

to my goods, or convnoditics; app. meaning, I

have to wait for a favourable opportunity to sell

them]. ($.A.) And 5;“. u: [I hare

to endure an expecting, or a wditing, in El

Basrah]. (AH-.it,A.) And ,3» 1.5.3 “it; u:

[I have to endure a tarrying, br a tarrying in

eicpectation, for, or on account of, this thing, or

afl'uir]. (M.)—Also The period that is as

signed to a husband when he has been pronounced

incapable qfsetcual intercourse with his wife; so

that he go in to her [it is well with him,

and he remains her husband]; but not, a

separation is made between them: so in the

saying, {5.2.} [The

woman abode during the period so assigned to her

husband in the house, or tent, of her husband].

(lSk,K.) [In like manner (perhaps a

mistranscription) is explained in the A and TA in

art. 9&1»): and the period is there said to be a

year.]

0 J0'

5,0,3)», applied to a man, Put in ac

pectation. (TKJ

Own

90-920 One who withholds, or collects and

withholds, wheat or the like, waiting for a time

Qfdearness; symjflids. (5.)

tub-o

1- (s. A. Mass.) w- (S. Mo, K.)

inf. n. ULQ,‘ (s, A, Mgh, Ma), 1;) and

(Ma), 1;) and (K,) [the last an inf. n. of

un.,] said of the sheep and goat, (S, A, Mgh,l_{,)

and of the gazelle, A,) and of the ox-kind,

and the horse, ($,) or beast, (Msb,) and of the

dog, A,) [signifying IIc lay down, or laid

himself down, upon his breast,] is like said of

a camel, ($,Msb,1_{,) and said ofa bird, is,

TA,) or said of a man. (Mgh) Said ofa

man, it means [i He lay down: and he sat: or]

he sat upon his knees: and it may also mean he

sat upon his thighs andhis buttocks. (Her p. 172.)

[And hence, 1* He rentaincdfired, or stationary,

like an animal lying upon its breast; as is shown

by what here follows: whence a signification of

#3, q. v.] The saying of Mohammad to Ed

Dahhitk, when he sent him to his people, IS]

means When thou

comest to theni, remain in their abode in security,

or without fear, like the gazelle in his covert:

(IAar,ISd,K:) or trust them not, but be vigi

lant, like a wild animal, ready to spring up, for

thou wilt be in the midst of the unbelievers;

(Az,ISd,l_{;‘) so, if anything induce in thee

suspicion, thou mayest flee from them like the

gazelle: (Az, ISd, TA :) accord. to each interpre

tation, L316 is in the accus. case as a denotative of

state; 'the subst. being put in the place of the act.

part.n., as though for the former of the

two explanations is said to be the more agreeable

with the circumstances of the case. (TA.) You

v ’ I ' J I ' f P ’ ’ J 0

say also, UL; “~91 who), and uk- 0).?"

The lion laid himselfdown. upon his breast

on his prey, and the adversary on his

adversary. _ He (a beast) lodged, and

abode, in a place. (TA.)—+118 (a man) be

came heavy, and slept, stretched upon the ground.

£35 U59); A, K,) "' 516,1”,

($,) tHe (a ram) abstained from tapping, or

covering the ewes, and avoided it, A,“ Kf') or

them, (TA,) beingfatigued: or was unable

‘ to cover them : (K :) one does not say, ofa ram,

You say also of a ewe when she is

pregnant, who) 45. (Ibn-’Abbzid, A.) And

you say ofa manu’ifjl 1' He ab

stained, or held back, from seeking the means of

acquiring eminence, or nobility. (TA.)—Uzi;

Jill! (A, K) {The night cast its darkness [lit.

itself(expl. by upon the earth].- (K.)

aor. ,I'and i, (IAar, O,K,) but the

latter aor. was afterwards rejected by IAar, (TA,)

He betook himself, or repaired, to him for

lodging, covert, or refuge. (IAar, O, K.) =

aor. ; , and him is related to have said —’

also, but afterwards to have retracted it, I She (a

wife, or sister, or other woman,) undertook, or

managed, his afl'airs, and gave him lodging, or

refuge: (TA:) she was to him [as tho'ug'hE she

were] a Us”, or place of abode: like 6,)! “ I

was to him a father,” and “ I was to him

a mother.” (A, TA.) ['1‘ p aor. occurs in the
arlf J

K, in the phrase Q...” thus in the TA:
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111 the CK, “21,3: in the L, U593; and thus also

the aor. is written in a copy of the A.]

.u e is

2: see 4._Qli;llg sass), inf. n. '2 ,3, +1

fired him, or made him to remain fixed; in the

place. (TA.)—gull,» ziil'st use?» (TA,) inf. n.

as above, (K, TA,) [’IIe inade the skin to cleave

to the ground with water,- i. e.] he put into the

skin as much water as covered and concealed its

bottom: (K,*'1‘A:) mentioned by Sgh, from

Ibn-‘Abbéd. (TA.)

4. who)! He made a sheep, or goat, [&c., (see

1,)] to lie down upon his breast; (S, K ;) as also

was-5,, inf. n. (TA.)_,§’,é.§i ID (a

vessel, S,A,K, and beverage, or wine, A, TA)

satisfied their thirst so that they became heavy,

and slept, stretched upon the ground: (S,*A,"’

K :)‘Iit (milk) satiated them. (TA.) _szaétejl

Uni lT/te sun became vehemently hot, A,

K,) so as to make the gazelle and the sheep or

goat, (S,) or the wild animals, (A,) to lie down

upon their breasts: A:) or became still, like

a beast lying upon its breast, having attained its

utmost height and not begun to descend. _

lifsi (Jeep, (0, K,) and 5&3, (0,) +He

undertook, or managed, the expenses of his

family, (O,K,) and of his companions; (0;)

syn. its; (0,1_<=) so says Ibn-’Abbéd.

(TA.) " ’

a r 2 r
we» see 519-!)

2 ~ 2" .
04;): see W), In five places. _ Also, ac

cord. to Ks, and As, (Sgh, TA,) The middle

ofa thing: (S, Sgh,I_( :) but this is disapproved

by Sh. (T,TA.)_And A collection oftreas qfthe

kinds called a i and )L: (K:) or a collection

ofabundant and dense trees. (TA.)

5 5 C r '

gas): see be”); in three places.

I);

The lodging-place of sheep or goats;

(S,A,*K;) because they lie therein upon their

breasts; and in like manner of wild animals:

(TA :) the nightly lodging-place of sheep or

goats: (Msbz) and signifies the same:

(S,* A, Mgh, Msb :) pl. oi' the former

A,‘ TA :) and of the latter vats. (sue) the

of sheep or goats are like the of

camels. (S.)._1A place of abode: a place of

abode of a people by itself: (A, TA :) pl. as

above. (A.) _ tAnyt/ting to which a man

betakes himself, or repairs, for lodging, covert,

or refuge, (ISk, S, A,“ Msb, and at which,

or with which, he finds rest, or ease; (K ;) such

as a house or tent, A, and the like, K,)

and a wife, (ISk, S, A, Mgh,) or relations, (ISk,

A, Mgh,) or a famili , and a relation, and

_ property, (K,) and sheep or goats, and means of

subsistence, and food; (TA ;) and hence,

milk which sustains a man, and sufiices him for

food: (S,K:*) pl. as above: (K:) and

and (lAar,Sgh,K) and l

(K) are applied to a wife Q38, (so

in copies of the and in the TA, but in the CK

(3:3,) i. e. because she undertakes, or manages,

the—affairs of her husband, and gives him lodging,

vat)

or refuge; (TA ;) or because she fixes him,
1 a a; . s(w)'33, i. e. MJ:_J,) so that he does not quit his

place: (L, TA :) or to the mother; or the sister;

I U’ I

who undertakes, or manages, the afl'uiis of

[so in copies of the K and in the TA, in the

latter of which it is thus explained, but in the CK

her relation. A poet says,

fire 9 "S ’1' was; p!

* Last, .3th 1.1.1, n.:.ut a... r

In

use?" 5* 5»: e55 ca 9 “

(S, Mgh) i. e. [The winter has come, and I have

not yet made for myself] a lodging : [0, mo to

my two hands, in consequence of digging] hollows

in which to sit for protection from the cold.

(Mgh.) And from applied to “milk which

sustains a man, and suflices him for food,” origi

nated the prov., (K,TA,)

his”, meaning tThy family and thy servants

(S, and those to whom thou betakest thyself

for lodging or refuge, are appertenances of

thine, though they be persons falling short [of

their duty]: (S, K:) or thy manager ofafl'airs,

&c., though he be not a good manager ofthine

afl'airs: (L, TA :) and also signifies any

woman who undertakes, or manages, the afl'airs

ofa house: but in the T we find liking, thus

written, as by Th, on the authority of IAar, but

not restricted by a measure, and explained as

meaning the person who undertakes, or manages,

the afi'airs ofthy house; and so in the book of'

proverbs by As: and in the margin ofa copy of

the S, we find the above-cited prov. thus written,

l $10, as from the “ Book

on Goats” by Ibn-Zeyd, and exp]. as meaning

the sons of thy father are appertenances of thine,

though they be evil persons, in whom is no good.

(TA.)—IThe wall of a city: TA :) the

enrirons ofa city, (S, A, Mgh,)‘and ofa; [or

palace &c.], (A,) consisting ofhouses or dwellings,

(A, Mgh,) or qfopen country: (TA:) and

signifies the same: (TA :) or this latter signifies

thefoundation, or basis, ofa building; and ofa

city also: (K:) IKh writes it 79.55: and some

say that and signify the same: (TA :)

the former of these two signifies also the part, of

a thing, that touches the ground: (K, TA :) so says

Sh: accord. to ISh, usjfyt his; signifies what

touches the ground, of'a thing: (TA :) and

also signifies a lateral, or an outward or adjacent,

part: (K:) or lateral, or outward or adjacent,

parts of a. thing: (Ks, :) also the space imme

diately pertaining to a mosque: and [the pl.]

is explained by El-Karkhee as applied to

the quarters, 01' districts, of a town, or city.

(Mgh.)_u?a;3 also signifies tThe rope of the

[camel’s saddle called] J41], (A, K,) with which

the do” is bound; (A, TA ;) one qfthe use},

or ropes ofthe (S, A :) or the part that is

next the ground thereof,- ;) i. e., of the rope

ofthe do”; (TA ;) not what is above the J»):

(K:) accord. to Lth, the part [of the belly] of

the camel that is next the ground when he lies

down; (L, TA ;*) and the belly of the she-camel;

and in like manner IAar explains the pl.

{

[Boox I.

as meaning the bellies of camels,- but Az says that

this is a mistake. (TA.) And 1A girth of a

J.le like the (jug; [q. v.], which is put upon the

flanks of the she-chmel, so as to have the haunches

behind it, (K, TA,) on either side, having at its

two ends two rings, to which are tied the [woven,

or plaited, thongs called] : the Jo.) is bound

with it. (TA.)—Also IThe 09;; [Ol' guts,

or intestines,] ofthe belly, that haze-e a winding,

or coiled, form; (Lth, A, TA ;) such as are in

the belly ofa sheep or goat: (Lth, TA :) or the

folding intestines of beasts: (AHat, TA :) or the

guts, bowels, or intestines, into which the food

passes from the stomach,- syn. :ini: (S,K:)

or the contents of the belly, (K, TA,) consisting

of the Us}; 9%., (TA,) except the heart (K,

TA) and, the lungs. (TA.) rThe part that

comprises the [or winding, circling, or

coiled, guts or intestines]; (IAar,TA;) as also

twig, and téj; andj UL}: (IAur, K,

TA :) some describe the was, as below the navel ,

and the lubép, as beneath the navel and above

the pubes. (TA.)

[I Holding back, through indolence].

{Lalo-LL." (A, in [some of] the

copies of the K, erroneously, qu-LM [55.5,

(TA,) and )hallgl, (A, TA,) means {A man who

does not rise to perform needful afl'airs, (A, K,)

and journeys : (A, TA :) or who does not goforth

to undertake them. (Lh, TA.) = See also

in three places.

his, applied to a man, i q. ;)

i. e. IRemaining stationary, and impotent,- (TA;)

as also (K.):See also 3.2.3,. _Also

fA portion, or large portion, (iDrd,) of

[i. e. crumbled bread mioisbt’ened with broth].

(IDrd, K.) = See also 3.4;), with the un

pointed go.

5.2:? A mode, or manner, of lying upon the

breast: and Hat p. 382: [see 1, first signifi

cation:]) this is the primary meaning. (Han)

_ And A place thereof. (Har ibid. [See again

U25, first signification.])._See also in

three places"... Also +A place of slaughter

of any party, or company of men, slain

in one plot quround: (Lth, Sgh, Kz) erroneously

written by Sgh in the Ts tag, but in the 0

correctly. (TA.) [And accord. to the TA, it

seems to be also applied to + The party so slain]

=Also The body [of an animal] when lying

upon the breast,- particularly, of a. bare, (A, K,)

and of a. lamb, (A, TA,) and of a she-goat;

and so (TA.) Hence the saying, Lili'l

52.2.3) 4.9.5,, [He brought us crumbled
dread moistened niithflbroth resembling in size and

shape the body of a hare lying upon its breast].

(AsK-‘V

A beast of which the traces

of the place where it has been tied [and app.

where it has lain] are large, or wide. (TA.)

9": lrfl)

w"_): seew''_).
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Q J;

vast):

as is termed] 335, 1 Great, or large,- hardly, or

not at all, to be lifted ; so that it remains fixed ,

or so that it causes him who desires to lift it to

remain fiwed. (A,TA.)_.Then, (A,) applied

to a tree (8};1'), meaning tGreat, or large,

(A’Obeyd, S, A,‘ K,) and thick, (S,) and, accord.

to the K, wide, but [SM says,] I have not seen

that any of the leading authorities applies it in

this last sense to a tree: (TA :) pl. (K.)

_Applied to a chain (ELL-Li), ILarge, or big,

(S, K, TA,) and heavi, cleaiiing to him upon

whom it is put: it is of a measure having an

intensive signification, and qualifying alike a

masc. and a fem. n. (TA.) _. Applied to a coat

of mail (63%), ILarge, or big: (A, TA 1) or

wide. __ And, applied to a town (L35),

T Populous, (Sgh, K, TA,) and large. (TA.)

see Applied to a [skin such

l 1

gig) Sheep, or goats, with their pastors, col

lected’together in their lodging-places; (S, A,

K;) as though it were a quasi-pl. n.; as also

15.2,, and 1933,. (TA :) and hence, (L, TA,)

'the ’former of these two, to company of men :

(L, and l the latter of them, [accord. to the

K,] a herd of balls, or cows, in their lodging

place; from the author of the book entitled

(pail! E2331." only:.(K,‘E TA :) but

what this author says is, that i “all, signifies the

lodging-places of balls or cows [app. with the

beasts in them]: and that the primary applica

tion of this word and V is to sheep or

goats; and that by a subsequent usage they have

been applied to bulls or cows and to men. (TA.)

0’, ’04 it

95 A!" w

v.1;- [app. meaning tullay God send (lit.

pour) upon him a fever that shall cleave to him

like as an animal lying upon its breast cleaves

to the ground]. (TA.): See also last

sentence.

. , .

See also was, _One says also,

Q 5/

gala) : see the next paragraph, in two places.

9 a

vast, Lying upon his breast; applied to a

sheep‘or goat [8m]; and so V applied to a

here; so too [but app. in an intensive or

a frequentative sense] applied to a lion, as is also

and to a man lying on his adversary:

(TA:) and [hence] tuéijji is an appellation of

thf lion .- (K :) the pl. [of is and

and the phrase {55%;5, occur

ring in a trad, means [Lihe the

sheep, or goats, that are lying upon their breasts].

(TA.) It is said in a prov.,
a r I 1 II '

was, Jul or use, [A dog that roams about is
s e a

better than a lion lying upon his breast or that

has laid himselfdown upon his breast]. (TA.) _

[Hence, because of his cleaving to the ground,]

IA sick man. (TA.) _ [Hence also the phrase,]

uh; {The end of his nose is

flat, _and spreading upon his face. (A.).—

is an appellation applied to The Turhs

and the Abyssinians. (K, TA.) These are niennt

in the trad. of Mo’awiyeh, '9,

i. e. Rouse not ye against you the two [peoples]

that are remaining quiet as long as they do not

pursue you: it is like another trad., in which it

is said, t; 1,233 i; 31%| néjii
U [Leave ye alone the Turks as long as

they leave you alone, and let ye alone the Abyssi

nians as long as they let you alone]. (TA.)

3.14.31; [as a subst. from 93.91;, made so by the

affix 3, An animal lying upon its breast]. One

says of a man who kills when he shoots, and

more commonly of him who kills when he smites

with the [evil] eye, l; [Such a

one is so effective in his aim that his animal lying

upon its breast does not rise] : (lSk, S, TA :) and

in like manner, id Lb: it is a prov.

’ 1 I 11 4 refine

(TA:)-It is said in a ma, 0.. 3.3.1, at “so

3.2ng [And there rose and went to him one of

the 1.645] : (Lth, A, TA :) libel}! means Icertain

angels who were so at down [from Paradise] with

Adam, (Lth, A, K, TA,) who direct those that

err from the right may : (Lth, A, TA :) perhaps

(Lth, TA) so called from their remaining upon

the earth: (Lth,* A, TA :‘) and [so in the K, but

correctly “ or,”] the remainder of the Bearers of

Evidence ilk; [meaning those angels

wheron every individual of manhind has two

appointed to attend him constantly for the pur

pose of their bearing evidence of his good and

evil deeds, which two are termed in the Kur l. 16

0mm) whereof the earth will never be desti

tute: _ And in another trad., respecting

the signs of the coming of the resurrection, the

Prophet is related to have said that one of those

signs will be, that the will speak re

specting the affairs of the community: (T, TA :)

3,“:1 is the dim. of (T, K, TA) signi

fying The pastor of [q. v.]; (T, TA ;) and

means T the mean, contemptible man, (S, K,) who

speaks respecting the afi'airs of the community:

thus expl. by the Prephet himself: (K: [in the

CK, is erroneously put for :]) or he

explained it as meaning 1-the vitious, or wicked,

who speaks respecting the affairs of the com

munity: A’Obeyd compares this trad. with

another, in which it is said that one of the signs

above mentioned will be, that the pastors of

sheep or goats will be the heads of the people:

and Az says that Lacy)! means the pastor of

sheep or goats: some say that it means the who

abstains, or holds back, from seeking the means

of acquiring eminence, or nobility; and ding"

signifies [the same, or] impotent to attain emi

nence: in this latter, the 8 is added to give

intensiveness to the signification: and A2 thinks

it most probable that each of these is applied to

the mean man because of his remaining in his

house, or tent, and seldom rising and going forth

to occupy himself in great affairs. (TA.)

9 e be:

3A,”): see the next preceding paragraph.

i. q. 51:: [Safllower, or bastard safi‘i-on].

(I Aar,

, 10¢ '1 er .

gas)“ see was), last sentence, In two places.

50' ‘l I;

who”: see was), first sentence: _. and the

same in the last sentence.

Ulises: tl ' a)

végfl: see Mg).

5-1)

1. L5, (s, Mgh,&c.,) aor. . and 1 , (s, Mgh,

K,) inf. n. Lg, (Msb, TA,) He tied, bound, or

madefust, Mgh, Msb, a thing, Msb,‘

K,‘ TA,) and a beast; (high, TA ;) and in like

manner 75.1.3) he tied, or bound, a beast with a

rope, in order that he might not run away. (TA.)

You say, .3133" 15:5 [Such

a one ties/so many head of beasts: or the verb

may here have a different signification, explained

below]. (S, TA.) And it is said in a prov.,

, or, accord. to one relation,

i.e. Thou hast found a generous horse, therefore

do thou preserve him,- or, as some relate it,

relating to the duty of preservation.

(TA.) See also 3._a;.l; THe held back,

or drew back, from him, or it,- as though he

confined, and bound, himself ('1‘A,-from a trad.)

inf. n. ELL}, ins heart became

strong, andfirm, and resolute, (K,“‘ TA,) so that

he did not flee on the occasion of fear. (TA.

[In the CK, which would be more

properly rendered 1 He strengthened, or fortified,

his heart.]) ’15)“ IHe con

strained himself to be, patienf, and confined, or

restricted, himself to that thing, or affair. (TA.)

(,1; It? (Mgh, 19);"; (Me)

{God inspired him with patience. (Msb,

Thus in the Kur [xviiL 13], UL; 6:12;};

{And we inspired them with patience: (TA :)

or strengthened them with patience. And

in like manner in [viii. 11 and] xxviii. 9. (TA.)

3. signifies, (K, TA,) in its primary

acceptation, (TA,) Two [hostile] parties’ tying

of their horses, each at their frontier, and each

in preparation for the other: TA :) and

All“! and signify the same [as

above]. (s, TA.) [You say, cap. $.31, The

two parties tied their horses at their respective

frontiers, each in preparation for the other.]

And one says, with reference to horses, ling,

inf. n. and it}, as well as Lei), inf n.

and (Bd in viii. 62.) Hence, (Sgh, L, K,)

n.1,, ()Tgh, Mgh,) inf. n. Lt}, (s, Mgh, s51], L,

K) and iii-.31}, (s,1ugh,M;b,1§,) He, or a,

(an army, Mgh) hept post, or remained, on, or at,

the frontier Mgh, Sgh, L, of the enemy,

(S, high, K,) or over against the enemy. (Mgh.)

And hence, i. e. from this latter application,

(AAF, TA,),lisi n.1,, (TK,) inf. n. it}, (AAF,

1;) and (TK,) 1-He kept, or applied him

self, constantly, per-severingly, or assiduously, to

the thing, or afi'air. (AAF, K, TK.) It is said

in the Kur [ch. iii., last verse], gist}; 91.3.2?

Be ye patient in endurance of what your

religion requires, and tie ye in patience with

your enemy, and persevere ye infighting against

your enemy, (Mgh, TA,) and in tying the horses
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[at the frontier] : (TA :) or the last of these

verbs means keep ye post, or remain ye, on, or at,

thefrontier [of the enemy]: (Az, or +be ye

mindful oft/re times qurayer : or ‘r apply your

selves constantly, perseveringly, or assiduously, to

prayer: (TA :) or 1-wait ye for prayer after

prayer; the doing this being termed by the Pro

phet lib); (Az, K, TA ;) which word, thus used,

is an infi n. of $12,213; or, as some say, a simple

subst., meaning, in this case, a thing whereby one

is tied from acts of disobedience, and restrained

from forbidden deeds. (TA.) [See also 33.3.]

6. it." IThe water

remained in, or did not quit, or go forth from,

such and such a place. (TA.)

8: see 1, in three places. M)! He

tool: a horse for the purpose of tying him, or

keeping post, on the enemy's frontier. (K,"‘ TA.)

.= [He, or it, became tied, bound, or madefast.]

_ [)léJl Lg)! He becath gaought, or en

tangled, in the rope. (Lh.)_bl.,3)\ is also ex

]:lainfd by A0 and ?z-Zeijaijee syn. n'ith

(TA.) [Thus, M) signifies He, or it,

attached himself, or itself, or clung, or dare, to

him, or it: (see a citation from Lebeed, voce

U'ai; :) and app. also The loved him.]

it}, A thing with which one ties, binds, or

makesfirst, Msb, a skin, Msb,) and a

beast, ,' Msb;) a rope with which a

beast is tied: (Mghz) pl. L}, (s, high, 1;) and

1.1;; TA ;) the latter a contraction of the

former: (TA :) and and also

signify a thing with which d beast is tied:

It is said in a prov., 13b!!! ’93 he *4} Q]

[If an ass is gone away, an ass is tied to the

cord]: relating to contentment with what is pre

sent and reliriqulshment of what is absent. (Mgh.)

[See also 3.] _ [Hence,] used by the vulgar in

the sense of hill, meaning 1-A. kind qffascina

tion by which enchantresses withhold their husbands

from other women. (TA in art. Jim—A

snare for catching game. Mgh.) You say,

id'ng Gig” his [The gazelle rent his snare].

+The heart: as though the body

were tied thereby. (TA.) Hence, (TA in art.

Us)» .1215, Us; J. He died: (M and K in that

art. :) or hernias at the point ofdeath. in that

art.) And Eli!- 1Such a one

came having turned away, or back, harassed, dis

tressed, or fatigued, (S, TA, and AZ and Az in

art. var-9,) and at the point qfdeath : _ (AZ, Az :)

or harassed, or distressed, by thirst, or byfatigue .

(A in art. :) or in a state of intense thirst

and hunger. (M in that art.) _ 1-The spirit:

as in the saying of El-’Ajjzij, describing a wild

bull,

* so 31; ~

[And he passed the night firm in spirit]. (TA.)

= See also (of which it is a pl., or pl. pl.,)

in three places. =11 single building of those

which are called [a public

building for the accommodation of travellers and

" “twp—d"';/_-=-fl ~ *LL,"

their beasts; (see an application well

known, and mentioned, in the TK :] a religious

house, or house inhabited by devotees; a dwell

ing for Soojees; (El-Makreezee's “Khitat,”

ii. 427;) [a hospice, or an asylum for poor

illuslim students and others, like ;] a build

ingfor the poor : in this sense postzclassical: pl. ,

accord. to analog , and (Mgh.)

Tied, bound, or madefast; as also “,9333;

(K, TAJ) applied to a horse, (Mgh,) or similar

beast as also 7 (TA ;) applied to

the former, i. q. ; (Mgh ;) or l;

[which may perhaps signify the same; but more

probably, taken to be tied, or for keeping post, on

the enemy’sfi'ontier]; ;) and [in like manner]

gig], applied to the latter, i. q. Li»:

and has) applied to a horse also signifies tied and

fed in, the court of a house: (TA 1) pl. Jag)

(TA) and ' his), (Mgh,) or the latter is a pl. pl.,

being pl. orig. (TA.) is.» we, in the

Kur [viii. 62], means Of horses that are tied;

(Bd, Mgh;) being of the measure in

)0,

the sense of the’measure dye“; or an inf. n.

used as a subst., being an inf. n. of in the

sense of (Bd;) or it is an inf. n. of 1:41;;

and therefore [when used as an epithet, like any

inf. u. so used,] is applied to one as well as to a

pl. number; (Ham p. 222;) or pl. of

(Bd, Mgh :) or it means of mares: (Fr, TA:)

and signifies horses; jive thereof, and up

wards :'($, z) or horses, themselves, that are

taken to be tied, or for keeping post, on the

enemy’s frontier. And you say, Jib

kt 'Llé) Such a one has a stud cdnsti:

tuting the source of his horses; like as you say

than}, also, applied to horses, signi

fies, Tied in a toivn or country or the like : occur-

ing in a trad., in which it is said that upon every

horse shall be levied a deenar; but upon the

Ethyl), nothing: properly meaning, in this case,

8;" it}; being like in the phrase
r

(Mgh.) __ See also _ Also, and

' $.31], f A monk : one who abstainsfrom worldly

pleasures: a sage who restrains himself from

worldly things. (K, TA.) [In the L and TA,

$95!! is also explained, as on the authority of

,EzZthljajee, as signifying 4,913."; but this I

think a mistranscription, for = +Un

ripe dates soaked [in water]: or +fresh

ripe dates soaked with water; also called

($gh, TA in art. viii :) or {dried dates (A ’Obeyd,

IF, A, 1;) put into jars (,ge), (A’Obeyd, A,)

and having water poured upon them, (A’Obeyd,

1F, 0r moistened with water, in order that

they may become like fresh ripe dates : (A :) but

perhaps this is an adventitious term: (IF :) some

say that it is and not original. (TA.)

One who ties bow-strings. (TA.)

[act. part. n. of 1]. ._)ilglb

[Such a one left behind him on the

frontier an army having their horses tied in

preparation for the enemy,- or keeping post].

0 I m O r I r a ’4

($.) And J’s." Q» 1.3.5 4A,.) [In such a

town, or country, or the like, is a company of

horsemen having their horses tied at the frontier

in preparationfor the enemy,- or keeping post on

thefrontier: or it may perhaps mean, a number

1 a I— r)

of horses tied: see 515)]. tats,» also

signifies A company of warriors; or of men

'n-arring against an enemy: (Mgh:) or a com

pany of men having their horses tied at the

fi'ontier in preparation for the enemy; or keep

ing post on the frontier ,- and in like manner

[its pl.] a company of hprsemen having

their hair.“ tied Sec. (TA.)—921;." Let; 1,56,

and J.ng 'LQJ, ISuch a one is strong in

heart: or courageous: as though he

tied himself from flight, TA,) and restrained

himself by his boldness and courage. (TA.)—

as} +A spirit [still attached to the body,

and consequently not doomed, but] having ample

pun-er, or liberty, [and] capable of good; syn.

9A5; (K.) An Arab is related by IAar

to have said, bl; ul

31,4. 10:11, 3.1.1013 L55 [0 God, for

give me while the skin is cool, not heated by

fever, and the spirit is yet attached to my body,

and is at liberty, and capable Qfgood, and the

volumes in which my actions are registered are

still expanded, and repentance is accepted]: he

meant thereby, while he was in health; before

death. (TA.) _ See also its], in two places.

[fem. of ._ Also] A tie, or con

nection, Qfany kind; syn. [q. v.] and

(TA.) [This meaning of is well known,

though omitted in the and Std—Hence,

1‘ The copula in a proposition]

L}; (s, Mgh, K) and £51., (s,1;,) the former

used, by himiyzho says and the latter by him

who says 1:01, (113,) The place where a thing,

($,) or where a beast, (Mgh, is tied, bpund,

or madefast : Mgh, :) a stable : pl.

)lbr r I 0/

kg). 4! 9.; [He has

not so much as, or even, a place where a she

goat is tied]. Each is a noun of place used

in a definite manner; so that you may not say,

e.,,in like Q3" Lil-.2. (TA: [in

which, however, the word bus has been in

advertently omitted.]) ._ [Also A place where

soldiers tie their horses at the frontier in pre

parationfor the enemy,- or where they keep post

on the fi'ontier; as also You say,]

iljill and The warriors

ar’e'in their places where they tie their horses at

the frontier in preparation for the enemy; or

where they keep post on thefrontier. (TA.)

(Har p. 33.) You say,

0,0

he“
a

see

see Iggy-Also A slender plaited

thong which is bound over the pad (#5., for

¢__._‘_V_ _______
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which, in the copies of the K, we find erroneously

substituted TA,) of the [or camel's

saddle]. (K) TA.)

19,331,, and its fem., with '6: see

I — a) 9 - e es 5 be I

that)»: pl. {Lilla-3|)“ see he)», in two places.

see

Jig-J! lljb 3.; He tubes, or

is taking, subh and such [a nhmber] of horses for

the purpose of tying them, or keeping post, on the

enemy’sfrontier. (TA.)

in}; it IlVater remaining in a place, not

quitting it, or not going forth from it. (Esh

Sheybanee,‘ S,* K,‘ TA.)

6)
o)”,

l. M), aor. 1 and ’- and ;, (high, K,) inf. n.

5;, (TA,) IIe took the fourth part of their

property, or possessions. (Msb,l_{.) And (so in

the 1;, but in the Msb “or,”) ($,$gh,

Msb, K,) nor. 1 (S, Sgh, high) and ’— and e , (Sgh,

Mgh,) not, as is implied in the K, 3 only, (TA,)

[or rather, not = only,] inf. n. as above, and Eels)

[most probably 2%,] also, (L,) He took the

fourth part of their spoil: ($,$gh,Msb,I_{:)

i. e., of the spoil of an army: this was done in the

Time of Ignorance, but El-Islz'tm reduced it to

a fifth part; (K;) as is declared in the Kur viii.

4-2. (TA.) It is said in atrad., Mi}?

5.1353, ($311,) mentioned [and explained] in

art. ,, q. v.: the meaning [intended] is, Did

I not make thee an obeyed chief? (TA.) _And

(s, sgn, Mgh,) or é}, (K,)aor. :

($,$gh, Msb, and 1 and ,, (Sgh,Msb,

[inf. n., app., He became the fourth of

them,- 5gb, Msb ;) or, thefourth ofthe three:

(TA 2) or he made the three to befour by [adding

to them] himself. (15.) And also signifies

He made them, by adding himselfto them,forty:

or, four and forty. (K,‘TA.) And He made

them (namely’thirteen) to be fourteen. (Ill/in art.

we__ 14,. (s. K.) inf- ". to, ($0

He twisted it (namely a bow-string, $,TA, and

a rope, or cord, K, TA) offour twists, 0r stra'nds.

(s, K.)=J,,\p 9;}, (s,1_<,) aor. :, inf. n.

(TA.) 11 q- t 53* 9333; (s. K;) i- e. The

camels, having been hept from the water three

days [counting two portions of days as one of

those days], orfour days [counting two portions

ofdays as two days (for the difi'erence is only

verbal)], and three [whole] nights, came to the

water on the fourth day [counting the day ofthe

tiext preceding watering as the first]. [See

cg, below. Another meaning of this phrase

will be found later in the present paragraph]

1 ' sedi 9" 6 "’

Hence, @fll cal : see 4. (TAJ—Aght- w)

“in, (s, Msb,K,) aor. : , inf. n. '61,; (Msb;)

and teljl, (s, Men,1_<,) and t 21;;57, but

not (lAar ;) or the phrase used by the

Arabs is ULD-ll ails (Az, TA :) The

Bk. 1.

fever seized him on one day and left him two

days and then came again on the fourth day

[counting the day ofthe next preceding fit as the

first], Msb,K,) and so on. (Mgh) And

8;, and val, ($, K,) and l is said to be

also used in the same sense, (TA,) IIe had, or

was seized by, a quartan_fever;. a fever of the

hind described above. K, TA.) said of

a horse, He came fourth in the race. (T, M, L,

all in art. w.)=é€;, said of a man, also

_ _ _ _ '05

st mfies He was hit or hurt m the lg \ mean
g s 7 t ) a

ing regions, qfhis head. (TA.)=@§§1}LI,:1

[The rain watered the earth and made it to pro

duce herbage: see (TA.) And

The land was watered by the rain in the season

called And They were rained

upon by the rain ofthe season called CH!) ;

TA ;) similar to big and l”: (TA in art.

13:5 :) and in like manner, camels

were rained upon by that rain: and a)» may

be an inf. n. thereof. (Ham p. 4'25.)._. Hence,

i. e. from the phrase,

L‘s-til; UL; +The horse smealed in his legs. (TA.)

_And [hence also,] IGod restored him

from. a state of poverty to wealth or competence

or sltfiiciency; recovered himfrom his embarass

ment or difficulty, orfrom a state ofperd-ition or

tiéilf‘ltt‘ltOfl. (TA.):CHjl c4), aor. -, inf. n.

8);), The [segsoncalled] be.” commenccgdo.’ (TA.)

_ é”, TA,) nor. 1 , inf. n. cg), (TA,)

in its primary acceptation, signifies He remained,

abode, or dwelt, in the place in the [season called]

6.3,; (TA ;) as also a,» t tsp. (s, 1;)-_And

hence, (TA,) IHe remained, abode, or dwelt, in

the place, TA,) in any circumstances, and at

any time; (TA;) he took it as his home.

_. Also He alighted and abode wherever he

would, in the place, in abundance of herbage, and

pasturage. TA.) _. aor. '-',

inf. It. (3:13, (TA,) The cdtnels fed by them

selves in the pasturoge, and ate as they pleased,

and drank. (K.) [Another meaning of this

phrase has been mentioned before] _5l;.tl

He (a man, TA) acted according to his own

opinion or judgment, or did what he judged fit,

with respect to the water.

aor. 1 , inf. n. 2;, (TA,) said ofa man, also sig

nifies He had, or obtained, abundance of herbage

(K,TA) [arising] from the [season, or rain,

called] 6,3,. (TA.) _ Also, [app. from

("Jng in the second of the senses explained

above; and if so, tropical, or doubly tropical,]

aor. 1 , t He (9. man, lSk, S) paused, (ISk, $, K,)

and acted, or behaved, with deliberation or in a

leisurely manner, (K,) and withheld himself

(18k, 5, 1;.) And [hence,] '8}, (15,) inf. n.

£5, (TA,) 1-He was afectionate, or pitiful, or

compassionate, towards him: (K:) or he acted

gently typprds him. (TA.) And (K,)

inf. n. 6), (TA,) fHe restrained himself, re

frained, abstained, or desisted, from it. (K.)

The phrases urn and UL; c4)!

(5,19 and 6,1 (1;) are from in the

sense of“ he paused,” &c., ($, as explained

by ISk, (S,) [or in one of the senses following

that,] meaning tDeal thou gently with thysel ;

moderate thyself,- restrain thyself: TA :) or

behave than with deliberation, or in a leisurely

manner: on the second of these phrases may'

mean continue thou notwithstanding thy slight

lameness: or it may be from gel-ll [q.v.

infra,] meaning take thou it, or reach it, not

withstanding thy slight lameness. (TA.) The

phrase or [$118, in the trad.

of Subdy‘ah El-Aslameeiyeh, accord. to two

difi'erent relations, admits of two interpretations:

one is, Jr_Pause thou, and waitfor the completion

of the 3.3: [q. v.] of dccease; and this is accord. to

the persuasion of those who say that her 33.; is

the more remote of the two periods, which is the

persuasion of ’Alee and I’Ab: the secondis, from

J4}! signifying “ the man had, or obtained,

abundance of herbage,” and the meaning is,

freiicve thou thyself, and release thyselffrom the

straitness ofthe 33s, and the evil qfthy condition,

and this is accord. to the persuasion of those who

hold that her 83s is the nearer ofthe two periods;

and hence 'Omar said, “ If she bring forth when

her husband is on his bier, meaning, not buried,

it is allowable for her to marry.” (TA.) It is

O I I 0 r f n J '0

also said, in another trad., 0.4M

can!” 81'

3)»! by '9, i. e. tHe will not restrain himself,

and bepatieltt with thee, whom thy case does

not grieve. (TA.) And it is said in a prov.,

can: or! a r a; a il-on

tub Q‘s! Qés Ma:- ol)4l

thou to a woman twice; and she refuse, abstain

is», i. e. 1- Speak

thou : or, accord. to one relation, it is and

accord. to another, i. e., then add; for she

is very weak in understanding; if she understand

not, then make thou the two speeches to be four :

..e e.,» ’45 .e. ow- e. e .

Aboo-Sa’eed says, ilaqvjjl MAE)! [326,

i. e., [and if she understand not after the four,

then] the stick [is to be used; or, then use thou

the stick]: the prov. applies to the hearing and

answering in an evil manner. (TA.) You say

also, UL; inf. n._

isle), I[app. She beharcd in a gentle and coaxing

manner so as to get the better ofthe reason, or

understanding, of such a one, and he sold his

houses one after another to expend upon her;]

i. e., he expended upon her all that he possessed,

so that he sold his dwellings. (TA. [They before

raés is not in the TA; but as it seems to have

been dropped by inadvertencc, I have supplied

it.]):ikahll The young camel widened

his stepping; and ran; as also ' by"). (TA.) :=

;..j..‘.» ($,1_<,) aor. 1, inf. n. éjj; (TA ;)

and v 1.1.5)“ ;) IIe raised, or lifted, the stone,

(S, K, TA,) with the hand; TA ;) or carried

it; (TA ;) for trial ofstr'ttngtlz. (K.) It is said

in a trad., [He passed by a

company of men raisirlg, '&_c., a stone] ; and

[signifies the same]; ;) and

(2, TA.) _Jlept to, (s, K,) _aor. =, 2n". n.

1'2
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5-3;, (TA,) He put the [stafl‘, or small stafl',

called] beneath the load, and took hold of

one end of theformer, while another took hold of

the other end, and then raised it, (S, K,) with the

help of his companion, (K,) upon the camel,

or aupon the beast. (K.) [See also 3.] =

4.2.9.9 He (a. man) approved his life; was satis

fied, or content, with it. (TA.) 0

2. its), inf. n. He made itfour. (Esh

Sheybanee, K voce _IIe made it (a

thing) K,) i. e. he made it to haoefour

portions [or sides or faces or angles &c.]: or he

made it of the form of a thing havingfour legs,

or ofthe form ofa quadruped. (TA.)_..

Such a one counts three Khaleefehs,

[namely, Aboo-Bekr and ’Omar and ’Othmz'tn,]

and [does not count afourth, i. e.,] rejects [[Alee,]

the fourth. (TA in art. w.) _ She

brought forth her fourth oflspring. (TA in art.

_ all), or He remainedfour

nights with his wife : and in like manner the verb

is used in relation to any saying or action. (TA

voce _ also signifies [The watering

of seed-produce on the fourth day, counting the

day of the next preceding watering as thefirst;]

the walering of seed-produce that is [next] after

the (TA.) [You say, é) IIe

watered the seed-produce on thefourth day, &c.]

far!) “.24

3- mfg: (Ks, $, or n °)?‘u“'l:

and Gig), [He bargained with him for

work, who hired him, or took him as a hireling,

by, orfor, the season called 69.33,] is from 63;",

(K,) like 2,36; (Ks, 55,15) fromfin, (K,) and

(Ks, 5, TA) from 3.111», &c. (TA.):

also signifies The taking hold ofthe hand

of another persim beneath a load, and so raising

it upon the camel, without a [stafi', or small

stafi', such as is called] (S,*K,* TA.)

You say, He took hold ’Qf his hand &c.

(IAar) [See also 1; last signification but one.]

4.,35" 6)] The party ofmen (three in num

-ber, Msb) becamefour: (S, Msb,K: [but in the

last of these, mentioned after another signification

with which it is connected by the conjunction

Si “or"]) or, became forty.

i a a” 10145 r 02 1’02

, “DJ! 4,», and 4.2g», and at and at: see
u! T 0 ’4’ . I e , J C. If!

u.le 4,}: :44), [which IS from do?! Cal-3),]

in three places; and by, in two places.—

occurring in atrad.,

[Come ye every third day, and ecery fourth day,

counting the day ofthe next preceding visit as the

first, in risiting the sick; or, which is the same,

leave ye him one day, and] leave ye him two days,

and come to him on the third day, in visiting the

sick; unless he be overcome [by his sickness]:

(s, TA :) this is [in like manner] from the water

ing of camels termed (TA.) You say also,

Va;1);." He omitted visiting the sick man

two days, and came to him on the third; (0, K;)

or, as in the L, and in [some of] the copies of the

S, on thefourth counting the day ofthe neat

preceding cisit as the first]. (TA.)_ [Hence

also,] CELT." cal The asher, or beggar,

ashed, or begged, then went away, and then

returned. (Ibn-’Abbad, Sgh, ._ And cg)!

Still; He returned to the of the woman

without langour: (L:) or )1 alone, said of a

man, multum coivit. (Ibn-’Abbad,K.)E_.And

33,» to. (0.19) i- e- @399 is,» +541. (M.)

The camels guichly returned to watering, (O,*

K,“E TA,) so that they came to water without any

appointed time: (TA :) mentioned by A’Obeyd

as written wilh the pointed , which is a mis

transcription. (L, TA.)._..And by) said of the

water of a well, It [returned guichly so that it]

became abundant, or copious. (K.) _ Said of a

man, it also signifies "its;

[meaning] He was, or became, one whose camels

came in the state in which they are termed

[i. e. being watered on the fourth day, counting

the day of the next preceding watering as the

first: from whence, likewise, what

next follows]. (TA.)—“Lg?! He watered

the camels in the manner termed by) [i. e. on the

fourth day, counting the day ofthe next preceding

watering as thefirst]. (TA.)—This last phrase,

also, (K,) or at." but, (As,) signifies

He sent and left the camels to go to the water

whenever they pleased. (As, K.*) [Another

signification of the verb thus agplioed will be

found below.] = Col, (inf. n. thy], s, Msb)

Be (a sheep or goat, a bull, a solid-hoofed beast,

and a camel,) became what is termed i.e.,

he shed the tooth called Msb, :) it is

when they do this that the camel and the horse

begin to be strong. (TA.) but The

people, or company of men, entered the [season

called] ($,K:) or [app. a mistake for

“ and ”] it has the first of the significations men

tioned in this paragraph. (K.) _And (so in the

$, but in the K “ or”) The people, or company

quen, remained in the place where they had

alighted and tahen up their abode in the [season

called] abstaining from seeking after her

bage; K, TA 5) the rain having been general,

they remained where they were, because of the

general fertility, not needing to remove for

seehing after herbage. (TA.) [See also

_ And The people, or company quen,

came to, or arrived at, land of seed-produce and

fruitfulness, and water. (TA.)_.. bag." to!

The rain caused the [herbage called] to

grow: (TA:) or the rain confined the people in

their [or dwelling-i] by reason of its abun

dance. (Msb.)__ua)'j\ gas)! The earth, or

land, produced herbage. (Msb in art.

tat said of a man, IHe had ofikpring born to

him in the prime of his manhood: ($, TA :) this

being likened tth’he [season called] (TA.)

_ Lib Cal He pastured his camels

in the [season called] in such a place.

_asun gas)! The she-camel’s womb was, or

became, closed, (Lg-.3 $313.21» so that it did

not admit the semindljluid; (Lth, K,) [perhaps

because this commonly takes place in the season

called warneaning either the spring or the sea

son called ?S'IH the usual season of the

coupling ofcamels being winter;] as also twp.

(TA.) L; bul IIc made an abominable

request to her; mentioned in the T in art. Jed-s;

(TA;) meaning,lin Us alps QC. (TA in art.

)JG.) = See also a prov. mentioned in the latter

part of the first paragraph.

5. K) [IIe crossed his legs

in hissitting; i. e. he sat cross-legged,- because a

person who does so puts himself in such a posture

as to occupy nearly a. square space;] contr. of

Uh;- and said of a camel,

($, K,) and of a horse, (TA,) .He ate the [herb

age called] ($, K, TA,) and in consequence

became brisk, lively, or sprightly, (TA,) andfat;

(K, TA 3) and 7 6,3)! signifies the same: (S, K a)

or 1,:53 and '\,a.,5)l signify they lighted on, or

found, [herbage called] or they lighted on

it, or found it, and remained among it: and

135’: The camels remained,

or abode, in such a place. (TA.) You say also,

[3f lVe pastured upon the

herbs, or leguminous plants, during the winter,

upon the rugged ground and the hard and stony

ground by the side of sand.

Ml The palm-trees had their fruit cut 017',

(TA, and in some copies of the K ;) [because this

is done in the autumn, which is called b7;le=

See also 1, near the end of the paragraph. _

[Hence,] The she-camel

carried a tall’hump.

6. [They vied, one with another,

in lifting a stone, for trial of strength: see

gas 5,]. (TA in art. ,sa.)

8. cg") He (a camel) beat [the ground] with

all his legs, in going along; and went quickly.

(TA.)—See also 1, near the end of the para

graph.=He (a man) was of middling stature,

neither tall nor short. ($.)=See also

_and see 5, in two places :_ and 4, near the

end of the paragraph : = see also in

two places, near the end of L =,e;ill;sl :13)!

IIe looked for, expected, or awaited, his being

made commander, or lord, over the people, or

party ofmen. (TA.)

10. labial He had power, or ability, for it,

to do it, or to bear or endure it: (IAar:) from

jigs! (Az.)_[Hence als0,] said

of a camel, He was, or became, strong, )._.....U for

journeying. (ISk, _. It (sand)- bebame

heaped up. (AZ, K.)_It (dust) rose; or rose

high. (AZ,

9”

t!) A place where people remain, abide, or

dwell, in the [season called] be}; (1;, TA,) as

also ' 531». (s, Ms. K,) and t (K. TA :)
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this is the primary signification : (TA :) and

hence, (TA,) Ia place of alighting or abode,

(Sh, S, Msb, K, TA,) ofa people, or company qf

men; (Msb ;) a settled place of abode; a place of

constant residence; a dwelling; a home; whenever
.f'QJ

and wherever it be ,' as also V ’34,, and V

(TA :) and +a house, wherever it be: Mgh,

K :) [in Egypt, a range of distinct lodgings over

shops or magazines, separate from the shops or

magazines, but generally having one .common

entrance and staircase :] pl. [of mult.] the and

($nghiM9biK) and [of pane-1 and

916E

but: (S, Msb, K:) and the pl. ofi is

You say, l; IHow

ample, or spacious, is the place of alighting, or

abode, of the sons of such a one! (S, TA.)—

Hence, also, {The people of a place qfalighting

0r abode; (Sh, Msb, TA ;) the people ofa house

or tent: (Aboo-Malik,TA:) a company of men

or people: (K:)gaularge number: (IB:) pl. as

above: (Msb :) ,9 signifies the people ofplaces

of alighting or abode: (Sh:) and also tribes.

(TA.) You say, vI May God

multiply the people of thy house or tent. (TA.)

And IThey now, or to-day, [are a

large number; or] have become many, and have

increased. (TA.)._. [Hence, also,] +11 bier; or

a bier with a corpse upon it; syn. (K,

Tsi [in the OK wlii.]) So in the saying,

sale;- 1 [I bore, or carried, his bier, or his

bier with his corpse upon it]. (TA.)—tThe

extremity of a mountain. (TA.) [App. because

travellers often stop and rest there.] = Also i. q.

7 (L,)!I’Sb, K,) whi’cl’lns’ignifies, (S, L, &c.,)

as also 'Zas), and it’s”, (L, Msb, K,) or

i 5.3;, (s. Mgh, L,) and ' (s. L,
'0)

1s.) and “gee, (ms) and '93,. (1;,th

this last [says SM] I have not seen in the lexi

cons, except applied by the author of the “Mo

heet” as an epithet to a rope, TA,) applied to a

man, (S, L, &c.,) Of middling stature; (Msb ;)

neither tall nor short,- (S, L;) between tall and

short: (K :) and so, applied to a woman, '31:;

(s, Mgh, L, Msb, 1;) and '31,}, (L, Msb,) though

originally applied to a man, like &c.: (L =)

the pl. of is (Fr :) and that of i

is applied to men and to women, (S, Mgh,

L, K,) and also; (IAar, Fr, L,K;) the

former of these two pls. being anomalous, because

a word of the measure has not its medial

radical movent when it is an epithet, but only

when it is a subst. and has not 3 or L; for that

radical; (S, O, K;) or the medial radical is

movent in this instance because is originally

a fem. subst. applied to a male and a female, and

used as an epithet; (L ;) or because it resembles

a subst. in its being applied alike to a man and a

woman. (Az.)

533 (s, Mgh, Msb, K) and ' ’53, (s, Msb. K.)

the former a. contraction of the latter, (Mgh,)

[which is the more chaste, but the former is the

more common,] A fourth part; (S, Msb, K;)

one qffour parts,- (Mgh ;) as also i (Msb,

K,) like ; (TA ;) and v éig}, like

(Ktr, and z) or the last signifies, (Msb, K,) or

signifies also, (S,) the fourth part of the spoil,

which the chief used to take (S, Msb, in the

Time of Ignorance: :) the pl. of and

7&3 is [a pl. of pauc.] (Msb, TA) and

[a pl. of mult] : and that of '53; is

(K.)_u..;.t;li can The same as the CL};

because the is twelve times what is termed

5);: but gill is the same as the’lih,

which is a quarter of what is termed Ldl

(Mgh.)° [In Egypt, tlgle is the

fourth part of a 1.9"}, q. v.] _Q’eljt The

[four] regions of the head. (TA.)

all The [or interval between two water

ings, or keepingfrom water during that interval,]

which is meant in the phrase [q. v.] ;
a. certain of camels,frespecting which

authors difl'er: (TA :) it is when camels are kept

from the water three days [counting two per

tions of days as one of those days], or four days

[counting two portions of days as two days (for

the difference is only verbal)], and three [whole]

nights, and come to the water on the fourth day

[counting the day of the next preceding watering

as the first]; ;) 01' [in other words] their

coming to the water one day, and leaving it two

days, and then coming to it on the fourth day,

or a period of three [whole] nights and four

days [of which the first and last are incomplete];

as is indicated in the K: or, as some say, [but

this at variance with common usage,] their being

hept from the water four [nights (for the n. of

number is here fem.)], and then coming to it on

the fifth [day (for the n. of number is here

masc.)]. (TA.) You say, Je'gl @335:

.39,» ($.19 And 11;; 5333=

'4550 e '40; ¢

4. And Ly) 3),” i. g. cal

[q.v.]. (TA.)_ [Also, for };L., A journey

in. which the camels are watered only on thefirst

and fourth days.]_[1n like manner,] with

respect to fever, it signifies The seizing on one

day and leaving two days and then coming again

on the fourth day [counting the day ofthe new!

preceding fit as the first]. (S, [The fever is

termed] u; [The quartan fecer;] the

fever that occurs on one day and intermits two

days and then comes again on the fourth, and so

onL (Msb.) And you say, G5) 6;“ dIiZ-lé, i.g.

é.“ [q. v.]. (K.);Also Thefourth

young one, or ofl'sp-ring. (A in art. :45.)

SEE

see

5;. = _
forth in the [season called] __) [here meaning

autumn], which is the beginning’of the. breeding

time : (S, Msb, :) so called because he widens

his stepping, and runs: [see 1, near the end of

6/)

cs) A young camel brought

the paragraph :] (TA :) fem. with 5: pl. masc.'

ES) [a pl. of mult.] and [a pl. of pauc.];

(S, Msb, ;) both irreg.; for accord. to the rule

given by Sb, the pl. should be [like

pl. of 3;]; (TA:) pl. fem. 3.1;; (s, Msb,1_{,

TA [in the CK, erroneously, and

Hence the saying, 'fl, lie

has not a young camel brought forth in the end

of the breeding-time nor one brought forth in the

beginning thereof. (S, TA.) [See another ex.

voce £15.] _ [Hence, also,] +A very small

star in the “midst of the 31;, which are in the

head of [or Draco]. (sz.)

I11 .9)

to: see to, in two places.

0 a, I as _ _ _ _

in): see 6), last algnlficatlon, ln three places.

= [A small round basket, covered with leather,

in which perfumes are kept by him who sells

them ,-] the of it.» ,u‘eé; (s,Mgli,1_<;)

which is a 3.21; covered with leather: (Mghz)

or a four-sided vessel, like the said by

El-Isbahanee to be so called because originally

having four {USU} [app. meaning compartments,

one above another, for different kinds of per

fume]; or because having four legs. (TA.) .—

Hence, app., A chest in which the volumes ofa

copy of the Kur-dn are kept; (Sgh, K ;) called

Ml ital-3): (Mgh :) but thus applied, it is

post-classical, (Sgh, belonging to the con

ventional language of the people of Baghdad.

(Sgh.)_Its application to A household utensil

properfor women requires consideration. (Mgh.)

2.1;; The beasts’ collecting of’themselves to

gether in the [season called] a): [whdenceka

a country, or region, is said to be lag)" erg]:

[good for the beasts’ collecting of’ themselces

a) v, 4’

together &c.]. (TA.) ._ [Hence, app.,]

1:12;; “1.; lVe left them in their former, or

first, or original, and right, or good, state, or con

dition. (TA.) Veil-.5}, also, and vigil), signify

An qfl'air, a business, or a concern, in which one

continues occupied; or a case, a state, or a con

dition, in which one abides, or continues; (K,

TA ;) meaning a former, or first, afi'ai-r, &c.;

(TA ;) and only relating to a good state or con

dition: (Yaakoob, K:) or one’s way, course,

mode, or manner, of acting, or conduct, or the

like : z) or one's right, or good, state, or con

dition, TA,) in which he has been before:

(TA :) or his [tribe such as is termed] or

[the portion thereof which is termed] his

(so use .,18}, (a K,) and Gait}.

and ilztf-Lg, and 71:931.;5, and £26154], and

Vivi), means They are in their right, or

good, state, or condition: (K, TA :) or they are

occupied in their afair, or business, or concern,

in which they were occupied before; or they are

in their case, or state, or condition, in which

a H,

they were before : K :) or 'MJlxg) uh, (S,

o ' ' 0” a . .

K,) and idly), (Fr, S, K,) slgnlfies in their

right, or good, state, or condition, and in their

former, orfirst, case; or in their right, or good,

state, or condition, and occupied in their former,

or first, afl'air, or business, or concern: z) or

it means in their places of abode. (Th, K.) You

128 ‘
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g)

any elem};

i. c. [There is’not’ among the sons'of such

a one he who manages thoroughly, or s0undlg,]

his case, or afair, or business, or concern, in

which he is occupied [except such a one]. ($.)

Arid [hence,] He'd, and ,3 5;

3,5 Ile is the chief of his people. (Ham p. 313.

[See also below.])

b”

lag) A quick pace of a camel, in which he goes

along beating the ground with his legs: (TA :)

or the most vehement running : :) or the

most vehement running of camels: and K :)

or a hind of running of camels which is not vehe

or _

ment. = See also 6,, last signification, in

I r4 . - 0

two places. _ See also its pl., also, voce 31.)),

in two places.

(I ’ 1 I a 9 :9 I

32.1): see its pl., also), voce 34.3), in two places.

5;, see

3.9.3) Of, or relating to, the Msb,

K;) i. e., the season so called; [and the rain,

and the herbage, so called;] a re]. n. irregularly

formed. (Mgh.)—Born in the [season called]

tag}; applied to a. young camel: born in the

beginning of the breeding-time,- [which means

the same;] so applied. (TA.)-_And hence,

(TA,) I A son born in the prime [or spring-time]

of his father’s manhood,- (Sf TA ;) because the

CHI) is the beginning, and the most approved

part, of the breeding-time: (TA:) pl. 5,3,.

($, TA.) Sand Ibn-Mélik says, (TA,)

)
* a u‘o~ 2’0 5" i _X‘

ewes wt '2

05 0 Jr" of IIQE

owns 41 0‘5 w CM '"

[Verilg my sons are bogs born in the summer of

my age: happy is he who has sons born in the

spring-time of his manhood] (S, TA.) _A

palm-tree i.e. gig-5,) of which the fruit

ripens in the end of the summer, or hot season ,'

AHn says, because then is the time of the [rain

called] {£15. (TA.)—The Arabs say,

[A hard hind

of, date that moltld ripen in the’s’eason called

(meaning autumn) that is cut in the summer and

eaten in the winter-season]. (TA.)—5;;

A she-camel that brings forth [in the season

called before others. (TA.) __ iii-.3, [used

as a. subst., or as an epithet in which the quality

- v

5):»,] signi

fies The 334 [or corn brought for provision, or

the bringing thereqfl] in the beginning of winter :

‘ 2a a

ofa subst. IS predominant, for 4*)
, .

($,K:) or the 38 of the [season called]

which is the first 5):»; next after which is the

451.3; and next after this, the and next

after this, the (TA.) [Sec] art. ’90.]—

A'lso, the same, [used in like manner, for )2:

iii-1:34,] Camels that bring provision of corn in the

[season called] or, which means the same,

in the beginning of the gear: pl. (TA.)

- -/ -1

l: . 9’ 5'

_And [used in the same manner, for 3.5.3) Sjjbl]

A warring, or warring and plundering, expedi

r 3 0

tion in the [season called] be). (TA.)—us,”

also signifies I The first, or beginning, or forum

part, of anything; for instance, of youthfulness,

or the prime of manhood; and of glory: and

and) likewise, the beginning of breeding, and of

summer. (TA.)—Quid! C’s-S) +The sharpest

kind of thrusting, or piercing. (Th, TA.)

4 5

5.1%, fem. of :55]: [and also used as a subst.,

or as an epithet in which the quality of a. subst.

predominates: see the latter word, in several

places]

'4 O:

uh»,

voce = écg, (s, Mgh, K,) like (s, 1;)

and [in the CK and and Gig,

and [pls. like] )1”, which are the only words of

this form, (K,)land (Kr, K,) accus. of the

former use, (suture) and fem. (s,

s 0 5 0

file): see an ex. in the phrasemslg)

K,) Shedding its tooth called the q. v.;

applied to the sheep or goat in the jburth gear,

and to the bull and cow and the solid-hoofed

animal in the fifth year, and to the camel in the

seventh. year: Msb,1_(:) [see 4:] pl. [of

pauc.] ([2219 and [of mult.] (Az,$,

Msb, and Cg), (Th, Az, K,)but the former is

the more common, (A2,) and to) (IAar, K) and

5&3, ($,M§b,l_() and 5;, and sec}. (K.)

You say, [I rode a hachneg

shedding his or in his fifth gear].

Msb, K.) _. Heince, f Vehement and

youthful n'ar. (TA.)

J r)

Cb) [Four andfour: four and four together :

or four at a time and four at a time :] is a

deviation from the original form, (5, K,) or

Qrfai 214;

cu! 4:.» I- for which reason and accord. to
.) .) s a 1

general opinion, because it is at the same time an

epithet, (see 538)] it is imperfectly decl. : (K :)

but the dim. is 'g;, perfectly decl. voce

5'93“, q.v.) [See exs. voce In the Km

iv. 3, El-Anmash read 7 instead of

(IJ, 1;.)

A she-camel that yieldsfour [pl. of

] Qf'm‘llk. (TAin-J = See also £55591.

9 e no) ,

cg): see 6), 1n two places.=It has also a

twofold application; to months and to seasons:

and it has a twofold application to months;

denoting Two months, Msb, [next] after
91’

)6»; and they say, (Mgh,) one should

oonly say, in’ppeaking of them, if)“ 3;}, and

)é'jl a) hit; Msb,K :) [but in the margin

of the copy of the which I have here followed,

I find it stated that in the handwriting of the

author the former is J,'jl ea.) ,9 (with a single

kesreh, and with no syll. sign to Jjjl); and in

another copy of the I find ,Jg'jt cg) ;vzt and

fez)! gig] with the addition of}??? but

it is allowable to say also 8),?! £19 )vb and

g'jl @JQH-‘II: the word n.:, is necessarily added

in order to discriminate between the months thus

called and the season called as): Az says, the

Arabs mention all the months without. the word

n.:; except the two months of G4) and the

month of and [they say also

and ;LI and (3-34) (\lsb:) these

months were thus called because, when they re

ceived this name, they occurred in the season

when the earth produced herbage. (Msb in art.

It has a. _twofold application also to

seasons; jg)! being The season in which

the trufiles and the blossoms come, Msh, K,)

and this is [also called] 31,91 [the rabeea of

the herbage, properly called the spring ofArabia];

;) and épl The season in which {fruits

ripen; Msb, K;) [also called 2b,?" 6,32%]

but some people call this 8:31; ($, TA ;)

and the season which follows the winter, and in

which the truffles and the blossoins come, they

call 52;"; but all of them agree that the

[or autumn] is called 8;": AHn says,

the two divisions of the winter [by which he

means the half-gear commencing at the autumnal

equinor] are called the former being

it,“ [the rabeeq. of the °water and

the rains, in which the rain called an)", which

is termed the first of the rains, commences]; and

the second being [or 5.5! the

rabeea of the herbage], because the herbage

therein attains to its last stage : and he adds, that

is applied by the Arabs to the whole winter,

[meaning, again, the half-gear commencing at

the autumnal equinow,] because of the moisture,

or rain: (TA:) or the gear consists of six.

seasons; (so in the K; but in the $, “and I

heard Abu-l-Ghowth say, the Arabs make the

year to he'six seasons ;”) two months thereof are

called épl; and two months, it}; and

two months, and two monihs, c5)

“3&1, (so in a copy of the $,) or USU)! a), (so

in another copy of the $, [but in the margin of

this latter, I find it stated that in the hand~

writing of the author it is USU" Its), without

tennweenj) or 692;"; ;) andtwo months.

55.3fm; and two months, tun. ($, K.) Az re

lates, with respect to the seasohs and divisions of

the year, on the authority of Aboo-Yahya Ibn

Kihésch, who possessed very great knowledge

thereof, that thc'year consists of four seasons;

namely, erg“, which the vulgar call

[The autumn]; then its?” [the winter]; then

list, which [or [526", i. e. the

spring]; then 5:3." [the summer, or hot season]:

all this is what the Arabs in the desert say:

the tea) which is with the Persians the dart,

he says, commences on the third of “his!

[September 0. S.]; and the diet, on the third

of £5» wité.» [December 0. s]; and in use

" :"'MIME:;flfm-iiy‘eniman.
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a)

which is with the Persians the c5»), on the fifth

quil [JIorch O. 8.]; and the 5.35 which is

with the Persians the J94, on the fourth of

or},,1; [June 0. e.]. and Aboo-Yahya adds, the

C4,») the people of El-’Ircih agrees with the

c5») of the Persians, which is after the A221 [or

winter], and which is the season of the flowers,

or roses, and is the most temperate of the seasons :

the people of El-’lrill_<. he says, have rain in all

the winter, and have abundance of herbage in

the big», which the Arabs call (Jigl by)" : and

A2 says, the quarter of the 56945. is called bibs.

because the fruits are gathered therein; and the

Arabs call it M) because the first rain [which is

called [1,9191] falls therein. (TA.) The pl. of

J is [8. pl. of papa] and [0. pl. of

mult.] Msb,K) and Chi); (AHn,K;) or the

first of these is pl. of gm 8) (Fr, Yaakoob, s,

Msb, and of the be!) of the months; (Fr,

but the second is pl. of cg) in the sense of

J)», to be explained below. (Fr, Yaakoob, S,

Msb, K.) Hence the phrase in a supplicatiop,

mentioned in a trad.,

[0 God, mahe Thou the Kur-tin to be the life,

or ease, of my heart]; because the heart of man

becomes lively, or at ease, in the season called

I 5 Ji

6?). (TA.) Hence also, (TA,) ,3! The

*1be [or hoopoe]; ;) because it appears with

the [season called] 64). (TA.) [See also, re—

. fr

specting the seasons &c., the word (3.0).] __Also

The rain in the [season called] [as meaning

the halflyear commencing at the autumnal equinox,

(which includes what is really the spring of

Arabia, called “the rabeea of the herbage,”)

accord. to a statement of AHn cited above, and

accord. to what is stated on the authority of AZ

voce 2;]: z) or [only, accord. to some,] the

rain which is after the [3.33, and after which is

[that called] the big-o, and then the”: or,

accord. to AHn, rain whenever it comes: Az

says, I have heard the Arabs call thus the first

rain falling upon the earth in the (lays of the

[or autumn]: (TA:) the pl. [of pauc.] is

igji and [ofmult] gt}, (AHn, TA.) [See also,

respecting the rains, the word &3.]_Also

Herbage; green herbage which the beasts eat,

(TA ;) [properly] the herbage that is produced

by the first rain in the quarter which is called

the a}, and which is commonly called the

[or autumn], (high in art. 00),) [continuing its

growth during the winter-quarter, which is also

callcd'the and which includes, as stated

above, what is really the spring of Arabia, called

“the rabeea of the herbage,” wherein, as AI_in

says, the herbage attains to its last stage : it seems

generally to mean the spring-herbage, which is

earlier or later in different latitudes :] pl.
(TA.) [Hence,] a poet says, I

a i I I .r 4 ’4

n' Lag;th beygqflla-g *

4' I J :5 '02 _'

* {DI-5' 01‘ 1:14;“ 615-")! up *

meaning 1- [Thy two hands are such that] one hand

has in it the means of the plentiful subsistence of

mankind, [and in the other are the sacred months,

i. e.] in the other is [that which causes] security,

and safeguard, and the preservation of what is to

be regarded as sacred and inviolable. (TA.)

[Compare Proverbs iii. 16.] ._ Also ’r A rivulet,

or streanllet; (Mung) i.q. 333;: (s, Msb,

or i. q. (Mgh:) orjg'aé (Har p.

402 :) Ia rivalet, or streamlet, that runs to palm

trees: and a subst. prefixed to its

epithet, occurring in a trad., ’r the river [or

rivulet] that waters seed-produce : (TA :) pl.

as}? (Fr, Yaalgoob, s, Msb, 1;) and 5,63,. (TA. )

A poet says, describing one drinking much,

:
Qadlvl/flidln’

*.
- .

C.» “5:, c9? of

1- His mouth is a river [and his hand is a bowl].

(TA.) _. Also A share, or portion, qfwater for

[irrigating] land, (IDrd, K, TA,) whatever it be:

or, as some say, a share, or portion, thereoffor

the quarter ofa day or night; but this is not of

valid authority. (TA.) You say, lib Q‘fid

cull, (K, TA,) or, as in some copies ol' the

K, [5%, instead of“, i. e. To such a one belongs

a share, or portion, of this water [for irrigating

land]. (TA.)—The dim. of is t

(Mgh.)

,tl ’1 G 4’ . I

an): see CL!) : = and see also 6.5), last

sentence.

'1” 9'0

isle): sec 1:4), in two places.

.1; ,r

ash): see 3:3), in four places. ._ It also sig

nifies kind of [meaning obligation, or

responsibility, that must be discharged, or per

formed, tahe-n upon himself by a person for

others ; and here, particularly, such as is taken

upon himself by the head, 01' chic , ofa people].

($.19 You my. @564 L}; [Properly

He is over the afl'airs of his people, as indicated

above, voce 3;), last sentence,] meaning He is

the head, or chief, of his people. (TA.) Abu-l

Kasim El-Isbahanee says, is metaphorically

used to signify IThe being a head, or chief,- or

the Qflice of head, or chief,- in consideration of

the taking of the [or fourth part. of the

spoil, which was the share of the chief]: and

hence one says, 031:: 1:5)?! Lg;

1 [None will act rigorously the 017%.; of head,

or chief, of the people, except such. a one].

(TA.)

A stone that is raised, or lifted, (S, K,

TA,) :for trial of strength: TA :) applied

only to a stone. (Az, TA.)=A helmet qfiron.

(Lth,$,K.)=A meadow,- or a garden,- syn.

(IAar, =A [leathcrn water-bag, such

as is called] 531}; A. kind ofreceptacle

for perfume and the lihe; syn. gig-Eb, q. v.

3 I) an

u:ng A boy four spans in height.

and Msb v0ce q. v.) It is also applied to

a camel, like [app. meaning Four cubits

in height :] fem. with 3. (TA in art.

\

a 08

-' vabél.

[Also A word composed offour letters, radical

only, or radical and augnzentative.]

The tooth that is between the [or

centrbl incisor] and the Msb,

i. e. each ofthefour teeth which are next to the

(Mgli,*TA,) ertaining to man and to

others: (TA:) pl. Mgli,l\Isb,K:)

a man has, above, [two leeth called] 061.5, and

[two called] after them,and [two [called]

and [two called] glib-Lg, and six

on each side [three], and [two teeth called]

Qqu-li; and the like below: (As, TA :) and the

sblithoof'ed animal has, after the four

Qéfg, and four C4135, and four .ralgi, and eight

(AZ, TA.) =Also fem. of [q. v.].

(5,1?)

One who often buys, or sells, CQQ, meaning

houses, or places ofabode. (IAar,

[act. part. n. of é3].__The chief who

used to take the fourth part thhe spoil, in the

Timze of Ignorance. (Ham p. 336.)_6\) ,5

be)! He is [the fourth offour, or] one ofan

(TA.)—[)3 and 5);; Zuni), the former

masc. and the latter fem., meaning Fourteenth,

are subject to the same rules as JUL? and

.1

its t'cm., expl. in art. .243, q. v.]=tf\5;

[Camels coming to water, or being watered, on

the fourth day, counting the day of thehnext

preceding watering as the first: pl. of Stash]:

from meaning

In like manner, also, is applied, meta

phorically, to birds of the kind called as, as an

epithet denoting their coming to water, by El

’Ajjéj. (TA.): Afruit/ul, or plenti

ful, CH) [meaning the season so called]. (ISk,

/ gs,

K.)_One does not say I” like as one

says &c., because there is no correspond

ing verb, like 156, &c., for such a verb would

have no meaning of heat nor of cold. (IB.)==

[51's He is abiding, or continuing,

in his state, or condition. (TA.)

.*05 5"0i ¢ '1 iJJ’O‘ I

but: see 34.3)t.=l>li.l M)! of She is

the quickest ofthem. in conceiving, or becoming

pregnant. (Th.)

[Four,'] 9. masc. n. of number; fem.

[Respecting a peculiar pronun

ciation of the people of El-Hijaz, andpar case in

which_ 3.2.ng is imperfectly decl., see 83%. See

also £27.] _ ’Z'he’q’zfiadrlipe’ds. (The

Lexicons passim.)_i.a4)lg this Qilq- 1111's

two eyes shed tears runriingfrom theirfour sides:

or it means, accord. to-Z, he came weeping

most vehemently. ('l‘A.) [See another ex. voce

_;-;-s [indecL in every case,

meaning Fourteen,] is pronounced by some of the

Arabs and [the fem.]"2i;.l.i= thus

in the dial. of El-Hijiz [and ofmost ofthc Arabs],

is pronounced 33.5; in the dial. of chd.

in art.

-’\'v‘~—A-' -~\M,WM__\m M. ~~\
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{Lb-333$, [also written without tenween when not

rendered determinate by the article or otherwise

accord. to most authorities, who make it fem., but

with tenween when indeterminate accord. to those

who make it masc.,] and :Gj'isl, (As, S, Msb,

the latter on the authority of some of the Benoo

Aged, (s. Meb.) and 13.13%, (As, Msb, K,)

which is a form of the word seldom used, (Mgh,)

and this; I, and iii-3p, the last two mentioned

by IHsh, the first of all the most chaste, (MF,)

but it is the only sing. wprdogof its measure, (El

Kutabee, Msb,) except tile), (AZ, 0,) the name

of A certain day; (S, Msb,K;) [namely Wed

nesday;] the fourth day of the week; (L ;) as

also V ;:but this is pzost-classical: (TA :) the

dual of L.) is (35%“ (L ;) and the pl. is

(S, L,) [accord to those who make the

Sing. fhpl. ;] 01‘ the dual is gullifji, and the pl. is

Colitis}; thus says Aboo-Jukhadib, re

gardihg the noun as masc.: (Frz) Aboo-Ziya’ld

used to say, Q,» filing;le [lVednesday

passed with what (occurred) in it], making it

sing. and masc. [because he meant thereby jg;

fiégjifl]; but Abu-l-Jarrah used to say,

3% Qt 52.5591, making it fem. and pl., and

employing it like u n. of number:E (Lhz) Th is

related to have mentioned @111 as a pl. of

£55,“; but ISd says, I am not sure of this.

(TA.) The word has he dim. (Sb, s in art.

ML)

1 er

opal [Forty;] a certain number, (TA,)

(Ifler (s, 1;.) __ [Also Forlieth.]

5 I 5 7/ D

ugly; One who fasts alone on the dais»: [or

lVedncsday]. (IAar.)

9),”

can; see

918 J

as)», applied to a camel, [That is watered on

the fourth day, counting the day of the next

preceding watering as the first: (see 4:) and]

that is brought to the water at any time. (TA.)

as, _

Cg), in three places.

__ See also

fill

Lp:_888 é§;.=Applied to rain, (S,

Msb,TA,) That comes in the [season called]

CH): [in the Ianm p. 425, written 8;:] or

that induces the people to remain in their abodes

and not to seek after herbage: (TA:) or that

confines the people in their [or dwellings] by

reason of its abundance: (Msb:) or that causes

the [herbage called] to grow : (TA :) or that

causes the growth qf that in which the camels may

pasture at pleasure. (S.)_‘Vith 3, applied to

land/($315), Aboungdinbg with [the herbage called]

w; as also 789.3. (TA.)-Without 5,

applied to a she-camel, (As, S, K,) That brings

forth in the [season called] or

that has her young one withnher; (As, S,

the young one being called cs); (As, as also

(As, TA :) or the latter signifies one

that usually brings forth in the [season called]

C95: (S,K:) or that bringsforth in the be

cl)

ginning of the breeding-time : (As, S, :) or that

is early, or before others, in becoming pregnant:

(TA:) and the former, so applied, signifies also

one whose womb is, or becomes, closed, [app. in

the season called (see 4,)] so that it does

not admit the seminal fluid. (TA.)—Applied

to a man, {Having ofipring born to him in the

prime of his manhood. (TA.) [See 4.] =Also

The sail of afull ship: (AA,.K:) that of an

empty ship is called (AA, TA.)

5’0 g”,

page: see

K,) Havingfour portions [or sides or

faces or angles &c.; generally meaning either

square or quadrilateral]: or of the form of a

thing havingfour legs; or of theform ofa quad

ruped. (TA.) [See also

t A man whose eyebrows have much hair;

as though he had four eyebrows. (TA.).—

§;;Jl [Having a square forehead; mean

ing] {a slave. (TA.)

21,0, 0

4.14); A land containing, or haliirig,

[orjerboas]; (S, K;) as also 7 yep. (TA.)

.4 slag, (K,) or small staff, (e.,) of

which two men take hold qf the two ends in order

to raise a load (S, K) and put it upon the back

of the camel, (S,) or upon the beast; ;) as

also l :) which latter is also expl. as

signifying a piece of wood with which a thing

is taken. (TA.) [See 1, last signification but

one.]

5 '0 Q .1 G 154 (I 0'

then: see cg):=and tyfiz=and 6).:

Rain that comes in the beginning of the [season

called] [an epithet used in this sense as a

subst. =1 pl. (er 1;; TA,* [in which only

the pl. is mentioned,] and EM p. 140.) Hence,

$43." as used in a verse of Lebeed

cited in the first paragraph of art. 6)); by the

,9; being meant the 9733?; (S ;) i. e. the Man~

sions of the Moon [which by their rising or

setting at dawn were supposed to bring rain or

wind or heat or cold]. (EM ubi supra.)—

Applied to a place, That produces herbage in the

beginning of the [season called] (K, TA.)

_Applied to land : see Applied to

90:

a she-camel: see

Twisted offour twists, or strands

TA ;) applied to a rope, (TA,) as also 7694;,

(Ibn-'Abbz'1.d,TA,) and to a bow-string, and a

bridle. (S, TA,)—Applied to a spear, Four

cubits in length: (TA :) or neither long nor

short; (S, TA 5) and in like manner applied to a

man: see in two places: (S, Mgh, L, &c. :)

and [hence its pl.] £9555, applied to horses,

compact in mahe. (TA.):Also, applied to a

man, Having a fever which seizes him on one

day and leaves him two days and then comes

again on thefourth day [counting the day of the

next preseding fit as the first; i. e. having, or

seized by, a quartan fever]; as also 7 (S,

[Boox I.

K;) and V is said to be used in the same

(AZ, TA.) =

ID)

sense; but the Arabs say

so; on, or,

a” his, Land, and trees,

is so,

as”... “$91, and

watered by the rain in the season called

s so, ,

(S, TA.)_[Hence,] tyre, applied to a man,

also signifies IRestored from a state ofpoverty

to wealth or competence or sufliciency; recovered

from his embarassment or difliculty, or from a

state ofperdition or destruction. (TA.)

1

3.55;, pl. of [q. v.]_:=and pl. of

[q. v.].

see in three places.

2.5;, applied to a beast, That has pastured

upon the [herbage called] and become fat,

and brisk, lively, or sprightly. (TA.)= See

nor 9/», 05

also as): =and see 2a.!” V's).

He sat cross-legged; i. ,1_ cg);

(TA.)

E; Having power, or ability, for, or

to do, a, thing; as, for instance, war, or battle;

(IAar;) or to bear, or endure, a thing,- (IAar,

Sgh ;) as when relating to an envier, meaning his

'1 fi 0' O I Q J I

envy. (Sgh.) You say also M Jay)

A. man who is able by himself to execute his

work, having power, or strength, to do it, and

very patient.

3.3;, in which the [5 is augmentative, (Kr, S,

Msb,) because there is not in the language of the

Arabs any word of the measure (Kr, S,)

except what is extr., such as (K,) which

is a foreign word [introduced into their language],

in art. Jim) [The jerboa,'] a certain well

hnonm beast; ;) a small beast like the [or

rat], but longer in the tail and ears, and ofwhich

the hind legs are longer than the fore-legs, the

reverse ofwhat is the case in the [orgirafie];

called by the vulgar (Mgh,) a rat

of which the burrow hasfour entrances,- Az says,

it is a small beast larger than the 5);, [q. v. ; but

in the L, in art. 5», the reverse of this is said;]

and the name is applied alike to the male and the

female: (TA :) [Forskfil (“Descr. Animalium,”

p. iv.,) terms it mus jaculus: see the questions

appended to Niebuhr’s “Descr. de l’Aarabie,” p.

['71:] pl. Mgh), [fee e.,..jl,}, voce

J.] _ Hence, (TA,) {y’all also signifies

03;"w I [The portion offlesh and sinew next

the back-bone, on either side]; (S,*K ;) as being

likened to the s,is [thus called]: (TA =) 01‘ this is

with damm [éépl]: or the of the

of; are its portions ofjlesh; (T, S, K ;) and the

word has no sing.: Az says, I have not

heard any sing. thereof. (TA.)

& n, .

crayfish..." The neighbour that is variable in

his actions [like the _jcrboa, which is noted for

having recourse to various expedients, in the

formation of its burrow, &c., to avoid capture];

5 ~ 1 I

like “augment. (IAar, TA in art. )9.)
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13?)

1. = (s, Mgh. K) and ($.12)

inf. 11. $5, (JK,$, Mgh,) He put his head (i.e.

the head ofa kid, S, K, or of a lamb, K, or of a

sheep or goat, Msb) into the 333), K,) or into

the 6;): (high 1) or, accord. to'the M, he made

fast, or bound or tied fast or firmly, him, or it,

in the 31;): (TA :) or he made fast, or bound or

tied fast br firmly, his (a sheep’s or goat’s) neck

with the 6;), or cord: (JK :) and V dig, ian n.

“38;, he made fapt, or bound or tied fast or

firmly, him, or it, in. the 6g? [pl. of Li) or of

9-0 a; _ 1;.

iigg]. (TA.)-[Hponcq] ’0')" 4a,»), (Msb,

K,) aor. 1, inf. n. as), (Mgh,) fHe made him

to fall into the thing, or ajfair. (Msb, K.) .

also signifies The act of making fast; or

90

binding, or tying, fast, or firmly,- and s0 9",»);

;) each as an inf. n. of (TK.)

2. 6;) [Ile prepared the 6Q}, pl. of 33)].

a.» 0-1” :35 mi, ’

One says, J?) OLA}! a“), i.e. [The ewes

have secreted milk in their adders: therefore]

.05

prepare thou the ab): prepare thou the (file):

for they will bring forth soon: (S, K:) because

they [begin to] secrete milk in their udders

4353! [i. e. at the time of bringing forth, or

when about to produce the young]. It is

not thus in the case of she-goats: therefore, (S,)

in the case of these, one says with Q,

(S,K,) meaning “ wait thou :” because they show

signs of pregnancy in the state of their udders,

and bring forth after some length of time: and

[in the case of these] one says also with ,0.

(K. [See arts. 64) and 63).])_ One also says,

Jill-ll $33, meaning He made loops in the

middle of the rope to put upon the necks of the

young lambs or kids. (T in art. _ See

also 1.__ I inter-larded, or embel

lished, the speech, or discourse, with falsehood;

as also syn. i “I; (JK;) [or may;

for] ,itsl signifies (Ibn-’Abbéd,

K,) as alsb (lbn-’Abbad.)

5. :éin ', (JK,) or

(lbn-’Abbad, K,) II hung the thing upon my

neck. (J K, Ibn-’Abbad, K, TA.)

8. M) IIe (a kid) had his head put into the

2132. (S.)_ [Hence,] 6,531 He (a

gazelle, S, became caught in my snare. (Lh,

JK, S, K.) ._. And w) II became

caught in [the snare qf] his deceit. (TA.) _

And J11)! fl)! fHea‘fellninfo the thing, or

afair. (Msb, Ali...»le I tied, bound,

or madefast, him, or it,for myself. (TA.)

$43 A cord having in it a number of loops

wherewith lambs, or kids, are tied, or made fast;

any one qfwhich loops is termed V 33;) (S, Msb,

and 75.53: (K :) or a cord which is doubled

in theform ofa ring, into which is put the head

of a sheep or goat, and which is then tied, or

made fast: so, says A2, I have heard from the

Arabs of the desert of Benoo-Temeem: (TA :)

pl. [of mult.] 61.3) (S, Msb, K) and 0",? and [of

pauc.] (S, __ Hence, (TA,)

a5}; (5.34313? '33,], (S, Msb, TA,) occurring

in a trad., (S,) IHe cast of the tie of El-Isldm,

(Msb, TA,) with which he had bound himself,

(TA,) [from his neck] (Msb, TA. [See also

And L; 3-3113], also

occurring in a trad, (S,) meaning I[Tlle cove

nant is yours] as long as ye sever not the tie with

which ye are bound; this tie being likened to the

Q3) upon the necks of lambs or kids; apd the

severing thereof, to the beast’s eating its $4), and

severing it; for thereby the beast becomes free

from the tie. (TA.) And in a trad. of ’Omar,

. ': AZ 1 ::¢ I: “E J) 2: ’ _iulé 3| .1

u-f We‘ ‘51-”: Will We,“ '9 fies-mt lee-’

, , g ’ ’

laid! [Perform ye the pilgrimage with the

women: devour not their means of subsistence,

while ye leare their ties upon their necks]: he

likens the obligations imposed upon them to (Bibi.

(TA.) One says also, i 12%;, 3;, meaning IIIe

removedfrom him his anxiety: (K, TA :) and so

'41!) (TA.)

’4’: see the next preceding paragraph.

: see 55;), in four places. __ Also A thing

woven of black wool, of the width of the 1:3 [or

band of the drawers or tron-sers], in which is a

red stripe of dyed wool: its extremities are tied

together, and then it is hung upon the neck [or

shoulder] ofa boy, so that one of his arms comes

forth from it like as when a man puts forth one

of his arms from the suspensory of the sword:

’ 9/0

the Arabs of the desert hang the 6.!) [pl. of 31.3)]

upon the necks of their boys only as a preserva

tivefrom the [evil] eye. ('1‘, TA.)

and Evil in disposition: applied to

a man; and in like manner to a woman: men

tioned by As; and in the ,in art. 5;,1: [where,

in some copies, it is written (TA.)

(TA,) or, (s. Mgh, K,) applied to a

lamb or kid (ELM), (lSk, S, K,) or to a sheep or

goat (ski), (Msb, TA,) IIaving its head put into

the 31;) ; (ISk, S, Msb, K, TA _;) as also 7

(18k, in, s, Msb, K) and t (JK, TA.)

0.31 31l

Jflyll A Calamity, or misfortune: (JK, S,

' 0/! n mi u! ' -~

K :) whence the prov., 65) UL: Jyjljlg Uilq,

(TA,) meaning He brought us a great calamity,

or misfortune : (K in art. (3)! :) As says that the

Arabs assert it to have been said by a man who

saw the ghool upon a dusky white camel

.0 Mi

(3);); (S in that art., and TA ;) @j being the

dim. of 533i: (K in that art. =) or 5,.)l}l is a

name of war, or battle: or the viper: (JK,

Ibn-’Abbad, TA:) this last signification is held

to be correct by Z, because, he says, the viper is

short, and when it folds itself it resembles the

(TA.)

A cord with which a we, or goat, is tied

(K, TA) by the neck. (TA.)

i. q. [Silent: or lowering the eyes,

looking towards the ground : &c.]. (JK, TA.)

see = Also, [or 3‘3; 5:1,] A

cake of bread, or one baked in ashes, into which

fat has been put; syn. g, i Z)

see

at)

1. (s,1_<,) [like aor. a, inf. n. :15,

(S, TA,) He missed, or mingled, it. (S, K.) _

Also, aor. as above, (TA,) and so the inf. n.,

(S,TA,) He made it good, or qualified it pro

perly, namely, a; [i. e. crumbled, or broken,

bread, moistened with broth], K, TA,) and

mixed it with some other thing. (TA.)—And

TA,) [and alone,] aor. and

inf n. as above, (TA,) He made 8&4) [q.v.].

ld [He is hungry, therefore

make ye age, for him], (S, K,) or, as IDrd

relates it, til [i. e., “therefore mix ye

(a certain food) for him”], (TA,) is a prov.;

(S, the origin of which was this: :) a

certain Arab of the desert, (S, K,) said in the O

to be Ibn-Lisan-el-Hommarah, (TA,) came to

his family, or wife, (S, K,) from ajourney, (TA,)

and was congratulated with the annunciation that

a boy was born to him: whereupon he said,

“What shall I do with him’! Shall I eat him

or shall I drink him i" so his wife said, 5,13}

23 and when he was satiated, he said,

“ How are the infant and his mother?” (S, K :)

the saying means, “he is hungry, therefore pre

pare ye for him food, that his hunger may be

allayed, and then congratulate him with the an

nunciation of the birth of the child:” and IDrd

says that it is applied to the case of him whose

anxiety has departed and who has become unoccu

pied so that he may attend to other things. (TA.)

_And (Lth, K,) inf. n. as above,

(Lth, TA,) He threw such a one into mire.

(Lth, 1;.)=.it,,= see a.

8'. AU)! It was, or became, mixed, or mingled.

(S, K.) _. IIe (a man) stuck fast in mire. (Lth,

K,‘ TA.) And IIIe (an animal of the chase)

struggled in the snare. (K, TA.) ._ 1 He (a man,

TA) was, or became, in the condition of one whose

afl‘air, or case, is confused to him,- as also i

aor. =, (1;, TA,) inf. n. (TA.) And as;

4.00%! f He (a man) was, or became, entangled

in the afl'air, and could hardly, or not at all,

escapefrom a. (s) And 9W1 Us as» 111..

fell into cases ofperdl'tion, and could hardly, or

not at all, escapefrom them. (TA from a trad. of

’Alee.) _ n.9,! I IIe reiterated in his

speech, by reason of an impediment, or inability

to say what he would; syn. (K, TA.)

5” 122' vs

11. all; 4,1, 99,1, (1;,15 TA,) int“. n. Ellis},

(TA,) 1- His opinion, orjudgment, was, or became,

confused to him. (Ibn-'Abbad, K, TA.)-And

Ethyl f He (a man) paused, or stopped,

from he afl'air. (Ibn-’Abb1’1d,K.)

31-5 M. man (IDrd) n‘ealt in art, artifice,
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cunning, ingenuity, or skill, in the management

of afl'airs: (IDrd, a possessive epithet.

(IDrd.)

,

and '21,?) and tits} fA man in a state

of confusion in, respect of his afair, or case:

(K :) the last is a. possessive epithet. (TA.)

Q

ale) : see what next precedes.

Dates kneaded with clarified butter and

E

[the preparation of dried curd called] h§l, after

which it is eaten. (Sgh, TA.) [See also

see the next paragraph: _and see also
6 e: '

as.

33133 K) and l Dates with clari

fied butter and [the preparation of dried curd

called] Jail, ($,K,) kneaded together, and then

’ I a, '

eaten; [like 3,4), as explained above ;] and, as

ISk says, sometimes water is poured upon it, and

it is drunk: or, he adds, accord. to Ghaneeyeh

Umm-El-Homéris, and dates and clarified

butter, made soft, not like what is called v.:-1:

(S:) or (accord. to Ed-Dubeyreeyeh, flour

and Jail (S, ground, and then (S) mixed with

clarified butter K) and [or inspissated

juice]: :) or dates and Lil (K, TA) kneaded

without clarified butter: (TA:) or inspissated

juice K, TA) minced (TA) with _flour or

65’; [i. e. meal of parched barley]: TA :)

orb cooked compound of dates and wheat.

_Also the former word, A portion of fresh

butter from which the milk will not separate,

($gh, K,) so that it is missed [therewith]. (Sgh.)

_And lVatef mixed with mud. ($gh, K.) _

[Hence,] :4; i. e. 1‘ [He accused him of]

a thing thtit stubk fast upon him. (TA.)

J4)

1' 51;}, (T) $1 3M: aor' 1 (T: S! and L t

inf. n. (T,) They multiplied; became

many in number : (T, M, :) they increased and

multiplied: :) and their children multiplied,

and their cattle, or property. (M, See

also 8. She (a woman) was, or became,

fleshy,- (M ;) and so lag}. And you

say also 1;: 7J3)? [app. meaning His flesh

was, or became, abundant]. (M in art. =

U255»! e45, (IDrd, M, K,) inf. n. 3:5, (IDrd,

TA ;) arid Vestal; (IDrd,M,K;) The land pro

duced [q.v.]: (IDrd, or abounded with

(M :) or the latter signifies it ceased not to

have in u J3}. (T.) And [figs The

pasturages abounded with herbage. (T.) [See

also 5.]

4: see above. = Also do) He was, or became,

wicked, crafty, 0r cunning ,- [like see art.

[Jin] and lay in wait for the purpose of doing

evil, or mischief. (TA.)

5: see 1, in two places.=,_,;;'£\)l The

land had trees such as are termed i.e.

breaking forth with green leaves, without rain,

when the season had become cool to them, and

the summer had retired: (As,A’Obeyd, T:) or

the land became green after dryness, at the advent

ofautumn. And 3.12.3." JLJ The trees put

forth leaves such as are termed (M,

_ J3): also signifies He ate 43,; (Ibo-’Abbéd,

K,) said of a gazelle. (Ibn-’Abbad, TA.) And

They (a company of men) pastured their cattle

upon (M, K.) And He prosecuted a search

after J53. (Ibo-’Abbful, K.)_Also He took,

captured, caught, snared, or trapped; or sought

to take &c.; game, or wild animals, or the like.

(M, You say, They wentforth

to take &c., or seeking to take &c., game See.

8. M)! .His cattle, or property, multi

plied; (Ibn-’Abbhd,K;) like (Ibn-‘Abbad,

TA.)

Q. Q. 2. originally

in art.

Fat, and soft, or supple: [perhaps, in this

sense, a contraction, by poetic license, of :] an

epithet applied to a man. (Ham p. 630.) '= Also

A sort of trees which, when the season has become

cool to them, and the summer has retired, break

forth with green leaves, without rain: (As,

A’Obeyd, T, $:) or certain sorts of trees that

break forth [with leaves] in the end of the hot

season, after the drying up, by reason ofthe cool

ness of the night, without rain: accord. to

Aboo-Ziyéd, a plant, or herbage, that scarcely,

or never, grows but after the ground has dried

up,- as also and and 5;): (TA:)

[and] leaves that, break forth in the end of the

hot season, after the drying up, by reason of the

coolness ofthe night, without rain : (M :) pl.

($, M, K)

see the latter,

A certain plant, intensely green, abound

ing at Bulbeys [a town in the eastern province

of .Lower Egypt, commonly called Belbeys or

Bilbeys,] and its neighbourhood: (TA :)

two drachms thereof are an antidote for the bite

ofthe viper.

3,}, applied to a man, Fleshy .- (A’Obeyd,$,

TA :) or fleshy and fat. (TA. [See also Jain)
94 4 ¢

And [in like manner the fem.] 31,»), as also

Fleshy (M, 19pm fat; applied to a

woman. (M.) And Big) applied to a woman
4 ’II 0—"

signifies also Large in the {Jig} [pl. ofan), q. v.];

(Lth,T, M,I_< ;) as also rag. (M,Kz) or both

signify :33}; (O, K; [in the CK, erroneously,

ibgfl) i. e. narrow the [or grains, or

inguinal creases, or the like], as expl. in the

’Eyn: (TA :) or you say meaning

[app., as seems to be implied in the context, large

in the and].narrow in the (Lth, T.)

l f 0'

8.14): see what next follows.

(AZ, T, s, M, 1;) and '52.}, (s, M, K,)

the former said by As to be the more chaste, ($,)

The inner part of the thigh; (AZ, T, $, M,

i. e., of each thigh, of a man: (AZ, T:) or any

large portion of flesh: (M, K:) or the parts

(M, K) of the inner side of the thigh [or of each

thigh] (M) that surrouyd’t’he udder (M, K) and

the vulva : :) pl. Q39); (AZ, T, s, M, ;)

which Th explains as meaning the roots of the

thighs. (M, TA.)

Fleshiness and fatness. (IAar, '1‘. [Thus

in two copies of the T, without 3. See also

aMes-l) _

Fleshy; applied to a man: (T:) or cor

pulerit, large in body, or big-bodied,- so applied:

(TA :) and with 3, fat; applied to a woman.

(TT, as from the '1];’ but wanting in a copy of

the T. [See also ~}._i).])__[Also] A thief who

goes on a hostile, or hostile and plundering, empe

dition, (M, against a party, (M,) by him

self. (M, K. [See also and see Q. 2 in

arrest-1) '

Fleshiness, (A’Obeyd, S, M, K,) and some

add and fatness. (TA. [See also

if} A well of which the water is wholesome

rindfattening to the drinkers. (Ham p. 367.)

Fatness; M, ;) and ease, or ample

ness bf the circumstances, or plentifulness and

pleasantness, or softness‘pr delicateness, of life:

(M, [in the CK, loaf" is erroneously put for

whh or the primary signification is softness,

or supplcness, andfatness. (Ham p. 367.)

£3, applied to a woman, Soft, or tender:

(0, TA :) or fleshy: (TA :) or soft, or tender,

andfleshy. (K. [In the CK,BUJI is erroneously

put for £56m)

The flesh of the shoulder-blade. (Ibn

’Abbz’id, TA.)

thg) The lion,- (A’Obeyd, T, S, M, K ;) as

also JLE), which is the original form, (M in

art. q. v.,) derived from signifying

“wickedness,” &c.: (TA in that art :) Aboo

Sa’eed says that it is allowable to omit the s [and

substitute for it Lg]: [and A7. sa'ys,] thus I

have heard it pronounced by the Arabs, without .:

(T:) or, accord. to Skr, it signifies afieshy and

young lion : (TA :) the pl. is (T, TA) and

(S, TA:) and hence Q)?“ mean

ing Those, of the Arabs, who used to go on hostile,

or hostile and plundering, expeditions, upon their

feet [and alone]. (TA. [See also and see

Q. 2 in art. It is also applied as an

epithet to a wolf: and to a thief: (T, S :) accord.

to Lth, because of their boldness: (T :) or as

meaning Malignant, guileful, or crafty. (TA.)

Applied to an old, or elderly, man, (M, K,) it

means Advanced in age, (M,) or weak, or feeble.

(K.) Also One who is the only oflspring of his

mother. (Ibo-’Abbéd, TA.) _Applied to herb

age, Tangled, or luxuriant, or abundant and

dense, and tall. (Fr, T,

ills!) A cunning, or crafty, lion. (TA.)

J '05 G 0/

Jo)! Jo) means, (M, K,) app., (M,) Good, or
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excellent, (M, [its fem.]: sec

J?)

¢ 5

ale}. A land that ceases not to have in

it (T :) or a land abounding therewith.

(M. 15-)

l ’1': J 9 I

31024, applied to a woman: see J”.

’1')

1. C5, aor. ,3}; (T, s, M, Msb, K,) inf. n. $3,,

(so in copies of the S, [in one of my copies of the

5 not mentioned,]) or and 21;], (M, K, TA,)

the latter erroneously written in [some of] the

copies of the xi), (TA,) It (a thing, T, $, Msb)

increased, or augmented. (T, $, M, Msh,

Said, in this sense, of property: (Mgh :) or, said

of property, It increased by usury. (M, TA.)

3L3 (fall. gull Us; x}! to, is,

4:11,! is, in the Kur [xxx. 38], ('1‘, Bd,) means

14nd what ye give offorbidden addition in com

mercial dealing, [i. e. qfusury,] (Bd,) or what

ye give of anythingfor the sake of receiving more

in return, (Zj, T, Bd,) and this is not forbidden

accord. to most of the expositions, though there is

no recompense [from God] for him who exceeds

what he has received, (Zj, T,) in order that it

may increase the possessions of men, (T,‘ Bd,)

it shall not increase with God, (T, Bd,) nor will

He bless it: (Bd 2) some (namely, the people of

El-Hijéz, T, or Néfi’ and Yaakoob, Bd) read

"’35, (T, Bd,) meaning, in order that ye may

incredse [the property of men], or in order that

ye may haveforbidden addition [or usury therein].

_ Also It became high. (Msbf TA.) _.

l5, aor. as above; and aor. said pile

'child, He grew up. (Mgh.) You say; {L,)-3)

or M n- ;3 (M,K,

TA) and ,,.,, (M, TA,) with damm, (TA,) this

latter on the authority of Lh, (M,TA,) accord.

to_ the K with fet-h, but correctly with damm;

(TA ;) and M, TA,)”in the copies of

the K erroneously written as), (TA,) inf. n.

and (M, K, TA; [the latter, accord.

to the CK, of], which is a mistranscription ;])

I grew up [among the sons of such a one, or in

his care and protection]. ($, M, _

The ground [being rained upon] became

large, and swelled. (M, TA.) In the Kur xxii. 5

o E”,

and xli. 39, for some read blag): the

former meansand [becomes large, and swells; or]

increases: the latter means “and’ rises.” (T.

[See art. inf. n. ;5, The @ys

[or meal of parched, barley] had water poured

upon it, and in consequence swelled: (M, TA:)

in the copies of the K, $53.1." l3, expl. as mean

ing he poured water on the 63,», and it conse

quently swelled. (TA.)-l; said of a horse,

(s, K,) at». (TA,) inf. n. (K,) 11¢

became swollen, or inflated, from running, or from

fear, or fright. _ {{g was, or became,

(Ilflected with what is termed ,4); M,K ;) i.e.

he was, or became, out of breath; his breath

Bk. I.

became interrupted by reason of fatigue or run

ning &c.; or he panted, or breathed shortly or

uninterruptedly; syn. hail: (TA:) and so lug};

e05” Ge 1| :1 '01!

for you say, u?- Ml has, i.e. [lVe pur

sued the chase until] we became out of breath;

I D”

4’s?)

Egg" I ascended, or mounted, upon the hill, or

elevated ground. (S,

If 0'

2. any, M,Mgh,Msb, inf. n.

($,K,) I reared him, fostered him, or brought

him up; (M, Msb ;) namely, a child: (Mgh:)

Ifed, or nourished, him, or it; ($, Mgh,K;)

namely, a child, (Mgh,) or anything of what

grows, or increases, such as a child, and seed

produce, and the like; ;) as also lap:

(Mgh,K:) the former is said to be originally

:10 ~

aiH). (Er-Raghib, TA._ [See 1 in art. _g), in

&c._; syn. _ See also 4. =

two pluces.]) [Thus signifies I reared, or

cultivated, plants or trees.] And _) is said of

earth, or soil, meaning It fostered plants or herb

(L in art. Cb), 8:0.) And 5b n.;;

is said of a tree [as meaning It produces blossoms,

but does not mature its produce]. (AHn, M and

er in l 1 due

L in art. Ejfll sisal) i[I pre

served the eitron with honey], and [the

age.

roses with sugar: like (TA.) _

fills. [in the CK ssh-2., which I think a

mistranscription,] II removed, or eased, [his

cord with which he was being strangled ,' app.

meaning, his straitness;] ;) mentioned by Z.

(TA.) [See a similar phrase in art. ’63, conj. 4.]

3. “4| , in art”, as syn. of inf.

n. 5L]! ’, (TA ibid.,) [He practised usury, or the

lihe, with him: used in this sense in the present

day.] _And 2.3;.5, (K,) inf. h. as above, (TA,)

I treated him with gentleness, or blandishment;

soothed, coasted, wheedled, or cajoled, him. (K,"

TA.)

no so;

4. 42:4» (in [some of] the copies of the K,

erroneously, 42,93), TA) I increased, or aug

mented, it. (M,K, TA.) Hence, in the Km

[ii. 277], 96.12:: 6.3;, (M, TA) And He will

increase, or augment, alias-deeds; (Jel;) will

multiply the recompense thereof, (Bd, Jel,) and

bless them. (Bd) See also an ex. in the first

paragraph. I took more than I gave.

($.)__[Hence,] Us), said of a man, signifies

[particularly] .He engaged in, or entered upon,

L5H [i. e. the practising, or taking, of usury or

tile lihe; he practised, or took, usury or the lihe ,'

as also V aor. ; fo‘r] and as inf. ns.,

both signify, in Pers., Us)» ls). (KL. [In the

TA, said of a man, is expl. by the words

8).!) Jan-z but I _think that the right reading

must be 1,34 (3.2;, or 5;) be; and the

meaning, He acquired in the pi-actit'e of usury

or the like, or he acquired of usury or the lihe.])

Sfee, iigain, an'ex. in the first partlgraph.._ Us)!

M\ u». (M,M@b.> as»; (M.) at

exceeded [the age offifty, and the lihe]. (M,

Msb.) _ said of the in a cbpy of the

I a Q I I ’08

S, in art L3), is a mistranscription for uggl,

with £151.]

5. U39, said ofa child, (Mgh, Mgh,) He was,

or became, fed, or nourished; (Mgh ;) or reared,

fostered, or brought up. (Mgh.) =_See also 1,

near the end of the paragraph. = see 2.

.01

,0: see §;;._Also A company (IAar, T,

1;, TA) Qfmen .- (IAar, T, TA =) pl. :L'ji. (IAar,

T, K, TA :) and '53) likewise signifies a com

pgny; or, as some say, ten thousand; as also

33,’ ; (M, TA ;) or the former of these two words,

(i. e. 3,9,) accord. to the A, signifies a great

company of men, such as ten thousand. (TA.)

It is said in the K that l 3;) signifies Ten thou

sand dirhems; as also '35: but in this assertion

are errors; for the former of these two words

signifies as explained in the foregoing sentence;

and the latter of them is with teshdeed, belonging

to art. .9), and signifies a company [or great

company] of men. (TA.):Also, (T, S, M, K,

TA,) and V 53;, (M, TA,) The state queing out

of breath; interruption of the breath by reason

of fatigue or running 81.0.: or a panting, or

breathing shortly or uninterruptedly: syn. 3;,

(T, M, TA,) and ,‘qjh (TA =) or a loud (lit.

high) breathing: z) [and a state of inflation of

the ~33;- [or chest]. (M, TA.) [The former

word is now often used as signifying Asthma.]

5,, (T, M, Msb, K,) or t 53,, (s, Mgh,) [for it

is often thus written, and generally thus in the

copies of the Kur-an,] with the short l accord. to

the pronunciation best known, (Mgh,) [which

implies that it is also pronounced "LBJ An excess,

and an addition: (Msb :) an addition over and

above the principal sum [that is lent or expended]:

but in the law it signifies an addition obtained in

a particular manner: (Er-Raghib, TA :) [i.e.

usury, and the lihe; meaning both unlawful, and

lawful, interest or profit; and the practice of

taking such interest or profit:] it is in lending,

(Zj,T,) or in buying and selling, (S,) and in

giving: and is of two kinds; unlawful, and law

ful: the unlawful is any loan for which one re

ceives more than the loan, or by means of which

one draws a profit ,- [and the gain made by such

means:] and the lawful is a gift by which a man

invites more than it to be given to him, or a gift

that he gives in order that more than it may be

given to him; [and the addition that he so obtains:]

(Zj, T:) [it generally means] an addition that is

obtained by selling food [6-0.] for food [.j'c.],

0r ready money for ready money, to be paid at

an appointed period; or by exchanging either of

such thingsfor more of the same hind: (Bd in ii.

276 :) or the taking qfan addition in lending and

in selling: (1)5.) [it is 5am to he] i. q.

(M, :) [but although lg) and are both

applicable sometimes in the’same case; neither of

them can be properly said to be generally

explanatory of the other, or syn. therewith:

22:" Li) is a termv specially employed to signify

profit obtained in the case ofa delay quayment:

and Lie, to signify profit obtained by the

superior value of a thing received over that if a

129
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thing given .-] the dual of 1;, (M, Met, 1;) or 1,3,

(s) is see, and sale; is, M, Meb, K o the

former being agreeable with the original; (M,

Mgh,) the L; in the latter being because of the

iméleh occasioned by the preceding kesreh.

See an ex. near the beginning of the first paragraph

of this art. ' , thus pronounced by the Arabs,

but, by the relaters of a trad. , in which it occurs,

'2; (Fr, T, S, Mgh,) or, as .sozne say, V

as though this were the dim. of 3H), (Mgh,) is a

dial. var. of l); [or Liz]; and by rule should be

:35: (Fr, '1‘, $, Mgh :) or, accord. to Z, 3;; may

I, J; “I

be of the measure 20,15 from loll. (TA.) [See

also 2L2}, in art. L3a).]

OD:

sec”.

Ivlw

.

0”: see the next paragraph: = and see also
a a,

r!)

I '0)

a” and '23; and t 335,; (T, s, M, Mgb,K;)

the first of which is preferred, (T,) or most

common; (Msb ;) and- the second, of the dial. oi

Temeem; (T, Msb;) and V; (M, 1;) and 1 age;

(T, s, M, K) and '55, (M, 1;) and t gs; (LI,

1;) and 12.5 (T, s,'M, Mgh, K) and 123.15;

(M, K;) A. hill; i. e. an elevation quround, or

elevated ground: (T, $, M,K:) or an elevated

place : so called because it is high: (Msb, TA :)

the pl. of 3;} is u; (T, Msb) and Q}: (T 2)

and the pl. of 15;»; is .913]; (T, Msb;) which

ISh explains as meaning ‘elevated sands, like the

[q. v.], but higher and softer than the

latter,- the latter being more compact and rugged,

the 3.3!), he says, has in it depression and ele

vation; it produces the best and the most numerous

of the herbs, or leguminous plants, that arefound

in the sands; and men alight upon it. (T.)

0'3

3,,” : see the next preceding paragraph: ._and

ab

sec _ , in two laces.
:4) P

0' 0) £5 a) ail-u 4

3,19 and ) and 654): see Lg), last sentence:

= and see also art. us).

1);): see L:). [The, is silent, like the 1.]

see *sl)’.

8 .

(52;, Of, or relating to, what is termed L:) or

e 3 ,.

be), [i. e. usury and the like]: (Mgh, Msb:) L5,?)

is said by Mtr to be wrong. (Mgh.) ’

2U; Excess, excellence, or superiority; syn.

: (’IDrd,$, :) so in the saying, uh;

its) Q50 [Such a one possesses excess, or excellence,

or stiperiority, over such a one]. (IDrd,

Aind An obligation, a favour, or a benefit ; syn.

e-g- (1.1)

23,: see

2.1;. 533;.
5, .l a, r; 5' - has

331.); and 5,14) and 3,\,?: see 3,,”

Increasing, oraugmenting: &c._Hence,]

/ 5/0! a;

Us! ,siélé, in the Kur [lxix. 10], And

He punished them with a punishment exceeding

other punishments; (Fr,* S,‘ M,*I_{,* Jel;) a

vehement punishment. ’53:! A

woman afl'ected with what is termed g; [i. 6.,

out of breath ,' &.c.; (see 1, near the end of the

'1’;

paragraph ;)] (T, TA ;) as also 711’s). (TA.)

., a 0e s

and) [as a subst]: see 3);), in two places.

in the Kur xvi. 94 means More numerous,

(Bd, Jel,) and more abundant in wealth.

i l Ii»!

lipél, originally 5,», ($,) or of the measure

65 0)

W, (M,) The root of the thigh : (Ks, T, S, K:)

or’the part between the upper portion of the thigh

and the lower portion of the [or belly]:

(ISh, T,K:) or the part between the upper

portion of the thigh and the lower portion of the

)1; [q.v.]: or, accord. to Lh, the root of the

thigh, next the (M :) or, as in the A, a

portion of flesh, in the root of the thigh, that

becomes knotted in consequence of pain: (TA 2)

there are two parts, together called

($,TA.)_Also IA man’s household, and the

sons ofthe paternal uncle of a man; (T, M, K,

TA ;) not including any others: (T, M:) or the

nearer members of the household of a man. (A,

TA.) One says, Us and Us

555 le, (T,) or 5.3;: sigji Us, (s,) ISuch

a one came among his household, and the sons of

his paternal uncle : (T, TA :) or among the people

of his house consisting of the sons of his paternal

uncles,- not of any others.

see art. us).

Q}; One who practises [i. e. usury or the

like]. (M, 1;.)_i',,}.2 Ule + Good land. (M.)

l '9,

3b)»

[Reared, fostered, brought up, fed, or

nourished: see 2._And] Made [or preserved]

with go; [or inspissated juice, do. (see 2, last

sentence but one)] : you say [Gin

ger so preserved]; as also and

’6':l

' {Db-9.0 signifies Preserves, or confections, made

it", I

for Sky»: see the latter, in art. L3).

1 4 sun:

with (.5; like at”... (s in art. .,.,.)

I 4 is :

Gish-s”: see what next precedes.

u")

1. $4.5, in the copies of the K, in art. ,9, is a

mistake for (TA in that art., q. v.)

’41,; T for '§ [as though Q; were a dial.

’ r , 1!

var. of .0]: see a», (last sentence), in art. .3).

C

0Q, a dual of L:), mentioned in art. y).

la D)

3.3:) A. species of the [small animals called]

95-5.;- [q. v.] : (AHat, and K‘ in art. ,9 :) pl.

é}: (AHAt,$:) accord. to IAar, the rat, or

mouse : pl. as above: (T :) [or] a certain small

beast, or reptile, between the rat, or mouse, and

e, :2

[what is called] ,1 [q.v.]. (M.) And

The cat. in art. ,9.) = See also to (last

sentence), in art. ,5.

if: u

- 4

25-: } see lg) (last sentence), in art. ,9.

.1: '

Ii 0!

final: see art. ,9.

A species offish, and K in art. ’0,

and M in the present art.,) white, resembling

worms, found at El-Basrah. _.

Accord. to Seer, A certain plant. (M.)

"D

1. 3,, (s, Mgb, 1g) aor. =, (Mgh,) inf. n.

$533; ($,"‘ Msb;) or 5;, inf. n. (so in the

M ;) He _had, in his speech, or utterance, what is

termed 55;, expl. below. ($, M, Msb,

4. EJI He (God) caused him to have, in his

speech, or utterance, what is termed (s,

R. Q. 1. He reiterated, by reason Qfan

impediment in his speech, in uttering the letter .9

(IAar, T, do. (IAar, T.)

{:13 The swine that assaults or attacks [men] :

(T, TA :) or a thing [meaning an animgl] re

sembling the wild swine .- (M, TA =) pl. 55,, (T,)

or 5.35), (TA,) and M, TA :) or

signifies [simply] swine: in some of the

copies of the s, wild swine: (TA:) or boars:

(M :) or boars in which is strength and boldness :

(A :) it has been asserted that no one but Kh has

mentioned it. (IDrd,M.)_[Hence, (in the

TA said to bell/Alb, but this is a mistrauscription

for aloud) 1A chief (IAar, T, s, A, 1;) in

eminence, or nobility, and in bounty, or gifts:

(IAar, T =) pl. 5,5} (IAar, T, s, A, 1;) and (51:7,.

You say, gain 5‘ IHe is qfthe

lords ofmankind. And 41;"

IThese are the lords of the town, or country.

(TA.)

£33 A. vitiousness, or an impediment, in speech

or utterance, so that one does not speak distinctly:

(s, A, z) or a hastiness therein, (M, Mgh,) and

a want ofdistinctness : or the changing ofJ into

[5: (M:) or an impediment in speech or utter

ance : (Msb :) or, accord. to Mbr, what resembles

wind, impeding the commencement of speech,

until, when somewhat thereof comes forth, it

becomes continuous: it is an inborn habit, and is

often found in persons of elevated, or noble, rank:

(T, Mgh, Msb :) or, as some say, it is a reiterating

of a word, preceded by the breath : or the incor

porating of one letter into another (A539 when

this should not be done: (Msb :) or a vitious and

faulty kind of repetition, in the tongue. (AA,

TA.)

is

US) A woman who changes, in pronunciation,

U» into éi, or) into a or J, and the like; or

1.54

who changes one letter into another; syn. {5.3.

(AA, T, [See also what follows]
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a.

Qgi A man having in his speech, or utterance,

what is termed = (T, s, A, Mgh, Msbz)

accord. to ’Abd-Er-Rahman, whose word, or

speech, is held back, and is preceded by his

breath : (Mgh :) or having an impediment in his

speech, so that his tongue will not obey his will :

Ii“ 3 J

(TA:) fem. 1U): (Msbz) and pl. Q). (A, Msb.)

[See also

v5)

1. Q}, (T, s, M, &c.,) aor. 1, inf. n. lg},

(S, M, Msb,K,‘) It (a thing, $, M, Msb) was,

or became, constant, firm, steady, steadfast,

stable, fixed, fast, settled, established, ($, M, A,

Mgh, K,) and stationary, or motionless; ($,* M,

A,‘ Msb,‘K;) as also 'J)‘. (M, Also,

said ofa thing, (T,) of'a Al's [i. e. cockal~bone,

or die], [aor. and] inf. n. as above, ($, M, A,

TA,) and of a man, (M, TA,) aor. as above,

inf. n. 3,, (M,) or 1,3,, (1;; TA,) It, and he,

stood erect, or upright; (T, S, M, A, TA; [but

in some copies of' the K, is erroneously

put for éLhi-‘S’fll as the explanation of Jpnb

and (TA) so, igfl'ijl, (K, TA, [but this I rather

think to be a mistranscription,]) said of a man:

mentioned in the T as on the authority of IAar.

(TA. [But in the T, I find only .15, in this

sense.]) So in the saying, vi, 75.51

“5.2!! it'll," [He stood erect like as does the

c'ochal-bo’ne, or the die, in the (lifllfllll standing

place]: ($,* A, TA :) occurring in_a trad. of

Lukmén 1bn-’Ad. (TA.) And Fig}!

He stood erect in prayer. (A.) [Or] said

ofa man, [aor. i ,] inf. n. *5; and .993, signifies

He remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in the

town, or country: and also he stoodfirm. (Mgh.)

And you say also, [He was con

stant,fir1n, &c., in the afiair].

2. J, ($, M,A, &c.,) ian n. (sag)

He made, or rendered, (a thing, $, M, or things,

A,) constant, firm, steady, steadfast, stable, fixed,

fast, settled, established, and stationary, or

motionless. (s,m M, high, 1;.) You say, .3,

_re'pl U? [Hée‘ itationed the scouts upon

the may]. (A. See up.)_He set things in

order, disposed them regularly, arranged them,

or classified them. (MA.) You say, J)

[He set in order, regularly disposed, arranged,

classified, distributed, or appointed, the stations,

posts of honour, &c.]. (TA voce

[Hence,] is sometimes used as signifying

The mode of construction termed [when

it is regularly disposed: see art. bit]. (Har

p. 383.) _. [Also The prescribing, or observing,

a particular order in any performance; as, for

instance, in the ablation termed $2311.] _And
I The drawing qfornens, one after another.

4. _fA'ol 4,1, ('1‘, M, A,) inf. 11. L63], (T,)

said of a boy, (T, M, A,) He made the

[i. e. cochal-bonc, or die,] to stand erect, or up

right: (T,*A:) or he made the araé firm, or

steady. (M.)= “JJt as an intrans. v.: see 1. =

Also, int. n. as above, He became a beggar, after

having been rich, or in a state of competence.

(IAal-, T, K. [Perhaps formed by transposition

from And He invited distinguished

persons to hisfood, or banquet. (T.)

5. V3): see 1, first sentence. _[Also, as

quasi-pass of 2, It was, or became, set in order,

regularly disposed, arranged, or classified. _

And It was consequent upon it; it

resulted, or accrued, from it.]

:33 : see the next paragraph.

4.3; The steps of stairs. (M, TA.) ._ Rocks

near together, some of them higher than others:

(M,K:) [a coll. gen. n.:] n. un. V mentioned

on the authority of Yaakoob as [written '33,]

with damm to the) and Pet-h to the 0. (M.) _

Elevated ground, ($,K,) lihe‘a [or bar, or

an obstruction, between two things: app. a coil.

gen. n. in this sense also; u. an. with 5 ; for] you

say i and like as you say and

_ IIardness, or difl‘iculty: ($, A,

coarseness, hardness, or difliculty, of life or

living: (M,K:*) fatigue, weariness, embarrass

ment, or trouble; as also (M.) You say,

l; (T, $, M, A) There is no hard

ness, or dificulty, in his life or living: (S, A:)

or no coarseness, hardness, or difliculty. (M.)

And .15, ,2591 lid Us t2, and '53}, There is

no fatigue, weariness; embarrassment, or trou

ble, in this afl‘air. (M.) And ,3! Lil's Us L;
I If I! , I, I r

v.2; 'fl; VJ) There is not in this afair any

hardness, or difficulty: ($2) or any fatigue, or

trouble: (T :) i. e. it is easy, and rightly disposed.

('1‘, A.) =Also The space between the little

finger and that nezct to it, namely, the third

finger, [when they are extended apart :] and the

space between the third finger and the middle

finger [when they are so extended]: (M, :) or

the space between the fore finger and the middle

finger [when they are so extended]: sometimes

written and pronounced ' :33: TA :) [or it is

a coll. gen. n.; and] [is the 11. um, and]

signifies the space between [any two! of] the

fingers. (TA in art. 63). [See also;.]) It

denotes also The [space that is measured by]

putting the finerfingers close together. (K. [See

also $52.1)

A single step of stairs or of a ladder,

(MA ;) [and so 'iéj;, as appears from what

follows:] pl. of the former (MA) [and

for A2 says that] signifies one of the

ofstairs: (T :) [the pl. of is

You say, [5:3 and [He

ascended the steps ofthe stairs]. (A.)_ [Hence,]

also, (5, M, A,‘ Msb, K,) and Vijfi, (T, s, M,

A,K,TA,) [or] from signifying “he stood

erect,” (TA,) IA station, or standing; a post of

honour; rank; condition; degree; dignity; or

qflice; (T, $,M,A, Msb, K, TA;) with, or at

the courts of, kings; and the like: (T, TA :) or

a high station, &c.: (TA:) pl. of the former

Li]; (A,* high, TA;) and of the latter

'3 ID a)

(A, TA.) You say, vs,” uni us ,4. 1[He no.
.err )1

..

the highest ofstations, &c.]: and 1a,.” .10

Quill: I [He has a station, &c., or high station,

&c., with, or at the court of, the Sultdn]: and

Vqflfol 31 I[He is of the people of

higlistatiohs, &c.]. (A, Tag-[533 also sig

nifies The order of the proper relative places of

things; as, for instance, of the words in a sen

tence.]_See also the pl. in the next pre

ceding paragraph.

III' '1' 4'

so

3.5) n. an. of are), which see in three places.

($2' M-)

A she-camel erect in her pace. (T,

is; (Ma) and and (MK)

and A thing constant, firm, steady,

steadfast, stable, firced, fast, settled, established,

stationary, or motionless: (M, Msb,K: [the

third of these words, in this sense, is mentioned

in the T in art. b35,32 but see the next paragraph:])

and the first, standing erect, or upright; (T,

TA ;) applied to a thing, (T,) to a air: [i. e.

cockal-bone, or die], and to a. man. (TA.) You

say A thing, or an afair, continual, or

uninterrupted, (’13,) constant, firm, steady, &c. :

and pi, the latter word of the measure

(3.11:5, with damm to the Ca and fet-h t0 the , a

thing, or an afair, constant, firm, steady, 8.20.

($.) And allight, high rank or conditigg,

or the like, constant, firm, &c. (A.) And Jags

Constant, or continual, (M, TA,) fixed,

settled, or established, (TA,) means of subsistence.

(M,TA.) And lib L; I ceased

not to be, or to do, thus constantly; as also

Gil}; in which; IJ says, the) is app. a substitute

to; art, because we have not heard psed like

;. but it may be radical, from (M.)

_[vib in the modern language, used as a

subst., signifies A set pension, salary, and allow

ance; a ration; and any set qflice, or task : and

so Pl

U ’0! l )0) Q )8!

V3,)" and V5; and V5}: see the next pre

ceding paragraph, in four places. ._ You say also,

bglé- and meaning They came all

together. And a poet says, (M,) namely,

Ziyad lbn-Zeyd El-‘Odharee, (TA,)

"a: i 1' 10' 4'4 a; _

‘ wpwwlulslhab' L'JQLéa "

meaning [And we possessed excellence above the

people] all together: (M,TAz) thus accord. to

the reading commonly known: but, as some

relate it,

s “CAIN k,1;

i. e. [And it was a just claim that we had upon

the people,] sittled, or established. (TA.) The

first Q in *5); is augmentative, because there is

no word likelahé- ; and the derivation also is'an

evidence ofthis, for the word is from 2111.11.

(M.):Also the second of these three words,

(T in art. _gjs', and M, and L,) or the first of

them, (K,) A bad slat-e: ('1‘,K:) or a Slate

whom three persons inherit, one.after another ,

~ 12‘.) *

or '4

u as; r
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v3) — (f3)

because of his continuance in slavery: [it being

a common custom for a man to make a good

slave free at his death :] mentioned by Th. (M.)

_Also the second, (Th, M,’K,,) and the first,

(K,) Dust, or earth; syn. .363: (Th,M,K:)

because of its long endurance. (Th, And

the first, i. q. [Time, or duration, or conti

nuance, or existence, without .end; &c.: or the

right reading may perhaps be .af—l, i. e. remaining

constantly, &c.].

airs) I as a!
a-..

4,9.» 0'}: i Such a one took what was like

a road, to tread it. (K,"‘ TA.)

Il¢br

U)», and its pl. : see in six places.

‘_ Accord. to As, it signifies A place of observa

tion, which is the summit ofa mountain, or the

upper part thereof: :) accord. to Kb, the

in mountains and in deserts (JR-la) are

[structures such as are termed] ,siii [pl. cilia,

q. v.,] upon which are stationed (' scouts,

or spies : (T, S :) or places to which scouts ascend,

in, or upon, mountains. (A.)—The pl. also

signifies Narrow and rugged parts of valleys.

(TA from a trad.)_And the sing., Any (lifii

cult station or position. (M.)—See also

in two places. _ [In post-classical works, and in

the language of the present day, it is applied to

A mattress, upon which to sit or recline or lie,

such as is spread upon a couchframe or upon the

ground]

as)

1.08;, infip. see 4.

(s, A, Mgh,) aor. =, (Msb,I_(,)

inf. n. 63), (Msb,TA,) $110 was, or became,

impeded in his speech, unable to speak, or tongue

tied; (s, A,‘ Msb, K,) as also tésji, (A,

)0)

K,) and 4:1: 7,623), and 4:1:

- ~ e 0!

You say, [:5ng U1; '6)“ Mgh, Mgh,) and

W1 uh, (Mgh,) IThe reader, or reciter,

(S, Mgh,Msb,) and the orator, or preacher,

(Mgh,) was unable to read, or recite, (S, Mgh,)

as though he were prevented doing so, (Msb,)

or as though a thing were closed against him

like as a door is closed; ;) or was, or became,

impeded in his reading, or recitation, and his

oration, or sermon, and unable to complete it ,

(Mgh ;) from .3191 éijh (Mgh, Msb: [see 4.1)

and V

copy of the Msb, “ _ “)l, of the same measure as

M1, in the pass. form :" but this is evidently a

mistranscription, for of the same measure

as :]) one should not say 4:1:

[but it seems that those who pronounced the verb

with teshdeed said see art. E):]) this is

sometimes said; but some disallow it: (Msb:)

the vulgar say it; and accord. to some, it may be

correct as meaning “ he fell into confusion.”

or, ' 01¢ ’40 , r

(Mgh) You say also, sale 'EJJU ,9." no

{He ascended the pulpit, and was, or'became,

impeded in his speech, unable to speak, or tongue

or

signifies the same: ($: [in my

4) 1' 0 l

tied. And UL: 753:3! ISuch a one

was unable tofinish a saying, or poetry, that he

desired to utter. (TA.) And 63) 5.3%

{In his speech is a reiterating, by reason of an

impediment, or inability to say what he would.
a I. Q r Ia I

(A, TA.)=€3), inf. n. (3ng), He (a Chlld)

walked a little, at his first beginning to walk; or

walked with a weak gait; crept along; or walked

slowly. TA.)

4. Qt}! as), (s, A, Mgh, Msb,K,) infi h.

7513,]; (Msb;) and 1.143,, (K,) inf. n.

but As allows only the former verb; (TA ;) i. q.

515, [which means He locked the door, and

also he shut, or closed, the door, but the former

appears to be the signification here intended,

from what follows,] ($, A, Mgh, Msb,K,) so as

to make it fast, or firm: (A, Mgh, Msb :) so

says Az, after Lth: and, by extension of the

signification, he shut, or closed, the door, without

e 05 i

“that “.1 (1145219.. 1‘ if?“ ‘3‘.“ ted-1 rials!

den-guin- ‘lQljjAA'Gc'iigks-ll

fit, (Mgh,* and “Jami’ es-Sagheer” of Es

Suyootee,) i. e. [Verily the gates of Heaven are

opened at the declining of the sun from the

meridian,] and are not closed nor locked [until

the noon-prayer has been gerformed]. (Mgh.)

_ [Hence,] }Z§\ ugh:- r The afair was as

though it were closed against him, so that he

knew not the way to engage in it, or execute it;
’1' reOrO

syn. (TA in art.,,.g.) _See also 1,

in four places. ._ [Hence also,] IShe (a

camel) closed her womb against the seed ($, A, K,

TA) of the stallion, (TA,) having become preg

nant. (A.) _And 1- She (an ass) became preg

nant. (K.)._And IShe (a hen) had her belly

fullofeggs. (as: K.)_Also éiji +1; (the

sea) became raised into a state ofcommotion, and

covered everything with the abundance of its

water, TA,) and the voyager upon it found

no way of escape from it. (TA.) ._ t It (snow)

was continual, and covered [the land].

t It (abundance of herbage) was universal over

the land, TA,) legving no part thereof want

ing. (TA.) And ills +The year of

drought involved every part in sterility, (K, TA,)

so that manfound no way of escape. (TA.)

8: see 1, in two places.

10: see 1, second sentence.

f!) 51. I[A street that is closed ;] that has no

place’qf egress. (A, 5; JL; IProperty to

which there is no access; (A, TA;) contr. qf

$11., (1;, TA,) which is likewise with kesr;

(TA; [in the 01; 5&3) asalso (1;, TA.)

.14

E3): see what next follows.

715'! A door: (TA :) or a great door;

Mgh, Msb,K;) as also '9}: ($,A,K:) or a

door locked, or shut or closed, ($, Mgh, K,) having

a small door, or wicket: or it signifies

also a door that is locked, or shut or closed:

(Msbz) pl. and and, accord. to MF,
9 4;

{$91, but this is irreg., and he has given no

I

authority for it. (TA.) Hence 5.353: [The

door ofthe Kaabeh] : ($, TA :) and Ithe Kaabeh

itself: (A,‘E TA:) and [hence also] tUjlgis 3a

name of Mekheh. (1;, TA.) E6, Us .‘Jt'.

3391, (A, Mgh, Msb, TA,) occurring in a trad.,

(Mgh, TA,) means, (A, Msb, TA,) or is said to

mean, (Mgh,) IHe made his property, or cattle,

a votive ofering to be taken to the Kaabeh;

(A, Mgh, Mgh,) not the door itself; (Mgh;)

the Kaabeh being thus called because by the door

one enters it. (TA.) .._. Also IThe part of the

womb that closes upon the foetus; as being

likened to a door. __ 36) its occurs

in a trad. [app. as meaning {A land having a

place of ingress that is, or may be, closed: or it

may mean a land having in it rocks: see 5415‘),

of which may be a coll. gen. n.]. (TA.) ='

31.23! tA she-camel firm or compact [in

the middle of the back, or in the part on either

side of the tail, &c.].

£46) sing. of j’l'stj, which signifies Rocks.

_’. Also Any narrow and; [or mountain

road, &c.]; as though it were closed, by reason

of its narrowness. (L.)

T A door, and a chamber, or house, locked,

or shut or closed, so as to be made fast,

orfirm. (A.)

$3.1, applied to a she-camel, IPr-egnant;

because the mouth of her womb becomes closed

against the seed of the stallion: (T, A,‘ TA :)

applied also to a she-ass, in the same sense:

(TA =) pl. and (A, TA.)

A thing withpvhich a door is closed, or

made fast; syn. (5w; ;) [app. a kind of

latch :] it is affixed behind the door, in the part

newt to the lock. (lbn-’Abbad, TA in art.

:1}; Narrow roads or paths: (S, A,

the sing. is not mentioned. (TA.)

8)

1. £53, aor. 1, inf. n. Msb, and

g, (Msb, 1;) and 56,,(1Acr,1;,) He (a beast)

pastured at pleasure,- (Msb ;) he (a beast, s, TA)

ate K) and drank (K) what he pleased, (s,

K,) and came and went in the pasturage, by day,

(TA,) amid abundance of herbage, and plenty:

(K :) or the ate and drank plentifully and plea

santly, in land of seed-produce and fruitfulness,

ofgreen herbs or leguminous plants and of waters :

(Lth, K, TA :) or the ate (IAar, K) and drank

(K) with great greediness. (IAar, K.) In its

primary acceptation, it is said of a beast. (TA.)

_ It is metaphorically said ofa man, as meaning

{He ate much,- accord. to El-Isbaht’tnee in the

Mul'radat, and the A and the B. (TA.) _ You

say, (:JL; tSuch a one acted

as he pleased in eating and drinking the property

~31! J r r 10':

qfsuch a one. (TA.) _. And £313,

tWe wentforth [playing, or sporting, and enjoy

ing ourselves; or] enjoying ourselves, and playing,
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or sporting. TA.*) It is said in the Km

[xii. 12], (TA,) accord. to different readings,

(K, TA,) lib I [Send thou

him with us to-morrow] that he may play, or

sport, and enjoy himsef: or the meaning is, that

he may walk [abroad at his pleasure] and become

cheerful in countenance, or dilated in heart:

(TA:) and V that we may put our

beasts to eat and drink what they please, amid

abundance of herbage, and plenty, [or to pasture

at pleasure,] and he shall play : (K, TA :) and

the reverse, (K,) 5;, (TA,) i. e. that he

may put our beasts to eat and drink &c., and we

will play together: (K, TA :) and with Q in

each case. (K.)—And it is said in a trad.,

5i ,,...J' I ,3; gay

1‘ He who goes round about [the prohibited place

of pasturage will soon enter into it]. (TA.)—

’ n

,1.e.

And in another trad., 53;.» will); l3]

lfijfi, meaning I[When ye pass by’a scene of]

the commemoration of the praises of God, enter

ye thereinto; the entering thereinto being thus

likened to the eating and drinking what one

pleases, amid abundance of herbage. (TA.)

4. :3)! He put his camels [to pasture at plea

sure; (see1;) or] to eat (S, K) and drink (K)

what they pleased, (S, K,) amid abundance of

herbage, and plenty : [in which it is implied

that the verb may have this signification or others

agreeable with explanations in the first sentence

of this art. :]) or he pasturcd his camels, or put

them to pasture, by themselves. (TA.) See the

ex. in the Kur-én cited above._ Hence, IHe

ruled, or governed, his subjects well; [as though]

leaving them to satiate themselves in the pastur

age. (TA.) _ It (a party of men) lighted upon

abundance of herbage, and pastured. (TA.) _

It (rain) produced, or gave growth to, herbage

in which the camels might pasture at pleasure, or

eat and drink what they pleased, amid abundance

thereof and plenty. (s, Mgh, K.) _. $351 w)

The land became abundant in herbage. (TA.)

[app. an inf. n., of which the verb is

not mentioned, and perhaps not used ,] The leading

a plentifuldand pleasant and easy lie. (TA.)

[See also 3:5,]

sing. of b.’ voce é;:_and

applied to herbage: see 8)...

i3, Abundance of herbage; or of the goods,

conveniences, and comforts, of life; fruit/illness,

plenty: and a state of ampleness in respect

thereof: (K:) a subst. from 1. (TA.) Hence

the prov., 33M, and Vigil; ;) the

former on the authority of Fr, and the latter from

some other, accord. to the 0; but in the L, the

latter is ascribed to Fr; (TA;) [Bonds and

plenty; the latter word] meaning 41.55:": said

by ’Amr Ibn-Es-Saak: he had been taken pri

soner by Shakir Ibn-Rabee’ah, a tribe of Hemdain,

who treated him well; and when he left his pe0p1e,

he was, slender; then he fled from Shakir; and

when he came to his people, they said, “ O ’Amr,

thou wentest forth from us slender, and now thou

fit-$5)

art corpulent;” and he replied in the words

above.

'J a an

1:3): see what next precedes.

.6; One who seeks, with his camels, after the

places of pasturage abounding with herbage, one

after another. (TA.)

9!} A camel, (S, K,) or beast, posturing at

his pleasure ,- (Msb ;) or eating (s,1_<,) and drink

ing what he pleases, (S, K,) and coming and

going in the pasturage, by day, (TA,) amid

abundance of herbage, and plenty; ;) [part n.

of 1, q. v. :] pl. Msb, and and

in

to and __ You say also

(so see 513$

; J ' 90¢

or?) 1:5

1 0L5 a e E

QM! Q» GU) as!) I saw a multitude of

mefi- ($gh,K-)

A place of posturing: (KL :) [or of un

restrained and plentiful posturing ;] a place where

beasts pasture at pleasure; (Msb ;) where they

eat and drink what they please,

K,) going and coming therein, by day, (TA,)

amid abundance of herbage, and plenty: :)

[see 1:] pl. “(Ms'h2)_’[rA£nd Pasture

itself:] one says, 86,3" c?” I,ka [They con

sumed, or ate, the pasture qf the land]. (M in

art.,»)

98)
-

ca)» One who leaves his travelling-camels to

pasture at their pleasure, or to eat and drink

what they please, coming and going in the pastur

age, by day, amid abundance of herbage, and

plenty. (TA.)—IA man having abundance of

herbage, or of the goods or conveniences and com

forts of life, not lacking anything that he may

desire. (K, TA.) You say also

meaning 1- Apeople, or companybfmen,

who are scarcely ever without abundance of herb

age, or of the goods or conveniences and comforts

of life; syn. and l Jigs, after

the manner of a is]. n., likeialo: and in like

manner 7 is applied to herbage [as meaning

scarcely ever other than abundant, or generally

abundant]. (TA.) _ Rain that produces, or

gives growth to, herbage in which the camels may

pasture at pleasure, or eat and drink what they

please, amid abundance thereof and plenty. (S,

D) J

Msb.)_ih.:)4 Land in which the beasts

eagerly desire to saliate themselves. (Sh.)

63)

1. j}, aor. 2 (s, L, Msb) and ,, (L,) inf. n.

(s, M, L, Msb, 15,) He closed up, (M, Msb,

TA,) and repaired, (M, TA,) a rent: (S, M,

Mgh, TA :) [he sewed up, or together : see :56) :]

$311 is the contr. of _ [Hence]

one says, meaning I [He closed up the

breach that was between them; he reconciled them,

or] he reformed, or amended, the circumstances

subsisting between them. (TA.) aor. = ,

(IKoot, Msb, TA,) int“. n. $3, (s, Mgh, Msb,

TA ,) in the K, erroneously, (TA,) She was,

\

\

\

\\_

102.\

or became, such as is termed .1553; (IKoot, S,

Mgh, Msb,K ;) said ofa woman, (S, Mgh, Msb,

K,) or of a girl, and also of a camel. (IKoot,

Msb.)

8. ('3')! It was, or became, closed up, (S, Msb,

K,) [and repaired; and sewed up, or together;]

said of a rent: Msb:) and also of the Vulva

ofa woman. (S,“t TA.)

(:42; i. q. [and &c., being ori

ginally an inf. n.; i. e. Closed up, and repaired,

applied to a rent; and so 'é'ij]. (TA.)

in the Kur [xxi. 31, lit. They (the

heavens and the earth) were closed up, and we

rent them], is from 5;" as the contr. of $3M:

:) accord. to Ibn-’Arafeh, it means they were

closed up, without any interstice, and we rent

them by the rain and by the plants: accord. to

Az, it means they were a heaven closed up and

an earth closed up, and we rent them into seven

heavens and seven earths: Lth says that the

heavens were closed up, no rain descending from

them; and the earth was closed up, without any

fissure therein; until God rent them by the rain

and the plants: Zj says that is for :

(TA :) and he says that the heaven and the earth

were united, and God rent them by the air, which

He placed between them: (TA in art. 6.3:)

some read '65}, for E251, meaning

(34-)

see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places. =It is [also] pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.]

of 155.5,, syn., accord. to the copies of the K,

with but correctly with which signifies

The space between [any two of] the fingers:

mentioned [in the J K, where I find the correct

reading, and] by Ibn-’Abbad. (TA.)

0"!

3.70): see what next precedes.

11.53;, applied to a woman, (AHeyth, S, Mgh,

Msb, K,) or to a girl, (Lth,) [and also to a she

camel, (see 1, last sentence,)] Impervia coe'unti ;

(S, Msb, K,) having the meatus of the vagina

closed up: (Sf Msb:) or having no aperture

except the [or meatus urinarius]: (Lth,

Mgh,K:) or having the so drawn together

that the can hardly, or not at all, pass.

(AHeyth.)

5L3") [A garment composed of] two pieces of

cloth sewed together (oliiifi) by their borders.

(Lth, S, Hence the saying ofa T'djll,

IrQrQe ¢

@564 ct ‘W'- are“! *

~ an. 4.3.”i ca as s

[A fair girl in a 65), turning about eyes black

in the inner angles.] (Lth, Sf)

ii

I J]

(3,3) Inaccessableness, or unapproachableness;

I at I

(3.1.1.0, [in some copies of the K, 11.25.." is erro

neously put for wLD and might,- and high, or

elevated, ranh. (Ibn-’Abb6.d, K, TA.)

$25!; [for $21; Clouds closing up, or

coalescing. (AHn, TA.) _ $5." 3h JrH'e

is the possessor of command (it ruld, so that he

\

\
\
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opens and closes, and straitcns and widens. (Har

I ' D

p. 208.) [See also Lid-4.]

to! up _ . -

val J5 A vulva of which the sides stick

together. (TA.)

' J04 5'04

(5,3)»: see 0;).

“2,25; Herbage of which the blossoms have not

yet come forth from their calyxes. (TA in art.

[See remarks on a verse cited voce

0’0:
n.,-n

egos-1

w)

1. i153, K,) aor. i , thus it appears to

be accord. to the K [also], and thus in the

Deewan el-Adab of El-Farabee, but accord. to

n , Q 0‘ ‘ I”

$gh it is correctly : , (TA,) inf. n. :13) and QlS)

(S, K) and 3.63, (K,) He (a camel) went with

short steps (S, in his [or quick pacing,

or going a hind of trotting pace, between a walk

and a run], (5,) to which Kh adds, shaking him

self: and accord. to him, and J, it is said only

of a camel: but it is sometimes said of other

animals, [perhaps tropically, or improperly,] as,

for instance, of an ostrich : and accord. to Sgh, it

is sometimes said of a human being. (TA.) [See
, ,, ,fi; f a!

also _‘AIQ: and see fi-Jl W5, in art. vein]

4. dfigl He made him (namely, a camel,) to go in

the manner empl. above : K :) or made him to go

a quick pace. (TA.) _. And Ml .313) JrIIe

laughed languidly : :) and so Alain

(TA.)

Sibl; A she-camel [going with short steps &c.:

(sec 1:) or] going as though she had shackles on

her legs: or beating [the ground] with her fore

legs: (As,TA:) pl. ioijj. (TA.)

56; i. q. [from the Pers. egg-“3);,

both of' which signify Litharge in the present day,

as in the classical dialect] : :) it is of two kinds;

3 H i 0

namely, we} [i. e. red, or ofgold], and

[i. 0. white, or of silver]. (TA.)

J3)

ab; r r

1. Jill y), nor. 1 , int. n. 35;, Thefront teeth

were, or behame, even in their growth, (Mgh,)

[or separate, one from another, and even in the

manner ofgrowth, well set together, and (accord.

to some) very white and lustrous: see J3) and

3;, below.] _And 2&le aor. and inf. n.

as above, The thing was, or became, well arranged

or disposed. (TK.)

2. in its original sense, relates to the

teeth; signifying _ _ 8: thereof [i.e., as inf. n. of

the verb in its passfform, Their being separate,

onefrom another]. (Ed in xxv. 34.) _. [Hence,]

Aim J5), ('1‘,M,1.<,> inf- n- (K,) He

put together and arranged well the compo

nent parts of the speech, or saying, (M, K,)

and made it distinct: and hence (QB-ill

[explained in what follows]: (M :) or he pro

ceeded in a leisurely manner in the speech, or

saying, [making the utterance distinct,] and put

together and arranged well its component parts :

(T :) and inf. n. as above, I read,

or recited, the _K'ur-an in a leisurely manner ,

without haste: (Mgh:) or kill in reading, or

reciting, [and particularly in the reading, or re

citing, of the Kur-én,] is the proceeding in a

leisurely manner, and uttering distinctly, without

exceeding the proper bounds or limits : ($ :) [and

hence, conventionally, the chanting of the Kur-én

in a peculiar, distinct, and leisurely, manner :]

and gas Us VJE), (T,) or43ml Us, (M, K,)

signifies [in like manner] he proceeded in a

leisurely manner (T, M, K) in his speech, or

saying, (T,) or in the speech, or saying : (M, K :)

Mujéhid explains do}! as signifying the pro

ceeding in a leisurely manner [in reading, or

reciting], and as being consecutive in its parts, or

portions; regarding it as etymologically relating

to [q.v.]: (T:) accord. to Er-Raghib,

it signifies the pronouncing the word [or words]

with ease and correctness : this is the proper signi

fication: but the conventional meaning, as veri

fied by El-Munawee, is the being regardful qf

the places of utterance of the letters, and mindful

of the pauses, and the lowering of the voice,

and making it plaintive, in reading, or reciting:

(TA :) [accord. to Mtr,] the [proper] meaning

of JQ'fll in [the reciting, or chanting, of the

Kur-an and of] the call to prayer &c. is the

pronouncing of the letters ‘in a leisurely manner,

and distinctly, and so giving them their proper

full sound; from the phrase and

signifying “ front teeth separate, one from another,

and even in the manner of growth, and well set

together.” (Mgh.) [See also

313;, in the Kur [xxv. 34], means And we have

sent it down unto thee in a leisurely manner:

(M, TA:) or we have recited it to thee part afier

part, in a deliberate and leisurely manner,- in

[the course of] twenty years, or three and twenty:

k; in its original sense relating to the teeth,

and having the signification explained in the

beginning of this paragraph. (Bd.)

5: see the next preceding paragraph.

j; inf. n. of 1: (Msbz) [Evenness in the

growth of the front teeth: or their being separate,

one from another, and even in the manner qf

growth, and well set together: (see l'and :)

or] whiteness, [or much whiteness,] and much

lustre, of the teeth. (M, K.)_And A good,

(M, K, TA,) and correct, or right, (TA,) state

of arrangement or disposition of a thing. (M,K,

TA.)._The quality, in a man, of having the

teeth separate, one from another, (S,) [and even

in the manner ofgrowth, 860.] _And Coldness,

or coolness, of water. (Kr, M, K.)=See also

the next paragraph, in three places.

J3, (T, M, Mgh, Mgb, 1;) and viii}, (s, M,
K,)r[the latter an int n. used as an epithet,]

applied to front teeth, (1,33, 'r, s, M, Mgh, high,

K,) lVell set together: (T, M :) or even in

growth : (S, Msbz) or separate, onefrom another;

or having interstices between them, not overlap

ping one another: (M:) or separate, one from

another, and even in the manner of growth, and

03¢)

well set together; as also up”: (Mgh:) or

separate, onefrom another, we” set together? very

white, and very lustrous. _ And J3),

or $6,591 $3, (M,) [or ,ifiu A man having

the teeth [or the front teeth] separate, one from

another, ($,M,) &.c. (M.)—And '35, (s,

M,K) and (M,K,) applied to speech, or

language, ($, M, K,) i. q. 'fifi; i. e. uttered in

a leisurely manner, and distinctly, without ex

ceeding the proper bounds or limits: ($:) or

good, (M, K,) and uttered in a leisurely manner.

(M.) __ And and l applied to anything,

Good, sweet, or, pleasant. (M,K.)_And the

former, applied to water, Cold, or cool. (Kr,

M, K)

and '13‘5; A certain genus of,Zl; [or

venomous creeping things]; M, K ;) [the genus

of insects called phalangium; applied thereto in

the present day; and (perhaps incorrectly) to the

tarantula :] there are several species thereof; ;)

many species; (TA ;) the most commonly known

thereqfis [in its body, app.,] lihe the _fly

that flies around the lamp,- another is black

speckled with white (5123, 53;»); another is

yellow and downy; and the bite of all causes

swelling and pain ; ;) and sometimes is deadly.

(TA.)-_Also, the latter (1:32:53), A certain

plant, the flower of which resembles that of the

lily; [app. the plant called (like the insect above

mentioned) phalangium, (as Golius states it to

be,) and, by Arabs in the present day,

aflo] good as a remedy against the bite of

the venomous creature above mentioned, (K,) for

which reason it is thus called, (TA,) and against

the sting qf the scorpion.

'1 ea

3&3): see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

3131; Short,- (K;) applied to a man. (TA.)

’2“ . 3'" - . . .

(Jogl i. q. ;agl [1. e. Having a mtwusness, or an

impediment, in his speech, or utterance : sec art.

9111' (O) K')

sec 333, in two places.

*3)

1- (T,s,M,1.<-,) w- ;, (M. K,) inf

(T, s, M, K,) He broke a thing: (18k, '1‘,

$, M, K :) and bruised it, or crushed it, (ISk, T,

M, K, TA,) much: (M, and so in the CKz) or,

(M, K,) accord. to Lb, (M,) specially, (M, K,)

he broke (M) the nose: (M,K: [but see ,3),

below:]) andfi} [q. v.] signifies the same: you

say, and [He broke his nose]. ('1‘,

= See also 4. = L; He spohe not a

word. (T, s, M, K.)=Lg};|.gll The goats

pastured upon the plant calledjjll [in the CK

jjn]. (Kr TA.)_And ,5, He became af

fected with swooning from eating the plant so

called. (K," TA.) He grew

up among the sons Qfsuch a one.
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4. ’5)‘, ian [app. He tied a q.v.].

(T.) :3, also, as an inf. n., [i. e. of 'j;,] sig

nifies The tying a thread, or string, upon one’s

ownfingerfor the purpose of remembering some

thing. (KL) _. And 1.3)1, (inf. n. as above,

He tied upon his (a man’s, T, $, Mgh) finger a

thread, or string, such as is termed (T,
s, M, Mgh,K.) = Also He (a young Icamel)

borefat in his hump.

5: see what next follows.

8. ,3), (Mgh, K,) or 11,198,3') or

(M, TA,) and 1,: ~, (M, K) He had a thread,

or string, such as is termed 3&3) or 15') tied

upon hisfinger. (M, Mgh,

If: a .90,

.ee (s. Ma) and Us; (Ma) and be»

($, K) signify the same; _i. e. Broken: (S, M,

K :) and bruised, or crushed, (M, K, TA,) much:

(M, and so accord. to the CK :) the first being

an inf. u. used as an epithet. (M,K.) Ows

Ibn-Hajar says,

in, e e a i;

* ulab'“ u; cab? *

* .rstin (gs; *

(S, in the present art") i. e. It (referring to a

mountain called vJLZH) would become [broken,

having the pebbles crushed,] like the sands around

the mountain El-Kdthib. ($ in art. [But

there are other explanations of Uth and *3th as

here used. In the T, in art. ,3), a different

reading is given : = See also

[Freytag, misled by the CK, has assigned to
90¢ |,,

4.5) a signification that belongs to);.]

[applied in the present day to The shrub

broom; to several species thereof: spartium

monospermum of Linn.: genista rcetam of Forsk. :

(Delile, Flor. Aegypt. Illustr., no. 657:) spar

tium: (Fomkbl, Flora Aegypt. Arab., p. lvi.:)

and phalaris setacea : (Idem, p. 12:. :)] a species

: (T :) or a species oftree; (Mgh,) or

so Viki}; of which the former is-the pl. [or

rather coll. gen. n.]: z) or the latter, (Lth,T,)

or the former, (AHn, M, K,) the latter being its

n. un., (K,) a certain plant, of the shrub-hind,

(AI;In, T,M,K;) as though by reason of its

slenderness, it were likened to the thread, or

'string, called ,3} (AHn, T,‘ 1;," TA: [see this

word yoce in the CK, in the present

instance, erroneously written and so Visa}:

(AHn, T:) its flower is like the (19,, [or yellow

gilli/lower], and in seed a like the lentil: each of

these (i. e. the flower and the seed, TA) strongly

provokes vomiting: the drinking the expressed

juice ofits twigs, fasting, is a beneficial remedy

for sciatica (LL21! (is); and likewise the using as

a clyster an infusion thereof in sea-water: and

the swallowing twenty-one grains thereof, fasting,

prevents the [pustules called]

When a man was about to make a journey, he

betook himself to two branches, or two trees, and

tied one branch to another, and said, “If my

wife be faithful to the compact, this will remain

tied as it is ; otherwise, she will have broken the

compact :” so says As; and ISk says the like:

(T :) or he betook himselfto a tree, ($,K,) or to

the species of tree called ’33, (ISk,Mgh,) and

tied together two branches thereof, (ISk, S, Mgh,

K,) or he tied together two trees ; (M ;) and if he

returned and found them as be tied them, he said

that his wife had not been unfaithful to him;

but otherwise, that she had been so: (ISk,$,

M, Mgh,_K:) this [pair of branches or trees] is

called [in the CK, erroneously, $91] and

ill-git: :) or this is what is meant by

Vii,th (M :) or this [action] is what is meant

byéjl in the following verse: (As,I§k,

T, Mgh:) but IB says thatlzblsjll [pl. of' zsijtl]

does not mean peculiarly one kind of trees’ex

clusively of others: and he cites this verse as an

ex. offill." meaning the threads, or strings, so

called; (TA,) as does_AZ. (Mgh.) Arajiz says,

* ° 0 if D ’Qfl 4 ?flzed of *

If! “0"” 53219:"M_ J5 .

on: see” 1 e p e

* ,3)! skins, Lo 3’5 '

[IVill the muchncss of thine enjoining, and the

tying of the retem, be indeed ofuse to thee to-day,

if she be desirous of them 7]. (T, $, Mgh.)—

See also Q3, in two places. =Also A [leathern

water-bog such as is called] 33$; that is filled

(IAar, T, with water: (IAar, T:) or a [water

shin such as is called] ,5; (M, TT.) = And A

road, or way; or the middle, or main part and

6-1,,

middle, thereof; or a beaten track,- syn. 39.4».

(IAar, T, K.)=And Suppressed, low-sounding,

occult, or secret, speech or language. (lAar, T,

K.) = And Perfect shame or sense of shame or

pudency. (IAar,T,

11.5,; see

seep; [of which it is the n.un.] :—

and see also

A she-camel that eats the plant called

,5), and keeps to it, and a fond qfit. (1;,

TA.)_And That carries the filled :31}; (1;,

TA) called ,3}. (TA.)

A thing broken in pieces, or into small

pieces,- crushed ,- or 'crumbled. (K, TA.)

1,533: see =and see also, == Also

A slow pace.

(T, s. M. Mgh, K) and '55}, (T. M. L.)

the latter written thus by IE on the authority of

’Alee Ibn-Hamzeh, (L, TA,) or V 3.3,, (s,1_<, [in

one copy of the written 1.;3)’, and in my copy

of the Mgh without any syll. signs,] A thread,

or string, that is tied upon the finger for the

purpose of reminding one (T, S, M, Mgh, of

some object of want: (13%), pl. of the first,

1,523) ($,M,Mgh, and 1432; (M,K,) and

[0011. gen. n.] of the second, -, (M, 1B,) and

of the third, [if it be correct,] '13}: in the

CK IAar says that 'k; signifies the

thread, or string, for reminding ,-' but others say

5.;9'3: Lth says that ' signifies a thread, or

string, that is tied upon the finger, or upon the

signal-ring, for a sign, or token: (T 1) and IB

cites the verse cited above voce 3 as an ex. of

this word in the sense here assigned to it as a pl.

[or coll. gen. 11.]; (TA,) and so does AZ. (Mgh.)

The binding of [upon the fingers] is forbidden

in a trad; and it is said that

[He who seeks to remember by

means ‘of the threads, or strings, that are tied

upon the fingers for the purpose of reminding

becomes a butt for renilings]. (TA.)_ See also

ii, in four places.

uddi; [a pl. of which the sing. is not men

tioned], like (5)24, Persons affected with sn‘oon

ingfrom eating the plant called

yiffll Lib L; means He ceased not

to be constantly occupied in this afl‘air: (T, M,

K,‘ TA :) Yaakoob asserts that the) of Mt) is a

substitute [for q], though does not occur in

the sense of (M, TA:) IJ says that this

may be the ease, or that the word may be from

$le and (TA.) [See also and see
13;, below.] a

[app. Haring his nose brohen.-And

hence,] One who does not speak clearly, nor

intelliginy ,- as though his nose were brokeinb;

occurring in a trad.: or, as some relate it, ,3)

[q.v.]. (TA.)

'10! 3 1 Ir.

j; )3 and); Continual, or constant, evil:

(K, TA:) the) is a substitute for the ‘3 of

$33; and the former {a is augmentative, because

I! b J

there is no word like )ilq- consisting of radical

5 4

letters. (TA.) [See also Mil), above.]

I )8, I);

’33”: seej).

~19

,g”
“as

’ 1. , (T, S, M, &c.,) sec. pers. [we-J) and

and] (Msb,) aor. ; (T, s, M, K)

emf: (M) and 1, (Msb, TA,) the last being of

35 of the class of .55, (Mgh,) inf. 11. 2:26, (3,

M, A, Mgh. Msb, K) and (M, Ms». K o

and v5» ; (s, M, Msb,K;) both authorized by

AZ; the latter at first disallowed by As, but

afterwards allowed by him; (M;) It was, or

became, old, and worn out; (T, S, M, A, Mgh,

Mgh,) and mean, or bad; namely, a gar

ment, (T, $, M, A, Mgh,) and a rope, (S, M, A,)

or other thing, Mgh,) i. e. anything, but

mostly said of what is worn as clothing, or spread

as furniture: (M:) or he, or it, was, or became,

threadbare, shabby, or mean. (M, K :) said of a

man, it has for its aor. $55, and inf. n.

(M.) 32;.“ means An old, worn-out, state

quarb or apparel; and a bad condition. (Mgh.)

And you say, 5;; In his garb, or

apparel, is threadbareness, shabbiness, or mean

ness. ($.) And gag-ill a; and Vail,

1‘ The aspect, or state, or condition, of the person

was, or became, weak, and vile, mean, paltry, 0r

despicable. (Mgh) [And Jig," TT/te man

was, or became, old, and worn out; or weak,
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&c.: see _ [And hence,] lib

tIn this information, announcement, piece qf

news, or narration, is unsoundness, invalidity, 0r

incorrectness ,' and so, (A, TA.)

4. 5,1: see above, in two places. _Also,

said ofa man, His rope was, or became, old, and

worn out. (M.)=l§,t He, (K,) or it, i. e.

wear, attrition, or wear and tear, (Th, M,) ren

dered it old, and worn out; and mean, or bad,

(Th, M ;) or threadbare, shabby, or mean; (K ;)

namely, anything, but mostly used in relation to

what is worn as clothing, or spread as furniture.

(M-)

a. 421m TVe collected, (T, s, M,)

or bought, (M,) the paltry, mean, or vile,

chattels, or articles offurniture, of the people, or

party, (T, s, M,) consisting of old and worn-out

garments or pieces of cloth. (S, M.) _. [Hence,]

(of the pass. form, $, life (a man) was

carried ofi'from the field of battle wounded

A, K) so as to be rendered weak, (A,) retaining

{I
is

*9

remains of lie: ($,K:) from all) as meaning

the “ weak ” of mankind, who are likened to the

paltry, mean, or yile, chattels, or articles of

furniture, termed 5.5): (A z) or he, being smitten

in battle, and wounded so as to be rendered weak,

was carried 01?", retaining remains of life, and

then died: (T :) or he (a wounded man) was

carried of from the field of battle retaining

remains q/‘life; because, in that case, he is weak,

or is thrown down like the chattels, or articles of

(Mgh) And i5

I[He passed amid them, and carried

them. offfrom tlte field of battle wounded so as to

be rendered weak, but retaining remains qflife].

(A.) .._. [Hence also,] 1' He slaughtered a

she-camel belonging to him, (T, K,) or a sheep

or goat, or the like, (T,) by reason of [its]

emaciation. (T,

:5; Old, and worn out; (T, S, M, A, Mgh,

, p

Msb,l_(;) and mean, or bad; and 7w)

I ’

furmture, termed 3.2:).

signifies the same, (M, A, K,) as does also V

(A, K,) and V 554: (M, TA: [but this last is app.

:1 subst., as it is said to be in another place in the

M and in the TA, meaning a thing that is old,

and worn out; &c. :]) applied to a garment, (T,

M, A, Mgh,) and a rope, (A,) or a thing (S, M,

Msb) of any kind, but mostly to what is worn

as c]othing, or spread as furniture: (M :) the pl.

of 5, is 5.6,. (s, M, high.) You say

An old, worn-out, state of garb or apparel;

such as is in bad condition. (Mgh.) And

25;}! A man whose garb, or apparel, is old,

and worn out; (T, S)“ M;) threadbare, shabby,

or mean. (M.) This last phrase is [also] tropical

[as meaning 1A. man whose aspect, or state, or

condition, is weak, and cile, mean, paltry, or

despicable: see 1, last sentence but two]. (A.)

And one says also +[A man old, and

worn out; or weak, &c.]. (T.) _ And [hence,]

it; IJIIeagre, _unsubstantial, or flimsy,

speech or language. _ See also what next

follows.

——’_~_-r--——.»

55, (T, s, M, Mgh, 1;) and '35 (T, M,K)

The paltry, mean, or tile, chattels, or articles of

furniture, (T, $, M, A, K,) of the house or tent,

($, M, A, K,) consisting of old and worn-out

garments or pieces of cloth : ($, M :) or such are

'4 1' s‘ 9 ~

termed Eu.“ 25,: (Mghz) the pl. of a3, is as,

(T, $,K) and L6): ($,1_{:) it is a subst. from

it; signifying “it was, or became, old, and worn

out,” and “ mean, or bad ;” said of anything, but

mostly of what is worn as clothing, or spread as

furniture, and ofa rope : (M :) [i. e. it means any

such thing that is old, and worn out, and mean,

3.

or bad:] see also it). ._ Hence, (T, A, Mgh,)

33', signifies {The weak of mankind; (T, S, M,

A, Mgh,K;) [the old, and worn-out, thereof;]

and the refuse, or lowest or basest or meanest

sort, thereof: (S, M 1) as being likened to the

chattels, or articles of furniture, thus termed.

(A, Mgh.)_Also +Afoolish, or stupid, woman,

one who is unsound, or deficient, in intellect or

understanding. (S,

, 3,

&Q): see Q)._Also tWounded; and so

3'0:

la)»: (TA :) or wounded, but retaining re

mains of lie. [See the latter epithet

below.]

.2 rl i ,

up: see .9.

a ’ .
a). A man whose rope is old, and worn out.

(19)

sea)

as” {One who is carried offrom the field

of battle (Th, $, M) wounded [so as to be ren

dered weak (see 8)], (S,) retaining remains of

life,- (Th, $, M ;) if slain, he is not thus termed:

(Th, M:) or one who is thrown prostrate, and

wounded so as to be rendered weak, in battle, and

is carried of alive, and then dies. See

also Also fFalling down, and weak:

5.

from b) applied to a garment that is old, and

worn out. (TA.)

{3)

1. is], (s, M, K,) aor.1, (M, K,) in'f. n15},

(s, M,) He drew milkfrom the udder upon sour

milk, so that it thickened,_ ($,I_{,) and became

what is termed 4.19): (K:) or he mixed fresh

milk with sour milk: or, as some say, he made

milk to become what is termed (M :) or it

has this last signification, and also signifies he

mixed [in an absolute sense]. [Az says,]

I heard an Arab of the desert, of Benoo-Mudarris,

[,1 i5}! [Moo

thanfor me a little milk so as to make which.

[will drinlt]. (T.) And you say, ,2th i5, (M,

and; He made for the party

.-ff

an O I

say to a servant of his, hog-bl

4“" barge e Jill, 0)

(M, K-)— [Hence,] Ml) wine», ($,)

and his, (M,) inf. n. as above, tThey

confuse, or confound, and they confused, or con

founded, their judgment, or opinion. ($, M.

[See also 8.])_...And [hence also, perhaps, as

"‘ in the

mixing ofit,] He beat with a staff, or stick.

(TA.) = It (anger) became stilled, or appeased.

3 is said to be beaten with a

He (a camel) became afl'ected with the

disease termed xii}. (K.): Also, (M, 1a,) inf. n.

as above, (M,) a dial. var. of Us, meaning He

eulogized a man after his death [in verse or

otherwise; or he wept for him, or over him,

enumerating his good qualities or actions]: (M,

K:*) and in like manner one says of a woman

eulogizing her husband after his death; inf. n.
Qr
A"

32.9.4: (M :) ISk mentions an Arab woman’s

saying [Ieulogized my husband

after his death with verses]; pronouncing the

verb with s; but it is originally without 5: (S,

$gh :) Fr says that her'doing this arose from her

finding them to say 6);.“ and her therefore

supposing to be from the same source:

(TA in the present art. :) or, accord. to Fr, their

chasteness of speech sometimes induced them to

pronounce with s that which is [properly] with

, u/ 1 2’, J :4

out i; and thus they said can" QU) and QL,‘

H e e i 2 2' a ’

Edi, and (9,41 at... (TA in art. 9,.)

4: see the next paragraph.

8. i:.s,\ It (milk) thickened, or became thick:

($,I_(:) and so Vii», (M, in some one or

more of the dialects. (M.)—[Hence,] LU]

01:02 0 a”

,9»! ’34; J(Their case, or afilair, became con

fused to them. (s, M.) And fit; [,5 “up +He

made a confusion in his judgment, or opinion.

(5, 1.5,) And .313? .21 +[aPP- for Us,

’hrol, and thus meaning They are confused, or

they make a confusion, in their case, or afi'air:

or, otherwise, they confuse their case, or afair] : -

from 353;"; (T, TA ;) and if so, tropical. (TA.)

= Also. He time what is termed (T, K.)

. D 1 Ilgr

.¢:) 2 see 5b).

. 2 2 {figs

“.9: see 0L»).

3‘6}, (M, TA,) or 12$}, (1;, [probably a

mistranscription,]) +Littleness of intelligence or

sagacity: (M,K:) and tweet/mess of heart:

(M, TA :) and Tfoolishness, or. stupidity ,- (K,)

and so Viii, (Th, M, 1;) and vii}. (TA in art.

‘15).) ._ Hence, perhaps, (TA,) the first of these

words signifies [also] i A certain disease in

a camer shouldcrg'oint, (K,) in consequence of

which he limps. (TA.)

in s 2

is," (M, TA,) or n.5,, (1;, [probably a mis

transcription,]) Blackness mixed with speckles of

white ; or the reverse: syn. (M,

Sour milk upon whichfresh milk is drawn

from the udder, so that it becomes thick: (Lh,

$, M,K :) or fresh milk poured upon sour, (As,

'1‘, M, Mgh,) and then stirred about with a

[wooden instrument called] until it be

comes thick : (Lh, M :) orfresh milk upon which

sour milk is poured, then left a while, whereupon

thin yellow water [or whey] comes forth, and is

poured awayfrom it, and then the thick is drunk.

(Har p. 4.51.) One toys, 23;. (s,

TA) that is termed 35,3) '

anger: (TA :) alluding to [the effect produced

stills, or appeases,
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by] a small kindness: a saying which originated

from a man’s being incensed against some persons.

and being hungry, and their giving him to drink

some 2:3), whereupon his anger became appeascd:

in art. 1.3:) hence it became a proverb. (TA.)

9:2;

= See also 5b).

Q, ’54

Ugl, fem. 2L7), A ram, and a ewe, blach speckled

.v a 8 r! a.

with white,- or the reverse: syn. 5531, and 2&3).

(M, 1.9)

:20 4 If}!

U)»: see 5b).

is}; T A man weak-hearted, and of little

’ I

intelligence or sagacity. (M.) [See also ’5‘,

in art. ’3’]

45)

. t. .33}, (T, s, M, A, K,) aor. 1, inf. n.

.3” ($,M;) and Hosp, (K,) in some copies

of the ' dJSJI [which I doubt not to be a mis

transcription]; (TA ;) IIe put the goods, or

household goods, or utensils and furniture, one

upon another, or together, in regular order, or

compactly, (T, S, M, A, K,) or side by side.

’19,

__ 19.4.3 2 She (a hen) collected together her

eggs. (IAar, M.) _. Ayah; w! The

boan was heaped with the A5; [or crumbled, or

broken, bread, moistened with brat/1,] put together

and made even. (M, L.) _ ’rHe

deferred, delayed, postponed, or put of, his

(another’s) needful afl'airs; the sing. noun being

used for the pl. (L, from a trad.) = 3;, aor. 1,

(K.) inf- n- M); (This and who it 315.

(K ;) said of a man [as meaning He was, or

became, disturbed, perturbed, or troubled, in

mind]; (TA ;) or said of watir [as meaning it

was, or became, turbid, thick, or muddy.] (TK.)

4: see 1, first sentence. = 5031i They stayed,

or abode [in a place; notjourneying, or departing .

see 843)]. (Ks, S, K.)_And .6), said of one

digging, He reached the moist earth. (ISk, S,

K.) = See also 1, last sentence.

8: see 1, first sentence.

5 i I a D

.u): see 5.6).

333: see Also The goods, or utensils

and furniture, of a house or tent, that are of a

worthless, paltry, mean, or rile, hind, or that are

held in little account. (M, L.) _ And Weak,

0r powerless, people: L, difi'ering from

v 1 - a: r e '0 ~'

Q34?” [q. v.]. L.) One says, uh: k5;

% L; $33} 5C," [l'Ve left at the water

weak, or powerless, people, unable to take up their

goods and to depart]. (S, L.)

53,. (leer. T. s. M. L.) or '15,. (K.) or

both, (TA,) A company, (IAar, S, M, K,) or a

numerous company, (T, L,) of men, (IAar, T, S,

M, L,) staying, or abiding, [in a place,] (IAar,

T, S, M, L, K,) not journeying, or departing,

(S,) when the rest of them journey, or depart,

('1‘ ;) as also (T, 1..)

is; 51"; (s. M. A. L. K) and t 3,5,3 (s. M.

Bk. I.

L, K) Goods, or household-goods, or utensils and

furniture, put one upon another, or together, in

regular order, or compactly, M, A, L,

or side by side; ;) as also '35; (A,K;) or

this last, [as a subst.,] household-goods, or utensils

and furniture, so put. (T, S, M, L.) And

and Food, or wheat, heaped up. (T,L.)

And [Bread piled up]. And

1,3; M! [The crumbled, or broken,

bread, moistened with broth, is heaped and put

together and made even in the bowl].

IQOI I

.u)» A generous man: (ISk, K:) from

signifying “ he reached the moist earth in digging.”

(ISk.) _And is a name of The lion.

(S, K)

sec 3;}, in two places.

3.; \M’fl'2 means I left

them putting their goods, or utensils and furni

ture, one upon another, (T,* S, M,“lk L, K,) with

out having that whereon to remove them, L,)

[not having yet tahen them up and departed :]

thus differs from [q. v.]. L.)

l

A")

'21,. (T, s, M, K,) aor. ., (M, K,) int. n.

,9, (T, M,) He broke one’s nose, (S, M, K,) or

his mouth, (T, M, K,) so as to make it bleed,

(S,) or so that the blood droppedfrom it : (M,

K:) and is a dial. var. thereof: (TA:)

and signify also any breaking. (T, TA.)

_ [Hence,] will; t She (a woman)

smeared her ndse 'with perfume. M, K. [See

,ls;;.;, below.])_And $33, said of the [or

foot, or sole of the foot, or“ extremity of the fore

foot,] of a camel, (T, M,) It was wounded so that

the bloodfiowedfi-om it : (T :) or it bled. (M.)=

(M. K.) m (K.) M M233. (M 5) and

11,3), inf. n. itéfijt ; (s,1_§;)_ said ofa horse, He

had what is termed V [in a copy of the M

written ,3}, but expressly said in the K to be

35%,] and [in a copy of the T written

1.3;, and in a copy of the M 1.3), but said in the

K to be with damm]; (S, K;) i.e. a whiteness

in the upper lip: (AO, T, if in the lower

lip, it is termed (AO, TA :) or a whiteness

in the extremity of the nose: (M, or any

whiteness, (M, little or much, (M,) upon the

upper lip, reaching to the place of the halter : or

a whiteness in the nose. (M, K.) The epithet

applied to the horse in this case is tjji (T, s,

M, K) [explained in the Mgh as signifying, thus

applied, Of which the upper lip is white,] and

112.5,; fem. of the former (M, K.) _

is also app. said of one’s nose, as meaning It was

much scratched, and slit, in its extremity, so that

the blood issued from it and fell in drops: see

’33, which seems to be its inf. n. in this sense,

below.]

9 : see above.

lie 0

Au) : see/,9?) : and see also a reading ofa verse

’ 90'

cited in art. ,5), voce ,3).

see 1. _ Also, [app. as inf. n. offij,

q. v_.,] A vehement scratching, and slitting, of the

extremity of the nose, so that the blood issuesfrom

it andfalls in drops. (T.)

: see 1.

.14!

£33 A weak, or scanty, rain; as also 71,5):

pl. it?) _[Hence, perhaps,] J;

A; -|- Host thou somewhat ofnews, or tidings.

(Kf TA. [In the CK, erroneously,» o».])
‘

gag)

4+1): see 1.

9 a" 0 ’21

): see 1.4)

, .f 5 ‘04 I 9 ‘4 fl 4

lo): see Joy)», in two places. _Iy) [54‘

. H, .

Pebbles byok’en in pieces; as also 7,3): (T :) or

use-ll ’93) means what are crushed, of the

pebbles, by thefeet of camels. (TA.)

i. q. and so in the M, accord.

to the TT:) [or] correctly, 5315:, with 555. (TA.

[But no evidence of the correctness of this reading

is adduced in the TA.])

fem. 1133: see 1; and see also

[Also, app., applied to a man, flaring his nose

much scratched, and slit, in its extremity, so that

the blood issues from it and falls in drops.—

And hence,] One who does not speak clearly, nor

correctly, [as though his nose were broken at the

end and so closed, or] by reason of some evil

affection of his tongue: occurring in a trad.: or,

as some relate ituijj [q. v.] (TA.)

’23; : see what next follows.

The nose; (M, ;) in some one or more

of the’dialects; (M ;) as also Vivi)». (K.)

Land rained upon [app. with such
5' a

rain as is termed 1.3)]. (K.)

Q :04

he... (T. s. M. K) and his; (M. K) A nose.

(T, s, M, K,) or mouth, (M; K,) broken, and

smeared with blood: (T:) or broken so as to be

made to bleed: (S :) or broken so that the blood

drops from it: (M, K:) and anything smeared

with blood, or (so in the M, but in the K “and ”)

broken. (M, K.)_And the former, as being

likened to a nose in the state above described,

1- A woman’s nose smeared with perfume. (T,

_. Also A camel’s foot wounded by stones, so

that a bleeds; like 523.3; (s, TA ;) and in like

manner 11:63; applied to a [see 1, third sen

tence]: or, accord. to Ibn-Tlisham El-Lakhmee,

:/ I.“ i a a S .

,4): dub. signifies camels’ feet upon which

the stones have had an efl'ect, or made marks.

(TA.)

3")

1 '3' . h .
1. {by}: see 1 in art. Us), passun.

:3; llIil/t such as is termed (M, K. [See

the latter word, in art. U).])

.5“

,5”, meaning A man weak in intellect, is from

iijn, [mentioned in art. ‘4,53,] and [therefore]

130

,‘_,> _.-
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:5) — a)

-~__:: ,___ .

‘ 3 r "‘ ’ J I _

by rule should be Us}... (M.) And 2,5}. [signi

fies the same, (see this word, in art. [3”) and in

like manner, accord. to ISd,] is from iii-ill, irres,

being with h (M in art. L’J‘J.)

U5)

1. (s, M, high, K,) aor.

(Mgh,) int. n. (s, M, Msb, 1;) and Ed};

‘0!

49’)“

and $6, and it}, and ('53,; (M,K;) and

(13, M in art. ,5),"’ and K,) I wept for, or over,

[or bewailed,] the dead man, and [eulogized him,

or] enumerated his good qualities or actions;

it,

’3’; ..
($, K ;) as also 7133;, inf. n. and V 4.9)):

(K:) and also I composed verses on the dead

man; ;) [composed an elegy, a dirge, or an

epicedium, on him;] eulogized him in verse:

(TA:) or I eulog-ized the dead man, and wept

for him. or over him; as also '53,: (M:) or,

’ '1' 3' 4°' - ' 1'

accorifljfto Lth, U'}: Us), aor. e.,)”, inf. n. us)

and 5.5.1”, signifies _he wept for, or over, such a
' I .I 04

one after his death; and V 06), inf. 11. 3;}, he

eulog-ized him after his death : (T :) or

a! and 3 'w; signify Ijelt, or expressed,

pity, or compassion, for the dead man. (high.

[See also in what follows.]) You say also,

n a o~ 480, w ’e a

hw- 5%" +3). CAN’T) or uh, (M.) aor

sgtfi (lAar, 'r, M) and 2,55, (IAar, T, and M in

art. ,3”) inf. n. [&c.]; (T ;) and aor.

213;, int'. n. 5.56) [&c.]; (Lh,M;) and ‘15};

(M ;) [The woman weptfor, or over, her husband,

&c., he being dead :] and 18k mentions an Arab

_ '02 a, .v S” _

woman’s saying algal; Us,” {3U}; pronouncing

the verb with i. [See 1 (last sentence) in art.

[5).]) And you say, :3 He was, or became,

tender, pitiful, or compassionate, towards him.

($, M, And Such a one

does not lament, complain, or express pain or

grief, for me; nor does he care for me: and

it '9' [Verin Ido not lament, &c., for

JD! J 0"

him], infi n. 56}; and (T.)—4;: e.,?)
e ’ 0E

ns.,», (AA, Lh, T, S, M, K,) aor. Lg), inf. n.

136,, (AA, T, s, K,) I mentioned a story, or

tradition, receivcdfrbm him : (AA, T, S, K :) and

(K) I retained in my memory a story, or tradi

tion, received from him: (Lh, M, K:) but the

phrase that is well known is S's-.25, mean

ing “ I bore information, or tidings, from him:”

(M :) and also has the second of

these meanings; (M and K“ in art. ,5) ;) or the

first of them: in that art. :) but the phrase

that is well known is (M in that

art. :) accord. to El-’Ol_;eylee, you say,

and [i.e. We mentioned among us a

story, or tradition]; and means the like

thereof. (T.) f (IAar, M, K, [and accord.

to the TA, vii), but it appears from the context

that this is taken from a copy of the M, and is

wrong,]) inf. n. by rule (IAar, M,)

He was, or became, ejected with what is termed

(IAar, M, K,) in all the senses of this word.

(K.) = [1% meaning assigned to U) by Golius

belongs to t5], q. v.]

2: see 1, in three places.

5: see 1, in three places.

[8. 63,1. The meanings assigned to this verb

by Golius belong to to», q.v.]

A pain in the knees and [other] joints:

($ :) or a pain in thejoints, and in the arms and

legs, or hands and feet, or fore and hind legs:

(M,Kz) or a swelling, (M, K,) and a [malady

such as is termed] (M,) in the legs of a

beast: (M, or anything that prevents a

person from risingand going away, or going

quickly, occasioned by old age or pain : (M, K)“

TA: athfl'jl in the K is a mistake for agape

TA =) pl. as, (s.)_ Also, and rib}, Weak

ness. (Th,M,_1_<. [this ,1 in the can a mis

take for £216.]) L. And Foolishness, or stu

pidity. (Th, M, 1;.) And you say, 3,25 [,5

In his afl'air is a flagging, or remissness, or

languor. (M.)

6:! r

3,3): see the next preceding paragraph.

and '56], epithets applied to a woman,

(T, S, tho wails much (T,* K, TA) for her

husband : or who weeps much for, or over, another,

of those whom she holds in honour. (TA.)

see what next precedes.

A man who does not perform an afair

firmly, soundly, 0r thoroughly, (M, K, TA,) by

reason of his weakness. (TA.)

36}; (M, 1;) and '11:}; (s, M, Msb, K) [see

1: used as simple substs., A lamentation for one

dead; an elegy; adirge; an epicedium: pl.

is}: see what next precedes.

E)

,1. (s. A, Mgh,) w. (s, Mgh,) inf- 1»

é], Msb,K,) He put it in motion, or in

a state of commotion or agitation: (S, A, Msh,

K :) he put it in a state of convulsion, or violent

motion; or made it to shake, quake, or quiver.

($, A, TA :) as also Hence, in

the Kur [lvi. 4], 1;, “2.3591 :4, 13; When the

earth shall be convulsed with violent convulsion.

(TA.) And IIe shook the door violently.

(TA from a trad.) = See also 8.

4. She (a mare) was near to bringing

forth, and the part on either side of her tail

(Lh'ié) quivered, or guahed; ;) as also

vwsl. (TA.) The part. n. applied to the

mare in this case is V [without 3]. (K.)

s. 8,1, (s, A, Mgh,) int n. étgsjt, (K,) It

was, or became, in a state of commotion or agita

tion; (S, A, Msb,‘ K;) or of convulsion, or

violent motion; or it shook, guahed, or quivered;

($.A.1.<;> as also ' (AJS o and ' 5;}.

infi n. ($, K; but they mention only ghe

inf. n. of this verb ;) and so V inf. n. 7J':

(K) TA; but of this verb, also,'only_the inf. n.

is mentioned:) r")! is quasi-pass. ofa}; (T, A,

Msb ;) and is said of the sea, as meaning it was,

or became, in a state of commotion or agitation

(S, Msb) with its waves; and in like manner of

other things: (S:) and signifies it (a

thing) went to andfro; and is said of a woman's

flesh; ($;) or [particularly] of her hinder part;

(A ;) or of both. (TA.) It is said in a trad.

respecting the blowing of the horn [on the day of

e 08 1a! .5 Isa.

resurrection], Wig Ubfjl And the earth

shall be in a state of commotion or agitation,

with its inhabitants. (TA.) See also 4. _

[Hence,] 7")! tll'he darkness became con

fused. (Mgh.)_And Amt 5,3; are speech,

or language, became confused; mentioned by 1&1

in this art: (TA =) or hint to...

speech, or language, became conflicting and con

fused to him. [See also 5;; in the

first paragraph of art. 63).]

fab!

inf. 11. 5’3»):

,aa,

R. Q. 1. 3...,

see also 8. also signifies The being

fatigued, tired, weary, or jaded, TA,) and

weak [app. so as to shake, or totter]. (TA.)

see 1: =and

R. Q. 2. see 8, in two places.

5 i r

is.) [app. A confused, or murmuring, or rum

bling, sound :] the confusion of the voices [or

the confused voices] of a company of men: and

D a 15¢ a 1

the sound of' thunder. (TA.) 0).»: 34-) an?“

[app. meaning The rumbling of his chest was

heard] occurs in a trad. as describing the result

of [fright occasioned by] a cry, or shout. (TA.)

A state of confusion: so in the phrase,

[He fell into a state qfconfusion].
, .

(Mgh in art. _ y)

g ’ r 6 I I I

_ , ) A state of commotion, agitation, convul

sion, shaking, quahing, or quivering. (TA.)

9r;

,lq.) Lean, or emaciated, sheep or goats,

($,K,) and camels: (TA :) and a'

lean, or an emaciated, ewe,- ($,K;) or a weak

one, that has no marrow in her bones. (Az,

TA.) And lVeak men, and camels; ($,K;) and

so V applied to the latter, and to men as

meaning weak, without understanding, intellect,

or intelligence. (TA.) Hence, it is said of men

who have become weak by reason of travel, and

whose camels upon which they are riding have

also become weak,

* at; as gags; *1

[And they are weak men, and upon weak beasts].

($0

gig-2 The covert, or retreat, of a lion. (TA.)

A she-camel having a large hump: ($:)

or having a large, and shaking, quaking, or quiver
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ing, hump: IDrd says, in the Jm, They

assert it to mean having a shaking, quahing,

or quiver-ing, hump; but I know not what is its

true meaning. (TA.)

an epithet applied to that which is

9 rr)

[or In a state of commotion or agita

tion; or of convulsion, or violent motion; or

shahing, quahing, or quivering, or going to and
' r O r

no]; (s o [and so ' arm]

6 0

E292: see 342.72.7Als0 Sluver, or drivil:

(TA. [See, again, 2.9).”.D—And i. q. 2L0

v.3); [app. meaning The fluid of the gelatinous

sitbstance termed W}, prepared from fish (51).].

(TA.) ._ And Crumbled, or broken, bread, (4-95,)

made soft with grease, or gravy .- (TA :) and

7&5) [as its 11. un.] signifies a mess of such

bread so made soft,- ;) and

[signifies the same, or] a mess of subh

bread made soft and compact. = Also,

[said in the K and TA to be like J35, but in the

CK like [11%,] A certain plant.

1' fl

i.e.-)9) Remains of water in a watering-trough,

or tank, (S, K,) turbid, and mixed with mud ,

(S;) as also ‘éég: in a trad., in which it

occurs, accord. to one relation it is l but

is thepvord commonly known: accord. to

As, a is syn. with iii}: the pl. is bug}. (TA.)

_Also TVater mixed with. slaver, or drivel.

(TA.)—And Spittlc, or saliva, that has gone

forth from the mouth,- or flowing salira: (IS,

TA :) so in the saying,

[Verin such a one has much spittle, &c.: and

signifies nearly, or exactly, the same].

(TA.)—See also = Also A large com

pany, or troop, in war. (K.): And [an epithet

signifying] Devoid of understanding, intellect, or

intelligence: and devoid Qfgood: (TA:)

or the evil, bad, or corrupt, of mankind, in 21 pl.

sense: (Nh, TA :) or the low, base, rile, or mean,

of mankind, ‘or of the young thereof; or the

lowest, basest, or meanest, sort, or refuse, of man

kind, that have no understanding, intellect, or

intelligence; as also (Sh, TA :) or, in

a pl. sense, such as have no understanding, in

tellect, or intelligence, of' a people, or party.

(El-Kilabee, TA.)

5 4 0 I Q I O 1 2 r I I a

€l)-a_>)t see [Hence,] 4.91)..” A

woman, (S,) or girl, (A,) whose flesh, (S,) or

hinder pact, (0A,) quivers, or quakes; (S,A;)

[and so i " .195}, occurring in the A and TA

in art. warm] Titnd see

_And ;An army, or a troop,

agitated to and fro, (A, L) in its march, (L,)

scarcely moving onwards, (A, L,) by reason ofits

multitude: (L :) or as though agitated to and

fro, and not moving onwards, by reason qfits

multitude. (S.) _ See also _ Also A

certain medicine, (L, K,) well hnown.

[fem. of q. v..._Also, as a

subst.,] A mess of the hind offood called 5,36

4 e I

[q. v.]. (A.) = See also Keg-R), in two places.

’ I

_ 1) Having a confusion of voices, by reason of

the multitude of the people therein. (Aboo

Mopsa, TA in art.

see 4.

6 a”; 4,0.

.
{9).}; and its fem., with 8: see R), and

9 I D r

g5?)

L.»

4. Ely-)1 He postponed, put of, deferred, or

delayed, (181:, S, Mgh, Msb, K,) an afiiair, (181;,

S, Mgh, K,) and a person; (TA ;) as also [:9le

(13k, S, Mgh, Msb,K:) but the former is the

better: the inf. n. is 543;. (TA.) n is said in

the Kur [xxxiii. 51], accord. to different readings,

5;? or un.,-fl, meaning Thou

maycst put of whom thou wilt ofthem: addressed

peculiarly to the Prophet, exclusively of others of

his people. (Zj,TA.) [See also an ex. in the

Kur vii. 108 and xxvi. 35; and the various

readings mentioned by Bd in the former instance]

= She (a camel, S, K, and in like man

ner a pregnant female [of any kind], TA) was, or

became, near to bringing forth; as also

(S, AA says the former. = And liq-)1

ID: (a hunter or sportsman) was unsuccessful,

getting no game; as also 50,-le (K, TA 2) or you

say, $2.2M Lyl, (TA in art. ’99,) and w)l

3.2.231. (K in that art.)

5

9'0)

liq-)4 [pass part. n. of 4]. It is said in the Kur

[ix. 107], (S,K,) as some read, (S,) 033.153,

dill (avg-:4; (S, K,) or, as othch read,

10'0)

0,9,4, (S,) meaning [And others are] delayed

[for the execution of the decree of God,] until

God shall cause to betide them what He willeth.

($, K)

1 Ir 5 1

[act. part. 11. of liq-3!], K,) and

a , g '

[act. part. n. of wsl], (S, [in which, however, it

is not clearly shown whether the author means

that this corresponds to C‘s-)4 or that it is a rel.

, .
U 0 J

n. corresponding to L559”, the former being cer

’ ' ll

tainly the case,]) or not thus, but “9;, (K,) so

some say, (TA,) but this is a rel. 11. like

(IB, TA,) A man who is one of[the sect called]

V (S, K) and without teshdced to

the L5, accord. to J, Zspl, with teshdeed,

(lB,) but this is incorrectfunless as meaning

those who are called in relation to the for

otherwise a is not allowable. (IB,TA:) The

sect called the 7 [and are [A sect of

Illuslim antinomidnsfl a sect, of llIuslims who

assert thatfaith consists in words with

out worhs; as though they postponed works to

words; asserting that they do not pray nor

fast, their faith will save them: (TA:) a sect

n-ho assert that disobedience, with faith, does not

injure; and that obedience, with disbelief, does

not profit: (KT:) or a sect who do not pronounce

judgment upon any one for aught in the present

life, but defer judgment to the day afresurrec

tion: (Mgh:) those who decide not, against the

committers ofgreat sins, aught as to pardon or

punishment,- deferring the judgment respecting

such sins to the day of resurrection. (Mgh in

art. is also applied to a she

camel, and a pregnant female [of any kind], as

meaning Near to bringing forth; and so

(TA.) '

J!
'5

rug-pl: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

3'! J J a a ,

my)» Jae (s, IB) and Us} (1B) A man

called in relation to the (S, IB) 0|

(IB.)

5"?)

1. .',..,.,, aor. =, (K,) ian n. (TA,) In

(a man; TA) was frightened, or afraid, (K,)

13.. [at, or of, him or it]. (TK.)—And also,

(K,) aor. and inf. n. as above; (TA;) and

aor. 1, (K,) inf. n. (TK;) IL: was

ashamed, or bashful, or shy, (K,) [with re

spect to him or it]. A, K,)

aor. 1 , inf. n. (A,) Heifoared him or

it: (A :) or he revered him, cenerated him,

regarded him. with awe, and honoured him, or

magnified him,- (S, K;) namely, a man; [and in

like manner, it; see ;] as also (K,)

aor. 3, (TA,) inf. n. and and

lid). (K.) inf-n- und (TA;)

and vdqgfl: or '19:), (Mgh,) inf. n.

signifies [simply] he honoured him, or ning

nified him. (Sf Msb.) You say, w) asks.)

up [I entitled, and he welcomed me

with the greeting qfl-p-r, and treated me with

honour]. And a poet says,

osroL ’ a. s-oi

* 4,9,1, up) MI ‘

i. c. [I praise my Lord withfear,] and magnify

Him. (TA.):éé-j said of a branch, or twig,

It cameforth singly. [Perhaps from

as the name of a month which is called “ Rejeh

the separate.”])=a.;; is like

ail, i. c. He rest-iled’hirn with a foul, or an

evil, saying. (Abu-l-’Omeythil, TA.)

2: see 1, in three places. _ Hence, (S,)

signifies also The sacrificing a victim, or victims,

in the month of Rejcb : (S, K :) for the [pagan]

Arabs used to slaughter animals as sacrifices in

that month. (TA.) _The days of the said sacrifice

were called and the victim was called

(s, TA)’ and (TA.)_%};..E.u .,..;,,

(Mgh,) inf. n. (S,) IIe propped up the

tree, because of the’abundance of its fruit, lest its

branches should breah; (S, Msb;) sometimes by

building a wall, for it to rest upon, becausqqf its

weakness: (S :) or signifies the

building, at the foot ’gfa palm-drea, a structure

of the hind called gig->3, which is termed

for it to rest upon, (K,TA,) because of its

leaning, and its being valuable to him, and being

weak: (TA:) or the propping up a valuable

palm-tree, when it is feared that it will fall,

130'
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because of its tal/ness and the abundance of its

fruit, by means of a structure of stones: and

also the putting thorns round a palm-tree, lest

any one should climb it, and pluck its fruit:

(T, TA :) or [in the CK “and”] the attaching

the racemes of a palm-tree to its branches, bind

ing them with palm-leaves, lest the wind should

shahe off the fruit: (K,TA:) or the putting

thorns round the racemes of a palm-tree, Zest

anyone should be able to tohe and eat them:

(K,*'1‘A:) and hence the saying cited below,

in; a, 01":

voce (K.) You say [also],,,.\=‘-J £953

meaning [Their palm-trees became

laden, or heavily laden, with fruit,] and they

consequently propped them up. (A. [But the

Verb, here, may perhaps be mistranscribed; for

the verb commonly known in this sense is not

mentioned in the copy of the A from which this

is taken.]) Seliimeh Ibn-Jcndel says, describing

some horses,

5.J ’9; a, 42 i ‘

IQLL-‘angbaii
ii

0’

arr-713

meaning As though their necks were propped

palm-trees : or, as some say, the stones on which

the victims slain in Rejcb are sacrificed. (TA.)

3 ' J 0

__195: gag-)3 The disposing evenly the shoots

ofa grape-cine, and putting it in its [appropriate]

places, (K, TA,) by means ofprops. (TA.)

4: see 1: =and see also 2.

[8. W3)! is said by Freytag, as on the au

thority of Meyd, to signify He filled with reve

rence; n'as reverend]

The part between the rib and the U23 [or

sternum]. _ See also

5 a

Lat-g: sec

One ofthe [Arabian] months,- (Mgh,)

[namely, the seventh thereof;] so called because

of the honour in which it was held in the Time of

Ignorance, A,’* IQ“) inasmuch as war, or

fighting, during it was held unlawful: :) in a

trad., (TA,) it is called Q4, [Rejeb of

Jluglar], because Mudar most honoured it: ($,

TA:) and it is further distinguished as being

between and canal, to show that what

is meant by it is not what the [pagan] Arabs

called *9) according to the computation founded

upon postponement; for they used to postpone

it from month to month: (TA :) [it is also called
’0’ ire

,y‘dl vi?- Rtjeb the separate; because it is the

only sacred month that is not preceded 'iior'fol

lowed by another sacred month ; the other sacred

months being 24.1," and Sfil ,3 and ,3

ail-23:] the pl. is Q..jS (s,1§1i_ih,K)and {,7}?

and [all pls. of pauc.] (Msb) apd

and out, and out, (Mgb,K) and __..,.f., [in

rather this last is a quasi-pl. n.] (TA) and [pl.

pl.] 5,3,? [pl. of $425] and (~75? [pl. of

ngi]. (Mgh.) The dual, 9%, ($,Mnh,) ni

ggjn, (A,) ’[r/ni two neat] is applied to [the

two months] v...) and (Juli, (s, A, Mgh,) by

the attribution of predominance to the former.

(Mgh.) = See also

2:, A thing by means of which a tree is

propped up, because of the abundance of its

fruit, lest its branches should breah : sometimes

it is a wall built for it to rest upon, because of its

weakness: (S :) a wall, or the like, built round a

palm-tree, for it to rest upon, because of its

heaviness or its weakness: (Mgh in art. ,f and

(5)“) a hind of wide bench of stone or brick

built at thefoot ofa palm-trec,for it to

rest upon, TA,) because of its leaning, and

being valuable to its owner, and being weak:

(TA:) accord. to As, a structure of rock with

which a palm-tree is supported by means offorhed

pieces of wood: (TA:) it is also called

(1gl and TA in new.” i) n1. (5.) [$662.]

._ Also A structure by means of which K)

the wolf do" (5,) or objects of the chase, (K,)

are caught: (S, apiece offiesh-mcat is put

in it, and tied with a small cord,- and when the

beast pulls it, the 2.9-) falls upon him.

See also

A victim, (Mgh, TA,) [i. e.] a sheep or

goat,'(Msb,) which the Arabs used to sacrifice,

(Mgh, Msb, TA,) in the Time of Ignorance, to

their gods (Msb) in Rejeb, (Mgh,Msb,TA,)

the month thus called: (TA 2) the doing of which

is forbidden: (Msbz) it was abrogated by the

ordinance ofthe (Mgh.) See 2.

13 a)

35-99 A palm-tree having a to

suppdrt it; ($,"M_gh in art. ,f and we, and

K*;) as also each an extr. rel. n., (K,

TA,) and the latter the more so. (TA.)

One who honours his lord, chief, or

master. (AA, TA.)

sing. of ($,K;) or, accord. to

Kr, the sing. of this latter is [also men

tioned as a sing. in the K]; but the correct

ness of this is doubted: (TA :) the erg-l” are

The finger-joints that are next to the ends of

thefingers : (S, K 2) next to these are the

uni->1' :

, 2

($:) or thejoints of the lowest parts (dwt) of

thefingers: [by which is meant the same as

15

then, the 8L5], which are next to the

by the former explanation, accord. to the TA;

though this seems to be more than doubtful

or the inner sides of those joints : or the bones of

the fingers: or the finger-joints: (A,K:)

or the backs of the [generally meaning

the phalanges of thefingers]: or the parts of the

between the ;) which last

word [commonly signifies the hnuchles, and] is

explained by IAar as signifying the wrinkled

parts at the joints of the fingers; whereof each

finger has three, except the thumb: or the

erg-l” are the parts, of the inner sides, between

thefinger-joints: or [the knuckles next the meta

carpal bones; i. e.] the parts that protuberate at

the roots of thefingers when the hand is clinched.

(TA.) [See also and 85.] _.The

of a bird is The toe that is next to the gal;

[01" back toe], on the outer side of each fobt.

(Lth, TA.) _.,t;...n .35; The veins (55$)

of the passages of the voice ofthe ass. (IAar,

The [i. e. bowels, or intestines, into

which thefood passesfrom the stomach] : (As, $,

K:) it has no pl. ($,K) known to A’Obeyd:

(si) or its sing. is 1.14.}, (Kr, 1;) or 1.1;},

or V :(ot-g. (Ibn-Hamdaweyh.)

_ [lanai/red, or magnified: ($:) or

revered, venerated, regarded with awe, and

honoured, or magnified; (A;) as also

($.)_The saying of Hobab lbn-El-Mundhir

#pt means I out their propped

little palm-tree loaded with fruit,- (Sf TA.;)

i. e. I have a family that will aid and defend me:

so accord. to Yaakoob: or, as some say, I am

their honoured little palm-tree &c. (TA. [See 2.])

[It is part ofa prov., for which see

9 )0,

9,497.0: see the next preceding paragraph.

c”
1. aor. ' and i (Msb, TA) and 7 , (TA,)

inf. n. e”; (Mai, TA) and 0‘; and 5&3,

(TA,) or this last is a simple subst., (Mgh,) It

(a. thing) exceeded another thing in weight;

outweighed; preponderated. (Msb,TA.‘) And

ow ‘c-i-g, aor- : ($iAth1biK) and i (s.

Msb, K, but omitted in some copies of the $)

and (s. K.) inf- n- 5;; (s. A. K) and 5,;3.

(K,) [but see what is said of the former above,]

The balance inclined; ($,Msb,l_(;) i.e. the

scale, of the balance, in which was the thing

weighed was heavier than the other; (Mgh,) as

alsoavgcéa'i: (MAJ And 3 i

[sp'jl UL: [One of the two ’sgalfi ,outwfighed

the other]. (A.)—[Hence,] Ulr- aol Cg.)

)égl I[One of his two sayings outweighed the

bther; surpassed, excelled, was preferable to, or

ofmore force or validity than, the other]. (A.)

_ And 1&3.“ I The thing was, or became,

heavy. (TA in art. 03+) [q. v.].) _ [Hence,]

a I ‘ ’ IHe was, or became, heat-y,

[i. e. dull, torpid, or dron-sy,] not light, [i. e. not

lively or sprightly,] in his sitting-place. (TA.)

= Itis also used transitively: one says,

[I outweighed him]. (Msb.)_ [Hence,]

1- He surpassed him in gravity, staidness, sedate

ness, and forbearance, or clemency; was, or be

came, more grave, staid, sedate, andforbearing, or

clement, (ij, s,1_<, TA, and Ali, TA,) than

($,K,TA.) So in the saying, 1235 Gigi

+[We vied with a people, or party,

and surpassed them in gravity, &c_]. (TA.)

And +[I vied with him in

gravity, &c., and surpassed him therein]. ($, K,

TA.)_You say also, 9.3;“: Epl He

weighed the thing with his hand, trying what

was its weight: (TA :) or so alone.

2. 3!; L51; lib Y) He made this to out

lt'eigh. that. (MA) _ [Hence,] 1:53." 6;, i 11..»
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held, or pronounced, [and it made,] the thing [to

outweigh, as meaning] to be more, or most, excel

lent or preferable, and of more, or most, force or

validity. (Mgh.) ._ See also 4. = And see 5.

J] D v 0: J) O 4 I

3. 423.9,: " . i): see 1.

4. _ )1 He made the balance to incline,

the scale in which. was the thing weighed being

heavier than the other. (Msb, TA.) _ And

lung-j, (Mgh,) or I! _)1, A,* He gave

him preponderati-ng weight,- A,* Msb, ;) as

also a v ' s A’K inf. n. ‘ "i s.
C’”...('.’ .3. 9) P?” (- )

One says, Cay-)5 a;ij l3] [When thou weighest,

give preponderating weight]. (A.)

5. C-LJ: see 1, second sentence. __ Also i. q.

[It moved to andfro; dangled ,- was, or be

came, in a state ofmotion or commotion; said of a

thing hanging in the air,&c.; and so 'fij].

You say, 'iL-éj'jl The seesaw inclined,

[or moved up and down,] a9, i.e.,

(TA,),itiat, [with the bog], (s, TA,j hr

[with the two boys]. (A. [There mentioned as

tropical; but why, I see noL]) And if)!

11¢: (a boy, TA) inclined, [or moved up and

down,] upon a seesaw, TA,) and [moved to

andfro] upon a rope, or swing. (TA.) And

'mj) Her posteriors moved to and

fro: :) and V $915; IIer poste

riors move to and fro upon her; said of a girl

whose posteriors are heavy. (Az, TA.) And

a??? l “#5)! and The camels had a

quivering [or vacillating] motion in going along

with short steps. And

L”? )L.’ f [Deserts, or waterless deserts, seem»

ing] as though they bandied him who journeyed

therein to the right and left. (TA.) __ [Hence,]

ro~
: _Fl'b u .

between two things; (A in art.

' :l +IIe wavered, or vacillated,

C5), and TA,)

[and so its-y, for] W is like

(TA in art. bis...) And Us

“gill i. g. I[app. meaning He inclined,

in the saying, now this way and now that].

(A, TA.)

8: see the next preceding paragraph, in five

' places.

10. w! .12“! fHe held the benefit, or

favour, &c., to be a thing of weight, or import
,I , r

ance; contr. (A in art.

an inf. n. of 1: ($, A, K, TA:) or a

simple subst., signifying Excess in weight; pre

ponderance. (Mgh.)

94,

i A

unit

A) and ' &‘3; applied to a

woman, A, IIIeavy in the posteriors,‘

(TA;) large therein: pl. [of the former

accord. to rule, and perhaps of the latter also,]

:9), ($,K,) [and of the latter accord. to rule,

and perhaps of the former also, 9 and of the

latter also gig, for] you say

and {[women heavy, or large, in

the posteriors]. _ or

'3, (A,) IArmics, or troops, marching heavily

by reason of numbers, or dragging along the

apparatus of war, heavily laden.

ééj, or (A,) I[Large bowls] filled

with 4.25 [or crumbled bread moistened with

broth] and with flesh-meat: or correctly,

as in the T, filled with fresh butter and flesh

meat. (TA.) _ g and g [the latter,

thus in the TA, perhaps n. pl. of i _13, like as

is of Jjbi, but more probably, I think, a mis

transcriptidn for 1A people, or party, for

bear-ing, or element; or grave, sedate, or calm;

(TA ;) as also 7 (K, TA) and l ;

9'0

ofwhich latter two pls., the sings. are l and

'éék; or, acsprd. to some, these pls. have no

proper sings.: IL.- [“ forbearance” &c.] is de

scribed by the term 3.53, like as its contr.

is described by the ternis and (TA.)

You sa alsolJAJl ' lJnlujaa S or

y a, of cf)" 5’ .

IL." (A) {[11 people, or party, grave

in forbearance or clemency, or of much gravity,

or sedateness, or calmness, so as not to be excited
I 9 OU

to lightness of department: see C-q-l) er,

below.]

I Forbearance, or clemency; or gravity,

sedateness, or calmness. (TA.) One says,

Us; L14} I[In 1n..- want}

is gravity, and in his natural disposition is

gentleness].

9‘ r)

big-)2 see what next follows.

and liéiaj-S, (TA, as from the K,

but omitted in some copies of the latter,) the

latter word without tcshdeed, mentioned by

IDrst., (TA,) A swing of rope; a rope sus

pended, TA,) in, or upon, which one goes to

and fro; (TA ;) it is ridden by a boy:

' J

thought by MF to be what is called Zia-’9)“

he holding this last also to mean the rope [above

mentioned] ; but no other says this except IDrst.

(TA.)

' :l; Outn'eighing, or preponderating; or

heavy,- or of full weight; syn. éjls. (TA.)

You say, [IIe gave hini. preponde

rating, or full, weight]. (5, K.)_See also

_ [’r Oatweighing, preponderating, or pre

ponderant, as meaning surpassing, excelling, or

preferable, or ofmore force or validity ,' applied

to a saying and the like: of frequent occurrence

in this sense.]_One says also, a 31>,

meaning ’r Forbearance, or clemency, oi' gravity,

sedateness, or calmness, that weighs down the

person in whom it eccists so that nothing renders

kiln: light [in department]. (TA.) And

Jidl _ l) {[A man grave in respect of in

land]. (A.)

/ I A! f I 4

3.”) (s, Msb,I_(, &c.) and 13.»), both

signify the same, (high, K, TA,) but the latter is

disapproved by the author of the “ Béri' ;” (Msb,

TA ;) A seesaw; i. e. a piece of wood [or a

plank] the middle of which is placed upon a heap

of earth or the lihe, then a boy sits upon one end

ofit and another boy upon its other end, (Msb,

TA,) and it moves up and down with them:

thus explained in the ’Eyn and its Abridgment,

and in the Jami’ of Kz, and thus Th says on the

authority of IAar: (TA:) [accord to the CK

and some MS. copies of the K, these two words

signify the same as but accord. to other

copies of the K, and the TA, the meaning of this

last word is difi'erent from that of the two pre

ceding words’; see also :] the pl. of the

first is Cari)! (Msb) [and that of the second,

accord. to rule, See 5.

pl. of (Msb.)._ [Hence,]

I Deserts, or waterless deserts : (A, :) as though

they bandied the travellers therein to the right

and left. (TA.)—_And {The quivering [or

vacillating] motions of camels: (A, TA:) or the

quivering [or vacillating] motion of camels in

going along with short steps: (K, TA:) Abu-l

Hasan understands not how a pl. word can be

thus explained by a sing. word: (TA: [but an

inf. n., such as is here used, is often used in ex

planation ofa sing. and ofa. dual and ofa pl.])

: see

see _Also sing. of

9"

c‘rr

(TA,) which signifies I Camels having a quivering

[or vacillating] motion in going along with short

steps : (K :) the sing. is applied to the female,

without 3, and to the male. (TA.)

Outweighed, or preponderated, in the

proper sense: _and also as meaning Jrsnrpassed,

or excelled, and particularly in force, or validity ,

applied to a saying and the like : of frequent

occurrence in this tropical sense]

Ir ’0' s, so!

Zia-’99.»: see 3...”)1.

’ _ _ 1;; IPalm-trees heavily laden with fruit :

gs,

see Clad.

(A, K:) [because they are moved to and fro by

the wind] _ [Also pl. of ag,;};.]_And pl.

of expl. above. (TA.) See also in

two places.

Owe)

Q. 4. It (a thing, $) inclined, bent, or

declined. ($, K.) Hence the prov.,

4r 5'Mr fl ’

* to tsp use. 5.43%; *

(S, Meyd,) or or accord. to diffe

rent readings, the last being formed by transposi

tion from the second, (Meyd,) i. e. When he (a

man, Meyd) inclines, ($, Meyd,) orfalls, (Meyd,)

raising his legs, then hold thou back [thine arm,

or thy hand,] from him; meaning, when he be

comes lowly, humble, or submissive, to thee, hold

thou back from him: ($, Meydz) or it is said to

a man fighting with another, and means when

thou overcomest him, and he lies on his side, and
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falls, and raises his legs, then hold thou back

thine arm, or thy hand, from him: (TA in art.

gag-J, in explanation of the second reading:)

[or when he is prostrated, and stretched upon the

ground: for,] accord. to As, a»)! and any)!

signify he was prostrated, and stretched upon

the ground. (TA in art. And you say,

a” ’0’ .v
..

0...,3 Jag _ng-Il at")! The clouds became

heavy, and inclined [downwards], after being high.

(TA.)—Also It (a. thing, fell at once. (S,

K.) _ And It (a thing, shook; guivered; or

was, or became, in a state of commotion. ($,

_And Q51:ng i.q. [i.e. The mirage

became upraised, withdrawn, or removed].

[part. n. of the verb above]. You say,

Lil. us, I am wavering, or

vacillating, and inclining, in this afl'air. (TA.)

And A fat woman, who, when 'sLhe

walks, bends in her gait. (TA.) And Uig

2.9;}; A heavy army. (5,19) And

A heavy round cloud. ($,* K,‘ and A

_). [In the and K, only the latter

word is explained; though the meaning of the

I 0 J 9’former (i. e. $3.3M LEI-Q, as in the A,) is

plainly indicated in the by a verse there cited.])

And ' Sacha one is in an

ample: abundant, state qf worldly prosperity.

3 e a: ’0'

(TA.) And MyJg Heavy, wide-spreading,

night. (TA.)

The author of the K follows ISd and J and

A2 in regarding the Q in this case as radical:

but IAth says that some hold it to be augmenta

at!- s 0 u

tive; and the derlvatlon to be from £83." _J,

meaning “the thing was, or became, heavy.”

(TA.)

in art.

at

¢

Pr)

1. ,5, [aor. 1,] (5,) inf. n.,]-'7, (TA,) He

(a camel) had the disease termed)9) [expl. below].

(s) =34}. (s, Ma. K,) m 1, (Mgh, TA,)

inf. n. (TA,) He said, spohe, uttered}, or

recited, poetry, or verse, of the metre termedJ's”;

[see this word below;] he spoke in verse of that

metre; he poetized, 0r versified, in that metre;

as also Ugo"); ($,* Msb, K,* TA ;) and in like

manner 'kj, he composed verses of that metre.

(Ibn-Buzurj, L in art. M3.) You say also,

He recited to him [so in more than

oile MS. copy of the K, and in the TA, but in the

CK without the allixed pronoun, which is

probably wrong,]) a poem of that metre; as also

v (1;, TA,) inf. (TA.) And 1);. ~

He urged, or excited, his camels by singing k),

or his so accord. to different copies of the

1;. (TA.)—[Hence,] ’3" .11.}, inf. 11.13;},

rThe wind was continuous, or lasting. (TA.)

And 3.2;" lh-ij IT/le thunder made uninter

rupted sounds, like the recitation of the

(A, TA:) or, as also 7);.)3, made a souild:

or made consecutive sounds. (TA.) And

g! {[The sea makes a continuous

sound, or murmuring, with its waves]; as also

(A, TA.) [And hence, perhaps,] 'j-j-y"

mat—:1! IThe clouds moved slowly by reason of

the abundance of their water. (K, TA.) [See

also 6.]

2. 8;): see 1.

3. [He recited verses, 0r poetry, of

the metre termed with his companion : or vied

with him in doing so : see 6].

4: see 1.

5: see 1, in four places.

.. 913:»: i- A” new. (A, K.) and

who, (TA,) i.e. They recited verses, or poetry,

of the metre termed one with another : :)

[or vied, one with another, in doing so.] _

[Hence,] ngill 1[The clouds combined,

one with another, in uninterrupted thundering].

(A.) [See also 1.]

8: see 1, in three places.

see the next paragraph, in four places.

'10

jg.) properly signifies Commotion, agitation, or

convulsion; and consecutiveness of motions. (TA.)

_Hence, (TA,) Punishment (Aboo-Is-hak, $,

Mgh, Msb, K) [like 34,] that agitates by its

vehemence, and occasions' vehement consecutive

cormmotions; (Aboo-Is-hl’lk, Mgh,‘ TA ;) as also

51;}, (K:) so in the Kur vii. 131; (Aboo

Is-hék;) and in ii. 56, and vii. 162, and nix. 33.

_ Conduct that leads to punishment: so,

accord. to some, in the Kur lxxiv. 5; ,(TA;)

where some read and others 'jé-pl: (S,

TA:) l the latter is also expl. as signifying sin:

(TA:) and both, uncleanness; or 'filth:

so in that instance: like $4.): (S:) and poly

theism; or the associating of another, or others,

with the true God .' (K, TA :) so, accord to some,

in that instance: because he who worships what

is not God is in doubt respecting his case, and

unsettled in his belief: (TA :) and the worship

ofidols: (K:) so, accord. to some, in the same

instance: (TA 2) or the meaning there is an idol:

(Mujahid, $:) or 'the latter word signifies a

certain idol; being the name thereof: (Katadeh,

TA :) and the devil: and his suggestions. (TA.)

_. Also Plaguc,-or pestilence; syn.

(Mgh)

l, r

k) A certain disease which attacks camels, in

the rump; (S, K ;) so that when a she-camel

rises, or is roused, her thighs tremble for a while,

and then stretch out: ($ :) or it is when there is

a convulsive motion in the hind leg or the thighs

of a camel, when he desires to stand up, or rises,

or is roused, fora while, and then a stretching

out of the same. (TA.)=Hence, (SQ is

the name of A certain species [or kind] of verse

or poetry; A,K;) a species [or hind] of the

metres ofverse ; (Msb ;) consisting ofthe measure

[primarily] six times: :) a metre

easy to the ear and impressive to the mind;

wherefore it may be reduced to a single hemi

stich, and also to two feet instead of six: (TA :)

so called because it commences with a motion

and a. quiescence, [i. e., a movent and a quiescent

letter,] followed by a motion and a quiescence;

and so in the other feet; resembling the in a

she-camel, which consists in her quivering and

then being quiet: (TA:) or because of the con

tractedness of its feet, and the fewness of its

letters: ($, K:) or because it is [characterized

by] ”i'; without [lit. breasts without

rumps; for, as the two hemistichs generally rhyme

with each other, the verse seems as though it had

nojéi ; i. e., as though its last foot should rather

be called 93,}, like the last of the first hemi

sticb, than (TA:) Akh once said,

with the Alabs, is whatever consists of threefeet ,

and it is that [kind of verse] which they sing in

their work, and in driving their camels: [see

last sentence :] ISd says that certain of

those in whom he placed confidence related this

on the authority of Kh. (TA.) Some say that it

is not verse, or poetry, but a kind of rhyming

prose ; but Kh held it to be true verse, or poetry :

so in the M: but in the '1‘ it is said [as in the K]

that Kh asserted it to be not poetry, but halves

or thirds of verses: one of his reasons for this

assertion [the only one that seems to have had

much weight with the Muslims] is, that M0»

hammad once said,

* ~ralso"“3.3.3556 * ééé'dérbtlil *

[which is an instance of a species of mean

ing, “ I am the Prophet: it is no lie: I am the

son of ’Abd-el-Muttalib”]: and were this verse,

he would not have said it, as is shown by what is

said in the Kur., xxxvi. 69: but on this point,

Akh has contended against him. (TA.)

9,,

311,.) A certain vehicle for women, (Sf TA,)

a thing smaller than the ($, K, TA :) pl.

(TA. :) or a [garment of the hind called]

Ls, ($,K,TA,) in which is a stone, (13,11,

[in the CK a white stone,]) or in which. are put

stones, and which is suspended to one of the

two sides of the J), to balance it, when it

inclines: (S, TA 2) so called because of its com

motion: (TA :) or a thing consisting of a

pillow and skins, or hides, put in one qf its two

sides for that purpose, and called (jg)! i314):

(T, TA =) or hair, (15,) or red Ila-ii, (TA,) or

wool, suspended to the E)», (K, TA,) for orna

ment: pl.}5lé-;, said to occur in a verse of Esh

Shemmakhi but accord. to As, this is a mistake

forjsgj. [pl. of}, q. v.]. (TA.)

Ii! 0— :l/ c a

gig- and S‘lq. : see '_1 ' the latter, in two

1 1 J J 2?), _ ,

places.

I r

One who utters, or recites, poetry, or verse,

, , .

of the metre termed k) ; who speahs in verse of

that metre; who poetizes, or vars-(fies, in that

I i r

'1‘?)

[which signifies one who does so 'much], and

0 40)

metre: and 1n like manner, 1H”, and

[one who does so very much]. (TA.)

El-’Ajjilj has been placed the highest in rank as

ajq-t). (Mz,49th [His son, Ru-beh, seems
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to occupy nearly an equal place. Each of them

composed a complete deewén of _ [Hence,]

'5‘; fig; {[A cloud thundering much, or

uninte‘lwptedly]. (A, TA.) And v3.23};

and 'gé-Jib, IRain accompanied by thunder.

(TA.)

J ,rfl

)éjlflA’camel having the disease termed jg):

fem. 159-): ($, the latter is explained as

signifying weak in the rump, that does not move

from her place unless after twice or thrice rising

from the place where she lay : and that does not

rise, when she desires to do so, unless after rehe

ment trembling. (TA.) _ [Hence,]

said of the wind (c.3210, T Verin it is continuous,

or lasting. (TA.) And )Lifll IA great,

heavy cooking-pot. (TA.), ’

I, 10Z a r e

5),) A. poem of the metre termed)”: (Msb,

J a?

K =) Pu.th- (A, Is)

I '01

FF‘ . .

h n, ' see)?!” the former, in two places.

a». l
v.:)

1. 11.31 (s, A, K,) 801'. 1, (s) inf. n.
90

9.93, ($, A,) The sky thundered vehemently, (S,

A, K,) and became in a state of commotion

($, K) preparatory to rain ,- (TA ;) as also

'w,'- (s, A, TA-J -3-.¢;;n Q43, (K.)

int'. n. as above, (A, TA,) The camel brayed:

(K :) or made a vehement noise in braying.

(A,“ TA.) _... And inf. n. as above and

and It (a confused and great thing,

such as an army, and a torrent, and thunder,)

made a. sound or noise; as also 'WJJL (TA:

[but in this sense, only the int: us. are mentioned,

and is robably an inf. n. ofun.])

inf. n. (TA,) He measured [the depth

of] the water of a well with the (Kf

TA ;) as also ' u-q-j, inf. n. (TA.)

=55! aor. 1 and = , (O, K,) inf. n.

3.4.3, (0, TA,) He hindered, withheld, or pre—

vented, himfrom doing the thing.

aor. = , ipt'. n. (Msb ;) and aor. -’ ,

inf. 11. 21.141}; (A, Msb, TA ;) It (a thing) was,

or became, unclean, dirty, or filthy: (A, Msb,

TA :) or stinking: or disliked, or hated, for its

uncleanness, dirtiness, or filthiness. (Mgh.) _.

And both these verbs, (K,) inf. n. of the former,

(TA,) and ot' the latter, (K,) as above, (K, TA,)

JIe did a bad, an evil, an abominable, or a foul,

action. TA.)

4: see 1.

8. 9-9.3)l : see 1, in two places. __ Also It (a

building) became in a state of commotion, (K,

TA,) :50 as to make a sound, or noise. (TA.)

Jot-g Uncleanness, dirt, orfilth : or an unclean,

a dirty, or afilthy, thing: syn. )J-iz ($, A,

Msb, 1;, TA: [in the 0K, 333:! is put by mis

take for :3illz]) or 2‘ 2 : (TA:) anything

that is disliked, or hated, for its uncleanncss,

dirtiness, or filthiness: stink, or foul odour:

accord. to Az, filth that comes forth from the

body of a man: Eu-Nakkzish says that it is syn.

with ; and it is and in the Bari’ that some

times they say ill-g“, meaning that

they make these two words syn.: (Msb2) it is

also written and 'é3: (A, you

9

say (L;), and and IDrd says,

.zt I

I think that they also said 9.49.5 Fr says

that when v.9.) is followed by W3, the E. is

with kesr; but when v.9.) is mentioned without

9-9.), the E and Q are with fet-h. (TA.) You

say also [Li-4 2:55 [An unclean, a dirty, or_a

filthy, thing]. (A.) And Val-,3 I;

meaning, A. company [of unbelievers

passed by us. (IAar and TA.) As used in the

Liar vi. 1‘25, Mujtihid explains as mean

ing That in which is no good. (TA.) ._ Any

action that is disliked, or hated, for its unclean

ness, dirtiness, or filthiness: (Zj, A, a sin,

or crime: (Ibn-El-Kelbee, A, K:) so in the

Kur v. 9'2, and vi. 146: (Ibn-El-Kelbee :) an

action that leads to punishment: (T, A, as

’0'

v...) signifies “vehemence of sound,” [see 1,]

(3;) seems to mean an action the mention

whereof is evil, and highly evil: (TA :) some

times it signifies a thing that is unlawful, or

forbidden : and unbelief; infidelity : (L :) and

doubt: (Aboo-Jaat'ar, A, K:) so in the Kur

xxxiii. 33. (Aboo-Jaat'ar.) ._ 1r Punishment,

(Fr, T, $, A, K;) a sense which Z makes tro

pical, as being the recompense of v.4) [in the

sense of “ sin ”], (TA;) and anger: (Fr, $, A,

K:) so in the Kur x. 100: like inf-2, which is

perhaps formed from it by the change ot'v» into

)2 (Fr,$:) and sometimes, malediction, or eme

cration. =-.. A light, or slight, motion.

(TA.) = Suggestion of the devil. (TA.)

9',

W): a o _

, see a»,) ; the latter, in two places.
hi?) i r

I J I 9

f ' } see v.91) ; the latter, in three places.

wie-fi

Q I 9 '0) 9 i f

and ' u-Q-J)‘ (A, and l 9"?)

(S, A, A cloud making a loud, or rehe—

ment, sound,- A, K, TA ;) and so thunder.

(TA.) You say, [of a cloud,] lib

This is a goodly thunderer. And

Jags 8.}st Jag.ng [The loud

thundering clouds and the dust-spreading winds

filmed the traces of the dwellings]. _ [And

in like manner,] ' and V and

A camel that brays vehemently.

($, K,"TA.) You say also 023;.“ "11;;

[f'em. of Vémj-SlJ A she-camel that utters the

[yearning cry termed] consecutively, or con

tinuously. (IAar, TA.)._ [And hence,] VQQQi

The sea : :) because of the sound of' its waves;

or because of' its commotion. (TA.)

also signifies The thrower ofthe ;)

and so (TA.) '

s r 05 _ p, a, o a

want; and HS fem. 3...”: sec

9 D)

a”:

Q!)

0"?)1"

0 r

see Wl), last sentence.

O r

see

A stone which is tied to the end of a

rope, and which is then let down into a well, and

stirs up its blach mud, after which the water is

drawn forth, and thus the well is cleansed: ($,

K :‘) or a stone which is thrown into a well in

order that one may know, by the sound thereof,

its depth; or that one may know whether there

be in it water or not: (IAar, or, accord..to

ISd, the name by which this is known is val)”.

(TA.) '

isoellili 010,

90”” 43] and Us”). do.) [are phrases

mentioned, but not explained, in the TQA° : but I

think that Jq.) is a mistranscription for)9); and

that 94,”, in each case, is a corroborative].

“£13; A; and v L’s,

(TA,) They are in a state of confusion A,

and perturbation, (A,) in respect of

their afair, 0r case. 1

'4 ,9,

ib.-1,9”! see what next precedes.

9 '01 I r

My»: see

(S. Ms», K) and .,”-+35 (AA, sgh. Mo,

K) [The narcissus;] a centa’in sweet-smelling

flower, (Mgh} TA,) well known : (Msb, K :)

the smell of which is beneficial for the cold

rheum and the cold headache : (K:) the word

is arabicized, Msb, TA,) from [the Per

sian] (TA :) [this being the case, the 0

should be regarded as radical: it is said, how

ever, that] the Q in is augmentatize,

because there is no word of the measure M,

but there is of the measure ($,) thouigh

only what is changed, in application, train, a

verb: (Msb :) but wig-)5 is of the measure t)Las’;

(TA ;) or it is of the measure 31.23, the augmen

tative letter being made to accord in its vowel

with the radical letter in and that in

&c.: (Msb :) or, accord. to IDrd, is of the

measure Jig, and the only instance of that

measure. in art. If you name a

man you make it imperfectly decl., because

it is like 1023. as.) but if you name him

83.}, it is perfectly decl., because it is of the

measure (TA) [or 31.35, neither of which

is the measure of a verb]. _SJGQI see
901 p)

w“)

c?)

1. aor. ; , inf. n. Msb,l_(, 8m.)

and (M, Msb,) but the former is that which

commonly obtains and is agreeable with analogy

as int. n. of the intrans. v., and the latter as inf. n.

ofthe trans. v., (MF,TA,) and ($,Msb,

K, &c.,) which is anomalous, because inf. ns. [of

this kind] of verbs of the measure having the
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aor. of the measure are [by rule] only with

fet-h [to the medial radical], (s,1_<,) and Fug-)4,

which is in like manner anomalous, (K,) and

[$35, Msb, [not ps’ip the Lexicons

of Golius and Freytag,] and Quip), (K,) He

returned,- he went, or came, back [to the same

place, or person, or +state, or Toccupation, or

+action, or Jrsaying, &.c.]; reported; cont’r. ’0]:

iris; (IsuMaa i-q- app (K0 6,»)

signifies the returning to a former place, or

+quality, or tstate; (Kull p. 196 ;) the returning

to that from which was the commencement, or

from which the commencement is supposed to have

been, whether it be a place, or Jran action, or +a

saying, and whether the returning be by the

[whole] person or thing, or by a part thereof, or

by an action thereof. (Er-Raghib.) Hence the

saying in the Kur [lxiii. 8],

[Verin ifwe return to the city]. (Er-Réghib.)

And [in the same, xii. 63,] Us; 5.2;} Llu

[And when they returned to their father].

(Idem.) And in the same, [vi. 164, and xxxix.

9,] [Then unto your Lord

shall be your ’return]: (S:) the like of which

occurs in the same, vi. 60: but it may be either

J)

from [the intrans. ian n.] or from [the

trans] (Er-Réghibz) it cannot be a n. of

place, because it is made trans. by means of all,

and also because it occurs in the Kur [v. 53, Sec],

followed by a”; as a denotative of state : (L :)

in like manner also occurs in the Kur

uczig. 8. (TA.) You say also, hm!

LAM The woman returned to her family by

reason of the death of her husband or by reason

0t divorcement. (Mgh.) _ Zelda)! J]

r4;

:9)

1 [He returned to soundnessLm- health], or

[disease, or sickness]; andiifll 15H.- + [to the

state of poverty], or +[wealth, or compe:

range, sgfiiciency]. (Kull p. 196.)_cq.)

15.).) uh: as}: He returned in the way bywliich

he had come. (Kull ibid.) _fffl cg? ’He

roegurned from his journey. (Mgh.)—9s a...)

)o'jl f IIe returned [or reverted] from the afi'air.

(Mgh.)—5:52." +IIe left, oat-ens:

quigséled, the thing. (Kull p. 197.) _ c9)

\r-ixl {[He relinquished sin; i. e.] he repented;

and so as?) alone, agreeably with the usage in

the Kur iii. 65, Sec. (Er-Raghib.) _ [Several

other phrases, in which this verb occurs, will be

found in other arts.: as 02;];

H in art.

215: GM|mjm an”: 49-): c9), and

o 0‘ T T '

variations thereof, in art. a”: &c.] _ 4:3]
(‘19-)

3-)] He

returned against him; he returned to attack him.

(TA.)—M {[He cut me,

or ceased to speak to me ,- then he returned to

speg'king to me]. (TA.)—d] a);

US); t[IIe opposed me, or disagreed with me;

then he returned,_ or had regard, to my saying].

(TA.)—use, '9] Us to] L; I[Re

course was not had to him in an afair, or an

[sometimes signifies the same as 49L:

I I 0/ v I /

nflirtion, but he snficed] (TA.) ct?)

often means He had recourse, or he recurred, to

him, or it.] _afigp a; cg.) 1‘ He made a

claim for restitution of it upon his co-partner.

(IAth, TA in art. And [in like manner

you say,]4aqeidl 'ééjSt, and/gain, tIIe sued,

prosecuted, or made a demand upon, the debtor,

and the suspected, for his right, or due. (TA:

[in which it is said, immediately before this, that

6,3,! is like £1454) _ [is ;im The

dog returned to his vomit, (Msb, TA,) and ate it.

(Msb.) _ Hence, tile took back

his gift; repossessed himself of it,- restored it to

his possession; (Mgh,) as also 7W), (Mgh,

Msb, TA,) and V was. (Msb, TA.) And

;th v 8);“! 1* .He took bachfrom him the

thing which he had given to him. _.

[Hence also, and fig;- +IIe

retracted, or revoked, his saying, and his judg

ment, or sentence] __

1* Ile traces back his lineage to an excellent origin.

(TA in art. w.)_ {Us} vi] +Ii

(a word used in a certain sense) is referrible, or

reducible, to such a meaning. And L35 J]

said ofa word, also means t It relates to such a

thing; i. e., to such another word, in grammatical

construction.] ._ 13$ 23:5 ’rIt (wine

when cooked) became reduced to such a quantity ,

syn. in art.

The water of the trough, or tank, became much in

quantity [so that it returned to the height of the

place whence it poured in]. (TA.)—'99)],

also, is an inf. n. ofthis verb, (L,) and is used as

signifying The returning of birds after their

migrating to a hot country. (S, L, You say,

’clflgill ;Idl inf. n. and

The migratory birds returned. (L.)_Also

inf. n. of said of a-she camel, and of a she

ass, signifying JrShe raised her tail, and com

pressed her twa sides and castforth her

urine in repeated discharges, so that she was

imagined to be pregnant, (S, K,) and then failed

of fulfilling her [apparent] promise: ($: [in

some copies of which, as is said in the TA, the

inf. n. of the verb in this sense is written :])

or she conceived, and then failed offulfilling her

promise; because she who does so goes back from

what is hoped of her: (TA :) or, said of a she

camel, she cast forth her jaelus in an imperfect

state: (AZ, TA,) or, as some say, her embryo

in afiuid stale : (TA :) or in an unformed state;

inf. n. 84,. (Ma) in art. tab.) [See also

Esq-'3, below-lag}, ($194?!“ M§b29Kil aor- I s

(Mgh,) inf. n. C?) and and are, (K,)

He made, or caused, him, or it, to return, go

back, come back, or revert,- sent back, turned

back, or returned, him, or it; syn. $33; (Mgh,

Msb,K;) and ;) 5&2.“ from the

thing; and to it,- (Msb, K;) as also 7 dag-)1;

(S, Msb,K;) but the former is the more chaste

word, and is that which is used in the Kur-én, in

ix. 84 [and other places] : (Msb :) the latter is of

the dial. of Hudheyl; ($, Msb ;) and is said by

MF to be of weak authority, and bad ; but [SM

says,] I do not find this asserted by any of the

leading authorities: (TA :) Vlajjhalso, sig

nifies [the same, i. e.] the same as 3;}, in like

manner followed by (TA.))mTh'u's’i’n the

Kur ix. 84, referred to above, a!!! $1.9) ;)]-i

[And God make thee to return, or restore

thee]. (Mgh.) _ffi; U1; A'S'uch

a one put back, or restored, the nose-rein [,uuut

being understood] upon the nose qfhis camel;'it

having become displaced. (TA.) _

l '0)

0“?» He

returned to me the answer. TA: [in the

latter of which, this is said to be tropical; but

when a written answer is meant, it is evidently

not so.]) _. +I returned the speech;

or I repeated it; or I rebutted, or rejected, or

repudiated, it, in reply, or replication; syn.

(high), [In like manner,];;;

\del L51], in the Kur [xxxim 30], means

1- Holding a colloquy, or a disputation, or debate,

one with another: 2) [or it means + rebutting

one another-3s sayings :] 0r_-t blaming one gnother.

(so-543", (K.) org-"s Lg 5.31311 5;},

IThe stepping of the beast, or her

returning her fore legs, [drawing the fore feet

backwards towards the body, by lifting them

high,] in going;‘ ;) and Véeé'm, or

4;." £1313" signifies the

same: (S, K:) or signifies a beast's elevating,

0r lifting high, the forefoot and hind foot, in

going. (KL) You say, ztjdt

rill! I[The beast stepped, &c.; like as you say,

“>31. (mo-sh,th 5.13. and

1-The female tattooer’s making marks or lines

[upon the shin]: (S,K:*) [or rather, as the

former phrase is explained in the EM p. 143,

“her retracing ” those marks or lines, and

renewing _their blackness; for] you say also,

fit Vat-3, andiiglt, [and 54);] tHe retraced

the marks, or lines, of the variegated work, and

of the tattooing, and renewed their blackness, one

time after another. (TA.) And 'é-g,

[and gag-h] tHe retraced, orrenewed, the writing.

(TA.)...EG 65.}, and WW), and rage,

He purchased a she-camel with the price of

another that he sold: ($,TA:) or he purchased

a she-camel with the price of a he-eamel that he

sold ,' and v 5 i), which is app. an inf. n., signifies

the selling males and purchasingjemales : (TA :)

or 7 89.3)! signifies he sold the aged and the

younglings of his came's, and purchased such as

were in a state ofyouthfid vigour: or, as some

say, he sold the males, and purchased females:

(Lh:) or signifies the selling a thing,

and purchasing in its place what one imagines to

be more youthful, and better: in another

place :) regard is had, therein, to the meaning of

a return, virtual, or understood, though not real:

(Er-Raghibz) also t e.,: he sold on and

weak camels, and purchased such as were in a

state quoulhful vigour : or he sold male camels,

and purchased females: (TA :) and 7 :95)

also he took camels in. exchange for- his camels:
,1, a

a I z 9 0’

‘41”.31, aor. ,, inf. n. cg.) and

-—__—~ :-_-_.._
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or, as some say, ' .QJSl signifies the taking one

in the place, and with the price, of two. (Mgh.)

_3;l31l $th IThe fodder, or food,

produced an efl'ect, or showed its efi‘bct, upon the

beast. (1;;- TA.) And Mel's tMy

speech produced a beneficial efl'ect upon him.

(K3 TAO

J a _ 9 or _

2. 4:9), inf. n. tag-)3, He, or it, made, or

caused, him, or it, to return, go back, come back,

or revert, again and again, or time after time;

sent back, turned back, or returned, him, or it,

again and again, or time after time; made, or

caused, him, or it, to go, or move, repeatedly to

andfro ; so to go and come; to reciprocate: he

repeated it; iterated it; or rather reiterated it:

he reproduced it: he renewed it: syn.

(Mgh.) [All these significations are well known,

as pertaining to the two verbs here mentioned,

and of frequent occurrence in classical and post

classical writings: and hence several phrases here

following.]_.See 1, last quarter of the para

graph, in five places._..Hence, (Mgh,)

@359! d, (S, Mgh,K,) because the two pr?

fessions of the faith [for which see the word 8,131]

are uttered in the out [or call to prayer] in a low

voice [and then repeated in a high voice]; (Mgh;)

[for] this phrase means IT/te repeating the two

prqfessions of the faith in a raised, or loud,

voice, afler uttering them in a low, or faint,

voice; ($gh,K,TA;) or the lowering of the

voice in the out in uttering the two professions

of thefaith, and then raising it in uttering them :

(KT:) or é) signifies he uttered the

two professions of the faith in his out once to

repeat them. (high: [but this is a strange ex

planation ; and probably corrupted by a copyist:

it seems that, instead of “to repeat them,” we

should read_“ and repeated them."’]) _.... [Hence

3150,] 5.,»35', can.) or 93-3" @715, (a)

1-[The act of quavering, or trilling; rapidly

repeating many times one very short note, or

each note of a piece; a general characteristic of

Arabian chanting and singing and piping, and

often continued throughout the whole perform

ance;] the reiterating (49);) of the voice in

the throat, or fauces, ($,K,TA,) like [as is

done in] chanting, ($,) or which is practised in

reading or reciting, or singing, or piping, or other

performances, of such as are accompanied with

quavering, or trilling: (TA :) or, as some say,

the mutual approximation of the various kinds of

movements in the voice: ’Abd-Allah Ibn-Mu

ghaffal, in his Cay-)3, by the prolonging of the

voice, in reading, or reciting, imitated the like of

ll ll. (TA.) You say also, ,iL;;Jl é)

filth 1- [The pigeons quavered in their singing, or

booing]; as also vegan. (TA.) And 61,

55.5.2. 35;" 1'Tll0 camel brayed, or reite

rbtbd his voice, in his 33.13:: [or bursa faucium].

(TA.) And Us 5(an “.1, tThe she

camel interrupted her yearning cry to, orfor, her

young one [and then, app., quickly repeated it,

and did so again and again]. (TA.) And

923:3" “14;, +The bow made a sound [by the

vibration of its string ; because the sound so

Bk. I.

made is a repeated sound]. (AHn.) _ See also 4.

_ And see 10.

3. He (a. man) returned to good or to

evil. (TA.) [See also 64-5th Gag-l), (K,)

inf. n. élé), (TA,) The she-camel returned, or

reverted, from one hind of pace, which she had

been going, to another pace. (Kf TA.) _

lug-l) +It returned to him: said of pain [&c.].

(TA in art. cq-l) t[He returned

to his wife, or restored her to himself, or took her

back by marriage or to the marriage-state, after

having divorced her; (see also 6;)]; ($;) and

ilvgij signifies the game. (TA.)—[See also

a verse cited voce 5b); whence it seems that

C?!) also signifies He restored, or brought back,

anything.]_.4.aq-l) signifies also He endeavoured

to HUI" him [from, or to, a thing]; syn. $33!],

and ’51,. (L in art. ,,,.') __,'.~>th Lab, (5 and

K in this art, and A and Mgh and Msb in art.

,,..,) and 4am Us, (Be in xviii. 32,) and

simply 1.91,, (Msb in this are, and Jet. in lviii.

1,) inf. n. (s, TA) and £15, (TA,) + He

returned him answer for answer, hr answers for

answers; held a dialogue, or colloquy, or con

ference, or a disputation, or debate, with him;

bandied words with him ,- syn. (A and

Mgh and Msb in art. J”, and Ed in xviii. 32,)

[i. e.] infill (TA;) or and Msb

and in this art. ;) or (Jel in lviii. 1.)

And or Jgi'dl dag-l), JrH'e disputed with

him, rebutting, or rejecting, or repudiating, in

reply to him, what he'said; he bandied words

with him],- syn. 03:." (A in art. 3).) You

say, He held a colloquy, or

conference, or a disputation, or debate, with him

respecting his afairs of difliculty; syn.

(TA.) [And as Us hag-l) He addressed him

repeatedly, or time after time, respecting such a

thing.] Andififi [They consulted their

understandings, or minds; as though they held a

colloquy, or conference, or a disputation, or

debate, therewith]. (Ed in xxi. [Cg-l) often

signifies He consulted, or referred to, a person, a

book, a passage in a book, &c.]

4. £564: “gyl +[The she-camel returned to

her former condition, either qfleanness or fat

ness:] tthe she-camel became lean [after having

been fat]: and ’rbecamc in good condition after

leanness: (Ks,T,TA:) or Jfih a?) +the

camels became lean and then became fat; 9,

K;) so says Ks. ($2) You say also, éiilt

‘0' ) 5J .’.I

M 3;): w an»:

is sick two days, and] does not return to a

healthy state of body, and to strength, in a

month. (K, TA: [in the CK, grroneously, W

And [in like manner]A ' 219‘

V f [The horse wasted, and then gradually

returned to his former condition]. (TA.):

rt

1-i. e. [The old man

lug-)1 : see first signification. _ dag-)l

He gave him [back] his she-camel in order that

he might return upon her, he [the latter] having
!

sold her to him. coal: see 1, near

14"! J'I

the end of the paragraph. ._ 4.4.3 All a)! IGod

made his sale to be. productive ofgain, or profit.

(S, 3'." cg.» +God converted

his grief, or disquietude of mind, into happiness

or joy; and Sb mentions [in this sense].

(TA.)_. J1 also signifies He extended, or

stretched out, his arm, or hand, backwards, to

reach, or take hold of, a thing. ($, K.) [In this

case, seems to be understood: for] you say

[also], cg) The man put his arms, or

hands, backwards in ordei: to reach, or take hold

qf,athing. (La) And J; 3.1; 3,:

IIe extended, or stretched out, his arm, or hand,

tgohis sword, to draw it: or

qu to his quiver, to take an arrow. (TA.)—

Also IHe ejected excrement, or ordure; said of a

man. ($, K.) [See = See also 10.

5. ljé, [5); ISuch a thing became

agitated to and fro in my mind, or bosom; syn.

. 5.,
-.

(TA.):igli see 1; in the last

quarter of the paragraph. '

6. IThey two (a man and his divorced

wife) returned to each other by marriage; (Bd

in ii. 230 ;) or returned together to‘the marriage

state. (Jel ibid.)_ u}; :éEn cat): [The

thing went backward or back, receded, retro

graded, retired, retreated, or reverted, by degrees,

gradually, by little and little, or part after part:

and alone, He, or it, returned by degrees :

the form of the verb denoting a gradual con

tinuation, as in fill-3, and_.:\;\:)5', and 936, &c.].

Cq-lp and and figure syn. (M and L

in art. 5,.) You say, get.» Us l’aq-tji They

returned, retired, or retreated, by degrees, or by

little and little, in a'journey, or march; syn.

bit}. (TA in art: And ,Jj cg

[23)! E. ,fin i. e. [They separated,

or dispersed themselves, in the first part of the

day; then] they returned, [one after another,]

every one to his place of abode. (TA.)

Q‘SLi I [The circumstances of such

d one gradually reverted to their former con

dition; meaning either a better condition, agree

ably with an ex. mentioned above, see 4; or, as

is most. commonly the case, a worse condition;

i. e. retrograded; or gradually went back to a

worse state; contr. of advanced, or improved]:

(TA :) [whence the saying,]

1-[Their good fortune ceased, and

their afl‘airs began to retrograde, or gradually go

back to a worse state]. (A in art. $59).) And

5;“ f[The wound’giadaall'g

recovered]. (high in art.

They two (copartners) made claims for restitu~

tion, each upon the other. (IAth, TA in art.

[See this more fully explained, and illus

trated, voce bag-bi, (Msb and

K in art. ,,.,j and get us, (Bd in lviii. 1,)

and simply bag-1,3, (Jel in lviii. 1,) rThey

returned one another answer for anmer, or

answersfor answers; held a dialogue, or colloquy,

131
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or conference, or a disputation, or debate, one

with another; bandied words, one with another;

syn. 5331;.5. (Bd, Jel, Msb, K, in the places

mentioned above.)

8.4;." U1; (1:93", and 4;;11: see

with which it is syn. (TA.)=2...._.J,t i. q. 33,,

like q. v. (TA.) So in the phrase, W)!

but The woman put back her _pblq

[q. v.] upon herface, and covered herself with it.
1"

(TA.)—2.2M :93): see U? tip).

")1: see 3—72,?)64

deL; He sold his camels, and obtained by the

expenditure of their price a good return, or pro

fit. ($,1_(.)_as\3 3.3;, and the like: see 1,

near the end of the paragraph, in five places. .

693)! also signifies He (an Arab of the

desert) purchased camels [app. in exchange for

others] not of his own people’s breeding nor

bearing their marks. (TA.)

10. Capt, and {sin apt: see

422.0 u? I and the sentence next following it.

J TFood, both of beasts and

of men, from which profit, or advantage, [or a

good return (2Q;,),] is obtained; which is found

to be wholesome, for approved in its result; and

from eating which one becomes fat. (TA.):

:11

I‘M.”

paragraph. _. 3);! also signifies 1He said, on

the occasion of an afliictidn, or a misfortune,

[psi’ng ’ths’words of the Kur ii. 151,] 5'1]

0912.5 ($, meaning Verin to God we

belong as his property and his servants, so that

He may do with us what He pleaseth, and verily

unto Him we return in the ultimate state of

existence, and He will recompense us; (Jel ;) as

also 7 Cal), ($,* K,) inf. n. ($; [accord

to the TA, only the former verb is mentioned in

this sense by J ; but I find the latter also in two

c0pies of the $ ;]) and l 81!. (K.)

apt: see 2, near the end of the

if]; originally an inf. n.: [see and

,.,.
any.) 2] _ and see in two places. .

IRgin: so in the Kur [lxxxvi. 11], at;

éjtt [by the heaven that hath rain]: ($,B(_l:)

because God returns it time after time: or be

cause the clouds raise the water from tihe seas'tand

then return it to the earth; and if so, by do..."

may he meant the clouds: (Bd:) or rain after

rain ,- (K. ;) because it returns'time after time; or

because it is repeated, and returns, every year:

(TA :) or the said words of the Kur mean by

the heaven that returns in every revolution to the

place whence it moved. (Bd.)_+Hail; be

cause it gives back the water that it takes. (TA.)

_ Accord. to El-Asadee, as recorded by AHeyth,

+Thunder. (Az.)_.Accord. to some, in the

passage of the Kur cited above, (S, TA,) 1 Pro

fit, benefit, advapiage, or good return. ($,K,

TA.) You say, cg.) u! [5;] +There

is no profit to me from such a one. (TA.) And

at; ; L; +[It is nothing

but rhyming prose, beneath which is to be found

c?)

no profit]. (TA.) [See also my] _Accord.

to Ks, in the ex. cited above fi-om the Kur,

(TA:) i'JI‘he place that retains water : (K, TA :)

pl. also”. (TA.) _ f A pool of water left by a

torrent,- ($, K ;) because of the rain that is in it;

or because of its fluctuating to and fro inits place;

(Er-Raghib ;) as also V and V :)

pl. as above: :) or Ta place in which the

torrent has extended itself, (33!, accord. to Lth

and the O and or in which it has returned,

or reverted, (£35 accord. to AHn,) and then

passed through : ’(Lth, AI;In, O, 11:) pl.

and and ; (K;) or this last, accord.

to some, is a sing., having the signification next

preceding the last here mentioned, and is found

prefixed to its syn., namelyflgb, to show that it

is used in this sense, and is qualified by a sing.

epithet, namely but some say that it is thus

qualified becanse it has a form which is that of a

sing. noun: (TA:) or signifies +water,

(AO, K,) in general; (K;) and a sword is likened

to it, to denote its whiteness: (AO,$: [but

accord. to the latter, in this case it signifies “a

pool of water left by a t0rrent”:]) and also 1-a

tract ofground, or land, in which the torrent has

extended itself: but this, it should be

observed, is a repetition of the saying of Lth

mentioned above: (TA :) and rthe part that is

above a 2113 [q.v.]; (K,TA;) the upper, or

highest, part thereof, before its water collects

together: (TA:) pl. _ TThe

herbage of the [season, or rain, called] Casi);

(K 5) [because it returns year after year ;] as also

7 (TA.) __ tThe [membrane called]

which is in the belly of the woman, and which

comesforth upon, or over, the head of the child.

(TA.) _. See also in three'places, in the

latter part of the paragraph._. eject,

and l 61%;", A sword which penetrates into the

thing that is struck with it [so that it is quickly

I J 0 fl 0 O!

drawn back]. (TA.)_ cam c9) : see

Ir )0 r! J a

gucq-g: seeal-v :17).

9/:

a): see h'g

9,

Ci"

9'),

as?) inf. n. of un. ofl; A return; a single act

of returning, of going back, coming back, or

’1: H: 3"

see 3.1L» 8): and see a»).

_ reverting.- (TA :) [and] i. q. i. e. the act

of returning, &c. (Msb.)_The returning to

the present state of existence Msb, a ter

death. (s,1;.) So in the phrase, 0'56

[Such a one believes in the returning to

the present state of existence after death].

Msb,I_(.*) This was a tenet of some of the

Arabs in the Time of Ignorance, and of a sect

of Muslim innovators, and of a sect of the 3.1555,

who say that ’Alee the son of Aboo-Talib is obn

cealing himself in the clouds, to come forth when

he shall be summoned to do so. (L.)__The

returning, or homeward course, of a military

expedition,- opposed to big, q. v. ('1‘ and Mgh

in art. lag—The return of a party of war

riors to war after their having come back from

an expedition. (TA.)—Also, and Vii” ($,

A, Nh, Mgh, Msb,K,) but the former is the

more chaste, Msb,TA,) though the latter is

mentioned before the former in the K, (TA,)

{A man’s returning to his wife, or restoring her

to himself, or taking her back by marriage or to

the marriage-state, after having divorced her,

(IF, Msb;) the returning of the dioorcer to the

_divorced woman: :) or the taking back to

marriage a woman who has been divorced, but

not by an absolutely-separating sentcrsz‘cf,‘ withoz’tt

a. new contract. (Nh.) _You say, 9:1,»! uh: d

and '54:” I[He has a right of returning

to, or taking badh, his wife after having divorced

her]: ($,Mgh:) and uh;

I[He possesses'the right of returning &c._]:

<Mtb=> and iii" 4.5 $18

I[Such a man, diborced such a woman by a

divorce in which he possessed the right of return

ing &c.]. (TA.)—Also the former, Msb,

TA,) and la, likewise, (Mgh,) and

(1;) and tug, [which is originally eh inf. n.]

and [which is also originally an inf. n.]

I, J/

and 'ée-f-Jé (as) and tiéeé; and we»,

and t (K,) the last of these is allowable,

(TA,) [being an inf. n. used in the sense of a

pass. part. n.,] tThe reply, or answer, of an

epistlc. Msb,‘ K, TA.) You say, it.

(s, TA) and 113$, (TA) IHath

the reply, or answer, of thine epistle come?

($2 11‘s =) and 1,5,1; uni-f. illji

59L? IIsent to thee, and the reply, or answer,

’1 )0!

of my epistle came not to me,- i. e. limp”:

(s. Tm) and 0313 t @435 it» the it

I lVhat was [the purport] of the reply, or answer,

of such a one to thee? ($, TA.) And [in like

manner] @5551 l signifies +What is returned

against, or in opposition to, [or in reply to,] the

simultaneous discharge of a number of arrows

in a particular direction. (TA.)._ See also
0'0
a

gr. J a d O I '

3.1.9.): see my), in the latter halfof the para

graph.

r b 2"» I .
as”: see n.,), in three places. ._ A return,

or profit, obtained by the expenditure of the price

of camels sold: see an ex. above, voce its}:

or camels taken in exchange for othér

camels: or one that is taken in the place, and

with the price, of two: (Mghz) also the young,

or younglings, of camels, which are purchased

from the market with the price of others, or

taken from the market in exchange for others:

(K :) or, as Khalid says, the [return obtained by]

bringing bad camels into the market and taking

back good ones: or, as some say, the [return

obtained by] bringing in males and taking back

females: (TA :) [the words which I have here

twice inserted in brackets are perhaps not neces

sary to complete the sense intended, as will be

seen at the close of this sentence; but they seem

to be required in the opinion of SM, for he has
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immediately added the further explanation which

here next follows, and which is also, but less

fully, given by J, immediately ai‘ttzr the first

explanation in this paragraph :] and 25;, has a

similar meaning in relation to the poor-rates;

being applied to camels taken by the collector of

the poor-rates older or younger than those which

their owner is bound to give: ($,* TA:) and

camels which are purchased by the Arabs of the

desert, [app. in exchangefor others,] not of their

own breeding nor bearing their marks ; as also

(TA,J[see 8:]) IB says that the pl. of

in?) is 7 J; and that it was said to a tribe of

the Arabs, “By what means have your beasts

become many?” and they answered,

ééillg: but Th says, 'éé-Jll, ééing:

[both are probably coirect; for it seems that the

original forms are c;le and 8;“; and that, in

one case, the latter is assimilated t0 the former;

in the other, accord. to a usage less common, the

former to the latter :] accord. to Th, the meaning

is, [Our father charged as with the seekings

after herbage in the places thereof, and] the

selling the old and weak beasts and purchasing

others in a state ofyouthful vigour: or, accord.

to another explanation, the meaning is, the selling

males and purchasing females: thus explained,

5;), seems Ito b? an inf. n. (TA. [See

[See also 1&9).]_[1'A71y return, profit, or

gain, accruing,from a thing, or obtained by the

sale or exchange thereof; as also 7 and

5;], q. v.] You say, 5;, TThe

return, or increase, accruing to the owner of the

lands came, 01' arrived. And [i.:

tSuch a one brought a good thing

which ;he had purchased in the place of a bad

thing; or in the place ofa thing that was inferior

to a. (TA.) And Qng I: 13$ iThis

is a commodity for which there will be a return,

or profit, or gain. (S’s TA.) And ' ,, 53‘;

+4 beast that may be sold after having been used_

(El-Isbahanee.) And 6;" LL.)

IThere is not, or will not be, any return, or

prqfit, or gain, for this sale. (TA.)—TAn

argument, or allegation, by which one rebuts in a

litigation, or dispute; a proof; an evidence.

(lbn-‘Abbad.)

1”

use”: see in the latter half of the

paragraph, in two places.

5

a, 55%, and Gage-J, 1-A. divorce in which

one reserves to himself the right of returning to

his wife, or restoring her to himself, or taking

her back to the marriage-state. (Mgh,* Msb.)

'1: r5 be

_ Lisa...) applied to a beast: see )5“ bag-J.

Ci 0’
-

9/ r

41.5.9): see angst).

9 I 0) 2.40 r _

glam): see a»), 1n the latter half of the

ararrra h, in two laces.
O

5“? The nose-rein qfa camel: (IDrd,1_§:)

or the part thereof which falls upon the nose of

the camel: pl. [ofpauc] and [of mult.]

fll r14

(12:) frqm in the phrase Cg.)

99a; J5! 61; [q. v.]. (IDrd.)._.It is also an

inf: n. : see 1, in the middle of the paragraph.

[llIade, or caused, to return, go back,

come back, or revert; sent back, turned back, or

returned: repeated: rebutted, rejected, or repu

diated, in reply, or replication: like V

and used in all these senses; as will be seen from

what follows: and also, like 7 $33,] made, or

caused, to return, go back, come back, or revert,

again and again, or time after time; sent back,

turned back, or returned, again and again, or

time after time; made, or caused, to go, or move,

repeatedly to and fro; so to go and come; to

reciprocate: reiterated: reproduced: renewed:

syn. [in the CK 233;:] applied to any

thing: or to anything that is said or
I )0”

done: (Msb,TA:) because meaning lays-)4,

i. e. ($, Msb, TA :) or, applied to speech,

rreturned to its author; or repeated to him,

or rebutted, rejected, or; repudiated, in reply to

him; syn. u]; ,,§,°..= (Lth,K:) or, so

applied, Irepeated: (A, TA:) or, so applied,

Treiteratcd: (Er-Réghib, TA :) or, so applied,

’rdisapprored,_or disliked. (TA.) You say,

J35" IAvoid thou the saying

that is repeated; (A, TA ;) [or rebutted, 8w. ;]

or disapproved. (TA.)—Applied to a beast,

($,TA,) and [particularly] to a camel, it

signifies Made to return from journey to jour

ney: (S,TAz) and also means ’rfatigued, or

jaded, ($, byjourneying : fem. with 5:

(S, or Ilean, or emaciated: (Er-Raghib,

in the is here added, or which thou hast made

to returnfrom a journey, meaning from journey

to journey; but this is identical with the first

explanation of the word applied to a. beast:

(TA:) pl. (3:43; (3;) or [app. of. the fem.,

agreeably with analogy, and as'seems to be

indicated by J,] and

4.3.; lag.) [in like manner] signify Made to

return repeatedly, or several times, in journeying;

applied to a she-camel: and the former

signifies, applied to a beast, and [particularly]

to a camel, a he-camel, (ML) which one makes

to return again and again, or time after time,

or to come and go repeatedly, in journeying, and

drags along: (TA :) both also mean Ilean, or

emaciated: and are in like manner applied to

a man: (Er-Raghib, TA =) and 135;, and
a,’,5

' csilaq-p, also, but the latter is vulgar, +lean,

or emaciated, by journeying; applied to a beast.

(TA.) You say also . :3 Travellers re

turning from a journey. (TA.) And

A journey in which are repeated returnings.

(IAar.)._.Any food returned to the fire [to be

heated again], having become cold: (K:) [and

particularly] roasted meat heated a second time.

(As.)_A rope, or cord, undone, and then

twisted a second time : (L, z) and, as some say,

anything done a second time. _TWriting

retraced with the pen, in order that it may

become ‘more plain: (KL:) and v [sig

nifies the same: and also] ftattooing repeated and

renewed; p. 108 ;) tattooing of which. the

blackness has been restored: (TA:) pl. of the

latter (TA, and EM ubi supra.)—

IDung, ordure, or excrement, of a solid-hoofed

animal; (s, Mgh, Msb,1_{;) as also leaf-3;

(K0 and of a 1m.- (s,Mgh, Mib,K5) as
also i the latter word; (TA;) and of a beast of

prey; as also 7 the latter: ($, TA 2) because it

returns from its first state, (Mgh, Msb,TA,)

after having been food or fodder &c.; (TA ;)

having the meaning of an act. part. n., (Er

Raghib, Mgh,) or, it may be, of a pass. part. It.

(Er-Raghib.)_IThe cud which is ruminated

by camels and the like: (S,*K:) because it

returns to be eaten. (TA.) So in the saying

of El-Aasha,

a) 104 “FI. - 1:,

r u:)3 n9 we 5», *

I an a I i i ’5,

* ole-f 31-)" '9ng '*

i. e. [lifting a desert, or waterless desert, as

though it were the back qf a shield,] in which

there is not found by the camels anything to

serve for the support of life except the end.

_Tchat: because, having been. water,

it returns as sweat. (TA.)—See also c9), in

three places._Also J[The [part called]

of a bit: (Ibn-’Abbad, K:) [because of its

returning motion.]._And +Niggardly, tena

cious, or avaricious; syn. [in the CK and

a MS. copy of the 1g, $.53]. (Ibo-’Abbéd, 1;,

TA.) '

2' Jr

45,03) 2

paragraph.

see in the latter half of the

A she-camel that is purchased with the

price ’qf another she-camel; as also hag-l3:

(S:) or a female that is purchased with'the

pz'tlce of a male. g(’A’lee Ibn-Hamzeh.) [See also

ing-2: and see test), of which it is originally

the fem.] Accord. to 18k, '3}; signifies A

camel which one has purchased :from men who

have brought him from another place for sale,

which is not of the district in which he is: [but

this appears to be a mistranscription, for

for he adds,] the pl. is (TA.) 4

+One who returns much, or often, unto

God. (TA.)

[act. part. n. of 1. Hence the saying,

all explained above: see 10.

_Also, without 3,] +A woman who returns to

her family in consequence of the death of her

husband (Az, S, Msb, K) or in consequence of

divorcament; (Az, Msb;) as also ling-13.3: (A2,

or, accord. to some, (Msb,) she who is

divorced [and sent back to hergfamily] is termed

(S, Msb.) _ [In like manner without

3,] applied to a she-camel, and to a she-ass, it

signifies rThat raises her tail, and compresses

her two sides and casts forth her urine

in repeated discharges, so that she is imagined to

be pregnant, (5, K,) and then fails offulfilling

her [apparent] promise : :) or t that conceives,

131 "'
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and then fails offulfilling her promise; because

she goes back from what is hoped of her: (TA :)

or, applied to a shecamel, rthat has appeared

to have conceived, and is then found to be not

pregnant: (As:) pl. ($,TA.) [See also

5.43.] _ {A sick man whose soul [or health]

has returned to him after his being debilitated by

disease: and ta man whose soul [or health] has

returned to him after severe and constant illness.

(TA.)

[originally fem. of q. v.]: see

dash—and see

returning of its water time after time,] TA water

course of a valley. (ISh, TA.)_ as}, [is its

_. Also, [app. from the

pl., and] signifies Varying winds ,- because of

their coming and going. (TA.)—Hence also,

[The leaves of doors]. (TA.)

1 I IE

c9) IMore [and most] productive of return,

s~o£ 4|

or profitable. (TA.) You say, Us and! Lie

lib [544 I This is more productive of return,

or profitable, in my hand than this. (TA.)

an inf. n. of the intrans. verb [q.v.].

($, Msb, K, 8:0.) .._. [Hence it signifies some

times +Recaurse. See stall-Q, in art. .,s,3.] =1:

v[A place to which a person, or thing, returns

after going or moving therefrom,- agreeably with

analogy. See an ex. voce [Hence,]

86:3,)! {The lower part of the shoulder

blade, K, TA,) necet the arm-pit, [that on the

qut side being] in the region where the heart

beats; (TA ;) as also c9133! 7 ($,K:) and

gigs" I[the place to which the elbow re—

turns when, after it has been removed from its

usual place, it is brought back thereto; which

place in a beast is next the arm-pit: see Jays,

in three places]: (TA :) pl. (TA.) ;

also signifies 1-The plate, or thing, to

which a person, or thing, is referred, as his, or

its, source: see _ Also, #11 state, or

condition, to which a person, or thing, returns.

_And ’rThe place, and the state, or condition,

or result, to which a person, or thing, ultimately,

or eventually, comes. A goal.] =It is also an

int. n. orig}. (K.)

é}; [without 5,] applied to a she-camel,

tBecoming in good condition after leanness.

(Ksz'l‘fii‘) I[gee 4,'of which it is the act. part. n.]

J4 88;. 1.5.5 +This is a commodity for

which there will be a return, or profit, or gain.
5) .464

($,* TA.) ._ tub: IA journey having a

recompense, or reward, and a good issue or result.

(K,TA-)

see first sentence.

Bee in the latter half of the

paragraph.

, [pass. part. :1. of dad-3]: see

three places: _ and in the latter half of

the paragraph, in three places: _and a),

near the end of the paragraph, in four places. I

’ 0

_J, In

see in the latter half of the

paragraph.

see

i.,-'4')

Q. 4. a dial. var. of [q.v.] in

the several senses of the latter. (K.) You say,

i a...” s~~

089)U Agra IIe beat him, or struck him, and

he lay on his side, and threw himself down.

(Lh, TA.) And 1,2,...» They lay on their sides

and were overcome. (TA.) __ Also It became

spread, expanded, or extended. (TA.)

sis-s

1. $1.}, (0, Msb, K,) aor.1, (Mgh,) int‘. n.

J'»; and .5643 <0,M@b,1.<> and (Ma,

1;) and .3,;.,; (0,1; ;) [and i.e.,,“ (see the

next sentence ;) and V tip-Bi; (see in two

places ;)] It (a thing, 0, Msb) was, or became,

in a state of motion, commotion, (O, Msb, K,)

agitation, convulsion, tumult, or disturbance :

(Mgh, K 9‘) or in a state of violent motion, com

motion, agitation, &c.; (K;) as the camel beneath

the saddle, and the tree when put in motion by

the wind, and the wabbling tooth, and the like.

(0') You MY: 9335)“ ($7 or Mgh, K!)

aor. 4, inf. n. The earth guaked; or

was, or became, in a state of motion, commotion,

agitation, &c., ($, 0, Msb, K,) as above; (Msb ;)

and so 1 and t .137); (1; ;) [for at”: is

both intrans. and trans. :] and signifies

the being in a state of violent commotion, agita

tion, convulsion, tumult, or disturbance.

And :3; His arm, or hand, trembled, by

reason of disease, or old age. (Mgh.) And

fit The heart became 'agitated by reason of

fright. (IDrd, 0.)_.1£jn 3;}, (Lth, 0, K,)

infi n. and i.,}, (Lth, 0,) The thunder

made a reiterated rumbling, or confused noise,

in the clouds. (Lth, 0, 1;.) _jjin The

people, or party, prepared themselves for war, or

battle. (Lth, O, 15.): Also He put [a thing]

into a state of motion, commotion, or agitation;

(O, K;) [so too, app., 4.» dub; ;] see 4, last sen

; ~ 05 s at e e s!

tencc; [and so lag-)1; for],vg uéjjl dig-)1 is

said of God [as meaning IIe made the earth to

quahe with them]. (TA in art. ,ss.) And one

says also, urn-ii The fever caused him to

quahe, or shiver. (Mgh.)

4, as an intrans. v.: see 1, in two places. =

And as a trans. v.; act. and pass.: see 1, in two

places._ [Hence,] iii; big-)1 [originally He

put another, or others, into a state of commotion,

or agitation, by such a thing; meaning] he told

of such a thing without truth, or not according

to the true, or real, state of the case : [because

he thereby caused commotion, or agitation ;.’o‘r]

because the information was unsettled: from Big.)

meaning‘as explained below. (Ksh in xxxiii. 60.)

And a?" .,5 bis-fl (s. Mgh, 1;) and (Mgh,

K,) inf. n. Jag], (Mgh,) t. q. its aid. [mean

ing They said what was false respecting the

thing]: ($, 0, or they told many evil tales,

and uttered many discordant lying sayings, re

specting the thing, in order that the people might

become in a state of commotion, agitation, con

vulsion, tumult, or disturbance, in consequence

thereof: whence, in the Kur [sxxiiL 60],

3.25te [and they who tell many

evil tales, &c., in the city :] (O,‘ Msbz) or

Iii: 41;" if»)! they told, in the town, or

country, of such a matter, in order that they

might cause commotion, or agitation, &c., to

befall the people, without there being aught

[thereof] true in their estimation; from

signifying “ violent commotion or agitation ” &c.

(Bar pp. 218, 219.) And 1:54.}, alone, They

said what was false (l’élé) in [relating] tales

of conflicts andfactions, or seditious, or discards,
)0),

or dissensions, and the like: whence, 7

3.134;! [cited above]. (K.)—And :49)!

551:" The she-camel came in a state of fatigue,
J I Or

with her earsflaccid, shaking them v

(0, K)

8: see 1, first sentence.

i. g. ($,I_{) [meaning Commotion,

agitation, or convulsion,- or violent commotion

&.c.; and particularly an earthquake,- or] a violent

earthquake : and a vehement cry from heaven:

(Jel in vii. 76:) or it signifies, in the Kur-an,

any punishment that befalls a people. (Lth, O.)

' ' I

[55,;9, accord. to Freytag, occurs in the

Deewa'tn el-Hudhaleeyeen as meaning Put into a

110':

state of commotion] _J”) val...» Clouds in

commotion with thunder, or with much water. (0.)

The sea; because of its commotion, or

agitation. ($, O,K.) A poet says, namely,

Matrood Ibn-Kaab, lamenting the death of ’Abd

el-Muttalib, (IB, 0,) the grandfather of the Pro

phet, and eulogizing him, (IB,)

5 r is 40.2 I .s ’0'

* alt-4‘ elbow-“1c: ' *
If I

~ sepi,,.',....w=..;_...-= s

[Thefeeders withfat every evening, until the sun

disappeared in the sea]. (S, O.) _ And The day

of resurrection: (sh, O, K:) and the coggrega

tion [of the risen]. ._ And also

signifies A certain kind ofpace [app. with a jolt

ing motion]. (0,

[Putting into a state of motion, commo

tion, or agitation. _ And also, or v.:;J

A fever attended with quahing, or shivering :

(O, Msb, K:) deviating from rule [because U;

is fem.]. (Msb.) ._. [The fem., with 5, app. applied

to a she-camel or the like, occurs, accord. to

Freytag, in the Deewan el-Hudhaleeyeen, as

meaning Moving the head in going along.]

dig-1;", in the Kur lxxix. 6, means The first

blast ’[of the horn on the day of resurrection]:

and 5);", in the next verse, “ the second blastz"

(0, Bd, Jel,K :) or the former means the motion

less bodies that shall be in a state ofviolent motion
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at the time here spoken of', such as the earth and

the mountains; because of the saying in the Kur

[lxxiii- 14], Jig-373 viii}? $413); and the

latter, “the heaven, and the stars, which shall be

cleft and scattered.”

inf. n. of4 [q. v.]. (Mgh.) [And hence,

I r!

as a simple subst.,] sing. of [big-l)! in the phrase]

so I ,5 r

elf-591 [meaning Tales without truth, or

reality : or evil tales, and discordant lies, uttered

in order that people may become in a state of

commotion, agitation, convulsion, tumult, or dis

turbance, in-COMSEQHCRCG thereof: see 4]. ($.)

r ’2 a”

You say, dig-1)! us 5.03, [They fiell into con

vulsing perplemities, arising from evil and dis

cordant and false rumours or the lihe]. (AA,

and K in art.

ode-xi! The basin and ewer 5.1111!)

[thbt are used for washing the hands before and

after a meal]: because they produce a sound

when one of them is knocked against the other:

as though that sound told of the completion of

the meal, and excited [the persons that had

partaken thereof] to rise. (Her p. 228.) .—

iggeél in the Kur xxxiii. 60: see

4, in two places.

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and

TA to which I have had access.]

Jr)

1- 3?}; (T: S: M: Mid), aor' : r (Migbs Kr)

inf. n. (T, $, M, Msb) and (T, TA,)

or the latter is a simple subst., (Msb,) He (a

man) went on foot, in a journey, by himself,

[i. e.] having no beast whereon to ride,- (T, TA ;)

he had no beast whereon to ride, (M, K, TA,) in

a journey, so went on his feet: (TA :) or he re

mained going on foot: so says AZ; and Ks says

the like: :) or he was, or became, strong to

walk, or go on foot: (Msbz) and [in

like manner] signifies he went on foot, ($3, K,

TA,) having alighted from his beast: (TA :)

[used in the present day as meaning he alighted

from his beast :] and 151;): they alighted

[upon theirfeet, or dismounted,] in war, or bottle,

to fight: and That he (a man) went on his

legs, or fist, for the purpose of accomplishing the

object of his want. (TA.)—(1Q, (M, 3,)

nor. = , (15,) [int'. n. J4}, being similar to {as},

aor. =, inf. n. 4.53,] also signifies He (a man)

was, or became, large in the Jets.) [i. e. leg, or

foot]. (M, K: but omitted in some copies of the

K.)_And like (55;; and aor. 1;

n. [of the former] 51;? and [of the latter]

()9); [so in the CK; but accord. to the rule of

the [K they should be and as neither

is expressly said to be with kesr; or the latter

may be correctly (3;), as is said to be like

A2, of which the inf. n. isllsfl He had a

complaint of his J4.) [i.e. leg, or foot]: (CK;

but omitted in other [copies: both mentioned in

the TA :) the latter verb is mentioned in this

sense by El-inrisee, and also on the authority of

Kr. (TA.) _ And é; He was, or

became, afl‘ected in his leg, or’foot’, by something

that he disliked. (TA.)—And {in}, a0r.1 ,

(K,TA,) int‘. n. 34,, (TA,) He (about, such

as a horse or the like,) had a whiteness in one of

his 031;, [i. e. hind legs or feet], (1;, TA,)

withdut a'whiteness in any other part. (TA.):

J93, aor. 1 , (Msb, inf. n. (Msb, TA,)

is hlso said of hair, (Msb, K,) meaning It was,

or became, [wavy, or somewhat curly, i. e.] of a

quality between lanhness and crispness or curli

ness, (K,) or neither very crisp or curly, nor

very lanh, but between these two. (Msb, TA.)=

Jig}, (CK, TA, omitted in some copies of the

K,) [aor. 1, as in similar verbs,] infi n.

(TA,) He, or it, hit, or hum, his ()4? [i. e. leg,

or foot]. (01;, TA.)._ as.“ J;,', (s, K,) or,

accord. to the O and the Muf'radét, ngll

Q4». (TA.) and ' w». (K.) at suspended

this sheep, or goat, by its hind leg or foot : ($, O,

K:) or the meaning is 4.21;); [app. he can

fined its shank and arin together with his feet,

by pressing his feet upon its folded fore legs while

it was lying on the ground], or, as in the

M, 4;). [with tofoot]. (TA.) _ 6.333 5.1;},

(K,),infi'n. in the copies of the M written

iii-7.3, with teshdeed; (TA;) She (a woman)

broughtforth her child preposterously, so that its

/;¢¢

legs came forth before its head. =W),

namely, the mother of a young camel, aor. -’ ,

infl n. (TA,) He sent the young one with

her [to such her whenever he would; as is implied

r440‘

by what immediately precedes]; as also V gig-j:

(K :) or Jig-eh” 7 (so in two copies of the

S and in the O) I left the young camel with his

mother to suck her whenever he pleased : ($," 0 :

[in one of my copies of the $ which

appears from what here follows to be a mistake :])

so says 15k: and he cites as an ex.,

[Fat, and well nourished: he was left with his

mother to suck her when he pleased until he was

weaned]. (0.) [See also below; where it

is explained as though a quasi-inf. n. of in

the sense here assigned to it in the and O, or

inf. n. of in the same sense.] ._ And

iii, K,) aor. 1 , inf. n. ($,) He (a young

camel, S, or a lamb, or kid, or calf, K, TA)

sucked his mother. (S, _. also signifies

The act of [the stallion’s] leaping the mare:

(O, K, TA :) [i. e., as inf. 11. off); ; for] one says,

(1ng The stallion-horse

passed the night leaping the mares. (TA; and

so in the 0, except that (hi-ll is there omitted.)

_And 5;," He compressed the woman.

(TA.) = [Golius says that signifies Vir et

oirili animofuit; as on the authority of J; and

that is its inf. n.: but it seems that he found

iii.) incorrectly explained in a copy of the $ as
I instead of ISd ex

pressly says that and its syns. (explained

below) are of the number of those'inf. ns. that

have no verbs.]

est, 0,3

2. in», " [app. a mistranscription]: see

1, in the latter half of the paragraph.=J.,-_-;

[the inf. n.] signifies The making, or renderiizg,

strong. (Ibn-’Abbéd, 1;.) = ;in div, (5,

Mgh, Msb,I_(,) inf. n. ($,Mgb,l_{,) 11¢

made the hair to be [wavy, or somewhat curly,

i. e.] not very crisp or curly, nor lanh, (S,) or in

a state between that of lanhness and that ofcrisp

ness or curliness: or he combed the hair;

(Msb, TA ;) either his own hair, [see 5,] or that

of another: (Msb :) or he combed down the hair,

i. e., let it down, or made it to hang down, by

means of the comb : (Mgh :) Er-Raghib says, as

though he made it to descend at the do?” [or

foot], i. e. from its places of growth; but this

requires consideration : (MF :) or he combed and

anointed the hair: (TA voceéu-h :) or he washed

and combed the hair. (Ham p. 356.)

4. dlq-Jl He made him to go on foot; (S, K,

TA ;) to alight from his beast. (TA.) = And

He granted him some delay, or respite ,- let hi":

alone, or left him, for a while. (s,1_(.)_ 5.1;}:

(ii-ll Us I sent the stallion-horse among

the mares. (TA.)_ See also 1, in the latter half

of the paragraph, in three places.

5: see 1, first sentence, in two places._.

a, cit-3. (s. Mans.) and .142.

(K,) He descended into the well (S, Msb, K)

[by means of his fleet, or legs, alone, i. e.,] with

out his being let down, or lowered, or suspended

[by means ofa rope]. (s, Msh.)_.i..'i;ll 31,3,

and lily“), [or, more probably, 533;" J93»,

and 111;}, (see J95.ij He put the 43) [or

the 3A3) (the former meaning the upper, and the

latter the lower, of the two pieces of' wood used

for producing fire,)] beneath his feet: (M, :)

or 'qu') signifies he (a man come from a dis

tant country) struck fire, and held the [here

app. meaning (as in many other instances) the

J6) properly so called and the Saij] with his

hands and his feet, [i. c. the 43) with his hands

and the 3.0} with hisfeet,] because he was alone.

(TA. [See M;.])=[J;)J He became a

Jot-3, or man; hs' rose to manhood. (See an

explanation of Juli, in what follows.)

And] She (a woman, TA) became like a

[or man] (K, TA) in some of her qualities,

or states, or predicaments. (TA.) 3,:

i. q. l[i. e. The day became advanced, the

sun being somewhat high]; IAth, O, K, TA ;)

it being likened to the rising of a man from

youth; (IAth, TA ;) and so )lrttl 'M): or,

accord. to Er-Réghib, the former means the sun

went downfrom [or below] the walls; as though

it alighted [in a proper sense of

this verb: see 1, first sentence]). (TA.):And

(jg-)3 He combed his own hair: (Mgh:) or he

combed down his own hair; i. e., let it down,

or made it to hang down, by means of the comb :

(Mgh:) or he anointed [or washed] and combed

(TA. [Sec 2.]) Hence, [,3his own hair.
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5 .1 2w: a

5% '9] Q4921" (Mgh, TA) He [Mohammad]

forbade the anointing and combing of one’s own

hair except it be less frequent than every day.

(TA.)

8. My: see 1, first sentence.__Said of a

horse, (in his running, TA,) He mixed the pace

termed 6:23! with that termed ml, (T, TA,)

or the former pace with somewhat of the latter,

and thus, he went those two paces alternately,

(S, K,) somewhat of theformer and somewhat of

the latter. ($.)=He took a man by his def-4

[i.e. leg, or foot]. ($,TA.)_ilEJI J93):

see_ 1, in the middle of the paragraph—Jag)!

£3" [or 553311], and M)\ alone in a similar

sense: see 5, in two places.= [He eztemporized

a speech or verses; spoke it or them emtempora

neously, impromptu, or without premeditation;]

he began an oration (a and poetry, with

out his having prepared it beforehand; ($;)

he spoke a speech (Msb, without considera

tion or thought, (Mgh,) or without his having

prepared it; he recited it, or related it,

standing, withoutforecast, consideration, thought,

or meditation; so accord. to Er-Raghib [who

seems to have held this to be the primary signifi

cation of the verb when relating to a speech or

the like]; or without reiteration, and without

pausing, halting, or hesitating. (TA.) And

EL;le (n.3,! [He did, performed, or produced,

the thing without premeditation, or previous

preparation]. (TA in art. [And N)!

Q3]. He coined a name.] _ 4.35.) M)! IL: was,

or became, alone, or independent of others, with.

none'to take part or share or participate with

him, in his opinion, (Msb, K, TA,) without

consulting any one respecting it, (Msb, TA,) and

kept constantly, or perseveringly, to it. (Mgh.)

[Hence,] éi'ajji'l; lei Thine agan [to which

thou shouldst keep] is that respecting which

thou art alone [&c.] in thine opinion. (1;) And

of. f e a r e n e a .

,3" 0.0 W]! L. hhas} is explained in the T

as meaning l; [i. e. Undertake

thou what thou hast undertaken of the afl'air:

but it may rather signify keep than to what thou

hast undertaken of the afl'air; agreeably with

what here follows]. (TA.) One says also,

V Keep than to thine afair : (IAar,

M,K, TA':) in [some of] the copies of the K,

erroneously, (TA.) = He collected a

detached number [or J49]) of locusts, to

roast, or fry, them. He set up a

[q. v.], to coohfood in it: ('1‘, TA :) or he cooked

food in a J93): see 5.

10. (quiul He desired, or requested, to be,

or to go, onfoot. (KL)

9 o I 9 I e 5 4

day): see J;- :_and Jq-l); the latter in

, .

two places. =See also J9), in two places:
a a .4 o I r

all», Jasjg, in some of the copies of the 1;,

erroneously, see 8, near the end of the

paragraph.

3;) [The leg of a human being and of a bird,

and the hind leg of;a. quadruped; in each of these

senses opposed to ;] the part from the root of

the thigh to the [sole of] the foot of a man [and

of any animal]; (Mgh, Msb,I_(;) 9&3? $1,

meaning that [limb] with which the man walks:

(Msb :) or the foot ofa. man [and ot' a bird, and

the hind foot of a. quadruped: or rather it signi

fies thus in many instances; but generally as

before explained: and sometimes, by a. synec

doche, it is used in a yet larger sense, as will be

explained below]: (K:) of the fem. gender:

(Zj, Msb, TA =) pl. Jalji. ($,Msb,1_(,&c.:)

it has no other pl. (Msb, TA) known to Sb;

(TA ;) the pl. of pauc. being also used as 8. pl. of

malt. in this instance. (IJ, TA.) [Hence,]

[The hind leg or foot, or it may here

mean the leg or foot absolutely, is a thing of

which no account, or for which no retaliation or

mulct, is taken]: i. e., if a beast tread upon a

man with its Jul), there is no retaliation or

mulct, if in motion; but if the beast be standing

still in the road, or way, the rider is responsible,

whetheroit stl'iklz with a or a J42. (TA.)

And Qq? ,5 [lit. He is standing upon

a. single leg; meaning] Jrhe is setting about, or

betahing himself to, an afair that presses severely,

or heavily, upon him, or that straitens him.

(T, K, TA. [In the CK, is erroneously

put for And (2;; U1; til +1 am. in

fear, or fright, lest a thing should escape me.

(TA.)—Jag." 33 [as though meaning The one

legged ;] a'certain idol, of El-Hijdz. (TA.).

egg-M 3;? tThe very bright star [[3, called by

our astronomers “Rigel,” and also called by the

Arabs nglyl 5);,“ 3%,] upon the left foot as

Orion. (sz.) [And fit sligéfl J44 fThe

star 1: upon the right leg of Orion.] _\,.:\;ill JL,

1-A certain plant, called also (inf-2,

the root, or lower part, of which, when cooked, is

good for chronic diarrhoea; mentioned in art.

~_J)i'- [q.v.]. (TA.) Also A certain mode of

binding the udder of a camel, so that the young

one cannot suck, therewith, nor will it undo:

($, whence the phrase .QLZM Jana jg}, for

.Faldel ‘33» 5.; (TA.) El-Kumeyt

says,

* Glgéiilmginjgjé *

I): eei 0/ a4

' 'JM‘f-Q’leg-L‘uf *

1-[Thy dominion among the people has bound

with a bond not to be undone him who desires,

within the scope of it, transgression] :($, TA :)

i. e. thy dominion has become firm so that it

cannot be undone; like as what is termed Jq.)

an)" cannot be undone by the young camel.

(TA.) And one says, Q51“ 3;) an; ;:a,

meaning IThe afair was, or became,'difiicult

to him : and TA in art. .795: z) or his life, or

subsistence, was, or became, difl‘icult to him.

(TA in that art.) .._.>l;|:-JI 3;) 1-A certain

plant, like 5129!, [see art. Jig: accord. to

Golius, the tormer appellation is applied to a

species of atriplete, or orache]. (IAar,

[And several other plants have similar appella

tions in the present day.] _)5Llsli 3;.) TA

certainfiles [i.e. branding-instrument, or brand].

(s,1_<.)_'.__.l;ll 3;, +The foot, or heel, qfthe

door, upon which it turns in a socket in the

threshold. (MAJ—v.25." J,].) TThe Ion-er

curved extremity of the bow; (Kh,$,l§;) the

upper curved extremity being called its 4; : (Kb,

5 z) or the part below its [q. v.] : accord. to

AHn, it is more complete, dr perfect, than its 4.5:

accord. to IAar, 94;)! means, when the

string is bound, or braced, the upper parts of the

bow,- and its lower parts; and the former

are stronger than the latter: and be cites the

saying,

* e43? be his Car *9 *

[Would that the bows were all ofthem, or wholly,

of what are termed the two extremities

of the how, he says, are called its ; and its

two notches, its ; and its chrved ends, its

and after 'the out“ are the and

after the ousua, the Digits; and the portion

between the 9%! is its 4,5; this being between

the’ two knots of the suspensory. (TA.) _

42.3! 31;), +The two extremities of the arrow.

(KQ‘ TA. Up the former it is implied that the

phrase $4le J2}; IA canal

afar-.3 [or large river]. (Kr, K, TA.)

_J;_-) also signifies IA part, or portion, of a

thing: (K,TA:) of the fem. gender. (TA.) It

15 ~ ’9;

1is said in a trad. of iAisheh, (lg-4,5,3! L1) (5.»

$.55 iii, mehning I[Aboo

Behr gave to us] the half of a roasted sheep, or

goat, divided lengthwise [and I divided it into

shares, except its shoulder-blade, or its shoulder] :

she called the half thus by a synecdoche: (IAth,

0, TA :) or she meant the leg thereof,

with what was next to it [for l,» in the O

and TA, I read Q] of a... lateral half: or

she thus alluded to'the anon thereof, like as one

does by the term (0, TA. [But see what

here next follows.]) And in another trad., the

Jag.) of a [wild] ass is mentioned as a gift, mean

ing'l One of the two lateral halves : or, as some

say, the thigh : (TA :) and it is explained as

meaning the whole; but this is a mistake. (Mgh.)

_Also r The halqua 3.336 [or pair qfleathern

bags, such as are borne by’a camel, one on each

side,] of wine, and of olive-oil. (AHn, K.)—

It is also applied by some to 'r A pair of trousers

or drawers; and éél}; J;, occurs in this sense

in a trad., for 3.33%}; 51;” like
r r 5

0/ ’0' r

Jab E3)“, whereas each is properly our"? for
5

and

the $35.4 are of the articles of clothing for the

two legs: (IAth, TA :) this is what is meant by

the saying in the K [and in the O likewise] that

16

Jq- i also signifies join J”ng [app. for

juill (45,131“ 5a]. (TA.)-Also tA swarm,

or numerous assemblage, of locusts: (5 z) or a

detached number (EELS) thereof: (K:) [or] one

says [or says also] st};- Jafq, ($,TA,) and
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Jab: it is masc. andjepm (TA :)

8. pl. without a proper sing. ; like Edie (a herd of

[wild] asses, S) and (a flock of ostriches,

and 313.; (a herd of [wild] bulls or cows,

($, K:)lpl. z) and so in the next two

senses here following. (TA.)_ And hence, as

being likened thereto, (TA,) 'iAn army: (K:)

or a numerous army. (TA.) _ Also TA share

irlip thing. (IAar, So in the saying,

J9) Amie 'i [To me belongs a share in thy pro~

perly]: (TA,)—'And.1f1 (time. (TA.) One

says, 4"? UL: elf) (Jib tThat was in the

time qfsuch a one; ($, K, TA ;) in his life-time :

(1;, TA :) like the phrase git; vii, Ute. (TA.)

_ Also tPrecedence. (Abu-l-Mekzirim,

When the files of camels are collected together,

an owner, or attendant, of camels says, G,

i. e. {[The precedence belongs to me,- br]

precede: and another says, US J; '9, i [Nay,

but the precedence belongs, to inc]’: and they

contend together for it, each unwilling to yield it

to the other: (Ahti-l-Mekeiim, TA:) pl. Jtéji:

(K :) and so in the senses here following. (TA.)

_And TDistress; straitness of the means of

subsistence or of the conveniences of life; a state

ofpressing want; misfortune; or calamity; and

poverty. (O,K.)=Also A. man who sleeps

much: (O,K:) fem. with 8. (TA.)—And A

man such as is termed 53,36 [which means

foul in language; evil in disposition: one who

cares not what- he does or says: very jealous:

one who does not mic, or associate as a friend,

with others, because of the evilness of his disposi

tion, nor alight with them: &c.: sce art. )33].

(O,K.)=.Also Blanh paper; (O, K,‘ TA ;)

without writing. (TA.)

. see first sentence : =and see also

J93, in two places.=[It is also explained as

here follows, as though a quasi-inf. n. of 4 in a

sense mentioned in the first paragraph on the

authority of the and O, or inf. n. of in the

same sense; thusz] The sending, 0,) or

leaving, (K, TA,) a lamb or kid or calf, ($,O,

TA,) or a young camel, TA,) and a colt,

(TA,) with its mother, to such her whenever it

pleases: ($, O,K:) [but I rather think that this

is, a loose explanation of the meaning implied by

used as an epithet; for it is added in the $

and 0 immediately, and in the K shortly after,

that] one says 3;; (s. 0.1;) and we}

[meaning, as indicated in the and O, 11

lamb, or hid, or calf, sent with its mother to such

her whenever it pleases, or, as indicated in the K,

6 '05

sucking, or that sucks, its mother]: pl. abut.

(S, O, _‘ Also A horse [i. e. a. stallion] sent

upon the [meaning mares, to leap them]:

(K 2) and in like manner one says u:,

[using it as a pl., app. meaning horses so sent,]

(K accord. to the TA,) or '51,, (01;,

and so in my MS. copy of the 'K: [perhaps it

should be

l6,

3;; ($.0.Meh.Meb.1.< we) end we...

(0, K,) the latter a dial. van, (0,) or, accord. to

Sb and El-Fhrisee, a quasi-pl. n., [but app. of

Jay-l3, not of 34-3,] called by Abu-l-Kasan a pl., ’

(TA,) A. man, as meaning the male of the human

species; (Msb;) the opposite of 2531: (S, O,

Mgh:) applied only to one who has attained to

puberty and manhood: (K,"' TA :) or as soon as

he is born, (K, TA,) and afterwards also: (TA:)

pl. Jlé), (S, Mgh, Msb, K, &c.,) [applied in the

Kur lxiiii. 6 to men and to jinn (or genii), like

JAE» and and likewise 9. pl. of and of

its eye. 6%,] and 59%, (s,1,<,) said by

some to be a pl. pl., (TA,), and 1:11;}, (Sb,

Msb, K, TA, in the CK 31*), [which is a mis

take, as is shown by what folldws,]) of the mea

sure iii}, with fet-h to the J, (Msb,) [but this

is, properly speaking, a quasi-pl. n.,] said to be

the only instance of its kind except illé, which,

however, some say is a n.un. like others of the

same form belonging to [0011.] gen. ns., (Mgh,)

used as a pl. of pauc. instead of slat, (Sb, Ibn

Es-Serréj, Msb, TA,) because they assigned to

no pl. 9o’f'bpauc. , (szTAj) not saying

(TA) [nor Rig-J], and ' 3A9), mentioned by AZ

as another pl.,, but this [also] is a quasi-pl. n.,

and of it Abu-l-’Abbt'ls holds to be a

contraction, (TA,) and itié? (Ks, and

I10,

(Ks, $, land [tincthez guasi-pl. n. is] l

(IJ,K.) ,qu) 0.4 wasp, in the Kur [ii.

282], means, [Two’witnesses] of the people of

your religion. (TA.) also signifies A

woman’s husband: and the dual] [some

times] means A man and his wife; predominance

being thus attributed to the former. (IAar, TA.)

And signifies A woman: or,

accord. to Er-Rtighib, a woman who is, or ejects

to be, or makes hersel , like a man in some of her

qualities, or states, or predicaments. (TA.) It

is said of ’A'isheb, ($,TA,) in a trad., which

confirms this latter explanation, (TA,)

85 'vJ'

(_gljl lily), TA,) meaning She was like a

man in judgment. (TA. [See also

The dim. of 3;, is UL} and 139.1,}. (s,

K:) the former reg.: (TA :) the latter irreg., as
9 I

though it were dim. of TA :) [but it
0 0') 1 g ,

seems that M:) is properly the dim. of ,Jq-l),

though used as that of One says, 3.;

04;; [He is a man unequalled, or that has no

second], (IAar, L in art. may) and a»,

[A little man (probably meaning the contrary)

unequalled, &c.]. and L in that art.) And

, e e s .v v.5 e ,0:

it is said in a trad., 6M .9; was," cm

[The little man prospers if he speak truth].

(TA.) _. Also One much given to coition : (A2,

0, used in this sense by the Arabs of El

Yemen: and some of the Arabs term such a one

3 s o .r s r

(spins. (O, TA.) _ And i. q. q. v.

(Mgh, Msb, __ And Perfect, or complete

[in respect of bodily vigour or the like]: (’Eyn,

0,1g, TA: [in the 01;, Quiet (not, is erro
neously put for Jami, (jg-l)"; :]) for strong and

perfect or complete : sometimes it has this mean

ing, as an epithet: and when thus used, Sb

allows its being in the gen. case in the phrase,

:8 s r s e s a, r

0,1,! J?) (Jig-)4 :9)» [I passed by a man whose
s a c _

father is strong &c.]; though the nom. case is

more common: he says, also, that when you say,

J;le 3;, you may mean that he is perfect or

complete, or you may mean any man that speaks

and that walks upon two legs. (M, TA.) = [In

91' 9" I:

A
the CK, dis.) )1: is erroneously put for)”

and, in the sameuaill Clef-31 as syn. with

élll is app. a mistake for )QEJI but
it is mehtioned in this sense byf’Iyi'idfl see the

paragraph here following.

Jag-3; and its fem., with 5: see

tie; (15ki$.Msb.K) and '31-; (15k.$,1.<)

and '54}, (Msb, K, [in the OK, erroneously,

Hair [that is wavy, or somewhat curly,

i. e.] qfa quality between [cl-Q, for which

is erroneously put in the CK,] lanhness and

crispness or curliness, (K,) or not very crisp or

curly, nor lanh, (ISk,$,) or neither very crisp

or curly, nor very lanh, but between these two.

(Msb, TA.)_And and vii; (ISd,

sgh, K) and t (ISd, 1;, TA, but accord. to

the OK as next follows,] and l with damm

to the E, added by ’Iyad, in the Meshtirilg, (MF,

TA,) A man having hair such as is described

abore: pl. and (M, K;) the foamer,

most probably, accord. t2 a'nalogyupll of Jqu;

but both may be pls. of J?) and k)q-J: accord.

to Sh, however, has [no broken pl., its pl.

being only (M, TA.)=See also

in two places. '

II 0 r O J r

319): see (Jig-j, first sentence, in two places :

D I

_ and = See also the next paragraph.

'4.)

319) The going onfoot; (T, S,‘ M, TA ;) the

act qfthe man who has no beast [to carry him];

(T, TA ;) an infi n. (T, s, TA) of (T, TA:

[see 1, first sentence :]) or it signifies strength to

walk, or go on foot,- (Msb,K;) and is a simple

subst.: (Msbz) and also excellence of a 2:15

[meaning horse or ass or mule] and of a camel

in endurance of long journeying ; in which sense

[Az says] I have not heard any verb belonging

to it except [by implication] it: the epithets

applied to a she-camel, and $9.), applied to an

ass and to a man: (T, TA :) and (M) 751;),

with kesr, signifies vehement-e, or strength, df

walking or going onfoot; (M, K ;) as also

(K. [In the K is then added, “or with damm,

strength to walk, or go on foot;” but it seems

evident that we should read “and with damm,”

&c., agreeably with the passage in the M, in

which the order of the two clauses is the reverse

of their order in the K.]) One says,

31;;ll and (Eye, i. e. [.May God give

thee a beast to’ride upbn, and so relieve thee

from going onfoot, or] from the act of the man

who has no beast. (T, TA.) And ,3 ,2 He

has strength to walk, or go on fobt. (Mgh)

And The state, or condition, ofbeing a [or

man, or male human being; generally meaning

manhood, or manliness, or manfulness] ; ($,K;)
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as also i (Ks, s, TA) and l (IAar,

$.19 and vii}; (Ks, T. K) and viii-L}; (Ki)

of the class of inf. ns. that have no verbs belonging

to them. (ISd, TA.)::|: And The having a com

plaint ofthe 4;, [i. e. leg, or foot]. (TA.)—

And in a horse, or beast, (3:6, A white

ness, or the having a whiteness, ($,) in one

of the Q19.) [i.e. hind legs or feet], K,)

without a whiteness in any other part; (TA ;)

as also This is disliked, unless

there be in him some other [similar]

I'D

3A9): see the next preceding paragraph, first

sentence. = [Also, accord. to the K, a pl. of

or of one of its syns.] =And A herd, or

detached number collected together, of wild

animals. (IB, TA.) == And A place in which

grow [plants, or trees, of the kind called]

(K,) accord. to A2, in which grow many thereof,

(TA,) in one 1.1.3; [or meadow]. (K.)-And

A water-course, or channel in which water flows,

($, from a [stony tract such as is called] 3;;

to a soft, or plain, tract : (K :) pl. (31;); ($,K;)

a term similar to [pl. of so says

Er-Réghib: the waters (he says) pour to it, and

it retains them : and on one occasion he says, the

31;) is like the it is wide,and people alight

in it: he says also, it is a water-course ofa plain,

or soft, tract, such as is out», or, as in one copy,

[which is app. the right reading, meaning

prodlgtive of much herbage]. (TA.) =

also signififs A species of the [hind of plants

called] Us... (K.)—And, accord. to [some

of] the copies of the K [in this place], The

but correctly the [as in the CK here, and

in the 1; &c. in m. 6,5]; (TA;) i.q.

{Lil-Lil; Msb, TA ;) thus the people com

monly called it ,- i. e. In...» an," ; (TA ;) [all

of these three appellations being applied to Purs

lane, or purslain; and generally to the garden

purslane :] it is [said to be] called all..." because

it grows not save in a water-course: [i. e. the

wild sort: but see art. 5;...- :]) whence the saying,

51;], [explained in art. 6.0-], (S,

meaning this up; (TA :) the vulgar say, 0.4

41;). ($, K, TA. [In the CK, erroneously,

1.1

51%) O-°-])

91:4 0)liq”: see ()q-l, in two places.

as,

alt.” a quasi-pl. n. of q. v. (TA.):

[Also fem. of the epithet

fem. of see Jig-t], near the end

of the paragraph. __ 5;;- and '50:.) A

[stony tract such as is called] 5;;- that is rough

[0r rugged], in which one goes on foot: or level,

but abounding with. stones: (K :) or rough and

diflicult, in which one cannot go except onfoot :

(TA :) or the latter signifies level, but abounding

with stones, in which it is difficult to go along:

(5 z) or hard and rough, which. horses and camels

cannot traverse, and none can but a man onfoot :

(AHeyth, TA :) or that impedes the feet by its

diflicultg. (Er-Rdghib, TA.)=ui;j is also a

pl. of :) [and app. of also.]

fem. of [q. v.].-_See also the next

preceding paragraph.

sing. of which latter is applied,

with the article dl, to Certain men who used to

run big, so in the O and K, but in the

T [which is evidently a mistranscription],

TA) upon their feet; as also [$43, in like

manner with the article ~le (0, K, TA :) in the

T, the sing. is written and said to be a

rel. n. from ; which requires consideration:

(TA :) they were Suleyk El-Makénib, (O, K,

TA,) i. e. Ibn-Sulakeh, (TA,) and El-Munteshir

Ibn-Wahb El-Bahilee, and waa Ibn-Matar El

Mézinee. (O, K, TA. [All these were famous

runners.])

ii a) less

3A9): see liq-J.

and its fem., see

[a quasi-pl. n.]: see

see in two places. _Also i. q.

211;; and so 1,395; (111;) i. e. (TA) [That

walhs, or goes on foot, much; Or a good goer;

or] strong to walk, or go, or go onfoot; (S, in ex

planation of the latter, and TA ;) applied to a man,

(S, K, TA,) and to a camel, and an ass: (TA:)

or the latter, a. man that walks, or goes on foot,

much and well: and strong to do so, with patient

endurance: and a beast, such as a horse or an

ass or a mule, and a camel, that endures long

journeying with patience: fem. with 8: ('1‘, TA:)

or, applied to a horse, that does not become

attenuated, or chafed, abraded, or worn, in the

hue s [by journeying]: ($, 0:) or, so applied,

that does not sweat: and rendered submissive, or

manageable,- brohen, or trained: (K,* TA:) the

f'em., with 5, is also applied to a woman, as

meaning strong to walk, or go on foot: (TA :)

pl. [most probably of agreeably with

analogy,] and _. Also A place of

which the two extremities are far apart :_ (M,

K,‘l TA :) in the copies of the_ K, is

here erroneously put for and the M

adds, trodden, or rendered even, or easy to be

travelled: (TA :) or rugged and hard land or

ground: (0, TA 1) and a hard place: and a

rugged, diflicult, road, in a mountain. (TA.) =

Also, applied to speech, i.q. [i. e. Ew~

temporized; spoken extemporaneously, impromp

tu, or without premeditation]. (O, K, TA.)

dim. of which see, in two places.

9— J)

all”)!

05 s I 0' 0 s

ail”): see a»).

a: J .I

nix-M

fl/ '1 3 ea '1 a: r’fln!

1);”: see uh”. _ iyé-QQJI MM; They

(sheep or goats) 'brought them forth [i.e. their

young ones] one after another. (El-Umawee, T,

s, 0.1;)

i. g. q. v. (Az, TA.)

sag.

all)?

J95 (s, Mgh, Msb, 1;, 8m.) and v (Mgh,

Msb,'K,) the latter of the dial. of El-Hijéz, (MF,)

in copies of the M written 7.3;}, (TA,) and

(S, K) and [afterwards mentioned

as a’ quasi-pl. n.] (K) and ($,K) and

fig, (K,) but this last is said by Sb to be a

quasi-pl. n., (TA,) Going, or a goer, on foot,

apedestrian; afootman; the opposite qfvulé;

(S, Msb;) one having no beast whereon to ride,

(K, TA,) in a journey, and therefore going on

his jbet: (TA =) see also J9}: pl. viii-i}, (Ks,

T, s, M, Msb, K,) [or rather {his is 8 quasi-pl. n.,]

written by MF sill-:5, as on the authority of AHei,

but the former is the right, (TA,) and Jr; (Ks,

T, s. M. MEbi K) and ' (S, Ma», TA.) this

last mentioned before as being said by Sb to be a

qpai-pl. n., (TA,) like (s, Msb, TA) and

Yin), and occurring in the Kur xvii. 66, (TA,)

all of Jan}, (s, Mgh,) and Ja}, (s, M, K,) of

and of (TA,) [but more com

monly of 5;}, q. v.,] and Uiéj, (s, 0, K,) of

6:14;, ($. 0.) and Jag, ($.M,1.<.) of

(s,) or of bit-Q, (TA,) and 651;} and 51;},
i m I v

(M, K,) which last is of or of (jg-:9, (TA,)

and 51;.) [a pl. of pauc.], (M, K,) written by'

MF and if so, of like as is pl.

of Qléa, (TA,) and 15;}, (T, M, K,) [but

this is a quasi-pl. n., mentioned before as of

q. v.,] and (M, which may be pl. of

Jul), which is pl. of Jag, (1.1,) and Jagi,

(M,'K,) which may be pifof the pi. Elaji, (1.1,)

and Jgpbl, (M, K,) and to the foregoing pls.

mentioned in the K are to be added (TA) .5914,

(Ks, M, TA) which is of (1,1,, (TA,) and

like jib, (AHei, TA,) and [the quasi-pl. ns.]

Valli-3, (Ks, T, M, Alflei, TA,) termed by MF

an anomalous pl., (TA,) and lab), (AHei,

TA,) said by MP to be extr., of the class of

Jig-3, (TA,) and v Jay}, (AHei, TA,) said to be

a quasi-pl. n. likejtea; and (TA.) A:

says, I have heard some of them say as

meaning and its pl. is (TA.)

And and are applied in the same

sense to'a woman, (Lth, TA,) and so is l

[fem of 5%.}, like fem. of gate]. (s =)

and the pl. [ofthe first] is Jag; (TA) and ([ot'

the first or second or] of the third, $) (Lth,

s, TA) and .._ Lh mentions the say

ing, liéa '§, but does not explain

it: it seems to mean [Do not thus:] may My

mother mourn, and be bereft of thee. (TA.):

} quasi-pass. ns. of q.v.
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U1; means A she-camel [left to

give such to her young one,] not having her udder

bound with. the)1)» [q. v.]. (K.)

The pastor’s [or ram] upon which

he.conveys, or puts to be borne, his utensils. (AA,

0, K.) So in the saying of a poet,

‘ _r rr 0' i 0’ i1: '

szsara Jeni if“ '

'flgfla-llv-lfflg' ~=~£3

(AA, TA,) meaning [And he passed the day]

spinning front a portion of wool [wound in the

form of a ring upon his hand], termed 255,5,

[amid afiock ofsheep, with. a ram upon which'he

conveyed his utensils,] ever collecting [to himself],

and coveting, or labouring to acquire, save when

he was sitting cooking [i.e. colocynths or

their seeds or pulp]. (T and TA in art. M:

where fishy-l) is likewise explained as above.)

, Dd)

(jg-1;): see

)rO

\k)l A man large, inbtthe J42 [i.e. leg, or

foot]: ($,K:) like ~95)! “large in the knee,”

and “ large in the head.” (TA.) _. And A

horse, or beast, (313T), having a whiteness

in one of his 031;) [i.e. hind legs orfeet],

K,) without a whiteness in any other part. (TA.)

This is disliked, unless there be in him some other

[similar] :3. ($. [See also 2 in art. Jodi-.1)

The fem. is 5Q, ($,1;,) which is applied in

like manner to a sheep or goat: z) or to a ewe

I 4

J4), in two places.

as meaning n-hose gig.) [or hind legs] are white

to the flanks, (M, TA,) or with the flanks, (T,

TA,) the rest of her being black. (TA.)_.

PeDIU-Tlr so, so); J!B"J

i'yhp) 5.0-: 586 chip). J-g)l ,J

means [He is the more manly, or manful, of the

two men; or] he has that is not in the other

[of the two men]: (T, TA :) or he is the stronger

qf the two men. ISd thinks J9.) in this

case to be like as having no verb. (TA.)

app. a pl. of which may be pl. of

3a,, which is pl. of 3.0.1; [q. v.]. (TA.) _

Also Men accustomed to; or in the habit of,

taking, capturing, catching, snaring, or trapping,

game or wild animals or the like, or birds, or fish;

hunters, fowlers, orfishermen. (sgh,

o I! so 0 a _ , _

deg-)3 : see Us”, last signification.

1'. q. [q. v., i. e. The herb small

age];’(K;) of the dial. of the Sawad; one of

the herbs, or leguminaus plants, of the gardens.

(TA.).

see of which it is a quasi-pl. n.:

=and

A woman that bringsforth men-children;

' C o J

(M, TA ;) i. q. 1.5.3», (M, K, TA,) which is the

epithet commonly known. (M, TA.)

J9” A copper cooking-pot : (S, Mgh, Msbz)

or a large copper cooking-pot: (Ham p. 469:)

Bk. I.

or a cooking-pot of stones [or stone], and of

copper: (K:) or any cooking-pot (Mgh, Msb,

TA, and Ham ubi supra) or vessel in which one

cooks: (TA :) of the masc. gender: (K:) pl.

(Ham ubi supra. _ And A comb.

(Mgh,K.)_Also, and “#5:, (K,) the latter

on the authority of IAar alone, (TA,) A sort qf

[garment of the hind called] ,2), of the fabric of

El-Yemen: (K:) pl. as above, with

which J71}, occurring in a trad., is'said in the

3 e o;

T, in art. Jo), to be syn.: [and 3),:

signifies the same as :] it is said in a prov.,

s as; he ~

[Recently thy s; was of the sort called ;]

i. e. thou hast only recently been clad with the

(jg-13;, and usedst to wear the 1;: [whence it

appears that the may be thus called because

worn only by full-grbwn menz] so says IAar:

it is said in the M that is from

J49)..." [i.e. (34ml, perhaps a. mistranscrip

tion for 3;: l]: (TA:) [but] signi

fies a sort of’garments, or cloths, variegated, or

figured; and K in art. ;) similar to the

Jq-L'é, or similar to these in their-variegation 0r

deboration, or their figured forms; as explained

by Seer and others; (TA in that art. ;) [where

fore] Sb holds the ,0 of to be an essential

part of the word; in that art. ;) and hence

Seer and the generality of authors also say that it

is a radical, though Abu-l-’Ala and some others

hold it to be augmentative. (MF and TA in that

art.)

5

A maker of cooking-pots [such as are
1

called Jag-l”, pl. of (MA.)_ See also

the next preceding paragraph.

55 soc,

3,53%.” A woman who is, or afects to be, or

makes herself, like a man in guise or in speech.

a ) r O J a

(TA. [See also 3.5-._J, voce , lo_).])

05'

Jq- ’ A skin, (Fr, TA,) or such as is termed

a that is stripped of [by beginning]

from one Jq-J [or hind leg]; (FE, K, TA ;) or

from the part where is the J19). (M, TA.)

And ilii A sheep, or goat; skinned [by

beginning] from one Jay): (Ham p. 667:) and

in like manner applied to a ram. (Lh,

K voce which signifies the contr. [like

_ Also A [skin such as is termed]

full of wine. .(As, O, A [garment of the

kind called] 3).) upon which are the figures of

men; ;) or upon which are figures like those

of men. (TA.)-_And A garment, or piece of

cloth, (0, TA,) and a s}; (TA,) ornamented in

the borders. (O,K, TA.)= Combed hair. (0,

IIITA. [See its verb, 2.])=qu-H Locusts

the traces of whose wings are seen upon the

ground. (ISd,

A gazelle whose def-J [or hind leg] has

fallen [and is caught] in the snare: when his ..\._i

[or fore leg] has fallen therein, he is said to be

3 .

(gags. (TA.)_ See also the'next preceding

paragraph.

: see last sentence.

A man holding the .5} with his hands

and ~t'eet‘, (K,TA,) because he is alone: (TA :)

[i.e.] one who, in producing fire with the

holds the lower :33} with hisfoot [orfeet]. (AA,

TA. [See 5.]): One who collects a detached

number [or Jaf-fl) of locusts, to roast, or

fry, them: :) one who lights upon a J4) of

locusts, and roasts, or fries, some of them, (K,

TA,) or, as in the M, cooks. (TA.)

'1‘!) I r I

Jew: Bee J‘s-)3.

A?)

1. signifies The throwing, or casting, of

stones : ($, :) this is its primary meaning:

($1, TA :) you say, nor. 1 , inf. n.

($, Msb, TA,) He threw, or cast, stones at him,

or pelted him with stones: (S, TA :) or he struck

him, or smote him, with meaning stones:

, J I I 0 r

(Msb :) and)”; is syn. with”), as an inf. n.:

thus some explain the saying, in the Kur [lxvii. 5],

[And we have made;

them for casting at the devils; meaning shooting

stars, which are believed to be hurled at the devils

that listen by stealth, beneath the lowest heaven,

to the words of the angels therein : but see other

explanations below, voce (TA.) ._. Hence,

($, TA,) The act of slaying [in any manner, but

generally stoning, i. e. putting to death-by stoning].

($,I_{.) So in 13; $4., [Theslaying,

or stoning, of the two married persons when they

have committed adultery]. (TA.)_. [1 The act

of beating, or battering, the ground with the feet]

One says of a camel, 1- [He beats, or

batters, the ground], i. e., with his feet; which

implies commendation: (TA :) and so one says

of a horse; (IQ) or ($.) And

one says also, ilé, meaning +[He came

beating, or battering, the ground; or] passing

along with an ardent and a rapid running. (Lh,

K,‘ TA.) [See also 8.] _tThe act of cursing.

(IS, TA.) _ 1-The act of reviling. (K, TA.)

in the Kur xix. 47, means JrI will

assuredly revile thee: (Bd, Jel, TA: see also

another explanation below, in this paragraph :)

or I will assuredly cast stones at thee, (Bd, Jel,)

so that thou shalt die, or shalt remove far from

me. And you say, (gills meaning

1-I uttered foul, or evil,’spee'ch against him.

(Mgh.) [See also g;.]_+The act of driving

away; expelling ,- putting, or placing, at a dis

tance, away, or far away. 1-The act of

cutting of from friendly, or loving communion

or intercourse; forsaking; or abandoning.

_Also [as being likened to the throwing of

stones, in doing which one is not sure of hitting

the moi-a] i. q. (15,11)

+ [The hot of speaking of that which is hidden, oi

which has not become apparent to the speaker,

132
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and conjecturing]; (TA ;) or speaking conjectu

rally: 5S, TA :) and (K, TA) some say (TA)

i. q. “a [as meaning ta doubting]: (K, .TA:

[in the CK, .143: is erroneously put for ;‘idt :]

and [which means fan opining, or a con

jecturing]. (K, TA.) One says, +He

spoke of that which he did not know. _(Ham

p. 494.) And infill; (Z, TA) fHe spoke

conjecturally: :) or he conjectured, or

opined. (Be in xviii. 21.) Hence, CL} 136

T He said it conjecturally. (Z, TA.) Hence also,

(TA,) Jo C4,, in the Kur [xviii. 21], (s,

TA,) 1- [Spedking conjecturally of that which is

hidden, or unknown ,' as indicated in the and

TA: or] conjecturing in a case hidden from them.

(Jel.) One says also, AL; Jig, i. e. THe

said conjectnrally, [or' sped/ting of that which

was hiddenfrom him, or unknown by him,] with~

out evidence, and without proof. (Msb.) And

2:5 3,31%;- ui-h +[It became

a subject of conjecture, the real state of the case

whereof one was not to be made to know]. (S,

TA.) Aha in the Kur [Kim 47, of

which two explanations have been mentioned

above], means [accord. to some] I will assuredly

say of thee, [though] speaking of that which is

hidden [from me], or unknown [by me], what

thou dislikest, or hatest. (TA.)—1.9.); QLJ

[if the latter word he not a mistranscription foi

' q.v.,] means A tongue that is chaste, or

perspicuous, and copious, in speech. (Msb in art.

Rf.)_ See also the next paragraph, in three

places.

2. A), inf. n.;?fi, He placed upon the

grave [meaning large stones, to make a

gibbous covering to it]. (TA.) It is related in a.

trad. of ’Abd-Allah Ibn-Mughafl'al, that he said,

(54.3 ’§, i.e. Place not ye upon my grave

; meaning thereby that they should make his

grave even with the ground, not gibbous and

elevated: the verb is thus correctly, with tesh

deed: but the relaters of trade. say, i '9

z) [and it is said that] ;ill iii-3,

TA,) aor. 1, inf. n. (TA,) signifies 13h,

i.e. He put a tombstone to the grave : (TK

or he’pl’accd upon the grave14;? [a pl., likeIQ),

of “)1: (K 2) or, accord. to Aboo-Bekr, '9

V means lVail not ye at my grave;

i. e. say not, at it, what is unseemly,- from

signifying “ the act of reviling.” (TA.)

3. [in its primary acceptation] is The

mutual throwing, or casting, of stones,- or the

vying, or contendingfor superiority, in the throw

ing, or casting, of stones. (Mgh. [See also 6.])

_. [Hence,] 1-The act of mutually reviling; or

the vying in reviling; or 5015K“) (TA

[see, again, (3.)) _ And {as us fig, and

;MI, and .39.", (K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,)

1 He exerted himself to the utmost in vying, or con

tendingfar superiority, in speech, and in running,

and in war, or bottle. (K, TA.) _. And $2,?!”

(K,) or 5,; (,2, (s,) IHe defended tin, or his

people; or spoke, or pleaded, or contended, in

defence of him, or of them: (S, K, TA :) and so

(3}). (TA.)

6. lMl): They threw, or cast, stones,

one at another,- or vied, or contended for supe

riority, in throwing, or casting, stones, one at

another : TA :) and ' twat signifies the like

of this. (IAar, TA. [See also 3.]) _ [Hence,]

J»): e.,-,9; see 8. _And Asst, n.,-*1;

{They reviled one another; or vied in reviling

one another. (TA. [See, again, 3.])

8: see 6. _. [Hence,] W), and

Thy-93, +The camels beat '[or battered] the

ground with their feet: or went

heavily, without slowness. (TA.) [See and

see also 1, in two places] _ And ,933l {It (a

thing) lay one part upon another; was, or became,

heaped, or piled, up, or together, or accumulated,

one part upon, or overlying, another,- (Aboo

Sa’eed, K, TA;) as also 0;..3} (Aboo-Sa’eed,

TA.)

10. 52‘, said of a woman [who

had committed adultery], means She came asking

the Prophetfor [i. e. 'to be stoned] (TA.)

Q. Q. 1. He interpreted, or ex

plained in another language, his speech. See

art”);

12;}, an inf. n. [of 1, q. v.], used as an appella

tive, (Bd in lxvii. 5,) A thing that is thrown, or

cast, like as is a stone: pl. (Bd ib., and

Hence, in the Kur (ubi supra),

And we have made them things

to be cast at the devils; meaning shooting stars:

[see also inf-3:] or, as some say, we have made

them to be [means of] conjectures to the devils of

mankind; i.e.,to the astrologers. (Bd, TA. [See

another explanation in the first sentence of this

art.])=Also A friend; or a true, or sincere,

friend,- or a special, or particular,friend ; syn.

M: and a cup-companion, or compotator.

(Th, See also the last signification in the

next paragraph.

Stones (Msb, TA) that are placed upon a

grave. (TA.)-_And hence, (Msb, TA,) A

grave,- Msb, K, TA ;) because stones are col

. I: 0 ’

lected .toge’ther upon it; (Mel: ;)as also: 3.9,)

and 'h): the pl. of”) l5)l*)l: you

say, at; 0.5.; These are the graves of [the
I v e I, s

tribe of] ’Ad: (TA =) and 12.4,, of which the

pl. is») and )tq-J, signifies also, like as does

I .v s ’

V”), stones, (K,) or high stones, (TA,) that are

set up upon a grave: (K, TA :) or both these

signify a sign [that is set up upon a grave; or a

tombstone: see 2]: z) or the former of them
9’0:

(1,9)) signifies stones collected together, (Lth,

Msb, TA,) as though they were the graves of [the

tribe of] ’Ad; (Lth, TA ;) and its pl. is lit.,.

(Mgh:) or it is sing. oflé-s and which

signify large stones, less than [such as are’termed]

n.2,, (s,) or likeih’a), (TA,) sometimes collected

together upon a grave'toform a gibbous covering

to u. (S.)_AlBO (i.e. 1,4,) A well. (K.)?

And A [kind of oven such as is called] n5

[q. v.]. (K.) _ And i. q. 2);, with”, accord.

to the K, i. e. A round space in the ground: or,

as in other lexicons, 5};- [meaning a hollow, or

cavity, in the ground, made by digging, or natural].

(TA.) = Also Brothers, or brethren : [a quasi

pl. n. :] sing., accord. to Kr, andJé-g; [so

that the latter is used as a sing. and as 0. pl. ;]

but (ISd says, TA) I know not how this is. (K,

TA.) [See Maoist-3.] -

The [shogting] stars that are cast [at the

devils; like 40,), as explained by some, pl. of

2;}, q. v.]. _ See also the second sentence of

the next preceding paragraph.

Q/Dr 9;!

3.09): see 10?), second sentence. _ [It is ap

plied in the present day to Any heap of stones

thrown together or piled up.] _ Also A [kind of

turret, such as is called] 3,15, like a [i.e.

tent, or house, &c.], around which they used to

circuit: a poet says,

* $513M 5.143s éué as '

[Like as when he who beat the ground circuited

around the 2.0.99]. (TA.) _ 32,9.) [thus written,

but perhaps it is Viki-3,] is also sing. of odd.)

signifying [Hills, or mountains, &c., such as are

called] .otés [pl. of (AA, TA.)

see;;,!sepond sentence, in two places:

_ and see also 3.9-). ._ Also The hole, den, or

subterranean habitation, of the hyena. (S,

_ And A thing by means of which a palm-tree

that is held in high estimation is propped; ;)

also called i. e. a kind ofwide bench ofstone

or brick against which the palm-tree

leans; as is said by Kr and AHn: the) is said

to be a substitute for .9; or, as ISd thinks, the

word is a dial. vat, like (TA.)

,Zté, i. q. ;cjh, (s,1_<;) i. e. A stone which

is tied to the end of a rope, and which is then let

down into a well, and stirs up its black mud,

after which the water is drawn forth, and thus

the well is cleansed: (TA :) sometimes it is tied

to the extremity of the cross piece of wood of the

bucket, in order that it may descend more quickly.

(S, K.) _ Also A thing that is constructed over

a well, and across which is then placed the piece

of woodfor the bucket. (AA, And [the dual]

QLQlaj-J Two pieces of wood that are set up over

it well, (S, K, TA,) at its head [or mouth], (S,

TA,) and upon which is set the pulley, (S, K,

TA,) or some similar thing by means of which

one draws the water. (TA.) _Also a pl. of

i;-f-3- (s, Mill), 1.1-)

see the next paragraph.

and Thrown at, or cast at, with

stoneh. The former is said to be applied to

the devil because he is cast at (1597s) with

[shooting] has. (TA.) [In the MA, 1,1,;3, as

well ask}, is explained as signifying Stoned:

)9;

but it is probably a mistranscription for Jag-rm]
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_Slain [in any manner, but generally meaning

put to death by being stoned]. ($.)

5mg", in the Kur [xxvi. 116], is eizplained

as meaning Thou shalt assuredly be of those

slain in the most evil manner of slaughter:

(TA:) or the meaning is, ofthose smitten with

stones: or, treviled. (Bd,Jel.)_Also the

former, I Cursed, 0r accursed ; and in this sense,

i.e. '54.}, applied to the devil. (TA.)

.._And iReuiled; [and so 'jép, as shown

above ;] and in this sense, also, said to be applied

to the devil: and so in the two senses here fol

lowing. (TA.) _ +Driven away; expelled;

put, or placed, at a distance, away, orfar away.

(TA.) ..'_ And + Cut offrom friendly or loving

communion or intercourse; forsaken; or aban

doned. (TA.)

. I I z 4 I l I

3”?) sing. oleQ), which signifies liloun

tains at which stones are cast [app. from some

superstitious motive, as is done by Arabs in the

present day]. (TA.)

phi-355': see art’s-)3.

ace; and t and el
and see Whig-)5.

;;;4.IA_ horse that beats [or batters] the

ground Ledgjfi': S: or Uéj'ifi

with his hoqfs: ($,K:) or that is as though he

did thus: (TA :) or that runs vehemently : (Ham

p. 158:) applied also in the first sense to a camel;

implying commendation: or, as some say, heavy,

without slowness. (TA.) And IA strong man:

as though his enemy were cast at with him:

(s,l_<=) or a defender ofhis [i. e. kind, or

kindred by the father’s side]. '(A, TA.) IAar

says, A man pushed another man, whereupon he

[the.latter] said, is

In.» 1> [Thou shalt assuredly find me to be one

flailing a strong shoulder-joint and a stay that is

a means of support]. (TA: but there written

without any syll. signs.) means 1' A

tongue copious in speech; or, chastlz, or perspi

cuous, therein; or eloquent: and strong, or patent.

(TA. See also 1, last sentence but one.)

i. [or sailfish, which means A

sling ; and )lq-n, q. v., app. signifies the same]:

PLAQLW- (TA-l

A narrative, or story, of which one is not

to be made to know the real state : ($, K, TA 2)

or, as in some of the copies of the $, ofwhich one

knows not, or will not know, whether it be true or

false : (TA :) or respecting which conjectures are

formed. (Ham p. 494.)

[app. A. sling; like ;] a thing

with which stones are cast; (K, TA ;) i. q.

[q.v.]: pl. (TA.)—And +A camel

that stretches out his neck in going along: or

that goes strongly, or vehemently; (K, TA 5)

120' site

as though beating the pebbles (UQILMJH-fi 4.3%)

with hisfeet. (TA.)

9 J 0 a

Jr”): see in three places.

pl. of [q. v.]. (TA.) _ Also

1‘ Foul words: (M, :‘) a pl. of which no sing.

is mentioned. (TA.)

One casting [stones] at thee, thou casting

at him. (Har p. 567.)

I :0) .r O a

Jars)»: see L9).

.‘Ga’

RP: see artvfi-ja'.

0+)

1. Quilt; 5;}, (s,1_<,) aor. a, (s,) inf. n.

9 J

0”}, He remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in

the place; ($.Kl) as also 'oe-Jfi; (Ki TKl)

and kept to it, or became accustomed to it;

accord. to one copy;) and so 4.; (Sf Msb,*

Kg: TA: all in art. M,)—And iii-j, (Fr,

$.K.) w. =. (TA;) and (Fr,$.K.)

aor. =; (TA ;) and ;) said of camels,

(Fr, S,K,) &c.; (K ;) They kept, or became

accustomed, to the tents, or houses: (K,* TA :)

and V as»)! said of a she-camel, she remained

in [or at] the house, or tent. (TA.)—And

13'3" (s. K.) (TA.) int 11- 6,43.

The beast was confined, kept close, or shut up,

and badly fed, ($,K,) so that it became lean:

:) or was confined to thefodder in the dwelling,

'74

or place of abode. _9Aad,fiid;li 0.9),

(Lh, TA,) aor. i , inf. n. a”), (L and TA in

art. eke») [app. He kept constantly to thefood ;]

he loathed nothing of thefood ,' and so and

in {like manner one says of the camel,

nib." [he kept constantly to the fodder; or

lo’athed nothing thereof]. (Lb, TA.) _And

and [ian ns. of which the verb is not

mentioned] A camel’s feeding upon date-stones,

and seeds, or grain. (TA.) = Jar?! and

“4,1, He confined the camels to feed them

with fodder, not pasturing them, or not sending

or driving or conducting themforth in the morning

to the pasturage. (Fr, And Q?)

He confined his riding-camel’strictly

in the house, making her to lie down upon her

breast, and not feeding her with fodder. (ISh,

Te) And Iii; ($.K.) inf- 11- (so

He confined, kept close, or shut up, his beast, and

fed it badly, K,) so that it became lean:

($2) or confined his beast to the fodder in the

dwelling, or place of abode; as also Veg-1):

(K :) or, accord. to J, [perhaps a mistake for A2,

for it is not in either of my copies of the $,] on

the authority of Fr, the former signifies he con

fined the beast from the pasturage, without fod

der: and i the latter, inf. n. he confined,

or restricted, the beast to fodder. (TA.):

He was ashamed for himself, or of

himself, or was bashful, or shy, with respect to

such a one; he was abashed at him, or shy of

him; or he shrankfrom him. (AZ,

2: see 1, latter part, in two places.

’4’,

4, as intrans. and trans.: see 1, in two places. -

8. 093,1: see 1, first sentence..._Also It

was, or became, heaped, or piled, up, or together,

\ ~ re .~ es" ___~ _,\__-\__~
“‘ka\MM_——_

or gccumulated, one part upon another; syn.

fig, (1;) and R3}. (Aboo-Sa’eed, TA in

art. R).)_ And, said of fresh" butter, It was

cooked [for the purpose of clarifying it] without

its becoming clear, and became bad, or spoiled:

(S, K, TA :) or it turned in the skin containing

the churned milk: (TA :) or it became bad, or

spoiled, in the churning: (TA in art. Lil-3:)

from @831)! meaning the fresh butter’s

comingforth from the skin mixed with the thick

milk, and being in that state put upon the fire,

so that, when it boils, the thick milk appears

mixed with the clarified butter. (TA.)

s ’03

Sac)", meaning The piece offresh butter became

mixed up with the milk, is a prov., alluding to a

difficult afi'air which one cannot find the way

to adjust. (L in art. 4.5.)_ Hence, (TA,)

I)?” U1; 093)! 1-The afair, or case,

of the people, or party, became confused to them. A

($, K-‘)

That keeps to the tents, or houses,

domeisticated, familiar, or tame; (S, TA ;) like

5.91;: :) applied in this sense to a bird:

(TA:) and in like manner applied to

camels: ($,' TA :) and to a sheep or goat (8L5),

and a she-camel, that remains in [or at] the

houses, or tents. (TA.)-And 5L2; A

sheep, or goat, confined, shut up, or kept close,

and badlyfed, so that it becomes lean.

’9‘)

.7104 e

1. 43,99, aor.

(s. M. K.) or 24-3. (Main) and :13. (s. K. TA.
&c., [in the CK erroneously written with the

short 1, i. e., without the meddeh and -,]) or the

latter is a simple subst., (Mgh,) and ($,

and 510:5, or (accord. to different copies of

the 15,) or both, (01g) and 2;}; (15;) and

(so inf-n- (Ks) and

(S. K.*) and viii-53'; (s. Meb. K s) I hoped

for him [or it; relating only to what is possible;

syn. with s’efi below]: all signify the

same: :) and 4:9,), aor. fag-)1, is a dial. var.

.v s 05 5 s 1

0,03», (s, Mgh,) inf. n. ,9),

of (Msb:) and 2.31.}, aor. 21;}, like

Q}, is a dial. var. of 2‘43, aor. 3,425 accord.

to 'Lth: it is disapproved by Al, because heard

by him on no other authority than that of Lth;

but it is mentioned also by ISd. (TA.) One

says, 2.2;“ [I did not, or have

not, come to thee except hoping for that which is

good]. No regard is to be paid to the asser

tion of Lth, that the saying Lj-é [I

did a thing hopingfor such a thing], is’a misti’ik’e,

and that the correct word is only 211,-); for Sig.)

occurs in a trad., and in the poetry of the Arabs.

(TA.)—Sometimes ,1}, (5,) or (Msb,)

has the meaning of ($,Msb;) because

the hoper fears that he may not attain the thing

for which he hopes; (Msb ;) and so (T, $;)

but only when there is with it a negative particle:

(Fr, T, TA :) you say, l; 11 feared not

132*
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”)_C)

thee: but you do not say, meaning I

feared, thee: (TA :) the saying in the Kur [lxxi.

12], [‘53 4'1! L; means +[What

aileth you] ’that ye will not fear the greatness, or

majesty, QfGod? or the meaning is, that

ye will not hope for God’s magnifying of him

who serves Him and obeys Him? or that ye will

not believe in greatness, or majesty, belonging to

God, so that ye may fear disobeying Him?

(Bd :) another instance occurs in a verse of Aboo

Dhu-eyb, cited in art. JAA, conj. 3: z) and

121,5), also, signifies the feared him, or it;

[but app. only when preceded by a negative

particle, as in exs. cited in the TA;] (K, TA ;)

in which sense it is tropical. (TA.) Accord. to

a

Lth, is also syn. with and Lo

L; [I do not care, mind, or heed]:

but this is disapproved by A1. (TA.)=L'£,'

He broke of, or ceased, [app. by reason ofin

ability,]from speaking: :) 0r, accord. to Az,

he became confounded, or perplexed, and unable

to see his right course : or, as Fr says, he desired

to speak, and was unable to do so: (TA:) and
feel; I

(K)

2: see 1, first sentence.

means

v.,], like (52;, he became unable to speak.

4. She (a camel, $, or a pregnant female

[of any kind], TA) was, or became, near to

bringingforth ,- K, TA ;) so that her bringing

forth was hoped for: accord. to Er-Raghib, the

proper signification is she made her owner to have

hope in himself that her bringingforth was near:

(TA:) and means the same.

32.211 uq-jl He failed of getting any game;

(K;) [as though he made the game to have

hope;] and Sisal signifies the same: (TA :) or

so “9-)!- [alone], and [glone]. (K and TA

in art. lg).)=And Q9), Mgh,) inf. n.

212,51, Ipostponed it, put it of, deferred it,

or delayed it ,- ($, Msb,K;') namely, an affair

[sec.]; (s;) as also bL,i. ($,Msb.) [See the

latter verb: and see also an ex. in the Kur vii.

108 and xxvi. 35 ; and the various readings

mentioned by Ed in the former instance.]=

3i?“ uq-Jl He made a side to the well.

($. K)

5: see 1, first sentence. ._ [In the present day,

é) is often used as meaning He besought, en

treated, petitioned, or prayed]

8: see 1, first sentence: _and again in the

latter part of the paragraph.

The side, (K,) in a general sense: (TA :)

or the side of a well, (S, Msb, K,) and of the

sky, (Er-Raghib, TA,) and of anything; (S,

Mew) and ML,” signifies the same: (K:) the

side ofa well from its top to its bottom; (TA ;)

and the two sides thereof: which last is also

[or properly] the meaning of the dual; which is

96;}: pl. Msb, Hence,

in the Kin [lxix.17],l;‘:\-:-;l k_,ii= [The

angels being at the sides thereof]. ($, TA.) They

said, “Pg-:5," a; in], meaning +He was cast

into places of destruction : :) or it is said of

one who is held in mean estimation: (M, TA :)

5%! in the K is a mistake for as the

reading in the M: (TA:) as though the two

[opposite] sides of the well were cast at with

him. And one says of him who will not

be deceived so as to be turned away from one

course to another, (313.3." 44 '3] +[lit. The

two sides of the well will not’be cast at with him] ;

in allusion to the well’s two [opposite] sides’ being

cast at with the bucket. (Z, TA.)

[accord to most an infi n., (see 1, in two

senses,) but accord. to the Msb a simple subst.,]

Hope; syn. and M and in art. J41 ;)

contr. of ;) an opinion requiring the

happening of an event in which will be a cause

of happiness; (Er-Raghib, TA ;) expectation of

deriving advantage from an event of which a

cause has already occurred: (El-Harallee, TA :)

or, as Ibn-El-Kemal says, pr0perly, i. q.

and conventionallyhthe clinging of the heart to

the happening of a future loved event: (TA :) or

hope, or eager desire,for a thing that may possibly

happen; differing from 6.3, which relates to

what is possible and to whdt is impossible. (MF,

TA.) = See also

[A thing hoped for]; you say, d L;

USU, There is nothing for me to hopefor in

such a one. ($.)

El; [Hoping : _ and Fearing]. (Mgh.)

i a!

Egg-)l A thing postponed, put oj‘, defierred, or

delayed. (ISd,

a J 0!

3,1,9) Redness : (Msb, K :) a certain red dye :

:) or a certain dye, intensely red : (S :) accord.

to A’Obeyd, (s,) what is called ; (s, 1; ;)

and he says that the cg}; is inferior to it

[but this often has the contr. meaning]): it is

said also that gig.» is an arabicized word, from

the Pers. gigs], which means a sort of trees

having a red blossom, of the most beautiful kind;

and that every colour resembling it is termed

(35991. Also Red: :) and red gar
le 5

ments or clothes. (IAar, And one says g!

I ' l . . . .

(35;), mentioned by Seer has havmg an intensive

' J 0! )1 g i

meaning; (M, TA ;) in the 1;, Vigil”)! ,...i ;

but this is wrong; (TA;) i. e. Intenser red.

(1;, TA.) And 1,1,;ji [A villous,

or nappy, outer, or wrapping, garment, intensely

red]: M, A :) but IAth says that the most
M e e

common practice is to prefix the word .63 orw

r 1 d _ '

to [359-]! so as to govern the latter n: the gen.

r J oh 1 a; e J 0 1: =

case; [saying 91",! gs,» or (21,...) ;]

and that the word [gig-j] is said by some to be

Arabic, the l and g being augmentative. (TA.)

3 ' r I 0‘ I

at”) : see the next preceding paragraph.

Postponed, put ofl‘, deferred, or delayed;

as also Some read [in the Kur ix. 107]

It at foes; r sets

anqu 0,994 ogpb. see i9)», in art.

by)

[3; and and] and A

femge near to'bringi'ng forth. (K,“ TA.)=

k}; also signifies A m'an’who is one of the people

[or sect] called the 3.9)»; ($ ;) or one of the

ESQ-p, mentioned in art. L,); as also ; and

’ 3 0; '

so lug-)4; or this is [properly speaking]

’ e s a s

a rel. n. from Era; ;) and also; ;)

or rather this is another rel. n., like (IB

and TA in art. in”, q. v.)

3 .J I J '

up)»: see what next precedes. You say J9)

3

[A maan, or belonging to, the sect called

the legrl- (s)

g?!)

11" p

1. 429-): see 1 (first sentence) in art. ,9).

C)
5' r O r dire _

1. C), [sec. pers. “f,,] aor. cg, [mf. n.,

D r r

app., 6),] It (a solid hoof, &c.,) had the quality

termed ) meaning as expl. below. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. @213 He (9. man, TA) did not exceed

the usual bounds so as to reach the bottom, or

utmost depth, of the object of his desire; (K,

TA ;) as, for instance, ofa vessel: (TA :) [Ier

thinks that it signifies he sought, by his speech,

the expression of a meaning which he failed to

attain.] _431'QL! C») He spoke, or expressed

himsel , obliquely, ambiguously, or equivocally;

npt’plainly. (1;, TA.) _ 031$ 0-, i. q.

45),}2; [He protected such it one by intervening,

or by interposing something].

R. Q. 2. She (a mare) straddled, in

order to stale. (S, A, K.)

5.1-; [or 5.2;] A serpent being, or becoming,

like a (5;, or neck-ring, K, [see 5 in

art. 5,5,1) whenfolding itself; (TA :) originally

2;}; (K ;) the ,5 being changed into c. (TA.)

. '3 Width in a solid hoof: such is approved;

($, _ ;) being the contr. of that which is termed

3e 0)

M: but when it spreads out much, it is a

fault: z) or a spreading therein: (A z) or a

spreading thereof; and width of a human foot:

(Lth, TA :) or a spreading of a solid hoof, with

thinness : or width ofa human foot, with thinness;

and in a solid hoof, which is a. fault: or excessive

width in a solid hoof. (TA.)

and 7 and V A thing wide

and spreading, (K, TA,) not deep, like a M

and any similar vessel; as also and

(TA :) [or 'the third of these epithets signifies

very wide &c. ; as will be seen from what follows:

and] V the second signifies a thing wide and thin.

You say Iii] A wide and low vessel;

as also (TA.) And and l

rfl.f

A wide bowl. (A.) And 6.2., and v {lb-1.)

A bowl spreading widely [and very widely]. (AA,

Jv J91

TA.) And it is said in a. trad., a.» e.,...

1 iii}; The middle quaradise is [very] wide,
r
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or ample: the t and Q are added to give inten

siveness to the signification. (TA.)_ [Hence,]

5 v 0 I Q 0! Q r O r

t») as: (A) and '5». (s. A) m» ample

and easy state ofli e. TA.)

' 1,9,

ohm-’09 Z I

a: . . 0 - see the next preceding paragraph,

'. 1") ' throughout.

5 a 0 I

Cb.) I

Spreading, (Lth, TA,) or widely expanded ,

(TA ;) applied to a solid hoof, (Lth, TA,) and

to a foot such as is termed (TA :) and

wide; applied to anything: thus it; a wide

humanfoot : (Lth, TA :) and a humanfoot having

the middle of the sole even with the fore part;

(L, TA ;) fiat-soled; i. e. having, in the sale, no

hollow part that does not touch the ground:

:) and a wide callous protube

rance upon the breast of a camel: (TA :) and

it; a wide [bowl such as is termed] 3.5+;

like 52.5]; wide and not deep : (TA :) and

’ J3wide,_;tllq- [pl.offiK]. (IAar,K.) Having

a spreading hoqf; A, ;) applied to a horse,

(A,) and to a mountain-goat: (S, A, K :) also,

applied to a man, having a wide foot,- (A ;) or

having, in the sole of hisfoot, no hollow part that

does not touch the ground, as is the case

in the feet of the Zinj; ;) having the sole of

the foot flat, so that all qf it toughes the ground:

fem. you say a high

hollow to the sole of the foot is approved in a man

and in a woman. (T, TA.) Also, applied to a

camel, Having onefoot cleaving to another. (TA.)

‘3'")

1. .LL}, (Msb, K,) said of a place, (1“pr or

of a thing, (TA,) and #3, said of a land,

S,) or of a country, (>315, A, TA,) aor. ’— ,

inf- n- Ll; (s, A: Mgh. K) and iéiéj; ($.19)

and ("-3, (Msb, K,) and $4.}, (TA,) aor. =,

(Msb, K,) inf. n. ; (Msb, TA,) and 'wji,

(Msb, K,) and a»)! ; (TA ;) It was, or became,

ample, spacious, wide, or roomy. (S, K, TA.)

3601 and 7&5 both signify the same,

i. e. The house, or abode, was ample, &c. ; or may

the house, or abode, be ample, &c. (S, TA.) And

they said, VéQ-Zji, meaning May

it (the country, 3141,) be spacious to thee, and

be moistened by gentle rain, or by dew : so accord.

to Aboo-Is-hék. (TA.) U335»: ism;

Q4, in the Kur ix. 119, mearis The earth

became strait to them with [i. e. notwithstanding]

its spaisiousness. (Bd, Jel.) _. #3, accord. to

the original usage, is trans. by means of a par

ticle; so that one says, i1.) [The

place was, or may the place be, spacious with

thee]: afterwards, by reason of frequency of

usage, it became trans. by itself; and thus one

said, 31331 [The house, or abode, was, or

may the house, or abode, be, spacious with thee,

or to thee]. (Mgh.) ._ [Hence the saying,]

ll

7 ‘ J I a ll!) r

folk J’soll liq-9] fWas it proper, or

' ~_. __- y ‘\WM-\x~\fl~—~

allowable, for you [to enter among his obeyers?

i. e., to become obedient to him ?]: K,‘ TA :)

referring to El-Kirménee, (so in the S,) or Ibn

El-Kirmanee: (so in the TA :) inentioned by Kh,

on the authority of Nasr Ibn-Seiyar; but he says,

the verb thus used is anomalous; (S,

for a verb of the measure is not trans., (K,

TA,) accord. to the grammarians, (TA,) except

with the tribe of Hudheyl, who, accord. to AAF,

make it trans. TA) when its meaning admits

of_its being so: (TA:) Kh mentions the phrase

31.1" [meaning The house, or abode, was,

or may the house, or abode, be, spacious with, or

to, you] ; but it is thought‘that there is an ellipsis

here, and that it is for iii" 13,) and El

Jelal Es-Suyootee mentions, ori the authority of

AA_F, the saying as meaning

[i. e. May God mahe wide his belly]:

(TA :) [J says, app. quoting Kh,] there is no

sound verb of the measure that is trans.

except this; but as to the unsound, there is a

difference of opinion: accord. to Ks, :21); is ori

ginally but Sb says that this is not allow

able, because it is trans.: (S :) Az says that

is not held to be allowable by the gram

marians; and that Nasr is not an [approved]

evidence. (TA.)

, 2 :osee 4. __ “4:9, (SLA, Msb, inf. n.

w“): A, and “VA-93: (Hat P“ 579!) He

said’to him Msb;) [he welcomed him

with the greeting of ; or simply he welcomed

him ;] he invited him to ampleness, spaciousness,

or roominess: (A,K:) and '4;, also, signi

fies he said Q4}; but the expression commonly

known is a,» (Har pp. 422-3.) You say,

will; figil [I met him with the greeting of

$33; or with welcoming]. (A.) See also

4: see 1, in three places. = sip)! He made it

(a thing, ample, spacious, wide, or roomy,

(s,1_;;) as also 1.1.2., (01;. [The latter is not

in the TA, nor in my MS. copy of the K.]) El

Hajjéj said, when he slew Ibn-El-Kirreeyeh,

l; [Make wide, 0 young man,

his wound]. And one says, in chiding a

horse or mare, 1,9} (3, K) and magi, (5,11,

K,) meaning Mahe room, and withdraw. (S,

11.1.1)

6. An instance of this verb occurs in the saying,

a; ,4 0:11; 0:11: '1 a” A: a so! :0

a); when m up,» " , l); O] ,s'j! I.»

I [This afair, or case, the ways leading to it,

or the ways of commencing it, be easy, the ways

of return from it, or the ways of completing it,

are diflicult]. (A, TA.)

Q. Q. 1. cl}: see 2.

.143 (s. A. Ms), K) and H293 (Ms. K)

and l Ample, spacious, wide, or roomy ;

(S, A, ;) applied to a place, (Mgh,) or a thing.

(TA.) You say and 5;: An

ample, or a spacious, or wide, country, and land,

(S,) and (,6)! also: and and

7%.; an ample, or a spacious, or wide, place

of alightiug or abode: and $31.]; a wide

road. (TA.) And i An ample coohing

pot: and alone is [elliptically] used

as meaning a cooking-pot. (Ham p. 721.) And

light A. wide woman; ;) meaning

wide in respect of the And

55;." 'éngb3 A man ample, or wide, in the

belly: and, mentioned by Es-Suyootee, +a

great eater; voracious; (TA;) and so

alone- (s. K. TA) And All) #3 J43 (TA)

and ,Sln 1.1.3.} and ,331 v;,,.,' (s, TA) A

man’ample, or dilatedfin the bredst, or bosom ,

[meaning 1-free-minded; free from distress of

mind; without care: and free from narrowness

of mind; liberal, munificent, or generous.]

TA.) And ILiberal, munificent, 0|

generous; as also and so

and (A, TA.) And means also

fHaving ample, or extensive, power, or strength,

in cases of difiiculty: (TA in the present art. 2)

or thaving ample strength, and power, and might

in war or fight, courage, valour, or prowess.

(TA in art. 5;.) And £539) .QL, 1,513

{Such a one has power, or ability,for that. (A.)

I!!;

_ See also 3p).

an inf. n. of [q.v.]. Msb,

[Used as a simple subst.,] Ampleness, spacious

ness, wideness, or roominess. A, Mgh,

You say, [He invited him to

ampleness, &c.]. And hence the saying of

Zeyd Ibn-Thabit to ’Omar, asljsu (4's, mean

ing Advance to ampleness, 8w. (Mgh.) See also

“p, in two places..__[It is also used as an

epithet :] see the next preceding paragraph.

lea

w) : see the next following paragraph.

5.1;; (s. A. Mgh. Mgh. K) and (A. Mgh.

Msb, K,) the former of which is the more chaste,

(A,) or the better, (Mgh,) or the more common,

(Mgh,) The court, open area, or spacious vacant

part or portion, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) of a

mosque, (S, A, Mgh, Msb,) and of a house, (A,

TA,) or ofa place; (K ;) so called because at its

ampleness: (TA :) and in like manner, between,

or among, houses: (A :) a desert tract, (Fr, Mgh,

TA,) or a spacious vacant tract, (A,) or a spa

cious piece qf ground, (Mgh,) between, or among,

the yards of the houses of a people : (Fr, Mgh,

Msb, TA :) and sometimes thus is termed an

enclosure, or a [hind qf wide bench of stone or

brick such as is called] gigs, that is made at

the doors of some of the mosques in the towns

and the rural districts, for prayer: hence the

saying of Aboo-‘Alee Ed-Dakkak, [in which it

means an enclosure outside the door qf a mosque,]

“It is not fit that the should enter the

1,0.) of the mosque of a people, whether the it.)

be contiguous or separate :” and hence, also, in a

trad. of ’Alee, by the is.) of El-Koof'eh is meant

a gig; in the midst of the mosque qf El-Koofeh,

upon which he used to sit and to preach, and

upon which he is related to have cast the spoils

that he obtained from the people of En-Nahrawén:

M-~‘\n~_-~—~—~—\ MM
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O I;

(Mgh :) n h», (s. Mgh, 1;) and v #3115)

[or lather these are coll. gen. us. of which 3;?)

and are the ns. um] and [the pl. is] QB;

and it; (s. Mt’blK) and 3&1;- (Is-)

Also, both words, An ample tract of land, that

produces much herbage, and in which people

alight, or abide, much, or often: (AHn, K:)

pl. as above, accord. to the K; but accord. to

IAar, signifies an ample tract of land ,

(TA ;) and he says that its pl. is like as

[5; is pl. of : Az says that this occurs as an

anomalous pl. of words of the defective class, and

that he had not heard a word of the perfect class

of the measure having a pl. of the measure

33; but that IAar is an authority worthy of

reliance. (L, Msb.) And [ssléll and

The part of the valley in which its wateri'flo’ws

into it from its two's-ides : (K, TA :) pl. .,slpg.

(TA.) [Or the pl.] _plp) signifies Plain, smooth,

or soft, places, in which [water collects and stay

nates: they are the places where vegetation is

most rapid, and are at the extremity of a. valley,

and in its middle, and sometimes in an elevated

place, where water collects and stagnates, sur

rounded by what is more elevated: if in a plain

tract of land, people alight and sojourn there: if

in the interior of water-courses, people do not

alight and sojourn there: if in the interior of a

valley, and retaining the water, not very deep,

and in breadth equal to a bow-shot, people alight

and sojourn by the side thereof: .,sl.) are not in

sands; but they are in low and in elevated tracts

of land. (L.)_._The place of aggregation and

growth of the plant called)lzi [i. e. panic grass].

(K, TA.) _ The place of grapes, (K,) [where

they are dried,] like the ogfor dates. (TA.)

The broadest rib (S, K) in the breast:

(K :) and the are the two ribs next to the

armpits, among the upper ribs: :) or the

place to which each elbow returns [when, after it

has been removedfrom its usual place, it is brought

back thereto,- which place in a beast is next the

armpit] : (S, K :) it is there only that the camel’s

elbow wounds the callous protuberance upon his

breast: (S:) or the w) is the place where the

heart beats, (Az, K, TA,) in a beast and in

a man: (Az, TA :) or, as some say, the part

from the place where the neck is set on to the

place where end the cartilages of the ribs, or the

extremities of the ribs projecting over the belly :

or the part between the two ribs of the base of the

neck and the place to which the shoulder-blade

returns [when, after it has moved from its usual

position, it is brought back thereto, i. e. its lower

part, next the armpit]: and the also

called the V [perhaps a mistranscription

for as though the sing. were 221.3,] of

the horse, are the upper parts of the (Juli-'5 [or

two flanks] (TA.) _ Also A certain brand, or

mark made with a hot iron, upon the side of a

camel.

[or perhaps glsus]: see the next

preceding paragraph.

_W , ,I c /_. N, |i

s I: s a, _

9b.): see w), in three places.

a ' - _ . o ’ - -

w); and its fem., With a: see w), m 51x

places. 0

Jag-Bl in some copies of the

K, erroneously, )éill, (TA,) Ampleness [of the

limits, or boundaries, and therefore] of the

tracts, or regions, of the land, or earth.

Certain excellent she-camels,

’ ' I r 05

so called in relation to v.91, the name ofa tribe

of Hemddn, (S, Msb, K,) or of a certain stallion

(Az, K, TA) whence they originated, (Az,TA,)

or of a place (K, TA) of El-Yemon called after

that tribe. (TA.)

I 4.,

era-)4 [is an inf. n., like '33; or a n. of

place]. You say (T, s, qu, TA) and

it. (A, Msb) [and s3.) Vii-j] meaning

Thou hast come to,-(T, S, TA), orfound, (T, A,

TA,) ampleness, spaciousness, or roominess; (T,

S, A, TA;) not straitness: (T, TA 2) or alight

thou, (Kh,Lth,TA,) or abide thou, (Kh,TA,)

in ampleness, &.c.; (Kh, Lth, TA 5) for such we

have for thee; (Lth, TA ;) the word being put

in the accus. case because of a. verb understood:

(Kb, TA :) or thou hast alighted in an ample, a

spacious, or a roomy, place: (Msb :) [or welcome

to ampleness, &c.; or to an ample, a spacious,

or a roomy, place: or simply welcome:] and

HP ’10!

3L“, lap-)0 Thou hast come to [or found, &c.,]

ampleness, spaciousness, or roominess, and [such

as thine own] kinsfolk; therefore be cheerful, and

be not sad: :) and Thou hast
. 5 O r

found ampleness [and ease]: :) orW means

thou hast alighted in a plain, smooth, not rugged,

district: (T, TA :) and and

M, [May God grant ampleness

to thee, and ease]: :) Sh says, thus I heard
¢lflr 4

IAar say: and the Arabs also say, lap-p 'j,

meaning May it [the land or country] not be
’4 ./

ample, or spacious, to thee : i.,-9.», he says, is one

of the inf. ns. that are used in calling down
‘0'

blessings or curses on a man; as l3; and lap)

and and Bid, for and

&c.: and Fr says that the meanipg [of or

iii-331 is :1.) iii '41; [May God

inirite thee to ampleness, &c.] ; as though the last

word were put in the place of (TA.)_

r9; 1i

w)» ,gl means +Thc shade: so in the saying

ol‘a poet, (5,) namely, En-Nabighah El-Jaadee,

(TA,)

assets, 2 1'). in,

‘ “v0inbe 0:5) “E

r 4 I, 12" J

* \f-Djwo M *

[And how wilt thou hold loving communion with

him whosefriendship has become like the shade ?].

($, TA.) It is also a surname of ’Orkoob, the

man notorious for lying promises. (TA.)_

And is the name of An idol that was in

Hadramowt.

web)

1. (smiths) (Ame,

K,) or 1, (so in two copies of the S,) or both,

(L, TA,) inf. n. 922., (s, Msb) and vial}, [but

this is an intensive form,] (TA,) He washed

(s, A,M@b,1.<) a thing. (A.I.<.) or garment,
(S, A, Mgh,) and his hand ; ;) as also Veal-,1,

(IDrd,K,) which latter is of the dial. of El

(IDrd.) You say also, '§ 52;: 0.1.5

1:55; I[This is a disgrace which

nothing will walsh from thee]. (A: [but the

last word is not in the copy from which I quote.])

_u’afj, (inf. n. as above, AZ, AAF,) an

(a person suffering from fever) was, or became,

afected with what is termed [q.v.]:

(Ltb,$,A,K:) or he sn-eated, and his sweat

became abundant upon the sides of his forehead

above the temples, in his sleeping or waking, but

only in consequence of disease. (AZ, AAF.)

4: see above, in two places.

8. Jam“)! {He became disgraced, or put to

shame. (AA,O,

I04

gag.) A garment, or piece of cloth, washed

until it has become worn out. (IAar.)_A.

small worn-out skin: a worn-out 536.; [or leathern

water-bag]. (Sgh,

ISweat; absolutely: (TA :) or the sweat

of fever: (Lth, A, TA :) or sweat following

fever: ($,K:) or fever with sweating: (TA:)

or sweat that washes the skin by reason of its

abundance : (K :) often used to signify the sweat

offever and of disease. (TA.)

state of being afiected ’Wlt'll what

is termed AA.) ;] a subst. from ubi»), (K,) or

from 1.3;}. (IDrd.)

Washed; (s, A, qu,1_<;) applied to a

garment [so-1; (s, A 5) as also ' All; ($.19

and ' gap-)4. (TA.)

5.21;; Washings. (Liz)

I f 0’ 5 /

UAD-fl: see wait-J.

l r ’ O

as.” A place [or tank] in which one washes
r B J I

his limbs, performing the ablation termed 9a,;

(A, TA :*) or a thing in which one performs that

ablution, like the = (Lth, K =) and V EAL}
a thing with which lone perform that ablation,

like the [kind of vessel called] ,35. ([Aar.) _

See also

A piece ofwood with which a garment,

or piece bfcloth, is beaten (S, A,’ K) when it is

washed. ($, A?) _ A vessel of the hind called

236;], or of the kind called in which

clothes are washed: (A z) and signifies

a vessel of the hind called ; becaube clothes

are washed in it. _ A place of washing :

(Mgh, Msb :) or a place in ‘which one washes

himself. (5, _ And hence, IA privy : (sf

A,Mgh,M@b.1.<=) pl- (s, Mgh) and

92.71,... (TA.)

: see _ Also part. n. of

[q. v.]. (AZ, AAF, s'.) '

1". .fl/.

“hi-)4 : see ib.-)4.
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5‘"), : see what follows, in two places.

39-3 Wine : (A’Obeyd, :) or the choicest of

wine :4 (S, TA 1) or the sweetest of wine: or the

most excellent thereof: (K:) or the oldest and

most excellent thereof: (M, TA:) or unadulterated

wine : (Zj, TA :) or wine that is easy to swallow :

(TA :) or pure wine: or clear wine: as also

'5‘}: (K:) in all of these senses the former

word has been explained as used in the Kur

lxxxiii. 25: (TA :) and 7 the latter occurs as syn.

with the former in chaste poetry. (IDrd.)_

Also A sort ofperfume. (K.)—And Honey.

(0, TA.) _ [And it is used as an epithet] You

say 31-2.» 1 Unadulterated mush. (TA.) And

0 r 9 r

J9.) wa- IPure, or genuine, grounds ofpre

tension to respect. (TA.)

J’s

1. 3.4" 3;}, 9.01'. =, (s, Mgh, Msb, K,) inf. n.

5;}, (S, Mgh,) [He saddled the camel;] he

bound, (S, Mgh, Msb,) or put, (M, K,) the

upon the camel; (S, Mgh, Msb,K;) as also

FAQ-'51. (K.) And He bound upon

him his apparatus. (TA.)—Also, aor. and

inf. n. as above, He mounted the camel: (T,

TA:) and 3.9;“ iwjl I rode the camel,

either with a v3.3 [or saddle] or upon his bare

bach. (Sh, TA.)._[Both of these verbs are

0' J4 JO',

also used tropically.] You say, u?» a! a»)

[lit. I saddled for him myself,'] meaning TI

endured patiently his annoyance, or molestation.

(s) And L; lips; 3;, +[sith a

one put upon, or did to, his companion that

which he disliked, or hated]. (TA.) And [in

like manner] '11:; means 0);; I[He

did to him an evil, or abominable, oi- odious,

deed]. (1;, TA.) And 2.1;} 111i smote

him with his sword. (1;, TA.)_ And 3;}

T Such a one mounted upon the back of such

a one; as also 2;]; will: V8.3); [and like)!

alone; for] it is said in a trad.,

meaning 1- Verily my son mounted upon my back,

making me like the alt-l3: (TA :) and it's. man

throws down another prostrate, and sits upon his

se '0; 1 :2,

back, you say, M 1 [I saw himsitting

upon his back]. (Sh, TA.) And [hence] ijl
a o E

)e'jl +He embarked in the afl‘air. (TA.) And

Q L; 7,)...3)! +[Such a one em

barked, or has embarked, in an afi‘air which

he_ is unable to accomplish]. (TA.) And

vii-J! 'l[The feveracontiny’ed' upon

him]; a phrase similar to uq-Ji 42,5) and.

and (A and TA in art. i.e.):

53;; nigh: M§br (5);! (TA,) or

slot as, (.Mgh, Mgh,) 801‘. :, (K,) int“. n. 3L},

(TA,) or J39, (Msb,) or this latter is a simple

‘subst.; (s, K, TA ;) and VJQJAfl, and 1,12,;

($2 M§brK:) Q"; or 433“ t};

(Msb;) all signify the same; Msb;) He

removed, (Mgh,K,TA,) went, went away, de

parted, went forth, or journeyed, (Mgh,TA,)

from the place, (K, TA,) orfrom the country or

the like, (Mgh, Msb,) orfrom the people. (Msb.)

See an ex. of the first of these verbs in a verse

cited in the next paragraph. 7 M)! said of a

camel, (K,) or Jail—)1, (TA,) signifies He

journeyed, and went away: (K, TA :) [or he

had his saddle put upon him:] and hence, ids-3)!

jay-ll The people, or party, removed. (TA.) .

a,» see 2.

2. (S,Mgh, Mgb,l_(,) inf. n. ;

(11;) and 'diiLj; (Mgh;) I made him to

remove, to go, go away, go forth, or journey,

(S, Mgh,Msb,* K,*) from his place; and sent

him [away]: z) and [in like manner] as 7

he made him to remove, go away, depart, or

journey: (L in art. d;.ié-:) and was» [if

not a. mistranscription for JlQ-s'gl] signifies the

making [one] to go, go away, deplzrt, goforth, 0r

journey; and the removing from one's place.

(TA.) Apoet says,

4 drsr e 6’ Di sroe e

* \t-gdb-qboew-ww-mtv *

[1L Hoariness will not depart from a dwelling in

which it alights until the owner of the dwelling be

made to depart from it]. (TA.) And it is said

in a trad. that, at the approach of the hour [of

resurrection],

i.e. [A fire shall issue from ’Adan] that shall

remove with the people when they remove, and

alight with them when they alight: so says Esh

Shaabee: or, Sh says, as some relate it,

k;sl'lJl, i. e. that shall make the people to alight at

the [or stations]: or, as some say, that

shall mizke the people to remove, or depart. (TA.)

also signifies The figuring, or em

bellishing, of garments or cloths [with the forms

of ‘1‘), or camels’ saddles: see (TA.)

1

s. lab-t), (s,1_<,) inf. n. 3.11;, (TA,) {It

aided him to undertake, or perform, his 1L.)

[Orjournesl- (s, 1s)

4. Jen-)1 He broke, or trained, a she-camel, so

that she became such as is termed Elf-13, meaning

fit to be saddled; like meaning “he

(a breaker, or trainer,) rendered” her “a :”

(TA :) or he took a camel in an untractable’ state

and rendered him such as is termed (AZ,

TA.)_And Sit-,1 He gave him a ail-.5, (s,

Mgh,Mt_tb,1_<,) that he might ride it. ' (TA.)

_ See also 2, in two places. =He (a camel)

became strong in his back, [so as to be fit for the

JL; (or saddle) or for journeying,] after wealt

ness: (IDrd,1_(:) or he (a camel) became fat,

as though there came [what resembled] a.

upon his back, by reason of his fatness and his

[large] hump: (Er-Raghib, TA 2) and Calm)!

3.5?! The camels becamefat after leanness, so as

to be able to journey. ($,K.)_And He (a

man, TA) had many [camels such as are termed]

gm}, [pl. of 51-5]; (ISd, K,) like ,3}? mean

ing “ he had horses such as. are termed @135.”

(ISd, TA.)

5: trans. and intrans: see 1, in two places.

6.1,ng J] bin-l; They went, orjourneyed,

[together] to theAs; [or judge]. (0, TA.)

8: as a trans. v.; see 1, in seven places:—

and see also 2:=and as an intrans. v.; see 1,

in the latter part of the paragraph, in three

places.

10. Limp! i. q. 13 f-j iii; [which may

be rendered He asked him to remove, orjourney,

to him: and also he asked him to bind, or put,

the (or saddle of the camel) fin- him: the

former is the meaning accord. to the PS].

O, K.) ._ *pl means THe abased

himself to men, or to the people, so that they

annoyed, or molested, him: or, as some say, he

asked men, or the people, to take offrom him his

weight, or burden. (TA.)

JLB A saddle for a camel; (S,‘K;) as also

7,3,;6; (O, L, K;) for a he-camel and a she

camel; (TA ;) the thingfor the camel that is like

the for the horse or similar beast; (Mgh ;)

the thing that is put upon the camel for the pur

pose ofriding thereon; (Er-Réghib, TA;) smaller

than the vii; (S,TA;) one of the vehicles of

men, exclusively of women: (TA:) [this seems

to be regarded as the primary signification by the

authors of the Mgh and the and by Er-Réghib:

but see what follows:] or it signifies the camel’s

saddle together with his [girths called] and

vi;- and his [cloth called] via- [that is put be

neath the saddle], and all its other appertenances:

and is applied also'to the pieces of wood of the

JLB, without any apparatus : (A0, Sh, TA :)

or it signifies anything, or everything, that a man

prepares for removing, or journeying,- such as a

bag, or receptacle, for goods or utensils, or appa

ratus, and a camel’s saddle, and a [cloth such as

is called] v.1:- [that is put beneath the saddle],

and a [or rope for leading his camel]:

(Msb :) or it signifies as first explained above, and

also the goods, or utensils, or apparatus, which a

man takes with him [during ajourney]: ($,K,

TA:) [but accord. to the Msb, this signification

is from another, mentioned below; and the same

seems to be indicated in the S, which reverses the

order in which I have mentioned the three signi

fications that I quote from it:] this last significa

tion is disapproved by El-Hareeree, in the “ Dur

rat el-Ghowwas :” [but see two exs. voce EliI3Lfl

the pl. is 3;}? and 3a,; ($,Mgh,Msb,K;)

the former a pl. of pauc. ; '(SCT? ;) the latter, oi

mnlt. (TA.) One says, 31;) 1a;- and 11;) gJill

[He put down his camel’s saddle]; meaaning he

stayed, or abode. (TA.) And JUL)! LL; Lilo

[This is the place where the camels” saddles are

put down]. (TA.) And in reviling, one says,

[0 son ofthe place in

which are thrown down the camels’ saddles of

the riders; as though the person thus addressed

were there begotten]; 0, TA ;) meaning
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ESL-till [0 son of the adulteress orfornica

tress]: (TA in art. Uil :) or J0)! UN» 04! 3h

(vi-,5)! [He is the son &c.]. (Msb.)_Er

Raghib, after giving the explanation mentioned

as on his authority above, says that it is then

sometimes applied to The camel [itself]: and is

sometimes used in the sense next following; i. e.

._A part, of a place qf alighting or abode, upon

which one sits: (TA:) or a man’s dwelling, or

habitation; K, TA; [in the first of which,

this commences the art., app. showing that the

author held this to be the primary signification ;])

his house or tent; and his place ofalighting or

abode: (TA :) a place to which a man betahes

himself, or repairs,for lodging, covert, or refuge,

a man’s place of resort; (Mgh,Msb;) in a

region, district, or tract, of cities, towns, or

villages, and of cultivated land: and then applied

to the goods, utensils, or apparatus, ofa traveller;

because they are, in travelling, the things to

which he betakes himself: (Msb:) pl. (TA)

and JG, [as above]. (Mgh, TA.) One says,

31L} (gin ui; 5.15.3, i. e. [I went in to the

man in] his dwelling, or plgce of abode. (TA.)

And it is said in a trad., JCS-n 13]

811;" Us, (TA,) or chi Us tilts, (Mgh,

and so in the TA in art. Jain) i. 9. [When the

Jib} are moistenéd by rain, then pray ye, or then

prayer shall be performed,] in the houses, or

habitations, or places of abode; the meaning

here the )gm; (IAth, TA in the present art. ;)

or rugged and hard tracts ofground ,- which are

here particularized because the least wet moistens

them, whereas the soft tracts dry up the water:

(IAth, TA in art. :) Az says that the mean

ing is, when the hard grounds are rained upon,

they become slippery to him who walks upon

them; therefore pray ye in your abodes, and

there shall not be anything brought against you

for your not being present at the prayer in the

mosques of the congregations : (TA in that art. :)

or the trad. may mean, then pray ye [on the

camels’ saddles, i. e.] riding. (TA in the present

art.) _. In another trad., it is related that ’Omar

said to tlle'Prophet, Lg." ; by the

word JD), as signifying [properly] either the

“ place of abode and resort” or the “ saddle upon

which camels are ridden,” alluding to his wife;

meaning (TA.)

_d;_;;ll means The thing [or desk]

upon’which. theM [or copy Qf the [fur-tin]

is put, in shape [somewhat] like the saddle.

(TA.) [It is generally a small desk of which

the front and back have the form of the letter X ;

cpmmonly made of palm-sticks] = [The pl.]

at.) also signifies [Carpets, or cloths, or the

lilie,'suilt as are called] will}, of the fabric of
El-Heereh. ($, t

Strength; [app. in a camel, such as

renders fit for the saddle, or for journeying;]

and fleetness, or swiftness, and excellence : (TA :)

[and Val-.9 has a similar meaning, as appears

from what 'follows:] or excellence of pace of a

camel. ($ voce You say ,3
d F '

and '51:”, and '3‘}.., like 3.4.1.” or

759;, and 7 so in the T, (TA,) A strong

lie-camel: (:I‘, z) and (so in the [but properly

“or”]) 5A.) fins.) (CK) or taiL, (K accord.

to the TA) or both, and l 3;}, with kesr to the

.Ir

,0, <0.) and Use; a...» (AA,s,0,I.<,TA,>

and '($, 0) or Jen-3, (TA,) and

31;; $13, a he-camel, O, K,) and a she

cfamel, (S, 0,) strong tojourney; (s, O, K, TA ;)

so says Fr: (0:) or strong to be saddled: (TA :)

and and Jag-3 and til-1,2, accord.

to the “Nawédir el-Aariib,” a she-chattel that is

excellent, generous, of high breed; or strong,

light, and swift ,' (TA ;) and so 7 (K,

TA. [See also _ See also the next

paragraph, in seVen places.

51;) The act qfsaddling of camels: (K,* TA:)

[and also, agreeably with analogy, a mode, or

manner, ofsaddling of camels :] so in the saying,

5b?" (3......) s5] [Verily he is good in respect of

the saddling, or the mode or manner of saddling,

of camels]. .._. Also A removal, departure,

or journey; (AZ, $, Msb,K;) and so till},

(Ls. Mgh, K.) and tin-h (s. {the 1m

said in the Msb to be an inf. n. :]) you say

Lain-4 or 12.51;] (Msb) [Our removal,

&e., drew near, or has drawn near]: and

{51.1" [,3] ,iJ and 1511.; Verily he is one

who journeys, or has journeyed, to the kings:

(Lh, TA :) and in like manner 31;? is used in the

Kur cvi. 2: (TA:)—or WELL}, with damm,

($,Msb, signifies The thing to which one

removes, departs, or journeys; (AZ, Msb ;) or

the direction, or point, or object, to which. one

desires to repair, or betahes himself: (AA, s,

Msb, :) and also, (K,) or 31.1.» (TA,) a single

journey; (K, TA ;) as ISd says :/(TA :) you say,

if; Mehheh is the point, or object, to

which I desire to remove, or depart, or journey :

(TA :) and Ye are they to whom I

remove, or depart, or journey: ($, TA :) and

Thou art the object to which we

repair, or betake ourselves. (Mgh.) And,hence

l is applied to signify A noble, or an exalted,

person, or a great man of learning, to whom one

journeys for his [the latter’s] need, or want, or

for his [thefarmer’s] science. (TA.) _. See also

the next preceding paragraph, in three places.

: see ale-IS:_and

$93 A camel having the saddle [not

all», as in Freyteg’s Lex.]) put upon him; as
. I Q! i r a 1

also VJ”)... (K.)_.See also 31>), in four

places. =As a. simple subst., or, accord. to the
l f D

Msb, an inf. n.: see fab-J.

51;] A a; [or horse’s saddle]: (K :) or a

a}; of shins, (s, M, Msb, 1g) in which a no

wood ,- used for vehement running [of the horse] :

(S,M,K:) ISd says also that it is one of the

vehicles [or saddles] of women, like the J.”

but Az says that it is one of the vehicles [or

saddles] of men, exclusively of women, i. e. not

ofwomen ,' as is also the and some say that

it is larger than the Uzi, covered with skins, and

is for horses, and for excellent, or strong and

light and swift, camels: (TA =) pl. 35$}. (5.)

When a. man is hasty in doing evil to his com

panion, one says to him, 3151;) iééiili [lit.

Thy saddle has got before thee, or shifted for_

wards]: in the present art. :) it is a. prov.,

meaning that has preceded than which another

was more fit to do so. (S in art. Jeni.) In the

following saying of Imra-el-Keys, addressing

his wife,

‘ i'i'l'; GP, ‘

cl! at":nzin¢ ’4 r!

t ‘

[And either thou wilt see me upon the saddle of

Jabir, upon a bier like the vehicle called ;, my

grave-clothes fluttering], he means, by the word

3b.), [merely] the a;; there being in this

case no all.) in reality: it is like the saying,

53;." UL:- meaning [“ Such a.

one came upon] the sandal [or sandals] :” Jabir

is the name of a certain carpenter. ($.)=Also

Aewe. (lbn-’Abbad,TA.) [Hence,] 15G, 33;,

is A call to the ewe, (Ibn-’Abbéd, 1g) Zm the

occasion of milking. (Ibn-’Abbad, TA.) ._ And

gig-:1! is the name of A certain horge'qf’Amir

IbriIEt-Tufeyl; (K;) erroneously said by A0

to be ilk-J1. (TA.)

2 see 51’5

Shilled in the saddling of camels.

_..Also A man who removes, or journeys, or

travels, much; and so Lila-3, [or rather this

signifies one who removes, or journeys,_or travels,

very much,] and lJyl}: and VJL; [pl. of

J‘s-13, q. v.,] persons who remove, orjourney, or

travel, much. (TA.)

Or 5 fl

ilk): see what next precedes.

Zia-13 Removing, (K, TA,) going, [going away,

departing, going forth,] or journeying: (TA :)

pl. (TA.) _For another meaning assigned

to the pl., see

A she-camel that is fit to be saddled ,

($, Msb, K;) thus some say; (Msb;) as also

his; ($.19 and '53,;3= <1.<=> or [genemlly

a saddle-camel, or] a camel that is ridden, male

orfemale : (S, Msb :) accord. to IKt, a she-camel

that is strong to journey and to bear burdens ,

and such as a man chooses for his riding and his

saddle on account of excellence, or generousness,

or high breed, or of strength and lightness and

swiftness, and querfectness of make, and beauty

of aspect: but this explanation is wrong: (Az,

TA :) it signifies a he-camel, and a she-camel,

that is excellent, or generous, or high-bred, or

strong and light and swift: (Az, Mgh, TA :) the

she-camel is not more entitled to this appellation

than the he-eamel: (Az, TA :) the 3 is added

to give intensiveness to the signification; as in
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1:51, and 3.259 and 3.0%, epithets applied to a

man: or, as some say, the she-camel is so called
9’ a 5 I

because she is saddled; and it is like 3.1,:

a; a» q r a s 0’

Imeaning are”, and (3!; 'Lo meaning 6):»: or,
' I _ B r J I _

as others say, because she 1s J...) Q15 [one having

. . ’ r ' 2 :

t1 saddle]; and in like manner, M1) 4.2:: means

[5.2) $6, and its means ,3: (TA :)

the pl. is Msb.) It is said in a. trad.,

a: is»??? fir 533’?

[Thou wiltfi-ndihe pebple, or mankind, after me,

like a hundred camels among which there is not

a Elia-1)] : (Mgh,"t TA :) because the 5.5-!) among

a herd of camels is conspicuous and known.

(TA.)_ iii-Q, a phrase used by the

poet Dukeyn, means II have become hoary and

weak : or, as some say, I haveforsaken my igno

rant, or foolish, behaviour, and have restrained

myself from foul conduct, and become obedient

to my censurers; like as the Mt) obeys her

chider, and goes. (TA.)

' ' I O a

“1,115: see J»), first sentence.

A camel's saddle, (3:5, Az, K,) or

camels’ saddles, so in the 0, (TA,) variegated,

figured, or embellished. (Az, O,K, TA.) [It is

really, as well as literally, :1 pl. : for] a poet says,

a {UH-'5 J’b ‘l ‘1]; it

s e e ,

[Upon them (referring evidently to she-camels)

are variegated, figured, or embellished, saddles

of every kind of villous, or nappy, cloth]. (TA.)

1 a oi

(ls-)1 IA horse white in the back; Mgh,

K;) because it is the place of the [or rather

of the 33"]; (Mgh, TA ;) the whiteness not

reaching to [the belly nor to the rump nor to the

neck: (TA:) and a sheep or goat black in the

back: accord. to Abu-l-Ghowth, the fem., {53.7.},

applied to a mare, has the former meaning only:

but Elli; means a sheep or goat, or a

ewe or she-goat, white in the back, and black in

the other parts; and likewise black in the back,

and white in the other parts: ($,K:‘) so says

Abu-l-Ghowth: :) and it is also explained as

meaning black, but white in the place of the

saddle, from the hinder parts of the shoulder

bIades: also as meaning white, but black in the

back: Az adds that such as is white in one of the

hind legs is termed 131;, [\vithfi]. (TA.)

o, I

Jen-)3 'l-A whiteness predominating over, or

interrupted by, blackness, or a. redness,

upon the shoulder-blades, (K, TA,) the place upon

which lies the [or camel’s saddle]. (TA.)

A thing that makes thee to remove, go,

go away, depart, go forth, or journey; expl. by

r 2'11 I

3‘; One who breaks, or trains, and renders

fit to be saddled, a camel or camels. (TA.)

A man having many [camels such as are termed]

[p]. of ; like meaning “having

horses such as are termed Q55.” (A’Obeyd,

Bk. I.

=A camel strong in the back, [so as to be fit

for the Jab-3,] after weakness. (IDrd, TA.) And

Afat camel; though he be not excellent, or gene

rous, or high-bred, or strong and light and swift :

so in the “Nawédir el-Aarab.” (TA.) See also
6")

3b.), in two places.

a r a 2, o s ,

via-)0: see Ala-J, in two places.

I], m 31

31>)» [A station of travellers; i. e.] a place

of alighting or abode, between two such places:

(TA :) [and also a day’s journey, or thereabout ;

or] the space which the traveller journeys in about

a day: (Msb:) sing. of ($,Msb,K;)

which is also a pl. of as an epithet applie

to a 5;. (TA.) One says, I15

,,,9, pt ’4”’

Quit-9e ,1 Zia-re [Between me and such a place,

or thing, is a station or a. day’s journey or there

about, or are two stations &c.]. ($, TA.)

9,5,,
a

410-,» Camels having their dL‘, [or

saddles] upon them : and also camels whose Jim)

have been put downfrom them : thus having two

9a,) 60)

contr. meanings. _And day.» s); A gar

ment of the kind termed 5):: upon which are the

figures of a [or camels’ saddle], (K,) and

the like thereof; as in the T: (TA :) the ex

planation that J has given of it, [or rather of

95’; Do

Jan-re 1;)-3,] i. e. an [or a waist-wrapper] of

[the cloth called] g, [upon which is an orna

mented border, is not good: such is termed

with (K.) the pl. is and 3.75;;

both occurring in traditions; (TA in the present

art. ;) and the latter of them said in the T to be

syn. with which is pl. of [q.v.].

(TA in art. Jim.)

1 10' I '

see Jen-j.r)“

w}; signifies [The act of removing or de

parting; i. e.] the contr. of 5;; used in the

sense of (TA.) _And sometimes it signi

fies The place in which one alights, or descends

and stops. (TA.) _. Also The place of the

[which may here mean either the saddle or the

saddling] of a camel. (TA.)

Jail" JQJI: see art. J».

919)5' 0' )

Elsi-.0», applied to a she-camel: see 3*»).

10")

1. 11...}, (s, high, 1;, &c.,) aor. = , (K,) inf. n.

all, and/1;; [and andiig] and 5.1;”,

(S,* Msb, Kf) [He had mercy, or pity, or com

passion, on him; or he treated him, or regarded

him, with mercy or pity or compassion; i. e.] he

was, or became, tender [or tender-hearted] towards

him; and inclined to fizvour him [and to benefit

him] : ($, Msb, [see also and

and he pardoned him, orforgave : :) said

ofa man: Msb, z) and also of God [in the

former sense, but tropically, or anthropopathically:

or as meaning Hcfavourcd him, or benefited him;

or pardoned, or forgave, him: see explanations

ofa; below] : (Msb, and V}; signi

fies the same, (MA, [and the same seems to be

indicated in the $,]) said of a man : z) [and so

does V2.29, (occurring in the S and K in art.

Us), &p.,) accord. to Ibn-Maaroof, for he says

that] signifies the regarding [another] with

mercy or pity or compassion; or pardoning [him],

or forgiving [him]: and also the being merciful

or pitiful or compassionate orfavourably inclined

[2; to another]. (KL: but respecting this

latter verb, see 2.) = 5 I J 3, and K,)

and .24.}, (13,) int. n. 53$},(s,1;,) which is

of the first, ($,TA,) andjag, K,) which is

of the second, (S, TA,) andil)’, (K,) which is

of the third, (TA,) She had a complaint of her

womb after bringing forth, and died in

consequence thereof: :) said of a camel, (S,

TA,) and of a ewe or goat, and of a. woman, and

of any animal havinga womb : (TA :) or she had

a disease in her womb, in, consequence of which

she did not receive impregnation : or she brought

forth without letting fall her secundine: (K,

TA :) or, accord. to Lh, the bringing forth with

out letting fall her secundine, by a sheep or goat,

is termed (TA.)—k3, aor. 1, inf. n.

41;}, is also said of a water-skin, meaning It was

left, or neglected, by its owners, after its being

seasoned with rob, [for 42th, in the phrase 4.9.!

42:11, an evident mistranscription, I read, con

jecturally, 43,233, as the only word at all resem

bling 42th,,that I can call to mind, having an

apposite signification,] and they did not anoint it,

or grease it, so that it became spoilt, or in a bad

state, and did not retain the water: the epithet

applied to it in this case is 1}}. (TA.) _ And
Orr, 4

adlb) is also an inf. n. [of which the verb, if it

have one, is app.k3,] signifying The being con

nected by relationship. (TA.)

2. 435;), inf. n. and TIL}; but

the foi'mer is the more chaste; He said to him,

hill [illuy God have mercy on thee;

860.]. (K.)

5. and 1;))": for both see 1; and

for this former see also 2. [Accord. to different

authorities, it appears that both may be rendered

He had mercy, or pity, or compassion, on him;

or he pitted, or compassionated, him: (see 1:) or,

he pitied him, or compassionated him, much : (sce'

what follows :) and the former, he said to him,

Ellay God have mercy on thee; &c.; (see 2;) or

he expressed a wish that God would have mercy

on him; or he expressed pity, or compassion, for

him : and also he afl'ected, or constrained himself

to have or to show, pity, or compassion.] Though

er in/l
: e i ,

49L; ska-)3 is mentioned by J, and not asp-J,

some say that the former is incorrect: and it is said

that implies self-constraint, and therefore is

not to be attributed to God: but some repudiate

this assertion, because it occurs in correct tradi

s fia- _

tions, and because M is not restricted to the

denoting peculiarly self-constraint, but has other

05’,I 5,,

properties, as in the instances of Joy" and xii,

denoting intensiveness and muchness. (TA.)

133
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6. Bap-1))“ signifies WM”) [They had

mercy, or pity, or compassion, one on another,

&c.]. (5}, TA.)

10. losjul He asked, or demanded, of him

31,1}! [i. e. mercy, or pity, or compassion; &c.].

(TA.)

12;; : see its syn. $93, in two places.

9 s 1 _ a, 0 ¢ 0 s it!

I»): see its syn. 1...).._[Hence,] 12>) it

one of the names of Mekheh; ($,K;*) as also

1.1;" ;) meaning the soucc’e of 3...»)!

[br mercy, &c.]. (TA.) [See also1.92]

90 . ' I

A») : see its syn.I»), in two places.

$3 The coming forth of the womb, in fonse:

quence ofa disease. (IAar, TA.) [See also Q's-s?)

and)» of each of which it is an inf. n.]

’20-; The womb, i. e. the place of origin, (Mgh,

Msb, and the receptacle, (Mgh,]_§,) of the

young, (Mgh, Msb, K,) in the belly; (Mgh ;) as

also '12-), (Mgh, K,) a contraction of the former,

and ELI, which is of the dial. of Benoo-Kilab:

(Msb:) in this sense, (Msb,) which is the .pri

mary signification, (Mgh,) [i.e.] as meaning the

,a,’ of the female, (s,) it is form; (s, Mgh,) 01‘,
aslsome say, masc. ; (Msb ;) but IE cites a verse

I 0E

in which ,1, is fem-2 (TA =) pl.jag. (MA.)

_Hence, (Mgh,Msb,) as also [1.1, (s, Msb,

and 71:13, (Mgh,) I Relationship ; i. e. near

ness of kin; syn. Mgh, Msb,K:) [by

some restricted to relationship by thefemale side;

as will be shown below :] and connexion by birth :

(Mgh, Msb :) or relationship connecting with a

father or an ancestor: or near relationship : so

in the T: (TA 2) or a connexion, or tie, qfrela

tionship: (A, TA :) or the ties of relationship:

(M, K, TA :) accord. to the K, 1:03;” signifies

tight or out and (gulit but in the M it issaid,

Wu7' a can» out stains

.alQl ; in which forms no part of the ex

planation ofP)", as the author of the K asserts

it to do: (TA:) as meaning relationship, A») is

in most instances masc. : (Msb :) pl. as above.

(5.) It is said in a holy tradition ass;

[i.e. an inspired or a revealed tradition]) that

God said, when He createdApr," [meaning “ rela

tionship,” &c.],

+[I am alt-,1: and thou art ,9)"; I

have derived thy namefrom my name: therefore

whoso maheth thee close, I will make him close,

and who severeth thee, I will sever him]. (TA.)

[i.;f; means +He made close his tie, or

ties, qf relationship, by kind behaviour to his

kindred: and élai, He severed his tie, or

ties, of relationship, by unkind behaviour to his

kindred: see art. visa): and see also J5,

in the first paragraph of art. do; and a verse

there cited.] _wn-jll ,3 means J([The possessor

qfrelationship, 820:; i.e.] fltihe cpptr. of :

(Mgh,Msb:) the pl. Joly-)‘jl 3,}, [or, as in the

Kur viii. last verse, ahd xxxiii. 6, ,flL-S'Ejl ,l,l,]

in the classical language, means any relations:

and in law, any relations that have no portion

[of the inheritances termed and are not

[such heirs as are designated by the appellation]

[q.v.]; (KT, TA in art. ,>;) [i.e.,] with

respect to the it means the relations by

the women’s side. (IAth, TA in_ the present art.)

r 0 e 4 J we I a J

{flu-o if?) 33 and [some say] {Pd [audit-1, ,5

5/04

,0)...» also (see art.)P)] mean +A relation whom

it is unlawfill to marry, [whether male orfemale,

the latter being included with the former, but the

female, when particularly meant, is termed :91;

¢ 0 y I

{HP) &c.,] such as the mother and the

daughteh" and the sister and the paternal aunt

and the maternal aunt [and the male relations of

such degrees]: and most of the learned, of the

Companions and of the generation following

these, and Aboo-Haneefeh and his companions,

and Ahmad [lbn-Hambal], hold that when one

possesses a person that is termed 193;.;’3 33,

this person becomes emancipated, whether male

or female; but Esh-Shéfi’ee and others of the

Iméms and of the Companions and of the genera

tion following these hold that the children and

the fathers and the mothers become emancipated,

and not, any others than these. (IAth, TA.) _

[lg-.3 ill; means 1- A feeling of relationship or

consanguinity, or sympathy of blood; and in like

, , .

manner, elliptically, ’90-) alone. You say,

P; Al; expl. in art. 9...: and

6...; ll; anan-jll 3L; expl. in art. bl.

_ is also often used for or 22;, mean

ing 1- The vulva : see, for cxs.,;.:..‘li, and 1 in art.

9

)Ué, and 8 in art. = As‘an epithet, with

3, applied to a she-camel: see ,9»). _And as

an epithet without 3, applied to a water-skin: see

1, last sentence but one.

11;]: see the next paragraph. = It is also pl.

062,25. (TA.)

5/01

1», (steals) and '5; (salt) and

vii; (s, MsbtK) and Lil}, (sis) this in a

verse of Zuheyr, ($,TA,) and thus in the Kur

xviii. 8O accord. to the reading of Aboo-’Amr

Ibn-E1-’Ala, (TA,) and 15.33;, (s,Mi_ib,1_;,)

of which last is pl., (TA,) [all inf. ns.;

when used as simple substs. signifying Mercy,

pity, or compassion; i. e.] tenderness ($, Msb, K,

and Bd on the qfheart ,- (Bd ibid. ;) and

inclination to favour, ($, Msb, K,) or inclination

requiring the exercise offavour and beneficence :

(Bd ubisupra:) and pardon, orforgiveness: (K :)

accord. to Er-Réghib, signifies tenderness

requiring the exercise of beneficence towards the

object thereof: and it is used sometimes as mean

ing tenderness divested qf any other attribute:

and sometimes as meaning beneficence divested

of tenderness; as when it is used as an attribute

' 4/F’ —‘/\’Na(~fi- ' V

of the Creator: when used as an attribute of men,

it means tenderness, and inclination to favour

[without necessarily implying beneficence]: accord.

to El-Kashanee, it is of two kinds; namely, gra

tuitous, and obligatory: the former is that which

pours forth favours, or benefits, antecedently to

works; and this is the 1...) that embraces every

thing: the obligatory is that which is promised

to the pious and the doors of good, in the Km

vii. 155 and vii. 54: but this, he says, is included

in the gratuitous, because the promise to bestow it

for works is purely gratuitous: ascord. to the ex

planation of the Imam Aboo-Is-hal; Ahmad Ibn

Mohammad-Ibn-Ibriiheem Eth-Thaalebee, it is

God’s desire to do good to the deserving thereof,

so that it is an essential attribute: or the abstain

ingfrom punishing him who deserves punishment,

and doing good to him who does not deserve

[this]; so that it is an attribute of operation.

(TA.) The saying in the Kur [xxi. 75] i l

I [And we caused him to enter into our

mercy] is tropical: so says IJ.

jag-é, in the Kur [ii. 99 and
iii. 67], meansl-l- [And God distinguishes] wtih

his gift ofprophecy [whom He will], or his pro

phetic qfiice or commission. (K)IE TA.)

also means TSustenance, or the means of sub

sistence : this is said to be its meaning as used in.

the Kur xli. 50. (TA.) _ And 1“ Rain: (TA :)

so in the Kur vii. 55. (Bd, Jel.) _. And 1- Plenty;

or abundance qf herbage, and of the goods, con

veniences, or comforts, of life : so in the Kur x. 22

and xxx. 35. (TA.)

3;}: see the next preceding paragraph.

all [The Sal/inf] Jfay God have

'5;

mercy on thee; &c.;] a subst. from all; I»)

[like from “iii (K.)

'10! 0”

1L»): see 10”).

£33! [thus generally written when it has

the article J! prefixed to it, but in other cases

I ’0'

QLip-J, imperfectly decl.,] and [zap-j" are names

[or epithets] applied to God: (TA :) [the former,

considered as belonging to a large class of words

’0,

expressive of passion or sensation, such as

and &c., but, being applied to God, as

being used tropically, or anthropopathically, may

be rendered The Compassionate: V the latter, con

sidered as expressive of a constant attribute with

somewhat of intensiveness, agreeably with ana

logy, may be rendered the Merciful: but they

are variously explained: it is said that] they are

both names [or epithets] formed to denote inten
40'’ '

-
)

- .

siveness of signification, from A») ; like OW‘

from 4.6.5, andMl from»; and $91, in

the proper language, is “ tenderness of heart,”

and “inclination requiring the exercise of favour

and beneficence;” but the names of God are

only to be taken [or understood] with regard to

the ultimate imports, which are actions, exclu

sively of the primary imports, which may be

passions: and the former is more intensive in
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signification than the latter; the former including

in its objects the believer and the unbeliever,

and V the latter having for its peculiar object the

believer: (Bd on the accord. to J, (TA,)

they_ are two names [or epithets] derived from

11,1), and are like and and are

syn; the repetition being allowable when the

[mode of] derivation is different, for the purpose

of corroboration: (S, TA:) or the repetition is

because the former is Hebrew, [originally ’QQI'DJ

and V the latter is Arabic: (I’Ab, TA :) but the

former is applicable to God only; though Muscy

limeh the Liar was called ZQQI (S,

TA,) and it is said to_ mean the Possessor of the

utmost degree of 1&3“; and accord. to Z], is a

name of God mentioned in the most ancient

books: (TA :) whereas 7 the latter is syn. with

Vie-1;": TA :) or [rather] Vie-13 is the act.

part. 11. [signifying having mercy, &c.], and

V has an intensive signification [i. e. having

much mercy, &c.]: (Msbz) the latter is applied

also to a man; and so is 7,13%], in the same

sense, and likewise to a woman: (TA :) the pl. of

[3,3] is 133; (Msb,TA;) occurringin thetrad.,

v.,.z'.

3.0-)" 9>Q5 or :CL-Ql, as

related by difl'ereilt persons; [i. e. God has mercy

on the merciful only of his servants, or verin

those on whom God has mercy, of his servants,

are the merciful;] cLip-jl being in the accus.

case as the objective complement ofAQ-x, and in

the nom. case as the enunciative of L0 in the sense

ordain (Msb.)

5,1,; is from 51.1.}, [with which it is syn.,]

(S, TA,) but it is used only coupled with its like

in form: (K, TA:) one says,

0;; [Fear is better for thee than pity, or

c’ompassion], meaning thy being feared is better

than thy being pitied, or compassionated: (S, K:

but in the former, without a”:) or, accord. to

Mhi, '93,; (Meyd. [Sec

*"t- ~r~5)-l)

4 ’4!

US”): see what next precedes.

Q r J

ib.): see 1, last sentence but two.

.2}; (Lb, $.11) and MEL}. (K,) applied to

a she~camel, (Lh, S, TA,) and to a ewe or she

goat, and to a woman, (TA,) [and app. to any

animal having a womb, (see $133,)1 Haring a

complaint of her womb (Lh, S, M, after

bringing forth, (Lb, S, K,) and dying in conse

quence thereof,- (K;) and 75+}, appligd’tp a

she-game], signifies the same: the pl. Off?) is

P), with twp dammehs. (TA.) _ For the first,

see also #331, near the end of the paragraph.

3.9-}: see CDQPI, in seven places—Some

times it is syn. with [i. e. Treated, or

regarded, with mercy or pity or compassion;

&c.: see 1, first sentence]: ’Amelles Ibn-’Akeel

says, (using it in this sense, Ham p. 628,)

* 5ft, )0, , o .11» r 55:

wQJQ-Jlélgwulhob l"

: 'vé",II°4r:lr

(S, and Ham,) i. 6. [But at all vevents,] when war

becomes [once] severe to thee, and thine enemy

has almost overcome thee, [verily thou art re

garded with favour,] treated with mercy, and

defended, by us. (Ham.)

¢Lia-l): see $3", in two places, in the latter

half’of the paragraph. _ Also, applied to a ewe,

and to a. she-goat, Having the womb swollen.

(L11, 15-)

2/0;

In)! [llIore, and most, merciful, &c.]. God is

r E Jr 5

wt)“P3! [The JPIost llIerciful of those that

have mercy]. (TA.)

3¢¢04 040’

4.9-”: see 8.»).

95¢)

In,» [Treated, or regarded, with much mercy

or pity or compassion; &c.]: it is with teshdeed

to denote intensiveness of the signification.

TA.)_..[See also 2, of which it is the pass.

part. n.]

i ’0’ )1 JD;

)ga-Jw: see jag-3._3»,>).ll is a name of

El-IlIedeeneh. (K.) _ [And 5.1;", which

may be rendered The object qf God’s mercy, is

commonly used in the present day as an epithet

applied to the person, whoever he be, that has

died in what is believed to be the true faith; as

though meaning merely the deceased]

)fii and (5")

1. 2;." $013, (S, aor. [and

app. also (see and lg};

(S, K;) The serpent turned round about, (S, K,

TA,) and twisted, or wound, or coiled, itself,

ISd adds, uleéc [i. e. like the mill, or mill

stone]; for which reason it is said to be

(TA.)=jS 5;} or L,éJii, (s;

K.) in?- n-Eiji (TA;) and ($.19) inf- 11

:51-3; (TA ;) I turned round the l») or up.)

[i. e. the mill, or mill-stone]: (S, or Imade

it: in the K, the latter verb is said to be

extr.; but not so in the T or or M: in the M

it is said to be the more common. (TA.)=

And Ile magnified him, or honoured him.

(IAar, TA.)

5: see above, first sentence.

.,lj (sMihlmcl and Q3, (Mars)

the former of which is the more approved, (TA,)

and some say 73;), A mill; syn. 0,141}:

(llIsbyz) [and] a mill-stone; i. e. the great round

stone with which one grinds: (TA:) of the fem.

gender: (Zj,$, Msb,K:) dual ofthe first (Jug,

(S, Msb,K,) and of the second “2,1,;9', (Msbf

K,) and of the third, pls.}; (si) the pl. (of

pauc., of' (Msb) [and of £13] is and

'(of mult., 2L5, (S, Msb, K,) which latter

is the pl. that is preferred accord. to IAmb,

3 a S

(Mgh,) and u?) and [59.2, (Msb, K, TA,) with

(_lamm and with kesr (Msb, TA) to the), (Mgh,)

[for the last of which 6»; is substituted in the

3 cl

CK,] and urn-)1, TA,) with damm, and with

kesr to the C, and teshdeed to the L5, (TA,) [in

the CK $915,] and £3.37, (Msb,I_{,) which is

extr., (K,) said by AHat to be wrong, and by

IAmb to be anomalous, and by Zj to be not

allowable, (Msb,) in the T said to be as though

it were :1 pl. pl., (TA,) or it is p1. off?) [and

therefore regular]: z) the dim. is (Zj,

Msb.) ,9! [or +2." [ssh-3] signifies The

hand-mill. (MA.)_[Hence, A. molar tooth,

or grinder :] i. q. Msb, pl. Ella-j,

i. q. :) [or rather] the also called

the Qty-1;, are the twelve teeth, three on each

side [above and below], next after the sis-l3; [or

bicuspids]. (Zj, in his “th11; cl-Ihczlh.")_

[And app. A roller with which land is rolled to

crush the clods; as being likened to a mill-stone:

see 1 in art. ’25., near the end of the paragraph.]

_Stones: and a great rock, or mass of stone.

(TA.)—A round piece ofground, Tisng above

what surrounds it, (S, about as large in

extent as a mile: (K :) pl. (K, TA :) or

this latter, i. e. the pl., signifies pieces of rugged

ground, less than mountains, round, and rising

above what surrounds them: (M, TA 2) or

means a round and rugged place [or

piece of ground] among sands: (Sh, TA :) or a

large and rugged [elevation such as is termed]

5313: or round, rising above what surrounds

it, not spreading upon the surface of the earth,

nor producing herbs, or leguminous plants, nor

trees. (ISh, TA.)._.A round cloud,- [as being

likened to a mill-stone ;] (A in art. J :) or so

til-1...; (S.)._The Skit? [or callous

protuberance upon the breast] of a camel; (T, S,

K;) so called because of its roundness: (TA:) pl.

:

{lb-Si: :) which likewise signifies the callous

protuberances upon the knees of the camel. (T,

TA.) _. Thefoot of the camel and of the

elephant: pl. ’(hI, 835G [app.

meaning a circling border] around the nail.

(TA.) _The breast, or chest: pl., as in the

other senses following, (K.)—Spinage,

or spinach; (M, K ;) because of the roundness of

its leaves. (TA.) _IA collective body of the

members of a. household. (ISd, K, TA.) _ 1111:

independent tribe: (1;, TA =) :1]? (which is its

pl., K, TA) signifies Iindependent tribes, that

are no need of others. TA.) ._ f A large

number of camels, crowding, 0|: pressing, together;

(s,1_<, TA,) also called (5, TA =) or

()g'gl it; means the collective’herd of the camels :

and in like manner, )jill la.) the collective body

ofthe people, or party. (ISk, TA.) _yfgill u»)

signifies [also] IThe chief of the people, or party.

('1‘, S, M, K, TA.) [It is added in the, TA that

’Omar Ibn-El-Khatti’lb was called 3,9...“ use.»

as though meaning J{The chief of war; because

of his warlike propensities: but it seems from

what here follows, as well as from what precedes,

that this may be a mistranscription, forgogill uL},

or grip! u;;.]__;::-;Ji signifies IThe

most vehement part [or the thickest] of thcfight;

syn._l;.’-.;;;.= (s, Mgb =) in the 1; it is said that

UL}! signifies .fpl and w; as also

' uLLIsi: bllt it seems that there is an omission;

133 *
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for y)..." is [generally] fem., and in the M it is

said that uL; signifies [app. mean

ing the main stress, or the thickest, of death in

battle]. (TA.) In a saying relating to ’Alee’s

having made an end of g! lug}, this

expression is expl. by A’Obeyd as meaning The

place around which revolved the thickest of the

fight (J-J' a; $36 $718391) [in

the Battle ofthe Camel]. (TA.) And 5,13

brag," [which may be rendered {The main

stress of death beset him. round about] means

death befell him. (Msb, TA.)

5'0, 9'04 ii,

3.9-) [or 39-) a::- meaning A serpent folding,

or coiling, itsel , so as to resemble a neck-ring]:

Q Q ’ I

see 3.), in art. C).

v, r g r

Eb): see un.,, first sentence.

95,: :

a,., dim. (no.3, q. v. (Zj, Msb.)

ii; .4 0;

its.) 1145 A shallow, or a wide, [bowl such as

is termed] 2.9.45. (TA. [It is there mentioned

in art. ,a-j, but belongs to art. C), q. v.])

A place of a mill or mill-stone. (MA.)

_ See also up) (near the end of the paragraph),

in two places. _ [Accord. to Freytag, it occurs

in the Deewan of the Hudhalees as meaning +A

place where any one standsfirmly.]

u

g” A maker of mills or mill-stones. (K,

TA.)=And llfoisture in the ground to the

erctent qfa palm. (AHn, TA.)

C)

1. aor. ; , inf. n. 7;, said of dough, It had

in it much water [so that it was soft: see also

a]. (TA.) = (JK, T, K,) aor. 1, (JK,)

infin. as above, (TK,) IIe broke it, or crushed

it, (JK, T,) and so made it soft : (T :) or he trod

upon it, (T, K,) and so made it soft. (T.)—

Also He miaced (JK, $, K) what is termed

(JK,) or wine, or beverage: :) and likewise

food with condiment. (JK.)

4. 2.1,: He put much water into it [so as to

make it soft]; namely, dough. (TA.):[The

inf. n.] also signifies The exceeding the

usual, or ordinary, or the just, or proper, bounds,

or degree; or the acting egregiously, or immode

rately; or the like; (syn. in a thing.

s. 753;, (IAar,TA,) int‘. n. 763.351, (IAar,

K, TA,) for which, in some copies of the K, is

put tibial, but the former is the right reading,

(TA,) said of dough, (IAar, TA,) It was,_ or

became, soft, or flaccid. (IAar, K, TA.) _And

lIt (one’s opinion) was, or became, unsound,

faulty, or confused; syn. (K, TA.)

5,

t) [La-'6, Orfiaccid : (Golius, on the authority

of Meydz) or soft]: see its fem., voce

tit“)

A certain soft, fiagcid, or fragile, plant;

(AH",$. K;) as also 'tG-Q, with fet-h, (men

tioned by ISd,) or i (So in the JK.) =

Also A certain great bird, that carries of the

[or rhinoceros]. [See note 22 to

ch. xx. of my translation of the “Thousand and

One Nights.” The word is of Persian origin,

arabicized; as it is said to be by Lth in the sense

next following.])__ And hence, as being likened

thereto, (TA,) One of the pieces with which the

game of chess is played; [called by us the rook,

castle, and tower:] pl. 3.5;), (K,) or élé-g,

(JK, A,) or both. (TA.)

[app., in its primary acceptation, softness

of a substance, such as earth 550.: and hence,]

softness, delicateness, or easiness, of life. (JK,

TA.)_It is also used as an epithet. (TA.)

9 ~ ~ sci

You say CB.) 96)! Sqft land, of which the soil is

good; as also it'll}: pl. :) or wide

and soft land, whether level or not level : (ISh :)

or soft, or yielding, land: (S, K, TA :) and

15.1,, (1;, TA,) with teshdeed and medd, (TA,)

[in the CK AL), without teshdeed,] signifies the

like: (IAar,K:) or this last (A1,), wide land:

(K :) or tumid land or earth, that breaks in

pieces beneath the tread: and its pl. is

(JK, 1;.) And (5,3 Yttéj that is soft ofsoil,

or of moist earth. (TA.) And J1; A

life, or state of life, that is ample, unstraitened,

or easy, (S, K, TA,) and sqft. (TA.) ._ See

also is.

C a)

see t).

4 v 5' D a

6.9:): see

15* “r!

its”: see tli)

5 ’0,

cf.) and véglg, applied to mud, or clay,

(JK,K,) and to doug’h, (JK,) Thin, and soft:

(JK, K, TA :) and V soft, or moist, mud or

clay.

see the next preceding paragraph.

camel, Law, or not firm, in make, by reason of

fatness. (JK.)

3—0-7 Jr

to,» Intoxicated, full qfdrink; (K,)

as also (TA.)

9 O/r’

applied to a man, and to a camel,

Flaccid, or flabby, by reason of old age or of

emaciation. (J .

J40;

tpé, applied to a man, and to a

win

1. aor. -’ , inf. n. It (a thing,

Msb, or a price, $, A) was, or became, cheap,

low-priced, or low. A, Msb, K, TA.) [Accord

to all of these authorities, this seems to be the pri

mary signification: but Et-Tebreezee (Ham p. 47)

thinks it to be from applied to a woman,

as meaning “soft, or tender.”] Some say

also; but this is not of established authority.

(MR) _UAL; aor. 1, (M, A, Msb, K,) inf. n.

La; (s, M, A, Msb, 1;) and 15.2., (s,

high, 1;) and 5,645.}, (Lth, TA,) It (a thing, 1;,

or the body, S, Msb, or flesh, A) was, or became,

soft, or tender,- ($, M, A, high, K, TA;) and

soft to the feel: (Msb :) and in like manner

Lib-L3“ said ofa girl : (A z) or, said ofa woman,

inf. n. ages-3, she was, or became, soft, or tender,

and delicate, or thin, in her external skin: and

said of a woman's fingers, they were, or became,

soft, or tender: but when said of a plant, inf. n.

it was, or became, soft, flaccid, or easily

or quickly broken: (Lth :) [and said of a twig, or

rod, it was, or became, fresh, or succulent, and
9 b r

soft, or tender : see gas-y]

2. \ié. Us 21' 93%.}, inf. n. He had

indulgence, license, or facilitation, granted, or

conceded, to him in, or with rcspect to, such_a

thing. (s,A,* 1;?) Yousay, 92.3.,

135, mi. n. as above, The law has been indulgent

to us in, or with respect to, such a thing; has

facilitated it to us; as also lugs-j, int". n.

(Mgh.) And 1.153 1.15 us [or,

more commonly, 0313,] I gave license, or per

mission, to such ’a ohe to do such and such

things after my forbidding him to do them.

(TA.)

4. 1.6.,1 He (God, s, A, Msb, or a man,

JK) made it (a thing, Mgh, or a price, $, A)

cheap, low-priced, or low. (JK,$,A,Msb,

lélj, in this sense, is not known. (Mm)—

Also Hefound it to be cheap, low-priced, or low.

(Ks-Also. (K.) or tin-*3». ($.A.) He

bought it cheap, or at a low price. A,K.)

_ See also 2.

5. gag-)5 He took, or availed himself of, or

allowed himself, indulgence, license, or facilita

tion; (A, TA;) he did not go to the utmost

length,- (S, Msb, K 3) [he relaxed, or remitted ;]

in such a thing; (S ;) in affairs -, (A ;) or in

the afiair. (Mgh.) You say also,

He took what was easily attainable, of his right,

or due, and did not go to the utmost length. (A.)

a. 1.0.5.5)1: see 4.._Also, ($,$gh,K,) or

id‘s-jut, (A,) He reckoned it cheap, or low

priced: ($, A, $gh,K :) and V the latter, he saw

it, or judged it, to be so. (Lth, K.) '

10. it‘s-pt: see 8, in two places.

Jag; applied to a thing, (A, K,) or to the

body, (S, Msb,) and to flesh, and to a plant, (A,)

Sqft, or tender; ($, M, A, Msb, K,) and soft to

thefeel : (Msb :) and i signifies the same,

(AA, M, applied to a ’garment, or piece of

cloth, (AA, as also the former: (TA :) fem.

of each with 5: (M, TA :) is also applied

to a girl, (A,) and to a woman, (K, TA, but

omitted in the CK,) and to fingers, signifying not

rigid or tough: (K :) or, applied to a woman, it

signifies soft, or tender, and delicate, or thin, in

her external shin: and applied to a woman’s

fingers, soft, or tender: but applied to a

plant, soft, flaccid, or easily or quickly broken:

(Lth, TA :) and applied to a twig, 0r rod, fresh,

or succulent, and soft, or tender: (Msbz) the pl.
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efvll, is use, (1“ng and that of is
which isdirreg. [as such, but reg. as pl. of

lite/4:53]; TA ;) occurring in poetry. (TA.)

You say, .fQéJl 1,; He is sgft, or tender,

in body. And 0.3;)! gill A woman

sqflt, or tender, in body. (IDrd, TA), ~

9 9 J

u“) [see 1, of which it is the inf. n., in the

first of the senses explained above. ._Also The

act of making cheap;] at subst. from in

the first of the senses here assigned thereto.

(Mgh.)

(s, A, Mgb,K) and (A,Mt_ih,1_<)

Indulgence, license or facilitation,- A, Msb,

K;) in an emit. (s, A, Merit) pl. vii, (A,
Msb) and QLéilgand and

(Msb.) YOU say, 3.011.313 [,4 [ThOu hast,

or shalt have, in, or with respect to, this, indul

gence, license, or facilitation]. (A.)—{Indul

gence granted, or conceded, by God to his servant,

in a matter which He alleviates to him. (A,

_ [+ An ordinance of indulgence,- such as the

shortgning of prayer in travelling, and the like:

pl. “5.), ollwhich we have an ex. in the follow

40) 0;: d J 1|,

[1- God loveth that his ordinances

ofindulgence be performed, like as He loveth that

his obligatory ordinances be performed].

_IA portion, or share, of water: (A:) or a

time, or turn, in drinking.

r )J/J

ing trad.:] “if; L}

A cheap, or lam-priced, thing; (Msb;)

8. low’price. ($,A.)—_;£A quick death. (Lth,

A, K.) = See also U459, in two places. _

ISoft, without strength or sturdiness, and without

endurance: or stupid, dull, wanting in intelli

gence,- syn. (TA.)

. div

3;), A ewe-lamb; as also 7:11;? and

'35-}: z) the male is called [IQ-z :) pl.

[pfjpaue] and [of mult.] Jig-e and

dis-j, °which 1‘last' is of; fan extr. form,

(TA,) and 03$? and 21.5.) and ass,

sh
- 9/0

see the preceding paragraph.

2 Z

9 a If )

Jig-p A possessor and rearer qfene-lambs. (S )

A)

1' M§b1 Kr) aor' 1 a inf' 11

($,Msb;) andéls}, aor. i ; ;) It (the voice,

S, TA, and speech, K, TA) was, or became, soft,

or gentle, and easy: ($," K, TA 2) [or it (the

voice) was, or became, sqfl, 0r gentle, plaintive,

and melodious : (see 2)] it (a thing, and the

speech,) was, or became, easy: (Msbz)

in speech is a good quality in women. (TA.)

One says also of a girl, TA,) inf.n.

as above, (TA,) meaning She was, or became,

easy [and soft or gentle] in speech: TA:)

and in like manner, ofa [young gazelle such as is

termed] [meaning in voice, or cry] : and

said ofa she-gazelle, means she uttered a

[soft or gentle] cry. (TA.) = M) and

U15: see 4._[Hence, -perhaps,]

r 4,;

@413, nor. 1 and 1, +She (a woman) played

with her child: (K:) [or,] accord. to the “Nawa

dir el-Aarah,” and 41;»,5, [app.

It’s-)3 and}; in both cases,] said of a woman,

mean I[She treats, or regards, her boy

with mercy, pity, or compassion; &c.]: (TA:)

0:1 .7de J)

audits-all

O '4’

$.05.) means 1[I treated, or

regarded, the thing with mercy, &c.]: (K, TA :)
1 a a g, a ,

AZ says that 4.05.), aor. 1, inf. n. 1°65, and

4.9-3, aor. = , inf. n. 5;}, are syn.: :) and he

says that ,5.) [thus accord. to the TA] is of the

dial. of some. of the people of El-Yemen: it is

tropical: Lh, also, mentions aor. = , inf. n.

div-3, as meaning + He was, or became, inclined

tofavour him, or afi'cctionate to him. (TA.) =

$5.}, said of a skin for water or milk, It was, or

became, stinking. (TA.)

2. 1.2.), (Meh,) infill. (smith/1a,)

He made it soft, or gentle: TA :) or he made

it easy: namely, [the voice, (see 1,) or] speech.

(Mgh.) _. Hence, (Msb,K,*) or from

signifying, as some say, The cutting off [a thihg],

or cutting [it] at its extremity, or curtailing [it],

(3,) the of the heme, (s,1ut_th,1_<,) in the

vocative form of speech; ;) [accord. to general

opinion,] because it facilitates the pronunciation

thereof; (K;) i. e. the [abbreviating by the]

eliding of the end thereof, for the alleviation of

the utterance; (Msb;) the curtailing a name of

its last letter, or more ,- (5, TA;) as when, to one

whose name is is}; or .2le, ~you say )lQ-Lt: or

JL; Q: but accord. to Z, iii the A, it is from the

iii): of the hen; because this is only on the

occasion of the cutting short (é) [of the laying]

of the eggs: (TA :) [in like manner also] the

0f the diminutive is the [abbreviating

theieof by the] cutting of of [one or more of]

the augmentative letters [and sometimes afradi

cal letters]; as when, in forming the diminutive

of [and that ofkgé], one says [and

(Har p. 334.) — ié-lé-Sllfil), inf. n. as

above, He made the hen to cleave to, or keep to,

[or brood upon,] her eggs [for the purpose of

hatching them]. (M, = [1.1) also signifies

He constructed, or cased, a building, or a floor

&c., withJoli]: but this is perhaps post-classical.]

4. L511.; My; (sag) or My

alone; (JK;) and lit-I’LL and [51's,

(K,) aor. ’-, (TA,) inf. n. and and

3;}; (1; ;) She (a domestic hen, JK, s, 1;, and

an ostrich, JK, TA) brooded upon her eggs, to

hatch them. (JK, S,

8- Cami-J) TShe (a camel) loved, af

fected, or inclined to, and kept to, or close to,

her young one. (TA.)

5 r a I

no.) ’r Favour, or afiectzon ; or mercy, pity, or

compassion : and love: and gentleness; (K, TA ;)

as also [which appears to be the more

common, and which is mentioned above as an

inf.n]: (SrKf TA:) the latter is nearly the

same as One says,

’rHis love, and his gentleness, fell, or lighted,

upon. him. ($.) And and

44.5.), TA,) i. e. +[He made tofall, or light,

upon him, or bestowed upon him,] his love, and

his gentleness: this is said of God. (TA.) And

and i. e. +[She made

to fall, ’or light, upon him, or bestowed upon him,]

her fat-our, or afl'ection, or her mercy, pity, or

compassion. (TA.) And l 4;); ééi'll,

i. e. +[upon whom] the love’hndfamilibrity ofhis

mother [have been made to fall or light, or have

been bestowed], is an explanation given by As of

the pass. part. n. TA.) 5 accord.

to Z, these significations are from Kai-J as signi

fying a bird of a certain species described in what

follows: for] it is said in the A that

l means + He was, or became, afactionate,

or pitiful, or compassionate, to him, and attached

to him: because the is vehemently voracious,

and fond of alighting upon carcasses: therefore

love and affection lighting upon one are likened

thereto. (TA.):A certain [species of] bird,

well known; [the vultur pcrcnoptcrus; being for

the most part white, called by some the white

carrion-vulture of Egypt and the neighbouring

countries; and also called Pharaoh’s hen; in

Hebr. DEF): (see Bochart, Hieroz., 297-322:)]

11. an. Va}: :) the former is the pl. of the

latter, Mgh,) denoting the genps,’ [i. e.,

its coll. gen. n.,] like as W5 is of 3.,05: (Msb:)

the pl. [properly so termed] of is [like

as is of or perhaps ofji}, like as

is of (JK, TA) and also [which

is anomalous]: (JK:) the is a party

coloured bird, white and black, ($, TA,) resem

bling the (JK, s, TA) in ferm; and also

called 3,3lt (5, TA =) [it is said to be] a bird

that eats human dung, afoul bird, not ofsuch as

are pursued as game, wherefore no expiation is

incumbent on him who kills it when he is in the

state ijljll, for it is not eaten : it is [said to be]

thus called because it is too weak to take prey:

(Msb:) [various fanciful uses of its gall-bladder

and flesh See. for medicinal and other purposes are

described in the accord. to some, if not all,

it is a term for thefemale: (see the male

is called and (JK, and

(Kr, = Also Thick milk. (lAar, =

The t a3, [as written in the JK, but in the TA

without any syll. signs,] of the horse is like the

31;; [app. as meaning The inner part of the

thigh] of a human being: (JK,TA:) one says,

9.05)" [A horse having the 3.5-) pro

tuberant]. (TA.) [lf correctly written in the

JK, it is probably a n. un. of which is the

coll. gen. n.: and hence, perhaps,] £33,

applied by the poet ’Amr Dhu-l-Kelb to a ewe

abounding with milk, as meaning Sqft [in the

AL}, and app. protuberant therein, and by reason
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thereof, and ~of the largeness of her udder, wad

dling,] as though she were mad, or possessed.

(TA.)

3- Pl- 0f q. v. [n. un. ofjhé; like

4;], but anomalous]. (J

I/umps of biestings. (IAar,

mi, with damm, (TA, [analogously with the

generality of words of similar meaning, but this

fact may have occasioned some writer’s adding

“ with damm,”] or WELL}, (so in the JK, [if

correct, app. , as being likened to a white vulture,])

A. whiteness in the head of a ewe or she-goat:

(JK, TA 2) and a dust-colour in her face, the

rest of her being of any colour. (TA.)

Ira! Ir

Ls): seeP3, in nine places: _ and see also
I I B I

. r

J a D I J ¢ 0 I

obs; i- 4- 0L»)- (TAO

[commonly applied to lllarble: and some

times to alabaster: the latter application is the

more agreeable with the following explanation :]

a certain white, soft stone: (JK, s, Mgh, K,

TA :) what is of the colour of wine, or yellow, or

dappled, is of the kinds of stones, (K, TA,) i. e.,

not [a sort] ijhLS: (TA :) a well-known kind of

stone : (Msbz) 11. an. with 3 [meaninga piece, or

slab, &c., thereof]. (Mgh, Msb.) [See also
9/0;

rue-1

in}, applied to speech, (s,Meb,1_<,) &c.,

(Mgh,) Soft, or gentle, and easy: (S,* K:) or

[simply] easy : (Mgh :) and, applied to the voice,

soft, or gentle, plaintive, and melodious. a(TA:)

_Also, applied to a girl, (K,) and so 34,515.),

(As, JK, K,) Easy [and soft or gentle] in speech:

(As, K :) and in like manner, :42"

[a girl soft, or gentle, &c., in voice]: (JK :) and

in like manner also the first and second are

applied to a [young gazelle such as is termed]

(TA.)—dlgl Gentle, gracious,

or courteous, to his associates. (TA.)

0! r )

341$.) n. un. of,1ij [q.v.]. (Mgh, Msb.) _

Also A certain plant. (AHn, K.)

(52¢; A certain plant, (AHn, K,) difl‘erent

from the Sybi- [app. Bibi, with which some

probably identify it], having a blossom of a pure

white, and a white root, which the [wild] asses

dig up with their hoojs, and all the wild animals

eat because of its sweetness and pleasantness ; and

its places of growth are the sands: (AHn, TA 2)

or, as some say, (TA,) a kind of tree like the

JLé [q.v.]. (5, TA.) [see also 1;}, in art.

{n.] = Also [or C912] A soft; or gentle,

wind.

I r O 0) )1 ‘J I! :l

melts-re. _alfibl Verily he is

inclined to favour him ,- or is afectionate to him.

(Lb, TA-)

applied to a. horse, and the fem. tug-3

applied to a ewe or she-goat, IVhose head is white,

the rest being black: ($,K:) the latter like

515'; or;

W: one should not say “ ($:) or the

former, a horse whoseface is white : (Mgh :) and

the latter, a ewe, or she-goat, having a whiteness

on her head. (JK.)

31 :sl i.eii \; (JK, s, K) Rd

(JK, K, TA, but not in the CK) and»; (S, K)

and TA,but not in the CK) land, accord.

to the M, (TA,) and 75.333, (accord. to

the JK,) or and (K,) I know not

who quanhind he is. (3K,s,1;.)

(JK, s, K) and iii-s}; (sum) and

VAL-.1; (K) A domestic hen, (JK, s, K,) and an

ostrich, (JK,) Breeding upon eggs, for the pur

pose qfhatching. (JK, S,

9 1 Or Q 4 1 _

1.5.”: see AL), m the latter part of the para

graph.

’14.: gels: 3/10: _ are:

£55.); [or 1‘6”) and My] i.q. As); and

,5); [&c.]. (JK.)

see in the latter part of the para

graph.

see in the former half of the para

graph. _~D;.;li seek}.

it s 0, 9 r I _

1,51%: see,5), in the latter part of the para

graph.

9*)

1. aor. and aor. (S,

M, high, K ;) inf. n. 536.} (M, Msb, 1g) and 21,,

(M, K, but in several copies of the latgerallgfl or

this is a simple subst., (Mgh,) and 5,5), with

inner, (M,°I§,)’ which is extr., (M,) and some add

8,5.) and 5,59; (MF, TA ;) It (a thing, was,

or became, soft, yielding, flaccid, flabby, law,

slach, uncompact, crummy, fragile, frangible,

brittle, friable, easily or quickly broken; i. g.

13.1, 3L8. (s. K, TA,) i-e- (M;) or es;

(Msb ;) and Vuspt signifies the same. ($,*

_And and (Msb, K,) and [lg-3] like

\23 [of which the as. is ,EQQJ, and [iéj] like

[of which the aor. is ; in the CK, erro

neously, like L55,]; (KLTAQ the nor. [of the

first and third] being ,5-3 and [that of the second

anda'fourth being] (TA ;) said of' life

(vies), 1' It was, or became, ample, unstraitened,

or plentiful, in its means, or circumstances : (Msb,

or said of a man, inf. n. Eli-3, the was, or

became, in an ample, an unstraitened, or a plenti~

ful, state qfli e. (TK.)

2. fig-ll: 5:5..ng The mixing of the thing

with the thing. (TA.) [The verb is UL}, He

mired ,- like 5;, which is mentioned in this sense

in the present art. in the JK, app. for

3. : see 4, in three places. _ Also, inf'. n.

gig-13;, i.q. [He was, or became, distant,

remote, &c., front him: or he made, or caused,

him, or it, to be, or become, distant, remote, &c.].

(K.) =And She (a woman, TA) was, or

became, near to bringing forth. (K, TA.)

4. its)! He made it, or rendered it, sqft, yield

ing,flaccid,flabby, lax, slach,uncompact, crummy,

fragile,frangible, brittle,friable, easily or quickly

broken; i.q. 1;) 1111;; as also Vila-t). (K.)

You say, [sis-,1 [He relaxed, 9r slackened,

the tie, or bond]; (M, TA;) and V slit), inf. n.

his}; (JK, TA.) And 5.. iii W as} [lit.

Relate thou, or slacken thou, his what with which

he is being strangled]; meaning Tmake than his

circumstances ample and easy to him,- ease him ,

relieve him; or grant him a delay. (TA. [See a

similar phrase in art. ’3), con]. 2]) And all

3.3;; llfahe thou his shackle, or shackles, wide, or

ample, not strait, to him. (TA.) And id

Jig-ll [lit. Relax thou, or slachen thou, to him

the rope] ; meaning I give thou to him ample

scope for using his own judgment, or discretion,

in the disposal, or management, of his afl‘airs, so

that he may go whither he pleases. (TA.) And

J45." Us”! and He lengthened the horse’s

rope. And ngéll :3 UL) [lit. He re

laxed, or slackened, his tether] ; meaning Ike left

him'to his own afair. (A, TA.) And us)!

4.20th [lit. He slackened, or loosened, his turban];

meaning T he became, orfelt, in a state of security

or safety, tranquil, or at ease; (K, TA 5) be

cause the turbans are not slackened, or loosened,

9,) in difficulty, or hardship. (TA.) And

[55,! (s, Men, 1;) 2);; (s) He let loose,

let down, or lowered, the coil, or curtain, tj‘c.

(s,1_<.) And UL; Us; [He let, or

made, his clothes hang down loosely upon his legs]

in riding and in sitting [&c.]. (TA in art.

L’s-)1 THe shed tears.] And iii-)1

41,106- IHis state, or condition, made him to

enjoy an easy, ample, or unstraitened, life, or a

life efease and plenty. (T, TA.)_“)1, said

of a she-camel, [app. for $31.; {bi-j, i. e. She

relazced the part on either side of her tail, vir

tually] means 'uimi, K, TA,) i. e.

[the part on either side of her tail became relaxed;

or] her Olgieé [or parts on the right and left of

her tail] gaped, [or recededfrom each other,] on

the occasion of bringingforth. (T, TA.) _

also signifies A sort of running: (S:) or vehe

ment running: :) or running exceeding what

is termed (JK, [see 2 in art. .9} :])

or running that is not ardent, or not impe

tuous: (A, TA :) or gentleness in running: (Ham

p. 158 :) accord. to Az, ulh'sji this? means

The most vehement [running termed] #; and

ills-3'2)! is less than that: r r as I

a)», said of a horse, signifies )sba-t [app. as

irieaning He rose in his running]; and is from

as an epithet applied to wind. (TA.) _You

say also, L’s-)1, meaning He made his begst

to go the pace, or in the manner, termed iii-)1,

explained above: (Lth, [or,] accord. {o

A’Obeyd, signifies the leaving a horse to

follow his own'eager desire in running, without

fatiguing him. (S)

6. He (:1 horse) remitted, or flagged,

in his running,- or was, or became, remiss, or
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languid, therein. (Az, TA.) And [in like manner]

4.259! U? tugs“! [He remitted, or flagged, in

the afa-ir; or was, or became, remiss, or languid,

therein]. (K in arts. via; and 9‘45, 8:0.) And

He remitted, or flagged, in the

dccomplishment ofhis want,- or he was, or became,

remiss, or languid, therein. (TA.)—He drew

back, held back, or hung’bach, (JK, K, TA,)

6;;from me, (TA,) or 5:35! from the thing.

(JK.) ._ He was, or became, slow, sluggish,

tardy, dilatory, late, or backward. (JK, TA.)

You say also, 5.1:” [551,3 The rain delayed; or

was tardy, late, or backward. [And

$53}! The time wasnogr became, late: and

it became protracted. And an: UM)? It machjr

became, after, or later than, it: see '51)»,

below.] And :05)" The aflair, or case,

was, or became, protracted; the time thereof

became extended. (Mgh.) And 42's)"

In the afair, or case, is ample time or scope

[for action #0.] ; syn. 5;..13; (Msb, TA ;) and

extension, or protractedness: (TA :) or remote

ness; referring to the case of the resurrection, i. e.

the time thereof. (Mgh in art.

, L’s-pt: see 1, first sentence. vivid!

by, said of a she-camel: see 4, in the latter

half of the paragraph. 2.?! Ls-'-,,.'.‘....1 [The veil,

0r curtain, hung down; hung don-n loosely; was

pendent, or pendulous: and in like manner the

verb is said of a garment, or a portion thereof,

and of hair, or a lock of hair, 8:0,]. (Mgh.)—

,1591 Us Una»; see 6. .31} 5.2.1, Us “up:

3“: 1-[He was, or became, weak in his opinion

after being strong]. (IAar, TA in art. .—

fii): .3 [$5,241, (JK, T, TA,) and 131;. “pt,

(JK,) or iii; 3 “pl, (T, TA,) + The afiai-r,

or case, and his state, or condition, became good

with him after straitness; (JK,) or the became

in a good state, or condition, (T, TA,) in ample,

unstraitened, or plentiful, circumstances, (TA in

explanation of the first of these phrases,) after

straitness. (T, TA.) A poet says, ($,) namely,

Tuf'eyl El-Ghanawee, (TA,)

1 arg‘a ’55;T’0'104

* “Mvhi-"fguiflbJ-N *

H’J’d’ldfldl/s

* hyjsug.s§_s,.si.sa *

meaning I [And he acquired camels, or numerous

camels, and] his state, or condition, became good

[after his cattle had perished; and had it not

been for our labour, or exertion, he would not

have acquired camels, or numerous camels]: ($,

TA :) or the phrase 4.3 (55);»! means

ZLL [explained above: see 4]. (T, TA.)

3-?» and $13 (Lib. s. M. Mgh. K) and 313.

(M, Msb, K ;) but accord. to As and Fr, the first

is that which is approved, (TA,) or, accord. to A2,

it is that used by the Arabs; (Msb ;) the second,

accord. to As and Fr (TA) and A2, (Mgh,) being

post-classical; (Msb, TA ;) and the third is of the

dial. of the Kilabees; (Mgh,) applied to a thing

($.11) of any kind. (K.) Son. adding. flaccid.

flabby, lam, slack, uncompact, crummy, fragile,

frangible, brittle,friable, easily or quickly brohen ,

syn-.341; (s. K.) or ; (1“sz [and

signifies the same, as 'is shown by the

explanation of its verb in the first sentence of this

art. :] the fem. is with 8, i. e. and and

[and You say ;i) or

g; or A stone that is sqfl, yielding, &c.

(Mgh.)-And gig.) A mare that is easy,

and gentle, moderate, deliberate, or leisurely, in

pace. And Ulzall 5.60.) A horse that is

easy to be led, or traclable. ’(A, TA.) The phrase

;, la’lalfled in a verse of Aboo-Phu-eyb

instead of 8,5, because meaning Eu; Uri

LL). _ iii-pl Jgpl [which may be

rendered The law letters] is said in the K, by an

anticipation of the pen, to be applied to the letters

exclusive of those comprised in the phrase 43

[for which some say 3; J]: Sgh says [cor

rectly] that they are the letters exclusive of those

termed 5.1gng and of those in the phrase

U953): as'is said in the M, they are thirteen;

nameIY: "by C, t) 3)); u", 9": up: U5; 5’ a *3;

and o; [to which De Sacy adds, in his Grammar,

(2nd ed. i. 29,) 1 without A, and , and L5, which

are generally included in an intermediate class

between the 3*,»‘5 and the 3"), namely, in the

clasi consisting of the letters in the phrase Li’sfifil

or L's 33):] the letter termed ,6.) is that in

which the sound runs on, as it does, for instance,

in the u.» and 95 when you say J4" and

Jin- (TM)

0’ J

3);): see what next follows.

332., an int“. n. ofl: (M,K:) i. q. :iéfia [i. e.

softness, yieldingness, fiaccidity, 8cc. : see 1:, first

sentence]; as also i you say, $3.2.) 4,5 and

[In him, or it, is sqflness, &c.]. _

See also what next follows.
5

[said by some to be an inf. n. of 1] Ample

ness, or freedom from straitness, of the means, or

circumstances, of life ; (JK, $, Msb, ;) [and

so JQJI ;] as also i 32;). (JK.) will

{[An easy, or unstraitened, state of mind].

in art. J’s.)

A sqft, or gentle, wind: :) or a soft,

or gentle, and quick, wind: (JKz) or a soft, or

gentle, wind, that does not move anything. (Hai

p. 38.) It has the first of these meanings in the

Kur xxxviii. 35: (Bd, Jel :) or it there means A

wind that does not oppose, or contravene, the will

qf God. (Bd.)

5 I a I

Us) (Msb, K) and V at), (K,) applied to life

(02;, Msb, 1- Ample, unstraitened, or plenti

ful, in its means, or circumstances: (Msb,K:)

or both applied to a man, tin an ample, an un

straitened, or a plentiful, state of lifie.

You say, Lg; t[Verily he is in

an ample, an unstraitened, or a plentiful, state of

4 5 e r)

lifel- (Ts) And as as. » (M. s. Ma,

TA) and l (JK) 1' He is in an ample,

or unstraitcned, ($,) or an easy, or a pleasant,

and a plentiful, state, or condition. (JK,$,*

Msb, TA.‘ [See also other explanations in art.

I a J a a” .I 0 E e I i

gag) And gl.» ,3 was )0" a}: 0;

us) [Verily that afi'air passes away from me, I

being in an easy state of mind,] is said when you

are not disquieted, rendered anxious, or grieved,

by the affair. (TA.)

at}, and see the next preceding

paragraph.

e 5

Us]! [as meaning More relaxing or slacken

ing or loosening] is used in a. verse of Hassan Ibn

Thabit for the regular expression it is

I e v S 4 J” r r I

like e.,,Li i. meaning 4:91- isi i... (El

Hareeree’s “ Durrat el-Ghowwés,” in De Sacy’s

“ Anthol. Gramm. Ar,” p. 5'2 of the Ar. text.)

' i

ii]! A thing, or part of a thing, (as, for

instance, a veil, or curtain, TK,) that one has let

loose, let down, or lowered.

21;;3, applied to a beast, (336, K,) or a horse

or mare, (,_,@,$,) and a she-camel, (TA,) and

a she-ass, ($,) That runs in the manner termed

(K: [see 4, in the latter part of the para

graph :]) or that runs much in that manner:

a ..

(s => pl- ow.»- (s. m)

[part. n. of 6, q. v.]. _You say

”i; ficsp-b Oil} [Zeyd came,

his time of coming being after, or later than, the

a )Jne

45h;

time of the coming of ’Amr]; i. e. 3);; .1;

(high in art. .884.)

5' I16) 98

s

0,

Gig; fem. see ’4, first sentence.

LY

L 3i}. (s. M. Msb; K. 8w.) m (s. M. L.)

int n. i; (s. M. Mgh. K. 8m) and i}; (s; M.

L, and 3,33, L, this last an inf. n.

like and J,i.§.2, s, L,) and 5:, (s [there

said to be an inf. n., like ,3, of is, aor: i ,]) and

[53532, ($, L, K,a[’but in the S and L merely said

to be syn. with s),]) an intensive form, (Mgh,

TA,) and $335, which is: [also] an intensive or a

frequentative inf. n. of 2;}, (Sb, M, L,) and like

wise an inf. n. of 3,3,; (Sb, $, M, L;) and

'23.?)1; (M,L;) He made, or caused, him, or

it, to return, go back, come back, or revert; sent,

turned, or put, him, or it, back, or away; re

turned, rejected, repelled, or averted, him, or it;

Byn- iii-3. (s. M. L. Mgh.) and (s. M. L.

K,) and (Msb in art. 8,, 8:0. ;)

[from his, or its, course]. (S, Hence, in the

Kur [xxx. 42 and xiii. 46], hi [A day

which there shall be no repelling, or averting],

meaning theiday’of‘reosiiirrection. (Th, M, L.)

One says, a! are '9 4111)»! The command of God,

there is no repelling, or averting it. (L.) And

3);; g i. e. ,3 [There is no repelling,

or~aeerting, ihe command of God] (A.) And
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fig)! He made him to return or revert,

6!“ turned him back or away, with gentleness,

from the thing, or afgir; as also (T, L.)

_Accord. to some, is made doubly trans.

with to the second objective complement when

honour is intended to be shown, and with

when dishonour is intended; and they adduce as

evidence of the correctness of their assertion the

sayings in the Kur [xxviii. 12] J]

[So we returned, or restored, him to his mother]

and [iii. 142] 1,5,3}; [They will turn

you back, or cause you to return, to your former

condition] : but instances may be found at variance

with this assertion. (MF.) [Such instances are

of frequent occurrence; though in others, the dis

tinction pointed out above is observed, as may be

seen in what here follows] You say, 4.! J]

He sent him back to his abode. (S, LIhIsb.) And

131;; He returned, or rendered, to him a

reply, or an answer; A,* L, Msb;) he sent

to him a reply, or an answer. (Mgh.) And

421i: replied to him, or answered him, in

(in absolute sense,- (L;) and also, by way of

refutation or objection, i. e. he replied against

him,- and said, or 4335.; by his saying. (TA

&c., passim.) And 1,031le He returned to

him the salutation. (The Trads. &.c., passim.)

And 5.11.3);1 He returned, rendered, re

stored, or sent [back], to him the deposite; (Msb ;)

and iii-#1:,“ [the she-camel, or sheep, or goat, lent to

himfor him to milk her]. in art. ' And

a H a~ _ s, a”

zéw the ,,,(s,Mgh,L,1_<,) mf. n. ,, and ,,..,

(Mgh,) He rejected the thing, (such as a gift, A,

and bad money, L,) refusing to receive it, or

accept it, from him; [as though he cast it back

at him;] and so épl '31}. (S, L, K?) And

in like manner, He rejected the thing in reply to

him, charging him with error in respect of it.

(s, L, 1;.) And 5;; 5,} [I rebutted, re

jected, 0r repudiated, in reply to him, his saying,

charging him with error therein; I refused him

J'flr J 0"

my assent to it]. (A, Msb.) [And 43,5 Q»)

I rebatted, rejected, or repudiated, in reply, or

replication, his saying, as wrong, or erroneous,

refuted it, or refelled it,- refused assent to it,

. s :controverted it, or contradicted it. And for)" 3)

.He refused assent, or consent, to the thing, or

a E '/ fir

afl'air. And ,l'sl else ,, He refused him his

assent, or consent, to the thing, or afi'air] And

JSCJl He turned back, or away, the beggar,

or usher, from the object of his want: (A:) [he

rebufed him :] or he sent away, or dismissed, the

beggar, or usher, either with refusal or with a

gift: occurring in trads. with both of these mean

ings. (L.) He shut, or closed, the

I ’0' or 1 )~/ 6,

door. (Mgh. [See >,>).e.]) ._.. [art.,-r 0.»; a

is a phrase of frequent occurrence, meaning He

put back his hand to his sword; it being hung

behind him: (see 4 in art. tida- :) and hence,

simply, he put his hand to his sword]

o '0; o: e a

M135! awash in the Kur xiv. 10, means

And they put their hands to their months by

reason of vehement anger or wrath or rage.

I :5,

(Jel.) _).:I 0;) [He made him to enter again

into an ajair, or a state]. (ISh, TA in art.

_2&2." He repeated the thing,- did it again;

1' '5 .v a,» i»

syn. ubi. (M in art. as“) You sayquks >)
r I S I

gloat'jl He repeated to them the oaths. (L in

art. [In this sense, 6.3.5) is one of the

inf. us. in use; as in the following ex.] It is said

in a trad., 25.3.2” Us (5.1,;, Q [There shall be no

repeating in the case of thepoor-rate] ; (T, S, L ;)

meaning that the poor-rate shall not be taken

twice (T, L) in one year. (L.) [See also 2, which

has a similar signification.] 9 Lil»,

originally E; ’§ 1- [This will not return

anything to thee], means [this will not bring any

return to thee, or] this will not profit thee : (Har

p. 483:) and Lib L; IThis does not

profit thee. _33'Ejl +[He referred

the afair, or case, to him for management or

decision: or] he committed to him the afair, or

case; syn. (S and A and K in art.

_ 2&2." 3;, a phrase of fre

quent occurrence, He reduced the thing to its

original state.] And [He reduced

thefourtlt part to a fifth part]. (K in art. 6).)

_ule u}; f: 1153, [God

brought my soul to the time of the end of my

duration]. (IB, TA in art. ,41.) __5% vi; 33’}

[He reduced him to the thing, or ajair]: (M
.4 ,9, e,

and K in art. rd, in explanation of ale 0,05

GE

)0)! z) or he appropriated him [or it, restrictively,]

to] the thing, or afiair. (TK in that art.) __

(S and K in art. win, &c,,)

and uib :3, (high in the same art., &c.,)

[He reversed the thing,- made the last part of it

to be first, and the first part of it to be last,

turned it hind part before, andfore part behind]

And UL; 425$! [He reversed the

order of part, or of the parts, gfln'air, or

case]. (TA in art. 9).) And 0,01 a,» a») i. q.

4;; [I reversed to him his affair, or case,

.l made his afl‘air, or case, to become the contrary

of what it was to him]. (Msb in art.

[Hence,] iji'n 633313, in the Kur

xvii. 6, means [Then we gave to you] the turn to

prevail against them, or the _oictory over them.

(Bd, Jel.) ._ [Hence, also, sometimes signi

fies He, or it, rendered him, _or it,- or caused him,

or it, to become; (like ;) when it has a

second objective complement the contrary in mean

ing to the first; as in the following ex.; and it

may have this meaning likewise when it has a

second objective complement differing in meaning

from the first in a less degree] A poet says,

9’ "’IO ) 4/, ar

* “Mir-.3 QUAa-HU») *

a} a 1) s, r a” a; 05 *

lag-w Q QM a: pl-é
, .

l‘ a...” okays-5 DJ *

. .v / fire :1 i”

* by gas-e,“ u-vb')9-3 3)} i

[The casualties offortune smote the women of the

family of Harb with an event whereat they

became confounded with great confoundedness;

and it rendered their black hairs white, and

rendered their white faces black]. (L in art.

M)

2. 2,3,, inf. 11. 3,55 and 361,5, (s, L,) [the

latter of which ns. is inerely said in the K to be

sy-n. with the former, and is said in the M and L

to be also an inf. n. of in an intensive or a fre

quentative scnse,] means more than ; [i.e.

He made, or caused, him, or it, to return, go

back, come back, or revert; sent, turned, or put,

him, or it, back, or away; returned, rejected,

repelled, or averted, him, or it; much, frequently,

again and again, or time after time;] having an

intensive, or a frequentative, signification. (L.)

_ [Also Ile, or it, made, or caused, him, or it,

to go, or move, repeatedly, to andfro; to go and

come ,- to reciprocate: see its quasi-pass., 5.

Hence, 1 He, or it, made him, or caused him, to

waver, or vacillate, in an affair, or between two

affairs: see, again, 5. And hence, +He, or it,

confounded, or perplexed, him, so that he was

unable to see his right course : see, again, 5; and

see also And 3159! ,3) r [He agitated the

thing, or aflair, to andfro in his mind]. (TA in

art. a}, See.)_ And He repeated it; iterated it :

[or rather] he repeated it time after time; reite

rated it: he reproduced it: he renewed it: syn.

33$, (w p. 15,) and 23,15, (A, and w ibid.,)

and (Mgh in art. cry-J. [See also 1.])

You say, J’sill ,3) He repeated the saying time

after time; reiterated it; syn. [And

,4,

soil“!

or sentence, time after time; reiterated it to

him.] And ail;- ,3, IIe reiterated his

voice in his throat, orfauces; syn. and

K in art. t»), &c. ;) [as camels and other ani

mals do in braying; (the Lexicons passim;)

and he quavered, or trilled, rapidly repeating

many times one very short note, or each note of a

piece ;] like [as is done in] chanting, [for so the

Arabs generally do in chanting, and in singing

and piping, often throughout the whole per

formance,] in that art.,) or in reading or

reciting, or in singing, or piping, or other per

formances, of such as are accompanied with

quavering, or trilling. (TA in that art.)

04' II

4,}:- 3)) I112 repeated to him the speech,

9», r)

3. 231,, (L and TA 32 an. ,,,,) inf. n. 5,9,,

(TA in that art.,) or 3st)», (TK in the present

art.,) IIe endeavoured to turn him [from, or to,

a thing]; syn. and (L in art. ,x.)

_SC’E-ll 231): see 1, in, "the fermer half oflt‘he

pafagraph. [Hence,] J’ill 0,1) [and 0;!)

J33" (occurring in the TA in art. $10)] He

disputed with him, rebutting, or rejecting, or

repudiating, in reply to him, what he said; he

bandied words with him,- syn. (A.) And

40,

e.,“ He dissolved, or annulled, with him the

sale; syn. (A.)

4. .15» She (a sheep or goat or other animal)

secreted milk in her udder a little before her
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bringingforth; syn. :) [or,] said ofa

camel, her udder became shining, and infused

with milk. (M, L.) And She (a camel) had her

udder and vulva inflated, or swollen, in conse

quence of her lying upon moist ground: or had

her vulva swollen in consequence of lust for the

stallion : or had her [or grains, or inguinal

creases, or the like], or her udder, and her vulva,

swollen in consequence of drinking much water.

,

(M, L.) [See also ;)]—And 3)! [said of a

man, app. from the verb as explained in the first

sentence of this paragraph, His seminal fluid re

turned into his back, or he secreted much seminal

fluid, in consequence of his having been long

without a wife, or absent from his home: see

;)Q: and see also 6. And hence, 'l-He was, or

’ 3 u

became, very libidinous: see, again, 3)». And]

+ He (2. man) was, or became, swollen with anger.

(M. [In the L and TA, erroneously written, in

H 3 I

this sense, >51: see, again, }”-])_Also It

(the sea) was, or became, tumultuous, with many

waves. (M, L.)

5. 5,: quasi-pass. of 2; ($,L;) He, or a,

was made, or caused, to return, go back, come

back, or revert; &c. ; or he, or it, returned, went

back, came back, or reverted; much, frequently,

again and againLor time after time. (L.) You

say, I retz‘frned timg aftertime to

suchaone. (Msb.) Anddghfllkr-rlhgd

He repairsfrequently to, orfrequents, the assem

blies qfscience; syn. See also 6.

_ [And as the returning repeatedly involves the

going repeatedly, it signifies also, like @251,

He, or it, went, or moved, repeatedly, to and

fro; so went and came; 9r reciprocated. Thus,]

51;." Quill 5L;le [means The moving

to and fro ofa thing suspgnded in the air]. (K

in art. Q3.) You say, 6311 Q5); The soul, or

spirit, went and came. (W p. [Hence,]

-|-He wavered, or vacillated, (55H [in opi~

"my (MA:) and,3: Us [in the afl'tlit'], (s and

K in art. as, &c.,) and [between two

things, or afairs]. and in art. .35, &c.)

And 13-5.: (5);; us ;313 1 [Such a thing became

agitated to andfro in my mind, or bosom]. (TA

in art. And 5;)? said ofa man, 1- He was,

or became, confounded, or perplexed, so that he

was unable to see his right course. (Ed and Jel

in ix. 45.) [And 1“ He laboured, or ewerted him

sel, as though going to and fro, or making

repeated efl'orts, in an affair: a meaning well

known.]_[And It was, or became, repeated

time after time, or reiterated : it was, or became,

reproduced: it was, or became, renewed] You

533': f1;- ui >3; His voice was, or be

came, reiterated in his throat, or fauces. (The

Lexicons passim.) And 51‘” Us 5);" [He reite

rated in uttering the letter J; or, as the meaning

is shown to be in the K in art. ‘lé, he reiterated

the any .5 (551133]. ($ in art. is.) And ,3;

4L! wag-j." (if [He reiterated, 0r stam~

Bk. I.

mered, or stuttered, in uttering the reply, and his

tongue halted, fultered, or hesitated].

6. 31).? and '5)? are both syn. with

(M, L z) [or nearly so; inasmuch as each implies

repetition in’returningfl you saw”; 1,;53,

meaning [i. e. They returned, retired,

or retreated, by degrees, or by little and little, in

a journey, or march]. (TA in art. And

it," The water reverted (' [app. by

repeated refluxes]) from its channel, bn account

ofsome obstacle in its way. (A.) And 2Q! ;113

2:1; The seminal fluid returned [by degrees]

into his back, in consequence of his having been

long without a wife. (L. [See also 4]):

321113;: [or,idlill, and or,f}1§\ us,

They two disputed together, each rebutting, or

rejecting, or repudiating, in reply, what the other

said; they bandied words, each with the other].

(A: there immediately following the phrase

Jilbx [q. v.].) And 8;)! $11.3 They two rejected,

(s, Mgh,) or dissolved, or annulled, [by

mutual consent,] the sale. ($, Msb.)

8. 33)! quasi-pass. of 1 as expl. in the first

sentence of this art.; (Msb ;) He, or it, returned,

went back, came back, or reverted; &c.; (S, L,

Msb,*K;) ééfrom his, or its, course ,

a'nd] 4;”; oval; [from his state ofprosperity

and his religion]; (A ;) and J] [to

abode]: (Mgh:) or he turned, or shifted,- as:

[from it]; and 4.4.3; [from his religion].

(M.) [Hence, He’apostatized; or revoltedfrom

his religion: and particularly] he returned from

El-Isldm to disbelief,- (Msb;) or so b)!

4%?!. (L.) And 4.3 5.. ;AJ'H

[The eye reverts from him by reason of his un

seemliness, or ugliness]. (TA.) See also 6.1....

[Hence also,]

[My soul was brought, or came, to the time ofthe

end of my duration]. (IB, TA in art. )ol.

[See a verse of El-’Ajja] cited voce ;tgi.])_

And Uh; [The thing that he

sought was refused, or denied, to such a one]:

said of one who finds not what he seeks. (TA in

art. via.)=o)£)i is syn. with as expl. in

the first sentence of this art., q. v. (M, L.)—

See also 10, (with which it is likewise syn.,) in

two places.

10. 2&3." Lid, and Vidal, He desired, or

sought, or demanded, that the thing should be

returned, or restored, to him; revoked, recalled,

or retracted, it. (M, L.) You say, '33)!

[and bgpi He revoked, recalled, or retracted,

his gift : or the former signifies] he took back his

gift ; repossessed himself of it; restored 'it to his

possession; syn. And SL2." 3,2“!

He asked him, (S, A, L, and desired, or

sought, of him, (K,) that he should return, or

restore, the thing. A, L,

8' ’ ~

,, an inf. n. of .Z, (s, M, high, K, &c.)._

[Hence,] 3le 5:24;: 33;}, and 733;", [this being

also an inf. n. of the same,_IAn estate] yielding

much revenue. (A.) [See also [Hence

also, app.,] 8 In his tongue, or speech,

is a difliculty utterance, or a hesitation, K,‘

TA,) [probably meaning such as occasions the

repetition of certain letters]: It is also an

inf n. used as an epithet, signifying, (L, Mgh,)

and so '35}, (M, L, Msb,) and '39}, (M, L,)

Made, or caused, to return, go back, [come back,

or revert; sent, turned, or put, back, or away;

returned, rejected, repelled, or averted: (M, L,

Msb:*) rejected as meaning not received or

accepted: rejected as wrong or erroneous; [as]

contrary to the precepts, or ordinances, of the

Sunneh: (L:) s) signifies anything returned

after it has been taken. (M.)—[Hence,] IA

dirhem that will not pass; that is not current;

(A, Mgh, L;) that is returned to him who ofl'ers

a in payment: (M,Lz) pl. 3,3,. (M, A, L, 1;.)

_And hence, (Mgh,) IA thing ($,A) that is

bad, corrupt, disapproved, or abominable. (S, A,

K.)_Also, (TA passim,) and '53}, (s in

art. Ctr), and A,*) and [Lie], (A,* [where it is

evidently mentioned in this sense, a sense in

which it is still often used,] A reply; an answer;

syn. and in art. You

say, 73,3; 13h

reply, br answer, to thy saying]. (A: there

and Tia-13,3 [This is the

immediately following the phrase

_And A camel usedfor riding or carriage : so

called because brought back from the pasture to

the dwelling on the day ofjourneying. (T.)

3 .

g) A support, or stay, ofa thing: (M, a

refuge ; an asylum. (Kr, A poet says,

Jere/1e), " aisle,

* i» saws» 4’ be ' his in a»; .s l. *

meaning [0 my Lord, I call Thee one God;

then be Thou to him] a refuge from trials: and

a a I 00'

u, occurs in a reading of verse 34 of ch. xxvm.

of the Kur; meaning as above; or thus written

5

and pronounced for Us), on account of the pause,
I

after suppressing the a.

lie

8;), (T, S, A, or '34, (so in a copy of the

M,) I[A quality that repels the eye :] unseem

liness, or ugliness, (IAar, IDrd, $, M, K,) with

somewhat of comeliness, in the face: ($:) or

somewhat of unseemliness or ugliness (T, A) in

the face of a woman who has some comeliness,

(T,) or in the face of a comely woman: (A z) or

unseemliness, or ugliness, from which the eye

reverts: (Aboo-Leyla:) and a fault, or defizct,

(IAar, IDrd, M,) in a man, (IAar,) or in the

face. (IDrd, M.)_And the former, (accord. to

a copy of the M,) or 'the latter, (A, K,) 1A

receding (#65) in the chin, (M, A, K,) when

there is in the face somewhat qfunseemliness, or

ugliness, and somewhat of comeliness.

And the former, (accord. to a copy of the A,) or

7 the latter, (K,) IThe returned sound of the

echo; as iii the phrase, (533i 5;) 3.11,“ [I

heard the returned sound of the echo]: (A :) or

the echo ofa mountain. (15.) _. Also the former,

A gift, or stipend; syn. (L, from a trad.)

_And Afl'ection, and desire: so in the phrase,

134
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:3 [He has ejection, and desire, for us],

in a verse of ’Orweh Ibn-El-Ward. (Sh.)

53, a subst. from .15}, (s, M, L, K,) signifying

[An’ apostacy: and particularly] a returning

from El-Isldm to unbelief; (L, Msb ;) or so

£0313? £2. (M.)-See also 3;], in three

places. ._ Also Camels’ drinking water a second

time (M, L, and so causing the milk to return

into their udders; as also (M, L.)._And

A swelling of the teats ofa she-camel: or their

swelling by reason of the collecting of the milk:

as also '33}, in either sense: and the former, a

camel’s udder’s becoming shining, and infused

with milk: (M,L:) or the udder’s becoming

filled with milk before bringing forth. (As,$,

K.)._And A. remain, remainder, or anything

remaining. (M, L.)

9”

s»: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

9.” 3 4

5;): see ,5.

3:3, and 31;) substs. from jig." 3);,1 and
bSJJl; [accord.lto the K, of as exp]. in the

first sentence of this art., but this is a mistake,

for the meaning evidently is Desire for the

return, or restoration, of a thing;] as in the

saying of El-Akhtal,

:04 5: ’41:2' 1" M, .
* mud-i3}, yWJ-bl-o, *

s .13., c. ~

[And not every one who has been cheated in a

sole, his striking of the bargain having passed,

will restore, or bring back, what has escaped him,

by a desire for its restoration]. (M, L. [In

the M, in art. Jab, this verse is differently

related; with for and for

and it is there said that will; is here

used by poetic license for Qill.])

5,

so»: see s), in three places-Also Clouds

of which the water has been poured

forth. (K.).._ And A‘compact limb, or mem

ber. (M, L. [See also >;}i'.¢.])

see 3);};

:13, (as in the T and in some copies of the K,)

or i :96], (as in other copies of the K and in the

TA,) A setter ofbroken bones : from as the

name of a certain well-known bone-setter. (T,

3 a,

(5,1,): see what next precedes.

it; sing. of '3], (TA,) which signifies Un

seemly, or ugly; [or having a quality that repel:

the eye; (see ;)] applied to men. (IAar,K,

TA.) _. See also what next follows.

52:13 [the act. part. n. converted by the affix

3 into a subst]. You say, ills,

($, L,) or 5%, (K,) or a; 7:1; '9, (so in a copy

of the A, [but probably a mistranscription,]) and

'33}; '9, (1g) 1This (fill-7‘ has, or will have, or

there is in it, or will be in it, no profit, ($, A, L,

K,) or no return. (S, L.) [See also

Also The piece of wood, in the fore part of the

3.1;; [or cart], that is put across between the

[or two shafts, thus called because they

vvfre commonly made of wood of the tree called

_'; which piece rests upon the neck of the ball

that draws the cart].

Illlore, and most, profitable [or productive

of a return]. L, So in the saying,

a” 5.: J.

a,» ,,l ,5): iii 1[T/.a afl'air a, or will be,

more, or most, profitable to him]. ($, L.)

3, . 3,,

g)»: see a, second sentence.

5 s

g)» A ewe or she-goat or other animal

[secreting milk in her udder before bringing

forth : (S, or a she-camel having her udder

shining, and infused with milk; (Ks, M, L;) as

also (Ks,L:) and any female near to

bringing forth, and having her belly and udder

large. (M, L.) And A she-camel having her

udder and vulva inflated, or swollen, in consequence

of her lying upon moist ground: or whose vulva

is swollen in consequence of lust for the stallion:

or having her ‘ [or groins, 0r inguinal creases,

or the like], or her udder, and her vulva, swollen

in consequence qfdrinking much water: (M, L z)

and a lie-camel, (T, K,) and a she-camel, (T, L,)

heavy from drinking much water: pl. (T,

L, _ Also, [app. from the first of the mean

ings explained in this paragraph,] A man who

has been long without a wife, or absent from his

home, (T,* L,‘ K,) and whose seminal fluid has

in consequence returned into his back; (T,L;)

as also 7:33;. And [hence,] 'i Very

libidinous; ($, K;) applied to a man. ($.) And

Jr[Sn=ollen with a'nger; see 4: or] angry.

One says, 2L:- Suck a one came

angry [in cbuntenance]. _ Also A sea (T, $)

tumultuous with waves,- syn. égl: :) having

many waves: :) or having much water. (T.)

3,

31.. A man who repels much, and often wheels

away and then returns to the fight; or who

repels and returns much. (M, L.)

53);;

see the next paragraph.._.Also, [and

'33}; (see 5,)] {A man (S, A) confounded, or

perplexed, and unable to see his right course.

(S; A; K‘)

3.: ,
see 0»).

o 20' 3/

8;” : see ,5), in three places. _ You say also,

5! [There is no good

in a saying rebutted and reiterated]. (A.)..

And A doorpshut’, ugra closed ,- not

opened. (Mgh.) _...And 83,3)» 51,0! IA woman

divorced; (T, $,* M, A, Kf‘) as also [(5331

(AA,K:) because she is sent back to the house

of her parents. (A.) [In the present day, also

applied to A; woman taken back after divorce.]

_ See also 3 = Also an inf. n. [of an unusual

form] of 23,. (s, L, 1;.)

f )0;

gap)» [the part. n. converted by the

aflix 8 into a subst.,] 1A razor: [so called]

because it is turned back into its handle. ($,

A: '

Q

i}, from :63; meaning “a returning;”

($;) [An apostate: and particularly] one who

returnsfrom El-Isla'm to disbelief. (L.)

gull” .if’

,sj»: see 5;)». _Also A man compact and

short, not tank in make: (M,L:) or extremely

short. (L.) [See also 45),]

l))

1. Lsml [aor. = , inf. n. 233,] He sup

ported, propped, or stayed, the wall, (ISh, T, K,)

by means of a piece of timber or wood, or a

buttress or the like, to prevent its falling; (ISh,

T;) as also ills): (Yoo,T,K:) or £55,."

[he supported the wall by a structure;] he

attached a structure to the wall. (M.)—Hence,

(T,) a; IIe strengthened and supported him,

or it, by means ofit, (Lth, T, M,“ K,) namely, a

person by a thing, (Lth, T,) or a thing by a thing,

(M,) like as one strengthens and supports a wall

by means of a structure which he attaches thereto ,

(T ;) as also film. ('1‘: 1;.) And 33,, (Mgh,

TA,) inf. n. 23,, (Mgh,) He helped, aided, or

assisted, him,- (Mgh, 'I;A;) as also golsjl: (T, s,

M, Mgb,1%:) and its, and Hilgji, (T,) or

“3133], I was, or became, a helper,

an aider, or an assistant, to him. (T, $.)._

Hence also, (i.e., from his..." is»)

IHe took good care of the camels, (A,K,TA,)

in tending and posturing them. (A, TA.)._ And

RA.) He cast a stone at him; (M,K;)

like [2133, mentioned in art. (5;), and]

' int. n. 553,, (T, s, M, 1;, sic“)
9’ I,

for which one should not say 831;); (T ;) and Th

=5», aor. i ,

mentions also and (25;; as syn. with but

these are strange; and more strange is what is‘said

in the Msb, namely, l3], aor. 53;, part. 11. (3,3,

[as a dial. var.,] asserted by Istt, in the Expos.

of' the Fe, to be erroneous, and peculiar to the

vulgar; (MF, TA ;) It (a thing, T, S, M, Msb,)

[and he, see 2:53;, its part. n.,] was, or became,

bad, corrupt, vitious, depraved, or the like; ($,

M, Msb,* ;) or of no rank, or estimation,- low,

ignoble, vile, or mean; (Msb;) [disapproved, dis

liked, hated, or abominable .- (see 2:5,; :)] and he

was, or became, weak, and impotent, so as to be

in want or need. (TA from the Expositions of

the Fe.)

2: see the next paragraph.

4. ll,» : see 1, in five places. _ Also He

settled, established, or confirmed, him, or it,

TA,) in his, or its, state. (TA.)__ He stilled, or

quieted, him, or it. (K.)_And He let it down;

namely, a. veil, or curtain. (K.) = Also .He

rendered it bad, corrupt, vitious, depraved, or the

like; ($,K;) namely, a thing; said of a man;

($;) [and '33) is used in the same sense: (see

1 in art. Vie-:)] he made, or asserted, or held,
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a (agthing) to be {5;} [or bad, 8m]. (TA.)—

And is) signifies He did a thing, or a deed, that

was ’8’}; [or bad, $0.]: or he met with, or ea:

perienced, (44.:le a thing that was (M,

= 2.; L51; is)! It exceeded another thing;

as also (M :) [or the latter only :] accord.

to IAar, onq says @l Uh; lsjl, with s, (M,)

and, accord. to I:th, uh, (TA,) and,

[accord. to F,] U», (K,) meaning He ea:

ceeded [the age ofsixty, and fifty, and a hundred] :

(M, 1;, TA:) but AZ says that i,,t, with ., [in

these phrases,] though authorized by Lth, is

wrong; (TA;) and accord. to A’Obeyd, one

says (M. [It is added, however, in the

M, that ls)! may perhaps be also used in poetry

in the same sense without the prep. uleJ)

5. They helped, aided, or assisted, one

another. (Lth, M, TA.)

5) A buttress, or the like, by means of which

a will is strengthened and supported. (T.) [This

is the primary signification. See also i» in art.

gr] _ [Or] the primary meaning is A ’thing by

means of which one is helped, aided, or assisted;

such as the “3'; [or thing by which one is

rendered warm, or protected from the cold wind].

(Bd in xxviii. 34; where it has the meaning next

following, as is said in the T and _A helper,

an aider, or an assistant. (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb,

You say, 031i! 2;) Such a one is an
aider and a stresngtllener to such a one. (T.)—

And i. g. [app. as meaning An accession,- or

a thing that is added, whatever; it be, to another

thing]. (M, _. And I i. q. J.» [i.e. A burden

that balances another burden on the other side of

a beast]; (T, TA ;) so called because one such

u) supports another: (TA :) and a heavy Jig:

(T, 1;, TA =) pl. 533?. (T, TA.)

21;): see art. (5;).

{4,}, applied to a thing, (T, s, M, Mgh,) and

to a. than, (M, TA,) Bad, corrupt, vitious, de

praved, or the like; (S, M, Msbf’ of no

rank, or estimation ; low, ignoble, vile, or mean;

(Msb;) disapproved, disliked, hated, or abomi

nable: and weak, and impotent, so as to be in

want or need: and accord. to the Msb, one says

also [5553; [there said to be a dial. var. ;] but this

is asserted by IDrst, in the Expos. of the Fig, to

be erroneous, and peculiar to the vulgar: (TA:)

pl. with two hemzehs, (M, K,) applied to

a people, or company of men.

1' 0E

[bJI Worse, and worst; more, and most, cor

rupt &c.]

A stone which a strong man can hardly

lift with both his hands; (TA,) as also :13}...

(ISh, TA in art. [9,.) '

‘r’>)

3 . .

an}! A well-known dig.) [or measure with

- ' . ' so

which corn ts measured], (T,) a large (kilo,

(S, M, in Egypt, (K,) [i. e.] of the people of

Egypt; (T, S ;) or a certain measure of capacity

well known in Egypt; (Msb ;) not correctly called

a (Jigs for they do not measure with it, but with

a . .
the 1,2,: (IB,TA:) it comprises, (A, [so in

the M, but in copies of the which signi

fies that it is also pronounced with damm,]) as

they say, (M,) or it takes, (T,) twentyfonr times

the measure called 8L4, (T, M, Msb, K,) ofwheat,

(T,) i. e. simtyfour times the measure called 6;,

(T, Mgh,) the here meant being the of

our country, (Az, [app. meaning El-’Iral_<,]) and

the La being that of the Prophet: (Msbz) or

sin QQQ: z) the L,)! of Egypt is six {big};

the being four the four til ; and

the .35, two hundred and thirty-two : (Es

Suyootee in his “ Husn el-Mohadarah z”) the

half of the .115» is called (T:) the word

L,)! is aflirmed by some to be arabicized: (MF :)

[it is now vulgarly pronounced the pl. is

Quj. (Mgh.) El-Akhtal says,

it ’63! "“‘TH ”‘ *
bowl-5U. ) 55),.

5 a! 1 : ii a r

* ,Lul use usfiwvltyu *

1:10 a a ’0, 1 :0; e

* as» ts) 'ML‘:we “

* f 5’. r 10’ J O: ' *

45-h}; Lt»; OW

[Persons who, when the guests induce their dog

to bark, (see art. ,',) say to their mother,

“Jl'lahe water on the fire:” and bread is like

Indian ambergris in their judgment, while wheat

is seventy irdebbs for a deendr]: the former of

these two verses [whereof the latter only is cited

in the S] is said by As and others to be the most

severely-satirical verse uttered by any of the Arabs.

(TA.)—Also A conduit in which water flows

upon the surface of the ground. (M,

A wide iejLE-[or sink-hole]. made ofbaked

clay: (T, likened to the (JLfie above men

tioned: pl. as above. [And'Any pipe of

baked clay: pl. see ELL-13.] _ And i. q.

83,035 [which may mean A large baked brick, or

a thing made of baked clay] : (M, TA :) or large

baked bricks; (S, K, TA 5) which are called

(5, TA.)

e»
g a

_ ,1), He (a mate’s foal

4"

1. E”, aor. -,, inf. n.

[or a young ass, or a lamb or kid, or any young

solid-hoof'ed animal only,]) voided the excrement

termed (TA.) = inf. n. i. q.

Sig-p: one of these is formed

44,

6),, inf. n.

by transposition from the other: or, accord. to IJ,

each is an original word. (TA.)

What comes forth, or what first

comes forth, (TA,) from the belly of a lamb or

kid, or of a mare’s foal, (S, K, TA,) and of a

young mule, and of a young ass, (TA,) or qf any

young solid-hoofed animal only, (AZ, T, TA,)

before it eats: like G2» in relation to a child:

9 a

($.19) pl- @s'i- (M3

é ofé33: (TA :) = and used by Ru-beh

for E45}, q. v.

I 404‘

Cs» (Lt. $.15) and £333; (K) and '

(Lh, S) Black skin [or leather], (S, K,) of which

boots are made : termed by Ru-beh, in the follow

ing hemistich, ' €133lz

4:!"

WE, “

'05 _ e s s)

" 551"» 9-: 0‘9»

[As though they were clad in trousers of _ Jul]:

(K:) accord. to A’Obeyd, originally Pers., (S,)

arabicized, (K,) from (S,I_§:) one should

Q I],

0 ’ {45): (18k, accord. to Lh, i. q.

vital): or, he adds, as some say, a skin [or

lfather] difl'erent from that termed 9291; : or i. q.

, 1), with which one blackens. (TA. [See what

follows.]) With respect to these words of a poet,

describing a woman as ignorant, or inexperienced,

* w lady-=1!

[She knew not what is the weaving qf aJ-ig

not say

so:

T

before it], it is said that he imagined _ .93 to

be woven, or that he meant that this woman, by

reason of her ignorance, or inexperience, imagined

it to be so. (TA.) _ [It is said, app. on the

ground of an assertion mentioned above, that]

also signifies A certain black dye; (L,)

the black [or blacking] with which boots are

blacked: or [i. e. vitriol]. (K.)—AZ men

tions _43) and v€JJfl as quadriliteral-radical

words. (TA.)

5 ’94,

_ Jig: see the next preceding paragraph, in

four places.

C”
r 0' — re _ s 0/

1. as,” C», nor. 3 , inf.n. cg),

(TA,) He inserted an oblong piece ofcloth,

K,) such as is termed (TA,) in the hinder

part ofthe tent; as also ' 4’s): z) or both

signify he widened the tent: (A a) or he lowered,

or let down, the curtain (it's->3, or 62:1,) at the

hinder part cf the tent. (L, and so in some

copies of the K.)_ Also (thus in the S, but in

the “ or”) He put a thick coating, or covering,

of clay, or mud, upon the house, or structure;

and so V dual. _ also signifies

The spreading a thing upon the ground, so that

it becomes even; and so $23.5 [infi n. of V C3,];

but it is said that the latter occurs only in poetry:

or the former, accord. to Az, the spreading a

thing so that its back [or upper surface] becomes

even with the ground. (TA.)-And He

threw him down prostrate. = aor. 1,

inf. n. LIL}, She (a woman) was, or became, such

as is termed 13;, i. e. heavy in the hips, or

haunches; or large in the posteriors, heavy in the

hips, or haunches, and perfect in make. (TA.)

2: see the preceding paragraph.

134 f
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4: see 1, in two places.

A curtain in the hinder part Qfa

9;.) [or tent]: (S,K:) or a piece, (S, K,) i. e.

an oblong piece of cloth, (TA,) that is added in a

tent, (S, K,) [in the hinder part thereqf, (see 1,)]

or inserted therein. (L.) _.. The of the

lurking-place, or pit, of a hunter consists ofStones

set up around; which are also called ;3L;;-, pl. of

(TA.): Also i. g. 5.21.; and so i
., ._,_,,.
as)»:

C, I :91

C‘U”

[meaning Thou hast ample scope, freedom, or

liberty, to avoid it; or thou host that which

renders thee in no need qfit]; ;) like

0/ III

e.,»... (TA.)

)0, "

“Wand

v.’

thus in the saying, is);

£63 A great [bowl such as is termed]

(S, A,‘ :) this is said to be the primary signifi
9 .n

cation : (I;Iar p. 609 :) pl. t». (S, A.) ._ A

widened tent; as also 7%,,” and [of

both which see the verbs]. (A.)—A woman

heavy in the hips, or haunches: (S,K:) or a

woman large in the hips, or haunches, and the

posterior-s: (A :) or a woman large in the poste

riors, heavy in the hips, or haunches, and perfect

in make; as also vital; and legs. (TA.)

And A she-camel, (T, TA,) and a ram, (A,K,)

large in the posteriors. (T, A, K, TA.) _ A

camel heavily laden, (K, TA,) that will not be

roused, or put in motion or action, and rise.

(TA.) ._ An army, or troop, (35:5,) marching

heavily by reason ofnumbers, (S,K,) or dragging

along the apparatus qfwar, heavily laden, (K,)

great, (TA,) compact, with many horsemen. (A,

TA.)._A great, wide, spreading tree. (A,K.)

_[A place, or land,] abounding with herbage,

or with the goods, conveniences, or comforts, lg"

Ilfe; fruilful; or plentiful. (K.)—5133;;

Loads balancing one another that are heavy,

much stufl'ed with goods or utensils and

tare,- as also l “32: so in the Towsheeh &c.

(TA.)—£6; (A,K) IHeavy and great

[conflict and _fg'gtltion, or sedition, or discord, or

the like]: pl. Cs): whence, in a saying of ’Alee,

meaning

I[Verily behind you are events whereof the eac

position would be long,] greatwmtflicts and

factions, or seditious, &c.: (TA :) or, accord. to

one relation, (K,TA,) pl. of lid->5, and

meaning heavy, scarcely departing: and’accord.

to another, '3‘); meaning oppressing by
their weight; or icovering the hearts; from

at," [in the latter of the senses assigned to it

above: see 1]. (TA.) _ also means

1Darkness. (A, TA.)

Q I

that

9 1'

} see the next preceding paragraph.

c)»:

rlr

lid-sis: see .133, in two places. _le) $45K;

A large table abounding with good things.

(TA.)

'3}: see _. Homeyd says, TA,)

i. e. Ibn El-Arkat, (TA,)

ID)

*

..
r e r

can

meaning [A structure qfrocks, or large stones,]

thickly coated, or covered, with clay, or mud.

. ' I

(S.)_.Az says that t}; sometimes occurs in

Q 10'

poetry in the sense of 7 Cy,” as meaning Spread

#r"C.
N5;

so that its back [or upper surface] is even with

the ground. (TA.)

1 . //baa»: see Cb), last sentence but one.

5 n, C a4 910)

Cg)”: see thy—and c3)».

9 ’10) ’4 OJ

C43)»: see 3.)).

v")

1. (S, K,) aor. ‘1 , inf. n.

He threw a stone at the people, or party; or

threw at them and hit them with a stone:

or with a great stone: (Ham p. 214:) or

aor. ;, inf. n. as above, he threw at, or shot at;

or he threw at and hit, or he shot; ;) with

anything. (M.) [See also s.]_,'.§,’ also sig

nifies The act of striking, or smiting. (Sh,

_And (M, K,) aor. ; and 1, inf. n. as

above; (M ;) or 093;“, 2.33,; (A;) He beat a

so as to break it, or’crush it; (M, A, K;) namely,

a thing, (M,) or a wall, and the ground,

and a lump of dry clay; (TA ;) with a hard

thing, (M,) or with a big stone, (A,) or with a

hard and broad thing. And aor. =

and 1, (IDrd, K,) inf. n. as above, (IDrd,TA,)

IIe broke it,- namely, a stone with a stone.

(IDrd, liq-eel}; Q3, He pushed, or thrust,

or repelled, [not as Freytag seems to

have found it written, as on the authority of

Meyd,]) with his head. (TA.)—And 3.1.3,,

inf. n. as above, He broke, or trained, him; like

1.335, inf. (M21? He went away:

you say, u»), 0.31 L525! Lo Iknow not whither

he went away, or has gone awqy. (S, TA.) And

He went away with, or took away,

the thing.

3. ,3?” Val) i.q. [explained above, in

the first sentence] : (S, TA :) [or IIe threw stones

at the people, or party, they doing so at him,- or

pelted them with stones, they pelting him : for

the inf. n.] is explained in the O and K as

meaning but the correct explanation may

be 5&5; (TA.)

5. asks: 5.. v.3): He, or a, fall from his, or

in, place. (Ibn-’Abbad, Sgh, K.)

00/ '0'

Us» [)9 +A saying that is as though it were

thrown at one’s adversary. (IAar, M.)

Q I

9.5;): see what next follows.

I -I

W» A man who throws stones at others, or

pelts them with stones, much, or often : (S: [this

meaning is there indicated, but not expressed:])

1 J'

or, as also 7 w;,,, a man who pushes, thrusts, or

repels, much, or vehemently; syn. (K ;) or

ég-l‘a-l; and who is strong, as though his enemy

were pelted with him. (IAal' in explanation of

we»)

A hard thing with which a thing is

beaten so as to be broken, or crushed, thereby .

(M :) and Voids; signifies [in like manner] a

big stone with which a thing is so beaten: (A :)

or each, a hard and broad thing with which a

wall and the ground (K, TA) and a lump qf dry

clay (TA) are so beaten : (K, TA :) or the latter

word, a mass of stone, or rock, which one throws;

and the former has this meaning also, as well as

the first meaning: (M :) or the latter word, (S,)

or each, (M,) a stone which is thrown into a

well in order that one may know whether there

be in it water or not. (S, M. [See also

$63.3: see the next preceding paragraph. .—

Also The head; (AA,K;) because one pushes,

or thrusts, or repels, with it. (AA, TA.) _.. And

also said to signify A great mountain. (TA in

art. oer)

C”
J'rv

1. 4a,), aor. 1, inf. n. He restrained,

withheld, prevented, or hindered, him; made him

to restrain him-sel , withhold himsel , refrain,

fol-bear, or abstain; (S, Msb, K;) turned him

back, repelled him, or averted him; (K ;)

séblfrom the thing. (S, Msb, K.*)_ [Henbe,

app.,] 1-He cleared his bosom, or

heart, qf it; syn. or (accord. to

different copies of the K ;) [as though be withheld

his mind from it;] meaning, grief, and perturba

tion; 5”..- being used to signify the “bosom,”

and the “heart:” (TK:) mentioned by Sgh.

(TA.)

6.19.3," CM); The people, or company ofmen,

restrained, withheld, prevented, or hindered, one

another; made one another to restrain himself,

withhold himself, refrain, fol-bear, or abstain;

turned back, repelled, or averted, one another.

(TA)

8. .u'j He became restrained, withheld, pre~

vented, or hindered; was made to restrain him

self, withhold himself, refrain,forbear, or abstain;

or he restrained himsel , withheld himsel , re

frained,forbore, or abstained; Msb, K, TA;)

he became turned back, repelled, or averted; or

he turned back, or reverted. You say,

gljjll 843)! [He became restrained by the

restrictions qf the Kur-dn]. (Mgh.)

0' v 9/ e Der

[Er-5|), app. for 15le 5.]! A restraining verse

of the Kur-an, seems to be the sing. of fists), of

which an ex. occurs above: see 8.]

i”

1. ées, [aor. = ,] inf. n. ’33, It (a place) was,

or became, slimy, or miry. (MA.) [See also 4.]

He threw him (a man) upon
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the ground. (TA.) And 4,: a); He was thrown

down, or prostrated. (TA.)

3. his!) [He strove with him, in wrestling, to

throw him down]. (TA in art. to): see 3 in

that art.)

4. as)! The land, or ground, was, or

became, very slimy or miry; [like 95);] or

had much stifl' slime or mire; (K;) as also

“at. (TA.) [See also é;;.]_And as,»

tall! and 05))! The shy gave water such as

moistened the earth or ground. (TA.)

8. £43) He fell into a slimy, or wiry, place;

(A, TA ,) or into £13,, (JK, K,) or a3, (TA.)

I04 Q'v .vaa _

is) and £3): see lbs), in four places.

E); A slimy, or miry, place; (Mgh, L;) a

place in which is (Tekmileh, TA :) or a

place in which is much

I.” 9,

3b,) and Slime, or mire; i. e. water and

clay or mud: and stifi' slime or mire : ($, K :) or

much slime or mire: (JK:) _pl. Eli] and [0011.

gen. ns.] ' and 7 or 7 El},

signifies thin mud: or, as some say, it is pl. of

(Mgh:) accord. to Kr, and 'élsy

signify slime, or mire; and are sings. (TA.)

[See also Hence, ' 3’3 [A day of

slime, or mire, &c.]. (TA, from a trad.) And

1&5,“ iii [This slime, or

wire, &c., prevented usfrom attending the prayer

quriduy: as)" being here used as a sing.,n..];

(TA, from another trad.)_.. [Hence also,] as»

JQLJ! and (Jean 1123} The [corrupt] fluid

sgueezed, or wrung, 0r flowing, from the inhabi

tants of Hell. TA.) This, it is said in a

trad., will be given to drink to him who drinks

wine. (TA.)—You say also 2i; and

[app. Slimy, or miry, water]; both meaning the

same. (TA.)

. 4

it»: see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places.

£323 Thrown down, or prostrated; (IAar, ;)

as also (TA.)=And Foolish, or stupid,

(JK, S, K,) and weah: (JK,TA:) this, and

as), the former mentioned on the authority of

Sh, and the latter on the authority of AHeyth,

are thought by A2 to mean foolish, or stupid.

(TA.)

see the following paragraph.

'1’04

3b,)» A " [i. e. meadow, or garden,] that

is beautiful, or goodly; or that is beautiful in

appearance, exciting admiration, and satisfying

the eye: (IAar,K:) and so (TA.) :=

Also sing. of éal}; which signifies The parts

between the neck and the collar-bone; ($,K;)

also called the Jg'L}. And The portion of

flesh [or muscle] {between the of the

[i. e. the extremity in which a a; glenoid cavity

qfthe shoulder-blade, or the muscle ofthe shoulder

blade,] and the heads of the ribs of the breast:

(IAar,K:) or the are [the parts] beneath

the two colla1--bones,'0n each side of the breast.

(TA.) And you say id; (K) and

,3 (TA) meaning Afat she-camel

(K) and he-cam-el: (TA :) ISh says, when the

camel is satisfied by abundance of herbage, he

has >1)» in his belly and upon the upper parts

of his shoulder-blades, i. e. accumulatedfat there

on, lihe hares lying down; but when he is not

fat, there is no 7 there. (TA.) (53"

means A portion offlesh [or a muscle, app. of a

camel,] upon the hinder side of the rising part

from the middle of the [or humerus] to the

elbow: or, as some say, the flesh of the breast.

(TA.) And means The fat that

adjoins the aid [q. v., gene hump]: (JK, Ibn

’Abbéd,TA =) sing. 5:3,... (JK.)

55>)

1. 23,}, (T, s, 0, Mgb, 1;, &c.,) aor. =, (K,)

inf. n. .53}, (MA, KL,) He rode behind him [on

the same beast]; (AZ, Sh, Zj, T, MA, Msb;) [and]

so 15;), [aor. 4 ;] (M;) and V 15,); (AZ, Sh, T,

M ;) said by IAar to signify the same as 15;):

(T 2) [or, in other words,] labs, signifies he became

to him a 55;) [meaning a gigs]; and so iii 3)};

for the Arabs often add the J with a trans. v.

that governs an accus. noun; so that they say,

:6 and and 6;, meaning

and gilt; and (Fr, T:) [and also] he, or

it,followed, or came after, him, or it,- (S, O, K,

and Ham p. 148;) and so 33 3,}; (Ham ibid. ;)

and aor. 3; ;) and his)»; (S, K, and

Ham ubi supra;) and '45»)! also signifies the

same as his}; ;) and '15,) being like

1,,

any and in [form and] meaning: :)

[i likewise, appears to be syn. with his];

or, probably, which seems to signify litihe

was made to ride behind him ,' &c. ; for it is said

that] the inf. n. signifies the coming, or

going, behind; as alsb (KL :) and

also signifies I overtook him and outwent him.

(Msb: [explained in my copy by all,” Ali-J:

think that 423,-, is a mistranscription for

4.3;; and that the meaning therefore is, I over

took him andfollowed him.]) One says,

E

Ali )Li 1,3 ;l|

brgi'allen them, and anbther, ofgreater magnitude

than it, happened afterwards to them]. (Lth)

T,* s, 0.) And V is»! is a dial. var. of 3;},

meaning An event happened to him afterwards :

1;“: [An event had

.I I 1» e a, l

(S, O z) or )1le” and 'Aé}; signify the

event came upon them suddenly, or unexpectedly,

or came upon them so as to overwhelm them.

(M.) It is said in
r 1 Beth in see use e e e s,

(5.5." Uzwfi J?) (3%, meaning

[Perhaps a portion of that which ye desire to

hasten] may have drawn near to you; (Yoo, Fr,

T, O ;) as though the J were introduced because

the Kur [xxvii. 74], 6::

pp a»

the meaning is} U): or it may mean

’25); [may have become close behind you]; (Fr,

T, 6 ;) the J being introduced for a reason men

tioned above, as in &c. for &c.:

(Fr,T:) El-Aaraj read ,0 .33}. (0.) And

Khuzeymeh Ibn-Mélik Ibn-Nahd says,

* $541 1;.333i 515;." a}; *

fl )5 ’1 e r s B '4

'X- ,. . .I- {

[W’hen Orion, or Gemini, shall ride behind, or

closely follow, the Pleiades, (an event which will

never occur,) I will form in my mind, respecting

thefamily (meaning thefather) ofthimeh, opi

nions] : ($, 0 :) cited by Fr [and by J] as an ex.

of $3,le in the sense of (T :) he means

Fatimeh the daughter of Yed’hkur Ibn-’Anazeh,

who [i. e. Yedhkur] was one of the (pligé. ($,

0. [Respecting the QUéji, see art. 59.];

2: see'l, in the former half of the paragraph.

3. 8!le $6,!) The beast allowed a ti»; [to

ride it], and was strong enough to bear him; as

also 7 £43) [accord. to some]. (Mgh.) You say,

s 5313 ~43 (T, s. M. 0.1.1) and his? 9.

(Lth, M, O, but the latter is rare, (K,) or

post-classical, of the language of the people of

towns and villages, (T, 0,) and not allowable,

(T,) This beast will not allow {1 ns.,, (Lth, T, M)

to ride it; (Lth, T;) will not bearia 55.3,). (S,

O, _gliéli signifies The mounting

of [locusts bne behind, or upon, another ;] the

male locust upon the female, and the third upon

those two. (5, 0, K.).._And 9,1;11 $31}; is

[a phrase meaning The acting ds a use, or as

6133i, to the hings,] from i515." [q. v.]. (0,

Jereer, who was of the BenooiYarbooa, to whom

pertained the iii}; in the Time of Ignorance, says,

.x- ' (in?! ibis, ‘i‘; a

* ,ZLQEn VAL-:9: {.,LL, *

[lVe have taken thefourth part of the spoils, and

we have acted as dig]? to the hings; therefore

shade ye the shins of the camel-loads of milk eol~

lected from the camels in the pasture with panic

grass plucked up, and so make it cool for us]:

(s: 0:) .eu'e, is the pl. of the die; of milk.

($.) _. [In the conventional language of lexi

cology, dbl), inf. n. signifies It was

synonymous with it; i. e. a word with another

word: as though the former supplied the place of

the latter, like as the .5, supplied the place of

the king. See also 6.]

4. iESjS, (T, s, Mgh,) inf. n. .5133], (Mgh,)

I made him to ride (Sh, Zj, T, S, Msb) behind

me, (Shf Zj,T, Mgh,) or with me, (S,) on the

back of the [same] beast ,- and so i :

(Msb :) or V 1543)! signifies he placed him behind

him on the beast: (M :) and it; I made

him to ride with him [or behind him, on the same

bftlft]; (O,K.)_And {gig :éfn .3»: and

ark 6;)1 He made the thing to follow she thing.

(M.)_ See also 1, in six places. ._ a;)1,
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99/ ’10!

[Lb-’1’ \w'é-IH being app. understood,] The stars

followed one another. (S, O,K.) [See also 6.]

_ See also 3, in two places.

0. is syn. with (T, s, 0.) You

say, They followed each other. (K.) And

:ogill aislji The people, or party, followed one

another: and in like manner one says of anything

following another thing. (Mgh.) [See also 4.]

And iéEJl Jet’s" The thing was, or became, con

secutive in its parts; one part of the thing fol

lowed another. (M.)_ It is also a word allud

ing to a certain foul act: (M, 0:) from

signifying You say, (of two boys,

or young men, TK,) meaning

_ And They aided, helped, or assisted,

one another against him. (As, And

They aided, helped, or assisted, each other; (0,

K;) as also but}. (0.) _ As a conventional

term in lexicology, signifies Synonymous

ness; or the being synonymous. (Mz, 27th as;

and Kull p. 130.) [You say, of two words,

They are synonymous. See also 3: and

see

8: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph:

_and see also 4, in two places. _ You say

also, 6.5)! meaning He came behind him; syn.

(s, 0.) And 3.1;»: as») He took

the enemy, or seized him, or took him captive,

or gained the mastery over him and slew him,

coming from behind him; syn.

viii. (K.) is explained by

Ks as meaning &c. as above [i. e. IVe

came to such a one, and took him, &c.]. (T, S,

M,‘ 0.)

10. dials! He asked him to make him [or to

let him] ride behind him on the back of the beast.

($,* 0, Msb. K9“)

9. Q ’

55>): see wigs), in two places._. Also A

sequent of a thing; (T, S, M, O, Msb, K ;)

ever that sequent be: (S, O, Msb,K:) pl. dial,

which is its pl. in all its senses; (M ;) and is

particularly applied to the [stars that are] followers

of [other] stars; (T, M, 0;) [and] its pl. is [also]

[’36]; (T;) which is particularly applied to drivers

of camels ; or drivers who urge camels, or excite

them, by singing to them: (T, S,K :) and to aids,

assistants, or auxiliaries; (S, IQ) [as being a man’s

followers; or] because, when any one of them

is fatigued, another takes his place: (S:) or, as

some say, 0.313;? ’syn. with $.39}: (T :) or it is

also syn. with dig), and (O, K) some say, (0,)

a pl. thereof. (Cl, K.)_The night: and the

day: signifying the night and the

day, (T, S, O‘, K,) because each of them is a ~33)

to the other: (T :) and the morning, between day:

break and sunrise, and the evening, between sun

set and nightfall; as also 013;?» and 06;“.

(T in art. ax.)_The consequence of an’event,

or afi'air; O, K,) as also (0, So

23 UL; ;i iii-L

[This is an event, or afi'air, that has not, or will

not have, any consequence, or result]. (S, Q.)

[5° t°0 ides}; the phrase 7.353;”; £6.35“

the former in the saying,

meaning The consequence and that of which it is

the consequence.] _ The hinder part of anything.

(M.) __ The posteriors, or buttocks, M, O,

Mgh,) or peculiarly, accord. to some, (M,) of

a woman: pl. $135; (M, Msb;) with which

$313] is syn., but [ISd says,] I know not whether

it be an extr. pl. of 53;), or pl. of '53le,

__ Ml IIe who, the Time of Ignorance,

supplied the ’place of the king, (T, M,) in the

management of the affairs of the realm, like the

,._,-3 in the time of El-Isldm, (T,) or like the

aLjin in this our age : (M :) in the Time

of Ignorance, he who sat on the right hand

of the hing, and, when the king drank, drank

after him, before others, and, when the hing went

to war, sat in his place, O, K,*) and was his

vicegerent over the people until he returned, and,

on the return of the king’s army, took the fourth

qf'the spoil: (S, O :) he also rode behind the king

upon his horse : (Har p. 321 :) pl. (T, S,

M.) [See also iiiglij _ [is also a name

of] The bright ftar [a] on the tail of the con

stellation [i. e. Cygnus; which star is

also called Jill, and 43$]; (sz;)

a certain star near to gig! fit [or a, ofLyra];

(Lth, M, o,I_<;) and (M) so voidejn; (s, M,

0;) or this is ,another star near to til," )u'll.

(15.) And 6,5: .33, i. q. 55;: [i. e. either

Orion or Gemini]. _ Lebeed applies the

dual to Two sailors in the hinder part ofa

ship. (0,

is, 9

J3) : see a:

graph.

A, in the former half of the para

r01 50,

us» A...» Lambs, or kids, brought forth in the

[or autumn], and in the [meaning

spring], in the last part of the period in which

sheep, or goats, bringforth. (Ibn-’Abbad, O,

$13) The place upon which the 55.93, or 55;),

rides. '(S, M, O,K.)_See also the'next para

graph.

is] One who rides behind another (S, M, O,

Msb, 0n the back qfthe [same] beast; (Msb;)

as also v.33, (s, M, 0, Msb, 1;) and his;

(s, 1; =) the pl. (M, K) of the first (M) is use;

(M, K, [in my copy of the Mgb Us,» which is

app. a mistranscriptionu and thgre said to be

irreg.,]) or the pl. of 5.6.3?) is ..su,, (S, [so in

both of my copies,]) and 553;; (M :) and v

is used as a sing., syn. with 56.3,), (T, K,) accord.

to some, (T,) as well as pl. [thereof]: :) or it

is pl. of [q.v.]. (T.) [Hence,] one says,

ljélé- They came following one another.

[Hence,] also, A Kai», and the lihe, that

is [conveyed] behind a man; [i. e. a bag, or re

ceptacle, in which a man puts his travelling

provisions; and any other thing that is conveyed

behind a man on his beast ;] and so 'JL.

(M.) _ See also :52), in two places. _ Also 21

star rising in the east, when its opposite star is

setting in the west. O,K.) And (K) A star

facing a rising star: (Lth, M, O,'I_{:) used in

this sense by Ru-beh; who terms the rising star

air-Qt (Lth, _ Also One who brings

his a'rrow'after the winning of one of the players

at the game called ,..§.'s1, or of two of them, and

asks them to insert his arrow among theirs:

(O,I_(:) or 7:55) [so in the M accord. to the

TT, but app. a mistranscription,] signifies one

who brings his arrow after they have divided

among themselves the slaughtered camel, and who

is not turned back by them disappointed, but is

assigned by them a portion of what has become

their shares.

£6}! The function of the 55;) of a king, (S,

O, in the Time of Ignorance: [see

J;):]) a term similar to (K:) it per

tained to the Benoo-Yarbooa, in that time; because

there were not among the Arabs any who waged

war more than they did against the kings of El

Heereh, who therefore made peace with them on

the condition that the as», should be assigned to

them and that they should abstain from waging

war against the people of El-’Iral_{: (S, 0:) it

was of two kinds; one being the riding behind the

king upon his horse; and the other, what has

been explained above, as from the S, voce

(Har p. 321.)

Lgills]: see [of which it is said to be a

syn. and also 8. pl., or pl. of Q», q. v.].

digs”, in the Kur lxxix. 7, means The second

blast, [of the horn on the day of resurrection]:

(S, 0, Bd, Jel, and K in art. big.) :) or the heaven,

and the stars, which shall be cleft and scattered.

(Bd.) [See also gig-lle— See also _

J»; is pl. of 25,5 and of 1.35:}. (15.) It

signifies. The' [shoots that” are, termed]

[pl. of q. v. voce. #1)] qfthe palm—tree.

(s, 0,1_<.) And Streaks [0; layers] offat, over

lying one another, in the hinder part of a camel’s

hump : those in the fore part are called

(0* and K" in the present art., and A and and

TA in art. ‘,.b).)

l )e

dysl): see the next preceding paragraph.

I J ’ J i Q

[dyspi as opposed to Jugs)": see ‘35.]

Jail 3:13;, in the conventional language of

lexicology, A synonym of a word or expression.

(Mz, 27th [See 3, last signification: and

9 er)

see also J)l):-o.]

9 ’0) g 4

$43)» : see dip), first sentence.

a ”, u I I

asp, as a conventional term in lex1cology,
I

1’]

-

Synonymous: you say synonymous

words or expressions. (Mi, 27th 62.9)” [ngselz

explained in the K by the words to“! 0’51; QI

gag-15 ;éii, meaning sigpififgnt of one thing;

which is the contr. of 9,22», i. e. “homony

mous:” and in like manner, 5,112.1" is exp].

in the O, .gu-I, ;UJJ (5t; and is said

to be post-classical.] {£521,210 [its pl. when used
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as a subst.] signifies Synonym; i. e. single, or

simple, words denoting the same thing considered

in one and the same respect or light: thus the

06,552 differ from the noun and the definition

[thereof], because these [generally] are not both

single words; and from the [or “ two

disparates”] such as ii" and :oJLiJI, because

these denote the same thing considered in two diffe

rent respects, the one in respect of the substance,

and the other in respect of the quality: (Fakhr

ed-Deen [Er-Razee] in the NZ, 27th 69:) or

s 05 I e 5

they may be two simple words, asMl and ia...'\)l ;

' 05 J a;

and two compound expressions, as, 4,1." 5,914
, 8 s J J l r

and .u'jt >,:3 ; and a single word and a compound
a 1

expression, as 12;" and st”. (Kull

p. 130.) [See also $)l};.]

, ,

[This art. is wanting in the copies of' the L and

TA to which I have had access]

)5)

1- 233. (s. M, Ma, 1;.) m (s, K.) or 1.

(M, Mgh,) int‘. n. 13,, (Lth,T, s, M, Mgh,) He

slapped up, or closed, syn. 3;, (Lth, T, S, M,

Msb,K,) a door, (Lth, T, M, K,) or a place of

entrance, (T,) and a gap, or breach, (Lth, T, S,

M, Msb, K,) and the like, (Lth, T, M, Mgh,)

u-holly: (Lth, T, K :) or to the extent ofa third

thereof: :) or it signifies more than 1:;

(M, ;) [i. e. he stopped up by putting one thing

upon another; as in building up a doorway or

the like;] tori“)?! is “that of which one part is

put upon another.” Andjé, ($, TA,)

int'. n.,»j; (TA ;) and 7,03), inf. n. 1:533; (S,

TA,) and Vjigy'; (S, K, TA ;) He patched, or

pieced, a garment, or piece of cloth; or patched,

or pieced, it in several places. K, TA.) _

And i»; It (anything) was put, and joined, or

sewed, bne part to another. (TA.) =

(M,) inf. n. 3033, He caused the bow to make a

sound, [i. e., to twang,] by pulling the string and

then letting a go. (M, 1;!) And gm ml»,

The bow was so caused to make a sound. (T,’M:)

=1»), aor. ,l»;, or with damm, (accord.

to difi'erent copies of the S, [in one copyigj, with

damm, which is a mistake,]) inf. “.1133; (5,1; 9*)
g,

as,

or said ofa camel, and of an ass, aor. ,0, _,

(M,) inf. n. 1.3,, (M, 15;“) and 1.15} is the subst;

or int. n. used in a general manner;

(M ;) He brohe mind, with a sound. ($, M, K3“)

= See also 4, in two places.

2: see 1._[Hence,] )3), and L63;

[i. e. “as. ,S;] IHe considered repeatedly his

saying, or speech, so as to rectify it, and repair

what was defective thereof. (TA.)= See also 5.

4. ULLH The fever continued, or was

continuous; (T, $,M,K;) as also VQQQQ: and

in like manner one says of the .plé-Q [or clouds] ;

and of the ,3, [or coming to water, or company

of men &0. cbming to water, &c.]. (K.) You

say, u:;.\\ Thefever continued upon

him: (M :) did not quit him. And pal

92);" The disease clone to him. (M.)

$792.31 The tree became green after it had

become dry; as also (K.) =;,a;ll);)l

Hefelt the camel, to know he werefat.

5: see 1: _ and 2. _ Also )3); IIIe

sought to find in such a one something that he

should be ashamed to expose, or some slip orfault,

and obtained a knowledge of the state, or case, in

which he was ,- (K, TA ;) as though he imputed some

error to him. (TA.) ._ And )3);

’rThe people, or party, consumed, or ate, the

pasture of the land time after time [or

part after part, app. so as to make the ground

appear as though it were patched]. (M.):

,3): also signifies It (a garment, or piece of

cloth,) was, or became, old, and worn out, re

quiring to be patched: (S, K: [see also 8 :]) this

verb being intrans. as well as trans. ($.)=

“LB, [or [:12 0.03}, as seems to be

implied in the K,] She (a camel, M) inclined to,

or afected, her young one; (M, K ;) [perhaps

from because of her yearning cry;]

as also lass), infi n. =

iiég-Jl “3,3 The contention, or altercation,

was, or became, far-ectending, and long.

[See also 4.])

8. ,eflj, said of a place, [a door, or a place of

entrance, a gap, or breach, and the like, (see 1,

first sentence,)] It was, or became, stopped up, or

closed. (Mgh.) _ [And app., said of a garment,

or piece of cloth, It was, or became, old, and

worn out, and patched, or pieced; or patched, or

pieced, in several places: see its part. n.,

and see also 5.] _ [Also He put on, or he ’was,

or became, clad with, old and worn-out garments.

(Freytag, from the “ Deewan el-Hudhaleeyeen.”)]

’9'

)3) is an inf. n. and also a subst. [in the proper

sense,of' this term]:,($, M, TA :) as the latter,

i. q. 3.; K *) or I: (M) [as meaning A thing

intervening between two other things, prevent

ing the passagefrom one to the other; an obstruc

tion; a barrier; any building with which a place

is obstructed] ; a meaning erroneously assigned in

the B to (TA :) or a thing of which one

part is put upon another: (M:) a rampart, or

fortified barrier : it is larger than a la; and is

[said to be] fromjs's}; m'eaning “ [a garment,

or piece of cloth,] having patches upon patches :”

(Bd in xviii. 94:) and signifies also anything

having parts put, and joined or sewed, on_e upon

another: (M :) pl. (M, K.),,;°>;ll also

signifies particularly The rampart (31", M, or

3.1“, that is between as [meaning the people

of the territory of the IIIuslims] and Ydjooj and

hfdjooj [or Gog and llfagog]: (M, K,‘ TA :)

mentioned in the Kur xviii. 94. (TA.) And

What falls, [and lies in a heap, one part upon

another,] qf a wall in a state of demolition.

(M, K.) = Also A sound, (M, K,) in a general

sense : :) or particularly the sound [or twang]

ofa bow. (M, _ And An emission of wind

from the anus, with a sound; (M, as also

£2133: ($,K:) or this is a subst. from said

of a camel, and of an ass, meaning “he broke

wind with a sound.” (M.) _ And, applied to a

man, (M,) 1 One in. whom is no good; and so

UB3. (M, K.) and '36};- (K-)

5 r I

)1»: see the next preceding paragraph, last two

sentences.

[ One who often breahs mind, with a sound .

used in this sense by Jereer. (Freytag.)]

in»; An old, and worn-out, garment, or piece

of cloth: (T, $,K:) and a garment, or piece of

cloth, patched, or pieced; or patched, or pieced,

in several places; ($;) and so Lilla; (Lth, T,

s,1g;) like $3.1“ (Lth, T:) or L13}; signifies

having patches upon patches: (Ed in xviii. 94:)

I 40) user)

or this last, and 7,043)» and L2,», a garment,

or piece of cloth, old, and worn-out, and patched,

or pieced, 0r patched or pieced in several places :

(M :) or [2332», a garment, or piece of cloth, old,

and worn out, requiring to be patched: :) the

I r _ .1:

pl. offi?) 1s)». (Lth, T,

3;“, [in some copies of the K 0‘53], which,

as is said in the TA, is a mistranscription,] Two

garments, or pieces of cloth, that are sewed

together,- (M, K;) like what is called 6m;

(M, TA,) in the copies of the K, erroneously,

dLh-l: (TA 2) pl. (M, K, [in a copy of the

M, accord. to the TA,;;;;,]) as though the 3 [in

the sing.] were imagined to be rejected.

3;}; (s, M.) and is}; (s) and

:0}; 0533, (TA,) [A feverhand clouds, and a

coining [to water, or a company qf men &c.

coming to water, &c.,] continuing, or continuous.

(5, M, TA-)

5.54; U

j)”: seeds, in two places.

' I D O O a

’6‘)”: see)», last sentence.

5 :0: 9 r

)JJ”: 898,59).

05")

is); A place, of a garment, or piece of cloth,

that is to be patched, or pieced, ('1‘, s, K,) syn.

In a:

; and to be repaired, or mended, syn.

(T.) ’Antarah says, [commencing his mo'allalgahd

5"1 5 new: (I r 6; D

'i {up-o" ip-J" l )slb do "

g 3': ,o-r i a a," o, oi 1’:

45’: mpg." v.36): Jo)! -

(T, S, M,) i.e. 1‘ [.Have the poets left any defi

ciency to be supplied? or,] any discourse to be

annexed to other discourse? meaning, they have

preceded me in saying, and left no say for a sayer

[after them]: (M :) or have the poets left any

place to be patched, or pieced, which they have

not patched, or pieced, and repaired? meaning,

the former has not left for the latter anything

respecting which to mould his verses; i. e. poets

have preceded me not leaving for me any place

that I may patch, or piece, nor any place that I

may repair: then he digresses, and says, address
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ing himself, [Nay but I have somewhat to say :]

hast thou known the abode of thy beloved, ’Ab

leh, after thy doubting respecting it? (EM

pp. 219—220.)

lure) I

,osje: see£53, in two places.

0,)

1. aor. app. ’- , but accord. to Freytag

; , inf. n. She (a woman) spun thread with

the 03:”: see z] and are nearly

the same [in meaning]. (Ham p. 218. [Hence

applied to spun thread.])._.[And app.

She wove a garment, or piece of cloth, 'with spun
0/ 9

thread such as is termed 0);”, or 0,): whence

applied to such a garment, or piece of

cloth.] _The vulgar say of him who is drowsing,

drowsy, or heavy with sleep, as)

[perhaps 6,23, to assimilate it’to app.

meaning +111} eye blinks, twinhles, orhnoves its

lids to and-fro; like the hand that spins thread in

two different directions, or that throws the shuttle

tp and fro]. (Ham ubi supra.)_Angaasj

85,", (5,) nor. -', (JM, Ps,) int‘. n. 0,}, (s,

K,) I put the goods, household-goods, or com

modities, one upon another; or put them, or set

them, together, in regular order, or piled up.

($,K.) = also signifies The making, or

causing, to smoke. You say,

aor. ; , inf. n. He made, or caused, the fire

to smoke. (TK) = in], ($, Kf) aor. = ,

inf. n. ($,) His shin 'became contracted,

shrunk, or wrinkled. ($,I_{.*)

2 : see what next follows.

4. 9,495.1! as)! He put, or made, a [q.

v.] to the shirt; as also '13:), ($,K,) inf. n.

:) or he put, or made, gist; [pl. of

0;] to the shirt. (M.)=u:,.;.lt a»:

i. q. M;) [i. e. The fever continued upon him].

in some copies of which, as in the TA, 4:1;

is omitted.)

8. {‘3qu She (a woman, TA) took to haul ,

or mode, a [q. v.], TA,) for spinning.

(m)

Q. Q. 1 5,3,, (15,) inf. n. 533;}, (TA,) He

was, or became, fatigued, tired, weary, or jaded,

(K, TA,) and weoh, orfeeble. (TA.)

The sound of the falling [or clashing] of

weapons, one upon'another. (S,

The base of the sleeve:

[app. meaning the part thereof that is next to the

shoulder: but see what follows :] the fore part of

the sleeve of the shirt: or the lower part

thereof: (M, and Ear pp. 149 and 390:) or the

sleeve altogether: (M:) and it may tropically

mean the whole garment: (Her p. 390:) pl.
9 e05

Qt)». M,K. [In the TA is added, and

aJQJl; as though another pl. were but I

think that this is a mistake, originating, in a copy

of the M; for, immediately after 613;, in the M,

'0! Jr rd’ 1” 4. 1 of.

16 added, Uh) 4) Jay- 6.3:)1); and I suspect that

in some copy thereof, dial, has been inadver

tently written twice.]) You say

[A shirt wide in the 03)]. ($.)._[Hence,]

one says, {[meaning He isfoul

in character, conduct, or the like ,' for it is tropi

cal]. (A in art. 0.3;. [See, there, other similar

phrases.])=.- See also = [Also pl. of

s ’05

on), q- v-J

Spun thread: (Sh, T, $, K :) or spun

thread that is not even : (T :) or thread spun [by

moving the hand] forwards [upon the spindle

against the thigh]: or spun thread that is

[i. e. twisted in a manner the reverse of that

which is usual: see 33.5]: thread spun with the

Q3}, (M. [See 5,$;.])_.And [can of

the hind termed] (AA, T, s, M, 1;, and

Ham p. 218:) or yellow : (AA, T :) or what

is woven from what women spin with the

(.L-JJl 4.3;; L“): (Ham ubi supra: [see, again,

5,3}. :]) or silk ,- i. g. ,s ; (M ;) 05;}. (TA.)

_And The [membrane called] w; [q. v.] that

comes forth with the young (S, K, TA) from the

belly of its mother. (TA.) The Arabs say,

93;)! lid [Tltisis the wje]. ($,TA.)._.

See also

5 Of) .0)

(553;) cu.) [meaning A well-straightened spear,

lit. a spear of Rudeyneh]: and [the

same,_ or a well-straightened spear-shaft]: :)

and éle [well~straightened spears] : (M :)

accord. to their [the Arabs'] assertion, (S,) so

called in relation to a woman named Rudeyneh,

(s, M,) wife of Es~Semharee [or Semhar]; both

of whom used to straighten spears, or spear-shafts,

in Khatt—Hejer: and some say V is}; [well

straightened spears of El-Khatt], and

[See an ex. in a verse cited in art. 6;},

6th conj.]

.2»); San-on.- (s,1.<;> as also '63} ($sh,

TA in art.

a 4)!05

Lg?!)h>l A camel, (As, T,) or a thing, ($,)

of which the redness is mixed with yellowness,

(As, T, s, K,) like 9.}, [q.v.]: (As,T:) hence

the epithet is applied to a he-camel, (s,

TA,) and with 3 to a she-camel: (As, T,$:) or

$53!; is applied to a he-camel as meaning having

crisp, or curly, far, of generous race, (Lth, T,

M,) beautiful, (Lth, T,) and inclining a little to

blackness.- (Lth,T, M :) or intensely red; (TA,

and Ham p. 218;) or it has this meaning also:

(M:) pr between yellow and "red: accord. to some,

from Us!) signifying “saffron ;” ubi supra;)

but As says, I know not in relation to what thing

the camel is called by this epithet. (M.) They

said also [i. e. Intensely dun or brown

or dusky Sta]; to denote intensiveness; like as

they said (IAar, M.)

J 7 0 J '5 a '

,1»; [or Quip-.1 A sort of[cloth if,the hind

termed] )5) K7) Ted: [PL C”):] and

[hence] Red garments or cloths. (So

in one of my copies of the

3 1 l

L351, (lSk, T, S, M, and so in some copies of

the K,) in some of the copies of the K erroneously

said to be with the J musheddedeh, (TA,) [in the

CK with the g, which is also a mistake,] A

drowsiness, or dozing: (S, K:) or an overpowering

drowsiness or dozing : a poet uses the phrase

3 sol o e e’

0;)! 1...»: (ISk,T:) or this means an intense

drowsiness or dozing : (M :) Yakoot says that it

appears to signify intenseness and an overpower

ing, because there is no meaning in one’s saying

5.2.16 (TA.) It is a word of which no

vjerb has been heard. ($.) Hence, accord. to 18k,

as the name of a certain province; (T ;) a

province of Syria, ($,K,) and a river thereof

[i. e. the Jordan]; ($;) also without teshdeed.

(TA.)

6,}; Darh; (S,M,1_(;) applied to night.

(M.)—Also, appliedto sweat, Stinhing: :)

or, thus applied, that wets all the shin: (M:)

[or] 76,3}; has the latter meaning, thus ap

plied. (T.)

A spindle M, with which [the

thread termed] Q» is spun: (M, TA:) pl.

(TA.)

is applied as an epithet to [i. e.

spun thread, meaning Spun with the 03;»: see

also (M.)—Also to a garment, or, piece

of cloth, (M,) meaning lVoven (Sh, T, M) with

spun thread thatisoygg. (M.) Aboo-Duwad

El-Iyédee says,

.1” fifi'f eeo' aetoi

* L...U e.,.” 24...: ash! *

-X

’0' '0’) 0’4!

[She (app. referring to a camel) hastened in her

Kr

journey, or journeyed on without stopping to rest,

a night and a day; and when she entered a

desert, or waterless desert, far-emtending, wide,

or spacious, woven with the mirage, or over

spread by a rippling mirage resembling a web :

or they (i. e. camels) hastened &c.]: Sh says that

(3);; signifies woven: and the poet means, by

0,3)» to)“, a tract of land in which was the

mirage: (T :) or (3,5,0 here means woven with

the mirage: (TA in art. z) or, as some say,

by dub)» he mean! 1,3}, [app. as signifying

conjoined, so as to be uninterrupted, (see j,),)]

and has changed the ,0 into Q; and

means wide, or spacious : (T :) or 0);)» signifies

[which has the meaning that I have

assigned above to )jgf]: (T, K:) so some say.

(T.) _See also 5,931..

i»

1. l3}, aor. 53;, said of a horse: see 1 in art.
I - .9 '1 J “r . ’0'

asp—And” ob), aor. 0,)”, inf. n. 3),:
o t I

see 1 in art. (5;).

3. but), said to be formed by transposition

from 23313, [and therefore it should properly be
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mentioned in this art.,] is explained in art.

6»

L5»

1. Les], aor. (53;, inf. n. (5;, He (a man,

TA) perished. (S, M, Msb, [See an ex. in

the Kur xx. 17.]._.And (5,}, (AZ, T, M, and

so in a copy of the aor. (53;, (AZ, T,) inf. n.

(5;; (M ;) or (533; (K, and so in copies of

the or both of these verbs; aor. of the

latter L55}; (TA ;) and "5;,3, (s, M, 15;) He

fell into’a well: (AZ) T,” S, z) or he tumbled

down into a deep hollow, or cavity, or pit:

(M :) or 7 the last of these verbs has this mean

ing: (Lth,T:) or it signifies he fell into a deep

hollow, or cavity, or pit: (Msbz) or he tumbled

down from a mountain; (AZ, T, ;) and so

the first, or second: :) and “5;; signifies

he _jIell from a mountain and died. (TA.)

Val}, in the Kur [xcii. 11], means When he

falls into the abyss of the fire [of Hell]: ('1‘,"t

TA :) or into the cavity ofthe grave : or into the

lowest depth of Hell : or when he periskes : (de)

or when he dies. _ And He (a man)

went away. (K.) You say, (5;; L5)“ L2 1

know not whither he went away, or has gone away.

($2.135), (s, M, K,) 801‘. (53;, (M,) inf. it.

(5,), (TK,) He broke it; (M, K;) namely, a thing

with a" stone: (M :) or he beat it, [or battered it,]

namely, a stone with a piece of rock, or with a pick

axe, in order to break it. ._ And He dashed

himself against him, or knocked against him,

($,K,TA,) like as the pickaxe knocks against

the stone. (TA.)—And 21,], (T, K,) or

(5,) aor. (55}, inf. n. (142,; (T ,) and

10’

{79.8, 213;, (K and TA in art. ,5») aor. ,sfl,

inf. n. (TA,) with y for the final radical;

(1;, TA ;) [like 33,, and Si}; ,1 He threw at him,

or threw at him and hit him, with a stone, or

stones. ('1‘, $, M.) [It is also said in the T, with

reference to ask, as signifying a large stone

with which other stones are beaten, or battered,

Q, Q}; ,1 131,23}; hittI think that

.a’ I o I I

6') is a mistranscription for 233; and that the

meaning intended to be eXpressed by these words

is, that signifies The thrusting with a 35};

and the throwing it, or with it.]._[Hence, app.,]

Lg; said ofa horse, (As, ISk, T, $, M, K,) aor.

(593;, (As, ISk, T, s, 15,) inf. ti. [5,, and gigs,

(ISk, S, M, and Is), and TA in art. ,5),

[in the CK, , is omitted before the word in

that art.,]) aor. ,3; ; (TA ;) [and, accord. to

Freytag, 'Lgfi)! is used in the same sense by

Jereer ;] He beat, or battered, the ground, (

“3359:, As, ISk, T, s, M, K,) with his koqfs,

(M, K,TA,) in running, (As,T,) or in going

along, and in running, (M,) or in going a pace

between running and vehement walking: (ISk,

$2) or signifies the same as (AZ,
T, MI: [see 2 in art. .9)? :]) or it is [a manner of

going] between running and walking : (K:) or

the running (T, $, M) of the horse (T) or of the

Bk. I.

ass ($, M) between his is; [or place of con

finement, or the loop to which he is tied,] and

his [or place of rolling upon the ground] ;

(T, $,M;) thus explained by El-Munteji’ Ibn

Nebhén, (T, s,) to As. (s) In the K,

is erroneously put for being app. taken

from the M, in which it refers to horses; [not to

a single horse ;] as does also the pronoun in

698;,” in the same portion of the passage in

the' 15 and in the M. (TA.) Accord. to AZ,

this is from (5)1?! explained in what

follows. (Ham 221.) _You say, 5);}!

The girl raised one leg and went along’upon 'the

tithe-,9. play; (1;, TA;) and Se {itijft (TA:)

and 0.323 Lsgtyl, inf. 11. gigs); (M ;) or

v (T;) the girls played, (T, M,) raising

one leg, (M,) or one of them raising one log, (T,)

and going along upon the other: (T, M:) or

(_gjlgéJt signifies the girls’ playing in which

one of them raises one leg and steps with the

other two steps, and then puts it down and raises

the other, doing thus several times. (AZ, Ham

p. 221.) And L533 The boy raised one leg

and leaped, or jumped, [or hopped,] with the

other. (s) And Quin (53,, (M, K,) 301’.

(53;, (T,) The crow, or raven, raised one leg

and hopped 0n’lh8. father; or leaped along. (T,

M, ' as) lily sheep, or goats, in

creased, oricizeded; as also (Fr, M,

1;.)._Aha 3:51)! U1; 5.23} 99d tee» 1

exceeded the thing. (M.) And 2.; UL}. 76,);

It exceeded another thing ,- as also ls)! [q.v.].

(M in art. L,) “And ul'e $.13}, (s,

M,*) and beam, (M,) and Vacs), (5,) 1

exceeded [Ute age offifty, and eighty]. ($, M3)

2. 26,, (Msb,1_{,) innit. 3391.3, (Msb,) He

made him to fall, or threw him down, (Msb,

into a deep hollow, or cavity, or pit, (Mgh,) or

into a well; as also Vital. (K.) He (God)

overthrew him; as also Vital.

inf. n. as above, I clad him with a .13) [q.

v.].

3- 12511 a5 £436, (s, an int- n- 5w); (a)

I contended in throwing stones in defence of the

people, or pat-o. (s. K-‘)= 3w), (T. s, M, K,)

inf. n. as above, (TA,) is also syn. with [He

endeavoured to turn him; or to turn him by

blandishment, or by deceitful arts ,- or to entice

him to turn]; (5, M, formed from the latter

by transposition; ;) or [which means the

same] ; ,lisi L51; [to the thing, or afl'air]: (T as

on the authority of A’Obeydt) and $1313 [which

means the same; or he treated him with gentle

ness, or blandishment; soothed, coateed, wheedled,

or cajoled, him ; or he deceived, ‘deluded, beguiled,

circumvented, or outwitted, him,- or endeavoured,

or desired, to do so]; (s, M, K; the first as on

the authority of A’Obeyd;) or, accord. to AA,

i. q. ilél; and “)1; and [all of which are

syn. with 31,13]. (T.) -

4. his)! He (i. e. God, M, or another, S, M“)

caused him to perish; or destroyed him. ($, M,

Hence, (M,) in the Kur [xxxvii. 54],

gall-,3, Q] Verily thou almost causedst me

to perish, or destroyedst me. (T, M.*)__See

also 2, in two places. _ Also He made him (i. e.

a horse) to go in the manner signified by the verb

[q. v., meaning, beating, or battering, the

ground, &c.] : so accord. to the M and K, except

that, in both, the form. pronoun is used, in the M

referring to horses, and in the K improperly

referring to a single horse. (TA.) _. See also 1,

last four sentences.

5. (53,5: see 1, second and third sentences, in

four places. _. He was, or became, overthrown.

(M.) = Also, and V‘saijl, He put on, or clad

himselfwith, or wore, a 55) [q. v.] : but

in the latter the verbs are fem. [as said of a wo

man] :) or so (53).? and is 76.0). (M,

Meb.) _ And wig, and “5.0;, +He

hung upon himself his sword, putting its sus

pensory _belt or card upon his neck or shoulder,

syn. (M.)—And 5;,i.',.n o3; 1‘le

girl, or young woman, put on, or decked herself

with, a [q. v.], which is also called

(T, K)

8. (543,1: see 1, in the latter half of the para

graph, in three places. = See also 5, in three

places: and see an ex. voce 2l3;._ [Hence,]

He carried me, orflbore' me, upon his

shoulder, in the place ofthe A,): (Ham p. 47].)

(5;; an inf. n. of [q. v.]. (S, M, Msb,1_(.)

=Also Excess, redundance,_or superfluity; syn.

Ora

Sglgé: so in the saying, L533 LQ,

i. e. I have not attained to thy excess, &c., in thy

gift: and The excess of thy

saying pleases me.- and so in the saying of

Kutheiyir,

‘ J) ran-I’JO'uIJ)D¢)4 *

Wsefi-zfi 3; e-t-e

a” a roe

‘

Qf)‘: {ee- -j:,- a? ts» *

meaning [He has a covenant aflove, or afiection,

into which he has entered, which has not been

sullied, and] which excess qfkind speech, on his

part, [recent and qflong duration,] adorns: (T :) i

or, [as ISd cites the verse,] d); J; ids;

&c.: [and he time] it is 5315, in eirplanation

thereof, that (5,; means 33%;; and I think that

Q I _ ll 1

it is an inf. n., of the measure J13, like A.» and

I r I

530-, or a subst.. put in the place of an inf. n.

See also 3b).

93 [originally Perishing; “(I’Aan T, $,

M,K;) applied to a man: fem. 3.32).

= See also the next preceding paragraph.

is) A mode, or manner, of wearing the 117343

($,M,‘ Mew) like from oath, and

from vials;le :) you say, ;

[He is'comely in respect of the manner of

wearing the sl})]- (S, M, Msb.)

2‘3; A rock ,' or piece of rock; or great mass of

135
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stone, or ofhard stone : (Fr, 13,5, K :) pl.

(Fr, T) and [0011. gen. n.] '63). ($, K.)

’53) A certain garment,- ($,Msb;) a hind of

31:23.0 [or outer wrapping garment], (M, K,)

well known; (K;) one of the garments that are

not cut and sewed,- (Mgh in art. F, and MF

vocejljlfl [being of a single piece ,-] covering the

upper lialf of the body; or lying upon the shoul

ders and back; (MF voce jib) or falling upon

the belly and there ending: (TA voce [a

Flo) worn by Mohammad, “ thrown over the left

shoulder and wrapped round the body under the

right arm,” is described as “ four cubits long and

two cubits and a span wide :” (Sprenger’s Life of

Mohammad, Part I, English ed., pp. 86 and 87:)]

it is of the masc. gender, and it is not allowable

to make it fem.: (IAmb, Msbz) the dual is

(its, and 951,], the latter being allowable,

($, hlsb,) but the former being preferable: :)

s~ at p.

and the pl. is Real: M, Msb :) the A» is also

called tit-53,, (M, 1;, TA, [in the 01; al,,,]) like

as the is also called (M;) and V Eli’s,

(K, TA, in the CK 6b).”) of which the pl. is

735;, (TA,) occurring in the saying,

14$" (53‘); '693; 9 *

, Z _ i J I a a4

'* art‘l' 2""! ~51"- “J: *

'4

* MD
a 4

“5" *

[IIe will not wear outer wrapping garments of

silk, nor will he be seen at the porch of the com

mander, or prince, unless for the purpose of

milking the sheep, or goat, and the camel]; (M,

TA ;) (5314;)! meaning 4,31»; (M;) but accord.

to Th, it, has no sing.: (M,TAz) [or] '51};

signifies waist-wrappers; syn. Heilce,

$13) 32.0, in a description of Umm-Zara, in a

tl‘lld; meaning fLanh in her belly; as though

her els) were empty. (TA in art. )i‘.)—And

I‘Abounding in beneficence. (T, M, K,

TA.) And gig.“ uh; IA life ample, or

plentiful, in its means. (TA.)_ And Habit! it?)

t The beauty, and softness, tenderness, oi' delicate:

ness, qf youth. (T.)—And v.:-Ell 5;) TThe

light, (M,) beauty and light, (T,) ofthe sun.

(T, M.)._Z\>) also signifies +A sword; (T, M,

K;) [ISd saysi,] I think, as being likened to the

garment thus called; (M;) [i.e.] because it is

hung, by its suspensory cords, upon the neck and

shoulder [like that garment]. [See also

(534, near the end of the paragraph] Mutcm

mom says,

r a of 1,0 '5' a”

l" 45!» W“" l .,uJ' *

he! .7, e rs rb’ a,

[Verily El-Jllllllltil has shrouded beneath his

sword a young man not voracious in the evenings,

when the chief meal is eaten, one who excited the

admiration ofthe beholder]: for El-Minhél had

slain his [the poet’s] brother Millik; and when a

man slew another who was a celebrated man, he

f

used to lay his sword upon him, in order that his

slayer might be known. (M. [But see, in rela

tion to this verse, along story in the Ham

pp. 370-372.]) And El-Khansa says,

1r , 1P4 rbar 6 ~ ’5; a a,

" Ltl-of-‘veéflibgé-l-s-s- " Ial.) lb)? fefb; "*

[And in many a calamity which a committer of

a crime has brought to pass, thou hast made thy

sword to be as a covering to the head] ; meaning,

thou hast smitten, therein, the necks of thine

enemies with thy sword like the )Lqé. [which

means a woman’s “muffler” and a man’s “tur

ban”]. (T.)—Also 1A bow,- (AAF, M,IAth;)

because it is borne upon the shoulder, which is

the place of the sl,) [properly thus called].

(IAth, TA.)._.And [for the like reason] iThe

CUE? [q. v., worn by women].

(T, So in a verse of El-Aashil, cited voce

(T.)._. And T A bier; because it is borne

upon the place of the nl,) [properly thus called,

i. e., upon the shoulder]. (Ham p. 471'.)—

And + Debt; (T, M, ;) because it is [regarded

as] a thing that cleaves to the neck of the debtor,

like as the A,) [properly thus called] cleaves

to the shoulders of the wearer. (T.) You say,

[ornament called]

5'15" 5.2, meaning IHe is little burdened

in respect of debt : and also, in respect of house

p,»

hold. (K,‘ TA.) [See also an ex. voce ZL-J.]_

Also +Intelligence: _ and +ignorance: (M,

both on the authority of IAar: (M :)_he

says also that it means fanything that is the

pride, or ornament; of a person; (T, M ;) even,

(M,) for instance, one's house, and one’s father;

(T, M;) or one’s house and one’s beast; (so in

the TA ;) each of these, he says, is one’s sl}) [or

Tpride]: (T:) thus, (M,) it is +a thing that

graces: and Ta thing that disgraces: (M,Kz)

so that it has two contr. meanings: fllus in the

K, referring to the meanings of “intelligence”

and “ignorance :” but this requires consideration.

(TA.)

9" ,

521;): see the next preceding paragraph, first

signification.

5

:93: see 2:53;, in art. ls).

Lg;ng The lion,- ;) because he dashes him

self (LQE i. add) [against his prey]. (TA.)

A stone that is thrown; ($, ;) as also

'56:»: (T,$:) or a piece of rock with which

date-stones are broken: (Ham p. 4174) and ac

cord. to 18k, l the latter signifies a piece ofroch

with which stones are brohen, or with which

one breahs [anything] : (M :) or a stone which the

strong man can hardly, or not at all, lift with

his hands; [like EC}; (TA in art. i,,;)] with

which stones are brohen; and with which they

beat and soften a rugged place that they hollow

out; and with which the hole of the [lizard

called] is brohen, or battered, when it is

among large stones (M5 L; [i. e. us),

which 31.5 it softens and demolishes: (En-Nadr,

T :) the same word (M,)») also signifies the stone,

(T,) or the piece qfroch, (M,) by means ofwhich

the is guided to its hole: (T,Mz) [and

accord. to Golius, on the authority of Meyd and

the Mirkét el-Loghah, the upper mill-stone:]

the pl. of n3}. is 195;“ (T:) and this pl. is

[also] syn. with 46-; [app. as pl. of S‘Lik, and

meaning the arrows thus called; or any missiles].

(M.) Hence the prov., “15133.3

[lVear by the hole of every (labb is its stone that

is to be thrown at it, or its stone by means of

which it guides itself to that hole]; applied to a

thing that is near at hand, having no obstacle in

the way to it; for the (_labb will not be guided to

its hole, when it goes forth from it and returns

to it, except by means of a stone which it places

as a mark to point out its hole: (T i) or jé

1.1513}. 2.33 (s, M, Meyd) i. e. Every

dabb has near liy it its stone that is to be thrown

at it; (Sf Meyd;) for the dabb has little know

ledge, therefore it prepares not its hole save by a

stone that may be a mark thereof, so that he who

seeks it finds the stone that is to be thrown at the

dabb near to it; therefore the prov. means that

thou shouldst not feel secure from accidents,

because calamities are prepared with every time,

or period; and it is applied to him who exposes

himself to destruction. (Meyd.) Hence also,

i. e. from L53» in the first of the senses assigned

to it above, (S,) or in the second of those senses,

(Ham p. 417,) said of a courageous man,

1‘[Ve1;ily he liks the missile o);

wars]; ;) or ‘33).“ L5,): 0&5 t[Such a

one is like the crushing stone, of the wars]; or
,oylaa'l-Jl i. e. the whom they throw against

the antagonists and who crushes them : (Ham ubi

supra:) and gap! deghjés: [all]; being pl.

of (5:310, as well as of 313;»:] a) and

1“ Such a one is very patient

in the [endurance of contention and war.

is also used as meaning + A horse hard like

the stone thus called; thus in a verse of ’Antarah:

or it there means a horse that runs swiftly ,' from

[an inf. n. of L533, q. v.]: or it is from

(_ggjlllinf. n. of (14,], and syn. therewith], mean

ing perdition: or it means, in that verse, [like

53),] a sword, [as being an instrument of per

dition,] from ‘53;". (Ham p. 207.) ting,

also, or 313;» (TA,) is used as meaning

1-A she-camel lihe the stone thus called in hard

ness. (S, TA.) And in}; [as pl. of or of

3135-0] means also JrTht; legs ofcamels, (Lth, T,

M, 3,) and of the elephant (Lth, T, 1;) or of

elephants,- as being likened to the stones thus

called; (M, TA;) or because of their heaviness,

and vellenlcnce of tread. (T, TA.) _ Also 6'54,

(so in the S,) or Y (23;, with (_lamm [to the ,0]

and with Shedd [to the (5], (K,) A pole with

which a ship, or boat, is propelled, (S, K,) being

in the hand ofthe sailor : pl. [ofthe former]

>55, (s,) or [ofthe latter] (3,1,; (Kt) in the

dial. of the vulgar (5):»? [pronounced by them

(53.3.0, without tenween, or 6.3.3, for lint-f]; pl.,

with the art., (filial [and vulgarly pronounced

(fill; also without the art.]. (TA.)

_____ N _l
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its», and its pl. (which is also pl. of

i O

L3,3,“): see the next preceding paragraph, in

seven places : _and see also 213,, in three places.

3 o J 5 s

as)»: see (5))», last sentence.

[523.91 53;; El}! A woman lank, 0r slender,

in the place of the [ornament called] c6; [q.

v.]. (T.)

Z352", in the Kur v. 4, means That which

falls:from a mountain, or into a well, orfrom an

elevated place, and dies. (T.) The sheep or

goat thus termed is forbidden [to be eaten] be

cause it has died without having been slaugh

tered according to the law. (Msb.)

5)

1: see what next follows.

4. this .15), _(T, s, M, A, K,) he. 1.. 2133;;

(T,"I"A ;) and t Q33, (A,'I_<,) int. n. 313,, (TA,)

or 55); (so in the TT as from the T;) The sky

rained, or letfall, such rain as is termed sis; [ex

plained below]. (T, s, M, A,K.) Aha

1:3! The sky during the night rained upon

us; or let fall upon us, such rain as is so termed.

(A.) _. [Hence,] 1E1." 3J1, (inf. n. as above, T,)

IThe water-skin, or' milk-shin, exuded, or let

flan", what was in it. (T, A, L,K.) And 93,1

ml IThe wound in the headflowed with what

was in n. (T, A, L, 1;.) And (all... Q3)!

{The eye/lowed with its water. (T,’A, L.)

: see what next follows.

if)", (T, S, M, A, L, K,) and by poetic license

l (M, L,) ll'eak [or drizzling] rain, M,

L, K,) but exceeding what is termed Eli-LS :

($, L z) orfine rain, but exceeding what is termed

Jle: (A :) or the lightest ofrain emcept what is

termed (As, T:) or, accord. to ELKhattiibee,

and Sub in the R, rain more than what is termed

vi]; and vii}, but a little less strong than what

is termed JL, or like this last: (MF,TA:) or

still, continuous rain, consisting qfsmall drops,

resembling dust: or such as is after [app. mean

ing more than] what is termed J-le : (M, L, K :)

n. un. (M.) To such rain, the poet Bakh

daj, using the abbreviated form of the word,

likens some of his verses; not as meaning weak,

but as meaning continuous, or uninterrupted, and

unruliled; while he likens others of his verses to

rain such as is termed (M.) One says,

D316 31;; [Our dog is a day of

fine rain, &c., and qfhappiness, and of delecta

tion]. (A.)-Hence, +A little wealth or pro

perotg. p.0'57’.) One says, Q‘s-3

all,“ QB.” :MQ 5b).! 1[lVe are content with a

litile ofwhat is dbtained of thy bounty, and

with the sprinkling of thy torrent of munifi

cence]. (A.) ‘

as” w,

_hao 5,. US}? (As,A’OI>eyd, s, M, K) and

Us)! (Ks, T,s, M) and VE$,3,., (Th,M,

K,) or the second and third of these are not

allowable, but only the first is, (As, A’Obeyd, $,

M,) Land upon which has fallen rain such as is

termed 515}. (As, A ’Obeyd, T, s, M, 1;.)

A sky (2th) raining, or letting fall, such

rain as is termed 51;}; and so (A, TA.)

One says, at ill-ill

[The sky is raining afine rain, and what is being

heard is delighting : art thou, then, coming to as

quickly .7]: meaning what is heard of discourse, or

narration, and of science; not of singing. (A.)

_ [Hence,] IA day in which is rain such as is

termed >13}. (Lth, El-Umawee, T, s, A, K.)

And IA water-skin, or milk-skin, exuding, or

letting flow, what is in it. (A, TA.) And

1-Anythingfiowing.

5, 10/ no! 3/)

55”)» U5): see 5 .

4 vi 0”

d5)

1- .333. (T. $.11. Mo. K.) m i, (T, s. K.)

infln. iii}, (T, s, M, Msb, 1;) and 53,3}; (s, M,

Msb.K;) and .Js3. aor- =. (Ssh.K;) He (a

man) was, or becizme, low, base, vile, mean, or

contemptible ,- (T, S, M,K,) in his aspect, and

in his states, or circumstances: (T:) or it (a

thing, M, high, K, of any kind, M, was, or

became, bad, corrupt, vile, base, abominable, or

disapproved. (M, Msb, 1;.)=.1§5,’, (s, M, K,)

301‘. *-, inf-n. J3}; (M, TA ;) and 1.11;,1; (s,

K ;) IIe made, or pronounced, him (a man) to be

low, base, vile, mean, or contemptible: ($,"l M,

K)“ TA :) or he made, or pronounced, it (a thing

of any kind) to be bad, corrupt, vile, base, abo

minable, or disapproved. (M, ’You say,

,si}. w». (T.) or us 6,95, Of; (TA.)

fie (a man, T, or a money-changer, TA) pro

nounced, or shamed, dirhems or pieces of money,

or such of mg dirhems or pieces of money, to be

bad; syn. (T, TA.) And H»)

[He pronounced my sheep, or goats, to be bad ,

or he disapproved, or refused, them]. (T, TA.)

And 15.4., \ié; $3.41, orig, wt) (T, TA)

He disapproved, or refused, [as low, base, &c.,]

of his men, such and such men. (TA.)

4. dbl He had low, base, vile, mean, or con

temptible, companions. = As a. trans. v.:

see 1, in four places.

10. 4135);»! [He reckoned him or esteemed him,

or he found him to be, or he desired that he

might be, low, base, vile, mean, or contemptible:

or he reckoned it or esteemed it, orfound it to be,

or desired that it might be, bad, corrupt, vile,

base, abominable, or disapproved :] contr. of
',|'nn r

bSL-Q'LI. (0, Hence the trad., dbl“! be

r a» e a r ' see .nn _

__a>'9|3 ah}, i l4»;- 4‘!!! [God desires

not that a servant (meaning a man) may be low,

fa; a

base, vile, mean, or contemptible, but lie with- 1’

holdsfrom him knowledge, or science, and disci

pline ofthe mind, or good qualities and attributes

thhe mind or soul, 820.]. (O, TA.)

.33; (T. M. Ma». 1;) and t .363 (s. K) and
I r 1 '05

7 J9) and V J3)! (M, applied to a man,

Low, base, vile, mean, or contemptible; (T, $,

M,K;) in his aspect, and in his states, or cir

cumstances: (T:) or, applied to a thing (M,

Msb, of any kind, (M,K,) bad, corrupt,

vile, base, abominable, or disapproved: (M, Msb,

Kz) fem. of the first with 8: (M, Msb :) pl. [of

Kauai], of the first, (Mgh,) or [ofthe same,]

J13), (T, S, M, O, and so in some copies of the

K,) [or this is more probably pl. of 73.35;,

apcord. to analogy,] and ($,M,K) aiid

d153, (M, K,) which is of a rare form, (M,) [in

the 01; \3133,] and (5,33,, (T,) [which is applied

only to rational beings,] and (of lib], TA)

5);}, (s, M, K,) and, of the pl. Jiji, (Msb,

[but] said in the 0 to be of [the pl.] Jiiji, TA,)

(3913i, (T, Msb, TA, and so in some copies ofthe K

in the place of and [of 7‘13?le

(T, M, K,) [which is applied only to rational

beings, and is said in the M and TA to be used

only with the article JI prefixed to it, but is

written without the A," in the K.] You say

._..\.'_.5\ and Jill)! [A man mean, or

bad, &c., in respect of clothes and of action].

(T, TA.) And A dirty, bad, or rile,

garment,- (TA ;) and so '33}; .333: (M, TA:)

or V .9): [so accord. to a/copy of the T, but

perhaps a mistranscription for 333,] a dirty

garment: and 'J-g's; ._.:,i a bad, or vile, gar

ment. '

I 4

dis): see the next preceding paragraph.

(313} see [of which it is both a syn. and a

pl.].._Also, (s,) or this}, (T,) or both, (M,

Msb, The worse or viler, or the worst or

vilest, (T,) or the bad, or vile, of anything:

(T,$:) [or the refuse thereof; i. e.] a thing of

which the good has been picked out, (M, Msb,

K,) and the bad or vile, (M,) or the worse or

viler, or worst or vilest, (Msb,) remains. (M,

Msb.) You say also, brill-2| anddwls

[They are the lower or baser &c., or lowest or

basest &c., or the refuse, of mankind, or of the

people]. (T.)

(3.35;: see in five places. i

Elli]: see iii-,3, in two places.

£133; A low, base, vile, mean, contempt/"hie, or

bad, quality; contr. of (M, 1) pl.

JIM). (TA.)

ubi]: see the next paragraph.

see in two placesrAlfp The

worse, or worst: so in the phrase pal-ll J5)! [The

worse, or worst, part oflife]. ((3,152), D

K, immediately after the words qwl)4 (J3),

5913],: we finditip some copies,

s3”! 2.0:." “13);; and in other copies, [5115),

’3." : accord. to the former

reading, the meaning is, that lull; is syn. with

and such SM holds to be the case: accord.

to the latter reading, that is syn. with

)3" I have no doubt that the latter is the

' 135 '
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original reading in the K, and that it is taken I

from the 0, where (with a preceding context

different from that in the K) the words are,

25;] qij @333; thus, with J5)! in the

gen. case: but I believe, as this word thus written

suggests, and as some persons, alluded to by MF,

have supposed, that djhp-fi has been foisted

into the text of the K in consequence of a misun

derstanding or of a mistranscription of the words

in question in some work earlier that: the O;

thatithe correct reading is, y'all ()3) a),

first; and that this is taken from what here

follows.] It is said in the Kur [xvi. 72 and

J: to; 1 3“: e 0:0 I

xxii- new as» a; w can.)

i. e. [And ofyou is he who is brought back to]

the worse, or worst, [part] of life, (Ksh and Bd

and Jel,) and the more, or most, contemptible

thereof; (Ksh in xvi. 72 ;) a state of decrepitude

and dotage; (Ksh and Ed and Jel;) which re

sembles the state of a young infant: (Ksh and

de) meaning he who dotes by reason of old

age, so that he has no intellect; as is shown

by the words in the same [immediately following],
£0! 0 for I'D! (Id 50' 0 Dr

MAI-s $19301“ Esbsfhf ,.

(T,TA.*)

(3);}; A man made, or pronounced, to be low,

base, vile, mean, or contemptible .- (Sf TA :) and

a thing made, or pronounced, to be bad, corrupt,

vile, base, abominable, or disapproved. (TA.)

1)

Jiv 8,

1. 0),, [aor. 3, inf. n. 45),] He pierced, stuck,

or stabbed, him. A, K.)__He stuck, or

fastened, orfixed, it, A, K,) into the ground,

or into another thing; (K;) as, for instance,

a nail (TA) or a knife (A) into a wall, (A, TA,)

or a knife into the ground, (TA,) and an arrow

into the target. (A.)-23w: s5}, aor. 1 (s,
8’ r J’

K) and ,, (15,) inf. n.,, (5, TA) and},,,, (so in

a copy of the $, but wanting in another,) The

locust stack her tail into the ground, (AZ, s,

and laid her eggs, (AZ, or to lay her eggs ,'

(n.,) as also 13,1. (AZ, s, 1;.)=;.C_J| j},

34

($,K,) aor. 1, inf. n. j), (TA,) IIe furnished the

door with a 333 [or staple to receive the bolt of the

lock]. ($.K.)?:L',:Jl :25}, (A, K,) 801‘. z,

(A, TA,) inf. n. (TA,) The sky made a sound

by reason of rain. (K.) is also said of a

stallion [i. e. a stallion-camel, meaning He at

tered a low braying]: and of thunder [meaning

It made a low sound]. [Seeib below.] _

And}; signifies also The being instantly silent.

(TA.)

2- 31‘s $333. (a) inf- n- (s. K.)

:1 arranged, or facilitated, for thee the afair.

And I Iarranged,

or facilitated, thine afi'dir, and put it in a sound,

right, or proper, state, (123, [or, as in one copy

of the A, i. e. made it clear, or plain,])

with such a one. (A, TA.) also signifies

The glazing, or polishing, of paper. ($,K.)_

[See also the pass. part. n., below: whence it

appears that it signifies also The dressing, or

preparing, &c., with rice.]

R. Q. 1. (3,) inf. h. 53,5, (TA,) He put

it in motion, or in a state of commotion. (K,

TA.)_And He equalized it; namely, a load,

or burden; (K,TA;) made it to counterbalance.

(TA.)

4. 03,1: see 1.

8. 53) It stuck, or became fastened or fixed,

into a thing; (TA;) as, for instance, an arrow

into the target, ($,A,K,) and into the ground.

(A.)—t He (9. niggardly man) remained fixed

in his place, and was tenacious, (S,* K,‘ TA,)

and was ashamed and confounded, or speechless

and motionless through confusion and shame.

(TA.)

81 5,:

j) i. q. j)! [i. e. Rice: see the latter word, in

art'leL

j) A piercing [pain] and rumbling in the belly:

(A or pain in the belly; as also ldjgg): :)

or pain, and pressure of the feces : (TA or the

pressure and motion of the feces in the belly,

(Kt, Mgh, TA,) in the efl'ort to pass forth, so

that the person who feels it wants to enter the

privy; whether it be with a rambling or without :

(Kt, TA :) or a sound qfrumbling or the like in

J ,r!

the belly. (As,Mgh,* TA.) You say, 040,-,

1}, Us (Ag, s, A) I felt in my belly a

piercing [pain] and rumbling: (A :) or a pain:

(As, expl. in the KL by the Pers. word

>330 as also '(5345): (As,$:) or pain, and

pressure of the feces,- &.c. (TA.)—[Hence,]

JrA vehement burning in the mouth of a camel,

arising from thirst, with pain. (TA.)-Also

A low sound: (TA :) any sound that is not vehe

ment : (A’Obeyd, TA 2) or a sound that one hears

from afar; as also 7 (53.43) : (K :) or a sound that

one hears but knows not'ivhat it is : (TA :) or a

sound in. a more common sense; (K, TA;) vehe

ment or slight: (TA :) or a sound; as of thunder

&c.: :) or the sound of thunder; ;) as also

'35}, [in measure] like kl: or the former has a

moi‘e general applicationi and '353] [in like

manner] signifies a sound: and also thunder:

(TA:) and i, also signifies the braying of a

stallion-camel: (K,* TA.)

is; A single piercing; a stick, or stab. (S,

TA.)_And A pain in the back. (Sgh, TA.)

=The iron [meaning the staple] into which

[the bolt of] the loch enters: ($,K:) so called

because [the bolt of] the lock penetrates it: pl.

8;}. (TA.)

i. q. [generally meaning Lead]:

(Sgh, K 2) a dial. var. of the latter word. (TA.)

3

3-43): see j).=Also A certain plant, with

which one dyes. ($,

One who sells, and trafiics in, [or rice].

(TA.)

I d a

(5)9): see», in three places.

s s ‘ _

)5)! A piercing, sticking, or stabbing, (K,

TA,) 'such as is firm, or steady. (TA.) =A

tremour. (Th, S, K.)_See also )2, last sen

tence. = Long-sounding. (K.)=Hail: (Th,

TA:) or small hail, like snow.

‘5’ a

3))» A place in which [or rice] is collected

together; like the wad: of wheat. (TA.)

15/)

j)” Food dressed, prepared, or mixed up,

[with [or rice]. 6’(s’gh, “And

Paper dressed, or prepared, with i) [or '

rice]: (A, TA:) or paper glazed, or polished.

Us

1. his}, aor. —' , inf n. and 55);, He got, or

obtained, from him gozod of any kind.

And i._q. a}; [a mistake,

through an oversight, for 0.3.15; i. e. Such a

one accepted the bounty qfsitch a one;] as also

iii}, without h: the former saidE by AM to be the

original. (TA.) And 2GEJl He took from

the thing, diminished it, lessened it, or impaired

if; (K ;) and Viljljb' signifies the same; or he

took from it, diminished it, &c., by little and

one. (JM.) You say, lit; £73,, and 23L; 5,},

nor. 1, inf. n. He got, or obtained, somewhat

of his property; as also lily]. And

it; t3, (s,) and £56 153,-, 6., (5,153) I

did not take from him of his property ,- or did

not diminish to him his property. K.*) And

E; L; I did not take from him, or it,

ought. (Mgh.) And E; L; He did not

get, or obtain, from such a one ought of his

property; and did not take from him ought

utmg. (TA.) And is, t; Idid not take.

from him, or it, as much [as an ant would carry

with its mouth : (Har p. 197:) or thus originally,

but meaning, anything. in art. And

E3 L; We took not of, or‘from,

thy water, anything : occurring in a trad. (TA.)

In another trad., as some relate it, occurs
for 65),, which is the original. (IAth.) fAccord.

to AZ, [however,] one says, 3);, meaning [I

had it taken, or received,from me} or, cirtually,]

it was taken, or received, from me ,- but not

(TA.) [Hence, when relating to a moral attii

hate, or the like, it virtually means {It was

experienced from me: see a verse cited voce

9-0: 2' l r! .

.MI», in art. .43.] You say also, 1);; ,e, [vir

tually] meaning He is a bountiful person; one

whose gratuitous gifts people obtain. (Ham

p.722.) And)l;.dhll Q,» 1}): i3] Verily he a

“2,.

one who gets little of the food. (TA.)—451))

also signifies I afllicted him with an afiietion,ia

misfortune, or a calamity. (Mgh.) And 451))
Dr I I

23)) An aflliction, a misfortune, or a calamity,

befell him. Msb.) It is said in a trad., re

. . a

spectmg a woman who came asking for her son,

~ 0 5 feel w: n s»sl o

[sip-l blah [5,1 0], meaning IfI be

afilicted by the loss ofmy son, I have not been

afllicted by the loss of myfriends. (TA.)
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4. ljfl: see ngl, in art. (5}).

6: see 1.

8: see 1.=i}3)l also signifies It (a thing, S)

was, or became, diminished, lessened, or impaired.

(S, A poet says, (namely, Ibn Mukbil, de

scribing a stallion, S in art. J93)

’ l J J O 10¢ Or:

’ ‘99; 7);»; *

(S, TA) And he had not been lessened [by riding,

so as to lose] as much as the gnat will carry:

(TA :) or as much as the ant will carry with its

mouth,- meaning, anything: (Szin art. J15 :) but

some read (3)3}; [and some, as in copies

of the in art. 515;] and some, (TA.)

15;, Mgh,K,)£[01-iginally an infiunq and]

a subst. from (Mgh,) and iii}, (S,

Mgh, high, K,) also pronounced 53)}, originally

with ., (Mgh,) and v 35);, ($,1_{,) An afliiction,

a misfortune, or a calamity, (S, Msb, K, TA,)

by the loss of things dear to one: (TA :) or a

great afiliction or calamity? misfortune : (Mgh :)

pl. (of the first, S, TA) 25)! K, TA) and (of

the second, s, Msb, TA) or}, (s, Msb, 1;, TA.)

,4 .

1231’
r

2; °’

‘2”.

2;”

ijro; (so in some copies of the S; in others

} see the next preceding paragraph.

I

lip, which is said in the to be a mistranscrip

hon.) pl- .55}; (K0 A generous man. (s.

K,* [in the latter of which only the pl. is ex

plained,] and TA,) whose good things men get, or

obtain, (S,) or from whom much is gotten, or

obtained. (TA.) One says, in praising,

U3 [Such a one is a person from whom

much {if his property has been obtained] : and in

expressing pity and grief, Us

[Such a one is a person who, has had some one,

or more, of his family taken from him]. (Ham

p. 176.) And the pl., mentioned above, also signi

fies Persons of whom the best have died: (K:)

or persons qf whom death befalls the best. (L)

~21) '

1. 1.13,, (A, K,) aor. 1, inf. h. 1.5,, (TK,) He

kept, or clone, to him, or it, (A, not depart

! a o 4

as. ($.19 quasi-coordinate to J->}.-, (s)

applied to a man, (TA,) Short: and

great, or old; syn.;,_._.é:v: and thick and strong:

and big, or bulky: or short and thick and

strong: (TA :) or great in body, and stupid,

foolish, or deficient in intellect. (Abu~l-’Abbas,

TA.)_..Also The vulva qf a woman; (K;)

accord. to Kr, a subst. [properly speaking] applied

thereto: (TA:) or an epithet, meaning large, or

big, (S, applied thereto, (K,) or applied to a

“~53 [i. e. pubes].

3:3}; and 1 3}}, both with teshdeed; (A, 1; ;)

or the former only, (S, Msb, K,) of these two,

($,Msb,) and 15.5}, without teshdeed; (s, A,

Msb;) 'the second [mentioned by Ks, (Mgh,)

but it is vulgar, (Fs, Mgh,) and said by 18k to be

wrong; (Msb ;) A thing with which clods ofclay

are broken: L:) or a small rod, or batoon,

qfiron: (A,I_(:) and the last, without

teshdeed, a large blacksmith’s hammer: (TA :)

or a mallet with which wooden pins or pegs or

stakes are knocked into the ground or into a wall;

syn. 5.3.5:.“ (Mghz) the pl. of the first is

(high;) {we of v the hat, Jar}, (A, M§b,) as
also of [q. v.]. I

[A satrapy; the government qf a satrap,

or prefect of the Persians;] the headship of the

Persians. You say, $.15 uh;

and 1.5.5 5, [Such a one is over the satrapy

of, or has the qflice of satrap over, such a pro

vince,] like as you say, 1.14.:

and 2,: see in five places.

9 I, I e G ’8

i. q. QM [and Q5)», i. e. A water

spout; km; see art. .63]; (A,’K;) a dial. var.

thereof; (S, Msb;) but not a chaste word; (S;)

and disallowed by A’Obeyd, (TA,) and by lSk

and Fr and Alflat. (TA voce _ Also A

great ship .- (A, K :) or a long ship; (AZ, S, K :)

pl- 4-145; (AZ. s)

Q '30!

015,0 [A satrap; or] a great man, or chief,

(A, Mgh, qfthe Persians: Mgh,l_( :) or

a courageous cavalier who is set orer a people,

under a hing: (TA :) it is 'said, on the authority

of As, that the chief of the [here meaning

Persians] was called and (IB,

TA:) 019')» is an arabicized word, (S, Mgh,)

[originally Persian,] used anciently: (Shifii. el

Ghaleel, TA =) pl. 3.91;. (s, A, Mgh, 1;.) Hence,
4, r; r 0”.

[and from 3,511.» as pl. of &gjflJ the saying,

, I, 4 at H a H , In .I a!

92W velar-ls b: 92W 01’ 9"“ W [I

seek protection by God from the satraps, and the

iron batoons that are i1; their hands].

And ($.11th 56:1 353;. (s. Mgh, K.)

[lit. The chief of theforest, or the lihe,] the latter

a r l

word meaning aka-'9', (Mgh, TA,) and also pro

nounced 33;" ; (Mgh ;) an appellation of the lion,

(s, Mgh,K;) and so 1 onpi; for which El

Mufaddal said as referring to the

of the lion ; but As disallowed this.

3 r10;

ua'bjfii: see what next precedes.

w“):

2 z" 2 '°’ . ..
ij): see “91>”, "1 art. (,5).

ti)

1. aor. '- , inf. n. (S, K) and

(S, L,) or She (a camel) fell down

(S, L, K) by reason offatigue, emaciated, L,

&c.,) or by reason of fatigue or emaciation, (K

accord. to the TA,) or by reason offatigue and

emaciation: (CK:) or clave to the ground, and

had not power to rise. (TA.) And (Mgh,

Mgh,) aor. = , (Mgh,) ihf. h. 5,}, and (Mgh,

Msb) and ,, (Mgh,) IIe (a camel, Mgh, Msb)

fell down by reason offatigue : (Mgh :) or been me

much emaciated. (Mgh.)_ Hence, or from ‘3};

as meaning low, or depressed, ground or land,

said of a man, IHe became weak, and what

was in his hand went from him. (TA.)—And

lit; .24.}, and Sigii v e.,»: (A) 111i; mo,

or condition, was, and his circumstances, were, or

became, weak and evil. (A,‘ and Her p. 489.) _

[Hence also,] “all The grape- vine fell down.

05 ; I) a r' _

(TA.) = lab Cj), inf. n.

or pierced, such a one with the spear, or with the

iron at the lower extremity of the spear; syn.

(1s)

2. C3), inf. n. ' _j;, (S, He made a she

camel to fall down by reason of fatigue, ema

ciated: :) or he emaciated her. And

Journeys emaciated her. (A," TA.)

'L {31‘ He raised [or propped up] the

grape-vine [that had fallen down]. (TA.)

6: see 1.

C I

C3), He thrust,

a, (s, A, Mgh, Msb, TA) and v (TA)

A camel that has fallen down by reason offa

tigue: (Mghz) or much emaciated: (Mgh,Msb:)

or much emaciated, that will not move : (TA :)

perishing by reason of emaciation: TA 2) or

that throws himself down by reason qf fatigue :

or much emaciated, but having power to move :

(A, TA :) pl. [of the former] up}, A, Mgh,.

Ms». K) and £3; (s.A,Mgh.1.<> and .345,

(S, A, Msb, and [of the same or of 3’95]

1 er I '0 s of ’

C)?» (MA) and [often] 'qu- (as.

J: or I i)

lid—[Hence,] e» :93 and t5) [8PP- CU),

agreeably with analogy, or perhaps 4,] +11

people, or party, emaciated, and falling down [or

tottering by reason of weakness]. (Ham p. 227.)

_And £91, I[He has a weak and an

evil state or condition: see 1].

9,01

:])-0 [A place where camels fall down by

reason of fatigue: and hence,] a far-extending

place of crossing or traversing [of a desert &c.].

(S, K.)_And A. low, or depressed, tract of

land.

9:.

c»?
with which a grape-vine is raisedfrom the ground

(T, S, when one part thereof has fallen down

upon another: (T, TA :) or a vine-prop; a piece

qf wood with which a grape-vine is raisedfrom

the ground. (TA in art. Also, as an

epithet in which the quality of a subst. predomi

nates, [but why this is said I do not see, unless

the primary meaning be that assigned by Esh

Sheybzinee to the next following word,] A voice,

sound, or noise,- (TA ;) andso (K:)

The wood, or pieces of wood,

accord. to Esh-Sheybanee, the latter signifies
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having a vehement voice or sound or noise; ;)

but this [said to be] is a mistake.

and its pl. see

Q 0 9 I 0

C13)? : see )3.

6:»

A row of palm-trees, and of men: (IF,

$, Msb, K :) or [simply] a row: (JK, Mgh :)

and an extended cord or string or thread: (JK :)

an arabicized word, from which

is Persian: :) Lth says, What the people [now]

call @u, we call (5);], meaning a row: it is an

adventitious word. (TA.)_ [Hence,] one says,

? ' 5'0' r E v 0

Mag-l3 5,1) )i‘jl Jag-l, meaning Illake thou the

ofair, or case, [uniform, or] one uniform thing.

(Fr, TA in art.

$633 (S. Mo. K. m) and .56}; (Lb, L. TA)

and $1.33, (18k, 1;) and (Lh,$, Msb,

K, &c.,) but this last disallowed by ISk,

(TA,) [though allowed by many others, and of

frequent occurrence,] and said by some to be

post-classical, and to be correctly (Mgh,)

arabicized, ($, Msb,K,) of Pers. origin, (S,) from

6,}, (K,) [erroneously] said by IF to be from

signifying as explained above; ('Msb;) A

rural district ,- or district consisting of cultivated

land with towns or villages; syn. 38:4, or

it; and L53: (Kz) Yakoot explains as

applied, in his time, in the country of the Persians,

to any place [or district] in which are sownfields,

and towns or villages; not to cities, like El-Basrah

and ’Baghdad ; so that it is, with the Persians,

like ’lgd with the people of Baghdad, and is a

more special term than [in Arabic] and

[in Persian]: (TA :) or it is used as mean

ing an outlying district, or a border-district, of a

country : (Msb :) [but the correctness of this last

explanation is questionable :] the pl. is

(Msb) [and and egg] and (all; (s,

Msb) and .5613}, (Har p. 249) [860.].

{1)

3- (JK,) int- n. (JK.1.<.> I

practised deceit, delusion, guile, or artifice, with

him, or towards him; syn. (JK, Kf’)

and sought, or endeavoured, totiindglcc him,

syn. said [in speaking] 'df a ivo'lf &c.

(JK, TA.*)

4. (Ahle The land, or ground, was, or

became, very slimy or miry; or had much slime,

or mire, and moisture. (K,“E TA. [See also 4 in

art. is).])_£)‘)l said of a digger, He reached

the moist earth or clay. _Zul Q'sle

The sky gave water such as moistened the earth

or ground: (TA :) like cat-5,1. (TA in art. 8),.)

And qul “bl The wind brought [i. e.

(IF, K.) And 6))
vbi 1 a p

ubffll M! The rain moistened the earth, or

ground, ($, K,) and exceeded the ordinary degree,

moisture, or rain, &c.].

but did not flow. K.)_2l;ll a)» The

water was, or became, little in quantity. (JK,

Ibn-’Abbad,

A small quantity of water it: what are

termed “Q [q. v.] and A...» [pl. of Ls...- q. v.]

and the like. (TA.) ._ See also

'4'

a): see _ Also Moisture. (TA.)

6.)“; Sticking fast in slime or mire : (JK, T,

S)“ or so 7 and l (IB.)

22}, (s, 1;) and it}, (Lth, Mgh) Thin mud;

(TA ;) [i.e.] slime, or mire: ($,K :) or much

slime or mire : or, accord. to the M, it is less than

what is termed [or q. v.]: (TA :) but

accord. to Lth (Mgh) and to the T, (TA,) stifl'er

than what is termed its): (Mgh, TA :) or slime,

0r mire, little in quantity: (Ham p. 632:) pl.

Eli; and [0011. gen. n.] [and '53]:

9

signify slime, or mire: (hlghz)

9/4

or éj) and

5 a r

and V at), is also expl. [as a sing., like 95),] as

having this last meaning; and as meaning also

moisture of the earth. (TA.)

Q a

a”): see what next precedes.

5'04 . . u .

a)» Ram producing much slime or mire,

opposed to 3.5-4, “ causing much flowing.” (Ham

p. 632.)

910) ?'a

Z 868 £4).

E)“; Rain that moistens the earth, or ground,

exceeding the ordinary degree, but not flowing,

O :

opposed to M, “that causes the valleys and

water-courses to flow.” (S, and Ham“

p. 632.) _ See also

62')

1. ii»? 255,, (s, Msb, K, &C.,) aor. 1 , (Msb,

TA,) int“. n. 33,, (s,) 01- 3}}, (IB, K,) the latter

being the proper inf. n., (K,) and the former a

simple subst. but also used as an inf. n., (TA,)

God caused what is termed J [q. v.] to come 'to

him .- (K =) or God gave km. (s, IB.) [The

verb is doubly trans. : when the second objective

complement is implied, the phrase generally means

God caused the means of subsistence to come,t0.

him,- i.e., gave him, granted him,'0r bestowed

upon him, the means of subsistence; or supplied,

provided, or blessed, him therewith: when the

second objective complement is expressed, this

word is generally one signifying the means of

subsistence or the like, property, or offspring]

One says also, 35Lqu aor. 1 , inf. n.

[The bird fed its young one.] (TA.) And

5 "’ -

sugl fi'fll 6)) The commander gave their sub

sistence-money, pay, or allowances, to the army :

r '0)F e D

and )

sistence-money, &c., once : and

He gave the army their sub

erfla

9:5); '92) They

_were given their subsistence-money, &c., twice.

(TA.)._ [Hence 3,} also signifies It (a place)

was rained upon.] Iiebeed says,

If ’1 J i: e '4 o .1 1

* lie-M) {sq-4" tail." “is *

r) I a ’10, ed and

* led-w “>2- Jfbr" 6:: *

meaning (TA ;) i. e. They were rained

upon with the rain of the [pl. ofl; q. v.]

of the C95, and the rain of the thundering clouds

fell upon them, the copious thereof and the driz

zling and lasting thereof. (EM pp. 140 and 141.)

_And He thanked such a one; was

thankful, or grateful, to him; or acknow

ledged his beneficence: of the dial. of Azd, (’15,,

i. e. Azd-Shanooah. (TA.) _ One says,

dill} i. e. L5 [I did that since,

or'because, thtiu thankedst me]. (TA.) And hence,

in the Kur [lvi. 81], 1,6? 133}, 59......"f ‘3

[And do ye make your thanking to ’be that ye

disacknowledge the benefit received, as being from

God ’1]; (K;) i. e., accord. to Ibn-’Arat'eh, do ye,

instead of acknowledging what God has bestowed

upon you, and being thankful for it, attribute it

to another then Him? or, accord. to Az and

others, [as J also says in the $,] the meaning is,

QJEEM 1&3 [do ye make the

thanking for your sustenance to be disachnow

ledgment?]: (TA :) and some read [for

sis-gl- (Bi)

8. l,3}3,\, Msb, said of soldiers, or

of people, (Mgh,) They took, or received, their

613;! [i. e., when said of soldiers, portions of sub

sistence-money, pay, or allowances, and when said

of others, means of subsistence, &c.]. ($, Msb,

K.) _ See also what next follows.

10. 31);“! IIe asked, or demanded, of him
0

what is termed a), [i. e. means ofsubsistence, &c. ;

when said of a soldier, subsistence-money, pay, or

allowance]; (MA, TA ;) as also 125;,1. (TA.)

) A thing whereby one profits, or from

which. one derives advantage; (S, K;) as also

'3332, (K,TA,) in the pass. form: (TA: [in

the CK, erroneously, :]) and a gift; and

especially, of God: ($ i) or [especially, and ac

cording to general usage,] the means of subsist~

once, or of the support and growth of the body,

which God sends to [mankind and other] animals;

[sustenance, victuals, food, or provisions; or a

supply thereoffrom God:] but with the Monte

'z'ileh it means a thing possessed and eaten by the

deserving,- so that it does not apply to what is

unlawful: (TA:) pl. éljjl: (s, Msb,K:) and

what are thus termed are of two kinds; apparent,

[or material,] which are for the bodies, such as

aliments ,- and unapparent, [or intellectual,] which

are for the hearts and minds, such as the several

sorts of knowledge and of science : (TA :) or )

properly signifies a portion, share, or lot,- oi

pgarticularly, ofsomething good, or excellent; syn.

Id»

is»: and is conventionally made to apply to a

thing by which an animal is enabled to profit :

(Ed in ii. 2:) and [hence] it signifies also a daily

allowance offood or the like; and so viii), of
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which the pl. is $3): (TA :) [the subsistence

money, pay, or allowance, of a soldier; or] what

is givenforth to the soldier at the commencement

of every month, or day by day: or, accord. to El

Karkhee, 2%! is what is assigned to those who

fight; and éjjl, to the poor: (Mgh: [but see

{LL-ED and Tibia/'33,. pl. of 753;}, which is the

int. n. of unity of signifies the portions of

subsistence-money, pay, or allowances, (syn.

ofsoldiers: K :) one says, )EJI ui

How much is thy allowance of"food, or the like,

[or thy subsistence-money, or pay,] in the month .7

(TA :) and his [They took, or received,

their portions of subsistence-money, &c.,]

high, 1;) is said of 801mm. (s) 5.11: jjjn

means A. thing [or provision] that comes to oize

without tail in the seeking thereof: or, as some

say, a thing [or provision] that is found without

one’s looking, or watching, for it, and without

one’s reckoning upon it, and without one’s earn

ing it, or labouring to earn it. (KT) _ Also

+Rain ($, is sometimes thus called; as in the

Km xlv.4 and li. 22: this being an amplification

in language; as when one says, “The dates are

in the bottom of the well;” meaning thereby

“the [water for] watering the palm-trees.” ($.)

61.; ' Q '4'

25)), and its pl. Q51): see the next preceding

paragraph.

2;? 22
“)2: see u);

thjl: see what next follows, in two places.

[$le and 'éljjtl, the latter of which has an

intensive signification, are epithets applied to God,

meaning [The Supplier of the means of subsist

ence, 8w. ; or] the Creator of what are termed

653:)” and the Giver of their to his crea

tures. (TA.) [The former epithet is also appli

cable to a man; but V the latter is not.] _ (5‘)};

[as pl. of agreeably with a.“ general i-ule

relating to epithets of the measure Jets when not

applicable to rational beings, and of 25,5,1 Dogs,

and birds, that prey, or catch game. (TA.)

3 ,

Uijl) [erroneously written by Golius and Frey

tag [3535] Weak.- (Mobeet, L, K:) applied to

anything. (Moheet, L.)=Also The species of

grapes called or (T,K;) a

species of grapes of Et-Tdif, with long berries ,

they are called (TA.)—And lVine

(K, TA) made of the grapes so called,- (TA;)

as also VEJT'jQ. (K, TA.)=And 73:5); [as a

col]. gen. n.”0f which L554“; is the n. mil] W'hite

flan-en cloths. K.) ’Lebeed says, describing

vessels of wine,

'1’) I d .1 Q '4: Ir

' 90%: Q45 03 d“ \v‘ “

a Z, 4 {Jet 01 405

* 'figil-Jl QMW {JR-d; *

[They have a strainer of white flare-n cloth and

0f cotton, in the right hands of foreigners that

)Jfi¢

act as servants to the kings]: he means

Jléi'gl: ($ :) and by he means “a strainer”

(Elias, or )léo on the heads of the .tlggléi.

in art.

[erroneously written by Golius and Frey

tag see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

A man possessed of good fortune, or of

JD! :2

good worldly fortune. (S, K, TA.) _ Sign» fit

was the name of A certain lie-goat, mentioned in

poetry. (IAar.)

0,19; 25

(9)3)»: see (9),.

Those who receive [subsistence-money,

pay,'or] settled periodical allowances offood or

the like: (Mgh} Msb,‘ TA:) and they are thus

called though they be not written down in the

register [of the army &c.]. (Mgh.)

I);

1. said ofa camel, (Lh, K,) and of a man,

&c.; (Lh,TA;) or said of a she-camel;

(s;) nor. 1 and ,, inf'. n.1,}, and 1.13,; (s,1_<;>

He was unable to rise, (Lb, K, TA,) in conse

quence of his having fallen down by reason of

fatigue and emaciation, (Lb, TA,) or in conse

quence qfemaciation TA) arisingfrom. hunger

or disease: (TA :) or she stood still, or stopped

from journeying, in consequence offatigue and

emaciation, and was motionless. ($, TA.)—

;.,'-;, (1;, TA,) said of a man, inf. n. $3,, (TA,)

He and. (1;, Tag-5;}? 8,1; ,2}, 11¢ over

came his adversary, and kneeled upon him, (K,

TA,) and quitted not his place. (TA.) One says

ofa lion [He lay upon his brepit

on his prey, not quitting it]. (TA.) _

L; Be thou firm, or steadfast, with it as long

as it isfirm, or steadfast : referring to fortune when

it is severe, or rigorous. (Ham p. 362.) _. And

,éin, j}, He laid 1qu upon the thing. (K.)__

53.145 ' 1E5." The winter was, or became,

intensely cold. [(K,* TA.) Hence 743;?“ i;

[q.v. inn-s]. (1;, TA.) _ ii» 9.1.}, The

mother brought him forth : :) and so 4.;

(TA.)=scsitt )3}, (shun), K,) we? (Msb,

and 7 , inf. n.,sj), (Msb, TA,) He col

lected together the thing ($, Msb, in a gar

ment, or piece of cloth. (K. [See 2.]) = See

also 4.

JB/ '0 _ I a;

2.),31 )j), mi: minty)», (TA,) The

people cast, or laid, themselves down upon. the

ground, (K, TA,) and remaincdficcd there, (TA,)

not quitting their place. (K, TA.) = .,sigtl )3),

($, High, K,) inf. n. as above, ($, K,) He bound

the clothes, or tied them'up, K,) in )1) [or

bundles]: :) he made the clothes into )3).

(Mgh.) '

3. 31:” Jay) He remained, stayed, or dwelt,

long in the house, or abode. (K, TA.)_,°J'!)

,J.0,

M He conjoined them two; ;) [as, for

instance, two kinds of food, by taking them in

immediate succession :] he mixed them. (TA.)

You say, (34'2" “it, The 'camels mixed two pas

tures. ($, Andiois." “it; The camels

pastured upon the , Ma ' [or’shlt, or sour, plants]

one time, and [or sweet plants] another time,

this year. (TA.) [In the case ofa man,]

in eating signifies the making a consecutive, or

successive, connexion [between two things];

)2"; ,géJl [like as when the

man makes a consecutive, or successive, connexion

between the eating of locusts and that of dates;

or makes locusts and dates consecutive, or succes

sive]: ($, TA :) or in relation to food

signifies the making an interchange, by eating

one dayjlesh-meat, and one day honey, TA,)

and one day dates, (TA,) and one day [drinking]

milk, TA,) and one day [eating] bread with

out any seasoning or condiment, (TA,) and the

like; not keeping continually, or constantly, to

one thing : TA :) or the intermixing the [acts

of] eating with thanks, and the mouthfuls with

praise; (IAar, K, TA;) by saying, between the

mouthfuls, Praise be to God: (IAar, TA :) or i

the mentioning God between every two mouthfuls:

(Th, TA :) or the eating the soft and the dry or

tough [alternately], and the sweet and the sour,

and the unseasoned, or disagreeable in taste, and

the seasoned: agreeably with all of these inter

pretations is explained the saying of ’Omar,

I’ljt; (K, TA :) as though he said,

[1Vhen ye eat,] eat what is easy and agreeable to

swallow with what is unseasoned, or disagreeable

in taste: (TA :) or misc ye, in your eating, what

is soft with what is rough, or harsh, or coarse:

(IAth, TA :) or make ya praise to follow [your

eating]. 6,3." means The par

chasing in the market less than what will make

up the full quantity of the loads.

4. adj)! She (a camel) uttered a cry such as

is termed [q.v.] when loving, or aflecting,

her young one: z) or she (a camel) uttered a

cry of yearning towards her young one: (K :)

and in like manner, dis:- if»! is said ofa

ewe, or she-goat : but sometimes)le means the at

tering ofa cry, or sound, absolutely : and as”)!

said ofa she-camel occurs in atrad. as meaning she

uttered a cry. (TA.) One says, L; '§

[I will not do that as long as a

mother of a female young camel utters her gentle

yearning cry]: ($,K:*) a prov. And

hence, i. e. from cw»! said of a she-camel,

(TA,) )))t is also said of thunder, (S, K,) mean

ing IIt made a vehement sound, or noise: (K,

TA :) or it madea sound, or noise, ($,K,) not

vehement. [And it seems that '54,, and

signify the same as {2.0)}! and )bi said oofjl

she-camel and of thunder: for] the inf. n. ,0»,

used in relation to a camel and to thunder, signify

The making a sound or noise. (KL) a»! is

also said of a cooking-pot, meaning +It made a.

noise by its boiling. p. 663.) And you

say, éggli any)! tThe wind made a

sound [in the belly].
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Rain accompanied by incessant thunder:

a possessive epithet. (Lh, TA.)

if)

)j) Firm, or steadfast, standing upon the

ground: (S,K:) and and signify

[the same; or] firm, or steadfast, upon the

ground: and the pl. of the last is occurring

in a verse cited voce 15,, q. v. (TA.)—Also

The lion,- and so '26:; (K,TA;) because he

lies upon his breast on his prey, not quitting it:

(TA =) or ,2}; (Ham p. 362) and Us}, (TA, and

Ham ibid., [but in the latter without any syll.

aging) like LIL}, and till}; like iQQJ,

[which is of a form denoting intensiveness ofsigni

fication,] (TA,) are epithets applied to a lion, mean

ing that'lies upon his breast on his prey, (Ham,

TA,) and growls. (Ham) Accord. to J, it is

applied in a verse of Séideh Ibn-Ju-eiyeh to an

elephant: but accord. to IB, and the Expos. of

Skr, it is there applied to a lion, as meaning That

has remained firm, or steadfast, in his place.

(TA.)

QIOI

as»: see 1:_and see also the next para

graph, in two places._—$33111 He ate the

[or meal that suflicedfor a day anda night,

orforfour and twenty hours].

5.23) A quantity remaining in a [receptacle of

the hind called] 31;, [a meaning said in the TA,

in art. is), to beoerroneously assigned in the K,

in that art., to 3.0;),1 of dates, amounting to half

thereof, or a third, or thereabout: (TA :) or,

accord. to Sh, the third part, or fourth part, of

a [sack such as is called] 8313b, (Mgh,TA,) or

thereabout, (Mgh,) of dates oglflour: or, accord.

to Zeyd Ibn-Kuthweh, like v.55, signifying the

quantity of thefourth part of the 31;, of dates:

(TA :) or, accord. to the Tekmileh, [the pl.]

13) signifies the [sacks called] in which is

wheat : and hence the)3) of clothes [explained in

what here follows. (Mgh.)—A 33% [or bundle,

put in one piece ofcloth and tied up,] of clothes;

(S, Mgh, TA ;) what are tied up in one piece of

cloth, (K,TA,) of clothes: (TA :) or clothes,

and other things, put together [in a bundle]; as

also (Mgh:) IAmb explains it as mean

ing the thing in which are sorts and

mixtures of clothes: and hence the author of the

K has taken a meaning assigned by him to £3),

which, he says, is also written V5.23], namely,

1345 [a vehement beating], altering and

substituting: (TA :) the pl. of is (S,

Msb.) ' '

a”,

3.0)) A cry, or sound, (AZ, S, K, TA,) a sort

of yearning cry, (TA,) of a she-camel, when

loving, or afecting, her young one, uttered from

her throat, or fauces, (AZ, S, K, TA,) without

opening .her’mouth, not as loud as that which is

termed (AZ, S, TA.) It is said inaprov.,

'1 .r

3;; K), [A gentle yearning cry of a she-camel,

and no flow of milh]: (S :) or '§

L46 5:2 '§ [There is no good in a gentle yearning

cry ofa she-camel with which is no flow ofmilh]:

(Kz) applied to him who promises and does not

fulfil: (S,I_{:) or to him who causes to wish and

does not act: (A, TA:) or to him who makes a

show of love, or affection, without proving it to

be true or without its being accompanied by any

gift. (M, TA.)._.Also The cry of a boy, or

child. TA: but not in the _And,

accord. to IAar, A vehement cry or sound.

(TA.)—And The cries of beasts of prey. (S,

TA.) A poet says,

5 '5) I'Dd )r/

* uj)d,-é\,.-U * 'jmpugqusléfl *
a,

[They left ’Amrdn prostrate upon the ground ,

there being cries of the beasts of prey around

him]. (IB, TA.)

I If D!)

Jolj): see ;)].

it); A man strong and stubborn.

[a mistranscription, app. for all], for it must be

with teshdeed to the), as is shown by an ex. in a

copy of the S, consisting of two verses, of which

the former here follows,] as an epithet applied to

a. man, means Stubborn, behaving with forced

hardness or hardiness : it occurs, accord. as some

relate it, in the saying of a rajiz, [so in the S and

TA, but correctly, a poet using the sixth species

of the metre termed car's-IL] which others re

late thus: ’

055 _~ s, 4 ,5

* 1,5,1! Que Muses *

a I .1; 151 ’v) 0105

* Join-1,5,5 3L9. *,ul

[0 sons of ’Abd-ZlIendf, the firm, or steadfast,

upon the ground, (accord. to this reading; but

accord. to the reading that seems to be the

stubborn, &c., as a sing., referring to ’Abd

Menaf himself;) ye are defenders, and your

father was a defender, being for )lL]:,el;j
g r

being pl. oij'l). (So in one of my two“ copies of

the S: in the other copy omitted.)

. I

jj) A roaring, or growling : a poet says,

i i!

s I i 'e J )i

#121 a3?” is“ 09;"?

[There is, or was, a roaring, or growling, qf

their lions on the road].

: see

A sect who said that the ofi‘ice of

Imdin, after ’Alee, belonged to Mohammad Ibn

El-Hanajeeyeh, and then to his son ’Abd-Allah,

and who accounted lawful those things that are

[esteemed by the orthodox] forbidden : (KT :) or

a sect of the extravagant zealots of the class of

innovators, of the schismatics, or followers of

’Alee, who say that the ojice ofImdm belonged

to Aboo-Jlluslim El-Khurrisdnee, after E'l-Man

soar, and some of whom arrogated to themselves

divinity, one of them being El-llluhanna’, who

made the moon to appear to them in lVakhshab,

and of whose persuasion there is in this day a

party in Md-ward-en-lVahr. (TA.)

see ._ [,lsljjll, as an epithet applied

to the lion, The roaring. (Freytag, from the

“ Deewén el-Hudhaleeyeen.”)]

:91; A camel remainingfixed upon the ground,

(S, TA,) unable to rise, (Lh, S, K, TA,) in con

sequence of his having fallen down by reason of

fatigue and emaciation, (Lh,TA,) or in conse

quence of emaciation (S, K, TA) arising from

hunger or disease: (TA :) and in like manner

applied to a man, &c.: (Lb, TA :) and also,

[without 3,] applied to a she-camel, meaning

standing still, or stopping from journeying, in

consequence offatigue and emaciation, and mo

tionless: :) pl. and313’), [accord. to Frey-v

tag $33,] applied to camels. (TA.) _See also

._ Also, applied to winter, Cold. (TA.)

A Prey- (Freytugl from the “Deew‘lm

e1-Hudhaleeyeen-”)l

II) in .

)j)»: see ,0», ln two places.

is a name of The right sgar [app. ry, i. e.

Bellatrim,] in the left arm ofJQl [or Orion].

(sz. [Golius says, as on the authority of szr,

that it is “ a star ill the right shoulder of Orion :"

but sz says that this star (which is a of Orion)

is called and 515,04." .1}; and then

he mentions that in’the left arm, as being called

)jfll: whence it seems that Golius was misled

by the omission of some words in a copy of the

work of sz.]) And nggl, (s, 15,) also

called is the name of Two

stars [ofwhich one is commonly hnown as B of

Canis Major, and the other is app. B of Canis

Illinor, though Golius says, on the authority of

Ulugh Beg, that the former is in the right hind

leg of Canis Major,] with the glgdb [by which

latter appellation are meant Sirius and Procyon],

(K,) or one qfwhich is in [or by] Leg-Ell [com

monly so called, i. e. Sirius,] and the other is in.

[by which is meant 613:5“, i. e.

the asterism consisting ofa and B of Cam's Illi

nor]; ($;) or one of them is Mylo)! 8);"

[mentioned above and the other is (5;.EJI (q. v.)

commonly so called]: thus says Ibn-kunaseh:

both are of the stars of rain: and sometimes the

sing. appellation (dim) is used [app. as applied

to Sirius, or to Bellatrix, or perhaps to B of Canis

Minor]. (TA.) Aim [means The auroral

setting of some one, ofthe stars above mentioned;

for it] is so termed because of its intense cold.

(TA. See 1.) is another name for

éfljll [The star Arcturus]. (Az and TA

in art. [This star neither sets nor rises
)

aurorally in the cold season, nor is it one of the

Mansions of the Moon; but it rises aurorally

during “ the first of the rains,”, the autumnal

rain, called _ IThe north

wind: (S, K, TA:) or the cold north wind:- (Skr,

on a verse of Sakhr-el-Ghei:) from Eing

meaning “the [gentle] yearning cry of" the she

camel:” (TA:) or it signifies, (ISd,TA,) or

signifies also, (K,) the wind: (ISd,K,TA:)

thus expl. by ISd without any restriction. (TA.)

That has cast, or laid, himself upon the

ground, and remained fixed, or motionless: or

having [or making or uttering] a sound, or cry :

and applied to an army, or a military force,

agreeably with one or the other of these explana

tions. (Skr, on a verse of Abu-l-Muthellem.)

c , .-___ __<'
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[I left him in the place where

one cleaves to the ground ; or] I made him to

cleave to the ground.

Us)

1- .533. so.) inf- n- 5313-; ($.‘ MA.

TA) and 0»), (TA,) [It (a thing) was, or be

came, heal-y, or weighty: this is the primary

signification: see below.._.And hence,]

Ille (a man) was, or became, grave, staid, steady,

sedate, or calm; ($, MA, K, TA;) and forbear

ing: and still, or motionless: (Sf K,‘ TA 2) or

firm, or sound, quudgment: (TA :) wise, or

sensible. (MA.)=,-_,ii;lu ,5}, [thus in the 1;,

with fet-h to the j,] He remained, stayed, dwelt,

or 'abode, in the place. ($,

aor. i , inf. n. ($,) He lifted it (namely, a

thing, $) in order that he might see what was its

weight. (s,1_<.)_Hehee,j.;.;n He lifted

the stonefrom the ground (TA.)

2. [153), inf. n. tHe pronounced him,

or held or reckoned him, to be grave, staid, steady,

I 0"

sedate, or calm :] the inf. n. w)“; is syn. with

[q-v-1- (s in m»)

5. (33,5 i. q. 1' [He showed, exhibited, or

manifested, grarity, staidness, steadiness, sedate

ness, or calmness; or he endeavoured, or con

strained himself, to be grave, staid, steady, sedate,

or calm]; (M,K;) u? [in his sitting

place], (M,) or 5G3}! [in the thing].

¢¢¢¢¢

6. OUJng, said of two mountains, They are

opposite, orfacing, each other.

A place that is elevated ($,K, TA) and

hard, (TA,) having in it a digression that retains

the water [ofthe rain]: pl. 0”) and at»: ($,

K, TA :) the latter of which pls. is also pl. of

[q. v.]. (K.) It is also sing. of signi

fyihg [Hollows, or cavities, such as are termed]

:5 [pl. of 363%] in stone, or in rugged ground,

that retain the water [of the rain]; and so is

78,3); or, accord. to Ibn-Hamzeh, this latter

only; and thus says IB, because a noun of the

l 105

measure has not a pl. of the measure (first,

except in a few instances. (TA.) [The pl.]

also signifies The remains of a torrent in

places which it has partially worn away. (TA.)

.53): see the next preceding paragraph. _
4 g, a

Also i. q. Zap-U [A side, region, quarter, or tract,

&c.]. (15.)

A place where water remains and collects;

or where it collects and stagnates ,- or where it

remains long, and becomes altered: pl.

[mentioned above as a pl. of q. v.] :

so says AO. (SJ

Q ,4

Olj): see the next paragraph.

Heavy, or weighty; (S, K;) applied to a

thing'($,TA) of any kind. (TA.)_ [Hence,]

I Grave, staid, steady, sedate, or calm; (S, MA,

K, TA ;) andforbearing: and still, or motionless .

Bk. I.

(S,* K,‘ TA :) or firm, or sound, ofjudgment:

(TA :) wise, or sensible : (MA :) or a man having

much gravity, staidness, &c. : (Her p. 227 z) and

signifies the same, applied to a woman;

(MA,K;) or, thus applied, grave, staid, &c.,

in her sitting-place: ($ :) the epithet j; is not

applied to her unless she be firm, or constant;

and grave, staid, &c.; and continent, chaste, or

modest; grave, staid, &c., in her Sibling-place.‘

(TA.)-w}; is a name given to The [kind

of sweet commonly called] [q. v.];

because of its excellence among eatables, and its

high estimation, and its surpassing cost, and its

being put the last thing to be eaten. (Har p.

in}, inf. n. of 5,}, [q. v.]. (MA, TA.) Heavi

ness, or weight: this is the primary signification.

(TA.) _ [Hence,] IGravity, staidness, steadi

ness, sedateness, or calmness; (S, MA, K, TA ;)

andforbearance: and stillness, or motionlessness:

(S,* K)“ TA :) orfirmness, or soundness, quudg

ment : (TA:) wisdom, or sensibleness : (MA :)

andfirmness, or constancy. p. 423.)

.5333. (T. Mgh.) or t 5533;, (wk. s. M, 1;.) A

hole, a perforation, an aperture, _or a window,

(ISk, T) s; M; Mgh:_K’) syn' 5;! (ISk: s,

Mgb,K,) or 5356 ‘55, (T,) [in a. wall, or

chamber, i. e. a; mural aperture,] or in the

upper part of a roof: (M, TA :) an arabicized

word [from the Pers. 53;}, or 2533;]. (ISk,$:)

thought by the author of the T to be arabicized,

used by the Arabs: (TA:) pl. 5,13,. (T, Mgh.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

[accord. to general opinion, being a subst.

only, not originally an epithet, or, accord.

to some, it may be as being imagined to

possess the quality of an epithet,] A kind qfhard

tree, (Lth,$,K,) of which staves are made.

(Lth, s)

alighting, or descending and stopping or spjourning

&c.]: (so in copies of the K:) or [his

friendly associate; or true, or sincere, friendly

associate]. (So in the accord. to the TA

[which is followed in this instance, as generally,

in the TK: but the former I regard as the true

reading, from Qiialg q. v.].)

. q. [IIe is his companion in

L51)

4 e) 4/ Ir _ I be

1. we L5», aor. (54),», (K,) inf. n. 6),, (TA,)

He accepted the bounty of such a one.

’2',

[See also at»: and, under the same head, see

L13j}, and his); : and see a verse cited voce 5.15;;

in which )3 seems to be used for ; or the

latter may be the correct reading]

0'

4. 4:31 (5))! He leaned, or stayed, himselfupon,

or against, him, or it; and he had recourse, or

betook himself, to him, or it, for refuge, protec

6; 10,0:

tion, covert, or lodging: ;) or L5,); 92,)»

I had recourse, or betook mysel , to

such a one for refuge, protection, covert,I oir

lodging: ($ :) or, accord. to Lth, the verb is list,

With I.

I: in

0" I 9

3.3;), for 23):): see the latter, in art. lj).

u")

a; _ ee 5 v 0 0 s a .5

1. 4,» Us L5,)! be»), and a...» go’s—M,

., , .. , . 3'

[aor., accord. to the general rule, 3 ,] inf. n. we,

and [LP-'3, Love entered, and established itself, in

his heart, and disease in his body; as also '991.

3 ,

(M.) [It seems also, from explanations of u...)

and mentioned below, that one says a...)

gut, meaning The fever commenced, or first

touched a person]

4 : see above.

8 T I

v») The beginning, or commencement, ofa thing.

(1g) and hence, (1g) 51;.» 3.}, and “La,

The beginning, or commencement, (M, A, K,) or

first touch, ofjecer, (S, M, A, before it

becomes vehement, or severe; (A ;) i. e., when the

person attached thereby stretches on account of

it, and becomes languid in his body, and relaxed,

or heavy, sluggish, or torpid, or confused in his

intellect: (M, TA:) or the first that a man feels

of the touch officer, before it takes him forcibly,

and becomes apparent. (As, TA.) Accord. to

Fr, you say, é." 3.5.5.1, meaning, The

fever became seltled in his bones. (TA.) [Hence

a190,] tied-J1 :63, and ' Zia-a3, The beginning, or

commerlcement, of love: :) or a remain, or

relic, or trace, of love: (M :) or (5;)! is”?

signifies the first, or original, feeling of

love. (Aboo-Malik, TA.) [Hence 3150,}

)g- The first of news reached me: (TA :)

dr somewhat of news reached me : M :) [or

news not true reached me: for,] accord. to AZ,

eh o 3' 7:: I: a I r

you say, of Us) Mal, and? 7w),

meaning, News not true came to us: (TA:) or

7 [alone] signifies news not true.

a 3 r

Jug-J): see 9.»), throughout.

we)

1. Q}, ’(s, M, A, &c.,) aor. ’- , (may?)

inf. n. ‘9’») M, A, Mgh, Msb, and w);

(Mb 0 and 4-33, m 1; (M. A. K» It (a

thing, $, Msb) sank, or subsided, (Sr, M, A, Mgh,

Msb, K,) in water [&c.]. ($, M, A, Mgh, K.)

_. [Hence,] IHis eyes sank [in their

sockets]. ($,A.)_And Us 52;."

IThe sword sinks, or disappears, in the thing

struck with it. (TA.)

[2. .(Il) It precipitated a substance, or caused

it to sink in a liquid: used in this sense in city

mical works; but probably post-classical. See

what next follows.]

4. “A”! It caused [a thing] to sink: hence,

in a trad., describing the people of Hell, :45 ‘31

set J’B'v.‘

Jami”; 361;,“ then the fire shall rel-eh

them, and make them to appear [or rather to

~ 136
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snn'm upon its surface], the collars, by reason of

their weight, shall make them to sink to the

bottom thereof. (TA.):And twp Their

eyes sank in their heads by reason of hunger.

(K, TA-)

[5. It (a substance) became precipitated,

or was caused to sink, in a liquid: used in this

sense in chymical works; but probably post

classical]

5 r I 5 r J

W) and w): see the next paragraph.

I J’ I

9,...” [What is wont to sink, or subside, in

water &c. ._ And hence,] Drags amid water and

J)

blood: in this sense improperly pronounced .

(KL. [Golius, as on the same authority, explains

it as meaning sedinientum aquze, urinte, etc. :

hypostasis. See also the next paragraph.]) _

[Hence also,] IA sword (S, M, A, that pene

trates into, or that disappears in, (H, A,

the thing struck with it; (S, M, A,K;) and so

'LJ»; (M. K) and *3»; (K, TA) and '34}?

(A, 1;, TA. [In the 01;, by the omission of,

after the last, this and the last but one are made

to be appellations ofa sword of Mohammad or of

Soloman, and ofa sword of El-Harith lbn-Abee

Shemir.]) _ And + The glans of the penis:

(M, K :) app. because of its disappearance on

(M.)-_And

1- Forbearing, or element; as also i (K.) ‘

the occasion of the act of

gull (JK and Mgh and K in art. J3

[in CK erroneously iii-43]) [The sediment of

1vater;] the thick matter that is borne by water

[and that sinks to the bottom]. (Lth, Mgh in

that art.)

3 )1 6 nea)

[L579 and iwp, terms used by Ibn-Seem},

are explained by Golius as meaning Having, or

depositing, a sediment: but the former rather

means having the nature of dregs, or sediment:

and the latter, becoming, or that becomes, pre

cipitated.]

5 ’ -

Wt) IA firm mountain. (M, A,K.)_See

9 Jr

also gay»).

9 I 0'

w” A calamity, or misfortune; (K ;) as also

9 r a ,

rss- (TA)

#3... ;,:.;.

i.q. [pl. of and app. here

meaning Columns, or props]. (K.)

o a”; 3

eff-1);}: see [gr-r).

m.

8.9"”)

0 '91 O '0) _ _

Jud): see 61;”,1n art. a»).

c“)

l. , 3, aor. 1 , inf. n. ' ’3, (L, Mgh,) He

had littleflesh, or was scant qfflesh, in his poste

riors and thighs : or he had small buttocks, stick

ing together: (L:) or he had little flesh in his

thighs. (Mgh.)

4. )\ It rendered a person scant of flesh in

the posterior-s ($, A) and thighs.

a I; Paucity offiesh in the posteriors (s, A,

L, and thighs : ($, L, K 2) or smallness of the

buttoeks, and their sticking together: (L z) or

paucity ofjlesh in the thighs. (Mgh.)

' ‘3 Ifaving little flesh in he thighs. (Mgh.)

[See also what follows.]

Jr.

,i A man (s, L) having nun flesh in his

posterior-s A, L) and thighs : L :) or having

small buttocks, sticking together : (L :) fem.

applied to awoman :“(£$, A, L :) pl.

(S, [See also I [3“ means The wolf:

(TA :) [for] every wolf is [termed] ’3] because

of the lightness [of the flesh] of his haunchcs:

(S, A,* K :) and so is the [a mongrel beast,

the offspring of a wolf begotteh from the hyena].

(TA.) _ Also, the fem., A foul, an ugly, or an

unseemly, woman : (K, TA :) though disap

proved by MF. (TA.)

t“)

1. 6.1.}, (s: L, &c.,) aor. =, (A, Mgb,J.\I,

&c.,) inf. n. try, It (a thing, S, high) was, or

became, firm, steady, steadfast, stable, fired,_fizst,

settled, or established, A, L, Msb, in its

place. (L.) [Hence,] Us

{[The ink became fixed upon the piece of paper

or the like]. (A, L.) And -’ '9 (will 5;"

lib." 4,6 I[Ink will not becomefired upon oiled

parchment]: (A :) 0r [oiled paper].

(TA.) And 1,123! {He became firmly

rooted, or grounded, or established, in science, or

knowledge. (L.) And (flip Us List

tScience, or knowledge, becomes firmly rooted, or

grounded, orfired, in the heart ofman. (L, A3“)

And {[The lore ofhim, or it,

becamefixed in his heart]. (A.)_ [Hence also,]

said ofa pool of water left by a torrent, {It sank

into the earth,and disappeared: (JK, A, inf. n.

as above. (J K, TA.) And, said of rain, I It sank

into the earth so that the two moistures [meaning

that of the rain and that of the soil beneath]

met together. (A, K.) _. [as an inf. n.]

signifies +The connexion of the soul of a human

being, after its departure from the body, with an

inanimate, not increasing, body : distinguished

', which is with the body of another

human being: and from '5 h, which is with the

from

body ofa beast: and from 3 H, which is with a

plant. (Marginal note in a copy of the KT.)

4. 25...), (JK,K,) inf. n. étljg, (TA,) He

made itfirm, steady, steadfast, stable, fixed, fast,

settled, or established, (JK, in its place. (JK.)

? \3Anything firm, steady, steadfast, stable,

fixed, fast, settled, or established [in its place

(see 1)]. A, Msb.) You say A

firm, or steadfast, mountain. And in like

manner iii; [A black, or dark, patch of

compacted dung and urine of cattle sticking fast

J;

upon the ground]. (A.) And [hence,] a!

is." +[He has a firm footing in

science, or knorblcdge; or] he possesses excellence,

and large acquirements, in science, or knowledge.

(Mgh.) ,1.» Us ,5ng\ [in the Kur iii. 5

and iv. 16,0] mearis {Those who arefirmly rooted,

or established, in science, or knowledge : Bd,

L, Jel, TA:) or who have made afirm advance

therein: (L:) or who are far advanced therein:

(Khalid lbn-Jembehz) or those who study the

Book of God: (TA :) or those who have com

mitted [it] to memory, and who call to mind

[its doctrines and precepts] one ivith another.

(IAar.)

64")

a ’0; In) _ _

0U“): see Q15), in art. a)».

a“)

1. 1101'. =, as. n. [In tethered him

by the-fore legs,- i. e.] he tied the [or pastern]

of each of his (a camel's [or an ass’s]) fore legs

with a string, or cord, which is called (TA.)

2. (5, high, &c.,) inf. n. (IAar, K,)

said of rain, Msb, K, &c.,) It rained so that

the Tt‘llltH‘ reached to the '0; [or pastern, or

ankle], or so that it reached to the place of

the [pl. of (Msbz) or it moistened

the earth (IAar, K, TA) so that the hands of him.

n'ho dug for it reached to his [0r n'rists];

(lAar, TA ;) or so that the moisture reached to

the measure of the [or nvrist] cg; the digger:

(TA :) or it was so much that the ' ) [or_pastern,

or anhle,] disappeared in it; as also i ' )l, a

dial. var., on the authority of IAar. (TA.) =

also signifies The making [the means of

subsistence] ample, or abundant. You say,

@251! 6:!) IR made the means of subsistence

amople, or abundant. (TK.) [Or 81-)

Ml He made ample, or abundant, provisionfor

him, in the means of subsistence: see the pass.

part. n., below: and see also 8.] = $5.1),

(JK,) int“. n. as above, (K,) i. q. i “' [mean

ing I interlarded, or embellished, speech. or dis

course, with falsehood: accord. to the TK, con

nected it, and arranged it, or put it in order:

but see the pass. part. n., below]. (JK, K,* TA.)

9 s. but), (Ibn-’Abbad,K,) inf. n. and

8.2,, (Lth, Ibn-’Abbad, K,) In took hold of his

0

[meaning ankle] in wrestling with him, the

latter doing the like. (Lth, Ibn-’Abbzid, K.) One

says, iii 1:? [IIe strove with

him to throw him down : then he took hold of

his ankle &c.: then he rolled with him on the

ground, or in the dust]. (TA.)

4: see 2.

8. at; F)! He expended amply, or

abundantly, upon hisfamily, or household. (Ibu

Buzurj, K.) [See also 2.]

90)

to, and t ($, High, K,) ofa. air; [or beast
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of the equine kind], Msb,) [The pastern; i.e.]

the slender place [or part] between the solid hoof

and thejoint of the [or shank] of the fore

leg, and of the hind leg; Msb, or, [in

other words,] of solid-hoofed animals, the part

thatjoins the deli, of each of the fore legs, and

of the hind legs, to the hoof; and of camels, the

part that joins the [or shanks] to the

.stiii [or feet]: (TA =) and (Msb, and so in

some copies of the K, but in other copies of the

latter “or,” [which is more correct, as will be

seen from what follows,]) ofa human being, [the

wrist, and the ankle; i. e.] the joint between the

hand and thefore arm, and between the foot and

the shank: (Msb, K, TA :) and of any beast

(131;), the like thereof,- [the part between

the shank and hoof orfoot, in the fore leg and in

the hind leg, of any quadruped:] pl. [used

as a pl. of' malt. and of' pauc.] (Msb,K) and

[which is only a pl. of pauc.]. _ See

also : _and see

A laxncss in the legs ofa camel. (As, S,

I 1 J 9 O J

to): see 6.»).

2L3) A card, or rope, that is tied (JK, S, K)

firmly (S) to the 8-!) [or pastcrn] ofthe camoeIl,

(JK, S, or, accord. to the T, to each ' ),

[the dual form being there used, meaning to the

pattern Qfeach fore leg,] of the camel, (TA,) to

prevent himfl'om going away; ;) also called

viii}; of which the pl. is (JK:) or,

as some say, 2L1” is pl. of l meaning a cord,

or rope,_ with which a camel, and an ass, is

[tethered, or] shackled; or a string, or card, with

which the [or pastern] of each of the fore

legs ofa camel [or an ass] is tied. (TA.) _Also

an inf. n. of 3.

ii Ample, oor abundant, means of sub

, Q a a ,

sistence: and as“) ,olab illuch food or wheat.

(Aboo-Mz'ilik,

.1 v D . J rt ' _

8.5.9.0 sing. of [probably a mistranscnp

. , H . _

tion for meaning [Bracelets of tortozse

shell or horn or ivory, such as are termed] 31...»,

that are worn by women on their arms; one of

which is also called ' (TA.) _. See also

95': '1

Jim" ,5 He is amply, or

abundmtlg, provided for in respect of the means

of subsistence. (JK,* TA.) An

unsound opinion or counsel or advice. (J K, Ibn

umad, 1;.)

J")

1. aor. ’— and ; ,ipf'. and

($1 1“, 0: Bulb: and \Ji-r"), (LI: 0: 1“ng

He walked, or went along, in the manner of him

who is shackled: ($, M, O, K :) or he walked, or

went along, in shackles, gently, softly, or in a

leiiurely manner: (M :) or you say,

3.31:5 he walked, or went along, in his shackles:

(MA, Msb :) or he went along [therein] by

leaps; or gently. (MA.) also signifies

The making short steps. A'nd aor. 1 ,

He (a camel) went with short steps, raising and

putting down hisfeet quickly. (Aboo-Nasr, O.)

, 1 e at e o

4. Jg'gl dis», (AZ, s,) inf. n. Jug, (K,) I

drove along the camels, they being shackled. (AZ,

$, K.“ [In one of my copies of the $, instead of'

.5.

Eggs, I find I333, i.e. I being shackled.])

a. easy, int. n. Jtlsjt; (1;; so in ms. copies,

and so in the CK;) or i

i". 9
.

£4151, inf. n., 596.13}; (0, and in like manner

a no _

M1,], in measure like

in the TK;) i. q. [It became raised; or it

rose: &c.]. (O,I_{.)

1‘

i a '0

R. Q. 4. a“): see what next precedes.

[This art. is'wanting in the copies of the L and

TA to which I have had access]

J“)

1. 3.1;, aor. -', inf. n. and He (a

camel) was, or became, easy in pace. (M, _.

Also, aor. = , inf. n. 31., (AZ, AZ, Msb,K) and

33¢}, as above, (AZ, Az, K,) It (hair) became

lank, not crisp; (Mgh, K ;) and so ' Jag-ll:

or lank and pendent: (Main) or long,

and lanh or pendent. (AZ, Az, Msb.)

all“ means [The washing]

(if what hangs down, and descends, [of the beard,]

from the chin_[is not requisite, or necessary, or

incumbent]. (Mgh.) = [Golius says, as on the

authority of the KL, that signifies Nuncium

man.- but what I find in the KL is, that 3,3,,

as an inf. n., signifies the bringing a message

(gs); )uqt'): whence it seems that means he

brought a message]

2. 3,4'}, or reciting, (Msb,

i. q. TA,) i. e. (TA) Easy [or

leisurely] utterance; without haste: (Yz, Msb,

TA :) or, as some say, with consecution of the

parts, or portions: (TA:) and '33; therein

signifies the same: (Yz, Msbz) or 'JJ;

4531); signifies he proceeded in a leisurely manner

in his reading, or reciting, Mgh, Mgh,

and was grace, staid, sedate, or calm, (Mgh,)

and endeavoured to understand, without raising

his izoice much. (TA.) [t i‘s'said in a trad.,

dry; 5.3% i. e. [There was in his

(Mohammad’s) speech an easy, or a leisurely,

utterance]. (TA.) And in another trad. it is said,

ailéi (515 éIsSi 13; [expL in

artidsja]. (Mgh.) = §ee also 4, last sentence

but one. = inf. n. I gave

to drink [to my young camels, or my young

weaned camels,] J19, (K, TA,) i. e. milk. (TA.)

in reading,

3. 21st,, (s, MA,) inf. n. (s,) He 8671!

a message, and a letter, or an epistle, to him,

(MA, PS,) the latter doing the like: [he

interchanged messages, and letters, with him.] You

say, 1.3% [He interchanged messages,

or letters, with him, in relation to such a thing] :

and [Between them two are inter

chapges of messages, or of letters]. (TA.) And

éhLL-li [She interchanges messages,

or letters, with those who demand women in

marriage]. (M, 1;.) And .stfiist. [She

interchanges messages, or letters, with, him by

means of those who demand women in marriage].

(TA.)—[Hence,] o); 3? JLZJ Us list, [He

acted interchangeably, or alteh'nated, with him in

a competition in. shooting, or in, some other per

formance]. And 513:1! hub, and MI,
IIe relieved him, or aideddhim,’in singing, dad in

work, [by alternating with him, i. e.,] in the

former case, by taking up the strain when the

latter was unable to continue it [so as to accom

plish the cadence (see 6)], and in the latter case

by taking up the work when the latter person

was unable to continue it; or he so relieved, or

aided, him in singing with a high voice : or dial)

fog-2' he aided him, [or relieved him, by alter

nating with him,] or he followed him, or imitated

him, in his work: (IAar, Msb:) and dim

he emulated him, or imitated him, [by alternating

with him,] in the singing. (TA.) And

53,3” Ila aided him, or assisted him, [or relieved

hint, by alternating with him,] in the reading, or

reciting, of the Kur-an &c. (MA.)

4. signifies The act of sending. KL,

&c.) Thus is explained [i. e.

God’ssending hisprophets.] ('Th,’TA.) You say,

H?ng (S) {sent such a one with

a message. (P$.) And #9,; J“)! (MA,

Msb ') He sent to him a messdgti, or a letter,

(MA,) or a messenger. (Mgh.)—[The act of

sendingforth, or starting, a horse for a race: the

discharging a thing; as, for instance, an arrow

from a bow; and water, or the like, from a vessel

&c. in which it was confined: the launchingforth

a ship or boat; letting it go; letting it take its

course :] the act of setting loose or free; letting

loose ; loosing, unbinding, or liberating.

You say 2;." [Jagl Ile set loose orfree, &c., the

thing. (M.) And [54; ,stbi éiLji I let

go, or let loose, the bird from ing hand. (Mgh.)

And [hence,] 5);." J—ul [He uttered the

letters]. (Mgh in art. do,» And iii" day

[He uttered the song; he sang]. (TAL) And

2.16? [1.9a [fie chanted’t’he angi]. (high in art.

a». [See €)>\.]) And ail“! J“)! [fHe let

loose his tongue against him]. (A in art. ,3.) And

i563! J“)! +He made the speech, or language,

to be unrestricted. (Mgh.) [In like manner,]

signifies also 1- The making a thing, such as

property, and a legacy, absolute, or unrestricted.

(Mgh.) _ [The act of letting down, letting fall,

or making to hang down, the 'hair 81c. You say,

til-9!, and db), He let it

down, &c., or lowered it.] _ 1- The act of leaving,

leaving alone, or neglecting, (M, a thing.

(M.) [Hence,] one says, 0+; qul IHe left,

forsooh, or deserted, him; or he abstained from,

136 "
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or neglected, aiding him, or assisting him. (TA.)

_ Also The act of making to have dominion,

or authority, and power; making to have, or

exercise, absolute dominion or sovereignty or rule,

or absolute superiority of power or force; or

giving power, or superior power orforce. (M,

.. . .e ~ - 2

Hence, in the Kur [xix. 86], UL; thgfll

55 6111’, e 1

l)! A); wplfll, i. e. [We have made the devils

to have dominion, 8.20., over the unbelievers, in

citing them strongly to acts of disobedience; or] .

we have appointed, or prepared, the devilsfor the

unbelievers, because of their unbelief; like as is

said in the same [xliii. 35], ii [“ We

will appoint, or prepare, for him a devil” as an

associate]: this is the preferred explanation: [or

it may be well rendered we have sent the devils .

against the unbelievers :] some say that the mean

ing is, we have left the devils to do as they please

with the unbelievers, not withholding them, or pre

serving them, from acceptance from them. (Zj,

M.) = \,i..,i [from 53,] They had milk in their

cattle: ($:) or their milk became much; as also

7131:»), inf. n. (K:) or the latter signifies

their mill: ami drink became much. (TA.) _.

Also [from They became possessors of herds

orflocks. (0, K3)

5. J3; He acted, or behaved, gently, and

deliberately, or leisurely, (M, K, TA,) and with

grazvity, staidness, sedateness, 0r calmness. (TA.)

pita)! Us 33:31 is The acting, or behaving,

[gently, and] deliberately, or leisurely, and with

gravity, staidness, sedateness, or calmness, in

afairs. (TA.) See also 2, in three places. _

J 5,5

dug! in riding is The extending one’s legs upon

the beast so as to let, or make, his clothes hang

down loosely upon his legs: and in sitting, the

crossing one's legs, and letting, or making, his i

camels, that give thee what they have to giveclothes hang down loosely upon them and around

him. (TA.) :)sill J1; [He acted asa

(or messenger) between the people}. (Msb

and TA in art. sill.)

6. l’le; They sent, one to another, (MA,

lush, TA,) a message [or messages], (MA, Mgh,)

or a messenger [or messengers]. (Msb.)_Hence,

It.le uf 1,.Ls113 [They relieved, or aided, one

(1110th alternately in i. e. COm- to hair, ‘- q- ' ‘3“, .. ; (s, in the

1C1; which means Lank; not crisp:

' bined in singing, one beginning, and prolonging

his voice, but being unable to continue long enough

to accomplish the cadence, and therefore pausing,

and another then taking up the strain, and then

the first returning to the modulation, and so on

r: . . .. .

to the end. (Mgh.) gal»)! Jul); '9 means

[in like manner] There shall be no relieving, or

aiding, one another [alternately], i. e., no com

bining [of two or more persons, each performing

a part alternately], in the chanting of the call

to prayer. (Mgh.) [In other cases likewise]

31.531 signifies The doing the like ofthat which

one’s companion, or fellow, [or another,] dues, in

such a manner as that one follows another [alter

nately]. (Bar p. \

10. ,J-QZul It (a thing) was, or became, loose,

or slach; syn. 94.... (M, TA.) ._ Said of hair:

sec 1, in_two plades. [In like manner said of a

.the joints [thereof]. (TA.

tree, &c., It drooped ; or was pendent. Said of a

cheek, (to which its part. n. is applied as

an epithet in the voce It was, or be

came, lank.].._:j\;;;:‘\)l in the pace of a beast

is The going gently, deliberately, or leisurely.

(TA.) [And you say, it’ll" £492.41 The beast

went a gentle, deliberate, or leisurely, pace]

_Also, [in other cases,] The being still, and

steady. (TA.) _. Hence, (TA,) dwiul

IHe acted, or behaved, towards him withfreedom,

boldness, forwardness, or presumptuousness, and

s s- "8,

with familiarity; syn. hail, and wit-lit; '

K, TA ;) and was at ease, and confided iri him,

with respect to that which he told him : (TA :) or

he acted forwardly, or impudently, towards him :

he acted forwardly, impudently, freely, or fami

liarly, towards him, in the way qfeoguetry, or 7

feigned disdain. (MA.)_And 1,23» Jdpl
e 1 at;

‘ ,okib i.,.p [1L Fate made free with them, and

destroyed’them]. (TA in art. = Also He

said, Send thou to me the camels in droves i

[in the CK, erroneously, '§L.5l]); (K, TA ;)

'9qu being with fet-h to the hemheh; i. e. drove

after drove: for the camels, when they come to the

water, are numerous; and their tender brings

them to the watering-trough thus; not all to

gether, as in this case they would press together

upon the watering-trough and not satisfy their

, thirst. (TA.)

J; Easy,- applied to a pace. (M, K.)

Easy in pace; applied to a lie-camel: fem. with

5: ($, M, K :) or soft, or gentle, in pace; applied

to a he-camel and to a she-camel: (Msb:) and

'JL'J», also, applied to a she-camel, has the

former’of these signifieations; and its pl. :

(S, K r) or this pl. signifies light, or active; she

spontaneously; and is applied to one thereof:

a she-camel is termed ' as being likened to

the arrow thus called. (TA.) _Soft, and law,

ior flaccid: [app. applied to a he-camel ; for it is

added,} one says 1,513.33! £56, meaning A

she-camel loose, or slhch, [in the legs, and] soft in

[See also another

meaning assigned to this phrase in what follows.])

840)

(Mgh, Mgb : [and so accord. to an explanation of

Jdpl in the s and K :]) or lanh and pendent.

(Msb :) or long, and look or pendent. (AZ, Az,

Maia-Aha 3.15,, (M,) or ,npi iii}, [of
which see an explanation in wlmtfprecedesj (L,

TA,) and 'JLLk, applied to a she-camel, (M,

L, TA,) Having much hair, (M,) or much and .

-mean'mg is, emcept him who gives forth the due
long hair, (L, TA,) upon her shanks, or hind

legs (flit; d): (M, L, TA 1) but in the 1;,

and l [not JLQL] are explained as epithets

applied a woman, meaning having much and

long hair upon her shanks. (TA.)-Also sing.

of YJLIW (TA,) which signifies The legs of a

camel: (AZ,$,K, TA 1) so called because of

their length. (AZ, TA.)=See also 5.4;:

And see the paragraph here next following.

.1

J3) Gentleness; and a deliberate, or leisurely,

manner qfacting or behaving,- as also '33);

(M,K5) [and perhaps '31, and till}; for]

one says $.94 at; ($, Mgh,‘

Mgb,‘ CK‘ [but not in my MS. copy of the

nor in the copies used by SM]) and and

3.21:], (CK, [but likewise wanting in MS: copies

of[the K,]) i. 0. [D0 thou such and such things]

at thine ease; (Msb;) or act thou gently, de

liberately, or leisurely, (S, Mgh, K,*) in doing

‘ such and such things; like as one says,

$akhr-el-Ghei says, when despairing of his

companions’ overtaking him, his enemies sur

rounding him, and he feeling sure of slaughter,

(M,)

. we ~ “1"” .
kstgu’ of ti:- u' 9

~05 c J De )1 r.

" Ml 32-," ‘

m 0 cl :1 0 1 Y. 1.4:; *

s 3...? ’l 0W maria-pl

(Skr,M,‘) i. e. [If there were around me, of the

family of Kureym, men on foot,fair in the faces

(app. meant tropically), bearing a/rrows, they

would defend me] by violent means or by gentle

means: (Skr :) or withfighting or without fight

ing. [See also a phrase cited from a trad.

in what follows of this paragraph] One says

also, '31:, ill, Bil-:- They came company by

company. ’(M.)’_ And A soft, gentle, saying or

speech. (TA.) = Also Milk, ($, M, K,) of

whatever sort it be: (M, or, accord. to the

Towsheeljt, fresh milk. (TA.) One says, 35

jig." 3.3;”, meaning hiilh has become abundant

this year:- and the people of the d rt assert that,

when this is the case, dates are ew; and that,

when dates are abundant, milk is scarce. (TA.)

._ It is said in a trad. [respecting the giving of

the poor-rate], Lé-qj ulna! 04 3i],

($, TA,) which is explained in two. {different

ways: (TA :) [J says that] it is from J...” in the

sense first explained above; meaning sti-aitness

and plenty; i. e. Except him who gives when they

are fat and goodly, when it is difficult, or hard,

to their owner to give them forth, and when they

are lean, [or] in a middling condition : ($ :) and

A’Obeyd says the like; and that it is similar to

the saying, all) LI; meaning

Such a one such a thing holding it (the

saying) in light estimation: others say that it is

from J1!) signifying “ milk ;” which A’Obeyd

disallowsi IAth says that what is meant by 34.9.3

is straitness and drought or barrenness or dearth ;

and by Jul), plenty, and abundance of herbage or

the like; because J“), i. e. milk, is plentiful only

in the case of abundance of herbage; so that the

of God in the ease of straitness and in that of

_plenty. (TA.)=:le Q3129 of a horse are The

extremities of the oldie; [or two arms].

(M,K-l')

3.1., Camels .- (M, K =) thus expl. by A’Obeyd,

without any epithet: (M :) or a drove, 0r herd,

or a distinct collection or number, of camels, (S,

M,‘ Msb,K,) and of sheep or goats, ($,K,).
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accord. to 181-: from ten to twenty-five, (TA,) or

the of the watering-trough is at least ten,

and extending to twentyqfi've; and the word is

masc. and fem.; (M ;) and also +0f horses or

horsemen; ($;) applied to ta company of men

(Mgh, Msb) as being likened to a drove, or herd,

of camels: (Msbz) and also a distinct collection

or number of any things: (M,Kz) pl.

($, M, Mgh, Msb, K.) A rajiz says,

’05 r s so. II

Mg his use; Q

so that

[0 ye two drivers of them, water some before

others, by droves, and drive them not with the

driving of those who err from the right way]:

(S, TA:) i. e. bring near your camels some after

some, and do not let them crowd upon the water

ing-trough. (TA.) And onesays,§k;; Ji'gll

The camels came [in a drove, or] following one

another. (lAmb, TA.) And §LLSlQ2L,

i. e. t [The horses, or horsemen, came] in successive

distinct companies. ($, TA.) And ble

IThey (men) came in successive companies.

(Msb. [And the like is said in the Mgh and in

the TA.]) dz,“ J2]; occurring

in a trad. relating to a drought, is said by IKt to

mean [A collection ofshcep or goats] of which

i

i i

many were sent to the pasture, i. e. many in nnm- ‘

her, but having little milk : but the more probable

explanation of dd)" ),25 is that of El-’Odhree,

who says that it means much dispersed in search

of pasture: for the trad. relates that the camels 'i 6 it is allowable thus to apply it (Mgh,)

,. ., . . 1
had died, notwithstanding their ability to endure

drought: how then should the sheep or goats be

safe, and increase so as to become numerous?

(IAth, TA.) ._ Also Animals, or beasts, having

milk. (M, TA.)

.)J

J“) A young girl, that has not worn the

[mufilery or veil, called] jab. (K.):Also apl.

°fds~d- (s,M,&c-)

iii} A soft, or delicate condition of life: you

say, “shin They are in a soft,

or delicate, condition of life. (M.)—And

Heaviness, sluggishness, laziness, or indolence:

(M,K :) you say 4:5 A man in whom

is heaviness, kc. (M.);See also Jig, first

sentence.

3- a 0 a .

aha) : see J“), in two places.

Jug]: sci: (of which it is the pl.), near the

end of the paragraph: =a.nd see also

i.q. ELL): M,K:) see the latter, in

five places. _ Hence, as meaning Jr) ,3, i. e. :

’

3}ng ,3 [One who has a message; i. e. a messen

derli (TA;) is q- 'J-w)‘, M, K,) meaning

one sent with a message; ;) of the measure

9 1' I so,

. th ,J’s! in e sense of the measure J’sia [or rather . See 4. The saying in the gar [mm 39], )9,

3-3;]: (Mgh:) [and often meaning an apostle

of God; and with the article Qt especially applied

to Mohammad :] accord. to IAmb, its meaning

in the proper language of the Arabs is one who

carries on by consecutive progressions the relation

of the tidings of him who has sent him; taken

from the phrase J4?! 9:1,, meaning “ The

camels came following one another:" and the

air J it .wsl

saying ofthe Muédhdhin, l...“ 0! 4,51

‘ means I know [or acknowledge] and declare that

Mohammad is the relater by consecutive pro

gressions of the tidings from God: (TA:) [or,

as commonly understood, I testify that Moham

mad is the apostle of God :] a is also called

'thsa, as being likened to the arrow thus

termed': (TA =) the pl. of 3,1; is JL,’ (5,11,

Msb,1_() and Jlj (s, Mgh) and 5%}, (M, K,)

which last is from IAar, (M,) or Fr, ($gh,) and

0);!

J“), (M, K,) which [is a pl. of pauc., and]

occurs in the saying of the Hudhalee,

r ’4 01¢ b; e e 0'

5‘3” 4-“5 at” u’. 0‘59

His’ji set opts?

[Had there been in my heart as much as a nail

paring of lovefor another than thee, my messen

gers (or, accord. to the TA, app., my messages)

had come to her]: respecting which I J says that
9

it *

’Ifi I

.he has given to this form ofpl., which is

[regularly] proper to feminines [of this class of

words, consisting of four letters whereof the third

'2

.is a letter of prolongation], such as (LU! and

and ;Lis, because women are meant there

by, as they, generally, are the persons reqllircd

to serve in cases of this kind: (M :) [for]

is applied without variation to a male and a

female, and to one [and to two] and to a

number; ($, M, Mgh, K;) sometimes: (M 1)

hence, K,) in the Kur [xxvin 15], (S,)

[Ex-Jig! [Verin we are the apostles q];

the 'Lord'ofthe beings ofthe whole world]: (s,

MP says, in ch. xx.‘[verse 49], we find

[Verily we are the two apostles of

my Lord];'t-he dual form being here used: and

Z says, in the Ksh, that in this instance it means

the messengers, and therefore the dual form is

necessarily used; but in ch. xxvi. it means the

message, and therefore it is allowable to use it

alike, when applying it as an epithet, as sing.

and dual and pl-: Aboo-Is-hal; the Grammarian

says that meaning here is, it'ng ,

i. e. ;ZlL-Q 3,3 [Verily we are. those that have the

message &e.]: (TA [but] a)...” [as meaning a

messenger] is like and [&c.] in its

being used alike as “1&0. and ferns. and sing. [and

dual] and pl.: ($gh,TA:) Aboo-Dhu-eyb uses

it in the sense of in his saying,

1; J’II 4, at

* w" m w: on ‘
M 011,02

1: lwlfiwl q

'[Be thou my messenger to her: and the best of

messengers is the most knowing of them in respect

of the bounds, or limits, of the tidings]. (M.)

'9,/

a; '52»: r 1

up}: C: E; [lit. And the

people of Noah, when they charged with lying

the apostles, we drowned them], Zj says, may

mean that they charged with lying~Noall alone;

for he who charges with lying a prophet charges

therewith all the prophets, since they believe in

God and in all his apostles; or the general term

may be here _used as meaning one; like as when

you sayuhljlll meaning “ Thou

art of those who, expend the kind of things

termediebg.” (M.) ._ One says also,

QELM t[Arrows are the messengers of death,

or of the decrees of death]. (TA.)—See also

the next paragraph.

Jed; Easy: occurring in the saying of Ju

beyha El-Asadee,

l

vb! I; '3 I r J 0:;

see-n unwise:

" 543” T

[And I undertook, or managed, with ease, that

‘ which he came seeking to obtain; bright in coun

tenance to him : I was notfrowning]. (TA.) =

Also A stallion-camel (Kf TA) of the Arabian

race, that is sent among the [or she-camels

that have passed seven or eight months since the

period of their bringing forth] in order that he

may leap them: one says, lib

This is the stallion of the camels of the sons of

such a one : and Q31; [The sons

of such a one sent the stallion qfitheir camels] : as

though it were of the measure in the sense

of' the measure Jail, from (TA.)_._ And

accord. to some, A horse that is started with

another in a race. (Hai- p. 544.) _[Indtlis

GK and in a MS. copy of the K, voce 3.0:, it

occurs as though meaning The scout, or emissary,

or perhaps the advanced guard, of an army : but

in other copies of the K, in this instance, accord.

to the TA, and in the L, the word is 0,53] _.

I. q. l [as meaning one who interchanges

‘mcssages br letters with another: see 3]. (S,

_The person who stands with thee .35in

[in the K (in which this explanation is erroneously

assigned to l éélpln in a competition

in shooting and the like : EM :) [i. e.]

3'
-

J'v

signifies he who stands with the man, (0.. Jim],

Bar p. 544,) or he who acts interchangeably, or

I) I)

alternates, with the man, (AL-Ag, in a com

petition in shooting, or in some other performance.

I e)

and And, as also 'Jdl)», One who

relieves, or aids, another, in singing and in work,

[by alternating with him, i. e.,] in the former

case, by taking up the strain when the other is

unable to continue it [so as to accomplish the

cadence (see 6)], and in the latter case by taking

up the work when the other is unable to continue

it; or one who so relieves, or aids, another in

singing with a high voice; q. Jig: or one who

aids another, [or relieves him, by alternating

with him',] or who follows him, or imitates him,

in his work. (IAar, Msb.) One says,

1"}; 511'." [He is the person who relieves

lhim, or aids him, by alternating with him, in

Isinging and the like thereof]. (TA.)-See also

15C”, in two places.= Also lVide‘, or ample.

(K.) _. A thing little in quantity, or incomplete:

IMl #:5le in the copies of the K should be.
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Jig-5;“ £252.", as in the Moheet. (TA.) ._ And

Street water.

mu, : see the next paragraph.

r!

5;, (s, M, Msb, 1;) and tilt; (11,15) and

1,3,1; (s, M, Msb,K) and tjfj (Th, M,K)

signify the same, (S, M, high, K,) A message;

and a letter; (MA in explanation of the first,

and KL in explanation of the first and third;)

[a communication sent from one person or partg

to another, oral or n'ritten,'] substs. from

43]: (M, 19*) the pl. of the first is 35M};

(Msb;) and is pl. ot'V in the sense of

Ellie), and of the fem. gender. (TA. [See the
a Q I;

former of the two verses cited voce Yon

., e., Jflabi 0e 'eoE

say, Eula) 03b “.91: (S2) and J“)!

(MA :) see 4. A poet says, namely

I El-Ash’ar El-Joafec, (TA,)

e 1e 0. '5 o a i _,

* Wyn,“ Qtthgl’jl s

“i‘ .1 ° .' .2! , .5

* u?“ , u 0‘ ui‘i

[lVow delirer than to Alma-’Amr a message,

saying that I am in no need ofgour judging]:

(S r) or)”; [the sons qf’Amr]: he means,

it

0) a) 0

Ass:

Kutlieiyir,

(TA.) And hence the saying of

01/0 10”!)/ 1,, a"

*- Amwuk-Jgtytmkafl *

* v .v' 01.1: '05 ,1 .- *

[Assuredlg the slanderors have lied: I rercaled

not in their presence a secret, nor did I send

them with a message]: TA:) or, as some

relate the second hemistieh, (TA,)

news *
[i. e. I revealed not the case of Legla, nor did I

send them with a message]: thus cited by Th.

(31', TA.) _. 5L3) also signifies [A tract, or

small treatise or discourse;] a [i. e. book,

or writing, relating to science, or on any subject,]

comprising afew questions, inquiries, or problems,

of one kind: pl. (TA.) ..... And Apostle

ship; ,the apostolic office or function (MA.) _.

iii.) it [in a copy of the Kalil.” :ol] The

[or,;‘emale Qf the vultur permiopthrus, in the CK

: (M, K, TA :) a surname thereof. (TA.)

u.ng A certain small beast or reptile or

insect,- expl. by the word (M,K,TAz)

in [some of] the copies of the K, erroneously,

{ii-Qt. (TA.)

dim. of as...) [i. e. 3%,] pl. of

3:1) [or rather of its syn. £1.09]: hence the saying,

(TA,) 99.2.3; L,1; seat L,iii, i. e. He has the

saging, or speech, in light, or little, or mean,

estimation,- or in contempt. (M, K, TA.)

ding" The two shoulder-blades : or two veins

therein : (M, :) he who says that they are two

veins in the two hands, (K,) pointing to what is

found in the copies of the M] of IF, [in which

Us is put in the place. of '65,]

(TA,) is in error: or the [q. v., a.

word variously explained]: (M,TA:) in the

copies of the K, 0131;1le is erroneously put for

Quip,» (TA.) ' '

3.15.2: see second sentence. _ Applied

to a tradition it means + Ofwhich the

ascription is not traced up so as to reach. to its

author: (Msb:) [i.e.] sash-lip! éqflL-p‘jl means

the traditions which one relates as on the authority

ofa (K, TA,) by tracing up the ascription

therle uninterrupted/g to him, (TA,) when the

gym-U sags, “The Apostle of God (Flag God

bless and save him) said,” without mentioning a

TA) who heard it from the Apostle

of God: (TA: [and the like is said in the Mgh:])

is the [pl. or] quasi-pl.n. of thus

used, [or rather used as a subst., or as an epithet

in which the quality of a subst. is predominant,]

like as is ofji‘x. (Mgh.).._..In lexicologj',

it means, like 2.952;, +That ofwhich the series

of transmitters is interrupted: as a. word &c.

handed down by IDrd as on the authority of AZ

[with whom he was not contemporary, without

his mentioning the intermediate transmitters]: and

such is not admitted [as unquestionable]; because

exactness is a condition of' the admission of what

is transmitted, and the exactness of him who is

not mentioned is not known. (Mz 4th _

31;; see art. j”. __ [See also the next

paragraph]

A 33315 [or necklace], (M,) or a long

3,513, (lDrd, O,'K,) that falls upon the bosom:

_ (lDrd, M, O,K:) or a 5,35 upon which are

heads (Yz,O,K.)_-As used in the Km

[lxxvih 1], (M,) wept means The winds

(S, M, K, TA) that are sent forth, [by 6;,

which follows it, being meant consecutiv<~ly,] like

[the several portions of] the mane of the horse:

(TA :) or the angels [so sent forth]: (Th, S, M,

K,TA:) or the horses (M, K, TA) that are

started, [one following another,] in the race

course. (TA.)

One who sends the morsel [that he eats]

into hisifauces: or who throws forth the branch

from his hand, (0, K,) when. he goes in a place

qftrees, (0,) in order that he may hurt his com

panion. (0, short arrow: (S,O:) or

a small arrow. (K.)._See also 3:], in three

places. _. And see

Jud}; : see = See also in two

places. __ Also A woman who interchanges mes

sages, or letters, with the men who demand women

in marriage : or whose husband has become sepa

ratedfrom. her (M, K, TA) in any manner, (M,

TA,) by his having died or his having divorced

her : (TA :) or who has become advanced in age,

(M, K, TA,) but has in her some remains of

youth : (M, TA :) or whose husband has died, or

who has perceived that he desires to divorce her,

and who therefore adorns herselffor another man,

and interchanges messages, or letters, with him

(S, K,‘ TA) by means of the men who demand

women in marriage, (TA,) and who has in her

some remains (K, TA) of youth; but this addi

tion is more properly mentioned in a former ex

planation. (TA.) The subst. [app. meaning The

state, or condition, of a woman such as is thus

termed] is v 3c, (M, TA.)

9 6:0) .Dr .010 G 0:0! '

5,-ng see die)...» 1.q.

mand Jig; [i.e. Seehing, or courting,

death or slaughter; resigning, or subjecting, him

self to death, and not caring for death]. (A and

TA in art.

x“)

1. 31311;}, (M,) orjlélll, (K,) [aor. 1, accord.

to a rule of the K,] int‘. n. 1,3,, (M,) n (the rain)

rased the house or dwelling, or the houses or

direllings, leaving a relic, or relics, thereof cleav

ing to the ground. (M, In the saying of

El-Hotei-ah,

* .3 J, o a: v a, a E *

big-led) )fl) 4-0)

1 r 13 v, e ' new

* deb; oar-J“ l El» 94' ‘ .'- *

[Is it in consequence qf agtnmn-rain’s and spring

rain’s rasing of a dwelling so as to leave only a

relic thereof cleaving to the ground, that there is

to thine eyes a distilling of the water of the tear

channels?], andM are in the nom. case

because of the int. n., i.e.”). (M, TA. [But in

the latter, and in a copy of the former,

9 10 f '

c4)» and

wrong.]) ._ of'ten signifies Ile mar/red, or

stamped: and he drew, traced, traced out, shetchcd,

shetched out, or planned: and he delineated, or

’ T I I

M, both of which are evulently

described] You say, ,islsidgll IIe stamped, or

sealed, the corn ,- (TA in art. ,5) :)oas.also

(S, K, TA, all in that art. [See flo;).]) And

la,“ a], aor. and int". n. as above, I marked

out the building. (Mgh.) And ,3; go;

this; [He shetched out a book and did nol fill it

up]. (Mz lst And I w-ilote

the book, or letter, or writing. (Mgh.) And 1,4)

li'é uh; He wrote upon such a thing,- ;)

and}; is a dial. var. thereof. (TA.)__ [Hence,]

13's» 13;}, (s, K. TA,) or like. (Mgh.) Itile

prescribed to him the doing of such a thing;] he

commanded, ordered, bade, or enjoined, him to do

such a thing. (Sf Msb,’ K,TA.) [And

Liéa also means ’r ][e assigned, or appointed, him

such a thing, as a stipend, Sac. : often used in this

sense.] said of a she-camel, (S, M, K,)

aor. -’ , M, [and so accord. to a rule of the K,])

or; , not-’, (TA,) inf. n. he}, (s, M,K,) She

made marhs upon the ground (S, M, by the

vehemence ofher tread. (S, M.) ._ Andi; said

of a camel, aor. 1 , inf. n. L’s], (S, K,) with

whichillu is syn., (K,) He went a certain pace,

(S, K,) eaiceeding that which is termed Jessi

[infi n. of {lg}, q. v.]: one should not say otra

~ l . .
camel final, for this latter verb IS trans.
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Also 0,53 M), inf'. n.,...» IIe treat, or went

away, quickly towards him, or it. (TA.)—And

35 m 4 ' Q 0'

Ubjfll k#51,“), (K,) inf'. n.1,“), (TA,) IIe dis

appeared in the land, or country: :) and

[hence], used metonymicnlly, the died; like

211- (Ts)

9 01 ’51

2. M,))" [ian n. offlfl The act of marking, or

stamping, [and of' drawing, tracing, tracing out,

sketching, sketching out, or planning, several things,

or of doing so much, or] well : and writing [m-uch,

or] me” : and making a garment, or piece of cloth,

striped. (KL) '

'1.le Ile caused a she-camel to make marks

upon the ground (M, K) by the cehemence of her

tread. (M.) _. And He made a camel to go the

pace termed (s. [The meaning is there

indicated, but not expressed.]) ending a

verse of Homeyd Ibn-'l'howr [which is variously

related] refers to two boys, or young men, men

. 1'05:

tioned therein, and means loops [And

they made their two camels to go the pace termed

M3]. (Ana, TA.)

5. ,3), (K, but omitted in some copies,) or

;;H,:)S, (M,) He looked at the”; [or mark,

trace, relic, &C.]. (M,_K.) And 3.;.,:.; .He

considered, or examined, the Jeri»; [or marks,

traces, relics, &c.,] of the house, or dwelling;

($, TA ;*) or did so repeatedly. in order to obtain

a clear knowledge thereof. (TA.) _ And in like

manner In): signifies IIe looked, and considered,

or examined, or did so repeatedly, in order to

know where he should dig, or build. TA.)

5 J ee '5',

Hence, gab)! .UW! w; IThe hedge-hogs

looked, or considered, or examined, repeatedly, to

know mhgre they should make their holes. (TA.)

And {’51}; 1-He looked, or looked long, at

the thing,- or considered, or examined, it, or did

so repeatedly, in order to obtain a clear know

ledge ofit. (TA.) And iwléy" IHe con

sidered, or studied, the ode, and retained it in his

memory, or sought, or endeavoured, to remember

if. (K,* TA.) And lié i I remember,

or I seek, or endeavour, to remember, such. a

thing, but am not sure, or certain, int. (TA.)

9 r O

8. Jam)! [in 1ts primary sense, as quasi-pass.

M;), inf. n. M;), is app. post-classical, but,

as such,] is used by the logicinns as meaning The

being stamped and depicted [in the mind]: (“ Dict.

of the Technical Terms used in the sciences of

the Musalmans:”] an image’s being firced in, or

upon, a thing. [It is used, in this sense,

of an image formed by the fancy, and of any ideal

image] = [Also {The obeying a. prescript or

command See] You say,

or (Mgh,) (Mo. K,) or

1[I prescribed to him the doing ofsuch a

thing,- or] I commanded, ordered, bade, or en

joined, him to do such a- thing, (K, TA,) and he

obeyed Mgh, TA) it [i. e. the prescript &c.].

a e 4/ J .05 I;

(S, Msb.) And ’3)! U! {[I obey thy

prescripts &c.;] I do not transgress thy

(TA.)-_And hence, (TA,) ’43)! signifies also

journeying a day and a night:

{JIe saicljébbl [God is great, or most great] :

(S, M, K, TA :) dnd he sought protection or pre

servation [by God] : (M, K, TA :) and he prayed

or supplicated or petitioned [God]: ($, K:) as

though [meaning] he took the course prescribed

by God, of having recourse to Him for protec'ion

or preservation. (TA.) El-Acshit says, [speaking

of wine,]

a 140‘, nu, I!

were is. U» as; * a a...“ *

(S, M, TA,) or (so in some copies of the

$ in this art. and in art. ,La, and in the Mgh,

also, in the latter art. ,) i. e. [And he exposed it to

the wind, in its jar, and he prayed over its jar,]

and petitioned for it (TA in this art. and in art.

3&0) that it might not become sour, nor spoil:

(TA in the latter art. :) AHn says that ’5)!

means he stamped its vessel with the ; but

this saying is not valid: (M, TA :) [angd Mtr,

also, says that] ’3), here, is from LBJ-ll, and

means he stamped it. (Mgh in art.

12:4; inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (Msb, &c.) __ [Hence

$.21," The writing of the book of the

[fur-(in; for which particular rules are prescribed.
99'

_ Hence also)...” is sometimes used by logicians

as meaning A definitiongeither perfect or

imperfect like its-J _ Also A mark,

an impression;a sign, a trace, a vestige, or a relic

or remain; syn. Msb, and is a

dial. var. thereof, accord. to Aboo-Turéb; as is

also '12:, both syn. with (TA in art. ’29,)

and so i513}. (K in that art. :) or a relic, or

remain, of what is termed [as meaning a mark,

an impression, a sign, a trace, or a vestige]: or

such, of what are termed [as meaning relics

or remains], as has not substance and height: (M,

or such as is cleaving to the ground: (M :)

,i', means remains of a house orodnrelling,

cleaving to the ground: TA:) 0rd,») signi

fies a remain, or remains, ofa ruined dwelling or

place of alighting and abiding: (Hal- p. 607:)
irbr

and 'Ivl,) ls syn. with M,K [accord

to the correct copies of this last:]) the pl. [of

pauc.] ofx)’ is and [the pl. of mult. is]

Ieli- (M, Ms» K-) - [I- q-A-t» = swift-3

) J)

And hence, as being prescribed,] will ,9...)

means 1“ The ways that are followed in 'rbspect of

the doctrines and practices of religion. (TA.) _.

And A well which one fills up (M, in the

ground: :) pl. (M, K.)_ [In some

copies of the K, two meanings that belong to

0'0, c I I

I...” are, by the omisswn of a ;, assigned to

flee, ‘,0,

are): Remy-l '

044

I»): see the next preceding paragraph.= Also

Goodness or ele once 0 ait ace, or manner
) 9 t g 7 p

Ofaoina- (Is)

That makes marks upon the ground by the

cehemence of her tread: applied to a she-camel.

($, TA.) [See an ex. in a verse cited in the first

paragraph of art. MJ _Also That continues

($21.50 applied.

to a he-camel. (TK.) -

it...) A certain pace of camels, (S, K,) exceed

ing that which is termed [q. v.]; ($;) [see

of' which it is an inf. n:;] and signi

fies the same. (K.) '

a J,

)Lu) One who engraves [or drum: inscriptions

or other designs] upon tablets or the like. (TA.)

I ' Q 1 P4

x'fl), or I'f'l) 2L“, (TKO Running

n'ater. K.)_And ting A she-camel that

goes thepace termedM3: pl. (Harp. 495.)

9 ' 04 Q 0 a

1...”: see Au). _ Also A sign, a token, a

mark, or an indication, (M, K,) of beauty or of

ugliness; as in the saying, [Verily

upon him is a sign, &c]: so says Klnilid Ibn

Jelieleh: (11:) pl. M1,, and $.15, (TA.).

And as pl. of;;;, (TA,)/Lylg, signifies Certain.

books, or writings, that were in the Time of

Ignorance. (S, _Also the sing., A stamp,

or seal,- i. e. an instrument with which one stamps,

or seals; undid; is a. dial. var..thereof': (M:)

or, as some say, particularly, (M,) one with which

the head [or mouth] of a [large jar such as is

called] is stamped, or sealed,- (M, as

also d913, (K,) and 1,51,. (TA.) _And .4

piece of wood, (S, M, Mgh, or a small tablet,

(A,) upon which is some inscriptionv (S, M, A, K)

engraved, or hollowed out, (A, K,) with which.

wheat, ($, M, K,) or corn, or grain, (Mgh,) [in

its repository,] is stamped, or Sr-flllltl, M, Mgh,

K,) or with which collections of wheat or corn

are stamped, or sealed: (AA, TA :) as also/25;; :

pl. (Mgh.) [In some copies of the K, by

the omission of a ,, this meaning and the next

are assigned to _ And (as some say, A

certain thing with. which deemirs are polished.

(S, K.) A poet says, ($,) namely, Kutheiyir,

(TA,)

’01 6' b b e 1 e,

* we 9’»? w: 1e» *

[Deendrs, of IIcraclius, that were polished with

M,)]. TA.)= It occurs in poetry as mean

ing Theface ofa horse, in the phrase/9:45;;

[A star, or blaze, in the face of a 1.0m]. (M.)

=Also A calamity; or misfortune,- ;) like
9 ’9'

W}). (T.A.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.

[Accord. to rule’,’ {its pl. is 8133, mentioned

above as a pl. offly).]

1:“; [act. part. n. of 4, q.v.]. In the saying

of the Hudhnlee,

’ e 0' d r I DJGQI _

* leggegfll {49 J; can-5n“: “

in a, o e 5” er _

* 9'»: 0-3: 61‘“: i“ *

[And those urging them to make mm ks upon the

ground by the echemence of their tread in their

way to Libd-El-Zizeez, together and separately,

and two by two and one by one], he means

Lhépl, inserting the .9 rcdundantly between

the verb [or part. n. , which is often termed a verb,]

and its objective complement. (M.)

4!” o ,

Aux: 58619:?)
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A“) _ )“9

Oil"

,4)» A garment, or piece of cloth, striped,

(S, M, or marked with faint lines. (TA.)

' JO;

J‘s-9‘ [Wis-9° I a

stamped, or sealed: pl. Ml)». (TA.) And

I 204 5

)y)» Jilin-l: theat stamped, or sealed. (TA.

0 Joe 5

glib] A book, or writing,

[See;;;3.]) __ See also the following paragraph.

ILA}; film-ks, stamps, impressions, signs, or

characters. (KL) _ [And 1‘ Prescripts, com

mands, orders, biddings, or injunctions: and

’rassignments, or appointments: in both of these

senses app. a contraction Cilia-“6;, pl. .Ollvj’u”;

thus used in the present day; like ’0’“), pl. of

'0'

VI...)] See 8.

0'“)

1- QM (a) or 513111, (M, Ma, K.*)

and i561, (M, 19*) aor. land ,, (M, Msb, K,)

inf. n. 5.3}; (M, Msb ;) and You,“ (s, M,

Msb, ;) He tied the horse [or the beast and the

she-camel] with the [q.v.]: or he bound

upon the [horse or] beast [or she-camel] its

(Msb:) or he made for, or put to, the [horse

or] beast or she-camel a (M,* [in the

former it is merely indicated that the two verbs

signify the same :]) or the former verb [in the

CK the latter verb] has the first signification;

(M, K, TA ;) and the latter verb has the

last signification; (M, TA ;) thus resembling

j}; and 33. (TA.)—And 5.33:: 5.1.}, and

'W), He left the beast to itself, to pasture as

it pleased. (TA.)

4: see above, in two places: Alsop! Owl

The colt was, or became, submissive, manageable,

or tractable, and gave its head. (TA.)

.rr

0...) A rope, or cord: (S, M, Mgh, K 2) or [a

halter,- i. e.] a rope, or cord, with which a camel

[or a horse (see 1)] is led: (TA :) and such of

the [reins, or leading-ropes, termed] [pl. of

as is upon the nose; (M ;) [in other words,]

such aILQ; as is upon a nose: (K;) pl.

(s, M, Ma. K) and 3-33". (M. Mgh, K,) [both

properly pls._ of pauc.,] and sometimes they said

.J)

0...”; (Msb;) or, accord. to Sb, it has no other

a '0;

pl. than 0L4); (M, Msb;) [but perhaps he

meant of pauc., for SM says,] Sb disallowed

(TA.) A poet says, (S,) namely, Ibn

thkbil, (TA,)

ii )lif 1nd”: 'x'

o as? 1 J ~ I E

* we are we as *

[W’ide-moulhed, short in the cheek-straps of the

bridle (or headstall): smooth and long in the

cheek, long in the appertenance of the halter cor

responding to the check-straps of the bridle or

headstall; because this appertenance is longer

than are the cheek-straps of the bridle or head

stall]. (s, TA.) is.» QjS. again ,3 [As

the passing along if the robbers 'with the halters

of the horses] is a prov., applied to an affair, or

event, that is quick and uninterrupted. (TA.)

And one says, 4,»); via [He threw

his leading-rope upon his withers], meaning +he

left his way free, or open, to him,- so that God

did not withhold him from that which he desired

to do. (TA.)—[Hence,] [5le 5.1.} [The leash

of the hawk]. (A in art. ',,,.)=[The pl.]

also signifies Rugged and hard tracts of

ground. (K,* TA.)

Arelej'tain plant, resembling the plapt

called [i. e. ginger]; (M ;) i. q. v.5;

[both of which names are applied to the inula

helenium, common inula,’or elecampane; also

called in the present day ;] a Pers.

word [arabicized].

(s, M. 1.93m (M, K,) or the

latter should be 0.9.0, [but I think this doubt

ful,] thus written in [some of the copies of the

S, and _in both ways in the L, (TA,) The part,

of the nose of the horse, which is the place of the

(S:) or the nose of a solid-hoofed animal:

this is the primary signification: (M :) then, by a

secondary application, (S, M,) the nose (S, M, K)

in an absolute sense, (M, K,) or, of a human

being: (S:) pl. (TA) [which, as stated

by Freytag, is used in a sing. sense, in the

Deewén of' Jereer, as meaning the nose]. ($4;

wpl, a phrase used by the poet El-Jaadee,

means TEasy to be led, tractable, or compliant.

(TA.) And you say, uh;

+[I did that against his wish; in spite of him;

or notwithstanding his dislike, or disapproval, or

hatred,- like as you say,

A horse [or theulike] tied with the

0...»): (S 2) [or having a Q...” bound upon him or

attached to him, or made for him: see 1.] You

I!!! r ’0' J a E .say, 4.2...) g,le Qoél I made the haltered

beast to drag his holler. (TA.)

I t .I

(Leap! [The myrtle_tree;] i. q. bill 0b.”:

of the'dial. of Egypt. (TA.) [Also‘mentioned in

art. 9.9.0: for some hold the) to be augmenta

tive; and some, the 9.]

)“D

1' LL)” BI; 1H§b’ aor' ,l'ii :Mlib’)

inf. n. 1;; (M, Msb,1_() and ;3, (K,) It (a

thing, S, M, Msb) was, or became, stationary, at

rest, fixed, fast, firm, steady, steadfast, or stable;

(S, M, Msb,l_(;) as also l 6.91, (M, K,) inf. n.

; and vuius. (TA.) ,..,n and t”)! [i.e.

3.151! and J":.;ll] are nearly the same [in mean

ing]. (Ham p. 51.) You say, Li»; rThe

mountain was firmly based, or firm in iits base,

upon the ground. (TA.) And}???i L; IAs

long as Thebeer [the mountain sci called] remains

[firm] in its place. (TA.) [Its being said that

this is tropical is app. meant to indicate that the

verbs above are properly used only in relation to

a ship, in senses explained in what follows; which,

however, I doubt.] You say also,

meaning His foot stood firm in war.- (M :) or

b: -n£ I!l ‘2...) Their feet stood firm in

\fpl (glide?!

war. (s, Msb!) And :4}, (s, M, K,)

nor. ,1;, inf. n. and [and ugh, as

shown below, see 4], The ship [anchored ,- cast

anchor,- lay at anchor; or] rested, or became

stationary, upon the anchor : (T, S, K:) in [some

of] the copies of the K [and of the S], )L'JI

is erroneously put for u-Ls [or44.21)! uh]:

(TA :) or the meaning is, [in some instances,

the ship grounded; i. e.] the lower, or lowest, part

of the ship reached the bottom of the water, and

she consequently remained stationary. (T, MI,

TA.)_o,°.i., 3;." L}; (s, M, K,) IThe ml

lion [-camel] leaped, or leaped upon, his 51,2. [or

she-camels that had passed seven or eight months

since the period of their bringing forth]: (S,

TA:) or brayed to his d9, and they became

motionless, or still: (M :) or brayed to his

when they had dispersed themselves from him,

and they turned aside to him, and became motion

less, or am. (1;, TA.) _,.;in a”, (s,

M,‘ qu,) inf. n. ;3, ($1M) I efl'ected an

agreement, a harmony, a reconciliation, an

accommodation, or an adjustment, between the

people, or party. (S, M,* Mob.) = a;

:44; (S,* M, K“) He mentioned to him a

part, or portion, of a tradition, or story. (S,

M,‘ [See also below.]) And

an, (s, M, K,) inf. n. ;3, (M,) He related a

tradition, or story, as received from him, (S, M,

K,) ascribing a to him. (M, 1;.) And LL,
at}; ideal-M He related the tradition, or

story, to himself. (TA.) _jsggll L23, inf. n.

;3, (TA,) He intended, or parposed,fasting. (K.)

J 9'4

3. Suh,, (T, 15,) inf. n. 3031., (TA,) i.q. LL,

(T, i. e. He swam with him. (TKJ

’ 4. 5.91, inf. n. see 1, in two places. =

0L4) He made it (a thing, M, Msb) to become

stationary, at rest, fixed, fast, firm, steady, stead

fast, or stable. (M, high, 1;.) And v.91,

[infi n. as above and also (as is showri by what

follows) He anchored the ship;] he made

the ship to rest, or become stationary, upon the

anchor: (TA :) or the meaning is, [in some in

stances, he grounded the ship; i. e.] he made the

lower, or lowest, part of the ship to reach the

bottom. of the water, so that she remained sta

tionary. (M, TA.) You say also of a ship,

[She is made fast by means of the

anchor]: (M:) and of the anchor, w:" 1 as;

It makes fast the ship, so that it does not go on.

(T, TA.) For the words of the Kur [xi. 43],

$5333 ii 1.1., (s, Mr 19“) meaning

[i. e. In the name of God be the

making it to run and the making it to rest],

(Aboo-Is-hék, TA,) from and 3;}, (so

in one copy of the or [its being made tp ran

and its being made to rest,] from and

firb2

£1,791, (so in another copy of the some say

meaning its running and

its resting, (Aboo-Is-hék, TA,) from {939. and

cu}, (S, K,) [though] Az says that the readers

agree in pronouncing the ,o of lab)» with damm,

but difi'er as to the ,0 of W’s-M, the Koofees pro
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nouncing this with fet-h, (TA,) or the latter read

ing may have the same meaning as the former,

(Aboo-Is-hak, TA,) or the former reading may

mean in the time, or the place, of making it to

run, and that of making it to rest, and the latter

reading may mean in the time, or the place, of its

running, and that of its resting, for in each case

each noun may be a n. of time or a n. of place or

an inf. n.; (Bd, q. v. ;) and some read

7%;3, as epithets applied to God, (M,’K,)

who ptaheth it to run and who maketh it to rest.

(TA.) Accord. to Z], (M,) .3207

GL3}; 513, in the 1;.“- [vii. 186 and mix. 42],

means [They will ask thee respecting the 3.:L»,]

when will be its taking place? [or when will be the

time of its being made to take place ?] ; (M, ;“)

by the Eel.» being meant the time in which all

created beings shall die. (M.)

5: see 1, first sentence.

1 B!

y) A part, or portion, of a tradition, or story:

(Lth, T, :) [see an ex. near the ends of the first

paragraph :] accord. to IAar, i. q. U»; [app. as

meaning thefirst part or portion]. (T.)

.194

3,.” A [bracelet, or one of a particular kind,

called] (IAar, T, M,K;) so accord. to

Kr: (M, TA: but in a copy of the M written

_ 2:2,; z) a certain thing of strung beads,

TA ;) like the

word [from the Pers. 22::2511 (TA:) a bracelet

queads: (ISk, TA =) or'a bracelet of J53 [i. e.

turtle-shell, or tortoise-shell]: pl. 5.4;}: it has

no broken pl. (’M, TA. [Golius and Freytag say

that its pl. is we; but on whatauthority, I know

not: the former mentions no authority beside the

S and K; and the latter, none but the K.])

3 ,

u...” Firm, ,or steadfast, in good\and in evil.

(Az,Sgh,K.)_And The pole that is fixed in

the middle ofthe [tent called] is. (Az, Sgh,

_ '_“ ,; which is an arabicized

by“; Stationary, at rest, fixed, fast, firm,

steady, steadfast, or stable. (Mgh.) You say

in} Jit- <M@b) and its; and as; (s, Ms)

Firm, or, steadfast, mountains,- (S, Msb;) the

sing. ,of thpolast said by Akh to be (S.)

And 2540.) )45 IA cooking-pot that will not move

from its plabe, (M, K, TA,) by reason of its

greatness, (K, TA,) and that cannot be removed.

(M.) all—A; ns.); in the Kur [xxxiv. 12] means,

accord. to’Fr, ICooking-pots that would not be

lowered from their place, by reason of their

greatness. (TA.)

’9’ '

Us)» may be used as an inf'. n., or a n. of

time, or a n. of place. (Ed in xi. 43 [cited above :

see 4].) [As a n. of place, it commonly means

An anchorage, or a place of anchoring; a port ,

or a stationfor ships : pl. ?Q.]

“3}; may be used as an inf'. n., or a n. of time,

or a n. of place. in xi. 43 [cited above:

. see 4].)

gap, as an epithet applied to God: see 4, near

the’end of the paragraph.

' Bk. I.

5L3», The anchor ofa ship : M, :) or a

large anchor, which, being tied with ropes and

let down into the water, holds fast the ship, so

that she does not go on: (T, TA:) pl.
5

(Her p. 111.) [Hence,] one says, Gill,

meaning 1 They remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode.

a, ad 1' a .5 en!

(TA.) And twat)» 3A...." :4" IThe cloud

rained continually,- syn. cult}: (S, Msbz) or

remained steady, raining : (T, TA :) or remained

still, or stationary, and rained. (M,Kz" in the

latter, Q‘s-ll! is put in the place of Hols-.41.)

l

9")

fl Q

1. 93,, (A, Mgh,) aor. i, (11s,) inf. n. J.)

($, A, Msb, 1;) and $13.15, (A, K,) Ile sprinkled,

or scattered in drops, (A, K,TI_(,) water, A,

Msb,l_§,) and blood, (S,_A, and tears,°(S,

K,) sc- (As-ow .5» (am) or (3-3,“.

(Msb,) and 54;“, (A,) int". n. ($,TA,)

He sprinkled, or wetted by sprinkling, (TA,)

the place, (S, Msb, TA,) and the house, or cham

ber, or tent, (A,) 5;,» with water. (Msb, TA.)

And at :1?ng [The weaver

sprinkled thp web’with the (A, TA.)—

[Hence,] its." $33, and id}, A, Msb,

The sky rainedl: (A, Msb =2 or let fall a little

rain, such as is termed [After the

former of these verbs, 5,5359% or the like, seeips

to be understood.]) [And hence,] {ills

[The spear-wound, or the like, sprinkled fbrth

blood: a signification implied, but not expressed,

in the and A: or] became wide, so that its

blood became scattered about: 01' passed

through, and made the blood to flow, or to appear

and flow, or to flow copiously, or with force.

(Mgh.)_[Hence also,] THe

eulogized him. (TA voce ii.)_And He

washed him, or it. (MF, from the Expositions of

the “ Muwatta.”)

2. [,Zfsjin via) The pen spirtled the ink.]

4: see 1, in two places.=[;.i;.hlt “Eat, (A, K,)

9 e 6

inf. 11. ($15)], (A,) He made the horse to sweat

by urging him with hisfeet. (A,

5. 5;" “13,5, (s,) and 1,1; '92,):93,

(A,) [The water became sprinlrledaoglscatteted

in drops, upon him or it.] And as; “if

,iin [A drop of ink became spirtled from

the pen]: and in art.

R. Q. 2. see 5. _ Also It (roasted

meat) dripped with gravy; or was succulent, and

dripping with juice; or was fat. (TA.)-_And

Itjlowed. (TA.)

a. .. . e. _
US), or).la.¢ 92), (A, TA,) A little

[sprinkling] rain: (S,K:) [and so V1.29 in the

present day:] or the first [or lightest and weakest]

afrain : (IAar: [see :] pl. (S, _.

Also the former, f A painful beating. (Sgh,

533: see the next preceding paragraph.

lV/lat is sprinkled, (S, A,‘ or scat

tered, (Mgh,) of water, (A, Mgh,) and the like,

@1st or of blood, A, and of tears, (S,

K,) and the like, and of rain ; (TA in art.

Vila ;) what is scattered, or flies _about, of blood.

(Mgh.) ._ [Hence the saying-J;le U!
I, o 1» oi! ' ’

3.55M” Qf 44.01, I[I[e did not enter into evil,

or mischief, and yet somewhat thereof, or qfits '

4178ng, beer him]. (A, TA.) And 53%| 15., iii

villi}! [app. meaning Insatiable

thirst, or desire, to hear from thee, or the like,

remained in us, and there did not reach us from

thee aught save a were sprinkling; or perhaps,

what was scattered abroad, of rumours, or the

like]. (A, TA!) [See also an ex. voce 315,]

C e 9 ’0'

gig-lb): see 95,39».

Roasted meat (Aboo-Sa’eed, A,

dripping with its gravy; (Aboo-Sa’eed, A, TA ;)

or succulent, and dripping with itsjuice; (TA ;)

or fat: and lug); signifies the same.

(TA.)

5

J9; : see what next precedes.

A thing with which one sprinkles : (Ibn

’Abbad:) a thing with which the weaver sprinkles

the web: (A, TA:) [in the present day, applied to

a long-necked bottle, with a stopper pierced with

a hole or holes, for sprinkling scented water.]

6 J v

'[Sprinklelh or scattered in drops,

as also i M), occurring in this sense in a verse

in. 5.,

in the TA in art. Ja-o [A

place of alighting sprinkled, or wetted by sprink

ling]. (A.) _ Land upon which

[rain such as is called] 95;" hasfallen. (TA.)

1%

1. 15,, i. q. all; [Inii-it feminam]. (K.) =
E a 4

LU!) She (a gazelle) brought forth.

'l

5”

Li!) A young gazelle, Msb, that has

become active, or in motion, (S, Msb,) or that

has become strong, and has walked (S, Msb,

v-di

with its mother: :) pl. 1Cyl. (Msb,

[In the following saying, I find it written as

though with medd; app. for the sake of assimila

tion to 1.31:] 3w! (5.9::

fulfils, meaning [I have with me a young woman

most [like to] the [young] gazelle: so in the A.

(TA.)

trio

1. ' 3,, (s, A, Ms), K,) aor. =, (Ms), K,)

inf. n. g :3, Mgh,) He, or it, (the forehead,

or the side thereof above the temple, A, TA, or

the body, Mgh,) sweated ; exuded sweat,- (S, A,

Msb, K ;) as also V :5), (K,) or \5); at, and

63.1.1

Ci” and blip-L), He, or it, was, or became,

137

c593. (Fr, TA.) And aor.=,inf'. n.

,4,
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6»
moist with sweat. (TA.)—[Hence,]

it“! 1[The water-skin sweated with the

water]: and L2H: I[It sweated with

what was in it] is said of a [porous] mug, and

of any [porous] vessel. (A.)—[Hence also,]

+He gape him not anything.

JJ’Q'

(S, K.) And 0M4;- éb}, said of one known to

be a niggard, 1“ He gave something. (Har p. 95.)
l ‘) is also'said of a young gazelle, meaning

IIIe walked, being trained, or accustomed, to do

so by his mother: [because the training him to

walk causes him to sweat: see 2: and see also 5.]

(A.) Also, said of a gazelle, tHe leaped, or

bounded, and exalted [or was brisk 0r lively or

sprightly]. (K.) Also, int. n. 55;, said of a

young weaned camel, T He became strong : [see,

again, 5:] and the inf. n. is metaphorically used

in relation to small clouds [app. when they collect

together to give rain]. (L): See also 2, as said

of a she-camel.

2. [C39 app. He, or it, caused to sweat: this

seems to be the primary signification, whence the
p v is

other; significgtiorzs here following] _M)

Le»), inf. n. cap, I She (a gazelle) trained, or

accustomed, her young one to walk, so that he

was caused to sweat ( ’ 5;; [perhaps a mistrans.

cription for so that hesweated]): (A, TA:)

or she (a wild animal), when her young one

became able to walk, walked with him, until, or

C4): UL).

and became strong. (Mtr, on the authority of

Kh, in De Sacy’s “Chrest, AL,” sec. ed., iii.

231.)___+She (a camel) rubbed the root of her

young one’s tail, and pushed him on with her

head ,- and went before him, and waited for him

until he overtook her ,- and sometimes gently urged

JD! 14

.
him on, and followed him,- as also ins-.5) and

Viz-.4). (L.)_,},.§.&n ° '

a a r

so that, he was caused to sweat (\5);

f u») u :5)

inf. n. as above, +She (a mother) fed her child

with a little milk, putting it into his mouth by

little and little, until he became strong enough to

suck. ($, TA.) _ also signifies IA doe

gazelle’s liching her young one so as to re

move the moisture that was upon, it at the time

ofits birth; (1;, TA ;) and so Y (TA.) _

:y, (A, TA,) or fit, inf. n. as above,

(Msb,) IIt (the moisture, or dew, A, Msb, TA,

or the rain, TA) fostered the herbage. (Msb,

TA.) _ 2.133 c5, +Ho fed his and well.

(Mtr, on the authority of Kh, in De Sacy’s

“Chrest. Ar” ubi supra.)_And cit}, (s, A,

K,) inf. n. as above, TA,) IHe was reared,

brought up, or educated, and renderedfit, (S, A,

3,11,) and prepared, (TA,) [for the

thing], and [for the afair], (M,)“?

ff)” [for the qflice of wezeer], or M

[for the qflice of king], (K,) or [for

the qflice qfkhaleefek]; from 6.1:} in the

sense expl. in thesecond sentence of this para

graph; (A 5) or means Ike was

made the appointed successgr of the khaleefeh:

(TA =) and lib 5515 Y (is) and v I[Such

a one was reared, &c:, for such a thing]. (A,

TA.)._And 35L; 8.}, (A,) inf. n. as above,

(K,) IHe managed, or tended, or took care of,

his property, or cattle, well. (A, K.) Itis said

in a trad., ledge-'- Q’ssisfl, meaning IThey

tend [the place of seed-produce thereof], and put

it into a good, or right, state, or make it to thrive,

in order to its becoming productive,- like as is

done to grape-vines and palm-trees. (TA.)

4. ‘Jl, intrans.: see 1, first sentence..

+Shc (a camel, and a woman,) had a

young one that associated, or kept company, with

her, walking with her and behind her, and not

fatiguing her: or had a young one that had

become strong. (L.)=L;.i.l$ “Jot, said of a

,e o ~s e a!

camel:_andU.Q 0'36 9,1: see 2.

5.

(a young weaned camel) was, or became, strong

enough to walk, or able to walk with strength :

($,K:) or became strong, and walked with his

mother. (As, S.) [See 1.] _ See also 2, in the

middle of the paragraph. _ i2." c3; [or

56,31] TThe herbage becamefostered by moisture

0r dew. (Mgh.) _ Lib c593: see 2, near

the end of the paragraph.

see 1, first sentence-_Also THe

‘10. Ulla Czpl TThe [barley-grass termed]

us; grew tall. so

in most of the copies of the K, (TA,) [and so in

the L,] tThey foster the , in order that it

may grow large: (L,K:) in some of the copies

of the 1; ,;,'._3: [i. e. the lambs, or kids, &c.]:

(TA :) the place thereof is termed '

(K :) or Q! l ’ $5.1; signifies the place, or

tract of" ground, that fosters the W. (L.)

And 3.5;)! QMM, so in all the copies of the

K but some in which is found Jiin, (TA,)

1-They waitfor the herbs, or leguminous plants,

(or the plants called Join) to grow tall, in order

that they may pasture thereon. (K.)

I 'l

‘) The moisture of sweat upon the body.

(A,* TA.) [And 1-Fluid, or matter, exuded:

la!

see sly]

That sweats much. (TA.)

L5; [as an inf. n. of un., A sweat, or a

sweating: a meaning indicated, though not ex

pressed, in the A._Hence, app., 1-A. dew, or

fall of dew from the sky. _ And hence, as being

likened thereto, IA gift]. You say,

ail“: I[He gave me a gift from his store of

bounty]. (A.)

Q J a

trio

9 J)

2) "')s]

I v C“

:) Sweat. (AA, S, K.) _. +A. certain

plant : (K :) or T plants, or herbage, upon the

surface of the ground. (L.)

Jig +A well containing little water:

Q 3/ ’

CU») +A butter-skin that sweats much.

(A in art.

Sweating; exuding sweat. (A,'i Mgb.)

_-rA mountain moist in the lower part, (K,

TA,) and at the base of which there sometimes

collects a little water: when this is much [in

comparison with what thus collects, though still

little abstractedly], it. is termed Jig: (TA:) pl.

db). (K.)—fthat one sees, like sweat,

running in the interstices between stones. (Kf

TA.) You say, 4";le h

dis," I[How great a difi‘erence is there between

the over/lowing Euphrates and a little water that

distils scantily in interrupted drops from a rock

or mountain, appearing, like sweat, running in

the interstices between stones!]. (A, TA.) ._ The

pl. also signifies 1The J3 [which means

a small teat in excess], (K,) or the [or

teats], (TA,) of a ewe or she-goat, particularly.

(K, TA.)_And the sing., IA young gazelle

that walks, being trained, or accustomed, to do so

by his mother, so that he is caused to sweat. (A.)

And iA young weaned camel that has become

strong enough to walk, or able to walk with

strength: ($,K:) or that has become strong,

(As, S, L,) and walks with his mother : (As, :)

pl. (L.)_And IWhat creeps upon the

earth, of such as are termed its USEL- and its

’ s E as ’

use.“ (1;, TA.)._See also “C9,...

J

[More, and most, sweating]. ._ [Hence,]

tit}; 3.; IHe is most largely endowed with

sharpness, or acuteness, of mind, or with quickness

of intelligence, understanding, sagacity, skill, or

knowledge: (K, TA :) as though sweating there

with. (TA.)

8;; L: K!) or v (so in one Of my

copies of the K,) +A she-camel having a young

one that has become strong enough to walk, or

able to walk with strength : :) or having a

young one that has become strong, and that walks

with her: (As, or having a young one that

associates, or keeps company, with her, walking

with her and behind her, and not fatiguing her:

or having a young one that has become strong:

and in like manner a woman: or each signifies,

as also i 6.9!], applied to a she-camel, as a pos

sessive epithet, having a young one of which she

rubs the root of his tail, pushing him on with her

head,- and before which she goes, and waitsfor

him to overtake her; and which she sometimes

gently urges on, andfollows. (L.)

9 3;» and Hub...”' 34 The inner covering that is

beneath the felt cloth of a horse’s saddle ,' so

called because it imbibes the sweat: (L:) or the

thing that is beneath the 3);» [q.v. in art. ;)].

(SthK')

My : see the next preceding paragraph.
a

'ulfJ 9 8)

Cal”: 886 c?”

: see 10, in two places.

‘_. V_,~_.|
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1. aor. 1; and .153, aor. 1; ($, A, L,

Msb, K ;) the former of which is the be.th known

and the more chaste; (TA;) infi n. J47), L,

Msb,K,) which is of the former, L,) and

(s, L, Msb, 1;) which is of the latter, (s,

L, Mgh,) and 36.}, (L, in) which is also of the

latter verb, (TA,) or this last is a simple subst.;

(Mgh,) He took, or followed, a right way or

course or direction; ($, A, L, Msb,K;) as to a

road, and also as to an affair: (L :) [and often

relating to religion; meaning he held a right

belief; was orthodox :] and 'Aiivfiul signifies the

same: (L,K:) you say, 9.25)! “apt, meaning

He took, or followed, a right way to conduct his
140‘ I

lafl'air: and a)» J21}, meaning He took, orfol

lowed, a right course in his aflair; this latter

being a phrase similar to and

&c. (L.) Some say that relates to the things

of the present life and to those of the life to come;

and 3.5;, only to those of the life to come: but

this distinction does not accord with what has

been heard from the Arabs, nor with readings of

the Kur-an, in which some read and others

4.5; in several verses. The former also

signifies The continuing in the way of truth, or

the right way, with self-constraining firmness in

so doing. One says to the traveller,

[.Mayest than take, or follow, the right way].

(A.) ._ [See also below.]

J u _ I he _ '

2. 0M), 1nf.n. 4,1513, said of a kadee, or

judge, i. q. 13,2; [meaning He pronounced

him to be one who took, or followed, a right way

or course or direction: or to be one who held a

right belief; to be orthodox]. (Msb.)_ See also

what next follows.

4' zp)‘ ($7 A, L, MQb, and v 24‘s); (L,)

said of God, ($,L, and of a governor, or

commander, (L,) [or of any man,] He made him,

or caused him, to take, or follow, a right way or

course or direction ,' or he directed him aright, or

to the right way or, course or direction; (S,* A,"

L, Msb,‘ Kf') 3:5le and age- and hi [to the

thing]: so says AZ : (Msb :) [often relating to

religion; meaning he made him, or caused him,

to hold a right belief; to become orthodow.] See

also the next paragraph.

10. Mp1: see 1. _. Also He sought, or

desired, the taking, or following, a right way or

course or direction. (So accord. to some copies

of the K.)._And in)»: He desired ef him

the taking, or following, a right way or course or

direction: (L, and so accord. to some copies of

the K, and the TA:) or he asked, demanded, or

desired, of him, direction to the right way.

(MA.) You say, tdiijii [I asked,

demanded, or desired, of him, direction to the

right way, and he directed me to the right way]

(A, Msb) 51,5” u]; and and 13 [to the
thing]: so says AZ. (Mgh.)fl

.15, en inf. n.0f1. (s, L, Msb,]_{.)_ [As a

simple subst., Rectitude.] Also lllat'urity qf in

JJ) —- ui-‘b;

tellect, and rectitude of actions, and good manage

ment of afl‘airs. (TA in art. 9.3!: see 4 in that

art.) [Hence, 1’: He attained to years qf

discretion, when he was able of himself to take,

or follow, a right way or course: a phrase of

frequent occurrence]

. a Q I .

8M): see the next paragraph, in four places.

I e D I r 0 r

5M) A. mode, or manner, [and V 343') an act,]

of slit; [or right procedure; &c.]. (Ham p. 463.)

[Hence,] 355,; 31, (s, A, L. Men) and 535,; 533.

(L, 1;,) and 1:35.), (L, Msb, 1;,) the latter

accord. to AZ afid Fr, and said to be the more

chaste, but the former allowable accord. to Ks,

and preferred by Th in the Fs, (L, TA,) [and

seems to be the more common,] {He is, or was,

mum.- (A, Meb e) cqnlr- of (s. 1.1;.)

or (Fr,TA,) and (AZ: 15;, TA.) And

t D! ’4 I J I D I

'34.:9 pi.) .0, [or 3M) 1. e. IHe was not true
5 r I r a I

born]. (Fr, TA.) And 5.3.5., 333 Lil. IThisisap

ofspring of valid marriage. (TA.) And

73$), Isl; I[He claimed, as his, a child

ndt ldwfully begotten, or not trueborn]. (TA,

from a trad.)

(5.3.33: see

I O 9 r

0,341"): see 4.151,.

an inf. n. of 1, (L, or a simple subst.,

(Msb,) [signifying Right procedure; or the adop

tion, or pursuit, of a right way or course or

direction; as to a road, and also as to an affair:

and often meaning right belief, or orthodoxy:

5 a

in both these senses] contr. of ab, ($, A, Mgh,)
I a r r ,r

and of QM: (Msb:) and lamb) isda subst.

syn. with (L, K.')=9L5;Jl are; i. q.

31;“, (1g) in the dial. of El-’Iral_r; (TA ;) they

gave it this name as one of good omen, because

I.)

5").- is syn. with z) and

are names given to several species of Cress; and

36;" cur;- seems to mean the seed qfslb): accord.

to Golius, on the authority of Ibn-Beytér, etc,

is the name of the nasturtium: accord. to Delile,

(Flor. Egypt, nos. 576, 580, 571, 584, and 610,)

it is the Arabic name of the lepidium sativum of

Linn; the lepidium hertenfe‘of Forsk.: and the

cochlearia nilotica: HI ,L‘b), i. e., nasturtium

maritimum, that of the cahile maritima of Tour

nefi; Desf., a pinnatifida; the bun,ias cahile of

Linn. ; the isatispinnata of Forsk.: CE! 3L5",

that of the lunaria paroiflora : andpl £56, i. e.,

nasturtium deserti, that of the raphanus recur

vatus of Persoon; the raphanus Igratus 0f Forsk.]

1,93: see _ 3.9:", of the measure

in the sense of the measure data, (L,) as an

epithet applied to God, means The Director to

the right way: (L,K:) and He who appoints,

or ordains, well that which IIe appoints, or

ordains : (K :) or He whose regulations are con

ducted to the attainment of their ultimate objects

in the right way, without any one’s aiding in

directing their course aright.

1089

3.9!; and 1 Taking, or following, a right

way or course or’direction [as to a road, and also

as to an affair: and often meaning holding a right

belief; or _orthodos:]. (A, Mgh.) One says to a

traveller, llle [May God make thee to be

a taher, orfollower, ofa right way; one directed

aright]. (A.) And one says, Vase-b) L3, as mean

ing l; [0 than who tahest, '01" followest, a

right way &c.]. (L.) Quiet}: £52.41 [The

Khaleefehs who took, or followed, a right course,

or the orthodox Khaleefehs,] is an appellation

specially applied to Aboo-Bekr, ’Omar, ’Othman,

and ’Alee ; but applicable also to any others of

the Imams who pursued the same course as those

four. a surname ($) applied to

1~2r

Thefemale rat or mouse (5)Lill). (S, K.)

J I E 5 s a

M39! $._,.hn is like magi?! [i. e. The more, or

most, direct road]. ($.)

3.35;", a pl. without a sing., like and

C’JSLQ, (L,) The right places to which roads

tend; syn. 6’ l ($, L, K.) You say,

(5%.; 31 [He directs to the right

places to which roads tend].

'A

w)

,,,.

1. ex.,, aor.j’ andihinfl h. ($,MA,O,

Msb, K,][and app. .15., also (which see below),

and JUQJ, which has an intensive signification,

mentioned by Freytag as occurring in the “ Mal;

soorah ” of Ibn-Dureyd ;] and aor. 1, (AA,

0, 3,) inf. n. .33}; (1;;) He sucked it in, (5,

MA, 0, K,) namely, water, (MA, and the

saliva of a girl, (IAar, 0,) with the two lips;

(MA ;) as also Hwy (53., MA, 0,‘ 1;) end

viz-5,: (s,* MA, 0,*1_<) and the; and v 25.3,.

(IAar, O, :) or he took it, namely, water, with

the two lips in a manner exceeding that which is

t'ermed jaé (Msb:) and Jiggerst or

2U?” and “.39, inf. 11. J5), (IF, 0,) he

drank to the uttcrmost what was in the vessel,

not leaving in it anything: (IF,* O,* Msb,

or, accord. to some, db) signifies the sucking in

the water of the mouth in hissing: (Her p. 271 :)

you say, “3;, meaning he such-ed her (a girl’s)

saliva from her mouth : (IAar, L in art. M4 :)

and 1w)! he hissed her and suched in her

saliva; from dz) [i. e. meaning “saliva:”

and 1J5) signifies [he sucked in much :

p. 231.) or i.q. (0.) It is said in a

prov., igjll, i. e. The sucking in (v

of water by little and little is most efi'ectual to

quench thirst. O,

2 :

} see above.

5: see 1, in three places.

8: see 1, in two places.

A small quantity of water remaining in

a watering-trough, or tank : the surface of the

router, which the camels such in with their mouths.

137 "
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(Lth, O, _ Saliva. (Har p. 231 : but there

without the vowel-signs.)

Sweet in the mouth; sweet-mouthed; [as

though her saliva. were sucked in by her lover

because of its sweetness ;] applied to a woman.

(S, O, Msb, _ Also Dry in. the so

applied. (him, 0, _ And A she-camel that

eats with her lip. (As, O,

an inf. n., [like $53,] (Lth, 0,) The

taking of water with the 17:0 lips; (Lth, O, K ;)

exceeding what is termed (Lth, O.)

An instrument with which one sucks

in. water'Scc. Its pl. is used in the present

day as meaning The lips.- thus in the phrase

2,63%! but A woman sweet in the lips;

a sweet-Zipped wonian.]

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and

TA to which I have had access]

“L

W)

1. as}, (s, Msb,) 0.115025, (M,) (M,

Me.) or we. ($.12) as, (K.) m (s.

> M, Msb,) int. n. $5,; (3., M, Msb,K;) as also

'22,: (Msb) [or M291]; He shot, or shot at,

him, or them, with the arrow, or with the arrows,

and other things. (S, M, Msb, It is said in

a. trad., J2" [Verily it is

harder upon them, oi' niore severe or distressing

to them, than the shooting of arrows at them].

(TA.)—And 92.2. +He cast his 1001. in

them, (M.) _See also 4, in two places. = $53,

(S, M, high, K,) inf. n. 5.56,, (S, M, Mgh,) He

(:1 man) was, or became, goodly, or beautiful, and

slender, in stature, or person: (S, or he (a

boy) was, or became,_just in proportion, (T, A,)

and slender; (A ;) and in like manner is

said ofa girl: (T :) or he (a boy, M, or a person,

Msh) was, or became, light, or active, (M, Msb,)

in his work; (Msb;) and in like manner

is said ofa. girl. (M. [See also 5.])

as,

--‘

W52! (Moheeiil

or vied with him

a. lazy, (Moheet,1_(,) inf. n.

+ IIe went, or ran, with him;

in going, or running,- syn. (Moheet,

[And] (5M3; $525.5 {He vied with me Ugo)

in going to the place to which Iwas repairing.

(A, TA.)

4. $391 IIe shot in one direction; (Zj,K;‘)

as also 7 (Zj, O.) _. See also 1. _ + IIe

looked sharply, or intently, or attentively:

0 ~ ~95 ea

1;.) [and] my, inf. n. $Ls,;, she looked

sharply, &c., said ofa woman, and of a ilve [or

wild cow]. (M.) You say, gin [,3] iiiji +[I

looked sharply, &c., or] I b-aiscd, or cast, my

eyes, and looked, at, or towards, the party, or

company of men; (L ;) and so i353!

(JK.) And cg}; [,3] $3.513] fThe she

gazelle looked sharply, or intently, or attentively,

at the oly'ect pf her want. (A, TA.) As some

say, (M,) can.) signifies 117.8 she-gazelle

extended, or stretched out, her neck. M, K,

TA.) = 6, said of a bow, X How light, and

swift in thefiight ofits arrow, is it! (K, TA.)

0! a

5. )a'jl @y" He was, or became, sharp in

the afl'air. (M. [See also 1, last signification.])

. 0 4

6.29: see the next paragraph, last sentence.

$5,) a snbst. from 1 in the first of the senses

explained above: (S,K:) [i. e. as signifying] A

bout of the shooting of arrows; (T, M,

TA ;) when persons, competing in shooting, shoot

all the arrows that they have with them and then

return [to the butt]: (T, TA :) and a direction

in which arrows are shot, (S, M, high, K,) when

the people, all of them, shoot all the arrows:

(Msb:) pl. étiji. (Msb, TA.) You say,

63,; ($.12) or ‘34. (Mgh.) or 1,»,

(.91; and .35 61.1., (M,) We shot, all of

us, [a bout,] in one direction,- (S, K;) or they

shot, (M, Mgh,) all of them, (Msb,) [a bou't,] in

one direction, with all their arrows. (M, Mgh.)

And it is said in a trad. 0f Fudéleh, (Jib

610;; [He used to go forth,“ and shoot

bouts]. (TA.) Accord. to-IDrd, 6:93! signifies

The arrows themselves that are shot. (Mgh.) _.

Also The [stridulous] sound qf the pen (Lth, M,

Z, when one writes with it; (Lth, M;) and

so $2,. (Lth, M, z,1_<.)
o

9 e 1

(3.29: see the next paragraph but one, in two

places.

. I r

(3,29: see the next paragraph, in two places.

I: ‘3

' IA shaft-shooting bow; (JK, A,

as as also *és‘t (JK) and hi5;- (0.1.1)

_ and 7 'f [A period] quick [in

passing]. (JK.) _ applied to a boy, (T,

TA,) or to a man, (S,'K,) and 'é-fijh, (JK,)

and applied to a girl, (T, TA,) just in pro

portion; (JK, T, A,) and slender: (A, TA :) or

goodly, or beautiful, gnd slender, in stature: p’r

person: (S,K:) or 65.2) (M, Msb) and '65”

(M) signify a boy, (M,)’ or a person, (Msb,) light,

or active, (M, Mgh,) in his work; (Msb;) and

in the same sense are applied to a girl: M :) the

pl. [or rather quasi-pl. n.] of is 76:53,

like asii is ofAd, and $5? ofégl. (TA.)

Cw, Shooting. (Har p. 37.)_.$s\,j,;.'. i. q.

,3, i.e. ,3 [lit. An arrow having pra

pu-lsion; meahing shot; the latter word being]

of the class of [possessive epithets, such as] so?

androlg. (Har p. 82.)

e S o

iii-'3‘ Ag- An erect net-h. (M,)

jig, applied to a woman, (JK, M,) and to a

she-gazelle, (M,) or to a wild animal [of any

kind], (JK,) Having her young one with her,

(JK, M;) as though she were always watching

it. (JK.) _ [Also fIIaving a stretched out, or

long, neck. Hence,] imp! + [The long-necked

ones] is used as meaning’the gazelles: but is not

applied to the [wild] oxen or cows, because of

the shortness of their necks: these are called by

Aboo-Du-ad adapt [lit. the sons, or

daughters, (for applied to irrational animals

is pl. of as well as of of the paternal

uncle of the long-necked ones, i. e., of the gazelles] :

he says,

II N ' I a! 4’ J bee a”,

single.» L) can? 9b. a»: m,

meaning [And verily I have frightened] the wild

oxen or cows [having waggings of the tail].

__ See also the paragraph commencing with 9.95

6,53, in two places.

I §

4.1;} is explained by Golius, on the authority

' of Meyd, as signifying A. ring used in shooting,

by means qf which the thumb, it being furnished

therewith, more easily draws the tighter sort of

b0w-string.]

49:9

1- (s. K.) m inf- n- (a) He

stamped, or sealed, wheat. [See

_ And He wrote; (K, TA ;) 4;); [upon it],

and [to him] : accord. to the copies ofthe K,

like TIE); but this is a mistake for $.33, with the

unpointed u» [and without teshdeed]. (TA.)

2: see above.

4: see the next paragraph. = “to! It (land)

showed its herbage. (TA.)-And She (a wild

cow) saw and depastured the ’53, (K, TA,) i. e.

thefirst that appeared of the herbage: the epithet

applied to her is 82.3,; [without 8]. (TA.)

8. flp, ip the copies of the K erroneously

I’D

written 7,2,), [is expl. as meaning] He stamped,

or sealed, his vessel with the thus in the

saying of El-Aasha, as some relate it,

sedan, (w re .1”

set-9‘: ‘1») u“ u“: ‘

but accord. to others, (TA. [See art.

I‘D-l)

I.

A

M}: see what next follows.

i. q. [A mark, an impression, &c.];

(Aboo-Turéb, 1;, TA; [in the 0K ,LQl is erro'

neously put for fi'gjlfl) as also $5.}; (K, TA ;)

like L, (Aboo-Turab, TA) and ,1; [q.v.]. (s,

Msb, K, all in art. Argo—And [particularly]

The mark, or impression, &c., (’31,) of rain, upon

the ground. (K.) ._ And The first that appears

qfherbage; (ISk, S, K;) as also (TA.)

./51 5'

A

,w i.q. ,5, (s,1;, TA) as meaning The

[small engraved] tablet, (S, TA,) or the stamp, or

seal, (K, TA,) with which collections of wheat or

corn [in their repositories] are stamped, or sealed ,

(s, TA,) as also 1,1,55. (AA, 1;.) And The

thing with which [the mouth of] a vessel is

stamped, or sealed; (K ;) and Li’s-hi; signifies

[the same; or] a stamp, or seal, with which the

head [or mouth] of a [Iargejar such as is called]

12,};- is stamped, or sealed: (TA in art. I») :) as

also1;}, (M and Kin that art.) and ,Z,‘.|,= (K

in that art. :) or a stamp, or seal, in a general
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sense; as also 3,”). (M m that art.)=See

also ’23,.

see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

1:15;, an epithet applied to a wild cow: see 4.

0-5)

1' K) TKr) [in the there

said to be like 29.5,] aor. and inf. ns. as in the

next sentence, (TIL) He (a man) came to afeast

uninvited thereto, and entered without permission.

(sags [See 5.2:}, below.]) __ And [,s

5'61». ($.19 aor- ’ . (so inf- n- and 6,53.

(S, He (a dog) put his head into the vessel,

(S, K, TA,) to eat and drink. (TA.)

A turn, or time,for the taking of water;

;) SO in the M; (TA ;) as also 7 02,),

Q I!

05): see what next precedes,

6 )1 I”

0):.) ,2- Sheep, or goats, posturing and

drinking at pleasure, amid abundance of herbage,

and plenty.

J a 5 9,

0:.1, i. q. [519$ ; (s,1_{;) i. e. One who comes

to a feast uninvited thereto: he who watches for

the time of food, and then goes in to the party

when they are eating, is termed 925,15.

And One who eats all that is upon the table of

3" J I

food ; syn. 1;»: in the K, A.” is erroneously

put rorjiai. (TA.) =Also A small gift to the

pupil of the [or goldsmith]; in Pars. called

an,st [correctly L0

in the OK is a mistake for Lo.])

1'0’

9-53) i. q. 55 [i.e. A window,- so in the

present day; or a mural aperture; an aperture

in a wall or chamber]: (S,l_{:) [arabicized:] in

0' a 8,

Pas. 0,3,. (KL, PS.)._Alsoi.q. Q) [q. v.;

app. here meaning A hind ofarched construction,

upon which are placed vessels and other utensils

Jr. of the house]. (TA.)

9)

1. said of a young bird, It stretched forth

its head to its mother in order that she should

put food into its beak. (Abu—l-’Abbés [Th],

Msb, TA.)._..Hence, [accord to Th, but see

5,5,, below,] his}, ($,Mgh,Msb,K,) aor.

inf. n. ’53, (S, Msb,) He gave him a 3):? [or

bribe]. (S,* Mgh, Msb, K.) [See also 3.]

a. Sub, (s,1s.1,1_(,) ian 1.. Exit}, (TA,) i.q.

[He bribed him; (see also 1;) or endea

voured to conciliate him; or did to him a thing

in order that he (the latter) might do to him (the

former) another thing]: :) and [app. as

meaning he treated him, or behaved towards him,

with partiality]: (ISd,K:) or [he aided

him, or assisted him].

4. 33:" [35)! He put a all}? [or rope] to theI

buchet. (S, ISd, K.)_[Hence,] L5:291 said of

the colocynth [or any similar plant (see 264)]

+It extended its rope-like branches [or stalks].

(Ag. s. TA»= (s. K.) inf-n

:L'LA, (S,) I made- the young camel to such, or to

be suchled. (S,

5. :6; He was soft, tender, gentle, bland, or

mild, towards him; or he treated him with gentle

ness, or blandishment. ISd, K.)

8. Ui's'jl He tank, or received, a 33.32 [or

bribe], (s, Mgh, Msb, 15,) 1;...fmm him. (Mgh.)

10. [5.29.2.4! He sought, or‘desired, to be such

led; said of a young camel. (S, _ And

éwl L; dpl He drew forth what was

in the udder. (A2, TA.)._ [Hence, probably,]

affir- Le [5292M JIc sought, or desired, or de

manded, a 5;) [or bribe] in the case of his de

cidingjudicially, for his doing so [agreeably with

the desire of the briber]. (S, K,‘ TA.)

5,3, and 5,5, (T, s, M, Mgh, Mgb, 1;) and

's,’3.j,(Lth,1_<,) of which the first is that vyhich is

the most commonly used, (TA,) i. q. [as

meaning A bribe]; TA ;) i. c. (TA) 0. thing

that one gives to a judge, or to another person, in

order that he may judge in his [the giver’s]

favour, or to incite him to do what he [the giver]

desires; (Msb, TA;) or a means ofattaining that

which one wants, by bribery; not including what

is given as a means of obtaining a right or re

pelling a wrong; for it is related on the authority

of several of the leading doctors of the Tébi’ces

that there is no harm in a man’s bribing for the

defence of himself and his property when he fears

being wronged; so says IAth: and Lth explains

the last of these three words as meaning an act of

bribery: (TA :) accord. to Abu-l-‘Abbas [i. e.

Th], (TA), the former meaning is from said

of a young bird, explained in the first sentence of

this art. : (Msb, TA :) or it is from 11%;”, (IAth,

Mgh, TA,) signifying “that by means of which

one obtains water,” (lAth, TA,) or “the rope of

the bucket :” (Mgh :) or, accord. to ISd, the

reverse of this is the case: (TA :) thc pl. (of the

first, Msb, TA) is 15% or uh, and (of the second,

Msb, TA) \5,’ or [55,. (s, Msb,1_{, TA.)

2115) A rope: Msb,K:) [or a well-rope;

i. e.] the rope qfthe bucket : (Mgh :) and i 2L3},

also, with kesr, has the same meaning as 21-39:

:) hence it would seem that this is generally

the case; but they have expressly declared that

the latter word has not been heard except in

relation to the like of an enchantment, or a fas

cination: so says MF, pointing to the saying of

Lh, that among the phrases of women who en

i'a; vi; 1105!

chant, 0_r fascinate, men is h1g4,» 45.3.5.1

61;; 1;“ [I have enchdnted him, orfas

cindted’ him, with a gourd, filled with water,

suspended by a rope, or well-rope]; and that

=L‘J)3, meaning a rope, is not thus said except in

this enchantment, or fascination: accord. to ISd,

the last radical of Ab) is judged to be , because

one obtains water by means of the .129, like as

one obtains the thing sought by means of the

$3.52; which is the reverse what has been said

above, that 3);)" is from 4.3951: (TA :) the pl. is

isji. (s, Mgh, Msb, 1;.) _ all.) is also the

naine of +A llIansion of the Aldon,- (K, TA;)

[the Twenty-eighth, which is the last, of the Alan

sions of'the filoon ;] so called as being likened to

a rope; (TA;) [the northern fish, of the constel

lation Pisces, together with the star ,8 of Andro

meda; or, more correctly, 8 and s, with some

neighbouring stars, of Pisces ;] a group ofmany

stars, in Iheform of a fish, with the tail towards

the south and the head towards the north ;

(sz;) many small stars, in the form ofa fish,

called [also] (55-1-11 Si], in the navel qfn'hich

is a bright star, which the moon makes one of its

mansions,- (S, TA ;) [or including 0,..." 01:4,

which is in the navel qundromeda; for]

9,511 is the name of the bright star [B] that is

_ above the drapery round the waist ofAndromeda:

(sz, descr. of Andromeda:] .1293! is also called

.9911 .rss. (TA in an.-.,..u.) [Seegm (3,-6.3,
in art. [53.] r r

3 r a

U?) A young camel,- syn. [See

4, last sentence.]

. ' '0

Jui The ivero a 5 “ or bribe : hence the
, 1 9 r9

’2' r-oJ/ c it an ear

trad. “I l "" l ‘l l an ' he.,o-g)’: ur-Wsug')’ A a", '

[Illay God curse] the give-r qfa 3,139, who 8.1(lS

another to do what is wrong, and the receiver

thereof, and him who is agent between them two,

demanding more for this or less for this. (lAth,

TA.)

'1 9 ',

21.293: see 2L3), first sentence.

$5; The receiver (gfa 8;) [or bribe]. (IAth,

TA.) [See an ex. above, voce 951).]

I ' ¢

010)

l -

Quw A seeher, dcsirer, or demandcr, of a

332:2 [or bribe]. (TLC) Hence, (TK,) one says,

[in the-TA L,JM i.e.

0p 5.1;; [app. meaning fVerily thou

art obedient to such a one, subservient to that

which gives him happiness]. TK.)

U")

,1. 2.5,, (S,1\'I,A,1\Igh,1\1sb,l_{,) aor. i, int. n.

U2}, (.9, M, Mqh,) He stuck a (a thing, Mgh)

together, one part to another, A, Mgh,K,)

so that there might be no interstice in it; (Mgh ;)

joined it together,- (Msb, namely, a building;

(Mgh ;) and V 3.0.5,, (5: Mgh, 1;,) int‘. 11.

vim}, signifies the same; (S, Mgh, K;)

and ’so V (TA :) or these three verbs all

signify he made it (a building)firm and compact:

(M :) or ' 4,4,4) signifies he made it (a building)

firm and strong: (lDrd,K:) and 93),, said 0

anything, it was made firm, and joined together.

(lid, TA.) And hence, iii-ill 790;) He tied

[perhaps a mistranscription for i; he stopped

up]) firmly the mouth of the W [a kind of

vessel]. (Mgh.) And He closed, or

locked, ha door; as also .115, q. v. (TA in art.
’10! 0

gal.) _W She (a domestic hen, A, K,
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and an ostrich, A) made her eggs even, or level,

with her bill (A, and her feet, to sit upon
. r If

them. (A.) _. See also lab).

2. see 1, in two places-$.33}, (AZ, M,)

inf. n. “Sea/:3, (AZ, $,) She (a woman) put on,

or were, her .,ali'ui [a kind of face-veil] in such a

manner that nothing was seen but her eyes:

(AZ, 5, M:) as also 5.5.2,, (AZ, TA,) or
9 4'0;

w”): (M:) “.3; is of the dial. ofTemeem.

(AZ, TA.) _Ual) IIIe was importunate, or

urgent, in asking, or begging. (Fr, TA.)

5: see 8.

6. I’ll; They placed themselves close together,

(K5: $1 M: A, K:) in a rank: Mgh, Mgb; K,)

in prayer, (A, TA,) and in battle, (TA,) so that

there was no intervening space ,among them,

(Ks ;) as also 'LqQJJl: (A:) they placed them

selves in a rank, or in ranks, in battle, and in

prayer. (M.)

8. $.25) The stones were stuck, or

set close, together; as also 1&9. (A.)

See also 6.

)veda

R. Q. 1. up): see 1, in two places. _

Qlial Us IIe continued, or became fired

or settled, in the place. (IAar,

it. the teeth is like ; (M, TA ;)

and lu'arf; in the teeth signifies [the same, i. e.,]

Nearness together. (A, TA!) =See also the

next paragraph.

of»; (s. M, Mgh, MtbtK) and with,

(M,) or the latter is vulgar, and not allow

able, or, accord. to AHét, it is correct, and

it is 'quoted by Ez-Zarkashee, and by, certain of

the Expositors of the Fe, and is the only form

mentioned by AHei, (TA,) and, accord. to some

of the modems, also, (MF,) and '92.:03,

(M, TA,) which is a contraction of the first,

(TA,) [Lead,-] a certain mineral, (M,) well

known," i. q. (Mgh,) pure

Arabic; (IDrd,) so called because of the com

pactness of its particles: (IDrd, M :) it is of two

. 3 so i

hauls; the black, which is [also called] .,ayl, and

I ' I r

,9! or A,)] [accord. to different cgpies of the K];

and white, which is [also called] ulfi, andd'th-ég

[which is applied in the present day to tin, and

pewter]: if a little thereof [of the former kind

thereof accord. to the TA] be thrown into a

cooking-pot, its flesh-meat will never become

thoroughly cooked: and if a tree be encompassed

by a ring thereof, its fruit will not drop, but will

become abundant: and Abu-l-Hoseyn El

Medainee says, it used to be said, the drinking

from a vessel thereof is a security against the

colic: (TA :) Vital»; signifies a piece thereof.

(Msb.)

béui)’:

9 I see the next recedin‘r arao'ra h.
“be: } a P a P

5.:

sec up).

I )4

5,0,0):

0 . I 19' _

vat-0): see 90"”, m two places. _ A

woman’s [face-veil of the kind' called] "Ah-'1

drawn near to her eyes. (AA, K.)=See also
.4,

W).

Ir '4 U

Lab): see __.Also, (accord. to a copy

of the M,) or 'iéé3, with teshdeed,

Stones cleaving to the circuit ofa running spring,

and so 7 : (Lth, M, K :) or 341.0, [in my

copy of the A written VILLLQ] signifies a stone :

and the pl. is [which is reg. as pl. of

either of the above-mentioned forms without tesh

deed but not as pl. of that with teshdeed]. (A.)

1 ’3 a» as 0 i1

You say, Quirk)! i.,-ill 'w) The stones

were heaped together upon the grave. (A.)?—

Hence, ' (as in the A,) or V

(accord. to the K,) {A niggard: (A, likened

to a stone. (A.)

l a r I r av

14L”): see 1.014), in two places.

05»

who, [app., accord. to the TA, .4. manu

facturer of lead : or] a seller of lead. (Meyd, in

Golius.)

0' ’4 s a rt

biz): see 3.0%,, in two places.

91/0; Ir

lob-0): see _. Ilard ground or land.

This is its meaning accord. to IDrd. (TA.)

3,:

U9)! A man whose teeth are near together:

(M, A, 19) fern. :11}. (M, A.) _And the fem.,

applied to a woman, Impervia cqe'unti; as also

(M.) _ it; A woman

' 1 '54 I 4

whose thighs are close together. (A.)—:14) J53

A thigh that cleaves, or sticks, to its fellow.

(O, K)

o v s 05 a) 0”

310,0) A [cap of the hind called] 8,415 lihd

a melon. (O, K.)

a ir)

QM)»: see what follows, in two places.

9 J a

v.,..j... A building having its several parts

stuck together, ($, A, Mgh, TA,) so that there is

no interstice in it: (Mgh:) or a building made

firm and compact: (M :) and iii; signifies

the same; (A, Mgh, TA 5) and so V (M,

TA.) You say also, 'uhga; Eggs [set]

one upon another. thing done over,

or overlaid, with as also

tvéiji. (5,1,1) A well cased with

wife}. (Ibn-’Abbad, 1;.) ‘

M)

1. 3.1.23, (A3,, A, Mtb. s.) (As, a.

Msb,) inf. n. M, (s, Msb, 1;) and as}; (sag)

and 12......5), (A,) and Via-.293, (s,*1_<,) or

ll VAL}, (A,) He sat [or lay, in wait] for him

in the road, or way: [see My] (A, Msb:) or

he watched, or waited, for him; (As,$, ;) and

so Vic-.01), (A,) and ll 7“le (L :) [or] you

say, 0);; gill; 25;}, aor. i, inf. n. 3;], he

watched, or' waited,for him [with that which was

good and otherwise]; and in like manner,

[he watched, 0r waited, for him with re

quital] ; (M ;) and also dl 3.53, and Vie-qt:

(Ham pl 89:) or, accord. to some, you say,

at; 1.2;“; all 'Mj; only with i; not other

wise: [see thi’syverb below :] and accord. to some,

one says, liab’mfanipg he watched, or waited,

for him,- and r'jl a3 inf, meaning he pre

paredfor him the thing, or afi'air, or event; and

Vita)? is syn. with (M.) One says of a

serpent (1;), still .,18 5L2" ii}? [It

watches, or lies in wait,forthepassers-by on the road,

or way, that it may bite]: (L z) and of a beast of

Prey, (s. A, K.) or of a wolf, (M,) (s,

M, A,) or 3.23;, (K,) i. e. He notches, or

waits, to leap, or spring: (TA:) and ofa she-camel,

gig?! [She watches, or waits,

for the drinking of the other camels, and then she

the]. at.) or a.
[she watches, or waits, for the drinking of others,

that she may drink]. (5.) _ b.2359! alas; The

land was rained upon by a rain such'as is

termed 53.23, or by rain such as is termed

1.3}. (TA.)

3 : see above, first sentence.

4. 13.9: 912 in) He charged him with the

watching, or guarding, of such a thing. (L)—

See also 1, in four places. _dl M)! also signi

fies IHe prepared, or made ready, [2. person, or

thing,] for him, or it; (As, S, A, K,) as an

army for battle, and a horse for charging, and

property, or money, for the payment of what was

’4 :1 s; .1 6 rbi

due. (A, TA.) You say, 3.3311." at cm)! {I

prepared for him punishment: properly signi

fying I put punishment in his, road, or way.

(L.) And ii 5.1;} and $5. t[I prepared
0’ se 3 05

[or him good and evil]. w.” 0443! Q!

:51; occurs in a trad. [as meanihg 1 Unless I pre

pare itfor a debt that I owe]. And [hence,

app., as seems to be indicated in the TA,] you

so a a a it s I:

say, 4519] 31.: us Bib)" M); IHe places

alms in hind, or good and afectionate and

gentle and considerate, treatment qf his bre

thren; [as though meaning he prepares for

himself the recompense qf alms (Mi-,3" @835, like

as one says #1:, meaning Win-g

Ami-J in so doing ;] [reckoning such treatment of

them as alms. (TA.)_ Also IHe requited him,

or recompemed him, with good, (L, K, TA,)

accord. to the original application, (L, TA,) or

with. evil, (L, K, TA,) as some apply it. (L, TA.)

_And Jae)‘ tHe showed, or cast up,
or produced, I the reckoning. (MF, from the

'Inayeh.)

5: see 1, first sentence, in two places.

8: see 1, in two places.

M): see the next paragraph.

0"

M): see 341;, in three places. =Also A
’ Q r 0/

road, or way; (Msb ;) and so 7 My, (TA,) both

signify the same, (M,) and (S, K, TA)

0)

and VM’'1... (TA =) and 13¢}, (IAmb, K,)
9 r o' ’ I a v5)

or i.,-a)», or both, (M, A,) and 'M's'f

and (A,) a place where one lies in wait, or
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watches, (IAmb, S, M, A, K,) for an enemy : _

(IAmb, Ki) the pl. of 3.3} is 3%; ; (Msb;)

and the pl. of tie}; is 3‘53, (TA,) which

signifies also lurking places oi' serpents. (M, L.)

You say, Ll .335 and and

wisps (A, Msb) and gin, (A) He lay e,

wait for him in the way. (A,"* Msb.) And .5» L31

and 7 I[I am in the place qflying

in waitfor thee], meaning thou canst not escape

me. (A.) And ’Adee says,

- wees oéfléfiéiéii *

I[And verily deaths are in a place of lying in

wait for men, so that they cannot escape them].

(TA.) n.;}; J’s 5&1} iii the Kur

[ix. 5], misans And lie ye in wait for them in

every road, or way; (AM, TA ;) accord. to Fr,

in their way to the Sacred House. (TA.) And

r‘ en, 1

' abyss-IL) in the Kur [lxxxix. 13], means

Verin thy Lord is in the way; i. e., in the way

by which thou goest; (TA ;) so that none of

thine actions escapeth Him: (Msb :) or it means

that He watcheth, or lieth in wait, to punish him

who disbelieveth in Him and turneth away from

Him: (Zj, TA :) or that He watcheth every man

to recompense him for his deeds: (Ibn-’Arafeh,

TA :) or, accord. to El-Aamash, 3b).." is here

a name applied to three bridges behind the let}; ;

on one of which is security; on another, mercy ;

and on the third, the Lord. (L, TA.) == Also A
small quantity ofrain : (S, K 2) one says, l

he

l;- [In it, namely, the land (UéS'jl), is d

small guantity of rain]: (S:) and so 73.23:

(TA :) or both signify rain that comes after other

rain: or rain that falls first, before other rain

coming : or thefirst of rain. : or, accord. to IAar,

the former word signifies rain such as is termed

age, after which other rain is loohed for; and

ifother rain follow it, herbage is produced: one

shower thereof is termed V and l ; the

latter mentioned by Th: (M:) or '33.; signi

fies a shower, or whatfalls at once, of rain [app.

I eei

in any case]: the pl. of is 5L0)!

($, M, and 3Q), (M,) the latter mentioned on

the authority of A’Obeyd: (TA:) [or] the latter

is pl. of vii-23. ($.)_Also A small quantity

of herbage, M, K,) in land upon which one

h0p_es for the fall of the rain of the season called

6,5». (M.)

I v c Q r pa

84.2») an inf. n. of un. of 1: pl. at“), whence

the saying, '§, or 55,

{[My watchings of good conduct, or of evil, will

not miss thee], meaning I will requite thee for

thy deeds. (A, TA.)==See also the latter part

of the next preceding paragraph, in three places.

53;; A pitfall for a lion; syn.

_And A ring of brass, or of silver, in the

thongs [or cards] by means of which the sword is

' suspended. (K.)

gels 9.

SM)! 596 M3, in the latter part of the para

graph.

One who lies in wait for men in the

way, [to take their property unjustly; (Msb;)

syn. with the PersJixMB; and so (Meyd,

accord. to Golius [who, however, explains the

Pers. word as meaning vice custos, et vectigalium

pro transitu emactor ; which I do not think to be

here intended thereby].)

I I!

g”) A she-camel that watches, or waits, for

the drinking of others, A, and then her

self drinks, A,) or that she may drink.

a"; A beast of prey, ($, A, K,) or a wolf,

(M,) that watches, or waits, to_ leap, or spring.

(5, M, A, And A serpent that watches,

or lies in wait, to bite persons passing along the

road, or way. (L.)

Snares, or traps, prepared for catching

beasts ofprey ; as also 45%,. (’Arrém, L.)

ii; 5 ,e

sh): see 6.3.0).

Seal; Sitting [or lying in wait] for one in the

road, or way: (Mgh:) or watching, or waiting;

;CSZ‘J for a thing: :) or one lying in wait, or

in a place of watching, or in a road or way, for

the purpose of guarding: (Mgh :) pl. (53.105,

(K,) and 13.3,, like he )3; is pl. efjhé,

(Mgh: M§b:) and 0f ‘9‘; (Mgh?) 01'

[when 3;; is sin- with fee-19'}, (scum

or with (5,345}, [which has the same mean

ing,] and is aju'asi-pl. n., (M,) a word like

($, A) and )M, (A,) and used alike as sing.

and pl. [and masc.] and fem.; and sometimes

they said ($3) and also is used as a

pl. of Let}, agreeably with analogy; (Mgh;)

and likewise appears to be :1 pl. of the same.

I“)

(Ham p. 415.) Qne says, "L; ow

i. e. [Such a onefears]

an enemy lying in wait [before him, and pursuers

behind him]. (A.) By Hie, iii the Km hiiiii.

last verse but one, are meant watchers over an

angel sent down with a revelation, lest one of the

jinn, or genii, should overhear the revelation and

acquaint therewith the diviners, who would ao

quaint other men therewith, and thus become

equal to the prophets. (M, L.) _ Hence, (TA,)

seal)! is an appellation of The Lion. (K, TA.)

0/04 .1,

M)»: see M), in six places.

1| 0) a e o o.- I — 4

My [i.g. 4.01)]. One says, My 4U U!

s s e i e e o

a,» :L‘éléi I[I am watching, or

waiting, for thee, on account of thy beneficence,

that I may requite thee for it]. (Lth, A.)—

3.34};

(3-3;, M) of herbage: (M, or land which

has been rained upon, and which it is hoped will

produce herbage: (AHn, M,K:) and land upon

which has fallen a rain such as is termed in);

(M ;) and so '33,.2}: ($, M :) or, accord. to

9' )0; 0' is

some, one should not say by)» nor 3M)»;

I M 14 1‘ is ’

but .ee, uttei and 3-0). (M.)

alt\

Land in which is a small quantity

C '0 I 4, .

also)“ see M), in five places.

I, ’0’ set I I:

5;”). v6»: see 4-94.

Ir

M3, in three places.

5 rats

4.43)»: see

ca
r a ' . J I;

1. a.) cf), aor. - , ($, K,) inf. n. to), (S,) or,

as in the L, are}, (TA,) It stuck, adhered, or

clave, to it; ($,K;) as also V “,1. (Ibn

’Abbad, 1;.) You say, v3.5.2.5} His nee/i

were near together, (K, TA,) and stuck, adhered,

or clave, together. (TA.) [See also the part. n.

of th/e’latter verb, below.] ._ file“; to) i. q.

4.; J9: [app. meaning 1-He kept, or became

dddict’ed t0, the use of perfume; syn. 8)::

but accord. to. the TK, he rubbed, or anointed,

himself with pezfume]. (IF, _

aor. 1, inf. n. to), He remained, stayed,1 dwelt,

or abode, in the place. (K,* TA.) =iufll to)

He tied the thing in a complicated treble hnot,

such. as the knots of the 3.971 and the like: [or

perhaps this is a mistranscripltion, for V for

it is added,] when you take a thong, and tie in

it treble knots, this [action] is [termed]

(TA.) °

2. [infi n. of 6.2)] The act of setting,

fixing, or putting together, [jewels, precious

stones, gems, pearls, &c. ;] syn.

[See the pass. part. n., below.] _' The aht of

making [a thing] according to a measure; syn.

(Ibn-’Abbad, K.)_The act of weaving

[a thing]; orforming [it] by the inserting of one

part within another; like as a bird weaves its

nest. (Ibn~’Abbad, You say, t2,

Ute); The bird put twigs and feathers

hear together; and wave with them its nest. (A,

TA.) 3.2a" CZ), inf. n. as above, He

furnished the necklace with jewels, precious stones,

or gems, connected, or drawn, together, _in a series.

(TA.)—[Hence,] in rhetoric, signifies

TA hind ofustq; (TA;) the mahing the words

of a clause of rhyming prose, or at least two of

them, conformable in their measures, and agreeing

in their latter parts, with the corresponding

words of the corresponding clause; as in the say

in tllfflKlill' [;epd’oi' ch. lxxxviii.],

Mtnf Q; 1,: wig]: and the like in verse,

as in the saying of Aboo-Firés [El-Farezdak],

(Har p. 9.)_ See also 1; last sentence.

8: see 1, first and second sentences.

._ '3 The button of the loop ofa. copy of the

Kurdn. (AA, Z, $gh, K.) _ See also what next

follows.

The knot that is in the bridle (;lélll),

by the chech (’31:"), resembling a [small piece

quoney such as is called] ring,

of those with which a sword is ornamented : z)
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or the round ornamenth a sword: (IDrd,I_(:)

01' any round ring in the ornamental part of a

sword or saddle or other thing: (IDrd, K:*) or

a plaited thong between the suspensory thong, or

shoulder-belt, and the scabbard, of the sword; as

also 75,43: or [the pl. signifies] plaited thongs

in the lower parts of the suspensary thongs of the

sword; and a dial. var. is with 9»; (TA ;) i.e.

“L33, (K and TA in art. ),) on the authority

ofiISh. (TA in that art.) The pl. of (S, K)

in all the senses explained above (K, TA) is

gas- (s, 1.1)

(2:05 Sticking, adhering, or cleaving. (AZ, L.)

9 54 s ' . '

)0 Adorned Wllh Jewels, precious stones, or

gems; applied to a crown, and a sword:

e a I Jr) 0 r

or you say, )AlquLi to)» al)‘ mehning a crown

set with jewels, precious stones, or gems: and

Q i’) '0’

)4 are a sword ornamented with the rings

caléed gig}, pl. of (s) _. 5.1,; 3.33

0.22." A horse having the hairs of the fetlock

a, r J O; '

v5.1a us [meaning compacted together, as

,, ,

though woven]: (A0, and so in some copies of

'the K:) in [some of the copies of] the

0

W69. (TA.)

,1 4” n-oi

' ")4 at“! His teeth are set close together.

(A, TA.)

510)

J; a!

J

1. m], aor. ;g,°[0r - , as appears from what

follows,] inf. n. duo), He put, orjoined, together,

or together and in regular order, its several parts.

(M.) [Hence,] $14...» (s, 0, high, in the

M#1,) nor. 5 , inif n. as above, (8, M, Mgh,)

He put, orjai'ned, together the stones (S, 0, high)

in building, or in the building or structure: (S, O z)

or he built, or constructed, and joined together,

the stones. (M.) And He unit

were disposed in a regular and an’even row in
D I I

their manner of growth; as also m), [aor. ’ ,]

inf. n. (M.) And .1; He (a man

praying, O, K) put his together : (S, O, z)

or 4:14;) L; he put his legs near together.

(M:)-lAlso He bound it round with a thing.

(Her p. 376.) You saybgjl inf. n.

.He bound, (S, O, or wound, (M,) a sinew

upon the socket of the head of the arrow,

(S, M, O, K,) when it had broken. (M.):

u '01 o e e I

45L»! :4»): see above—m) also signifies
4 f .r

She [a woman] was small, or narrate, in the J:

,1 In

[or vulva]. (M.):biéj, aor. 1, inf. n. 6L0),

said of a deed, or an action, T1! was firm, or

sound ; or firmly, or soundly, or well, executed, or

performed. (0, K.)._. [See also below.]

_One says also, 31,. 5] 1.33s T This is a

thing, or an afl'air,’that will not become thee, or

be suitable to thee. (S, O, K.)

2. [infl n. of Julia] The putting, or

placing, together, or constructing, u-ell stones or

bricks in a building. (KL.) ._ The connecting

well words with words. (KL)._ And The bind

ing round an arrow well [at the part in which

the head is inserted] with a sinew.

4. Jwfl He mixed his wine with what

is termed it», i. e. water descending from

the mountains, upon the rocks. (0, K.)

5: see 8.

6: see 8. _Jill UJ They stood

close together, side by side, in the rank. O,

is syn. with

8. 511.63)! It had its several parts put, orjoined,

together, or together and in regular order; as also

tags, [or this means it had its several parts

mtle put, orjoined, together, &c., (see 2, of which

it is the quasi-pass.,)] and V (M.)

9H

55.0) Stones put, orjoined, together, M, O,

Msb, I_(,) [whether artificially or naturally, and

particularly] in a channel of water: (0,

n. un. 131;}. (s, M, o, Mgh, 1;.) A dam con

structedfor [the purpose of obstructing or retain

ing] water: [such is now termed V ; which

is originally an epithet, but thus used as a subst.,

and commonly applied to a quay; and a bank,

generally of masonry or bricks, raised along the

side of a river or of a lake do; and any similar

mass of masonry :] also (i. e. the channel

of a [reservoir such as is termed] M. (M.)

[Hence,] The water descending from

the mountdins, upon the rocks. El-’Aij:ij

says,

e r ’ Q 04 r r r I I 0

i . , - s .

use) )ls’e CJU the) u? *

meaning that the wine of which he is speaking

was mixed with water of a viii) [or ledge of

rocks or stones] that had contended, in flowing,

with another because of its thereby becom

ing more clear and more delicate: he suppresses

the word signifying water, meaning it to be

understood, (saying for :l; 6,4,

[but in both of my dopies ol' the S, {Q is erro

neously put for it,]) and he calls its passing

(23,...» [in the O and in one of my copies of the

S from do) to do) its contending

therewith [i. e. with the latter d9)]u (S, O.) _
9, 4r

See also EL; .

0/ be

iii-o): see the next paragraph. _The

are Two sinews, or ligaments, (0%,) in, or

between, the [two bones called] of the two

knees. (M.)

If 4/ I '4

3.6.0) ii. an. of w), q.v. _ Also A sinew

that is wound upon the socket of the head

ofan arrow, M, O, when it has broken;

(M ;) as also viii; (Lth, 0,15) and 155,3},

each with damm; ;) or as also Visible), [thus

written with kesr,] of which the pl. is (M)

and [colL gen. n.] 1.3%,; (M,O;) but [ISd

says,] I think that AHn has made this last to be

a sing: and 7 is the pl. of ELL}, [or rather

it is a coll. gen. n.,] and I hold to be pl.

of $.23: (M =) or it}, is the pl. of (s,

._ Also, and l A sinew that is

bound upon another sinew, and is then bound

upon the suspensary of the bow. .—

And [if not a mistake for Two

roundbones in the knee of a horse, separate from

the other bones. (I bn-’Abbé.d, O.

-- 0e 0 s,

2%,: see 55,0).

I~4

db): see alga-Also A part like stairs,

in the side of a mountain; pl. (Ibn

’Abbéd,0.)

I)!

dye) A woman narrowin the [or vulva]:

(S, M, 0:) or small therein: (M:) or small in

the vulva, and narrow therein, and, consequently,

impervia viro ,- as also i (IAar,* O,‘ K)

and (O,*K:) or this last, [syn with

a woman whose place of circumcision has

cahered [after the operation, when she was young],

and, consequently, impervia [viro]. (M.)

l a

\Jg‘) [Put, or joined, together, or together

and in regular order, in its several parts,- like

)0! a ’1'. l, ’0)

Tiff]. You say, fife) ASLL-il and TE)»

His teeth are disposed in a regular and an even

row in their manner ofgrowth. (M.)—[Hence,]

1- An imitator, or emulator, of another in actions;

and an inseparable associate. (O. _ And

1* A deed, or an action, that is firm, or sound; or

firmly, or soundly, or well, executed or per

formed: O, Msb, and in like manner,

an answer, or a reply: O :) or an answer, or a

reply, that is strong, or valid ,- not to be rebutted.

(Mgh.) _. Also An arrow having a sineio

u'aund upon the sachet of its head, when it has

broken; and so i (M.) _. See also

=Also sing. of til-b2, which signifies The sineu's,

or ligaments, of the horse : or this signi~

fies the bones of the side: (Ibn-’Abbad, O,K :)

and has for its pl. 3.2,, like [as pl. of

Li‘s]- (Is)

inf. n. of [q.v]. _

signifies The being gentle with

thing: and [hence] it is said in a trad., I!)

lie 7 [And no stay, or support,

to us was more gentle, or convenient, to us

than she, or it]: no verb thereof [in this sense]

has been transmitted. (M.)

I, 1’

45“)!

9' a 2'. H

a“); see “10).

f: ”
45,0)!

5/ e,{eel _ “at __

w)! [1. q. gap]: see “L:).

g )o- i! , _ 3: 10"

are)»: see *4), in two places—07o ,
' I I!

applied to a woman: see dye).

i. g. [q.v.]: (O,K:) because the

thing hammered, or beaten, is joined, and made

to cohere, therewith. (0.)

a E s v

[UL-.1511 A man having the teeth near
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together. (0, See also ._

The lion. (IKh, 0, K.) ' '

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and

TA to which I have had access]

0*")

1- (s. M.1.<.) M n- 55$}. (s. M.) It

(a thing, M, or a building, TA) was, or became,

firm, stable, strong, solid, compact, or sound.

(S, M,‘ K.‘).._. Also, said of a man, i. g.

t[He was, or became, grave, staid, steadi ,

sedate, or calm; and forbearing : still, or motion

less: or firm, or sound, ofjudgment : wise, or

sensible]; (M.)=;J-.;,, (As, s, M, K,) aor. 1,

inf. n. (As, He made it complete,

entire, or perfect,- (As,S,M,K;) namely, a

thing. (As, S.)_See also 4.._.And see 2, in

two places. (S, K,) inf. n.

(s,) He reviled him, or vilified him. (s,1_{.)

2. or 26:." (3.2), (K,) thus accord. to

some copies of the S, (TA,) inf". n. ;)

accord. to other copies of the S, 7&3; (TA;

[and accord. to the KL, the inf'. n. of the verb in

this sense, expl. by we Vane, is 3.23;]) +Hs

overcame the thing by knowledge: (S, so

says AZ: (s =) [accord. to the JM, 11's.}, signi

fies He knew it: but] the reading in the K, with

teshdeed, is confirmed by the saying of Z, in the

A, that lib u! means IVeri/‘y thou

for me, or to me, this information; syn. 453...;

a tropical phrase. (TA.)

4. it“)! He made it, or rendered it, firm,

stable, strong, solid, compact, or sound; (S, M,

K;) as also '63,; namely, a. thing. (TA.)

You say, it," The building was made, or

rendered, firm, stable, &c. (TA.) And a3]
so at. ‘rl r. ,

“.98 3b.:- W I When thou doest a deed, do

it soundly, thoroughly, skilfully, judiciously, or

well. (TA.)

Firm, stable, strong, solid, compact, or

sound; (S, M, K ;) applied to a thing: (M :) and

and 'éép, made, or rendered, firm,

stable, strong, &c. (TA.) You say 5:

A. coat of mail firmly, strongly, or compactly,

made. (TA.) And 15;}; .4 building made,

or rendered,firm, stable, strong, &c. (TA.) And

t[A man having firm, or

sound, judgment]. (TA.) _ Also, applied to a

man, i. q. {[Grave, staid, steadt , sedate,

or calm; and, forbearing: still, or motionless:

orfirm, or sound, ofjudgment : wise, or sensible].

(M.)—iksél;.g fSuck a one is

gracious, or knowing and gracious, with respect

to thy want ,' or mindful, regard/bl, or considerate,

thereof; syn. Q. also

signifies Pained, or sufl'ering pain: so

in the saying of a poet,

. :00: .0; 1 4 1| 1 AL!

" ujwl’ 92-" as?) is»; .Jsl-z *

[He says, or he saying, Verin I am sufl'e-ring

pain of the belly, or chest, therefore give ye me to

Bk. I.

drink]. (S.)=Wha.t are termed

or will! are The [two] extremities of

the v3 [or round and hollow bones, meaning

here ofthe arms, (in one of my copies of the S,

erroneously, of the ALA or sinews,)] ’that are

set in, or upon, the [n. an. of dub}, which

is evidently the correct reading, meaning the

bones that are between the arm and the shank],

in the knee. (S,

fl ’9 _ I

see the paragraph next preceding, 1n

two places.

I r.

010,0 An iron instrument with which beasts

are cauterized.

so, IO J 61 O r I 4

0,0)»: see (Ely—0,4)» .AfLa [A fore

arm, or an upper arm, of a man, or a fare shank,

or an arm, of" a beast, (for at.» has all these

meanings,)] marked with a hot iron; syn.

9 )0,

)s-"r- (K)

v")

- I

1. (s, A, Msb,) aor. '-, (Mgh,) inf. n. is},

(S, A, Msb, K,) He bruised, brayed, pounded,

or crushed, it: (IF, A, Msb,K:) or it signifies,

(S,) or signifies also, (K,) he bruised, brayed,

pounded, or crushed, it coarsely, not finch ,- (S,

K;) as also (TA:) or he broke it;

(Msb, TA ;) and so 7 the latter verb. (S, K,

TA.) You say, He beat him,

and crushed his bones. _(A.) And Q;

U2}; lullslml qfwhat

befall thee, and it crumbled my liver and crushed

my bones]. (A, TA.)

a u2,1, (s,1_<,) inf. n. u'sléjg, (TA,) Be (a

man, was, or became, heavy and slow. (S, K.)

And Ile ran vehemently. (lSk, Thus it has

two contr. significations. And “5633)! us ‘5)!

He went away into the country, or in'the land;

syn. [q.v.]. (ISk,TA.)_Eé;ll Qij,

(S, K,) inf. n. as above, (S,) The [milk termed]

as, became thick. ($,I_{.) =39 55,! It

(fatigue, TA, or food or drink, AZ, made the

sweat toflow. (AZ,* K,* TA.)

5: see the next paragraph.

8. )1 It (a thing) broke, or became broken,

in pieces; (TA;) and l signifies [the

same; or] it became broken, bruised, or brayed;

tiQ';

(KL;) [and so, accord. to some, luap)‘: for

you 52‘le @3' isle Jséfi-J

meaning Stones that break in pieces upon the

surface ofthe earth; (S,K;*) as some say: but

others say that this means stones that move about,

without stopping, upon the surface of the earth.

(TA.)

R. Q. 1: see 1, above, in two places.

R. Q. 2: see 8.

3.

Ha; Dates bruised, or brayed, or freed

from the stones, (K,) or bruised, or brayed, and

freedfrom the stones, (TA,) and steeped in un

mixed milk; (23., 1;, TA ;) as also and

lit-334: (K :) or dry dates bruised, or braycd,

and thrown intofresh milk; as also 7 (A.)

Fragments, or broken particles,,(S, IF,

Mgh,) of a thing: what is bruised, brayed,

pounded, or crushed; or bruised, &c., coarsely;

ofa thing. (IDrd,

Bruised, brayed, pounded, or crushed .

(K:) bruised, &c., cgarsely: as also

(s, K.)_See also U3}.

see what next follows.

“25.2, Pebbles: (IDrd,A,I_{:) or small pli

bles: (A,K:) as also (K,) which is a

contraction of the former: (TA :) or bruised,

crushed, pebbles. Hence the saying A)

,ij and )3 A river, or channel, having
a'bed of sangd upon which the water runs, and

having bruised, or crushed, pebbles. Or

signifies Hard, smooth stones. (Kr, L.)

And with 3, Stones that break in pieces, or that

move about without stopping, upon the surface of

the earth. (TA.) __ Land broken up (w

with stones. (IAar, S, K.) = Small drops of

rain. (AA,K.)=Fleshy; having much flesh;

applied to a man; (S, K ;) and to a camel: (S :)

fem. with 8; applied to a woman. (S,

I'D: 9;

gene, J15 Buttocks that quiver (1;, TA) 1,,

walking. (TA.)

Pasturing beasts that crush the herbage

in ealing: (TA :) or camels posturing at plea

sure; as though they crushed the herbage. (S,

TA.)

3 .

Uh; Always sitting still, not quitting his place.

(Ibn-’Abbad, K.)

Ii: 3

lb)»: see __ Also Thick [milk such as is

termed] i. e. fresh milk upon which sour

milk is poured, and which is then left awhile,

whereupon there comesforthfrom it a thin yellow

fluid, which is poured from it, and the thick is

drunk : (S :) or fresh milk drawnfrom the udder

upon sour milk ; or before it has become mature .

(TA:) or fresh milk poured upon milk that has

been collected in a skin: (A’Obeyd, TA :) or, as

described to 18k by one of the Benoo-’Amir,

very sour milk, that causes the man who has

drunk it to arise in the morning languid, or loose

in thejoints. (TA.) ._ And Afood, or a drink,

that causes the sweat of him who has eaten it, or

drunk it, tg flow. (AZ, K, TA.) In this expla

nation, 3.2,}: put in [some copies of] the

instead of in the explanation given by AZ.

(TA.):Also A mare that runs vehemently.

(AO, TA.)

A thing with which one bruises, brays,

pounds, or crushes; or with which one bruises,

&c., coarsely. (TA.) [And particularly what is

termed in Latin Tribulum; (Golius, on the au

thority of Meyd;) i. e. a kind of drag used for

the purpose ofseparating the grain of wheat and

barley Jo. and of cutting the straw; more com

monly called (q. v.) and and

5 ,

= See also vs).

III:

Hall-a,cisiih see bis-e}; and

ms
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W)

1. dis, (A,K,) aor. 1, (A,TA,) inf. 11.

L23, (TA,) He sucked in, or gently sucked or

drew in with his lips, her (a girl‘s, or young

Woman’s, TA) saliva; (A, K, TA;) as also

'Wjji (A!) or W), (K')—-And

ml The rain poured vehemently, or

abundantly and extensively; (K,TA;Z as also

'qwb)‘, inf. 11. Leg, cm.) And :Usi

The sky poured incessantly with rain in large

drops. (AA,TA.)._.:~23 is also used as a

verb, [meaning an inf n. of signifying It

(dew) fell, or formed, in distinct particles upon

nee trees,] from lat, applied to dew. (TA)=

'ilEJl i. q. [q. v., app. formed from

the latier by transposition,] (IQ) but seldom used.

(TA)

4: see the preceding paragraph.

5: see 1, in two places.

.ee ,Leg.

Saliva; syn. $32: or saliva (6.1))

that is sucked in, or gently sucked or drawn in

with the lips,- (L,I_{;) as when a man kisses a

girl: (L:) or what one so sucks or draws in, of

his own saliva: (L:) or what forms into little

bubbles, of saliva, and spreads, or becomes scat

tered, or sprinkled; what flows being termed

(TA :) or particles ofsali'va in the mouth:

(K:) or, as some say, the separation of saliva

into distinct particles, and abundance thhe water

of the teeth: but of each of the last two explana

tions, AM [or, I believe, ISd] says, “I know

not how this is.” (TA.) __ Sweet water. (TA.)

_-Froth of honey. (K,TA.)_Particles of

dew upon trees. (K.).__Particles Qf snow, of

hail, and ofsugar. (K.)_Particles Qfmush:

(K =) or so tote}. (TA.)

Vehement, or abundant and extensive,

rain:l(S,l_(:) or rain pouring incessantly, in

large drops. (AA, TA.) = Also A species ofthe

[late-tree called] )3“: (S,K:) one of which is

called aéeéf), [with respect to which it is a coll.

gen. n.,] and v with respect to which

latter, if this be correct, it is a quasi-pl. n. (TA.)

[in the TK Sweet saliva.

(K. TA-)

1*")
1. ééj, aor. =, (L, Msb, I_<,) inf. n.

(S, L, Msb,) He broke, L, Msb, and

bruised, brayed, or crushed, (Msb, TA,) pebbles,

(S, K,) or date-stones, (S, L, Msb,1_{,) &c.,

(Msb,) with astone [&C.]; (L ;) like ta), (S,

Msb,) which is a dial. var. (Mgh.) And He

broke, (Msb,TA,) or bruised, (TA,) a person's

head (Msb, TA) with a stone; (TA 5) as also

(Msb, TA.) ‘

5. (s, K) and 1 tag (L) It (a pebble,

S, K, and a date-stone,L, became broken,

(S, L, K,) [or bruised, brayed, or crushed,] with

a stone [&c.]. (L.) Jirim-el-‘Owd says,

J 54” e I 0 I I I e/

‘65”! 0? as“?"Kt ‘

[The pebbles almost became broken by her tread].

($-)

8: see the next preceding paragraph:

‘

. J,
a a O

1.3.“: Q» He excused himsel , or he urged, or

showed, or manifested, an excuse, for such a

thing; or he asserted himself to be clear there

of- <1.<->

inf. n. Of 1- (S? L: LIE-ib') [Hence’]

c-bjll Date-stones that fall out from others [in

the operation of breaking or bruising]. (S,

And 'M) A date-stone thatjliesfrom beneath

the stone [called ('l‘A.)._..Also, [or

perhaps more properly with t,] A small gift.

('I‘A.) _ And A little ofnews or tidings. (TA.)

I 0)

c")
implied, or rather indicated, in the signifies

Broken [or bruised, brayed, or crushed,] date

)0,

stones,- i. q. 'é’eb)» 6;; as also

is a suhst. from '); and [as such, as is

' Ce..le [i. e. Cg, L533]. (1;) [See also

with t]

24 0/ 9 a'

“)1 see cuéju

6 e I 01

tyre): see C49.

[That breaks, or bruises, pebbles &c.

much or vehemently]. Abu-n-Nejm says,

8' us)

* Ebb)Mvii, (4% “

* Eve-j a, new,, Jet *

[With every strong hoof, that breaks the pebbles

much or vehemently, that is not contracted, 01'

immoderately narrow, nor spreading].

U I '0

M)» The thing with which date-stones are

broken, or bruised, brayed, or crushed, to serve as

provender [for camels]. (R, TA.) [See also

what next follows]

The stone with which date-stones are

broken [or bruised or brayed o: cry-shed, to serve

as food for camels]: [q. v.] is a

dial. var. of weak authority. (TA.) [See also

what next precedes]

0 e 4 9 e:

’0)»: see to).

See what is said at the end of the next art.

'c‘”
1. (s, A, high, 1(,) aor. = (A,Msb, 1;)

and ., (3,) int‘. n. (JK, s, Men) He broke,

(JK, S, Msb, 111,) and bruised, brayed, or crushed,

(Msb,TA,) pebbles, (S, K,) and date-stones, (S,

Msb,TA,) and a bone, (TA,) and other things,

(Msb,TA,) of such as were dry, (TA,) or date

stones and the like; (JK ;) like Msb ;)

as also it's) [app. in an intensive sense]. (A.)

He broke (S, A, Mgh, Msb) another’s head,

(Mgh,Msb,) or the head ofa serpent, (S,TA,) &c.,

(TA,) with stones; (s, TA ;) as also 1 [app.

in an intensive sense]. And 93;!

The he-goats betook themselves to striking one

another with their horns, (JK,K, TA,) so that

some of them broke the heads of others. (TA.)

r s a J rb/ 1105' 1' J in!

And 1.1-.» opfljvzei, and 145,54.” Isarv

them breaking in pieces the bread and eating it .

(A:) and l 1,11; [i. e. They passed the

time, or the day-time,] breaking in pieces bread

and eating it and taking it with their hands:

(TA :) and l We were eating. (JK.)

’05 a a e r J r r e

_Ub)'yl 1,1,: ta) means 1,.5 oaths- ' [app. for

4; .34, i. e. He threw him, or it, down

upon the ground]. A,

Mgh, Msb,1_(,) and ($,Meb,) aor. =,

(Msb,) inf. n. t-b), (S, Msb,) He gave him

what was not much; Msb,K;) he gave him

little; (A, Mgh, TA ;) 04 qfhis property :

(TA :) and uh; [I gave

them, of my property, a small gift]: (A :) and

vii-:63! [if not a mistranscription for

Igave the mana little out quuch. (TA.)

J) rt’ 0’ J, I Dr;

4.2;...6» a! a,“ [I ordered the giving a a

small gift to him, or I ordered a. small gift to

him, and I gave him a small gift] occurs in a

tradition. (S.)

2:

a. Les-.5, (s, L,1_<,) int. n. (L,) He

engaged with him in throwing stones, each at the

other; (AAF, S, L,K;) so that each broke the

other’s head: (A AF, L z) or, accord. to El

Khattébee and IAth and others, he engaged with

him in the shooting of arrows, each at the other:

but AAF questions the correctness of this latter

explanation, preferring the former. (L.) [See,

however, 6.] _ And tab, (JK, L, 1g)

inf. n. as above, (L,) He gave a thing unwillingly.

(JK, L, K.) _ And 23.. L151, We ob

tained ofhim, or it, something. ' (JK, L.)

4:

see above, in three places.

see 1, last sentence but one.

5: see 1, in two places. _._You say also,

If! r J 5/” 0:

ns.." 0,“)23) [They hear the news, but are

not sure of it, or are not acquainted with it

clearly, or plainly] : from

senses explained below. (15,“ TA.)

6. We cast, or shot, one at another;

syn. (S, K :) or signifies a people’s

in the last of the

shooting arrows, one at another : (JK, TA :) and

,0qu lVe shot, one at another, with

arrows: (TA :) and gar-ll; They

shoot, one at another, with arrdnrs. (A.)

6' If 2,0: 1 ,0, r,

8. 4,719.:- m ,5

vitiousness of speech,- or] he, having grown up

among foreigners, (K, TA,) a little while, (TA,)

[He has a foreign
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and then become a. dweller among the Arabs,

inclines to, or resembles, foreigners, in certain

words, or expressions, though he strive [to do

otherwise, or to speak correctly]. (K, TA.)

I 6;

tab), Mgh, Msb, TA,) originally an inf. n.,

used as a subst. [properly so termed]; or of the

measure in the sense of the measure J’stiu,

- E 16' ‘

like my! days [applied to a dirhem]; (Msb;)

[app., in its primary acceptation when thus used,

5’ D Q 01 .1"

A fragment: for] you say, Q... the) was

[Ile has afragment ofbread] : (A: [so in a copy

of that work; and this is agreeable with signifi

cations of r or the right reading may be

,QL; (see the last sentence in this paragraph:)

2» it may be that which here next follows:])
Dr J 0/ ssl

)sl'v- 'c-b) oxf IIe has somewhat of good, or of

good things. (Mgh.) 5Also A small gift,- (S,* L,

Msb, TA ;) and so 7 (JK, A, [in my copy

of the Mgh, erroneously, @j,]) and

(Mgh, L) and (L:) or a moderate

gift, neither good nor bad,- and so Vii-5.6;:

(L:) and a small gift, less than one’s share; of

booty. (Mgh,* MF.)_Also, [or 3:3,]

News, or tidings, (K,) or a little thereof, (TA,)

which one hears, but of which one is not sure, or

with which one is not clearly, or plainly, ac

quainted: accord. to different copies, and

TA :) in some copies of the K, in the place of

” (TA.)
J, 10¢

43,2...3, we find

Ir 0/

M): see the next; preceding .paragraph. _

One says also, )1” Q4 "' ') £45, (JK, A)

A small quantity ofrainfell: (JK:) pl.

(JK, A?)

e e

or crushed, date-stones, [with which camels are

fed, and] which are first moistened with water.

(L in art. [See also Ca), with C.]

[or [5;] and V Bruised,

2' 1’ ’ 2'
sis-Le): sec 'c.¢).

see in two places.

see what next follows.

A stone with which, and Ham

p. 615,) or upon which, (Ham,) date-stones are

broken [or bruised or crushed, to serve asfoodfor

camels]; (K,Ham;) as also viii-1:4: pl.

(TA:) but is [said to be] a dial. var. of

weak authority, of (TA in art. c411.)

I {0, O Iv

troy: see if).

It is allowable to substitute t for in the

words of this art., except in those relating to

eating and giving. (L.)

C"
:53 r a r ,,

1 Ml '), aor. =; and cs), aor. -_; ($, Msb,‘

K;) the former of the dial. of Tihz'imeh; (O, L ;)

the latter of the dial. of Nejd; ($, 0, L;) or the

former of the dial. of Nejd; and the latter of the

dial. of Tihameh, and used by the people of

hdikkehi (Msb;) and Cs), (Msb,) i. e. be)

41" wt (Ilia. Ts.) w- =; (Ilia. Mtb;)

inf. h. éte‘j, (s, Meh,1_<,) of the first, ($311,)

or of the third, (Msb,) and éié,,(1$,) [which is

also an inf. n. of 3,] and (Msb, ofthe

first, (Msb,TA,) and (s, Msb,1_{,) of' the

second, ($,Meh,) and is}, (Mgb,K,) said by

some to be the original form of the inf. n. of the

second, (Mgh,) and aeteg,<Meh,1,<,) ofthe third,

(Mgh,) and hats); (K;) or the last two are
I U ’1

simple substs. from {La}; (IAth;) said ofa child;

(S, Msb;) IIe sucked the breast ofhis mother,

and VF)! signifies the same. (Msb, TA.)

You say, lib [This is my

foster-brother]; and lib. The

saying, in a trad., igléjl, and

iiLLéPl, means The sticking which occasions in

terdii'tion of marriage [with the woman whose

milk is sucked and certain of her relations] is

that of an infant when hungry; not of a child

that is grown up: (IAth:) or that consequent

upon hunger which is stopped by the milk in the

time of infancy of the child; not when the child’s

hunger is only to be stopped by solid food. (Mgh

in art. You also say, ofa man, ééfi

($,I_{) and [He sucks the teats qfhis

camels and of his ewes or she-goats, by reason of

his! sordidness. see wavy" as?)

4.0! I[He sucked meanness, sordidness, or igno

blhness, from the breast of his mother] ; ;)

i. e. he was born in meanness, sordidness, or igno

bleness. (TA.)_ [He begs of men,

(K, TA ;) ashs gifts qfthem. (TA.) So, accord.

to IAar, in the saying of Jereer,

F I a J was, ’serrbrr

“ l-M'“ r: 0}: “5'9 0» 8):: “

- “it. *

[And he begs ofhim whom he meets; and ifhe

see a cripple leading a blind person, El-Farezdah

ashs ofhim]: but [properly speaking] the .ahii

is one who cannot stand, so as to lead the blind.

(TA.) __ Gin 1[He sucks the

sweets of the present world, and dispraises it].

(TA.)= 5.1:}, (.9, 2,31,) with damm, as though

what the verb denotes were natural to the person

of whom it is said, (S, TA,) or the verb has this

form because it is changed in meaning so as to be

intensive, (Z, TA,) aor. —’; and aor. 1; (Ibn

’Abbz'id,K;) inf. n., (Z, K,) of the former verb,

(2, TA,) iétéj, (z,1_<,) with ret-h only; (IAth,

TA;) tHe (a man, S) was, or became, mean,

sordid, or ignoble: (Sf K,TA:) or he wgs, ’or

became, very mgan, fa: (Z, TA:)_[sec :]

or one says, és), )Q, for the sake of mutual

resemblance; and the meaning is, [he was, or

became, mean, sordid, or ignoble, and] he sucked

from the teat of the she-camel, fearing lest, if he

milked, any one should know of his doing so, and

demand of him somewhat. (Msb.)=l;jl;li

IT/ieir milk became little in quantity; said in

reference to milch-camels abounding with milk.

(TA. [But the context in the TA suggests that

this is a mistake; that the phrase is said of the

wind called and that the right reading is

r; ’05 I

lvilell and the meaning, TIt rendered

their milk little in quantity.])

3. ties-61), (Msb,TA,) int. n. and “L5,

(Mgb,1_(, TA) and also Elite, (Mgh,) [but this

last is anomalous, and, if dorrect, is probably

a simple subst.,] He suched with him,- or had

him suching with him; (Mgh," K,‘ TA ;) he had

him. as his [or foster-brother]. (Mgh.)—

21 I s a)fl.t

[Hence,] b,te 81.6) W I[Betn:een them two

is the sipping of the wine-cup, or cup qfwine].

0e 1')

(TA.) _ 3.1.61). also signifies An infant’s suck

ing the breast of his mother while she has a child

in her belly. (K.) := He gave, or de

livered, his son to the woman who should suchle

him. (S, [See also 4.]

4. She (a woman) had a child which

she suchled. (K.) _ 515, also, signifies

+ Ilaving milk, though not having a child that is

’3‘ III .9

suckled. (IB.)= “I MJl His mother suchled

him. (S, Msb, K!)_ You say also, i

[app. meaning He caused the child to be snchled :

or, perhaps, he suchled the child, by means of h is

wife or a female slave,- because his semen genitale

is considered as the source of the milk of a woman

who has borne him a child; accord. to a saying

of Lth, cited in an explanation of a usage of the

word or voce 8;, q. v.) [See

also 3.]

6. Lanai; They both suched the breast of a

woman together; each with the other. (TA.)

8. 83): see 1; first sentence. _ M)!

3'31! The she-goat dranh [or sucked] her own

miglh [from her udder]. ($,K.)_Hence étisjt

[yeti]! -|-The drinking [of the cup] qf wine. (Har

p. 284: [See also 3.])

10. )Lel He sought, or demanded, a wet~

nurse. It is said in the Kur [ii. 233],

jéegsjji £5,153} 1,]; And ifye desire

to seek, or deinand, wet-narsesfor your children;

i. e., ,5>'9,l IMF-.3 01; the second

objective complement [accOrd. to this order of the

words], but the first in reality because the wet

nurse is the agent with respect to :he child, being

suppressed; for you say, i132." iii-$35.21,

meaning I sought, or demanded, of the womait

that she should suchle my child: (IB:) accord.

to some, the verb is doubly trans.: accord. to

others, the prep. ,J is suppressed in the Kur;
’

a) so: _

the meaning being,bhjj‘j. (El-Howt'ee, in the

“ Burhan fee tef'seer-el-Kur-t'tn.”)

8.5, A hind of trees upon which camels feed.

(0,1.{0

138‘
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8)
91¢

to, The young ones [or suckers] of palm

trees,- (IAar,K;) as also ash}, (K,) accord. to

Lth and IDrd and the $; (TA in art. 8);) or

the latter, accord. to Az, is a mistranscriplion:

(K‘ and TA in that art. :) n. on. with 5. (TA.)

=1 bleanness, sordidness, or ignobleness; a subst.

from as also

Cd!)

Afoster-brother; syn. ' pl.

(“J You say, we} a». (S, Maria“) i- e

9 a Q 4 _

ts): see in two places : =and see

[56.] lib [This is my foster-brother].

($, lilo—[11' child while it is a suckling;] a

child before it is termed [i.oe. weaned].

(IAar, TA in art. [See also [In

explanations of the words and in the

$, it is applied as an epithet to a. kid, evidpntly

as meaning Sucking,- or a suckling,- like

q. v., pndfir] _. See two other significations,

voce in two places.

5.26}, said in the 15; to be an inf. n. of 1 in the

first of the senses explained in this art., is, accord.

to IAth, a simple subst. (TA.)_ [It is a regular

in)". n. of q.v.] also signifies

IThe [west wind, or westerly wind, called] n33:

or a wind between that and the [south wind, or

southerly wind, called] (lDrd,K,TA:)

because, when it blows upon the milch-camels

abounding with milk, their milk becomes little in

quantity. (IDrd, TA.)

Sikh), said in the K to be an inf. n. of 1 in the

first of the senses expl. in this art., is, accord. to

IAth, a simple subst. (TA.) ._ [It is also said,

in the Msb, to be an inf. n. of q. v.]

A female that suchles her young : (TA :)

or a ewe or she-goat that sucklcs, or that has a

young one which she suchles. (AO, S,

see the next paragraph.

'3

Sucking the breast of his mother,- a

suckling ,- as also 7 pl. of the former

and of the latter (K. [See also which

signifies the same; as is shown below, voce

8;; and by Ed in xxii. 2; &c.])..._. One who

sue/rsfrom the teat of the she-camel, fearing lest,

if he milked, any one should know of his doing

so, and demand of him somewhat: (Mgh:) or a

pastor who does not take with him a mil/ring

vessel, and, when-he is asked for milk, eaccuses

himself on that ground, TA,) and, when he

desires to drink, sucks the teat of his milch

beast: (TA:) pl. (Mgh.) The phrase

. L5 [i.e. Mean, sordid, or ignoble; who

sucks the’teats of his she-camels, &c.,] originated,

($, K,) as they assert, (S,) from a certain man’s

sucking the teats of his she-camels ($, K) or ewes

or she-goats, and not milking them, ($,) lest the

sound of his milking should be heard and some

what should be demanded of him: or

the origin was the coming of a guest by night to

a certain man of the Amalekites, whereupon the

latter sucked the adder of his ewe, lest the guest

should hear the sound of the streaming of the

milk from the teat. (IDrd.) But when a single

epithet is used, one says (Msb. [See,

however, what follows.]) _ [Hence,] IIIIean,

sordid, or ignoble ; (K, TA ;) as also V and

pl. and :) and as

6. pl., [i. e. pl. of 7 has the same significa

tion, of mean, &c. (TA.) It is said in a trad. of

Selemeh Ibn-El-Akwa’, _I'jll jgéll, mean~

ing ITO-day is the day 0 the destruction of the

mean, &c. (TA.)_ Also IMean, sordid, or

ignoble, who has sucked meanness, 80ledlt€88, or

ignobleness, from the breast of his mother; (El

Yemamee, K, TA ;) i.e. born in meanness, sordid

ness, 0r ignobleness. (TA.)_ I A beggar: (TA :)

one who begs of men: 2) thus Ibn-’Abbad

explains (TA.) _. t One who eats the

particles qffood remaining between his teeth, lest

anything [thereof] should escape hint: or

such is termed (TA.):A possessor

of milk: after the'usual’ manner of a possessive

epithet [like 5.,9]. (TA.)

A central incisor when it falls out:
(Msbiz) or the are the two central in

cisors (s, Msb, K, TA) of a child, (s, 1;, TA,)

over which the milk is drunk [or sucked] : (Msb,

TA =) pl. 6st,}; (5, Msb,1_{:) or the tel};

are the teeth of a child that grow and then fall

out in the period of sucking; (Msb,' TA ;) and

they are said to be six in the upper part of the

mouth and sin: in its lower part: (TA :) [the pl.

is applied to all the milk-teeth of a child, and of a

horse &c.; it applies to the teeth called

that fall out, as well as to the or central

incisors, accord. to A0, in a passage relating to a

colt, in his J15." .3125 quoted in the TA in art.

)in- ; and to the teeth called C41; that fall out,

erE

accord. to a passage in the $, voce )b-t, q. v., as

well as the extract from the work of AO men

tioned above, and in this case likewise relating to

a colt.]

I ,0,

' The breast, as being the laceo suckin :to)“ o p 9

pl. (Ksh and Ed in xxviii.11.)_And

[as an inf. n.] The act of sue/ring the breast: pi.

as above. (Ksh and Ed ibid.)

.rcan Suchled: pl. which is opposed

to pl. of (Mgh.)

I 81

the)» and A mother [or other woman]

suckling : (Msb :3 or one having with her a child

which she suchles: the former epithet may with

reason be applied to the mother because suckling

is performed only by females, like as the epithets

Jail;- and EMLL are applied to a woman; and

if were applied to her who has with her a

child, it would be correct: (Fr, TA :) [but see

another saying ascribed to Fr in what follows:]

or the former, a woman having a child which she

suchles; (Kh,$, IB,K;) after the manner of a

possessive epithet; (IB,) i. e. having a

(Kh, IB ;) like akin; 51:11 “a woman having

a Jilin” (Kh;) 0r “a doe-gazelle

having a geld, ;" though has a verb bear

ing a signification agreeing with this; and it

sometimes occurs as meaning having milk, though

not having a child that is suckled: (IB 2) but

the latter is used in describing a woman as per

forming an action; (Kh;) signifying suckling a

child: (s, :) the former is used when the

[abstract] quality is meant: the latter, when the

action is meant: but God knows: (Akh :) or the

former signifies one who is near to suckling, but

has not yet suchled : and one having with ,her the

child that is mind [by her] (ésjn Gin);

and the latter, [in the TA the former, but this is

a mistranscription, as is shown by what follows,]

one who is suckling, her teat being in the mouth

ofher child; and in this sense it is used in the

Kur, in a passage which see below: (AZ in the

TA :) Th says, the latter signifies one who suchles,

though she have not a child, or she have a

child: and the former, one who has not a child

with her, and sometimes having with her a child:

and in one place he says, when the action is

meant, the latter is used, and it is made an

epithet: and when the 8 is not added, it is meant

as a subst.: (TA :) Fr and some others say that

it is without 8 when the proper signific-tion of

suckling is meant: and with 5 when the tropical

signification of a subject of the attribute of

suckling in time past or future is meant: (Msb :)

the pl. [of both, though said in the Mgh and TA

to be that of the former,] is (Mgh, Msb,

TA) and (Msb,TA’.) The saying in the

Km [;xii- 2], Ci J5 .1535 $535135;

means [On the day when ye shall see it,]

every woman that is suckling, (AZ, Kh,) in the

act Qfdoing so, (Kh,) with her teat in the mouth

of her child, (AZ,) [shall neglect, or become heed

less of or divertedfrom, that which she shall have

been suckling :] or has” here has the last signi

fication explained in the preceding sentence [so that

the meaning is every woman who shall have been

suckling or shall be going to suclde]. (Mgh.) _

It is said in a trad.,i;blhll £333,

meaning 'l-Erccellent ii: the gflice of bommdndei',

or governor, and the profit, or advantage, which

it brings to its possessor; and very evil is death,

which destroys his delights, or pleasures, and stops

the profits, or advantages, of that Qflice. (TA.)

_The pl. is metaphorically applied as

an epithet to bees (9.25;, i. e. (TA.)

see ._ Also An unborn child ofa

woman who is suckling another child: such a

child proves to be meagre in body, slender in the

bones, and ill nourished. (En-Nadr,

5,0,0) 1'04

65):...» [for a! '02“ ,agreeably with an opi=

nion mentioned by El-Howfee, (see 10,) One _fiir

whom a wet-nurse has been sought, or demanded].

1 e .v e 0» 0 .v 9 a)

You say, use 66);...“ Q'jé [Such a

one is he fbr whom a wet-nurse has been sought,

or demanded, among the Benoo-Temeem]. (TA.)
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1. aor. ,, ($,Msb,1_{,) inf. n. $.23,

(Mgh,) He cauterized him, or it, (namely, a

thing, Mgh,) with a heated stone. ($, Msb,

_- And He roasted it (namely, flesh-meat,) upon

a if (is

heated stones. (Mgh.) And Az says, m, Lac)

M 21;." [SometimesI or often,

the Arabs hehted, or warmed, water with heated

stones for the horses]. He

ejected his excrement, or thin edci'ement. (Ibn

’Abbéd, o,1_(.) =23L3,n He folded the

pillow. (IDrd, o,1_<.) '

Heated stones (S, O, Mgh, Msb, K) with.

which milk is made hot, or is made to boil; ($,

0, K ;) [and with which one cauterizes; and upon

whichflesh-meat is roasted,- as shown above ;] as

also (O, K:) n. no. with _3. (S, O,

Mgh, Msb.) It is said in a prov.,

L; [Take thanfrom the heated stone what is

upon it]: ($,O:) i. e. take thou what adheres,

of the milk, to the heated stone when it is thrown,

with others, therein, to make it hot, or to make

it to boil: it is applied to the case of one's taking

as spoil a thing from a. niggard, though it be

little, or paltry. (Meyd, 0.) [Hence,]

A piece offat which, when it falls upon

the heated stones, melts, and extinguishes their

heat : and a serpent qf which the poison, when it

passes by the heated stones, extinguishes their

fire: (0, K:) and a lean sheep or goat, that

puts out the fire and does not become thoroughly

cooked: (M, L, K, all in art. gems-z) or afat

sheep or goat, that slakes the heated stones by its

fat: (T and TA in that art. :) and fa calamity

that makes one to forget that which was before

it: (A0, O, K:) or simply to calamity. (K in

art. [q.v.].) _Also Certain bones in the

knee, like fingers put together, holding together

one another; (O,K;) above which is the

[or patella] : (TA in art. gab, :) in a horse, what

are between the shank and the arm: (En-Nadr,

(J, K :) they are certain small bones, placed to

gether, at the head ofthe upper part of the Cl);

[app. a mistranscription for Clléa, i.e. shank]:

(En-Nadr, 0:) one thereof is termed and

'56- (0,19)

n. un. ofiéj [q. v.]. (s, 0, Mgh, Msb.)

_ [Hence, app.,] .933." an appellation

of four [tribes of the Arabs], Sheybdn and Tegh

lib and Bahrd and Iydd. (O,

‘ p p r

35.6) A certain brand, or mark, made by burn

ing the shin pith [heated] stones. (Lth, O,

_. See also baa), last sentence.

Milk that is boiled by means of the

heated stone [or stones]. (S, O, K.)

I )0,

.39” Boast meat roasted by means of heated

stones : O, :*) and thoroughly cooked there

by- (K0

,1 ' l I Dr

35%)»: see a), first sentence.

A cooking-pot [in which the food is]

thoroughly cooked by means of heated stones: (S :)

or the stomach, or mom, of a ruminant animal,

which is washed and cleansed, and carried in a

journey ,- and when the people desire to cook, and

there is no cooking-pot, they cut up the flesh

meat, and put it into the stomach, or maw, then

they betake themselves to some stones, and kindle

a fire upon them so that they become heated,

whereupon they put them into the stomach, or

mom. (0, K.) It occurs in the saying of El

Kumeyt,

0‘ a

' own @995»

I:

(S, O, i. e. [illany a cooking-pot &c., or

many a stomach, or maw, &c., has there been,]

that did not impede nor delay [in the cooking the

cook, to the whiteness of the froth whereof I have

hastened when it made a sound in boiling, or

broiling].

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and

TA to which I have had access]

2-5)

1. is originally the) being changed

into L5 because of the kesreh: :) the tribe of

Teiyi said tie, for {Se}. (IDrd in his lex., cited

by Freytag; and Mughnee voce UJ], there said to

be a dial. var. of You say, (S,

M. Mgh. K.) and <M.M@b.1.<.) which is m"

the dial. of the people of El-Hijéz, (Msb,) the

verb being thus made trans. by means of uk,

accord. to Ks, agreeably with the opinion of Sb

respecting instances of this kind, for the purpose

of making it to accord with its contr., LS—b,

(M, TA,) aor. (K,) inf. n. ($,'M,

qu, K) and (M, K) and 51;», and 51,2},

(sf M, Msb,"l the last of the dial. of Keys

and Temeem, (Msb, TA,) and mentioned by Sb,

(M, TA,) but all the readers of the Kur read

Qty) with kesr, except ’Asim, who is related

to have read it with damm, (T, TA,) and

($,"I M, K,) originally 5.2;, (TA,) He was

pleased, well pleased, content, contented, or satis

fied, with him; regarded him with good will, or

favour; or liked, or approved, him; (MA;)

[i. e., as said above,] contr. qusJ; (M, Msb,

K;) the object being a person: (’Msbz) and Sb

states that they also said with the medial

radical quiescent, for 1,5; but it is extr. (M,

TA.) The saying in the Kur [v. last verse but

one, and ix. 101, &c.] 5.2,; its?

[God is well pleased with them and they are well

pleased with Him] means God is well pleased

with their deeds and they are well pleased with

the recompense that He has bestowed upon them :

(M,TA:) or, accord. to Er-Raghib, “gt! a};

sill means The servant’s, or man’s; being nul

displeased with that which God's decree has made

to happen to him; and tab! v.3), God’s

seeing the sirvant, or man, to be obedient to that

which He has commanded, and refraining from

that which He has forbidden. (TA.) You say

also, ($,Msb,K,) and so aha-9;,(M,

Mgh,) int‘. n. 5.2,, (Mgh,TA) [and [,2] and

(51;) &c., as above]; and lag}; ($, Msb;)

I was pleased, well pleased, content, bontented, or

satisfied, with it; regarded it with good will, or

favour; or liked, or approved, it: (MA: [for the

verb is there said to have the same signification

in the phrases and g as it has in

1:; and 421;; and steep is there similarly ex

plained: and the like is implied in the s and 1;;

and is evidently agreeable with general ns.ige:])

or he chose it, or preferred it: (Msb,TA:)

the object being a. thing: ($,Msb,TA:) or

(accord. to explanations of in the Kur

ii. 139) I loved it, or liked it; (Ksh, Bd, Jel;)

inclined to it,- (Ksh ;) had a desirefor it. (Bd.)

The saying of the lawyers, [respecting a woman

whose consent to her marriage has been asked,]

L;ng uh; means It [i.e. her silence]

testifies, or declares, her permission [or consent] ;

because pirmission indicates (Mgh.) You

say also, ken-La a.) $9.5) [I was pleased with him,

I or I liked himibr approved him, or chose him,

or preferred him, as a companion]. And

)1591 and “1.53), [which may be well

rendered [He'approved him for that thing, or

afair,] meaning he saw him, or judged him, to

be fit for that thing, or afl‘air. (M.) And

Hues) (K, TA) He [approved
for] [those him, or preferred him; and saw

him, orjudged him, to befit ; for his companion

ship, and his service. (TA.) And

[His living, or sustenance, was found pleasing,

well pleasing, content-ing, or satisfying; or was

lihed, or approved] : one should not say [in

this case]. (S, K.) __ M, nor.

10%;, (S,K,) signifies I surpassed him in v.2,

[i. e. in being pleased, well pleased, content, &c. :

see above, second sentence]: (Sf M, K*:) so in

the saying, [He vied, or con

tended, with me in being pleased, well pleased,

content, &c., and I surpassed him therein]: ($,

M, K,9 the inf. n. of usw, thus used is its};

and 2L5); (M ;) both these signify the same (K,

TA) as'int'. ns. of this verb. (TA.)

2:see4.

3: see 1, last sentence. _ infi n.

and 2th,, signifies [also] I agreed, consented,

accorded, or was of one mind or opinion, with

him. (Msb.)

4. Zap, (M, MA,Msb, 1g) inf. n. it,], (Mgh,)

He, or it, made him to be pleased, well'pleased,

content, contented, or satisfied; (MA ;) [he, or it,

pleased, contented, or satisfied, him :] or he gave

him that with which he would be pleased, well

pleased, content, contented, or satisfied. (M, K :*

in the former, L; in the latter,

Hence, in the Kur [ix. 8],

'

Mfg-lb

I) ’J '2” 1° 61’ )0)a GU, [They will please

you, or content you, with their 'mouths, but

their hearts will be incompliant]. (TA.) And

.v )Jfiv’:

as w)\, and V with teshdeed, [I made
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him to be pleased, well pleased, content, &c., with

"18,1 [and he was pleased, &c.]. (5.)

5. He sought to please, content, or

tangy, hi-m; (M,1_<;) as also Hugh. (151.)

A poet says,

0a,
.

* use; a3] *

* uI-Hf"' '93 Lil-3,3 '93 *

[then the old woman is angry, then divorce thou;

and seek not to please, or content, her, nor behave

in. a loving, pr blandishing, 0r_ coaxing, manner] :

he says instead of to avoid what is

termed but some [relate it in the manner

better known, saying (M.)—[Also]

110;,»

4.296).? I pleased, contented, or satisfied, Itlllt

s so ' BE

(42.5.6)!) after striving, labouring, or toiling. ($.)

6. [They two agreed, consented, ac

corded, or were ofone mind or opinion, respecting

it; or were pleased, well pleased, content, con

tented, or satisfied, with it; they both liked it, or

approved it]: (A, :) and 4.3 [signifies the

0"91 JO 4 a

same]. (13s in iv. 28.) And.” .91; They

agreed among themselves in being pleased, eon

tented, or satisfied, with it; or in lihing, or

approving, it. (MA.) IS], in the

Kur [ii. 232], means [When they agree, or con

sent, among themselves; or] when they are pleased,

well pleased, content, &c., [among themselves,]

every one of them with his [or her] companion.

(TA.) Hence the trad., 8Q! [SeL

ling, or buying, is only i'esultant from mutual

agreement, consent, or content, or approval].

(TA.) And you say, [ZlIutual

agreement, or consent, to it, or mutual content

with it, or mutual approval qfit, happened, or

took place]. (A, [In some copies of the K,

by the omission of3, this phrase is made to be as

though it were meant as an explanation o

QQQD '

8: see 1, in three places.

10. til-41):“! He asked, begged, or petitioned, of

him that he would please, content, or satisfy, him,

or that he would give him that with which he

would be pleased, well pleased, content, contented,

or satisfied. (Z, You say,

[I ashed, begged, or petitioned, of him that he

would please me, &c., and he pleased me, &c.].

($.) _ See also 5.

i), A. certain idol-temple, belonging to [the

tribe of] Rabee’ah: :) whence they gave the
6) la,

name of as, e.,: [Servant of Rudd]. (TA.)

[3.2) is merely an inf. n., [as such] syn.

with bLZ;, (K,) meaning The being pleased, well

pleased, content, &c. ; [see 1;] contr. of :

(M :) and the simple subst. is V {Us}, with medd. ;

[signifying a state of being pleased, &c. ;] (Akh,

$ ;) or" the latter is only an inf. n. of 3, (M,) syn.

with 5%!)4: (M,K:) [but] the former [is also

used as a subst., signifying content, or approval:

and permission, or consent : and] is dualized, app.

as meaning the kind [or mode or manner, ofbeing

pleased, &c.]: (M:) the dual is 98:64 and 9%,;

(S, M, K :) Ks heard 915.5) and Qt}:- as duals

0f (5;), 811d uif; and says that the pioper way

is to say UQé, and Qgp, [which in the case of

the former is strange, as'its final radical is ,,]

but that the pronunciation with , is the mom

common: (S:) and accord. to some, is an

irreg. pl. of v.3); but others say thatit is pl. of

'0’ J 0’ 1134/ r

its”. (TA.) You say, .hé, Q; AIL” L. and

26%,: see the latter, below. (Z, K.) ._ See also

93/

latter sentence. =And v.2) J9), (M,

and [:22 35, (M,) A man, (M,K,) and a

people, or party, (M,) with whom one is pleased,

n'ell pleased, contented, or satisfied; regarded

with good will, or favour; liked, or approved;

3 0' '01 9

syn. (M, and Us) being, thus

used, an inf. n. in the sense of a pass. part. n.,

like as the inf. n. is used in the sense of an act.

partn. in the instance of J», and (M.)

_ [See also for which [5.3) or L2) seems

to be erroneously substituted, in two setises, in

some copies of the K.]

96): see 96!).

5 F

’ l I I JO”! 4 I I D I

43,..5) Q:- La means 'eLb) on [i. e. I

did it not of, or with, his pleasure, good pleasure,

content, or approval]. (Z,

“3,9,5, an inf. I]. of ; like 613.2,. (M, 1;,

&c.)= Also The treasurer, heeper, or guardian,

QfParadise. (MA,

ill-b): see v.2), first sentence.

‘ [1.63; see veg-Also, (1;, TA,) i. e. like

5e, (TA,) [in the 01; uéjn, and in my MS.

copy of the K L5H, are put in the place of kiln]

One who is responsible, accountable, or answer

able; syn. so in the copies of the K, and

in like manner in the Tekmileh: accord. to the
. r

copies of the T,)be [lean, or light offlesh, &c.].

(TA.)-_And Loving; a lover; or a friend.

(IAar, K, TA.) _ And Obeying, or obedient.

(IAar, TA.)

get], of which the pl. is 8.1.5:}; and Visas], of

which the pl. is {he}? and its}, (M, K,) the

latter pl. on the authority of Lb, but extr. as pl.

of and in my opinion, [says ISd,] it is pl.

of only; (M ;) and 7 U6), of which the pl.

is (Lh,M,K;) Pleased, well pleased,

content, contented, or satisfied; regarding with

good will, or favour; liking, 0r approving. (M,

means [i. e. A state, or

sort, of life that is found pleasing, well pleasing,

contenting, or satisfying; or with which one is

pleased, &c.; or that is liked, or approved]:

or, accord. to Sb, is, i? this case, a

possessive epithet, meaning lush; at} [i. e.

having approvedness; [3.5) being here an inf. n.

Oriya]. (M, TA.)

kip, originally 3:53;, (TA,) an inf. n. of

(51" M, K.)_[Also A cause, or means,

or an occasion, of c.4311, i. e., of being pleased,

well pleased, content, &c.: a word of the same

class as and Hepce the saying,]

Gig-ii” l:9" [Piety is a

cause of approbation ’to the Lord, a cause of

disapprobation, or anger, to the devil]. (TA in

art. The pl. of is [accord to

rule]: or this is an irreg. pl. of 6.2). (TA.)

“)0;

’0)» : see what follows.

3 be :1 )0,

(3?” and '9)”, (T) $, My lMgbr the

former the more common, ($,Msb,) the latter

erroneously written in [some of] the copies of the

9

u 1.1

K 6.9 , (TA,) applied to a. thing, Mgh,) or

a person, (M,) Found pleasing, well pleasing,

contenting, or satisfying; or with which, or with

whom, one is pleased, &c. ; or liked, or approved:

(K: [the meaning being there indicated to be the

contr. ofig-L’o; and being well known to be

commonly as above:]) or chosen, 0r preferred .

(Msb :) or seen, orjudged, to’befit for a thing or

an affair: (M :) [see also Ufa), last sentence but

one; and latter sentencei]

(mwum

Olga) a dual of v.2), which see in art. ,5).

v4“)

LéémsaMaMaszw;ms

and Q3, aor. =; (K ;) inf. n. (S, A, MA,

Msb,K) of the former verb ($,A,Msb) and

iQLL, [also of the former verb]; (MA,K;) It

(a thing, S, Msb) was, or became, the contr. of

what is termed Msb, and

i.e., (Mgh,) it was, or became, moist, humid,

succulent, sappy, or juicy: (A, MA, Msbz)

or soft, or tender, to chew: (A :) [and fresh, or

green; agreeably with _the Pers. explanation,

331;, in the MA: and supple, pliant, orfiezible .

all meanings well known, of frequent occurrence,

and implied in the first of the explanations above,

and in explanations of and z] and

soft, or tender, said of a branch, or twig, and of

plumage, &c.: :) [and 'st', as used in the

L in art. 43.9, &c., signifies the same.]

[used as a simple subst.] signifies A quality

necessarily involving facility of assuming shape

and qfseparation and of conjunction. (KT.) _

[Hence, said ofa girl, 1- She was, or became,

sappy, or supple; and soft, or tender: and

said of a boy, file was, or became, sappy, or

soft, pr’supple; and femininely soft or ’suppleii

s’ee° vb), below.“— Hence also,] Yb)

£553.) and Verde; I[My tongue has become

s-upple'by mentioning thee; i. e., has been much

occupied by mentioning thee: a well-known

phrase: (see also 2:) it may also be used as

meaning my tongue has become refreshed (lit.

moistened) by mentioning thee]. (A.) And

4,: L; 1[Tahe that by means of the
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frequent handling of which thy hands have be

come supple]; meaning, nihat thou hast found to

be profitable, or useful. (A.)_See also 4, in

two places. aor. 1, He spoke what he

had in his mindfright and wrong, or correct

and erroneous. TA.)=_;J;3, (aor. ‘, A,)

inf. n. J; (A’Obeyd, $, A, and

(A’Obeyd, S, K,) IIe fed a horse (or similar

beast, with [the trefoil called] [q. v.].

(A ’Obeyd, s, A, K.) __ See also 2.

2. \fL), inf. n. Q5, .He [or it] made, or

rpndtired, a thing such as is termed and

Wk); i. e. [moist, humid, succulent, sappy, or

juicy : or soft, or tender, to chew: andfresh, new,

or green :_ and supple, pliant, or flexible: and

qut, or tender, as applied to a branch, or twig,

and to plumage, &c.:] contr. of he

moistened a garment, or piece of cloth, (A, K,

TA,) 810.; (TA ;) as also 1*»,1. (K,TA.)_

[Hence,] one says,

I [I have not ceased to make my tongue supple by

mentioning thee; meaning I have not ceased to

employ my tonguefrequcntly in mentioning thee :

or ile at) b: for] one says also

L; 1[Nothing

has made my tongue to become supple by men

tioning thee save nrhat thou hast bestowed upon

me ofthy bounty]. (A. [See also 1.])=Als0

aria), A, inf. n. as above, He fed

people with [or fresh ripe dates]; (S, A,

K;) and so (K.) You say,

[He whose

palm-trees have fresh ripe dates and he does not

feed people with such dates, his conduct is bad,

and is not good]. (A.)=See also the next

paragraph, in two places.

4. via)! as a trans. v.: see the next preceding

paragraph, in two places. =j.:Ji vb)! Thefull

grown unripe dates became [i. e. freshly ripe

dates]: ($,A:) or so 7&3, and '41s), and

t....L,, (1g) of which last the int". n. is

or all signify, attained to the time qfripeni'ng:

(TA :) or 5,24." gab) signifies the full-grown

unripe date had ripening (1 beginning in

it. (Msb.)__And Jig" via» The palm-trees

had upon them, or produced, (A,) or attained

to the time qfhaving, (K,) dates such as are

termed A, See an ex. in the next

preceding pamgiapli._Arid via» The

people had palm-trees that had attained to the

time of having such dates: or v.19) signifies

he had abundance ofsuch dates. [Also]

The people became amid fresh green herbage.

(Mgh.) _ And “2,3591 easy, inf. n. .Luéjg, The

land had such herbage: (Msbz) or abounded

theren'ith. (A.) '

5: see 1, in two places.

Li; and we; Cum- o'J-s; (s. Mauls)

l 4 ’ '

and db; i. e. (Mgh) moist, humid, succulent,

sappy, or juicy: (A, MA, Mgh :) or soft, or

tender, to chew : (A z) and [fT08]t, (agreeably with

the Pers. explanationéii, in the MA,) or] green;

applied to herbage: (TA:) or they signify,

(Msb,) or signify also, ($,K,) soft, or tender,

(S, Msb,1_§;) applied to a branch, or twig, and

to plumage, ($, &c.: [and] supple,

pliant, or flexible. (Mgh.) [All these meanings

are well known, of frequent occurrence, and

implied in the first of the explanations above.]

The former occurs in a trad. as an epithet par

ticularly applied to Any article of property [or of

provisions] that is not stored up, and will not

keep; such as [most kinds of] fruits, and herbs,

or lcguminous plants: such, IAth says, fathers

and mothers and children may eat and give away

agreeably with approved usage, without asking

permission; but not husbands nor wives [when it

belongs to one of them exclusively], without

the permission of the owner. (TA.)_- [Hence,]

in»; IA soft, or tender, [or a sappy,

or supple,] girl, or young woman. (A, K,‘ TA.)

And {A boy, or young man, [sappy,

or soft, or supple, or] femininely soft or supple.

(A, K.) And IA soft, or supple, man.

(A.)._.[Hence a180,] ibéss tide, um

{[JIy tongue is become supple by mentioning.

thee: and it may also be used as meaning my

tongue is become refreshed (lit. moistened) by

mentioning thee]. (A. [See also 1 and 2.])._

And 25;! I[A pliant, or] a ritious, or an.

unehaste, n-omdn; afornicatress,o_r an adulteress.

(A.) One says, in reviling, 1[0

son of thefornicatress or adulteress]. (A.) And

L2, likeJZLQS’, I[meaning O fornicatress

or adulteress, being indecl., as a proper

name in this sehse,] is said in reviling a woman

or girl. (A,K.)_.[And ingsgn

see 1 in art v1.,n-.]__And IA soft,

a delicate, or an easy, life. (A.)_And

1-He read, or recited, the [fur-(in

softly, or gently; riot, n'ighua loud voice. ('1‘A

from a trad.)_._~l=3 515.! is a metonymical

expression, meaning IBrilliant pearls, beautiful,

smooth in the exterior, and perfect in clearness:

it does not denote the that is the contr. of

and similar to this is the expression

J}! [app. meaning IFresh and fragrant, or

fine, aloes-mood]. (TA.)

a; A; Bligh: high: K: &c') and ' :r‘j’)J

(S, Ilerbage, or pasture, A, Mgh,) such

as is juicy, fresh, or green : (A, Mgh :) or green

pasture, consisting of herbs, or legurninous plants,

(T, Msb,1_{, TA,) of the [season called]

(Msb,TA,) and of trees [or shrubs]: (T,K,

TA:) [each] a coll. gen. n.: (TA :) or green

herbage in general: (K,TA:) accord. to the

Kifiiyet el-Mutahafiidh, Q42, signifies fresh, or

juicy, herbage or pasture; (TA;) or, as some say,

Vila, like [though this seems to be the

n.un. of $123,] has this last meaning; (Msb;)

what is dry being called (TA)

[Fresh ripe dates; i. e.] ripe dates (A,

Mgh,Msb, before they become dry; (Mgh,

TA ;) also called jig and idling (K,

TA) and ' (TArz) the dates so called are

well known: 2) [it is a coll. gen, n. :] n. un.

with 8: ($, Mgh, Msb, :) it is not a broken pl.

of being’ masc. [as well as fem] like

you say, #4:) 1.» [These arefresh ripe dates];

whereas, ifit were a broken pl., you would make

it [only] fem: (Sh, TA :) its pl. [of pauc.] is

($, Msb) and [of mult.] ‘36:); and the pl.

of the n. un. is There [are two sorts

of one sort cannot be dried, and spoils if

not soon eaten: the other sort dries, and is made

into 3;; [q. v.]. (Mgh.) [See alsopj

see

i. g. $.25, [in my copy of the Msb

r a s a I l a

w, but this is the ii. an. of or ~55,

(A,) or [in PGI‘B. or

(Mgh,) or (1g) [all which signify A

species of trefoil, or clover,] specially (S) rvhile

juicy, orfrcsh, or green, ($, A, Mgh, TA,) before

it is dried: (Msb :) or, as some say, a meadow of

W, nrhilc continuing green: and sig

nifies the same: (TA:) pl. Le, (s, Mgh, Msbz)

which is also said to be applied to the cucumber

and melon and QEPJM,’ [q. v.] and the like:

but [Mtr says] the first is the meaning mentioned

in the Lexicons in my hands, and is a sufficient

explanation. (Mgh.)

see : _.and

3 ~ .r e )

wk) [A seller of uric), orfresh ripe dates:

mentioned in the only as a surname].

4L}: see

s r 9 o, _ s 1)

wig): see aria), in two places: and vb).

9 n o »; g, 01 out

via)»: see Vb). ._ b,th Landabound

ing with J; [q. v.]. (s; A, K.)

0/ v 6 r I; '

LL)... 3:?) A well of sweet water among wells

ofsalt water.

9 ‘1'; 0 '1

arts)»: see .(b).

L}; A horse fed with [the trefoil called]

12.5). (A.)_.[And A man fed with (or

fresh ripe dates).]= Also +A man in whom is

softness, or suppleness; 4.3 ;) or

fish) vf-LO- (a)

this)

1. 3L}, (0, Msb,1_{,) aor. 1, infi n. it},

(Mgh, TA,) He weighed a thing: (O,TA:) or

he put in motion a thing with his hand, (IDrd,

0,) or n'eighed with his hand a thing, (Msb,) or

tried a thing, (K,) in order that he might know

its weight (IDrd, O,Msb, nearly. (Mgh.)

[See also 2.] But IF says, of this combination of

letters and the like, that they are not of the

genuine language [of the Arabs]. (O.)=He

ran; syn. L's-'5. (O,

2. The act of' n'eighing by, or with,

[or pound-weights]. [See also 1.] =Aleo

The anointing of the hair, (S, 0,) or making it

sqft, or smooth, n~ith oil, or ointment, and
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the crimping thereof: (S, O, K :) and the

making it to be ldose, and to hang down : (lAar,

IAmb,K:) accord. to IAmb, Jib) means

he made his hair to be loose, and to hang down:

(0:) but accord. to the T, the saying of the

Ire-iv

vulgar, (5);}; as meaning 4.21»), [i. e. 1

made my hair to be wavy, or somewhat curly;

or combed it; or combed it down; &c.;] is a

mistake : for My" signifies the act of making the

hair soft, or smooth, with oil, or ointment; and

wiping it so that it becomes soft, or smooth, and

glossy. (TA.)

3. dbl), inf. n. He sold by

counte’rpoiiing gold for gold, and lg);

coined dirhems for coined dirhems: but’[M’tr

says] I have not found this except’in’the "‘ Mu

watta.” (Mgh.) You say also, ELM)» Cl.) [He

sold by counterpoising]. (TA.)

4. J]:)l He had a child such as is termed

[q. v.]: (Ibn-’Abbad, O, or his ears became

flabby. (Ibn-’Abbi'td, K.)

.311»; ($0.19 and '31, (K) A man ton.

law, or uncompact; O,'K," TA ;) as also

'ijiz (K, TA :) and old and weak: or in

clining to softness, and lawncss, or uncompact

ness, and old age: (K :) and a. boy slender, slim,

or lean, TA,) or, as some say, (TA,) near to

attaining puberty, or virility: (K, TA:) or whose

bones have not become strong: or the former,

applied to a boy, whose strength has not become

fully established; as also 'JL}; [thus written

with fet-h to the 1.1't‘t0t) pl. in}; (0, TA t)

and the first, i. e. dds), a man who is foolish;

stupid,- unsound, or deficient, in intellect or

understanding,- (K ;) fem. with 3: (TA :) one

who has not, or possesses not, what suffices,- or

who is not profitable to any one : and also having

jlaccid ears: (0 :) and, applied to a horse, (Ibn

’Abbad, O,K,) as also 13160), or, as some

say, the latter only, (TA,) light, (Ibn-’Abbad, O,

K, TA,) and weak: (TA :) fem. with 33, (O, K,

TA,) in all the senses. (TA.)=[Jiejn is also

explained in the K as syn. with JIM: but

perhaps this is a mistranscription for 533.“, inf. n.

of I}; : see 1, last sentence.] = See also the next

paragraph.

.311, and '3'}. (s.Meh.0.Meb.K.> the

formei of which is the better known, (Msb, TA,)

or the more chaste, (O,TA,) [but the latter is

that which is now in common use,] A certain

thing with which one weighs, (Mgh, O, Mgh,) or

which one uses as a measure qf capacity : (Mgh,

Main) [or rather both: a pound-weight: and a

pint-measure : and also a pound of anything : and

a pint of anything:] the half of what is termed

1;: (S :) accord. to the standard of Baghdad,

twelve ounces ,- the ounce (45;) being an ’12:]

and two thirds of an )L'le; bnd the )lt'wl being

four and half ofa and the J52»

being a ’13; and three sevenths of a In»; and

the»); beirig rim and the being eight

gal;- and two fifths qfa #; so that the db)

is ninety MU»; i. e. a hundred and twenty-eight

and four sevenths ofa»): (Mgh:) or,

accord. to A’Obeyd, a hundred and twenty-eight

fist), of the weight ofseven (in; [explained

voce ;;>]): (Mgh :) or twelbe ounces; the ounce

a i. .

(1:51, i. e. the ounce of the Arabs, TA,) being

forty lat»; (Mgh, K, TA ;) so that the whole is

four hundred and eighty 1,51); : (Mgh, TA :)

this is the Syrian J10): (TA :) and thus itis,

accord. to El-Harbee, in the saying, 4.2..."

Jib) GTE" [meaning The usage of the Prophet

in the case of marriage was to give a Jle) of

silver]: (Mgh, TA:) so says Az in the T:

(Mgh:) or, as is [also] said by Az, it is in this

instance tn'elve ounces and a ; the being

twenty [,stp] so that the whole is _five hundred

’51)); as is related on the authority of ’Aisheh:

but in a trad. ’Omar, twelve ounces, without

the mention of the accord. to the lawyers,

[however,] when the db, is mentioned without

restriction, what is meant thereby is the db; of

Baghdad: (TA :) [as a measure of capacity,

i. e. a pint,] it is said in the A [&c.] to be the

eighth part qf the the half of the 3.2;

(TA ;) [i.e.] the half of the and hence

applied to one of the vessels ofthe vintner [app.

because it contains a pint]: (Harp. 650:) p1.

(Mgh.) = See also Jib}, in two places.

see khigh—and see also what here

follows.

351, like [in measure], (K,) written
a e 9 1 o J

by Sgh with fet-h, (TA,) i. e. 1&5)», (so in the

0,) A tall man. (0, 1;.)_ See also J53

, A)

1. (s. K. TA.) (TA.) inf- "-1113.

(S, TA,) He made him to stick fast Q‘s."

[in the mire]. (S, TA.)_And hence, (TA,)

[or L53, 3.123,] 1 He caused him to be involved

in an afiair, or a case, from which he could not

extricate himself. (K, TA.).._[And hence, app.,]

Jib], said of a camel, 1‘ He had, or was affected

wilh, a suppression of his excrement: (K, TA :)

a at

and so, accord. to the K, 1,5»; but this is a

s l ' r

mistake for ,iet [i. e. ,131 or ,si]. (TA.) _

expl. in the K as meaning IIe ejected
, a s , .g I .,

his excrement, is a mistake forilsl. (TA.) _IL),

(S, K, TA,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) also signifies

Inivit; (S, TA ;) said ofa man: (S :) or, [said of

a. man, and of an ass,] inivit toto veretro immisso,

(K, TA,) mulierem, et asinam. (TA.)

4.1.1:)! +He was silent; (Sh,K;) said of a

man. (Sh, TA.)_ See also 1.

5: see 8, last sentence.

6: see the next paragraph.

8.4.53)‘ He stuck fast Q13." [in the

mire]. (TA.) You say, glgn us this has)

[The beast stuck fast in the mire], and g,ng

[in_the sth ground], (TA in art. 8,) and

J3}! [in the sand]. (S and K in that art.) And

4,] “)1 His mare’s feet sank [in the

mire, ‘or soft ground, or sand,] with him. (TA.)

_And hence, (TA,)-,Ll Us ,1er tHe became

involved in an afairfor a case, from which he

could not extricate himself (Kf TA) unless with

confusion, or perplexity, cleaving to him. (TA.)

_And 43;»551', 01‘359', lA"

afi'air, or a case, or the afair, or case, _mas such

that he could not extricate himself from it,

(S,K;) it wearied him, and the ways therle

were obstructed against him, so that he could not

extricate himselffrom it. (TA.)—AndM}

It (a thing) was, or became, pressed together, or

compressed: and it was, or became, heaped up,

piled up, or accumulated, one part upon another,

(K;) as also webs. (TA.)=c'iin ,hs,|

He suppressed, or retained, the excrement,- as

also 7

m; fAn afiair of which one knows not the

end, or result, to which it leads, or tends; (K,

TA ;) an affair in which one struggles, or is

ggitated, or disturbed,- and“ so 13.0,1’) [app.
Eli’s]; as in the saying, 5 i a; and 5.0,.1’)

[He fell into an afair in which one struggles,

&c.]. (TA.) -

+Suppression of the excrement, in a

camel.

’1'

1,5) A woman wide in the vulva; TA;)

as in the saying ofa rz'ijiz,

‘ ?‘5 Its-L) 0:" Q '

for he means [0 son of] a woman wide in the

vulva, having [a vulva with] much moisture;

though F says, (TA,) it does not signify thus,

but narrow in the vulva : TA :) and applied

to a she-camel, it has this latter meaning: (AA,

K, TA :) and also, applied to a woman, impervia

coe'unti; syn. [q. v.]. (K.)—Also Foolish;

stupid ,- or unsound, or deficient, in intellect.

(TA.) _ And White; applied to a domestic hen.

(AA, TA.)

. I J Q 4 0 J

the)»; [app. Lula]: see 1.3;.

Keeping, cleaving, or adhering, to a thing.

($, 15-)

i I Dr

it’lv)‘ Inita ,- applied to a young woman : or

so applied, and also to a she-ass, inita toto veretro

immisso. (TA.) =Also, applied to a woman,

Accused, or suspected, of evil. (K,* TA.)

01')

1. $5 $11.}, (s,1_<,) tee. 1, (Ms,JM,) hit. h.

5311;; and 55%; (sexism. Mamas»

and 1.1.1.5, (_s,1;,) int n. (TK;) He

spoke to him [i. e. with a barbarous, or

vitious, speech] (S, ;) or, correctly, accord. to

Aboo-Zekereeya, Qt; [i. e. in a language

foreign to the Arabs]: (TA: [and in like manner

expl. in the MA and PS and TK:]) or, [as '

sometimes used,] in a language not generally

understood, conventionally formed between two,

or several, persons : (JM, TA :) [or he gibbered,
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or uttered gibberish or jargon, to him: (see

Q. 1 in art. 01)] and ti,ii.\}3(s,1;),;;i; he,"

(S) They so spoke [&c.] ($, among themselves.

($.) A poet says, ($,) namely, Tarat‘eh, (TA,)

1 fee I) e I

* e.,“.m V ,Lpn,.ei *

[Their voices were like the barbarous, or vitious,

or rather theforeign, speech, among themselvequ

the Persians]. _ You say also, 0b),

meaning He alluded to a thing, not mentioning

its name explicitly, or unequivocally. (JM.)

3: see above, first sentence.

6: see 1, in two places.

| a

O,L,: see the next paragraph.

.I ,4

33th), (so in my copies of the S, [like the

former of the two inf. 'ns. of and so in

copies of the K,) or (so accord. to the TA,

as from the K,) and light], ($,K,) accord. to

As, Camels when they are many, (TA,) or,

accord. to Fr, camels when they are such as are

termed 66) [pl. of £53], and have their owners

with them.: TA :) or camels when they are

many, and are such as are termed Jig), and have

their owners with them : :) and acbord. to As,

they are also termed and : by Jig)

being meant those upon which people have gone

forth to purvey for themselves wheat, or corn, or

other provisionsfrom the towns or villages; each,

or every, company being a (TA.)

L; and means in 6.23! l;

[i. e. that is that to which thou alludestZ not

mentioning it ewplicitly?]: (JM:) or 1.;

0.3.5, and sometimes without teshdeed, means

li’hat is [this] thy speech?

is")

4. The land produced the kind of

trees called [or as also belong

ing to art. 10,1, q. v.].

1:133 Sands producing the trees called or

utji. (M.)

: oi I 0‘

UL)! [or, as some sayagpl]: iiee‘art. 1:):

(K :) it is of the measure Jail [or Jail] for one

reason, and vii; [or for another reason:

0 )8, s 3 or

for they say L,)Ls’ggi as well as 7 UL”, mean

ing A hide tanned ivith the leaves of the tree

called Ule.

S 0' eat

up)»: see uh), above.

a)

1. The being still, syn. [a significa~

tion contr. to one borne by two other words

in this art.,] (IAar,I_{,) is the inf. n. of A;

$2", aor. -’ , [probably a mistake for ; , which

is the regular form of an intrans. verb _ot' this

class, notwithstanding the guttural letter,] The

wind was, or became, still. (TK.)

Bk. I.

R. Q. 1. He (God) caused him [a child,

or boy, as is implied in the $,] to grow. (S, Z,

K.) He (2. horseman) rode his

beast to train it when it was in the first stage of

training and as yet refractory. (0, TS, In
time a s, 0— a

In the L we find Lb?) l3], [meaning when

it was not trained, being here used in the

sense of &,;,] in the; place of 13],

which is the reading in the O and T$ and K.

(TA.) _. [See also below.]

R. Q. 2. He (a child, or boy,) became

active and grew, grew up, or became a

young man, ($, and some add, 3.,‘5, [and

became big, or attained to full growth]. (TA.)

[See its part.n., below.] _ 5):." The

tooth became loose, and wabbled, or moved about.

uh it”, [or rather,

gap)! 49, [’12,] The water is in a state of

commotion, or agitation, upon the surface of the

ground. (TK.) And fThe mirage

was in a state qfcommotion, or agitation : being

likened to water. (TA.)

Young men of the lowest, or basest, or

meanest, sort, or of the refuse of mankind,- or

low, ignoble, mean, or sordid, young men, such as

servefor the food of their bellies: (S, z) or the

lowest, basest, or meanest, sort, or refuse, of man

kind, or people: or a medley, or mixed or pro

miscuous multitude or collection, ofmen, or people,

or of the lowest or basest or meanest sort, or re

fuse, thereof: (Msb :) and 9.6" the lowest,

basest, or meanest, sort, or refuse, of mankind, or

of the people; the medley of men, or of such men :

(TA:) u. an. with 8: (Msb, TA :) Az mentions

his having read in the handwriting of Sh tie)"

gab-ll 04, like [in form, app. meaning

'82:", like for this is the most chaste

form of the latter word, and the most usual with

classical writers], as meaning the refuse, and

weak, of mankind, or of the people, who, when

frightened, fly. (TA.)—[The 11. 11".] iéhé,’

signifies [also] One without heart and without

intellect or intelligence. (AA, K.) _ And An

ostrich; (Abu-l-’Omeythil, K ;) because always as

though frightened. (Abu-l-’Omeythil.)

see

ii. an. of [q. v.].

5’);

1 } see ; each in three places,

{)9}:

[originally an inf. n. of R. Q. 1] A state

of beautiful youthfulness, and activity, of a boy.

(TA.)—A. state of commotion, or agitation,

(IDrd, K,) ofclear u-ater, (K,) or of clear shallow

water, (IDrd,) upon the surface of the ground.

(IDrd, K.)

see the next paragraph.

The tall reed or cane, or tall reeds or

canes, (K,TA,) in the place of growth thereof,

while fresh: so accord. to Az, as heard by him

from the Arabs. (TA.)-And hence, as some

say, or,_accord. to others, from in the latter

of the two senses assigned to it above, A boy

who has attained to youthful vigour, and justness

qfstuture ; as also i (TA :) or a youth, or

young man, of goodly proportions, (55, K,) with

beauty of youthfulness; (K ;) as also 7 (S,

and l (lbn-’Abbad,K :) or arriving at

the age of puberty; (TA ;) as also ' and

")UJ

' 19):): (Km) or who has become active, (33%,)

and big, or qffull growth: (TA:) [see also

=] the pl., (s, TA,) i. e. of 15.2, [and

152;] and Edi}, (TA,) is 5,6}. (s,TA.)__

A coward. (El-Muiirrij, A certain planfi

[peglgaps the inula Arabica; now called tbs)

Q’gl; or, as Forskfil (in his Flora Aegypt. Arab.,

pp. lxxiii. and 150,) designates the plant now

thus called, inula dysenterica:] some say that

ea,

this word is formed by transposition from ;tsf.

(TA.)

é applied to a. boy, (Mgh, TA,) Almost,

or quite, past the age of ten years: (Mgh:) or

active; syn. (TA.) [See its verb, R. Q.

2; and see also ‘

\r‘)

1. ;53, nor. r, (Msb, K,) inf. n. lie; (1;, TA)

and 4.33, or the latter of these is a simple subst.,

(TA,) or each of them is a simple subst., (Msb,

TA,) and the infi n. is (Msb;) and

and Q}, like both mentioned by ’ryha

and Ibn-Kurkool, and the last by ISk also; (TA ;)

and v.,.aJfl; He feared; he was afraid

or frightened or terrified: (Msb, K, TA :) or

his bosom and heart were filled with fear: or he

feared in the utmost degree; was in a state of the

utmost terror. (TA.) _. said of a valley,

[like aor. 5 , T It became filled with water.

(1") —- tug-H aor' 1; and ' g"‘fizjv

inf'. n. (A, TA ;) I The pigeon raised, and

pouredforth loudly, or vehemently, its cooing cry.

(A,' K, TA.) You say 'Jpg‘fi X Pigeons,

or a pigeon, having a loud,-or vehement, coo-ing.

(A.) _ And .14}, 801‘. =, [inf. n. $3,] + He

composed, or uttered, rhyming prose.

$.53, (s, A, Mgh, 35,) aor. =, (A, K,) int“. n. Li;

(A, MA) and Has), (MA,) He caused him, or

made him, to fear, or be afraid; frightened, or

terrified, him: A, Msb,K:) or he filled his

bosom. and heart withfear : or he put him in the

utmost fear, or terror.- (TA:) and 7L2) signi

fies the same, (Lb, K,) ian n. and LG};

;) and so does ideal, accord: to Ibn-Talhah

El-Ishbeelee, and Ibn~Hisham El-Lakhmee, and

Fei in the Msb; but this is disallowed by IAar

and Th and J. (TA.) __ [Hence,] 4.2;, aor. -' ,

[inf. n. Liz-3,] signifies also He threatened. (K3

TA.) _Also, aor. =, (K,) inf. n. $2,, (TA,)

He charmed, or fascinated, by magical enchant

ment [or by the eye] or otherwise. (K,' TA.) _

Also: [like (5, A, Light Ks) aor- : s

139

_.‘__,__
_._ _.-___ _- _ .
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the h. Li}, (TA,) IIIe filled (s, A, Msb, 1;) a

watering-trough, or tank, ($,A,) or a vessel:

(Main) and it (a torrent) filled a valley. (L,

TA.) = aor. =, (TA,) also signifies

He cut it [into pieces, or long pieces, or slices,

(see below,)], namely, a camel’s hump, 01'

other thing; and so V 1;), (K, TA,) inf. n.

(TA.)—And He broke its (an arrow’s)

[q-v-J- (K)

2, as an intrans. v.: see 1, in two places.—

The inf. n., Jami, as relating to a camel’s hump,

accord. to Sh, signifies Its shaking, or quivering,

and being fat and thick; as though it shook, or

quiver-ed, by reason of its fatness: but it is other

wise explained [as a subst. properly speaking]

below. (TA.) inf. n. as above, and, in

one sense, also: see 1, in two places.==

Also, inf. n. He repaired its (an arrow’s)

s»; [q- v-1- (K)

4: see 1.

8 : see 1, first sentence.

90/

*4) an inf. n. of 1, in senses pointed out above.

(M, A, Msb, TA.) _ A threat, or threatening.

(K.) _ A charm or charming, or a fascination

orfascinating, by magical enchantment [or by the

eye] or otherwise. (K.) _ 1-A rhyming prose

of the Arabs.

Q; (s. A, Mtb, K) and ' Li}. (A, Mtb, K.)

both said to be inf. ns., (TA ,) or the former is an

inf. n. of as intrans. (K, TA) or as trans.,

(A, MA,) and the latter is a simple subst., (TA,)

or each of them is a simple subst., (Msb,TA,)

Fear, fright, or terror: A, Msb, :) orfear

thatfills the bosom and heart; as Er-Raghib and

Z have indicated, following Aboo-‘Alee and LI :

or the utmost fear or terror. (TA.) One says,

'9 (,2,’ éu'; He did that from fear,

not from desire. (A.): Also the former, The

socket of the head of an arrow; the part into

which the head enters, over which are the twists

ofsinew; syn. pl.

5:)

v.0) : see the next preceding paragraph.

5 '0) 34 )9)

we): see as”), last sentence.

0 10: as p”

v15): see

0 )0) 9 4 _ ‘

yrs): see we), in two places:_and see

04 JD) ’

8150 7&3”)

0

W2) : see what next follows.

(s. A. K) and ' lei“; (K) and ' .Lsé,

(Seer, K) A woman, (S, A,) or a girl, or young

woman, Tall, and well-formed; soft, thin

skinned, andplump; (S,‘ A, K;) or (A, white,

orfair; (S, A,K;) goodly, or beautiful; sweet;

and tender: (A, K:) or only white, or fair:

(TA :) or soft, or tender: (IAar, Lh, K2) and

the first, tall: (TA:) pl. Q63. (A, TA.)

Also, (K,) or the first and second, (TA,) applied

to a she-camel, Restless, or unsteadi ,- (K, TA ;)

light, or active, brisk, lively, or'sprightly. (TA.)

_ For another meaning of the first, see

-W. _/—-»

_ Also the first, The base, or lower part, with)

qf the 3M: [i. e. either the spathe, or the spadix,

of a palm-tree] ; and so i (K.)

gs; Afraid, orfrightened, or terrified: :)

[or filled with fear: or in a state of the utmost

fear or te_rror : (see 1:)] and so i (S, K,)

and 1.1.23.1, and '33:: (TA:) and

signifies [the same; or] weak and cowardly.

K.) [Hence,] #1 and and

’1 )0)

l lasts) 1 A cowardly man, who sees nothing with

out being frightened. (A.) [031 .14; has a

different meaning: see art. vii).]_.Also Fat,

as an epithet; (K ;) dripping with grease: (S,

and so And applied to a

camel's hump as meaning Full and fat. _

Short; as also Virgil: pl. [of the former]

are) and [of the latter] are). (TA.)

see what next follows.

Lu; and l [but the latter is an intensive

epithet, or denotes habit, or frequency,] One who

threatens; a threatener. (K,* TA.) _ One who

charms, or fascinates, by magical enchantment

[or by the eye] or otherwise. (K,' TA.) _. One

who composes, or utters, the rhyming prose termed

(K, TA.)_Also the former (who) A

torrent thatfills the valley: (S :) or Ithatfrightens

by its abundance and its width and its filling the

valley. It is applied also to rain. (TA.)

And A valley filled with water. (L.)

. , H

1.51, at», (s, A.) or (K,) [or] the

latter is the fem. form of the epithet, ($,) A certain

hind of pigeons; ($;) accord. to the K, from a

land called [in the OK Jar-3]; but this land

is unknown, ahd is not mentioned by El-Bekree

nor by the author of the_Ma_rasid; and in the Mj

and other old works, is expl. as

meaning + the pigeon thal'is loud, or strong, in its

cry, or voice : so says MF; and this is the truth:

in the L it is said, 3,3513", meaning a hind ofwild

pigeons, or doves, has the form of a rel. n., but

is not such; or, as some one says, is a rel. n. from

a place of the name whereof’I know not the form:

in the A it is said that means a

pigeon that cooes loudly, or vehemently, exciting

admiration by its voice, or filling with it the pas

sages thereof. (TA.)

1 an! 9 ¢

val: see we).

9 so“ 2, ’9"

Qty: sec 44G}.

Er D

- a

$243 and see 499).).

5L2}, ($,A,K,) in the Mj, and in [some of] the
copies of the s, little}, without 3, (TA,) Very

fearful: ($ :) or most ebcceedinglyfeaij'ul (A, K,

qftiv'erythingg'CEA.) You say,4:\.;.ll

3.9a." uh, AW [He is in peace most em

ceedingly playful, and in war most exceedingly

fearful]. (A.)

A piece of a camel’s hump; ($,K;) as

also 15,223 (K) and $2) (TA =) n was.

(K,) or rather, accord. to AHei, this is p coll.

gen. n.: (MF, TA :) it is also pronounced 'wsp‘;

(Sb, AHei ;) and is said to signify a camel’s hump

cut into long pieces, or slices: it is a subst. [pro

perly so termed], not an inf. n.: (TA :) and its

J.) is shown to be augmentative by the fact that

there is no [undisputed] word of the measure

Jae, with fet-h [to the .53. (MF, TA.)
1

irrafl

2,8)» A frightful Sires“ [or desert destitute of

herbage and qf water]. [In the CK and TA,

32$ is erroneously put for 83.5.])_Also A

person’s springing, or leaping, [towards another,]

and seating himself by the other’s side, so as to

cause the latter, not being aware, to befrightened.

[From its measure, it seems to be a simple

subst., not an inf. n., signifying this action as

being A cause qffear.])

I in:

We)»: see =Also A camel’s hump cut

into pieces, ($, TA ,) or into long pieces, or slices.

(TA.)

4! a a .I ‘ o v

v?” Z 506 We).

0 ’3’ 0 ’ '

era’s)»: see ants), in two places.

5 ' 0 J I 4

saner 1 see We).

5:46)

0 1 I _ Q ,1 o z ,s

1. nib-L:), aor. 1, inf. n. w” and M),
f I 0/

aor. -' , inf. n. a); {She (a goat, K, TA, and a

sheep, 5L5, TA) had white extremities to her

[or two wattles] TA) beneath the two

cars. (TA.)

5. “2):” She (a woman) adorned herself with

the [hind of car-’ring, or ear-drop, called] 1035

(s, 1;, TA) and :45; (TA ;) as also teat-5,1.

(1Jth TA) '

8: see what next precedes.

9 ’4

$5): see what next follows, in two places.

9 4' ,”’ SIB _

M) and '32:) and 7332:; are said to be ap

plied to Anything suspended: or, accord to some,

only to the [kind of ear-ring, or ear-drop, called]

big, and the [necklace called] 5395, and the like:

or, accord. to Az, 7 5G, signifies! anything sus

pended, such as the 65’, and the like, suspended

from the ear,- or the [necklace called] 83%:

and the pl. is [or rather this is a quasi-pl.

n.] and lids}; [like the sing.] and a}, which

last is 9. pl. pl'.: (TA :) or and iii;

signify the [kind of ear-ring, or ear-drop, called]

10?; (S, A, K, TA,) and any similar pendant

to the ear: (TA :) or the 8.2:) is in the lower

part qfthe ear; and the in the upper part

thereof; and the 31:) is a pearl, or large pearl,

(3:3,) attached to the he}: (IAar, TA :) and the

pl. of and is is, (s, 1;, TA) and

(TA.)_.. [Hence,] signifies [also] IWool,

or wool died of various colours, (5%,) jpfla

general sense: [a col]. gen. n. :] n. un. Zia):

(TA:) or, ($, A, K,) as also iii; and '25},

(K,) such wool (5%) suspended to the [kind of
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women’s camelevehicle called] E332, (A’Obeyd,

S, K, TA,) and the like,for ornament; like what

are termed .gélgs: (TA :) or [pendant] orna

ments of the of the kind called .sleS, con

sisting of such wool. ._ And IThe blossoms

of the pomegranate-tree. (A.)

see the next preceding paragraph..

[Hence,] IThe 0,2; [or wattle] of the cock,

(S, K, TA,) that grows forth beneath the bill;

i. e. its beard, or barb; (TA ;) as also 7:53:

:) each of the two things that grow forth

beneath the bill of the cock. You say,

’3 I [The owner of the two wattles

cried]; meaning the cock. (A.) Andapoet says,

namely, El-Akhtal, (TA,)

I 0 J :0 i / id; J a r

‘ M,)-n._", l} Lo '

5 r era 0' o

" 2"" 9%“ 9") ~52 are w: "

[that is this that renders me wakeful, when

sleep pleases me, of the voice of an owner of

wattles, an inhabitant of the mansion ?]. TA.

[Another reading, as well as the foregoing, of this

verse is given in the Ham, p. 823.])__Also,

(Ham ubi supra) or viii}, (L,) +Tl1e [or

wattle], (Ham,) [i. e.] each of the [or two

wattles], (L,) of a sheep or goat (31.3.1) [or, accord.

to some, of a goat only (see 553)]. (Ham, L.)

_- And 1- A drinking-vessel, such as is called

5136, made of the spathe of a palm-tree,- (T, M,

L, 1;, TA ;) as also 135;}. (K.)

5'0) I ea

32:): see a,” in two places.

9",

22;) : see

three places.

Q ’4 91.! I

at»), In two places:._and 32s), in

5L2» 1A sheep, or goat, [or, accord. to some,

a goat only (see having two wattles

beneath her two ears. (S, A, _ And iEZPl

IA species of grape, having long berries; (K,

TA ;) likened to the [or two wattles of a

sheep or goat]. (TA.)!

0 I 0 If

{ble}: see a), in two places.

A boy adorned the [kjg’d of ear

ring, or ear-drop, called] 32:) (S) or to}. (TA.)

_And [hence,] IA cock having a [or

wattle]. TA.)

4‘)

1. {din e.,;éj, (Ae, Fr, s, L, Mgh,) aor. =

(L, Mgh) and r, (L,) inf. n. 32, and 1,2,; (Fr,

L, Msb ,) and v enjl, (A0, AA, 5, L,) but the

latter is disallowed by As; (S, TA ;) The sky

thundered: (S, Msbz) or made a sound [to be

heardfrom the clouds] previously to rain: (L z)

and [in like manner] aor. 4 and 1 , is said of

the clouds (lelJl), or of the angel that drives

) the clouds. You say, still Q35,

and, accord. to A0 and AA, labial,

(S, TA,) which latter As disallows in this case as

well as in another mentioned below, (Sf TA,)

meaning The shy_[thundered and lightened: or]

thundered and lightened much before rain. (TA.)

_ [Hence,] 3;}, inf. n. IHe threatened,

or menaced, with evil; as also in», inf. n.

: (Msb :) or the latter signifies he threatened,

or menaced ; or hefrightened, or terrified : :)

and he frightened, or terrified, K,)

and threatened, or menaced; ;) as also

53,1 (AO,AA,$:) and ii .12} and .13 3}; he

threatened him, or menaced him : (As, TA :) and

J33“; aor. ’-, inf. n. 3;); and i451;

he threatened me, or hefrightened me with speech .

(TA :) or, accord. to As, has» and 6).)! are not

allowable: when one cited against him the verse

of El-Kumeyt,

e at, e atO r I J r ’r J r r

" its: a. “=9 ‘e He 9 6M: *3»

I [Threaten and menace, O Yezeed, but thy

threatening is not harming to me], he denied El

K_umeyt to be an authority. (S, TA.) [See also

I r! a

an ex. in a verse cited voce 3.4.] 4-5) gho

je'iLZ'gl, occurring in a trad., means TVhen

El-Isldm dame with its threatening and its terri

fying. (TA.)_ [Hence also,]

IShe (a woman) beautified and adorned herself,

(S, A,’ and showed, or presented, herself, u!

to me: (A :) or she exhibited her beauty inten:

tionally: (TA in art. (3).; z) and [some hold that]

a .155 s~

' a»)! [or Qiéji] signifies the same.

(TA.)—See also 8, in two places. _And see 4.

4. 4:) He, or it, (a company ofmeri, S, Mgh,)

was assailed, or ejected, by thunder; (Lh, S,

Msb, K ;) as also] : and the former, he heard

thunder. (TA.)_ see also 1, in seven places. =

ideal He, or it, (fear, [or cold, see £32,] &c.,

L,) caused him to tremble, quiver, quake; shiver,

or be in a state of commotion. (S,* L.) _ See

also 8, in two places. __ Also is} xIt (a hill, or

heap, of sand) poured down; or, became [shaken,

and consequently] poured down. (IAar, K, TA.)

5: see the next paragraph, in two places.

8. 4.9.3) He trembled, quiver-ed, quaked,

shivered, or became in a state of commotion,

(S, A, L, high, K,) by reason of fear, (A, L,) or

cold, (A,) &c.; (L;) as also .05), aor. 9.5.3:

(Msb: [written in my copy without any syll.

signs; but it seems to be indicated that it is l

aor. I believe, however, that is also

used in this sense, and in the sense hei'e follow

ing:]) he was afi'ected with a tremour, quiver

ing, quaking, shivering, or commotion; (A, L,)

as also Hull, (s, A, L, K,) and Gigi. (L,)

and tip} (TA ;) by fear, (A, L,) or cold,

(A,) &c. (L.) You say, Jle Yéoejl

I[IIis muscles called the Jail)! (pl. 'of

9 I

" 1,5 q. v.) quivered on the occasion offright].

’ s~ot ,;,.

($, A)“E 1") And ae-“Jl To“); or: as in

some of the Lexicons, i $33233, (TA,) IThe 3,1!

[or buttock, or buttocks, &c.,] quivered, or moved

to and fro: (K,TA:) and-in like manner one

says of anything subject to such motion; as [the

kinds of food called] was and 5,36, and a hill

or heap of sand, and the like. (TA.)

¢ I‘d

5.») He was importunate in asking,

($0

has}: see 8, in two places.

R. Q. 1.

or begging.

R. Q. 2.

£3 Thunder; i. e. the sound that is heard

from the clouds, K,*) or from the shy : (A :)

so say the people ofthe desert: (Akh, TA :) [thus

termed as being supposed to he a trembling, or

state of agitation, of the clouds, as is implied in

the Ksh and the Expos. of Ed in ii. 18, where it

is said to be from ,QS'yl, or as being a cause of

trembling :] originally an inf. n., and therefore [it

is said that] it has no pl. : (Bd ubi supra :) [but

see what follows, in which occurs, perhaps

as its pl. :] or rapt is the name of an angel who

drives the clouds [with his voice] like as a man

drives camels with singing. (I’Ab, Z,

[Hence,] oijsl Q13.) i. e. +[He

brought, or brought, to pass, that which lttltl

thunder and noise; meaning,] Iwar: (S, K,

TA :) or calamity .- (A, TA =) and @331

VAR—l3) icalamities: (A :) [for] hang“ in;

[iri'the CK $53] signifies calamily. (S, K,

TA.) And 5,}, 3,2, See. us [which may

be rendered In his letter are thunders and light

nings ;] meaning, Inwrds of threatening. (A.)

erf

3.9;): see what next follows.

lrb

8.») A tremour, quivering, quahtng, shivering,

or commotion, (S, A, L, Msb, K,) occasioned by

5",

fear, (A, L,) or cold, (A,) &c; (L;) and i 5.»)

signifies the same. (K.)

154;) Cowardly; A, L,K ;) that trembles,

or quakes, (A, L,)fromfear, (A,) or atfighting,

by reason of cowardice ; (L ;) and in like manner

52354.2) applied to a woman: (A z) or this has

the ioriner signification, [but in an intensive sense,]

as also i pl. [of the first or second] 391.23.

(1..) _ Also the first, (s,1_<,) or second, (A, L, )

applied to a woman, (S, L, K,) or a girl, (A,)

ISqft, or tender; (S, A, L, whose flesh

quivers by reason of its softness; (L :) pl. as

above. And the first, + A soft, or tender,

plant. (IAar, TA.) ._ And [1 Anything quivering

or quahing: hence, as a subst., particularly ap

plied to The kind ofsweetfood called] (A,)

or (K.) It was said to an Arab of the

desert, “Dost thou know what is called 5,15 l”

and he answered, 134.2) [Km it is

yellow, quivering]. Also, (A ,) and ti? ’ ,

(IAar, A, K,) IA hill, or heap, of sand [s/taking,

or shaken, and consequently] pouring down.

(IAar, A,

What is thrown away from wheat when

it is picked, or cleansed, (L, as the 0133' [or

gig}, q. v.,] and the like : by some written 51$);

but the former is more correct. (L.)

[That thunders much]. signi

fies A cloud that thunders much : (TA :) but Ks

says, “ Vl’e have not heard them say thus.” (Lh,

TA.)_ [Hence,] applied tp a man, (S,) 1‘ Logan

cious; (S,K;) and so [but in an intensive

sense]. (TA.) _. Also, [as a cell. gen. n., n. un.

139 "
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with 8, The torpedo: and the silnrus electricus,

found in the Nile: generally meaning the latter:]

a certain fish ; when a man touches it, a numb

ness afects his hand and arm to the shoulders,

and a tremour, as long as the fish remains alive:

(S, K :*) so called because he who lays hold upon

it, when it is alive, trembles with a kind of

trembling where-with he cannot restrain himself;

it is a kind of trembling with a coldness, or chil

ness, and intense numbness, and formication in

the limbs, and heaviness, so that he possesses no

power over himself, and cannot lay hold of any

thing at all with his hand; the numbness rising

’ by degrees to his upper arm and his shoulder

blude and the whole of his side, when he touches

the fish with the slightest touch in the shortest

time. (So says ’Abd-El-Lateet'. [See “Abdol

latiphi Hist. Aeg. Comp.” p. 82; and De Sacy’s

Translation and Notes.])

3“; [Thundering clouds]: and

glut; [a thundering cloud]: (A :) pl. of the fem.

(Ham p. 440.) [See an ex. in a verse

cited voce 5:35;)! [A lock, or

paucity, of rain beneath the thundering cloud],

(s, K,) or tied) Q}, (s and K &c.

in art. $4,) or (A, and S and K 8:0.

in art. bike) [i. ei, accord. as we read or

91;, Many a cloud lacking, or having little,

rain, or oftentimes a lack, or paucity, qfrain, is

there beneath the thundering cloud,] is a prov.,

(A,) applied to a loquacious man destitute of

good: A,K:) or to a loquacious man who

speaks much of that which he has not done:

(Nh, TA :) or to one who threatens and does not

perform: and O and K in art. bike :) or to the

wealthy niggard: (A’Obeyd, in that art. :) or

to him who praises himself much and is destitute

of good. (IDrd, in that 'art.) _ See also

in two places.

Q 0

My: 6 o

' ' see as»).
9'01 _ e I

M)»:

I 0')

31¢” Importunate in asking, or begging.

P)

and};: see what here follows.

c351; (s. Mgh, Mgh, K) and as}; ($.11)

and H754. and 23:}; (s, Mgh, Msb, 1;) and

919'
3

'3‘}: (S, Ms). K) and}; ($.15) and he)».

a“; fast like but not 389;», (Msb,) The

down, Msb, K,) or what resembles wool, (Az,

Mgh,) that is beneath, Mgh, Mgh, or

amid, (A2,) the hair of the she-goat.- (Az, S,

Mgh, Msb, 1;.) ss makes L5}; an epithet;

meaning soft, applied to wooli and Kr says

that this and are the only words of these

two measures in the language: (TA :) [he seems

to have held the do to be a radical letter: but

accord. to J,] is of the measure w,

because does not occur [except in the

.i 0

instance of “Lash, the name of a certain plant].

($9

I! .4

if)»: see what immediately precedes.

I'D!) O 0'

joy .3}? A garment, or piece of cloth, made

i O

Qfdjflf‘ (K)

I»

w“)

1. (S, A, aor. -'; and 9&3, aor. ’-;

(A,K;) int‘. n. (of the former, s) $.23; (s, K;)

and [of the latter,] ;) He trembled,

quivered, quahed, or shivered ; ;) as also

'M): (S, A,‘ K:) or he was taken with a

tremour, quivering, quaking, or shivering: (A,

K :) [or he was made to tremble, &c. ; for]

2.1.): is like [His hand, or arm, was made

a) tremble, &C.].’(z,'.) And like [in

form], signifies The shaking of the head in going

along, and in sleep. (TA.) You say also, 'UiaJ)

iii, His head shook by reason of old age. (A,

TA.) And 33.} 'wjl, (TA,) and $1.6, (A,

TA,) and (TA,) His hand, or arm, and

the ends, or end-joints, ofhisfingers, and hisjoints,

trembled, or quivered. (TA.)

2:

4. 4.2.9) He, (God, S, K,) or it, (old age, A,)

made him to tremble, quiver, quake, or shiver;

(S, A,K;)las also '45). (A.) You say also,

ills; [His hands, or arms, were made to

see what next follows.

tremble]. (A.) See also 1.._[Hence,]

.;:3-.Jl 1 War, or the war, made him to hasten, or

be quick. (A, TA.')

8: see 1, in three places.

J33, applied to a man, (TA,) or to an old man,

(A ,) Trembling, quivering, quah-ing, or shivering ,

(A, TA 3) as also '92:; and 1&6}; (TA) and

V (A ;) and so i applied to a man;

(S ;) in which last, the Q is augmentative.

And in like manner, lag], applied to a. he

camel; (5, TA ,) and (A) and t (TA) -

and 152.2,, (A, 1;, TA,) applied to a she-camel ;

(K, TA ;) or to a beast (3:13), (A,) and the last

of' these epithets applied to a she-ostrich; (S;)

tThat shakes himself, or herself, (S, A, K,) in

going along, by reason of speed, or

from sharpness of spirit, and briskness: (A :) or

the), applied to a she-camel, signifies long

neched. (TA.) And 'J‘.,h3, applied to a she

camel, Whose head shakes by reason of old age;

(5. 15;) as also ésé; ; (s. TA 0 or. as the

latter is exp]. in the K, by reason of briskness, or

sprightliness. (TA.)_ I Cowardly; or a coward;

(5.1.1.) as also ' (K) and ' (K in

art. 0.3.9,) and (A, TA ;) one who

trembles in war 'by reason of cowardice. (TA.)

_tQuick; swift; applied to a male ostrich;

(Kh;) as also '65], applied to the same, and

to a camel; fem. with 5; (K in art. One-5) ;) and

l applied to a female ostrich: (Kh, K :) or

the last, thus applied, signifies tall. (TA.) _

gent vi] and .g,}§.'.n [,3]; (En-Nadr,

A, K, TA ;) and 1 M); ;) ISuch a one is

quick to fight, and to db good, or confer a favour

or benefit. (En-Nadr, A, In the it is

added that it thus has two contr. sigfiifications;

but this requires consideration. (TA.)

5.5.2,: see in two places. _. Also agaste,

oiquifkness. (A, TA.) You say, 3.2.52

a,» glil IIn him is haste, or quickness, to meet

his enemy. (A.)

"6/

1‘

shun-F) Z 0

s e s - , ,

0:5; see v26), throughout.

6 s ’

J's-*5 i

[and Vii—2)] A tremour, quivering,

quaking, or shivering, 'that befalls a man in con

sequence of a disease that attacks him, not quit

ting him. (TA.) You say, '3; as and
[In him is a tremour, &c.]. 1 N

I),

@291 . .

2 . see 92:).

are“)! '

A kind of pigeons that soar in their

flight and circle in the air; as also '95:}:

(S, the latter form being sometimes used:

(S :) or this signifies the white pigeon : or, accord.

to Abu-l-’Ala, the vulture ()5) that has become

extremely aged, or old and weak. (Ham p. 8'23.)

9 e D J l I O ’ U '

Jae)»: secés):=andvf.s .

9 :0! 9 a

Jabs: see vie).

Quasi 0.24;)

I v v _ I e ,

01.2); fem. With 3: see vie), in art. vie).

5‘)

1. aor. 3, (K,) int. n. (TA,) He

made a [q.v.] to it, namely, an arrow; as

also like»: (K :) or you say, will;

meaning he wound and bound the sinew upon it,

namely, an arrow; as also 'dlésjl. (TA.) _.

And He broke its (Ibn-‘Abbad, K;) as also

t 12;,1. (Ibn-’Abbad, TA.)=£§;, aor. = , inf. n.

12:93, It (an arrow) had its broken,- its

broke.

4: see 1, in three places.

Tlie socket of the head of an arrow, or

place into which the head egters, over which are

the twists ofsinew :gpl. .l'éigl. (Lth, S, K.) It_is

said in a prov., (J2)!

[Verin such a one breaks against thee the sockets

of the heads of the arrows] : applied to him whose

anger is vehement: as though one said, when he

takes the arrow, (K, TA,) being vehemently

angry, (TA,) he strikes the ground with its

point, in his silent wrath, with such vehemence

as to break the socket of its head: or it means

the grates the teeth at thee, (K, TA,) by reason

of the vehemence of his anger, so that their sockets

break; (TA ;) the sockets of the dog-teeth being
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thus likened to the sockets of arrow-heads: (K,

TA :) so in the 0 and L. (TA.) And it is said

in another prov., L};- 135 L51; L;
I; e ll 5 er

gig.“ isle)! UL: [I was not able to do such a

thing until the sockets of the heads of the arrows

became much bent against me]. (0, K.)

An arrow having its broken: (S :)

and [in like manner,] 75);); an arrow having

its 15;) broken, and being therefore bound with

sinew : (IB :) or the latter signifies a weak arrow.

(Aboo-Kheyreb El-’Adawee, Ibn-’Abbad.)

and An arrow [having a

made to it: (see 1:) or] having the sinew wound

and bound upon it. (TA.)

see : _ and

)0;

5);)»:

JG)

1. aor. 1 and 1 , K,) inf. n.

(TK,) He (a horse) preceded; went, or got, before ,

outwent, outran, or outstripped; as also Vdcjul,

(S, K,) and 7 Jab]. (K.) [This is held by some,

and is said in the 0, to be the primary significa

tion: see 3%.] _jolll aor. 1, The blood

flawed. (3.) And His nose bled;

bloodflowedfrom his nose : this is the chaste form

of the verb: die), from which is formed the

9 JD!

part. 11. J’s”, is incorrect; (Mgh ;) unknown

to As: (0:) [or] alone, aor. -’ and =, has

this last signification; as also (S, 0,‘ Msb,

K,) but this is a dial. var. of weak authority,

(S, 0,) or is rare; (Msb;) and aor. —'; and

[mentioned above as incorrect]; (K;) and

the infi n. is (high, and or

the latter is a simple subst. (Mgh.) [And hence
'4'

as) signifies also ~r It (a vessel, such as a skin,)

overflowedfl see 4, in two places. _. 4-) his,

.,aQI He entered with him the door. (0,

2: see the next paragraph, in two places.

4. his) He incited him, or urged him, to

hasten, or be quick: 0,1_(:) but this is said

to be not of established authority. (0.) _ [And

He, or it, made his nose to bleed, or flow with

blood: often used in this sense; as in the and

A and voce and in the L and voce

iii}: and so 74.62): accord. to Ibn-Maaroofi]

the inf. ns. and l signify the; bringing

blood from the nose. (KL.)_.. And 39:11! as)!

He filled the shin 0, K) so that it over/lowed

(' (S, 0:) whence the saying of a

rfijiz, [’Amr Ibn-Leja, so in a copy of the S,]

* Q-f l

[IIs upper part overflows, or overflowing, by

reason of itsfulness].

JJB'

dig “

8: see 1, first sentence.

10: see 1, first sentence. _. bitbklt also signi

fies The drawing forth blood the nose.

(KL. [Golius, as on this authority, explains the

verb as signifying “Nasum prehenditz” but the

int. n. is explained in the KL by the words 0,6

v.:th 0;),lfl ; whichol have grendered above.])

_ [Hence,] lye-:11 use.“ bis-Pl +The

pebbles made the toe, or sale, or foot, of the camel

to bleed. (s) _ And 4.5;...1 [or auras:

ml] +He endeavoured to make the piece of

fat to drip, and took what became melted thereof

(Th, 0, K)

an inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]: or a simple

subst., of which the primary meaning is The act

ofpreceding; going, or getting, before; outgoing,

outrunning, or outstripping. (Mgh.) _ And

hence, The issuing of blood from the nose : (0,“t

Msb:) or, accord. to some, (Msb,) blood itself,

issuing, or that issues, from the nose: (S, 0,‘

Msb, because it issues before one knows it.

(Msb.)

ll)

J’s) [a pl. of which the sing. is not men

tioned,] fLight rains. (IAar, 0,

Clouds preceding another cloud.

(AA, 0, K.)

One who gives many gifts. (Fr, 0,K.)

Emitting much blood: mentioned by

Freytag, but without any indication of the

authority.]

A horse that precedes other horses,- that

goes,'or gets, before them; that outgoes, out

runs, or outstrips, them; (S, 0, Msb, K 5) as also

i (0, _... Having blood flowing

from his nose: (Msb:) or having a continual

bleeding of the nose. (PS and TK voce gel, in

art. ,,>.) And Jet}, .1531 [Noses bleeding].

(0.)—The extremity of the [or lower

portion, or lobule, qf the nose]; (S, 0,K;)

[because the blood drops from it when the nose

bleeds] (S, K.)_.And [hence,] rA promi

nence, or projecting part, of a mountain. (S, 0,

8;? Spears that are the first to

thrust, or pierce: or from which blood is drop

ping: :) or spears are termed because

thrust forward to pierce, or because‘blood drops

from them. (IDrd, 0.)

)5 fish; and W553i. (s, 0.1.4,) both me

tioiied by A’Obeyd, 0,) A piece of rock that

is left in the bottom of a well, being there when it

is dug, in order that the cleanser of the well may

sit upon it in cleansing it: or a stone that is at

the head of the well, upon which the drawer of

water stands. (S, 0, It is said in a trad.,

“When he (Mohammad) was enchanted, his charm

was put into the spathe of a palm-tree, and

buried beneath the of the well.” 0.)

. ll )0! .

)ig-H 23’s)! : see the next preceding paragraph.

sifipl: see basil".

~39}, as pflrt- n. of is}, is [said to be] in

correct. (Mgh.)

[a pl. of which the sing. is not men

tioned,] The nose and the pains around it. (0,

K.) One says, all: :91; $.13,

like “it”. (S, O.‘ [See art.,,‘s,.])

. 'f.’ I r '

5593-“: see

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and

TA to which I have had access]

0‘)

1- (s, 1s.) and and (K,) [aor

of the first -’ , and of the second and third 2,]

int. n. [of the first] 35,23, and [of the second, or

second and third,] (S,* K,) He was, or

became, foolish, stupid, unsound in intellect or

understanding, or deficient therein, and lame,

flaccid, slack, or languid: or and

signify the beingfoolish, or stupid : and also

the being soft, weah, relaxed, or languid. (KL)

_And also signifies [simply] The being

slack, or loose; or slackness, or looseness; as in

the saying of a riijiz, TA,) namely, Khitfim

El-Mujashi'ee, (TA,) describing a she-camel,

I II r 1' O

"‘ 0‘) ‘r-t “I,

[And they saddled her in a manner ofsaddling

in which was a slackness, or looseness] ; i. e. they

did not bind her saddle firmly, by reason of fear

and haste. (S, TA.) Also The being unsteady,

or in a state of commotion or agitation: and

quickly changing or altering. (Meyd, in expla

r are;

t53*“): '

nation of a prov. cited below, voce [And

accord. to Freytag, as on the authority of Meyd,

Haste of pace.] _ And signifies plat) The

being beautified, and adorned: and on), the

displaying oneselfadorned. (KL.)=vJ-;2Jl

(S, K,) inf. n. (KL,) The sun rendered him

relaxed, (S, KL,) or weak, or languid: (KL:)

0r pained his brain, so that he became relaxed

thereby, and swooned. And He (a

man) became thus afi'ected by the suit. (TA.)

Pass. part. 11. l signifying Thus affected

by the sun; (S, TA;) applied to a man. I (TA.)

4. L; How foolish, stupid, unsound in

intellect or understanding, or deficient therein,

and lam,_flaccid, slack, or languid, [or howfoolish,

or stupid, and how soft, weak, relawed, or languid,

(see 1,)] is he!

'04

on) A prominence, or projecting part, K,)

or such as is large, (TA,) ofa mountain : K :)

pl. and And A long moun

tain: z) or, acdord. to Lth, a mountain that is

not long: pl. (TA.)

dial. var. of (L11, 1;.)a

Having much motion; or moving itself

much. (K.)—And Hard, or strong. (K.):

And (as some say, TA) The darkness of night:

(K, TA:) or [simply] darkness. (TA.)

fist; in the phrase '5), in the Kur

[ii. 98, and occurring again in iv. 48], is said to

be a word meant to convey a reviling of the Pro

phet, derived from [the inf. n.] El-Hasan

read with tenween: and Th says that the

phrase means Say not ye a lie, and mockery, and

foolishness. (TA.) [See also 4 in art. uib.]
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5,331, (s,1_§,) applied to '3 man, (s,) F00li8lt,

stupid, unsound in intellect or understanding, or

deficient therein, and law, flaccid, slack, or

languid: (S, K:) or, so applied, foolish, or stupid:

(KL :) [and also soft, weak, relaxed, 0r languid:

(see 12)] and foolish, or stupid, and hasty, in

speech: (K :) “fem, applied to a woman,

(S :) [pl. __ [Its primary application,

though I do not find it mentioned, is probably to

a mountain, as meaning Having a or pro

minence, or projecting part: accord. to Freytag,

“is qui habet gay” and then poetically used,

in the Deewan of Jereer, as signifying a mountain.

_And hence,] also, applied to a. man, 1- Having

a long nose [likened to a 02,]. (TA.)—Also

1“ An army having redundant parts, or portions,

(K, TA,) like the 01;) ofmountains: (TA :) or

an army has this epithet applied to it as being

likened to the of a mountain: or, as some

say, the epithet thus applied means in a state of

commotion by reason of its numerousness.

_ El-Basrah is termed tug-11, as being likened to

the of a mountain; (IDrd, S, K;) i. e.,

because ofa bend in it: (TA :) or because of the

abundant flow of the river there, and its sultry

heat: (Az, MF:) or because of the ease and plenty

that are in it, and as being likened to the woman

to whom this epithet is applied; or because of the

languidness and changeableness of its air. (Er

Raghib, TA.) _ And its" is also a name of A

sort ofgrapes, of Et-Tdif, TA,) white, and

long in the berries. (TA.) = 5.2;"

is a prov. , meaning More unsteady and changeable

than the air of El-Basrah. (Meyd.)

0 JO/

(3):” : see 1, last sentence.

3‘)

1. 1;}, aor. ,2}, (S,TA,) [He refrained,

forbore, or abstained: or, used elliptically,] he

refrained, forbore, or abstained, (S, TA,) from

things, or afiairs, or from ignorance, and

reverted therefrom a good manner; (TA ;) [as

also ' 155;]; (K a [for] 233 81111;, “113;; 11s)

and and is}, (S, and are syn.

with 73131:;1 (S, K) meaning the refraining, for

bearing, dr’ abstaining, from ignorance, and re

verting therefrom in a good manner, TA,) [all

app. as inf. ns.,] and so are 7L5}; (S, K) and

1.5;; (K) and 1133. (s, K,) [in the he of

which the radical, is changed into L5 as it is in

and 12.10;: and 93,] but these three, as some

say, (TA,) or the first and last of these three,

(S,), are simple substs.: (S, TA :) _you say,

and 3;;311 and 1 [53311 [&c., mean

ing Such a one is good in respect of refraining,

8pm]. (S.) 16;]! is of the measure [for

; the two infirm letters not being incorpo

rated, one into the other, because the 6' is

quiescentz, [see also Ham p. 220 :]) you say,

cam is tonal. ($.111ib.) or even on

(Ham ubi supra) He refrained, forbore, or

abstained, from bad, or foul, conduct, (S, Msb,)

or from ignorance, and reverted therefrom:

(Ham:) and 1(5):) [alone] signifies He re

_frained, forbore, or abstained; and he repented :

(Her p; 240 i) [see also an ex. in a verse cited

voce '91:] accord. to AHei, it is quasi-pass. of

(TA.):[Hence, app. signifies I

caused him to refrain, forbear, or abstain, &c.]

9. [59;], inf. 11. 113.61: see the preceding para

graph, in five places. '

and see 1, ill three places :—

and see also art. Us).

'0)

its): see 1:_ and see also art. Us).

(551;; and 631;; : see art. [59,.

n.: H _ _ . ..

3.321s) (1n some copies of the 351:), without

teshdeed); and 513,111]: see art. [55,.

a; .102

5,9,1 :

25 '0! see art. ,.

4,; J , l 15‘

1f)

1. 519,191 aor. u'ejj, (Mgb,K,) inf. n.

(,2, (s3 Msb,1_() and 5,12, (1;) and ;

(swarms and 'w)'. and his; (Ki)

The cattle [pastured, or] pastured by themselves.

(Mgh.) And an 2.1.1.111 s5, inf. n. (3;,

(Mgh, TA) and 21;, [and “23.1.1, and twp,

and 'éZJ-s"; [The cattle pastured upon, or de

pastured, the herbage ;] all signifying the same:

(TA :) of a camel you say, 3131

inf. 11. us, [&c., He pastured upon, or depas

tured, the herbage by himsel ; and in like man

ner 156,1. (S.) _The saying of ’A'isheh

L; is allusion to the

feeling, or touching, of the itself. (Mgh.)

also signifies The keeping, or tending,

animals; pasturing, or feeding, them; and de

fending themfrom the enemy. (Er-Raghib, TA.)

You say, (3.3121 3.2;}, (s,) or igml, (Mgh, 11,)

or (MA,) aor. 111215, (s, Mgh,) inf. n.

(S, MA) [and £12,, asdappears from a phrase

mentioned below,] and its), (MA,) or this last is

asimple subst. from this verb, (K,) I [kept, or

tended, or] pastured, (MA, Mgh,) or lead to

pasture, (MA,) the camels, or the cattle,

(Msb, or the sheep or goats; (MA ;) and

11.5151 signifies the same as And

Q3»? 511:, [His habitual work, or occu

pation, is the tending, or pasturing, of camels].

(ISd, 1;.) And 5,; U1; 6;}; 5,513 [Such a

one tends, or pastures, for his father;] i. e.

[tends, or pastures, his fatlieris sheep

or goats]. _ And hence, as also 151:), The

keeping or guarding [a person or thing]; being

mindful or regardful [ofhim orit]; and managing

or ruling or governing [him or it]. (Er-Raghib,

TA.) You say, I kept, or guarded, him, as

a. ruler or governor, or a prince 0r commander,

who manages, conducts, orders, or regulates, the

aflairs of the people: (Msbz) and

[The prince ruled, or goverrfieid, his subjects],

inf. n. 351e,. And :11 1:_-s) [I beg God’s

keeping, or guarding, for thee] ; meaning

May God keep thee, or guard thee. (Har p. 617.)

And 3,31 uéj, (K,) inf. n. (TA) [and 1315,],

He was mindful, or regardful, of his afiair,

or case,- as also 0,41 Vang, (K,TA,) inf. n.

(TA.) And 219') [app. as an inf. n. of

'usb] signifies The guarding of palm-trees.

(TA.) 1;:g1é, 15,5, 15, in the Km [ML 27],

means Biit they did not observe it with its right,

or due, observance; were not mindful, watchful,

observant, or rcgardful, of it, in the right, or

due, manner of being so. (TA.) You say also,

it}, inf. 11. 5.312,, (ISk,S,) i. e. 1

was mindful, regardful, or observant, ofhis 2»).

[meaning ofwhat was entitled to reverence, re

spect, honour, or defence, in his character and

Jar)

appertenances]: and in like manner, 18kt)»

Lbat", mentioned in the S, means The being

mindful, regardful, or observant, of rights, or

dues. (PS.) This last phrase is from 1&1],

inf. n. 2-1252, (TA,) which means I regarded

him; had regard, or an eye, to him; or paid

regard, or consideration, to him; Msb, K,

TA;) acting, or behaving, well to him; doing

good to him ,- or conferring a benefit, or benefits,

upon him. (K,TA.) [Hence also, 155 4,5 1(5);

Regard is had, in it, (the meaning of a word or

phrase,) to such a thing, as alluded to therein.]

And ,i-‘yl 1.1421,, (s,1_<,) infi n. ids}, (TA,)

signifies also I looked to see what would be the

issue, or result, ofthe afiair, or case} (S, Msb,

K.) Hence, accord. to Er-Raghib,{1,4511 7 ilhtjli

(TA:) you 511151;);1" (s: and Vina},

inf. n. 5121' J ; (TA ;) He watchéd the stars,

(S, K, TA,) waiting for the time when they would

disappear. (K, TA.) El-Khansa says,

4"0 seen ee 4 :3 re;

* ufifi '

405401 5:15:42,

it die-S Una-Lil 91-), *

[I watch, or I watching, the stars, waiting for

the time when they will, or would, disappear,

though I am not, or I was not, tasked with the

watching of them ,' and at one time I cover my

self, or covering myself, with the redundant parts

of my old and worn-out garments]. _ 251;,

also signifies The beingfaithful to an engagement,

or promise; syn. (Mgh. [See £13, below;

last sentence.])

2. 21;), inf. n. He said [qfhim], :15;

[May God keep him, or guard him: or he said

to him, May God keep thee, or guard

thee]. (TA.)

3. 3;;11 Usl, The ass pastured with the

[other] asses: and in like manner one

saysof camels with wild animals. (TA.) _Qab

$31, a reading required by the context in the

K, is wrong; the correct phrase being “,1

[q. 11.]. (TA.) _ See also 1, in the latter

half of the paragraph, in eight places. __ ilbgbl is

also syn. with [app. as meaning The look

ing towards, orfacing, a person or thing: a. signi

fication nearly like the last referred to in the
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sentence here immediately preceding]. (TA.)—

See also 4, in three places. _ at; Juli!

in a trad. of ’Omar, means Restrain thou the

thief, or make him to refrain, from taking thy

goods, but bear not witness against him: so says

Lth: or the meaning is, and do not wait for

him. (TA.)

4. so)! i. q. (stag: see 1, in the former

half of the paragraph. Said of God, it means He

caused to grow, for the cattle, that upon which

they] might pasture. ($.) One says also as)!

,jsj'ijl, [as though or the like were under

stood] The land abouhded [as though it fed abun

dantly] with herbage: (Zj,K:) “'1, in

this sense [as stated above, see 3,] is wrong. (TA.)

And 2L5! He made the placfi to‘ljoebai

pasturage for him. (ISd, K.)_ Us.“ ago)!

means I made my ear, or ears, to be mindful of

his speech : (Er-Raghib, TA :) or I gave ear,

hearkened, or listened, to him. (S, Msb.) You

say, 655i, (Msb,1_{,) and tuft}, i. e.

Hearken thou, or listen thou, to my speech.

Hence 1 6.51, in the Kur [a 98 and iv. 4e]= Akh

says that it is of the form from “owl, and

means A2,; ; the [5 having gone away

because it is an'imperative: he says also that it

is :eéad as an objective complement, from

35,5)1: [see art. on) :]) the reading in Ibn

Mes’ood’s copy of the Kur-én is (TA.)

You say also, J; '9 ; He will

not pay any regard, or attention, to the saying

ofany one. (TA.) _ And I showed

mercy to him [by sparing him, or letting him

live, or by pardoning him, or otherwise]; had

mercy on him; pitied, or compassionated, him;

syn. and (s,1_(.) Aboo

Dahbal says,

If 0 J 9 \II a. v I D

l! Lib Qifi Q: *

¢ O d v 4 {I ’ fl 0 J

b-f L493»; os-l-e 65H

[app. meaning If this enchantment be from thee,

then spare me not, but renew enchantment].

(TA. [It seems to be there cited as an instance

of the verb’s having a second objective comple

ment; (for which I see no reason ;) following

- ” " ' E o .

the assertion that one says, $.15 42$:- Lsesl, sigm

fying U5.,»1; and that the verb is made trans. by

means of UL: as properly meaninglakklo its)!

4.4) : but 1 doubt not that the correct reading is

0” s ‘ .r .v '02 _

4,4: ML» clap, 1. c. He showed mercy to him,

coming to him, or getting sight and knowledge of

him.] Vida"! also or *0 g 1 ” filial” l

..> ..’°”.. .2.[ U“ ‘9‘ ""J
signifies gum! UL: ’sLis'gl. (TA.)

5: see 1, first and second sentences.

‘ i

8: see 1, in three places, first two sentences.

10. Uspl [app. signifies He desired cattle to

pasture: and hence, he left them to pasture

alone]. You say, 34,5." UN.» 5483!, meaning

I left my cattle to pasture without a pastor to

take care of them in the night: and [in like

manner,] is;le $2,932.41, in the day. (TA in

art. ,.s.) _ {in (s, 15*) I asked him,

or desired him, to keep or guard, or be mindful

qfor regardful of, the thing. (Kf TA.) Hence

the prov.,/2,11; [He who

asks, or desires, the wolf to keep guard does

wrong]; ($, TA ;) i. e. he who trusts in one who

is treacherous puts trust in a wrong place. (TA.)

[And hence a150,] He

asked, or desired, the ears [meaning the hearers]

to mind his discourse, or oration. (Har p. 361.)

L2; and 'ug; Pasture, or herbage;

Mgh, K;) thefood ofbeasts: (Msb :) pl. of the

former its} [meaning kinds, or sorts, of pasture

or herbage] :' (K:) and of 'the latter

(Mgh.) It is said in a prov., V

[Pasture, but not like the 0144...: : sec art. m].

(s.)_ Yup;4.1.4: A certain herb, having

berries like myrtle-berries, in which is the least

degree of sweetness ,- not injurious to the camels

that feed upon it, but poison. to [venomous or

noxious reptiles or the like, such as are termed]

31;: the decoction thereof blachens the hair.

(Ibn-Seena, book ii. p. 252.)

a) a subst. from 1 in the first of the senses

mentioned in this art. ; i. e. [The act of cattle’s

posturing, or their posturing alone,] from as;

@Ql. __ [Also The act, or occupation,

tgf'heeping or tending, or of pasturing or feeding,

animals] You say [ofa man], 3;)

[He performs well the act of keeping or tending,

or of pasturing or feeding, camels]. ($,I_{.)_

[And The act ofwatching, and waiting for the

time of the disappearance, of the stars.] See a

verse cited near the end of the first paragraph.

=Also Land in which are projecting stones that

impede the plough. (K, TA.)

45’ ’0

[5,5, and 6,6: see the next paragraph. _.

[Both seem to be also substs. from

and thus to be syn. with [532; and L553; and in

like manner, '13:; is probably syn. with

the radical [5 being changed into , as it is in

_ var r; 4., arr '

saw-1 You say, we '9; use) 5s“ g} b [I

have no mercy nor pity to bestow upon him].

(JK in art. [Se‘e p.34) See also 1 in art.

,2) [from which in this phrase may also

with reason be regarded as derivable].

a subst. from as used in the phrase

1'05

0).»! us) [epr. in the first paragraph; thus signi

fying Illindfulness, regardfulness, or observance,

’4

of an atl'air, or a case]; as also V and l

(1Q) _ See also the next preceding paragraph.

And see art. ,9).

[:96 Pastured : ruled, or governed : and kept,

or guarded : so accord. to Golius, as on the autho

rity of the KL; but not in my copy of that work.

It is agreeable with analogy as syn. with

and from it is formed the subst. next following]

as; [with 8 affixed JEZU, i. e., to transfer the

word from the category of epithets to that of'

substantives,] Cattle pasturing, or posturing by

themselves: and cattle kept, tended, or pastured :

(1;, TA:) pl. ed}. (TA:) this latter (the pl.)

signifies cattle hept, tended, or pastured, for any

one; (K, TA 5) for the subjects and for the

south,- (TA ;) as also tidings (15,“; in

some copies of the 3;,@;, without teshdced :)

and VuJL'cSi signifies cattle kept, tended, or

pasturedffor the Sultdn, (K, TA,) especially,

and upon which are his brands and marks. (TA.)

Hence the trad., 3,51; [3’5 [Every

pastor shall be questioned respecting his pastured

cattle : or every ruler shall be questioned respect

ing his subjects; agreeably with what follows].

(TA.)_ The people ruled or governed; the sub

jects of a ruler or governor : (Mgh, the

community; the people in common or in general;

or the common people: :) [any persons or

person, and things or thing, in the keeping, or

under the guardianship or rule or government, of

a man or woman :] see :6, in the latter half of

the paragraph: pl. as above. (TA.)

0 4 .r o

Li’s-1‘ l 3.1:): see

and Camels that pasture around

the people and their dwellings ($, K.) because they

are those upon which they work [or perform their

business]: :) but in the Tekmileh it is written
05 as

huts), as meaning cattle that pasture around

the dwellings of the people. (TA.)

95 v4 25 4

3.; ): see see).

a: so . s.

q ): see Lyle).

él; [act. part. n. of 1]. You say

Cattle [pasturing, or] posturing by themselves:

(Msb:) pl. unis; [a mistranscription for gin].

' J v )8 s» ,

(TA.)—odgl Us!) and [333)! Vital) are names

of Two species of smell;- [or locusts]; (K;) the

latter mentioned by ISd: 5gb says that the former

is a large .331; and the latter is another species,

that does not fly. (TA.)_ :13 also signifies A

keeper, or guarder, (TA,) or pastor, (Mgh,) of

cattle: (Msb, TA :) an epithet in which the

quality of a subst. is predominant: (TA:) pl.

its}, (5, Mgb, TA,) but this is said to be mostly

used as pl. of gt) in another sense as will be

shown below, (TA,) and 2E, [and app. (men

tioned below)] and {(s, Msb, TA ;) and

ilk; has a pl., namely, (TA.) __ [Hence,]

cog." is the name of The star [at] that is upon

the head of 5;.» [i. e. ()phiuchus]: that which

is upon the head ofkgyL-JI [a mistranscription in

my MS. for Ls‘iléJl, i. e. Hercules, the star or,]

being called until! (sz.) Also The star

['7] that is upon the left leg of Cepheus: bet’n'fen

whose legs is a star [app. 1:] that is called er-Léu

veg"; (szz) [from their longitudes it seems

that these two stars are the same as are meant by

what here followsz] Jill [or usljll 4.15] is a

but

certain star over against is" [or Aquarius,

which latter is] below; in the path of which is a
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red [or perhaps another ( instead of 1.3.6]

star, called veg". (TA in art. [And

accord. to Freytag, 55,4." L5!) is the name of

A star otherwise called the Foot of Orion: and

uflj, the name of The star A, in Sagit

tarius: see Ideler’s “Untersnch. iiber den Ur

sprung etc. der Sternnamen,” to which he refers,

pp. 213, 226, for the former; and p. 187 for the

latter.] _ [And hence,] signifies also A ruler,

or governor, K,) or prince, or commander,

(Mgh,) who manages, conducts, orders, or regu

lates, the afi'airs of a people: (Msb, and a

ruler, or governor, of himself: (TA :) pl.

and (K,) but it is said that the former is

mostly used as meaning rulers, or governors, and

the latter as pl. of st; in relation to sheep or goats

[or the like], (TA,) and :IL, and :15. (K.) It is

said'in a trad., :1,ng I,“a”; 2m3)

i [Every one ofyou is a ruler, or governor,

and levery one ofyou shall be questioned respecting

those, or that, of which he is ruler or governor] :

such is the man in respect of his family, and in

respect of the property of his father; and the

servant in respect of the property of his master;

and the wife is a in respect of the house, or

tent, ofher husband: and every one of these shall

be questioned respecting his, or her, (El

Jami’ es-Sagheer of EsSuyootee.) And one says,

upfllté ' :fpl [The ruled, or governed,

is not like the ruler, or governor]. ($.) ._ In the

saying of El-Kaiikhee, gt; uh; 5;]; re

lating to [carrier-] pigeons, it is from

signifying 2.6;”; [the saying meaning He sold

birds on the condition of their being such as would

be faithful to their charge ,-] for pigeons in El

’Irél_< and Syria are bought for high prices, and

sent from distant points with letters of informa

tions, and convey them, and bring back replies to

them. (Mgli,JM.)

[fem. of _. Also a subst. formed from

the latter word by the affix 3; like as) from

$15]: see él), third sentence—d;le is the

name of A certain bird: (TA:) [and] so is

jg.» (TA, and thus in some copies of the

K;) thus correctly written, as in the Tekmileh;

in [some of] the copies of the K, J99." asst);

[perhaps the same as the former bird;] a yellow

bird, that isfound beneath the bellies of horses or

similar beasts; thus in the Tekmileh; said by 15b

_to be a small bird like the sparrow, that alights

beneath the bellies of the horses and other beasts,

yellow, as though its neck and wings were tinged

with sa'fl'ron, its back having upon it a dinginess,

or duskiness, and blackness, its head being yellow,

and its [or tail] being neither long nor

short; accord. to $gh, also called Jgi-Jl lids).

(TA [thus written without any syll. signs: if

applying to the species in the manner of a coll.

gen.n., perhaps a mistranscription for J29.» ital)

_YQEJI and 7-25." [£13], [IThe com

mencement of hoariness, (K,TA,) and the first

marks thereof. (TA.)

[app. lilore, and most, merciful or com

passionate; from 4.2.1; though by rule it

should be formed, from an unaugmented verb

accord. to many of the grammarians:_and

hence, being nearly syn. with in the primary

sense, syn. with this latter, or nearly so, in a

secondary sense]. You say, u? 135

.5 ~ I I 08’

UL: Us», [app. meaning ’r This afl'air is more,

or most, easy and convenient to me]. (TA.)

GINO!

3,5)! The yoke that is placed upon the necks of

the two bulls employed in ploughing; (AA, $gh,

K, TA ;) of the dial. of Azd-Shanoo-ah. (TA.)

06 e

1e
05 '05

late): see

3Una}: see what next follows.

and (Fr,$. Isms) and

(ISd; K,) and sometimes without teshdeed, (K,)

the first without teshdeed mentioned by sgh on

the authority of Fr, (TA,) and Viola}: (s, 1;)

and v ($gh as from Fr) and 1&1)? (Sgh,

K) and and Visa; A man who

performs well the act of keeping or tending, or of

posturing or feeding, camels: ($, K:) or whose

habitual work, or occupation, or the habitual

work, or occupation, of whose fathers, is, or has

been, the tending, or posturing, ofcamels: (ISd,

K :) or who is a good seeker after herbagefor the

cattle. (ISd, TA.)

.4 a0)

.

A)

4:
.

s

,, see what next precedes.

sew

[,ng an infi n. of 1 [q. v.]. (s, 1;)—And

A pasturage, or place quasture ,- (S, K ;) as also

tie}; (sgh, 15:) pl. £53.. (TA.) [Hence,]

Jill 56.3 '§ [Do not

thou lebve uncared for a young woman nor a

pasturage, for there are persons that seek, or

endeavour, to find and get each]: a prov. enjoin

ing the availing oneself of an opportunity, and the

setting about an affair with prudence, discretion,

precaution, or sound judgment. (Meyd.)_See

also (:24, in three places.

56;: see the next prece.ding paragraph, in two

places.

3 0,

us)» [Kept, or tended; pasturcd, orfed : kept,

guarded, or minded: and] ruled, or governed; as

in an ex. above, voce last sentence but one.

(TA.)

*5)

1. Q3, aor. 1, inf. n. (JK,TA) and

(JK) [and app. &c. as in the next

sentence but one], He desired a thing [app. in an

absolute sense, agreeably with what follows in the

next sentence but one: and also,] vehemently,

eagerly, greedily, very greedily, with avidity,

excessively, or culpably; he coveted a’thing,

longedfor it, or lusted after it. (TA.) Q43!

means The [soul's] hoping largely, and desiring

much- (Ma-e? Q3. (same. MEbiK,

&c.,) and (Msb,TA,) aor. =, (3,11,)

int. n. ($,A,* Mgh,1_() and Li} (53, high)

and .Lé, (Mgh,Msb,K) and .LE,’ (IQ and

(A,* Msb) and (high) and 5;}, (A,*

Mgh,) He desired it, or wished for it; ($,A,

Mgh,Msb,K;) as also 4:5 labial.

You say, u! L; and and [I

have not any desire, or wish, for it]. And

x; i. e. The flaring thee is

better thdn the loving thee; .99) being an infi n.

prefixed to an objective complement; and so

ills-k): and said to mean, thy being given a

thing through fear of thee is better than through

desire: a prov., similar to {Laid-3

(Meyd. [Freytag explainsi’it othefii'ise: see his

Arab. Prov. i. 542]) _oas ark) He did not

desire a, or wish for it; (s, A, Mgh, Msb,K;)

he shunned, or avoided, it; abstained from it;

(s, TA ;) or left it, relinquished it, or forsook it,

(.IK, s, TA,) rigtentionally. . (3K, TA;)“__ g»;

*3], \rfi) and evil-Land vb)

and we were and we 09:“
(A,* K) and 14:) (Mgh,' TA) and 2.92:) and id's)

and and and He made

petition to him, addressed a petition to him, asked

him, petitioned him, sought of him, or demanded

ofhim: (TA :) or he prayed to him, or supplicated

him, with humility or abasement, or with sincerity

or earnestness or energy: or he humbled, or

abased, himself, and made petition to him. (K,

A, TA.) You say, \ié Us J; He

made petition to such a one, petitioned him, or

asked him, for such a thing. (TA.) And

1'05!

vb» To God I humble, or abase, myself, and

make petition; syn. and

[To HiméIraise my humble petition]. And

US)" [Fear should be of

God ; (not of a creature ;) and petition, &c.,

should be to Him]. (Lth, TA in art. way) See

also another ex. in a verse cited voce

32.1. e: [lit. He made himself to be not

desirbus of, or, to shun, or abstain from, or leave,

him, or it; the .3 having the same effect as in

4.; &c.; and hence,] he held himself above,

6} superior to, him, or it. And

lib I made such a one to shun, abstain

from, or 'leav'e, this, disliking it for him.

't It (anything) was, or became, wide, or

ample. (TA. [See alsp SJ) Ypi}, say,

(591,“, nor. 1, inf. n. ark) and V's) (K) and

(TA,) fThe valley was large and wide,

taking, or receiving, much water. (K) TA.)

And Utjéu e43}, inf. n. it} [&c.], 1*le land

was soft and wide, with even, or sandy,

soil: (TA :) or TA) took much water; (TA ;)

was such as would notflow unless in consequence of

much rain. TA..)TAnd [hence,] inf. n.

*5) ($1 K‘) and Q): (Ks, TA,) 'l' He was; or

became, voracious, a great eater; (K, TA 3) very

greedy, or gluttonous; (S, K, TA ;) vehemently,

excessively, or culpably, desirous ofworldly goods,‘

and one who made himself to be large, or abun

dant, therein : or as some say, large in his hopes,
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and desirous of much. (TA.) Accord. to the T,

out signifies JrVoracity: and

alone, as occurring in a trad., is explained as

meaning capaciousness of the belly, and voracity.

(TA.) And inf. ii. IHe was,

or became, liberal, or bountiful, and large in

opinion orjudgment.

2. gig-lb U3 29;), [ian n. #55,] He made

him to desire, or wishfor, a thing; ($,* MA, K;*)

as also as the). ($,*1_<=-) both signify the

1105’

same. You say, [5% 4.2.95) [I made

him to desire, or wish for, his companionship].

(A.)—And inf. ii. (IAar,TA;)

and J); (TA ;) He gave him what he desired,

or n:ishhdfor. (IAar, TA.)_[~,.Z) is also said by

Golius to signify Cupivit avide et empeti'uit; as

on the authority of the KL: but this signification

is not in my copy of that work, nor do I find it

in any other lexicon]

[3. vii) is said by Golius, as on the authority

of the KL, and by Freytag after him, to signify

C’upiditatem monstravit : but it is not mentioned

in any sense in my copy of the KL, nor haveI

found it in any other lexicon]

4: see 2._ [1,5,1 app. signifies also He made

it wide, or ample. _ And hence,]

means I May God enlarge thy power, and make

its steps to extendfar. (A, TA.)

6. 4,5 if!) They vied, one with another, in

desiring it; or they desired it with emulation;

syn. 4,5 (A and TA in art.

[fjin vii-l; 1-The place was, or became, wide,

or ample. (TA. [See also

8: see 1, third sentence:

Q I J 1

vi): see wk), second sentence.

Li}: see Lté}, and 1.4.}; with both of which

it is synonymous. ._ It is also 2. pl. of the latter,

(L in m. ML) and of vs}. (TA.)

A. desire, or wish: pl. (Mgh, Msb.)

Hence, will" & [The desires, or wishes,

of the people, or of mankind, became few].

(Mgh.) _ See also

wk»

. Jr!

a

\J’q'fi), an epithet applied to a man, [signifying

One who makes petition; who asks, petitions,

seeks, or demands: or who prays, or supplicates,

with humility or abasement, or with sincerity or

earnestness or energy : or who humbles, or abases,

himsel , and makes petition : originally an inf. n.

of 5:3]: or] from (s, TA. [In

copy of the former erroneously written

,1 ¢

see 5.9;).

one

o ’ l.’ I I

in another, 9);); and in another, om1tted.])

The [hnot called] 33.3.; ofa sandbl;

(K;) i. e. the knot beneath the [appertenance

called] cl? [which passes through the sole and

between two qf the toes, and to which the .955,

also called)Li), is attached]. (TA.) '

Bk. I. ’

I H as! I :1

as. ub)‘ (A'Obeyd,18k,s,1<) and we,

TLand that is soft, (A’Obeyd,$, K, TA,)

and wide, with even, or sandy, soil: TA :) or

($, K, TA) that tahes much water; (TA ;) that

will not flow unless in consequence of much rain.

(lSki S, K, TA)

1- Wide, or ample; applied in this sense

to a watering-trough or tank, and to a skin for
9 a

water or milk, TA,) &.c.: pl. ylb) (TA) and

(L in art. ml.) You say also Kr»;

’rA n-z'de road: pl. (TA.) And

tA wide, or an ample, place. (TA.)

And at; tA wide valley; (TA;) [and] so

>13: (JK:) or Ia wide valley, that takes

much water,- as also (AHn, K;) contr. of

44.]: TA wide
wound inflicted with a spearior the like. (TA.)

And +11 wide sword, that inflicts a

large wound. (TA.)—tA man, or other animal,

(K,) having a capacious inside, or belly : K :)

pl. (TA.) _ + Voracious; a great eater:

(A, K :’[but accord. to the former, not tropical in

this sense:]) desirous quuch eating: (Msb:)

very greedy, or gluttonous: ($,K: [see also

3,5,1) vehemently, excessively, or culpably,

desirous of worldly goods; and one who makes

himself to be large, or abundant, therein: or

large in his hopes, and desirous of much : (TA :)

and dgéJi a man who is a great eater;

(TA ;) or capacious in the inside, or belly, and a

great eater: (JK :) and a belly that

devours much. (Ham p. 418.) __ go),

(T and A and TA in art. 9.5),) and ii,

(A in that art.,) +He is not content but with

much,- contr. (1)“le ,5, (T and A in that

in} ,5. (TA.) And

art.,) and of (A in that art.)

[Qc-dli has a different meaning: see art.

Var]_ '6ng in a copy of the

A and in the TA rim) IA horse ofu-ide step,

that takes a large space of ground (1%, TA) with

his legs: pl. QUE). (TA.) _ bphi) the

latter word being the pl. form, t Camels yielding

a copious supply of milk, and very profitable.

(IAth, TA ) And {Many camels. (TA.) _

(3;?- and V 1' A heavy load. (TA.)

A thing desired, or wishedfor; ;) as

'l a Dr

also 7M): (Ham p. 501:) a thing of high

account or estimation; that is desired, or wished

for: pl., (A, Mgh.) You say,

daft) [)S'l, i. e. [Verin he is a liberal giver] 3},“

everything that is desired. (TA.) [And 16,5)

has a similar meaning; for] you say also,

r0; 1’

ugh)" 4.3.3, i. e. I obtained from him abundance

of what I desired. (TA.)—A large gift: (S,

Mgh, Msh, :) pl. as above. Mgh, Msb.)

A poet (En-Nemir Ibn-Towlab, TA) says,

’0‘; 5' r

L52“,

* vgésié , ,lw'°I [5.531 vi], '

[And when poverty befalls thee, then hope than

for competence, and to Him who gives large gifts

humble thyself, and make petition]. (SfIr TA.) -

And A large recompense that one desires to obtain

[in the world to come] by prayer: (El-Kilabee,

TA :) or that which is wishedfor by one who has

large hope and who desires much: whence the

prayer called [generally said to be

a supererogatory prayer]. (TA.)

6353», like uliijn (JK, 1;) and Uliéjn,

(TA,) l'Vhat is called the at}; g the liver.

(JR. 15-) '

L5, Very, or intensely, or exceedingly, desirous

qf'much eating. (Msb.) [See also Why]

Desiring, or wishing,- (K;) [as in the

phrase L15 desiring, or wishing for,

such a thing ;] and so i (TA.)

[A place, or time, of desire or wish:

and hence, an object thereof]. You say,

@pl [app. meaning He demanded a

woman in marriage, and attained the object of

desire].

tPossessing competence or sufiiciency;

rich, or wealthy; (K, TA ;) possessing much

property. (JK, TA.)

.eeflr J 4;

5.4.9.0: 866 arél)».

15'

[Ag Desired, or wished for. _

d2; lVot desired, &c. _ Petitioned,

8w. :

9 so,

see an ex. voce v3.54]

1.35; 132.» ii

permitted, such and such things; like and

9 iv;

(TA in art.

g is; a)

“by, To him are allgwed, or

, .. . .
vii). [lit. Causes of desire; sing., if used,

9.1,, o, a o.

'84:”, a word of the same class as 3.5..” and
nzer

&c.: and hence,] things that are eagerly

desired, or coveted; syn. . [which also signi

fies soldiers’ stipends, or allowances] : (TA :) and

(TA) things that are desired to by, gained for

subsistence, or sustenance; i. q. “5h...” QbM,

(K, TA. [In the CK, the former-'of the two nouns

in this explanation is Lil-wail: in two M$.

copies of the K, it is withodt the syll. signs: the

right reading is evidently syn. with

: Freytag renders the explanation persona!

quze in rebus qua: spectant ad victum perturbatm

ct anaiiae sunt; deriving this meaning from the

rendering in the TK: Golius, with a near ap~

proach to correctness, renders it res ad susten

‘tandam vitam. necessaries; but he has given this

explanation as on‘ the authority of J, by whom

D 4 a

it is not mentioned; and has put for

vF‘M-l)

! e) 9 '

viii“: see wk).

I . =0 J 9 . r l '

Val-are: sec b_..s\)._.See also why, last

sentence._Also +11 large, big, bulky, or cor

pulent, man. (JK.)
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a,

1- (s, as.) (K,) M "-5.13;

(TK;) and 7W»; (K ;) said of a kid, (S, A,)

[and app. of a lamb, (see 4,) or of any young

animal,] He sucked her,- (S, A, K ;) namely, his
¢¢n¢

mother. (S, A.) _. Hence, in a trad., (J’siv) w}

iii} $.13 iiii aifi +[The

Apostle of God (may God bless and save him)

has departed from the world, and ye suck th

sweets of it]; meaning the world; i. e.

(TA.)_ [Hence also,] +The people,

or men, asked, or begged, of him so much that all

that he had passed away. (ns.) And (El

Ahmar, JK, S, K,) inf. 11. 9th,, (JK,) fHe (a

man) was asked of, or begged’qf, so much that

all that he had become exhausted. (El-Ahmar,

JK,s,1$.)=_£s,, (K,) or said of a

woman, (TA,) He, (K,) or she, (TA,) had a

complaint of, or a pain in, the (K, TA.)

s,,.

w;

_43) He thrust, pierced, stuck, or stabbed, him

time after time; and so that. [See also

the latter below.])

4. 12:51, said of a ewe, (S,) [and app. of a

she-goat also, (see 1,) or of any female,] She

suchled him,- namely, her young one.

See also = 12:) He thrust, pierced, stuck,

or stabbed, him in his _ See also 1,

last signification.

8: see 1, first signification.

r'Oe

1L3): see what next follows.

A certain duct in the breast, or

momma, that emits the milk : z) or a

certain sinew, or tendon, (5.13%) beneath the

breast, or momma: (ISk, T, S, sometimes

written 7133: (Fr, T, TA :) or the [dual

of £523] are the two sinews, or tendons, that are

beneath the two breasts, or momma: or what

are between the two shoulder-joints and the two

breasts, next the arm-pit : (TA :) or two portions

offiesh, (J K,) or two small portions offlesh,

(TA,) between the 353.3 [q. v.], and the shoulder

joint, (JK, TA,) on either side of the chest:

(TA :) or the blackness [app. meaning the areola]

of each of the two breasts. (TA.)

I e) 90!

iii; Ué)l Land that does not flow with water

except [but this word is omitted in the TA])

from much rain : (JK, K :) [i. e., that sucks in

the rain-water, and does not cause it toflow upon

its surface, except when it is copious]

Any female suckling; (JK, S, as

also 'éa'épz :) or one says and

meaning particularly a ewe suckling: but

[the inf. n.] has been used in relation to

the she-camel: or applied to a EU» means

only tjtat has brought forth : (TA :) and one

says meaning [a hackney-mare]

that is sucked, i. q. TA ;) and that

scarcely ever raises her head from the manger:

[:vhle'nce] it is said in a prov., .35th

$95) [The most voracious of beasts is a hackney

""11‘8 that is sucked] : or, as J gives it [in the S,

and Z in the A], thus, as verse:

"'b’fl

‘ {-923 2*»): iii-5 *

[llIore voracious than a hackney-mare that is

sucked]: and is applied to a woman as

meaning suckling; the pl. of is

(TA.)_-Also A child, or young one, that is

suchled; a suckling. (TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places. _ Also 1- Possessing much property.

(JK.)

[written in the JK as}, but said in

the K to be like 1;;J The part, of the finger,

which is the place of the signal-ring.

9 see

0
9,5,4: see its fem. above, voce

[Hence,] 1 A man asked of, or begged of, so much

that all that he had is exhausted. (El-Ahmar,

JK, S, A, K.) And fPossessing little property.

(JK.) And 1[His possessions are

exhausted. (A.)

“a

“1’. (s, LI;[>,K,) aor. =, (Msb,K,) inf. 11.

Ah) (Msb) [and ab), as seems to be indicated in

the by its being said that the verb is like E];

and 45:), (S, Msb, K,) aor. 5, (Msb, inf. n.

336;; (Msb;) It (one’s life) was, or became,

ample in its means or circumstances, unstraitened,

or plentiful, Msb, K,) and easy, (Msb,) and

pleasant. (S, K.)_[Hence, app.,] e.,;le

'§ [Such a one is striving, labour

ing, or toiling, in his afl'air:] he will not flag, or

be remiss. (JK.)-= [In the JK, aor.

is mentioned immediately after an explana

tion of 33;}, app. to indicate that it signifies lVe

prepared, or we ate, 84,5).]

4. bu.in They became in a state of life ample

in its means or circumstances, unstraitened, or

plentiful; A;) they had abundance of herb

age, or of the goods, conveniences, or comforts, of

life. (s, 1;.) = In? as; God made their

life to be ample in its means or circumstances,

unstrat'tened, or plentiful, [andmm ,] andpleasant.

(A.) __ And use) They up their cattle

to pasture by themselves, where they pleased.

10. 3.1511 3);»! Hefound life to be ample in

its means or circumstances, unstraitened, or plenti

ful, [and easy,] and pleasant. (Har p. 657.)

One says, J}?! [Aligkt thou

where life is found to be ample in its means

&c.]. (A.)

11. 3w, ($,TA,) inf. n. 113.51, (s, 1;, TA,)

It (milk) became commingled, one part with

another, but not yet completely thickened. (S,

TA.) And in like manner, It (anything) became

commingled, or confused, one part with another.

(S, K,“ TA.) _ + He became [con/used, or] in

doubt, in his opinion, or judgment, not knowing

how to utter it. f He slept withoutfully

satisfying his drowsiness, (K, TA,) so that he

awoke heat-y. (TA.) _ JrHe was angry, and

changed in colour by reason of anger: (TA :) or

he was angry, and would not answer: (K.)—

i IIe was sick, not severely affected j [in

the CK 1,)]), (L, K,) but sufl'ering depres

sion : (K :) or he showed himself to be depressed,

(JK, L,) without emaciation, (JK,) or by ema

ciation: (L :) and he was oppressed by sickness

beyond his power ofendurance : (L:) or he began

to sufl'er pain, and exhibited an extenuated state

of the belly, and dryness, and languor. (En

Nadr.) _. Age) also signifies 1* Languidness,

or weakness, in the eye, and the ear, and the

sight. (JK.)

Q. Q. 3. [a verb app. syn. with in

an intensive sense;] of the measure from

35;" [int'. n. of Its (J is augmenta

tive; and therefore it should not be mentioned

independently as it is in the K. (TA.)

32-3, applied to property, or water, or life, or

herbage, Plentiful; that does not cause one

fatigue. [Being originally an inf. n., it is

used without variation as a masc. and fem. and

sing. and pl. epithet; as also 73.23.] You say

96' 90v '1’ 9 e I v

45) via; and '3) and '45!) and 'Jq'o) (A,

a '4

Msb) and tléji,(Lt_1,TA,) and time,

(A,) Life that is ample in its means or circum

stances, unstraitened, or plentiful, (Lh, A, Mgh,)

and easy, (Lh,* Mgh,) and pleasant. (A,Msb.)

And and A mode of life ample in

its means dr circumstances, unstraitened, or

plentiful, [and easy,] and pleasant. A,

And 1.15,};5, (A, L, K,) or (JK,) and

t it, i‘ (A, L, K,) or it, 21.1.5, (JK,) People,

and women, in a state of life ample in its mean:

or circumstances, &c.; (JK, A, or having

abundance of herbage, or of the goods, con

veniences, or comforts, of life, and having camels

abounding with milk. (L.)

it, an inf.n. of is}. (Mgh.) You say, 53

99;)! He is in a state oflife ample

in its means or circumstances, unstraitened, or

plentiful, (A, Mgh,) [and easy,] and pleasant.

(A.) ._ See also in five places.

3,6, and its fem., with 5: see

Fresh milk, which is boiled, and upon

n'hich’some flour is sprinkled, (JK, S, then

dates are mixed therewith, (JK,) or then it is

mixed and stirred about, and it is licked up :

(S,K:) and also remains of milk: (JK2) or

fresh butter: (Mgh:) or apiece, or portion, of

fresh butter: (Az) pl. (JK, A.) You say,

ass. an eastms 1...;
meaningrlftS'ecm-ity in theistate of life that is

ample in its means or circumstances, &c., is

3.
o

sweeter than the dates called with some

fresh butter. (A.)

I401) we !

use, i. g. 3.4.; [q. v.]; (151;) [i. e.] What is

taken forth from. wheat, and thrown away.

(JK.)

g s

451): ,_,.

I": see J5)

.Lé)l:



Boox 1.] 11134‘) _fla)

41.4

as,» [A place abounding with herbage;] a

meadow, or a garden; syn. (L.) See also

a)”.

,

part. n. of 11. (L, Milk [that has

become commingled, cine part with another, but]

not yet completely thickened. (L.) [And in like

manner, Anything that has become commingled,

or confused, one part with another.]_1~One

who is [confused, or] in doubt, in his opinion, or

judgment, (JK, S, K,) not knowing how to utter

it. (S,K.)._[For its other meanings, see the

verb.]

uré)

1:.- ) e f, _ I _be

1. all M), aor. 1 , inf. n. v.:-J, God blessed,

or prospered, him, and made him to increase and

multiply : God made his property to increase and

multiply. (TA.) You say, I’llé:

They werefew, and God multiplied and increased

them: and in like manner one says of [or

grounds of' pretension to respect], &0. (S, TA.)

And $6 iii (El-Umawee, s,1_<,) and 63,7,

(TA,) aor. as above, God multiplied to him

his property, (El-Umawee, S, K,) and his ofll

spring, (TA,) and blessed him therein; (El

Ilmawee, S, K;") as also Vii-Qt, (K,) and

1.35. (TA.)

4: see the last sentence above.

90¢

we, Increase: (S, :) abundance: (TA :)

wealth, or property; or much wealth or property;

or good fortune, prosperity, welfare, wellbeing,

or weal; syn. (S, El-’Aj_jaj says,

0' O“ I’D; r

“
.

‘

r " as ' 9'11» *
v.:-“)1? ,ufvfw .

[app. meaning, A khaleefeh who ruled without

evil, a prosperous prince, ofprosperous origin]:

Sui; is syn. with all. (S.)_Also A benefit,

favour, boon, or blessing; syn. z) or
r

aznplazgness, or largeness, therein: (TA:) pl.

wu'ul- (K)

we)»: see the next paragraph.

One who makes himself to have a plenti

ful dnd pleasant and easy life; (Ibn-’Abbéd,

Sgh, K ;) as also with 95. (TA.)_ A plentiful

state of life,- as also lusz, (K,) in the saying

if]; [They are in a plentiful

state of life]. (TA.)

Blessed; prospered; fortunate:

TA:) applied to a man, blessed, or prospered;

(TA;) abounding in wealth or property; (K,

TA;) fortunate, or possessed of good fortune:

(TA :) and, applied to a face, blessed and fortu

nate; or cheerful and fortunate. (TA.)

You say also, file has a

blessed, orfortunate,forelock. (TA.)—And with

3, applied to a woman, (Lth, K,) and to a ewe,

or she-goat, (TA,) Prolific; having numerous

ofspring. (Lth, K, TA.)

~55)

‘1. (JK, 0, Mgh,) aor. =, (0, Mgh,)

inf. n. $2,, (JK, 0, Msb,1_{,) He collected to

gether (JK,O, high, K) clay, (JK,O,K,) or

dough, (Msb, O,K,) making it into a compact

mass, (JK,O,K,) or making it round (Msb)

[andflat, but not thin, or not very thin], with

his hand. (Msb, 0, K.)_},a;ll (JK, 0,

K,) aor. as above, (O,K,) and so the inf. n.,

(JK, 0,) He put into the camel’s mouth, by

mouthfuls, seeds (5;), and flour, (JK, O, and

the like. (0,

4. 56le He looked sharply, or intently, or

attentively; (JK,O,K;) [at him, or it];

(TK ;) said ofa man and of’alion. (0.)_ And

He hastened, made haste, or sped, in going,

journeying, or pace.

A round cake (MA, KL) (J bread,

(S, M21, Mgh, KL,) such as is thick, or not thin,

(MA,) the contr. of such as is termed J93;

(Mgh;) [generally about a span, or less, in width,

and from half an inch to an inch in thickness ;]

of the measure in the sense of the measure

3,3,2, (Mgh,) from as expl. in the first

sentence above: (JK, O, Msb, K :) pl. [of pauc.]

as}? (so, Msb,1_{) and [ofmult] gee"; (JK,

s, MA, Mgh, Msb, K) and (JK, s, 0, Msb)

and and 'ngl’fg; (JK,O,K;) the last

anomalous, (TK,) mentioned by Ibn-’Abbad.

see what next precedes.

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and

TA to which I have had access]

Quasi Mb)

3123!: see Q. Q. 3 in art. .Lé).

J05)

)0; e I

1. J'jllb), [and, as will be seen from what

, r! e w _ a a, s a s s s

follows,fi.é), andnb),1nf. n.],b) and}; andfi's),]

His nose slave to the )lb) [i. e. earth, or dust].

,1,

(TA.)_ [Hence,] It), aor. 1 , inf. n. 1;)

[&c. as above]; and/;é, aor. 1; [and/[,é)’, aor.1;]

IIIe was, or became, abased, or humble, or sub

missive; as though his nose clave to the by

reason of'ab’asement &c. (Mgh.) And

and, as). ($.19 and}; (El-Hem, K,)

inf. and and 1110:), [and app.

also, as seems to be indicated in the S and TA,]

Itlly nose [meaning my pride] was, or became,

abased, or humbled, to God, against my will;

(K, TA ;) i.e. [to his command]. (TA.)

And and +[Such a one is,

or has been; abused, or humbled]. (TA.)—And

$5,, (s, TA,) or aor. :, inf‘. n.1,2, [&c.

as above], (JK,) ISuch a one was unable to

obtain his right, or due,- (JK, S, TA ;) as also

1,5: the part. n. is tit-13. (Har p. 369.):

as a trans v.: see 4, [with which it is app.

syn. properly as well as tropically,] in three

places. __ [Hence,] inf'. nulls}; (JK,

TA ;) and lag}; (so in the JK; [perhaps a

mistranscription for ;]) +1 did a thing

against his will: (J K, K, TA 2) or, so as to anger

him; and vowed him. (TA.)—[And 1-Imade

him to do a thing‘against his will;f0rced him to do

a thing: for] is also syn. with ;ill ; (IAar,

K, TA ;) in some copies of the K erroneously

written (TA.)—And and 1;},

apt. = , ‘ip’f'. (TA) [and app. and

,5) and L's)», as seems to be indicated in the

I He disliked it, disapproizediit, or hated it.

(K, TA.) You say, Cg, mi) Lo II dislike

not, &c., of it, anything: (JK, TA.) And

can! IThe pasturing beasts dis

liked, &c., the pasture. (TA.) __ See also 2. .

[And seeig, below.]

2: see 4, in three places. _lvz), (JK, M,K,)

inf. n.;,éj, (K,) also signifies 110 said to him

50' 9.4

Ci}; (J K; {were}. belgyfl) (3 he, Leia; so

in the K; but in the M, Lg», Lgs): (TA :) and

If!” ’0'

leafs), inf. n. It), [in like manner,] he said to

him 112,: or he did with him that which made his
Elbe,

nose to cleave to the earth, or dust, (5.331;), M,)

and that which abused him. (Ham p. 97.)

3. signifies IThe breaking ojffrom, or

quitting, another in anger: (S, K, TA :) and the

cutting of another from friendly, or loving,

communion; cutting one, or ceasing to speak to

him; or forsaking, abandoning, dcserting, or

shunning or avoiding, one: and the becoming

alienated, 0r estranged; or the going, removing,

retiring, or withdrawing, to a distance,far away,

or far of, one from another: (K, TA :) [or]

signifies +IIe left, forsook, abandoned, or

relinquished, him, or separated himselffrom him,

against his [the latter’s] wish: (Mgh:) or he

broke ofl'from him, or quitted him, in anger:

(Msbz) and 7,5) IIIe cut ofl'hisfamily

from loving communion, or forsook them, or

deserted them, against their wish. (TA.) It is

15' J

‘3) file-:3»'d' d '6: "'5 “'i 71sea in a tra ., ) fg’al ,Ja-g u,

' i. e. I He will assuredly break of in anger from

his Lord [if be cause his two parents to enter the

'1 40¢

fire of Hell]. (TA.) And you say, ,n,

his; ISuch a one retired apart from his people,

or party; or disagreed with them,- or opposed

them; (S, K,"! TA ;) and went forth from them;

(S,TA;) and cut them of from friendly, or

loving, communion; or forsook them; and treated

them, or regarded them, with enmity, or hostility.

(1;, TA.) _ And at + Such a one

does not want, need, or require, and is not unable

to attain, anything. (JK, TA.)

4. 1.5:)[1143 cast it upon thehl'bg, i. e. earth, or

dust: and he made it to cleave to the earth, or

dust]. You say, 44,5 all“); .He cast the

morsel from his mouth' upon the earth, or dust.

(TA.) And it is said in a trad. of ’A'ishch, re

specting the material for dyeing the hair, and the

hands of women, [lVipe than it of

U
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from thy hand, or hands, and cast it upon the

earth, or dust]. (S. [There said to be from the

phrase here next following.]) You say also, ,5!

He, (i. e. God, JK, 3,) or a, (i. c. abasement,

or humility, or submissiveness, K} TA,") made

his nose to cleave to the Ilia], i. e. earth, or dust;

(JK,“k $, TA ;) [or may He (i. e. God) make his

nose to cleave to the earth, or dust;] and l

signifies the same [app. in this (the proper)

sense, as well as in that next following]. (Mgh,

TA.) ._ And [hence] the former of these two

phrases means IIfc (i. e. God, Msb) abused him,

humbled him, or rendered him submissive, (Msb,

TA,) against his will; (TA ;) [or may He abase

him, &.c. ;] and so 'the latter of the same two

phrases: and the former, +He angered him,

likewise said of God; (Ham p. 551;) and so

is): alone; (1;, TA ;) like has, (TA ;) or

both signify the did evil to him, and angered

him: (TA in art. ’53:) and +He was

abused, or humbled, orxrendcred submissive:

(Ham p. 617:) and 3,35“ 4, iii V}, inf. n.

3,23, T God abused, or may de abuse, the noses

by means of him, or it. (Harp. 369.) [' 1,1),

also, signifies Jr.He abased him, humbled him, or

rendered him submissive: you say,] ' Lila

1*This is an abusing, or a humbling, to him :

(Msbz) and QLQZEJJ (occurring in a

trad., TA) meahs 1‘ For the abusing, or humbling,

of the devil. (Mgh.)_ And 1.51 +116 urged

him, or made him, to do that from which he was

not able to hold back, or that which he could not

refuse to do, or that which he could not resist

doing. (JK, TA, and Ham p. 97, from Kh.) _

See also 3.

5. t He became angered, or angry, (S, K,

TA,) with speech, and otherwise : (TA :) and

sometimes it occurs with j [i.e.,EjS]. ($, TA.)

Hence the saying of El-Hotei-ah, [app. describing

a she-camel,]

lab, ,9,

* \3 '3; es ts}? *

* >131 owf'i'i we"? Chi? *

[Thou seest between her two jaws, when she is

angered, foam like the web of the spider stretched

out]. (TA.) = See also 1.

and and Villa) are inf. us. of}; and

said of the nose; and is syndthere

with; ;) as is also (TA.) One says

to another, [by way of imprecation,] [for

:0, .s05 . ~

Lab) $51)) llIay thy nose cleave fast to the

earth, or dust; meant to be understood in the

proper sense, or in a tropical sense explained by

what follows]; (JK, M, and [sometimes]

ii; is added, (M,) which is an imitative sequent
: 0 e J oi 05

to Lot). in art. 3'95.) And A's)" 453'), and

'fipi [May cleaving to the earth, or dust,

befall his nose; which may likewise he meant to

be understood properly, or tropic-ally]. (TA.) _

[Hence,] the first also signifies, (lAar,K,TA,)

and so 'the second, (Mgh,) and also,

(TA,) IAbasement. (IAar, Mgh, K, TA.) The

7r¢bf JO

Prophet said, 71;)» “ ‘ f, (S,) i. e. 11 was

sentfor abasement to the believers in a plurality

of gods, [or] by reason of dislike or disap

proval [of their state; agreeably with the expla

nation next following]. (TA.) __ and '

(M@b,1.<,TA) and '32, and 'ié‘e‘l» (K, TA)

also signify IDislike, disapproval, or hatred.

(high, K, TA.) You say, iii} or viii} or

may (TA,) and u3.1., (ISh, TA,) and Us;

a, so 05' at o,

+9.9), and uh, and LAG

and 5,2}, (Mgh,) and afii ,3,» ,Zjn uh,

($,) e. I[’Ife did it against’his wish'; in spite

qfhim; or] notwithstanding his dislike, or dis

appilo'val, or hatred. (Mgh, TA.)

vigil hip, [on-11,21", in the TA without the vowel

sign,] occurring in a trad., means -|- In order that

he may become humble and abased, and the pride

of the Devil may goforthfrom him. (Mgh, TA.)

= See also

9 0)

Pi): see the next paragraph above, in six

places.

so see _

It): seelb), In three places.

A sheep, or goat, hat-ing upon the

extremity of its nose a whiteness, (JK, IQ) or a

colour difi'erent from. that qf the rest of its

body.

: see the next following paragraph.

jut, Earth, or dust; (s, Ma, 1; ;) as also

'15:]: (IAar,I_{:) [or] soft earth or dust,

TA,) but notfine: (TA:) orjine earth or dust:

(AA, TA :) or sand mixed with earth or dust:

or sand such as does not flow from the

hand: (As, TA :) or, as IB says on the autho

rity of AA, sand that dazzles the sight; as also

which latter, accord. to the K, is the

name ofa certain tract of sands. (TA.)

A thing that one desires, or seeks; (JK,

K;) as also Vii): (TA 2) so in the saying,

u; (JK,TA) and 3.1;}; (TA) [I

have a thing that I desire, or seek, to obtainfrom

such a one].

The nose ,- as also and ilk-3;,

of which the pl. is (TA:) or

signifies the nose with what is around it: (IKoot,

TA :) and in this sense also the pl.,:aboye inflicts]:

tioned is used; as in the saying, gup'j

[I will assuredly trample upon thy nose with the

parts around it]. (TA.) ._ And The [apper

tenance called the] Egg} [q.v.] of the liver; as

also (S, I_(;) but the former is the more

approved. (TA.)—And, (K,) some say, ($,

TA,) [The bronchi, or the windpipe; i.e.] the

tubes, or the tube, (2;;3,K,) of {it

lungs. (5, K.) =Also A certain plant: a dial.

var. of [q. v.].

see 1. You say,j,'si] $1 and

[Hehas the nose cleaving to the dust: and hence,]

1 he is abused, or humble, or submissive : and 1“ he

90 J

is unable to obtain his right, or due: and [,b) is

its pl.o:] you say, (Har p. 369.)

And [his is used as an imitative sequent thereto.

(1;) _.' Also + Angry. (TA.) _ And + Dn

lihing, disapproving, or hating. (TA.)—And

tFleeing. (TA.)

0'0/ 0?

,5)»: see In], first sentence: = and see also

: = and

051 r

If)» : see [rd-.3, first sentence.

Q'IDA

4’s)»: seejfsj, in five places: =and see also

= Also A certain game of the Arabs.

see the next paragraph but one.

{A woman who angers her husband.

as. Ts)

(s, Mgh. K, TA) and (JK, TA)

and [125.2, (JK,) thus accord. to one reading in the

Kur iv. 101, (Ksh,) or 8:23;, (TA, [perhaps a

mistranscription,]) 1-A road by the travelling of

which one leaves, or separates himselffrom, his

people, against their wish, or so as to displease

them: (Ksh and Ed in iv. 101:) and a place to

which one emigrates: and Ksh and Jel ibid. :)

or a place to which one shifts, removes, or becomes

transferred: (Bd ibid. :) or a way by which one

goes or goes away : (Fr, JK, S, K :) and a place

to which one flees; a place of refuge: (Fr, S,

Mgh, K :) and i. q. [meaning a place in

which one goes _to and fro seeking the means of

subsistence : see art. VF] : (Fr, JK, S, z) and

afortress, orfortified place; syn. (IAar,

1;.) It is said in the Kur, [iv. 101, ofhim who

emigrates for the cause of God’s religion],

,sj-‘yi Us [He shall find in the

earth many a ’road &c:]. ($,TA.) And a poet

says,

* 5-4" or; 42* J; *
;'|' ‘3 ’"3

[To a country not near in respect of the place of

alighting, remote in respect of the road &c. and

of the region in which people go to and fro seek

ing the means of subsistence]. , TA.)

,il'Hs’ t a...”' *

0.2”:

’91»: see the next preceding paragraph.

9)

1. (:3, (s, Mgh,K,) aor. ,2}, (s,) said of a

camel, ($,Mgh,l_(,) and of a hyena, and of an

ostrich; (K;) or ii], aor. said of a she

camel; (JK,1\1sb;) inf. n. :15, (JK, s, Mgh,

Msbf with which is syn. [either as an

inf n. or as a simple subst.]; (JK;) 1er grumbled,

or uttered a grumbling cry; syn. " ; ;) or

uttered a cry, (Mgh, and grumbled; syn.

“I! rll’

a”: (K :) or she uttered a cry [&c.]:

(Msb :) so camels are wont to do when the loads

are lifted upon them; and youthful camels do so

much : (TA :) signifies the cry or cry-ing [or

grumbling, which is a kind of gurgling growl,]

($,Msb) of the camel [when he is being laden,

and on some other occasions of discontent], (Mgh,)
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or of animals having the kind of_foot called

(s=) also of the bird called :12} [860.]. (TA.)

It is said in a prov., [Iler

. grumbling cry suffices asiz caller] iie., the of

his camel serves instead of his calling in present

ing himself for entertainment as a guest: :)

A ’Obeyd says that it is well known to the Arabs

as relating to the accomplishment of an object of

want before the asking for it: and it is applied

also to the case of a man whose aid is wanted

and who does not come to thee; excusing himself

by saying that he did not know: and to the case

of one who stands at a man's door, and to whom

it is said, -“ Send him who shall ask permission

for thee [to go in] ;” whereupon he replies, “ His

knowledge of my standing at his door suflices for

asking permission for me: if he pleased, he would

grant me permission.” (Meyd. [See also Frey

tag‘s Arab. Prov. ii. 328—9.]) And in another

prov., )5." (JK, Meyd,)

or villi, [i.e. There befell them the like of the

grumbling cry of the young camel,] meaning, the

of the young camel of Thamood [which pre

ceded the destruction of those who heard it] : the

prov. relates to the auguring evil from a thing.

(Meyd. [See also Freytag‘s Arab. Prov. ii.

said of a boy, or child, means Ille wept

most violently. TA.)_ [It is also, app., said

of a man, as meaning +IIe shouted: and the

spoke with a loud voice. (See 6, and =

See also 2.) '

2. vi, ($,Msb,1_{,) int n. (s,) said'pf

milk, Msb, It frat/ted; ;) it had 8})

[or froth]; as also Yuk), (K,) inf. n.

(TA;) and “2:3, (K,) aor. inf. n.

(TA 2) or it had much froth; as also Tub):

(TA :) or its froth estuated. (Msb.)_.[Hence,]

sue), an 0:: 0 10;

55-3-33; Ml, i.e. [Their camels be

came, or became in the evening, so as that they

yieldedfi'othy mills; or so as that] they had 3;;

and (Yaakoob, also signifies

{The act of angering [another]. (IAar, K, TA.)

4. vial He made hiswshe-camel to utter the

grumbling cry termed .L's): ($, K :) [and] he

made his camel to do so in order that he might

be entertained as a guest. (M, TA. [See a prov.

cited in the first paragraph.]) Sebrah Ibn-’Amr

El-Fak’asee says,

* as s *
[And a young camel belonging to the family of

Shedddd is not made to utter its grumbling cry

for the want of its mother]; meaning that they

are niggardly; that they will not separate the

young camel from its mother by slaughter nor by

gift. And it is said in a prov.,

5 ~ *1 e I ~ {02

* ,9 we» u be»

[fllahe ye her (the camel's) young one to utter

its grumbling cry, then she will be quiet] : for the

she-camel when she hears the Ab, of her young

one becomes still: (Meydz) the prov. means,

give him that which he wants, [then] he will be

quiet. (JK, Mcyd. _[See also Freytag’s Arab.

Prov. i. 532]) means They made

i

their saddle-camels to utter the grumbling cry

[for removal, or departure, orjourneying]; camels

being wont to do so when the loads are lifted

upon them. (TA.)__ Hence, its)! 1- He subdued,

subjected, or oppressed, him,- and abused him:

because the camel [generally] does not utter the

cry termed except in consequence of abase

ment, or humiliation. (TA.)—[Hence also,]

3E3?! t She is the slave meaning

of noise and quuacity, so that she dis

tresses the hearers : or it may mean [she is subject

to] the frothing of her lips, by reason of her

loquacity; from meaning “froth.” (TA.

[See _ You say also,

He gave not. a sheep or goal, nor a she-camel;

($,K;) like as you say,

(S. [See 4 in art. ,55.])=See also 2, in two

places. ._ [Hence,] u.le said of him who is dis

charging llis urine, {Ile had much froth ti: his

urine. (K, TA.)_[Hence also,]
“turn, a phrase used by a poet, means iShe

feeds us with [or gives us] little discourse, [or the

refuse of her discourse,] lihefroth. (TA.)

6. They uttered the cry termed 15;, [or

rather to cry, or cries, similar theret0,] one

here and one here. It is said in a trad.,

(s, IAth, TA) ’rThey shouted,

one to dnother, and called one another, against

him, to slay him, and slew him. (IAth, TA.)

8. vii)! He drank 3;}, i. e.fr0th : Msb :)

or k55.3] he took, and sipped, or snpppd,

froth. (K.) It is said in apl'OV., Us

[He conceals a sipping, or supping, in

drinkingfroth]: applied to him who pretends one

thing when he means, or desires, another: ($:)

accord. to AZ and As, it originated from a man's

having some milk brought to him, and his pre

tending that he desired the froth, and, while

drinking this, taking of the milk; and is applied

to a man who pretends to aid thee, and benefits

himself: (Meyd :) Esh-Shaabee, to one who asked

him respecting a man who kissed his wife’s

mother, replied in these words; and added, “ His

wife has become unlawful to him.”

Q’Qr

89's) A single uttering of the grumbling cry

termed (TA.) :1 Also, and '32; and

vii), (JK,$,Msb,I_{,) the last mentioned by

Lh and others, (s,) and rigs; (JK, s, Mgb,1_()

and lath), ($, high, the latter as heard by

Abu-l-Malidee, (s,) and 1 53¢, (JK, Msb, 1g)

and V (5, K,) the latter as heard by Abu-l

Mahdee, (5,) and 16,15}, (AZ, TA,) The froth

of milk [&c.]; (JK,S,K;) or the first three

signify thefroth. that comes upon a thing when it

estuates; and the next three, the froth ofmi/h:

(Msb :) pl. of the first {high}, (Msb, TA,) and of

the second ($,* Msb,TA,) a’nil’of the last

we}. (TA.):Also the filst (3,15,), A rock,

or a piece ofroch. (IAar,

[The grumbling cry termed a subst.
from [inf.n. of (TA.) =ISce also the

next preceding paragraph.

I’D,0- D

39): see 5,9.

I r0!

0‘9)!

inf. n. ofl as explained in the first sentence.

(S, K, &c.) [It is often used as a simple subst.

like its syn. _. See also

see fit).

A she-camel that utters much, or often, the

grumbling cry termed Ah).

is '1

aka):

I4 e; 8' ,4

Kati-2: see 3):).

we»

+Loqu-acious: or loud in voice: (TA 2)

and V is [syn. therewith, or nearly so,

being] a surname of Mujashi' (K, TA) the son of

Dal-im, (TA,) because of his eloquence, (K, TA,)

and the loudness of his voice. (TA.) __. Also A

certain bird, (K, TA,) that cries much and unin

terruptedly; (TA ;) of the hind called

dust-coloured: its crying is termed 72E}: and

the pl. is 57$}. (En-Nadr, TA.)

£1; [part.n. of lg]. You say Zlili A

she-camel that utters the cry termed (Mgh.)

_ [Hence,] L; [He has not a sheep

or goat, nor a camel]: (TA in art. and

:6 l; He has not a sheep or goat,

nor a she-camel: :) and yljJL; L;

t There is not in the house any one. and TA

in art. _. Also, £13, A certain bird, begot

ten betnleen the [q.v.] and the Its;- [or

common pigeon]; an admirable variety: so says

sz, but he has written the word with the

unpointed : Es-Suyootee says that in the “ Tib

: and El-Jt'thidh

mentions its 'being prolific, long-lived, and having

in its cooing a quality which its parents have not.

(TA.) =Also Milk havingfroth.

yt’m” it is with the pointed

fem. of [q. v.] _Also syn. with

[as an inf. n. or a simple subst.]: (JK .s’ee 1, in

two places: [as a simple subst., like 3)), it has

for its pl. él33:] you say, iadfll I

heard the [grumbling] cries ofthe camels. (TA.)

é; [act. part. n. of 4]. _[Its fem.] is

app. the sing. of [probably a mistranscrip

tion for gt)», the reg. pl.], (TA,) which is an

epithet applied to camels, meaning those milk

has muchfroth. (K, TA.)

A shimmer; i.e. a thing with which (or

in which, as in one copy of the K,) froth is

tahen : (S, K :) or a wooden thing with which one

tahes of thefroth quilh: pl. (JK.)

It) 1 r4

é)»1% 1 Speech, or language, that does not

clearly express its meaning. K, TA.)

~51

1. 3,, (T,) or .3}, (s, M, 0, K,) aor. : ,

inf. n. and Its colour shone, or glistened;

(T, $, M, O,K;) said of a thing; (T;) as also
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'Jiij. Thus .His teeth shone,

or glistened. El-Aasha says, describing the

front teeth of a woman,

I J I J 5 I § ¢ I* °itfltlri'i’"! "M * 'd'W-p

and 5,0194, W em; 4» s

[And clean, white, lustrousfront teeth, the abun

dance of their saliva shining, or glistening,- that

would cure of his malady the enslaved by love who

has burning in his heart]. (T, O,S.) And one

says also, aor. ; and —’ , (M,) inf. n.

(M, The lightning gleamed, 0r shone; or

flashed faintly, and then disappeared,_ and then

flashed again. (M, K.") _ aor. = ,

inf. n. The plant, or herbage, quivered,

or became iall, (33],) being green and glistening;

and is a dial. var. of the inf. n. in this

sense: (Lth,T:) or quit-cred, or becdme tall,

(32.51,) and was luxuriant, or flourishing, and

fresh, or succulent: or, as AHn says, became

glistening, or bright, in its sap: (M :) and

34.2.", aor. and inf. n. as above, The trees ap

peared beautiful and bright in their greenness by

reason of their succulence and luxuriance ; as also

3,}, aor. inf. n. Jag. (T in art. can.)

no, a i

_ 4.1,: as"), aor. -_ and 1, inf. n. His eye

quit-cred, or throbbed : (M, K :) and in like man

ner one says of any other member, or part of the

person, (M,) or of other things; (IAar, T, K;)

as, for instance, of the eyebrow. (IAar, T, M.)

_ said ofa bird: see R. Q. 1, in two places.

aor. 3, [said of a man,] He exalted;

rejoiced avermuch, or above measure; or exulted

greatly, or excessively; and was exceedingly brisk,

lively, or sprightly: and behaved proudly, or

haughtily ,- was proud, haughty, or self-conceited ;

or walhed with a prbud, or haughty, and self

concez'ted, gait. (M.)—1,115 He was,

or became, brish, lively, or sprightly, at, or to do,

such. a thing,- syn. é@)1: (K :) and so said of the

hfarf. (0.),_ .13 $j,(0,1_<,)am-. 1 and , , inf. n.

55,5) and J95), (0,) He laboured for him with

service, both honourable and mean. (0, K.) _.

He treated such a one with honour:

(O,K:) [and so, accord. to the TA,

as is shown in the first paragraph of art.

1,3531 The people, or party, surrounded,

encompassed, or encircled, him,- or went round

him, or-round about him. (0,

was; Wealth became abundantly bestowed upon

him; syn. (M.):éj, aor. -’(IA:_1r, T,

K) and 3 , (K,) [probably trans., or so with the

former aor. and intrans. with the latter,] inf. n.

j}, (0,) [He ate (IAar, 131;) soundly, (IAgr,

T, [see the int. n. of unity,]) or much, or

lw'aelu- (also-Jag! 041.111.34.15.)

and(K,) ("Jim $5,, (TK,) aorJ and,,

int. n. The camels, (M, K,) and the sheep or

goats, (K,) ate, (AHn, M, K,) or ate herbs, or

leguminous plants, (TK,) in a certain manner,

(K,) without filling the mouth therewith. (TK.)

_§,.j.in (TK,) inf. n. (111,) He drank

mz'lh every day. (K, TK.) _ [Hence, perhaps,]

will)! Z'he fever attacked him every

day. (0, K.)_\J), aor. 1, (A’Obeyd,'l‘, S, M,)

inf. n. d; (A’Obeyd, T, S, M, K) and (M,)

also signifies He suched (A’Obeyd, T, S, M, K)

a thing: (M :) and he sucked in [saliva ice] with

his lips. (A’Obeyd, T, 5.) You say, is .3, Hi

(a young camel) suched his mother. (K.) And

.Eee {'1 ee 4

5!)..." d), (M, 0,) or igjqut, (IAar, L in art.

' l

4.00,) aor. 1, (M, 0,) inf. n. .3}, (0,) He sucked

in the woman’s, or the girl’s, saliva from her

mouth: (IAar, M, and L ubi supra :) or he hissed

her with the extremities ofhis lips. (M, O, K.)

And hence, (M,) jet; 6?; 3:5 in a

trad. of Aboo-Hureyreh, (T, M, O, Msb,) means

Verily I such in her saliva [from her lips while

I am fasting]: (A’Obeyd, T, M, 0:) or I kiss

[her lips], and such [them], and such in [her

saliva from them]. (Msb.)= (M, O,

3.

aor. 1 , (M,) inf. n. d), (M, O, K,*) 118 did

good to him; conferred a benefit, or benefits, upon

him. (M, 0, K3“) [And Ile gave to him.] You

val)! v a“say, L25)” hi J : meaning Such a one gives

to us, and brings as corn or food. (M. [See

also other explanations in art. And

“its,

L'éfl Such a one guards us, defends us, or takes

care inis. (S) [Hence,] it is said in a prov.,

0 : glfi‘ “if D

' ~ 3 r a. s

and one says, ' J!) 'fl) v.51.- A! Le [also explained

in art. 5b.]. =~‘.:»;;ll He made to the

a“; [which here seems from the context to mean

tent] what is termeda Q) [q. v.]. [And

1'04 5

hence, app.,] 4.35 J], aor. 1, int. n. d), He

added to his garment, or piece of cloth, another

piece, to enlarge it, at its lower part. (K.) =

L3) [explained in art. bib]:

3; Hefed him [i. e. a beast] with i. e. straw,

or straw that had been trodden, or thrashed, and

cut, and what had been broken in pieces thereof.

(M-)=;;51 .3). (M.) M n- J»). (M. 0. K.)

The garment, or piece of cloth, became thin:

(M,O,K:*) but this is not of established au

thority. (M.)

4. uh; ‘23)! She (a hen) spread, or

expanded, the wing over her egg. (0,

8: see 1, first sentence.

R. Q. 1. (T, s, M, 1;,) inf. n. ('r,

K,) IIe (a. bird) moved, or agitated, his wings,

in the air, [or fluttered in the air,] without

moving from his'place; (T, M;) as also VJ}:

(M :) or he (a bird, S, or an ostrich, K) did thus

around a thing, desiring to alight, or fall, upon

it: (S, O,K:) or he (a, bird) expanded and

flopped his wings without alighting : (TA in art.

9295:) and he (a bird) expanded his wings;

as also 7 but this latter is not used. (0,

One says also, ofan ostriclidllg’;

[He jlaps his wings, then runs]. '(T,S,’O.)’_..

[See also R. Q. 1 in art d), last sentence.] _

10;." [51; J13) He was, or became, afl'ectionate,

favourable, or hind, to the people, or party,- syn.

also signifies The making

a sound: (K :) its verb, meaning It (a

thing) made a sound. (TK)

a! 4

d) A thing resembling a 6th, [i: e. a kind of

arched construction, app. like the described

and figured in the Introduction to my work on

the Modern Egyptians,] (El-Férébee, S, Msb,K,) _

upon which are placed the [or choice

articles, such as vessels and other utensils &c.,]

qfthe house; as also (IAar, T, the

that is [commonly] used in houses is well

known [as being a wooden shelf, generally ex

tending along one or more of the sides ofaroom]:

lDrd says that the word is Arabic: (Msbz) the

pl. is (13s, 0, Mgh, Ma), 1;) and

(O,Mgh, Msb.) The latter pl. occurs in the

saying, :of'lKaab Ibn-El-Ashraf,

5...? M Verin my shelves are breaking with

dates, by reason of the large quantity thereof.

(Mgh.) also, means The planks of

the 4.6.1 [or lateral hollow ofa grace]. (Mgh.)

[And accord. to sGolius, on the authority of a

gloss. in the KL, also signifies A small arched

window in a wall] = [When the of a .1; is

mentioned, by ~24.) may sometimes he meant a

tent:] see J';;.=Also A flock of sheep, (Fr,

T, S, M, O,K,) or of sheep or goats. (Lb, M,

K.) _ A herd of oxen or cows. (Lb, O, K.)—

A row of birds. (IAar, T and TA in art. Jet.) _

_A company of men. (Fr, T.)_Large camels;

(O, ;) as also '3): (K z). [or] a large herd of

camels. (M. =Aii enclosure for sheep

or goats. (M, O, = Any tract of sand

elevated above what is adjacent to it or around it.

Wheat, corn, or other provision, which

one brings for himself or his family or for sale;

syn. 53,». (M, K.)=A soft garment or piece

ofcloth.’ (K.) = And, as some say, (M,) Saliva

(M, K) itself [as well as the “sucking in of

saliva:” see 1]. (M.)

to: 55)

J): see 3.5).

5

J) A daily *2; [i.e. drinking, or share of

. . a,
water]. = See also .3).

[infi n. of unity of $3,] i. g. [app. as

meaning A flash of lightning]: (lAar, T:) or a

shining, or glistening. (0.) _ And A quivering,

or throbbing. (IAar, T.) =Also A sound act of

eating; syn. m; (IAar, T, O, K. [In

the CK, in this sense, erroneously written

_ And A such. (IAar, T.)

6.7” c 0

it) i. g. Q9 [i. e. Straw; or straw that has

been trodden or thrashed, and cut] ; and what has

been broken in pieces thereof; [also written

s e at) 3:

and and 43);] (M, O,K;) as also VJ).

(K.) [See also 45).]

What has fallen about of straw, and of

dried leaves or branches of“ the )1”; [or gum~

acacia-tree]. (IAar, M.)

Shining, or glistening. (KL. [The

meanihg of “ dispersed” assigned to it by Golius

as on the authority of the KL is not in my copy

of that work, nor is any other meaning than that

which I have given above; in which sense it is

.~__ ~ __..
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app. an inf. 11. used as an epithet: it is exp]. in

the KL by the Pets. word omfiJ) One says

also [app. Front teeth shining

or glistening. (Her p. 314.) _ Applied to a

garment, or piece of cloth, (S, 0,) and to trees

( (s, o,* K,) and other things, (15,) Mon

toned [app. by dew or the lihe, so as to be ren

dered glossy]. 0,K.)_.Also, applied to a

garment, or piece of cloth, Thin. (0.) =Abun

dance of herbage, or of the goods, conveniences, or

comforts, of Ii 0. (0, K.)= The lily. (0, K.)

= The roof (Sh, M, 0, K) of a [tent such as is

callefl] Mali. (811,0, M.)_ See also $3,.=

Boats upon which a river was crossed,

consisting of two or three joined together, for the

use ofthe hing. (0, K.)

The thing that is put in the lower part of
r . p);

the helmet. (AA, 0. [See also J},.])

QB): see the next preceding paragraph.—

Also A plant, or herbage, intensely green. (TA

in art. n.5,.)

see, 3,
.

JP): see i.,), first sentence._..Also A win

dow ; or an aperture for the admission of light;

syn. (3,33,; (IAar, T, 1g ;) and so 1.2;}. (AA,

T, O, = Also Coverlets (HQ-é, Katadeh,

T)for beds: (T c) or beds [themselves]: (A0, T,

O, K :) or carpets : (A0, T, K :) or green pieces

qfcloth, or pipeles ofclloth ofa dark, or an ashy,

dust-colour, (,5- ngfi, [which may have either

of these two meanings,] S, M, 0, K,) that are

spread, (M,) or qfwhich [see above] are

made, (S,O,K,) and which are] spread; (K;)

n. un. with 3; (S, 0, M ;) but some make the for

mer a sing: (0:) pl. (M :) or it signifies,

(T, 0,) or signifies also, the redundant

parts (y WILL, (T, 0,1;,) and ofbeds; (1g ,)

and anythihg that is redundant and that is

folded: (0, or pieces qfthin [or silh

brocade]: (M,K:) it occurs in the Kur lv. 76:

and some say that it there means the meadows, or

gardens, (hotly) of Paradise: (Fr,T:) or, as

some say, pillows: (T :) or it signifies algo’ a

pillow: and meadows, or gardens; syn. veg):

(K :) also a carpet: (T:) and sometimes it ‘is

applied to any wide garment or piece of cloth.

(Bd in lv. 76.)_Also Therzb [app. as meaning

the lowest piece of cloth, or the, part qf that piece

that isfolded upon the ground,] of a [tent of the

hind called] (Lth,T, s, M, 0, K =) and a

piece of cloth that is sewed upon the lower

part ofa [tent qfihe hind called] leUh-ini, (Lth,

T, M, K,),and ofa (3913.3, (M, 15,) and the like;

as also “3),, of which the pl. is (M: [in

the CK, is erroneously put for

or the shirt of a tent: (Bd in lv. 76:) and,

accord. to IAai-, the extremity, edge, or border,

ofa MRS. _ Also The redundant portion

of the skirt of a coat of mail: (A'Obeyd, T, 0:)

or the sides of a coat of mail, (S,K,) and the

pendent portions thereof: (S, 0, K :) u. an. with

s. (s) And the a}, ofa coat of' mail is [The

31;)", q. v.: or] a piece quail which is

fastened to the helmet, and which the man makes

to fall down upon his back. (M, .._.. The pen

dent branches of the [tree called] (T, 0,

_ soft, or tender, and drooping trees. (M, K.)

And Certain trees, certain drooping trees,

(As, T, 0,) growing in El-Yemen. (As, T, O,

_ Also, [because pendent,] The [caruncle, in the

vulva of a girl or woman, called] [q. v.].

(Lh, M, K.)=And A species offish. (Lth, T,

M, 0, K) of the sea. (M, K.)

Jfiji The bird called (Ibn

Selemeh, S, 0, K. [See art. bile-5.]) And some

times, (S,) The male ostrich: (T, S, M, 0,K:)

because he flaps his wings

and then runs. (T, S, 0.)._ Ale The [wing of

an ostrich and of any bird.

Quich, or swift.

3 ,

5.“)! see 1, [of which it is the act. part. n.,] in

the last quarter of the paragraph.

2,” 9,2
.

a)» i. q. [A place, or time, qf eating].

(OJ

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the L and

TA to which I have had access.]

is

1. i3}, (M, Mgh, K,) in». :, inf. n. 2.3,,

(M,) Ije brought the ship near to the bank of a

river; (M, K ;) as also V (S, TA :) or both

signify he brought the ship near to the bank of a

river and made her still, or motionless: (Mgh :)

or the latter, he brought her near to the land;

or to the part of the land that was near; or so

the former accord. to AZ; (T ;) and so the latter:

but in the K, lat is expl. as signifying simply he

made, or drew, or brought, near. (TA.) 75,15]

occurs in a trad. [as meaning They

brought the ship near to an island]: and some'say

J O-ai

e.,-i)! for which latter is the original.

(TA.)_ [Hence, accord. to ISd in the M, but

this 1 think doubtful,] ngn is], (AZ, T, s, M,

Mgh, Msb,K,) aor. as above, (AZ, T, S, Mgh,

Mgh,) and so the inf. n., (AZ, T, S, Mgh,) He

repaired, or mended, [or darned,] the garment,

(S, Mgh,) where it was rent; (S;) or he closed up

what was rent in the garment, drawing the parts

together, (M, Mgh, by texture [with the

needle, i. e. darning]: (Mgh:) and sometimes it

is pronounced without s; ;) [i.e.,] one says

also [#351 and] aor. -’ , (Mgh,) inf. n.

:63; (IAar, T, Msb;) and aor. -, , inf.n.

which is of the dial. of Benoo-Kaab; (Msb;)

but this last is strange. (TA.) [Seel in art. 9).]

on says, oi} ea we
who traduces another, behind his back or other

wise, though with truth, rends, and he who begs

forgiveness repairs]: (S, M:) i. e., by .,aléz'jl

he reads his religion, and by )liiZ-i'jt he repairs

it. (M.) _. And [hence,];;.; He ejfected a

reconciliation, or made peace, between them; (M,

K,) like is]. (TA.)-_And 3;“ T5, (M, K,)

aor. and inf. n. as above, (M,) He appeased

quieted, or calmed, the man, (M, K, TA, [like

:63, without a, see art. ,5,,]) stilling his fear, or

terror, and treated him with gentleness. (TA.)

_See also is also said to signify

[He married; or took a wife]; (TA ;) or so U),

[without t].

2. $6,, (T, s, M, K,) int‘. n. and

(T, S, K,) He said to him, (namely, a man who

had had a wife given to him, T, s, M,) Js'jii.

wig; (T, S, M, K; [see 21;), below ;]) as alsd

36,, without a. (TA.)

3. 351,, (AZ, T, s, M,) int‘. n. iis'ijl, (AZ, 'r ;)

and viléj, (K, but there without any objective

complement,) and 7 iii]; (TA ;) TIe treated him

in an easy and a gentle manner; or abated to him

the price, or payment; syn. “AL; (AZ, T, S, M,

K;‘) but [in selling]: (AZ, T, z) or 7 iii»

signifies it]; [he treated him with gentleness, or

blandishment; soothed, coaxed, wheedled, or ca

joled, him; &c.]: (IAar, M :) or ii) is also syn.

with L536; and so is lit).

4. is)! He, or it, drew near, or approached.

You say, all" QB)! The ship drew near,

or approached, (T, TA,) to the land, (T,) or to

the part of the land that was near, or to the bank

ofa river. (TA.) _ [5)! He inclined to, or

towards, him, or it; (Fr, T, K ;‘) as also Us].

(Fr, T.) And (K) .He had recourse, or he betooh

himsel , or repaired, to him, or it, for refuge,

protection, preservation, concealment, covert, or

lodging; (S, M,K;) as also Us). (TA in art.

9).)_ He combed, or combed and dressed, his

hair. (K,* TA.) = As a trans. v.: see 1, in two

places: _. and see also 3, in two places.

6. They agreed together ,' or were of

one mind or opinion : (S, K :) and they aided, or

assisted, one another; or leagued together, and

aided one another. And )l'ijt UL:- bf“;

They agreed together to do the thing : (M :) they

agreed together, or conspired, to do the thing,

their stratagem and their afi'air being one. (T,

TA.)

26; Close union; coalescence; (ISk, T, S, M,

K;) consociation; these being the meanings if

the root be with s! (ISk, T 2) good consociation:

(T :) and composure of disunited circumstances or

afl'airs: or reparation: (Msb:) and con

cord, or agreement,- (T, S, M;) like [if

the root be] without t: (T 2) or, if the root be

without a, the meaning is tranquillity; or free

domfrom disturbance, or agitation. (lSk, T,

Such are said to he the meanings in the saying,

5.4413 553’»; can T. s. M, Ma. K; [see 2 .1)

i. e: [May [it (the marriage) be] with close union,

&c., (K, TA,) and increase (TA) [or rather the

begetting of sons, not daughters] : or with repara

tion [of circumstances or condition, and the

begetting of sons]. (Mgh.) It is said, in a trad.,

that the Prophet forbade the use of this phrase,

disliking it because it was a customary form of

congratulation in the Time of Ignorance: (T,"'

TA :) and some relate that he used to say, in its

stead, and $1.55 [May God
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bless thee], and Us [may He

unite you two in prosperity]. (T, TA.) Some of

them used to congratulate him who had taken a

wife by saying, 55;";

[May it be with close union, 8th., and constani-y,

and the begetting of sons, not daughters]. (Har

p. 364.) And one says also, 2g) ,ogill £4,

meaning Between the people is close union, and

concord, or agreement. (Mgh.)

:6; [A darner;] one who closes up what is rent

in garments, drawing the parts together, (M,

Mgh, K,) by texture [with the needle, i. e. darn

ing]; in Pers.;.g,;j. (Mgh.)

6

e.,,

U)»: see the next paragraph. ._ Also A place

where garments are darned. (KL)

(amnesia) and vii}. (M,K,)

[A station of ships;] a place where ships are

brought near to the bank of a river [or to the

(and; see 1, first sentence]; ($, M,K,) i. q.

(Mgh.)

IIeartless, or deprived of his heart, by

reason of fright. (M, K.) _ A male ostrich:

(M :) or a male ostrich tahingfright, andfieeing,

or running away at random. _. A gazelle;

because of its briskness, liveliness, or spright~

liness, and its uninterrupted running: (M:) or

a gazelle that leaps, jumps, springs, or bounds,

much, or often, and goes back, or retreats,

(M,“i K,TA,) fleeing. (TA.)—And A pastor

ofsheep or goats: (M, :) it is said to have this

meaning: (T :) or by this is meant a certain

black slave so called. (TA.)

a)

1. 223;, ('r, M, A,I_(,) aor. -, and 1, (M,K,)infi n.

5.3}, (M,) He broke it; (T, M, K ;) or broke it

in pieces: (T:) he crushed, bruised, brayea', or

pounded, it: (M,K:) he crumbled it, or broke

it into small pieces, with his hand, like as is done

with lumps of dry clay, and old and decayed

bones. (A.) And It was broken; or broken

in pieces; [&c.] (Akh,$.) You say,

aor. : , inf. n. as above, IIe broke, or crashed, his

neck. (Lh, M.) And ,,}.i.n,2u}.= He broke

the bones of the slaughtered camel, in order to

cook them and to extract their grease. (T.) And

one says of him who does that from which he

' l'0'! ’30! ii) 1112' I Ofilbr J 91 a! acid:

Miler-lei V55 ‘v-Pl M5 ~34” value-f"

L245};- [The hyena breaks in pieces the bones,

but knows not the size of its anus : it eats them,

then. their exit becomes diflicult to it]. (A.)—

[Hence,] Jib." t It (water) broke the vehe

mence oft/iirst. (Z, TA in art. 0}.) = (See

also 9.)

finds it difficult to liberate himself,

2. 1:5), inf. n. He broke it [app. much,

or into many pieces]:._.and hence, ’rIIe dis

honoured, despised, or condemned, him;

being syn. with L113, and contr. of ahd

(senegm'b, TA") '

H‘- - -—-—__.___ __

9. iéj, as also V (M, K,) the latter being

intrans. as well as trans, (Kf TA,) It was, or

became, broken, broken in pieces, crushed, bruised,

brayed, or pounded: (M, 2) said of a bone;

i. e., it became what is termed (M.) And

It became cut or broken, cut of or broken of;

it broke, or broke of: TA 2) the former is

said, in this sense, ofa rope. (A, TA.)

. I) . O I

a) i.q. 0.9" [i. e. Straw,- or straw that has

been trodden, or thrashed, and cut: also written

and and 5;]. (IAar, 131;.) It is said
a I a): '5

um Ln,

.5 ,

(TA,) or a)! all, (T,) [I am more free from

the want of thee than the badger is from the want

Qfstranr, or cut straw]: the 453 is what is called

in a prov., 4.55!

which has a canine tooth, and does

not procure for itself straw nor herbage; and the

word is written with a; but a)" is with ;i:

(T:) or, accord. to 18k, the two words are cor

rectly without teshdeed, and with the radical 0.

(TA in art. 45.) [See also = Also One

who breaks, breaks in pieces, crushes, bruises,

brays, pounds, or crumbles, anything, or every

thing. (K," TA.)

3-23) A mode, or manner, of breaking, breaking

in pieces, crushing, &c. (Lh, M.)

A thing, (M,) an old and decayed bone,

(A, TA,) or anything, (L, TA,) broken, broken

in pieces, crushed, bruised, brayed, or pounded;

(M, L, TA ;) or crumbled, or broken into small

pieces with the hand,- (A, TA;) or a thing that

has become old and worn out, and crumbled, or

broken into small pieces: (’Im'tyeh, TA: [see

or broken, or crumbled, particles,

fragments, or crumbs; of a thing that is dry,

(T, $, A, K, TA,) of any kind; (T ;) [as, for

instance,] of musk. (A, TA.) Hepce, in the Kur

[xvii. 52 and 100], 66;; Cu}; lie? IVhen

we shall have become bones and broken particles?

($, M, TA.) [Hence also the phrase] '9,

meaning No, by thy ancestors who hace’bec’ome

broken and crumbled bones in the dust. _(Har

p. 634.) And [hence one says,] (5.33! ;A

I[He is the person

who has restored generous qualities or actions,

and revived such of them as had decayed, and

brought to life again such of them as had become

dead]. (A, TA.)

Broken, broken in pieces, &0. (Akh,

[See

$5)

1. (T, s, M, DA, Mgh, Msb,1_§) 59315 Us

(M,A,Mgh) or Uf', (Mgh,) nor. 1 , (K, and

so in a copy of the or ; , (T, and so in another

copy of the or both, (Msb, TA,) the latter

mentioned by ’Iyad in the “ Mesharikf’ (TA ;)

and (M, aor. 1; (K;) and aor. 1;

(Lh,1\i,l_(;) inf. n. 3.3,, which is of (M,

TA,) and (T,* S} M, A,‘ Mgh,m Msb, K,‘)

which is of (M, TA,) or of (Mgh,)

or, accord. to some, this is a simple subst., (TA,)

and .593}; (K;) and we); (T, s, M,A,Mgb,

Msb,I_(;) and 7&3}; (A ;) He uttered foul,

unseemly, immodest, lewd, or obscene, speech, (T,

$, M, A, Mgh, Msb, in relation to women :

(T 2) and talked to a woman, in, or respecting,

eoition; ($,1_§, TA ;) and (as in the A and Mgh,

but in the Msb “or ”) spoke plainly qfwhat should

be indicated allusicely, relating to coition. (A,

Mgh, Msb.) And and 6,411., He

compressed his wife: and he kissed her,- and held

amatory and enticing talk, or conversation, with

her; and did any other similar act, of such acts

aszoccur in the case of coition. (M.) And

He went in to his wife,- i. e. he com

pressed her ,- or was with her alone in private,

- at

whether he compressed her or not; syn. uéél

(A.) [See also below.]

3. if»; at, infi n. [1112 joined with

his companion, or vied with him, in foul, un

seemly, immodest, lewd, or obscene, conversation,

in relation to women: and in talking plainly of

what should be indicated allusively, relating to

coition.] (A.)

} see 1, first sentence.

6. L15ng [They two joined mutually, or tied

with each other, in foul, unseemly, immodest,

lewd, or obscene, conversation, in relation to

women : and in talking plainly of what should be

indicated allusively, relating to coition]; said of

two men. (A.) '

n”

a), said by some to be a simple subst., but by

others to be an inf. n., (TA,) Foul, unseemly, im

modest, lewd, or obscene, speech, (Lth,T, S, M,

Mgh, high, K,) in relation to women; (T;) this

being the primary signification: (Lth, T:) and

talk to women in, or respecting, coition : K,

TA :) and the speaking plainly ofnrhat should be

indicated allusively, relating to eoition: (Mgh :)

0r allusion to eoition; (M:) or foul, unseemly,

immodest, lewd, or obscene, speech addressed to

women,- (T, S, Mgh, K;) so accord. to I’Ab:

('1‘, $, Mgh :) and coition : (Lth, T, $, M, Mgh,

Mgh, :) and kissing,- and amatory and enticing

talk, or conversation; and any other similar act,

of such acts as occur in the case ofcoition : (M :)

or with the pudendum, (A, Mgh,) or with respect

to the pudendum, (Mgh,) it is coition : (A, Mgh,

Msbz) and with the tongue, (A, Mgh,) or with

respect to the tongue, (Mgh,) the making an

appointment for eoition; (A, Mgh, Msb:) and

with the eye, (A, Mgh,) or with respect to the

eye, (Mgh,) the making a signal of a desire for

coition : (A, Mgh, Msbz) or it is a word com

prehending everything that a man desires of his

(Zj,T.) In the Kur ii. 193, where it is

forbidden during pilgrimage, it means Coitian. :

(Zj, T, Mgh, Msbz) and speech that may be a

means of inducing eoition; (Zj,T:) or foul, un

seemly, immodest, lewd, or obscene, speech : (M,

Mgh, Msbz) or, accord. to Th, the removal of

external impurities of the body, by such actions

as the paring of the nails, and plucking out the

hair of the armpit, and shaving the pubes, and

the like. (M. [In the L and TA, the explanation

__A \_ __
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of Th is so given as to relate, not to but, to

4.5) '9.]) And in the same, ii. 183, where it is

allowed in the night of fasting, it means C'oition:
I I I r I a

(Msb :) or the going in to one’s Wife; syn. sLbs'g;

wherefore it is made trans. by means of cl], like
r / O

as is 4.65]. (M, Mgh.)

45)

I fit

1. 0.6), nor. ;, inf. n. He gave him, or

gave him a gift: (T, S, M, A,“ Msb,K:) or it

signifies, (Msb,) or signifies also, (S, M, A,) he

aided, helped, or assisted, him: (T, S, M, A,

Msbz) and ties», (M, A, Mgh,) inf. n. 363;,

(S, K,) signifies the same (S, M, A, Msb, iii

the latter sense, (S, M, A, K,) and in the former

sense also: (S, K:) or both signify he aided,

helped, or assisted, him, by a or by a saying

or by some other thing: (Mgh:) [it is said in

the Ham p. 128, that the latter verb has been

transmitted, but is not the choice one; but in

p. 276, that both are chaste:] and you say also

'24“); (A ;) [meaning he aided him,- or he

aided with him,- or he aided him, being aided by

him; for] is syn. with L.)

One says, '9 Iwill not stand unless

I be helped to do so. (TA.) _ [Hence,] He

propped it up; namely, a wall: (Zj, T, A:) and

fl I propped it up, or supported it, namely,

a. thing, with it, meaning any other thing used

for such a purpose. (Zj, T.) _And [hence,]

233,, (M, L,) or .33}, aor. ,, inf. n.

(AZ, T, S, M,) He, made for him, (AZ, S, M,*)

or put upon him, (T, M,*) namely, a camel,

(AZ, S,) an appertenance of the saddle, called a

536,; (AZ, T, s, M:) [and Has», or as),

signifies the same; for] is syn. with as

meaning the putting to a beast, orfurnishing him

with, a 336). (K,) [Hence,] [mean

ing It is furnished with a piece ’of rag, as a

compress,] is said of a. wound (S, &c. _.

And signifies also It held it fast; namely,

any one thing, another thing.

2. 1,3,, (M, A,) int‘. n. (s,1_<,)

IThey made such a one a lord, or chief; (S, M,

A, 5) made him great, or magnified him, or

honoured him; (K;") and set him over their

afairs;'(M;) [lit. made him to give gifts;] as

also because a. man when he becomes a

lord, or chief, gives gifts, and drags his skirt upon

the ’ground And

USU ISuch a one was made a lord, or chief,

and was made great, 0r magnified, or honoured.

(s, TA.)=..6,, (T, L,) inf. n. as above, (T, L,

l§,) also signifies He went a pace like’that called

léLh, (T, L,) or like that called

[See 2 in art. air]

3: see 1.

4: see 1, in two places.

6. 1,4553 They aided, helped, or assisted, one

another [by gifts or otherwise]. (S,* M, A,

Msb, K-*)

8. “3)! He gained, acquired, or earned, (T, S,

M, A, K,) property. (T, M, A.) And $4.63»

I obtained a gift, or aid,from him. (A.)

Bk. I.

10. $459! He sought, desired, demanded, or

asked, aid, help, or assistance, from him [by a

gift or otherwise]. (S,* A, Msb,

see the next paragraph.

£4 A gift; ($,A, Mflb,* K5) [and so, app.,

01‘ ;] agratuity: (T, S, A,K:) pl,

(Ham p. 128) [and is pl. of or

You say, ssj§|jgé 5.; and laing

[He is a person qflnany gif'ts]. (_A.) n {s'ssid

in a trad., '33, :k'jn 3i shin

[One of the signs] of the approach of the hour of

resurrection shall be, that the tribute shall be a

gratuity bestowed according to men’s natural

desires, ahd not according to right, or desert.

(T, L.)._..Aid,.h‘elp, or gsfistance; (ThM, L,

Msb;) as also My and J3)» [app. '3,» and

135;]; by d gift, and by giving milk to

drink, and by a saying, and by anything. (T.)

_A lot, share, or portion. (M, L.)_.Also,

(IAar, Ibn-El-Mubitrak, T, S, M, A, L,1_{,) and

'33,, (El-Muarrij, 'r, s, M, L, K,) and 1.15},

(s, M, L, K,) and '35}; (M, L,) A large [drink

ing-cup, or bowl, oftke hind called] C35, (T, s,

A, L, K,) in which a guest is given to drink:

(S,L:) this is the meaning most known; and

this meaning is assigned by Zj to the third of the

words above, i. e. 05):»: (T :) or a large U»,

(M, L,) larger than the common viii, which

latter is a large that holds enough to satisfy

the thirst of three men, or four, or more; larger

thanth (L =) ora C33, (Ibn-El-Mubérak,

T, M, L,) of whatever size it be; accord. to some:

(M, L :) in a a she-camel is milked: (T :) or

a vessel in which one milks. (El-Muiirrij, T.)

One says, :33) $9.; [His drinking-cup, or bowl,

was emptied]; meaning the was slain; a phrase

similar to Lille), and (A :)

or he died. And (5)631! 3:0 [app.

Such a one drew water will; my’bowls], meaning

Isuch a one aided me, or assisted me. (A, TA.

[In my copy of the former, (5,6359; which I

think a mistranscription: in the latter;

{'53) A company such as is termed 42;, of
. ,,

men, (M, L,) [aiding one another: pl. 4.5): see

De.Sacy’s Chrest. Ar., sec. ed., ii. 461.]

J)!

3,5) A she-camel that fills the [vessel called]

4;, or at one milking: (S, A,K:) or that is

constantly over her milking-vessel: or that yields

an uninterrupted supply quilk: (IAar,L:) or

that aids her owners by the abundance of her

milk: (TA in art. *5») p1. (L.)

35(6) [A kind ofpad, or slu‘fl'ed thing, beneath

a saddle ;] a thing like the of a horse’s

saddle, (S, Mgh, K,)for a beast: (K :) a support

for the saddle of a horse or camel J'c. : (M, L :)

it is put beneath a horse’s saddle in order that it

may become raised thereby. (Lth, T.) _ A piece

of rag with which a wound, K,) #0., (S,) is

furnished as a compress (1;: (S,

A contribution which the tribe of Kureysh made

among themselves in the Time of Ignorance, for

the purpose ofpurchasing for the pilgrims wheat,

and raisins (S,M, for [the beverage called]

M :) each gave according to his ability,

and thus they collected a great sum, in the days

of the assembling of the pilgrims ; and they con

tinued to fled the people until the end of those

days: (M:) the 35S) and [i. e. the supplying

these provisions and this beverage] pertained to

the Benoo-Hashim; and the [or service of

the Kaabeh], and the .13.! [or banner], to the
Benoo-’Abd-ed-Dar: :)lthe term 3362 used in

relation to the feeding of the pilgrims is from

signifying “be aided him by a gift” 8w. : (Mgh:)

the first who performed this custom was Hashim

Ibn-’Abd-Menzi.f. (T.) _. One says also, 5.;

at i362 and 753:5, meaning I[He

is an excellent] aider, or helper, or assistant, to

me. (A.)

, . .

84.9): see what next precedes.

[act. part. n. of Giving, or giving a

. ’ . . - .v e 55;

ggft: and aiding, 8m]: pl. [(15.91) and] .u').

QI—ns.e 5— a 1’5 '0_ ,1:

(TA.) You say, ail," Jp l5] 0%

[Such a one is an excellent, or a most excellent,

giver, or aider, when the comer alights at his

abodel.’ (ASA) And an; iiéj Uri-2i

4,45 $4.55 4.45 He gave the portion of his

property that was due as the poor-rate, his soul

being well pleased, or content, therewith, aiding

him to do so. (L.) _. One who is next in station

to a king, [who aids him,] and who, when the

latter is absent,“ occupies his place. (13.)—

IA river that flows into, and augments, another

river: you say @1351} )4] IA river that has

two rivers _flowihg into it,_and augmenting it.

(A.) Hence, (A,) 01351;" is an appellation

applied to IThe Tigris and Euphrates. (S, M,

A, K.)_ [Hence,] one says also, .1;

ildél; {Such a one's two hands or arms [aford

aid, or succour, to mankind]. (A.)

53513 a word of the measure [app. as

meaning A thing that aids, helps,’0r assists,]

from signifying “ the act of aiding, helping,

or assisting.” (TA.) [is its pl., and] sig

nifies The rafters, or behms, or timbers, (v.53,

s, Mgh,1_§., or vii, M,) of a roof, (IAar,S,

M,Mgh, over which are laid [plan/as, or

only] the bundles qf reeds, or canes, called (pg-h;

(IAar, L in art. ,,..;) as also 5.51,. (s, M.)

A poet says, (describing a house, iri art.

a 6 1’ S J) er

* miss-whéi not” as

[Its rafters are the most excellent of rafters].

($. M-)

Aafloi )s

345)! (s,1_<,) or alsji, which latter is the

more common and more approved, (TA,) men

tioned in a trad., (S,) A. class of the Abyssinians,

(S, K,) who danced: (S a) or a surname qfthem .

or they were so called from the name of their

chief ancestor, (TA.)

141



1120 [Boox I.J5) -' ~15!)

a subst., like and z "is, The

posteriors of a woman. (IAar, M.)

r e .l r’ 80

35;», and its pl. .91)»: see .ss'), in four places.

333.4, and its pl. see :5), in four places.

._ Also A piece of stufi‘, or a thing like a pillow,

with which a woman small in the posteriors makes

those parts to appear large. (S, IQ")

lat}; [a pl. ofwhich the sing. (probably

Q I I v 0 _ i

like )5; and )1)“ &c.,) 1s not mentioned,]

Ewes, or she-goats, whose milk does not cease (S,

in summer nor in winter.

0'5)

1- (s. M, Mass) or aéee (M.)

aor. , (s, M, Msb,1_{) and 1,"(M, K,) inf. 11.

J3, (s, M, &c.) and $6,, (Jm,1_<,) or this is

a simple subst., (M,) and (Jm,) [or this

also is a simple subst.,] He kicked him, or struck

him with his foot or leg, (S, M, Msb,I_{,*) in an

absolute sense, (M, Msh,) or in, or upon, the

breast. (Kh,M,Meb.)_i.'.3,', inf.n. IIc

pounded it, or brayed it; namely, flesh-meat, or

other food; or anything; but originally, food.

(M, TA.) =}_.3.;n (K,) aor. 1, inf. "30.3,,

(TA,) He bound the camel with the 9.45) [q.

v-]- as)

A kick, or blow with the foot or leg, [in

an absolute sense, or] in, or upon, the breast.

(Lib, 1.1-)

9:6, The act, or habit, qfhiching, or striking

with thefoot or leg, in an absolute sense, or in, or

upon, the breast; as also léeég and

(M, TA.)=Also The [cor-d, 6r rope, called]

[q.v.]: or the bond with. which the

hind‘ legs of the camel, when lying down, are

bound to his thighs. (Ibn-’Abbéd, TA.)

Q J’ 55

9.53) 2.31; A. beast that has a habit of kicking,

or striking with the foot or leg, in an absolute

sense, or in, or upon, the breast. (M, TA.)

9 1.)

9‘9): 5:

a 'e BGGUAB).

v'fifii '

610

we}? An instrument with which flesh-meat

is pounded. (M, TA.)

v55)

1. aor. z’and 1, inf. n. Mgh,

Msb, and 9&5), He left, _forsook,

relinquished, abandoned, or deserted, him, or it.

(S, A, Mgh, Msb, K.)_He separated, dispersed,

or scattered, it. also signifies The

act of breaking [a thing]. (TA.)—And The

act of driving away. (TA.)—_And He

threw, cast, or shot: (K:) whence as

exPlained below. (TA.)—And

A, Msb, K,) aor. -, (S) and i also, (0,) inf. n.

and (as in one copy of the S, but the

former only in another copy,) He left his camels

\

to separate, or disperse themselves, in their place

ofpasture, A, high, wherever they pleased,

not turning them away what they desired;

(S;) as also 'lvbép, (Msb,K,) inf. n.

(TA:) or, as the latter is explained by Fr, he

sent them away without a pastor. (TA.) =

.399 (Fr. 5. A, Ms». K.) m e. (Fr, s.)

inf. n. or (Fr,) The camels

separated, or dispersed themselves, (Fr, A, Mgh,)

in the place of pasture: (Msbz) or pastured by

themselves, (Fr, S, K,) the pastor seeing them,

(S,) or looking at them, (K,) near or far of,

(S,) not fatiguing them, nor collecting them to

gether. (L.) Thus this verb is intrans. as well

as trans. ’ b w

(TA.) [See also 9.1-“)531

The palm-tree expanded its raceme, and the 13,5

[or envelope] therle fell qfl‘. (s,sgh,1_<.)_'

(5,133! The valley widened ,- became wide;

as/also luééj, (0, K,) and ivasjut. (Ibn

’Abbéd and 1;.) _' 3,3 U'ai,’ He shed his [or

front teeth]. (AA, TA.)

2. Us $3,, inf. n. He up a

small quantity of water remaining in the skin.

(AZ, S, [See _. 9&3) said ofa horse,

He put forth his veretrum without being vigor

ously lustful.

4. use): see 1. = ssh," was): see 1,

last sentence but one.

5. It (a thing, TA) broke, or became

broken, in pieCes. (O, _. See also 9, in three

places.

9. Vii) It (a thing) became dispersed, (S, A,

K,) and departed, or went away; K, TA ;)

as also ' “55,3. (A, K, TA.) It (a company of

men) separated, or became dispersed; or dispersed

themselves; as also ' the latter verb. (Lth.)_.

J o G a J J 5

can." ubs'gl, TA,) or &yfli, The tears

became scattered in drops: (S,K: [in one copy

of the S, @233! is explained by
r I J) 5" ,

but the right reading is 4.2.5 , which I find in

two copies; as in the K :]) or flowed and became

scattered; and flowed and dropped continuously :

or flawed in a scattered manner: (L :) and

l signifies the same. (TA.) You say also,

J9.“ wisp [The torrent dispersed itself].

1;.) And U2.5,! The thick purulent matter

of his/woundjlowed, and became dispersed. (TA.)

And 5).: U66)! IIis sweat ran; andflowed. (TA.)

__ (’25)! T The pain ceased, or went away.

(TA.) And U55)! IUPIy patience

departed in consequence of it]. (A, TA.)

10: see 1, last sentence but one.

'0’

use, Camels in a state of separation, or dis

persion; and in like manner, men, and goods, and

plants or herbage: (A:) or camels pasturing by

themselves, (S, K,) the pastor seeing them, (S,)

or looking at them, (K,) near or far of: (S:)

you say, Jig], (S, K,) and l also, and

l (S, A, K:) and the pl. of is

(S, [and V seems to be a pl. of

Also A. herd quazelles in a state of separation,

or dispersion: pl. (TA.) You say also

7 Ostrichesinseparatejlocks. And

{hilt v The men are in a state of

separation, or dispersion, in journeying. (TA.)

And will" The difl‘erent parties quen.

(S, And Big: Scattered pieces

of herbage or zlasturage, (Jm, S, distant one

from another. (Jm, S, 0.) And

Land which is deserted after having been pro

hibited to the public: (S:) or which has no

possessor : (O, L, :) so says IDrd; but he adds,

or, accord. to some, deserted land (L, TA) be

tween two cultivated pieces ofland, (L,) or between

two pieces of land belonging to two tribes. (TA.)

7 also signifies -What is large, and in a state

of separation or dispersion, of a thing: pl.

$6}? (TA.)—And U23}, A side, in a part,

or portion, (syn. of a thing. (TA.)—

Also (IAar,ISk,Az,Z,) or Yul-.3}, (AZ,

Fr, A’Obeyd, S,) the latter said, in a marginal

note in the S, to be the correct form heard from

the Arabs, (TA,) or both, (Sgh,K,) A small

quantity of water; (S, A,K;) and ofmilk; (A,

'l‘A ;) remaining in the bottom ofa skin or ofa

836th; like a (TA :) or a little less than is

suflicient to fill a skin: (IAar:) pl.

(Lh.)_And hence, the former, {Food that is

suflicient to sustain life,- syn. (TA.)

GD

Uéu) The persuasion, or creed, or a tenet, of

the as in the saying attributed to the

Imam Esh-Sha'tfi’ee,

i, 1 v d 1 so e r o

1' iQQ-O J! by; w) *

a

’k i:

[If the love of the family of lllohammad be a

tenet of the Rdfidees, let men and genii bear

witness that I am a Rdfidee]. (TA.)

21’ . '1 1'5 "r . .
Us»): and Its pl. Ubbjtz see via), in six

places.

(A! I") or 3;), K2)

A man who lays hold upon a thing, and then

leaves it (S,A,L, without delay. A, L.)

And it; A pastor who collects together

the camels, and, when they come to a place which

they like, leaves them to pasture where they will.

(ISk, S, A?) [See also art. 95.1]

t :1;

Jay, explained above: dig!

Us 1 [app. mean

ing By reason of my yearning for thee, in my

heart are impulses; and by reason of the love of

thee, in myjoints are loosenesses]. (A, TA.)

in the following saying, is from

103%” The people, or company

of men, are in. a state of separation, or disper

sion, in their tents, or houses: heard by Az from

an Arab of the desert. (TA.) seems to be

a pl. of Hist}; like as “in is of 5M3. See

also ' '



Boon 1.] 1121fl) "' 8')

that is broken in pieces, and scattered,

or dispersed, of a thing. (IDrd, $,

is, Trachs in a road difl'ering onefrom

another : :) Orfurrows in the middle, or main

part, of a road, separating, one from another;

or separating to the right and left. (TA.)

5 J) so, .

96,3): see use), in four places.

was} i-q- '$§;,aprliedtoathingi (SiKi)

i.e. ; forsaken; relinquished ,- abandoned;

deserted: TAz) cast away: separated; dis

persed; scattered: (TA:) and, applied to aspear,

broken in pieces. (K.):Sweat; (O, be

cause of its flowing. (TA.)

Men who pasture their beasts upon land

such as is termed K :) or, as in the O, 6

who saw such land. (TA.)

in the following saying of ’Amr Ibn

Ahmar El-Béhilee means A thrower: he says,

n7“ I I i i r a a

* 0&2: big-lam: t. 15] r

r O I P J I I 22” a I v D r

meaning, then the women of El-Hijdz hang

their goods and utensils upon the trees, they

stretch their tent-ropes and pitch their tent in a

soft tract of land, the thrower wherein will not

be able to throw a large piece of stone at thee,

because of the not finding it. (0, L, K,‘ TA.)=

See also

A party of (Kz) whence the

rel. n. [signifying of, or belonging to,

@5133]. (TA.) vim}, [is pl. of 3.2m}, and]

signifies An army, or a military-force, ($, 0,) or

any army or military force, which has

deserted its leader: ($, O,K:) or armies which

have deserted their leader. (L) ._ Also iés'ljfl,

A certain sect of the Msb,1_{) of El

Koqfeh; (Msb ;) so called because they deserted

Zeyd the son of ’Alee, (As, S, Mgh, Msb,) when he

forbade them to speak against the Companions of

the Prophet; (Mgh, Msb;) for they had promised

allegiance to Zeyd the son of ’Alee (As, O, L,

the son of El-Eoseyn the son of ’Alee the son of

Aboo-Talib, (As, O, L,) and then desired him to

renounce the two elders, [Aboo-Bekr and ’Omar,

(TK,)] and on his refusing to do so they deserted

J '95

him: (As,O,L,K:) use”! is also applied to
l I

this sect, as though it were pl. of “ash, like as

is of Jpn-LL; (TA;) and also;

but not $63,111; (TA =) and the i-el. I]. [which

serves as a n. un.] is [as above].

Afterwards, this appellation became applied to

All persons transgressing in this way, [i. e. all

apostates, or schismatics,] speaking against the

1[J'ompanions of the Prophet. (Mgh.)

see

8 r s ,

“as!” sec 5.551), in two places.

and V sings. of : the former

is explained as A place in which waterflows, and

where it remains: (TA :) or pl; signifies

the parts of a valley into which the torrent dis

perses itself. A,* _ The

tracts of land where the main [quantity ’of sand

ends, becoming thin, at the sides of mountains

and the like. (So in some copies of the $ and in

the TA.)

.faof Q's,

that”: see gas)».

5 e I I

9‘45)» Anything becoming dispersed, and depart

ing, or going away.

q a" a .—
Uay)»: see we).

8')

1. (s, Mining) aor. =, (1;, TA,) inf. n.

’ ’j, (s, Mgh, Msb,) He mixed it: [this is gene

rally the hest rendering, as it serves to indicate

several particular significations which will be

found explained in what follows :] he elevated it;

upraised it; uplifted it: he took it up : contr. of

(Mihi) or qfdhsgsz ($,Mgh,1_(:) as

also 1113,, (K,) int. n. 5.51.5, (TA ;) and ngl;

for accord. to thd “Nawadir,” you say,

tug,» 3:5)! and [he raised it, lifted it, heaved

it, br took it up, with his hand]; but Az says

that “)1 is intrans., and that he has heard no

authority for its being trans., in the sense of

except that which he had read in the “Nawz'tdir

el-Aarab:” (TA :) is sometimes applied to

corporeal things, meaning the raising, or elevating,

a thingfrom. the resting-place thereof: sometimes

to a. building, meaning the rearing it, uprearing

it, or making it high or lofty: (Er-Réghib:) or

in relation to corporeal things, it is used properly

to denote motion, and removal: (Msb :) it signi

fies the putting away or removing or turning back

a thing after the coming or arriving thereof; like

as H; signifies the putting away or removing

or turning back a thing before the coming or

arriving [thereof] : (Kull p. 185:) but in relation

to ideal things, it is [tropically used, as it is also

in many other cases, and] accorded in meaning to

what the case requires. (Mgh.) [In its principal

senses, proper and tropical, ') agrees with the

Latin 1}'ollere.] It is said in the Kur [ii. 60 and

87], We raised above you from

its resting-place the mountain: and in the same

[xiii 2], $333 913:” [5557 iii

[God is He who raised the heavens without

pillars that ye see,- or, as ye see them]: and in

thehsame [ii.121], seam 3;;

4.3!! [And when Abraham] was rearing or up

rcaring or making high or lofty [the foundations

of the IIouse of God, at Mekkeh]. (ErsRaghibJ

And you say, lib Take than this: (Mghz)

or take it and carry it [away; or take it up and

Teri:st a1.) git.) And 5}“ (Lh,1_§,).<zr

2.5.," UJ] 4:5), (Msb,) aor. -' , (Lh,) inf. n. 8)

(Lh,$) and 5.56) and £6) [perhaps a mistran

scription for which see below], (Lh, TA,)

He removed, or transported, the seed-produce

from the place in which he had reaped it, (Lh,)

or carried it after the reaping, t0 the

place in which the grain was to be trodden out.

(Lh, $, K.) [This last signification is said in the

TA to be tropical; but according to a passage of

the Msb quoted in the first sentence of this art.,

it is proper. In most of the phrases here follow

ing, the verb is undoubtedly used tropically.] _

01¢ )J '/

M”: I[They raised towards me their

eggs]. (TA.)—[:3 UM 5:45,

Lb!) (Mgh, TA*) 11 went in to such a one, and

he did not look towards me, nor pay any regard,

or attention, to me. (Mgh.) [Us is not here a

mistake for u}, for the phrase is often found thus

wriiieh.]_:[°;n Q +[The thing was, as

it were, raised into view, i. e. it rose into view, to

me;] I saw the thing from afar. (TA.).

Uhiill nor. 1 , inf. n. IThe

mirage raised, or elevated [to the eye, (see an ex.

near the end of the first paragraph of art. d,j)]

thefigure of a man or some other thing seen from.

a distance,- [or it may be allowable to render it,

made it to appear tall, and as though quivering,

vibrating, or playing up and down ;] syn. bib}

[of which, when it relates to the mirage, the

meaning is best expressed by the latter of the two

explanations here given]. (TA.)

91

id»),

1‘ And we have exalted some of them above others

1 44 110’

in] ’degrees of rank, or station: and idly-J}

21:...) 0.», in the same, [vi. 83, and xii. 76,] ’r We

exalt in degrees of rank, or station, whom lVe

pl’easoei (Er-Raghib:) and 11.3»:

was.” 1-And God ewalteth whom He pleaseth,

and abaseth : and TA :) and [in like manner,]

22%.?" means the cmalting of one’s fame;

as in the Kur xciv. 4. (Er-Raghib.) But the

words, 5m! in the Kur

[lxxxviii. 18], indicate two meanings; And to the

heaven, how it is elevated in respect of its place;

and :rhow it is exalted in respect of excellence,

and emaltation of rank. (Er-Raghib.) [In like

dbl Us, in the

Kur [xxiv. 36], means In houses which Giod hath

permitted to be built; (13d, TA ;) accord. to

some: (TA :) or, + to be honoured; (Zj,Bd;) so

says El-Hasan ; (Zj ;) or, -[ to be exalted in esti

mation. (Er-Raghib.) It is said in a ma, 5,;

J35» dill, i Verin God emalteth

the just, and maketh him to have the ascendency

over the unjust, and at one time abaseth him, so

that He maketh the unjust to overcome him, in

order to try his creatures, in the present world.

(Az, TA.) [See also art. VALLJ And you say,

gag-Qt ul; 1‘ He advanced him

above his [companion [in the sitting-place, or

sitting-room, or assembly]. (TA.) And

$3.5 1: [I exalted thee, or held thee, above such a

thjpg]: (M voce :) and Lila

’4')" T[Verily I emalit’thee, or hold’theehgbgse

this thing]. (5 voce ls), q. v.) __ qus an cs,

1- [God honoured his work by acceptance; or] God

accepted his work. (Mgh.) It is said in the Kur

[xxxv. 11], 8L2}! T And righteous

‘ ' 141 *

a’a

in the Km [xliii. 31], means

4's: a!

manner also,] Q!
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work He will accept: (Jel:) or the meaning is

$1125.51 8L2)! 3;." t [righteous work

will cause praise, or the like, (mentioned imme

diately before the above-cited words of the Kur,)

to ascend, and obtain acceptance]: (Mujahid,

TA :) Katadeh says, [that the meaning is,] speech

will not be accepted without work. (TA.)...

Also signifies +The bringing a thing near;

or presenting, or gfl'ering, it; syn.

And hence, 9m! vi; (s, Mgh, K,) and

4a» 63;, (TA,) int. n. (s: TA) and 1,63}

(S, K) and obs), (TA,) IIprcsentcd him to, or

brought him bcfiire, or brought him forward to,

the Sultan, (Sf Mgh,‘ K,‘ TA,) and the judge,

to arraign him and contest with him”: (T’A :) and

gals US; 1.1.135, (5,19) int. n. war, (TA,)

[in like manner] signifies Ihe preferred a com

plaint against him to the governor, orjudge : z)

or Ihe presented him to, or brought him before,

or brought him. forward to, the governor, or

judge, to arraign him and contest with him, and

preferred a complaint against him: (TA :) [or it

denotes the doing so mutually; for, accord. to

Mtg] 9M3! U3; V signifies {tie

brought his adversary before the Sultdn (4.95

55]), the latter doing thie same with him. (Mgh.)

[See also 2.] ul; I[He

adduced, or broughtforward, the Kur-dn against

the Sultdn;] be interpreted the Kur-dn against

the Sultdn, and judged thereby that he should

,1-1 I Dr;

rebel against him. (TA.)_—J9 \ :43) also

signifies II traced up the man’s lineage to his

greatest ancestor; or Imentioned his lineage, say

ing, He is such a one the son of such a one, or
)IO’A

He is of such a tribe, or city, &c.; syn. 4.295,

and (TA.)_ And hence, 4.2.6.11 is,

if?“ 1[H'c traced up, or ascribed, or attri

bluted, the tradition to the Prophet, mention-ing,

in ascending order, the persons by whom it had

been handed down, up to the Prophet,- in the

manner more fully explained in the sentence
fir,

here next Following]. (TA.) You say also, :5)

A56 3.23m, meaning [i.e. ’rIIe

{mired up, or hscribed, or attributed, the tradi

tion to the author thereof, by mentioning him,

or by mentioning, uninterrupted/y, in ascending

order, the persons by whom it had been trans

mitted, up to the Prophet; or by mentioning the

person who had related it to him from the Pro

phet only one person intervened, saying, “ Such

a one told me, from such a one,” (and so on

more than one intervened between him and the

Prophet,) “from the Apostle of God;” or with

an interruption in the mention of the persons by

whom it had been transmitted]. and Msb in

art. [And hence what next follows] It is

' _ r! r :01 :r:~ _—_¢ :1)

said in a trad., g1...“ Lg] you) '52.?!) J5

a/QIOE" intuit-71' ~

g -,| .aéth on (s,* TA, [in a very

old and excellent copy of the former of whichI

find; as above, Lit", and so in some copies of the

K and in the O dud TA in art. but in one

copy of the S and in the TA in the present art.,

I find in its place Q12, and so in the CK in art.

8.9, where the verb preceding it is erroneously

written and in the L, in the place of L2,"

is put l3; rof all which three readings I prefer

the first; though the last is agreeable with an

explanation of given in the Msb and in the

sentence next following;]) i. e. +Every company

of men S, TA), or person TA),

that communicates, or announces, from us, (S,

TA,) and mahcs known, [lit. traces up to us,]

what we say, (TA,) [or rather, aught of what is

communicated, or announced,] or [ought] of what

is communicated, or announced, of the Kur-dn

and of the [statutes, or ordinances, &.c., termfd]

02;, (K in art. 'chQ or the meaning is (5;)

gin, i.e., ELEM, [of those who hare the oflice

of communicating, or announcing,] the simple

subst. being put in the place of the inf. n., (T, O,

K, TA, all in art. let that company, or

person, communicate, or announce, and relate,

that I have forbidden [its trees’ being lapped, or

being beaten with a stick in order that their leaves

mayfall of] referring to El-Medeeneh : ($,* TA 2)

but some relate it differently, saying,

. :- 1

[of the communicators, or announcers,] like dbl»

_ J a r J

1n the sense of 0,5,»...0: (TA:) and some say,

m , _ . cu _ r , fl' .

£55" Q4, meaning 64;“ u: Q’s-ll..." 04, 1. e.

of those who do their utmost in communicating,

or announcing. (Hr, and K in art.

[Hence,] [alone] signifies IImade it known.

(Mgh.) You say, 41.; £3) + [He told, or

related, a saying against _him; informed against

(S and K voce ubi, q. v.) And

3:16) Jab." IIIe Communicated, (S,) or made

hndwn, (Mgh,) [or submitted, or referred,] a case

[to the administrator of the law]; ;) and

Abbi." [tothegovernor, orjudge]. (TA.) Andéziéj

’ 5 e as; a 1

OLE-L." )s'jl, inf. n. (Slag), II made known

[or submitted, or referred, by way qfappeal,] the

afi'air, or matter, to the Sultdn. (Mgh.) [See

¢/'thr fir)

also 2.] _ [And hence, app.,] 1ng 4.1 :45)

L) I[An object to be reached, or accomplished,

was proposed to him, and he aspired to it].

(TA.)_},Qu ééj, ($,Msb,1_(,) and iii»,

(TA,) or :i

art. U43,) inf. n. it}, (TA in that art.,) i118

made the camel, Msb, K,) and the she-camel,

(TA,) and the beast, (M ubi supra,) to exert

himself, or herself, to the full, or to the utmost,

or beyond measure, in going, or pace; K,

TA ;) or to go quickly; (Msb;) or to go with

the utmost celerity: (TA in art. 943 z) or con

_.) _

l and iii", (M in

strained him, or her, to go the pace termed

[q.v. infi-A], (TA,) which is an inf. n. o the

intrans. verb [q.v. infra] said of a camel

(S, TA) and of a beast: (TA:) and 71.15),

TA,) [elidbéb] and (TA,) [and

inf. n. signify the same: :2 or

phrase used by the Arabs is £1.91;

t[Mahe thou thy beast to exert itself, &c.]. (L,

Th) [You say also, app. in like manner, US$15)

gap: or in this case the verb may have a dif

ferent meaning: see an ex. in the first paragraph

ofart. bsash]_ [Hence,] L; J;

l 1-[I urged him to tell the utmost of

what he hnew;] (A in art. Va} ;) i. e. I went to

the utmost point [with him] in questioning him,

or asking him. (TA in that art.) _.

1-He stirred up the fire ,- made it to burn up.]

_ IThe she-camel [drew up, or

withdrew, or withheld, her milk; i. e.,] did not

yield her milh: (A, TA =) and Us

#96 I [She (a camel) drew up, &c., or refused to

yield, the biestings in her udder]. (As, $, _

and Q5112, IHe kept it, pre

served it, laid it up, stowed it, or reposited it, in

his repository, store-room, or closet, and his chest.

(TA.)—fit; an -§ Q’s, (Mgh,TA,)

or use Q; 2L3, or Ali (Mgh,) inn. He

does not put away the stafi', or stick, or his stafi‘,

or stick, from his shoulder, or from his wife,] is

an allusion to discipline, chastisement, or punish

ment, (Mgh, TA,) or to severity thereof, (Mgh,)

and to beating (Mgh,TA) of women; (Mgh;)

not meaning that the staff, or stick, is on the

shoulder: (Mgh:) or the first is an allusion to

many journeyings. (TA.)—$31.3:

(Mgh, Msb ;) so in the “ Firdows,” 0n the autho

rity of ’Alee and I’Ab and ’Aisheh, meaning

1 [The pen of the recording angel is with

heldfrom three persons ;] a saying of Mohammad,

which means that nothing is recorded either for or

against three persons; (Mgh, Msh f) these three

being the sleeper until he awakcs, the afflicted

with disease or the like, or the demented, until

he recovers, and the child until he becomes big,

or attains to puberty. (El-Jami’-es-$agheer of

Es-Suyootee; in which we find in the place

of This is like the saying next before

mentioned; the pen having never been put [to

the tablet to record aught] against the child.

(Mgh.) __ often signifies 't He withdrew,

put away, removed, did away or did away with,

annulled, revoked, or remitted] You say,;lll

iLL-Zn 2:3; +[O God, withdraw, put

away, or remove, from us this straitness, difii

culty, distress, or affliction]. in art.

[And in like manner also you say, évlfsall

tHe withdrew, or put away, from him the

punishment; he annulled, revoked, or remitted,

his punishment] [may also be

rendered in a similar manner; t They gave over,

or relinquished, war; as though they put it away;

like 6,15: but] is used by Moosa lbn-Jabir

[in the contr. sense, ’r they raised, or made, war;]

in opposition to n.,“). (Hum p. 180.)—

.r/s, - as)» a»' s r 1”! 0,10, ' '- s~o

g.»- vw' as, so» 315WMw"-1

means 1‘ [They disagreed; and some ofthcm said,]

1Ve will exclude a way, or passage, from among

the portions, or shares, (1:3, [q.v.,]) of the

land, or the house; and [some bf them said,] lVe

will not exclude it. (Mgh.)_ln the, conven

tional language of the grammarians, in the

inflection of words, is like in the non-inflec

tlgp. ($.) [You say, aor. =, inf. n.

as), 1- Ife made the final letter to have 3 or -’- in
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its inflection] =jssill IThe people, or cont

pany of men, went up, or upwards, through the

countries, or lands. (As,K, TA.) _jreqll

(Sr 1‘15.le K,),y-e-ll “£2 or 21;" L5?) (Mgh: Kr)

inf. 11. (2)3}; (Sb, s, TA) and 53,, (s, A, 1;, all in

art. U565”) the former an inf. n. (Sb, $, TA] ofothe

measuye’ (Sb, like [its contr.

and] ,wr and J9", TA,) and

(Sb, TA,) 1 The camel exerted himself to the full,

or to the utmost, or beyond measure, in going,

or pace, or in his going, or his pace: ($, K,

TA:) or was quick therein: (Msb :) or went the

pace termed [q. v.0ilnfra,] which is a run

ning below that termedrba- : ($, TA 2) as though

he had that [manner of going] which raised him,

as well as that which lowered him. (Sb and TA

with reference to the inf. n. C’s}. and per.)

AndJL’bF-r; JrThey [namely men]’1:o°s’e

above the [easy and quick pace termed] 829.55

in theic’going, or journeying. (ISk.)=§;,

inf. n. 12.5); ($, K ;) or, accord. to Aboo-Bekr

Mohammad Ibn-Es-Sereé, [so in two copies of

the S, but in others, accord. to the TA, Ibn-Es

Sarrz'ij,] they, did not say from . in the

sense of @915; (S, O ;) so says Sb; and he adds,

but [they said] Valid“; (TA ;) IHe (a man,

was, or became, high, elevated, exalted, quty, or

eminent, in rank, condition, or state; K, TA ;)

noble, honourable, glorious, or illustrious. (TA.)

"’ l "'3 + He was, or became, of

high exalted ranh, or noble, or honourable, in

his grounds of pretensionto respect, and his

relationship, or race, or lineage. (Msb.)._.

;;l + The garment, or piece of cloth, was fine,

fine in temture,qdelicate, or thin. (Msb.)_

($.19 int n- Ms. (K,) we (a man, s)

or i.e.-31.35, high, or loud, (C5,) in voice. (5, 1;.)

[See Kali) below.]

2. 2,5,, inf. n. see 1, in the first sen

tence. _. He took it, namely, a thing, and raised

it, the first [part thereqf] and then the

first [or next in succession] : En-Nabighah Edh

Dhubyanee says,

per did v "

1* Zagomgidwéu *

.s. . '1. . 4,.

* seas villi»), *

[She had cleared the way of a torrent coming

from another quarter, which it (meaning the

barrier raised around the tent to keep away the

torrent, which barrier is mentioned two verses

before,) confined, and raised it by degrees, the

first part and then the next, to the two curtains

meeting together at the entrance of the tent, and

then to the goods piled up therein: or the meaning

here intended is, brought it forward, or advanced

it; syn. agreeably with the next explana

tion of here following: see some observations

on the above-cited verse in De Sacy’s Chrest.

Ar., 2nd. ed., vol. ii. pp. 430 and 431]. (Lth,

TA.) He put them, brought themggczr

sent them, forward ,- or advanced them; .71)...”

to the war, or fight: or, accord. to Ibn-’Abbad

and the K, he put them, sent them, or removed

them, far away; [app. meaning,for in advance ;]

vac-ll in the war, orfight. (TA.) You say

also, will U3] lib +1 brought for

ward this afl'air, or matter, to the commander,

governor, or prince. (From an Arabic note on

the above-cited verse of En-Nabighah, cited by

De Sacy, ubi supra.) [See also 1, in two places

in which reference is made to this paragraph.] _

3.31;" c3), and £561, and c3), and

see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph. =—-.. cg)

31.1.41, (Lth,l_(,) inf. n. as above, (Lth,) +le

ass’ran with a running of which one part was

quicker ( than another. (Lth,

3.4%‘3 inf. n. and

le see 1, in the former half of

the paragraph.

{Such a one endeavoured in every way to induce

me to turn or incline, or endeavoured in every

way to turn me by deceit or guile, but Idid not

[that which he desired]. (1;,1' TA.)_,1”, 8|,

+He spared them; or pardoned them, andfiirbore

to slay them. And 1-Ileft him; or

left him unmolested; or left him, being left by

him; or made peace, or reconciled mysel , with

him; syn. 1223,15. (TA.)

5. IHe exalted himself,- he was, prlbe

came, haughty, proud, or disdainful; syn. JL’J;

in art. [and so lciij, occurring

in the $ in art. J53, on the authority of AZ.]

You say, (S ubi supra, TA“)

{Such a one exalts himself above that; holds

himser above it; disdains it; or is disdahzfitl of

d e ~ 0 ’5”

it; syn. ubi supra.) And " )3

13.5 a“; u.) I[My ambition raised me

above such a thing; made me to hold myself above

it, or to disdain it]. (TA.) _. See also 8.

6.,.':=vl;.ll I[Each qfus preferred

a complaint against the other to the governor, or

judge: or each of as presented the other to, or

brought him before, or brought him forward to,

the governor, or judge, to arraign him and con

test with him, and preferred a complaint against

him : agreeably with explanations of the phrase

éhL-Jl : (S :) or each ofus communi

cated, or made known, his case [against the other]

to the governor, or judge. (TA.)

8. "'Jl It became raised; or it rose: it rose

high, or became high or elevated or lofty: [it

became raised, upraised, uplifted, or elevated, or

it rose, from its resting-place: and, said of a

building, it became reared, upreared, or made

high or lofty :] it became taken up: [it became

taken away, put away, or removed; or it went

away; after its coating or arriving: thus when

said of corporeal things: but when said of ideal

things, it is tropically used, as it is also in many

other cases, and accorded in meaning to what the

case requiresz] quasi-pass. of as signifying

the contr. of (S, [See 1; first sen

tence.] _It (the water of a well) rose, by its

becoming copious : and also it went away : (A in

art. uni; :) [in which latter sense, likewise, it is

said of milk in the udder; or as meaning it

became drawn up, or withdrawn, or withheld:

see 1. See also a usage of this verb voce _

tSaid ofa man: see 1, voce 63;, near the end of

the paragraph. ._ CD)! I [IIis rank became

high, elevated, exalted, lofiy, or eminent]. (S,

TA.)_. said to a man entering a sitting

place, sitting-room, gr’as‘sembly, means {Advance

thou: it is not from denoting height. (TA.)

' .5

_ See also 5. ._ we." $4.53) 1 [The morning

became advanced; meaning] the sun became high:

a 3 )1 e i

unahll being originally a pl., namely, of 8,41";

[wherefore the verb is fem. ;] but afterwards used

as a sing. [as in the next ex. here following].

r 5 as"

(Mgh.) You say also, uh-bll ' a)? I[meaning

the same]. (TA.) And cilbl +[The day

became advanced, the sun being somewhat high:

a phrase said by the doctors of the law in the

present day to be employed when the sun has
I DJ

risen the measure of a to) or more]. and

in art. 6...; 8m.) _LLS'i',’ 82,1 I[The

price rose, or advanced, and became low, or

abated]. (TA.) _ [Build 1 They removed from,

or to, a place. ‘3', said of a disease,

pain, an affliction, and the like, t It guitted him_,'

became withdrawn from him.] ..... '§

Olivia: l‘ [lV/ttlt are termed

cannot be coexistent in the same thing, nor simul

taneously nonexistent in the same thing] ; as

existence itself and nonexistence, and motion and

rest. (Kull pp. 231 and 232.)=;st:,1= see 1;

first sentence.

10. ldpl He desired, required, demanded,

or asked, that it should be raised, elevated, taken

up,, or removed. You say, 65);»!

£2.11: The preacher asked that the hands

of thd people should be raised for supplicotion.

(TA.)_ [And hence, as though meaning 8);“!

til-:5 i. e. It required that itself should be re

moved,] 9;.» 8):.» + that was on the table

became consumed, and it was time for it to be

taken up, or removed.

[see (of which it is the inf.n.,)

throughout].

Ce. 1 v

3.13) [see as), near the end of the first para

graph: used as a simple subst., which it seems

properly to be accord. to some of the lexicologists,]

I Iligh, elevated, exalted, lofty, or eminent, rank

or condition or state; nobility, honourableness,

gloriousness, or illustriousness; (TA ;) as also

lies), a subst. from (Mgh.)

;Qi eat, and v $3,; (AA, ISk, AZ, 5,

Mgh,“ Msb,‘K;) but As disallows the latter;

(TA;) and Ks says, I have heard )Wl and

)Qéfl, and their coordinates, [such as ILL?“

and $6231, &c.,] but 85),! with kesr I have not

heard; (S, TA ;) These are days qfremoval, or

transport, of seed-produce from the place in
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which it has been reaped, (TA,) or of carriage

thereof after reaping, (S, Mgh, K,) to the place in

which the grain is trodden out. (S, Mgll,1_(,

TA.) [See 1, near the beginning] ._ or

' Eb}, (accord. to different copies of the K,) or

each, (TA,) also signifies The storing-up of seed

produce. (K.)

9L; : see the next recedin ara ra h, in twoC 3 P g P g P

places.

IIIigh, elevated, exalted, lofty, or eminent,

in rank, condition, or state; noble, honourable, or

glorious; ($,Msb,K,TA;) applied to a man:

($, Msb, TA :) fem. with 5. (TA.) You say,

4.15:5 ,3 I[He is high, &c., in

respect ofgrounds quretension to honour, and of

rank]. (TA.) And hence the phrase used by

letter-writers, I[The exalted object

of recourse]. (TA.) Hepce also the phrase in

the Kur [XL 15], amp! fThe Exalted

in respect of degrees of dignity: (Er-Raghibz)

or this means ’r Great in respect of attributes: or

the Exalter of the degrees of dignity of the

believers in Paradise. (Jel.)._.Applied to a

garment, or piece of cloth, 1* Fine,jine in texture,

delicate, or thin. (Mgh.)_.:.,,°.$n I[High,

or load, in voice]; TA ;) applied to a man.

(TA.) __ 3;; I[A pace in which a beast is

made to exert itself to the full, or to the utmost,

or beyond measure; or in which the utmost pos

sible celerity is elicited: see 3.1.3:," in the

latter half of the first paragraph: and see also
a {Dr _ .

Cfr]. (K in art.

[an inf. n., (see 1, last sentence,)] and
9 r r) J v r

'ZJU), (ISk,$, and '3.sz ($gh,K,)

I [Highness, or loudness, or] vehemence, (K, TA,)

in the voice, (ISk,$,) or of the voice. (K.)

A _string (14‘) whereby he who is

shackled raises his shackles (Yoo,

$,K,) to which that string is fastened; (TA ;)

as also V356,. _Also, and 73.56),

(Az,K,) A ’thing by means of which a woman

having little flesh in the posteriors makes herself

to appear large [in that part] ; ;) i. q.

(K =) pl. gs, (TA.)= See also

g, z ,ep 9' I,

2:6): see Edy-and hi5):=and see also

0; P

3:53, in two places.

.' T n I

sag, 1A case which one communicates, or

makes known, to the administrator of the law:

(5, TA 1) pl. (TA.) You say, 4;; ul

t[I have, against him, a case to communicate, or

make known, &c., or which I have communicated,

or made known, &c.]. (TA.)

tOne who traces up traditions to the

Prophet, or to his Companions; or who com

municates them, or makes them known. (TA.)

[See .54le &c.]

g a

act. part. n. of Raising; &c. (Msb,

TA.) _ 8);“, one of the names of God, meaning

1 The Exalter ofthe believer by prospering [him], going termed] (ISk.) You say, “:5

21nd of Ibis, saints by teaching [them]. (TA.) Q] IHe (a, beast) has not the pace termed

Zéf'k, in the Kur lvi. 3, is explained ill ($0

I4 4 0" a 2/ 4 a

{it}. bib, for as?" “he” TA,) or a 2“ 6L; A high mountain. (TA.)

v.5: (TA :) see a trad. (commencing with ' '

the words in the first paragraph of this . ,

5 's. . J

art—55)) 350 IA she-camel [drawing up, or 1 ’2” qr J f 2:64 Hi

withdrawing, or withholding, her milk,- i. e.,] ‘ “‘2; 89’ [aor' ' ’1 m ' n' ‘5 1’ “ mam

not yielding her milk: (A, TA:) or when she

draws up, &c., or refuses to yield, IS[,)

the biestings in her udder. (As, S, [See also

8.315, to which it is opposed.]=IA man going

up, or upwards, through the countries, or lands :

pl. with Q}. J __ {Lightning Gifting. . (Lth,

K,TA.)_813) [pl. oflaf'l) for 39:!) 1st,...)

[People going the pace termed [on their

' 4.5 1' a an

camels or beasts]. (ISk.).._L,i...Jl “gal

t Land diflicult of irrigation; contr. of

W1. (TA in art.

[as a subst., or an epithet in which the

quality of a subst. predominates,] A hard and

elevated tract of land. (ISh, TA voge

[which signifies the contr.]) [See also

I e E

8;! [Higher, or more elevated &c.: an? highest,

1 O Jeb

or most elevated &c.]. _égmv-JJ c3)! IMore

skilled in tracing up, or ascribing, or attributing,

a tradition to its author; i. q. q. vi." (TA

in art. 6.; l.»

Jr[He ran with aF runnihg of which one part

was quicker than another]; said of an ass.

(Lth, Is)

'1

[A place of elevgtion : and hence, _] A

chair, or throne; syn. of the dial. of El

Yemen. (TA.)

A thing with which one raises, elevates, or

takes up. (TA.)

- pass. part. n. of (15;),

($,I_(,*) in the Kur [lvi. 3'2], ($,) means [And

beds raised] one upon another: (Fr, S, Bd,]_§:)

0r 1-ofhigh estimation: (Bd :) or Ibrought near

to them : ($, z) or wives elevated upon couches:

(Bd:) or Thonoured wives. (S,

1A tradition related by a Companion’of

the Prophet, and ascribed, or attributed, to the

Prophet himself, by the mention of him as its

author, or of the person, or persons, up to the

Prophet, by whom it has been handed down.

(Kull p. 152.)=It is also an inf. n.: [see

km, in the latter half of the first paragraph :]

arid signifies 1A certain pace of a beast, TA,)

of a horse and of a camel; (L ;) contr. of

(s, TA ;) and ofuifié ; (A in art. Us.“ ;) it

is a run below that termed TA :) or

above that which is termed and below

that which is termed ’35: (TA: [but probably

3,» is here a mistalie for :]) or a pace ofa

camel rising above the [easy and quick rate of

of subsistinpce became ample, or abundant. (5.)

[See also as), below.]:[léb aor. 1 , He made the

means of subsistence ample, or abundant. You

say,] I will make ample, or

abundant, to you the means of subsistence. (TA.)

=éi};n i. q. @169, q. v. (TA.)

5. He (a man) became, or made himself,

ample, pr abundant, in his means of subsistence ;

syn. z) or he exhibited ampleness, or

abundance, in his means of subsistence. (P$.)=

p.591 He (a man), feared that the

camel [upon which he was riding] would throw

him, and therefore wound his legs next the sheath

of his [the camel’s] peui: : [i. e., pressed his heels

against the camel’s 8U» (or grains):] in the K,

as also in the O and Tekmileh, 421;) is

erroneously put for 421;) :81}, the'reading in the

L. (TA.)_Lvép'He’shi between her thighs,

for the purpose of compressing her ,- (K;) from
rill r'r

the Nawadir el-Aarab; as also livid), i. e. as,

rip,

anal. (TA.)

Q I!

:3) Sqftness, tenderness, or smoothness: (O, L,

K:‘) this is the primary signification, accord. to

the O and L: accord. to MF, softness, tenderness,

0r smoothness, and uncleanness, or dirtiness; but

this addition is wrong; and he has wrongly

ascribed this explanation to Er-Rz'lgllib, who men

tions in his book only the words of the Kur-z’tn.

(TA.) __ Ampleness, or abundance, of the means

of subsistence; and abundance of herbage, or of

the goods, conveniences, or comforts, of life : ($,

K,‘ TA:) and so Vii-$3, (JK)“ Sf TA,) an

int. n., and 'aéébj, [also, app., an inf. n.,

like ,] (JK,*$,*TA;) and 'iéiioj, like

are” (K, and w}, which the

last three letters, following the ', are all aug

mentative,] signifies [the same, or] ampleness,

or abundance, of the means of subsistence.

TA.)—._.-A1so, ($,Msb, 1;, M,) and v 53,, (s,

Msb,TA,) the former of the dial. of Temeem,

and the latter of the dial. of the people of El

’Aliyeh and of El-Iinjt'lz, (Aboo-Kheyreh, Msb,

TA,) [The groin;] the root ofthe thigh; (ISk,

Jm,Msb,l_§; and Mgh in art. ,5, ;) and any of

the other [or places qulezure or creasing];

(ISk, Msb ;) and any place of the body in which

dirt collects, (ISk, Jm, L, Msb,K,) such as the

armpit and the crease of the belly and the like :

(L z) or the inner side of the thigh, at the root:

(JK:) or the inner side of the root qfeach thigh,

next the upper parts of the sides of the pubes,

where the upper parts of the inner sides of the

thighs and the upper part of the belly [app. a

___ --.-. “_q ~1"
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mistake for the lower part of the belly] meet:

(TA :) [or each of the two inguinal creases; for]

the are between the pubes and the thigh,

[one bn each side,] and are also called the :

(Zj in his “Khalk el-Insz'inz”) the latter '(és’j)

also particularly signifies the armpit: (Fr, Mgh,

or, as some say, the root [or innermost part].

ofthe armpit: (TA :) and the same, (ISh,K,)

or each, (Msb,) the parts around the [or

vulva, or external portion of the organs of

generation,] (lSh,Msb,K) ofa woman: (ISh,

and sometimes the itself: (Msb :) the

pl. is 563i (5, Mgh, Msb, 15) and (31,3, (high, 1;)

and and [of pauc.] ’ééji, the first of which

four is pl. of [and is properly :1 pl. of pauc.,]

the rest being pls. of (Msb :) [accord. to J,]

signifies the [or places offiexure, or

creasing,] of the armpits, and of the roots of the

thighs: :) accord. to As, the armpits, and the

[other] ofthe body: (Mgh in art. M,:)

him says, that V signifies the roots of the

arms and of the thighs, and has no proper sing.:

and &Byjl is the sing. of 53;» (éjn ass, ,[but
:03: a

this is app. a mistranscription for 8,." nut-l,

meaning that has for its sing. Erin): and

V signifies the and [by which

latter are app. meant the places that meat] of the

body: accord. to As, what is thus termed is in

camels and in human beings. (TA. [But the

sing. verb in this last clause suggests that there

is another mistranscription here, and a looseness

of explanation; and that we should read thus:

“and (not signifies any ofthe and

ofthe arle-o ofthe body.”]) _Also, both words,

The dirt of the nail: :) or the dirt that is

between the end qf the finger and the nail, when

the nail is not pared, after scratching the

[or groins and armpits and the like]: (TA :) or

the former [or each] signifies the dirt of the

[or places of flemure, 0r creasing, of the

body]; (K ;) or the dirt and sweat that collect in

the of the armpits, and of the roots of the

thighs, and other places offolding of the limbs.

(TA.) _Also the former word, ( 1“ A soft,

or plain, tract, or piece, ofland: (JK, 9") pl.

Elia. (K.)—fLand having much soil or dust.

(L, [Hence,] one says, 3h;

Qljfll +Such a one came with: or brought,

wealth, or cattle, abundant as the soil, or dust,

thus termed. (L.)-_1-A place afl'ected with

drought, or barrenness, (L, K,) thin, or shallow,

[in its soil,] quiddling quality. (L.)__1The

vilest place in a valley, and the worst in re

spect of soil : (Aboo-Mzilik,K,* TA:) the lowest

part of a valley and of a desert: (TA :) or

deli.“ signifies the sides qf the valley.

(AHn, JK, TA.)_ IA side, or lateral part or

region: (Akh, IAQI',K:) pl. éiji. (13.) You

say, 31, and be, Ier is

in a side, or lateral part, not in the middle, of his

people, or party, and of the town, or village.

(IAar, TA.) _. Also sing. of meaning 1The

lower, or lowest, baser or basest, manner or mean

est, sort, or the rabble, or refuse, of'mankind;

4Q;

(JK,K, TA ;) likened to the 85)! of a valley:

or the sing. of EU) in this sense is V (TA.)

_ 1* A skin for water, or for milk, that is thin,

or rendered thin, (accord. to different copies of the

K,) and of little worth. (K, TA.)_.+The

straw of [the species of millet called] 83;: so

accord. to the author of the L; but accord. to
Ibe

others, it is as), with Jig, if this be not a mis

transcription. (TA.):As an epithet, sig

nifies Sqft ; applied to dust, or earth, and to food,

1 , O

or wheat, ()Lnlo,) and to 9.45 [or quicklime,

&c.]. (Kf‘ TA.)

90)

8,: see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

: see in the middle of the paragraph.

A she-camel having purulent pustules,

ulcers, or sores, in the [meaning groins or

armpits]. (A, TA.)

[fem. of igjl], applied to a woman, (JK,

Ibn-’Abbfid, L, K,) Small in the [or vulva]:

(L:) or thin in the thighs, small in the [or

vulva], deep in the [or grains]: (JK, Ibn

’Abbé.d, :) or a woman narrow in the ' [or

groins, or inguinal creases, or the like]: (TA in

art. ()4), from the ’Eyn :) or, applied to a womap,

(A,) or to a she-camel, (JK, L,) wide in the a);

[app. meaning the vulva or the parts around the

vulva]. (JK, A, L.)

is; (JK, s. TA) and v is; @, TA) .nd

7 (TA) Ample, or abundant, (JK, $, TA,)

and pleasant, or good, TA,) means of subsist

ence. (JK, S,

51;!

it's-GU) 2

'4 r1 ’9'

35:8): see as), second sentence.

9/ 01)

3:555):

see

his, i. q. [app. as meaning A benefit,

benefaction, favour, boon, or blessing]: pl.

(TA.)

at" '. ' fz’.’ . .
as": see 6%). _Its fem., A”), is mentioned

above, by itself.

[syn. with A woman small in

the [or vulva], (JK, Ibn-’Abbad,]_(,) or

whose place of circumcision has cohered [after

the operation] when she was young, and, conse

quently, (L,) impervia viro. (JK,Ibn-'Abbad,

L. K-)

see in the middle of the paragraph.

65)

1. (s. o, Mgh, Mtb. K.) M (s, Mi»)

inf. h. (s3 0, Mgh)“ high; K) and fig}; and

(AZ. 0.1;) and $3.3; (0.15;) and

(JK, 0, K,) [8012 1,] inf. n. ; (JK;) and 35,;

(JK, O,I_(;) He was, or became, gentle, soft,

tender, gracious, courteous, or civil; or he be

haved, or acted, gently, sqftly, &c. (JK,$,O,

Mgh, Mgh, 1;.) You say, 4.. 35,, (AZ, s, 0,

Mgh,Msb,K,) and 4&5, (AZ,O,KQ inf. 115.

as above; (O,I_§;) arid and ;) He

was, or became, gentle, 550., or he behaved, or

acted, gently, &c., with him, (AZ, $, 0, Mgh,

Msb,K,) and to him; (AZ, 0, and in like

manner, 4,, Vi), ($,O,Mgh,K,) and 1125p.

(AZ, 0, K1) Hence the saying of the Prophet,

it; [He who is gentle, &c.,

with my people, God will be gentle, &c., with

him]. (0.) [Hence, also,] one says, '63))"

fall [and as is indicated in the 0] He

used gegtleness, or acted gently, in his afair;

syn. dis. (high in art. UJI.) And fiédijtip

He applied himself with gentleness to his needful

afair or business; syn. (T in art.

And v He applied himself with gentle

ness to the afiair; syn. (S in art. dbl.)

_Hence, in form like He was, or

became, gentle, delicate, nice, neat, or skilful, in

work or operation; the contr. of such as is termed

6,15. (Mgh.)_.And J5» with fet-h

to the d, aor.1 , I did, or made, the deed, or

work, soundly, thoroughly, skilfully, judiciously,

or well. (Msb.)_ And Us" I 7mi

ceeded in a right, or a moderate, manner in

journeying, or in pace. (Msb.)= See also 4. ==

is an inf. n. signifying The being a

(0, Fr says, I heard a man at ’Arafét

saying [to the pilgrims_ there assembled],

41;; iii? (,1; Us lilll [May

God make you to be in the companionship of

hfohammad: may God bless and save him].
I’d

(0.) [And accord. to the TK, one says, a; 65,

inf. n. meaning He became a 5;, with

him : bnt what is commonly said in this sense is

gall}, q. v.] = He struck the [or

elbow] of such a one. (K.)—And $33,

(s,0,1_;,) a0r.i, int“. n. (s, 0,) He bound

the she-camel’s arm [app. together with the shank

(for such is the common practice)], ($,O,K,)

to prevent her going quickly, (S, 0,) when fearing

her yearning towards, or longing for, her home,

or accustomed place: ($, O, K:) [or] 3,-2.2)!

aor. ; , inf. n. he bound the camel’s neck

[probably, I think, a mistranscription for

412-; i. e. arm,]) to his pastern, because of a

slight lameness therein;’fl(JK.)= 3}, said of a.

camel, aor. 7- , inf. n. ‘35), He had his elbow dis

torted from his ‘side. (TA and TK. [See

below, and $51: and see also (Bin—[And
£353, inf. n. is probably said off a she-camel,

as meaning She had, in her teat, or teats, what is

91¢

termed 65): see, again, this word below.]

2. [as the inf. n. of the verb in the phrase
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’36." if this verb have been used, means A

sheep’s, dr goat's having thgfore legs white to the

elbows; for it] is from iii, explained be

low. (0.)

3. He was, or berame, his $.93, or

travelling-companion; he accompanied hini in a

journey; ($,O,Msb,K;) inf. it. (TK)

and (TA.) _ And this latter inf. n. also

signifies, The being hypocritical, or acting hypo

critically. (TA. [See also 3 in art. $9.])

4. 15)]: see 1, second sentence._..Also He

profited him, or was useful to him,- O,K3)

as also ' _ [And in the present day,

it means He associated him 9.254 with another or
others.] " t

5: see 1, in four places.

6. 1915!,“ They were, or became, travelling

companions; they travelled, orjourneyed, together;

as also l bib): (JK :) and they two were,

or became, travelling-companions; &c. :

and 42:." Wt) we were, or became, compa

nions in travelling, orjourneying. 0.)

s. gasp i. q. as, _,.u. [i. e. 65, 4.1L] and

[QM-cl [both meaning He sought, br demanded,

aid, or help]. (IfIar p. 395. [See also 10.])._

And hence, (Har ibid.,) as 653)! He profited, or

gained advantage or benefit, by him, or it,

Mgll,Msb,TA,) namely,athing. (Mgh.) [This

phrase is also often used as meaning He made use

ofit; namely, a garment, and an implement, &c.]

_. See also 6. = Also He leaned upon the

ofhis arm [i. e. upon his elbow] : (O, Msb,"t

or upon the pillow [called And

It was, or became, full, orfilled:

10. alibi-ii He sought, or demanded, his pro

fiting him, or being useful to him. (TA.)

Q. Q. 2. He took a i. e. pillow

[upon which to lean with his elbow].

:35) an inf. n. of (O,K;) Gentleness,

softness, tenderness, graciousness, courteousness,

In:

or civility,- contr. quise; ($,0,Mgh, Msb;)

i. q. call, and 5.1;, (IDrd, 0, 11,) cc

andJL' and so'ég; (JK;)

and likewise; whence the phrase

[He treated such a one with gentleness,

sic]. (JK,IDrd,O.) It is 8.150 explained as

meaning Good submission to that which conduces

to what is comely, or pleasing. (TA.)—And

Gentleness, delicacy, nicety, neatness, or skilful

,0)

ness, in work or operation; contr. of 6);.

(Mgh.)._ Also A thing by means of which one

seeks help or assistance. (K.) See also

inf n. of see the next preceding

Pamgrflph.=[Also Easy of attainment.] You

say [A place of pasturing, or of un

restrained and plentiful pasturing,] easy to be

sought [and attained]. ($,0.) And 2

W'ater that is easy (JK,$, O,K) to be sought

(JK,$,0) and taken: (JK:) or of which the

well-repair short. And 43.,“

An object of want that is easy [to be sought and

attained]. (O,K.) = Also A distortion of the

elbow of a camel from the side. (Lth,$, O,K

[Said to be the inf. ii. of q. v.])_ And A

stoppage of the orifice of the teat, (K,) or of the

orifices qfthe teats, (0,) qfa she-camel: (O, K :)

so says Zeyd Ibn-Kuthweh: (0:) or a disorder

in the orifice of the teat, in consequence of being

badly milked, or ofthe milker’s not shaking the

teat to remove what remained in it, so that the

milk reverts into the udder, and turns to blood,

or becomes coagulatcd and mixed with yellow

water. [Perhaps in this sense, also, an

.'°)

inf. n.: see 1, last sentence.]) =See also 5.5).

see what next follows.

iii}, (JK, s, o, Mgh, high, 15,) iii the dial. of

Temeem, (Msb,) and 'iii,, ($,O,Msb,1_{,) in

the dial. of Keys, (Msb,) ahd Viki], and on the

authority of lbn-Tal-hah 7&6}, (K, [in which this

last is said to be like are, to indicate that it is

with damm to the ), but not (as will be shown

below, voce that it is without tenween,

imperfectly decl., and determinate like dig-NJ)

Persons travelling, or journeying, together;

(Mgh;) a company of persons [travelling, or

journeying, or] with whom one is travelling, or

journeying; but not when they have separated:

($,0,Msb,K:) or persons with whom one

travels, or journeys, as long as they are congre

gated in one place of assembly, and in one

journey; but not when they have separated:

(JK =) a lofmultli (s, 0, Mgh. Mib, K.)

which is pl. of (Mgh, Mgb,) and [which

is also pl. of 5.53,] and [of pauc.] (0,

and the pl. of 53) is $3): (Msbz) or is a

quasi-pl. n. of 7&9“; or syn. with this lapt) used

in a pl. sense; and its pl. is Q) and (fl) and

[quasi-pl. IL] Vjij. (K.) [Gclii'ic explains the

first and second and third, as on the authority of

the KL, by the words “consortium, societasz”

but in my copy of the KL,I find only the first

and second; and these are explained only by the

words obi)» 0);, agreeably with the renderings

which I have given above.] _ The pl. also

signifies Camels upon which people have gone

forth to purvey for themselves wheat, or corn, or

other provisionsfrom the towns or villages; each,

or every, company being termed a (TA voce

I» '1

35mm)

53;): see the next preceding paragraph.

as an epithet applied to a she-camel: see

1’85

69'

:‘56, The cord that is used for: the purpose

described in the explanation of 0,

K,) or in the explanation #35,)! (JK.)

[See 1, in the latter part of the paragraph] So in

the saying of Bishr, ($,) i. e. of Bishr Ibn-Abee

Hézim. <0.)

* @Q'é-em-J'l‘ic-lt-i *

(0,) or ,f'd ($, 0,) accord. to different read

ings: z) [i. e. And verily I, with respect to

thefault, or the complaint, of the family of Liiy,

or and the family of Ldrn, am like her that

yearns towards, or longs for, her home, or accus

tomed place, going along with her arm and shank

in the ‘38)]: he says, I am withheld from sati

rizing them, like as this she-camel that yearns

towards, or longs for, her home, or accustomed

place, is bound and withheld; but if they do not

what I approve, I will let loose my tongue with

satirizing them. (0.)—Also A thing in firm

like a finger, made for the teat of a she-camel

when she is afected with the [disorder termed]

it is stufl‘ed with dates, and then the )liea

[q. v.] is bound over it, in order that it [the teat]

may be cured. (JK.)

Gentle, soft, tender, gracious, courteous,

or civil,- (JK, Msb;) as also Vail}. (JK.)—

And hence, (Msb,) Gentle, delicate, nice, neat,

- . , 1" E

or skilful, in work or operation; contr. of (Li-l.

(5, O, Msb, _ [Hence, also,] $13; :05)" Li;

I r O a I 9" Q a

:12 and .31; '6?!) and 3&4; 1 [This afair,

or thing, is easy, or convenient, to thee: see

1'05

55”]. (0.) = Also A “companion (JK, s, 0,

Msb, and companions (JK, S, 0, K) in travel

ling, or journeying, and afterwards: (Kh, $, 0,

Msb, Kz) used as sing. and pl., (JK, S, 0, K,)

like (s, 0) and Lent: (0 =) pl. :15};

(JK,s, 0,15,) with which 1536} is syn., as in
01 v: as»

the phrase 355) 3,3 [Young men companions &c.].

(JK.) See plso It is said in the Kur [iv. 71],

Lie; ital)! (JK, S, 0,) meaning

[i. e. And good, or very good, will be those as

companions after the journey of life] in Paradise!

(JK.) And Mohammad is related by ’Aisheh to

have said, [just before his death,] when he had

been given his choice between continuance in the

present world and what was with God, and had

chosen the latter, t1ng vile)“

[Nay, rather, the highest companions of Para

dise]; meaning, I desire the company, or com

gregation, of the prophets. (0.)

1; 1’ 2:9’ 2. .'

dab): see a») and 9%).

2. ‘ 9. .' -
091): see we), in two places.

him}: see fig).

[compar. and superl. of meaning

More, and most, gentle, &c.]_[1'Ience,] one

says, d1; 13:. [and 31:12] 'l-This ajair,

or thing, is more, or most, easy, or convenient, to

thee. (TA in art. as.) [See also an instance

voce (in art. ’20-), last sentence] =Also,

applied to a camel, Having the elbow

distorted from the side: (JK,$, 0, so says

Lth: (0:) and so the fem. applied to a

she-camel: (J K, $ :) but Az says that the epithet

preserved by him in his memory as heard from
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the Arabs applied to a camel is with db.

(0.) _Accord. to As, (0,) applied to a

she-camel signifies Having the orifice of her teat

stopped up,- (O,K;) and so '23}: (K :) the

latter is said by Zeyd Ibn-Kuthweh’ to signify, so

applied, having the orifices of her teats stopped

up.

I-Ov

cc.

9’)»: see in two places.

see what next follows, in three places.

and t inf. ns. chéj, (AZ, o,1_<,) of

which 1,123}; also is an int“. n. (O,K.)_.Also

A thing by which one profits, or gains advantage

or benefit. (S, O, Msb, It is said in the Kur

[xviii 15], or His};

accord. to difl'erent readers, [i. e. And .He will

prepare for you a condition ofyour case by

which ye shall profit], but no one reads

(S, 0,) which, however, is allowable, meaning

7L3). [See (:3), last sentence.]) The pl. is

(Mgh.) _ [Hence,] )ljll Such ap

pertenances [or conveniencesqu the house as the

privy and the kitchen and the like: (Mgh, Msb :)

or the sinks, and the like, ofthe house : O, :)

and particularly privies : (O :) when used in these

senses, the sing. is only, with kesr to the

A and fet-h t0 the J, '(Mgh, Mgh,) likened to

the noun signifying an instrument. (Mgh.) [See

also 3;, in art. j,~] _ And from the same

words'in the sense expl. in the second sentence

above, (Mgh,) é}. aha tjsj; signify also The

elbow, or elbow-joiiit; the place where the 133

joins upon the $.22; (S, O, K;) [in other words,]

the place where the is connected with the

act}; (Mgh;) the 55,. ofa man: (Msbz) [and

in] like manner in a beast, the elbow, or elbow

joint, as in the JK, S, O, and K, voce

and in countless other instances: but in the K

voce (q. v.), it seems to be applied to the

knee ofa beast :] pl. as above. (Mgh.)

A pillow (S, O, Mgh, K) upon which one

leans [with the elbow]: from in the sense

explained in the last sentence of’the next pre

ceding paragraph. (Mgh.)

izir) l I

a»), 3L5 A sheep, or goat, having the fore

legs white to the elbows. (O, K.) .

A camel whose elbow hurts his

side. (O,K.)_.And A she-camel that is hurt

by the )3“: [q. v.] when her udder is bound there

with, and from whom blood issues (JK, O,

when she is loosed [therefrom] (5!), (JK,)

or when she is milked I31). (0,

A camel having a complaint of his

[0r elbow]. (IDrd, 0’ ,

OI/O)
-.

9.3). A place, or thing, upon which one leans

[properly with the $5}, or elbow]. in xviii.

28 and so.) '

l *0!
a

QU)‘ Leaning upon his elbow. (S, 0.):

Also Full, standing, and continuing, or remain

Bk. I.

ing: (0, K:) or nearly full: so explained by

[Aar as occurring in the following verse of ’Obeyd

Ibn-El-Abras, (0,) describing rain that had filled

the low tracts of ground: (TA in art. Cy; :)

¢r OJ .7 e c :05 v cob

* a?“ Chef-ll) 0.16))" Ce“, '

w: -o.|' :01 as a *'0

ch“) W as Q?

[And the meadows, and the plain, or soft, low

tracts, became abundant with herbage, partly by

what was full, &c., in consequence thereof, and

partly by what was flowing, running upon the

surface of the ground]: (0:) or, as some relate

it, [i. e. “ filled”]; and which means

herbage “of which the bloss’oins have not yet

[accord. to this reading] meaning herbage “of

which the blossoms have appeared :” (TA in art.

come forth from their calyxes;” and

crew) [or, accord. to the reading the

meaning may be, “ partly such as were compact

thereof,” i. e. of the meadows &c., “and partly

such as were cracked ” by the heat and drought :]

another reading is

4‘ ,c0 ~61 040

* tsan?)erqu '

L’s-Us Q» meaning “of what was flowing and

going away.” (TA ubi supra.)

[Nearly the whole of this art. is wanting in the

copies of' the TA to which I have had access.]

J5)
r r _ of,

1' t)?» M; aor' 2) Inf: n: a»);

(s, M ;) and aor. 1, (M, K,) inf. h. J3};

(M ;) IIe was awkward (S, M, in his manner

of wearing his clothes, (S,) or with his clothes

[when walking &c. (see and in every work.

(M, 1_<.)_Ahd 33,, (M, K,) or Us 3;},

($,TA,).aoi’-. 1, (s,M,) inf; h.’ (Lth, T, M,

and J’s, (T, TA) and Qw); (M, K ;) and

'Jijl; (S, M, .He dragged his shirt, and

kicked it with hisfoot : (Lth, T :) or he made his

clothes long, and dragged them, walking with an

elegant and a proud and self-conceited gait, with

an afl'ected inclining of his body from side to

side: (S :) or he dragged his shirt, and walked

in the manner described above: or he moved his

arm up and down [in walking]: (M, and

“J3; signifies the same as and

J5): (TA:) or [infi n. of 4] signifies a

man’s having a long garment, such as a shirt and

a (Khalid Ibn-Jembeh, T_in art. do; =)

and one says, [She drags

her shirt, &.c., in her gait, by reason of awkward

ness]. (S.) ij,-a phrase used by

Ru-beh, [' being app. pl. of a re

gular inf. n. of (353,] means She walks with every

sort of or [i.e. dragging qfthe skirt, &c.].

(Lth, 232390111. to different copies.) And 7,355,

inf. 11. mp, He walked with an inclining of his

bodyfrom side to side by reason of pride

or by reason of old age : (K,

accdrd. to different copies :) the Q is augmenta

tive. (TA.) = See also the next paragraph, last

sentence, in two places.

2. The making a garment ample, or long

towards the ground : the letting it down, or making

it to hang down: (TA :) [and’so 'JU)[:] ’ypu

say. as; was (slop) 403, (M.) or as.

(K, TA, in the CK M3,) He let down, or made

to hang down, his gdrments, or his garment, or

his shirt. (Sh, T, M, K.) __ Hence, (TA,) 15,,

(A’Obcyd, T, S, M,) inf. n. as above, (Sh, T, S,

M, IHe magnified him, or honoured him :

(A’Obeyd, T, S, M, he made him a king,

(A’Obeyd, T, M, and a lord, or chief, (Sh,

T, M, and a commander, and ajudge : (TA :)

[like and he rendered him. submissive;

made him to submit,- or brought him under, or

into, subjection: (M,Kz) thus it has two contr.

meanings; (K ;) [like dijfl for when a man is

made judge in an affair, it is as though he were

subjected to service therein. (TA.) Dhu-r-Rum

meh says,

11,! e , 304 e051 J o:

“,5 ,L. Dal tau, ON 13; *

* )eblrl 0:0 OJ'D/O’ *

:54: 9-9 .,Jsa Of ofit»! o}:

i [When we magnify a man, or make a man a

king, &c., he becomes lord, or chief, of his people,

though he have been before that not mentioned].

(T, S, And you say, 1“ Such a one

was made a lord, or chief, over his people. (Sh,

T.) _Also IHe increased, or exceeded, to him

that over which he had authority tojudge, or to

decide. (TA.) _And also signifies IThe

leaving a well for its water to collect in it; (S,

O, K;) and so ' (O, you say, J5)

afijl tHe left the well for its water to collect

if u,- (Ks, T, M ,) as also Wig, aor. 1, inf. II.

J-‘b- (OJ

4. J5), and its inf. n. see 1, in two

places: = and see also 2, in two places.

*

. -, _, . .
5: see 1, in two places—Jo); also signifies

{He was, or became, or was made, a lord, or

chief. (Sh, T, TA.) Hence, in a trad. of Whil

Ibn-Hojr, gli bits W1f' [Jigiiy u};
r g r! 0 r

{pyrim- 1[He is, or will be, &c., a lord, or

chief, over the subordinate kings, wherever they

are, of the people of Hadramowt]. CF," TA.)

Q. Q. 1. int n. see 1.

53),(1Drd,50, K, TA,) or, as in some copies

of the Jm, 73,5), (0, TA,) or 'Jg, (accord. to

a copy of the M,) or i (accord. to the CK,)

[in the K said to be whh' kesr, which, accord. to

a rule observed in that work, indicates that it is

(332,] The skirt, or lOthf‘onft‘fgnily, ofa garment.

(M, 0, You say, 4.0; J3)! [explained above:

see 2]. (K.) Aha i.e. [A shirt

ample, or long,] in the skirt. (TA.)

IThe water that collects after drawing,

(1;, thus accord. to the T and O and some

copies of the K, [and this is said in the TA to be

the right explanatiop,]) or the black mud, or

black fetid mud, (SliL, thus accord. to other

copies of the K, or [which has the same or

142
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a similar meaning], thus accord. to the M and A

and L,) of a well. (T, M, O, A, L, = See
a, 0"

also the next preceding paragraph. = vb“) dc) A

call to the ewe, to be milked. (Ibn-’Abbéd,

Awkward M, in his manner of

wearing his clothes, (S,) or with his clothes [when

walking &c.], and in every work; as also V

fem. [of the latter] H312}. (M, 1;.) And

(Lth, T, M, 1;, TA) and visa, (Lth, T, TA) A

woman who drags her skirt (Lth, T, M, K, TA) .

well, or beautifully, (M, K, TA,) when she walks,

and who walks with an elegant and a proud and

self-conceited gait, with an ejected inclining of

the body from side to side: (Lth, T, TA 2) or

the_former signifies a woman who drags her shirt

in her gait, by reason of awkwardness:

(S, TA :) and V5.3}, a woman who does not walk

well (ADk, T, S, M, in her clothes, (ADk, T,

S, M,) dragging her garment, (M,) or dragging

her skirt: :) and '5“), a man making his

clothes long, and dragging them, walking with an

elegant and a proud and selflconceited gait, with

an afi'eeted inclining of his body from side to

side; ;) in which sense may be well used

as an epithet applied to a woinan: (Lth,Tz) or

'st (TA) and 'Jsfi, (Seer, M, 1;, TA,) in

which latter the Q is angmentative, (TA,) signify

a man who drags his shirt, and walks in the

manner last described above; or who moves his

arm up and down in walking. (Seer, M, K, TA.)

_. Also, i. e. Foolish,- stupid; or unsound,

or deficient, in intellect, or understanding.

_And 5:3, A foul, 0r an.pnseemly, or ugly,

woman; (M,K;) as also '35), (M,) or 7313),

with two kesrehs: :) and the same epithets

are applied likewise in this sense to a man. (M.)

= See also (jg).

3152: see the next preceding paragraph, near

the end.

, Long in the tail; (Lth, T, s, M, 15;) applied

to a garment: :) or, thus applied, wide, or

ample: (M,K:) in the former sense, applied to

a horse, (Iith, As, T, M,) and to a bull, (Lth, T,)

and to a camel, (Lth, T, S, M,) and to a mountain

goat; (M;) and 0:5) signifies the same: (Lth,

As, M :) and applied to a horse as meaning also

(M) having much flesh; (M,K;) and so 6;):

(M :) and to a camel as meaning also wide in the

skin: (Lth, T, S, M, K:) and, applied to hair,

long; (M ;) [or] so '36), like (K;) or
Q 41 6 I

7 QB), or ' d5); (so accord. to different copies of

the T ;) and so V applied to a garment. (TA.)

Also A man having a long skirt. (Ham p. 386.)

'— [Hence,] Ligés (EAR) or iii?!

M, in one copy of the 35),) {Ample means of

subsistence. (S, M, TA.)5 See also Jae). = And

see ‘

I 1;

“Jug:

places.

. 1)

JUN

see the next preceding paragraph, in two

3:

see (y).

a a r 05 s I .

JG): see ji,.=(_,.,3\ JG) A thing that is

put before the penis of the goat, in order that he

may not copulate. (IDrd, M, K.)

D v Q a

Jet); and its fem., with 3: see (J3), in three

places.

J-‘el _ use, 5., _

J51; and its fem., We): see J2), 1n three

places.

I .0: lie

defy: see J9.

[A waist-wrapper] made to hang down.

(Sh, T.) [Hence, perhaps, what next follows.]

Miro [written’without any syll. signs, app.

either or an epithet used as a subst.,

or converted into a subst. by the addition of‘3,]

A long [dress or garment such as is called] 31;,

in which one drags his shirt, and walks with an

elegant and a proud and trey-conceited gait

as). (TA.)

O'firs

4L5)» A she-camel having her udder bound with

a piece of rag, which is made to hang down over

her teats so as to cover them. (M, O, L, _.

[See also the next preceding paragraph.]

363.3, applied to a woman, means it"

[i. e. Who drags her skirt, &c., much] :

(Lth, T :) [and in like manner,] applied to a

man, (TA,) [which means the same:

see 1]. (M, K, TA.)

[app. pl. of an inf. n. of

see 1.

4’)

1. (JK, K.) or (Mgh. Ma.)

inf. n. 5.36; and (JK, Mgh, Mgh, 15*) and

[133, (JK,) His life, or the life, was, or became,

ample in its means or circumstances, unstraitened,

or plentiful, (JK, Mgh, Msb,K,) and easy, plea

ian’t’, soft, or delicate: (JK,* Msb, K.). [See also

Kati), below.]“? as), aor. 1 , n. :35) (JK,

Msb, and 45) (Msb, K) and 43), (K,) [or this

last is perhaps a simple subst.,] said of a man,

He led [a plentiful, and] an easy, a pleasant, a

soft, or a delicate, life,- (K ;) he found, or expe

rienced, [or enjoyed, (see the part. 11. below,)]

an easy, a pleasant, a soft, or a delicate, life,

with ampleness of the means of subsistence; and

74;; is [syn. therewith, its part. n. being

syn. with sit), and the verb itself being] quasi

pass. of (Msb :) or hefound, or experienced,

rest, or ease, after fatigue. (JK.) [See also 4.]

_Jggi 9.13;, (s, Mgh,K,) aor. = , (S,Mgh,)

inf. 71.3; and 3,3}, (s, [and it is implied in the

K that 25, also is an ian n. of the verb thus used,

but it is a simple subst. accord. to the S,]) The

camels came to the water to drink Mgh, K)

every day, (S,) when they would. (S, Mgh,

[See :3), below.] = Lgl Hast than not,

or wherefore wilt thou not have, mercy, or pity,

or compassion, on such a one ? (TA. [The mean

ing is there only indicated by the context.])

2. 4;), inf. 11. 41,6}: see 4, in five places..—

1,0, g _
Add 4:), mi. 1:. as above, He rested himself;

made himself to be at rest or at ease; or gave

himself rest. (Mgh, Msb.)_ 3,, (JK, s,

Mgh, or 421;, (so accord. to one copy of the

S, [both correct, but the former the more common,])

inf. n. as above, (S, K,) He made his circum

stances ample and easy; eased him, or relieved

him; and granted him a delay; (JK,“ S,* Mgh,

Kf) namely, his debtor; (S, Mgh ;) or one who

was in straitness, or distress: (TA:) and he

behaved, or acted, gently, sqftly, tenderly, gra

ciously, or courteously, with him: (JK, TA :*)

and C51; Grant thou to me a delay: it is from

:3) as used in relation to camels. (Mgh.) And

¢

J ,5 :0» fl)

“mail a» 43) Fatigue was removed from him, or

made to quit him. (TA.)

4. as)! He found, or experienced, rest, or “ease,

(K,) or he remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode,

and found, or experienced, rest, or ease, (lAar,

TA,) at our abode; as also '43), inf. 11.

1,55; (14..., TA ;) and Vapl. (l'Aar; 1;.)—

He kept continually, or constantly, to the eating

of dainty food, (K, TA,) and indulged himself

largely in eating and drinking: and this is said

to he meant in a trad. in which 0631” is for

bidden; because it is one of the practiécs of the

foreigners and of worldly people. (TA.)—He

anointed himself, (JK, S, K,) and combed, or

anointed and combed, his hair, (S,) every day:

(JK, S, K :) and this also is said to be meant in

the trad. above mentioned: (JK, S, TA :) or by

05)‘\}i in that trad. is meant [the indulging in] ease
J

and plenty. __ ,JQI dbl The cattle re

mained near to the water (K, TA) in the water

ing—trough or tank, posturing there upon the

plants, or trees, called (TA.)—And

I”)! Their camels, (JK,) or their cattle, (K,)

came to the water to drink (JK, every day,

(JK,) or when they would. (15.) == He

(God) made them to have an easy, a pleasant,

a soft, or a delicate, and a plentiful, life; as also

1%,, inf. n. = (1;, TA =) and £3; and

l I made him to find, or experience, [or

enjoy, (see 1,)] an easy, a pleasant, a soft, or a

delicate, life, with ampleness of the means of sub

sistence. (Msb.)_And 34‘?! 43)! ; ;) and

7 ing), (K,) and V 4;), inf. n. as above; (TA ;)

He made the camels to come to the water to drink

(S, K, TA) every day, (S, TA,) when they would.

(SJK, TA-)

5: see 1.

10 : see 4.

3) [said in the to be an inf. n. of said of

a man, and app. of said of camels: or it i]

a subst. from said of camels; ;) and

[thus] signifies The coming of camels to the water

to drink (JK, S,‘ Mgh) every day, (J K, S,*)

when they will: (S,“' Mgh:) or the shortest and

quickest of.the times qflcoming to water. (TA.)

[See also $3, and {téofij Lebeed uses it meta

phorically in relation to palm~trees growing over

water, saying,

a 4 an, s I so I I'D!

* gowns saw v) we: *

* J :0: w ’I ' ' rill): r.

12*” M e; as W, "
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[I They drink ei'ery day, together, not thirsting;

and every one of them is sipping the water, dip

ping therein]. (TA.):Also Small, or young,

palm-trees. (JK, K, TA. [By Golius and Frey

tag written, in this sense,

vs 9 a .

45) i. q. 0,3 [1. e. Straw,- or straw that has

been troda'en, or thrashed, and cut : by some

written and by some, (Kr, S,

.s . .e. r . a

whence the prov., 45)" o; 0.3! 04 oil [lilore

freefrom want than the'badger is from the want

of straw]; 135! meaning the beast of prey called

because it does not feed upon straw:

:) [by some written .1351; and by some, dial;

and by some, 5251 :] accord. to some, the former

,5

word is with 5; and 05)! occurs as its pl. in a

verse cited by 1F: accord. to 18k, the two words

are correctly without teshdeed, and with the

Q '1

radical a. (TA in art. [See also 9.5,, in

art.

gap,

1,3) Pity, compassion, or mercy. (AHeyth,

Thus expl. as used in the saying, “in! 13]=

.3}: west Us (TA. [But 433.1211

is here an evident mistranscription for 45.211, the

name of the TWell'th Mansion of the Moon: the

meaning is, When 45):" sets aurorally, pity be

comes little in the earth; because then the cold

ends: see art. drab

see 251;, in two places.

.4 8/) Or

39,!) : see 3.513].
a

I I Q l

4,5): see 451), in two places.

and tips}, Msb, K, [both expressly

shown in the JK and Mgh and Msb to be

inf. 119,1) like and (TA,) and v £43},

(S, like (TA,) .the last rendered

quasi-coordinate to the quinqueliteral-radical class

[partly] by means of l in its latter part, changed

into [5 because of the kesreh before it, (S, [but

mentioned also in a separate art., as well as here,

in the and K,]) A. state of life ample in its

means or circumstances, unstraitened, or plentiful,

(S, Msb, and easy, pleasant, soft, or delicate:

(Msb, so in the saying, Us ;A

aL-bt (e) and 5M1; (s. Mtlb) and (s) He

is in a state of life ample in its means &c.

(shah)

see the next preceding paragraph.

:51}, applied to life, as meaning Ample in its

media: or circumstances, unstraitened, or plentiful,

(Mgh,) [and easy, pleasant, soft, or delicate; like

t 1,5, t _ and] applied to a man, (JK, s, Msb,)

In a state of ease, and ampleness of the means or

circumstances of life ; (JK, ;) in a state of rest,

or case; (Mgh, Mgh, K ;) enjoying an easy, a

pleasant, a soft, or a delicate, life; (high, K;) as

. also (K [though this seems to be applied

m0rc prdperly to life itself, being from- 33,]) and

J rid

' a». (K) and ' (Mgh. Mtb, K => or

' signifies in a state of rest, or ease, after

fatigue; and its pl. is :6; and (JK.) _

dais) [the latter word being pl. of Egg]

Camels coming to the water to drink (JK, K)

every day, (JK,) when they will. Lfl

1'46 (s, mas.) and 1463,16

(JK,$,K,’) [Between me and thee is a night,

and are three nights,] of gentle, or easy, journey

ing. (JK, $, Msb, _ 4-,: 3:» He is

afl'ected with mercy, pity, or compassion,for himi

(Aboo-Leylit,

:0 psi -1

4;.» 4.5)!) means [i. c. He is one who

leads, or enjoys, a more easy, pleasant, soft, or

delicate, and plentiful, life than he]. (TA.)

see

35)

1. (.45: 5,3,, (s, M, Msb,) third pers. 6,,
s )0! M

(K,) 801'. .9), (s, Msb,) inf. n. $5,; (s, M, Msb 9

and, in the dial. of Benoo-Kaab, aor.

inf. n. 6%,; (Msb;) but this latter is strange;

(TA in art. 5);) I repaired, or mended, the

garment, (high, K, TA,) [where it was rent,]

drawing parts therletogether; (TA ;) [or rather,

as is well known, I darned it; for] ,5) is the

finest, or most delicate, hind of sewing; the

weaving [over] a rent, or hole, in a garment, so

that it appears as though there wgre in it no rent,

or hole: (Har p. 91:) and signifies the

same: M, Msbz) IAar and AZ say that it is

with s; but the latter says that the h is [some

times] changed into 3, so that one says 9,33:

accord. to 18k, [but this is at variance with what

follows,] the verbs with and without a have difi'e

/ s ‘ if, .v 0,.

rent meanings; for one says, Yall." B), and £95)

J-f-Jn- (TAO- 34;" 5353. (18k. M.) third

pers. U), [aor. and inf. n. as above,] II ap

peased, or quieted, gr calmed, the man,- (131;,

M, TA;) as also (M and K in art. is, ;)

[i. e.] Iquieted the man’sfear; K, TA ;) did

away with. hisfear, like as one does away with a

rent, or hole, by ’53." [i. e. darning]. (TA.)—

And is), aor. ,Sfi, IHe married, or took a wife,

(TA ;) and i3, is Bald. to signify the same. (TA

in art. 15).)

1105* 210,

2. 4:9), inf. n. 4;), I said to him (i.e. to a

man taking to himself 'a wife, ;Lipb

" 1:25!

[exp]. below, see 3]: :) and so 455). (T, s,

M, K; all in art. 8).)

3. means He agrees, or is of‘on’e mind

or opinion, with me; [the inf. n.] SUI)» being

syn. with 365:, (s, TA,) or (AZ, M, TA,)

as also iii), (XZ, TA,) this latter being thus made

by AZ ail inf. n. [like the former]: (TA:) [or]

72%; [is a simple subst., or is generally used as

such, and] signifies close union, or coalescence;

and concord, or agreement; (S, K, TA;) and

good consociation: (TA :) and hence the saying,

to one taking to himself a wife, in the TA

at.» [to the king],) ;spt, [May it (the

marriage) be with close union, &c., further expl.

in art. 15,]. (s, TA t) ISk says that it is origi

nally with .; (TA ;) but if you will, he says, the

meaning may be, with tranquillity, or freedom

from disturbance or agitation; from

“ I appeased, or quieted, or calmed, the man.”

($, TA.)—§Gl}:6 is also syn. with i932: and

with as a dial. var. of [i.e.,

signifies, like $13!}, He treated him with gentleness,

or blandishment; soothed, coaxed, wheedled, or

cajoled, him; &c. : and he treated him in an easy

and a gentle manner in selling; or abated to him.

the price, or payment :] and accord. to IAar,

Us) [also, like ilijlfl is syn. with $513. (TA.)

1 c 5

4. I had recourse, or I betooh my

self, or repaired, to him, or it, for refuge, pro

tection, preservation, concealment, covert, or

lodging: (TA:) and I inclinged to, or towards,

a 5

him, or n.- 8. dial. var. of its}. (Fr, TA.) =

diginl I brought the ship near to the land ,

I 8'0

9. dial. var. of ;ttsj. (ISh,TA.)_See also a,

last sentence.

6. )2'891 ul; They agreed together to do

the thing,- a dial. var. of (TA.)

I” I '1 Ir)

2:“): pl. QB): see as), in art. d).

.1 D

2L3): see 3; and see also art. 5).

Having large andflabby ears : fem.

(K, TA,) meaning, whose ears approach each

other so that their extremities almost touch one

another. (TA.)

8 _el

\:91: see art. Us,

uh

1- ;5' see 1 in art. ,5.

3 0!

Us)! Pure milh: (IAar, TAz) or milh of a

gazelle: or pure and good milk: (M,K :) ISd

says, it may be of the measure or 35%;};

or it may belong to art. ,5), because one says

but not [to his knowledge] (TA.)

0) -

1. aor. ,, (s, Mgh,‘ Msb,1_{,) infi n. 2%,,

(JK, s, Mgh, 1;; TA,) It (a thing,_JK, s, Mgh,

Msb, TA) had at» quality termed 23,; (15,11;

[in the CK, 33;" is erroneously put [for 113.?" ;])

[i.e.] it was, or became, the contr. of gal-é,

Msb, TA,) and of (5, TA t) [or rather,

properly, it is the contr. i. e. it was, or

became, thin as meaning qflittle thickness in com

parison with its breadth and length together;

little in extent, or depth, between its two opposite

surfaces: thin, fine, delicate, flimsy, unsubstan

tial, or uncompaet, in. texture 9%.; said of a

garment and the like: shallow, or of little depth ,

said of water, and of sand, &c. : thin as meaning

wanting in spissitude; said of mud &c.: attenu

ated: see 55), below; and :] and Vérhl

[in like manner] signifies the bontr. of mi

[and therefore contr. of for these last two

142'
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verbs are‘syn.]. K.) _. [Hence,] £53,

[infi n. iii), or or both, (and if so, the secopd

pers.,may be “Ligand and the aor.

and 3);» +IIis bones beeanie weak; or became

thin, and consequently tweak; meaning] the

became aged: (JK:) or it is said of one who

has become aged. (TA. [See g) and be

low; and see also _ And (3;, [infi n. 3;),

tHe was, or became, weak: and abject, mean,

paltry, or contemptible : see : and see also 4 :]

his patience, or endurance, became weak, or weak

ened: (TA :) he was, or became, weak-hearted,

and fearful; as also (Mgh :) and

afiected with shame, shyness, or bashfiilness. (K,

TA.) _ And it (Mgh, Kg) first pers.

aor. ; , inf. n. g), + He was, or became,

[tender-hearted, (see and $3l,)] merciful,

compassionate, or pitiful, to him; (Mgh, K 5) as

also (TA :) and l signifies the

same as ll ($, ._ [And

+Ilis speech was, or became, soft or tender, or

easy and sweet, or elegant, graceful, or ornate:

see $1153, and see also 2. _. And Jr]Iis

voice was, or became, slender, or soft, or gentle.

__ And ’r Ills state, or condition, was,

or became, narrow in its circumstances, or evil:

see 2.5), below, and 4; and see also 4 in art.

_... And ii; t IIis living, or sustenance, was,

or became, scan/y.] ._ And I Ifis years

that he numbered were for the most part passed,

so that the remainder was little in his

estimation. (IAar, TA.) = (Mgh, hilst

aor. ; , (Msb,) inf. n. J), ($,*1\Igl1,Msb,K,)

He was, or became, a slave; (Sf Mgh,_Msb,

K ;") or he remained a slave. (Mgh.)= and

'3)! He made him av slave: (Msbz) or 1the

latter signifies he kept him as a slave; (Mgh;)

contr. @523; (s, Mgh ;) as also i 25);“! =' (so

or i the second and 7 third, he possessed him as a

slave; ;) and so accord. to 18k and A2

and others: (TA:) or 1 hijal signifies he made

him, or took him as, a slave; (Mgh;) or he

brought him into a slate of slavery. (TA.)

2. (s,1;,) int‘. n. (TA ;) and iii»,

($15,) inf. n. [36;]; (TA;) contr.

(K ;) or He made it, or rendered it, 6:53 [i.e.

thin, as meaning of little thickness in comparison

with its breadth and length together; &c.: see 1,

first sentence; and $3, below]. (S, TA.) _.

[Hence,] ,s-jtén [The making speech to be

[soft or tbnder, or, easy and sweet, or] elegant,

graceful, or ornate; the beautifying, or embellish

ing, and adorning, of speech. ($, TA.) Am]

hence, (TA,) it is said in a. prov., (a) 5,;1

$3; (S, K, TA) IDost thou allude (K, TA)

gracefully, courteously, politely, or delicately,

(TA,) to a morning-draught? (K, TA :) [the

origin of which prov. was this:] a certain man

named Jaban alighted by night at the abode of a

people, and they entertained him, and gave him

an evening-draught ; and when he had finished it,

he sair , “When ye shall have given me amorning

draught, how shall I enter upon my way and

prosecute the object of my want?” whereupon

the saying above was addressed to him : (Kf TA :)

it is applied to him who makes an allusion to a

thing, like this guest, who desired to oblige the

people to give him the mining draught: and

was said by Esh-Shaabee to one who spoke

of kissing a woman when meaning thereby

(TA.) __ [Hence also,] 6;) (K in art. (3).)

or *3) ($ in that art.) 1“ [Ile made his voice

slender, or soft, or gentle]. ._ also signifies

t [The pronouncing a word with the slender sound

ofthe lengthenedfet-h (like the sound of“a ” in our

word “father”), and with the ordinary sound of

the letter J; both as in and A'it;] the contr.

(Kull p. 127.)_[',.‘£;n 53,, said of

a camel, (K, TA,) I He went an easy pace : and

1 “5;, alone, signifies the same. (TA.) [See

also R. Q. 2.] _jg-il-ll ‘5) t He created, or

excited, disorder, disturbance, disagreement, or

dissension, or he made, or did, mischief, between,

or among, the people. (TA.)

4. (5)1, said of the white grape, (AHn, O, K,)

It was, or became, thin in its shin and abundant

in its juice: (AHII, TA :) or completely ripe.

(O, K.) _ Said of a man, 1He was, or became,

in a state, or condition, narrow in its circum

stances, or evil; i.q. 3Q, (JK,) or

ow fill/Oi 0 0543

an- a; . (K, TA.) _Ms'aai M, a):

I Their natural dispositions were, or became, nig

gardly, tenacious, or avaricious. (TA.) = 3):

see 2, in two places._ See also 1, last sentence,

in three places.

a 1

5: see 1:__and see also 2. She (a

girl) captivated his heart so that his patience, or

endurance, became weak, or weakened. (TA.)

in

6. L2 L51; (5)33 '§ +Thou knowest

not what thing thou wilt choose: (JK:) or to

what state, or condition, thy mind will come at

the last. (TA.) The origin of the word

is unknown. (JK.) [See also art.,efij

10: see 1, first sentence. _ [Hence,] 5);»!

it," The water [became shallow : and hence,]

Isanh into, or disappeared in, the earth, except a

nan. (1;, TA.)_ And Jim 5,»: +le night

for the most part passed. (TA.) = ,z..1=

see 1, last sentence, in three places.

R. Q. 1. 26,3}, ($15,) inf. n. 53,5}, (TK,) 1a

poured it forth in small quantity ,- namely, water

&c.: :) or he made it to game and go; namely,

water. 35,51 (3)3) He poured a

little clarified butter upon the broken bread;

(K, TA ;) i. e. made it savoury therewith : or, as

some say, poured much thereq" upon it. (TA.)

_wQLg (3)5) He made the perfume to

run [to andfro (as is implied in the upon the

garment: (TA:) [or he poured and rubbed the

perfume upon the garment.] El-Aasha says,

I , a 2'2, _05 . J! v,

* earnestness" u? we" 1";

[And she is cool, with the coolness ofthe

I” ’10,,

>14 *5: *

(see 53)) of the bride, in summer, upon which

thou hast poured and rubbed perfume miped with

sa'fl'ron &c.]. ($, TA: in the latter,

}.°,.-‘.n 5);, He minced the wine. (TA.)-'59,

He made his eye to shed tears. (TA.)_.

It is said in a trad., ié-Lj,

meaning [Sedition, or the like, will come, and]

one act thereof will cause desirefor another by its

embellishment thereof, or investing it with charms.

(TA.) _. [See also below.]

R. Q. 2. It (water, &c.,) poured forth

in small quantity. (TA.) _He, or it, ran in an

easy manner. (TA.) [See also 2, last sentence

but one.]._..1t (water, $, TA) was, or became,

in a state quotion, or commotion; (K, TA;) in

which sense, [meaning it flickered,] it is [also]

said of the *1}; [or mirage]; (O,K; [see also

another explanation below;]) [it went to and

fro;] it came and went. (S, K, TA.) And in

like manner, (S,) all" 0):);

round about at the inner edge of the eyelid.

(S, And L,,l..;.:.‘d-ll $.55) The sun appeared

as though it were turning round (A’Obeyd,K,

TA) and coming and going, by reason of its

nearness to the horizon, and qf vapours inter

vening between it and the eyes; which it does not

when it is high. (A’Obeyd, TA.) ._ It (a thing)

shone, or glistened; (JK,$,K;) as does the

.,”}; [or mirage]. (JK.)_.;1§; up): His

eye shed tears. (TA.)

5,: see $.53; and 5;.=Also, (JK,$,Mgh,
' Q

Mgb, K,) and t5, (Mung) but the latter is a

rare dial. var. though some read thus in the Kur

lii. 3, (Msb,) [Pare/merit; and vellum; so in

the present day; or] skin, (Mgh,Msb,) or thin

skin, upon which one writes: Mgh,

Msb, or (so accord. to the Mgh, but in the

K “ and”) a white [i. e. blank] [which

means a paper and a piece of skin, bu’t generally

such as is written upon]: (JK,Mgh,K:) or

metaphorically applied to Ia shin written upon :

properly one upon which one writes: (Ed in

The tears went

lii. 3:) accord. to Fr, +the [i. e. papers, or

pieces of skin, meaning records,] that will be

produced to the sons of Adam on the day of

resurrection; which indicates that such as is

written is also thus termed: (Az,TA:) in the

Kur hi. 3, [accord. to some,] applied to Tthe Book

of the Law revealed to llIoses: or the Kur-a’n.

(Jel.) =Also, (K,) or the former word [only],

(JK,$,Msb,) The tortoise: (JKz) or a great

tortoise: or the male tortoise: (Msbz)

and the crocodile: (JK2) or, (K,) accord. to

Ibraheem El-Harbee, (TA,) a certain aquatic

reptile, (K, TA,) [app. the turtle, or sea-tortoise,]

having four legs, and claws, or nails, and teeth

in a head which it exposes and conceals, and

which is killed for food: (TA => pl.

(A’Obeyd, JK, S, Msb, K.)

3’

6) Shallow, applied to water; or shallow water,

(12K; IDrd, K, TA ;) not copious, or not

abundant; (IDrd, TA ;) in a sea, or great river,

3.

or in a valley; (IDrd, K, TA ;) as also 1(3);
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(K;) and so '3,l§3. (IDrd,K.)._See also

2 1'

0")

3 3,

6): see a). [It is indicated in the K that it is

syn. with tlle latter word in all ofits (the latter’s)

senses: but I do not find it to be so in any other

lexicon.]_A thin thing. [There expl. as

. . ?. .' ° ,1 .
signifying we) 25.»; but perhaps by gthls may

he meant that it is an epithet syn. with éti), as it

is said to he in the K.]) See 6:3). ._ The leaves

of trees: or the branches that are easy for the

cattle [to eat]. (K.)—And A certain thorny

9 If

plant. __ See also 65). = Also The state,

or condition, of a slave; slavery; servitude;

(JK, $, Msb, ;) and so '53). (KL)

Any land by the side of a valley, over

which the water spreads in the days of the in

crease, and into which it then sin/ls, or disappears,

($,K,) and which therefore produces good herb

age : :) pl. :56). ._ See also

5;) [an inf. n. of in several senses, as shown

above, in the first paragraph of _this art.]: it is

explained in the K as syn. with £5; : [see 1, first

sentence :] but El-Munawee says, [in the “ Tow

keef,” that the former is like the latter [as

meaning Thinness], but that the latter is said

with regard to the lateral parts of a thing, and

the former with regard to the depth ofa thing [or

the erctent between the two opposite surfaces

thereof] : thus, in a material substance, such, for

instance, as a garment, or piece of cloth, [&c.,]

it is [thinness as meaning l-ittle thickness in com

parison with the breadth and length together;

littleness in extent, or depth, between the two

opposite surfaces: fineness, delicateness, flimsiness,

unsubstantialness, or uncompactness, in teacture

do. :] the contr. of and] (TA:)

[in water, andgsand, &c., shallowness, or littleness

Qfdepth : (see z) in mnd,and anything imperfectly

liquid, thinness as meaning want of spissitude:

an attenuated state or condition of anything] .7

Also 1 lVeakness; (Mgh;) as in the phrase ii],

[weakness of resistance ,- similar to

contr. of 121's]; (Ham p. 631;)

[and in the phrase w; Sig) weakness of religion :

(see also abjeclness, meannessnpaltriness,

0r contemptibleness: and weak-heartedness, and

featfulness: (see 12)] and shame, shyness, or

bashfulncss. (15.) _. Also +[Tender-heartedness,

(see and $3l,)]' mercy, compassion, or pity;

;) and so 3‘; 5): (TA in art. Un- :) in the

soul, it is tllé contr. of and (El

Munitwee, TA.) ._ [And 1‘ Softness or tender

ness, or easiness and sweetness, or elegance, grace

fulness, or ornateness, of speech: see and

see also 2. _And TSlenderness, softness, or

gentleness, of voice.] _And rEvilness [or nar

ronmess ofthe circumstances] of state or condition:

so in the saying, all; iii-3

t [I wondered at the paucity of his property, and

the evilness, or the narrowness of the circum

stances, of his state or condition]. (TA.) _.

[And T Scantiness of living or sustenance &c.] _

And 554 HA looseness, or diarrhoea]. (TA

in art. a,“‘

$5), an int. n., (KL, [see 1,]) [Thinness, and

consequently] Iweahness (J K, $,K, KL, TA) of

the bones, (JK,) or in the bones, (TA,) or of the

bone, (KL,) or as in the bone, (S,) and in a

camel’s foot: (TA :) [and] lightness in a-horse's

hoof. _ IPaucity: thus in the

saying, a?) alt» I[In his property ispaucity]:

(JK,$,K, TA :) mentioned by Fr, or by

ALObeyd thus, but the saying mentioned by Fr is

(;5) ilk L; IT/tere not in his property

paucity. (TA.)—And +Scantiness of

food. (TA.) =_.- See also the next paragraph.

A [desert tract such as is called] 5):; :

or a wide, or spacious, gave, ofsoft soil,

beneath which is hardness: (TA :) or a level,

($,K,TA,) expanded, (TA,) tract qf land, qf

soft soil, beneath which is hardness : K, TA :)

or a tractfrom which the water has sunk into the

ground,- as also V and V [q. v.]: or a soft

and wide tract qfland; TA ;) accord. to As,

wit/tout sand,- (TA ;) as also '5) and v and

'éigiflifl the last of which is, a contraction

of' 63;, used by {tn-bell, TA,) by poetic

license. (TA.)=,5@' ,1”: A 1.0: do . Fr K.
[See also ) y y ( , l )

56,: see 7321,59, (JK,$,K,) as a

subst., (Til,§,2,?l‘ 66) hi, (Mgh, Mgh,) Thin

bread, (' 6:3)», JK, S, Mgh, Msb, TA,) such

as is [fiatJor flattened, or] expanded: (TA :)

n. un. (Mgh,* Msb, meaning a single

thin, round cake of bread: (Mgh:) one should

not say £62, with kesr: the pl. of

accord. to the K is :56); but this is pl. of

like as is pl. ofllvyé. (TA.) [See also

95/; ;e: ea» e,

@M.]_i5\§) lg.» US», said ofa camel, means

[lg-Qt $33, TA,) i. e; ‘I He went an easy

pace. (TA.) _ See also (35).

($,Mgh,Msb,I_{,) _rem. with a, (TA,)

IIacing the quality termed :15); (K, TA; [see 1,

first sentence, respecting a mistranscription in the

CK;]) as also 756;, (K,) of which the fem. is

likewise with a"; (TA;) and '36,, (13,) like

.364; (TA 0 [i- 8-1 was (S, Ms), K,

TA;) as also is; (K, TA) and '5): (K:) and

contr. O‘fIs-gt'rj: (S, TA:) [01' rather this last is

the proper eiiplanation of (3,5', as well as of: all

the other epithets above mentioned; (see 35);)

i. e. thin as meaning having little thickness'in

comparison with its breadth and length together,

having little extent, or depth, between its two

opposite surfaces:] applied to bread that is [flat,

flattened, or] expanded; such as is termed

q. v. : (TA :) and to a garment, or piece of cloth,

(Mgh, El-Munawee, TA,) and the like, as mean

ing thin, fine, delicate, flimsy, unsubstantial, or

uncompact, in texture ; contr. of (Lia’s;

(El-Munawee, TA ;) as also V 5,6,): (TA :) and

to water [as meaning shallow, or of little depth;

and in like manner to sand] : see (lDrd, K,

TA :) [thin as meaning wanting in spissitude;

applied to mud &c.: attenuated :] pl. 36'), (TA)

and 5135. (JK.) [Hence,] Qligjll The part

between the [or flank] and the [or

g’gogin, on either side]: (AA,K:) and the pl.

354$! the thin parts at the flanks of she-camels.

(JK.) Also, the dual, 0&9)", The [or

part between the armpit and the flank; on either

side]. (K, TA. [In the CK Quill», q. v.])

And [The two veins called] the [q.v.].

And, of the nose, The two sides: :) so

says As: or the 6,5; of the nose is the thin and

sqft part of the sink. (TA.)_ [Also Thin, or

attenygted, and consegyently Tweak, in the bones:

see 65).] You say 2355) 350 meaning TA she

camel whose marrow-bones have become weak and

thin 2' 1 ’ 1), and whose medullary canal is

wide: pl. :36, and (IAar,TA.)_Also

1“ lVeah : and abject, mean, paltry, or contempti

ble: applied to a man [&c.]. (TA.) And goats

are called [lVeak cattle] because they

have not the endurance of sheep. (TA.)—

+Weoh-hearted. (Mgh.) And \fui-iJh

1‘ Soft, or tender, of heart; contr.;f‘riidl

(El-Munawee, TA.) _ [t Sqft or tender, or easy

and sweet, or elega‘nt, graceful, or ornate, speech

or language] 521" means [+Sqft or tender,

&c., of ewpressibn; applied to a man: and also

soft or tender or] easy and sweet expression.

(Har p. 8.) _ [Jr Slender, or soft, or gentle, ap

plied to the voice.]_u§l;.ll +11

man gentle, gracious, or courteous, to his, afsg

ciates. (TA in art. And [sign-J!

IA soft or delicate, pleasant, or plentiful and

easy, life. (TA.).._ may sometimes

mean the same: but it commonly means T Scanty

living or sustenance.]_.And will

{[Such a one is weak in respect afreligion,

and narrow in the circumstances of, or evil in:

his state or condition: see 55)]. (TA.):Also

A slave, ($,Mgh,Msb,K,) haze and female ,

(Msb;) [but] the latter is [also] called

(Lb, JK, TA :) and slaves; for it is used as sing.

O
-

and pl.; ($,1\Igll,Mgb,K;) like as, and La“
¢

(TA :) accord. to Abu-1-’Abbas, so called because

they are abject and submissive to their owner:

(TA: ) the pl. of jg, is 2153i, (Mayra) erro

neously said in the to be $6,; (TA ;) and that

of is (Lb, TA.) Using it as pl., you

say, figs [These are my slaves]. (Mgh.)

And 6,533! Us (All, i. c. [There is no poo-r

rate] in the case of slaves used for service [as

distinguished from those that are for sale]. (Mgh.)

5.,

[See also 5,4]

is 5'!

US) Hem. of wt, q. v.].

see first sentence.

31.3):
r!

5
H

see 6 , last sentence.
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i” Q;

4515) inf. n. of R. Q. 1. Quichness

in going and coming. (JK. [If an inf. n. in this

sense, its verb is perhaps (533])

U ‘0'

6‘15): 9 r ,
lection of clouds (QM-4), Going and coming.

(TA.) See also the next paragraph._Applied

to tears (503), Going round about at the inner

edge ofthe eyelid. (TA.)—Anything shining,

or glistening. ($, TA.) [Hence,] A woman

(As, TA) as though water were running upon her

face: (As,I_(, TA :) or 532;" a girl whose

external shin shines, or glistens, (Ham p. 622, and

TA,) with whiteness: (TA 2) pl. [3363, applied to

soft, or tender, goupg women. ubi supra.)

[Hence also,] is The name ofa sword of

Sand Ibn-’Oba'.deh El-An-ydree. _ Ap

3 ,

plied to a day, i. q. )La [app. a mistranscription

see é,@;._Also, applied to a. col

for ,iL, i. e. IIot; like 56,; as though shining,

01' glistening, with the sunlight]. (Fr,TA.)=

The [or commotion, or moving to and fro,

or coming and going, whether real or apparent,]

of the val}; [or mirage], and of anything that

shines, or glistens. (JK.)

yglll What is in a state qfcommotion,

of the Hot)“ [or mirage]: (IDrd, O,K :) and

‘25:" i means [the same, or] what [moves

ti) andfro, or undulates, or] comes and goes, of

the as)... (s) And as}; 1,1}; [ilfirage] that

shines, or glistens. (TA.)

52$]: see Lag], first sentence: and Also,

applied to the val}; [or mirage], (so in the CK,)

or [i. e. wine or beverage], (so in copies of

the and in the O and TA,) [the former of

which readings I think the more probably that

which is correct, supposing the mirage to be

likened to shallow water, which is thus termed,

but Freytag prefers the latter reading,] 2'. g.

[app. as meaning Shallow, or perhaps thin];

4mm, 0,19) and so 1 (IDrd, o.) _ And

A sword having much [q. v.; i. e. much diver

sified with. wavy marks, streaks, or grain,- or

having much lustre]: (IDrd, K, TA 2) or shining,

or glistening, much. (TA.)

a: e

a)! [compar. and super]. of $1.5); i. e. llIore,

and most, thin, &c.]. US}, [its fem.,] applied to

a 1 o 5 eff

a piece of fat (3‘15), means ’58." 6,1 5,»;

[i. e. Of the finest, or most delicate, sort offat,
J a I,

(in the CK, erroneously, A." 5)! (JK,

K, TA,) such that no one comes upon it with

out his eating it. (JK, TA.) Hence the prov.,

.2, ~01, if: 1 e 5 r r a

usual tut: Us,» a.L.:.n 6-5.3” [Thou hast

found me to be the finest, or most delicate, piece

qffat, to which there is a way ofaccess]: said by

a man to his companion when he esteems him

i d J) a

weak. (JK,$gh, [See also “5:15! 4.15, or

3 I e r 4 J) :1 J

vi," e.,;a, in art. 31,] _u,.u 5,!) +They

are more, or most, tender-hearted; and more, or

most, inclined to accept admonition. (TA.)

3“ 6 e,

(5).. sing. of at)», (Hr, K,) which signifies

The thin, or delicate, and soft, or tender, parts

of the belly: or the lower part thereof

with what surrounds it, that is thin or delicate

[in the shin]: (TA as from the [but not in my

copies of the latter] :) or the lower part of the

belly, in the region. of the [q.v.], beneath

the navel: (T, TA:) and metoriymically applied

in a trad. respecting ablution to the lower part of

the belly of a man, together with the [or

grains] and the genitals and the [other] places of

which the skin is thin or delicate: and, of a

camel, the [or groins, and similar; places of

ficxure or creasing]: (TA :) or (K) [thus

applied] has no sing. (S, K.) Also The soft part

of the nose, (JK, TA,) in the side’thereof; [i. e.

each of the alce thereof;] as also i (TA :)

pl. as above. (JK.) \

5’) )B/

J)» and '535)», mentioned by ISk, (Msb,

TA,) and by Az, and in the ’Inayeh, therefore

the disallowing of the latter by some is not to be

regarded, (TA,) or the latter is for

meaning “compassionated,” (Mgh,) JIIade a

slave: (Msbz) or possessed as a slave: (TA :)

[or kept as a slave: (see 1, last sentenge :)] fem.

of the former with 8, (Msb, TA,) and so of the

latter. (Mgh.) [See also 3‘53, last signification.]

8 1

J)» A horse thin in the hoof: :) or light

therein. (A0, TA.)

2-2"
y)» A cake of bread [made thin and] wide, or

broad. (TA.) [See also 6153.]

A baker's rolling-pin,- (MA ;) the thing

with which bread is made thin [andflat]; ;)

i. q. 3,]... [q. v.] and (TA, in art. as.)

6;}: see

Jtl, or gm], (1;, TA,) and

3.}; Li), (TA,) Cattle disposed, (1;, TA,) and

seen to be near, (TA,) to fatness, or to leanness,

(K, TA,) and to perishing. (TA

3..“ 3..

(5);»: see 6)».

is

1. (2:13! aor. =, inf. n. and 2;], (S,

Mgh, high, K, &c.,) The tears stopped, or ceased

to flow; (Fs,JK, S, Mgh, Mgh,) or dried up,

(IDrst, Aboo-’Alee El-Kalee, 15,) and stgppcd,

or ceased: (K:) and in like manner, :03." the

blood: (JK,$,Mgh, Msb:) whence the phrase

1,9» r r

(;bfi 'j Two wounds not ceasing ti: bleid.

(Mgh.) And in like manneralso, (JK,) 6);)! B),

(Fig, JK, K, TA, [not $2", as supposed by

Golius and Freytag,]) inf. us. as above, (K,)

The vein stopped or ceased [bleeding] ; syn.

(Fit. JK, TA.) and ova.) or (5553!. (1.1.)

[in all of which explanations, M) is understood]

no» 2:;

=m b). (K. TA.) inf- ". =33. (TA.)

He efi‘ected a reconciliation, or made peace, be

Era

tween them; (K, TA ;) like U): (TA :) and [in

01,01 I 5-,

like manner,]m b L?) He arranged, or rightly

disposed, 0r rectified, the matter, or afair, between

them. (TA.) And the former phrase (M ii»

also signifies He created disorder or discord, or

made mischief, between them: thus having two

contr. meanings. = US, (K,)

and 6553, also, mentioned by Ibn-Malik in the

“ Kafiyeh,” as a dial. var. of $31,, and both men

tioned by IKtt, aor. of each '- , (TA,) He ascended

the series of stairs, or the ladder: (K:) on the

authority of Kr; but extr. [with rg-spect to usage].

(TA.)_ [Hence,] (a dial. var.

of $31, TA) 1-Be gentle with thysel , and impose

not upon thyself more than thou art able to per

form .- (JK, $, TA 2) or abstain thou, for I

know thine eril qualities or actions : (JK:) or,

as some say, rectify thou, or rightly dispose, first

thy case, or thine aflair. (TA.)

4. 1.1.13 is,t, (s,) or @1311, (K,) said or God,

(S, 1;) He caused his, or the, tears to stop, or cease,

flowing,- TA ;) or caused them to dry up,

and to stop, or cease. (IL) The saying '§

is expl. by El-Mundhiree as meaning May

God not remove, or do away with, ( 3],) his

. 1 2'0

tear. (TA.) You say also, (5)05." {)5} [meaning

I caused the vein to stop or cease bleeding : see 1].

(K, TA-)

2:53 A. stgptic; or~a thing that is put upon

bloodfor the purpose of stanching it, or stopping

its flowing: (S,K:) a subst. from (Msb.)

Hence the saying, (Mgh,) accord. to J, in a trad.,

but this is a mistake, for it is a saying of Aktham,

(K,) or, accord. to the Expositions of the Fe, it

was said by Keys Ibn-’Agirn El-Minkaree, (TA,)

)3" 2;; J4?! iii-:5 Q [Reoile not ye

camels, or it may perhaps mean hock not ye

camels, but the former, I am told, is here meant,

for in them is a preventive of the flowing of

blood]; alluding to their being given in compen~

sation for homicide, and thus preventing the shed

ding of blood. (S, Msb, K, TA.) ._ [Hence,]

19;." 2;; + A man who is a reeonciler

ofthe people; or a peacemaher between them : and

[so] L:) 2;}, a phrase used by a poet. (TA.)

gig; and iii}, (K,) the former a n. of place,

the latter an instrumental n., and both correct,

dial. vars. of and gigs», (TA,) A series qf

stairs; or a ladder. (K,

\fl’)

1. $3,, (JK, s, Mgh, Msb, K) aor. 1, (s, A,

Mgh, Mgh,) inf. n. i is), (JK, $, Mgh, K,) or

this is a simple subst., (Msb,) and [the inf. n. is]

33, (JK. $.19 and J3 ($.19 and Li;

and and (K,) He looked, watched, or

waited, for him, or it; he awaited, or expected,

him, or it,- (JK, $, A, Mgh, Msb, ;) namely,

a man, (JK, A,) or a thing; ;) as also '41,?)3;

(JK.* A. Msb, K .) and t 14:»; (s.* A. Msb.

K;) and tisb, (Mgh,) infi n. (JK, s,

A, Mgh, Msb.) You say, 371.; He

sat looking, watching, or waiting, for his com
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panion; as also (A.) And 13.2.:

I look, &c., or am looking, &c., for such a thing.

(A.) And [He looks, &c.,for

the death co‘mpanion], (JK, s, A, Mgh,

Msb,) and 43):! dfill [ofhis father, in order that

he may inherit his property] : (A z) and l

LL12 [She looks, &c., for the death of her

husband], TA,) [that he may

die and she may inherit his property]. (TA.)

And j, in the Kur [xx. 95], means

And thou didst not wait, or hast not waited,_for

my saying [or what I should say]. (JK, TA.)

_And (Msb, K,) nor. as above, (TA,)

inf. n. (Msb,) He guarded, kept, preserved,

or took care of, it ; was mindful, or regardful, qf

it; (Msb, K;) namely, a thing; (TA ;) as also

t 1.51,, ian n. and L6,; (K ;) [and V2.59]

You say also I will guard, or

keep watch, for you to-night. (A.)_—And IIe

regarded it ,- paid regard, or consideration, to it.

(Be the Jel in ix. 8.) You say, 9 t;

55 [What aileth thee that thou wilt not

siegard the inviolable right or due, &c., of such a

one ?]. (A. [This phrase is there mentioned as

proper, not tropical.]) _ And IHe feared him;

(A;) and soviet, ; (s, A, Mgh ;) namely, God;

(S, Mgh,) a): [in his affair]; because

he who feai's looks for, or expects, punishment

(Quail (A, hIghz) or 3515,36 signi
fies tII feared the punishment of God. (Msb.)

his) [as infi n. of app. used intransitively,

or perhaps as a simple subst.,] signifies + The fear

ing, or being afraid [of a person or thing]: or

fear: and also {the guarding oneself,- being

watchful, vigilant, or heedful : or self-guardance;

&c. (K,;I‘A. [See this word below.])_And you

Bay,)b,.;-;ll and wayi, like {at}; and

gang I[i. e. He passed the night watching the

stars and waiting for the time when they would

disappear]. (A, TA.) IAar cites the following

saying of one describing a travelling-companion

of his:

* 49;" $93» *

meaning I He watches (' the star, or

asterism, with vehement desire 'for departure, like

the [watching with] vehement desire qf the fish

for water. (TA.) [See also =

He put the rope [or a rope] upon the [i.e.

neck, or base of the hinder part of the neck, &c.,]

ofsuch a one. [aor. 4,] inf. n.

(TA,) or this is a simple subst., He was, or

became, thick in the 2.3, [or neat, &c.]. (TA.)

2' [They made a (q. V-) for the

leopard]. ' (JK.)

3. git), intI n. and L6): see 1, in seven

places. .

, 4... 313:1 is», (JK,$,A,1\Igh,Msb,K,) int‘. n.

95)], (Msb,) He assigned the house to him as a

V [q. v.], (JK, A: Mgh, 1;, TA,) and .to 1n.

ofl'spring after him, in the manner qf a dis", [so

as to be unalienable]: (TA :) and tufijn 1,3)!

[he assigned to him the LJ’s/g]: (L13, or 215)

I313, or means he gave to him a house, or

land, on the condition that it should be the pro

perty of the survivor of them two; saying, If 1

die before thee, it shall be thine,- and thou die

before me, it shall be mine: 2) it is from

$5.21!; because each of the two persons looks

for (33;) the death of the other; (s, Mgh,

Msb;) in order that the property may be his:

(Msbz) the subst. is [signifying as a

quasi-inf. n., the act explained above; and, as a

subst. properly so termed, the thing given in the

manner explained above: the verb being similar

topl; and the subst., in both of its applications,

to (5);: see these two words]. (S, Msb.)

5: see 1, in three places.“

8: see 1, in three places—You say also,

961;" *8)! He ascended upon the place. (K,*

TA.)

Thickness of the [or neck, &c.]:

(S, K :) a subst. [as distinguished from an inf. n.:

but see 1,- last signification]. (K.):See also

[A pit made for the purpose qf catching

the leopard]: it is, for the And, like the agjfar

the lion. (JK, 1;.) '

53): see 1, first sentence:_and again, in

the latter half of the paragraph. [Hence,]

is) {Such a one inherited

property from distant relations; not from his

fathers. (K,TA.) And 3;.;n 5,;

{He inherited glory, or viability, from distant

relations: [it is said of a man] because it is

feared that it will not be conceded to him on

account of the obscurity of his lineage. (A.)

El-Kumeyt says,

e z;e3t....’i',,nt3,e;.:tt,5te. e

J r! '0v 0’ til J 0/ n

* ~94 0‘ 0’)” #‘IaW' “i ‘

I [The night-dew and the day-dew that nourished

his mental growth were nobility and generous

disposition: those generous qualitief were not

inherited from distant relations: *5) being pl.

of 33)]: i. e., he inherited them Trom near

ancestors. (TA.)

The neck: or the base of the hinder part

thereof: (A, K:) or the hinder part ofthe base

of the neck: (JK,$:) or theptpper part qfthe

neck: (TA :) pl. [of mult.] .315) (JK,$,Msb,

K) and [coll. gen. n.] (JK, $, and [pl.

of pauc.] L5,”? (met, 1;) and .543}. ($,hI§l),

K.)_ By a synecdoche, it is applied to tle

whole person of a human being: as in the saying,

I [Ilis sin, or crime, &c., be on his

own neck; meaning, on himself]. (IAth, TA.)

[Hence also] one Bays,’:i!h§)t Lib I[This

afiair is upon your own selves], and

1”” st. vr"

I[upon thine own self]. And 42,5) 41!! 62:!

I_[1l[ay God emancipate him]. (A.) And ill

1’ III

024‘“3 0,462, in a trad., relating to camels,

{They themselves, and the burdens that are upon

them, are thine. (TA.) And [hence], in another

trad., 1T0 us belongs the land

itself. (TA.)-_Hence also, i. e. by a synec

doche, (IAth, Mgh, TA,) IA slave, ($,IAth,

Mgh,K,TA,) male and female: (IAth, TA:)

and a captive: (TA:) pl. L6,. (Mgh.) You

say, IHe emancipated a slave, male or

fimqle. (IAth, TA.) And tHet-ezeeeetz

a slave, ora captive. (TA.) yszl in the Kur

ix. 60 means tThose slaves who hizve contracted

with their owners for their freedom. (T, Mgh,

Msb,TA.)_;3t;'.;tl _fei's, t[lit. The 718611.! of

provision-bags], is a nickname which was applied

to the [or Persians, orforeigners in gene

ral]; because they were red; (S, A;) or because

of the length of their necks; (El-Karafee, TA in

art. 3,);) or rather because of the thickness

thereof, as though they were full. (MF in that

art.)

en

up") One's giving to another person a posses

sion, (K,) such as a house, and land, and the like,

(TA,) on the condition that, whichever ofthem

shall die, the property shall revert to his [the

giver’s] heirs: so called because each of

them looks for (3;) the death of the other:

(TA:) or one’s assigning it, (K,) namely, a

dwelling, (TA,) to another person to inhabit, and,

when he shall die, to another: (K:) or one’s

saying to a man, If tho-u die before me, my

dwelling [or my land, which I give to thee,]

shall revert to me; and if I die before thee, it

shall be thine: so called for the reason above

mentioned. (JK,KT.*) [It also signifies The

property so given.] See 4, in three places. The

act thus termed is forbidden in a trad., which

pronounces that the property so given belongs to

the giver’s heirs. (JK.) Accord. to the Imam

Aboo-Haneefeh, and [the Imam] Mohammad, it

is not a 315: accord. to Aboo-Yoosuf', it is a. LA

like the (53.x; but none of the lawyers of El

’Irt§.k says so: the Malikees absolutely forbid it.

(TA.) You say, it“ L5); [My house is

thine as a $5,]: from figbl; because each of

the two persons looks for the death of the other.

(A-)

Q ed,

den 1

3 e.,

ui‘r'fi l

1A woman A) ofwhom no oflitpring

lives, or remains, A, and who looks for

the death of her Qflispring, or of her husband

[app. that she may have ofspring by another]:

(A z) and in like manner applied to a man:

because he, or she, looks for the death of the

child, in fear for it: (IAth, TA :) in like manner

also a she-camel of which no o‘filspring lives:

(TA:) or he who has no ofl‘spring: (Mgh:) or

he who has not sent before him [to Paradise, by

its dying in infancy,] any of his children: this,

says A’Obeyd, is the meaning in the [classical]

language of the Arabs; relating only to the loss

of children: (TA:) he who has had no child die

in infancy: or he who has had children and has

died without sending before him any of them [to

s :0!

see vs).
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Paradise, by its dying in infancy]. (So in the

explanations of two trads., each commencing

with $.95", in the “Jami’ es-Sagheer” of Es

Suyootee.)

‘ £4 '5, a, 11:4 *

is a prov., expl. by Meyd as meaning [Iinherited

it from a paternal aunt] ofwhom no o‘flirpring

was living: such, he says, is most compassionate

to the son of her brother. (TA.)—Also A

woman who looks for the death of her husband,

(S, in order that she may inherit his pro

perty. (S.)_And J(An old and a poor man

who is unable to earn for himself, and has none

to earnfor him: so called because he looks for a

benefaction or gratuity. (Msb.) _. And +A she

camel that does not draw near to the watering

trough, or tank, on account of the pressing, or

crowding [ofthe other camels to it], (S, K,) by

reason of her generous disposition: (S :) so called

because she waits for the others to drink, and

drinks when they have done.
1- Calamity, or misfortune. I

5 fl 5 a

v2.3), 0f the measure in the sense of the

measure (TA,) A looher, u'atcher, or

waiter, in expectation [of a person or thing]:

(S, Msb,K:) pl. (Msb.)._A guarder,

guardian, heeper, 01' preserver : (JK, S, A, high,

a guard of a people; one stationed on an

elevated place to heep watch: (TA :) a spy, or

scout, of an army: (A, TA :) a watcher, or an

observer. (TA.) _ [Hence,] .imipl is an appel

lation applied to God; (A, K, TA;) meaning

The Guardian, Keeper, TVatcher, or Observer,

from whom nothing is hidden. (TA.)—Also

The of the players at the game calledAl;

(JK, IQ) or he who is intrusted with the

supervision of the [or shufl‘ler of the

arrows]: (JK,S,K:) or the man who stands

behind the [q. v.] in the game above men

tioned: the meanings of'all these explanations

are [said to be] the same: pl. as above. (TA.)

_And ‘lThe third of the arrows used in the

game above mentioned: (T, S,K:) it is one of

the seven arrows to which lots, or portions,

appertain : (TA :) by some it is called éflall:

(Lh, L in art. ‘7»)? :) the arrows are ten in num

ber: the first is $511, which has one notch and

one portion; the second, $23.51, which has two

notches and two portions; the third, ég'jll,

which has three notches and three portionspthc

fourth, vii?“ or @l, which has four notches

[and four portions]; the fifth, “lain, which has

five notches [and five portions]; the sixth, Ml,

which has six'notches [and six portions]; and

the seventh, still, the highest of all, which has

seven notches and seven portions: those to which

no portions appertain are qu’_' a l and C’s-ll_' I l and

J . ¢ ’ T

ab)”. (TA.) A poet says,

Oar/05 he If, r

k .. ‘ .. . *
@M-Jldselwbg

* as?:3“; .a-wi acm- i

[then love divides the tenths of my heart, thy

two arrows will be the mo’alld and the raheeb]:

by the 0%, [which properly signifies two

arrows, and hence +two portions gained by two

gaming-arrows, and then tony two portions,] he

means her eyes: and as the has seven

portions and the are}, has three, the QLW» would

gain the whole of his heart. (:l‘A. [See also a

verse cited voce __,,=_:..:ll signifies

IT/ze star, or asterism, that sets with the rising

qf that [other] star, or aster-ism : for example,

the ‘45) of Gil is Jthé'gll: [and the former is

the mat?) of the latter:] when the latter riseges at

nightfall, the former sets: TA :) or v.15)

signifies the star, or aster-ism, which [as it were]

watches, in the east, the star, or asterism,

setting in the west: or any one of the lllansions

ofthe llloon is the *9?) of another: (K, TA :)

whenever any one of them rises, another [of

them] sets: (TA: [see )3." J35, in art.

and see also 2231) and is ta [certain]

star, or asterism., of the stars, or aster-isms, [that

were believed to be the givers] of rain, that [as it

were] watches another star, nor asterism: (K:)

[it was app. applied to Jtléa'yl, as being the

‘43) of thc most noted and most welcome of all

the Mansions of the Moon, namely, gill: see

233.] The of gill is [also] an appellation

applied to Jr[i. e. The IIyades; or the

five chiefstars of the H'yadcs; or the brightest

star among them, a of Taurus]; because a

follower thereof: (A =) [and] i [i.e. Ca

pella] is so called as being likened to the V09“) of

the game called kg". (TA.) [Hence,] one

says, Qfii ;i \j 1[I will not

come to thee unless their “5) meet the Pleiades].

(A.)—:45; also signifies 1A man’s successor,

(A,K,) ofhis ofispring, and of his [i. e.

hinsfolk, or nearer or nearest relations by, descent

from the same ancestor, &c.]. So in the

r ’4’ a E a a J 3 e0 _

saying, M) élfi'j I[E.ccellent,

or most excellent, is the successor; such art thou

to thy father and thine ancestgrs]: because the

successor is like olléill to (A.)—And

+The son of a paternal uncle. [App.

because two male cousins by the father’s side are

often rivals, and watchers of each other; the son

of a girl’s paternal uncle being commonly pre

ferred as her husband.]._.Also 1-A species of

serpent: as though it watched by reason of

hatred: (TA 2) or a certain malignant serpent:

pl. and (T,

A 10021;,01; (in ignoble, man, a servant, or a

slave, syn. 4b; Jog, (S, K,) who keeps, guards,

or watches, the [utensils and furniture called]

Qfa people when they are absent.

'rd

.133i and vine” (JK, s, A, K,) the latter

irregular (Sb, S, as a rel. n., (Sb,) and

(IDrd, applied to a man, lDrd,A,)

Thick, (JK, S, or large, (A, Mgh, in which

latter only the second epithet is mentioned,) in

the [or neck, &c.]: (JK, S, A, :) the fem.

[of the first] is :13], (J l‘{, lDrd,) applied to a

I

female slave, (JK,) not applied to a free woman,

nor does one say (IDrd.)_;§;5\)l is

also [an epithet] applied to The lion,- ;)

because of the thickness of his (TA.)

I ,0,

v9)» and An elevated place upon

which a spy, or watchman, ascends, or stations

himself: (S, A,‘ Msb, :*) [a structure such as

is termed] an 1,15, 01' a hill, upon which one

ascends to look from afar: 0r, accord. to Sb, the

latter signifies a place ofobservation on the top

of a mountain or of a fortress: accord. to AA,

the pl. , $13.1», signifies elevated pieces ofground.

(TA.)

0;! r

see what next precedes.

A skin, or hide, that is drawn ofl‘from

the part next to the head and the [or

neck, &c.].

c’)

2. :5). (s. A.) inf- n- ($.12) He

ordered, or put into a good or right or proper

state, managed well, tended, or took care of,

property, or cattle: (S, A, and in like man

ner, he ordered, put into a good or right or

proper state, or managed well, the means of

subsistence; (S,“E A, TA ;) as also i 33 [app.

with the objective complement or

understood]. (TA.)—And He gained, acquired,

or earned, property. (TA in art. 13).)_It

occurs in a had, in the phrase a}, as
_ 53' 5

meaning G) [q. v.]. (TA.)

5: see above—silk}, C5,? He gained, ac

quired, or earned, or he sought, or laboured, to

gain or acquire or earn, sustenancefor hisfamily,

or household; syn. [see also 1,]) or

(A,I_(;) on the authority of Lh. (TA.)

A woman who gains her subsistence by

prostitution. (MR)

Good management of property. (TA.)

_ Gain, acquisition, or earning: and merchan

dise, commerce, or trafiic. (S, K.) Hence, (TA,)

the Pagan Arabs, (S, or some of them, (TA,)

used to say in the w, [i.e. in uttering the

ejaculation during thegrpegxlformange off the

rites_of the pilgrimage,] 9L3)! elk-5.;

[meaning lVe have come to Thee for the

purpose of sincere worship : we have not comefor

gain, or trqflic]. (S, A, TA.)

5

A merchant, traflicher, or trader, (A,

TA,), who mapages n'ell his property. (TA.)

You say, QL; 5.; Ile is one who orders, or

puts into algood or right or proper state, manages

well, tends, or tahes care of, property, or cattle .

(S, Kz“) or who gains, acquires, or earns, pro

perty, and orders it, puts it into a good or right

or proper state, or manages it well. (A, TA.)

2 J 4 e I J

421 Ml; ’5 He is the gainer, or earner, of

sustenancefor hisfamily. (A, L.)
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1. (s, Mgh,) sol-.1“)pr n. 36,’ and 3;}

(JK, s) A; 11321 and $5) Mgb; and

perhaps also .5). [q.v.], (TA,) He slept, (JK,

S, A, high, K,) accord. to some, specially, (Msb,

K,) by night; (JK, Msb, but it correctly

means, whether by night or by day; as is shown

by verse 17 of ch. xviii. of the Kur-an: (Msb :)

the assertion that it means, specially, by night, is

weak: (TA :) accord. to Lth, is by night;

and by day: but the Arabs used both of

these words as meaning the sleeping by night and

by day. (T, TA.) You say, ug L; and

[There is not in me any sleep]. (A.)_ [Hence,]

’25)" IHe abstained, or held back, from

{he afair. (Msb, TA.) And I[He

neglected his guest ;] he did not, pay attention, or

freguent attention, to his guest. (A, TA.) And

QB! 3,, inf. n. .13, and 3a,, (TA,) {The gar

ment became old and worn out, and no lpnger of

use; (A; TA ;) like,36. (A.) And 3,1" $.35,

IThe market became stagnant, or dull, with re

spect to trafiic ; like (Th, TA.) And

pl IThe heat remitted, or subsided. (TA.

[See also

2. A certain manner of going on foot,

(JK, K,) with quickness: (JK :) perhaps a mis

transcription for as}. (TA.)

4. :43)! He, or it, caused him to sleep ; put

him to sleep. It is said of a medicine.

($, A, And you say, his]! 4:45p The

woman put her child to sleep. (A.)= .15),
a , 1' ~ r at

(K.) or 9mg. (5.) or (A,) or we ten.

(IAar, JK, TA,) IHe resided, stayed, dwelt, or

abode, in the place, or town or country, or in such

a land. (IAar, JK, $, A,

6. 45w Hefeigned himself asleep.

9. is), (JK, s, A,) inf. 11. 31.35), (JK,$,K,)

He hastened; or was quick, or swifl’; (JK, $, M,

A,K;) in his pace, or going: (M, A:) or he

ran vehemently; as also 3.0); said of a camel:

(AA, T in art. a») z) or he ran with leaps, or

bounds, as though leaping, or bounding, from a

thing : (As, L in art. J“) :) or he went at random,

heedlessly, headlong, or in a headlong course; and

quickly; (As, JK, L in art. 44) ;) as also “)1.

(As, T in that art.) -

10. 43):“! He became overpowered by sleep

.[or drowsiness; and therefore desired to sleep].

(A, TA.)

.95, iii ll’Iill-stones y Rahal,- (s ;) which is

the! name of a mountain whence mill-stones are

hewn; ($,A,K;) or, as some say, a valley in

the_district of Keys. (TA.) You say also

'24:; A mill-stone of the mountain [or valley]

called is}. (A.)

r495 e

3.35; A sleep. ($.) One says, 33;; \rgbl Lo

,LSn [How sweet is the sleep of the time a little

before daybreak I]. _ A state of extinction

of vitality (53;) between the present life and the

Bk. I.

life a. come. (JK, A!) _jLn 5,... £33, 65$?

(JK, A, K) IA period qf heat befell us lasting

‘halfa month, or less, (A,) or ten days: (JK,K:)
9 v a

or 3,:9') signifies a heat that befalls one after days

of wind and an abatement qf violent heat. (L)

2 '2’ ' a:
0”): see ,f’.

[an inf. n. of which the Verb is not men

tioned,] The act of leaping, or leaping up, by

reason of brishness, liveliness, or ,sprightliness,

(S, K,) like the lamb and the kid. ($.)

Ii 2’ 5 a Sr fa 05

2.3.3.5) up): see is) sin-)1, above.

3,5, and '36, (A) and Y (1;) [all signify

the same; i. e. A man who sleeps much; as the

last is expl. in the K; and so viii}; as Golius

says on the authority of a gloss. in the KL: or]
I a

a5, signifies a man always sleeping; as also

i e 3| J 1, Z/

1&5}... (TA.) [Hence,] [fan ,,5, 51,3 [A

woman who sleeps much in the morning after

sunrise; meaning] to woman that leads an easy,

J)!

and a soft, or delicate, life; and so Uni-illjyji.

(A-)

I ie

,5): see the next preceding paragraph.

act. part. 11. of 1:] [is its pl., and]

signifies Persons sleeping; as also 35;; ($, K:)

the last occurring in the Kur xviii. 17. (Mgh.)

A large vessel of the hind called

:) or a vessel of the hind so called, ($, K,) or

a_1'essel inform like the , (JK,) resembling an

255,], (s, A,) long in the lower part, (JK, 3,15,)

smedred inside with pitch: ($,A,K:) or an

oblong earthen jar, smeared with pitch: (TA :)

an arabicized. word: :) pl. (JK,

_ And A certain fin, (JK, K,)' small, (11,) of.

the size of the finger, and round; (JK;) found

in the sea. (TA.)

Ii; A sleeping-place:

(A.) You say, “3}; 5..

from his sleeping-place]. And

[They took their sleeping-places]. _ It

seems, from the manner in which it is used in

the Kur xxxvi. 62, [like the former of the two

exs. mentioned above,] that it may perhaps also

be an inf. n. (TA.)

(s. A.1.<=> p1
Je¢¢

42s.; [He roused him

3.st A medicine that causes him who drinks

it to sleep ($, K. [In a copy of the A '45,»;

and thus pronounced in the present day.])_

Also A conspicuous road: (JK, :) thus on the

authority of As; but ISd says, “ I know not how

it is :” and others say that it is 7 (TA.)

5;»: see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

(535,; : see _ Also A man quick in his

afi'airs.

0 101 0 1'

>91." see as»

$5)

1. 0:5,, (A,) aor. a, (TK,) int n. U:.’s,',, (s, M,

A, K,) He variegated; coloured with two or

at!

.-

more colours; decorated; embellished; syn. v.:-i;

<s.* A.1.<.*> am; .333; as also ' s5); (Her

p. 57;) and (So in a copy of the A:

[but I think that this is a mistranscription, for

$33.1) _. IIe wrote : (M, TA :) and he pointed,

0r dotted, (As, M, TA,) characters, and writing:

(As, TA:) as also 'u‘tj), inf n. in both

senses: and 'the latter, he wrote hpon, or in,

papers or the like, or books. (M, TA.)

2. J5), infi n. see 1, in three places.

__ He embellished his speech: or embellishedit

with lies.- syn. 6;", and (TA:) or

eI' a, 5 a

(A,) and D), ($, K,) and up}. (S, A, K.) _

Hence, (A, TA,) IHe made known, divulged, or

told, discourse, or conversation, in a malicious

or mischievous manner, so as to occasion discord,

dissension, or the like; ($, A,TA;) because he

-who does so embellishes his speech, or embel

lishes it with lies: (A, TA :) he told a culumny

to the object thereof. (M.) _ +He excited dis

cord, disscnsion, or animosity. (M.) _. f He

blamed, reproved, or chid; syn. (M, TA.)

5. J5; He adorned himself: (A,K:) he dis

played his beauty, or goodliness. (A, TA.) =

See also 1.

‘IN

8. Ir“)! 1‘ They became mixed together in

fight. (AA, K.)

(3:53 A good, or beautiful, [i. e. character,

U O’J

or handwriting]. (TA.) [See also fl): and

see 1.] = Also Food. (M.)

and ' A colour in which are [inter

mixed] duskiness, or dinginess, and blackness ,
sea;

and the like qfthose two hues. (M.) [See USJL]

I e 0:

2.25, : see what next precedes.

“his”; serpewti (A, Sgh,K:) app. because

of the 3.25, [see 95,] upon his back: (TA :) or

a serpent speckled with black and white [like

3:5) a-:--]- (A-)

dim. of $53, signifying The painting, or

dotting, of characters and writing: (As, TA :) or

offij; as also [so in the TA, but in

some copies of the K,’J€.§;3l]: (AHat,K:) the

latter is allowable. (Allah)

uisji; fem. $3,; (s, M, Sec. ;) pl. L5.5,; (A;)

Variegated with duskiness, or dinginess, and black

ness; or the like of those two hues; applied to the

[species of locust called] #324: (M, TA :) and

the fem., applied to a serpent (S, M, IAth,

K,) signifies the same: (M :) or speckled with

black and white; ($,K;) and so when applied

to a she-goat: (lAar, M:) or, applied to a’ser

pent, it signifies one of the viper-species (viii);

because of the lines and specks upon its back:

(IAth :) and having his ears varie

gated with bldck and white, and the rest of his

hair black; applied to a kid. ($.)_Also the

fem., A small creeping thing (M, K) that isfound

in herbs, a variegated and beautiful worm, (M,)

resembling [another small creeping thing called]
the 5’“,a ’ ,(M, K,) speckled with red and yellow.

143
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(IDrd, TA.) Sgh., or his copyist, has corrupted

»,a, into L,“- (TA.)._..Also the fem.,

The Iii-ii; [i. e. the bursa faucium, or faucial

bag,] of the camel: (S, A,K:) or the Rim of

the camel is sometimes 1:5,, having in it a mixture

of colours. (IDrd.)

'6’)J .Org _

(,‘Lwt: see 91.9).

was)

1' £3: M; A: M§ba K,) aor- a r 1“:

Mei») int n- (s, M, Msb. CK.) or

of the measure 3.3, like and x, inf. ns.

of 3,1; and ;i;, (IDrd, IB, TA,) [He danced;

this is what is meant by the explanation] he played,

or sported; syn. (A,K:) said of a

[or dancer], (A, K,) or of a 9L: [or player or

sporter], (M,) and of a [or efi'eminate man,

or one who affects the manners &c. of women],

and of a [or mystic, in a choral celebration

of the praises of God, which is termed a )5},

performed by certain orders of darweeshes, all bf

whom, more or less, pretend to be mystics].

(TA.)—Also UB3, (Lth,A,) aor. 1, (Lth,)

inf. n. vii, (Lth, M, A, K) and (Lth, M,

K,) or the latter only, (IDrd, Ibn-Mzilik, TA,)

and (Lth, M, A, K,) IHe (a camel, A,

TA) went the pace, or in the manner, termed

[i.e. ambled;] (Lth, M, A, 1;, TA ;) or

went in a manner which was a kind of or

went quickly. (TA.) One does not say [in

speaking of any animate being] except of a player

or sporter and of a camel (Lth, K,‘ TA) and the

like: (Lth,TAz) ipvrelation to others, one uses

the termsjii andjiiz (Lth, K, TA :) or some

times, (Lth, TA,)—it is also said of an ass,

meaning tHe played with his she-ass. (Lth, A,

TA.)..._You say also, 33!; was)

égidl 1[His heart throbbed, or leapt, between

his two sides, by reason offright]. _ U45)

also signifies IIt (wine, S, K, and the beverage

called A) estuated: (A, :) or began to do

so. (S, _. And tIt (the mirage) was, or

became, in a state of commotion; [it danced ,']

(S, M, A, K ;) and so it signifies when said of

bubbles (M.) You say,

.9931 (A) or J1)! (TA) 1U came to him when

the mirage danced; in the heat of the day]. .

And IHe hasted, or was quick, 44‘5ka in his

speech. (A, TA.) You say also, u! 5

111's has a haste in speech. (A, TA.);.[And
I Q a

i He spoke evil against another.] You say,W

44,

nflnr

LEA: wk?" II heard the evil speaking of the

people against us. (A, TA.)

2: see 4, in two places.

4. 143)! [He made him to dance; or to play,

or sport;] trans. of_1. (Mgh.) You say,

6.333, (SA) or (M,) She (a woman. s,
M)v[danced, 0r dandled, her child ,- or] made her

child to leap or spring or bound [in her arms or

on her knee]; (5, M ;) as also v $65,, (s, M, A,)

inf. n. (S, A:) or the latter verb has an

intensive signification. (Msb.)_;.:.g.; was")

IHe made his camel to go in the [ambling]

manner termed M, A, and the

same, (TA,) or '15,, (M,) he made him (i. e.

his camel) to leap, spring, or bound. (M, TA.)

= See also 5.

5. A); [lit., He, or it, became danced or

dandled._ And hence,] tile, or it, became

raised and lowered,- or rose and sank; or went

up and don'h. (K, TA.) You say, 5.5)“

it)?“ IT/iey went up and down in theirjourney

ing; (A,) as also 'i’as)l. (A, TA.) And Er

Ra’ee uses the phrase meaning,

IThe desert [in appearance] went up and down,

the mirage, only, making it [seem] to rise and

sink. (TA.)

I 4 Q! o I r!

[2.56) A dance, or a dancing: pl. {Qt-45). See

9 I 1

an ex. voce 3.435.]

O J,

U05) [A dancer,- a player, or sporter: one

who dances, or plays, or sports, much, or often] :

(S, A, Msb, K :) an intensive epithet. (Mgh.)

[A female dancer]._s_4 certain game

(g’ the Arabs. (IF, 1;.) = “2:5 +Land

that does not give growth to anything, though

rained upon.

(I,th [A map dancing; playing, or sporting],

(Mgh.)—Jail}! The star [[1.] on the tongue of

0:231 [or Draco]. (sz.)

9:25; {Speech, or language, that makes

one td be affected with a lively emoti’on’ojyoy, 0‘!

of grief (TA.) You say also, 3.43).. 0.5.5

23,23! [app. meaning, +T/li8 is that poem; or

ode, which makes the mystics to dance; or to be

afl‘ected with a lively emotion quoy: for dar

weeshes are often seen to be excited to frantic

ecstasy, or ecstatic catalepsy, by certain love-songs

designed to have a mystic religious sense]. (TA.)

IA desert that makes the tra

verser ihereof to hasten, or go quickly. (A, TA.)

IA camel that goes much, or often, in
a 9 I ,

the [ambling] manner termed (M, TA.)

55)

2. uh; II made specks, or small

spots, [with ink or the like, (see 5,)] upon my

garment; syn. (A, TA.)

:10:

5. as): L5; IHis garment became sprinkled

with specks, or small spots, of ink or the like.

as. m)

9. Lap, (s,1_<,) inf. 11. 3.6.5}, (3,) He, or a,

was, or became, of a black cdlbur speckled with

white : or the reverse : 2) [or speckled with

white, and black, and red, and yellow : (see ;)]

he also v is», (K,) int“. n. has}: (TA:) or the

former, he (a sheep, or goat,)'uias, or became,

such as is termed $331. ._. It (the stalk, or

twig, of the put; forth its leaves, and what

resembled nails (1,5116!) were seen in the place of

separation of its stalks, or twigs, and

internodal portions; as also 'the latter verb:

(K,' TA :) this is said to be after what is termed

éig and 3.3, and before what is termed it):

and (TA :) or 'the latter verb, said of

the _ 'f, signifies it put forth its leaves; and

this it does before its ($:) [see :] in

a trad. occurs the expression LG); but

El-Kutabee thinks that it should be (TA.)

11: see 9, in three places.

Q; A. dotting, or speckling : pl.

Blackness mixed with speckles of white:

(S, or the reverse: (M,Kz) or speckles of

white, and ofblack, and of red, and of yellow, in

an animal: (A, TA:) and the state, or quality,

denoted by the epithet (TA.)

Black speckled with white: or the reverse .

fem. (K.) Applied to ’a’fgmep or goat,

Like, (S,) or syn. with, (K,) Jed-gt: or

speckled with black and white. (Har p.

And the fem., applied to a domestic fowl or hen

Black speckled with white: :) or

party-coloured : :) or having patches of white

and black: much sought after, and used, by en

ehantors; and rarely found. (TA.)_ It is also

applied to a man.” (TA.) __ And the .fem.'is

applied to a tract (ill-9), and to an ode (54.5.45),

as meaning Having one of the letters of a word

thereof dotted, and another not dotted: from the

same epithet applied to a sheep or goat. (Hai

p. 303.) _ £23}: ii..th A certain reptile; the

most malignant of the'[kind of lizards called]

Zulu; when it crawls upon food, it poisons it.

_ I[A mess of crumbled or

broken bread] having much oil (Sgh,K') or

clarified butter. (TA.) _ Lé'iss The leopard;

(K2) an epithet in which the quality of a subst.

predominates. (M.)_:sz I Civil war,- con

flict and faction; sedition; or the like ,' syn.

iiim: :) because of its variableness: or such

as is not universal; likened to a speckled serpent:

occurring in a trad. (TA.)

8)

Q at. (s, Meh,1_<,) aor. =, (Msb, K,) inf. n.

:5), (Msb,TA,) He patched it; pieced it; put

a piece of cloth in the place therle that was cut

or rent; (Msb ;) repaired it, and closed up

the hole or holes thereof, (TA,) with [a patch or]

patches; (S, K;) namely, a garment, or piece of

cloth; (S, Msb, K,) and in like manner, a‘skjp,

or hide; (TA;) as also V hi,,(1_§,) inf. 11. 6'5}:

(TA :) or 63).," signifies the patching a garment,

or piece of cloth, in several places. (S, TA.)—

He stopped it up, or closed it up; namely, any

hole, or aperture; and so ' 1:5,; as in the saying

of ’Omar Ibn-Abee-Rabee’ah,

e r 2 I edl e i J a

* upping? '

¢ ’ ,1 1 age: e 0/:

“E ‘

[And they (referring to women) used, when they
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r 04! ‘

saw me, or heard me, to come forth, (0.?"

being used for &fiég and close up the aper

tures in the walls with the eyes and the parts

immediately around them]. (L.)—+[He re

paired it in a figurative sense; as also Via-5.)]

You say, 1[He repairs his

religion by his repentance]. (TA.) And its!)

4536-1: +[He repaired his state, or condition,

the; present word by sacrificing his blessings in

the world to come] : whence the saying of ’Abd

Allah Ibn-El-Mubarak,

'18) J 0')

' use W» a» *

r that: i

1- [We repair our state, or condition, in the present

world by the rend-ing, or marring, ofour religion,

so that neither our religion remains nor what we

repair]. (TA.) And iii; VCS, 1118

repaired, amended, or put to rights, his state, or

condition, and his means of subsistence; syn.

&lli, (TA,) and g3. (1;; TA =) with which

latter ' c3) is also syn. as signifying the gained,

acquired, or earned, property; accord. to an ex

planation of its inf. n., tsp. (TA.) And

villi I[IIe connects the lan

guage, and repairs one part thereof by inserting

another]: said of a poet. (TA.) And V

also signifies 1[The act of interpolating: or]

the adding to a tradition, or story, or narrative.

(TA.)_VGi}; i; [lit. He did not pan/i

a place of patching, or place to be patched ,~]

means the did not, or made not, or wrought not,

anything. (TA.) _ 5.56.;

(532.9 f [Mo’dwiyeh used tb put morsels into his

mouth’with one hand,] and spread another hand

in order that the portions of his morsels that fell

might become scattered upon it. (IAth, $gh, K.)

_i;§;ll g3, (Ibn-’Abbéd, 1g) and

inf. n. (TA,) IIIe lined, or cased, the interior

qfthe well for the space of the stature ofa man,

or twice that measure, fearing its becoming de

molished, (Ibn-’Abbi'1d, K, TA,) in its upper

part. (TA.)—q,th [lit. He time

up the interval between him and the horseman;]

means the reached, or overtook, the horseman,

and pierced him, or thrust him; did-J1 signifying

the interval, or intervening space, between the

piercer, or thruster, and the pierced, or thrust.

(O,K,TA.)_ Ugh: g, [and 5355,41,]

IHe hit, or struck, the butt, or target, with an

arrow. TA.) also signifies 1-Any

hitting, or striking. (TA.) And +He struck,

or beat, in any manner; with a whip; and other

wise; as in the phrases +[He struck

him a slap with the hand]; and 3.;

filing-g 'l[He begts the ground with his foot].

(TA.) And {til}! IThe old man supported

himself, or bore, upon his two palms, [as though

meaning he struck the ground with the palms of

his hands,] in order to rise. (TA.)—[And

hence,] £3}, (s,1_<,) or a; .13}, (TA,) i118

censured him, reviled him, or satirized him. ($,

K.TA-)=§3. (sTAo inf-n- (also

XIIe was, or became, stupid, foolish, deficient in

sense; (S, K, TA ;) shattered, or marred, in his

intellect; (TA ;) such as is termed

2: size I}, in seven places—flit)? c3),

infin. 8);, this smeared the traces ofmange,

or scab, upon the she-camel, one after another,

with tar, or liquid pitch. (TA.)

4. 83!: see 10._Also IHe (a man, S)

acted, or spoke, stupidly, or foolishly. ($, K,

TA.)

5. 5,3 IIIe sought, sought after, or sought to

gain, sustenance, or the like; or he applied him

sel , as to a task, to do so. (K, TA.)

10. 8):“! The garment, or piece of

cloth, required to be patched ,- (A, TA;) it was

time for it to be patched; ($, ;) as also 7

(K)

g; (TA) and is?" (K, TA) The seventh

heaven. (K, TA.) So, accord. to some, in a

verse of Umeiyeh Ihn-Abi-s-Salt, [where others

read instead of $5,] cited voce (TA.)

[See also gim]

$3, + The sound of the arrow in, or upon, the

butt, or target. (IAar, K, TA.)

A patch; i. e. a piece of cloth, or rag,

with which a garment, or the like, is patched, or

pieced, or repaired: Msb, pl. Elli;

Mgh, Msb, 1;) and (TA.) Hence the say

ing, ’f' T5 .TQBi us aiijué Q.qu

[The companion is like the patch in the garment;

therefore seeh thou the one that is suitable]. (A,

TA.) ._ IA [patch, or] trace, or mark, of

mange, or scab: (TA:) the commencement of

the mange, or scab: (K, TA: [in some copies of

the K, map! is erroneously put for __:;.;J1:])

pl. (TA.) _ -|-A piece of land, or ground,

adjoining another piece [which is in some manner

distinguished therefrom; i. e. a patch of land, or

ground: and in like manner, of herbage]: pl.

Eb}. (TA.) You say, Eli, 1-[The

patches of the land, or ground, are carious, or
Fr; 1 Q15] I

diverse]. (TA.) And Ml 0.» 8:5) 0.5:. 1‘ [This

’0', r

isa patch ofherbage]: and I)», l»

vi; +[We found not aught save patches of

green herbage]. (TA.)—[A note, billet, or

short letter: and particularly a short written

petition or memorial, addressed to a prince or

governor: a ticket: a label :] a certain thing

that is written: pl. Eli; [and accord. to

modern usage "'3 also]. Hence the saying in a

trad.,gtts gs, Ur. assay’em

[One ofyou will come, on the day ofresurrection,

having, suspended upon his neck, billets flut

tering]; meaning, by the B), the claims to be

made upon him, or the dues incumbent on him,

written on the £5). (TA.)_ A butt, or target,

at which to shoot; also termed (TA.)

_A chess-table; also termed so

called because it is patched [with squares]. (T

A.)_+The original matter; the substance;

(S, TA ;) of a garment, or piece of cloth; (S,

TA ;) or of a thing: (TA :) or {the thickness of

a garment, or piece of cloth. (Mgh.) You say,

Inc 05

M by)?" lib {The [substance or] thick
ness offlthis garment, or piece of cloth, is good.

(Mgh.)__[The pl.] 56, also signifies {The

lining, or casing, which is constructed in the

upper part of the interior of a well when one

fears its becoming demolished. (TA.) [See

ibit "'
83'] v

2.93 Patched; a garment, or the like, having a

f.
0

piece of cloth put in a place thereof that is cut or

rent; (Mag as also 'éjp. (TA.)—And

hence, (O,Msb,) IStupid, foolish, deficient in

sense; ($,O,K;) in whose intellect is something

needing repair; [so I render [in]

($, TA ;) shattered, or marred, in his intellect;

(TA ;) as also 'égl, (TA,) and 133;;

;) 0r unsound in intellect; likened to a ragged,

or old and worn-out, garment; as though patched:

(Msbz) or a man whose judgment, and state of

afl‘airs or circumstances, have become shattered,

disorganized, dissipated, marred, or impaired:

a»! "0'

(A, TA:) fem. [of 'cm] 3.93), (K,) but this is

post-classical; (L, TA;) and [of

(K.)_.Hence also, (TA,) 83;" IT/te first

heaven; ;) i. e. (TA) the heaven of the lower

world; (S, TA;) [agreeing with the Hebrew

term; an epithet in which the quality of a subst.

predominates; for 2:33." tut; and therefore,

properly, f'em.; though an instance occurs of its

being used as a masc. noun, as will be seen be

low;] so called because it is [as though it were]

patched with the stars, or with the lights which

J~oE

are therein; as also i 8;)": (TA:) or the heaven,

or shy : (Msb, :) and also each one ofthe seven

heavens; ;) each of them being a cover to that

which is next to it [beneath, so that each, except

the highest, is as though it were patched over by

the next above it, the highest being in like man

ner covered over by the C's-95,] like as the

garment is patched with the (TA:) pl.

9- a!

1:3». ($,Mgh,Msb.) It is said in a trad.,

e 5 '0' o, a In a) .p 0-1 I"

@531 he» is; e» {mil-e “use (s,m

Mgh) IVerily I have decreed by the decree of

God written upon the preserved tablet above

seven heavens: (Mgh :) the speaker thus making

613) masc., as though he regarded it as meaning

(5, TA.) [See also 233.]

(BIL; ii i. q. 1[He is a good, or

right, orderer, or manager, of property, or of

camels, &c.]: because he amends the condition

thereof. (TA.)

gt; [act. part. n. of see an ex. vocc

ii a r r J 8)

_It is said in a trad., WU cl, 0.5,,"

tThe believer is one who

becomes unsound in his religion by his disobe

143 "
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dience, and who repairs it by his repentance:

[therefore the happy is he who dies while he is

repairing :] (TA in the present art.:) i. e., one

who ofl‘ends [and] who repents. (TA in art.

use)

fem. see 5:5, in three places.—

Also, the fem., applied to a ewe, or she-goat,

IHaving a whiteness in her side. TA.)—

And, applied to a‘woman, +Having no buttocks:

(ISk,K:) or slender in the shanks. (TA.) =

[Also TMore, and most, stupid, foolish, or defi

se :48 i a o r e

cient in sense] You say, n.;.» 8,1 £93)" “3 La

+[Thq-e is not beneath the sky a person more

stupid, &c., than he]. (TA.)

53;; [A place quatching ,' or a place to be

8) L6:

. ,4: see, a J l I

see 1.._And,s‘)\£kl n.5,. .455 491 ’9 I[I do

not, or shall not, find in thee anything requiring

amendment, to speak of]. (TA.)—And 5:5

010' 0.4! J

)2» t In it, or him, is a place, or

subject, for patching, or amendment,for him who

patched; as also ' giggly-[Hence,]

0 i re s

will rectify it, or him: llke as one says, "‘ 4,9,

meaning a place for sewing. (TA.)—And

E

'Lflp 4,5 [5)l II see in him, or_it, a subject,

or place,for censure, reviling, or satire. TA.)

5.5}. 1A poet who connects language

[skilfully], and repairs ( one part thereof

by [inserting] another. (TA.)

fem. with 5: see in two places.

9 fies

)4 A garment, or piece of cloth, much

patched, or having many patches. (Mgh.)—

[And hence, as being likened to a garment much

used,] 1A man tried, or proved, by use, practice,

or experience; expert, or experienced. (TA.)

1;; A certain garment worn by the devout

Soqfees; so called because of the [many] patches

that are in it. (TA.) [A garment of this kind, a

gown, or long coat or cloak, is worn in the pre

sent day by many devotees, reputed saints, and

(larwceshes; and passing from one to another at

the death of the former, at length consists almost

entirely of patches; and therefore, the more it is

patched, thegmore is’it esteepled: it is also called

5*; and $5, or $13, or or (now generally

by the vulgar) dis, from the Persian

Also thought by A;Obeyd to mean A quiver, or

a pouch, much patched: whence the prov.,

[Two pieces of stick for pro

flucing fire, in a quiver, or pouch, much patched]

an allusion to a poor and unprofitable man.

(Meyd.)

9 the

tyre: see

traces, marks, or commencements, of mange, or

scab. (TA.)—IA man censured, reviled, or

satirized. (TA.)

ét-tj-_IA camel having [patches,]

[so in three copies of the s, and in the

TA: in Freytag’s Lex., see 55;, in

I“, 2

three places: i. q.,:>).2a. (T in art.,o»)

J5)

1: see the next paragraph.

4. “)1, said of a palm-tree inf. n.

JL'iSl, It became such as is termed [q. v.].

(Main—“lip, ($,K,) said of a he-camel, ($,)

or “)1, said of a she-camel, (JK, Msb,TA,)

inf. n. as above, (JK, $, Mgh,) He, or she, went

quickly; (JK,K;) went a sort of quick pace;

(Msb;) went a sort qfpace of the hind termed

er; [q.v.]: ($,TA:) or went a sort qfrun

exceeding that termed (TA :) and

signifies the same as 05". (JK.) J5)! is also

said of a man, ($,K,) 'menning +He went

quickly. (TA.) And you say, .931." Us 1’5),

(TA,) or 74;." J], (JK,) IThhy went quickly

in, or to, war,-or battle. (JK, TA.) And 035

,,l§t be 1 [Such a one is quick in afl'airs].

(TA.) And is; $15ji a metaphorically said, by

Aboo-Heiyeh’En-Numeyree, of spears [as mean

ing IThey had been quickly directed towards

him]. (TA.) = Accord. to Lth and the K, fijl

also signifies He traversed, or crossed, a desert:

and Lth cites the following verse of El-’Aijaj [as

his authority for this explanation] :

‘ “3;: e “be 14 is e *

9rd" gen" 7’) ’59

_10- 0’ is . e_s.v e

" WWJé’fl'Pgsi') ‘

b_ut Az says that this is a mistake of Lth; that

Jé is here an adv. n.; and that the meaning is,

[O God, by the Lord of the House (of Mekkeh)

and of the Musharrak (the mosque of El-Kheyf)‘

and] by the Lord of the swift she-camels in every

even plain : and ISd also has notified the same.

(TA.)

0:,

d-‘fi

A tall palm-tree: ($, Msbz) or a palm

tree exceeding the reach of_ the hand; (K,* TA ;)

above such as is termed or this latter word,

accord. to As, has this meaning; and the former

word, a palm-tree higher than such as [just]

exceeds the reach of the hand: (TA. :) or a palm

tree of which the trunk has become such as that

one may reach ,[the fruit] from [the top of] it:

(JK => a as, (JK, s. Mgh. 1.1) and @953

(Msb) and ii}, or [rather] of this last it

is a n. un. (Msb.) Hence the prov.,

~ east, is * use $39M; 1*

[Thou seest the youths, or young men, like tall

palm-trees, &c. ; but what will acquaint thee with

the vice, &c., that is, or may be, in them ’2]. (TA.

[See also another reading of this verse voce

Jae-3]) [And J58}, pl. of 7,1513, as used by a

Hudhalee poet, applied to the trunks of palm

trees, signifies Tall. (“ Abulf'edaa Annalee,”

vol. i. page 494.)]

see the next paragraph, in two places.

J35 ; pl. J55]: see what next precedes.

A rope by means of which palm-trees are

ascended ,' ($, TA ;) so in one of the dials. ; (TA;)

11 q- 6;»; [q- M ($.15) andié- (so

.3521 (as) and (Isms) and t .36},

($, K) applied to a she-camel, (S, ISd, K,) That

goes quickly: (K:) or that goes in the manner

termed much, or often: ($, TA:) and

[as pl. of the last] is applied [ip like manner] to

she-camels. (TA.) [Hence,] )é'yl

[Such a one a quick in afi'airs]. (TA.)

; pl. see the next preceding

paragraph, in two places.

49’)

1. ,3}, (Mgb,K,) aor. 1, (Msb,TA,) int‘. n.

:3}, (s, Msb, TA,) He wrote (5, Msb,1_() a

writing, book, or letter. (Msb.) And He sealed,

stamped,‘imprinted, orimpressed. ($, TA.) And

Qt'Qt ,3}, (K,) inf. n. as above, (JK,) He

marked the writing with the dots, or points,

(JK, K, TA,) and made its letters distinct, or

plain. (K,* TA.) One says, it." 3‘, (S,)

or in us ,3, (JK,TA,) [He writes, &c.,

upon the water,] a prov., applied to the skilful

and intelligent, (JK,‘ TA,) meaning he is so

skilful that he writes, &c., ( where the

writing, &c., (1:53") will not remain fixed.

(JK, S, TA.) And one says of a skilful work

woman, clever in sewing skins and the like,

:11.“ and 4;” Us (TA.)—And

.351}; (S, Mgh,Msb,K,) aor. as above,

(JK, Mgh,) and so the inf. n.; (Msb, TA;) and

t 1.5,. (s. K.) inf- (s. TA;) Hefiaured,

variegated, or decorated, the garment, or piece of

cloth; (Mgh, Msb, TA ;) and (TA) made it

striped, or marked it with stripes: (K, TA :) or,

accord. to IF, he figured it, variegated it, or

decorated it, with a certain, or known, figuring

or variegation or decoration, such as became a

mark [thereof]. (Mgh.) Also the former phrase,

(JK, Mgh, TA,) and V the latter likewise, (TA,)

said of a trader, or dealer, (JK, Mgh,) He

marked, or put a mark on, the garment, or piece

of cloth, (JK, Mgh, TA,) specifying its price;

he put a. price-mark upon it: (Mgh:) whence,

58.24! '9 [The sale ofthe thing

by the putting a price-mark upon it shall not be

allowable, because the express consent of the

seller as well as that of the purchaser is necessary

to the ratification of the sale]: (Mgh:) [or]

3:83" signifies I marked the thing so as to

distinguish it from other things, as, forjnstance,

by writing and the like: and hence, '§

n._:lg 4.53.,» [The garment, or piece of cloth,

s’h'a-ll'not be’s‘old by the putting a price-mark upon

it, for the reason explained above, nor by the

feeling it, or touching it: see 3 in art. v.1].

(Mgh.)_[Hence,] ,3}: Us 3.4;; ,L is a phrase

used by the relaters 0t: traditibns as meaning ~|~He

adds to his tradition, and lies: from 43;" sig

nifying the writing upon a garment, or piece of

cloth. (TA.)—You say also, $.91 THe

cauterized the camel. (TA.) [And

1- He (a farrier) marked the horse, making lines
’5'

upon him, with a hot iron: see ,455)», and see
.r r

alo 5)Gl._~.]
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2: see above, in two places. signifies

[also] The drawing, and the writing, ofa line [or

lines]. (KL)

is griginally an inf. n. [of 1, q. v.]: and

hence .9?" The writing [or price-mark, &c.,]

upon the garment, or piece ofcloth. (5.) [Hence

also 13;)! The Indian notation of nu

merals ; adopted by the Arabs; whence is formed

the notation which we term “ the Arabic.”]_

Also A. sort of [the kind of garments called]

Hg: :) or a striped sort qf [the kind of gar

ments, or cloth," termed] or of [the kind of

cloth termed] ji; or of [the kind of garments

called] 31;: (K:) or a garment, or piece of cloth,

figyred with round forms: (Har p. 416:) or

Ag" 33; signifies a sort offigured, or varie

yllted, or decorated.g a[garments of the kind called]

a”: (Mghz) or), signifies [cloth of the kind

termed] figured, variegated, or decorated;

(JK, Msb;) so accord. to El-Farabee: (Mgh:)

but accord. to IF, ' signifies any garment,

or piece of cloth, figured, variegated, or decorated,

with a certain, or known, figuring or variegation

or decoration, such as is a mark [thereof]; and

you say}; andfi} 33;» [a garment ofthe

hind called as, and garments of the kind called

5”, thus figured, &c.; using the latter word as

sing. and pl. because it is originally an inf. n.]:

(Msb =) and v1;}; (Msb, TA) and '13}; (TA)

signify a. garment, or piece of cloth, figured,

variegated, or decorated: (Msb, TA :) and striped,

or marked with stripes : and marked, or having a

mark [specifying its price] put upon it. (TA.)

= See alsojé}, in two places.

9” on};

A3,: see 3.,5,:=and see also the paragraph

here next following. =i:;ll The day qur

Raham was one of the’days [ofconflict] ofthe

-Arabs, well known.

’25; A calamity, or misfortune,- (JK,$,K;)

as also [:53 and [33; (K ;) all mean thus, and

a thing that one cannot accomplish, or manage,

(TA;) and signifies the same as}; (JK.)

One says,4§;ll he 55}, (TA,) andgpl Es)

' 51$;l, (S,) meaning Hefell [into calamity or

misfortune, and he fell into great calamity or

misfortune, or] into that which he could not

accomplish, or manage. (5, TA.) And Ila:

igtgjll will; Such a one brought to pass that
which was digreat calamity or misfortune. (As,

TA.) Andjpl signifies the same as ’25:",

That which’is a cdlamity or misfortune. '(S,

TA.)_One says also, 1°3le it; and ilgjlls
meaning [He brought, or did,]' much. a ’

i3} +Any one of several small marks of

cauterization upon the shanks of a beast. (J_K,

T,TA.)_T One of what are termed Qfigjl:

(TA :) this signifies two [horny] things resembling

two nails (JK,$,I_{, TA) in the legs ofa beast

(JK,1_{, TA) or in the legs ofa sheep or goat,

(S,) opposite each other: (JK, $, TA:) and of

the ass and horse, two marks in the inner sides of

the two arms: :) or the (K, TA;)

which are two black spots [or marks made by cau

terization] upon the rump ofthe ass: (TA: ) or what

borders upon the of the ass, of the mark

made by cauterizdtion: or two portions of [cal

lous] flesh next to the inner side of each qf the

arms of the horse, having no hair upon them.

(K, TA.) Agreeably with all of these renderings

has_been explained the trad., 1,;le L;

53;" J[[Ye dre no inore, Qf

the nations in general, than such as is the 1.5) of

the arm of the beast]. (TA.) _ 1-A small

quantity of herbage; as in the saying,

:ié 1-[I found not save a small

quantity of herbage]. (TA.)—A herb, or legu

minous plant, of those termed jig-l [pl. of :1,

q. v.] : ($ :) a certain plant; said to be a herb, or

leguminous plant, inclining to bitterness, and

having a small red'flower; (JK,) as some say,

(JK, TA,) the (331;. [or mallow]. (JK, 1;, TA.)

._A meadow $,K) is sometimes thus

termed. (SQ—Also The side of a valley: (S,

K :) or the place where its water collects; (K 3)

the part, of a. valley, in which is the water. (Fr,

JK, TA.)

3-33 The colour of the serpent termed "5

(JK, TA ;) as also (TA') _ See 8150;}.

A. certain plant, TA,) resembling the

93p [i. e. big-é.» or 92:5, a. plant little known,

said to be so called because its leaves resemble the

villous coat of the stomach of a ruminant animal]:

so says Az: and in one place he says, it is a herb

that grows lbs-.24 [app. a mistranscription for

m, a term often used in descriptions of

plants, meaning expanded], juicy, or sappy, and

scarcely ever, or never, eaten by the camels, or

cattle, except from want: AHn describes the

M) [perhaps meaning the 3.33, q. v.,] only as

a herb, or leguminous plant, of those termed pill,

of which the particular characteristics were not

known to him. (TA.) [Forskah in his Flora

Aegypt. Arab. p. cviii., mentions a. plant seen by

him in El-Yemen, previously unknown to him,

which he calls “rokama prostrate,” of the class

pentandria; writing its Arabic name A's"), and the

pronunciation “ R6kama.”]

Certain arrows, so called in relation to

a place in El-Medeeneh, named ;jll;

(K ;) or in relation to a. place thus named in the

way to El-Medeeneh; (JK ;) or, accord. to Nasr,

in relation to a water thus named, where they

were made, by certain mountains of the same

name. (TA.)

used as afem. epithet, Remaining, staying,

dwelling, or abiding; and remainingfixed. (JK.)

12,53: seeijopz andjj)’. It occurs in a trad.

of ’Alee, describing the sky, as meaning Figured,

or decorated, with the stars. (TA.)—Also A

book, or writing. ($.) As used in the Km

xviii. 8,}1! is said to mean A tablet (JK, s,

K“) of lead, nrhereon were inscribed, (JK,‘

$,) or engraved, (K,) the names of the People of

the Cave [commonly called the Seven Sleepers],

(JK,$,I_(,) and their ancestry, (JK,I_{,) and

their story, and their religion, and what it

wasfrom which they fled : (K:) so says Suh, on

the authority of Fr: (TA :) or a mass ofstone;

(Suh,JK,K;) [i.e.] a stone tablet on which

were inscribed their names, and which was put

upon the entrance of the cave: (de) or the

town, or village, from which they came forth:

(JK,I_(:) or their mountain (Zj,l_§) in which

was the cave: :) or the valley (AO, JK, K)

in which was the cave: (AO, JK :) or their dog .

(El-Hasan, R, or [in the JK and CK

“ and ”] the receptacle for ink: (JK,K, TA :)

mentioned by IDrd, but with the expression of

uncertainty as to its correctness; (TA ;) and said

to be of the language of the Greeks: (JK,* TA:)

and the tablet: (K:) thus, also, explained as

used in the verse of the Kur-én: (TA :) but I’Ab

is related by ’Ikrimeh to have said, I know not

what is ingll; whether a book or writing, or a

building: is, TA =) it is [said to be] of the mea

sure in the sense of the measure

(TA.)—£95, applied to a woman, IIntelligent;

such as is terined [fem. ofa, q. v.]. (Fr, K,

TA.) _ 2913 1-A great calamity or mis

fortune. (JK.)

1'11 certain serpent: (JK :) a serpent in

which are blackness and whiteness: ($, M, K :) or

a serpent [begotten] between two serpents [app. of

difl‘erent varieties], marked with redness and

blackness and duskiness and [the colour termed]

[q. v.] : (ISh :) or a serpent upon which are

white specks: (Ham p. 784:) or the most malig

nant of serpents, and the most wont to pursue

mankind: (Ibn-Habeeb,K:) or a serpent like

the in respect of the fear that men have of

killing it, though it is one of the weakest and the

least irascible of serpents,- for one fears, in

killing they")! and the 6b,, the punishment of

the to them who’kz'ill them : (Sh :) or, applied

to a serpent, i. q. 625)! [q.v.]: (Mgh :) or the

male serpent: (K:) the female is not so called,

nor is she called £33; (TA ;) but she is called

212533905, TA:)Jy:':hen you use the epithet, you

say fl»; but ,5)! is [used as] a subst: (Ibn

Habeeb :) the pl. isjflj, (JK, ISd,) a pl. proper

to substs., because the quality of a subst. is pre

dominant in itL’ng, TA.) __ See also __

For the fem., 3.5,, see)” in two places.

1,13; inf. n. of 2 [q. v.]. _. Also, [as a subst.,]

A certain sign, or mark, of the keepers qf the

register of the [tax, or tribute, termed]

(K,TA,) conventionally used by them, (TA,)

put upon [the notes, or billets, 0r petitions,

termed] 85% [pl. ofitgé, q. v.], arid ppon [the

writings termed] 0%; [pl. of q. v.],

and upon accounts, or reckonings, lest it should

be imagined that a blank has been left [to be

afterwardsfilled up], in order that no account be

put down the-rein,- as also (K.)

,3} A writingjreed; (K,) because it is an

instrument for 45;], i.e. writing: (TA :) also
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called 7 [app. because partly blackened with

ink]. (Z, TA.) One says to him who is vehe

mently angry, (K,TA,) extravagantly, or im

moderately, so, (TA,) tit}, +[signif'ying

Thy pen has exceeded its due limit], (K, TA,)

in some of the lexicons Lab, (TA,) and

My, and 31;, or 3151:, accord. to different

copies of the K, and (TA,) and iii, and

5.5;], and n.5,. (1;, TA 1) all [virtually]

meaning the same. (TA.) _ Also A thing with

which bread is marked (TA ;) like

55.15; in Pers. called )2 [i. e. a feather, or

bundle offeathers, with which bread is priched by

the maker]: pl. (MA.)

0.5»; l n» no,

,5)»: see;,:';»: _nndj).

Our)

as)» A writer ,- as also

1;}; Written; (:5, high, TA ;) as also 1,1,3};

(Mgh:) and sealed, stamped, imprinted, or im

pressed: (S:) and a writing marked with the dots,

or points, (JK, TA,) and having its letters made

distinct, or plain: [i. e. distinctly written :] and

lie)

7,3” signifies the same: (TA :) the first

occurs in the Kur [lxxxiii. 9 and 20], in the

phrase .Ltise, TA,) meaning, in both

instances, [as some say, a writing] sealed, or

stamped. (Jel.)—Sec also ’33._Also +A

beast having small marks of cauterization

his shanks; every one of which is termed 1.3):

(JK,T,TA:) or 53f, means Ta beast

having lines ofcauterization upon its legs.

It' is also applied as an epithet to a wild ass,

because of a blackness upon his legs: (TA :) or

1,563! so applied, and applied to a [wild]

bull, means IIIaving lines of black upon his legs.

(1;, TA.)_ And 3.5%}; {Land (uéji) in which

is little herbage: (Fr, $, K, TA :) or in which is

the plant called (JK.)

:5)

1. Li}, aor. ,5;, inf. n. said of a bird, It

rose, or rose high, in its/light. (Msb, TA.)

10'10r

3,5,3, mentioned in this art. in the K, as well

as in art. (5)3: see the latter art.

a?)

1. [5,, aor. inf. n. (JK, 1;, TA,

[but this inf. n. is omitted in the éK,]) and a},

(K, TA, [but this is omitted in my MS. copy of

the K,]) He ascended, [to him, or it]; as

also ' “Up, and 7 z) or he ascended a

ladder, or a stair : (JK :) or Msb,

in the Mgh es $3,) inf. n. (s, Mgh, high)

and (S, Msb;) and V“), Mgh,“

Mgh,) and use; (Mghf Msb;) I ascended

it; (S,) namely, a ladder, or a stair, (S, Mgh,

Mgh,) &c.: (Mgh:) and 3.9,, (Mgh,)

and all", (Mgh, Msb,TA,) the verb being

thus trans. by itself, (Msb, TA,) without 0%,

(Mgh,) and likewise with ui, (TA,) I ascended,

or mounted, upon the mountain, and upon the

house-top: (Msbz) and Va)! is in like manner

a;

trans; without Us; whence the saying, .35.!

Gd: ' 2 “if [Thou hast indeed ascended

a djfiicult place qfascent]. (Mgh.) _. [Hence,]

élflg 33!, Ascend thou, and g0, [according

to thy limping, or halting, i. e.] as far as thou

art able to do so, and impose not upon thyself

that which thou art not able to perform. (S,

, 81o -

TA. [Some, instead of asl, say 5); and some,

JSI, from the verb mentioned in the next sentence;

and some, 6: see 1 in art. l5); and see also art.

-.])=St§,', (JK, s, higliz’hlsb, K,) aor.

(JK, Mgh, Msb,) int. n. 1:5) (JK, $, Mgh,

and [15, (JK, Mgh, Mst 1;) and is}, (K,)

Ile charmed him, syn. i3;, (JK,Mgh, Mgh,)

by [invoking] God: (Msbz) and (Mgh) he

pufi‘ed, or sputtered, upon his charm; syn.

93,2 use (high,K:) [it signifies see/termed

him from, or against, such a thing; (Lib 0.3 ;)

and also he enchanted him, or fascinated him;

by uttering a spell; or by tying knots in a thread,

or string, and paying, or sputter-ing, upon them;

or by both these actions combined: see the last

chap. but one of the Kur-an :] the epithet applied

to the performer is “it; [meaning Charming;

&c.]; (s, Mgh, TA ;) and HG, [A charmer;

&c.; or one who habitually practises charming;

&c.]: (JK,1_{,TA:) and the epithet applied to

the person who is the object of the performance

is 1:3}; [meaning Charmed; &c.]. (JK, TA.)

In the saying £132" uh; meaning

Charm than me [or rather charm than

my head against the headache]), the verb is made

trans. by means of UL: because it is as though it

implied the meaning of I}! [i. c. “recite thou ”

a spell] and [i. e. “,pufi',” or “sputter,”

upon knots]. (Mgh.)

2. $6,, inf. n. 5.;53, He made him to ascend;

syn. (TA.), [See an ex. in a verse of El

Aasha cited in art. one, voce k?_,,3t;.‘;.] _[And

hence, He elevated, or exalted, him.] _ [Hence

also,] inf. n. as above, i. q.

[meaning He told, or related, a saying against

him ; he informed against him; as is indicated by

what next folloivs, and by a meaning of 65; as

quasi-pass. of M5‘, thus used]. You say

also, :51; L53), inf. n. as above, He

brought a false accusation dgainst me,- said,

against me, what was not the case,- and exag

gerated‘[in what he said against me]. (JM,

TA.)

5: see 1, first sentence, in two places.—

[Hence,] 4kg." k$31.3 IIe rose by degrees, or

step by step, in knowledge, or science. ($, TA.)

And hence, l;

The state, or condition, ceased not to rise with

him until he reached the utmost point thereof.

(TA.) _ [Hence also, the verb being quasi-pass.

of2,] 3;.” [#513 The news, or information,

came to him,’or reached him. (MA.)

6. - 1,3 [meaning He, exalted himself] is

from Us?" signifying §,.LZn and

p. 128.)

8: see 1, first sentence, in three places.—

[Hence,] [553)! His belly bgcgme [drawn

up, i. e.] lean, or lank; syn. 6,51: said of a

camel, and of a sheep or goat. (JK.]

10. ZUJZJl He asked him, or desired him, to

charm him. (Sf TA.)

i. g. [as meaning A charm, or spell,

either uttered or written], (K, TA,) by which a

person having an evil afection, such asfever and

epilepsy &c., is charmed: (TA:) when it is in

any other language than that of the Arabs, and

one knows not what is in it, it is disapproved,

lest it should involve enchantment ( and

infidelity; but in such as is from the Ktir-an or

any of the forms of rayer, there is no harm:

(Mgh in art. ,3: [eeeagé =1) [but 55,; generally

signifies “ an amulet to charm the wearer against

the evil eye 8cc.” :] ’Orweh says,

* 3,3,; ‘5; ‘

* u-glé, Lv-g s; g-es, a, '

[And they two left not any amulet that they

knew, nor any charm, or spell, but with it they

charmed me]: (TA:) [sometimes, also, it signifies

anything by which one enchants, or fascinates:

and hence it is said,] ital [Woman is a

thing by which one is enchanted, or fascinated] :

(Meb => pl- .,53- (s. Msb, 1.1-)

'0

Q3; [The act, or practice, or art, of charming :

and also, of enchanting, or fascinating; i. e.

enchantment, orfascination :] the subst., (Msb,)

a DJ J r! Or

of the measure do), from MS), aor. 455).]. (Mgh,

TA.) ' '

5:5; [Ascent ,- or the act of ascending;] the
r ' r r0;

subst. from US), aor. uifi. (TA.)

2%; One who ascends mountains much or qflen.

(TA.)= See also 1, last sentence but one.

66: see 1, last sentence but one. The saying

in the Kur [lsxv. 27], 6t; [tho is one that

charms?] means that there is no charmer that

shall charm him and protect him: or, accord. to

I’Ab, the meaning is, who is he that ascendeth

with his soul? shall the angels of mercy [ascend

with it] or the angels of punishment? (TA.) In

the saying ofa ritjiz,

I nevi I a a or

* assessed» '

{a and is, a, at

* Q‘s)" Mi" >1: 01 0' *

[the meaning may be, Assuredly thou knowest,

by the blast Majestic, the Everlasting, that

the female charmers will not repel, or avert,

that which is decreed; or, that the potent charm

ers will not &c.: for] the pl. may be that of

V as an epithet applied to a woman, or of this
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same word as an intensive epithet applied to a

man. ($.)

$56; pl. all; (with the article see
I ‘ f

what next precedes.

#0; 9'0:

J)» A. place of ascent; as also 'uib'r;

(Msb, TA ;) and so '56; and '36:”: (Msbz)

or 7 these last two signify a series of steps'or

stairs; or a ladder; syn. (S, K;) andiib;

(M and K in era/Aw) the former of them as

being a place of ascent, and the latter of them

as being likened to an instrument; ($, Mgb;)

and both of them are authorized by the M;

(TA ;) but the latter of them is disallowed by

A’Obeyd, and said by him to be not of the

language of the Arabs: (Msb, TA :) the pl. of

'36}; [and of ng] is JK;. (TA.) You say

J}; a and 'oiiii s <JK.TA> A

mountain in which is no place of ascent. (TA.)

93%: [in my Ms. copy of the K £51.11

The two edges [or alas] of the nose: (K, TA:)

so says Th; but the expression commonly known

0! 54¢

is divl L3)», mentioned before [in art. 6)]. (TA.)

' :01 . :0 ii! I

8b” and 5b)»: see us)», in four places.

, d

k$534: see 1, last sentence but one.

i'OJ so, _

k533).»: see L55”, in two places; and see an

ex. in the first sentence of this article.

~91

1, 13,3, ($,1;,) aor. 35;, (1;, JM, TA, in the

CK 21;) inf. n. (K, JM) [and app.

{5”53, q. v. infra,] and .233, (CK, [but not in

the TA nor in my MS._copy of the K,]) or 3:5)

[i. e. 1%,, like 55, and 53,, with both of which it

is syn.],'(JM,) it (a thing, was, or became,

weak, orfeeble ; syn. and thin, or of little

thickness or depth; syn. [5: (S, [and little,

or small, in quantity ; and slender: and 1“feeble,

or weak, and incorrect; said of a word or an ex

pression: (see the part. n. :) and tun

sound, invalid, or incorrect; said of information,

an announcement, &c.; as _is shown by what

follows.] Hence the saying, dig; 13!

[Cut thou it offrom where it is weak, or thin];

for which the vulgar say, égu. Q4.

[And hence also the saying,] ,3.» 131

léLb) +In this information, announcement,

piece of news, or narration, is unsoundness, in

validity, or incorrectness; and so, (A

and TA in art. “In :13,

(s,) or simply 22.}, 8.0!“. 1 , (K,) inf. n. s}, (TA,)

[Ie threw one part of the thing upon another.

($, Jill aor. 1 , inf. n.

i}, [I put the (or iron collar) upon his neck,

and inserted his hand in it; or] I _c’onfined his

hand to his nech by means of the Qt.

[Hence,] Us ;qul i. q. 2Q;

Jr[I attached to him responsibility for the sin,

crime, or misdeed]. ($,K.*) And l3;

451s): ‘5‘." [in like manner] means

l“ [I atlached to him responsibilityfor the render

ing of this right, or due].3 (Lth, TA.) ..... And

, ulé we"" 33

9&1,» t [He reversed the order ofparts, or of the

50718, of the afair, or case]. (TA.) =1.ng

. a.

bed, (IDrd,K,) [aor. -’,] infi n. .9), (IDrd,TA,)

He felt the thing, or pressed it lightly, with his

hand, in order that he might know its bulk.

’20, i e

(IDrd, K,‘ TA.) _ And 51).," .9), (IDrd, K,)

inf. n. as above, (IDrd, TA,) He compressed the

woman, and distressed her, or fatigued her, in so

doing: (IDrd, K,‘ TA :) and so L2}, inf. n. 31;;

v., J|flir

and Lei-.3, inf. n. 33. (mt-o,TA.)=S;t.i an s,

God lessened, or diminished, or may God lesson,

or diminish, his, or its, increase. (Ibn-’Abbad,

TA.) '

2: see 4, in two places.

'05 u; 4

y? .9), aor. i, inf. n. .9), i. q.

4. HQ?“ The sky rained such rain as is

termed El); K;) as also (Ibn

’Abbi’td, 1i.) _ And 923591 92,} The land not

rained upon with such rain as is termed 3)),

or with such rains as are termed sllfi); as also

Veiéj. (TA.)

8. 312;, (K,) int“. n. 3&3}, (TA,) [He not

indistinct in his speech; said of a drunken man:

5

(see its part. n., 26}, below:) or,] though seen

to be eloquent [when alone (see again the part. n.)],

he was impotent in. speech in a case of alterca

tion : z) or he was, or became, weak, orfeeble;

(TA ;) [like 21,1] _ gill Us 33)! He doubted in,

or respecting, his ofi'dir, or [case. (Yaakoob,

_ 55) is also syn. with [He, or it, was, or

became, in a state of commotion or agitation; or

ofconvulsion, or violent motion; or shook, quaked,

or quiver-ed]: :) accord. to Yaakoob, it is an

instance of substitution [of _‘l for €]. (TA.) One

5 '0' 5,

says, 612% )4 [He passed by in a state of com

motion &c.]. (TA.)

10. light He esteemed him weak, or feeble.

($19)

R. Q. He was, or became, cowardly,

or weak-hearted. (IAar, TA.) [See also

its inf. n., below.]

R. Q. 2. relating tova skin [of

milk], (TA,) means [i.e. Its 'being agi

tated] with the butter. (K, TA. [In the CK,

J’ '0

45,533 and are put for and

-

see the next paragraph.

2!), with kesr, Lean, or emaciated: mentioned

by j [and in the K] in art. .9}, [and there written

33,] but Sgh says that this is a mistranscription,

and that it is correctly with g [and with kesr] ;

(TA in the present art. ;) and A2 says that 2)) is

a mistake, and is correctly with ). (TA in art.

3 e s, s

31-)= A150, ($t K,) and l 4’) and l at?» (K,)

Weak rain: (T,$:) or rain little in quantity:

[and Vin is expl. in like manner by Freytag,

as meaning pluvia tennis, pauca; but it seems to

3 e .1 B

be a n. un. offl), and so ' i5) of .9) :] or exceed

ing what is termed b; [q. v.]: :) accord. to

IAar, the first [or lightest and weakest] of rain is

that called then, the (file; then, the 922;;

aind then, the 5)): (TA :) or the Jib exceeds ‘the

.44: (TA in art. Ljinlez) the pl. [of pauc. of 8)]

is 3&3? (15> and 36+» (s. K) and Blip; (Ssh,

TA ;) and the pl. orti'gs, is im'sj. (TA.) _

3 ' ' 8 a

.9) applied to a land, or a place: see :1)».

5.7: e Ii 3

as, and 35): see .4).

a a

Jib}: see the next paragraph.

ins} lVeak, or feebl‘e: (5, JM, KL t) so as

applied to a man: (TA:) and thin, or of little

thickness or depth: (JM :) anything little, or

small, in quantity; and slender: applied to water

[that is little in quantity, and shallow], and to

herbage, and to science: (Sh, TA :) feeble, or

weak, and incorrect,- applied to a word or ap’ex

pression; (P$ in art. a)?» contr. of

and in that art. :) [and unsound, invalid, or

incorrect; applied to information,_an announce

ment, &c.: see 1.] You say ES.”

A. garment, or piece of cloth, weak in respect qf

texture. (Sf TA.) And §§3ll

[Verily he hates weakhru-rlers, or magistrgtes]:

occurring in a trad.: 35:) being pl. of 6&5),

like as [its syn.] is pl. of (TA.

[See also a similar saying in what follows.]) And

At» its»; 34-}, (K.) and aim. (TA.). A men

having little knowledge, (K,) and intelligence.

(TA.) And 51,5, and While}, (15,) the latter of

which has a stroiiger signification than the former,

like J1; in relation to 31,1}, (TA,) and vista;

(K,) which has a still stroriger signification, (TA,)

and t iljl, (15,) all applied to a man, (TA,) signify

Low, ignoble, vile, mean, sordid, or possessing no

manly qualities,- weak in his intellect, and in his

judgment or opinion: or one who is not jealous

(K, TA) of his wife; i. q. (TA :) or one

who is not revered, respected, or feared, by his

wife, or his family: (Kz) accord. to AZ,

and signify one esteemed weak by the

women, not revered or respected orfeared by them,

and not jealous of them : (TA :) the epithet simi

larly applied to a woman is likewise, and

tistéjt and the pl. is Ellie, (K.) It is said

in a trad., tiéntéjli 33], (5; TA, [in one

of my copies of the S written iéléjll, and in the

other copy without the vowel-signs,]) meaning

Verin he cursed him who is not jealous of his

.r a) “:5

wife. (5.) And in another trad, sill Q]

téétéjl 32134:, i. e. [Verily God hateth the

sovereign, or ruling, power] that is weak. (TA.)

[fem. of 31.53,] as an epithet applied

to land; see 3;.= Also Felt, or pressed [lightly

with the hand ; see 1]; and so i (TA.)
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see the next preceding paragraph, in

five places.

[app. an inf. n., see 1, first sentence,]

lVeakness, orfeebleness. (TA. [See also

v o 3

K55), as a subst., see .9), in two places.

i d s: o s

U5)" “his, (so in one of my copies of the s,

and in the O, and in my MS. copy of the or

uéjil m, (so in one of my copies of the S,

and in the TA and CK,) meaning [His fat is, or

a piece offat of,] such as melts quickly, is a prov. ,

($, O,K,) applied to him who does not fatigue,

or weary, thee, 9, so in my copies of the

$, or '5), so iii the 0,) or to him who does

not aid thee, '9, so in the TA and CK, [in

my MS. copy of the K it reads either '9 or

's),]) in needful affairs, (5, 0, K,) nor avail

thee, or profit thee, or stand thee in any stead.

(0, TA.) [See also “5;, voce éle-Accord.

to AA, signifies A wide [or vulva, or

flabby vulva]. (0, TA.)

The sound of the echo, (K, TA,) which it

returns to onefrom the mountain, imitating what

one utters. (TA.)

[inf n. of R. Q. 1,] Weakness, orfeeble

ness, in anything. [See also

I, '0

351,5; A woman large in the posteriors and

thighs. ($, K.)

see

’0" 3 I: _ lot

Lnb 9,0, applied to land (Haul), Rained upon

with such rain as is tgrmed El); ;) as also

figs}; alone, and Vii-'53.; and lag-53,

(K,) the last two meaning also rained upon'by

such rain as is termed 3)) and containing but little

pasturage, (TA,) and v.9), which last is

mentioned by ISh, and explained as meaning a

place upon which hasfallen only a little, or weak,

rain. (0.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

A [or skin for milk or water]

dressed, or prepared, and put into a good,

or proper, state. ($, K.) _. See also etéj, last

sentence.

3 ~ss

:13” A sgftmf j’lgbby, camel, having diluted

marrow (O, [In the CK,

Gain is erroneously put for 65:"; and in my

MS. copy of the K, &ile) And A drunken

man indistinct in his speech : :) or a man seen

to be eloquent TA) when alone, (TA,) but

impotent in speech when he engages in alterca

tion. (K;i TA.)

*5)

1. (s: A. a.) and 4?}. (A.)

= . (A. K.) int- n- 3.»;53 (s. A. 15> and Le};

(AaKs) agagvgwa (Kn I-q- 2:12 (A. K.

TA) and 4,1; 5L: [explained by what follows].

(TA.) You say, £1331 (Mgh,) or épl,

(Mgh,) and £45,, [or 51%,] inf. n. .__.,é.,

and [as above, meaning I rode, or rode

upon, and I mounted, or mounted upon, the beast,

or the horse]. (TA. _[See also Len,» [And

2154.31 or Sigh-ill Us (agreeably with the

Ku’r xi. 43' and xyiii. 70 ahd xxix. 65), I em

barked in the ship; went on, board the ship]

And one says, of anything, [and 'Afigl] as

meaning 231; [i. e. t It was, or became, upon, or

over, it; got upon it,- came, or arose, upon it;

overlay it; was, or became, superincumbent, or

supernatant, upon it; overspread it]; namely,

another thing. (TA.) [In like manner,] one says

1

v.5; and as meaningalso, of anything,

Gk [i. e., when said, of a horse or the like, He

wtis ridden, or ridden upon, and was mounted, or

mounted upon : whence other significations in

other cases, indicated above]. (TA.) _. [Hence,]

i. q. 'él)‘ I[It lay one part

upon another ;1 it was, or became, heaped, or piled,

up, or together, one part upon, or overlying,

another :] said of fat [as meaning it was, or be

came, disposed in layers, one above another: see

54.51,]. (A, TA.) [And hence, Quin

15' asst,
o -
M f The people bore, or pressed, or

crowded, (as though mounting,) one upon another,

a phrase well known, and of frequent occurrence:

or meaning 1‘ the people followed one another

closely; from what next follows.] _ 1;?) also

means [1* He came upon him, or overtook him;

or] hefollowed closely, or immediately, after him :

and and ii.191; t Ifollowed close after

him. (L.) _..[$._.,Ln 1,5, and 3.15m, and

53691, fHe went upon, or trod, or travelled, the

road, and the sand or sands, and the desert: and

3.4;" 1- He embarked, or voyaged, upon the

sea. Hence,] J13." k}, and (£4.31, I[He

ventured upon, encountered, or braved, the night,

and that which was terrible or fear/uh] and the
o0: I e .I

like thereof. (TA.) [And 1)»! v?) and ' 143,1

1' He ventured upon, embarked in, or undertook,

an afl‘air: and Jrhe surmounted it, or mastered

it: the former meaning is well known: the latter

I i r

is indicated by an explanation of the phrase _rslb)

die as, I ,

3431, which see below.] And L95 v?) (A, K)

and l 1,9)! A, MA, IHe committed a sin,

or crime, or the like. (s, MA, TA.) And 45,

,1: +[Such aone did to such a on; a

lhing]. (TA.) And and 1 143,1

1 [He did to him an evil, or abominable, or odious,

deed]. (A.) And bifm and 1235111

became much in debt: and k5.1.;‘53’and

Y 0:155)! t[Debt burdened me]. (Mgh.) _vu?)

14.

Ml) IHe went at random, heedlessly, or in a

headlong manner, (Avg-j U1: “an, A, Mgh,)

[i. e.,] without consideration, (A,) or without any

certain aim, or object, (Mgh,) not obeying a guide

' I' :I J 4 fi'

to the right course. You say, '9 vb);

“a”. H,

4493-! L5); t [He goes at random, &c., not

knowing whither to direct himself]. ($ and K in

art. 4.5.) [See also In like manner also,

1.8. r e 51"

you say, 4.31) v.5) (K voce &c.) 1-He

followed his own opinion. And 3133 (,5, (s in

, ) 1“ He followed his own natural desire,

without consideration, and not obeying a guide to

art.

the right course of conduct] ._ and

33 +1 kept to his state, or condition, and his

way, mode, or manner, of acting &c. ;_ and did as

he did. (M in art. .__.,.) And “in

+[The fever continued upon him] is a phrase

is .r '42 se-ns in":

similar to u'..." ékfil and ml and M).

(A and TA in art. 1.4.): aor. #, (s, A,

K,) infi n. Q’sj, (TA,) [from 5.1%,] He struck,

or smote, his knee: (S, A, K :) or it signifies,

(K,) or signifies also, ($, A,) he struck him, or

smote him, with his knee : (S, A, :) or he took

him by his hair, or by the hair of each side

of his head, (TA,) and struck his forehead with

his knee. TA.) Hence, in a trad.,

'0 J )4 5

“5,29,: all I struck his nose with my knee.

(TA.) And in apother trad., Q’s}, 3359i a?

'§ j! [Knowest than not

El-Azd, (the tribe so called,) and their striking

with the knee? Beware than of El-Azd, lest they

take thee, and strike thee with their knees]: for

this practice was notorious among El-Azd ; in the

00’

dial. of whom, was a metonymical ap

pellation of the knee. (TA.) = 4%}, like (é,

[pass in form, but neut. in signification,] He (a

man) had a complaint of his knee. (TA.)=

4.5),, aor. 1 , (K,) inf. n. 4.53, (TA,) He was

large in the knee. (K.)

2. Jo;th 1:5), [inf. n. as below,] He lent him

the horse, [or mounted him on the horse,] to go

forth on a warring and plundering expedition,

on the condition of receiving from him one half

qf the spoil: (Kf TA :) or for a portion of the

spoil that he should obtain. (TA.) [See also 4.]

.i_ And 1.5), inf n. He put, or set, one

part of it upon another: (I; :) [he set it, orfixed

it, in another thing: he composed it; constituted

it; or put it together.] signifies The

putting together, or combining, things, whether

suitable or not, or placed in cider or not: it is a

more general term than JQU, which is the col

lecting together, or putting;r together, suitable

things. (Kull p. 118.) You say, Us 9.2.5."

43ng (S, A) He set the stone in the signet-ring :

and silin L} era-5) He_fixed the [spear

head in the shaft ,- (A ;) and,th us 3.231 [the

arrow-head in the shaft]. (5.) And 3:;

wbjoal [A thing good, or beautiful, in respect

of composition or constitution; well, or beauti

fully, composed or constituted or put together].

(TA.) .._. Also He removed it from one place to

another in which to plant it,- namely, a shoot of

a palm-tree. (Mgh.)

4. map He (9. colt) became fit for being

ridden; attained to the fit time for being ridden.

(s, Msb, 1;.) [See also me”13.] =iib11 He

gave him, appointed him, or assigned him, an
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animal on which to ride. [See also 2.] .
1’ e I, i

4.615- [He mounted me, or made me to

ride, behind him]. (A.) And i2,i3 [53,“?
[He mounted me on a quick, Ibrisk, sharp, or

strong, beast]. (A.) _. [Hence, it,le +.He

made him to venture upon, embark in, or under

take, an aflizir. And daéjl +IIe made him

to commit a sin, or crime, or the like.]

5. It had one part of it put, or set,

upon another; as also lvélj: (K:) [it was,

or became, set, or fixed, in another thing: it was,

or become, composed, constituted,)or put together:

see 2.] You say, {iii-ll Jail! é; [The

stone was set in the signet-ring] : and Ml *5);

e?" e
shaft]. ($.)

6. e.,.él)‘: see 1: and 5. You say, “bl;

QQill The clouds were, or became, [heaped, or

piled, up,] one above, or upon, [or ocerlying,]

another; as alsofibly”. (TA.)

8: see 1, in eight places.

[The arrow-head was fixed in the

1" Die

10. 44:55 déji-el [He asked him to give him,

appoint him, or assign him, an animal on which

to ride, and he gave him, appointed him, or

assigned him, one].

9 6 r 9 4

*5): see v.55, in three places.

The (lSk, Msb, K:) or the place

qurorvth of the lite, or of the hair of

the (Mgh:) [i. e. it signifies the pubes;

either as meaning the hair of: the mons Veneris,

or the mans Veneris itself: generally the latter;

and this is often meant by the term 331.; alone:]

or the part that slopes donmfrom the belly, and is

beneath the [q. v.] and above the pudendum:

in all these senses said by Lh to be masc.: (TA :)

or the pudendum (Az, Msb, K) itself: (TA :) or

the external portion therch: (K :) or the

are the roots of the two thighs, upon which is the

flesh ofthe pudendum, TA,) or upon which

are the two portions offiesh of the pudendum:

(TA :) the *5) is masc.: (Msb :) it is common

to the man and the woman, (S, Mgh, Msh, Kfi)

accord. to Fr: ($, Mgh :) or peculiar to the

woman, ($,Mgh,l_{,) accord. to Kh: (S:) El

Farezdak makes it plainly common to bot-h,

saying,

~ Us.’fiuée-e'°'i-»fi=f';".,-J“To~i, *

[then the shaoen pubes met the pubes]: (TA:

[and a similar ex. is given in the $ and high,

as cited by Fr =]) the pl. is $15}? ($,Mgh, Msb,

K) and (K:) the latter being pl. of the

I J 'I

former; but in some copies of the K Vbbl, like

(TA.) = Also lV/iiteness in the 3,5,

[or knee]. (TA.)

A single ride, or act of riding: pl.

(IAth, L.)_[Hence,] one says,

1205;." [51:3 I[i. e. He goes at

random, heedlessly, or in a headlong manner, &c.,

(see 1,)] and 9%le Lb {[They go at

Bk. I.

random, &c.]. (A. [The meaning is there indi

cated by the context, and is shown by what here

follows.]) Respecting the phrase QQEJJI

a). .9; a )v be

occurring in a trad., meaning Ad’s,

1' [Ye go at random, 860.], in that which is false,

wrong, or rain, and in factions, or seditious, or

the like, following one another without considera

tion, IAth says that [properly] signifies as

explained above in the first sentence of this para

graph, and that the pl. {bla'bjl is here governed

in the accus. case by a verb understood, and [with

that verb] is a denotative of state relating to the

agent in UN: it supplies the place of that

verb, which it does not require to be expressed;

J,am, the implied meaning is app:

QQEJL (h)

a word of well-known meaning, ($, Msb,)

[The knee; i. e., in a man,] the joint between the

lower parts of the thigh and the upper parts of

the shank: (A, or [in a quadruped,] the

joint between the metacarpus and the radius

this is the right expla

nation: in the K, “’4 is erroneously put for

Jag-ii: [this explanation is evidently given accord.

to the terms employed in the anatomy of quad

rupeds as compared to human beings: in that

which next follows, there is certainly an omission,

which I have endeavoured to supply :] or the

of the fore legs of the camel are the two

joints that [project forwards, in like manner as

do, in the hind legs, those that] are next the belly

[meaning the stifleg'oints] when he lies down upon

his breast with folded legs: the two joints that

project behind [in the hind legs, namely, the

hocks,] are called the in every quad

ruped, the 0%, are in the fore legs, and the

(99,31; are in the hind legs: and the is

what is called [i. e. the upper joint

of,the metatarsus]: (TA :) or the 81.5) is the

by)» [which in a man is the elbow, but here
4

seems to mean the lower joint] of the l3} [or

radius] of anything [i.e. of any beast]: :)

[from its being said in the and high that the

is “ well known,” I conclude that there is

no real discrepancy in the foregoing explanations:

it is perhaps needless to add that the term

is now universally applied to the knee of a man

and to what we commonly call the knee ofa horse

and the like:] the pl. is .Lé-ij,(s,M§b,1_<,) i. c.

the pl. of mult., and the pl. of pauc. is

and ,and Lh mentions the

phrase ’ _gi-‘o
4 ' 9'0 J

hneed camel] ; as though the term 3,5) were ap

plied to each part, and the pl. used accord. to this

application. (TA.)—One says [of an agitating

affair or event], 4:5 9 N i M ME

10.9.] [meaning A. hard

Cnflanl rel

iééjl 4,51[An afairpr event, in which the

knees knockedtogether,and in which the knee rubbed

the knee]. _And of one who has the mark

of prostration in prayer on his forehead, between

his eyes, (L,) )3.“ JE» [Betn-een

his eyes is the like of the knee of the she-goat].

(A,"* L.) And of any two things that are alike, or

correspondent, )3" [They are like

the two knees of the like-goat]; because her two

knees fall together upon the ground when she

lies down. (L.)_And it is said in a prov.,

UL; All. b,lell [The worst of men is

he whose fat is upon his knee]: applied to him

who is quickly angered; and to the perfidious:

(Meyd, TA :) the phrase ills is also

used as meaning The sin-dllest thing makes him

angry: (TA :) and a poet says,

'01 e ,5 '0’, 4 \

' &saava-J]LW.LJ'9 *

as} ebele Joe '10

*i "

[Blame her not; for she is of a set of people

whosefat is placed above the knees : perhaps mean

ing, for she is but a woman; as women are gene

rally fat in the part above the knee]: (TA :) or

§;J [in the place ofééh 5,4], meaning of

ivomen nihose object of anxiety, or bare, is fatness

andfat: (Meyd, TA :) so that the prov. seems to

mean that the worst of men is he who has not

such intelligence as bids him to do that which is

praiseworthy, but only bids him to do that in

which is inconstancy and levity, and an inclining

to the dispositions of women, to the love of fatness

and fat. (Meyd.) [See other explanations in art.

tim] = Also The lower part ofthe plant

Kalle, when it has been cut.

51:5) A mode, or manner, ofriding. You

say, He has a good mode, or

manner, bf riding. (A,' TA.) _. [It is said in

the K to be a subst. from as though signi

fying A riding.] ’

A company of riders upon camels,

or of owners of camels on a journey, or travellers

upon camels, exclusively of other beasts, (§,)°but

less in number than the company called

($, [and probably also a company of riders

upon any beasts, but less than what is called

;.:‘>;:] accord. to MF, it is a pl. of

(TA.) [See also @511]

and : I

and : l

'3: ’0 I U

“in?)2 SEC ‘7,

I J I

see Q’s).

) 4 I

J, in two places.

LLQ) [Travelling-camels, usedfor riding; i.e.]

camels (S, K, TA) upon which people journey;

(5, TA ;) i. q. (Msbi) or camels fit for

carrying: (Har p. 22:) it has no proper sing.:

(S:) the word used for the sing. is (S,

Msb, K:) or, as [Sh says, in the “Idook of

Camels,” let—b) and L? are applied to camels

that goforthfor corn ()litlh) to be brought back

upon them, both when they go forth and after

they have come back : and the former term is ap

plied also to camels upon n'hich people journey to

JIekkeh, on which are borne: and hired

[or other] camels that carry the goods and corn

rgf merchants: but camels are not called H,

though bearing corn, [unless] if hired: [I insert

144
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the words “or other” and “ unless ” because it

is further said,] 1,: are not those that bring corn

for their owners; but these are called ;Léa):

(L, TA :) the pl. is H1353, (S, K,) accord. [to

A’Obeyd, (TA,) and $135, and ;siésj; (3;)

or, accord. to IAar, is not pl. of LE);

and others say that it is pl. of V signifying

any beast on which one rides, [an epithet] of the

measure in the sense of the measure

' (TA,) but called by ISd a subst.; (TA v0ce

3;};;) and is a more special term than

(TA in the present art.) _ [Hence,]

.TalL-le Joli-a; I [The bearers of the clouds; i. e.]

the winds. (A, K.) Umeiyeh says,

* ~35; V 3313 ‘

[It (referring to a cloud) goes to and fro

being for the winds being its bearers].

(TA.) —_.— Also [The stirrup of a horse’s saddle ;]

a well-known appertenance of a horse’s saddle;

;) the same with respect to a horse’s saddle as

the with respect to a camel’s : pl.

and see ;lé): both signify

A beast that is ridden : (S :) or a she-camel that

is ridden: (K:) or the latter has this meaning:

and is metaphorically applied to anything ridden :

(Msb:) or the former signifies any beast that is

ridden: and the latter is a name for everything

that is ridden; applied to one, and to a pl.

number: (TA:) or the former signifies ridden,

as a fem. epithet: and the latter, one specially

appointedfor riding; and that is constantly kept

to work; of beasts TA) of any kind: (TA :)

and the latter and and and

was; (K) and ' aééj and 'Jéet (I?

and TA in art. via, [see in several

places,]) a she-camel that is ridden; or that is

broken, trained, or rendered submissive or manage

able: :) or has this last signification,

accord. to AZ: and its pl. is (TA :) the

pl. of being Let's}: (TA voce },};_.=)

and signifies [also] a she-camel fit

to be ridden; ($,TA;) like as signi

fies fit to be milked: the l and Q are [said to be]

added in order to give intensiveness to the signi

fication: (TA:) [and all the other epithets men

tioned above seem also, accord. to some, to have

an intensive sense: see You say, is

9'1' ~¢ 9»Jr I! 0";

Zaha- K), 33,...- ‘9, 1,95) He has not a. she

camel to ride, nor one to carry burdens, nor one

J e I v

m be milked. (s, TA.) _ A150 .11.,5, by A

camel having marks of galls, or sores, on his back,

produced by the saddle. (TA.) __ And

A road ridden upon, (S, TA,) and trodden

so as to be rendered evpn, or easy to be travelled.

(TA.) = See also LE}.

#3 One who rides with another; a fellow

rider. iLz-‘JI ;ng, mentioned in a trad.,

and there promised a place in Hell, means He

who accompanies tyrannical dire [or collectors

J:

qfthe poor-rates]. (TA.)_ See also _

Log, (1;) and (TA) Palm

trees planted in a roiv by a rivulet, or not by a.

rivulet. (1;, TA.)= Also A 536.}, (K,) i. e.

13L; [or channel of walerfor irrigation] : (TA :)

or’a rivulet between [two pieces of soup ground

such as are termed] :) or between two

gardens qualm-trecs'a-nd grape-vines : (so accord.

to the text of the in the TA:) or what is be

tween two gardens of palm-trees and grape-vines:

(so accord. to the CK and my MS. copy of the

K :) or grape-vines between two rivers or rivalets :

(TA 1) or a place of seed-produce: (K :) or a

clear, or cleared, piece of land, in which one sows .

<T=> pl- 3.5- (K-)— [Hence,] as) .33?

The people who stay, or dwell, by water; Qyn.

,LALJL (TA.)

dim. orL’sj. (TA.) See

see

5 ~ ,

uglb) j [Olive-oil so called because brought

on climels from Syria. ($, A,‘ K.)

and i applied to a man, (K, TA,)

the latter on the authority of Th, (TA,) signify

the same, TA,) lV/w rides much; a. great

rider: and so applied to a woman. (TA.)

__ [Hence,] 1”;ij + A man who sur

mounts, or nuisters, qfi'airs; [or who often does

so; or accustomed to embark in, or undertake, or

to surmount, or master, them; or who often ent

barks in, or undertakes, them, and therefore sur

mounts, or masters, them;] by his knowledge, and

repeated experience, and good judgment. (K and

TA in art. this.)

2d; IThe nightmare, or incubus, came

upon him.

: see the latter part of the next paragraph.

Riding; or a rider: (Mgh, Msh,K:)

or properly only a rider upon a camel: (ISk, $,

K:) or the latter is its meaning when it is not

used as a prefixed noun, as explained below; and

is said to be the original signification: 113 says

that it may signify a. rider upon a camel, ass,

horse, or mule, when used as a prefixed noun; as

when you say and ,\Q. &c.:

(L:) accord. to 181;, you term'a rider upon an

a ,1 I r

ass 41...- uk- 9.91.5, (S, TA,) and a. rider upon a

mule U1; Juli; (TA ;) but ’Omarah says,

I do nbt call the owner or rider of the ass “.98,

but and the reason of his saying so is

manifest, for v.95 is an epithet of the measure

Job: from “the horse,” meaning “an

owner, or a rider, of the horse :” ($, TA :) the

PI- is life; (s. K) and Cute; (s: Mgh, Mgh, K)

and 1,;5; (Mgh, 1;) and 2:5,, (15,) or this last

is a mistake for [q. v.], (MF, TA,) and

l (Akh, Msh, K, TA,) as some say; (TA ;)

or this last is a quasi-pl. n., (K, TA,) nota broken

pl. of ;éilj; (TA ;) and signifies riders upon

camels; (K;) or owners of camels on a journey,

or travellers upon camels; ($;) consisting of ten

or more: (S, K :) and sometimes it signifies riders

upon horses : (IB, K 2) or riders upon horses and

camels: (IB, L, TA :) or a company of riders

upon horses; or upon horses and camels : (TA :)

[or, accord. to Kh, riders upon any beasts: (De

Sacy’s Anthol. Gram. Ar. p. 54_of the Arabic

text:)] in the Kur viii. 43,.étfiopl may signify

the riders upon horses, or the riders upon camels,

or the army composed of both these: (TA :) the

pl. of is (s, K,) [a pl. of pauc.,] and

Accord. to IB, you do not say

92’] nor but it is said that

and &c. are allowable.

An instancd of as distinguished from

Q‘s-1;; occurs in a verse cited as one of the axe. of

the preposition ._.a. (TA.) [properly

signifying A smallcompany of riders upon camels,

&c.,] occurs as meaning colledors of the poor

rales: it is the dim. of "zaé3; and shows that

this latter is not 9. pl. [properly speaking] of

$513; for, were it so, the word used as its dim.

woiild be (TA.) [See also and

;;31.]__[Also__4. person on boardpf' a ship

or boat: pl. You say ml

($, TA) The persons on board of the ship, or

boat : and 5C." the voyagers upon the water :

and Ibn-Ahmar has used in this sense the pl.
010)

OLE”; but i: is said that this is not allowable;

nor is ;éjl; nor (TA.)—Also, and

'iaéflj, 1- A shoot germinating upon the trunk

ofa palm-tree, not having any root in the ground :

z) or a shoot on the upper part ofa palm-tree,

hanging down, but not reaching the ground; and

so had-’51; and Vigil; and or,

as some say, the last of these words is not thus

applied, but means a. woman “ who rides much :”

AHn, however, says that it signifiesa palm-shoot,

or the like thereof, growing forth at the top of

the trunk of a palm-tree, and, in some instances,

bearing with its mother; but whenp't is, cut of,

it is better for the mother: and is also

explained in the L as meaning small'palm-trees

that growforth at the lower parts of large palm

trees: (TA:) or it means a. shoot of a palm-tree

not cut of from its mother: p. 66:)

accord. to As, when a palm-shoot grows from the

trunk, and does not adhere to the ground, it forms

a vile kind of palm~tree; and the Arabs call it

n.,»él; and ';,é>5: the pl. of this last [and of

tieétj] is sites;- (TA->-o;’~3\ as;

means I What first appear, or grow forth,from

the 83, (A, K, TA,) i. e. the envelope of the

grain, (TA,) of the ear of wheat. (K, TA.)—

Lélg also signifies fThe head [or summit] of a

moitntain (bl-Q), as in [most of] the copies of

the K; in some of which is found [or rope].

(TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph.—

Also, sing. of (TA) which signifies

{Streaks [or layers] offat, (A, K, TA,) over

lying one another, (K, TA,) in thefore part ofa
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camel’s hump : those in the hinder part are called

C5963, (A, K, TA,) of which the sing. is list}.

(TA.)

l J a as .v r a a _

and 3,955: sec “‘51), latter part, In

four places.

1"!

*5)! Large in the [or knee].

_A camel having one qfhis hnees larger than

the other. (S, K.)

A company of riders upon camels,

or qfonmers ofcamels on a journey, or of tra

vellers upon camels, exclusively of other beasts,

(S,) but more in number than the company called

1,5,. ($,K:) pl. Jrégi. (TA.) [See llso
0.. r r

3421-]

1.5}; an int. n. of As}. (A, K,TA.)._.

And also a noun of place [properly signifying A

place ofriding, &c.]. (TA.) [Hence, Anything

upon which one rides; and upon, or in, which

one is borne or carried:] one ofthe v.51}; of

the land; and [more commonly] ofthe sea: ($,

[i.e.] a beast [on which one rides]; (A,

TA ;) and a vessel, i. e. a ship or boat: (A, Mgh,

Msb,TA:) a saddle; and any kind of vehicle

borne by a camel or other beast: (the lexicons

passimz) is the pl. (Mgh,Msb.) You

say, £3!le Lisp! [Excellent, or most

excellent, is the thing upon which one rides, the

beast]. (A.) And k;..1,;n Q51}; 3.5.1. The

vessels, or the ships or'boats, of El-Yeinen came.

(A.).._ [And hence as the name of'

1* The principal star (at) of Pegasus ; because in

the place of the saddle.]

A colt that has become fit for being

ridden. (TA.) And A beast that

has attained the age at n-hich one may ride him

during a warring and plundering expedition.

(TA.)

95';

)0 A man to whom a horse is lentfor a

portion ofthe spoil that he may obtain: (IAar,

TA :) or a man who borrows a horse upon which

to goforth on a warring and plundering expedi

tion, and who receives one half of the spoil, the

other halfbeing for the lender: (K:) or one to

whom a horse has been givenfor him to ride, and

who has put his foot into the stirrup.

[Also] lVeah in the art qfhorsemanship, or the

management of horses, and the riding of them.

(Ham p. 441.) _ [Also Fat, or set, one part

upon another: set, or fixed, in another thing:

composed; constituted,- or put together: see its

verb, 2.] The stone [set] in the Signet-ring is

termed and 'Lab;; and so the arrow

head [fixed] in the shaft: :) or sig

nifies, (K, TA,) as a subst., (TA,) a thing set

(_Léyh) in a thing, such as a ring-stone in the

bezel, or collet, of the Signet-ring. TA.)=

Also I Origin : and place quronrlh or germina

tion or vegetation. (S, K, TA.) You say,

ISuch a one is generous, or noble,

in respect of the origin ofhis rank among his

Pwrle- (s, A!)

*5)

1. .15}, (s, A, Mgh,) aor. =, (Mgh,) ian n.

his], Msb, It was, or became, still, or

motionless; (S, A, Msb,K;) said of water:

A,Msb:) and fixed, or stationary. (K.) And

in like manner, using the verb in the former

sense, one says of the wind: ($,A:) [whence]

one says also, 12;” [lit. Their wind be

came still, or calm]; meaning 1 their goodfortune

ceased, and their affairs, or circumstances, began

to retrograde by degrees: and [in like manner,]

gulp-3) 1[their good fortune

began to cease by degrees]. (A.) So too one says

of ~the expressed juice of grapes, meaning It

ceased to estuate. (L.) And of the heat, i. c. It

remitted, or subsided. (L. [See also And

wt The ship became still, or motion

less, (S,*'A,* Msb, TA,) or aground. (TA.) And

[slit-J! The balance was, or became, in a

state’ofequilibrium. ($,‘A,K.) And

The sheave of the pulley was, or became, fixed:

and also the sheave of the pulley turned, or

revolved: thus _bearing two contr. significations.

(L) And will)! The sun was, or become,

at its midday-height: or continued over

head; as though not quitting its place. (A.)

And The people were, or became, still,

motionless, or silent. ($, A.)

4. $45) He rendered it still, or motionless,

namely, water [&c.]. (Msb)

6. .sbbi [app., in its proper sense, It became

still, or motionless, by degrees]. See 1.

Q In 019’

5 J IA bond that isfull, orfilled;

;) or heavy; (A ;) or filled and heavy. (L.)

And IA. she-camel 'rvhose supply of

milh is constant, (A, K,) unceasing. (K.)

, .

.,sfil) [81171, or motionless: and] anything

remaining fixed in its place; stationary.
Q r Fa

You say ab!) 2L0 Water that is not running:

and 5:1»! a wind becoming still, or calm;

pl. jest}, 8;, (A.)—[Hence,] (seigjn [and

also, accord. to Reiske, as mentioned in Freytag’s

Lex., $131,] The three pieces of stone upon

which a cooking-pot is set: so called because they

remain in their places.

323'}; [pl. of 15;, like }é.f,;,] Places in

which a man, or some other thing, remains still,

or motionless. A,‘ L.) And llluch depressed

parts of the earth. Usameh Ibn-Habceb

El-Hudhalee says, describing an ass [i. e. a wild

ass] that had been chased by horses, or horsemen,

and had fled for refuge to the mountains, whence,

from their ravines, he saw the sky like streaks,

0’ u s we, ' 1:1

‘ 9‘?» ~25 o? for“ 0*: ~1' *

* septggm 25.5;- *

[They (the ravines) showed him, in every spot

where he stopped, strealrs of the shy, and the

much-depressed parts of the earth were his places

ofabode all the day]. (S,‘ L.) [J quotes this

verse, in the $, but with J}... in the place of

ob)», and ofa}; in the placie ofabb, as an ex. of

.sél’... in the former of the senses explained

above]

)5")

1- @th1), K.) 1 a. Mo, K)

and ,, inf. n.}é3, A, Mgh,) He stuck,

orfixed, a spear, ($, A, Msb, K,) and a stick, (A,)

or some other thing, (TA,) into the ground, (S, A,

Msb, upright; (TA;) as also 'jé), inf. n.

(TA.) You say also, vii" pl

aor. -’, inf. n. The heat made the thorn

bushesfast in the ground [by hardening the soil].

(TA.) And gig?» Us 536-91 iii )5, God

fired the metals, or minerals, in the mountains:

(A, TA 2) or caused them to exist therein. (K,“l

TA.) And inf. n. as above, He buried

the property. (TA.)

2: see the preceding paragraph.

4. )5)! He (a man) found what is termed

jléag: A,‘ z) or his mine yielded him abun

dance of silver §'c. : (TA :) or hefound a [quan

tity of gold or silver equal to a sum of money

such as is termed] 333;, collected together, in the

mine. (Es-Shfifi’ee, TA.)_It (a mine) had in

it what is termedjLé): (K :) or what is so termed

wasfound in it. (IAar, TA.)

8. p)! It (a spear) became stuck, or fixed, in

the ground. (Msb.).__tHe became fixed (Kf

in his] placei’of‘abpde’. (TA.) You say,

C” '9 dflJU ow J5.) “Such a one

entered, and remainedfixed in his place of abode,

not quitting n]. (A, 1‘A.)_b,..;in ,0)!

{He put the extremity of the bow upon the

ground and leaned upon it. ($3 A,‘ TA.) And

4...; UL; fiJl tHe bore (Jig) upon the

head ofhis spear, leaning upon it, in order that

he might die. (Mgh, from a trad.)

3i») A sound: (Fr, TA:) or a low sound;

(S, A, i. q. Ll»: or a sound that is

not vehement.- or the] sound, or voice, ofa man,

which one hears from afar; such as that of the

hunter talhing to his dogs. (TA.) So in the Kur

[xix. last verse], a” [0r dost thou

hear a sound of them? &c.]. TA.) [See

_.. [Golius assigns to it also the signification of

Beauty (pulchritudo); app. from his having

found, in a copy of the K, in the place

of [i.-11,]:Also An intelligent, for-bearing,

liberal, or munificent, man: (AA :) or a learned,

intelligent, liberal or munifieent, generous, man.

(K)

532’”: see Jilé). ._ 1 Firmness of understand~

ing,- (Fr, strength thereof. (A, TA.) Fr says,

I heard one of the Benoo-Asad say, é..le

$3.05) 13 IIspohe to such a one, and 1

found him not to have firmness ofunderstanding.

(TA.)

jlé) Illetal, or other mineral; (A, Mgh, TA;)
’ 1" e 1 - - o I

what God has caused to exist (55;, i.e. Josh)

144 '
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in the mines; (K5) meaning that is created

in the earth; (TA;) as also wigs; (K:) the

former is pl. of'géa): (Kz) orit is pl. of'ijgbg:

(Ahmad Inn-Khalid; TA =) and pieces (1;,T'A)

if large size, like [stones such as are called]

with (TA,) of silver and of gold, (1;, TA,)

that are extractedfrom the earth, (TA,) orfrom

the mine: (K, TA :) accord. to the people of El

’Iriil_§, any metals or other minerals: (TA:) or

[so in the A and Mgh, and accord. to the TA,

but in the K “and,"] buried treasure (S, A,

Mgh, Msb,K) ofthe peoplegqf the Time of Ig

norance : (S, high, K :) the first of the significa

tions given above is the primary one: and ancient

wealth [buried in the earth] is likened to metals or

minerals: or, accord. to certain of the people ofEl

Hijéz, it signifies specially property buried by men

before the period of El-Isla'm; and not metals or

other minerals. (TA.) It is said in a trad., that

the fifth part of what is termed Elia) is for the

government-treasury: (S,"‘ TA :) or; accord. to

another relation, of what is termed lib]: as

though it [the latter] were pl. [or rather coll.

gen. n.] of lab}, or [the former] of Vijlé).

(TA.) ' '

Q r

)éfi

., r

l d

seejlb), last sentence.

)2

I

ah}: see ;léa), in three placesz=see also

)9”.

jest, A thing that is firm, or jiwed. (Mgh.)

[Hence,] one says, ITheir might, or

glory, isfirmly established. (A, TA.)

5’0,

)5)» A place where a spear or other thing is

stuck, orfired, into the ground, upright: (TA :)

a place of firmness, or fixedncss. (Mgh.)

:The place of a. man; his place ofalighting or

abiding. (S, K.) _. I The station of an army, or

of a body of troops or soldiers, to which its

occupants are commanded to keep. (K, TA.)

You say, J2.» Li's 1[This is the fixed

station of the cavalry]. Pl.

_The centre of a circle. (S, K.) -_ lab),

signifies the same as [but in what sense I

do not find pointed out]. (TA.)

(bib)! 1[Verily it is firmly

fired in the minds, or understandings]. (A, TA.)

veg)

)d /

91;}...523, (s, Mgh,) son;, (Msb,TA,) inf. n.

9.5:), (S, A, Msb, K,) He turned it over, or

as e oi

upside down; (S, A, Msb,K;) as also laflbj:

or the former, (TA,) or Hatter, (Mgh,) he

turned it over upon its head: (Msb, TA:) and

the former, he reversed it; made the first part of

it to be last; or turned it fore part behind.

(Lth, A, Msb, K.) It is said in the Ear [iv. 90],

1,;5 l Since God hath sub

verted them [for what they have done, or com

mitted]; syn. (IAar,K:) or hath made

them, return to their unbelief; (Fr, S, K;) and

Allé} signifies the same: (Fr, TA :) or hath

separated, or dispersed, them, for what they have

done of their disbelief, and acts of disobedience:

(J61 =) :Lgin and t lilésji both signify I

separated the thing ,- or set it apart. (TA.) You

say also, May God overturn

thine enemy upon his head: or change, or reverse,

the state, or condition, of thine enemy. (A.)

And 22.}! Us He turned him, back, or;

caused hint to return, to evil. And V 9.5;!

ééll Return thou the _garmentfor

piece of cloth, to the dyeing-liquor. (A.)

4: see 1, throughout.

8. 5,613] He, or it, became turned over, upside

down, or upon his, or its, head; became inverted,

subverted, or reversed ; became turned fore part

behind : (K, TA :) he returned, reverted, or went

back, from one thing or state to another: (TA :)

hefell. You say, v.9)!

die :5 A, TA) Sue/{a one fell [again]

into a casefrom which he had escaped. (TA.)

uié) i. q. “1;, [Uncleanness, dirt, or filth;

or an unclean, a dirty, or afilthy, thing]:

A, Msb,I_(:) and anything that is disliked, or

hated, for its uncleanness, dirtiness, orfilthiness;

(Msb;) as also 'ééj: (TA :) the former is

similar in meaning to [dung ofa man, or of

a horse and the like, or of a wild beast]; (A

’Obeyd, TA ;) and Rise}, [also] is syn. mus

(TA.)

I r 9 5 r

9.15): see “9,5,0, throughout: = see also

97:5), in two places.

0 I Q a

v95)» A thing turned over, or upside down;

turned over upon its head; turned fore part

behind; as also (TA.)-Turned, or

sent, back, or away; as also i the latter epithet.

(TA.)._ One who goes back, or reverts, from

his state or condition; like (IAar, TA :)

and 'the latter epithet (bi-1.5)), a weak person,

who returns, or reverts, from one thing or state to

9

v.6}; (TA.)another; syn.

5155)

1. aor. -’ , inf. n. He moved,

(S, A, K,) or struck with, (Msb,) his leg, orfoot .

(S, A, Msb, :) or he struck and hit therewith,

like as one strikes and kits therewith a beast.

(IAth.) Hence, (S, A, the phrase in the Km

[xxxviii. 41], gilt-fl [Strike thou the

ground with tkyfoot] :(S, A, :) or strike thou,

and tread, thf: ground with thy foot. (Sgh.) You

say also, 1 The man struck the ground

with his foot: and ii.“ ITke horses

struck the ground with their hoojs: and

JQLJI I[The horses cargg striking the grbund

with their hoofis]: and ;tssjn foils: “Li-s,

I[The locusts termed struck the

vehemently-hot ground with their two legs]: and

Hf); t[Iqut him striking

the ground with his foot previously to death:

see also 8]. (A.) [The above-mentioned phrases

marked as tropical are so marked on the authority

of the A: but the reason of their being so I do

not see.] _ They also said, sometimes,

;iu'ln, meaning +The bird.moved his wings in

flying: :) the inf. n., 9'45), signifying Ithe

act of moving the wing: (K, TA:) and 351;.“

IThe bird moves his wingsjand

puts them back against his body: (A, TA:) or

the former of these two phrases means fthe bird

was quick, or swift, in. hisflying. (TA.) _

also signifies The act of i-mpelling; syn. “'3: and

the'urging a horse to run, (A, K, TA,) [by striking]

with. his foot or leg : (TA :) the striking a. beast

with one’s feet or legs, to urge him: (Mgh :) or

putting him in motion, whether he go on or not.

(As.) You say, I urged

the horse to run, with my foot or leg. (S, O,

Msb!) And 21:13” aor. 1, inf. n. He

struck the sides of the beast with his foot or leg.

(TA.) And 3,, 53341 9.3.43}, and 03.5,,

IIe struck the 5beast to urge it with a foot, or

and with twofeet or legs. (A.) _ And from fre

quency of usage of the phrase Qua-’5'3,

originated the saying 5,21: (AZ,* 5, Mgh,

Mgh,) meaning ITke horse ran: (S, Mgh:")

which some disallow; but without reason, since

it has been transmitted by a good authority:

(Msbz) it is disallowed by As: (TA :) [and J

says,] the correct phrase is i) or

you say, 31 meaning [The

horse was urged to run,] +and he ran: (K:)

and signifies Jrthe act of running : (K, in

another place in this art. :) and f the act offieeing :

JJD’ e0

whence, [in the Kur xxi. 1'2], _ IS]

(K) Ho, they fled from. it, from punishment:

(ij) or fwere routed, and fled from it: (Fr :)

or they ranfrom it: (Mgh :) [for]

sigpifies +The manfled, and 1-ran. (ISh.) [Hence,]

44:." IThe stars moped along

in the sky. (A, TA.) [And hence,] also

signifies +A man’s going along by both his legs

together. (TA.)—You also say, ;saéll

(S, A, Msb) ITke camel struck him with his hind

leg: (S, Msbz) like as you say,

(A, Msbf‘) but you should not say, [when a

camgl is the agent,] (Yaakoob, S.) And

Us“)! and ;sgfll, T IIe struck the ground,

and the garment, or piece ofclolh, with his foot

or leg. (TA;): And 58;"

4;.» l5] 1[Tke woman kicks her skirts

and her anklets with_ her feet when she walks].

(A, TA.) _And 1,11» Qgin tThe bow

pygpelled the arrow. (A, TA.)'_. And

9.9.331 11 shot with the bow. (A, TA.)_And

Ml '§ ,1 1-He does not defiznd him

self: or +he is not angry and vexed at a

thing, nor does he, defimd himself. (IAar, L.) _.

And I[He stirred the fire

with the (A.)

3. $651,, (s,1_<,) si- JQ‘.» tibial), (A,) He
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contended with him in a race, each making his

horse to run. (S, K.)

4. ev'aéj, said of a woman, or of a

mare, (A’Obeyd, S, O, L,) IHer foetus became

large in her belly, and moved about: (S, O, L,

K:) or her foetus moved about in her belly;

(A’Obeyd ;) and so 7 cab-£3), said ofa she-camel.

(A, TA.)

6. [They wentforth contend

ing together in urging their horses]. And

a [They contended together in

urging towhrds them their horses] (S, A) ugh;

[until they overtook them, or came up

to them]. (A.) And "’59)! [app.

signifies They urged their horses in the race

ground]. (A, TA.)

J '9' J)

a: see a._;,;;1°u when. as; ;[I left him

struggling with; or bonuizlsed in, his legs, pre

viously to death: see also 1, near the beginning].

(A, TA.) _ uéfij also signifies {It was, or be

came, in a state of commotion or agitation : (S,

A,I_(:) said of a fcxetus in the belly (S, A) of a

mare: z) and of water in a well. (A, TA.)—

9:5 v5.5)! ISuch a one was, or became,

ilgitated, or disturbed, or disquieted, in his afair .

(S, TA:) and, which implies the same, (TA,) he

exercised art, or cunning, in his afair,

and strove thereby to accomplish or qfl'ect it. (A,

TA.)_Hence signifying TThe travel

ling through, or traversing, countries, or regions.

(Har p. 660.)_ See also 4.

5 An impulse: t: motion : (K :) [pl.

{L:L'aév): see an ex. voce abbey] Hence, (TA,)

it is said in a trad. of I’Ab, that the blood which

continues to flow after menstruation is

ongJl, (S,“k TA,) i. e. An impulse from the

devil; ;) whereby he finds a way of putting

the woman in doubt respecting the affairs of her

religion, and her state of pureness, and her prayer.

(TA.) __ [Hence also,] one of the names of [the

well of] Zemzem is J3 [The impulse

of Gabriel; because it is 'fabled to have gushed

forth on the ground’s being struck by Gabriel's

wings]. (TA.)

applied to a bow IThat sends

the arrow swiftly : (S, TA :) or that impels it

vehemently: and V [or perhaps 7

signifies the same. (AHn, TA.) _'See also

est

see the next paragraph.

U251], applied to a horse, IRunning; as also

: (K:) _or the correct epithet is

:) and V signifies the same, applied to a

r a, a .1 ii ’08 5

mare. (TA.) [Hence,] Us, 19.9.3! Us)! ’

II passed the night observing the stars

while they moved along in the sky. (A, TA.)

~24

1 a 0» -~ 0 '

ubi-9.3 and 3.55;, the former incorrectly

- d I " l I

written in the K Rabi, [or, in some copies,

I m I Q

“.5515, and the latter in one copy written

11255,] are there said to be used as examples by

the 'grammarians, but not explained; and the

author offers his opinion that they are syn. with

(TA :) but this is a strange defeat: for

AHei explains them as signifying A certain gait,

in which is a proud and self-conceited air, with

an afi'ected inclining of the body from side to

side: and he asserts the ;a to be augmentative:

(MF, TA :) and in the L they are expl. as signi

fying a particular kind of gait: or meaning as

above. (TA.)

The part of the flank of a horse which

the rider strikes with his heel or foot, (A,TA,

the latter in this art. and also voce on

either side: (TA :) pl. (A.)-[Hence,]

IThe sides of a watering-trough,

(A, K,) against which the water strikes. (A, TA.)

“3.5;, applied to a mare, (A’Obeyd,) or a

she-cainel, (A,) I Whosefoetus moves about in her

belly; (A’Obeyd, A;) [or whose fietus is large,

and moves about in her belly; (see 4;)] as also

(A’Obeyd;) or 12126;. (A.)-See

also

see in two places. _Also

IAn instrumentfor stirring afire. (A,

94,0

445,6 IA mare that beats the ground with

her legs (K, TA) when she runs. (TA.)—See

also _. Also {A certain part of a bow;

well known; one of [the two parts called] its

;) or (IB :) each of

the two curved extremities thereof; as also

. ' 0

'u'aéye: (A:) or the side thereof: :) pl.

(TA)

9 ’04 I a

see

;Ql IThe place in which water collects.

($, A, K)

a: do: 0 4,,

my: see $5”.

C5)

1. (Th, s, &c.,) aor. =, (Th, TA,) int n.

55} (Th, 5, Mgh, Msb, 1;) and (Th,

TA,) IIe bowed, or bent, himself; or became

bowed or bent: (Th, S, Mgh, Msbz) so says Er

Rz'ighib, adding that it is sometimes used to

denote a particular manner of doing so in prayer,

and sometimes to denote humility and self-abuse

ment either in worship or in other cases: (TA :)

he lowered his head: (Th :) and he (an old man)

bowed himself, or bent himself, or became bowed

or bent, by reason of age: (S, Msb, Kz) this is

[said to be] the primary signification: (TA :) or

he fell upon his face; (IDrd, IB, K;) and

stumbled. (IB.) _ And hence, from H i

used in the first of the senses explained above,

(S, Mgh,) or as used in the first of the senses

assigned to it above when said of an old man,

(TA,) or as used in the last sense explained above,

(113,) 531.211 5,5}, (£5,113, Mgh,'l_‘A,) or 5,5,“

3'31231 Us, The lowering of the head, TA,)

)85

by a person praying, (TA,) [or in prayer,] after

the act of standing in which the recitation [of

portions of the Kur-dn] is performed, so that the

palms of the hands reach the knees; or, so that

the back becomes depressed,- (K, TA ;) accord. to

the doctors of practical law, so that if a capfull of

water be placed upon the back, it will not be m'lled.

(TA.)_an us; He lowered his head, or

_ a s .
he humbled himsel , to God; syn. 051,91. (Z,

TA.) _ Cb) also signifies He prayed; (Mgh ;)

and so V (TA.) Thus in the Kur [ii. 40],

$5M c; And pray ye, with those

who pcgy; (high) You say also,

and 9,215,, and @313, He prayed a

reh'ah, and two rek'izhs, and three rek’ahs. (K.)

[See aié}, below.] _Also, accord. to IKoot and

several others, He stood to prayer. (Mgh.)—

Qaésj IThe cameLs became

fatigued, or fatigued in the utmost degree, or

languid in consequence of fatigue, so that they

lowered their _heads, and fell upon their faces.

(TA.)_MI ) + The palm-tree inclined:

a phrase which may be of' classical authority, but

[Mtr says,] I have not found it. (Mgh.) ._ Said of

a man, (TA,) Cb) also signifies IHe became poor

after richness, or competence, or sufficiency; and

his state, or condition, became lowered, or abased.

(K. Ts)

5: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

[infi n. of un. ot'1: and particularly signi

fying] A single act ofstanding in prayer: and in

its legal acceptation, used in a more particular

sense; (Msb;) meaning a single act of standing

in prayer, followed by the [or lowering of

the head in thg manner described above (see

f'SLZJI Us in the first paragraph)] and

two prostrations : (TA :) [and hence, by a further

extension of the meaning, for iié, the

prayer of one bowing of the head and body; the

previous act of standing, and the two subsequent

prostrations, being understood as included in this

expression :] pl. (Msb, [Using it

in the last of these senses,] you say, a '

[He performed the prayer of one bowing of the

head and body]: :) and [he

performed the prayers of two bowings of the head

and body]. (Msb, K.) [A full description of the

act of prayer thus termed may be seen in my work

on the Modern Egyptians.]

54105; A deep hollow (3;) in the ground:

(IDrd, asserted to be of the dial. of El

Yemen. (IDrd, TA.)

éél; part. n. of 1, Bowing, or bending himself,

or becoming bowed or bent : [&c. :] (Mgh :) any

thing, or anybody or any person, (accord. to difl'e

rent copies of the K,) lowering its, or his, head .

:) orfalling upon its, or his,face, so that the

knees touch the ground, or do not touch it, after

lowering the head: (TA:) _ prostrating him

self in thanksgiving; used in this sense in the

Kur xxxviii. 23: (Mgh :) _ praying : (Mgh :)

_and applied by the Arabs in the Time of Igno
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rance to a follower of the true religion, not

worshipping idols : (TA :) _. pl. (Mgh)

I .1 1 a .0 J J '1 l

and ab) and (TA.)—69:)!” [pl.

of 53.56,] ICanzels lonrering their heads, and

falling upon theirfaccs, in consequence of fatigue,

or the utmost fatigue, or languor arising from

fatigue. (TA.)

9; 0'

:5)» [A place in which one bows, or bends

himself: and particularly, in prayer: pl. as below].

._ A hard and long stone upon which one grinds

wheat or the like: pl. (TA.)

J5)

1. 801‘. 1, ($,TA,) int‘. n. Jésj, ($,K,

TA,) He kicked him,- i. e., struck him with his

foot, or leg; namely, a horse; in order that he

should run: TA :) and he struck him

with onefoot, or leg : K, TA :) and some say,

he struck him with the feet, or legs. (TA.) One

says, '§ Til-ob; ‘H'H ’31; [I

n-ill assuredly hick thee with one hick after which

thou shalt not eat one meal]. (TA.) And Swill

41;)? all" The horseman puts the beast

in motion with his foot, or leg, for the purpose of

[his] running. And Jibjj, also, [infi n. of

'Jé), in like manner] signifies The striking a

thing with thefoot or hoof.

2: see what next precedes.

3: see 6, in two places.

5. null“... He struck his 3b...» [or
spade]"rvithflkis foot, ($, K, TA,) and pressed

upon it with his haunch, (TA,) in order that it

might enter into the earth. K, TA.)

6. Blél)‘ They kicked one another : (S,* K,‘

TA :) said of boys, meaning they struck

one another with theirfeet, or legs : and 7

signifies ,the same as you say, 7J5!)

ngiull [The boy kicked his companion,

orfellow, being kicked by him]. (TA.)

see 1 [of which it is the inf. n. of un.].

35; The part, of a beast, where one strikes

him with thefoot, or leg, TA,) when putting

him in motion for the purpose of [his] running :

(TA :) the two such parts are termed the :

and the pl. is (s, TA.) _And 'A road:

($, K :) because'it is beaten with the foot. (TA.)

5,

db}; The foot, or leg, [as beingithe instru

ment with which the action termed is per

formed:] in the copies of the K, is erro

neously put for J-T-Pl: or, accord. to the L, the

foot, or leg, of the rider. (TA.)

9/; I) G

)4 Ground troddcn by the koofs of

horses or similar beasts. ($, K.)

as)

1. .1,m;,a;,.... i, (s, M,) inf. n.;-.3, (M,

K,) He heaped up, piled up, or accumulated, the

thing; i. e. he collected together the thing, and

put, or threw, one part of it upon another; (S,

K;") or he put, or threw, one part of the thing

upon another. (M, TA.)

6. kl; and TAG)! It (a thing) was, or became,

heaped, or piled, up, or together, or accumulated;

i.e., collected together, K, TA,) one part upon

[or o'cerlying] another. (TA.) You say,

.LQI The clouds were, or became, [heaped, or

piled, up,] one above, or upon, [or overlying,]

anotlzer;_ as also (TA in art.

And [lit. The flesh of the she

camel became accumulated]; meaning the she

camel becamefat. (TA.) [And ml $.51):

1-The darkness became condensed, or dense: f0r

the Arabs describe thick darkness as " darknesses

one above anotherz” see Kur xxiv. 40.] And

$.51; and 'Mp {[Occupations, or

the occupations, became accumulated]. (TA.)

8: see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

41,53: seelkéa)’.

22,053, ($,K, [so in my copies of the with

(_lamm, in [some of] the copies of the

3.3:], (TA,) Clay, or mud, K, TA,) and

earth, or dust, (TA,) collected together [and app.

heaped up]. (S, K, TA.)

his; (s. K) and '2»; (ma. K) and 6.565

(s, 1;) and go}; and 6,5}; (TA) Clouds
Q r r r

collected together, and heaped, or piled,

up; (IAar, $, K, TA;) and so sand; ($,TA;)

and the like: ($:) [or, as the explanations seem

to indicate, the first and second are used as substs.,

implying what is collected together &c. ; and the

rest only as epithets :] and you say also

(TA) and TA :) and he
,lsl-‘aaj, means a thing accumulated, one part upon

another. (TA.) __ And IA. large

herd orfloch or the like; (K, TA ;) likened to the

jhb) of clouds or of sand. (TA.)

0 J

195;: see the next preceding paragraph. _—

[Hence,] IA fat she-camel. (TA.

[See 6.]) is applied by Dhu-r-Rummeh

as an epithet to midnight (Jill [meaning

i. e. Densely’dark, as though its

darknesses were heaped one upon another: see 6].

(TA in art.

91,0)

,5)» IThe main part, or middle, of a road.

($119 TAO

.’ )1; see

kl)“

05)

1- £51 (sMgh, Ma;th a (s.

MsbIKB) of the dial. of the lower [app.

in territory] of' Mudar, and said by A2 to be not

chaste [though it, or the third, seems to be the

most common of the dial. vars. here mentioned];

(Mgh,) and aor. 1; ($,Msb,K;) men

tioned by AZ; (5;) and 5,23}, aor. 1; (s, Msb,

K;) which is a combination of two dial. vars.,

[namely, the first and second of those above men

tioned,] ($, Msb,) because neither the medial

nor the final radical letter is faucial; (Msb;)

said to be the only instance of its kind except

Us, aor. (T in art. ugh) and aor. 1;

which is likewise an instance of the commixture

of two dial. val-5., like and and )5},

nor. and andfil}; (TA;) inf'. n.

5,52; (s, Mgh, Msb,K) and 5.31.45, and age-.3,

(TA ;) He inclined to him, or it; syn. and

he trusted to, or relied upon, him, or it, so as to

be, or become, easy, or quiet, in mind; syn.

(S, Mgh, K:) or he leaned, rested, or relied, upon

him,- syn. 1,31: (Mgh:) or he inclined

to him in the least degree; (Ed in xi. 115;)

5; 3 signifying slight inclining. (Ksh and Ed

ibid.) It is_said in the Kur [xi.115], j,

trill; [And incline ye not, &c., to

those who have acted wrongfully] : Mgh :) or,

incline ye not in the least degree [&c.]: (Bd:)

thus generally read; and also (Ksh, Bd,

TA,) accord. to the dial. of Temeem; and was},

in the pass. form, from (Ksh, Ed.)—

aor. 4, inf. n. He kept

tenacioust to the place of alighting, or abode,

(at: (3.2,) and did not relinquish it. (TA.):

inf. n. Edie}, (s,1_{) and (1g) and

(TK,) [primarily, it seems, said of a

mountain, meaning It was inaccessible, or‘di ‘

cult ofaccess, having high, or strong Qésl‘, i. e.

sides or angles: see Her p. 561; and see 015:),

below; and 5._And hence,] IIIe (a mim)

was, or became, firm, (Her p. 561,) still, or

motionless, (TA,) grave, staid, steady, sedate, or

calm. ($,K,TA.)

[2. (pg) is said by Golius, as on the authority

of the KL, to signify He made like, “similem

fecitz” and hence Freytag also thus explains it: but

it is Qé) thatohas this signifoicatipp. In my copy

of the KL, (not is expl. by
Qsfi-‘v 491...] l

4. 1.15} IIe marge him to incline [5; to

another]; syn. dlLQl: [and to trust to, or rely

upon, another, so as to be, or become, easy, or

quiet, in mind: or to lean, rest, or rely, _npon

another: see 1:] whence a reading in the Kur

xi. 115. (Ksh, Ed?) See 1.

5. said of a man, (TA,) [or primarily

and properly, ofa thing, like He, [or it]

was, or became, firm, or strong, (K, TA,) and

inaccessible, or diflicult ofaccess. (TA.) __ And

[hence,] tHe endeavoured, or constrained him

self, to be grace, staid, steady, sedate, or calm;

syn-.59. (K,) and 019- (TA)

The 5;;- [or large field-rat]: and the

g: ' 3. ’ J

)b [or common rat or mouse]; as also 915).

(K)

The [meaning side, or outward

part,] ofa thing: (Msb :) or the strongest
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[i. e. side, or outward part,] ($, K, TA) of a

thing TA) of any kind: (TA :) the corner, or

angle, (156,) of a house or room or the like:

(K in art: (53):) [and this isi perhaps what is

meant by the “strongest .rqu-f’ for the strongest

outward part of the house is unquestionably the cor

ner, or angle : thus the angle in which is the Black

Stone, of the Kaabeh, is specially called

9;“, i. e. the ofa)“;

[or palace, or pavilion, &c.,] is its [or its

strongest crib], and so of a mountain: (TA:

[see and Enigm the pl. is and

[each properly a pl. of pauc., but the former is

used as a pl. of mult.]: (Msb, TA =) the Utéji

of anything are its [or sides, or outward

parts, or its corners, or angles,] upon which it

rests, and by which it is supported: (TA:) and

the of a land are its extremities [or sides or

corners]. (Ham p. 478.)_ [Hence, +4 stay,

or support, of any kind: see an ex. voce

e I! J 0 Is 4/

whence, perhaps,] one says, 4H5); M,

meaning a,» I[i. e. I lookedfor a blessing

by means ofhim, or it]. t A thing whereby

one is strengthened (Q Lb [in the CK in

A; [5333]), such as dominion [in the CK

and an army, or a military force, Jo..

(K a) and thus it has been explained as occurring

in the Kur [ii. 39], where it is said,

(TA,) i.e. fAnd he turned away from belief

with hisforces; because they were to him like the

[properly so termed]. (Jel.) J(A man’s

kins/'olh; 0r nearer, or nearest, relations ,' or clan,

or tribe; syn. art-h: (AHeyth,TA:) ta man’s

people, or partyfand the higher among them,

and the persons by whom he is aided and strength

ened: thought by lSd to be thus called by way

of comparison [to a properly so termed]:

and thus it has been explained as usfd in, the 1.9:];

[xi. 82], where it is said, 92>) déijl

+[0r that I might have recourse to a strong

people, or party, &c.]: (TA :) or it here means

3%; [explained above]. (Jel.) And +A noble,

D O

or high, pcrson; as in the saying, of

1‘ [He is a apple, ’qf’tlfiic nobles of his

people]. (TA.) And QB) means +Thc

members, or limbs, of the man, with which things

are gained or earned, or with which he works;

as the hands or arms, and the feet or legs. (TA.)

_Also + Might, and resistance: ($,K:) so in

_ z ' a s e g» r)

the saying, 95) [59g 9 flHe has

recourse to strong, or vehement, might and resist

ance]: z) and so it has been explained as used

in the words of the Kur last cited above. (TA.)

_ And t A thing, an afl'air, a case, an event, or

an action, ofgreat magnitude or moment, momen

tous,formidable, or terrible. (AHeyth, Thus

AHeyth explains it as used in the saying of En

Nabighah [Edh-Dhubyanee],

1' p, a o 1 a, a, e

, A, , , N . , . ...- ,,
“‘2’. 1 9"")? v9“. '9

[By no means reproach than me with a moment

ous, or a formidable, thing or action, or an

enormity, that has not its equal; though (he

proceeds to say) the enemies incite thee, with

companies of men aiding one another]. (TA.)

_ In the conventional language [of the schools],

0 G J I )

gut-Ii 0.5) means {[The essence of the thing,

or] that whereby the thing subsists: from 5.15»;

because the )1); [or subsistence] of the thing is

by its not from )Qili: else it would

necessarily be the case that tlie agent would be a

to the action; and the substance, to the

accident; and the thing to which a quality is

attributed, to the quality: (KT:) it is +that

without which the thing has no subsistence:

(Kallz) and is [also] applied to +[an essential,

or essential part, oft/te thing; i. e.,] a part of

the [or essence] qfthe thing, (Kull, [and in

like manner {rim @iéji is explained in the Msb

as meaning the parts thha ML» of the thing,])

as when we say that )Qiti is a of 59.31; as

well as to f the whole 3;“; [of the thing]: (Kullz)

[thus] {NSC-all means Jrthe fundamentals

[or essehtials] of the services of religion, by the

neglect, or non-observance, of which they are

inefl'ectual, or null, or void: (TA :) or, as some

say, 1?! means that whereby the thing is

complete,- and this is intrinsic therein; differing

from the h; [or condition] thereof, which is

extrinsic thereto. (KT.)

A mountain having high [i. e.

sides, or angles]: ($, K:) or having strong otéajl:

(TA :) or inaccessible, or diflicult ofaccess, having

OE). (Her p. 561.) _. And hence, (Hai

ibid.,) IA man (5, K, Ste.) firm, (Ham) still, or

motionless, (TA,) grave, staid, steady, sedate, or

calm. (S, K, Her, TA.)

. O f I i I a

9,5): see 05).

A great 0612,, TA,) i. e. headman,

or chief, of a village or town: [app. from the

Greek dpxwv; though it is said that] he is thus

called because the people of the village or town

trust to him and incline to him. (TA.)

A hind qfvcssel, well known, (K, TA,)

like a ’35 [q.v.], of leather, used for water:

0, :1

(TA :) or i. q. ail-,1 [q. v.], (S, Mgh, Msb, TA,)

in which clothes and the like are washed; (TA ;)

called in Pers. )w: (Mghz) pl. and

(TAO One Says, u! eat-hi" be;

“bipi [They sowed the sweet-smelling plants

in the (TA.)

A thing having [here meaning

corners, or angles]. (TA.)-[Hence,]

A great udder,- as though having 0&le (S,

TA:) and an udder that has opened [or expanded]

'05

in its place so as to fill the its)! [or groins], and

is not very long. (TA.) anafeh says,

I J- lei" esire

J)» 3'15," her-é:

[And her udder is great, having much milk : or,]

Q I

accord. to AA, [here] signifies

[app. meaning collecting much]. (TA.) And

you say also .236 ($, TA) [A she_

camel great in the adder; or] whose udder has

, 0!

0%,! by reason of its greatness. (TA.)

:5)

1. its}, (ISd, 1;.) [aor. ,é};,1 inf. n. ,5},

(ISd, TA,) He dug, or ewcavated, (ISd, K, TA,)

the ground, forming an oblong hollow. (ISd,

TA.)_He made, formed, or fashioned, in a

suitabIe manner, a small watering-trough such as

is termed ;pr, (AZ, TA,) or a watering-trough

[in an absolute sense] ; as also ' Ob). (TA.)

4: see what next precedes.

ii», (5, Mgh, Mgb, 1;, see.) and 5,2”, and

i353}, (K,) all well known, but the first is the

most chaste, (MF,) A certain thing for water:

($z) it is [a small drinking-vessel] like a ’25, of

leather; (ISd,TA;) a small drinking-vessel of

skin: (Nh,TA:) or a small [or bucket,

generally qfleather], (Mgh, Msb,) well hnorvn .

(Msb:) all of these explanations have been

strangely nfglected by the author pf, the K:

(TA 0 pl- as) (s, Mgh. Msb) and use); (s.

Msb;) the latter allowable. (Mgh.) The prov.

(S) Q36; [lit. The bow became a

3,5), app. meaning the bow became exchanged

for a vessel such as is called 3,5), but see what

follows,] is applied in relation to the retiring of

good fortune, and reverse in the state of afi'airs.

(s,1_<.)_.4 small 5,3} [or shifl']. (ISd,K.)

._ A [or piece of cloth, or rag,] beneath the

oné, which means three stones [with

which grapes are pressed so as to force out the

juice,] placed one above another: so in the M.

(TA.) [Hence, accord. to the TK, the prov.

above mentioned: but I see not why.] .._+The

(0'

M5

the copies of the K: but in the T, her [i. e.

the prcpuce of the clitoris], on the authority of

IAar; as being likened to the 3,5) of water:

(TA:) the pl. [app. in all its senses] is £52 and

[as above], (K,) or in the last sense

(TA.)

9 .

of a woman; 1. e. her J9 [or vulva]: so in

3 ' .

L’51“: see what next follows, in two places.

25; A well: Msb, or a well con

taining water; (MA ;) otherwise a well is not

thus called: (Durrat el-Ghowwés, in De Sacy‘s

Chrest. Ar. ii. 332 z) or a well not made neat,- or

not constructed [or cased] with bricks

. , , 3 e

<MA=> pl- U5) (stress) and we), (s.

and so in some copies of the K,) or the former is

the pl. and i the latter is [properly speaking] a.

gen. n., [i. e. a coll. gen. n.,] and often occurs as

a sing. and as :1 pl., (Nh, TA,) or the pl. is also

3 s .

[35): (so in some copies of the K and in the

TA :) accord. to ISd, it is from in the first of

the senses assigned to this verb above. (TA.)

3 s e.

’5’. [pass part. n. of 1:_.and hence, as a

snbst.,] A large watering-trough or tank : (AA,

I J I.) ’

T, s, 151:) [in thee and I; is edded,}_a.est,-,s,,,it,

which may mean either that the small watering—
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trough is called Air», and such is the case, or

5 , ~
that also signifies a small if», agreeably

with what here follows, and with an explanation

of this word in the TA voce :] Az, after

mentioning AA’s explanation given above, says,

but what I have heard from the Arabs is, that the

$5)» is a small watering-trough or tank, which

a man makes, orforms, orfashions, in a suitable

manner, with his hands, at the head of the well,

when he has not, and cannot procure, a vessel in

which to give water to a camel or to two camels:

and that which is largei is not thus called. (TA.)

[But see an ex. voce

1°)

1. (s, M, Mgh, Msb,K,) aor. ,2}; (T, s,

M, Msb,1_() and ,2,;, ($,Msb,K,) the latter

[irreg. as aor. of a trans. v. of this class, and]

said by IMF to be unknown, but there are other

; an’d

3;», and iii, aor. and (3.3.3, (TA,) inf.

(L111, T, s, M, Mgh, Msb, 1;) and ii}, (Lth,

T, $, Mgh, K,) He repaired it; or put it into a

good, sound, right, or proper, state; (Lth,T,$,

M, Mgh, Msh,K;) after a port therle had

become in a bad state; (Lth, T ;) namely, a thing,

(Lth, T, S,) as, for instance, a rope becoming old

and worn-out, or a house, (Lth, T,) or a building,

(Mgh,) 0; a wall, &c.; (Msb ;) as also

(S,) or referring to a house ()6): (Lth, T :)

and in like manner, he rectified it, namely, an

affair, after it had become disorganized, or dis

ordered: (Lth,Tz) and 71;” signifies the same

in an intensive sense; [i. e. he repaired it, &c.,

much, or n-ell:] (Mgh:) and he repaired,

or rectified, his afl'uir, case, state, or rendition.

(TA.) The saying, 43,, Jli 135, (T, s,)

occurring in a trad., ($,) accord. to the relaters

thereof 7 a, but A’Obeyd holds the former

reading td be the right, (T, means, accord. to

AA, lVe were the fit persons to put it into it

good, sound, right, or proper, state: (T:) or,

accord. to A’Obeyd, to put it into such astute,

and to eat it. (T, [See another explanation

of the verb in what follows.])__You say also,

26’

instances of the some kind, as are, aor.

1'0, 3,

W)”, meaning 1 [.He made his arrow even, or

straight, by means of his eye; or] he looked at his

arrow until he made it even, or straight. (TA.)

5

also signifies The act of eating; and so

Virgil. (lSli,T.) You say, 23,, (T, s,1_§,) aor.

(T, 5,) inf.n. (TA,) Him egg

K.) And it is said in a trad., )isll QLQQM

,gin [Keepye to the inilh q/

COW8,_f07‘2 they eat ofall the trees]; (T, $,* T’A ;)

i. e. Qéal'i: or, accord. to one reading, it is

(TA.) big-?QM i131! aor. inf. n.

means The sheep, or goat, took the dry herbage,

01- fodder, with its lips. (M.) And it?“ e3}

bf, and 7&3), The sheep, or goat,,ate

fi'om the land. (s) And J}, (M,) or
1%,», (K,) inf. n. as above; (TA;)land 19.12) ,

i. e. [The lamb, or kid, or the beast, or quadru

ped,] reached and took the branches (M, K)

with its mouth. And

He eats every [hind of] ,0ng [q.v.]. (T.) And

Q1251 11,2); He ate off the fleshfrom the bone';

syn. or he left the bone like the 2:)

[q. v.] : in [some of] the copies of the K, “35 is

erroneously explained by [in_ my MS. copy,

by and in the CK, by ;] the right

reading being as in the A. (TA.) And

it is said in a trad., respecting the she-cat, '9,

waif], meaning [And

I did not send her] for her to eat [of the creeping

things of the earth]. (TA.) =%lj;, noniié,

(T, s, M, Mgh,Msb,K,) inf. n. j}, (T, M,) or

2.2), or both, (K, TA, [the former written in

the CK ,2,,]) and 1...}; (M,K;) and 1,2); (M,

K; [but see what _follows;]) The bone became

such as is termed 3:); (M, TA ;) [i. e.,] became

old and decayed; (MA, KL ;) syn. (T, s,

Mgh, Msb, K.) Accord. to IAar, one says,

and V 3:31, meaning His bones

became old and decayed; syn. but others

explain 1:12;." 1,2) differently, as below: see 4.

(T.) In the saying,‘mentioned in a trad., l;

we? is st as,
meaning [i. e. O Apostle of God, how shall

our blessing’ be ofered, or addressed, to thee

when thou shalt have become decayed in the

grave 'l], the last word is originally one

of the two is being rejected; like as is done in

.Eiéi, for 64.13. (IAth,K,* TA: [in the

CK, is put in the pilice of accord.

to one relation, it is has); accord. to another,

4 Bar

w); and accord. to another, (L;)l: but the

first is the proper manner of relation. (TA.)

And The rope became [old and worn

out or rotten, (see or] ragged, or dis

sundered.

2: see 1, first sentence.

4. i), said of a bone, It had in it, or con

tained,;), i. e. marrow, (T, S, running there

in. One says of a sheep or goat ($, M)

that is lean, or emaciatpd, ($,) and of a she

camel, (M,) t}, (s, M,) meaning

Nat a bone of her that .is broken and from which

the marrow is [sought to be] ewtracted [contains

any marrow]: (M 2) i. e., if any of her bones be

broken, no marrow will be found in it. ($.)

And 4.1,! is said ofa she-camel in the first stage

of fatness when becoming in good condition of

body, and in the last stage thereof when becoming

lean; (M, TA;) meaning She had in her some

what ofmarron'. (TA.)_-See also 1, in the latter

part of the paragraph, in four places.=Also,

(T, s, ELK) inf. n. 143,31, (T,) 11¢ (a man, T)

was, or became, silent; (T,M,K;) in a general

sense; or, as some say, from fizar, or fright:

(PI :) [and in like manner a bird: see its part. n.

,2);:] or they (a company of men) were, or be

came, silent. [See also R. Q. 2.] =,:)t

gill He inclined to diversion, sport, or play.

(IAar, M, K.)._And Lib, ,2) He was cheered,

or delighted, and pleased, or rods diverted, by

(T in art.

_m

reason of such a thing; like .

01-)

5. 1.1))“ He proceeded gradually, by degrees,

step by step, or time after time, with the repairing

of it; or with the putting it into a good, sound,

right, or proper, state. (TA.) = See also 1,

near the middle of the paragraph, in two places.

8: see 1, in the middle portion of the paragraph,

in four places. _;‘)| is also said of a young

camel as meaning He began to be in that state in

which one couldfeel his hump.

10. ,Z,;..1 It (a wall, s, MA, Mgh, "67;

building, KL) needed, or required, its being

repaired; (M, MA, K, KL; exp]. in the M and

K by lib) having become old:

(MA :) or attained to the time in which it should

be repaired; ($,Mgh;) a long period having

elapsed since it was plastered with mud. ($.)

R. Q. 1. see 1, in two places.

R. Q. 2. He moved his lips, (T,) or his

mouth, (S,) to speak : (T, s :) or they put

themselves in motion to speah, but spoke not:

(M,Kz) but it is said to be mostly used in

negative phrases. (TA.) One says, L;

Such a one uttered not [a letter, or a

niord]: (T, TA :) or put not himself in motion

[therewith]. (IDrd, TA.) And 51,5

[He spoke to him and] he returned not a reply.

(M, TA.)

,2, an inf. n. of 1 [q.v.]. (Lth,T,$,&c.)_.

HI If “I I, ’

One says, ,0) ’9)”,- a» u] b: There is not for

me any avoiding it, or esl'aping it: :) or

b
h’ 4'

3, 05 v e 1- s

,9 a”... ,m eu'g 5,; a L. (T, TA) There is

not for him any avoiding, or escaping, that

thing, or afiair: (TA:) and some say 8:; 1;:

:) so says Lth: (T :) [accord. to ISd,] in the

l
a) r! U) r I

saying to) v,» .LU'; L2, meaning There is

' 3’

no avoiding, or escaping, that, A, is an imitative

sequent; (M;) and so says Lth, (T. [But see

the next paragrapli.])_..See also another sig

9

nification assigned to in the last sentence but

one of the next paragraph. _. [And see the last

sentence also of that paragraph]

3)
,0) : see 1, second sentence: _ and see also the

paragraph next preceding this, in two places. _—

.03”

Also 1'. q. '34”, (ISk, T, s, M,) i. e.

.Household-gbods; or the utensils and furniture

ofa house or tent. (M. [This explanation, from

the M, I have found, in the TT, sinceI composed

art. ,3; in which I have said that, accord. to

analogy, 92m app. signifies the means by

which a house, or tent, is put into a good state ,

and therefore good furniture and utensils.]) So

fall

in the saying, Kbfiddi l3, (ISk, T, S, M,) and

ti, '9', C3 i3, (ISk, T, s,) i. e. IIe has not,
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and he possesses not, such household-goods as

water-shins, or milk-shins, and vessels, (ISk, T,

.M,) n0r any ofthe utensils and furniture of the

house or tent. (ISk,' T,‘ M.) This explanation

5

is better than the saying of Lth [that is an

imitative sequent: see the next preceding para

31 't a) J! a

graph]. (T.) One says also, ,0) '9, 1,.- 4! Lo,

meaning He has not anything: :) or he has

neither little nor much. (TA voce [q.v.])

3 8,

[See also;.]_Also i. q.) [as meaning An

object, or a thing intended or meant or determined

upon or desired, in the mind: and perhaps also

anxiety; or disquietude, or trouble, of mind].

(M, K. [This signification, 1:8, Freytag has

assigned to A", not to ,3; rendering it “cura,

sollicitudo;” as from the K; in which the word

hearing it is expressly said to be “ with damm.”])

r r I d a] )1 1

So in the saying, Lib gt), 4, Lo [He has not

any object in his mind except such a thing]. (M.)

And so in the saying, ii L; and

5' ~ 3'

by '9’).- [IIe has not any object in his mind

except thee]. (TA in art. = Also A com

pany of men: occurring in a trad. applied to a

-e 2

company of [the people called] ;bésl, abiding [in

a place] like a [or tribe] of the Arabs ofthe

desert: [perhaps correctly )5, from the Pers.

said by Aboo-Moosa to be app. 9. Pers. word.

(TA.) '

j; The herbage and other things that grelup'o'n

the land: whence the current saying, 0313 Zlq

2;"; jibe, meaning Such a one brought every

thing that is on the land and in the sea: ,[or,

of what is in the sea and on the land; for] ;L"

means “the sea;” and is originally ;Hl, but is

pronounced [in this case] ;Ul to assimilate it to

;)l. ('l‘.) [Or] i. q. [app. as meaning

Gbod of any hind; and particularly wealth,

as appears from what immediately follows]: one

says, 13:"; 221;, meaning He brought him
much Iniealth.’ [Or] ,1le ill;- means

IIe brought what was of the'sea kid'th was of

the land: (2);;9, [so in MS. copies

and in the in'the copy of the K followed in

the TA, and in like manner in the M, Hi,»

drill), which, I think, is evidently a false

reading :]) or moist and dry: or earth and water:

(M,K:) or much wealth; ;) as in the

(TA :) and it is said in the copies of the K, [and

in the M,] that ;;l signifies what is borne [on
its surface] by theI’nvater; but this is a significa

tion ofgwl; and ,3" signifies what is borne by

the mind :' (TA :) or what is upon the ground, of

fragments of dry herbage. (M, K.) [See also

art. ’19.] _ Also Flori-ow. (T, $, M,

5.1:; The remains ofa rope after it has become

ragged, or dissuadered : (T :) or a piece lg" a rope

(S, M, Msb, that is old and worn out or

1‘011671,‘ (5;) as also '51,; (M,K =) pl. [of mult.]

I I: 9 p ' 0 r

J”), (T) or 40$]! (Mr Kr) and I“; I“:

K) and [ofpauc.],:l.;;l: (M,K:) and they said

Bk. I.

0 at use s, on I 4

also;l.9\ and”) [or,ofl endow»); (M,

1;» [like .5)jS and 8:0. ;1 thus

using the pl. as though every part [of the rope]

were termed a single thing. (M.) ._ Hence the

saying, 2%! digit- Ioggve li'iln't’h’e thing

altogether: (T 1) or 5.0),] 36.2“ c5) iIIe

gave him the thing altogether: or

’r He took it altogether : (Ni; and the like is said

in the high =) and 5:55“, + 1 brought

thee, or have brought thee, the thing altogether:

(M:) or {He gave it altogether:

:) originally meaning the rope that is put

upon the neck of the camel: (T :) [i. e.] origina

ting from the fact that a man gave to another a

camel with a rope upon his neck: (S, K :) or

from the fact that a man sold a camel with a

rope upon _his neck; and it was said, Give him

with his (Mgh:) or, as some say, from the

bringing a captive bound with his but this

is not a valid assertion. (M.) In all the copies

of the K, ii}! is also expl. as syn. with

but [SM says,] I have not found it in the origi

nals from which it is derived; and may-be the

right reading is (TA.) ’Alee said, dis

praising the present world, ;Li) meaning

t[Its ties (lit. ropes) are] old ’and worn out’or

rotten. (TA.)—Lag; [perhaps as pl. of £33]

also signifies {The last remains qf herbage. (M,

TA.)

5.1, Old and decayed bones: (AA,T,$,M,

hIsb,K:) or the old and decayed, of bones:

(Mgh:) pl. 4;) and Msb.) The per

formance of the 'act termed therewith is

forbidden. (Mgl1,TA.) [Seealsoig3J-[And

A bone in which is marrow. (Freytag, from the

“Kieth el-Addr'td.”)]_See also first sen

tence.=Also A tn'o-niinged ant: (M,K:) so

accord. to Aboo-Hatim; but disallowed by El

Bekree. (TA.) _. And The [or nood

fretter], (M,K,) in some one or more of the

dialects. (M, TA.)

IL; Clever, ingenious, shilful, or intelligent,

girls, or young women: (IAar, app. pl. of

#535, [as it is said to be in the 'l‘K, whence

Freytag (who has mentioned it as from the K,

explaining it as an epithet applied to a girl mean

ing “ ingeniosa, prudens,”) appears to have taken

it,] which signifies a female shilful in repairing.

(TA.)

9r)

Job): see ._ It is applied as an epithet to

its, in a saying of 'Omar, explained in art. ,3:

accord. to some, it means that whereof the heads

are grown, so that they are eaten i. e.

) I O; _ -

Jbfi): it is also applied to a herb, or legummous

plant, such that the cattle pluck it with their

mouths, obtaining but little thereof: and to her

bage that had dried up when becoming green. (T.)

IJeJ

)3») 3L5, A sheep, or goat, that eats that by

which it passes. (M, TA.)

QAA bone old and decayed: M, Msb, K:)

and Let») signifies the same (K,TA) in an in

tensive sense: (TA:) or the former is like 5:);

(A’Obeyd, T, and K511 in xxxvi. 78;) i. e. it is

a subst., signifying the old and decayed, quones;

(Ksh and Br} ibid. ;) not of'the meas.ur;e. Jags: in

the sense of the measure debt or tbake: (Ksh

ibid. :) or it is used in the sbnse of the measure

J’aiii, [meaning eroded,] from [“I'att:

it"]: (Bd ibid. :) its pl. is in most instances :th

[when it is used as a subst. or as an epithet], like

17;; pl. of [or pl. of *2qu]; and Jig),

also occurs [when it is used as a subst., fort),

of which 3Q) is a pl., or when it is used as an
epithzt], likely}? pl. ofialb: (Mgh:) or you

say andifl; also; or may have

the meaning of a gen.i|., and therefore he used

in the place ofa pl. (M.) It is said in the Km

ubi supra, [TVho will

quichen the bones when they are old and decayed

&c.’l]; the last word being without 3 because it is

a subst., as expl. above, (Ksh, Bd, Jel,) not an

epithet; (Ksh,Jel;) or because it is used in the

sense of the measure as stated abo.ve;

(Bd;) or because words of the measures

and are sometimes used alike as masc. arid

fem. [and sing] and pl., like and

3 1 e

and g». And Hatim, or some other, says,

I) a in )a e a i— '5

* ‘1-i-ir-"A5-z v as“, w

1 u '0' v s 4 o s— _

* 1"?) u” Urdu“? tar-1: "

[Vet-ily, or now surely, by Him beside whom none

hnometh the secret, and who quicheneth the white

bones when they are old and decayed &c.]; in

which”) may have the meaning of a gen. n.,

as observed above. (M.) _ [Hence,] 1* Any

thing old and decayed or worn out. (M.) One

says,))li;.ll UQLi I[He revived what had
becomerdecayed iofgenerous qualities or actions or

practices]. (TA.) _And +The remains of the

herbage of the next preceding year: (Li), M :)

from the same word in the sense first expl. above.

(M.) is one of the names of The cast, or

. .. _
easterly, wind,- Lyds‘l: and 18 also a proper name

for a woman.

A sufiiciency of the means of subsistence,

(K, TA,) whereby life becomes, or is held to be,

in a good, or thriving, state. (TA.)

11:], applied to a ewe, thite, (S, M,) without

any colour upon her. (M.)

villi; One who collects what has filllen

offuod, and the worst therle, to eat it, not pre

serving himselffrom its uncleanness. (T, as heard

by its author from the Arabs.)

is of the measure accord. to Sb:

accord. to Abu-l-Hasan [i.e. Akh], of the measure

Jig, (M, TA,) and is [therefore] mentioned in

the S and K in art. 0») [q. v.]: (TA :) the n. un.

is with 3. (M.)

The dirt-;- [or herbs, or dry herbage,] of

the [season called] and also a certain species

of trees, (S, M,) of sweet scent: n. un. with 3:

(M :) or signifies a certain well-known

145
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sort of 921:;- in the desert ; and much

thereof: or this latter signifies a certain

herb having prickly branches and leaves, thatfor

bid the touch, rising to the height of a cubit; long

in the leaves, broad, and intenser green, having

a yellowflower, and eager/y desired by the cattle :

(AHn, M :) or a certain dust-coloured plant,

(Aboo-Ziyad, M, which people use as a remedy

for the sting of the scorpion. (Aboo-Ziyéd, M.)

.J I 5 I

Put) : seeliu, of which it is thought to be the

singular.

a so! as, _ . _ _

,0le :1 pl. of a») as signifying “a piece of a

rope:” (M, K:)—and perhaps also in another

sense: see the latter word, last sentence.

3); Containing ,1), i. e. marrow; applied to a

bone And, [in like manner without 5,]

applied to a she-camel, (S, M, K,) in the first

stage of fatness when becoming in good condition

of body, and in the last stage thereof when be

coming lean, (M,) meaning Ifaving in her some

what of marrow. M,* = Also Silent;

(A'Obeyd, T, S;) in a general sense; or,as some

say, from fear, or fright; (TA ;) applied to a

man, (A’Obeyd, T,) and to a bird, as in the say

ing of a rajiz, (S,) namely, Homeyd El-Arkat,

(TA.) , _

* :kla 25%,, * £1.21”; "

[They come to the water when the bird of night

is silent, when its curtains (lit. its two curtains)

of darkness are let down, when the holders of

discourse thenein are sleeping]. (S,* TA.)=

[The pl.] signifies Calamities, or mis~

fortunes: (T,K:) so accord. to AZ in the say

ing, [He smote him, or qfl‘licted

him, with'calamiites, or misfortunes] : or, accord.

to Aboo-Mélik, it signifies ;ilislill [i. e. silencing
words or acts]. (T.) a

[originally a noun of the same class

"404 fieeo'

as and 31;,» &c., meaning A cause of

repair: and hence, a thing needing repair,- as

in a phrase mentioned voce 55)]. _ See also
! 1

0* :5” u

Gog 3.94, voce); ..... And see what here follows.

21,», (Th, T, s, M, TA,) accord. to the 1;,

52);, but this is a mistake, (TA,) The lip of any

olo'voh-hoorod animal, (Th, T, s, M, 1;, TA,) such

as the 'cow &c.; because it eats therewith; ;)

like (Th,'1‘;) as also til}; [like

(s, M,K-l

3,1,}; sing. of ,;,,.l;;, (TA,) which is [an

epithet] applied to arrows, meaning Having the

feathers repaired, or put into a good state.

TA.)_ And I An arrow [made even, or straight,

by means of the eye; or] looked at until made

.1 5

even, or straight. (TA.)—You say also, ;ol

Q'ja' [i. e. The affair, or case, of such a

i

one is rectified, or repaired]. (TA.)

4‘»)

1. (s, TA,) aor. #, (TK,) inf. n.

(K,) He put a thing into a right, or proper,

state, or adjusted it; and wiped it with his hand.

(S, K,“‘ TA.) IIe collected together a thing, and

put it into a right, or proper, state, or adjusted

it. (As, TA.)=J.¢';)! ea, (T in art. this, s,

M,) a0r.1, (TA,) int“. n. (s, M, K,) The

camels ate $0) alone, without any change of

food: (T in art: a) or had a complaintfrom

eating aids): (S, M, K :) AHH says that the com

plaint thus caused is a looseness, or flux of thin

excrement from the bowels, consequent upon eat

ing a) when hungry; and thy} grip fears for the

camels in this case. (M.) _‘brel 5‘“), aor. : ,

(K,) inf. n. 3.1.], (TA,) +Their afl'air, or case,

or state of things, became confused. =54»;

aor. 1; and aor. 1; inf. n. of each

He stole. (T.)

2. $3) Ila mixed, or confounded, a thing with

another thing. (IAth, TA.)=;5'\3 $3) He left

some milk remaining in his she-camel’s udder

after milking; (M ;) as also ' _(T,‘ M.)

_And £2.31 Us $3,, inf. n. IIe 1m

somewhat [of milk] remaining in the udder; as

also is“). ('S, And in like manner one

says, (TA,) egLo OW id‘s»)! (KL'VI‘A, in the

CK and in a MS. copy of the K Wig) Such a

one left a residue, or remainder, in his property,

or among his cattle; as also Tupi. TA.

[Had been the right reading, the author of

the K would, or should, have said “ as also

13.92.4131) __ 4.21; 4L3) He, or it, exceeded him,

or it; (IAth,TA;) 88 also Heap. (IAtli,K,*

TA.) You say, uh; é»; He exceeded

the [age of'] fifty [years]: (M,K:) and in like

manner one says of other numbers, relating to

age. (M.) And ulh His sheep,

or goats, exceeded the [number of a] hundred.

And in like manner, all: 9.2;) [The

she-camel yielded more than the contents of her

milking-vessel]. (M.) And éihibl u}, Take)!

He exceeded him, or surpassed him, in speech. ('l‘K.)

:1. up: see 2, in five places.= Also i. g.

[IIe, or it, rendered soft, &c.].

10: see 2.

3,1, [A certain shrub, resembling a dwarf

tnmarisk;] a certain pasture of camels; A,

high, K ;) a species of tree [or shrub], (T,) of the

kind termed (jag, (T, S, A, Msb, growing

in plain, or soft, ground, (Mgh,) tlze leaves of

which fall, [or droop], like the glitz! [i.e. hall,

or glasswort] ; eagerly desired by the camels when

they are satiated_with, and tired of, the [sweet

pasture termed] (T :) it is a species of tree

[or shrub] resembling that called Llah, (M, K,)

which does not grow tall, but the leaves of which

spread, [app. meaning that its sprigs spread out

flat, and (as described above) droop, like those

of the common tamarish,] and it resembles the

(M :) like the Uni: and Ola-Shit is burned

for making (50L? [or potash]: (TA &0. in art.

L5.6:) AHn says that it has long and slender

we“ [generally, and app. here, meaning sprigs

garnished with minute leaves overlying one another

like the scales of a fish], and is a pasture upon

which camels and sheep or goats will live when

they have nothing else with it; sometimes there

comes forth upon it a white honey, [a species of

manna,] resembling (3!:- [i. e. pearls, or silver

beads like pearls], very sweet; it ajfordsfirewood,

and wood for other uses; its kindled firewood is

hot; and its smoke is beneficial as a remedyfur

the rheum: AHn also says in one place, that,

accord. to certain of the Basrees, the :M) occupies

the space of a man sitting, and grows in the

manner of the ‘ [a species of wormieood]:

also that he had been told by certain of [the tribe

of] Benoo-Asad that it rises not so high as the

stature ofa man, and is used as firewood : (M,

TA :) [a coll. gen. n. :] the n. ung. is with 3. ('l',

M.) [See a prov. cited voce in art. 0%.]

_Also A man whose clothes are old and worn

out: (A, K :) said by MP to'be tropical, but not

said to be so in the A. (TA.)_ And Week in

the [i. e. the back, or the flesh on either side

of the back-bone].

3»; A raft, constructed of pieces of wood or

timber (As,T, S, M, Msb, K) put together (T,S,

M, Msb, and bound, (T,) upon which one

embarks (T, S, M, Msb, on the sea or a great

river: M, high, K:) of the measure in

the sense of the measure from “he

collected together ” a thing, “and put ” it “into

a right, or proper, state,” or “adjusted” it: (As,

TA =) pl. illei. (T, s, M, Msb.)= An old, worn

out, rope; pl. and : (M :) and one says

;]éé, M, A, K,) meaning as'abpge,‘(A',)

i. e.,oLoj; (S, K;) like as one says (3‘15! __;,3:

(M :) or signifies a rope undone, or an

twisted. (IAar, T.) __ And The thong, or the

like, by which is suspended the skin of churned

milk. Also Remains, of milk, in the

udder, (T, S, M, after milking; and so

Vigiuph of the former (M.) __ And

i. g. *4» [app. as meaning illilh, or fresh milk,

drawn from the udder]. = An An excel

lence, or excellent quality. (T, So in the

spyipg, ip’ the “Nawadir el-Aarab," U1;

a) 9"».5 [To such a one belongs an excellence

over such a one]. (T.)

if; [part n. of You say (S,

M,K,) and (.3133 ($.19 and (M,K,)

[which are pls.,] Camels having a complaintfrom

eating e», (S, M, [See 1, third sentence.])

2;!) Q 4 a

H)! see its»).

{30/ as? are,

chub) w)li see M)».

q T! 9 rl

all, [from $9] The maker ofa raft or rafts:

and one who draws, or tows, [or propeLs,] a rafl.

(MA.)

9’10/ 5

" )4 [in the CK Land producing

[the shrubs called] $.22 ; (M, K ;) and V Us»

[signifies the same, or] land in which are d“).

(Ham p. 99.) r

They are in a state qfconfu

sion.
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1. 1.2.3}, (5, A, L, K,) aor. =, (L,K,) inf. n.

c4), (L,) He thrust him, or pierced him, with a

c; [i. e. spear, or lance]. (S, A, L, ._ And

I I], nor. and inf. n. as above, He (a solid-hoofed

animal) struck with his hind leg. (Mgh.) You

say, of a horse, (S, A, K,) and of an ass, and of

a mule, (S, A,“) or any solid-hoofed animal, (TA,)

dolls}, (S, A, K,) aor. as above, (K,) and so the

inf. 1]., (TA,) He kicked him,- ;) or struck

him with his hind leg, (S, A, TA,) or with both

his hind legs: (TA:) and accord. to A2, it is

sometimes metaphorically said of a camel, (Msb,

TA,) and is sometimes said of a she-camel.

(TA.) _ [In the vulgar modern language, it

means He (a horse or the like) galloped.] _

[Hence,] said of the [locust termed] Q32, {It

struck the pebbles.- (so in three copies of the :)

or it struck the pebbles with its hind leg, (L and A,

and so, accord. to the TA, in the S,) or with its

two hind legs. And, said of lightning,

{It gleamed (A, with gleams slight and near

together.

.eea)

3. lib-6‘), inf. n. 354$)», IIe contended with

him in thrusting, or piercing, with the spear, or

lance. (A, TA. [The meaning is indicated in

both, but not expressed.])

6. Baal); They contended, one with another,

in thrusting, or piercing, with the spear, or lance.

(A, TA. [The meaning is indicated in both, but

not expressed.])

. 5; A certain weapon, (L, TA,) well known,

(L, Msb, K;) [i.e. a spear, or lance; one with

which one thrusts, not which one casts; accord.

to El-Hareeree, (cited by De Sacy in his “ Chrest.

Ar,” sec. ed., ii. 332,) not so called unless having

its iron head mounted upon it :] pl. élhg and

édji, (s, L, Msb, K,) the former of malt. and

the latter of pauc. [Hence the saying,]

‘8) 6,704 a!

Baum lyrb [lit. They brohe a spear between

them, or among them; meaning] Ievil, or mis

chief, [or enmity, or contention,] happened be

tween them, or among them. (A, TA.) And

6.1;." IlVe were tried withoa

long and distressing day. (A,TA.) And vials

9 4 ,0: e:

) QEU I [They are in league against

the sons of such a one as one man]. (A, TA.)

0-0: owe G

And 0,9...) 0%: [As though his tu-o

eyes were upon two spears] is said of one in fear

and fright, and looking hardly, or intently; and

sometimes of one in anger. (TA.) [The dim. is

And hence the saying,]

.56.; t IIe (a man, K, TA, or an old man, TA)

stayed himself upon a stafl' by reason of extreme

old age, or decrepitude: by m ,gl is meant

Lukman the Sage, (K, TA,) who is mentioned

in the Kur-z'm: (TA :) or Marthad Ibn-Saad:

or it is a surname applied to old age, and decrepi

tude. (K, TA.) ._ See also 0 1;. _ [As a mea

sure in astronomy, accord. to modern Arabian

astronomers, it is Four degrees and a half; the

eightieth part of a great circle; and accord. to

C")

various works on practical law, it consists of

twelve (or spans): but there is reason to

believe that ancient usage differed from the

modern, with respect to both these measures, and

was not precise nor uniform: in an instance men

tioned voce it appears to be about twice

the measure stated above ; i.e., about nine degrees;

and to consist offive cubits, a measure perhaps

' , a a o - 4 I _

equal to twelve spans.] _hpho) {bis-l, said of

’ r0)

the [species of barley-grass called] W, (T, S,

A, TA,) and of any similar pasture, (T, TA,)

I It assumed, or putforth, its prichles, (Af TA,)

0r became dry in its prichles, (T, TA,) and thus

(T, A, TA) resisted the attempts of animals to

pasture upon it. (T, S, A, L, TA.) Also, said of

camels, IThey becamefat, K, TA,) or yielded

milh plentifidly; TA;) as though they pre

vented one’s slaughtering them ; (K ;) or because

their owner is prevented from slaughtering them :

(S :) or they became goodly in the eye of their

owner so that he was prevented from. slaughtering

we at o 4 r t

them; (A," TA;) and so Ml QJui-l. (TA.)

One says also a; IA fat she-camel;

and EU? Ifat camels,- becausLe their

owner, when desiring to slaughter them, looks at

their fatness and their goodly appearance, and is

prevented from slaughtering them. (A,"‘ TA.):._

5,93! Elle) I[The pestilence termed] Q’s-Unit.

(A, K.) [See the following verses] _. ch)

.53” i. q. [evidently a mistranscription for

i. e. fThe sting: of scorpions, with which

they strike; .Tafldl being here used, as it seems

to be in some other instances, as a coll. gen. n.:

that such is the case is shown by the verses here

following, quoted in the TA as an ex. of éL'eg

E’s-M]. A poet, cited by Th, says,

I" ’7 I I f f’ ’f

s [it uh a tale *

* 2"?" e-W'Z‘ w-t.’ c5; *

u d I; J I u I4

,. o. . wi 9'" v“ M: 64"”,

1 e G a! u e I

[By thy lifie, or by thy religion, [feared not,for

Ubei, the stings of the scm-pians; but I feared,

for Ubei, the pestilence, or thee, O Harith ,' gl;

being for 59‘]; by )lanl 5.0;.34 he means

the scorpions. (TA.)._. [The dim.] is a

proper name of {The penis; (Kf TA;) like as

90¢)

J2, is a proper namcIfor “the vulva of a

woman.” (TA.)_ 7 ,3 means 1‘ A species

ijerboa, TA,) lo/ig in the hind legs, in the

middle [7] of each [here meaning meta

carpus] having a nail in excess [of those of the

hindfeet; for the fore feet have each five toes of

which one only has no nail, and the hind feet have

each but three toes, all of which have nails]: or

it means any jerboa: and its ) [evidently a

f'j] is its an. (TA. [It

is there added, L,J'\),.b “Lo”; another mistran

scription, and an obvious solecism; or probably

some words which should have preceded these

have been omitted by the copyist.])

mistranscription for

De v 5’30-2)! see u in) : _and see also the paragraph

here following.

66., a pl. of (s &c.)= Also [The vice

of hiching, or strihing with the hind leg or with

both the hind legs ;] a subst. from i I; said of any

solid-hoofed animal: (Msb, TA :) it is a vice for

which an animal that has been sold may be re

turned. ('l‘A.) One says, ELL) ,3 3.; [He has a

a a 4 Lo

vice qfhiching]. And ()4

Elie!!!) [I am irresponsible to thee for the vice of

overcoming the rider and running away with him,

and the rice of hiching]. (TA.) [And Vii-.1},

in like manner, signifies A trick of hiching: see

an ex. voce

and [A horse, or the like, that has

a habit 0fhiching]. You say 5:1;

and [A hiching, biting, beast].

(A.) And 8,4,” 1A hiching she-camel.

(TA.)

0 0—!

cs“
three places.

56

see :43, [of which it is the dim.], in

aid») The art of making chi) [spear-s, or

lances]. (S, A,“k K.) See the next paragraph.

A maker of til) [spears, or lances].

(s, Ar Mgh, 1.1) You say, L; is; 563 33

lifQ-LQP! [Ile is a maker of spears or lances,

shilful in the art ofmahing them]. (A.)—See
U I 9 2'

also Cal).=See also Cr), in two places._

I’ 5' 9

Ali-Lo) A bow that propels [the arrow] rehe

mently. (K.) The word tin-Ll) used [app. in this

sense, without a subst.,] by Tufeyl El-Ghanawee

is expl. by some as meaning A thrust, or piercing,

o) .

with the ); but no way of resolving this IS

know", unless it be used in the place of '5; :3,

as the inf. n. of an. of 6, (L) = Also

I Poverty, need, or want. (K, TA. [This mean

ing is erroneously assigned in Freytag’s Lex. to
lo:

)1)

65 a

col) Thrusting, or piercing, another with a

0; [i. e. spear, or lance]. (S, Msb.) _Also

0)

(S [in the Msb “or”]) A man having a C4)

[spear, or lance]; Msb,K;) and so 766;:

(L:) the former an epithet [of the possessive

kind,] similar to and :46, having no verb.

_émfill .ZJLQQ is the name of I [The star

Arctic-mu] a certain star, before, or preceding,

&iill [or Corona Borealis], preceded by another

star, [the star 7] in the left leg of Bootes,] which

is called its 7:13 [or spear, i. e. .:JL;..:.J\ es},

and simply 8:11], whence its name:

it is one of two stars which are together culled

Qléul; and is not one of the Illansions ofthe

illoon; (S:) it is also called iii-Ill:

(Az,TA:) the other ell... [is Spica Virgiiiis,

the Fourteenth Mansion of the Moon, and] is

called Jig), because it has no star [near] before

145 '
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it: i)" is more red. (TA.)—62!; also sig

nifies IA bull,- so called because of his pair of

horns: (A :) [i. e.] a wild bull; thought by ISd

to be so called because of his horn: (TA :) or

étol; signifies a [mild] bull having a pair of

horns. K.)

J")

1. 1,422.}, ($11, T, M, A, L,) [aor., app., ,,]

int‘. n. 3.2}; (M, I.;) and 'bflj; (Sh,T, M,

L;) for which A’Obeyd erroneously says 530;,

with kesr to the,“ and 71,191, with teshdecd

to the >; (T,L;) They (a people, or party,)

perished: (Sh, T, M, A, L:) or became lihe

[or ashes]: (A :) audigq; (L,) or V“)!

M, (TA,) has the former meaning. (L, TA.)

And [so in the T and L and TA, not 3-23,]

aor. ‘1 , ian n. It (a garment, En-Nadr, T,

or a thing, 'l‘A) perished by becoming old and worn

out, and had no goodness and lastingness. (Eu

Nadr, T, L,'1‘A.)._;;idl $31.}, (s, M, 15,) aor.

($,K,) inf. n. 3.2;, (S) The sheep, or goats,

perished by reason of cold, or of hour-frost or

rime. (s, M, icy-=33, (AZ, ISk, T, s, Nh,

Msb,) aor. 5, (AZ, T,) or ;, (Msb,) or both,

(ISk, s,) inf. n. .11}; (AZ, ISk, T, s, Msb;) or

n.1,; (M, TT;) and TM»; (M, Nh,L;) He,

(God, M, TA, or a man, Msb,) or it, (a company

of men, ISk,$,) destroyed (AZ, ISk, T, S, Msb)

a person or thing, (L, Msb,) or people: (AZ,

lSk, T, $, M :) or destroyed, and rendered lihe

ashes. (N1..)=.;.3,, (s, M, L, 1;) act-.1 , (s,

L,) inf. n. (S, M, L ;) and 7 or V ilgl;

(accord. to different copies of the [K ;) He (:1

man, was, or became, afl'ected with pain and

swelling of the eye,- (M ;) with inflammation

thereof; or with ophthalmia; syn.

JIQ~

(_$,L,I_(.‘) And 4,2,: 5.3.3}, (T, A, L, Msb,)

aor. =, (L, Msb,) int. n. 3;}; (T, A, L, nub,

1g) and téifji; (T, Msb;) or 1.513;], (TA,)

int'. n. TA ;) Ills eye was, or became,

painful and swollen, inflamed, or_a_fl‘ected with

aphthalmia; syn. (L, K,‘ TA.)

2. 1.6,, (M, A,) inf. n. 390;, He put

ashes into it, (M) A,) or upon’it; (M;) namely,

toast meat: (M, A:) or he put it (a thing) into

. . . 5’ ' g i /;
asih’es.’ (:Sgg) 1t 15 581(l "I a prov., un- 9’1 L5,“

M) lb] [Thy brother roasted, until, when

he had thoroughly coohed the meat, he put ashes

into it, or put it into the ashes]: (T, S, M, A:)

meaning I Thy brother did a good deed and then

marred it: (A z) [i. e.] it is applied to him who

mars, or corrupts, that which he has put into a

good, or right, state: (T :) or to him who does a

kind act, and then mars it by reproach, or cuts

it short. (IAth.) _ Also IIe put it (namely,

flesh-meat to be roasted) into lice coals.

7. See also 1.=é.;1j, (AZ, T, s, M, 1;,) inf. 11.

$1413; ;) and 'Qujl; ;) said ofa ewe,

or [she-goat, (AZ, T, $, M,) and of a she-camel,

(S, M, K,) and ofa cow, She secreted milk

in her udder a little before her bringing forth;

syn. K :) or she showed herself to be

pregnant, and became large in her udder; as

also (AZ,T:) or she secreted a little

milk at the time beringing forth : (T:) or she

showed herself to be pregnant, and became large

in her belly and swollen in her udder and her

vulva : 'or she secreted somewhat [of milh] at the

time ofbringing forth, or a little before it: the

epithet applied to her in this case is [with

out 3]. (M.) [See also One says,

[The ewes have secreted

milk in their adders, &c.]: (lAar,T,$:) there

fore prepare thou the prepare thou the

(31,51: [i. e., the loops into which their heads are

to be inserted :] For the ewes secrete milk in their

udders only 4.1;” gal; [i. e. at the time of

bringing f'ortli, or [when about to produce the

young]. And [in like manner,]

distill. (IAar,T. [See also arts: 6»)

and @1-1)

4. “)1, as an intrans.v.: see 1, first.septence,

in two places. _ Also, inf. n. fly], said

ofa man, ($,) JIe was, or became, poor, needy,

or indigent. (S, And jig-till M)! The people

were, or became, qfiiicted with drought, barren

ness, or dearth, (A, K, TA,) and their cattle

perished TA) in consequence thereof. (TA.)

=See also 1, last two sentences. =And see 2.

=As a trans. v.2 see 1, in the middle of' the

paragraph. = M)! 110, (God, S, M, L, K,)

and it, (weeping, A,TA,) caused his eye to be

come painful and swollen, inflamed, or ufl'eeted

with ophthalmia. M, L, K, TA.)

9. 13.14): see 1, first sentence—3.9L said of

a man’s face, i. q. 3.))! [as meaning It became

[the the colour of gig, or ashes; or it became

altered by reason of anger]. (A, TA.).='S°ee

also 1, last two sentences. = Also, inf. n. >144},

said of a camel, accord. to AA, He ran vehe

mently; and so :6le or, accord. to As, both

signify he went at random, heedlessly, headlong,

or in a headlong course; and quieh/y: (T :) or he

went quichly, or a quick pace,- accord. to some,

specially said of the ostrich: (M, l.:) or he ran

in the manner of the [meaning ostriches].

(A.

Q. Q. 4. hi.) [ian n. of ifijt] The going,

or acting, vigorously, or with energy. (M, TA.)

.13}: see 536,.

3.0;, applied to water, Turbid: (T :) or altered

for [the worse in taste and colour, though still

drinkable,- (Es-Sijistanee, $, A, K;) as also

(Lh, L.)._And, applied to a garment,

. o .

or piece of cloth, Faded; syn. U; as also

'33:»? [q-v-1- (A,TA-)=AlSO, ($,L.Msb,

K’) and "goj’ (s, M, A: L) Mgb’ K0 and

are: 3/01

7M)», or in”, (accord. to different copies of

the A man aflected with pain and swelling

of the eye,- with inflammation thereof; or with

ophthalrnia : M, A,‘ L, Msb,‘ :) fem. of

the first (Msln) and of the second ' Zip-33),,

‘(M,Msb,) [and pl. of the second 7323.] And

$3.5 (s, M, L) and 1:731, (M, A, L) An

eye painful and swollen, inflamed, or afected

with ophthalmia : ($, M, A,‘ L :) pl. of the latter

'0! Q J)

l “2 Uses- (A-)

5.31; Ash-colour; the colour of $.23; as elm

343;: (A in art. 4,») :) a colour like in

. I.)

clining t0 blackness,- and so 5.81)): (T in that art.:)

a colour inclining to that qfdust. (M.)

5.11, 1,1535 1;, 0r (as in dif

ferent copies of the a phrase expl. in art. ‘2... ,

$.52, ;LQ; ($,M,I_{) and 2.3.1,, (K,) which

latter is abnormal, (TA,) or (so accord. to

a copy of the T,) and 'igafe) and 'ieji, (M,

K,) Ashes perishing, or coining to nought: ($,

K:) or much in quantity, and very fine or

minute : (M, or reduced to thefinest, or most

minute, state: (T, TA :) or $.11) signifies burnt

to the utmost degree, and reduced to the finest, or

most minute, state. (IAth, TA.)

a”F- 0

11):»): see >14).

. I I I

4.3.»): see a»).

Ashes,- i. e. charcoal reduced to particles

\T, M) by being burnt,- (T;) burnt coals that

have become mixed with dust, and extinguished,

and reduced to particles: (M:) and villi)

signifies the same; (S, M,I_{;) as also 'Zliaji,

like (so in some copies of the K, and in a

copy of'the $,) or 'élihji, like tidal, (so in other

copies of the K,) or "1343]; (so in two copies of

the S, there said to he like 11%;], and‘so in the

M;) as some say; or Vii-.35 is a pl. ofhis}, as

is also and Villa], which is mentioned

on the authority of Kr, and which is [said to be]

the only word of its measure, [though also

is mentioned by leh,] is a. quasi-pl. n.: (M:)

is a coll. gen. n.;] and v [is its u. um,

and as such] signifies a portion thereof. (M.)

[Hence] one says, 4,33" 31.; [lit.

Such a one has many ashes thhe; caching-pot];

meaning isuch a one is 1:er hospitable; has

many guests: (Mgh in art. @fl) [and so 3.;

,th}_.:5=] and ,thgmé 1-he has many

guests: because the ashes become much in quan

tity in consequence of cooking. (L, from a trad.)

Aud 6:: [lit. Ashes were blown

and scattered in his face]; meaning this face

became altered. (A, TA.) _. [gt-Q}! $1; is a term

applied in the present day to Liwivium, 0r lye;

i. 0. water infused with. mood-ashes.]

Perdition, destruction, or a state of

destruction; ($, Msb;) as also (T, S.)

Hence, Msb,) SSL'Jl The year of per

dition or destruction, Msb. K,) or of drought,

(A,) in the days of ’Omar, (S, Msb, the

seventeenth or eighteenth year of the Flight,

(TA,) in which men perished ($,M,Msb,

in great numbers, (M,) and cattle also, (.5, K,)

in consequence of drought ($,Msb) long con

—*'—“_~MW *—_-:- A
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tinuing, (S,) wherefore it was thus called, (S, M,)

because the earth became like ashes by reason of

the drought; (Msb;) or, as some say, because

the drought continued so as to render the earth

and the trees like the colour of ashes: but the

first reason assigned above, for its being thus

called, is preferable. (M.) _. See also

(:5)ng A sort of grapes, of Et-Tdif,

dusty black colour. (M.)

ofa

:ulj [Perishing: or becoming like >L;;, or

ashes: or] perishing by becoming old and worn

out, and having no goodness and lustingness.

(En-Nadr, 'l‘, L, TA.)

1.0;

4..) Of the colour of st; [or ashes]; (S,

M, K;) [ash-coloured; ashy;] ofa dusty colour

in. which is a duskiness, or dinginess: :) [fem.

2.13;: and pl. Hence applied to A

female ostrich: ($,K:) [and applied to

ostriches: (see 9, last sentence :)] and hence also

applied to gnats ('1‘, $, A, 1.2K) ofa certain

species: (T:) and you say 53;) (M, A)

i. e. [an ostrich or a female ostrich,] of an

obscure blach hue, like the colour of ashes : (M :)

Jr)

and Mjl [a male ostrich Qfsuch a colour] :

(M :) and [ostriches of such a colour] :

(A:) and garments, or pieces of cloth,

of a dusty colour’in which is a duskiness, or

dinginess; from (T.) Lh asserts that the

) in this word is a substitute for .,s. (M, L.

[See See also 3.3;, in six places.—

And see ,4»).

pseoi '1 at -.9 ‘ar _

it»)! and it“)! and flay]: see )Le), in five

places.

9/0) a '

4.4”: see 4.4).

in; A she-camel, (Ks, T, TA,) and a cow,

and a ewe, 0r she-goat, (TA,) secreting milk in

her udder a little before her bringing forth;

a J

(Ks, T, TA;) as also ;).¢: (Ks,T:) or both

signify a she-camel having her udder shining,

and infused with milk. (Ks, L in art. 3).) [See
CHI)

also “to, in the second paragraph of this art.]

_. See also

3.», a .

“)4: see a»).

Flesh-meat roasted in live coals. (T,

Our)

M)» : see 2.

3 in

of...” Going, or acting, vigorously, or with

energy: (K,* TA :) L5)l.g-ll, in the explanation

given in the K, is a mistake for (TA.

[See Q. Q. 4])

o .

- )‘J

1. (s, A, &C.,) aor. :, and ,, (s, Mgb,K,)

inf. n. is, (s, A, Msb, 1;) and ji,’ and (K,)

.lle made a sign, A, Msb, K, TA,) in indi

cation of a thing that might be shown or pointed

out by utterance, with anything: (L, TA :) or

with the lips,- ($,A,K,TA;) as also 7);)3;

(TA in art. putting them in motion by

speech not understood by means of utterance;

not vocally manifested: (TA:) or with the lip:

(Msbz) or with the eyebrow: ($,A, Msbz) or

with the eyebrows : (K:) or with the eye : (Mgh.)

or with the eyes; (K ;) as also 7):)3: (TA in art.

uaii :) or with the mouth: or with the hand or

arm: or with the tongue, TA,) by

uttering a low voice: (K, B, TA :) but also

applied to signify he made any sign or indication.

(B, TA.) You say, He made a sign to

him with the lips, or eyebrow. (A.) And

fir Ill r

w Sir," The woman made a. sign to him. with
4 4

her eye. (TA.) And [He talked to

him by making signs &c.].

5: see 1, in two places.

6. by!) [They made signs, or indications, in

one or other ofthe manners described above, one

"f!’ 11"” 00" J01:

to another]. You say, ljjelifilfihs (.45)

[I went in to them, and they made signs and

indications, &.c., one to another]. (A, TA.)

PM

0 :e

be»

I i~

jLo) [Making frequent signs, in one or other

Q a

} see Pl).

of the manners described above; like You

say, A woman who makes frequent

signs, &c.; who has a habit of doing so; syn.

(TA) And 351;; 5313 is;

[A girl who makes

frequent signs with her hand or arm, who does

the like with her eye, who does the like with her

mouth, who does the like with, her eyebrow].

(A, TA.) _ Hence, ($,TA,) Ejtl, signifies [also]

An odulteress, or afurnicatress: (Sh,$, a

prostitute: (Az) because she makes signs with

her eye. TA.) [See also

.Mahing a sign, as [with the lips, &c., as

described above, or] with the hand, or arm, or

milk the head: PL [01‘ rather quasi-pl.n.]
fir,

In the Kur iii. 36, instead of some read 1}»);

meaning as here explained: and some read

meaning doing so mutually; pl. of [which

is an intensive form, meaning, making frequent

signs &.c.; lard-Q]. (Ba)

v“)

1. ($,M,Mgh,Msb,) 801‘. 1 (M, Mgh,

Mgb) and ,, (M, Msb,) inf. n. (1.1,, (A, Mgh,

K,) He buried him, or it; (S, M, A, Mgh, Msb,

K;) namely, a dead person; a corpse: (S, Mgh,

Msb:) this is [said to be] the primary significa

tion: (A :) as also 'iiMJl: (S, Msb:) or he

buried him, and made the earth even over him.

(TA.) It is said in a trad. of Zeyd Ibn-Soohan,

Then do ye bury me : or it may mean,

conceal my grave, and make it even with the

ground. (Mgh.) _ He poured, (M,) or scat

tered, (A,) dust, or earth, upon it; (M,A;)

)Iar

namely, anything. (M.) You say also, M)

.,Jlglls [in this sense]. (A.) And Qpb

lVe filled it up with dust, or earth. And

a is said in a ms. of Ibn-Maalgil, (5,3 1,2,7,

meaning Make ye my grave even with the ground;

not gibbous, or elevated. (TA.) _ He concealed,

and covered, him, or it: this is [also said to be]

the_primary signification. ('l‘A.) You say,

2&1", aor. ‘1 , inf. n. He, or it, efl‘aced, or

obliterated, the traces, or remains, of the thing.

(M.) And 3,1,5 Q 361)! ' _}n [The wind

efl'aces the traces, or remains, by n'hat it raises,

of dust or sand &c.]. (A.) And 1;;

They concealed the grace ofsuch a ‘one, and made

it even with the ground. ($.) And

(K,‘t Msb,) and Leg-ll, (TA,) I concealed the

news, or information, (K,' Mgh,) and the story.

(TA.) And (s, M,) and 319:,

(As, A,) I concealedfrom him the news, or infor

mation, (Sz M,) and the ajfair. (As, A.) _

fl The love of thee hath become

vehement, and firmly settled, [as though buried,]

in my heart. (A, TA.) =,.._..;.. 121;}, (s,)

inf. n. $.03, I cast a slone at him. (Ibn

’Abb5.d, $, K.")

4: see 1, first signification.

aft,“ Us ‘,...,:,| i.q. (Mgh, Ma.) or

M! [He immersed himself in the water] ;

or so that his head and whole person became con

cealed therein,- the doing of which by one fasting

is forbidden in a trad. : ($11, Sgh :) or not remain

ing long in the water; (Mgh, TA ;) whereas

was! and v.,.l'sl denote [the doing so and] re

maining long in the water; and agreeably with

this explanation of the difference, the two verbs

are used in another trad., where it is saiduzéLQJl

) -0' ea ) '3,

M'3, MT); The jaster may immerse him

self not remaining long in the water, but not im

merse himself and remain long therein. (TA.)

50’

W) Dust, or earth : (Msb :) or dust with which

the wind efl'aces traces or remains: (M :) or dust,

or earth, that is scattered upon a corpse: (A:)

or dust, or earth, of a grave: (S, Mgh, K:) an

inf. 11. used as a subst. ($,"’ Mgh, Msb.) ._..

Hence, (Mgh,) A grave; (M, A, Msb, as

also and 'ULQL: (K :) or a grace that

is made even with the surface of the ground; not

elevated: (TA:) and signifies the place

ofa grave; or ofa (TA:) the pl.

[of pauc.] of $2, is gag? (M,K) and [of mult.]

(M, Msb, K.) = A low, gentle, or soft,

sound or voice. (M, TA.)

I a 9 0!

w): see 05:94, in two places.

étisijn (AHn, M, A, 1;) and @391, (AHn,

S, M, &c.,) [each pl. ofiélph] The winds that

bury traces or remains; ;) the winds that

raise the dust, and [spread it so as to] bury traces

or remains : z) or the winds that transport the

dust from one district to another which is some

days distantfi'om theformer, and sometimes cover

the wholeface of a land with the dust of another

land. (AHn, also signifies Flying
5# r /

things that fly by night: or any creeping

thing (13;) that comes forth by night (ISh,K)
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is called (ISh.) _ It also occurs as a pos

sessive epithet, or as an act. part. II. in the place

ot'a pass. part. n. (M.)

C J '

l : o s _

“ff: } seevl) ; for the latter, In two places.

w.” i

Buried; as also 'qugz (M, TA :)

having dust, or earth, poured upon it; as also

'the latter epithet. (TA.)—Jay’s}; Con

cealed news or information. (TA.)

lfij They fell into a

state of corj'usion in respect of their affair, or

case. (IAar, M.)

W)

1- (s. Msb, K.) w- ow), K,)

inf. n. Jab}, (Msb,) His eye had in it what is

termed [q. v.]. Msb, And

[aor. and] inf. n. as above, He had what is termed

9" O I I . r I Q a

VA»). (M.):‘gl! M), 8.01“. 1 , inf. n. 94:0),

I looked towards him, or at him, with the 'most

secret look. (0, TA.)

4. has)! It (disease) caused him to have what
9 v r

is termed U“). (M.)

$4., Filth, [or foul matte-r,] (s, Mgh,) or

whitefilth, (K,) or tough, or dry, whitejilth, (A,)

that collects, A, or concrete-s, (Mgh,) in the

inner corner of the eye : A, Mgh, :) if fluid,

it is called :) or it is in the side of the

eyelashes : (ISh, TA in art. vast: :) or what

is fluid; what is concrete being termed

or i. q. 5,23, i. e. dirt which the eye emits: or

smallness and sticking of the eye. (M.) You say,

92.3! 1;; tiin [Him whom tough,

or dry, white filth collecting in the inner corner

of the eye vexes, fluid matter therein rejoices]:

for is a fresh fluid; and that is better than

the tough, or dry. (A, TA.)

[dim. ofzulj, fem. orgujh. _6}L“m

twp [i. q. 1%! (5;?1, i. e., Procyoii;

(see ughfl one of the two stars ofthe

so called because of its smallness and its littleness

of light [in comparison- with the other (5%,

which is Syrius]. (M.)

(1423i A man (s, Mgh, Msb) having, in his

eye, what is termed : M, Mgh, Msb, z)
n e a r O o J

fem. flan): (Msb,K:) and pl. (Jase). (TA.)

v5“)

1. u’sjiyi esésj, (Mgh,) and éjtgan, (A,

'Mgh,) [aor. 5,] inf. n. (A,) The earth, or

ground, (Mgh,) and the stones, (A, Mgh,) became

vehemently heated by the sun. (A, Mgh.) _

A, Msb, aor. as above, (S,

Msb,) and so the inf. n., ($, A, Mgh,) Our day

became intensely hot. A, Msb, _

said of a man, (A, Mgh, TA,) aor. as above,

(TA,) and so the inf. n., (Mgh,TA,) He had his

feet burnt (A, Mgh, TA) by the ground, or stones,

rehenlently heated by the sun, (A,) or by the

cehemence of the heat: (Mgh, TA :) or he was

smitten, or qfl'ected, by the heat of the sun:

(Ham p. 173:) and his foot was

burnt by the ground, or stones, vehemently heated

by the sun. Msb, In like manner you

say, ~Juli-ll The young camels, or young

weaned camels, felt the heat of the sun from the

ground, or stones, vehemently heated thereby:

then is the prayer of the period called éih:

or had their feet burned by the ground, or

stones, thus heated: (Mgh, Msb:) or lay down

in consequence ofthe intense heat ofthe sand, and

the burning of their feet. (IAth.) And

;hll The sheep, or goats, from posturing in

tense heat, had their livers ulcerated, and

their lungs qfl'ected with dropsy: z) or had

their lungs and livers affected with dropsy, and

ulcerated. And His eye became

hot, so that it almost burned: the verb occurs in

this sense in a trad., as some relate it, with vb

[instead of h_,.¢]. (TA.)—Also, said of a man

fasting, His inside became vehemently hot (Fr,

by reason of intense thirst. (Fr, TA.).._And,

said of a man, He went upon ground, or stones,

vehemently heated by the sun. (TA.)._. And IIe

returned from the desert to the region of cities,

towns, or villages, and chultivated land. (L, TA.)

1110.

_You say also,;o'£>l\ and A! M,

and 7w}! Ifmeaniné I was distressed and

disquieted by reason of the thing, or afi‘uir : or I

grieved for it]: (A:) [for] lié 'UAJ)

signifies the was distressed and disguieted by

reason qfsuch a thing : K, TA :) and 7 95,3»

Ihe grieved for such a one; i. q. id

accord. to the and] L [and CK]: or i.q.

is! Q», [but this I think a mistranscription, for

5'! r

you say e.,.ks vuL, not id accord. to the

o and [some copies of the] 1;. (TA.)-Jess,

;le see 4. (K,) aor. -, , inf. n.

v3.23, (TA,) He pastured the sheep, or goals,

upon ground vehemently heated by the sun, (K,

TA,) and made them to lie down upon it; (TA ;)

as also 'lqul; and “‘31), (K, TA,) inf. n.

(TA.)-3&5“ Us”, aor. ,, (s, M, K,)

int'. n. M,) He clove the sheep, or goat,

leaving its shin upon it, and threw it upon heated

stones, and put hot ashes upon it, in order that it

might become thoroughly coohed: or he

kindled a fire upon stones, then clove the sheep,

or goat, with its skin upon it, then brohe its ribs

from within, in order that it might lie steadily

upon the ground, with the heated stones beneath

it, and hot ashes above it, a fire being kindled

over it: when it is thoroughly cooked, they skin

it and eat it: (M, TA :) you say also Tyke)!

ilEJl: _andiLlll [Theflesh was dressed in

the manner above described]. (TA.)=UE..’.,', if

used, is the verb whereof light}, which is men

tioned by Sh and in the K, is the int'. n.; and

accord. to the explanation of the latter in the K,

signifies It (a large or broad knife or blade) was,

or became, sharp. (TA.)=J.£3\

or UiglJl, (A,) nor. ; , and ’- , (S, K,) He put the

blade between two smooth stones, and then beat it,

to make it thin : (ISk, $,K: [but in the text of

the K, as given in the TA, the word rendered

“stones” is omitted:]) or he beat the razor

between two stones, in order that it might become

thin; as also 'uéuj. (A.)

2. 1.5;), int: n. A, originally

signifies He attributed to him [meaning

the causing one to be burnt by the heat'qf the sun,

or by the vehemently-heated ground : or + the

giving pain and hence, as this results from

tardiness, (A, TA,) _ I He waited expecting

him a while : (Ks, Jm, S, A, 0:) or a little while,

and then went away. ($h,’ IF says that the}

may be original, or it may be a substitute for .9.

(M.)_,Qlén $3,: see =56“ “I,

I purposed fasting or the fast [app. during the

month yQtéj]. ($gh, 1;.)

4. The ground, or stones, vehe

mently heated by the sun, burned me. And

;le is»): The heat burned him; (1;: TA;) as

also t a0r. ,. (TA.) Andas;s 95.0)

(Jm, A, The heat distressed the people, or

company ofmen; (Jm,K;) so that it hurt them.

You say also, 1);; (Jm,

A) llIahe ye the camels to lie down with as during

the vehement midday-heat [for ye have caused us

to be burnt by the heat ofthe sun, or by the vehe

mently-heated ground]. (Jm, TA.) _. [Hence,]

is.» I It (anything, AA) pained him. (AA, 1;.)

And 3.2591 Lia») 1[The thing, or affair, pained

him] is a phrase which has originated from the

first of the phrases mentioned in this paragraph.

(5, TA.) _Qlai awn see 1. _ his has»;

see 1. = 6;);ll “6.9!: sec 1, last signification.

5. infill He drove the gazelles upon the
ground, for stones, vehemently heated by the sun,

until their hoins became dissllndered, or dislocated,

and so they were tahen : (A z) or he hunted them

during the vehement midday-heat, (S, K,) pur

suing them until, their legs being dislocated by

the vehemently-heated ground, he took them.

TA.) = also signifies The heaving of the

soul [or stomach] ; or its being agitated by a ten.

dency to vomit; syn. 9-2:]! (IAar,

8. UAJj He burned by reason of vehement

heat, or 'l‘of grief. (Har p. 442.) _. W)!

His liver became in a corrupt, or dis

ordered, state. (s,o,1_§.) And J4,» Hag)

The man became in a corrupt, or disordered,

state, in his belly and his stomach. (IAar, L.)

_ See also )lfjl in three places. =

L) W)! The horse, or more, leaped with

him: (15:) so said Mudrik El-Kih'tbee: as also

Opp. (Aboo-Turab, TA.)

The vehemence of the action (lit. of the

falling) of the sun upon the sand 5%. : (S, A,

K 2) or cchemence qfheat; (Mgh, Msb ;) as also '

121.21,: (Mgh, TA :) or the heat of the stones,

arising from the intense heat of the sun: or the

burning of the intense heat of summer: or heat.

(TA.) ...... [Hence the saying,]

‘1' 9Us...) )o'gjl I[Distress and disquietude, or grief,
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crept into me from, or in consequence of, this

0! e .r o a

thing: seep'jl Q» Mr] (A, TA.)

U19, “2;, (TA,) and Ulji, (A,TA,)

[Pebble-r, and ground or land,] vehemently heated

by the sun,- or intensely heated by the vehement

action of the sun thereupon. And

53!;le Land ofwhich the stones are cehe

menzly heated by the sun. [See also i

._ 1‘ A woman whose thighs rub each other.

(Ibn-’Abbad, Sgh,

ibis) 1-Ijelt in my body

n~hat resembled 31A; [orfever in the bones]. (TA.)

a subst., (TA,) [or rather an epithet in

which the quality of a subst. predominates,]

Ground or land, or stones, (A, Mgh,

Mgh,) or sand, (IAth,) vehemently hot: (K:) or

vehemently heated by the sun : (S, A, Mgh, Msb :)

or vehemently hot and burning. (IAth.) [See

also ._.. It is also syn. with as expl.

above: see the latter word. (Mgh, TA.)

r ', and ;LQ, Clouds, and

rain, in the end of summer and the beginning of

autumn : TA 2) because arriving at the period

u;hen_the sun is [intensely] hot. (TA.)—fig!

Zaljt The wheat, or corn, that is brought, or

pui-veyed, when the earth becomes burnt [by the

sun, about July]. (M in art [See art.

ow», (s. Mgh, Ms, K.) and be;

alone, for the latter, though disapproved by some

of the learned, occurs in a trad., (MghtMsb,

TA,) and in poetry, (TA,) but not for

this is incorrect, (Mgh,) The ninth of the Arabian

months.- (TA :) so called because, when they

changed the names of the months from the ancient

language, they named them according to the

seasons in which they fell, (Jm,S,K,) and this

month, (Jm, or for this was its

ancient name, (TA,) agreed with the days of

vehement heat: (Jm, S, Mgh, Msb, [see

:] or from 2

above: (Fr, z) or because [its effect is as though]

it burned [and annulled] sins; (K;) from

;J\, exp]. above; but [SM says,] I know not

how that is; for I have not seen any one [except

F] mention it: (TA:) the pl. is (S,

Ma), 1;) and {ii-.9}? (S,Msb) and is; (L, 1;)

and (9&1; (K) and .1)st}. (YooiL,

Mgh,) like (Mgh,) and gilji, which is

anomalous, (lljrd, K,) is asserted by some of the

lexicologists to be another pl., but this is not well

established nor received. (I Drd.) _. It is said in

a trad. that is One of the names of God;

but this trad. is pronounced by El-Beyhakee to

be of weak authority; and that it is so is evident;

as no learned man has transmitted this word as

such; (Msb;) [except Mujiihid; for] it is related

that Mujeihid disapproved of forming 3. pl. from

it, saying, It has been told me that it is one of

the names of God: (TA:) if it be so, it is not

derived (K, TA) from what has been here men

Ua»; said of a man fasting, expl.

tioned; (TA ;) or it refers to the meaning of

’r The Forgiving; or He who obliterates sins. (K.)

10!

see = Also Made thin by

being beaten between two stones: (A :) sharpened:

(S, sharp: TA:) applied to a knife;

($11,) and to such as is termed 52.1.; (s,1_<;)

and to a [or blade]; (S;) and to a razor

(519;), as also (A, TA ;) and in the

last of the above-mentioned senses, to anything:

:) it is of the measure in the sense of the

measure :I (TA :) or it’lnay be in the sense

of the measure Jslé, from V2“), though this verb

may not have been heard. (Sgh, TA.)

04"

L614):

’1'

see vb»).

said to be an anomalous pl. of

q. v. (IDrd, K.)

The place in which a sheep, or goat, is

dressed in the gnanner described above in the ea:

planation ofétbi (s, TA.)

_Flesh-meat dressed in the manner

described abozre in the explanation of

(S:) or roasted flesh-meat, such as is termed

v.,;é, [a word with which I have not met

except in this place,] which is nearly the same as

4,3, save that what is called by this last epithet

is divided into fragments, and then a fire is

hindled over it,- as also i (TA.)

0‘)

1. (s, Mgh, 15,) nor. 1, (s, Mgh,) inf“. 11.

$13, (S,) He loohed at him, or it; (S, TA ;) as

also ' dial): (TA :) or he glanced lightly at him,

or it; loohed at him, or it, lightly,from the outer

angle qfthe eye : (IDrd, K, TA :) or he loohed long

at him, or it; (Mgh ;) or so aor. and

inf n. as above: (Msb :) wheribefin a trad.,

[And the people looked long at

him]: ’(Mgh =) or (5,3; and V

signify Ifollowed him n.:ith'my eye, paying atten

’Igr a

4210‘)

tion to him, and watching him : (TA :) and 7 dial),

(TA,) inf. n. $3,, (1;; TA,) he loohed at him

from the outer dngle of the eye with a look of

enmity: (Kf TA :) and '13:), inf. n. [2,45, he

loohed at him long from the outer angle'of the

eye with anger or aversion: (TA 2) and 76;),

inf. n. as above, he continued looking; like 6;).

(are)

2. hi1) He, or it, stayed, or arrested, what

remained in him of lie. (TA.) [Hence,] ,5

0 e I! ’d’)

;ui? 43,59; They give him something sufi‘icient

to stay, or arrest, what remains in him of life.

(0, TA.) _ [The inf. n.] also signifies The

scanting of fodder and di-in'li. (JK.) _ [And

The drinking nun by little] One says, .931,

[3:3 (5;,11, meaning [The she-goats hare

secreted mill: in their adders: therefore] drink

than their milk little by little; drinh thou 810.:

(IF, K, TA :) because they secrete milk some days

before their bringing forth: (IF, TA :) or because

they will bring forth after a while. (K, TA. [See

also arts. M) and 6,0) and 63): and see 5 in the

present art.]) _ Also The doing a work not well,

yet so as to satisfy oneself, or to attain one’s

desire, thereby. (K, TA. [See also 3.]) You say,

gC’EJI ;A He does not exert himself, or

tahe pains, or exceed the usual bounds, in doing

the thing. (TA.) And U1; Repair

thou thy pair of leathern water-bags sufficiently

to satisfy thyselfi (O,TA.)_And The inter

larding, or embellishing, of speech, or discourse,

with falsehood; 431m signifying 3.5.15;

(Ibn-’Abbad,I_{;) as also (Ibn-'Abbi'1d

and K in art. 6,9.) You say, 6;) He

interlarded, or embellished, the speech, [or dis

course, withfalsehood, Z, or $23, JK,)

[adding] thing after thing, or thing by thing.

(Z, TA.) = See also 1, in two places.

3. [$65 seems to signify He strove, or con

tended, to retain what remained in him of It e.

And hence, as implying this meaning, He was at

the last gasp: see $461,, below. Whence, app.,]

the inf. n. signifies TThe having little

friendship [remaining in the heart]. (KL._ [See,

again, One says, 5.1.231

it; :0 '1 Q; or Q;- Q; [as though

meaning, accord. to the former reading, This

palm-tree strives to retain life with a root, being

neither alive nor dead,- or, accord. to the latter

reading, with a root that is neither alive nor

dead;] [in one of my copies of which I find

only the former reading; and in the other, both

readings ;]) or 63.2,: MIA means this

palm-tree is neither alive nor dead. And

iii; i. e. soil; [app. meaning Such

a one strives by artful means to preserve his life].

(TA.) _ [The inf. n.] 55$) also signifies The

being hypocritical, or acting'hypocritically;

TA;) [like :56); see 3 in art. [16);] which is

nearly the same, in meaning as 213L330; because

the hypocrite strives to deceive by lying: men

tioned by Hr in the “ Ghareebeyu.” (TA.)_

,1?) 5a,, (s,1_<,) inf. n. (TA,) He did,

or performed, the thing, or afl'air, unfirmly, or

unsoundly. (S, K, TA. [See also 2.1) = See

also 1, in three places.

4. [$91 is said by Golius, on the authority of

a gloss in the KL, to signify IIe rendered water

turbid; for 63).]

5. 51,: He drank milk note by little. (1;.

[See also 2.]) And He supped, or sipped, water,

(5, K,) &c., sup after sup, or sip after sip.

9. (is)! It (a skin, or hide, ;lb[,) was, or

became, thin. Hence, said of life or the

means of subsistence (Ugo-H) [as meaning +It

was, or became, narrorv in its circumstances, or

scanty; like (TA.) ._ It (an affair, S, or a

thing, IDrd, K) was, or became, n-eah; (IDrd,

S, K ;) and so ' $1.le said of a rope: (S, K 2) or

the former verb, said of a rope, it was, or became,

weak in its strands. (IDrd, TA.) _ILZai d...)

The sheep, or goats, died: (IDrd, K :) and

V Gib)! they (sheep, or goats,) perished, or died,
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by reason of leanness, or emaciation : (Ibn

’Abbad, TA:) or 3L4)! signifies he perished, or

died, by reason thereof. _Sglgll 3's)!

The road was, or became, long. (TA': but the

verb is there written without the sheddch.)

11: see 9, in two places.

The remains of life, (Lth,I_{,) or of the

spirit, Mgh, Mgh,) or of the soul; (IDrd,

TA ;) or the last breath: (TA :) and applied also

to strength: (Mgh:) pl. It is said

that a man in a case of necessity may,eat of that

which has died a natural death 3;; Lb, i. e.

[TV/tat will stay, or arrest, the remains of life,

or] what will maintain, and preserve, the strength.

(Mgh.) [In'like manner, also,] one says, of sus

tenance, $23." 51...; [It stays, or arrests, the

remains of life,- or maintains the strength].

Mgh, K.) _ See also = Also A flock of

sheep, or herd of goats: a Pers. word,

arabicized, from

g a '6'

w) J4: Sustenance that stays, or arrests, the

remains oflife; or that maintains the strength;

expl. by 3;" (IF, Msb, 1;.)= [And

accord. to Goliusfon the authority of a gloss in

the KL, is used for as signifying Fair

ness, beauty, or brightness: and also as meaning

Bright, and clear.]

Q)!
.

w), 8. pl., signify ing Poor men, who are satis

fied with little sustenance, such as suffices to stay,

or arrest, the remains of life, or to maintain the

strength: _. and envying persons: sing. 7&6

and 7 (IAar, K, TA :) which signifies ohe

who looks at menfrom the outer angle of the eye

and with envy. (IAar, TA.)

-§[ Us a, (JK, K,) with ahmm,

(K,) or '33,, [so in both of my c0pies,])

and hid), (s,) or 15d}, (JK,) or both, and

'é-b], There is not in his means of sub

sistence save what is but just suflicient: ($,K:)

or a small supply, that may stay, or arrest, the

remains oflife, or that may maintainjhe strength.

(K.) The Arabs that}; ,t; [,3] '9 3;;

i (5;; [Death'that does not lead to

disgrace is better than life with a bare sufliciency

of sustenance]. (Yaakoob, TA.)

9 , 1 I

31.9: see the next preceding paragraph.

9'; 0,6: .

5L0): see 33.9, in two places.

Q 1

6b,, Straitness, or narrowness, of the means

of spheistcnce. [in the CK, for J2?“ is put

Mi, which makes the meaning to he “ strait,”

,

as applied to the means of sub

. 4 ~ o J

sistence.]) _ See also ii»).

or “ narrow,’

2 J! 211

&Z’le see “QQJ

W'eak; ;) applied to a man. (TA.)

. p '4 ’

girl), applied to a man, i.q. 5;” ,5 [i.e.

Ilaving, or retaining, remains of life: a posses~

sive epithet, of the class of and Lb; &c.].

(TA-)_See also [And see

Also The bird that the sportsman sets up in order

that the falcon, or hon-k, may alight upon it and

I r

so he may capture it; (K ;) also called _ I!) and

“$4: he takes an owl, and ties something black

to its leg, and sews up its eyes, and ties to its

shanks a long string; and when the falcon, 01'

hawk, alights upon it, he captures it from his

lurking-place: mentioned by Lth and by lDrd;

and thought by the latter to be not a genuine

Arabic word. (TA.)

00'

[in which the latter word is a pl.,

.05 0 ’05 as,

like in»)! in the phrase Cal»)! Jen-J A rope that

is weak, (S, K, TA,) old and worn out. (TA.)

é-o: so, 25':

go)» via: and 794). Mean, paltry, or scanty,

ul'PI ’3

means ofsubsistence. 0.) And U131 do)» ,5,

(A ’Obeyd, K,) and 1313;, (IDrd, K,) He 1:.

one who has mean, paltry, or scanty, means of

subsistence: (A’Obeyd, or he is straitened

3- 1

in the means of subsistence. (IDrd, _ J:

also signifies Anything bad, or corrupt. (TA.)

lie:

J4”: see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

345.; One who is at the last gasp. (TA.) [See

also ._ And i One who has but little love,

or affection, for thee remaining in his heart.

($, 19)

A weak-sighted man. (IDrd,

3*)

1. 963st, 36,, (s, Mgh, 15,) w. 1 , (s,) inf. h.

3);], He remained, stayed, dwelt, or

abode, in the place, Msb, not quitting it:

or he did so being fatigued, or n-earied, or dis

tressed : (K :) or signifies he (a man) made

his home, or constant residence, in a country, or

town. (AZ, TA.)_Ei.:..::.i;fl (0,) or Jig,

(K,) infl n. as above, (0,) The cattle were con

fined, (O,) or the camels kept constantly,

at the water, (0, and were fed with fodder.

(0.)_,3\;£n aor. and int'. n. as above,

[app. IIe kept constantly to thefood;] he loathed

nothing of the food: and so aor. 3 , int. n.

(L, TA :) both mentioned by Lh. (TA

in art. said of a man, also signi

fies He was, or became, lean, or emaciated, and

what was in his hands went away. (0, TA. [See

also 9: and see as applied to a man,])—

[It seems also that this verb is used in a similar

sense in relation to a beast; like 3.91 said of a

camel: for it is immediately added in the O and

TA without any explanation, that one also says,

lag-oi; 041b, as though meaning This is a

lean, beast: and inf. n. as though

meaning It was, or became, lean.]

I’D/08

4. mjl I made him to remain, stay, dn'ell,

0r abide, in a place, ($, K,) not quitting it. (K.)

_. And J»)! £1.91 He (a pastor) kept the camels

constantly at the water, andfed them with jbdder.

(TA.)

9. it»)! He was, or became, of the colour

termed said of a camel in this sense [and

in another expl. in what follows]. = It

(a thing, Ibn-'Abbéd, O) was, or became, thin,

or slender. (Ibn-’Abbad, t), K.) And He (a

camel) was, or became, lean, lanh, light offlesh;

slender; or lean, and lank in the belly; and ema

eiated. (Ibn-’Abbéd, 0, 1;. [In the CK, is
erroneously put for i

10. it?“ IThe people were deemed
ignoble; (K, TA ;)i as being likened to the

('11-)

$1.23: see _._ In the saying of Ru-beh,

* M has as» e; *
[That lies down upon his breast in the daing of

horses, or similar beasts, like the jade, or hack, of

the 31.23], AA says, :Mjl, here, is from the Pers.

[which means a “herd,” “flock,” “troop,”

or the like] ; and_he adds that the people’s saying

that it means 5.5;." is a mistake. (Q,TA. [Per

haps, however, AA knew not a.) as a coll.

gen. 11. of which is the n. un.; for as such it

seems to me more reasonable to regard it in this

instance.])

352;; A certain colour of camels ,- accord. to

A’Obeyd, a dun colour; i. e. a [or brown

hue] so intense as to have in it a blackness: :)

thus explained by As: (TA :) or, in the colours

of camels, brorvnness; i. e. redness intermixed

with blackness: (Kr, TA:) or a colour more

dushy, or dingy, than that which is termed

[q.v.]: (Mgh:) or the colour ofashes: (K:) or

[which is a colour like that of ashes] rin;

clining to blackness: or, as some say, 35”" 0,;

[less intense than what is termed 5);]: (TA :)

it sometimes has for its pl. :14, with two dam

mehs. (ISd, TA.)

.1”

4:») A mare: and [particularly] a [or

more ofmean breed], (Lth, Mgh, the female

ofthe Mgh,) thgt’is taken for breed

ing: (Lth, Mgh,I_{:) pl. SL4), Mgh,Msb,)

accord. to rule, (Mgh,) and (S,) and

(Fr, $, Mgh,) formed on the suppositioii of the

elision of the 3, (Mgh,) or this is a pl. pl., and

the pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.] is i _

Also #11 weak man. (K.)

g a a

4141): see the next paragraph, in two places.

£141; Remaining, staying, dwelling, or abiding,

in a place, (Msb, not quitting : or especially,

whenfatigued, or wearied, or distressed. (K.):

See also 1, last sentence. =Also, and '31.;13,

(S, Msb,K,) the former of which is the more

usual, or more approved, (TA,) A certain thing,

black, Msb, like pitch, (Mgh,) that is

miwed with musk, ($, Msb, K,) and isthen called

(Jail!) mush. (Mgh.) [Freytag, as on the

authority of the K, in which nothing more is said

respecting it than what I have given above,

describes it thus: “ Res ex aliis rebus composita,

nempe atramento sutorio, mali Punici cortice,

gummi Arabico aliisque rebus, quibus admisceri

solet muscus.”] A poet says, (S,) namely, Khalat'

Ibn-Khaleef El-Akta’, (0, TA,)
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'0 J —' a), I! ,5

* @QIMlixJIS *

[Verilg thou hast such excellence as renders thee

above my companionship; but mush sometimes

. unites with £1.45]. (S,O.)_...[' from the

Pets. is also the name of A certain as

tringent medicine, used as a remedgfor dgsenterg

&c. In the printed edition of the “Kanoon” of

Ibn-Seena (Avicenna), hook ii. p. 253, it is erro

neously written stay]

so}? 0fthe colour termed ail} (s, Msb,1_{:)

applied to a camel: fem. (S, Msb.) The

ski») is said by Honeyflcl-Hanatim, who was one

of the most skilled ofthe Arabs respecting camels,

to be the most beautiful of she-camels. (TA.)

The fem. is also applied, tropically, to a woman.

(Th, TA.)_ A poet says, [applying it to dust,]

- @231» so so: use *
[And the horses, or horsemen, cleave the darh

brown, or ash-coloured, &c., dust]. (TA.)—

And it is said in a trad., [but to what it relates I

know not,] The name of the higher, or highest,

land is twill; said by IAth to be fem. of

(TA.)

do)

1. as syn. with see the latter in two

places. =;._,.9=;Jl [a0r. app. 3, and inf. n.

;] apd like}; He wore A’Obeyd,

T, or 3.3, A’Obryd, S) the mat [of palm-leaves

or the like]. (T, 5.) [Or] grin 3;}, and [so in

the M, but in the “ 0r”];._~a.;.ll, aor. 1 , inf. n.

3;], He ornamented the coach, and the mat,

with [i. e. jewels, precious stones, gems, &c.],

andgthelike. (M, 1;.) [Or] Us), and

A»), IIe made the weaving 0f the mat thin

(Hat p. 55.) And 3;}, (M, 1;,) aor. and

inf. n. as above; (TA ;) and 'qul, and VAL);

(.\I,K; the last omitted in the TA;) He made

the woven thing, or the weaving, thin. (M,

And 3.3).:Jl (3.2;, [aor. and] inf. n. as

above; (TA ;) and t haul; He wove (3.3,) to;

[or palm~leaues split and then plaited together],

(S, O, or some other thing, 0,) and made

the same a back to the couch. (S, O,

K. [What is here called the “back” of the

couch is app. so called as being likened to the

back of a beast on which one rides: see

Accord. to IKt, Ht [app. 8. mistranscrip

tion for and signify I wore the

)3.“ [or thelgy] with a Lore; of leaves, or fibres,

of the palm-tree. (TA.); [Hence,] inn

and [+1 wove, i. e. composed, the saying

and the description]. (Phrases cited in the TA

from two modern poets.) (T, S, M, Mgh,

high, K,) aor. -’ , (T, Mgh, Msbg)‘ inf. n. 03L”

(T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K) and J.” ($, M, &c.)

and (K,) said of a man, i. q. [i. e.

He went a kind of trotting pace, between a wth

and a run]; Mgh, Msb,K; [in the M said

to be “less than [gin and above 3:601,” app.,

Bk. I.

as is remarked in the TT, through inadvertence

of a writer;]) i.e. (TA) he was quick in his

manner of walking, (T, TA,) and shook his

shoulder-joints, (TA,) leaping, (so in the T ac

cord. to the TT,) or not leaping, (so in the TA,)

in doing so; (T, TA;) while performing the

circuitings round the Kaabeh, (T, Mgh, TA,)

but only in some of those circuitings, exclusively

ofothers, (TA,) which one does in imitation of

the Prophet and his Companions, who did thus

in order that the people of Mekkeh might know

that there was in them strength; (T,TA;) and

in going between Es-Safa and El-Marweh. ($,

TA.) [It is also said of a camel: see ;lij.]=

as an inf. n. [app. ofjdill or £21."

signifies The year’s having little rain. (KL)_
I be I 0"

Lap) {Lie}: see 4.

2. 1.6,, (M, TA,) int“. n. (TA,) Ile

put [i. e. sand] into it; namely, food; (M,

TA =) and (TA) so 1 (Ibn-’Abbad, TA,)

nor. 1 , inf. n. ; but the former verb is the more

chaste. (TA.) Hence, in a trad. respecting [the

Era: oi eel

eatilzg of the flesh of] domestic asses, LESS Qt rel

;lll 3,3511, meaning [Ile

ordered that the cooking-pots should be turned

upside-down, and] that the flesh should be stirred

about and mixed with dust, in order that no use

might be made ofit. (TA.) _ And IIe defiled,

or smeared, him, or it, with blood; (S, M, TA ;)

namely, a man, ($,) or a garment, and the like;

(M, TA ;) and (TA) so 1.11.33; (1;, TA,) but

in this sense also the former verb is the more

chaste. (TA.) And )3“; Such a one

was defiled, or smeared; with blood. (T, TA.

[See also 4 and 5.]) _ In relation to speech, or

language, (TA,) if}! signifies Ii. q. $335!;

(K, TA; [in the CK, erroneously, ;])

i. e., [as inf. n. of £5, The adulterating it,

corrupting it, or rendering it unsound, or untrue,

and as ian n. of (323,] its being [adultei-ated,

corrupted, or] unsound, or untrue. (TA. [See

the pass. part. n., below.]) _ See also 1. = And

see 4.

4. Jo)! It (a place) became sandy; had

in it or upon it. (Msb.)_[And He clone to

the sand.] __ And [hence,] [He became poor:

(Mgh:) or this provisions, or travelling-pro

visions, became diflicult to obtain, and he became

poor: (Msb:) or his travelling-provisions went:

(Mgh:) and {their provisions, or travel

ling-provisions, became exhausted, or consumed:

(A ’Obeyd, T, s, M, 1;, TA =) from Jljn; (Mgh,

TA,) as though [he or] they clave to the sand;

(TA,) like @331 (Mgh,) or 1,233, (TA,) from

5533» (Mgh, TA:) or {Tom‘s}; meaning “little

rain :” or fromMl and meaning

“he made the weaving of the mat thin :” (Her

p. 55:) “(1,335 1,»)! IThey emhansted, or

consumed, their provisions, or travelling-pro

visions. (Kf TA. [In the TT, as from the M,

9.3;.“ is erroneously put for grail, the ex

planation in the TA.])_And [hence,] c491,

(Y2, T, s, Msb,) or, accord. to Sh, a»)!

or k9,} o» Vile]; (T, accord. to dif

ferent copies;) and [alone], (K, TA,

[said in the latter to be on the authority of Sh,

and therefore it may perhaps be taken from a

copy of the T,]) inlln. (TA {She (a

woman) became such as is termed 3123.1, (T, Msb,

K,TA,) i. e. without a husband; (T, Msb;)

because of her being in need of one to expend

upon her; [for] Az says that she is not thus

called unless she be also poor: (Msb:) or [she

became a n;idom;] she lost her husband by his

death. ($.)_.And J4)! said of an arrow, It

became defiled, or smeared, with blood, (lbn

'Abbad,K,TA,) and had the mark thereof re

maining upon it; (Ibn-’Abbz'\d, TA,) and so

1 My. (TA. [see also 2 and 5.1) =_Said of a

poet, it is from JAIN, likejéjl fromjépt; (TA,)

i. e. He rersified, or composed verses, in the metre

termed (Ihn-Buzuij, L in alt.

As a trans. v.: see 1, in five places. __ Also Jle

lengthened, or made long, a rope, or cord:

and in like manner, he lengthened, and widened;

or made long, and wide,- a shackle, or shackles:

you say, 6.3;; ;l J»)! Ile lengthened, and

widened, or: made long, and made wide, for him

his shackle, or shackles. (Um-’Abbad, TA.)

5. He became defiled, or smeared, (T, 8,)

with his blood, (T,) or with blood; as also 'JQJJI.

(S. [See also 2 and 4.])

8: see 4 and 5.=You say also, W31

do; tSnch a woman maintained, or

under-tabla the maintenance of, her children, her

husband having died. (0, TA. [But in both I

find W US, an obvious mistranscription, for

which I read us; and in the explanation, in

bothufieln “GI, for which I readLé-l;

Jo; [Sand;] a hind ofdust or earth, (M,)

mu knon'n: (Lth, T, M, Msb,l_(:) tili, is its

n. un.; (hI,K;) a more special term than the

former; ($;) signifying a piece, or portion, [or

tract, or collection,] thereof: (Lth, T, TA :) [and

the former word is also sometimes used as meaning

a tract, or collection, ofsand :] the pl. [of mult.]

is J6, (Lth,T,M,Msb,K) and [of pauc.]

(Mali? [and is used as a pl. pl.,

i. e. pl. of Jogl; occurring ina Vfirse cited in the

TA, art. 5.1.5.] _ [Hence,] go, ,sl a’rpéme of The

hgena. (ISk, _ [Hence 8180,]J4)", (TA in

this art., [in the Lexicons of Golius and Freytag,

erroneously, or Jillian, i. q. Linjio,

(IAar, TA in art. his") [GeomancgJ'a certain

well-known science. (TA in the present art. [See

a description of it voce _

(3;; Weak rain: (IAar, T:) or little rain:

(Har p. 55:) or a small quantity of rain: (El

Umawee, T, S, M, :) one says,

)L; A small quantity qfrain fell upon them .

(El-Urnawee, T, M :) but Sh says, “ I have not

heard J.” in this sense except on theaguthority

of El-Umawee:” (TA :) the pl, is gigs. (T, $,

M.) _. [Hence, perhaps,] db)! A num

ber of camels in a state of dispersion. (TA.)—

146
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Also, the sing., [as a coll. gen. n.,] Lines, or

streaks, upon the legs of the wild cow, ($, M, K,)

upon herfore legs and hind legs, (M,) difi'ering

from the rest of her colour: ($, M, K:) n. un.

till.) (TA. [See also mj.])_And A re

dundance, or an excess, (53%,) in a thing.

=33“ is also the name of A certain kind qf

metre of verse,- (T, s, M, K ;) [the eighth hind ,-]

the measure of which is [originally] composed of

(T, TA) six times; (TA 5) so called from

Jail signifying “a certain kind ofwalk or pace,”

inf. n. of [q. v.]: (M,Kz") and Kh says

that it is also applied to any meagre verse or

poetry, incongruous in structure ,- such being so

named by the Arabs without their defining any

thing respecting it; as, for instance, the saying [of

’Abeed Ibn-El-Abras (TA in arts. .,”-3} and

fills

asst. * out; hug. ‘

[illelhoob (the name of a place, K in art. W)

has become destitute of its inhabitants, and El

Kutabeeydt, (by which is meant a certain water,

called wt, with its environs, K“ and TA in

art. $5,) and E'dh-Dhanoob (the name of a

place, TA in art. Main] : he says also that, gene

rally, the [i. e. what is curtailed of two of

the original feet, or what consists qf two feet

only,] is thus called by them: accord. to IJ, it is

applied by them to verse, or poetry, that is in

congruous, unsound, or faulty, in structure, and

such as falls short of the original [standard so

as not to answer completely to any regular kind

or species]: (M, TA :) thus it signifies as first

explained above, and also any verse, or poetry,

that is not such as is termed 4,45 [as meaning

that of which the hemistichs are 'complete] nor

such as is termed [which some hold to be not

verse, or poetry, but a kind of rhyming prose].

(H, M, Kr) [See also (3.35.1

0’5;

3L0): see

96

do}, of which it is the n. h...

sing. of which signifies The diversity

of colours upon 51h?) legs ofthe wild bull:

(T: [see also Jo) :]) or like) signifies a black line

or streak, (IKh, M, 113, as some say, (M,)

such as is upon the back and thighs of the gazelle:

IB :) pl. [of mult.] and [of pauc.]

.M- (19)

II»; '1,

3M): see ()4).

Of; or relating to, (or sand):

sandy.]

,3le The woven work of a mat. (K, TA.) It

is said in a trad., of the Prophet, that he was lying

upon his side on the die) of a mat, which had

made an impression upon.his side: (T, TA :*) or,

as some relate it, of a couch; meaning, in this

case, that its face was woven of palm-leaves, and

that it had nothing spread upon it to lie upon, but

the mat only. (TA. [See his

Land rained upon with Jéji, i. 6

little rain. (Ibn-’Abbéd, TA.)

A practiser of the science called J31"

[i. e. geomancy]. (TA.)

sing. of Jaig, (TA,) which signifies

Female weavers of whats. (T, TA.)

i. q. '5‘}; meaning +A man whose

provisions, or travelling-provisions, have become

difiicult to obtain, [or exhausted, or consumed,

(see 4,)] and who has become poor: [as though

he were cleaving to the sand: (see again 4 :)] pl.

(Mgh:) or is applied to a man, and

to a woman, (M, and the latter also

to a pl. number, (M,) as meaning needy, needing,

or in want: (M, z) or as meaning [8,,le and]

32.2.1? [and i. e. destitute, or indigent,

860:]: (15:) and'the pl. is 3.1,? and 51.6; (M,

K;) after the manner of siibsts., because the

quality of a subst. is predominant therein: (M :)

7 is applied to any collective number of men

and women, or men without women, or women

without men, after they have become in need or

want: (M :) [and] it is applied [also] to a man

and to a woman as meaning poor so as to be

unable to obtain anything : (T, and Mgh as from

the T :) accord. to 18k, is applied to a num

ber of men and women; as meaning

[expl. above]; (T, s, Mgh ;) or so to a number of

persons whether men or women; (Msb;) and to

men though there be not among them women;

(T, $, Mgh ;) and so i (T, Mgh :) or this

last, to a number of men and women needi,

needing, or in want; ;) and to men needy,

needing, or in want, and weak, K,) though

there be not among them women. ($.) Ibn

Buzuij mentions the sayinguziéi Q36

s! “an- - J J- 1’; » )rrbfie‘bahi 4 —

a! want! L. ~91 L. '31»)'$’Q]j,mcan

ing [Verin the household of such a one is large,

and verily they are destitute of what camels they

may load therewith except] what they borrow

[for that purpose]; (T,* TA ;) i. e., they are

a party not possessing camels, and unable to make

a journey except upon camels that they borrow;

r ,o— e si

[1,)“;4! being] from Lgfia.) )Zisl signifying

“ he was lent 2the back of my camel.” (TA.)

See also is also applied to a

woman as meaning Having no husband: (T, S,

M, Msb,K:) or a widow; one whose husband

has died: (IAmb, Mgh:) or not if she possesses

competence, or wealth: (Ibn-Buzurj, T, Mgh,

Msb, K :) it is applied to her who has no husband

because she is in need of him who would expend

upon her; (Msb;) or to her whose husband has

died because her provision has gone and she has

lost him who earned for her (IAmb, Mgh) and

by means of whom her state of life had been

.I e 5

good: (IAmb:) in like manner, also, Jnji is

applied to a man as meaning having no wife,

(T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) accord. to Kt (T, Mgh)

uni

and Sh; (Mgh;) like asylgi is applied to a man

' can;

[as well as to a woman], and 3....38 to a woman:

(T:) or a widower; one whose wife has died:

(TA :) or is not applied in this sense except

in cases of _ deviation from the usual course of

speech, (IAmb, Mgh, Msb, [and the like is said

in the Mgh also as on the authority of Lth, and in

the M as on the authority of IJ,]) because the

man’s provision does not go in consequence ofthe

death of his wife, since she is not his maintainer,

(IAmb, Mgh, Mgh,) whereas he is her main

tainer: (IAmb :) Jereer says,

* Qiéli-wdzii'iiquifidl" *

* 145:3" Jijbt 13$ *

(M, TA,) or an (3.35% (5.53; (s, Mgh; [in the

former ascribed in one of iny copies to an un

named poet, and in the other, to El-Irotei-ah;

but in the Mgh, to Jereer, as in the M;]) [i. e.

All the widows, or these widows, thou hast accom

plished their want; but who is therefor the want

of this male widowed person]; meaning thereby

himself. (M, TA.) It is said that, if one be

queath his property to the some of it is to

the men whose wives have, died: (Mgh:) 13

says, on the authority of IKt, that when a man

says, “This property is for the “Halls,” it is for

the men and the women, because applies

to the males and the women; but he'adds, IAmb

says that it is to be given to the women exclusively

of the men, because Jab'jl generally applies to

the women. (TA. [This is cited in the TA as

though relating to (Jabi as meaning

but IAmb evidently uses it here as applying to

women whose husbands have died; and this is its

predominant meaning.]) .._. It is also applied to

a [lizard of the kind called] Lie, in the following

saying ofa rajiz,

flu) ' 5,,aol083:

‘ )Lksai Oi a», "

rec! we a r 1 fl ’1

' ?“1‘ iu'j‘") try-ll u-‘s "

(T, TA,) meaning [I love to hunt out, or catch,

a large La, that has pastured during the autumn

and the winter,] having nofemale, so that he may

be fat. (TA.) __ And one says also it;

(ISk, T, s, M, 1;) and 5.2, (181:, T, s, 11)

meaning 111 year oflittle rain (ISk, T, S, M, K,

TA) and of little good or benefit. (T, M, K, TA.)

= Also i. q. [i. e. Black and white: or white

in the hind legs as high as the thighs]: (AA, T :)

or a sheep or goat qf which all the legs are black:

fem; : (A’Obeyd, :) or the latter is applied

to a ewe as meaning of which the legs are black,

the rest of her being white. (AZ, T, M,

C e e 05 s ’05 _ _

no)! as fem. of J»), and as an epithet applied

to a pl. number of persons: see the next preceding

paragraph in five places.

as an epithet applied to a boy, or young

man, (;§Lb,Lth,T,Ibn-’Abbad,l_(,) i.q. VJ;,|

[as meaning Poor, needy, or the like]; (Ibn

’Abbéd, K;) accord. to Lth, (T, TA,) 1'. q.

[i. e. abject] in Persian: (T, M, TA: [but in

two copies of the T and in the TT, as frgm

the M, :36:]) but Az says, I know not fi’ijt,

nor the Persian rendering thereof. (T.) = Also

The stump of the [plant, or tree, called]

pl. and (K:) or

... ' ' .1 '

Esp)! signifies the stocks, or stems, (dyat, [but
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this sometimes means stumps, as well as roots,

&c.,]) ofthe (M.)

9'0) 0 J01

do“ 568 Jr»

. 0:

J?” A man whose provisions, or travelling

provisions, are exhausted, or consumed. (A’Obeyd,

)105

T.) See also dual, first sentence. = See also
)nld)

Orb

J»)? A small [i.e. shackle 0r pair of

shackles]. (IAar,T,

9;“: l ,e

J?” ,ohb [Food, or wheat,] into which sand

has been thrown. (TT, as from the T.)

lie) 9 v

And Jw)» [A mess of dates and clarified

butter mixed together] into which dust, or earth,

and sand, have been put: (so in a copy of the T:

[but this seems to be a mistake, occasioned by the

omission of what here follows :]) [or] such as has

been much stirred about and turned over TA,

and so in the TT, as from the T) [app. with coarse

flour (see so that it has complicated

streaks. (TA, and so in the TT, as from the T.)

..._. And I[Speech, or language, adulte

rated, corrupted, or] rendered unsound, or untrue :

like J1};lull}. (TA.)

(lg-Lil The lion,- [app. because he smears_his

prey with blood;] as also ldapl. (O, K.)

A mat woven [of palm-leaves or the like

(see 1)]; as also V (A’Obeyd, '1‘, TA_)

Palm-leaves woven together.

(1.5,” TA-)

‘0‘)

[The p0megranate;] a certain fruit, (T,)

the produce of a certain tree, (M,) well known :

(T, S, M, n. un. with S: (S, M, Msb,

the sweet sort thereof relaxes the state of the

bowels, and cough,- the sour sort has the contrary

efl'ect; and that which is between sweet and sour

is good for inflammation of the stomach, and

pain of the heart: the QC) has sire flavours,

like the apple; and is commendedfor its delicacy,

its quick dissolving, and its niceness, or its elegance :

(K :) is of the measure accord. to Sb:

(M in art.,a):) Kh, being asked by Sb respect

ing 0L3", or [rather] respecting all], (M in

art. 19,) when used as a proper name, (S,) said that

he declined it imperfectly (S, M) when [thus made]

determinate; (S,) and that he made it to accord

to the majority, because its derivation is unknown,

(S, M,*) i. e., that he regarded its l and Q as aug

mentative: :) but accord. to Akh, the Q is

radical, _(S,) [i.e.] he held it to be of the mea

sure making it to accord _to many similar

names of plants, (M,) like &c., (S, M,)

being more common than (jig; (S ;) he

meant, as applied to plants; for otherwise the

contr.. is the case: (TA :) [Fei says,] the measure

is the 0 being radical, and therefore the

word is perfectly decl., unless when used as a

proper name, in which case it is imperfectly decl.,

being made to accord to the majority [of proper

names ending with l and U, as &c.].

(Msb.) [Freytag mentions several varieties of

all), as follows: but the names, as given by him

and here transcribed, require verification or cor

rection: “wk-i1! QM), cord! 0L9, 0L4)

wed-a", 595*” 0‘»), Q-eI-fil 0%, 0“)

uizhll, qui ad speciem dulcium pertinent: tum

(5):; oh) dulce et corticem tenuissimum habens:

web! QM) Malum Punicum maximum, esu

gratissimum et acinorum expers: 6‘..." UL”,

GQJJI QM), (5,1)»! UL»), sunt minoris magni

tudinis, formaa rotundaz: Qpl QM) Malum

Punicum magnitudine et sapore pracstantissimum,

a viro Sefri dicto ita appellatum, quod 9. Syria

Cordubam regnante Abd-Alrahmano hanc specicm

transtulerat :" and he refers to “ Casiri, Bibl. Ar.

Hisp. T. i. p. 3'29; and Avicenn. L. ii. p. 254;”

the latter of which authors only mentions the

properties of the $1,] ._ dlLd-ll [in the

CK uIllale] The white [or poppy] : or

a species thereof. [The heads of the poppy

are called becausp: of, tlgeir rc

semblance to pomegranates.]) _)l.,'\'>ll UL” [An

drosremum; or hypericum majus ;] the large species

4 Jr 9 u)

of (3;)9”. _[In the present day, QM)

. h J _

and more properly all-tho), are used as meaning

1- A young woman’s breasts, when small and round ,

they being likened to pomegranates. In a saying

of Umm-Zara, (mentioned in the M in art. a”)

seems to be used in this sense, or as mean

, 5' 5

ing a woman’s p0steriors.] _The n. un., ail-0;,

is also used, vulgar-ly, as meaning fThe w [or

third stomach, commonly called the manyplies, and

by some the millet, ofa ruminant animal] : in

art. :) or it signifies 1-the thing [or part] in

which is the fodder, of the horse. (M and TA

in art. ,0, and in the present art.) One says,

’5) )ii

LIjJLe) 341.»! +[The beast filled its ail-;)].

(TA.) And (’55;- Jél, meaning fHe

ate until his navel with the parts around it pro

jected. (TA.) ._ [1- A knob quetal, of wood, and

qfsilh, &c.: so called as resembling in shape a

pomegranate.] _. And [for the same reason] 1“ The

weight ofa steelyard, or Roman balance. (MA.)

[Also applied in the present day to 1- The steelyard

itsel ,- and so

0- 5) 0 is

35L.) n. an. of 0L0) [in the proper sense of this

word, and also in several tropical senses expl. in

the latter part of the next preceding paragraph].

(s, M. Mtb, Is)

[0f, or_relating to, the pomegranate. _]

A seller of [or pomegranates]. (TA.)—

[Of the colour of the pomegranate. _ TRuby

coloured._And, accord. to Golius, on the au

thority of a gloss in a copy of the KL, {The

ruby itselfi]

A kind of food prepared with pome

granates. (KL)

dim. of [or rather of the

n. un.]. (TA.)

A place of growth of [or pomegra

nates], (T, when they, or their stems,

(T,) are numerous therein. ('1‘, K.)

3‘)

, - .

Le), mentioned under this head in the M, see

the art. here following.

as")

1' 2:}:23! U23; (T)* s; M) ’aor' will, (T:)

inf. 11. us); (T, M;) and 4;: U»); (M, K;) .He

threw, cast, or flung, the thing, 2%

from his hand; (S, _TA ;) as also ngl; (M,

1;;) i. e. 3.3; 21,3» v.,n (M: [in the K it

is implied that one says also l u»);- agreeably

with a phrase mentioned in what follows:]) you

say, (5.x; {$111 I threw the stone

from my haizd: and luaul

The horse threw, or_threw dowit, [i. e. threw ofl',]

his rider: (T :) ééhiisai's’aid 13];

[i.e., as meaning (5.9,; 42:4); which may be

rendered I threw him (the man) with my hand;

and also I threw, or shot, at him (the man) with

my hand;] but when you remove him from his

place, you say, will}! [I threw

him, or threw him down or, of, from the horse

(5%]: (Mgh:) and 'bhloji; mean

ing [He thrust him, or pierced him, with his

spear,] and threw him, or threw him down [or

of],fi'om his horse : (El-Farabee, S, Msb :) and

n.;! Jlgl I threw down the

loizd from’the bach’of the camel.

(,2, Lil? 5d, 3], in the Kur [viii. 17], is

said by Aboo-Is-hak to be tropical, and to mean

t And thou didst not cast [in effect, or] so as to

attain the point that was attained, [when thou

(Iidst cast,] but God [cast in effect, i.e.,] over

ruled the casting: or, accord. to Abu-l-’Abbés,

the meaning is, -|-thou didst not cost fear, or

terror, into their hearts, when thou didst cast the

pebbles, [but God cast the fear, or terrar:] or,

accord. to Mbr, Hhou didst not east with thy

strength, when thou didst cast, but with the

strength of God thou didst cast [so that in effect

God cast]. (T. [See also another explanation in

what follows.])_[a=:l;.g He eastforth his

excrement, or ordure, or properly, in a thin state,

is a phrase of frequent occurrence.] _You say

i I If _ I an

also, aide) [I shot the arrow], inf. n. g6)

Q’ r 0 f 4 K '

and are, (s) And Us).th 0e L,e,,(s,1\-I,1\Ieb,)

or “to?” (MgthiQ and LQQG,

(S, M, h1gl1,1\15b, inf. n. U») (Mgh, Msb,

K) and 13b), (Mgh,K,) [He shot, or shot the

arron‘,fr0m,'and upon, meaning with, the bow;]

and accord. to El-Ghooree, also; (Mgh ;) but

one should not say [3;], M, Msb,1_{,)

unless meaning “he threw it from his hand;”

though some make it to mean [lib or]

lélh, making the .9 to be instead of 0.: or

(Mgh.) _And UL}, (s, M,) or Lin,

[He shot, or shot at, the animal, or animals, of

the chase,] inf. n. and 5.31;], (Msb,) or :52],

and none other. (M.) [And tith He threw

at him, east at him, or shot at him, with such a

146 '
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thing; i. e. he threw it, cast it, or shot it, at him :

and, more commonly, he threw at him, or cast at

him, and hit him, or he shot him, with such a

thing : namely, with a stone, an arrow, &c. And

ant...) IIe threw at him with stones, threw

;tones ht him : and he pelted him with stones, i. e.

threw at him and hit him with stones] And

[He shot, or cast, at the butts].

(ISk, T, $, M.) _ [Hence,] one says, in cursing

a person, 2.3»: and +[M'ay God

aim at, and smite, with some bane, or malady,

his hand, or arm, and his nose,] and in like

manner in 9elation to other members. (M, K.’)

[And iii: ills], sometimes meaning +God

smote hini, or afiicted him, with such a thing:

but generally, may God smite him, or afiict him,

with such a thing; as in the saying,] 2th

Jill + [ZlIay God smite him, or qfliict him,

with the disease of the wolf]; a prov., meaning

may God destroy him, or cause him to perish;

because [it is said that] the wolf has no disease

but death: or, as some say, the meaning is,

[may God afflict him with hunger];

because the wolfis always hungry. (Meyd) And

1* [IIe (God) sent upon him, or against

him, or smote him with, a. calamity: and also]

the (a man) made a very sagacious and crafty

and politic man to be his assailant. (L in art.

)9». [See also, in that art.,

“£63591, and fégj) [And Jrl'ie as

sailed him with such. a thing; as, for instance,

reproach, and an argument, &c. Hence,]

$955.5, (TA,) or (IAar, T,) or

(Mgh,) 1- He reproached him, or upbraided him,

with a. thing, or with that, which was bad, evil,

abominable, orfonl: (IAar, T, Msb, TA :) whence

the usage of the verb alone [in this sense, adultery

being understood,] in the Kur xxiv. 4 and 6. (T,

TA.) [And 5;; fHe cast an evil imputa

tion upon him; accused him, or suspected him, of

evil: see And alonae' TI{eHaccused

him, or suspected him.] And 0L») +[He

accused him with truth]. (L in art. c)", in

explanation of ;Jlg [And 431:4;

+He spoke against him.] means

tillay God aid thee, or aid thee against thine

enemy, and work [good] for thee : (A0, S, TA :*)

and {God aided him, or aided him

against his enemy, (AAF, M, K, TA,) and

wrought [good] for him: (AAF, M,TA:) and

[it is said that] the verb has this meaning in the

words ofthe Kur,

[of which other explanatioris have biren given

above] ; because, when God aids a person against

his enemy, He aims at, and smites, (cap) that

enemy. (M, TA.) [In like manner, also,
a v e B 0'

\‘J'Jh’ 5'» of (59-; means +Such a one defends

r 9,,

w) L;

such a one.] ._..lii; II had such a thing

ofl'ered, or presented, to 'me, the meeting with it

being appointed, or prepared; [I had it as it

were thrown to me, or thrown in my way; as

though I were thrown at therewith ;] like 44

(A in art. as.)_ 35:: gal, +The

people, or party, [cast their eyes on me: or]

looked at me sideways, or did so with anger, or

aversion: or loohed at me hardly, or intently.

(Mgh.) [And 33%| UL, +118 cast his

eyes on the ground] +He, or it,

caused, or made, the people, or party, to goforth,

expelled them; [or cast them forth;] from one

country, or the like, to another. (M, TA.) [See

also 6.]) [And i313." + He urgedforth

his she-camel, or went forth with. her, orjourneyed

with her, or directed his course with her, into the

desert; agreeably with what precedes or with

what follows] signifies also 1-The going

forth from one country, or the like, to another.

(Th, M, TA.) And 3;" 5;, {The man jour

neyed. (IAar, T, TA.) And A: says, (TA,) I

heard an Arab of the desert say to another,

v.55, meaning t lV/iither dost thou direct thy

course. (T, TA.) One says,

Jouln TI saw men directing their course to, or

towards, Et-Tii'if. (Her p. 54.) [See also an ex.

in a verse of Dhu-r-Rummeh cited in p. 78.] _

.oiji, in a verse cited voce

{They dost iipon them light, or agile, bodies,]

means they mounted them with their [light, or

agile,] bodies; referring to camels. (T and TA

in art. He has been

carried, or lifted, and put, into, or upon, his bier,

means i he died, or has died: (TA 2) it is said in

giving information of a man’s death. (TA in art.

__ also app. means 1- IIe (a goverpor)

imposed an impost upon his subjects: see

._ And aor. 65;», means also r [[0 this

conjcctured; thought wrongly; orformed a wrong

opinion: (IAar, T:) [and app. he threw out a

conjecture: or he spoke conjecturally; for Az

adds,] it is like the phrase apple L1,; [or1,4,

or 36]. (T.)_;@\ UL}.

see 6. see 4. is a

. ' a :. H' . .

verb of the same kllld as ’49 and 5:5, [mvarlahle

as to person, time, and mood,] and means Excel

lent [or how excellent] is he in his throwing, or

shooting! (IJ, TA voce 5;, q- V' [see 8180 5L},

voce

s. (s, K,) and .9ng (TA.)

inf. n. 5&1}; and 212,,(1‘, s,1;) and HQ}, (3,)

or this last is like the, two preceding ns. [in mean

ing, but is a quasi-inf. n.], (T,) [I threw, or shot,

(generally the latter,) and I shot arrows, with

him, or at him; (see 6;) mostly meaning in

competition, or contention; i. e. I competed, or

contended, with him, in throwing, or shooting,

and in shooting arrows: and alone often

' ' JJDI f rd

means 8],ng algal), or )Lfdls; whence It is

said that] signifies the shooting arrows,

and throwing stones, with any one. (KL) It is

said in a prov., respecting an affair in which one

is forward before doing it,

J an a! J Vii 4 r

* one: s2: as," *

[Before shooting arrows with another, or doing

so in competition or contention, the quivers are to

hefilled]. (A’Obeyd, T.) '

4: see 1, first sentence, in seven places: ._ and

see also 6. = 5.), (M, Mgh,) int! n. 2115;,

(Mgh,) also signifies It (a thing, Mgh) exceeded.

(M, Mgh.) You say, Us»)! It (anything)

exceeded it, namely, another thing. (M.) Hatim

Teiyi says,

* use as as. -

* gar Uiéég; L,zjtjs k5;; ‘

[And a tawny spear qul-Khatt, as though its

knots, orjoints, were hard date-stones; one that

exceeded a cubit over the ten]: (T, i. e.,

all; (T.) And hence, (T,) you say,

Ml uh; wjl, i. e. He exceeded [the age of

fifty]; (AZ, A’Obeyd, 135, M, K;) [like col ;l

as. also i (AZ, T, S, M, ;) [for] sig

nifies the exceeding in age: and one says also

and in the same sense. (IAar, T.) And

u») signifies the same as [meaning

Such a one took usury or the like]. (S.) _See also

its}, below. You say also, as; 3L1, i. e.

[He reciprocated reviling, or vilifying, with him,

and] he exceeded him. ($.)

5. ul; IIe shot, or cast, at the butts, and at

the trunks oftrees. (ISk, T, S, M.)

6. and V [lVe cast, or shot, (gene

rally the latter,) one ’with another, or one at

another,- mostly meaning in competition, or con

tention; i.e. we competed, or contended, together

in throwing, or shooting]: (5, anddngt wt);

)lhlll,» and "’03)! The people, or party, shot
adrro'ws, [one with another, or] one at another.

(T.)__ [Hence,] 4,: wt) IT/ie countries

cast him forth, or edpelled him; (M, K,TA ;)

[as though they bandied him, one to another;] as

also iaaqijl, (so in a copy of the M, [which I

thinkflcorrect,]) or Va»). ._.And val;

;QIM 1'The clouds became drawn, or joined,

together, (M, K, TA,) [as though thrown, one at

another,] and heaped, or piled, up; (TA ;) as

:1]st vain. (M,TA.)_And Us!)

elk"; or 9'93»?! i. e. 't[]Iis afl'air, or

case,] came eventually [to the attainment ofwhat

was desired, or sought; or to abandonment by

God]. (T, K, TA.) Hence, (TA,) it is said in a

tad» .°f.Z.ey:‘.I.‘:'z-Héf"!:?1~ sets" u? or

Mei-fl)“ Qlfivl (T, TA,) l. e. 1‘ [He

was made a captive in the Time of Ignorance,

and the case] came eventually, and led, [to his

becoming the propeilty‘ of Khadeejeh, being

understood before )Lo Ql,)] as though the decrees

[of God] cast him thereto. (IAth,TA.) One

says also, ’35)" LJail-.3, meaning [i. e. +The

afl'air was sluggish, or backward]: [or]

one says of a [purulent swelling such as is termed]

92?, (T,) ’or ofa wound, ($,) u-olji,

(T,) or eLJdI ull, e.,-r It was inaslnggish,

or backward, state, (city-3,) and became putrid

and corrupt. (T.) And 11;." gal); TThe
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news, or information, came to him; or came to
him by degrees. (BIA-)_¢’5)IL “1); TIIis

journey was, or became, distant, orfar-extending.

(Hat p. 34.) _QQEJI 2w; Yout/ifitznett, or

youthful vigour, attained its full term [in him].

(Skr, M.)

8. 6.5” It was, or became, thrown, cast, or

flung. ($, K, TA.) Itfell to the ground: so in

the sayingqaéll); Jig-J! UQJJl [The load

fell to the groniid, or it may mean was thrown

down,from the back of the camel]. _. Also

IIe shot, or shot at, an animal, or animals, ofthe

chase. (T, S, M.)___ See also 6, in three places.

, a .

:51) [originally an int. n.]: see Us»).

[5:], The sound ofa stone (T, thrown at a

boy (so accord. to a copy of the T) or thrown by

a boy; (K;) on the authority of IAar.

Li) [thus written in the M]: see

iii, A single throw, or cast, or fling: and a

single shot: (Mgh, Msb, TA :) pl. (Msb,

TA.) [llIany a hitting shot,

or scarce any hitting shot, is there without a

skilled shooter] is a prov. [applied to the case of

an unexpected success obtained by an inexperienced

person ;] meaning many a [hitting] shot, or scarce

any [hitting] shot, originates from a shooter that

[usually] misses. (Meyd)

2L5, (s, IAth, K, in a copy of' the T and in a

copy of the s without any vowel-sign,) with

fct-h and medd, (IAth. and so in a copy of the S,

in which it is added that it is said by Ks to be

with math) like 21;; (1; ;) 01‘ '25,; (Mgh,

and so in a copy of the T5) or V L2), said by Lh

to be formed by substitution [‘0pr for q, as is

shown by what follows]; (M ;) An excess, or an

addition; i. e., (A'Obcyd, T, Mgh,) i. g. G),

(A’Obeyd, T, S, M, or 13:), (Mgh, and this

written in some copies of tlie S and K, or in

most of the copies of the K, [meaning usury, and

the lihe,]) or an excess, or addition, over what is

lawful. (T,IAth.) Hence the trad. of ’Omar,

'9, (A'Obeyd, T,) or he said 51.55 '9', (s,)

ti; t; is; s; that, mat, [0. ii; is, (see

art. i3»,)] or lib, [i.e. IB,] (accord. to

different cOpies of the T and adding, (T,

21.," Juli ; (T, s, Mgh;) [i.e. Ea:

change not ye gold for silver, except it be done

hand with hand, meaning, except there be no

delay between the giving and receiving, tahe and

take: rerily Ifearfor you the practice ofusury;]

or he said, {LL '9'], meaning, efscept [by saying]

take and give: (Az, TA in Ml Jil'jl _plgz)

and, as some relate it,‘ he saidutflils 5515.! U3!

15.23“; [which means the same;] using the

inf. n. (T, Mgh.)

it»): see the next preceding paragraph.

3 r

w), applied to the male of the goat-kind, or

mountain-goat, or of the gazelle, [and any male

animal of the chase,] and likewise, without 8, to

the female, i. q. V [i. e. Thrown at, or cast

at, or shot at, or shot]: but when they do not

distinguish a male from a female, the word' ap

plied to the male, and to the female is [15.2.3],1

with 3 [added i. e. to ti-tttisrei it from the

category of epithets to that of substantives]: or,

accord. to Lh, and are both applied,

as epithets, to the female; but the former is the

more approwd : the pl. of the former [and of the

latter also] is (M, TA.)=Also, (M,)

accord. to As, i. q. Grid», i. e., (T, $,) A cloud of

which the rain-drops are large, and vehement in

theirfall, (T, S, M, K,*) ofthe clouds ofthe hot

season and of the autumn : :) or, (M, K,)

accord. to Lth, (T,) small portions of clouds, (T,

M,K,) of the [apparent] size of the hand, or

somewhat larger,- but the approved explanation

is that given by As: (T :) and is}; is a dial. var.

Illt‘l'COf: (TA:) the pl. is 5;..ji, (1‘,$,1\I,K,) like

he that of is $2.3, (5,) and 233i, (Lth,T,

M, K,) [each, properly, a pl. of pauc.,] and

(M, 1s)

05’

41:4): see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places. [As a subst.,] it signifies A thing, M,)

meaning (S) on animal (As, T,$,M,* Mgh,-Mgh)

ofthe chase, (As, T, $,) that is thrown at, or cast

at, or shot at, or shot, (As, T, $, M, Mgh, Mgh,)

by its pursuer; and any beast thrown at, cost at,

shot at, or shot; (As, '1‘;) applied to the male and

the female: (As, T, Mgh, Msb :) it is originally a

word of the measure in the sense of the

measure (Mgh:) '[or rather] it is made

fem., (As,T,) [i.e.] it has 8, ($,) because it is

made a Stbet., (As, T, $,) not an epithet: (As, T:)

itis not converted into (S:) or, accord.

to Sb, the ‘o', in general, is afiixed to show that

the act has not yet been executed upon the object

thereof; [so that the meaning is, an animal to be

thrown at, cast at, shot at, or shot;] and thus

is applied to “ a. sheep, or goat, [to be

slaughtered or sacrificed,] not yet slaughtered [or

sacrificed] ;” but when the act has been executed

upon it, it is [said to be] 5;. (M =) the pl. is

and (Mgh.) One says, diojl
’2
9“!

Q35), meaning Very bad is the thing of those

that are [or are to be] thrown at, or cast at, or shot

at, or shot, the hare. ($,M.)_Also, 1-An

impost which the governor imposes [so I render

(3le Co] upon his subjects. (TA.)

Kit-i), TA,) thus correctly written, like Lgn;

in the copies of the K iihe_t;,i=, (TA,) [and in

two copies of the T written Qty; in a copy of the
e u: er I ' I e r J

M, Q45] i. q. )1}: (T,$:*) or Slab-o: :) or

0 0r '4

[5.9: (M :) or it is an intensive int'. n. from

le, of the measure [393, like and

uééi: (Nh, TA :) one says,

,- one» 0", G:

(T)* S? M:)" TA) "DP/0"! (T,)

or 133L313, TA,) i. e. There was

between them a reciprocal throwing of stones, (T,

TA,) [or shooting of arrows or the like, or a

great, or vehement, throwing, &c.,] then there

intervened between them [an intervention, or a

vehement intervention, or] a person, or persons,

who withheld them, one from another, (T,) or

then they withheld themselves, [or withheld them

selves much,] onefrom another. (TA.)

,ol; act. part. n. ofl; (Lth, T, TA ;) Throwing,

&ci: (TA:) [pl. Elites] _[Hence, Ufa-H a name

of The constellation Sagittarius; the ninth of the

signs of the zodiac: thus called in the present

day; but more commonly, _ [Hence

likewise,] )1; also signifies +[One who assails

with reprodch, &c. :] Tone who rel/roaches, or

upbraids; or who gives an ill name: (KLz)

[+ one who accuses, or suspects, another: see

9,

vex-1

a at

u»)! [llIore, and most, shilled in throwing, or

U 6

casting, or shooting]: see an ex. voce Q33.

see 3 [of which it is a quasi-inf. n.].

[51; A place [of throwing, or casting, or] of

shooting arrows; (KL;) the place of the butt at

which arrows are shot: (TA:) [pl. Iain]

[Hence,] ti. q. [meaning A place: and an

object, to, or towards, which one directs his aim

or course] : (TA, and Her p. 54:) pl. (Har

I" a Dibid.:) whence the trad., g; é!” v.53, i. e.

1- [There is not, beyond God,] any olg'ect

towards which to direct hopes. (TA.)

é; An instrument for throwing, or casting,

or shooting: pl. )lrl. (Har p. 54.) [Hence,]

Qlfii vol)» [Engines for throwing fire upon the

enemy]. and voce [See also iLQLJ

all»; i. q. [as meaning The limit of a shot

or throw]. (K in art. See also the next

paragraph.

An arrow with which one shoots (As,

IAar, at a butt: (As, T, Min 2) an arrow

with which one learns to shoot; (M, K, TA ;)

which is the worst hind of arrows: (TA 2) 'or a

small, weah arrow : (AHn, M, :) or an arrow

with its [head of] iron: (Th, TA in art. w.- z)

or, like 533...», a round arrow-head: (AA, [so in

the s, but in the TA it is IAgr,] s, TA =) [and

app. a missile of any kind: (see pl.

)1}; (M.) When they see many A}; in the

([uiver of a man, they say, ’

* [£1,191 Qiéi *

[And the arrows of the slave, most of them are

those that are small and weak]: a prov., said to

mean that the free man purchases arrows at a

high price, buying the broad and long iron head,

because he is a man of war and of the chase; but

the slave is only a pastor, and therefore is content

with what are termed It}; because they are

cheaper if he buy them ;; and if he ask for them

as a gift, no one gives him aught but a 51:03.».

(M.) [See also the last sentence of this para

graph.] __ It is also used, tropically, as meaning

IA [or hind of engine for casting stones
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at the enemy; app. such as was called by the

Romans “ onager,” or the like thereof] : because,

like the 8th} before mentioned, it is an instru

ment for casting, or shooting. (Mgh.) [See also

And [the pl.]fg; also signifies 1‘ Thunder

bolts; syn. in xviii. 3S.) __ Also

A cloren hon (S, Mgh, K) of a sheep or goat;

because it is of the things that are thrown

away: (Mgh :) [or,] accord. to A’Obeyd, (T,

a thing that is between the two hoofi of a sheep

or goat; (T, S, M,K ;) as also '59:: (A’Obeyd,

T, M, K:) thus, he says, it is explained; but I

know not what is its meaning: (T,$:) its dual

occurs in the following trad.: 1:53;! a! ;l

a i e J .v r I)! r a e be '0 r

inks" (,3; '9 m vie-bl 9:5“)? 5'];

(T, $; related also, with some variations, in the

M and Mgh ;) in which it is said to be the dual

of in the former of these two senses; [i.e.

Ifany, one of you were invited to partake of two

hoojs of a sheep or goat, he would obey the invi

tation, but he will not obey the invitation to

prayer;] Mgh;) or, accord. to A’Obeyd, it

is here the dual of this word in the latter of the

same two senses: (T, accord. to IAar, (T,

TA,) or Aboo-Sa’eed, it here means the kind of

arrow called 3L2}: (T, Mgh, TA :) but in an

other, and similar, trad., wk” is followed by

0'0 5

Q’s)! [i. e. “ or a bone with some meat remaining

upon it”]. (T, Z, TA.)

' 3 0e

L34” pass. part. n. ofl; Thrown, &c.: (TA :)

’ r

[thrown at, or cast at, or shot at, or shot :] see u»).

_ [Hence, 1 Smitten, or qfiiicted, with some bane,

or malady, &c.: Tassailed with reproach, &.c.:

freproached, or vpbraided, or stigmatized with

an ill name: iaccused, or suspected] You say

a; 95 a, 95/0

3...,» 1,94 5i)“ 1‘ A. woman accused, or suspected,

qfevil. (TA in art.,!y.)

,9; A scout (T, [to a people or party] :

(T, K a“) and so (T.)

U)

1. aor. inf. n. and 7 Gal; (Msb,

K ;) It (a thing) emitted a_sound: (Msb :) or he

cried aloud; ;) or aor. and inf n. as

above; and leg]; she cried aloud, said of a

woman: or and Vial signify he raised

his voice in weeping : (Ham p. 11 :) or signi

fies the crying aloud in weeping; (Lth,"l‘;) or

the uttering a plaintive, or mournful, voice or

sound or cry: (M:) and [inf. n. of [it,]

the uttering a loud, or vehement, sound or cry,

(Lth, T, M ;) or the uttering of the sound of re

iterating the breath with weeping: (IAar, T:)

or and v signify the crying out loudly,

or vehemently; arid the uttering a plaintive, or

mournf-ul, voice or sound or cry, in singing, or in

weeping : (M :) you say ofa woman, inf. n.

as above; and 7&3); (T, M ;) and '05), inf. n.

and [which is properly inf. n. of

as belonging’to art. 3J1] ; all meaning she cried

out loudly, or vehemently; and she uttered a

plaintive, or mournful, voice or sound or cry, _in

singing or in weeping: (M:) and iml

[the women cried loudly,'or vbhe

mently, in their wailing]. (T.) See also 4.—._.—

as] and veal, He gave ear, hearhened, or

listened, to him, or it.

40'

2. 9.5.31 inf. n. [I twanged the

bow;] I made the bow to produce a sound [by

pulling the string and letting it go suddenly].

= See also 1.

4. 6,1, inf. n. see 1, in seven places.

is said of a woman in her wailing [as expl.

above]; and of a pigeon in its cooing

[app. as meaning It uttered plaintive sounds];

(M a and ofa bow (.45). (T. s, M, Ma, TA.)

on the occasion of its string’s being pulled and

let go, (T,) accord. to the K 13.3,, but this is a

mistake, (TA,) meaning it [twanged, or] produced

a sound, ($, M, Mgh,) accord. to AHn, above

what is termed (M ;) and of a cloud

in its thundering [app. as meaning it re

sounded]. (M.) And a)! is also said of an ass in

his braying; (T, M ;) and of water in its mur

muring, or gurgling, or running vehemently.

it) Such a one was cheered,

or delighted, and pleased, or was diverted, by

reason of such a thing; as also :33 and a] 63,

and a! Light. 0,1: see 1, last

sentence.

A sound, voice, or cry, (IAar, T, $, K,) [in

an absolute sense, or] in joy or sorrow: (IAar,

T :) or a plaintive, or mournful, cry; whence

one says ,3 [a lute having a plaintive

sound]: (Lth, T :) [or a moaning :] or a cry;

(Msb;) or a loud cry: (M, Msb:‘) and also a

plaintive, or mournful, voice or sound or cry, in

singing, or in weeping: (M 2) pl. (IAar, T.)

A certain thing that utters a cry [or sound]

(éyG-é [in one of my copies of theS in the

water, ($,I_(,) or in still water, (so in one copy

of the $,) in the 56,4 [i. e. spring or summer],

(S,) or in winter. A poet says,

J :5 I! b e D! g”

0’)" 43 C44! ,9} *

[And the 05) did not raise its voice at him, or it].

($.) _ Also A small quantity ofwater. (TA.)

a!

5;, inf. n. of 1. (T, s, M, &c.) _ [Accord.

to Gdlius, El-Meydénee explains it also as mean

ing A woman afllicted and oppressed by mis

fortune ,- and Golius adds, as though moaning,

0r lamenting.]

JP! Jilanhind, or all‘preated beings. (AA,

T, K.) One says, iii. Us L; [There is not

among mankind, or all created beings, the like of

him]. (AA, T.) = Also, (AA, T,) or “3,, with

out dl, The month Jumtidd: (AA, T:) or

a name of Jumddd-l-Ahhireh; (K ;) and so

[said to be from 533;, (see art. OJ”) though app.

belonging to art. ,3), being] without teshdeed:

PL 55)): Aboo-YAmr 6:3,

and pronounced it to be a mistranscription: but

accord. to Ktr and IAmb and Abu-t-Teiyib ’Abd

El-Wahid and Abu-l-Kasim Ez-Zeijl'ljee, it is

only; because in it were known the results of

their wars ;’ from applied to a ewe or she

goat: and Mt was a name of Jumada-l-Oola:

see also art. .9), in which is said what somewhat

difi‘ers from the statement here. (TA.)

ifs}, like $6.}, with teshdeed, accord. to Th,

i. q. (TA :) or so 2133, without teshdeed,

(M, TA,) accord. to A’Obeyd: the latter is men_

tioned in its proper place [in art. ,5), q. v.]. (TA.)

0 e I 05

015;», an epithet applied to a day, meaning

Vehement in respect of anything, is of the measure

a e '05 1

die)“, from 093;!” accord. to lAar ; but accord.

’ 9 see! 9' .v _

to Sb, of the measure JELu‘i, from 3.3,), meanlng

“ hardness,” and “ grievousness,” ofa thing, or an

affair, or event: it is mentioned in art. Q”.

is applied as an epithet to birds [app. as

meailing Uttering plaintive sounds]: (S :) and,

as also 1 as an epithet to a bow [as mean

ing twanging], and so to a cloud (ZLLQQ) [app. as

meaning resounding with thunder]: (M :) and

each is applied to a bow [itself]; ($, K;) and

the latter, to a cloud [itself]; as an epithet in

which the quality of a subst. is predominant [so

as to imply, app., the meaning of resounding

with thunder, or because it is hoped that it will

resound with thunder, or because it often does

so]. (M.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

*5)

[The hare; and now applied to the rabbit

also;] a certain animal, (TA,) well known, (M,

A, K, TA,) like the 6L3; [l], having short fore

legs and long hind legs, that treads the ground

with the hinder parts of its [hind] legs: (TA 2)

a certain very prolific animal, called in Pers.

[or it is said that it is one

year a male and another year a female, and

menstruates like women,- and its fore legs are

shorter than its hind legs: when it sleeps, it keeps

its eyes open; and when it is sick, it eats green

canes and its sickness ceases: (sz:) the

word is a gen. n., (TA,) of the fem. gender,

(Msb, TA,) accord. to El-Jahidh; (TA ;) but

(Msb) applied to the male and the female; (M,

A, K, TA;) as is also Vii-ii, (Mgh,) which is a

dial. var. : (Mgh, Msbz) or to thefemale [only];

the male being called iii; (T, M, K, TA ;)

accord. to Lth; but others allow its application

to the male : (T :) the female is also called :

and the young, (TA:) the pl. is

.. _s .

(T: S; M; Light and Q')‘; (Lb: $1 1‘12 K1) the

latter, like for occurring in poetry,

(S, M,*) and not allowed by Sb except in poetry.

The l in is augmentative, accord. to Lth :

accord. to most of the grammarians it is disjunctive,

(so in a copy of the T and in the TA,) or radical:

(so in another copy of the T :) Lth says that

no word commences with a radical I but such as
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is triliteral ; as and (T, TA.) [Hence,]

one says of the low, abject, or ignominious, and

e a H 1:.

weak, ’0 [He is only a hare]; because

that animal cannol; defend itself, and even the

lark will endeavour to make it its prey. (A, TA.)

See another ex. below, voce [Hence, also,]

J *0!

?ijl is the name of +A certain constellation,

[Lepus,] comprising twelve stars in its figure,

having no observed stars around it, situate beneath

the feet of)ng [i. e. Orion], and facing the

west. (sz.) _. Also, (K,) or accord.
C '0'

to the L, (TA,) or both, (M,) and Verifl, A

5};- [or largefield-rat], (M, L, like the jerboa,

(M, L,) having a short tail. (M, L, 1;.)_$3591
5 o e

(5)....)1, accord. to sz, A certain marine animal,

the head of which is like that q the 45,1 [or

hare], and the body like that of afish : or, accord.

to Ibn-Seena, a small testaceons animal, which is

of a poisonous quality when drunk [app. meaning

in water]: so that, accord. to this explanation,

the resemblance [to the Vial commonly so called]

is in the name, not the form. (TA.):Also A

sort of ornament worn by women. (M,

onsi

as» The end, or tip, [i. e. the lower portion,

or lobule,] ofthe n0se: ('1‘, S, A,K :) this is [also]

called (Mgh, Msb:) it is one of the

parts that touch the in prostration [in

prayer]: (TA :) pl. “flitlfl. (T, A, TA.) You

say, iiéji [lit. H6 cut of the 8nd of his

nose ;] meaning 1- he held him in mean estimation,

or in contempt. (A, TA.) And

VTéls'ijl 1- [Ifound them to

be held in contempt, (lit. having the ends of their

noses cut of» morefearful than hares]. (A, TA.)

= See also

[,5jS [Cloth of the kind time] of a
"a.J r 9 a

blackish colour (05;). (K.)_ See also

Q 18; .2

._..)” A large 8,8 [or rat]: :) potsnitted in

some copies of the (TA.) See HAUL—See

also

I 101 9 10;:

“,0 see

A villous [garment of the kind called]

905

(T, K.) = See also Haj.

5 '4 I r,

3L5 A [garment of the hind called]

' ’ vb:

.Lsé: that is of the colouraqf the aria)! [or hare];

(T, M, A,I_{;) as also tutti}? (A.) See also

the next paragraph.

9 15/) r

are)?» Ski-f: A [garment of the kind called]

GL5 of which the thread is intermixed with the

soft hair of the .jS [or hare]; (T, s, M,K,)

as also “1.3;, (so in a copy of the M,) or

is}, like 3.2:»: (A, z) or, as some say, i. g.

l (T.) ._ See also the next paragraph.

A land in. which are [or

hareis]: :) or abounding therewith; (T, Kr,

M, and so in some copies of the K,) as also

l (M, and so in some copies of the K, and

in a copy of the A,) and t (T, M, A.)

a 4, 9,05

affix: see .rJJI.

6’)

a 6'55, (El-Farabee, s, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) or

_ '1), (Mgh,) The Indian nut, or cocoa-nut:

(AHn, S, A, Mgh, Msb, K, TA :) thought by

AHn to be an arabicized word: (TA :) [J says,]

“I do not think it to be Arabic t" (5.) pl. f 33,.

(Mgh.) ._ Also A kind of smooth date, (high, K,)

so some say, (Mgh,) like that called

[a coll. gen. n. :] n. un. with 8.

b 1;" is a name given by the children of Mekkeh

to’The Jib [or fruit of the )33, i. e. cucifera

Theba'ica, or Theban palm]. (A.)

C")

2. M), [inf. n. as below,] said of wine

(913.51), It made him to inclinefrom side to side.

(A, TA.) [Also, as appears from what follows,

It made him to incline and go round. It made

him giddy in the head, and confused: it afl'ected

him with giddiness in the head like one in a

swoon] It deprived him ofhis strength by reason

of its potency. (Ham p. 562.) [And, said of a

beating, and app. of intoxication &c., It made

him to swoon, or faint: for,] when you have

beaten a person so that he swoons, or faints, you

say, ug- (Ham ibid.) [Hence,

He was made to incline from side to side:

a is expl. in the TA in a. similar sense, as said

of a man &c., but it is app. a mistranscription
for r 13] : see 5. He was made to incline and go

round: It is said, by Imra-el-Keys, of a

dog gored by a wild bull. (S,' L.) 110 was

giddy in the head, and confused: and .3 he

was afected with giddiness in the head like one

in a swoon. (L.) Also, (L,) and inf. n.

835, (S, L, K,) He swooned, or fainted; or

was afi'ected by a weakness of the bones, (S, L, K,)

and of the body,- by reason of beating or fright or

intoxication, and sometimes by reason of anxiety,

and grief, 0r sorrow; (L ;) and inclinedfrom side

to side. (s, L, 1;.)_§,.;in tTht

wind made the branch to incline from side to

side. (A.)

5. He inclined from side to side, by

reason of intoxication &c.; A,K;) as also

7 ")l, (K,) and l [app. a mistranscription

for (TA.) He inclined, and went round.

(TA.)_tIt (a branch) inclined from side "to

sidezibeinog, blown by the wind.

{furl 0:4 ,1 He, wagered between two things.

uk- IHe was, or became,

inimical to such a one, domineering, and erralting

himself. (A.)—And He sipped wine

(.9115) by little and little. (AHn,

8 : see 5, first signification.

Vertigo, or giddiness in the head; (K ;)

and confusion. (TA.)=Also A certain apper

tenance of the brain, separate, or distinct, there

from, like, or ofthe size qf, the ,,2.22 [q.v.].

(KO

The prom, or fore part, of a ship.

(AZ;

0’0)

)4: see what follows.

52¢)

'ro Swooning, or fainting; or ejected by a

weakness of the bones, (S, L, K,) and qfthe body;

by reason of heating or fright or intoxication, and

sometimes by reason of anxiety, and grief, or

sorrow; (L,) and inclining from side to side.

I e o s

(S, L, K.)=Also, (A, or ' Ci)», (so in the

L,) IAloes-wood, (A, L, K,) of the best kind,

(L, K,) usedforfumigation. (A, L, K.)

*5)

[a coll. gen. n.] A kind of tree of street

odour, (AO, T, S, A, high, K,) which distils much

(Jill); (A ;) ofthe trees ofthe desert; (AO, T,

S, A, Mgh,) a kind qftree qf_the desert, ofsweet

odour, with the wood of which the teeth are

cleaned,- not large; and having a berry;

called [i. e., the tree is called, and not the berry,

for the verb is masculine,] )5 [a name commonly

and properly applied to the lam-us nobilis, or
U ' O- a!

sweet bay]: n. no. 5.»): (M:) or the myrtle (wt);

(M,A;) this is also called .93), (Kb, Msb,

on account of its sweet odour; (K11, Msb;) and

Ahmad Ibn-Yahya says that the A5) is the Us]

accord. to all the lexicologists except Ab00-’Amr

Esh-Sheyba'mee and IAar, who assert that the

4.3) is the plant called 5,2” and is qfsweet odour,

but AO also denies it to be the Uni; (T ;) and so

does As: or aloes-wood, (3,2,) with which one

fumigates; (M ;) 5,5 (or \fétll 3);, with which

one fumigates, A0, and T,) is also thus called,

(AO, As, T, S, K,) sometimes: (AO, As, '1‘, S :)

[and accord. to Forskal, (Flor. Aeg. An, cxix.,)

the artemisz'a pontica bears this name.]

a )5)
)1) i. q. A, [and j], i. e. Rice]; K; [incor

rectly said in the TA to be omitted by J ;]) in the

dial. of 'Abd-el-Keys: (ISd, TA :) as though the

first} were changed into 0, TA,) as in

Jul-3g for ext-1. (TA.) [Seeli‘t‘n]

943: _ Li

a.

0’)

1. ($.Sgh,K.) (1.1;) and

aor. 1; (ISd,K;) inf. n. (tribe artist, s) $5,

(S, K) and [of the latter] 63) and 6,3); (K,)

It (water) was, or became, turbid, thick, or mud

dy; (S,K;) as also (K.)=See also 4,

in two places.

2- 53,, (as) inf-n- estles.) Ht

rendered water turbid, thick, or muddy,- (IAar,

$,K;) as also '43-'91. (S, K.)__And the for

mer, He cleared it; rendered it clear: thus it

bears two contr. significations. (IAar,

[Hence,] one says, 53) flIay God
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clear away thy 3L3; [or mote in the eye; pro

bably meaning ’r that which annoys thee]. (lAar,

K )=Also, as an inlrans. verb, He was, or be

came, confounded, or perplexed, and unable to see

his right course. (TA.) And signifies A

man’s standing, not knowing whether to go or

come. (TA.) And The being weak, or infirm,

[and, app., disordered, or perturbed,] in sight, and

in body, and in an affair or case. (S, Hence,

(TA,) )lijl 5&3, They confused the judgment,

or opihion, [that they formed, or they were con

fused in judgment or opinion,] in, or respecting,

the aflair, or case. (S, K.)_Also He paused

and waited. (TA.) [Hence the saying,]

a"; (ital, (JK, S, K,) i. e. The she-goats

have secreted milk in their udders; (JK,) but

wait thou, wait thou, (JK, S, TA,) for their

bringing forth, TA,) for they show signs, but

do not bring forth until after some time: (S :)

thou wilt have to wait long for them: (TA :)

sometimes it is said with) [in the place of Q],

and also with g [in the place of)]: (S, TA :) it

is mentioned in art. 6;) [q. v.]. (K. [See also

art. &).])—Also .He continued looking;

1;, TA, in this art. and in art. 59;) like ,5},

and TA in the same two arts.) And you say

also,3£3l Li) and “"93; [meaning He continued

looking at it]. (S in art. 65>.) And 6;)

meaning [He looked covertly, or clandestinely;

or] he concealed the looking. (TA.) __ Said of a

company of men, They remained, stayed, dwelt,

or abode, in a place (0%,), (S, K,) and confined

themselves therein. (S.)_;.Said of' a bird, He

flopped his wings in the air, and remained

steady, (S,) notflying: orjlapped his wings

in the air without alighting and without quitting

his place: or it has two meanings: i. 6. he em

panded his wings in the air without moving them:

and he flopped his wings. (TA.) Hence, said of

a captive, He stretched out his neck on the

occasion of slaughter, like the birdcicpanding his

wings. (TA.) [Hence also,] £433) (JK,

TA) (JK) The ship turned round in its

place without proceeding in its course. (JK,

TA.)._, M)or! $33) The sun became 'near to

lining. (TA. [See also e431) And “3',

igabl IDeath was near to befalling him: a

metaphoricah phase from 63) said of a bird.

(Tel-11%;, (as) of (K) weep

pervaded his eyes, Z, Sgh, without

his sleeping. (Z, TA.) = also signifies The

breaking of the wing ofa bird by a shot or throw,

or by disease, so that he, or it, falls. (Lth,K.)

[You say of the bird or IIis wing

was broken &c. See the pass. part. n., below.]

4. Jul: see 2.=Also He moved about, or

agitated, [or waved] his banner, previously to a

charge, or an assault, in war or battle; lAar,

K,) and [in like manner,] '35}, infi ii. 53,, he

moved about, &c., the banner. (TA.) = And It

(a banner) was moved about or agitated [or

moved]; (lAar,K;) and [in like manner,]

it (a. banner) was moved about &0. over the heads.

(TA.)

5: see 1.

Turbid, thick, 21' muddy, water; (S,K;)

as also 7&3 and (K.):Also (TA)

Dust in water, consisting of motes, or particles of

rubbish, and the like, that fall into it [and render

it turbid]; (JK, TA ;) and so tjij. (JK.)

Accord. to IB, has for pl. as though

this were pl. of (TA :) or is pl. of
5;" viii}, (mil-nibble, K, TA,)for of

(JK,) and is formed by transposition, (JK, lbn

’Abbild, K, TA,) being originally (Ibn

’Abbiid, TA.) One says, 1,35, Us L;

+[There is not in his life anything [that renders

it turbid]. (J K.) _. Also 1“ Lying, orfalsehood,

or a lie; syn. (TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph, in three

places.

93): see Liii-“[Hence,] “3.; J[Turbid

lifc- (s)

A small quantity ofturbid water remain

ing in a watering-trough or tank. (TA.) [And

accord. to Freytag, iii-i, occurs in the Deewz'ln

El-Hudhaleeyeen as meaning A small quantity of

turbid water.] Accord. to Ibn-’Abbiid, (TA,)

one says, it" 3L}, (K, TA,) or

(JK, and so in the CK and in my MS. copy of the

K,) meaning The water became such that mud

predominated in it: (JK, K, TA:) but the cor

rect phrase, as given in the “ Nawadir” by Lh,

is, it," [The water became one

puddlglin which mud predominated]. (TA.) See

also 65).

£3}: see the: “next preceding paragraph. __

Also Land (“'31) that does not give growth

(JK, Ibn~’Abbzid, to anything: (JK, Ibn

’Abbéd :) pl. 5563'. (JK, Ibn-’Abbiid, 1;.)_

And A female bird sitting on eggs.

The in. [or water] of a sword; (S, K,

TA ;) i. e. its 43,5 [or diversified wavy marks,

streaks, or grain]; (TA ;) and its beauty; (S, K,)

or the semblance of water that is seen upon a

sword. (JK.)_ And (hence, S) of the

[or early part of the forenoon], (S, K,) &c. ; (S ;)

meaning IThejirst, or beginning, thereof; (JK,;

TA ;) and its clearness. (TA.) One says, dig“!

[5.1.211 u! I came to him in the first, or

beginging, of the L’s-.6; like as one says

é-i“ (TA.) And .2213." means

{The prime ofyouth; and its freshness, or bright

ness, and beauty. (TA.)

l'vbr I464

335,): sec 2.35).

(uses) “113,333 and $935 (K)

The mud that is in rivers, and in a channel of

water, (S, K,) when the water has sunk therefrom

into the earth: (K:) or the thin, and viscous,

cohesive, or slimy, mud remaining in a pool of

water left by a torrent : (JK :) or the slime of a

well, and of the channel of a torrent, mixed with

black, or black and fetid, mud. (Mgh voce 5%,

from the “ Jami’ ’ ’ of El-Ghooree.)

a

:69." )1; A bird having the wing broken by

a shot or throw, or by disease, so that he, or it,

falls. (K.)

ha; $153 (so in one of my copies

ofthe s, and iii ilie P's and JM; in the other of

my copies of the S ;) 1* I met such a one

having his eyes languid by reason of hunger or

from some other cause.

405)

1. see 5, with which it is syn., in two

places.

2: see the next paragraph, in four places.

5,5,5; and ubi, (s, Min) aor- (Mgh.)

inf. ii. [1,5, and] jag; (TK;) i. q. 25° 5.,

(S, Msb) i. e. [He trilled, or qnavered; or] he

reiterated his voice in his throat, or _fauces,

and and TA in art. ,),) like [as is done in]

chanting, in that art.,) or in reading or reciting,

or singing, or piping, or other performances, of

such as are accompanied with quavering, 0r tril

ling: (TA in that art.:) both said of a singer:

(Msb :) and the former said of' a bird, in itsfiu.‘

[or cooing]; Msb;) and of a bow, when it’is

twanged: z) and [infi n. of TA:)] signifies

the like: (so or gsji-il signifies .1;le

[i.e. the trilling, or: quavering, ahd prolonging

the voice,- or prolonging the voice, and modulating

it sweetly, 0r marbling]; (T,* M, and so

[mentioned above ,as inf. n. of 7,93]; (Lth,

T, M,K;) whence [which signifies the

same, as is shown by what follows]: (Ltll,T:)

TA:) is said of_the pigeon, (M, K,) and of the

[bird called] elf-2, (M,) and of the [locust, or

species of locust, called] [meaning it

chirped], and of the bow [meaning it emitteda

musical ringing sound, or a plaintive sound (see

below,) when twanged], (M, K,) and [in

like manner] of the lute, (M,) and of a. thing

(M, of any kind (M) of which the sound is

esteemed pleasant, or deliglltf'gl; and like

wise: (M,K:) or you say}; iQQLJI [The

pigeon trills, or quavers, or cooes]: and of the

did you say, [In its voice, or

cry, is a trilling, or guavering]: and of the bow,

and the lute, and a thing [of any kind] of which

the sound is esteemed pleasant, or delightful,

dl [It has a musical ringing sound, or a

plaintivefound]. (Lth, T.) It is said in a ma,

o'ljill, jfii {iii 317 (Lil L;

[’God his not listened to anything as He listens

to a prophet having a good manner of trilling, or

quavering, or prolonging and modulating sn'eetly

his voice, in reciting the LKur-dn]: or, as some

relate it, (DU-5L3 0,0,2“ [good in re

spect If the voice, trilling, &c., in reciting the

Kur-dn]. (TA.)

1,3) i. q. r '

or, more probably, the uttering thereof: see ,3),

of which it is an inf. n., in the next preeediilg

Pamgral'lll- e. ls)

l 0 r _ I

are [as meaning A vozce, or sound ,
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[a pl. of which the sing. is not mentioned;
,, , Q.”

app. pl. of't'iaéb; like as,” is supposed to be

of originally ;] Good, or excellent,

female singers. (IAar, T,

(M, and so in copies of the K,) thus it

seems to be accord. to [a rule observed in] the K,

but accord. to Z it seems to be 75;}, (TA, and

thus it is written in the CK,) and '33,;35‘, (M,

and so in the K accord. to the TA,) or 73,;335,

(S, [and so in my MS. copy of the K,]) or this

5' 10’ Q, ’01

last also, (M,) or '3”); or 3.9193, (accord. to

other copies of the K,) 'l.q. :53 [i. e. A billing,

or quaveiing, &e.: see 5]. ($, M, Thus in

l and [He‘1 I fies, r

the phrases, "4 1.3) to.»

heard a good, or pleasing, trilling, &c.]: (M :)

2" ' °'°' 1' 2'" 2: ':°:.

and 4.2....- iei) a! or 7403) and '4;sz &c.

(accord. to different copies of the K) [i. e. He,

or it, has a good, or pleasing, trilling, &c.].

Vial}; is termed by the addition of , and a,

like as is .Etfli (s t) it is said to be the only in

stance in which is is added at the beginning and

end of a word: (MF:) and it is used in relation

to a bow [as meaning A musical ringing sound

on the occasion of twanging]. (S, ['

also, said in the TK to be an inf. n. of}; and/in

the M and K to be syn. with $55, is used in a

n J! J 0 t

similar manner:] you say, L19, 4! £44,.» [Iheard

him to have a trilling, or guarcring, sound pro

ceeding from him; or Iheard it to have a musical

ringing sound proceeding from it]; taken from

the of the bird in its cooing. (Mgh.)

'11"

1.3) A certain slender plant, (T, K,) well

known,- (T ;) said by As to be one ofthe plants

growing in plain, or soft, ground: (A’Obeyd, T:)

IAar is related to have said that the with Q,

is a certain species of tree: Sh knew not this

word, and supposed it to be a mistranscription

for but the are [comparatively] large

trees, [or rather shrubs, of the broom-kind,]

having trunks; whereas the 3.03) is of the slender

kind of plants [as is said above]. (T.):See

also the next preceding paragraph, in two places.

3,5): see

9' v .1)

L,sz set-2,1).

5 1'0” 910!

0,4,3}: see 39,, in two places—Also an

epithet applied to,a bow, meaning Having a

plaintive sound (91?, so in a copy of the M, or

5.19;, K, TA) on the occasion of shooting.

(M. K)

9/ :10; ’v’l

see 1,3), in three places.

0' )be I, so) I'M

3.95) or 3.9.53: see 82.5).

:0

1. Q2316], (Lth,T,) or e5], (s, M,) and [66},

or] 36,, (M, TA,) aor. (Lth, T, s, Meb,)

inf. n. :3} (Lth, T, s, M, Msb, 1;) and 6;, (Lth,

T, M, K,) He gazed, i. e., looked continually,

(Lth, T, $, M, K,) without any motion qf the

Bk. I.

eyes, (M, K,) at her, (Lth, T,) or at him, or it:

(S, M :) or Esignifies [simply] he loo/led at

him, or it; as also U); but the former is said to be

the original word. (TA in art. [See also 5.]

_. also signifies The being cheered, or de

lighted, and pleased, or being diverted, together

with occupation of the heart and eyes, and with

predominance of love and desire. (M, K.) You

say, [He is cheered, or deligh’te’d,

&c., with her discourse]. (M, And 49,);

I was cheered, or delighted, and

pleased, or was diverted, with. his discourse.

And Li; and It i 8);“! Ile was cheered,

&c.,’as above, by reason of such a thing : and so

a! (T in art. 0).) And U}, (K,) aor. as

above, (TA,) is syn. with [app. as meaning

He was, or became, afl‘ected with a lively emotion

quoy, moved with delight, mirthful, joyful, glad,

or delighted]. (K.) [See 2'6}, below, which is

perhaps an inf. n.]

2. 26,: see 4. __Also, (TA,) int‘. n.

(K,) i. q. [app. as meaning .He, or it, afl'ected

him with a lively emotion quoy; moved him

with delight; rendered him mirthful, joyful, glad,

or delighted: see also 4]. (K,* TA.)=3!:_J;

signifies also The act of singing. (K.) And i.'g.

E”;- [app. as meaning The uttering a plaintive

sound, or plaintive sounds]. (K.) A woman’s

crying out loudly, or vehemently,- and uttering

a plaintive, or mournful, voice or sound or cry,

in singing or in weeping ; like (M in art.

0r)

3. Sub, (K,) inf. n. 361;», (TA,) He treated

him with gentleness, or blandishment; soothed,

coaxed, wheetlled, or cajoled, him: (K,TA:) he

treated him in an easy and a gentle manner.

(TA.)

4- 3% (s. M. MsbiK 3) and '35,. (M. K.)

inf. n. of the latter (TA ;) It (beauty, K,

or beauty of aspect, M, or the beauty of“ a thing

that he saw, s, Msb) made him to gaze, i. e., to

look continually, (S, M, K,) without any motion

of the eyes: (M,K:) or pleased him: (Msbz)

or pleased him, and made him to gaze, 8w. (TA.)

And the former, It (a thing) cheered, or delighted,

him, and pleased him ,- or diverlted him. (T in

art. 0).) [See also 2.]_§;U:J\ lUj He

(God, T) reduced him to obedience, so that he

became still, and continued obedient: (T, TA:)

from a trad. (T.)

5. J} He continued looking at the thing that

he loved. (IAar, T, [See also 1.]

I): ’0'

6. as $33135 I feigned myself unmindful of,

or inadvertent to, him, or it. (A, TA.) [The

primary meaning seems to be, I feigned myself

loo/ting steadily awayfrom him, or it.]

10 : see 1.

Li; A thing at which one looks M, K) con

tinually, [or gazes,] without any motion of the

eyes, by reason qfits beauty : (M, K :) an inf. n.

'used as a subst. properly so termed. (M.)

’4’

35), Ol'

Ahhireh .'

QJJ'

“.5

3511, a name of The month Junuidd-V

” a, I

see in art. Q), and 33)) in art.

A piece offiesh or flesh-meat: pl. $1333,

(IAar,T,K,TA,) like he 31,15. is pl. of

(TA. [In the CK, the pl. is erroneously written

9 0'

Q‘s-3M)

. 2:6,, with ret-h, (T,) like (TA,) 1'. q.

kJleng- [Beauty,goodliness, comeliness, &c.]: (T,

K:) so says AZ. (T.)

2'53, with-damm, Lg. [app. as meaning

A lively emotion ofjoy; m‘irth, joy, gladness, or

delight]. (K. [See also '53)), in art. a): and see

the last signification of 1 in the present art.]) _

Also A sound, voice, or cry: (El-Umawee,T,

3:) [like tie expl. in the s and K1] pl.

ihji- (To

'3» 3 he

,5) in the following phrase is like 3.»: (K:)

you say, ;b He is one who gazes, or

looks continually, at such a woman or girl:

(Lth, T,$: [see also fligfl) or he is one who is

cheered, or delighted, or diverted, and pleased,

with the discourse Qfsuch a woman or girl. (M,

K?) And Such a one is a

person who expects things for which he wishes.

(Lth, T, M.")

vie 5 J I

2U) J9) A man who gazes, or looks continually,

at women. [See also

04”! 02,

ib’i) vuLb [A cup of wine] lasting, or con

tinuing, syn. 5;?13,_ (IAar, T, S, M, Msb, K,) to

the drinkers; L512; IAar, T, K; .3).le

being with fet-h to the 95, pl. [or rather quasi

pl. n.] of .f,,e, TA; [in the’CK, and in one

copy of the T, errppeously, $33M uh; ;]) still, or

motionless; syn. 33L»: Msbz) [were it not

for this addition, the ineaning might be thought to

be, a cup of wine circling t0 the drinkers :] or

pleasing : (Msb:) pl. (IAar, T, :) the

word SU’Jgflipflof the measure ($;)

[originally 5,595) ;] and it occurs in the poetry of

Ibn-Ahmar, (T, s, M,) but (as some say, S) has

not been heard except in that poetry. ($, M.)

A fornicatrcss, or an adultez'ess’: (M,

K:) [accord to ISd,] of the measure Jedi, from

gill; i. e., that is gazed at, or looked at can

tinually; because she is made an object of" sus

picion, or evil opinion: (Mz) [\vllence,]

One that is base-born. [See more in art.

013-]

A singer. (AA,

MM)

1. Q3, aor. I, inf. n. A,*M§b,1_{)

and 1.3} (s, 1;). and Li} (lien and Bd in

xxviii. 3'2) and Hank) and 3,5), ($, A8,: K,)

or this is a simple subst, (Msb,) and gins) and

5%,, (K,) He feared: (s, A, Mgb,Kt) or be

147
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~14)

feared with caution. (TA.) You say, u!’

and [In my heart isfear, ’01" cautious

fear, of him, or it]. (A.)-_And 4.9), inf. n.

(JK, Mgh) and and Li; ind 43;;

(JK;) [and app. as seems to be indi

cated above;] Hefeared him, or it; (JK, Mgh,)

[or feared him, or it, with caution;] namely, a

thing. (JK.) = See also the next paragraph, in

two places.

2: see 11.—[Hence, lié: 4’11), inf. n.

“2,45, He made him to have no desire for such

a thing,- to relinquish it, or abstain from it;

contr. of A_~§ used in this sense by post

classical writers, and perhaps by classical authors

also._.And 1,2) He made him a Val}, or

monk: in this sense likewise used by post-classical

writers; and mentioned by G_olius as so used in

El-Mekeen’s History.]=_;:h;, said of a man,

He was, or became, fatigued, tired, weary, or

jaded. (JK.) And ya), [so in the TA, app.

$3, but perhaps V without teshdeed,] said

of a camel, He rose, and then lay down upon his

breast, by reason of weakness in his back-bone.

(TA.) You say also,

(K, TA,) [or, accord. to ’some copies of the K,

LHQJ inf. n. @105, (K,) but in some copies

the! verb is an unaugmented triliteral, [app.

Vial-35,] (TA,) The she-camel was fatigued, or

jaded, by travel, so he satfeeding her and treating

her well until her spirit returned to her. (Kf

TA.)=;i3 It (an iron head or blade of an

arrow &c.)’was rubbed [app. so as to be made

thin : see (J K.)

4- is» (JK, s, A, K) and ' Lew (s. A. K)

He, or it, frightened him, or caused him tofear;

($, as also V1.3): (MA :) or disquieted him,

or agitated him, by frightening. (A.) You say,

13] [The shin quivers

when :frightening befalls from him]. (A, TA.)

And I[His valour

and courage frightened men away from him].

(A.) And :4}? ,5 [lit. I was notfrightened

by thee]; medning II did not see in thee what

induced in me doubt, or suspicion, or evil opinion.

(A,TA.) And 35?“), (JK, A,) inf.n. ;Lijl,

(JK, IHe drove away, (A,) or repelled,

(JK,) or withheld, (K,) the camels, (JK, A,

9.6;." [from the watering-trough or tank].
(A,K.)d=~rb)l (said of a man, TA) also sig—

nifies He rode a camel such as is termed

(K.):Also He was, or became, long in the

age], i. e. sleeve. (IAar, K1“)

5. spin; He (a man) becameacrbl; [or monk],

fearing God, or fearing God with 'reverence or

awe: (TA:) or he devoted himself to religious

services or exercises (J K, S, A, in his 3.112;;

[or cell]: (A z) or he (a monk) detached himself

[from the world, or became a recluse,] for the

purpose of devoting himself to religious services

or exercises. (Msb) = ;é)‘ IIe threatened

him.

10. inf“! He called forth fearof him, so

I) 1,01041

that men feared him. (TA.) M,A,leg, in the

Kur [vii. 113], has been expl. as meaning And

they calledforthfear ofthem, [i. e. ofthemselves,]

so that menfeared them. (TA.) _. See also 4.

96'

VA) An emaciated she-camel; (As, s, K ;) or

so [the fem] (JK:) or the former, a she

camel much emaciated; as also V or, as

some say, this last, occurring in a verse, is the

name of a particular she-camel: and the first also

signifies a she-camel lean, and lanh in the belly :

(TA :) or tall,- applied to a he-camel; (K;) fem.

with 3: (TA :) or one that has been used in jour

neying, and has becomefatigued, or jaded; (J K,

TA ;) fem. with 3: and V signifies a she

came]fatigued, orjaded: and the first, a he-camel

large, wide in the belly-girth, broad in make be

tween the shoulder-joints: (JK:) or wide in the

bones, broad in make between the shoulder-joints.

(TA.)—Also A slender arrow: ‘or a great arrow:

(TA :) and a thin iron head or blade (S, K, TA)

of an arrow: ($,TA:) pl. Lu, (s,1_<.)

4.2;: see what next follows, in two places.

~13} (113K. TA) and Vii} (Zj, TA) A

sleeve : (T, accord. to Z, (TA,) of the dial. of

Himyer; but one of the innovations of the ex

positions [of the Kur-én]: (Ksh in xxviii. 3'2,and

TA: [not, as Golius says, referring to the Ksh as

his authority, of the dial. of the Arabs of El

Heereh :]) said in the Jm to be not of established

authority: but signifying thus accord. to AA :

and so accord. to Zj, (L, TA,) and Mulg-Zitil, (T,

L, TA,) in the Kur xxviii. 32; [though generally

held to be there, accord. to all the various read- [

ings, (which are *1}! and “:63! and v.:}! and

crab) an inf. n. of ;] and A2 says that this

is a correct meaning in Arabic, and the most

agreeable with the context. (L, TA.) One says,

V 2:3." meaning Iput the thing

in my sleeve [to carry it therein, as is often done]

(TA.)

2'"
44h)!

35_ '0’

Mu).
a
a

see what next follows: _ and see also

and V and V and V [which

last I write with tenween accord. to a general

rule applying to words of the measure .513] and

V agnd’V each a simple subst., (K,)

as also V 21.5,, (Mgh, [but accord. to the s and K,

this last is an inf. n. of $51) signifying Fear:

(Msb, z) or fear with caution. (TA.) One

) e e 0 90v 9 .1”

says: 9)») V a”): (5, Maya; or;

accord. to Mbr, V (Meyd,)

[Fear is better than pity, or compassion,] mean

ing thy being feared is better than thy being

pitied, or compassionated: (S, Meyd, :) a pro

verb. (Meyd. [See 1 in art. vb).]) And

#5., a similar prov. [expl. voce v.53].

(Men) And it; vii», if .3» vii" [also

expl. voce (Lth, TA.) = For the first

9 0'

word, see also v.5).

40) . .

use): see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places.

1' r '6' I be

9.4,: see use) : =and see also .95).

If.) '0’

3L9): see v.95).

Excessively fearful. in lvii.

Ii '04rd.’

ins): see was,

0 1'4 '0’

a”): see we), in two places. = Also Fear

ful; applied to a man.

a )1:

US”): see in two places.

ital}, (JK, s, Mgh, Msb,l_{,) written in an

exposition of the Malpimat [of El-lfIareeree] with

out teshdeed, (Mgh,) [lllonhery; asceticism; the

llfe, or state, of a monk or an ascetic;] the state

of a (A, Mgh,)i or Christian devotee;

(Mgh ;) the masdar of \pfl), (JK, s, as also

Viz}: ($, K :) or it is originally from 23;";

and by a secondary application is used as a noun

signifying excess, or extravagance : (AAF, TA :)

or it is from Vii-b}, [which has the same signi

fication, of the measure from or

on the supposition that the Q is a radical letter:

(IAth, TA 2) or it signifies excess in religious

services or exercises, and discipline, and the

detaching oneself from mankind,- and is from

signifying “ excessively fearful :” min the

1g... 1vii.27; where it is said, 6,235}? 36,3,

(Bd,) meaning [And

they innovated excess Sec. z’they innovated it]:

(AAF, Bd, TA :) and some read with damm,

25:03,] as though from pl. of

(Bi) It is said in a trad., (TA,) us '9'

49),“?! [There is no monhery in El-Isldm]; i. e.,

no such thing as the making oneself a eunuch, and

putting chains upon one’s neck, and wearing gar

ments of hair-cloth, and abstaining from flesh

meat, and the like. (K.) And in another trad.,

ii :5 es; :5, e on )0”

ubi 19L,” up ;ngjflek [Keep ye to the

waging of war against the unbelievers, for it is

the asceticism of my people]. (TA.)

and see what next follows.

56, (s,1_<) and 2,36, and Wild, and 56.,

accord. to El-Hirmazee, (K, TA,) [The enslform

cartilage, or lower extremity of the sternum;] a

certain bone, (S, or small bone, (TA,) in the

breast, impending over the belly, (S, K, TA,) re

sembling the tongue, (S,) or like the extremity of

the tongue of the dog : (TA :) or a certain carti

lage, resembling the tongue, suspended in the lower

part of the breast, impending over the belly:

(TA :) the tongue of the sternum, at the lower

part: (ISh, TA:) or, accord. to IAar, the ex

tremity of the stomach: (TA :) pl. [or rather

coll._gen. n.] [and LBS].

and see what next precedes.

Fearing; [or a fearer; or fearing with

caution; or a cautious fearer;] as in the phrase

all], 31s [He is one who fears God; or a

fearer of God,- &c.]: whence the signification
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next following. (Mgh.) _ A Christian [monh,

ascetic, religious recluse, or] devotee; (Mgh, Mgh,)

one who devotes himself to religious services or

exercises, in a [or cell]; (TA ;) one of the

of the Christians: ([5, K:) [i. e.] the pl. is

5;; (A, Mgh, lush) and 2;}; (A;) or, some
. as

times, Q‘s-s) is a sing.; ;) as in the following

ex., cited by IAar:

‘ 0e: u e en; a lie 0/ i

.M .g4» 0L»)we ,1
O—re ’0’ Jae-ll rla°ndr

* Jj-u' “he Ole-5)" ssh-5'9 '

[If she spoke to a Christian monk in a monastery

among the summits of a mountain, the Christian

monk would come down running, and so descend] :

but he says that the approved way is to use it as

a pl.: (TA =) and 3.8a, is a pl. (A, Msh,1_() of

. all

Ole-5), and is another pl. (A, of

the same, and so is a: See also

, le

QPM'

A state, or condition, thatfrightens. (TA.)

Birds that are not rapacious; that do

not prey. (K.) [App. so called because timid ; as

Golius supposes]

l are!

*4”, applied to a she-camel, [though of a

masc. form,] Fatigued in her back. (TA. [See

its verb, 2.])

Feared: (Mgh, Msb :) [orfeared with

caution :] applied to God. (Mgh.) In the phrase

$1.251 is I'D” n, At th service time

afteer ti§:,Thoi15)ai-t feared, andypetitioned, or

supplicated with humility, &c.], it is in the nom.

case as the enunciative of an inchoative

suppressed. (Mgh.)—[Hence,] ;s’bpl, as also

VQQH, [the latter in this case being like‘eét)’

.5 se

in the sense of [for,] The lion.

6‘)

4. as), (K,) or ,th asp, (s, Mgh,) He, or a,

raised the dust. ($, Mgh, You say,

J2;le The hoqfis of the horses raised the

dust. (A.) __ [Hence, because a. heavy rain raises

the dust,] cap-s) IThe shy poured, or

flowed, with rain. (A, _ Andihl; ‘ )1

1He raised, or excited, conflict and faction, or

sedition, or discord or dissension, between them,

or among them. (A.)—And 4%]! Us 5.9.5)!

“AL-2"; I[They raised a tumult in talhing and

clamouring]. (A.)—And _ )1 He had in his

house, or chamber, much J): [or incense].

(men'in

00*

$5,: see what next follows.

fci, (s, A, Mgh, 1;) and v (1;) Dhsc'syh.

jut, (s, A, Mgh, K,) raised. (Mgh.) In the

phrase ,Gn 4,1; [Upon him, or o, is raised

dust], )1.ng is subjoined by way of explanation.

2'01 ’14 Q;

(Mgh.) It is said in a trad., 0",.- JL; Q»

all"; j [He into whose inside the

dust raised in fighting in the cause of God has

entered, the heat of the fire of Hell will not enter

it]. (TA. [The meaning is shown by another

trad. there cited.]).._Also, (K,) or the former

word, (TA,) Clouds, (K,) or thin clouds, (TA,)

without water, resembling dust: (TA :)

n. un. with '5. (K.)—Also, (K,) or the former

word, (TA,) tEwcitement of evil or mischief, of

conflict and faction, of sedition, or of discord or

dissension. (IAar, L, K, TA.)

I )0)

a”): see what next follows.

_. , 0) Weak; (K,) applied toayoung weaned

camel; (TA ;) or to a man and an animal [of

)0)

any kind]: (TK :) and soft; as also ' t”),

with damm; (TA; in the CK [erroneously]

;) applied to a man. (TK.)

(S) An easy, gentle, pace: (TA:)

the latter app. a Pers. word, arabicized;

[from or 313.2], or] its Pcrs. original is

6,5).

A certain [easy] hind quace.

T ;b 2; {[A star, or an asterism, of the

Mansions of the llIoon, or of any that were

believed to bring rain,] attended by much rain [as

though it raised the dust]. (A,

0-»)

Q. 1. $33,, (TA,) inf. n. 2331},(1_<,TA,) He

circled in walking [like the bird called

(K, TA:) or he was as though he circled in his

gait. (Az, TA.) See 5,32,. _ He was, or be.

came, slow, tardy, dilatory, late, or backward.

(K, TA.) And He was, or became, restricted, or

limited. (K, TA.) A poet, cited by IAar to Th,

says,

‘ f or! a”

u-Ps‘ 1':

i.e. [And I brought the cash, or ready money,

and] was not slow, or tardy, &c., and was not

restricted, or limited, with it. (TA.)

05 so 1

-.h as a

a e L

!rbr

o», ($.19 and '53; and '53, (K) A

certain bird, in Mehkeh, like the ),h;; [or

sparrow]; (S, as also and

and 15,31}: and a certain bird resem

bling the ,ZL, [which is said by Es-Sakhawee,

cited in the lush in 8.11.”, to be the ,3, i. e.

lark,] except that it is [i. e. brown, or ofa

colour between black and red, or of a dark, or an

ashy, dust-colour, in which are redness and black

,1 ,3;

ness], and is larger than "leg; as also ' 45») :

(SI TA :) Pl' i) and J35}: Pl“

signifies the same: (TA :) or the l is a bird

resembling the 3;;5 [or larh], that moves as though

circling l in her gait :

(JK:) and accord. to the L, in art. “as.” the

Q32, is the [or larh]. (TA in that art.)—

tA coward: (K, TA :) as being likened to the

bird so called. (TA.)—And +Foolish; stupid ,

or unsound, or deficient, in intellect or under

- \»’_,.\4_‘,_\,_M__-\4

standing: :) or so the first word or

a weak man: (JK:) pl. {ALTA}. (TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

without teshdeed, +A heavy [or slow]

man. (J K.)

I'D Q’Dn

QM): see QM).

:1", !sts 9 ~41, _

0M) and so»): see Q»); for each in two

places.

l )0) 003.»): see Q a ,3. _. Also 1 A liar.

1“)

1: see what next follows.

8. ,3; ,3»),r We are collected together,

fl ’ .r If 1 O f

or congregated,- as also lbs) ”5 0...}: (K,

TA:) [the last word in each of these phrases

being an inf. n.; unless that in the latter be a

mistake for (a pl. of which I find put

in the place 'of in a MS. copy of the K:]

from Ibn-’Abbad. (TA.).._ In a trad. occurs

the phrase, [And he waked

us,] we being parties collected together, or con

gregated.- the last word being an infi n. put in

the place of the verb [or rather of the part. n., or

for squiéi]. (TA.)

L1, (Lth, s, Msh,1_<, &c.) and 1L3}, (Lth,

Msb, K,) but the former is the more chaste, (Lth,

Mgh,) A man’s people, and tribe, ($, Msb, K,)

consisting of his nearer relations: (Mgh:) [i. e.

his near hinsfolh :] and a number of men less

than ten, among whom is no woman,- (AZ, S,

Msb,K;) as alsofijz (AZ, Msb :) orfromseven

to ten; (IDrd, Msb,K;) and sometimes a little

more ,- (IDrd;) less than seven, to three, being

‘ calledm: (Msbz) or from three to ten: (K :)

or i. q. 3,5: (ISk, Msb :) or more than ten, to

forty: (As, IF, Msbz) a pl., (s, Msh,) or a

word having 9. pl. meaning, (Th, Az, Mgh,) with

any piloper sin.g.,‘(Th, S, Msb, K ;) like

’63 and 195 andriu and Epic; all appliedto

men, exclusive of women: (Th, Msb:) and

112,13? signifies the same: (ISh, TA:) the pl.

of his, is L3}? (Lth,$, 1g) and 5&9}? (Lth) she

ital, K,) [all pls. of pauc.,] the last of these

being pl. either of or of Q3, (TA,) and

in}, (s, ISd,I_{,) as though page Liji, (s,

ISd,) though Sb makes it pl. of in), because of

the rareness of the pl. pl., (ISd,) and

[which is app. pl. of You say,
is, I a), 1;; They are his people, and his tribe,

cloiely related. (s, TA.) And it is said in the

Kur [xxvii. 49], Us 5,15,, (5,)

but this means, [And there were in the city] nine

persons, (Bd,) or nine men. (Jel.)—You also

say [A collection ofplants ofthe hind

eeue’dpj. (IAar, Sh, TA in art. élgl.)=A-n

enemy,- syn. ,35; (K, TA; [in the CK ;lzfl)

mentioned by Sgh, on the authority of Ibn

’Abbad. (TA.):A shin, (K,) or a- waist

wrapper (’69 made of leather, (Jm,) the sides

147 ‘
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of which are slit in several places in their lower

parts, so that one may walk in it; (Jm, K ;) or

made qfskin, and also of wool; (Aboo-Ttilib the

Grammarian;) or a skin of Et-Td'if, slit in

several places; (M, TA ;) or a skin of a size

equal to the space between the navel and the knee;

(S ;) or a skin slit into a number of thongs or

strips,- (1811, S, K ;) or a skin cut into a number

of thongs or strips, these being one above another,

(AHeyth;) or a waist-wrapper made of

skin, or leather, slit in several places, accept in

the place of the pudendum,- (TA ;) or a skin slit

into strips, each strip being qfthe breadth offour

_finge-rs; (IAal-;) worn by children, (M, K,) or

by a young girl before she has arrived at puberty,

(IAar,) and by'a woman in menstruis: (IAar,

s, M, K, &c. =) [in Nubia, the tail}, still called

by that name, is very neatly made, consisting of

a great number of slender thongs: it is worn

there by young girls, and is generally their only

covering, completely surrounding and concealing

the pelvic portion of the body, and the whole or

part of the thighs :] in the Time of Ignorance, the

men used to perform their circuitings [around the

Kaabeh] naked, and the women wearing [only]

the he): :) [see also in two places:]

the pl. is [a pl. of pauc.] (S, TA) and .lelb):

(ISh, S, or this last is a sing. also,

signifying a piece of leather of a size equal to

the space between the place of the waist-band and

the knee, slit in several places like the [thongs

called] :3; the sandal, pl. of .965]; worn

by a girl of seven years: or a garmenl worn by

the boys of the Arabs of the desert, consisting of

overlapping folds or plies, one above another, like

fans: (TA :) pl. [a pl. ofpallc.].

9 r r 6 s 4

he): see la).

Of, or relating to, or belonging to, a

meaning a man’s people, and tribe, &c. (L.)

9 ' I J

-

):

final} and tit-e, (5,19 and t;i£i,’,(1_<,) like

{Cl}, One of the holes of the jerboa, from

which it takes forth the earth or dust, (S,

and collects it; (S ;) it is the first hole that it

emcarates; (TA:) and is between the and

the and therein it hides its young: (Az,
TA :) lor, as AHeyth explains the first of these

words, what the jerboa makes, or puts, at the

mouth of the 42.05, and what is behind that,

covering its hole earcept enough to admit the light

from it. (TA.)

u so! one

1,)-b): see he).

} see what next follows.

die)

1. .56.}, aOI'. 1, int“. n. Eat, (JK, MA, 1;) and

,3, (JK,K) and ed.,, (TA,) It (a sword, K,

or a thing [of any kind],JK, TA) was, or became,

thin, and slender; (JK, K, TA ;) it (a sword)

was, or became, thin in the edge or point,- (Ham

p. 349 ;) it was, or became, sharp, or keen; contr.

of (MA.) see what next follows.

4. has), (JK, s, 1;, &c.,) int‘. n. 56,]; (Ham

p. 93 ;) and t 153,,aot.=,(1_<,)ior. 11. $2,; (TA ;)

He made it (a sword, S, K, &c., or a thing [of

any kind], JK) thin, (S, MA,K,) or sharp or

painted; (JK, MA ;) he made it (a sword) thin

in the edge or point; (Ham p. 93;) he made it

sharp, or keen. (MA.)—[Hence,]

I[Thou hast sharpened against us thy

tongiue]. (A, TA.) And (4 Isis (.55 Jaji

(bit I[Sharpen the edge of thine intellect for

what Isay]. (A, TA.) '

Jae} Thin,- slender; (JK, TA ;) applied in

this sense to a sword; (TA ;) and also to a neck:

(ISh, TA in art. ‘ :) or thin in the edge or

point; applied to a sword: (Ham p. 349:) or

sharp, or keen; thus applied: (JK,‘ MA :) but

Az says that it is seldom used; being

used in its stead. (TA.)

.23}; (JK,s, TA) and hid}; (JK, TA)

illade thin,- (JK, S, TA ;) applied to a sword,

(S, TA,) or to an arrow: (JK :) and the former,

[or each,] made sharp or pointed: (JK:) [or

made thin in the edge or point: or made sharp

4 a n I z

or keen : see 4:] and see also Juan). _

1-A slender ear. (TA.) And +A

slender waist. (Ham p. 93.) And

,Lan (JK,TA) and 103;: was}; but the

fbrnier is the more commbn, {A man slender in

the body. (TA.)_JLJJ. 5.33 +11 horse zohh

in the belly, having the ribs near together : which

is a fault. (IDrd, K, TA.)

oeeo;

m)» [as a subst., or an epithet in which the

quality of a subst. is predominant,] Swords ,

(Ham p. 93;) and so 36,1; (5 and TA in

art. ohm) or swords made thin in the edge or

point. (Ham p. 349.) One says bl";

Sharp, or cutting, swords: (TA in art. 53:) or

slaying swords. (S in that art.)

. ’0'

.39)»: see in two places.

6‘)

1- (JK.s,1~Igh.Mtb,K.> aor- (s.

Msb, K,) inf.n. (s, Mgh, Msb,) He, or it,

came upon, properly as a thing that covered, him,

or it; or came to him, or it; syn. (S,K:)

and reached, or overtook, him,’0r it: (El

Férabee, Msb,K:) or it signifies, (K,) or signi

fies also, (S,) he drew near to, or approached,

(S,Mgh, Msb,K,) whether he took, or did not

take, hint, or it: Mgh, Msb, :) or

he followed him, and was near to reaching, or

overtaking, him. (JK.) It is said in the Kur

[x. 27], meaning

’rAnd there shall not come upon, or overspread,

their faces [blackness, or darkness, nor abject

ncss, or ignominy]. (S, TA.) And you say,

1,23: (Msb,TA,) or 553, (Mgh,) Debt,

or a debt, came upon him. (Mgh, Msb, TA.)

And iiln cilia}, (ian 11. $3}, Msb, 01‘ $5,,

TA,) IThe time ofprayer came upon us. (Mgh}I

Msb, TA.) And it is said in a trad., u,Lia t5]

JDeO/O/

45.0),“ gas-EM i. e. [W’hen any one

of you prays towards the thing,] let him come

neoara'dt’o it. (JK, [In the Mgh, 5);»

WM, i. e. towards a thing that he has set upfor

that purpose, &c.]) One says also, this

’10 I Gar

inf. n. 60), I sought such a one until

took him, or, as it sometimes means, did’not take

’rr'f; in. as we: a» @- ;e-‘J' we
43.56.! ,1 “ii-l [Isought the thing until Icame

near to it, and I almost took it, or Itooh it].

(AZ, Msb.) And 0315 $4.}, i. e. +[soth

a one’s going, or gdingforth or awby,] drew near.

also signifies I drew near to it ,:

syn. (Mgh.) And one says, (3.3."

1,5153, i. e. IThe night has drawn near [to you,

therefore hasten ye]; syn. (TA.)—You

say also, 2}; LI“! inf. n. He did to him

that which he disliked, or hated. (JK.)_And

l3] see 4. as an intrans. v.: see

." I I n r

5.), which is its lnf. n., below.

2. He was one to whom [q. v.] was

attributed. (Mgh.) [He was one to whom

ignorance was attributed,- an object ofsuspicion

in respect ofhis religion: (see the part. n., below:)

or he was suspected: of evil conduct.] It is said

1 in a on e e ,7, a

1n a trad., first uh who, Mgh,)

meaning [He prayed over a woman] suspected of

evil conduct.

a. but, (S,Msb, K,) and J,in ,3», (JK,

AZ, 1;, all in art. one» inf. n. 2:35;, (Msb,)

He (9. boy) was, or became, near to attaining

puberty, or virility; (S, Msb, K;) as also i din),

inf.n. 56,1. (Mgh.) And Am, [She

nearly attained the age of twenty]. (K in art.

we)

4. dis)! i. q. [i. e. He made

excessive disobedience to come upon him, properly

as a thing that covered him]; ;) and

4; [i. e. made it to reach. him, or overtake him, or

befall him]. (15.) It is sairl in the Kur “in.
as). : ear 0: at'0)

79. we, we lee-st 0'

[And we disapproved] that he should make e1:

cessive disobedience, and ingratilude, to come upon

them twain, by his undutiful conduct, so bringing

evil upon them: or that he should couple with the

faith of them twain his excessive disobedience and

his ingratitude, so that there would be in one

house two believers and one who was excessively

disobedient and ungrateful: or that he should

communicate to them twain his excessive diso

bedience and his ingratitude. (Ksh, Bd. [Sees

a e as a e: "0

also [56.1) And one says, U] QED vile,“

)Jfl v we
I u

'43.?) u..." meaning Such a one made me to

bear the burden ofa sin, [as though he made the

sin to come upon me as a burden,] so that I bore

it. And Imade, required,

or constrained, the man to bear, for endure, a

thing, or an event. (Mgh.) And I}: dihfi He

made, required, or constrained, him to do a dif

ficult thing: (AZ, S, Mgh,K:) or he made a

difiiculty to come upon him, properly as a thing

1 a'. ’- -
g , meaning

'*-—‘M
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that covered him; syg. (Ksh and Bd

in xviii. 72.) And 434s), alone, He demanded

ofhim a dificult thing. (S, Msb, K.) You say,

2's? 5i Demand not thou of me a

diflicult thing: ‘m‘ay God not demand of thee a

difiicult thing. (AZ, S, K.) And signifies

also The inciting, or urging, a. man to do a thing

that he is not able to do. (Az, K, TA.) _You

say also, J12“ lVe made the horsemen

to overtake them, or come up with them : (TA :)

or to be near doing so. (JK.)-_And 531;" Jagl

tHe delayed the prayer (JK, $, Mgh, Msb, K,

TA) until it approached the other [next after it],

(JK,) or until it almost approached the other,

(Mgh, K, TA,) or until the time of the other

approached. ($, Msb.) _ And

i. r]. [i.e. I hurried him so as to

prevent himfrom praying : see similar phrases in

art. (K.)—See also 1, near the end of

the'paragfaph, in two places:_.and see 3.:

éjlll all” my: see 4 in art. 65}.

The doing offorbidden things: Mgh,

Msb, wrongdoing; wrongful, unjust, in

jurious, or tyrannical, conduct: (Fr, it

has this meaning in the Kur lxxii. 13, (S, TA,)

accord. to Fr; or, as some say, the former mean

ing: (TA:) the doing evil: (AA,K:) and a

subst. from signifying the inciting, or

urging, a man to do a thing that he is not able to

do: (Az,K:) lightwittedness; or lightness and

hastiness of disposition or deportment;

and excessive disobedience : so in the Kur lxxii. 6,

($,TA,) accord. to some: (TA:) foolishness, or

stupidity: lightness, or levity: (K:) or ignorance,

and lightness of intellect: (JK:) and illnature,

or evil disposition: (TA :) and haste: :) and

lying: (Mgh, K :) in all these senses, [i. e. in all

that have been mentioned above as from the K,

and app. in others also, above and below,] its

verb is V aor. 1 , [meaning He didforbidden

things: acted wrongfully, unjustly, injuriously,

or tyrannically: &c.:] (K, TA :) of which it is

the inf.n.: (TA 2) and the following meanings

also are assigned to it [app. by interpreters of the

passages in which it occurs in the Kur]: sus

picion, or evil opinion: and sin: accord. to

Katadeh: lowness, vileness, or meanness; and

weakness,- accord. to Zj: error ; accord. to Ibn

El-Kelbee: and bad, or corrupt, conduct: and

pride: and so 75.5.23, in these two senses: and

the commission of a sin or crime or fault; syn.

3.25: and the act of reaching, or overtaking [app.

of some evil accident] : and perdition. (TA.)

A man in whose conduct, or character, is

[expl. above: i. e. one who does forbidden

things : &c.] : (O :) hasty : quick to do evil: and

self-conceited,- proud, or haughty. (TA.) And

A vitious woman; or an adulteress, or a

fornicatress. (TA.)

2‘14

0*)

vih;l ’31:: He runs quichly, so as to require

his pursuer to do what is dificult or what is
If 4 ' 0) 5*

beyond his power (isng (35).; UL, or, as in the

2:°'

as): see

CK, L55.- [which is virtually the

same]): (M,K, TA 2) or he runs quickly, so that

he almost reaches, or overtakes, L550”)

the object ofhis pursuit. (J

’ IO

35% see what next follows.
, .

all» and 31:5) As many as a hundred;

(A’Z,’ISk, JK, $1159 1.; also at. vbtélj: (so

in one of my copies of the :) such are said to be

a man’s camels, (J K,) or such is said to be a

company of men. (AZ, ISk, $.)

6 J,

6,5) A wide-stepping, and quick, or excellent,

she-came], that comes upon him who leads her so

as almost to tread upon him with her feet. (En

Naar. 1s)

{as} lVine: (K:) a dial. var. of $9,} like as

23:0 is of (TA.)

$1M; applied to a boy, and applied to a

girl, From ten to eleven years old. (TA.) [See

0 1:

also Jab-e.]

56,11, Safi'ron. (J K, IDrd, s, 1;.)

$41; Reached, or overtaken, (JK, S, O, K,)

to be slain. ($, 0.) _ Straitened. (I;Iam p. 682.)

Zilééllfil us I[app. We came when

the time of the afternoon-prayer was drawing

near,- Ml being the dim. circulll: see the

J 05¢ 10; .nfloi

phrase Ecru Mlfib), near the end of the

first paragraph]. (TA.)

One to whom men come (S, K, TA)

often, (TA,) and at whose abode guests alight.

(JK, $, K,‘ TA.) _ Also One to whom

[q. v.] is attributed: (JK, K:) [said in the TA

to have no verb; but this is not the case: see 2:]

one ofwhom evil is thought : (JK, $, K :) or who

is suspected of evil, or of lightwittedness : (TA :)

one to whom ignorance is attributed; (Mgh;)

an object of suspicion in respect of his religion:

(Mgh, TA :) corrupt [in conduct] : one in whom

is sharpness [of temper] and lighlwittedness.

(TA.)

$513.: Near to attaining puberty; applied to a

boy :’ (JK, Mgh, TA :) and with 3 applied to a

girl. (TA.) [See also 6gb.]_[Hence,] J‘s

,1,"W IHe entered M'ehheh nearly at the

end ofthe [proper] time [to do so as a pilgrim],

so that he almost missed the halt at :Araftit.

(Nh,0,K, TA.) And chi}; gs. UL; we

performed the noon-prayer nearly missing the

time. (TA.)

J”)

.7104 I

1. 4...: as), (5,19) [aor. =,] inf“. n. J”,

(JK, TA,) IIis flesh was, or became, quivering,

and flaccid, or flabby: ($,K:) and (some say,

TA) his flesh was, or became, inflated, or pnfl‘y,

or swollen, (K, TA,) in any part : (TA :) or it

was, or became, swollen without disease; (J K, K,

TA ;) he being flaccid by reason offatness, (JK,

TA,) and inclining to weakness. (TA.) [See

also 5.]

2. 25,, inf. n. J95}, It (flesh-meat) rendered

it (i. e. his flesh) quibering, andflaccid, orjlnbby:

(S, z) or inflated, or swollen: or swollen without

disease: (K: [see 1:]) or it (much sleep) rendered

hisface swollen, and the parts below, or around,

his eyes pufl'y. (TA.)

5. J41; He was, or became, soft in the flesh :

and it (the flesh of a limb or member) was, or

became, soft. (KL) [See also 1.]

J32 [in the Lexicons of Golius and Freytag

J54] Thin clouds, resembling [falling] dew,

TA,) in the shy. (TA.)

04/ 0 J

Ulla) Yellow water [orjluid] in the 45...! [app.

here meaning the membrane that encloses the

foetus ofa beast]. (IDrd, K.)

Jag Quivering, and flaccid, or flabby, flesh.

(TA:) And 23.23! A horse quivering, and

flaccid, orjlabby, in the breast. ($, TA.)

'33};

swollen (K, TA) in his face, by reason of much

sleep. (TA. [See 2. In some copies of the K,

' “we

" is erroneously put, in this explanation, for

E

l He was, or became, in the mornmg,

M)

1. The land was rained upon
1 I 40

[with such rain as is termed 2.05)]. (Z, TA.)

4-13.51 w». <JK.1.<,> or (s)

The shy, or the cloud, shed the sort ofrain, or

rains, termed M), orllh). (JK, $, K.)

a) A drizzling and lasting rain,- i.e. a

lasting, or continuous, rain, consisting of small

drops: (JK :) or weak and lasting rain,

said by AZ to be such as falls with more force,

and passes away more quichly, than that which is

termed 5;». (s =) pl. )3, and $6,; (JK,s, K1)

El-Amidee’seems to have held that is pl. of

tile; for he likens these two words to and

3,51; but this is at variance with what is held

by the leading lexicologists. (TA.) [See an ex.

of the pl. jail, in a verse of Lebeed cited in the

first paragraph of art. [by]

Pr,’ 9

the) Land upon which rains such as are

termed Joli) have fallen: (Ham p. 99:) and

I; )3, 9

7 3.90)» ' 13;, [from £4.53, llleadows] watered

9 I 9 '

by the rain termed 3.»): (JK, S, K :) one should
9 e r 0 J I

not say My.

4' ' 0 ' Q J '

glob): see,0»).

in the going of camels, A bearing, and

leaninghon one side, or sideways. (JK,* K. [In

the former, it is implied that the word is Q“),

which is at variance with an express statement in

the K.])

+A sheep, or goat, [KM] lean, or emo

ciated; (JK, 1;; [in the formerrwritten ,6}, but

said in the latter to be like _ng-ufl) and so
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';,h3: (TA :) [i. e.] you say also ’56, (JK,

K, TA,) meaning fa sheep, or goat, lean, or

emaciated: (TA :) from [ or perhaps

or both, as meaning] clouds that have

discharged their water. (JK.)

;lbj, applied to a bird, ’That does not prey:

or the bird called 6,5). (JK.):AISOA

large number. (JK,

see _ Also f A man weak in seek

ing, or searching, [tofind what is best to be done ;]

who follows mere opinion; as also I

(JK, K)

)4

More [and most] fruitful, or plentiful, or

abundant in herbage or in the goods or con

veniences or comforts of li e : [as though meaning

more, and most, watered by rain sugh as is termed

23):] so in the saying, )3 US

[iVe alighted at the dwelling of such a one,

and we were in the more fruitful, &c., of the two

sides of his place of abode; meaning, and we

were entertained by him in the best, or most

bountiful, manner].

ii}; [A place upon which has fallen rain such

as is termed 5;): pl. see an ex. in what

follows. ._ Alsb] A certain application for

wounds; (S ;) a soft plaster or dressing, TA,)

the softest of medicaments, (TA ,) [i. e. an unguent,

or the like,] with which a wound is plastered,

dressed, overspread, or anointed: TA :) [pl.

as above:] it is an arabicized word [from the

Persuap]: ($:) or derived from 5.3;", [as

some say,] because of its softness. (K.) You say,

(53‘;le delgill [The places watered

by the drizzling and lasting rains of the early

morning-clouds are the soft plasters, or unguents,

of the deserts]. (A, TA.)

see above.

0*)

1' Mgh: M§bs Kr) aor- : ’ (M§ba)

inf. n. 5,1,,(s,TA,) or 0,5,, (hI§b,) It (a. thing,

$, Msb, TA) continued, subsisted, lasted, endured,

remained, or remainedfixed or stationary; it was,

or became, permanent, constant,firm, steady,stead

fast, stable, _fia:ed,fast, settled, or established. ($,

Mgh,Msb,K,TA.) This isthe primarysignification.

(Mgh, TA!) _ Hence, (Mgh,) {Julia (,3,

I He remained, stayed, dwelt, or abode, in theplace.

(A, Mgh, TA.) __ And 5,3,, (JK, s,1_§,) aor. =,

(K, TA,) or —’ , (JK, [but this I think to be a mis

Q 1)

take,]) inf. n. 9,»), (K,) said of a man, and ofa

camel,(J K, S,‘ TA,) and ofany beast, (TA,) He was,

or became, lean, or emaciated; (JK, $,K,TA ;) and

fatigued, tired, weary, orjaded. (JK, TA.) Yousay,
rrr

Q-b) L’s;- He rode until he became lean, or

emaciated. (lSh, TA. [See QAKD= As trans,

see 4, first signification. ._ [Hence,] as a law

term, signifies The putting, or placing, an

article of real property [to remain] as a pledge,

or security, or making it to be such, for a debt

that is obligatory or that will become obligatory.

(TA.) You say, :1,ng and ($2

Mgh, Mats.) w- (K.) inf- n- .31; (Mel).
Ir e 0' s

TA] [and Rae), q. v. voce 3,5,]; and I“)

;ufll; ($,K;) all signify the same; (S ;) i. c.

He deposited the thing with him (Msb, [as a

pledge] to be in lieu of that which he had taken,

or received, from him : (K :) [i. e. he pledged the

thing to him, or with him :] and

inf. n. I restricted the commodity,

or placed it in custody, for, or by reason of, the

debt; and wall) 'mj is a dial. var. thereof,

but of rare occurrence, and disallowed by those

who are held in esteem: (Msbz) for, properly,

they say, (Mgb,) ;531 iij signifies I

gave to Zeyd the garment, or piece of cloth, in

order that he should deposit it as a pledge (Msb,

K') with some one. (Mgh.) ’Abd-Allah Ibn

Hemmém Es-Saloolee says, or Hemmam

Ibn-Murrah, (TA,)

1 a Jib-ole J r 1 Jr ' s a i”

* tout fi'p-,i, a}; * ;bfiéhléiw',I' l.» *

[And when I dreaded their nails, I escaped, and

gave them, or left with them, as a pledge, Ma'lih] :

thus, says Th, all relate the verse, except As, who

011,05,

says \QL. M), [i. e. leaving with them, as a

pledge, llIdlih]: he likens this phrase to the say

)ac r .5 st,

ing 4,...) 3.41, is; and this is a good way of

explaining it; for the 5 is that which is a _deno

tative of state; the meaning being

[accord. to the former reading, in the opinion of

Th,] the poet means I left llIdlih remaining with

them,- not as a pledge; because [when the leaving

a thing as a pledge is meant, in his opinion,] one

does not say, 2:33! 7&3], but only ($,

TA.) [See, however, 4.] You say also,

inf. n. meaning He made him, or it, to be a

pledge in lieu of him, or it: a poet, asserted by

IJ to be a pagan, says,

i gwmwm *

[Make thou thy sons to be pledges in lieu of them:

in that case I _will make my sons to be pledges:

UL; being for k1.5;]. (TA.) And +[I

mdde my tongue to be as though it were a pledge

to him, to be restrained, or to be used, for his

sake or benefit]: in this case one should not say

as e 2

7425A}; (IAar,K;) though one says thus of a

)Iaft

garment, or piece of cloth, [&c.,] as well as as).

(TA.)

3. 13's ul's 656 3.235, (s, Msb,) int n.

5.31;», ($,) or 362, (Msb,) or both, (K, and so

in a copy of the $,) I laid a bet, or wager, or

stake, with such a one, for such a thing, (5,

Msb, K,*) mostly (TA) said in relation to horses

running a race, (JK, TA,*) to be taken by him

who should outstrip, or overcome. (Mgh.)—

The inf. ns. also signify IThe contending [of two

persons] to outstrip [in a race] upon horses,

TA,) and otherwise. (TA.) Hence the prov.,

glib; L; [explained in art. v.95].

4. gsyl He made (a. thing, Msb) to continue,

subsist, last, endure, remain, or remain fixed or

stationary,- to be, or become, permanent, con

stant, firm, steady, steadfast, stable, fixed, fast,

settled, or established; ($,* Mgh,‘ Msb,K f) and

so 72,13; ;) but the former is the more ap

proved: (TA:) and _also he found it to be so.

(Mgh.) You say,,;\a£llj,;i 05,1, (T, $, K, TA,)

and age», (T, s,TA,) and thi, (TA,) 1m

continued, or made permanent, to them the food,

(T, S, K, TA,) and the beverage, (T, S, TA,) and

the property. (TA.) [And accord. to an expla

nation of (referring to dates), by ’Alee lbn

Hamzeh, cited in a marginal note in a copy of

the $, in art. *5), signifies He prepared

food, and continued it, or made it permanent.]

_ [Hence 13A) as used by some in another sense

of =] see 1, in six places. [That it is allowable

to use it thus may be inferred from phrases here

following] __ You say, I staked my

property. (JK.) And 53,”? They

gave, of their own free will, what the party

approved, whatever were its amount, to be to

themga stake at a race; (TA.) And

£51“): (SIK!*) inf- n' (JK.)} '[I made my

children to be as a stake for him, or it. ($, K!)

And 4);.“ in)! iHe resigned him to death.

(IAsi,'TA.') Andjli'si on) 1 He deposited

the dead body in the grave [as a pledge to be

rendered up on the day of resurrection]. (K, TA.)

_. Accord. to AZ, TA, in one copy of the

it is A’Obeyd,) us éliji signifies I

bought the commodityfor a dear, or an excessive,

price; K, TA:) gave largely for it until I

obtained it: (TA :) accord. to 15k, I paid in

advance for the commodity; syn. ($,

TA;) and in the T it is said, [and in like manner

in the JK,] that 13$; tile» Us Q»; signlifie;

dbl: (TA :) [in the K it is said that up

signifies as though it meant he lent him a

sum of money &c.:] accord. to Er-Raghib, the

proper meaning [of obi] is one’s giving a com

modity before [the full payment of] the price,

and so making it to be pledged for the completion

of its price. (TA.) =1»)! ahiczisignifies He, or

it, weakened him: [like 435,1:1 and rendered

him lean, or emaciated. (TA.) And 05,1

God weakened him; syn. (JK.)

6. They two laid bets, wagers, or stahes,

each with the other ; syn. (TA.)

And isng only“ The party contended together,

every one of them. laying a bet, wager, 0r stake,

in order that the person outstripping should take

the whole when he overcame. (Mgh.)

8. 0,3)! He took, or received, from him a

pledge. (K.) [Or] 2,3» He tank, or received, it

as a pledge: (JK, Mghz) or w) he took,

or received, it from. him,- namely, a pledge.

(Mgh.) ._ [Accord to Freytag, as iii-pp signifies

He had him, or held him, as a pledge to him for

it. And He, or it, was given as a pledge.

But for neither of these has he mentioned any

authority.]

10. [2391 He asked him, or desired him, to

pledge a thing with him: and, to give a pledge]

You say, L'sé [He asked

me, or desired me, to pledge such a thing, or to
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deposit such a thing as a pledge, and I pledged it

with him, or deposited it with him as a pledge].

(Mgh.)

5,33, originally an inf. n., (Mgh,) is syn. with

15,3}; (Mgh, Msb;) i. e. (Msb) it signifies

[A pledge ;] a thing deposited with a person

(Msbf to be in lieu of a thing that has been

taken, or received, from him; ;) or a thing

that is deposited as a security for a debt: and

'J'th) has a similar meaning, but is specially

applied to a thing that is deposited as a bet, or

wager, or stake; and is likewise originally an

inf. n.: (Er-Réghib, TA :) 751,53, also, is syn.

with [as mizaning the act ’of as a

pledge], like as 10,25 is syn. with ’25; the 5

being added to give intensiveness to the significa

tion : then, like it is used as syn. with

[in the sense explained above, as will be seen in

what follows in this paragraph]; (IAth, TA ;)

[i. e.] is an inf. u. like w, applied to

denote the pass. part. n. [used as‘a subst. pro

perly so termed] like not as an epit’het

(Ed in lxxiv. 41;) [or, in other words,] It»)

signifies anything by reason of which a thing

[such as a debt or the like] is restricted, or appro

priated, to oneself; as also 7 [I here

follow two copies of the K, in which it is said,

oeflose a. e. a, I so», 3: _

wfi,agppfluzqwblbdb: 1n theCK,

and in the copy of'the'K followed in the TA,

JJILQI! I) I

up)” 4.29;, which perverts the meaning, though

i and V may be used in the same sense

as and as will be seen in the course

of this paragraph: and in the TA, in the place of

vies-5:7, is put M, meaning there is,

however, this difference between and

i ; that the former properly signifies l1 thing

deposited as a pledge; and the latter, a thing

taken, or received, as a pledge :]) the pl. of

is bile (s. Mgh, Mib. K) and 6,33 (Mgh. Meb.

and (Mgh, K,) this last said to be n. pl.

of 5,1, by Aboo-’Amr Ibn-El-‘Ala, but disap

pgrpved by Akh, because a word of the measure

Jag has not a pl. of the measure except in

rare and anomalous instances, though he says that

it may be [as it is said to be in the high] pl. of

5);), which is pl. of ($,) and Fr says that

$3} is pl. of 1.6,, but this is denied in the M,

because any pl. inay not be pluralized except

when there is express authority for it and when

the case does not admit of any other decision;

(TA ;) and also, is another pl. of (TA,)

[01' rather it is a contraction of ;] and

another pl. of [or rather a quasi-pl. n.] is

'3293, (IJ,K,) like as is of (TA:)

the pl. of Vila; is 5:63. (s, 1;.) $2)

a; [The pledge bechme, or has become, per

;nbnent as a possession, with what was, or is,

comprised in it,] is a prov., applied to him who

has fallen into a case from which he cannot hope

to escape: it is said in a trad., 9,

(Meyd,) [i. e. The pledge shall not remain, or let

not the pledge remain, in the hand of its receiver

when its depositer is able to release it; for] ’9

is here either negative or prohibitive: you say,

s 05 e a see» 5 )1 I"

0")" we aor- and, inf- “ [or 6'0],

meaning 'The pledge remained in the hand of the

receiver when the depositor was able to release it:

(Nh, cited in a. copy of the “ Jami’ es-$agheer z”)

the trad. means that the receiver of the p'ledge

shall not have a right to it when the dcpositer has

not released it within a certain time: for it was a

custom in the Time of Ignorance for the receiver

to keep possession of the pledge in this case;

but El-Islam abolished it. (Meydf Nh.) You

say also, ;n and Mi; He, or it,

is [a person,'or thing,] pledged for such a thing :

(IAth, TA :) or taken [as a pledge] for such a

thing; as also and (TA.) And

iii; and and I am taken

[as'a pledge] for such a thing. [(Mgh.) And

[hence,] iii; (JK, TA) and

(TA) I am’responsible, or a surety, to thee fbr

such a thing. (JK,TA.) And @421; $14.)
[His leg, or foot, is a pledge forlthe safe-keeping

' )6!

of his shachle : for if the meaning were 33)”, it
I ' J a

would be ‘39), without _8]. (TA.) And J5."

;igéll [Manhind, or all created beings,
urge the pledges of death]. (TA.) And

131...} [He is the pledge q the hand of death,

or'qffate, or destiny]; said of one when he has

sought, or courted, death. (TA.) And i6 L54;

[llly hand is a pledge to thee]; by which is

meant responsibility, or suretiship. (TA.) And

)3 [Verin he is the pledge of a

grave, which will render him up on the day of

resurrection]. (TA.) It is said in the Kur.

lxxiv. 41, '35,»; L1,, Jé», meaning

[Every soul is a’thing] pledged with God [for what

it shall have wrought; its works being regarded as

a debt, for which it will be either released or held in

custody to be punished everlastingly] : Zap) being

an inf. n. like applied to denote the ass.

part. n. [in a manner before mentioned] like

for if it were an epithet [i. e. used in the proper

sense of a pass. part. n.] the word would,be

(3.3.) 'And in lit. 21 of the same, J’s

;Qé: i. e. [Every man is]

pledged (5,3,3, Bd, Jel) with God (.ifi fie)

for what he shall have wrought; so that if he

have done good, He will release him; but other

wise, He will destroy [or hold in confinement

and punish] him; (Bd;) or to be punished for

evil, and recompensed for good. (Jel.) And it

is said in a trad., "a", l J’s [Every

boy that is born is d pledge fdr his aria, i. e.

for the victim that is to be sacrificed for him when

his head is shaven the first time; which is com

monly regarded as his ransom from the fire of

Hell]: i. e., the Kiri: is absolutely necessary for

him; wherefore he is likened, when not released

from it, to a pledge in the hand of the receiver:

El-Khattabee says that the best explanation of it

is that of Ahmad Ibn-Hambal; that if the 35:54:

be not sacrificed for the boy and he die an infant,

he will not intercede for his parents. (TA.)_

See also what next follows.

ch; .33. (JK, K. TA.) with kesr, as.)

and '33, (JK,) He is a manager, tender, or

superintendent, of cattle, or camels 9%.; or a good

pastor thereof. 0;,“ TA.)

5,6,, as a sing. : see _ It is also a pl. of

the latter word. ($, Mgh, Msb,

l a 9 )0; Q 4

ma): see 0,0”: and see also Q1), in six

places.

Ur ¢ ' I '1 I Or ‘

L29), and its pl. 05b): see 0A), in ten places.

SM; Continuing, subsisting, lasting, enduring,

remaining, or remaining fixed or stationary,

permanent, constant, firm, steady, steadfast,

stable, fixed, fast, settled, or established. ($,'

Mgh, Msb.) You say 54,163. ($, Mgh) Food

that continues, or is permanent, &c. (Mgh.)

And :4;- Wine of which there is a con

tinual, br constant, sup ly; uninterrupted, or

unfailing. (TA.) And 15.91, with, i. e. [The

bounty of God is] continuhl‘,’ permanent, or

constant. (TA.) And List, an. A state, or

condition, continuing; reniaining to the present

time. (Es-Semeen, TA.) And lid

meaning This is continual, or permanent, to thee;

beloved by thee; and also as explained below.

(TA.) _ tRemaining, staying, dwelling, or abid

ing,in’a'plac€. (’{KQ-Prepared. (K.) One

says, :13 OM) Ute meaning as explained above,

and also This is prepared for thee. (TA.)_

As an epithet applied to a man, and a camel,

(JK,$,TA,) and any beast, (TA,) Lean, or

emaciated,- (JK,$,K,TA;) accord. to ISh, in

consequence of riding, or disease, or some [other]

accident: (TA :) and fatigued,’ tired, weary, or

jaded. (JK, TA.)—And Camels that

will not, or do not, pasture upon the [plants, or

trees, termed] (JK.)

The navel, with what surrounds it, (JK,

Az, K,) in the outer part ofthe belly (JK) of the

horse. (JK, Az,

aha}! A thong, or strap, that is bound upon the

middle ofthe [or yohe] that is upon the two

bulls [drawing a plough]. (JK.)

A girl, or young woman menstruating:

(K:) seen by A2 in the handwriting of Aboo

Bekr El-Iyadee, but not seen by him on any

other authority. (TA.)

[Pledged,' deposited as a pledge; or]

restricted, or placed in custody, for, or_by reason

of, a debt; (Sf Msb;) originally

[or Q;.;._»]; (Msb;) and signifies the same;

($,1€Isb;) and the fem. of’this [or rather the

subst. formed from it, for when it is used as a

fem. epithet, having the sense of a pass. part. n.,

it is without ‘0', as remarked above, voce 053,] is

ea I’£/)¢JJ‘ Us).

(5.) Leah, is); was is expl. byZJ ~°

[app. meaning Events are guaranteed, or pledged,

for their times, to which they are limited by the

decrees of God]. (TA.) See also 5);).

see in two places.
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One who takes, °r receives’ a [or

pledge}

QI’I‘)

3531.4: See

6 O4

on), in two places.

:1“)

1. t3}, nor. ,3;, (AO,JK,$,)

int‘. n. It}, (AO,$,K,) He pat-n.1, 0r made an

opening between, his legs: (AO,$,K:) or he

parted widely, or made a wide opening between,

his legs. (JK.) Hence the saying in the Kur

[xliv. 23], $3133.“! [expl. in art. fly", and

below]. also signifies The going

easily: ($, K :) one says, [jg-J! 02;- [The

horses, or horsemen, came pacing alorig easily]:

and accord. to IAar, 4.2.3! up Lb}, aor. as above,

means IIe was gentle in going, or pace : :) or,

as some say, in going, or pace, is the being

soft, or gentle, with continuance: (TA :) or the

going along quietly: (JK:) and one says, 02h;

lgg J3?” meaning The camels came following

one another. (TA.) Also The going lightly:

(JK :) you say, nor. and inf. n. as above,

They, [i.e. camels or the like,] or she, went

lightly. (TA.) And The going vehemently.

(TA.) [Thus it has two contr. significations.]

_Also The being still, quiet, motionless, calm,

alloyed, or assuaged. (K, TA.) You say,

31.1)! The sea became still, or calm. And

;Jl The heat became allayed, or assuaged.

(TA.) Hence some explain lg; 31;"

[mentioned above] as meaning And leave thou

the sea motionless, or calm: some, as meaning

dry. (TA.) And you say, .Do

than that quietly, or calmly. And J;

1;; l; He did that quietly, or calmly, without

being hard, or dficult: (TA :) or voluntarily;

without its being asked, or demanded; and

TA in art. W ;) and without constraint. (TA in

' / )JD’OE

that art.) And 1;) nighsl Igave to hint volun

tarily,- without being asked; or without con

straint. (JK.)__lh3, (JK, TA) aor. as above,

(TA,) int". n. 3,3,, (JK,I_{,) said of a. bird, He

spread his wings, (JK, K, TA,) withoutflapping

them. (JK.)

a. Sun, (15,) int. n. £6.33, (TA,) He ap

proached it, or drew near to it. (K, TA.) [App.

a dial. var. of which is better known] You

say, iiin)! I approached, or drew near

to, puberty; or virility. (J K.)= Also He aided

him in his foolishness, or stupidity; syn.

(1;, TA: in the 01; 2531....)

4. [55)! He found, or met with, a wide, or an

ample, place. (M, K.) _. He took to wife a

woman wide in the vulva. (K,"é TA.)_ Ile con

tinued thefood t0_his guests by reason qfliberality.

(TA.) And histh I continued

to them thefood and the beverage; (Yaakoob, $,

K,) like .Liiji. (s.)_He did well: they say

to the shooter, 0r thrower, when he does ill,

dfjl, i. e. Do thou well. (TA.) at;

Be gentle with, or to, thyself: K, TA:) [in

the CK 3!; and (hence, perhaps,) thus in the

printed edition of Bar, p. 498; where it is said to

be from ‘m..." U! lb), meaning 6.6): but the right

' reading is ‘3?! for] one Bays also ui; ‘5 ;)ol L;

Thou wast not, or host not been, gentle,

save with, or to, thyself: (TA :) or thou didst not

show, or hast’not shown, mercy, save to thyself.

(JK.)_$&.EJI :13 us,‘ The thing became, or

has become, within thy power, or reach; or pos

sible, or practicable, to thee. (TA.) _ And

all I made it, or have made it, to be within

thy power, or reach; or possible, or practicable,

to thee. (TA.)—diggl I did not leave it

still, or motionless: and 5i Leave than that

until it become still, or motionless. (TA.) = He

kept continually, or constantly, to the eating of

the [’13, or species of crane called]

6. (JK,1_(,) int‘. n. (JK,) They two

made peace, or became reconciled, each with the

other; syn. Q31”; (JK, 1;, TA: in the 01;

halal)

9. They became commingled, copfounded,

or confused. (K.):Also, 0r Ins],

(TA,) They made i. e. they took ears of

corn, and rubbed them with their hands, then

bruised, 0r pounded, them, and poured milk

thereon, and then cooked this mixture. (K, TA.)

;3 inf. n. of 1. (S, K, &c.)__Also An inter

vening space (JK, TA) between two things,

(JK,) as, for instance, between the two humps of

a camel of the species termed (TA.) __ A

place where water remains and collects or stag

nates : (JK, TA :) a [i. e. a depressed place,

or a. hollow, or an excavation, or such as is round

and wide,] in the place of abode ofa people, into

which flows the rain-water or other fluid :

(A’Obeyd, S :) or, as also '35.;3, a depressed

place in which water collects: :) and,

both words, an elevated place: thus they have

two contr. significations: ($,K:) or 75;; sig

nifies an elevation like a hilloch, upon a hard and

elevated, or an elevated and plain, tract ofground,

or upon a mountain, (JK, TA,) where hawks

and eagles alight: (TA :) or a hillock inclining to

softness, two or three cubits in height, but only in

a soft tract of ground, and in hard, or hard and

level, ground consisting of earth, mould, or clay,

not upon a mountain : (TA :) [and accord. to

some, it signifies a mountain itself; for] Ghatafiin

J '0'
n

are called in a trad. ii; _'

mountain wellingforth water: or it means that in

them were roughness and hardness: (TA :) the

pl. [accord. to the $ app. of ;j, and accord. to

the TA app. of '53:}, in each case agreeable

with analogy,] is in). (S,TA.)_-[Also, ac

cord. to Golius, as on, the authority of the KL,

A way through a market-place, at the sides of

which sit the sellers: but not in my copy of the

KL] =Als0 Wide, ample, or spacious. (TA.)

_A well (jig wide in the mouth. (TA.)_ A

woman ($) wide in the vulva; (Lth, ISh, S, ;)

as also t (5,3, (Lth,1_{) and 1:73}: (1.14319)

1 ‘1" ' -
0,5), meaning a

[or] a woman who will not refrain from vitious

conduct, or adultery, or fornication; as also

'ngh)’: (JK, TA :) or (TA) a woman that is

not approved on the occasion of (JK, TA,)

because of her being wide [in the vulva]. (JK.)

_A thing dispersed, or scattered. (TA.)—

And sometimes, Quick, or swift. (TA.) _And

Still, quiet, or motionless. (TA.) _. And [hence,

or A still rain. (TA.):AlsO A com

pany ofmen (JK, K, TA)following one another.

(TA.) And [A company of horsemen

making a raid, or an inroad, or incursion,]

following one another. (TA.) _And one says,

I353 135 t; 33.5 ;i,’ UZGI i. e.
[app. meaning The people are disposed icon

secutivcly in one double rank, partly such and

partly such, facing one another]. (TA.) =Also

A certain species of bird; as some say, ($,) the

[species of crane called] (JK, s, K,

TA :) or a certain aquatic bird resembling the

er= (TA =) pl. 2K, (JK.)= And A head—

covering which is nercl to the head, and which

very soon becomes dirty. (TA.)

Ivbr

8,5) A state of elevation: and a state of de

pression: thus having two contr. significations.

(TA.)—See also the next preceding paragraph,

in four places.

,0, ID

[5”): see 9;, as applied to a woman, in two
- :

places: _. and see also 3L5”.

A depressed piece of lgpd or ground.

(TA.) _. And applied to A 0,3); [or horsefor

ordinary use and for journeying] that has an

easy back in going along: a genuine Arabic

word: (TA :) or [thus I find it written,

but it is commonly pronounced 01;); or 01;;

with ,] is a vulgar term applied to a pacing

horse. (MF voce

A wide place. wide tract of

land: ($, TA :) or what is wide of land: (M,

TA:) [or] an even tract ofland, seldomfreefrom

the [or mirage]: (JK, TA :) and what is

even ofanything. (TA.)..- See also :53, as ap

plied to a woman. = It is also [app. A hue, or a

haze,] like dust-colour and smoke. (TA.)

05 a

3.9) Wheat which is ground between two stones,

and upon which milk is poured: (M, TA :) or

ears of corn rubbed with the hands, then bruised,

or pounded, and then milk is poured thereon, and

it is cooked.

at; A life ample in its means or circum

staitccs, unstraitened, or plentlful, easy, pleasant,

soft, or delicate; ($,K;) and quiet, or calm.

(S) Easy; as an epithet applied to a [journey

such as is termed] ($.) And Anything

still, or motionless; as also 51;. (TA.) __ gt;

Food that continues, or is permanent; like

(AA,$:) and [in like manner (see 6513)] The

fem. of each, with 8, is applied to wine. ($.)

[Freytag adds, “ Inde dicitur “Lg-if)" L3H) Celer

de equo :” but us!) is here a mistranscription for

[5513: see
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in, [the epithet at; converted by the affix 3
. , _

into a subst.,] A bee; because of its quiet manner

offlying. (JK,

26.}. J55, with host, (1;, TA,) like 5Q... [in

form],’(TA,) or it}, (JK, and so in the CK,

[like in form, and, as most explain the

latter, similar also in meaning, whence it seems

that is the more probably correct,]) A quick,

smifl, or fleet, mare: (JK,* K, TA :) pl. “at”,

(JK,I_(,) [or rather at}; if the sing. be 31%;,

and in}; if the sing. be $3.3 like k_,..t.1.; [or

rather GL3], (TA,) or like [or rather

GM}; pl. of (JK:) but in the M, it is

lash], [app. meaning that the sing. is thus,]

like (5;; and in like manner in the Tekmileh

andthe Jm. (TA.)

9

b)

2. ,3» Us L“, (T, s. M. Mgh. Mtb.1.<. so.)

inf. n. (s,Mgh,i_<,) or 5.1,}, (80 in one of

my copies of the $,) after the manner of a verb

with an infirm final radical, like 111%}, inf. n. of

uéj, (TA,) and 23,35, (s,1_(,) agreeably with

analogy; (TA ;) and, accord. to IDrst, in his

Exp0s. of the Fe, also is allowable; but the

former is the original; or, accgord. to the L, the

former istanomalous, like in the phrase

6gp! (TA ;) He looked into the thing,

or hfair, or case; inspected it; examined it ,

considered it; or thought upon it; (S, M, Mgh,

Mgh, and thought upon it repeatedly; syn.

.vi a
.

(MiLiKiTAi) i.e. 3;}; (TA.)

not hastening to reply: and L4, signifies

the same; (K in art. 15);) i. q. (T ;) or,

accord. to some, it is a mispronunciation. (MF.)

._Hence, @1511 j»; The eighth day of [the

month] Dhu-l-Ziifieh; originally with it: its

derivation from L_§)I is a mistake; and its de

rivation from 65;." requires consideration. (Mgh.)

[See 2 in art. (5’)]

4. It (a place) abounded with the [kind of

plant, or tree, called] 5': (AZ, AAF,K:) or so

0 la 0

son}, said of land (yep). (M.)

:‘i,’ A kind of [plant, or] tree, (T,' s, M, K,

&c.,) that grows in plain, or soft, land, (T, M,

TA,) having a white fruit: or, as some say, a

kind of dust-coloured tree, having a red fruit:

(M, TA =) n. un. 35,: (T, s, M,Kt) and dim.

(M, TA :) AHn says that the id) is not

taller nor broader than a sitting man: and

accord. to one of the Arabs of the desert of

’Omz'tn, it is a tree that rises on a stem, and then

there branch forth [so in the M, but accord. to

the TA, rise,] from it round, rough leaves:

others, he adds, say that it is a small tree of the

mountains, resembling an 1.1.8: [q. v.], having a

sqft white flqwer like cotton: (M,TA: [but in

the latter, the word rendered “soft” is omitted :])

some say that it is a species qf the hind Oftree

Bk. I.

called

is the tree that grew at the cave in which were the

Prophet and Aboo-Behr: so say Suh and others:

it is, they say, ofthe height ofa man, and has

white flowers, resembling cotton, with which

cushions are stufi‘ed, likefeathers in lightness and

softness: it is said by IHsh to be the same [tree]

,0, 31

that is called Q'jg': ,sl [see art. Job]; but they

have found fault with him [for so saying]: it is

, .

[acacza, or mimosa, gummifera], and

not the )5; [asclcpias gigantea], as one author

has supposed; but a tree resembling this: (MF,

TA :) such is the truth: the j) is not the ’54:: I

have seen them both [says SM] in El-Yemen;

and with the fruit of each of them cushions and

pillows are stuffed : but the fruit of the )3; com

mences small; then increases to the size of the

3.35.3le [or fruit of the egg-plant, and much

larger, like a bladder]; and then breaks open,

disclosing what is like cotton: and the fruit of

the 5) is not thus: the )4: [he adds] is not found

in Egypt; but it and the ol) are peculiar to El

Hijéz and the neighbouring parts; [in saying

this, however, he errs; for I have seen the}; in

abundance in the deserts of the upper part of the

$a’eed ;] and the saddles of camels &c. are staffed

with the fruit of the .i, in El-Hiji'tz. (TA.)_

Also The foam of the sea. (AHeyth,K.)=

And One of the letters of the alphabet. (TA.)

[See the letter).] = See also art. lg).

all; n. un. of (T, s, M, K.)=See also
5; a

1.3!), in art. (5).

.a. a

22;», or, as some say, only 3,], without o;

(M;) the latter was the usual forin, \vithougaf;

($,Msb;) or each; (K;) a subst. from l”;

;s'tfll; (S, K ;) meaning Inspection,ea:amination,

consideration, or thought; (Sf M, Msb, ;*) and

repeated inspection or examination or considera

tion; (M,* Msb, K,“ TA ;) or consideration of

the issues, or results, of an afl‘air; (Msb ;) with;

out haste to reply. (S," K,* TA.) You say, (3'15

2;; 5 [Such a one has no inspection, &c.].

(T.) It precedes what is termed 1‘3}: [i. e. reso

lution, or determination, &c.], and follows what

is termed [i.e. intuitive knowledge, &c.] :

one has well said,

' J)! IIt 4) a)

* (iii-o" (5):- Je-J‘ 451.3,}; *

oil .5 0-1 ::¢:’n :

‘= q?" $.52: “aha! l): *

[His intuitive knowledge undoes the loops of

meanings when they are fast closed, and inspec

tion sufiices him]. (Bar p. 8.) [See also 5;); in

art. k5,)o] '

dim. of it}, q.v. (M, TA.)

53¢; and and A Sag-45 of which

the (35,, is ,. (TA in a:qu J'ji .bb.)

YD)

1. 5.5, (T. s, M. &o.) m :ow-i, (T. s. &c.,)
. .r J J)

inf. n. .9”, (Lth, T, Mgh,) or v.55), (S,) or both,

(T, M, Mgh, K,) said of milk, (T, $, M, &c.,)

It was, or became, thick, or coagulated: (M, A,

Msb, K:) or was churned, and deprived of its

butter: (M," A, K:') or it was, or became, fit

to be churned: (T:) or thick, or having a

compact pellicle upon its surface, and thick, or

resembling liver so that it quieered, (Lth, T,) and

fit to be churned: (Lth, T,$:) or such as had

become thick,- (Fr, A’Obeyd, T, S} Mgh ;) until

its butter was taken forth ; (Fr, A’Obeyd, T, ;“)

or before and after it had been deprived of its

butter. (Mgh.).._. [Hence,] Qt], (T, M, A,

K,) aor. as above, (T,) int: n. $3,, (M,) t[His

blood is about to be shed;] his death, or destruction,

is at hand: (M, :) said ot'one who has exposed

himself to that which will cause his blood to be

shed; (T ;) of one who has exposed himself to

slaughter: (A:) like the phrase ; (T ;) orlike

5.1.3 his blood being likened to milk that

has become thick, and fit to be churned. (A.) _

And ;ilg', (As, T, S, &c.,) gor.’as above,

(TA.) int n- w’); (s. M. K) and east. (M. K.)

1 The man was, or became, confused, or disturbed,

(As, T, $, K,) in his ofair, or case, (As, T,) or

in his reason, or intellect, K,) and his opinion:

(As, T, or confounded, or perplexed ,- unable

to see his right course: (M,K:) and languid in

spirit, by reason of satiety, or drowsiness, (M, A,)

or intoxication; as also (A :) or he

arose (M,K, TA)fr0m sleep (M,TA) disordered in

body and mind : (M,K, TA :) or he was intoxicated

with sleep: (M, or he was lazy, sluggish, or

slothful. (Abooso'ood, T.) _ And Qt], (Th, M,

K,) inf. n. LB}; (TA ;) and t._..;,, (Th, M,) inf. n.

Jag}; (K;) 1-He (a man, Th, M) was, or be

came, fatigued, 'or jaded. (Th, M, K.) And

Q31; ails; '53; 1-The riding~camel of such a

due was; or became, fatigued, or jaded. (T.)—

And + He, or it, was, or became, quiet, still,

or motionless. ([Aar, 'l‘.) _. It is said in a prov.,

of him who does wrong and does right, [or of him

I l’ a J I r r J

who does right 'and does wrong,] *5”, gas, ,a,

meaning, accord. to Aboo-Sa’eed, 1* He defends

his companion [at one time], and is lazy or

sluggish or slothful [at another time] : or it means

he defends without energy at one time, and at

another time is lazy or sluggish or sloth/ill, so

that he defends not at all: or, as some say, he

mixes water with the milk, and so spoils it, and

he makes it good; from the saying of IAar that

_'__.\, signifies " "i; but if it have this meaning,

it is originally with hemz. (T. [See more

in art. v:’£|.])=i=Accord. to IAar, also signi

fies He suspected. (T. [But in this sense it

seems to belong to art. w).]) as: Also He lied.

[But in the T, this signification is assigned

to ._al-‘h, not to ;sl)’; app. in relation to the prov.

above cited.])

2- slit *3). (smarts inf- »

(AZ, M,) He made the milk to be such as is

termed ($, M, A, ;) as also ' tight: (M,

A, K:) or he put the milk into the skin, and

turned it over, in order that it might become fit

for churning, and then churned it, when it had

not thickened n‘ell. (AZ, M.) =- See also 1, in

two places.

4_ 1 :1" Yd)“ see 2_=[_?)‘)i as an intrans.
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verb app. signifies He had much milk such as is

a I J

termed see its part. n. “,4, below.]

The equal in quantity or measure or the

like: so in the saying, L}; [This is the

equal in quantity &c. of such a thing. (K,' TA.)

'0’ I‘

.9”: see .rflg, in two places. __ Hence, (M,)

(IAar, T, M,) occurring in a trad.,

meaning 1‘ There is, or shall be, no dishonesty, nor

any mixing.- (TA :) it is a saying of the Arabs,

in a case of selling and buying, respecting the

commodity which one sells, and means I am

irresponsible to thee for its faults, or defects.

(IAar, T, M.)

see what next follows, in three places.

.r

is); The ferment of milk, ('1‘, S, M, A, Mgh,

Migb, consisting of a sour portion, TA,)

which is put into milk in order that it may

become such as is termed (T, S, Mgh, Mgh,

TA ;) and l signifies the same as in this

sense, (Kr, M, A, K,) and in the other senses

which follow: (M :) this is the primary significa

tion: (TA:) or ferment of milk which contains

its butter, and when its butter has been taken

forth; as also i in both of these two senses;

(T,) or in the latter state it is termed 'Ldl]:

(TA:) or (so in the A and K, but in the M

“ and,”) remains ofmilh (M, A, K, in the second

_ of which, as in the last, this applies also to ' £53,)

that has become such as is termed (M :)

or remains of milk left in the [skin or vessel called]

in order that fresh milk, when poured upon

it, why quickly become (T :) and milk con

taining its butter: and also milk from which its

butter has been taken forth : (Aboo-’Amr .El;

Mutarriz, MF, TA.) It is said in a prov., "A

:13); ill [tllix thou a mixture, app. of thick

and fresh milk: thine shall be what will remain

ofit]: or in [thine shallgbe’ SOIR€ pf

it] : (so Meyd :) it is like the saying LA... gab-l

1);}. [expl. in art. Meyd :) and is

applied in inciting to aid him in whom oneawill

find profit, or advantage. (Meyd.)_ I. q.

[as meaning A ferment] such as is put into [the

beverage called] [to make it ferment]. (TA.)

_1 that has collected of the seminal fluid (T,

S, M, A, of a horse, (S, A,) or of a stallion,

(M, after resting from covering; (T, S, M, ;)

and l in this sense is mentioned by Lb: (M :)

you say, ms L556, (T,) or 31f}: A!)

when you ask a person to lend you a stallion, or

a horse, to cover: ('1‘, S, A :) or the collecting

thereof: or the seminalfiuid of the stallion in the

womb of the camel: (M,K:) it is thicker than

that which is termed Ego, and more remote in

respect of the place into which it is injected.

._ 1 Strength of a horse to run : so in the phrase

éypl I[A horse whose strength to run

remains]. (A.) __ {Intellect (IAar, S, A) of a

man (IAar,S) when it has attained to full vigour:

(A :) [app. as being likened to the is” of the

'1')

sta[lion z], fojn'thc saying, ill; ,5

is” ul u-gl)’>U- 1 [He would talk to me, I being

then a boy, not having full intellect]. (IAar, S,

A: in one of my copies of the S, and in the TA,

tThe main, or most essential, part,

syn. ofan affair: (M,K:) so in the say

s): L; 1- [He does not undertake,

0r superintend, or attend to, the main, or most

essential, part of his afair]: app. from the 34,)

of the stallion. (M.) _ theans of subsistence:

(M,K:) +food,0rsustenance: (TA:) fanything

that puts a thing into a good, right, or proper

state; from the same word as signifying “ a sour

ferment that is put into milk to make it ferment :”

(JM:) Ia want, or thing that is needed [to put

one into a good, or right, state] : (S, M, A, K :)

and want as meaning poverty. (Ibn-Es-Seed,K,

'l‘A.) You say, 413i 5,}, '9, (s, A,) or

l1», (M, TA,) iie. i[He will not, or does

not, undertake, or take upon himself, or attend

to,] the food, or sustenance, of his family: or

1-their case, and the putting them into a good,

right, or proper, state: (TA :) or {[the supply

ing of] what they require qfhim. M, A, TA.)

_ t A part, or portion, or small portion,

s, M, or £125, 1_<, or EAL, '1‘, M, A,) of the

night: (T, S, ’M, A, K:) [app. from the same

word signifying “ remains of milk ;” as seems to
gs,

be implied in the A:] so in the saying, “a

ing,

Q3" IA period, or short portion, (Ksh,)

of the night passed: (T, M, TA :) and

J3" XA period, or short portion, (Ksh,) of

the night remained: (M, A, TA 2) and

Us I J 0 . JD :4 r :I' Q 0’

[km '9’) of, (S, A,) i.e. asks his

[app. for or the like, i. e. IAbate

thou, or allay thou, our fatigue, or, the like, or

relieve than us,for a period, or short portion, of

the night; 0.4 before is” being redundant].

(A.)_-[A piece of flesh-meat: (M, K:) so in

the saying, it); if}; 13-1.“ é; 1[He cut the

flesh-meat into pieces ,- or cut it piece by piece].

(M.): 1- Heaviness, sluggishness, or torpidness,

(T, K,) or laxness, or confusedness of the intellect,

(T,) and languor, feebleness, or faintness,

from drinking much milk. ('l‘.) = Good and

fertile land, abounding with plants, or herbage,

(T, M, and with trees: (T, M :) that kind

of land in which the herbage, or pasturage, re

mains longest. (T.)_Accord. to Aboo-’Amr

Esh-Sheybanee, i. q. gig-2, which means A 35L;

[or channel of water for irrigation: but it has

also other meanings, which see in art. )72].

(TA.)—The tree calledalli; (T, K, TA ;) expl.

by Ibn-Es-Seed as meaning the tree called M;):

[q.v.]. (TA.):A. hindqf hooked instrument

by means of which an animal that is

hunted is drawn forth from. its hole: (M,

accord. to Abu-l-‘Omeythil, the 933.14 [app.

meaning the same, or an instrument used for

drawing forth the lizard called from its

hole]. (M.)=lt is also mentioned by IAar as

[syn. with and 331] meaning A knot. (T.):

A piece of wood with which a wooden bowl, or

other vessel, is. repaired, or mended; or with

which a breach, or broken place, therein is stopped

up: (T, TA :) and, accord. to AZ, a patch, or

piece, with which a camel’s saddle is

patched, or pieced, when it is broken: (TA :)

pl. but this is [properly, or originally,

$53,131.11 .= (T, TA =) so says ISk. (T.) [See

art. .35.]

see the next paragraph.

Jet}, applied to milk, (Lth,T,S, M, Mgh, Mgh,

K,&c.,) and $.33, so applied, (Lth, T, M, 3,)

Thick, or coagulated : (M, Msb, K :) or churned,

and deprived of its butter: (As, T, M, see

also 5);, in two places: or thick, (S,) or having

a compact pellicle upon its surface, and thick, or

resembling liver so that it quivers, (Lth, T,), and

fit to be churned: (Lth, T,S:) or such as has

been churned, and such as has not been churned:

z) or such as has become thick; (Fr, A’Obeyd,

T, S, Mgh ;) until its butter is taken forth; (Fr,

A’Obeyd, T, S;) or bzgfore and after its butter

has been takenforth; (Mgh ;) like as the epithet

13.1.; is applied to ashe—camel when pregnant and

when she has brought forth. (A’Obeyd, T,

A poet, cited by As, says,

' gllJt‘flpkgsllEQ,’ ' eggagiae; '

(T, S, Mgh) meaning Aboo-llld’iz gave thee to

drink churned [milk], (T, but how wilt thoie

obtain, (T,) or [rather] but who will be answer

able to thee for, (S,) the unchu‘rned (T, [that

is thick, or] that has not had its butter taken

forth from n? (s. [Or cm, in the former

instance may be from of 'which the aor. is

; so that it may there mean what occasioned

doubt, or evil opinion : see in art. ‘4): and

if so, this word as belonging'to the present art.,

and applied to milk, may signify only thick, or

unchurned.]) And one says, L;

'5}, (T,) or an o, (M,) i. e. He'has

not, or I have not, missed honey, nor milk such as

is termed (T, M :) or, as some say, honey

nor milk; thus explaining the two words

and *9) without restriction. (M. [See also art.

wa,..‘l|.]) _ [Hence,] applied to a man, (T,

s,M,A.1.<,> as also '5633. (T, MK.) and

VQle, (M, K,) {Con/used, disturbed, or do.

ordered, (T, S, A,) in mind, by reason qf drowsi

nexs, or satiety, or intoxication : (A:) or con

founded, or perplexed ; unable to see his right

course : (M, K :) and languid in spirit, by reason

of satiety, or drowsiness : (M :) or who has arisen

(M, K) from sleep (M) disordered in body and

mind: or intoxicated with sleep: (M, or

L513 signifies T confused in his intellect and his opi

nidn and his afair : (TA :) and a man Ifatigued,

wearied, distressed, embarrassed, or troubled:

(A:) fem. [of the hm] £31,; (Lh, M:) pl. of

the first, (s, M, a; Mgh,) accord. to As, ($,) or of

the second, (S, A, Mgh:) you say

In people, or company of men, confused,

disturbed, or disordered, in minds, (T, S, Mgh,)

by reason of drowsiness: (Mgh:) accord. to Sb,

(M,) rendered heavy, or weak, or languid, by

journeying, (S, M,) and by pain, (M,) and heavy

with sleep : (S :) or intoxicated by drinking [milk

such as is termed] (S, Mgh.) _And
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9}) _" C!)

also signifies IA thing, or an affair, that is clear,

or free from dubiousness or confuscdness; (Th, T

and TA in art. are”) like the milk so termed.

(TA in art. w). See an ex. in that art.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.

A vessel, (T, S,) or receptacle, (A,) or

skin, (M,K,) in which milk is made to be such

as is termed unit). (T,S,M,A, [See also

;we-l

$.31); IIaoing much milk such as is termed

Ya}. (Har p. 416.)

Milk that has not as yet been churned,

and that is in the skin, not having hail, fts'buttcr

taken from it. (As,T.)._And Q3” ELL: A

skin in which milk has been made such as is

termed br56: (M, :) or a skin that is wrapped

up [in order that its milk 'may thicken more

quickly by its being kept warm] until it attains

the fit timefor the churning.’ (oSg) It is said in a

prov., Q}; “1%... 4,112.. 0,», (13$, M, A,)

meaning [The lightest in estimation] of what is

drunk, or given to be drunk, [of milk,] before its

"butter comesforth from it (As, T) [is that in] a

skin that is wrapped up &c., as expl. above: z)

[or +the least tobe esteemed of the wronged is he

who remains quiet, or inert, like milk not yet in

a state ofjermentation :] AZ mentions it as

applied to him who is low, abject, or contempti

ble; who is held to be weak: and he says that

"I. means “I gave [the milk of] the

" lI

skih to be drunk before it had attained to maturity

[so as to be fit for the process of churning] ;”

a 5—1 ' _ _

(T :) or *9)» signifies not churned, but lttl'mflg

in it its ferment; and the prov. is applied to him

who is constrained to do something that is diffi

cult, and to become in a state of abasement, or

ignominy, and does not manifest any disapproval.

(Meyd.)

$3)

1. in}, (T, in, &c.,) aor. 51;, (T, A,

Mgh,) inf. n. by), (T,M, A, Msb,) said of a

horse (S,Msb, K) and the like, (Msb,) [i. e.] of

a solid-hoofed animal (T, M, A) of any kind,

(T,) He dunged. (M, Mgh!) It is said in a

Jae, e )I I‘lze 3:23

prov., an)“, ski-.1, (S,) or (5.52%)}, \éLnnflul

(TA in art. vi», in which it is explained.)

$35, (T, S, M, &c.,) originally an inf. n.,

('Msb,) The dung (M, Msb') of the horse

Msb, and the like, (Msb,) [i.e.] ofa solid

hoofcd animal (T, M, A, Mgh) effigy hind: (T,

Mghz) [a coll. gen. n. z] n. un. '13,}: (S, Msb,

15:) and pl. 3.931. (s, M, A, Mgh, 1;.)

see what next precedes.= Also The end,

or tip, (S, M, A, K,) ofthe nose, (M,) [i. e.,] of

the [or lower portion, i. e. lobule, of the

nose], (S, A, K,) where the blood that flows from

the nostrils drops, or drips : (M, A :) or thefore

part of the nose altogether: (M :) or the end, or

tip, of the nose, in the fore part thereof. (TA.)

'vi' Bi 0 ')oi e I

You 5a)" 2'.“ 15,) Owl ($1 TA:)

meaning [Such a one strikes with his tongue] the

tip ofhis nose, or the tip of his nose in the fore

part thereof. (TA.) It is said in a trad. that the

mulct for mutilating a. person by depriving him

of this part is a third of the whole price of blood.

(TA.)—And +The bill of the eagle: Aboo

Kebeer El-Hudhalee terms the eagle’s bill

(M.)—And 55:." occurring in a.

trad., is expl. as meariing +The upper part [of

the hilt] of the sword, that is next to the little

finger of the person grasping it. (TA.):Also

The remains of the culms of wheat in the sieve,

when it is sifted. [Not found by SM in any

other lexicon.])

iii}; and l (M, K) The part whence the

it); (or dung) issues; (M ;) the [i.e. the

rectum, or the tuel,] ofa horse.

4) ’0,

by” : see what next precedes.

0.5”

:13)» A man having a large nose. (A,TA.)

€})

1. A, Msb, K,) nor. a}; (s, A, Msb,)

at”, .221?) or this is a simple subst.,

and the inf. n. is t3), (Msb,) It (a thing, S, or a.

commodity, Msb) had an easy, or a ready, sale,

was, or became, saleable; easy, or ready, of sale,

or in 'much demand. (S,"‘ A,’ Msb, K.*) _And

$51),le inf. n. The dirhems, or money,

infi n.

passed, or had currency, among men, in buying

aptd selling; (Msb, TA.) _And;'i)ll El), inf. n.

Es) and El», accord. to IKoot, The thing, or

ofair, was, or became, quick, speedy, or en:

peditious: (L, Msbz) or came quickly. (MF.)

_ And _ I) It was, or became, present, or ready,

and prepared: so in the saying, L; [Take

than what is present, or ready, and, prepared].

(Har p. 116.)_.b'ec also 2._cg£ll $9.5,

(K,) or lea-5,, (Msb, [app. a mistranscription,

unless he meant,]) The wind was, or be

came, confused, (Msb, not continuing from

one direction, (Msb,) so that one knew not whence

it came. (K.)

2. a;,, (s, A, Msb, K,) inf. n. (A,

Msh, K,) 112 made a commodity to have an easy.

or a ready, sale; to be saleable; easy, or ready,

ofsale; or in much demand. (S, A, .._ He

made money to pass, or be current. (S,"l A,*

Msb.).__2[;ill E3), and 55;, He made the

thing to be quick, speedy, or_ea:peditious; or was

quick‘ with it. _é.%;é’is .aglso‘syzl with

$2.31: so in the saying, 1 )6'9‘ Q9”, aor.

of the latter éyjé, and inf. n. [app. meaning

I excited the afl'air, or event, and it became

excited] (TA.)—d;'§.é He embellished

his speech, or language, and made it vague, so

that one knew not its true meaning : (Msb, TA :)

from éétl (TA,) or from 63;" $0,».

(Mgh.) __ For

I 8' -~ .1 e: u --'l

_4¢!.,ll Ural) uh )4“ a” [perhaps Gay] The

J" {Lg-3) see 1, last sentence.

dust continued, or went round, upon, or over, the

head ofthe camel,- syn. Jib. (TA.)

5- Ile [app. a camel] went round about

the watering-trough, or tank, thirsting, and

not getting to it.

l e 0'

it?” Haste, quickness, speed, or expedition.

(IAar.)

[an inf. n., (see 1,) or] a subst, meaning

The state, or quality, of having an easy, or a

ready, sale,- qf being saleable; or in much de

mand. (Mgh)

[app. applied to a camel] Going round

about the watering-trough, or tank, thirsting, and

not getting to it.

A confused thing or afl'dir. (TA.)

Intel I

{3% 0

commodities to have an easy, or a ready, sale;

to be saleable; easy, or ready, of sale; or in

much demand: or who makes money to pass, or

be current.

’,

Such a one is a person who makes

C»

1. éls, Msb, sec. pers. isle, (Main)

932. (amass inf-n- C’s; (15;) and

{05,5}; (Msb,TA,) int. n. a}, (high) or

£93); (TA ;) It (a day) was iiiolently wimly.

(S, Msb, And Cl), aor. C)”, inf. n. {55),

It (a day) was one of good, or pleasant, wind.
(TAI)_ , . H.

became, cool and pleasant [by means of the wind].

(L) It (a house, or tent, the door being opened,)

[was, or became, aired by the wind,- or] was

entered by the wind. (L) ._;_;£Jl l) The

treesfelt the wind. (AHn, K.) [See also another

meaning below.] _. [Hence, perhaps,]

cl), aor. inf. n. C», It was, or

cl), aor.

élé, inf. n. 6!}, THe was, or became, brisk,

lively, sprightly, active, agile, prompt, or quick;

[as though he felt the wind and was refreshed by

m] (L ;) as also vtuy (s, A, 1,1; =) £5 and

V signify the same: (S, L, K: [in the CK,

is erroneously put for élé'j‘glfl) and i

1 1- he (a man) became light, or active, and

0 0!

quick; syn. (Mgh.) You say, 3624.]

[and 5;." u[I2] and VCU) [and 5-,: Cup] JrIIe

was, or became, brisk, lively, &c, as above, at

the thing, [or betook himself with brishness, live

lincss, &c., to the thing,] and was rejoiced by it.

(Lth,TA.) A poet says, _

* [,5] '9 ii
I Q I , I

wJ: *

[1- And thou assertedst that thou dost not, or wilt

not, betake thyself with brishness, &c., to women,

nor be rejoiced by them]. (Lth,TA,) And

4.1%], i. q. ' CU)! [He betook himself with brisk

ness, 8m, to the thing, or afoir; or was brisk,

sec, to do a]. (TA.) And ,in and C1), (L,

148 ‘
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and Q], (L,) aor. inf. n. elssand

and and Lg) (L, K) and and

(L,) +He brightened in countenance at that

.h ’1’:

thing, (L, [there explained by Al 69!, and this

I regard as the right reading, rather than that

which I find in the copies of the K, which is
of, rat1’ 1'0: .

A! dr'al, perhaps meaning the same as 49L; \Jfil,

i.e. he became acquainted with that thing, or

knew it, syn. £12m) and rejoiced in it, or

at it, (L, and was thereby afl'ected with

alacrity, cheerfulness, briskness, liveliness, or

sprightliness, disposing him to promptness in acts

of kindness or beneficence: said of a generous

man when he is asked to confer a gift; and some

times, metaphorically, of dogs when called by

their owner, and of other animals. (L.) [It is

I 4' O! —' i! I Dr 0'

also said that] film and 3.1” and bl) and it.»

and [all app. inf. ns. of or some of

them may be simple substs.,] and [as

though inf.n. of t "_ij] (L,1_<) signify TThe

experiencing relief _jrom grief or sorrou', after

suffering therefrom: (L z) or the experiencing

the joy, or happiness, arising from certainty.

(K. [See also below.]) You say also,

[app. meaning +1 was

afected with cheeifulness, liveliness, or the like,

at his discourse, or narration ,' as seems to be

indicated by the context in the place where it is

mentioned: or perhaps, he trusted to his discourse,

and became quiet, or easy, in mind ,- agreeably

with an explanation of the verb which see below]:

(A:) or 425.)..- ull 'ClJJ-d +he inclined to his

discourse. (MA.) And Cb, (s, A, L,

K,) sec.pers. {LL}, (L,) aor. 8;, inf. n.

(5', IoK) and c-Q; (L ;) and 4’ 'tlbl; (A, L;)

1He was affected with alacrity, cheerfulness,

bris/mess, liveliness, or sprightliness, disposing him

to promptness to do what was kind or beneficent :

(As, S, L, :)‘he inclined to, and loved, kindness

or beneficence. (L.) And L532” 'CUJi T[He

was ajfected with alacrity, &c., and so disposed

to bounty or liberality]. And

1° ) rdfiid v I :l'n e 44' 9;; w

as. was 42.11,, an ice}: as, 4,» 1M trial,

or an aflliction, befell him, and God was active

' and prompt with his mercy, and delivered him

from it]: (T:) but ISd disapproves of thus

speaking of God; and El-Farisee says that it is

an instance of the rudeness of speech character

istic of Arabs of the desert. (TA.) [Hence

seems to have originated, as is app. implied in

the TA, the assertion that] signifies

13 it»? Vac),

+God delivered him from trial, or afiliction:

z) or 7 CU)! 1 God was merciful to

such a one. (S.) One also says, iii! 2:»; can-l),

or 1.51,», (S, L,) IHis hand ’was active,

prompt, or guich, (S, L, K,TA,) to do such a

thing, (K, TA,) or with such a thing; (S, L, TA ;)

as, for instance, with a sword, to strike with it.

(L.) Hence the saying of the Prophet,

+ The being merciful: and

5. er ‘5' Hi If e i e :l ,1) p

as»? Ms win; [3,»! Eel-J! us any! [,i]

;[TVhosoever is brisk, or prompt, or quick, in

repairing to the Friday-prayers in the first

hour, he is as though he ofl'ered a camel, or a

cow 0r bull, for sacrifige at Mehkeh]: (K) TA:)

the meaning is, (K, TA,) and visa;

(TA ;) not the going in the latter part of the

day. (K;l TA.) [See also what follows] _

r r J J- I I! a:

Cl), aor. Cm, inf. 11. Cl”; and icy; both

signify the same; Msb,K,&c.;) contr. of

Lib; ;) said ofa man, (TA,) and ofa company

of men, (K, TA,) He, and they, went, orjour

neyed, or worked, or did a thing, in the evening,

(K,TA,) or in the afternoon, i. e., from the

declining of the sun from the meridian until

night: (IF, high, K, TA :) this is said to be the

primary meaning: (TA :) but they also mean he,

or they, returned: (Msbz) and went, or j_our

neyed, at any time: (Mgh,“l TA :) [for] £15" is

not, as some imagine it to be, only [the going, or

journeying,] in the last, or latter, part of the

day; but is used by the Arabs as meaning the

going, orjourneying, at any time of the night or

day; as also : so say Az and others: (Mgh:)

or l), inf. 11.

after the declining of the sun from the meridian :

but is sometimes used as meaning he went in an

absolute sense: (Mgh :) and thus it means in the

trad. commencing @l [men

tioned above, where a different explanation of

the verb is given]: (Mgh,“E Msbz) and [in like

manner] one says to his companion or com

3,544

l”); _as meaning Go, or

journey : (TA :) but if?! blag-1;, (S, L, aor.

and inf. n. a}, (L) and Left}, (AZ,

L, K,) signifies only The camels returned in the

evening, or afternoon, (Sf Msb,) when their

pastors drove or brought them back to their

owners: sousays Az. YoI: say,

and M435, inf. n. t” and l”, Iwent,

(K,TA,) and I came, (TA,) to them in the

evening, or afternoon; [or at any time, as appears

0110)

from what has been said above;] and so ,“Jip-g,

1,), signifies he came, or went,

panions, or

. I as on i.

(K, M.) mf- n- t»; (TA 0 and wt», (1;.
in 0 fire

low-3:13: (K:

TA :) and Vigil; [I go, or come, to

him early in the morning, in the first part of the

day, or between the time of the prayer of day

break. and sunrise, and I go, or come, to him in

the evening, or afternoon, app. he doing the like

to (A. [See] also 6.]) And $5,

and 44,33, and db, His camels, and his sheep or

goats, and his cattle, returned to him after the

declining of the sun from the meridian; only at

that time: and '“‘)i may perliapsrbe a dial.

var. thereof: (L, TA:) or “In Gem, “1)

they (i. e. camels) returned from the place of

pasture in the evening, or_afternoon, to their

ownm- (es Mes-143M Cu, (s, A, K,)

aor. A,) and icgp; (S, A,) [said in

the TA to be tropical, but not so in the A;] The

trees broke forth with leaves: (S, A, or the

former, the trees broke forth with leaves before

TA,) inf. n. 8,}; (TA ;) and

the winter, when the night became cold, without

rain; (As, TA ;) and so the latter: (L:) or the

latter, the trees broke forth with leaves after the

close qf the [or summer]: (S, TA :) and

fit 7C3; The branch put forth leaves afier

other leaves had fallen from it. (R, TA.) [sée

another meaning offlJJl Cl) near the beginning

of this art] _ Cb, (s,1_<,) aor. at. n.

Ll}, said of a horse, [perhaps from the same

verb as signifying “he was, or became, brisk,

lively,” &c.,] He became a stallion, or fit to cover.

(S, = 6.3;" $13, aor. The wind smote

it; namely, a thing; (L, ;) as, for instance,

a tree, and said of a tempestuous wind.

And 5.34, said of a pool of water left by a torrent,

It was smitten [or blown upon] by the wind.

(S, A, In like manner also it is said of other

things. (TA.) One says, 8392:." 9Q, The tree

was blown upon by the wind: or was blown about,

or shaken, by the wind, so that its leaves were

made to fall : or had the dust scattered upon it by

the wind. (L.) And 5;.» They (a people, or

party,) were smitten and destroyed by the wind .'

(K, TA :) or they entered upon [a time of] wind;

;) as also, in this latter’sense, '1’;ljl, (S, K,)

or t i,2.,ji. (A.) _Ec’ill cg, (A’Obeyd, s,

K,) first pers. it'd-4, (A’Obeyd, aor. £13.},

(A’Obeyd,s,1.<.) and c248, (AA, s, K,) [inf- n.

app., of the former and of the latter a,

as in the phrase of similar meaning following;]

1 . J J a “i

and Val), (Ks,S, and V4.9»; (AZ,K;)

He smelt the thing ,- perceived its smell, or odour,

(S, K, &c. ;) as also Vin-bl“! and 'Lgl:

(Hamp.228:) and ' 'i 1 aor. ’1”, infiil.
. .6” I" t" .. ..

t”; and aor. V51;

He smelt the odour. (Mgh.) You say of an

. e I! e '05

obJect of the chase, ' Ufa-bl, (S,)liand ' gas-3)],

(AZ, S, A,) inf. n. of the latter Ely], (AZ, TA,)

He smelt me; perceived my smell, or odour:

(AZ, S, A,TA:) and of the same, 'Cl), (K,)

and Q57, (T. s, K,) and E331}, and 'CW,

_ _, inf.n. ._ ; and V

C?" C“)

(T, He smelt a human being; perceived his

smell, or odour: (T, S, and the second of these

four, (K,TA,) and the third and fourth, (TA,)

he smelt gently, that he might perceive the odour

ofa thing: TA:) or' the third and fourth of

the same, he smelt, or perceived, odour: (A z)

and these two, said of a stallion, he perceived the

smell of the female: and of a beast of prey you

say, bill and lglgl, and 'lp-ljidi,

ta vl'b

and 'kpgf-si, meaning he smelt, or perceived,

the odour; and accord. to Lh, some say, LFQ-t ;

but this is seldom used. (TA.) [It is asserted

(in Bar p. 324) that t that is only from iLfin;

but this assertion is of no weight against the

agthorities cited above.] It is said in a trad.,

4.1:", \ Ls":l) cg; 6.3,

(A’Obeyd, s. Mghr Mgh:) or é); ,1, (AA. s.

Msb,) or ,i, (Ks, s, Mgh, Mgh,) i. e. [He

who slays a person with whom he is on terms of
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peace, (or, as in the TA, i. e. a believer,)]

he will not perceive the odour of Paradise:

(S, Mgh, Msbz) As says, I know not whether it

be from if.) or from You say also,

L11: I perceived from him (a man,

a sweet odour. (S, A.)_ [And hence, app.,]

6);; c1), and 'dpbl, fHe obtainedfrom

thee in favour, or benefit. aor.

£3); inf'u. He (a man) had the quality

termed C», [explained below, i. e. width in the

space between the thighs or legs; &c.; or] a

spreading in the fore part of each foot. (Lth,

TA.) And 54,, Hisfoot had the quality

so termed. (TA.) ’

Orr

"2:. :3) [He fanned]. You say, #1.: c3)

3.3).“; [He fanned him with the fan]. (A,

'l‘A.) 'A'nd 6,5,5" vi; 5&1!

[They required to be fanned, by reason of the

heat, with the fan]. (TA.) _Also, (A, Mgh,)

inf. n. (Mgh,) He perfumed oil; rendered

it sweet in odour, (A, Mgh,) by putting perfume

in it; (Msb.)_£'.h t3); and see 4.

_,,.5 t}, (A, Mgh, Msb,) int n. as above, (A,

Mgh,) He performed with them the prayers

termed t,9,5". (A, Mgh, Msb.)_c;) having

for its objects camels, and sheeep or goats: see

4. __ : _see dads-3, in the latter half of

the first paragraph.

J J rid .2 .

3. “’51, eggL'el Ul: see 1, in the latter half

of the paragraph. _ngal U3 rid-Sgt,

or 0.11m! (Mgh, signifies The doing the

two, deeds, or works, alternately; this one time,

and that one time: Mgh,K:) as, for instance,

reading, or reciting, at one time, and writing at

another time: (Mgh :) and 0.3 1.,lle

the standing upon the two legs alternately; upon

each in turn : and 0,; 3.3L")! the

turning over [upon the; two sides alternately, or]

from side to side. You say, Cy)

[He did two deeds, or works, alternately; he

alternated them]. And Cy!) He

stood upon one of his legs one time and upon the

other another time: (S, Mghz) it is said also of

one walking [as meaning he moved his legs alter

nately]. (A.) And it is said in a me, as.

,Qni He used to rest

upon cite of his :feet one time and upon the other

another time to give relief to each of them [in

consequence of long standing]. (TA.) One says

also, 1.)!) He did a thing with him by turns,

each of them taking his turn [and so relieving the

other: for signifies the giving mutual

relief, or rest]. (TA in art. [See also 6.]

= t It], infi n. see 1, in the former part

of the paragraph.

4f 1)! He breathed: (S, A,K:) said of a

man, (A,) and ofa horse. [It emitted an

odour :] it (a thing, Msb) stanh; (S, Mgh, K;)

_as also (Msb, TA :) the former said of

flesh-meat, (S, and of water; ;) and so

the latter: (TA :) or the latter, it became altered

[for the worse] in odour; (Lb, S, M, A, Msb ;)

said of flesh-meat, (Lh, M, A,‘ Mgh,) and of

water, (Lb, S, M, A, Msb,) &c. ; ;) and so the

former, said of water: (L, TA :) ISd makes a

distinction between ;)1 and V ;)3 [q. v., as

does also J,] said of water. (Msb, TA.)_Also,

(inf. n. Lg], L,) He (8. man, S, and a beast,

revived, or— his spirit returned to him, after

fatigue; (Lb, S, K ;) like 'cbioi, q. v.: (TA :)

and he had rest. _ And [hence], (S, Msb,

K,) ian n. ing, (TA,) or 853;, (Mgh,) +He

(a man) died; (S, Msh, as though he found

rest: and he (a camel) died, or perished. (TA.)

You say, [He rested, i. e. had rest, and

so rested others], meaning 1‘ he died, and so people

bead-me at rest from, him. (A.) ._ [Hence also,]

8313b, lVe performed the act of prayer:

because its performance is [a cause of] rest to the

soul; the waiting for the time thereof being

troublesome. (Mgh.)—at; said of camels

Ste. [as though meaning They returned in the

evening, or afternoon, to rest]: see 1, in the latter

llalf of the paragraph._.. bl, inf. n. and

Cb], said of a man, His camels, and sheep 0r

goats, and cattle, returned to him in the evening,

or afterngon,’ from pasture. (L.)_And cl),

[app. for any 5%] likewise said of a. man, He

alighted from his camel to rest him and to alle

viate him. .._ lébri, or see 1, in

the last quarter of the paragraph.=d;1;l and

seen;

4.)), and égil chi, &c.: see 1, in the last

quarter of the paragraph, in twelve places. _

1.1,1, (s, A, Msb, K,) inf. n. 35;, (Msb, TA,)

and is a subst. used as an ‘inf. n., [i. e. a

quasi-inf. n.,] like and used as inf. ns.

of ZZtLi and 3,13, (TA,) said of God, (s,1_{,) or

of a man, (A, Mgh,) He rested him, made him to

be at rest or at ease, or gave him rest; (S," A,‘

Msb;) namely, a hired man, (Mgh,) or any man;

as also l 3): (TA:) and the former, He

(God) caused him to enter into a state of rest,

(5,11,) or of mercy. (TA.) And a, val},

in art. 4%!) Give ye us rest. (TK in that art.)

And 3).,3; 1)! He revived, or, recovered, his

camel. (TA.) _ [Hence,] ti)

He chanted the call to prayer, and so made the

people to ease their hearts by performing the act

prrayuer‘ _ cl)‘, (S: M: A1 Mgh) K7)

inf. n. (M, Mgh ;) accord. to one dial.,

8;“, 307- (TA 5) and V {3), (S7, A: TA;)

int'. n. 8.12;; He (the pastor, Msb) drove

back, or brought back, (S, M, Msb, camels, C

(S, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) and sheep or goats, (M,

A,‘ Mgh,) and cows or bulls, (A,' Mgh,) in the

evening, or afternoon, (M, Mgh,) after the declin

ing of the sun from the meridian, (S,) [from their

place of pasture,] to their nightly resting-place,

(S, M, K,) or [and uh; (for you

say U1; i. e. to their owners]. (Mgh.)

: i ti)! f He restored to him

_. [Hence,] up.

it. right, or due; (s, K,) as also 'jS. (K.)

And the saying, in a trad, of' Umm-Zara, chi

G; 1- He gave me much cattle: because

she was [as though she were] a for his

bounty. (L.)

5. C3,: [Hefanned time]. (A, TA.) And

)3 [He fanned himself with a'fan].

(S, M§brK') us 1:31;) occur‘

ring in a trad., means I saw them requiring the

being fanned with the fan @2331) by

reason of the heat [in the morning after sunrise] :

or it may mean returning to their-_tents or houses:

or seehing rest. (TA.)-Q5." The

odour ewhaled, or difused itself. (Msb.)_ )3

said of water, It acquired the odour of another

thing by reason of its nearness thereto. (S, A,

Msb, K.) See also 4. _ See also 10: _. and see

1, in five places. _. 3,3 said of herbage, It

became tall: (S,K:) and in like manner said of

trees; as well as in another sense explained in the

first paragraph. (TA.) _ thought by ISd

r-r/

C93: seeto be an inf. n., of which the verb is

05 re!

’ _,\.

6- $395 (TA) and “‘59. (K, M.)

[like and $531,] They two did a deed, or

work, by turns, [resting by turns,] or alternately;

syn. TA.) And bnjbb' They

did a thing by turns; syn. i”,l.a_3. (TA.)

[Hence,] 9,3299 c‘it‘ii .3; (s, M)

[in the S, the context implies that the meaning is,

Verin his two hands are occupied alternately in

doing that which is kind, or beneficent : in the A,

it is said to be tropical, and the context seems to

indicate that the meaning is, Ihis two hands vie,

one with the other, in promptness to do that

which is kind, or beneficent]. _ lye-,1)?

and 1,0,1); [They went in the evening, or

afternoon, to their tents, or houses, app. meaning

one to another’s tent, or house, by turns].

[See also 3.]

a. up, and its inf. n. 8;}: see 1, in the

former half of the paragraph, in ten places: _

and see also 10. = 31:: : see 6.

10. $21», said of a branch, (Msb, TA,) It

became shaken by the wind : (TA :) or it inclined

from side to side. (Mgh.) _. See also 1, near the
J ifofb

beginning of the paragraph; and see “,Pl

J], and 41,3.»- UJI Cpl, in the former

part of the same paragraph. _. Also, (K,) and

lit-ii, (S, A, Mgh, K,) [which latter is the more

common in this sense,] and 7:0), (TA,) and

sometimes ltlfi, q- V's (Miibil [and 'Cgrli ‘15

,9, r i,

quasi-pass. of as: c” or 3,] said of a hired man,

(Mgh,) [and of any man,] He found, or expe

rienced, rest, or case,- [was, or became, at rest,

or at ease; rested;] (S)I A,‘ Msb,*K;)

[from him, or it],_(A,) and {if [by means of it];

(Mgh,) from L5"; (S3) quasi-pass. of up:

4:.)1,
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(A, Mgh,) and of it? Ltji. (s.)_. .33; Cgpl

(accord. to the and K, but in other lexicons

bit-cl, TA) He trusted to, or relied upon, him,

or it, and became quiet, or easy, in mind. (S, K,

TA.) _ See also 1, in the last quarter ofthe para

graph, in seven places. =|=;.>:,£Jl 3.2;" c,)';.sl

The rain revived the trees. (L.)

5!; W'intly; applied to a day: (TA :) or, so

applied, violently-windy; Mgh,Msb,K;) as

also ' . ‘13, which is the original form, (Msb,) or

may be 'so: (TA :) fem. of the former with 5,

applied to a night (A, TA.) [See also

III .r r I )On. Q’ ' .‘D' -l

cgy] One says, Eta-1) *5)“ itle LL; 0»

[This is a windy night: the oppressed in mind

has rest therein]. It is also syn. with

L, K. [See 1, near the beginning of

the paragmph.]) _. And [hence,] lVine; ($, A,‘

K ;) as also 'élég: ($, K:) so called because

the drinker thereof becomes brisk, lively, or

sprightly; or, accord. to IHsh, because he

becomes affected with briskness, liveliness, or

sprightliness, disposing him to generous actions:

in the L, [which mentions these two words in

art. 4,] the l in the former word is said to be

substituted for L5 [and hence the L; in the latter

if“ such be the case]. (TA.) = See also at}, in

four places.

0 li’

_), In

two places. =Also A gentle wind; a gentle

gale; a breeze; the commencement of a wind

before it becomes strong; or the breath of the

wind when weah: ($, K, TA :) or the cold, or

coolness, of such gentle wind. (A, TA.)_-Lg.

or - t -

x, as an epithet; fem. With a: see

UJJ [app. i. e. Breath; like 6,3]: said to

be the primary signification: (MF:) or spirit;

[like 65;] syn. as in the saying,

[He (meaning God) hath quichened,

61? viziified, manhind with his spirit: or perhaps

the right reading is n.:-’39]. (A.) ._. See also

£13, with which it is syn. (S, K.)_Al80 i Joy,

happiness, or‘gladness; (AA, MF,_TA;) said to

be a metaphorical meaning, from the same word

as syn. with v.15; (MF;) and 7 3; likewise

has this meaning: (IAar, TA :) or the former,

rest, or case, from grief, or sorrow, of heart.

(As, TA.) In the saying of ’Alee, ’33 lggl;

ge'éll or 0,3,1! 'éyj, the phrase 0154‘ c” is

thought by ISd to mean 1- The joy and happiness

that arise from certainty. (TA. [See art. rid)

_. Also Jri'kfercy (S, K, TA) of God; thus called

as being a cause of rest, or ease; (TA;) and so

'8;; (KD and lib-i); (L;) and '6); is

said by Az to have this meaning in the Kur iv.

169: the pl. of the first of these three words [and

of the last, and accord. to some a pl. of the second

also,] is (TA.)

é); The soul, spirit, or vital principle; syn.

'0'

U4) ; (IAar, IAmb, L, Msb, TA, and and

&c. in art. v.53 ; [but there is a difference between

these two words, for they are not always inter

changeable, as I have shown in art. v.55 ;]) [i. e.]

9.33531 3L;- lQ; (K; [see also third

sentence ;]) often occurring in the Kur and the

Traditions in different senses, but generally signify

ing [as explained above, i. e.] the vital principle;

(IAth, TA;) [or the nervous fluid; or animal

spirit ;] a subtile vaporous substance, which is the

principle of vitality and of sensation and of

voluntary motion; also called the cg];

(KT in explanation of the term ;) orasubtile

body, the source of which is the hollow of the

corporeal heart, and which diffllses itself into all

the other parts of the body by means of the

pulsing veirpt, or arteries : (KT in explanation of

the term Gigi éidl: [so too q. v.:

see also Gen. ix. 4: many of the ancients believed

the soul to reside in the blood: see Aristotle, De

Anim. i. 2, and Virgil’s ZEn. ix. 3492]) or the

vital principle in man : (Fr, TA :) or the breath

which a man breathes, and which pervades the

whole body: [and this seems to be the original

idea expressed by the word:] after its exit, he

ceases to breathe; and when it has completely gone

forth, his eyes remain gazing towards it until

they close; called in Pers. (AHeyth, TAj)

accord. to the Sunneesnthe rationgl soul,

iihvllsll, [also termed éjplj) which is

adapted to thefaculty ofmaking hnown its ideas

by means of speech, and of understanding speech,

and which parishes not with the pcrishing of the

body, being a substance, not an accident; as is

shown by the words in the Kur iii. 163, which

refer to the g): (Msb:) most of the doctors of

the fundamentals of religion forbid the diving into

this matter, because God has abstained from

making it known: (TA:) the philosophers say

that it is the blood, by the exhausting of which

the life ceases: (Msb :) the word is masc., (lAar,

lAmb, Az, S, M, A, Msb, K,*) thus, with the

Arabs, difi'ering from Jig, for this they make

fem., (IAar, IAmb, Mgh,) but the former is also

fem., (S, M, A, Msb, K,) app. as meaning $.23,

(Msb,) as is said in the R; (TA ;) and most hold

it to be as often fem. as it is masc.: (MF:) one

says 1;); (IAar, Az, TA) [and also

3‘33, meaning] His soul departed, or wentforth]:

the pl. is étgji. (s, Msb.)_.Also i.q. (1;)

[properly A blowing with the mouth; but here]

meaning wind that issues from the 3;; (TA ;)

wind, or breath. (ADk, TA.) Dliu-r-Rummeh

says, respecting fire that he had struck, and upon

which he bade his companion to blow,

Give life to it, or enliven it, with thy’wiizd [or

breath]. (TA.) And one says,

A»); He filled the skin with his wiizd; ,niith his

breath. (ADk, TA.)_[Hence,] ii)! also

signifies t Inspiration, or divine revelation,- (Zj,

Th, K;) such as is imparted by means of an

angel: thus in the Kur xvi. 2 and xl. 15: so

called because it quickens from the death of

infidelity, and thus is, to a man, like the g]

which is the vital principle of his body: (T t) or

(so says Zj accord. to the L, but in the K “and ")

the prophetic commission. , ._ And 1- The

Kur-dn; (IAar, Zj, S,‘ A,*K;) whereby God’s

creatures are [spiritually] quickened, and guided

to the right way. (TA.) So in the trad., bait-'5

1,.qu {[Revive yourselves with God’s

book ofreligion'and religious laws, (or ;b} may

here have some other meaning,) and his Kur-dn].

(TA. [Mentioned also in the A; in a copy of

which, in the place of 13.3.3, I find 5;“, an

evident mistranscription.]) _ And 1- that God

ordains and commands (K, TA) by means of his

assistants and angeLs. (TA.) ._ Also Jibreel

[i. e. Gabriel]; ($,“r A,:K;) called in the Kur

[xxvi. 193] 5,359: é,,n, and [in ii. 81] C};

“flail or viii”, as related by Az on the autho

rity of Th. '(TA.) [The last of these appellgtions,

or generally, but incorrectly, Jed-ill Bibi, is

applied by the Eastern Christians among the

Arabs to The Holy Spirit; the Third Person

of the Trinity.] ._.And [sometimes Our Lord]

Jesus. (S,* A,* ._ And A certain angel,

(I’Ab, K,) in the Seventh Heaven, (I’Ab,TA,)

whose face is like that of a man, and his body

like that of the [other] angels: (I’Ab, :) or

certain creatures resembling mankind, but not

men: so in the Kur lxxviii. 38: (ij) or the

watchers over the angels who are watchers over

the sons of Adam, whose faces are said to be like

the faces of men, and whom the other angels see

not, lihe as we see not the watchers nor the [other]

angels. (Th.)_See also in three places. =

Also pl. of 6,5,: (L =) _and of' (133i. (s &c.)

9”

,)2 see at], of which it is said to be a

quasi-pl. n., in three places. =Also Width, wide

ness, or ampleness. ($, El-Mutanakhkhil

[in the TA El-Muntakhal] El-Hudhalee says,

)1 ' fD' . J O I 4 Q '

* ,9: I): '_ *
, at o as! F I? 1 3f

* c” ,filqetungWlts *

(S, TA,) meaning But Kebeer Ibn-Hind, a tribe

of Hudheyl, on that day, were low in the joint:

of the left hands by reason of vehement pulling

[of the bows], having wideness in their right

hands by reason of vehement striking with the

sword. (TA.)—And [particularly] lVidth, or

wideness, in the space between the thighs: (TA :)

or width, or wideness, (S, Mgh,K,) in, ($,K,)

or of, (Mgh,) [or betu'een,] the two legs, ($,

Mgh,K,) less than what is termed f ' ‘, (s,1_<,)

or less than (A, Mgh,) with wideness be

tween the fore ports of the feet, and nearness of

the heels, each to the other: or [simply]

widencss between the fore parts of the feet, and

nearness of the heels, each to the other: (Msb:)

or a spreading in the fore part of each foot:

(Lth, Mgh, Msb :) or a turning over of the foot

upon its outer side: IAar says that in the

legs is less than and this is less than

(TA->=¢»

thing, or an ajfair, which we do by turns,- as

also)$=. (TA.)

fl

'4; so!

re'jl lib means This is a

.Cg, originally 63!, the, being changed into

(5 because of the preceding kesreh, (T, S, Mgh,)

as is shown by its dim. mentioned below; (T,

Msb;) Sb held it to be of the measure J‘s ; and
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Abu-l-lflasan, and J3; [it the latter, origi

ually 55;] (TAX) [Wind,- i. e.] the air that a

made to obey [the will of God] and to run its

course between heaven and earth: (Msb, TA :) or

the breath ofthe air,- and in like man

ner, of anythirig: (L, TA:) said to be thus

called because it generally brings and

e. rest, ’o’r ease]: .(lAmb,.1\1F:) one says

C12 and 'i-gg, like )5 and 5,1,; [using

the latter as a more special tele ;’for] 3.....34 sig

nifies aportion ofa-ind ( _) On [meaning

a wind of short duration; or a breath, pufi',

blast, or gust, ofrvind]; (Sb, M;) but Cg; and

'L.” may be used in the same sense, i. e. the

latter [may be used as syn. with the former, and

they Oar-e mentitzned by some [as analogous] with

“,5; and (Sb,L:) cg; is of the

fem. gender (IAmb, L, Msb) in most cases;

(Mgh ;) and all the other names for wind are fem.

except which is masc; (IAmb, Msb;)

but a) is sometimes made masc. as meaning

21;: (AZ, Msbz) [it is used by physicians as

signifying jilalush/Zaluosity, or flatulence; as in

the phrase cg]! agross _flatus:] the pl. [3f

pauc.] is £le ($, Mgh, Msb,1_(, &c.) and 8,2,1,

(S, Msb,I_(,) the latter used by some, but dis

allowed by AHat because there is in it no kesreh

to cause the , to be changed into (5, (L, Mgh,)

and [the pl. of mult. is] Chit], (S, Mgh, Msb,1_{,

8:0”) with [5 because of the kesreb, (Mgh,) and

Cg; (K, but not found by SM ill any other

lexicon ;) and the pl. pl. is [pl. of

and [pl. of

4! _ I _

clot]: the dlm. of C4; 15

.194) O

'3’”). (T, Msb.) Cg? or another form of pl.,

is often used in a good sense; and the sing., in an

evil sense; because the Arabs say that the clouds

are not made to give rain save by diverse winds

blowing together; and this distinction is observed

in the Kur-an. Hence, it is related in a

trad., that he [Mohammad] used to say,l when

wind rose, \L-g) Ci}, [0
God, mahe it to be winds, and intake it not to be

a wind]. (TA.) [But this distinction is not

always observed] One says, Jé: é;

_) I[Such a one inclines, or turns, with every

mid]. (TA.) And aLQl Gilli-l [Such

a one is like the mind that is sent forth to drive

the clouds, and produce rain; (see the Kur xxv.

50;)] meaning, anich, or prompt, to do'act:

hindness, or beneficence. (A.) And 05L, J...)

it! {A man who is calm, sedate, itaid, or

grave. (A.)—Also 3} Predominance, or pre

valence; and poll-er, or force. ($, A poet

says, (S,) namely, Suleyk Ibn-Es-Sulakeh, or

'l‘aabbata-Sharra, or Aasha of the tribe of Fahm,

(TA, and so in one of my copies of the

I '0' 'o- Q ~_ -|.s_-_I

' WT seesaw '
an a u a, '10- at

‘ (53bit UP 95.»: ,l ‘

1[Will ye tn:o await, a little, the time qftheir

linodvertence, or will ya act aggressively? for

prevalence is for the aggressor]. (SJ And

a .11

hence the phrase ill the Kur [viii. 48], W3;

3;,” +[And your predominance, or power,

depart]: :) [or in this latter instance it has

the meaning next following] _. I Aid against an

enemy; or victory, or conquest: (K, TA:) and

Ia turn of good fortune. (A, K, TA.) One

says, in);qu ITheir turn of goodfortune

departed. (A.) And l3]

I[When thy turns of good fortune come, avail

thyself of them]. (A.) And J?

{Aid against the enemy, or victory or conquest,

or the turn quood fortune, is to the family a]

such a one. (TA.)—See also .33._And see

Fill; (with which it is syn.), in four places. .—

Alsb +11 good, street, or pleasant, thing. (K.)

_The pl. occurs in a trad. as meaning

{The jinn, or genii; because they are [supposed

to he often] invisible, like the wind. (TA.)

LL13 Rest, repose, or ease; contr. of ;

(TA ;) cessation of trouble, or inconvenience, and

of toil, or fatigue; (Msb;) [or freedom there

from;] and signifies the same as

(s, A, K,) from £5.53?“ (5, A;) like tel},

[mentioned in the first paragraph as all inf. n. in

a similar sense, as are also Lt; and and

lid-133 and lite); i. e., as meaning the ex

periencing relieffrorn grief &c.]. (TA.) You

say, Val); Li's L; i. e.

[There is not, for such a one, [in this quairgfczr

case, or event, any rest, &c.]. (TA.) And ,Jas'l

Us {Do thou that in a state

of ease (S,A,K) and rest. (A.)_-See also 4,

near the middle of the paragraph. =1-A n'ife;

syn. (K:) because one trusts to her, or

relies upon her, and becomes quiet, or easy, in

mind. (TA.):The hand; syn. ($,K:)

or [rather] the palm of the hand,- (Msb,MF';)

for the term includes the 3.!) with the

fingers: (MF:) pl. tc’lj, ($,A,“ mater) [or

rather this, said in the K tp’be syn. with {lag-13,

is a coll. gen. p.,’of which 2.1) is the n. un.,]

[the_pl. is] {Din-i). (Mgb,l_(.) You say, 0,”)

'Etjtl! [They pushed him with the palms ofthe

hands]. The saying ofa poet,

' '5 so; 0 ~¢ 4

' tat); ,w c»: as, Is; '

is explained as meaning 'When the sun of day has

set, and men, looking towards it, shield them

selvesfrom its rays with the palms oftheir hands:

or, accord. to lAar, when the [sun of] day has

become dark, by reason of the dust of battle, and

it is as though it were setting, and people have
I as

found rest from its heat. (L. [See also the,

in art. C14; where other readings are mentioned.])

__ [Hence, app., as seems to be indicated in the

TA,] 7.1m {A certain plant. (K, TA.)

_And L13." ’3 TA sword ofEl-Jlluhhta'r Ibn

Abee-’01ieyd (1;, TA) Eth-Thahafee. (TA.)—
94 a

tin-t) also signifies A court, an open area, or a

yard, (K, TA,) of a house. (TA.) ()ne says,

sLljll viii (1;, TA) i. e. Ileft him,

or it, more clear than the court, open area, or

yard, [ofa house,] or than the palm ofthe hand;

(TA;) meaning, fruit/tout anything. TA.)

_And 7 signifies also Plain and open

tracts of land, producing much herbage, (ISh,

K,) hard, but comprising soft places and [what

are termed] [pl. of q. v.], not

forming any part of [the bed of] a torrent nor

ofa valley; (1511;) one whereof is termed

(lSh, K.)_Also The plicature ofa garment, or

piece of cloth: (K, TA:) or the original plicature

thereof: so in the saying, in a trad., respecting a.

new garment, or piece of cloth,

[Fold thou it in the manner of its original plica

lure]. (TA.)

.19!

L,): see Eddy—Also A journey in the

evening, or afternoon: an inf. n. of un. of '1}:

(L :) pl. (Ham p. 521.) And The space

ofa journey in the afternoon, or evening. (L.)

=[Also, as seems to be indicated in the TA,

The outer side of each of the legs of a man 1vhbn

bowed: see

Q r I

2.4,: see c-g), in two placest=and see also

If It ' ’

abut“,

l

[up-3 0f,80r relating to, wind: flatulent; as

in the phrase up.” flatulent eolic.]

I'D,

QB.» a word respecting the formation of

which there are difi'erent opinions; many saying

that its medial radical letter is j, and its original

form as may be argued from the form of

its dim., mentioned below; (Msb;) others, that

its original form is (MF;) and others,

that its medial radical letter is L5, and that it is

of the same measure as as may be argued

from the form of its pl., mentioned below; (Msb;)

A certain plant, (S, K,) well known, (S,) of

sweet odour; ;) the [or )FLAG, i. e.

basil-royal, or common srvcet basil, ocl'pium ba

sal-tum, the seed ofwhich (called Quijlljji) is

used in medicine]: (Mgh: [see also (KL-:]) or

any sweet-smelling plant; (T, Mgh, Msb,

but when used absolutely by the vulgar, a par

ticular plant [that mentioned above] is meant

thereby: (Msb :) or the extremities there“ ,- (IQ)

i. e. the extremities of any sweet-smelling herb,

when thefirst of its blossoms come forth upon it :

(TA:) or the leaves thereof: (K:) or the leaves

of seed-produce: so, accord. to Fr, ill the Kur

lv. 11: TA :) [it is a coll. gen. n. :] the u. an.

is with 8; (TA;) and is applied to a bunch

afoul}; and, with the article J, (as a

proper name, TA,) the 5;;- [a certain plant

respecting which authors difi'er]: (K:) the dim.

9'5'

of’olbg) is (Mgh:) and the pl. is

5,45. (Mgh, Msb.) dad-Ln bales; and

1.5 s e e n 1: 1 see

cfii." Olga}: see 9,,th Qt...” is aname

of The Orr)» [or myrtle-tree]. (TA in art.

v.9...)_.l Ofl'sprl'ng; (L, K, TA;) from the

same Word as signifying “any sweet-smelling
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5:)

plant; (Ham p. 13;) or from the same word in

the sense next following: (L:) [a coll. gen. n.:

n. on. with 8; whence,] [meaning IMy

two descendants] occurs in a. saying of Moham

mad as applied to El-Hasan and El-Hoseyn.

(TA.)—IA bounty, or gift, of God; such as

the means qfsubsistence, &c.; syn. :53): ($, L,

K, TA :) said to be of the dial. of 'Himyer.

(MF.) So in the saying, in? gig;

I[I went forth seeking, or seeking diligently, the

bounty, &c., of God]. (AO, $, TA.) And in'a

Verse of En-Nemir Ibn-Towlab cited voce 5:2.

(§LTA.) And in the saying, in a trad., $53!!

{Ill I[0_fispring are ofthe bounty quod].

(S, TA.)_ It is also used ($, in the accus.

case as an inf. n. [forming an absolute comple

ment ofa verb understood], (S,) in the sense of

so in the saying,

+[I’emtol, or celebrate, or declare, the absolute

perfection, or glory, or purity, of God, and beg

his bounty, or his supply of the means of subsist

ence]. ._ See also

' 3 I 0'

“Mp”, with fet-h to the ), applied to a place,
a I 0

Good, or pleasant [app., like J, in respect of

wind or air]. TA.).._See also what next

follows.

3 ¢ ’

Lil-g), with damm to the J, ($, A, K, &c.,)

and Y 631;}, with fet-h, but this latter is deemed

strange by the lexicologists [as syn. with the

former], (MF,) app. rel. ns., from £5 [in the

50

former instance], or from t); meaning the

“ breath of the wind when weak” [in the latter

instance], extraordinary in form, with l and Q

added to the usual form of the rel. n.: (TA:)

Of, or relating to, the angels and the jinn or

genii: Asz) in this sense Abu-l-Khattéb

asserts himself to have heard the former used:

:) accord. to A0, it is applied by the Arabs to

anything having in it a soul, or spirit, (Sb,$,)

whether a human being or a beast: (Sb :) or it

has this signification also: (K:) accord. to War

dt’in Aboo-Khélid, as related by ISh,,among the

angels are those who are termed and

those who are created of light; and of lhe former

are Jibreel and Meekaeel and Isréfeel: and 18h

adds that the “it”, are souls, or spirits, which

have not bodies; [spiritual beings ;] and that the

term Gin-3) is not applied to anything save what

is of this description, such as the angels and the

jinn and the like: and this is the correct explana

tion; not that of lbn-El-Mudhafi'ar, that it sig

nifies that into which, a soul, or spirit, has been

blown. (T, TA.)

- lip-1:, i: see

“53: see Ll}, in three places._It is also

an inf. n. of at], [q.v.,] signifying the contr. of

($.)_And it signifies also The evening;

(K;) or the afternoon, from the declining Q)" the

sun from the meridian until night. ($, One

says, lg}; [Theyjourneyed in the evening, or

Fe e I) 4

afternoan]. (TA.) Antlle 42,3) I met him

in the evening, or afternoon. And

513,15. (also and gm e» late,

(so in the T, A, L, and or ' (so in the

s,) and [ram 0.. v E5315, (A,K,) using 9.

pl. form, (TA,) meaning the same, or

They went forth in the beginning of the evening,

(K,) or Iwhen there were yet some remains of the

evening. (A.) And )le
I r all r I 1

' Clgg, and 7&1,» I[Such a one came when there

were yet some remainsfor him of day].

i

C

élé): see £13], in two places.

as l 4 I,

J: see Cl) : =and see also 61;).

£353: see

see below.

On I,

LB): 0, s

3 e e see its-l).

deb-1;):

0 e 01: _ 9

Zip-3,) dlm. of cg), q. v. (T, Msb.)

6.4! .0;

_) Jr); A day ofgood, or pleasant, wind,

(S, Mgh, Msb, as also and l

(TA;) or these two signify a good, or pleasant,

day: and ii; a good, or pleasant,

night,- org fight quood, or pleasant,

wind; as also 2...!) and 'ké'): (TA:) and

.3 a place 'Qf good, or pleasant, wind:

($2 [see also :]) or, accord. to Lth:

and the Kifayet el-Mutahaffidh, (Msb,) Cg) ix

. f 96'

signifies a violently-windy day; like ,4”

[before mentioned]. (Mgh, Msb, TA.)

led,

iii-.3) and '22..” A certain plant that appears

at the roots, or lower parts, of the “is, remain

ingfrom the preceding year: or what grows when

affected by the cold, without rain: (K:) in the

T, the former is expl. as signifying a plant that

becomes green after its leaves and the upper parts

of its branches have dried : (TA : [see also do) :])

this term is applied to the J‘, the Gang, the

and the (TA in art.

él‘; [’r Very brisk, lively, sprighily, active,

agile, prompt, or quick]. ._ See also

Afloch of sheep or goats. (L)

6513, applied to a day; and mi}, applied to a

night (5.1:): see and [In each case it

probably has both of the meanings assigned under

these two heads.]-Also Going, or returning,

[or journeying, or working, or doing a thing,

(see its verb, 1,)] in the evening, or in the after

noon: (L :) [and going, or journeying, at any

time of the night or day : (see, again, its verb :)]

and in like manner, [but in an intensive sense,]

1' I s is

7&55), of which the'pl. is c»; and lei», of

which the pl. is 0,133, it having no broken pl.:

(L :) it” is pl., ($, K,) or [rather] a quasi-pl.

n., (L,) of C's}, (s, L, 15,) like as $.12. is of_

lull. (S, L.) [Thy people, orparty,

are, or is, going, &c.] is a phrase of the Arabs

mentioned by Lh on the authority of Ks; but he

says that it is only used thus, with a determinate

noun; i. e.,.that one does not say 'l3 )9; [though

50/

this is agreeable with analogy, as well as ,9;

0" 99:

C211),
. I 1’ I Q

and C”. (L, TA.) And one says J1]

Camels returning in the evening, or afternoon,
” a, , 4, s

from pasture. (Mgh.) [Hence,] '9; in-JL.’ at Le
i’ r a

80.5!) [lit. He has not any camels, &.c., that go

away to pasture, nor any that return from pas

ture], meaning the has not anything: ($:) and

sometimes it means Hie has not any people, or

a 1 e E

party. (Lh, TA in art. C,...) J5 5.. [push

occurs in a trad. as meaning He gave

me, ofevery hind ofcattle that returned to him

from pasture, a portion, or sort: and in another,
0 4 9 I

db, as meaning 'l[Property, or cattle,]

and 39:5] : one says also 7

of which the profit and recompense return to one:

or in each, as some relate it, the word is with .g
_ e e e 0 ~ 00'

[i.e. Let) and C3,]. (TA.) it» Rb means

Birds in a state of dispersion: or returning in

the evening, or afternoon, to their places,

($,) or to their nests : (K :) or, accord. to the T,
9 -¢ _ _ _ a e N o a _

C» III thls case 15 for L”, [a pl. of 61),] like

33.5.5 and 5);}, [pls. of and k6,] and

means, in this instance, in d state of dispersion.

(TA.) __ Also, [used as a subst., or an epithet in

which the quality of a subst. is predominant,] A.

wild bull: so in the saying of El-’Aijaj,

* at; '

J b 1 g m I. a v I;

“‘ iris-M Q35 3')“ u“ “

i. e. [I put my pIaited thongs, and the curved

pieces of wood, or the cover, of the camer saddle,

upon the back of (a camel like)] a wild bull

rained upon; for when he is rained upon, he

runs vehemently: (5, TA :) but the reading com

monly known is,

i he are, use .3. ~

[Nay, or nay rather, I fancied my bags for

travelling-provisions &c. that were hung upon

my camel, and the curved pieces of wood ofmy

camel’s saddle]. (IB, TA in art. ‘49. [US'Jts-l

is there eXplained as meaning “my things that I

held in high estimation :” but the rendering that

I have given I consider preferable.])

[fem. of oft], used as a subst.,] and 7 ad

both signify the same; Mgh, Msb,]_§;) i. e.

An accidental property or quality that is per

ceived by the sense of smelling ,- [or rather an

exhalation that is so perceived ,- meaning odour,

scent, or smell;] (Mgh, Msb;) syn. 1:93; whether

sweet or stinking: :) and the former, a sweet

odour which one perceives in the [or breath

of the wind]: (L =) hhe latter is fém. [like the

former]: (Msbz) the pl. of the former is

and El-Hulwanee mentions as pl. of

[which is pl. of V cog), under which see its other
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pls.]. (Mgh.) You say, 5&2." 'ég

and in the same sense [i. e. I perceived

the odour of the thing]. And 3.6m 0.3;)

£1.21; [This herb, or leguminous plant, has

a sweet ddour]. _ It is said in the K, that

L; means IThere is not in his

face any blood: but [SM says that] this requires

consideration it)», accord; to A’Obeyd,°one says,

éfl‘ 0*: 12> he“) as: u? Le 0"” W

I[Such aone came to us not having in his face

any tinge of blood by reason offright, orfear]:

and accord. to the A [and the Mgh], one says of

a person who has come in fright, or fear,

43 (TA [accord. to Mt’r,

however,] one sometimes says, Lb),

without adding ,0, ; and an instance ofthis occurs

in a trad. of Aboo-Jahl. (Mgh.)_ also

signifies A. rain of the evening or afternoon:

(Lh,K:) or, as Lh says on one occasion, [sim

ply] rain: (TA :) p1. (Lb, K.) ._ [And]

A cloud that comes in the averting or

afternoon. (Her p. 667.) ._ See also C15).

.v at

x! [More, and most, conducive to rest or

ease]. (K in art. )sw.)=Also IIacing the

quality termed é}; [q. v.] (Lth, A, Mgh, high, 1;)

in the thighs, (TA,) or in. the legs, A,* Mgh,*

K,) and feet, or in the feet: (Lth, Mgh,

Mgh:) fem. sag. ($,Msb:) and pl. 6,}. (s)

Such was ’Omar; TA ;) appearing as though

he were riding when others were walking: (TA:)

and such is every ostrich. (S, TA.) You say also

meaning A. foot spreading in its fore

part: (Lth, Mgh, TA :) or turning over upon its

outer side. (TA.)—Also, and 'éégl, or

the latter only is correct in this case, (TA,) lVide;

applied to a Joli; [q. v.]: TA :) and so the

latter applied lo anything: (Lth, TA :) so too

the former applied to a [bowl such as is termed]

;C; : and the same also signifies shallow; applied

to a vessel: (TA :) and so its}; applied to a

[bowl such as is termed] (S, A,

) r E '

c151: see the next preceding paragraph.

a ’05

[5.17.3)1 ILarge, or liberal, in disposition ,- (S,

K, TA;) characterized by alacrity, cheeifidness,

brishness, liveliness, or spr-ightliness, disposing him

to promptness in acts of liberality, kindness, or

bencficence: (S,"k A, L, :“) the former L5 is said

by AAF to be substituted for ,. (TA. Mentioned

in the L in the present art. and in art. _).) The

'055

Arabs have many epithets like this, [as US”!

3| '0 5 ea 3 ea ’

and [53,..i and (gjpl and ' saqll,] of the mea

3 ' ni ’ ’

sure visit, as though they were rel. ns. (TA.)

_. It is also an epithet applied to a sword, mean

ing +That shakes, (TA, and Ham p. 33-38,) as

. though brisk, or prompt, to strike: (Hamz) or

meaning of Aryah, a town of Syria, (TA and

Ianm, [in the latter of which the phrase

a eat

at is cited in confirmation from a poem ofSakhr

el-Ghei,]) or a tribe of El-Yemen. (TA.)

9;: r’!

3.9;,” I Largeness, or liberality, Qfdisposition;

(S,I_(, TA ;) alacrily, cheerfzdness, briskness, live

Bk. 1.

liness, or sprightlincss, disposing one to promptness

in acts of liberality, kindness, or beneficence :

(S,* A, L, :*) the former [5 is said by AAF to

be substituted for ,: (TA :) V 5.435, accord. to Lh,

signifies the same, and T86. thinks it to be an inf. n.,

of which the verb is ' (L : in which these two

us. are mentioned in the present art. and in art.
9 1

Ci). [See also and see 1.]) You say,

‘f 135)! (s. LK.) or .533' J; ’l" 137.

(A,) i. e. tAlacrity, cheerfulness, 8m, disposing

him to promptness in acts of liberality, afiected

him. A, L, K.) [See also 1, near the begin

ning, where it is mentioned as an infl n.]

I r05 90' C I Q

tint [pl. of cg), and of C3), and of cg]. _

a e e as; I e e

k5.2.1le Q.» Ely}; and

0 at If! 0 5 I;

(txtglv'll of: see Cl».

6” a 9 a, at

3:“: we Us

3%,; A single rest: pl. (Mgh,*

Msbf' TA.)_ Hence, the of the month of

Ramadan, (1;, TA,) or Twin $51.; [A form of

prayer performed at some period of the night in

the month of Ramaddn, after the ordinary

prayer of nightfall, consisting of twenty, or more,

rek'ahs, according to difl‘crent persuasions];

(Mgh,* Msb, TA ;) so called because the per

former rests after each 1mg,)3, which consists of

four rek’ahs; (Mgli,* high, K,* TA;) or because

they used to rest between every two [pairs of]

salutations. (TA.) [See De Sacy’s Chrest. Ar.,

J )9»)!

sec. ed., i. 167-8.] You say, éggiéll” w

[I performed with them the prayer of the C553].

(A,* Mgh, Msb.)

’1; a n. of place froml: (Mgh:) A place

from which people go, or to which they return,

in the evening or afternoon [or at any time:

size 1]. (s, htsb, K.)E_ [Hence,] l;

at}; $341; fail, (S, and K in art. ,M,) and

Via-I}; Elsie, in that art.,) 1‘ Such a one

resembled his father [without exception,] in all

his states, conditions, or circumstances. (S,K.*)

See also what next follows.

“t; a n. of place from 4; (Mgh,) meaning

The place to which camels, and sheep or goats,

and cows or bulls, are driven, or brought, back

[from their place quasture] in the evening, or

afternoon,- (Mgh;) the nightly resting-place or

resort (S, Msb, of cattle, (Mgh,) or ofcamels,

(S, K,) and sheep or goats [50.]. 7&1};

with fet-h, in this sense, is wrong. (Mgh, high.)

'1'

,re and ' ' _jhfapplied to a pool of water

left by a torrent, (S,) and to a place, &c., (TA,)

and the former, (A,) or the latter, (S,) to a branch,

(S, A,) Smitten [or blown upon] by the wind:

z) and if”); and 7 £191, the latter originally

4/ 10¢

Zia-’3”, applied to a tree (get-.5), blown upon _by

the wind: or blown about, or shaken, by the wind,

so that its leaves hare been made to fall : or having

the dust scattered upon it by the wind. (L.)

9'0 .rv,

the: see an)”.

J J’

63);, and its fem., with 3: see :9)...

"rbd

-

4-,)» A place in which, or through which, the

winds blow, (S,* K, TA,) and in which they efl'ace

the traces of dwellings: (TA :) and [hence,] a

desert, or waterless desert: :) pl. c155;

[for éflJé]. (S.) [See an ex. in a verse cited

voce J35, in art. ,1;.]

5432» (s. A. Mel). K) and ' 533» (1.1.1.19 A

fan; a thing, or an instrument, with which one

fans himself (éjfié): (s, A, Msb,K:) pl.

1". (8.)
C9» .

'5’)

C3)» Perfumed; applied to oil; (S, A,) and

to $03] [q. v.], (A’Obeyd, S,) which latter is per

fumed with musk. (A’Obeyd.)

’ ,1}; A she-camel that lies down behind

the other camels. (IAar, Az.)

&6';,ll The fifth of the horses that run in a

race; (K, TA,) the number ot'which is ten. (TA.)

“{3}, applied to food, That occasions much

flatulence in the belly. (A, TA.)

GEE-1;

+T1e grace [as being a place of rest or ease].

(Ham p. 228.) [And as such] tA privy; syn.

(S.)_.Also, accord. to rule, a n. of

time [i. e. A time of rest or ease]. (Ham ubi

supra.) _And a pass. part. n. of 10. (Id. ibid.)

[As such] meaning +Dcad [for 'gill]; as

also ' a _fi; [lit. at rest or ease]: (Id. p. 251.)

_ And it may also be used as an inf. n. of 10.

(Ham p. 228.)

a n. of place: and as such meaning

6.; see the next preceding paragraph.

3))

1. 3s}, aor. 3,}; (T,S,A,) infi n. at,” (A,

TA) and 5,), (K, TA,) He, or it, (a thing, S,)

came and went,- (T, S, A,K;) [went to and

fro;] was restless, or unsettled. (T, TA.) One

says, )9! u} L; [that ailetk me

that I see thee coming and going, or going to and

fro, during this day ?]. (A, TA.) And $35,

(s. M. A. K.) aor- mi. (s. A.) inf- n- 0'35;

(s, M, 1;) and 3,, and ,,5,, (M,) She (a woman)

went about to and from the tents, or houses, of

herfemale neighbours. (S, M, A, K.) And Cat)

[i.-gs, aor. 3,35, (AHn, M,) inf. n. it}; (AHn,

S, M, K) [and app. 0!,” &c. as above], The

camels went to and fro in the place_qf pasture.

(AHn, s, M, 1;.) And L52);,“ ,5, ian n.

£5, The cattle went to and fro in the place of

pasture. And L133." Cut), int. n. and

[and app. 3%, also]; and Vasljdl; The

beasts pastured [going to and fro]. (M.) And

Ce}: 0,1,, (T,M,) aor. 3,,5, (TA,) inf. n.

149
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(T, TA) and and :53, (TA,) The wind

became in motion, or in a state of commotion:

(T, TA :) or veered about. (M, TA.)_[Hence,]

23C», 3|) [lit. His pillow moved to and fro;

meafiing] the was, or became, restless, (S, A,) by

reason of disease or anxiety : (A :) [or he was, or

became, sleepless: for] a poet uses the phrase

Lbslli, as expressive of an imprecation, mean
ing ttllIay she be sleepless, so that her pillow may

not remain still. (TA.) [And/£53! 31) and

cal): see = ,1), aor. 333;,

(Mgh,) inf. ii. 3Q, (LIsb,K) and $3,; (19) and

1,0,1, (Mgh,) inf. 1'1. 3Q»); (15;) and by...“

(TA ;) IIe sought, souglit’after, or desired,- or

he sought, or desired, to find and take, or to get;

(Msb,K;) a thing. (Mgh.) [It seems to imply

the going to and fro in seeking] You say, 51)

51:31, (5, A, Mgh, L,) and fun, (Mgh,) aor. 3,1,},

(S, A, M'gh, L,) inf. n. ;b; and (S,L ;) and

V 3,13); (S, A, Mgh, L ;) [and V ;)bzul, as appears

from what follows ;] and simply >1); (L;) He

sought after herbage, (S, Mgh, L,) and water.

(Mgh.) And Eié, mi ,5, and (M, L,)

be .w e in a a

and 3&5 ,L; ,5, and spa, inf. n. ,3, (T, M, L)

and 2&5); (M ;) and no); (T, M,L;) and

V,1,:..i,' (M,L3) He lookedfor, (T,) and sought

after, herbage, and a place in which to alight,

(T, M, L,) and chose the best [that he couldfind],

(T,) for his family. (T, M, L.) And )1“

73.3).‘25 The birds seeh after their sustenance,

going to and fro in search of it. (A.) [Hence,]

4);) VgU) He sought a soft place, Mgh, L,)

oi' d sloping place, L,) for his urine, when he

desired to void it, (S, Mgh, L,) lest it should

return towards him, or sprinkle back upon him:

(L =) from a trad. (s, L.) _313n ,1, her. as

above, He questioned, or interrogated, [respecting

a person beloved,] the house, or abode. (M.)_

iei .v

Qua-ii 9;; I pastured the beasts; as also

“3337- (M)

3. 3),!) H]: endeavoured to turn him [to, or

from, a thing] ; as in the phraseis'il'gl cl; 3);!)

He endeavoured to turn him, or convert him, to

El-Isldm; occurring in a trad., in which the

agent of the verb is Mohammad, and the object is

his uncle Aboo-Télib; syn. and 2113: (L;)
or '35 fl 235‘}, or )3?» fl! (Mgh,)

int. h. 535: and 113,, '(s, Mgb,1_<,§’l;iimh-hy]

signifies Idesired, (S,7Msb, K,*) or sought, (Mgh,)

of him that he should do such a thing, or the

thing; (Sf Mgh,) $336.1," implying contention

(3;.QLLQM), because he who desires, or seeks,

afi'ects gentle, or bland, behaviour, like him who

deceives, or beguiles, and, like him, strives, or

labpurs, to attain his object: (Msb :) and [hence,]

govt b:,l), and 41’s, He endeavoured to turn

him by blandishment, or by deceitful arts, or to

entice him to turn, from the thing, and to it,

syn. 31313, (M, L,) or 2131;. (TT, as from the

$111.3, in the Kur xii. 61, means [We

will endedvour to turn his father from him, by

blandishment, or artifice, and to make him yield

him to us: or] we will strive, or labour, to obtain

him’qf his father. (Ba, Jel.) And £5331,

[in the Kin xii. 23] 1» She desired, 01‘ sought,

of him, copulation, or his lying with her, using

blandishment, or artifice, for that purpose; she

tempted him to lie with her: (T, and Bd in

xii. 23 :) [more literally, she endeavoured to turn

him, or entice him, by blandishment, or deceitful

arts, from his disdain, or disdainful incompliance,

and to make him yield himself to her:] and

f, Jrhe desired, or sought, of her,

copulation, 8w. (T.) And IHe

endeavoured to deceive him, or beguile him, and

to turn him [from his disdain, or purpose, or

will,] by blandishment, or artifice.

4. 3,35, (s,A,1_<,) inf. n. 93,”; and 3,}; and

[quasi-inf. n.] '33}; (s, K) and v3.33, (TA as

from the [but omitted in my MS. copy of the

1g and in the 01g) and '53:}; and v 21.4,} or
oi a"

lit-34.3,), (accord. to different copies of the K,)

He looted, or proceeded, gently, softly, or in a

leisurely manner, (S, A, K, TA,) in going, or

pace. (s, A, TA.) = 23,31 (s,) iiii. ii. 933;, (M,)

He acted gently, softly, or in a leisurely manner,

towards, or with, him,- or granted him a delay,

or respite; let him alone, or left him, for a while ,

syn. (S, 1:13“) _ L153." see 1, last

sentence.=i$\;1, (M, L, Msb,) inf. n. 535;, s,
1146‘

M, L, Msb, K,) originally with 3, [i. e. o;»\,]

because you say L) in a. similar sense,

(L,) He willed, wished, or desired, it: (S,* M, L,

Kz“) he loved, or liked, it; and cared for, or

minded, it; or was rendered thoughtful, careful,

or anxious, by it: (M, L :) or he desired it;

sought it, or sought after it; ;) and chose

it: (Mgh:) [or] it differs from 2.1L, inasmuch

as is sometimes merely conceived in the

mind, not apparent; whereas ill: is never other

wise than apparent, either by act or by word:

(Aboo-’Obeyd El-Bekree, TA 2) Th says that it

sometimes denotes loving, or liking, and some

times it does not [as will be shown by what
10¢

follows]: and Lh mentions the saying Guy-A

o J .r .v '2 r e -

$63.“, aor. wept, inf. n. is“, with s substi

tuted for h [as in for &c.]. (M.)

You say, Lié: [I desired, of him, such

a thing]. (A.) And L; 9'; BS)“ C. [I

desired not aught save what t‘hou didst, or host

done]. (A.) [And $5 4,» ,i,i He desired to in

to him, or he intended him, such a thing;

whether good or evil: see Kur xxxiii. 17, &c.]

And Kutheiyir says,

ail"! a,» .r. 1 i

* M“ “‘15? “*a' *

* a» as e *
[I desire to forget the remembrance of her, or

the mention of her ,- but it seems as though Leyld

were imaged to me in every road]; meaning

In; 05 1 i

won QI .Hjl. (M.) [And ISd says,] I think

that Sb has mentioned the phrase élllilg

i. e. He intended, or meant, me by that. (M.)

[>51 often signifies He intended, or meant, such

a thing by a saying or an action.] Q‘s

51D! 05: J‘

mU! at”; 5134-, in the Kur xviii. 76, means

I [And theyfound [herein a wall] that was near,

or about, tofall down, (Bd, Jel,) or that was ready

to fall down; though 5313'?! is only from an

animate being, and not propbrly predicable of a.

wall: and there are many similar instances; as

the saying ofa poet,

* r” E 1 g a J Bill I J *

:b-r .31 1M Ce)" Hr:

¢ If D 4 I Dr; *

* M as“: wed-Pa

[The spear is ready to pierce the breast of Abov

Bard, but it turns away from the bloods of the

sons qf’Oheyl]. (M.) [In like manner also] one

says, {Kl-ll >1)! 'f[IIe was about, or ready, to

u'eep:_ a phrase of frequent occurrence; like

and Edit. ,3]. (TA in 311.9%, 810.)

ad

_HYou say also, guilt UM ubi, (M,) or uls

r'jl, (A, Mgh,) JIe endeavoured to induce him,

(M,) or he incited him, or made him, (A, Mgh,)

to do the thing. (M, A, Mgh.) And UL; 2,1,1
e JO! 0 E

“*1; Q! He incited him, or made him, to write.

(Mgh.) And ,i'ykbt u}; 3,1,1 IIe constrained, or

necessitated, him to speak. (M,‘ TA.)

5. 5))" IIe trembled, or quahed, by reason of

extreme softness, or tenderness, andfatness. (KL)

8: see 1, in four places.

in at

10: see 1, in five places. _A‘DI ’0')! sijI-J

occurs in a trad. as meaning He returned, and

became gentle and submissive to the command of

God. (TA.)

$1}: see 351,, with which it is syn. (s, M, 1;.)

[is its fem.: and] is 9. pl. of (L.)_
, s in: I

fig!) '31)»! A woman who goes about to and from

the tents, or houses, of her female neighbours;

0 1

(AZ, As, S, M, A, K;) as also ,1, (TA) and

1?}; (S, M) and iii; ,(AhooJAlee, M) and

'851”, like 34%;, and 75,61). You say
» 4 J r 1 £4 a

5;!) igl) 31);! A soft, or tender, woman; not

line that raves about: in which the former 8;!)

may be without s, and the latter must be so.

F 90)

(A and TA in art. sly) [See >5); where it is

stated that and and 753,3, as epithets

applied to a girl or woman, are syn., one with

another, meaning Sqft, or tender, &o., like

and and _531, g; A wind blowing

violently to and fro: (TA :) [and Vigil; é.”

signifies the same; or wind in motion, or in a

state of commotion,- or veering about: see 1.]

‘0'

[And] A wind blowing gently; (A ;) and so ' ,,,
91 r 9 '4

and V5.25!) (K) and ‘51)). (RA. [See also art.

and)

’0'

53): see what next precedes.

3,; Gentleness; or a leisurely manner of acting

or proceeding. (S, M, A, K.) [And accord. to

O

the TT, as from the M, so >5; but this is a mis
transcription, for see this last, in art. gill]

You say, 9}; vi; 6.3.; He walks, or goes,

gently, softly, or in a leisurely manner. (S, A,
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1;.) And its dim. is '33,}. ($,A,K. [But see

what follows.]) They said "323;, meaning

Gently, softly, or in a leisurely manner; (T, S,

M,A,K;) with tenween: (T :) and 713.23; will

W'alk thou, or go thou, gently, &c.: (T, A:),so

accord. to the lexicologists [in general]: but

accord. to Sb, it is a verbal n.: [for] they said,

V3.33}, meaning Act thou gently, softl1 , or

in a leisurely manner, towards, or with, Zeyd;

or grant him a delay, or respite ,- let him alone,

or leave him, for a while; syn. hence it

has no dual nor pl. nor fem. form: and hence

they say that it is for 6531, in the sense of 3,71;

as though it were an abbreviated dim., formed by

the rejection of the augmentative letters: this is

the opinion of Sb; for he holds it to be a sub

_ o 05 _

stltute for ,3)! ; though it has a nearer resem

g ,

blance to M,]] because it is a noun: others hold
' ’

. .

it to be the dim. of ,3), and cite the saying [ofa

Poet].

’4 o a )2 site

* Q3Jwglf¢£wdwdib

[As tho-ugh he were like him who walks, or goes,

i

gently, &c.]: but this is a mistake ;' foor a»; is not

put in the place of a verb,°'a)s 51”] is. (M.)

Accord. to Ibn-Keysz'm, '42:}, seems to have

two contr. signifieations; for they said,

meaning Leave thou Zeyd, or let him alone; and

also meaning act thou gently towards, or with,

Zeyd, and retain him, or withhold him. (TA.)
1 10¢)

One says also, a; 7.94.33), meaning Act thou

gently, &c., towards, or with, ’Amr; syn.

(T,* S, M,* K :) the .‘J in this case being a deno

tative of allocation, (T, S, M,) and having no

place in the desinential syntax: (S, M:") it is

added only when Jig” is used in the sense of an

imperative; (T, S, and to prevent confusion

of him who is meant to be addressed with him

who is not meant, because 4.”) applies to one

and to more than one and to the male and to the

female; though sometimes one says else” to a

person when one does not fear his being con

founded with another, using the .‘J as a corro

borative. In this case, 74.3,) is an abbre

viated dim. of ,lgjl, the inf. n. of 353?. (s) In

like manner also one says, (K,TA,) to a male,

(TA,) ' [Act thou gently, &c., towards,

or with, me]; and to a female, ' and

TA) to two persons; (TA ;)

and TA) to males more than

two; (TA ;) and TA) to. fe

males more than two. (TA.) is used in

four different manners: first, as a verbal n.; as

in 6;; V 3:33, ($1 Kr“) i' e' 5;; 32;], mean'

ing [expl. above]: secondly, as an

ian n.; as in 3):; [virtually meaning the

same]; the foFmer word being prefixed to the

latter, governing it in the gen. case; M,*I_( ;*)

like in the Kur [xlvii. 4], M,*) in

which the inf. n. is put for its verb; (Jel;) and

like [epr. in art. )is] : (M :) thirdly,

as an'epithet; as in V lg}; [They went,

or journeyed, at a gentle, or leisurely, rate of

goiyg, or journeying]; (Sb, and 13};

' Lag», in which I)?» is suppressed: (T :) fourtllly

as a denotative of state; as in "is; 3 ’

[The people, or party, went, or journeyed, going,

orjourneying, gentll , or leisurely] ; it being here

in connection with a determinate noun, and there

fore a denotative of its state. (S, When it is

used as a threat, it is with nasb, without tenweeu ;

(Lth, T, M ;*) as in the saying ofa poet,

a)- as» o- -- '0':

* ‘3th JAW 'J-g” *

1 I re ' i 5 4:554

* Lou,» is ill-Joli,» sue. *

[Act thou, or proceed thou, gently, lest our coursers

neigh, one to another, in El-’Irdk: it is as

though thou wert with Ed-Dahhdk, his sum

moner to battle having already risen]. (Lth, T.)

Sb mentions his having heard] the saying,

as» u» v .123; ass 5.}? ;i in
God, hadst thou desired the money, I had given

thee: let alone the poetry: Lo beinghere redundant]:

(’1‘, M =) like the phrase, 5.33: (M =) and

similar to this is the saying, 3.11.?!

[explained in art. vb]. (T.)

3.3) [originally Will, wish, or desire; (K;)

and go '53., [originally 35,]; (M, L:) or the

former signifies a thing that one wishes, or desires,

and strives to obtain: (T ill art. Jig)» and the

latter, love, or liking, for a thing; and solicitude

respecting it: (M, L:) or the latter signifies a

hind, or manner, of wishing or desiring; as in the

saying, 53.!) 3i; [I wished it, or desired it,

with ecegry'hind,’ or manner, of wishing or desir

ing]. (M.)

’4 J I a

a)”: see ,1;

g, 9

3g): see as).

a, I r

“,1”: see >1), in two places.

stall, originally an inf. n., and sign is, The

wild bull,- [a species of bovine antelope;] (M;)

called sis)" ;3 because he goes to and fro, not

remaining in one place; (M in art. was ;) or

because he pastures going to and fro; (T and S"

and M in that art. ;) or because his females

pasture with him, going to and fro. (T in that

art.) Also, the latter, IA man who comes and

goes. (Kr, M and TA in art. 7:3.) And IA man

who is in the habit of visiting women. (AA, T

and K in that art.)

9 g’

#3)):

.‘h u )Oful 5 u! 10' u

(559?" 45’2": or W, 96%;"! (Lt)

[mentioned in this art. though the Q should be

regarded as radical, for] it is not genuine Arabic,

(L,) [China-rhubarb;] a well-known medicine;

(K ;) a certain cool medicine, good for the liver :

(1‘: :) the physicians add an i to it, (K,) saying

45,1): (TA :) there are four kinds thereof; the

best of which is the £5290; and inferior to this is

, .

see )5.

the whicll_is’[c'ommonly] known by the

appelliltion of .333" used by the veteri

narians: it is d black [app. a mistake for red, or

yellow,] wood, of compound powers, but its pro

dominant qualities are heat and dryness. (TA.)

'0') 0 J

A”): see 4, first sentence: and see also s”,

throughout.

0' r) I '

8,1”: see >1).

'I,’J g; on Ci 0':

its”) and 4.3.)!» or 13.)”): see 4, first sen

tence.

:61; [act. part. n. of 1, Coming and going;

moving to and fro; &c.]. [Hence,]

see And [pl._of 5:31;]

Beasts posturing [at pleasure: (T :) or going to

andfro [in the place ofpasture]: or pasturing

together while the rest are de'ba’rre’d from .tlye

pasture, or tied. (M.) And Exit) C44: see st),

last two sentences. And 3L3,“ .3513 [lit. Whose

pillow moves to and fro,- meaning] Ia man rest~

less by reason of disease or anxiety; (A ;) or

uneasy on his pillow by reason of anxiety that

disquiets him: (TA :) [or sleepless: see 1.] And

0;." :61; The )l; ofthe eye, [i. e. the mote, or

the like,’that has fallen into it, or thefoul, thick,

white matter that collects in its inner corner,

and] that moves to and fro therein. (S.)

_The handle of the hand-mill, (S, M, A,I_(,)

which the grinder grasps (S, M, A) when he

turns round the mill-stone (S, A) therewith. (A.)

_See also One who is sent (S, M, A,

Mgh,L, befdre a people or party (Mgh) to

seekfor herbage M, A, Mgh, L, and water

(Mgh) and the places where rain has fallen;

(L ;) or one who looks for, and seeks, herbage,

and a place in which to alight, and chooses the

'best thereof; (T ;) and '35 signifies the same;

(S, M,K;) the latter occurring in the poetry of

Iilgugdheyl; (M ;) [originally 3),] of.the measure

Jas' i'nflthe sense of the .lmiasure deli, (S, K,)

like In ' in the sense of .bjé, (S,) or of the mea

sure deprivtid’of its medial 5-adical letter, or

of the measure (ye, [originally 3),] but if so, it

is a kind of rel. n., not an act. part. 11. : (M :) the

p1. of the former is 25} (M, A,_L) and 531,. (L.)

One says, \j lily—ill, (T, Mgh,) or

351;" \j, [The seeker (3f herbage,

&c., will not lie to his family,] for if he lie to

them he perishes with them: (Ham p. 547:) a.

prov. applied to him who will not lie when he

relates a thing. (M.) And hence the saying,

9;,“ iii; ULLH IFever is the messenger that

precedes death; like the messenger that goes

before a people, or party, to seek for herbage and

water. (Mgh, TA.) Hence, likewise, 351; is also

applied to 1 One who goes before with some abomi

nable deed or design. (TA.) And to TA seeker

of science or knowledge. ‘(L, from a trad.)

[Hence also,] Ul and 1[I

am the seeker d an object of want]: and

Obi-1;." 1[]l[en who are the seekers of the

objects ofwant]. (A.)—Also One who has no

place in which to alight or abide. (T in art. J5),

and TA.) = [See also art. sly]

5:51; a subst. that is put in the place of

[int'. 5. of a], and of :35; [int‘. n. of 4]. (T in

art. J!)-)

149 '
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35)! Gentle, or quiet, and unnoticed in opera

tion: so in the saying, ’5’ [Time,

or fortune, is gentle, or quiet, and unnoticed in

operation,- characterized by changing accidents].

($,TA.)='.3.::;l [llloi-e, and most, desirous],

fer? a
[If thou desire me, I am more desirous of

thee], is said by Akh to be altered from

and thus to be like in the phrase "o i H

u s r o i —

UrL'Jl, originally J’l. (MR)

occurring in the prov., at!
t

2/0:

as}: see what next precedes.

:L; A place where camels go to and fro in

pasturing; (s,K;) as .1150 t (K.) And

cog“ The place where the wind [blows to

andfro, or] goes and comes. (S, TA.)

is}; [What is willed, or wished;] desired;

sought, or sought after ,' and chosen: (Mgh:)

loved, or liked. (L.) [Intended, or meant, by a

saying or an action.]

: see 4, first sentence.

A certain well-known instrument, (Msb,)

[resembling a bodkin, or small probe, tapering

towards the end, but blunt, generally of wood or

bone or ivory or silver,] with which the [black

powder called] M is applied to .theaeyes;

(TA ;) syn. J2», ($, M, A, K,) and JLQS»: so

called [because [it is passed to and fro along the

edges of the eyelids,] from signifying “he, or

it, came and went:" (Mgh:) pl. (Mgh.)

._ The pivot of the sheave ofa pulley, ifof iron.

($,K.*)_A wooden pin, peg, or stake,- syn.

(M, K.)_An iron [swivel] that turns

round in the )LéJ [i. e. bit, or bit and bridle]:

(S, K a) or an iron [swivel] which is attached to

the of the colt [or horse] and of the hawk,

[i. e., to the halter, or leading-cord, ofthe colt or

horse, and the leash of the hawk,] and which,

when he turns round, turns round with him: (A z)

or the 06;”, also called the Vol.36, are the

two rings in [either of] which is the ewtremity of

the )lis [or side-piece of the headstall of the

horse]. ’(IDrd, in his “Book on the Saddle and

Bridle”) You say, 3:,"

[The colt, and the hawk, went round, attached to

the ms]. (A.)—A joint; syn. (M.)
_TA limit, or an extent, to which lone runs:

so in a trad. of ’Alee, in which it is said,

[Verin there is a

limit, or an extent, for the sons of Umeiyeh, to

which they run]: fiom as signifying

(TA.)

[so]; as meaning A candidate for admission

into a, religious order, during his state ofproba

tion, is a conventional post-classical term. So too

as meaning A devotee, whose sole endeavour is to

comply with the will of God]

Kid-t;- §l33$z see

see = [Also pass. part. 11. of 10.]

The sayings Add and

@1543 are expl: meaning IThe like ofsuch a

and the like of such a woman, is sought

after, and coveted, by reason of the high estima

tion in which he, and she, is held: and it is said

that. the meaning is, an» >52.“ and W»; the

J being redundant. (M, TA. [The latter clause

seems to indicate a different meaning from that

before expressed: but for this I see no reason.])

0%)

.s. .‘3.

2. My”)! 888 vii).

8. see,,.~_a)“:;.

a is 3 5, oils

uni), and wt”: for both, see gull): and for

s is!

the latter, see also vibl.

vb»

1. U55, (s, M, A, Msb, 15,) nor. 5.2,}; (s,)

at n. its, (s. M.A.M@b,1.§> and oil's. (s.

M, K,) or the latter is used poetically for the for

mer, and (M,) He broke, or trained, (M,

K, Mgh,) a colt, ($, K,) or beast, (M, A, Msb,)

and made it easy to ride upon: (M :) or he

taught it to go: (TA:) and ' v53), inf. n.

he did so well, or vigorously. (S, TA.)_Herice,

1 [He made his companion easy and

lt‘dciablE]. (TA.)__ [Hence also,] Us;

+[He trained, disciplined, or subdued, himself:

or] he became clement, or forbearing. (Mgh.)

And 6;.th V 1[Train, discipline, or

subdue, thyself well by piety]. (A, TA.) _

[Hence also,] [@3311 kiln I[T/le poet

rendered rhymes, or verses, easy to him by prac

tice]. (A,TA.) And til 795;, 1-He made

an afl'air easy to him,- syn. 13;, q. v. (TA in

art. verso—[Hence also,] :1" inf. n.

iélég, I I bored the pearls: and 5d,

and Lei-4M “31;, ID is diflicult to bore, and easy

to bore. (A, TA.)

2: see 1, in three places. = U53), (K,) inf. n.

(TA,) He kept to the use, [pl. 0mg},

q-v-J- (K-)= £51" “53,, (an) or @351.

(M, A,) He, or it, (a man, $, or a torrent, M,

or the rain, A,) made the clear or bare land, ($,

K,) or the land, (M, A,) a Léjj. (s, M, 1;.)

And ,5le Lil?! Uabl God made the land vet,

(M-)

1 e I 05 ' v

3- “)l): (SaA’ Ué fl a“: or

lié. (A,) inf. n. £2.51}; (Mgh,) 1m

coaxed, wheedled, beguiled, or deluded, him; (S,

A, Mgh, K,) and he endeavoured to deceive or

beguile him; like as he does who is training a

beast not yet rendered perfectly tractable; (Mgh;)

in order to make him enter into such a thing or

afl'air; ;) or until he entered into such a thing.

(A.) __ Hence, (Mgh,) al.55ng IThat

mode of selling which is termed aiéglll 8;»;

(Mgh, K;*) which is when one describes to a man

an article of merchandise not present with him :

(Sh,I_{:) this is said in a trad. to be an action

that is disapproved: (K:) but some of the pro

fessors of practical law allow it when the article

of merchandise agrees with the description. (L.)

4. yew (Yaakmb, s, A) and U53}? (Yaakoob,

S) It (a place) became abundant in its VALE) [pl.

of q. v.]; (Yaakoob, s, A;) as'also

tuslgsl. (A.) And “23% 9.2.5}? and e.,?lj

The land became clad with plants, or herbage

(M.)_ [And hence,] vat)! IIt (a valley) had

u-ater stagnating, or remaining, or collecting, in

it; (S,A, Msb,K;) concealing its bottom,- (A ;)

as also 'uélfpl: M, A, Msb,K:) and so

the former verb, (S,) or 7 both, (A,) said of a

watering-trough: (S,Az) or, when said of a.

watering-trough, the former verb signifies tit

had its bottom, or lower part, covered with

water: (M 2) and V the latter, 1the water spread

widely upon the surface thereof; (M ;) and so

the former too: (TA :) or 7 the latter, {it had a

slgjicient quantity of water poured into it to

conceal its bottom; (0, K;) or to cover its bottom,

or lower part. (L, TA.).._And from wet), said

of a watering-_trough, has originated the saying,

($,) 1’25] 05;. bib-2a H They dranh until they

thoroughly satisfied'their thirst. (as!) And

Uabl also signifies 1- He drank a second draught

after afirst. (K.) ubbl: see 2.

_. [Hence,] 'Ubljl 1-Hs poured into the

watering-trough a suflicient quantity of water to

conceal its bottom. (TA.) _And hence, (TA,)

said of' a vessel, tlt satisfied their thirst:

(Sf or it satisfied their thirst in some degree.

(M, TA.) Hence the saying, Ll}:

tAud he called for a vessel which would satisfy

(K, TA) in some degree (TA) the [number of

men termed a] (K, TA ;) occurring in a

trad. , (TA,) accord. to one relation, but the more

common is (K,TA,) with the single

pointed .g. (TA.)—ubi)! also signifies +He

pourcdmilk upon milk; (K,) accord. to A’Obeyd;

but he deems it strange. (TA.)

6. in selling and buying is syn. with

wsfil; i; e. IThe increasing [of the sum

ofered] and diminishing [of the sum demanded]

which take place between the two parties bargain

ing,- as though each of them were making his

companion easy and tractable; from as

inf. n. of in the first of the senses ’expl.

above. (TA.) In the phrase all."

meaning JrThey coaxed, wheedled, beguiled, or

deluded, each other, with respect to the article of

merchandise, [in the manner explained above, or

otherwise,] the omission of the prep. [Us] re

(Mgh.) You say also,

4.259! +They practised dis-simulation,

or showed feigned afi‘cction, each to the other, in,

or respecting, the thing, or afair;_as also

(TK_in art.,léio £591 is syn. with

)JL‘CLEJL (M and K in art. no.)

8. 960'}, said of a colt, (K,) and “5,1,

($, A,) said of a she-camel, (S,) or of a beast

quires consideration.
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(336), (A,) It became broken,pr trained. ($, A,‘

K,TA.).._[And hence,] [,slgin we)!

I[The rhymes, or verses, became rendered easy

by practice to the poet]. (A, TA.)

10. “filial: see 4, in five places. _ Also f It

(water) stagnated, or remained, or collected, in a

place. (TA.)—And +It (a place, S, M, K)

was, or became, wide, ample, or spacious.

M, Msb, ._ And [hence (see its part. n. be

low)] 913:" “bi-cl {The mind was, or became,

dilated, free from straitness, cheer-fill, or happy.

(1;. TA-)

I a

U63): see the paragraph next following, near

the middle, in three places; and again, in the last

sentence of the same.

ii»; (s. M. A, M91), K) and lies, (AA. A.

K) and (TA) [seem to be best rendered,
in general, Armeadow; meaning, a verdant tract

of land, somewhat watery; or (as in Johnson’s

dictionary) ground somewhat watery, not ploughed,

but covered with grass and flowers: and some

times, a garden: accord. to the following ex

planationsz] verdant land: a place where water

collects, and the herbage becomes abundant, with

out trees : or fresh green herbage, with water, or

having water by its side; not otherwise: or, ac

cord. to Aboo-Ziyad El-Kilabee, a tract of plain

land, producing [late-trees of the kind called]

you; which may be of the erctent ofBaghddd:

and also, of herbs, or leguminous plants, and

fresh green herbage: (M :) or this last [only]:

($ :) or a tract qulain land, in which arelyigé

[perhaps here meaning ants’ nests, as these, are

generally found in soft soil,] and soft hillochs, in

the low, or best and most productive, parts of a

country, where water stagnates, or remains, or

collects, at least a hundred cubits in extent: (M:)

or a tract of sand, and offresh green herbage,

where water stagnates, or remains, or collects;

so called because of the stagnation, or remaining,

or collecting, of the water therein: (A, K, TA :)

it is said that is mostly applied to a place

where beasts pasture at pleasure: some say that

it signifies a land having waters and trees, and

sweet, or pleasant, flowers: (TA:) or a place

that is pleasant with flowers; said to be so called

because the waters that flow thither rest there:

(Msb =) it is said ingthe ’Inayeh, that 1 U5; [per

haps a mistake for signifies a garden; and

in common conventional language, one having

rivers, or rivulets: MF says that rivers, or rivu

lets, do not necessarily belong to the signification;

but that having water does; though not in oom

mon conventional language: (TA :) accord. to

Th, asignifiesoaa beautiful garden: (M :) the

pl. of as}, is lug], (3, M, K,) [or rather this

is a coll. gen; n.,] and “is, M, A, Msb,

originally you, (5,) and LL35), (Lth, M, K,)

originally (TA,) or rather is pl. of

“.253, (M,) and $1.23,, (M, Mgb,) in the dial.

of Hudheyl (Msbz) Az says that the

U":ng of the hard and stony and rugged tracts in

the desert are low level places, in which the rain

water stagnates, or remains, or collects, and

which consequently produce various kinds of

herbage, that do not quickly dry up and wither :

thatsometimes a contains thickets of wild

)3“): and sometimes it is a mile in length and

breadth: but such as are very wide are termed

O

Uls'lé. (TA.) It is said in a prov., 6).;8

u? [IPIore beautiful than an egg in a

meadow, or garden]. (A, TA.) And one says,

I[I, in thy presence, am as

though I were in a meadow, or garden]: and

3:19! ublé) I[Thy sitting

place is like a meadow, or garden, ofthe meadows,

or gardens, of Paradise]. (A, TA.) Mohammad

is related to have said, “Between my grave, or

between my house, and my pulpit is a of

the of Paradise :” meaning, accord. to Th,

that he who abides in this place is as though he

abode in a La), of the “so, of [iaradisa

[see another tropical 1115383],ng of 2 voce

c5), last sentence.] _Lb” also signifies +Any

water that collects in pools left by torrents, or

the like, and in places in land or in the ground to

which the rain-water flows and which retain it.

(1;: TA. [In the 01;, .alsléisl and salami

are erroneously put for alibi)? and QléLIQIJ)

_.Also, (K,) or lug], ($,M,) +About the

half of a [or water-shin] (S, M, of water:

i) and the’f'ormer, {as much of water as covers

the bottom of a watering-trough. M, A.)

ding): see [It is implied in the that

the former is syn. with the latter in all its senses:

but accord. to the TA, this is not the case.]

A breaker, or trainer, (M, Msb, K,) of

colts,’(K,) or: of beasts (M, Msbz) pl.

and .3133 (s. M,1.<> and .33} (Mo

Jag}, originally ($,) [ip its primary

sense seems to be syn. with lug)». __And

hence it signifies] ’r Clement, or for-bearing.

(Msb.)_[Also, and more commonly,] applied

to a. she-camel, (S, K,) and to a he-camel, (S,)

In the first stage of training, as yet refractory .

($, K:) and in like manner applied to a boy:

($:) or a. colt, (A,) or beast, (L,) that has not

received training, nor become skilled in going, or

pace, (A, L,) nor become submissive to its rider :

(L:) and a she-camel not trained: (A :) or,

applied to a horse or the like, and to a camel, to

a male and to a female, refractory,- contr. of

app. designed as an epithet of good omen,

because the beast is so called only before being

skilfully trained. (M.)_ [Hence,]

digit! IAn ode of difiicult rhymes; such rhymes

as the paets have not emtemporaneously composed:

(TA :) or 23:45 means Ian ode not well,

or not skilfully, composed. (A.) And

IAn afair not well, not skilfully, or not soundly,

managed, conducted, ordered, or regulated. (A,

TA.)

r91-11 9;.

die) as asubst.: see Lb”

. ’1

“at” Hard ground in the lower, or lowest,

part of a plain, or of soft ground, which retains

water: pl. and (Az,

.ésj-L. (s. K.) and is fem. with i. (s. Mgh.)

A colt, ($,K,) and she-camel, ($,) or beast

\ (£313), (Msb,) broken, or trained. ($,* Msb,

See also Uég).

8/ 0'!) Q

Lbng Land which has produced good

herbage or plants, and of which the herbs, or

leguminous plants, have become erect, or strong

and erect: and plants which have

attained their: utmost size and height. (M.)—

Q33! c..th L; JIM {Do thou that

while the mind is free from strizitness, cheerful,

or happy, (S, M,‘ Msb, TA, [in the second of

which, however, 943! is strangely made masc.,])

is from yelp.» said ofa place,as explained above.

(s.)_,,2._, is also applied, by a poet, (s,

M,) El-Aglilab El-’I_jlee, ($,) or Homeyd El

Arkat, (AHn, M, IB,) to poetry, and to the

metre termedjéj; (S, M ;) as meaning tEasy;

practicable. (M, TA.)

6))

1. 151,, (moi, AZ, s, Msb, Kr) aor. £55,

(Mgh,) inf. n. 5, (high, TA) and é, and E”;

and £353, (IAar, TA,) [He, or it, aflected his

3), i. e. heart, or mind, with fright, or fear;]

fear of it (namely an affair or event) reached his

8,]; (Az, TA ;) he, or it, (a man, S, or an

affair or event, IAar, TA, or a thing, Msb,)fright

ened him,- put him in fear; made him afraid;

(s, Mgh, Msb, K,) as also t “3,, (s, Msb, K,‘)

infi 11. cup: (TA:) or its beauty and abundance

or multitude frightened him: (Lth, TA :) and

'the latter also, it frightened him by its abun

dance or multitude, or its beauty. (TA.) Hence

the’saying, in a trad., £75,

£33!“ as though meaning [When the man

becomes grizzled in the hair of the two sides of

his face, that is] the warning of death. (TA.)

You say also, [using the pass. form,] ’4, nor.

8;], (TA,) inf. n. ($,K,) He was, or

became, frightened, or afraid; or he feared;

($,* K,* TA ;) as also '83), and 96;)". (S,

K, TA.) And @3, nor. éyjé, int: n.

He was, or became, frightened at it, or afraid of

it; or he feared it. (TK. [But I know of no

authority on which this is founded, except a

prov. (cited in art. ’19-), in which some read

glad,- instead of Toa man, you say,

[Be not thou frightened ;] fear not thou;

let not fear overtake thee: and to a woman,

'2‘ (lg, T125) 'Apd’lllerolce the saying, in a

trad., gush L231) Lo Bel)“: Q} [Ye shall not be

frightened, 0r afraid: we saw not, or have not

seen, anything]. (TA.) You also say, V CB)!

and He was, or became, frightened at, or

afraid of, him, or it; or he feared him, or it.

(TA.) _I[It afected his a}, i. e. heart, 01‘
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mind, with a sudden surprise; it took him by

surprise] One says, Ll: mean

ing I[Nothing took me by surprise but thy

coming; i. e. I was surprised by thy coming; or]

Iknew not save thy coming; as though he said,

nothing struck my 6,; but thy coming. (TA.)

And em; ~31 Ugh; 6»; +[Iwem

forth, and nothing took me by surprise but such

a one at the door] ; which is equivalent to saying,

and lo, such a one was at the door. ('Har p. 207.)

And it is said in a. trad. of I'Ab, '91

i. e. I knew not [save a man

taking/told of, or seizing, my shoulder-joint]; as

though he came upon him suddenly, or unex

pectedly, without any previous appointment, and

without knowledge, and so that event frightened

him. (TA.)—[It afi'ected his a}, i. e. heart,

or mind, with admiration, or pleasure;] it excited

his admiration and approval; it pleased him, or

rejoiced him; (S, Msb,K;) said of beauty [&c.].

(Mgh.) It is said in a trad., describing the people

of Paradise, will! 421; l; And what

is upon ltt'm,qu’tl])ptl;‘ei, emcites his admiration

&c., by its beauty. (TA.)—[It (drink) cooled

it, (namely, the heart,) or allayed its thirst.] A

poet says,

a o e ' firb' 0'

LS?‘? “l; at); tr“:—

* gap, Us; it? as; it

[She gave me to drink a draught that cooled, or

alloyed the thirst of, my heart: may God give

her to drink from the pool of the Apostle in

at i

Paradise]. (TA.) You say also, all;

6,15% [1,”: [which may be rendered This is’a

draught by which he has cooled, or allayed the

thirst of, my heart,- and it is implied in the TA

that this is the right meaning: or it means] this

is a draught by which the thirst, or vehement

thirst, of my heart has been allayed : (so accord.

to the pointing in the copies of the K :) mentioned

by Az. (TA.) = The verb from [q. v. infra]

is one and the same [whether trans. or intrans.;

.94

a”, meaning

“He,” or “it, excited his admiration and ap

proval,” &c., as expl. above; and '13, app. with

Jr I I I! .

i. e., you say 4st), aor. £33, inf. n.

the same aor. and inf. n., meaning He possessed

the quality of exciting admiration and approval

by his beauty and the pleasingness of his aspect,

or by his courage, &c.; and in like manner,

iii], said of a woman]; the trans. verb [in this

case] being like the trans. [in other cases], and

the intrans. [in this case] like the intrans. [in

other cases]: but the regular form, accord. to

Az, of the [intrans.] verb hence derived is é;3,

)e be _ 9e' ’ . ' ’

nor. Cgfl, inf. n. a”. (TA.)=ng Li 8)

1.5.5: see art. 6). _And £13, aOP-.ig)g, and

{62:3, inf. n. of the former 9;], and of the latter

see art. Cu.

2: see 1, first sentence, in two places.

5: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph.

8: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph,

in two places. CU)! i. q. cup-[He

was ejected by alacrity, cheerfulness, briskneSs,

liveliness, or sprightliness, disposing him to prompt

ness to do good; he inclined to, and loved, doing

good]. (AZ.)

[see 1, of which it is an inf. n. _. ] Fright,

orfear; (S, K ;) as also i .3; [accord. to some,

but this seems to be little known]. (TA.) Hence

the saying, His fright, or fear, de

parted. A: says, All the lexicologists whom

ll)! 4"

I have met say as” 'jsl, with fet-h to the ) [in

M,)], except El-Mundhiree, who informs me

that AHeyth used to say, It is only '12,; trill,

with damm. (TA.) Accord. to different relations

1J1!of a trad., you say, V db” ll, meaning Fright,

or fear, hath departed from thy heart; or may

fright, orfear, departfrom thy heart; (K, TA,)

thus expl. by AHeyth; (TA ;) and t)“,

with fet-h; or this latter, only, is the right, and

means what thou fearest hath quitted thee, and

departedfrom thee, and become removed; or may

what thou fearest quit thee, &c.; as though it

were taken from the young bird’s going forth

from the egg, (K, TA,) and the darkness’ becom

ing removed from it; thus expl. by Aboo-Ahmad

El-Hasan Ibn-’Abd-Allah Ibn-Sa’eed El-’Askeree ;

and A0 says that sis” ')§l [thus in the TA,

without any syll. signs,] means let thy fright, or

fear, depart, for the case is not as thou fearest

it to be. (TA.) It is also said, in a trad. of

Mo’awiyeh, that he wrote in a letter to Ziyad,

'35,, with damm; (1;, TA ;) but the

opinion commonly obtaining with the leading

lexicologists is, that it is with fet-h; except

AHeyth, who relates it thus, with damm; (TA ;)

meaning Dismiss thou the from thy 6,];

(K, TA ;) i. e., the fright, or fear, from thy

heart: (TA :) for you say when

the young bird quits the egg; and is fright,

or fear, which does not depart from itself, but

from its place, which is the ,3, with damm;

(AHeyth, ;) the in the a); being like the

young bird in the egg: in like manner also one

says when a man’s fright, or fear,

departs: but Dhu-r-Rummeh, though knowing the

meaning, has made an inversion, saying,

0 e at be

“,5! 45 ** ism ff» 0“

[for :93; .9630! .0»; His heart had freed

itselffrom griefs]. (AHeyEtb, TA.) AHeytp

adds, (TA,) one also says, ,i'ss i 31;}; élsil,

or ulh, [accord. to difl'erdnt copies of lhe

K, the latter being the reading in the TA, but

the former probably the right,] meaning [Free

thy heartfrom the affair; i. e.] be than tranquil,

and without fear. (K, TA.) AZ observes, What

AHeyth says is clear; but I am averse from it

because of his being alone in his saying; though

sometimes later authorities correct things in which

the earlier have erred; therefore the correctness

of AHeyth may not be [absolutely] denied in

this matter, seeing that he had an ample share of

knowledge. (TA.) [See also art. )5, in several

places.] _ Also 1 lVar, or battle; as in the phrase,

£3le 1[He witnessed, or was present at or

in, war, or battle]. (TA.) [See also an, ex. in a.

verse cited voce

E); The heart: Mgh,}:(Q or the part

thereof which is the place of C”, i. e. fear: (K,fl

TA :) or the ,8.“ [or core, &c.,] thereof: (K:)

and the mind : (S, Msb, K,‘ TA:) and the under

standing; or intellect. (S, See in five

places. You say, up); That came

into my mind. (S, Mgh,"b TA.) Agd it' is said in

a trad., [5,} Us 5,35% 6,," 5,; [Verin

the Trusted, or Trusty, Spirit (meaning Gabriel)

inspired into my mind, or heart]. You say

also, d2}; ;6, meaning +He went to [app. a.

mistake forfrom] a thing, and then returned to

it. (TA.)

The quality of exciting admiration and

approval by beauty and pleasingness

of aspect, or by courage“; ;) the quality

denoted by the'epithet anl, applied to a man,

(S, K,“) and it», applied to a woman.

[See also 1, near the end of the paragraph]

£53: see 221;; last sentence.

5;}, A fit offright or fear: ($,K,TA:) pl.

(TA ;) which is applied by Tarafeh to

the frights occasioned by a stallion-camel to a.

she-camel when he desires to cover her. (EM,

0 e '0' a: e ob

p.66.) It is said in a trad., J-gi-Jt [as,); ,quU,

meaning And he gave them something for the

fright occasioned to their women and their

children by the horsemen. (TA.)—A trait, or

sign, or mark, of beauty [that afl'ects the 6,), or

heart]: (IAar,K:) beauty that excites admira

tion and approval, or pleases, or rejoices. (TA.)

>1;th and £5.31! 312133, applied to a she

camel, Quick, spirited, vigorous; sharp in spirit ,

syn. (K:) and [in like manner]

' applied to a she-camel and a mare, (S, K,)

but not to a male [in this sense, i. e. its masc.

form, is not thus used], sharp in spirit ,

Qyn. ,tgiu 5.1.3.. (sic) in the T, £13,, with

out 3, is applied as an epithet to a mare: and

him says that 1:33,, thus applied, is not from

2065!], but means one that is as though she were

feizrful, by reason of her sharpness, and brisk

ness, or lightness, of spirit: he says also, that

7 applied to a horse, is like this epithet

applied to a man; and IB says, in art. Ms,

that, applied to a man, it signifies quicklyfright

ened or afraid: it is also applied to a heart,

meaning that isfrightened, [or startled,] by reason

of its sharpness, at everything that is heard or
I) o I

seen; and so 8,). (TA.) [See also 81), and

mentioned and expl. therewith.]

23!; [act. part. 11. of q. v.,] Frightening;

putting in fear,- making afraid,- [and particu
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larly] by its beauty and abundance or multitude.

(Lth, TA.) _. Applied to beauty, That eaccites

admiration and approval in the ,3 [i. e. heart,

or mind,] of him who beholds it, and pleases him,

or rejoices him. (TA.) Applied to a man, (K,*

TA,) as also 'ésj K, TA) so applied,

TA,) Who ezcites admiration and approval by

his beauty ($, K, TA) and pleasingness of aspect,

(K, TA,) with generousness, or nobleness, and eac

cellence, and lordly condition; (TA ;) or by his

courage: (K, TA :) or the former, beautiful in

countenance, who excites admiration and approval

by his pleasiugness of aspect and by the goodliness

of his form or figure or state of apparel and the

like: or, as some say, who frightens men by his

aspect, inspiring reverence or awe : but the former

explanation is the more reasonable: and l the

latter epithet, a. beautiful man, who excites admi

ration and approval in him who behold: him : or,

as some say, sharp,- lively in spirit, and sharp in

intellect : (TA :) [see also the next preceding

paragraph :] the fem. of the former is with 5:

(TA =) that of the latter, HES}; (so the pl. of

an, is 533?, (Kr TA,) applied to men, like as

[the pl. of is to women : (TA :) and

the pl. of £331 and :12}, is 1 E5, (1;, TA,) applied

to men and to women. (TA.) You say also,

8|; 'A beautiful horse, that frightens (£92,

i. e. J’s-.3, [or rather startles, but better rendered

excites, admiration and approval in, or pleases,

or rejoices,]) the beholder by his beauty : (Mgh :)

and and "leg, [but see, respecting

the lattlar, a remark of IAar in the next preceding

paragraph,] a more that excites admiration and

approval, or pleases, or rejoices, (Egg) by her

generousness, or excellence, or high blood, and her

description. (TA.) [See also art. a), to which, as

well as to the present art., applied to a horse,

is said, in the TA, to belong] And i1!)

Beautiful ornament. (TA.) And

ISurpassing, or excelling, speech, or language.

(TA.) = Also Frightened, or afraid ,- and so

7 £93, with th’e gilnaltered, as though it were of

the measure J96: [or both signify having fright

orfear : for] each is a possessive epithet: or the

former may be of the measure in the sense

of the measure [and theief'ore have the

signification first given]. (TA.)

:40! 1

Ext: fem. H.253: pl. Egg: see the two para

graphs next preceding; the former in three places;

the latter, in five.

as)

1. 3;, (s, Msb,1_(,) aor. ’5}; (s, Mgh,) inf. h.

$33 (S. Ms, K) and this}. (s. Mgh, Mgh, K,)

said of a fox, high, Msb, K,) and of a. man,

He turned aside or away from a thing:

(K:) or want this way and that, (Mgh,) or to

the right and left, quickly, (Msb,) and deceiifully,

or guilefully: (Mgh, Msbz) [or turned aside to

deceive him who was behind him : for] the pri

mary signification of is the turning aside to

deceive him who is behind one. (Er-Righib, TA.)

It is said in a prov.,

* .2." as; e

[for jLIJl, i. e. Turn aside or away, or go this

way and that, &.c., O she-hyena, and look where

is the place to which to flee : or, as some relate it,

the first word is veg]: see art. p]. (S, TA.

[Freytag seems to have found 1.1.,” mel; and

has explained as meaning “Vide ubi

caprae sint, hyeena!”]) And you say, 32.211 61)

The game, or object of the chase, went away this

way and that, or hither and thither. (TA.

[There said to be tropical; but I see not where

fore.]) And one says, él) He turned

aside, or away, from such a one [and particularly

with deceit or guile; eluded him; dodged him].

(JK.) And 5;.” [He deviatesfrom

the truth, or from that which is right or just].

(TA.) And Jigjidl The road turned aside or

away, or devidted. (Mgh.) And 135 a)

He turned awayfrom such a thing, and returned,

concealing his return : (Her p. 21 :) [for,] accord.

to Fr, is not said of one who has returned

unless he concealed his return. (Har ibid., and

TA.) And his vii él,,($,Msb,)or Us,

(TA,) He turned aside Msb, TA) to such a

thing, (S, Msb,) or to such a one, (TA,) secretly.

(s, Msb, TA.) Hence, in the Kur [IL 20],

9:9; And he turned aside,

(Jel, TA,) or went away, (Bd,) to his family

secretly [and brought ofa-t caif]: (Bd, Jel, TA :)

or he returned to hisfamily concealing his return.

(Fr, TA.) And in the 1;." [xxxvii. 91],

And he turned against them
(Fri, $;Bd, TA) secretly, (Bd, TA,) smiling them

with the right hand, or because of the oath that

he had sworn; (Bd;) as though the in this

case consisted in his employing a pretext against

them in order that he might do to their gods what

he did: ($, L:) or the meaning is, he advanced

against them. (S, t1),

aor. as above, He sought to obtain quickly an

object of want of such a one. (JK, TA. [See

also 4.]

2. 83,, (mean) int‘. n. $221.5, (TA,) 1H8

smeared, seasoned, imbued, or soahed, a mess of

4.3)} [i. e. broken, or crumbled, bread], (IAar,

K,‘TA,) or a morsel, or mouthful, (TA,) with

grease, or gravy, or dripping; (IAar, K, TA ;)

as also and and (TA:) or you

say, gal-ills wt ian n. as above, I

smeared, sedsoned, imbued, or soahed, the morsel,

or mouthful, with clarified butter,- as also

(Msbz) or I soaked the

bread gin grease, or gravy, or dripping; syn.

25;}. (JK.)

a. 1231,, (MA, TA,) inf. a. £251}; (KL, TA)

and fig), (TA,) He practised deceit, delusion,

guile, or artifice, (MA, KL, TA,) with him, or

towards him; (MA, TA ;) or strove, endea

voured, or desired, to deceive, delude, beguile,

circumvent, or outwit, him; syn. as also

View, inf. n. and both signify he endea

voured to turn him; or endeavoured to turn him

by blandishment, or by deceitful arts, or to entice

him to turn; syn. (TA.) It is said when

its object is a person who has turned away from,

or shunned, or avoided, that which one has

devised, planned, or plotted, against him. (TA.)

You say, )ifjl [Such a one

practises deceit, &c.; in lhe afiair], inf. n.

($.) And liés L; I ceased not to

endeavour to turn him, or to entice him to turn,

from such a thing, syn. isélj; (TA in this art. ;)

and {the to it: (TA in art. and [in like

manner] you say, V Such a

one endeavours to turn me, or to entice me to

turn, to a thing; and): from a thing; syn.

p'ndg’secks, hr demands, my doing so.

(TA.)—3b)l).e also signifies The act of wrest

ling iogether; ($,K;) like (I;.) You

say, eégl) IIe wrestled with him.- or £51)

70' bllfla

M One of them wrestled with another;

[or they wrestled, one with another,- or they

wrestled together;] as also 7 lfgl)‘. ($, TA.)

4: sse :3, in two places. _. ébl, Msb,K,)

inf'. n. lib], (Msb, TA,) also signifies He sought,

sought for or after, sought to find and take or

get, or pursued after, and desired, Msb,

a thing; (Msb;) ora thing that was difficult to

take; as though it turned aside or away, or went

this way and that, &c., before him;

(Ha: p. 21;) and 7&0], high, K,) inf. n.

éléji, (Msb,) signifies the same. ($, Msb, K.)

OJ"! r

[,C'abi is expl. in one of my two copies

of the by the words’zfiitkl; in the

other of those copies, the latter of these words is

writtpnM: I think that the right reading is

M; and the meaning, Seek ye me with, or

in, your mode, or manner, of seeking: the proper

meaning is seek ye me with your seeking] Khalid

Ibn-Jaaf'ar Ibn-Kilrib says, speaking of his mare
4 U

3343-,

we 61"; J g

* hr)? *1“‘Jl iris-“‘9' ’1

* wsiammajsasiag

[Seek ye me with your seeking; but ye will not

be able to take me; for I, with _Hidhhah, am

like the bone sticking fast in the throat beneath

1 0'2

the‘carotid artery]. (TA.) And you say, as)

3.2.211 [I sought, or pursued, the game, or object

of the chase]. (5.) And 323s Quin e.,-s1)

The eagle pursued the gauze this way and that,

as the latter went. (Mgh and TA in art.

And 1;,3; I went forth

seehz'ng in every road, or way, a camel that had

run away from me. (TA, from a trad.) And

I; L; lV/iat is this that thou seekest and

desirest? or that which thou seekest and desires! ?

($, TA.) And 13.5 Such a one
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eeks, and devises or plans or plots, such and such

things. (T, TA.)

5. He (a beast) rolled, or turned himself

over. (JK, IDrd, 15.) And Us 65,: He

became befouled, or bedaubed, in the mud. (J

6: see 3, last two sentences.

8: see 4, second sentence.

0’ 4

see ibis).iii}:

if); [The act, or quality, of turning aside or

away from a thing: or quoing this way and

that, or to the right and left, quickly, and deceit

fully, or guilefully : or of turning aside to deceive

him who is behind one: or ofeluding, or dodging:]

a subst. from Msb, El”);, (so

in the TA, the vowel of the ) in ii” not indi

cated,) or viii; :I and "big, (so in the

JK,) Abundant [wealth, or good of any hind].

(JK, TA.)

élQ, [originally élsg] A state qulenty; or of

abundance of herbage, or of the goods or conve

niences or comforts qflife. (JK, lbn-’Abbéd,

You say, Such a one is in a state

prlenty, &c. (JK.) = See also art. 6).

iii}; : see what next follows.

at}; The wrestling-place of a people; (Yz,

JK,$,K;) as also Vital”, which is the

original form, the , being afterwards changed

into [5 because of the kesreh before it, though

this, as Sgh says, is not a necessary sort of con

version; (TA ;) or V (So in the JK.)

Q'OIJ I!

35.3,) i. q. 3L9- [meaning An evasion or

elusion, a shift, a n-ile, an artifice, an artful

contrioance or device, a plot, or a stratagem]:

(Ibn-’Abbad,K:) from [infi n. of 5,]; so

in the saying, [Thou tookest me

by an artifice, &c.]. (JK,lbn-’Abbad, [It

has a similar meaning also in a saying cited voce

3?};‘7 (1' v']

2E5; and ibis}: see

5"; [W’ont to turn aside or away from a

thing: or to go this way and that, or to the right

and left, quickly, and deceitfully, or guilefully:

or to turn asidefor the purpose of deceiving him

who is behind: or to elude, or dodge]. Mo’tiwiyeh

a 05 ’5

said to ’Abd-Allah Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr, at

.14;- gls;

)Ls’p- [Thou art only a fox wont to elude : n'hen

beer thou comest forth from a. burronl, thou

enter-est into a burrow]. (TA.) [Hence,] 18;"

is an appellation of Thefom. (JK, K.)

0 J O

4
5

£1; A deviating Md. (s, TA.) Hence

[as a subst.] A road deviating from the

main. road: pl. 5513). (TA, from a trad.)

1 r 1

3.561): see what next precedes.

[.More, and most, want to turn aside or

away from a thing: to go this may and that, or

to the right and left, quickly, and deceitfully, or

guilefully: to turn aside _for the purpose of de

ceiving him who is behind .' or to elude, or dodge].

Taraf'eh Ibn~El-’Abd said to ’Amr Ibo-Hind,

censuring his companions,

set! 1131»r0; 0 _

a, e ~a5 we? a

* “sh-3L! will an M *

[Every one of them is more wont to elude than a

fox : hon: like is this night to yesternight ! mean

ing, how like are they, one to another! see art.

r51 0 {’05 _

C’s]: 7.1.” C»! 1s a. prov. (TA.)

J»

1. JléLaDl-d, 15,) aor. (K,)dpr

inf. n. J”, (IDrd,) is a dial. var. of db, (IDrd,

K6) aor. (K :) or, as some say, (IDrd,)

J3 signifies The being still; and is not from

iéljh (IPrd,K:) [ISd says,] .35, inf. n. .33},

signifies [he, or it, was, or became, still,

&c.] and [q. v.] is a dial. var;tl1ereof[signi

fying thus]; and is not from dyj) syn. with

(M.)

.2,

3. ~55: see d1).

4 2,

lVine; a dial. var. of (TA.)

filercy, or compassion: (O, so ac

cord. to IAar.

03

1. 3'3. (steam aor- ($,Msb,)

inf. n. (S,) It (wine, or beverage, $, or

water, Msb, TA, and a thing, TA) was, or be

came, clear. Msb, TA.) = 421;: £35, (JK,

K,) aor. as above, (JK,) and so the inf. n., (K,)

He, or it, exceeded him, or it: (JK :) [and] he,

or it, exceeded him, or it, in excellence. (K.)

You say, [5.5; at) Such a thing was

redundant, or remained over and above, in my

hand; like it]; syn. (Lin art. And

61) Such a one was, or became,

above, or superior to, his family; surpassed, or

excelled, ha- family. (JK.)=L’§5|;, (JK,s,

MA,) or ut at), (so in my copy of the Msb,

[perhaps a mistlanscription, for only the former

is commonly known,]) and (K,) aor. as

above, (JK, and so the inf. n., (JK, It

(a thing) induced in nie, and him, wonder, or

admiration, and pleasure, or joy,- eaccited my,

and his, admiration and approval; pleased, or

rejoiced, me, milder/Hm. (JK,,H$, MA, Msb,

=63), [aor. J,fl,] inf. n. J”, JIe was, or be
canle,flong-toothed .- (MA :) [or he had long teeth,

the upper of which projected over the lower: or

his upper central incisors were longer than the

lower, and projecting over them : see below.]

\I . 2 O;

2- a». (mamas be)», (also

He cleared, or clarified, ($,Msh,l§,) wine, or

beverage, ($,) or water; (Msb;) he cleared, or

clarified, wine, or beverage, with the (JK,

TA.)_IHe (a drunken man) made water in

his clothes. (Agn,l;,TA.)=é..f;ll 53,, (JK,

TA,) inf. n. as above, (JK,) He made, or put, to

the tent, a 613), (JK,TA,) meaning a curtain

extended below the roof. _(TA. [See $5,.])_

Hence, (Har p. 50,) xi" 6;) iThe night e1;

tended the gig) [or curtain] ofits darkness;

Msb, Hal ubi'supra, TA ;) became dark; (Har,

TA ;) as also (TA.) also sig

nifies The selling a commodity and buying one

better than it, (IAar, K, TA,) or longer than it,

and better: (TA:) or the selling an old and worn

out thing and buying a new one: (Th, TA:) or

the selling one’s garment, and adding something

to it, and buying [with that garment and the

thing added to it] another garment better than

it: (JK :) [or the buying, with a thing and some

thing added thereto, a better thing: for] one

says, 1315 [He sold his commodity,

and bought with it and something added thereto

a better commodity]. (TA.)—One says also,

4:5;1-0 He named a high price to
such’a onegfor' his commodity, not desiring it

[himsel , but app. desiring to induce another to

give a high price for it]. (JK,K: expl. ill the

former by ué ii and in the

latter by 'd

4. 333?: see 2.=bl,l, (Ma. in art. 5”, and

K in that and the present art.,) inf. n. 561, ($ in

the present art, and so in the K accord: to the

TA,) He poured it out, or forth; Msh,K;)

namely, water and the like, ($,) or water and

blood: (1“st and one says also (Msb,

TA,) changing thel into 0, originally like

in measure, (Mgh,) said by Ll; to be of

the dial. of El-Yemen, and afterwards to have

spread among Mudar, (TA in art. 63),) aor.

(Msb, TA,) with fet-h to the a, imperative

5,3, originally J53, like a}; (Mgh,) inf“. n.

5130; and K in art. ale“) and aor.

3.9;, (Msb,TA,)I with the o quiescent, like

I

aha-v.: aor. of or, accord. to the T,

i’suw'rong as being anfimalous; and some say,

473), aor. 1, inf. n. J)», as though thefiféiveé'e

radical. (Mgh.) It is said in a trad., Eiroi Q]

or $6.3, the verb being in

the’pass. form, and the 0 either meftoohall or

quiescent, and FLO»! being in the accus. case as

a specificative; [so that the meaning is, Verin a

woman used to pour forth with blood ,- f'or 61).;

is equivalent to but by rule the specificative

should be without the article d! ;] or shall may

be in the nom. case, 2’qu being for [i. e.

her blood used to pour ftirth]. (Msb.) ISd says

that is judged to be originally because

the medial radical letter ofa verb is more commonly

9 than [5; and because, when water is poured forth,

its clearness appears, and it excites the admiration

and approval of its beholder; [to which may be
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added, also because one says, it." L3 ;]

though Ks states that it,” 31;, nor. $9.1, signifies

The water poured out, or forth: IB says that

21;" is from it" 6!), nor. $9.3, inl'. n. $53,

signifying the water went to and ’fro upon the

surface ofthe earth. (TA.) One says also, of a

man, 9:16 dbl and and [meaning

IIepdtiredfort/z his scminalfiuid]. (TA.)-And

3kg! 5;! and meaning +Stay

thtiu until the mid-day heat! shall have become

asst/aged, and the air be cool; syn. (IAar,

TA. in art. [See more in art. ‘69.]

5. (55,3 It (wine, or beverage, [&c.,]) became

clear [or rather cleared] without pressing, or

expressing. (TA.)

6. “Lil Q They tnto pour the water

out, orfor-th, by turns. (TA.)

[an inf. n. of (it), used as an epithet,]

Clear; applied to water &c. (IAar,K. [See

also [foul-[Hence, app., as a subst.,] Pure,

or sindere, love. [Also, as an epithet

originally an inf.n.,] Inducing n'onder, or ad

miration, and pleasure, or joy,- exciting admira

tion and approval; pleasing, or rejoicing; (IAar,

1_< ;) as also 1 $31, (JK) and t (IAar, TA.)

And, applied to a horse, Beautiful in make,

that induces n'onder, or admiration, and pleasure,

or joy, in his beholder; ewcites his admiration

and approval; or pleases, or rejoices, him,- as also

(K.):A ltOl‘fl (JK,s,1gTA) of any

horned animal: (TA :) pl. 61,)1. ($, TA.)

[Hence,] will f The spear which the horse

man extends between the horse’s ears: (K:)

[for] spears are regarded as the horses’ horns.

(Ham p. 90.) And 25!} 111 great

calamity or misfortune,- TA;) lit. two

horned. (TA.) And 033,513 .151; 1A vehe

ment war. (TA.) _. Also +[A] courageous [man],

with whom one cannot cope. (K.)—IA chief

(IAar, JK, of men. (JK.)_ i A company,

or collective body, (As, O,K,) of people: so in

the saying, +[A company

ofthe sons qfsuch a one came. to us: or, app., 11

numerous and strong company; for it is added

that this is] like the saying )gill oil)

[which means “the numerous hnd slrong com

panyot' the collective body of the people”].

(As, O.) _ Also syn. with its) in several senses,

as pointed out below: see the'latter word in six

places. _Also +The foremost part or portion

of rain, and of an army, and of a number of

horses or horsemen. (TA.) And tThefirst part

of' youth ; as also ' $5, (S, O, originally

(0, K,) and 15;}, '(s,0,1_<,) which is a. cbn

traction of (0:) you say, u?

and lot; t 5}, and out '53, 11h (lid it in the

first part of his youth: TA :") and

fig“ IThefirst part ofyouth passed.

(TA.)—Also +The youth [itself] of a man.

(TA.)—And tLife; i.e. the period of lie:

whence the saying, 1-[He consumed

Bk. I.

his life,- or] he became aged: z) or this saying

means +his lie became prolonged so that, or

until, his teetltfell out, one after another. (S, O.)

_fA part, or portion, of the night:

910E

pl., accord. to IB, (3,»: but accord. to Aboo
0 r

’Amr Esh-Sheybanee, this is pl. of 61;): (TA :)

[or the pl. of in this sense is You

say, J21)! , 54“:' +A part, or portion, of

' ’ Di .0 eat

the night passed._ (TA.) And Ml 6|”! means

{The folds (Iii-.3?) ofthe uni/(iii... ofnight. (K,
a, a '05

TA.) And MI 6!”! IT/te sides of the eye:

so in the saying, 0.2;" IThe sides

of the eye shed tears. (O, K,‘ TA.)_Also

1-The body: (K,TA:) and [in like manner the

o '05

pl.] 61,)! signifies the +extremities and body, of

a man: (TA :) and his self; (JK,' TA ;) as also

the singular. (JK, TA.) You say,

+They threw themselves upon us. (TA.) And

.w '05 ~ I, at

dint will +He covered as with himself

[by tghrorving himselfupon us]. (TA.) And

43ml,» +Hc threw his weight upon him. (TA.)
H ' i 5 er ’6: I,

And Eula" uh; 4.51;)? us) tHe mounted the

beast: and ills." 4513i» 1-He alighted

from the beast. (0, K.) And 1a,}? k5115i +118

remained at rest in a place,- (S, O, K;) like as

J , e at

one says, 0L4: LJill: ($,O:) a meaning said in

the K to be app. the contr. of what here next

follows: but this requires consideration. (TA.)

Also 1- Ile ran vehemently: (A’Obeyd, $, 0,

not known, however, to Sh, in this sense; but

known to him as meaning 1-he strove, laboured,

toiled, or exerted himself, in a thing. (TA.)

[Agreeably with this last explanation, it is said

that] (3)) also signifies +A man’s determination,

or resolution; his action; and his purpose, or

intention. TA.) And hence the saying,

s, as; a” r:

45!”! a,» [meaning 1-He devoted his mind

and energy to it, or him]: (TA:) [or] you say

" ’ ’ 0" ’05 . - t .

thus, and 9.35.2, 4A:- uitl, meaning his lovmg it,

or him, vehemently [i. e. the loved

it, or him, vehementli ,- agreeably with explana

tions of the saying 4gb; L,ill in art. )5,

q. v.]. (Thus in the JM. [In my two copies of

the s, and in the O_ and K, and hence in the TA,

. in the places offs; and we find and

w; evidently mistranscriptions which have

been copied by one lexicographer after another

without due consideration: or, if we read

we should read for in this case the mean

ing of the saying wduld certainly be he loved thee

vehemently. Freytag, misled by the reading

in the and K, renders db)! .94: L543'." [as

meaning JIagno amore erga ipsum te accendit.

Golius gives, in its place, 4,1:- 45'),l v9.5 (for

dwl), as’m’egni’ng' Va'alde aztavit eum.]) _You

say 3150; \vle)‘ &Ml {wit (JKist or or

w,» “95% vi; at...» can, (TA,) 1T1...»

cloud cast down its rain, and its vehement rain

consisting of large drops, ($,O,K,TA,) upon

the earth: (TA:) or persevered with rain, and

remained stationary upon the land: (J K, TA:)

or tut The shy cast down all the

water that was in it: (IAmb, 0, TA :) or this

saying, (0, TA,) or the former, (K,) means cast

down its clear waters,- (0, K, TA;) from it."

signifying “the water was, or became, clear :”

but IAmb deems this improbable, because the

Arabs did not say 2C» and and

31,}? 213.27; (0, TA =) [i. e. they said 3;, only, in

all cases when they used it as an epithet meaning

“clear,” because it is originally an inf. n., like

J; &c. :] or, as some say, by \Q'lxlg is meant

its waters rendered heavy by the clouds: and one

says, tut and 1-[The shy
loosed, or let down, its spouts;flthe clouds being

likened to leathern water-bags]: (TA:) [for]

thIJl means-’r The [or channel by

rehich flows the water] of the clouds. (TA in

another part of the art. [See also 9262, as used

in relation to clouds.])=$';; also signifies A

substitute for a thing, (O,K,) accord._ to [the

JK and] Ibn-’Abbfid. (O.)=And $3,“ means

The breathing of [i. e. in] the agony of death

(@1211 (0, 1;, n._ [In the 01; and in

my MS. copy of the K, £3»le which means

the agony of death incl/1])

:52; is said to be pl. of 35);, and of $513, and

ot' (TA.) [See these three words.]

Length of the teeth, with a projecting of

the upper over the Ion-er: (JK :) or length of the

upper incisors exceeding that of the lower, (S, O,

K,TA,) with projection of the former over the

latter. (TA.) [See also 1, last sentence]

:23}: see in two places, in the former half

of the paragraph : ._ and see also :3;

0'0’ C e I a! . I

33,) i. q. 65!) Ulqu- [1. e. Beauty, comeltness,

or elegance, &c., that induces wonder, or admira

tion, and pleasure, orjoy; or surpassing beauty,

&c.]. (K.)

33,; Choice, or excellent: (Fr, 0:) or goodly,

or beautiful: (K:) applied to a. boy and to a

girl, (Fr, 0, K,) and to a he-camel and to a she

camcl : (Fr, 0:) and very beautiful or comely or

elegant; (K ;) applied to one and more of human

beings: (TA :) used alike as masc. and fem. and

sing. and pl. (0, TA) and dual: (TA :) [and also

said to be pl. of (1; v. z] and it has 9. pl., [or

coll. gen. n.,] namely, J33; (IDrd, 0, TA;) ap

plied to she-camels; (IDrd, 0;) or sometimes

applied to horses and camels, absolutely accord.

to IAar, or particularly when on a journey.

(TA.) =Also A little, or paltry, thing: (JK,

IDrd,O,K:) of the dial. of El-Yemen. (IDrd,

0.) You say, 55,; L; He gave him not

save a little, or paltry, thing. (IDrd, O.)

Jbfi

JD)’

3‘3) (Lth; 5i Ltgh) 0! Mgb) K) &c') and ' 5‘3;

(Misfit) and 1 $5, (MA) A [or tent] like

in; Mali [q. v.], (Lth, JK, 0, Msb, K,) sup

ported upon one pole in the middle thereof; (Lth,

O, Msb;) as also "35; (K,* TA; expl. in the

150

} see what next follows.
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former as signifying a law; and its pl.

is expl. in the as signifying ;) accord.

to Lth: (TA :) or a roof in the :front, or fore

pails, of a [or tent]; (S, O, K;) as also

'53): :) or a cuor’tgin that is contended below

the roof,- as also l‘j»; which latter is expl. in

the K as signifying simply a curtain: (TA 2) or

the Jig) of a [or tent] is the curtain ofthe

front, drfore part, thereof, extending from the

top thereof to the ground: (AZ, TA :) a [piece

of cloth such as is called] let down. upon the

front, orfore part, of a as;from the top thereof

to the ground: (Mgh :) signifies the same

as $13): :) and each signifies the 32.5 [or

oblong’piece of cloth] that is beneath the upper,

or uppermost, 3.2.5, of a [or tent]: (A2, O,

K:) or sometimes the a!” is one such piece of

cloth, and sometimes of two such pieces, and some

times of three: (TA :) and, (Msb,) or as some

say, (Mgh, TA,) signifies ithe front, or

fore part, of a [or tent]; (Z, Mgh, Msb,

TA ;) as also 7023;; (JK,Z,K;) its hinder part

being called its its», and its two sides being

called its [(TA;) whence the saying,

Q}; [,5 1,33 and ‘55,, i. e. I[Theg

sat in] the front or fore part [of his tent]:

(Z,TA:) and '53, also signifies a tent,‘ as in

the saying, [He pitched his tent] : (S :)

and [hence] the place of the huntsman [in which

he conceals himself to lie in wait]; ;) as being

likened to the Jig): (TA :) and a!” signifies

also a- place that afibrds shelter in rain : (MA 2)

[and a portico; and particularly sucliia’s sur

rounds the court of a mosque; (see Sasq) in

some of the large collegiate mosques, as, for

instance, in the mosque El-Azllar, in Cairo,

divided into a number of distinct apartments for

students of different provinces or countries, each

of which apartments by itself is termed a 65):]

the pl. of (35, is 55,351 and $5 ; (s, 0,Msb,1_{;)

the former a pl. of pauc._and the latter of malt.

(S, O.)_[Hence, fiQiJl @3311, expl. in

the TA as meaning $.91 61;; )1, l»: but

3!; is here evidently a mish'anscription for ;

and the meaning is, TThe part, of the clouds,

that resembles the Jig) of the tent. See also

9Q..le near the end of the paragraph com

mencing with __ [Hence also,] (2.3." st};

+[The curtain of night: and] the first part of

night,- and the greater, or main, part thereof.

(lSd, K. [It is implied in the latter that one says

also in this instance and in the next (5133]) You

say, of night, $152 a; +[It extended

curtain of its darkness]: (S, Msb:) and L_,,.E.ll

+[It let fall its curtainf]. [See also

an’ex. in a verse cited voce jail, in art. Joy]—

And Q31 ,jl}, +The eyebroiv. (JK,

$15) [imperfectly decl. as being a proper name

and of the fem. gender, though, it is implied in

the K that it is 6515;" and @6le is a name for

The sit-o, (0,19 b); which she is called to be

milked, by the cry 61;) [313); (0;) but not unless
'10, r ‘

she be '45,) [app., if not a mistranscription for

.5”, formed from this lattgr by transposition, and

thus meaning dushg : see §,,l]. (O,

$55 Cleared, or clarified, [or rather V

has {his meaning, and signifies clear,] wine,

or beverage. (TA.) And Pure musk. (TA.)

[See also the same word in art. @1: and see

= [Also Exceeding, surpassing, or super

lative : see 1, second and next two following sen

tences.] _See also third sentence. [Hence,]

Goodlg, or beautiful: (s,1;, TA =) from

signifying as expl. in the first paragraph of this

art.; ;) or from signifying “ it was, or

became, clear :” (TA :) pl. 53,3, (S, like as

is; and are pls. of and ($,)

[or rather quasi_pl.,] applied i0 boys, K,) and

to girls; ;) [and also (as expl. above) an epithet

used alike as masc. and fem. and sing. and pl. and

dual ;] and :53; is another pl. of $l3, like as

is of is. (5.) 56,}, in (which as» is

[quasi-4] pl. of $35, iheans the best, and the manly

and noble or generous, qf the believers. (TA.)

see in four places, in the former half

of the paragraph. _ Also The most excellent of

anything; (JK, as, for instance, of wine, or

beverage, and of rain. (JK.)—And it is said

to signify also, (JK, Ibn-’Abbz'1d, 0,) or so ' $3,

(accord. to the copies of the K,) A scanty fall of

rain: thus bearing two contr. meanings. (JK,

lbn-’Abbad, O, K.)

55,36 A clarifier, or strainer, Msb,

syn. iii-1.2.3, ($,l_{,) for mine or beverage: :)

the [q. v.] with which wine, or beucrage, is

cleared, (Lth, JK, K, TA,) without pressing, or

expressing: (TA:) and (sometimes, the [hind

of wine-vessel called] Accord. to

IAar, (O,TA,) who is said by sb to differ

herein from all others, (TA,) égsljll signifies

also The 955 [or drinking-cup, or cup of wine,]

itself. (0, K, TA.) And aneyn uses it meta

phorically in relation to youth; saying, -

it *

nroslsill .9le 5,35;

[app. meaning f He gave to drink of the cup of

ruddy youth : see creel-‘- as an epithet applied to

an ostrich]. (TA.)

[app. originally signifying Horned: _

and hence,] +A horse between whose ears the

rider extends his spear : when the rider does not

thus, he [the horse] is said to beié-l.

Also, applied to a man, (S, Mgh, K,) Having

long teeth, with a projecting of the upper one;

the lower: (JK:) or having longincisors: (Mgh:)

or whose upper incisors are longer than the lower,

(S, K, TA,) and project over the latter: (TA:)

fem. egg. (JK, TA:) and pl. [5,}, (1;, TA ,)

which is also said to bc pl. of ii”), and of
(TA.) [In the K is added, after the mentioniof

2,05 1” J 0' e \~ 4

the pl., (3,)! (jg-)3 3'” $35 ebb): an addition

altogether redundant] = [It seems that it is

also sgn. with as being formed from the

latter by transposition; and that hence] one says

and 3,; [mpgéning’1:1 ora’in‘less year

and rainless years], and 45B ,5”! It: iii:

[meaning 1-A rainless year made mis

chief, or havock, among them, as though it were

a dusky wolf]. (TA.) See also (5132, last sen

tence.

inf. n. of 4. ._And [hence,] The

.1; [meaning seminal fluid] of a man; as also

4 a a ,0 0! pr 4 a;

ist and 535s]. (TA.) [See owls as ,5l,l.]

gas

6!)»: see art. (jg).

:51}; 2'1; [lVater, and hence, seminal fluid,

poured forth]. (TA. [There immediately fol

0' r4 fl '5

lowed by 9,5 ;Ls 65!, q. v.])

é); [A man pouring forth water, and

hence, his seminal fluid]. (TA. [There imme

diately followed by 35.2 :i;, q. v.])

see élgz=and see $33, in art. ($3).

= Also A tent' (is, S, K, and 3C5, S) having

a 6‘3) [q.v.]. (s,1_<. [Said in the TA to be

tropical; but why, I do not see.])

“3,13; ;5 He has the $13) ofhis tentfronting,

orfacing, that of mine,- (JK, A, O,K;“') and so

to; (A.TA-)

J»

2- o3» (Lib, 1‘. s.) M n- Jssji. so He (8

horse) slavered in his 531;... [or nose-bag]. (Lth,

r, s.) [See also Jl,’ in Em. (M1 _ He dis

charged his urine interruptedlg and con-vulsivclg.

(Sh,T.)_. He (a horse) put forth his yard for

the purpose of stating. (A’Obeyd, T, S, M, K.)

And (M, in the “ or,”) He extended his penis

feeblg: (M, :*) or he emitted his semen before

access to the woman. (K.) =Also, (inf. n. as

above, T, S, K,) He seasoned a cake of bread

with grease or fat, or melted grease or fat, or the

like, (M, K,) and with clarified butter: (M :)

0!‘ he rubbed it with clarified butter, (As, T, M,

K,) and with grease, or gravy, or dripping: (As,

T, M :) or he rubbed it hard, or much, with clari

fied butter: (S:) or he soahed bread in clarified

butter; and the like: (Ham p. 114:) or he made

his food, (M,) or a calm of bread, (K,) rel-g

greasg: (M,I_{:) i. q. 5;, [q.v.]. (JK and TA

in art. 63).)

Jig; and 7 3,313, (As, T, S, M, K,) the former

also with a, [$63,] as mentioned in art. Jl),

(TA,) but not the latter, for the Arabs do not

pronounce a word of this [class and] measure

with s, (S, TA,) and A’Obeyd says that it is

without s, or, accord. to 1814, it is [also] wilh s,

(M and TA in art. J12”) Slaver: (Lam and T

in explanation of the former, and S in explanation

of both:) [like Jig), mentioned in art. [)9 :] one

“5 s a a; r

says Jljjlfi J?) A man having mungh slaver:

(IAar, T: in one cOpy of the T Jig}! :) and
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)1 ¢) 1 m

all” M Such a one, his slaver flows:

(S:) or 'both signify the slaver of horses and

similar beasts, (As, T, M, K,) and qf children:

(As,T:) or the former signifies peculiarly the

froth, or foam, of the horse: (M, K:*) accord.

to Lth, the saliva of the horse or similar beast.

(T.) [See 3153, in art. = See also the next

paragraph.

J51; Falling in drops. (AA, T, K.) :fil;

meahs Slat-er falling in drops. (AA, T.) And

(K) it has an intensive signification, [app. mean

ing llfuch saloon] (M, K,) like ,‘oté. (M.)

= Also, (M, K,) and 1 (3,51,, (s; TA,) ‘hht dis

allowed in this sense by Ag, (T, S,) in the K,

erroneously, 7J6], (TA, [see also Jig], in art.

d],,]) A redundant tooth, (S, M, K,) in a man

and a horse, not growing in the-manner 0f

the [or other teeth] : (M, :) or and

12551, signify a tooth that grows to a hdrse or

similar beast, preventing himfrom drinking [with

ease] and from [eating in the manner termed]

(Lth,T:) accord. to ISh, J51}, [pl. of

7 £156] signifies small teeth that grow ht the roots

of the large teeth, and excavate the roots of the

latter so that these fall out: (T :) [and] so

Jigs]: (TA :) or this last, which is pl. of

i 3331], signifies redundant teeth that are behind

the [other] teeth; as also J36}, with the [5

elided. (Ham p. 818.)

see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

0 .9 I r) 4

(by): see Jl”:.= and see also (3.5!), in two

places.

333.3, (IAar, T, K, in one copy of the T Jilin)

like A man having much slaver. (IAal',

T, _ And [Bread, or food,] soft with season

ing. (IAar, T, TA.) _And A horse much

aflecting to act as a stallion. (IAar, T, TA.) =

Also A piece of a weak rope: (AI;In, M, K:)

and a piece of a rope of which no use is made.

(AHn, M.)

[see 2, of which it is a part. n. :] One

whose penis is, or becomes, flaccid: so accord. to

IAar. (T.)

)2)

1. ,25, (T, s, M, Mgh,) oor.,’o,};, (T, s, Mgh,)

inf. n. ,1}, (T, s, M, Msb, 1;) andlip, (high, 1;,

TA,) He sought, sought for or after, or desired,

syn. ;12, (T,* M, Msb, 1;,*) a thing. (s, M,

Msb.)_[And hence, He attempted another

person in fight &c., and a. thing.] _ And [hence

also] ,ZSJH, (K,) or mentioned by

Sb, [as though signifying The desiring to

pronounce the vowel-sound without fully accom

plishing that desire,] means [the pronouncing]

a vowel-sound slurred and

rendered obscure, for, or by, [accord. to

different copies of the $,] a sort qf alleviation [of

the utterance]; ($;) it is more [in quect] than

what is termed )Qh'gl, because it is heard; ($,

K,) and it is of thesame measure [in prosody]

as the vowel-sound [fully pronounced]; as [in the
BI ' Dr 9’ 9 I

case of what is termed] 0.3 5),», such as in

the saying of the poet,

* 2' ;':v 9/615) 6'! *

a»? a)“: ell-ebb} o“

J r e 5 0’ J 1.0 r ee

'* 0.4,.- astQfiflqb's Clo, *

[Is it because that camels have had the nose-reins

attached to them, and neighbours have separated,

onefrom another, and the raven of disunion has

uttered its cry, thou art mourning ?];

being scanned as and it not being allow

able to make the C [in Qty] quiescent: it is

such also as in the phrase in the [fur [ii. 181]

with him who makes [the dammeh]

obscure; it being only with a slurred vowel-sound

$13.); and it not being allowable for

the former J [i.e. the ) qu] to be quiescent,

because the a before it is quiescent, for this would

lead to the combination of two quiescent letters in

a case of continuity, [i. e. when there is no pause

after them,] without there being before them a

soft letter [i.e. l or , or L5, as in &c.],

which is not found in any of the dialects of the

Arabs: and it is such also as in the instances in

the Kur [;v. 9 and x. so and xxxvi. 49] ti;

and 6.3,; Q and [for

(53'; and (5%], and the like thereqf:

no [regard should be paid to the saying of Fr, that

in this [last] and the like instances a letter [which

in this instance and in the next preceding it

is Q] is incorporated into another [following it] ;

for they [i. e. the Arabs] do not-realize this mode

[of incorporation] ; and he who combines two

quiescent letters in an instance in which the

slurring of the vowel-sound is

not proper errs ; as in the reading of Ham’zeh, in

the Kur [xviii. 96], BALE Q5; for the v., of

JLQiZ-L’jl may not be made movent in any

mannei' [ahd therefore it may not be inporporated

into the following letter]. (S, TA.) is [also]

in a case of pausing after a word ending with any

letter except the fem. 5, [in like manner] meaning

The indicating the vowel with an obscure sound:

(I’Ak p. 351:) in pausing after a

or )5; is from 3&le ;ol;

signifying : Sb says that those of whom one

says 5.113 [They slurred the vowel-sound]

are induced to do what this signifies [instead of

suppressing the vowel-sound entirely] by eager

ness to exclude it from the case of that which is

necessarily made quiescent in every instance, and

to show that its case is, in their opinion, not like

the case of that which is made quiescent in every

instance. (M.) [See also 4 in art. ’31]

2. ,3, (Mgh, 11;) followed by

(Mebl) and (K) U941, 1», (IAQJ‘; S, K,) 118

made such a one lo see/r, seek for or after, or

desire, the thing. (IAar, $, Msb, _ Andi},

He meditated, intended, purposed, desired,

or endeavoured, to do one thing after another.

word that is

(K.):And )3) He tarried; paused; tarried

and waited or expected,- or was patient, and

tarried and waited or expected.

_ a or! I aeoi

Quest 4. up, for “)1: see the latter, near

the end of the first paragraph of art. ,0).

5. 4,: )3), or [,2], accord. to different copies of

the K, (TA,) IIe moched at, scofed at, laughed

at, derided, 0r ridiculed, him, or her. TA.)

I I

)I) A certain species of trees. (S, K")

,2}, int. n. of 1 [q. v.]. (T, s, M, &c.)=See

also what next follows.

3,; The lobe, or lobule, of the ear,- (M,K;)

as also (K.) =,’o,)ll A certain nation,

(M,K,) well known; (M ;) [said by the Arabs

to be] descendants of Er-Room, the son of Esau

(,3; [so called by the Arabs]), (T,* s,1_<,) the

son o:f Isaac the Prophet,- (TA;) [i. e. the

Greeks; generally meaning, of the Lower Em

pire; but sometimes, only those of Asia,- and

sometimes those of the Lower Empire together

with all the nations of Europe beside : the ancient

Greeks are more prgperly called by the Arabs

bliétfl one says its”; and jg]; ($,K;) the

former of these two appellations being applied to

a single person, (M, K,) and the latter being

the pl., ($, K,) [or rather a col]. gen. n.,] like

and (AAF, $, M ;) the former being

distinguished from the latter only by the doubled

L5, like as is distinguished from it; pl.

0 = ($0 and 53»,

has for [its proper] pl. [0631. (TA.) [It is also

applied to The country of the nation, or people, so

called, both in Europe and Asia, and sometimes

[or coll. gen. n.] only by the 0

3| 1 o I

only in Asia. Hence, ,9)“H The Sea of the

Greehs; meaning the [Mediterranean Sea.]

3.3,, Glue, with which thefeathers of an arrow

are stuck : (M, K :) said by A’Obeyd to be [thus]

without 0; but mentioned by Th with s . (M,

TA. [See art.,el).])

3 1

Us” The sail of an empty ship : (AA, T, z)
¢ 0 6)

that of a full ship is called to». (AA, T.)=

See a150,”.

Jot; i.q. [The foam of the mouth of a

camel]: (K :) mentioned‘also in art. )1) [as
0 1.!

writtenjslg), and signifying slaver]. (TA.)

it; [pl. of £1,513, which signifies Seeking, &c.;

act. part. n. of 1:] i. q. [pl. of v.]Lb].

(TA.)

9 r

’51,: see what next precedes.

'0!a 3 .v a 1

p1. Of 3%,”).

i. q. Lib; ($, M, K) [accord. to the PS

A place of seeking or searching: but it should be

observed that is an inf. n., and also a n. of

place and of time: also thatgbl}; is expressly said

in the Msb and TA to be an inf. n. orig, though

not in the $ nor in the M: and that it is men

tioned in the K in the beginning of this art. as

syn. with}; in the sense of Jolie, and at the end

of the art. as signifying the same as One

says,4l;.;ll [which may mean

150 *
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He isfirm, or steady, in respect of the place of

standing; far-aiming in respect of the place of

seeking: or, agreeably with an explanation voce

is, he is one who does not quit his station, or

abode, without necessity, though far-aiming &c. :

but it is obvious that both Jail," and 1%")! may

here be ian ns.]. (TA.)

,1); Sought, sought for or after, or desired.

(Mgh.)

O»

r e J .v _ 9 0’ .

1. Qt), [aor. UAW] 1nf.n. 0,), It (an affair,

or event,) was, or became, hard, diflicult, or
4,4,4 . a I

severe. (TA.) _AndW ;Jl) Our night was,

or became, very cloudy and hot. (Th, M, TA.)

=See also 0'; in art. 0.3).

(so accord. to a copy of the T, [if correct,

an inf. u. used as a simple subst., see above, first

sentence,]) or is”; (so in another copy of the

T, and accord. to the K,) with damm, (K,)

Hardness, difiiculty, severity, vehemenee, or in

tenseness: (T, pl. 635;, (T, and so in a copy

ofthe K,) or (CK.) [See also

signifies [or signifies also] The furthest part

ofa 536.; [q. v.]. (Yoo,

I

0,3: see the next preceding paragraph.

9;)

Eu” The greater, main, principal, or chief,

part of a thing. (M, K.)_And Hardness,

diflieulty, or severity, of a thing, or an affair,

or event; and grievousness thereof: so in the say

ing, ,3»: til. 23,, Liii [lilay God

removefrom thee the hardness, &c., and the griev

ousness, of, this thing, or afair, or event].

[See also 05.]._And The utmost limit, reach,

or degree, of a thing, in respect of heat, or cold,

or in other respects, as when said of grief, or of

war, or the like: and hence is said to be taken

the name [or without (J1, (see [;JJI, in

art. 0),) as though it were a contraction of 33”,]

given to [the month] Jumddd-l-Ahhireh, because

of its intense cold [when it was so named]. (TA.)

see the opinions of IAar and Sb re

specting its derivation in art. Q). [It is said in

the S and K in art. _ _', that there is no word

I an east 01

like it except Lust] You say 3o,» 1,, (T,

"a! he,

sits) and $16331 (s. M,) and 335:) w

(T.$.M.K> and riéfielt (M,) A day, and e

night, hard, difiicult, severe, distressing, or griev

ous: (S, K,‘ TA :) or vehemently hot and griev

ous: (T, TA :) or that has reached the utmost

point, or degree, in respect ofjoy, or grief, or

heat: or hard, dificult, or severe, in respect of

everything; in respect ofheat, or cold, or clamour,

cries, shouts, or noises [dc]. (M,TA.) You

say also Jag, [virtually] meaning the same:

(K :) [or'this may mean A day ofclamour, &c.;

.1» so,

as will be seen from what follows] V will”)! 23,-:

occurs at the end of a verse of a rajiz: this may

16'

I)!

not 90

and V USU”! ,9; occurs at the end ofa

, . , ~05 9 0'

verse of En-Nabighah El-Jaadee, for GL3,)1 Jr”.

be [by poetic license] for jog, or for

($.) Accord. to Sh, as is said in the '1‘, (TA,)

~01 so, He! see

55;.“ J's-t, (ILTAJ as also Quml J’s-1, (K,)

signifies A day that is easy, TA,) or plea

sant: (TA :) thus having two contr. meanings:

(K:) and Sh cited averse of En-Nabighah El

Jaadee as an ex. : but AHeyth disallowed Qu,,\

as having any other meaning than grief, and

difliculty or the like; and he disallowed also the

verse cited by Sh [as being an ex. of the meaning

that he assigned to it]. (TA.)—Also A voice,

or sound: ($,K:) and cries, shouts, or noises,

and clamour. (TA. [In one place, in the TA,

0,), thus written, without any vowel-sign, has

also this latter meaning assigned to it: but the

context seems to show that this is a. mistranscrip

tion.])

3 "at ~02

@U’JI; and its fem., with 8; and $20,»: see

the next preceding paragraph, in four places.

I J! r)

4s 0,). ,5 He is overcome, subdued, or sub
” a v _

jected. (K.) [0,} here is a contraction of

(3,933.;, from having for its nor. a}; as a

dial. var. of Q!) having for its aor. whiz see

“rt O-Js-l

45»

can Or a a. r

35,)", or iifijl, and 43,5: see art. 5”.

t5»

1. 51;): (14,}, (T, s, M, Mgh,1\1sb,K,) and

(1,3,1, (M, K,) 801'. (53;, (T, s, Msb, K,) inf. n.

I

:4, (T, s, M, Mgmlg) and [5,, (s,1;,) or the

former is a simple subst. and the latter is the

inf. n., (Mgh,) or the latter is an inf. n. and also

a simple subst., (M, K,) and (5;), ($, M, K,)

the last erroneously written, in [some of] the

copies of the K, 633, as though it were a pret.

verb [like (5,31; (TA ;) and 1 (5,21 and t (53,5;

(:5, M, Msb, 1c ;) all signify the same; (T, s, M,*

Msb,]_§;) [or the last probably has an intensive

meaning;] He was satisfied, or he satisfied him

self, with drinhing of water [and of milk]; he

drank therle enough to quench, or satisfy, his

thirst,- contr. of (Mgh in explanation of

the first.)_And isla [5,}, (M,) or we

(K,) Jim .51»; (He) and wits; (M,K;)

[The plant, or herbage, or the trees, had plentiful

irrigation: or] i. q. [i. e., became flourish

ing and fresh, luxuriant, juicy, succulent, or

sappy]; (M,K ;) or became bright and fresh, by

reason of plentiful irrigation. (TK.)—(5,3

and V (5’3)! and V are also used metaphori

cally, as meaning {He was, or became, in a good

state or condition; and in the enjoyment quuch

ease, pleasantness, ’sqftness, zor delicgcy, ’QC‘ li e._

(HE? P. 1m.)—@_,,, 4,»)! 0'0 “3:! is

likewise metaphorical, meaning II hdve become,

or I became, disgusted [or satiated to loathing]

with this thing, or aj'air. ($" and TA in art.

_‘.)._See also 0a. verse cited voce J], (p.

85,) in which (fix is made trans. by means of

that particle in the place of uh; (533,

(T; S; M! Kr) 39d 913‘! ($1 MI aor- 6);!

inf. n. or z), (accord. to different copies of

the T, [the former app. indicated to be the right

by what is said in the next sentence,]) or (54;,

(M, [probably also correct,]) He brought water

to his family: M,Kz) [but in the T it is

implied that the meaning is like that of the phrase

here following:] ,2in (5,}, (18k, T, s, K,) am;

as above, (181:, T, s,) inf. n. 13,, (so in the TA,)

He drew water for the people, or party. (ISk,

T, S, You sen/Ki; £8, with fet-h to

the ), 01-1352, (so in the T,) meaning

thence is your providing of yourselves with

4 e DI 0

water? i Oil of: T, immediately

after the latter of the foregoing phrases; and $,

immediately after the former of them :) so says

ISk. (T.) And ,4" ul; (5,, He drew water

upon the camel. [See ._ And

11,11, aor. [5,2, [inf. n., app., artsy] He (a

camel) bore, chrried, or conveyed, water. (Msb,

TA.)._Hence, (Mgh, TA,) issLJI (5,}, (r,

M, Mgh, Msb, K,) magi, (13$, M, Mgh,)

eie, (MA,) her. (5,}; (T,) inf. h. $5,; (T, s,

M, Mgh, 1; ;) and t 213,1; (M, K ;) both signify

the same; (K;) He bore in his memory, hnon-ing

by heart, and transmitted [orally], re

lated, recited, or rehearsed, the tradition, narra

tive, or story, (Msb, TA,) and the poetry, (TA,)

[as learned, or heard, or received,] from him,

(MA 5) [he related, recited, or rehearsed, the

tradition, &c., and the poetry, by heart from

him :] you say to a man, 53,453! [“ Recite

thou the ode ”]; but you do not say, L8,}! unless

you mean thereby Relate thou it by hhart. (S,

TA.) [One says also, {5,3, meaning It has

been related as heard, or received, from him.

And 13-3: (3);, and 13:5 (53;, meaning It has

been related, and it is related, (otherwise, i. e.)

thus; with the substitution of such a word &c.:

and often meaning it has been read, and it is

read, &c. And 115 gals, ué, meaning Accord

ing to one relation, or way of relation or relating,

thus: and often meaping according to onbe’reading,

thus] = Jpn [53), (M, [aor. dab] inf. 11.

C4], (M,) He twisted the rope: (M,K:) or he

twisted the r_ope well, or thoroughly, or soundly.

(M.)_ggn [:12 (5,}, (s, M,TA,) in the

copies of the K, erroneously, Ji-jl, (TA,) He

bound the man ($, M, K,‘ TA,) with the rope

called 33) (M, TA) upon the back of the camel,

(s, 1y) lest he shouldfall (s, M, 1;; TA) from

the camel (M) in consequence of his being over

come by sleep. M,* TA.) And

abljfl, aor. (5,;11 inf. n. 3;}, I bound the 53')

upbn the leathern water-bag, or pair of leather);

water-bags, called Zg’l), (T.) You say,

4:15, inf. n. (5;; and 76,); He bound him, or

it, with the rope [called his], as is implied in the

M]. (M,* TA.) And “.1; 53;,“ 1,5,;

[He bound the A” upon the camel]; like its].

(TA.) And 7(5))! He bound a load with the

55,. (TA.)
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2. (5;), inf. n. 5,15; see 4, in two places: _

and 5. [Hence,] abfil [The day of pro

viding oneself with 'n'ater;] the eighth day of

Dhu-l-injjeh; (T, Msb ;) the day before that of

’Arafeh: (M:) so called because they (the pil

r Jive!

grims, T) used, to provide themselves (0);,’11,

T, M, or 7 Msb, and so in a copy of the

T, or Vbéjjé, $, K) on that day with water

(T,$,M,* Msb, for the aftertime, Msb,

K,) and to rise and go, or when rising to go, to

Mine, where is no water, [or, accord. to the Msb,

where was little water,] therefore they provided

themselves fully with water, or therefore they

provided themselves with water from Mekkeh for

the alighting and abiding at Mine: (T, accord. to

two different copies 2) or [it means the day of

consideration, or thought; (from another signifi

cation- of the verb, as will be seen from what

follows;) and is so called] because Abraham

was considering, or thinking upon, his dream

(3&5; as use we) [on that day].

and on the ninth he knew [that his dream was

from God], and on the tenth he desired to act

[according to his dream] (K. [And

in a similar manner it is explained in the Ksh

and by pa in ixxvii. 101. See also 2 in art. i,,.])

-.;.J~31\; LL; a3). and ,4“; sight, (T.

TA,) He moistened [his head, app. much, or

saturated it, i. e. its hair, with oil, or grease, and

the broken, or crumbled, bread with grease, or

gravy]. (TA.) =}2.=.n 213,, (T, s, M, Mgh, K,)

and (M, Mgh, Mgh,) inf. n. as above;

;) and '21,»; IIe made him to

relate by heirrt the poetry, M,‘ Mgh,‘1_(,"

TA,) and the tradition, narrative, or story;

(M, Mgh, TA ;) he made him to bear in his

memory, knowing by heart, and to transmit,

relate, recite, or rehearse, (Msb, TA,) the poetry,

(TA,) and the tradition, narrative, or story;

(Mob, TA ;) [or he taught him to do so,- i. e.] he

related to him by heart the poetry, (T,

TA,) and the tradition, narrative, or story,

(TA,) until he retained it in his memory, for the

purpose of relating it by heart [as learned, or

heard, or received,] from him. (T, TA.') And

@4ng [lire had the tradition, narrative,

or slory, related to as by heart; and in like map

ner,;%Jl the poetry]. (Msb, TA.)= Us

1:591, K, [though Freytag represents the verb

as being in the K without teshdeed, and Golius

explains the verb nearly in the same manner with

and without teshdeed,]) inf. n. as above, (TA,)

He looked into the thing, or affair, or case,

inspected it; examined it; considered it; or

thought upon. it; (S, M, K, TA;) deliberately,

or leisurely,- without haste; a dial. var. of in;

[q. v.]: (M, TA:)‘[and app. signifies

the same :] see in the former half of this

’0'

paragraph, in an explanation of ,2" I”.

4. :1”! (M, MA, high, 1;) 51;" (MA)

[and w], inf. n. 25;]; (KL, and Her

p. 67;)andt213, (MA, Ma) 31., (MA,) int‘. n.

239;; (KL;) He satisfied kini, or made him to

be satisfied, with drinking of water [and of

milk]; he satisfied, or quenched, his (another’s)

thirst, by a drink, or draught, ofwater [and of

milk]; (M," MA, Mgh,‘ K,‘ KL ;*) he did away

with his thirst [thereby]. (Bar ubi supra.) One

says of a she-camel abounding in milk, (5233

(",3le [She satisfies the thirst ofthe young child]:

because he sleeps in the beginning of the night,

and they desire that her flow of milk may be

early, before his sleeping. (M, TA.) [And in

like manner, it”! is said of water, and of milk,

&c., meaning It satisfied his thirst.] _ [Hence,

(5,» and lug) signify also He watered, or ir

rigated, plentifully a plant, or herbage, or a tree;

or rendered it flourishing and fresh, luxuriant,

succulent, or sappy, by plentiful irrigation: see

1, second sentence] = See also 2, in the middle

of the paragraph. =And see 1, last three sen

tences.

5. (5;)3:_see 1, first three sentences.._You

say also, and "3;, meaning They pro

vided themselves with water. And

all)! (Msb, and so in a copy of the

T; see 2, second sentence ;) or is)! 0.0 l

(S and K; see again 2, second sentence;) [They

used to provide themselves with water:] and

1;" nggfi [Whence do ye provide

for yourselves water 7]. (T and S ; see 1, in the

middle of the paragraph.) _ And 5.31" ?2':

glib [The morsel was imbued, or soaked, with

clarified butter]. (En-Nadr, TA in art. =

{Lag-ll (5;)3, and jab-2.": see 1, in the latter

halfof the paragraph. see 8. =

as!) 63,3: see 2, in two places.

8. (5,3)1: see 1, first and third sentepces:_.

and see also 5, in two places—wt .2:le

The palm-tree, having been planted in a hollow

dug for the purpose, was watered at its root.

(Lth,T.)=It. (a rope) was twisted: (M,

or was twisted well, or thoroughly, or soundly:

(M :) or was thick in its strands: (5:) or was

composed ofmany strands, and thick, and very

compact. (Lth,T.)_And 9,5,: as

joints (those ofa beast, T, or those of a man,

were, or became, well-proportioned and thick;

(T. s. K ;> and so ' :5»- (M, Is)

re;a.

,J: see 2t».

3.

L5): see what next follows:=and see also

art. Ls)

:g), said by Esh-Shamee, in his “Seereh ’[of

the T’rophet],” to be also with (_lhmm [i. e. lag],

which is anomalous, like l5, for I33], (MF,

TA,) is an inf. n. of (93: (T, $, M, Mgh,‘ z)

and also (M,K) a simple subst. from that verb

[meaning The state of being satisfied with drink

ing of water and of milk; the state in which one

is satisfied with drinking or drink; the state of

having drunk enough to quench, or satisfy, the

thirst]. (M,Msb, One says, C52 [If

éqé», [Such a one is in a state in, which he is

satisfied with drink and food]. (T, A, TA, all in

art. _ [Also, as is indicated in the K &c.,

in relation to plants or herbage, or to trees, The

state of having plentiful irrigation; or of being

flourishing andfresh, luxuriant, juicy, succulent,

or sappy, by reason of plentiful irrigation.]=

is) A source abounding with water. ($.)

=' See also art. (5).

(5;): see ._(53) Dates when they

ripen [after they have been cut ofl',] not upon

9)

their palm-trees; as also '3)». (TA.)
fl

I J 4.

lg”: see Q53, in art. Lgl).

and 76;) (T, S, M, [in this last im

properly said to' be like J], which is without

tenween,]) and 7 :4}; (M, Sweet water: (S :)

or water that causes him who comes to it to return

with his thirst satisfied; (T, S ;"') applied only to

water that has a continual increase, and does not.

become ezhausted, nor cease: (T :) or abundant

water, that‘ satisfies the thirst. (M, .

[Hence,] 53;" is a name of The well of Zemzem.

(K, TA.)=And .13), (so in the TA, as from the K,

and as mentioned by A2 on the authority of IAar,

[but I have looked for it in vain in two copies of

the T, app. 53;, or perhaps ' {is}, like the Pers.

is), for one of these two may be’from the other,]

or: 15",, (so accurd. to my MS. copy of the K and

accord. to the TK, [but this I think very dubious,

and still more strange is the reading in the CK,

which is M,]) Abundance of herbage, or of the

goods, convcniences, or cony‘brts, of li e.

2?); [for 55, (see '33,, in art. (Sip) or of the

measure from £43.", (see Har p. 24,)] i. I].

[as meaning A pleasing, or goodly, aspect ,

or beauty qfaspect]: so in the phrase

[A man having a pleasing, or goodly, aspect]. ($.)

213) A rope with which the two leathern water

bags are bound upon the camel: (T:) or a rope

with which goods, or furniture, or utensils, .j'm,

are bound upon the camel; (s, K;) and with

which a man is bound upon a camel, lest he

should fall in consequence of his being overcome

by sleep: (M, and Ham p. 321:) or one of the

ropes of the [tent called] .115: and sometimes the

load is bound therewith upbn the camel: accord.

to AHn, it is thicker than well-ropes .' (M :) and

16;}? pigplifies the same: (T, K:) pl, of (he

former 39,3)1; (T, s, K,) and of l the latter

6,1,0, (T, i.e. [5,54, and (TA.):

See also

:93: see 2l§._Also A_full, or complete,

(but; (K,TAJ You Q93 <s.

TA) I drank a full, or complete, drink. (TA.)

_And A cloud of which the rain-drops are

large, K,) and vehement in their fall,- like

(so pl. 5;,ji. (TA.)-And, accord.

to IAar, One who give: to drink ,- or a waterer;

syn. (31-3: [in one copy of the T, in the place of

use." as explanatory of again, I find [_élgfl,

which I think an evident mistranscription:]_

and lVeak: _and Sound in body and intellect.

(All three from the T.)=Also The [funda
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mental] rhyme-letter,- (S, M, K ;) the letter upon

which the ode isfounded, and which is indispen

sable in every verse thereqf, in one place; as,

for instance, the [final] 8 in the verse here

following:

‘* J5 51m JLL J: 131 '*

I ~ i )1 as s all

" time" 9”“? 9’; “vb ‘

[IV/ten the wealth of the man becomes little, his

friends become few, and, together with the eyes,

thefingers mahe signs to him] : (Akh, M :) [when

two or more letters are indispensable to the

rhyme, only one of them is thus termed, according

to rules fully explained in the M and in the

treatises on versificationz] IJ mentions as

its pl.; but [ISd says,] I think him to [have

stated this carelessly, and not to have heard it

from the Arabs. (M.) One says [51; obidgnli

end; [Two odes. constructed upon onerhynie

let’terfor having one fundamental rhyme-let

ter].

ills) [an inf. n. of [533, q. v., when used as a

subst.; meaning A relation, or recital, &c.,] has

for its pl. (J M.) See 351;, last sentence

but one. '

2?; A want, or thing wanted: (A’Obeyd, T,

s :) so in the saying, 3,; [We have

a want to be supplied tour 2n the part of such a

one; meaning we want'a thing of such a one]:

(A’Obeyd, T:) and 35,, [We have a

want to be supplied to on thy part; we want

a thing of thee]. _And The remainder of

a debt and the lihe. = Also, ($,) or

,l‘i Us, (M, IQ“) thug‘psiually pronounced with

out s, (S,) [originally 2.15),] Inspection, examina

tion, consideration, or thought, of an afair;

($,M,K;) without 1min.- (M 9 pl. gig}. (JM,

TA.) You say, [He

went at random, heedlessly, or in a headlong

manner, without consideration]. (A in art. v.25.)

§ee 3.326, near the end. [See also in art.

'51-) '

pie 5);

:1» J?) A man whose habitual work, or occu

pation, is the drawing qf water by means of the

132'; [q. 11.]: you say, I?“ [The people’s

habitual drawer of water by means of the 3.3L,

came]. (T,)

G; [originally A sweet odour (T, M,

eat; anything. (T.) One says of a woman,

L3)" amid, meaning Verin she is sweet in the

odour ojf her body: and hence the saying of Imra

el-Keys,

‘ woui Mi’ IS] *

t iii; ,,,..o'i *

[When they stand, the fragrance of musk is

fusedfrom them, lihe the breath of the east wind

that has brought the sweet'odour of the clove].

(T.) = It is also fem. of (gig. (T, s, M, &c.)

[originally an epithet from (3,3;

(T, M, Mgh, Msb, K ;) Satisfied with drinking

[ofwater and of milk &c.]; having drunk [thereof]

enough to quench, or satisfy, his thirst; contr. of

56.12;; (s, Mghz') fem. Q}, (T, s, M, Mgh,

Msb, in which the [5 is not changed into,

because the word is an epithet; for it is changed

into , only in a subst., of the measuroe’ [’13, of

which L5 is the final radical, as in (5,3; so that

if it were a subst., it would be (5;; (S, M ;)

originally (M :) as to that is thought

to be used as the proper name of a woman, it is,

thus used, an epithet, like is)ng and such",

though without the article ()1; ($,*M:) the pi.

is 273,, (T, s, M, Mgh, Msb,K,) with kesr and

meddl, (S,) in measure like (Mgh,) masc.

and fem. (Mgh, Msb.) You say in (3).. :15, ,1;

[A people, or party, satij'fied with drinking of

water]. And and is)

[A plant, or herbage, and trees, having plentiful

irrigation : or flourishing and fresh, luxuriant,

juicy, succulent, or sappy, by reason of plentiful

irrigation : see the verb]. (M.) _ [Hence,]

signifies also 1* Full affat andjlesh. (JM.)

And you say I [A plumpface] ; an ex

pression of dispraise [app. when relating to a

man, but not otherwise; for or applied

to a youth, or to a woman, or a limb ofa woman,

meaning plump and juicy, is used by way of

praise]: opposed to (A and TA in

art. And +[A woman

full, or plump, in the place of the anhlet]. (JM.)

And radii 1-A horse fat in the portion

of flesh and sinerv next the back-bone on each

side.

,l; [as the act. part. n. of [53;] is used in rela

tioil to water [as meaning Bringing, or one who

brings, water to his family: and drawing, or one

who draws, water for others: and a camel carry

ing, or that carries, water; whence the subst.

5,1,, q. v.]. ($,TA.)_And [hence] it is used

also in relation to poetry (T, S, M) and to tradi

tions or narratives or stories (T, M, Mgh, [as

meaning A relater, reciter, or rehearser, by heart,

of poetry,and of traditions, or narratives or stories,

learned, or heard, or received, from another] : and

in like manner 75,13, but in an intensive sense

[as meaning a large, or copious, relater or reciter

or rehearser, &c.]; (T, $, M, Mgh, i. e.

Blitz," (Tf TA ;) as in the phrase

9 U

relater &c. of poetry]: z) the pl. of?!) is 51,).

($,TA.)=Also One who has the superintend

so,

ence, management, or care, of horses w

[ii-J! [strangely’rendered by Freytag, who

seems to have read Ml who, “ constrictus fune

et stans super cameli dorso "D. (M,

'r a

Q3!) [a man who is a large, or copious,

5,5 A camel, (A’Obeyd, T, s,1;,) or a mule,

or an ass, ($, and so in the K with the exception

of “ and” for “ or,”) upog’which water is drawn:

(A’Obeyd, T, S, K: [see &QL» :]) or a camel that

carries water; (M,“i Mgh, Msb ;) and then applied

to any beast upon which water is drawn: (Msb :)

[but it is disputed whether this be the primary or

proper signification, or whether it be secondary

or tropical, as will be shown by what follows:]

and also a man who draws water (A’Obeyd, T,

TA)_ for his family: (TA :) the 3 is affixed

[Jim, i. e. for the purpose of transferring the

word from the category of epithets to that of sub

stantives; or] to give intensiveness to the signi

fication: (Mgh:) pl. [by rule '53}, being

originally of the measure Jeéi, not ($,

M, TA.) Also A 53!}; [or'leathern water-bag]

(A'Obeyd, T, $, M, Mgh) composed of three shins,

(Mgh,) containing water,- (M,K;) so called as

being the receptacle in which is the water borne

by the camel [thus called] ; (A’Obeyd, 'l‘ ;) or the

by is thus termed by the vulgar, but this

application of the word is allowable as meta

phorical: :) or it signifies a pair of such

water-bags [see in art. .ng]): (T:)

[accord to I’Sd,] it is applied to the 5,1).0, and

then to the camel, because of the nearness of the

latter to the former: (M :) or its primary applica

tion is to the camel: Mgh :) accord. to some,

its application to the camel is proper; and to the

3,1).0, tropical: accord. to others, the reverse is

the case: (MF,TA:) the pl. is Q15}, as above.

(Mgh,TA.)_.One says of a weak person who

’

is in easy circumstances, 3.51;" Lo, meaning

He is unable to turn bacli the 2.335 [or camel

bearing a water-bag or pair of water-bags,] not

withstanding its being heavily burdened by the

water that is upon it. (M.) _. And the Prophet

applied the appellation nit," [The camels

bearing waterfor the irrigation of the countries,

or the water-bags borne by camels for the irriga

tion of the countries,] to 1‘ the clouds, by way of

comparison. (TA.)—Q13; is also applied as an

appellation to TThe chiefs of a people; (IAar,

Th,T;) as pl. of 5,1}; the chief who bears the

burden of the bloodwits owed by the tribe being

likened to the camel thus termed. (T, M!) A

Temeemee, mentioning a party that had attacked

his tribe, said, 1.513;" 6.13,” on}:

meaning [lVe encountered them, and] we slew tlie

chiefs, and gave permission to occupy, or to

plunder, the houses, or tents. (T.) _ also

occurs in a trad., in which it is said, Q5" 3.5.

e.,-Lb! @153, and accord. to some, it is, in this

instance, pl. of (JM, TA) in the first of the

senses explained above; so that the meaning is,

JrThe worst of those who carry tidings are those

who carry false tidings; such persons being

likened to the beasts so called, in respect of the

fatigue that they undergo: (JM:) or it is pl. of

' 5:23; (JM, TA ;) and the meaning is, the worst

of thoughts are those that are untrue, not right,

nor tending to good: or it is pl. of'iég); and

the meaning is, the worst of relations, [or re

citals, are those that are untrue. (JM.)_.See

also 21;.

I s

[53}: see the next paragraph, in two places.

35 at f 1,!

deg), (T, s, M, gtab, as originally [but] of

the measure 53,131, (s, M, Mgh,) and 55,12, (Lh,

M, K,) The female of the J’s), (El-Ahmar,
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L5,) _~r'~=‘)

A’Obeyd, T, S, M, Msb, K,) which means moun

tain-goats: (TA :) or the female9and the male; the

former of which is also called ya, and the latter

Jeg; (fez, T, Msb;) and which art.:gf the [hind

called] 3L2); not ofthe [kind called])i,i: (AZ, T :)

pl. [35,51 (El-Ahmar, A'Obeyd, '1‘, s, M, Msb,

K,) of the measure ($,) :1 pl. of pauc.,

Msb,) applied to three (El-Ahmar, A’Obeyd, T,

S, M, K) and more, to ten [inclusive], (El-Ahmar,

A’Obeyd, T, M, K,) and V (53;, applied to many,

(El-Ahmaf,°1£\’0beyd, T, $, M, Msb, of the

measure Jail, (S, M, Msb,) erroneously held by

Abu-l-’Abbt'1s to be of the measure 51;}; (31;)

an irregular pl.; (Msb, or [rather] it is a

quasi-pl. n.; (M, K ;) and :91; is a broken pl.

(M.) It is also a proper name of a woman: and

so is 7

0; fl

2)»: see [5,?

fl 0 a,

[5,,» : see it”, in two places.

L5')

V5.23, inf. n. of the former

and of the latter are both of them verbs

relating’tp iéfill: (T:) you say,

[and Law] I made the is!) [q.v.]: (M, TA z')

the imperative of is 2;}, and that of t

a a”

1. CM") and

0.1- a a

is 4.4,: and the pass. part. ns. are Vega and

' £531, each applied to a banner. (T.)

2: _

Imade a); (M ;) or Iwrote a). (TA

in seat or» site)

see 1, in three places. =Y0u say also,

4. gtpt accord. to Ll), [and so

in the K, (see 1 in art. all), near the end of the

paragraph,]) but [ISd says,] I hold that this is

anomalous, and that it is properly only I

stuck, or fixed, [into the ground,] the banner, or

standard. (M,TA.)

210:0 _ 110,20

8. 4224)], [as though a contraction of 421.9,],]

ant-e if

for a235,]: see (51), first srgmfication.

’15; D-Dsaberb _

10. 4.2.39], [as though a contraction of 4.239],

_ J of ,0 _ _ s we as

like as Mt 1s a contraction MW“ for

:)0EO~I
.

,,

Qbidl: see (5!), first signification.

5 r 9

2(5), said in the CK, in art. (5|), to be a pl. of

9 v

L51): see this latter word.

.5 o

[5): see art. [5,). = It is also said in the K,

in art. (5!), to be a pl. of see this latter word.

5

(5): see art. L5,). = It is also said in the K,

in art. [5%, to be a pl. of : see this latter word.

_Also Beauty of aspect,- (K; and M in art.

L5”;) accord. to him who holds it to be with

pnt f; said by AAF to mean beauty as implying

all} [and therefore belonging to art. (5),]. (M

in art. L5,). [See also :55), in art. L5l).])

o; 2; _ e

lg): see to), 1!] art. L51).

9 s: _ e

L3): see [51), m art. (5!).

5:, an int". ii. of j, [q.v.]. (T, M,I_(; all in

art.

(33: see art. [5,).

J:

Lu: '0) _ e

a see 95), m art. (5!).

‘5):

C): see Gig, in art. (j).

0L1»

. r

LSLN

agg, (r, s, M, high, K,) and iii}, mentioned by

Sb on the authority of Abu-l-Khattab, the t of

it}, though a substitute for the medial radical,

[i. e. [5,] being likened by him to the augmenta

tive l, and therefore the final radical is made s,

like as is done in the case of &c., (M,) A

banner, or standard, (T, S, M, Msb, K,) of an

army: (Msb:) accord. to some, (Msb,) origi

see art. (5;).

see what next follows.

nally with a, [see in art. [sly] though

pronounced by the Arabs without s; (T, Msb ;)

but others deny this, and say that. 'it’ has

not been heard with s: (Msb:) pl. (Ag!) (M,

Msb, and [coll. gen. n.] 'Cgl}. (M,

Also A 5,55 [app. here meaning collar]: (K:)

or a thing that is put upon the neck (Lth, T, M,

K) of a runaway male slave, (M, K,) to show

that he is a runaway: it is an iron ring, of the

size of the neck. (TA.)= It is also said to be an

inf. n. of 6%: see this latter word.

dim. offer}. (Lth, T.)

i2; 3,1,4; An ode of which the Cg); [orfunda

mental rhyme-letter] is ). (TA in J3" yd,»

shit)

2; 1 03 _ 2x0; _ e

4.3,); and lay: see my}, in art. L51).

8.,

k?” . see the first paragraph.

H 8'

is)“

lo

1. (like TA, [app. indicating that its

aor. is 53.], like a dial. var. of all, [He

saw,- &c.]. (M,

2-43!“ u“? 3: i-q- i3} [q-v-1- (T,*a.)=

QB [arr

meaning He relaxed the compression qfhis throat :

or he relaxed the card by which he was being

throttled]: (M :) or [which app.

has the former meaning: or perhaps means he, or

it, relieved his quinsy, so that he had room, or

freedom, to breathe]. l2) He wrote

a). (TA.)

)F‘l - O; I - r 0

0L3), inf. n. no)», aq. 0L3- w

a. 1,1,, (M, K3) said to be formed by

transposition, [i. e. from [553,] inf. n. gal}; (TA,)

He feared, or was on his guard against, such a
i

one. (M, ._ See also 3 in art. (5|).

285') a subst. from mentioned above: (M,

K:)'[i.e., it signifies Sight; &c.; like 5.35; =]

and it) is said by MF to be like it; but this is a

mistake, occasioned by his finding 5:“,lll a verse,

miswritten for 5:”. (TA.) _. [See also [152.]

Ii 4 a, a e

5.;1, 54,45: see art. 1;).

W)

1. 6:3,, (T, spot, ste.,) eei. ,;, (M, Mgii,

Msb,K,) inf n. W) (T, M, Mgh, Msb, &c.) and

2;”, (M, K,) or the latter is a simple subst.,

Msb,) It (a. thing) occasioned in me disquiet,

disturbance, or agitation, quind : (Ksh and Bd

in ii. 1:) [this is the primary signification; (see

a”) a signification also borne by V (see

the' verses of Khalid cited in this peisgispiig

whence the other significations here expl. in what

follows :] it (a thing) made me ’to doubt: (Msb:

and in like manner is expl. in the Mgh :) or

it (a thing, M) caused me to have what is termed

1;!) [i. e. doubt, or suspicion or evil opinion, or

doubt combined with suspicion or evil opinion];

as also (M, K: in both of which this

meaning is ihdicated, but not expressed :) but the

latter is said by Lth to be bad: (T :) or, (T, M,

Msb,) accord. to AZ, (T, Msb,) the former signi

fies he, (T, M,*) or it, i. e. his case, (M,* Msb,)

made me to know that there was on his part what

is termed iii-3) [i. e. something occasioning doubt,

or suspicion br evil opinion, or doubt combined

with suspicion or evil opinion]; (T, M, Msb3)

made me to be certain, or sure, of it : (Msb :)

and 'the latter signifies made me to think that

there was in him what is so termed; (Sb, '1‘, M,

Msb,K;) without my being certain, or sure, of

it: (Msbz) [Az says that] these are the right

explanations of the two phrases: (T :) [or] the

. :' -' -' ' ' r .

latter signifies also a," u! [he put into

me, i. e. into my mind, doubt, or suspicion &c.];

J) J

(Sb, M, K; and in a similar manner as) is expl.

in the latter;) or [he made me to

think that which occasioned doubt, or suspicion

&c.]: (K: and in like manner 1st)! is expl. in the

Ham p. 363:) and :32 signifies

[I made doubt, or suspicion &c., or that which

occasioned doubt, or suspicion &c., to come to

him, or to reach him]; (K ;) [app. by some act,

rei it is said that] In} signifies ,._i 36 [he did

to him a thing that occasioned ddub't; or suspicion

&c.]: (Ham ubi supraz) or, accord. to Ll},

JJOE r, ; p

theMArabsasay, (M,) 0)»! aor. visage, inf. n.

v.3) and 2.3;: when they speak allusivaly [with

respect to the cause of doubt &c., not expressing

it,] (625 \3] [misinterpreted in the TA as mean

ing “ when they aflix a pronoun to the verb,” for

the meaning here intended is clearly shown by

what follows,]) they prefix I [to the verb, saying

r e s as! _

7.91), and up, &c., expl. in the latter part of
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this paragraph]; and when they do not speak

allusively [with respect to the cause of doubt &c.,

but express it,] (1&1)! 13]) they reject that

letter; but [so accord. to the M, but in the K

“or,”] it is allowable to say, ;53“ (M,

K;) i. e., to prefix the 1 when the verb is made

trans: (M :) accord. to As, (T,) [signifies

he did what made me to doubt, or to have doubt,

or suspicion &c , and what I disliked, or hated;

for it] is said of a man when thou seest, on his

part, what makes thee to doubt, &c., ); L2,,

[or )4: Lb,]) and what thou dislikest, or hatest:

(T, s :)fand Hudheyl say, t 9413i, (T, s, Msb,)

or [52451, as As says on the authority of ’Eesa

lbn-’Omar; (M ;) and i; and 'égjl, mean

ipg I doubted: (Mgh:) adeord. to IAth,

ELEJI [an evident mistranscription for {Gill

and 'ungl both mean

[i. e. the thing made me to doubt, and caused me

to think that there was that which occasioned

doubt, or suspicion &c., in it]; but when you are

certain, or sure, of it, you say [only] with

out [an incipient] 1: (TA :) accord. to Lth,
;ijl, int. n. signifies the thing, or tat-clot,

[app. said only of that which is evil,] betided me,

or befell me: and ;ii his afair, or case,

brought upon me doubt [in the TA i.e.

ezril]) and fear. (T.) It is said in a trad., of

Fatimeh, meaning That dis

pleases and disquicts me which dis-pleases and dis

quiets her. (TA.) And in another, respecting a

gazelle lying curled in sleep, 3&5? ‘§,

meaning 1V0 one shall oppose himself to it and

disquiet it, or disturb it. (TA.) And in another,

i.,-3J2; vi] LQ, i. e. that disquieted thee and

constrained thee to cut it of? as Aboo-Moosi;

thinks the phrase may be read: but see another

reading voce (TA.) And in another, L;

3;; (a, e.,-s s a a;

$3.91!, (Mgh, TA,*) or, as some relate

it, ,3, (TA,) i.e. Lem-e than that which

causeth thee to doubt, (Mgh, TA,*) and occa

sioneth in thee 1;}!1, which originally signifies

disquiet, or disturbance, or agitation, of mind,

[and hence suspicion &c., and betake thyself to

that which will not cause thee to doubt, &c., for

'vcrily lying is a thing that occasions disquiet of

mind, or doubt, or suspicion &c., and verily

veracity is a thing that occasions tranquillity;]

because the mind is not at rest when it doubts,

but becomes tranquil when it is certain, or sure.

(Mgh.) And the Hudhalee, TA,) Khalid Ibn

Zuheyr, (TA,) says,

or: '8- , s, a

* 7155 U: (5‘, L64 l: "

* a: 0 150:5 ' s s)

a; 3., If .0 it

“ we» n-J: "

t or 1:015 .11, .

“441‘ 6555

[O my people, what aileth me with Aboo-Dhu

eyb? I was (such that) when I came to him

after absence, or from being absent, he would

smell my side, or my armpit, and pull my gar

ment, as though I disquieted his mind with doubt,

or suspicion &c.]: and TA, in this art. and in

art. )9; but in the latter with}; in the place of

its syn. it is said in the L that _oljl is

trans. and intrans.; and that he who makes it

trans. makes it syn. with and thus it is in

the saying of Khalid cited above; the last hemi~

stich of which is also related thus:

or :10 O, 55’

141*: “2'2 “’5 uf'llé’
* *

but '91)! when intrans. signifies

[meaning he did an act that occasioned ddubt, or

szzspicion &c.]; like as signifies

ails [he did an act for which he was to be

blamed]: and agreeably with this signification is

expl. the verse ascribed to El-Mutalemmis, or to

Beshshar Ibn-Burdeh,

.55 a: 1:: o _J ' fl

* he}, db “gold-31w)“ *

1,1,),0—eoa 1'5

* bsovswepwtl *

[Thy brother is he who, thou make him to

doubt, &c., (or thou do to him an act occasion

ing doubt, or suspicion &c., as expl. in the Ham

p. 363, where is put in the place of

says, Only I have done what occasions doubt,

&c.; and thou act gently with him, becomes

gentle]: thus the verse is correctly related: he

who relates it difi'erently, saying [and thus

I find it in two copies of the T,] asserts that

dis] means ifthou make him of necessity to

have doubt, or suspicion &c.; and Vac)! [here

said in the TA to be “ with damm,” but this is

evidently a mistranscription for “with fet-h,”

for it cannot mean with damm to the I, as

does not hear an appropriate signification, ndr

can it mean with damm to the ;i, as the explana

tion relates to the reading of ~24)! with fet_l_1 to

the ~25] means thou hast caused [me] to think

that there was that which occasioned doubt, or

suspicion &c., when it was not decidedly necessary.

(TA.)

4. _leI, as a trans. verb: see 1, in eight places.

=As intrans., it signifies He (9. man) was, or

became, one in whom was something occasioning

doubt, or suspicion or evil opinion, or doubt

combined with suspicion or evil opinion; i. e.

:3 Qt}: (Sb, T, s, M:) and I... did a thing

that occasioned doubt, or suspicion 8w. : (As, T :)

it is said when one is told something of a person,

or thinks it, or imagines it: (Msb :) see 1, in the

former half of' the paragraph; and also, in three

places, in the latter part of the same paragraph.

Also It (a thing, or an affair, or a case,) was, or

became, one in which was something occasioning

doubt, or suspicion &c. ; i. e. I; (T,
or ) l}. l

5: see the next paragraph.

8. _pUjl He doubted, (S, Msb,K,) [re

specting him, or it]. See 1, in the former

half of the paragraph. And as .gL'ijl He sus

pected him, or thought evil ofhim: (T, M,K:)

or he saw on his part [or in him] what caused

him to have doubt, or suspicion &c.; as also

4.; 1.4;; (Har p. 257;) and atypi; i.e.

L; [5]]: ($, K, and Bar ubi supraz)

the, last used by [the tribe of] Hudheyl. (TA.)

_. [It often means particularly IIe was sceptical

in matters of religion.]

10. 95.2.»! He fell into that which occasioned

doubt, or suspicion or evil opinion; meaning he

feared so that he doubted of s/(fety or security .

(Ianr pp. 256 and 257:) [he conceived doubt, or

suspicion or evil opinion :] he doubted: and

became infected with suspicion or evil opinion.

(Idem p. 309.) See also 8.

;13 Want, or need. (TA.) Hence, in a trad.,

L; that is [the reason of] your want of

him? or your wanting to ask him? (TA.) And, in

another trad., L; that is [the

reason of] thy wanting to cut it 017'? thus, says

El-Khattitbee, they relate it, with damm to the

.,J: but lAth says that it is properly Li»,

meaning the same: or, accord. to Aboo~Moosa,

the right reading may be l4, expl. in the

preceding paragraph. (TA.)

is an int“. n. of 1, ('1‘, M, Mgh, Msb, &c.,)

as also Vii-J), (M, K,) or the latter is a simple

subst.: ($, M'sb :) the primary signification of the

latter [and of the former also when it is used as a.

simple subst.] is Dis-quiet, disturbance, or agita

tion, of mind: (Ksh and Ed in ii. 1:) [and

hence] the former signifies doubt; (T, s, Msb;)

as also V the latter; (s, Mgh;) because doubt

disquiets, or disturbs, the mind: (Ksh and Br}

ubi supra, and Mgh:) and opinion; syn.

(Msb :) and ' the latter, M, A, Mgh, and

the former also, (M, A, K,) doubt, or suspicion

or evil opinion; syn. M,A,Mgh,

and (M,A,K:) or the former, [and 'the

latter also,] doubt combined with suspicion or evil

opinion: (lAth, TA:) and a thing, or an event,

or a. case, that occasions one doubt, or suspicion

or evil opinion, or doub’t5 climbin’e’d’ with suspicion

or evil opinion; i.e. )ol on éLgl) Lo: TA :)

[in this last sense, the ;latter is the more common :

hence,] lying is termed it!) in a trad. cited

above: see 1: (Mgh:) the Ypl. of the latter is

Q). (Mgh.) A man, and a thing or an event
or 21 case, is said to he'll,” ,3 [as meaning

IIaving in him, or it, soinething occasioning

doubt, or suspicion &c.]. (A.) often

occurs as meaning There is no doubt; without

doubt; undoubtedly.] ._ Hence, o6}: The

accidents, or evil accidents, oftime, (Ksh and Ed

ubi supra, [in Fleischer’s ed. of the latter WC)

oupt, which is more agreeable with the explana:

tion, but (3L0)! is more usual,]) that dis

quiet, or disturb, the minds and hearts: (Ksh:)

and ogl A) [which likewise signifies]

the accidents, or evil accidents, of time : ($ :) and

21:0! signifies the same; i. e. (M, K,)

or 3.3,}; (T, Mgh,) and 3,:;;. (T. [This is

said in the TA to be tropical; but I do not find
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it so characterized in the A.])_[Hence, like
. 0’

wise,] W) also signifies A want,- a need/id, or

requisite, thing, affair, or business; syn.

($, A, high, K.) A poet says, ($,) namely, Kaab

Ibn-‘Halik El-Ansaree, (TA,)

' ,s as at; a; ~

" 6);” lmid

[lVe accomplished, from Tihlimeh, every want,

and from Kheyber: then we gave rest to our

swords]. ($.)==[~,.g) mentioned by Freytag as

applied in art. VJ; of the to a certain plant,

and written W) in both of my copies of the in

that art., is a mistake for *4), which is the

,,°1¢

reading in the TA, pl. of 3).]

gs

3.3): see the next preceding paragraph, in six

places. _ [It often means particularly Scepticism

in matters of religion.]

l Jr lei

ylg) )Al A thing, or an event, or a case, that

fi'ightens, or terrifies. (M,

;Sl; [act. part. n. of 1; Causing, or occasion

ing, 'doubt, or suspicion or evil opinion, &c.]

IAar says that Aboo-Bekr is related to have said,

in his charge to ’Omar, )éifi

fie 5&5, which'Th explains as meaning

Kdep than to what is clear, freefrom dubiousness

or confusedness, of aflbirs, and beware than of, or

avoid thou, what has in it dubiousness, or con

fusedness, thereof: (T, TA:) the first is from

;sl; of which the aor. is 93;, said of milk; and _

the second is from of which the aor. is Q,»

Q a '

(TA.) [See also a verse cited voce in art.

.3”, and my remark thereon.]

:4); applied to a man, (T, $,A,) and toa

thing or an event, (M, A,) i. q. 3;,” 33 [expl.
; r

above, voce (T, $, M, A.) Us bilé:

$15, in the Kur xxxiv. last ierse, means

i’erily ’they were in doubt causing to fall into

suspicion or evil opinion: or it means 1;!) L5}

[having in it something occasioning siispicion

820.]: (Ksh and Ba 1) or v.:, [5; [which means

the same: or attended with disquiet, or disturb

ance, or agitation, ofmind]: (M, TA :) [see its

verb, 4:] it may be from the trans. or from the

intrans. verb. (Ksh.)

Doubling [or suspecting]. (Mgh.) _

[It often means particularly Sceptical, or asceptic,

in matters qfreligion. =And 4.,5 ;6;, or 4.3,

Doubled of, or suspected] ’ 1 "

$1)

1. in}, (T, M, &c.,) aor. ,3, (s, Mgh,)

int". n. (s, M, A, higli,h1gb,]§,) He, or a,

mm, or became, slow, tardy, dilatory, late, or

backward; ('1‘, $, M, A, Mgh, Msb,1_(;) as also

'sép- (T,KJ You say. it; in}. (s.

A,) or bl), (T,) Thy news or the news

of thee, or his news or the news of him, was slow,

&c., in coming to me, or to us. (T, S, A.) And

Haj): Such a one was slow, &c., in

Bk. I.

coming to us. (T.) And

5 flee 4,.

or, accord. to one relation of the saying, 113, w,

the meaning in both cases being the same, from

31;,Jl; [i. e. JIIany an act of haste causes '(lit.

gibes) slowness, 8:0. ;] ;) or 4.3.3 [occa

sions, as its result, slowness, &c.]: (A:) a proverb.

(S, A.) And it appears from the following saying

of Maakil Ibn-Khuweylid,

:2,» r 1 o as

was all" ‘f"-’2;":‘;:‘v‘l=”M *

[By thy life, or by thy religion, assuredly despair

that is not slow in its issue is better than hope

that gives afalse promise, if this be his meaning,]

that HM)! may be a dial. var. of it]: but the

poet may mean [that does not make a man slow,

i. e.] 5;»: (M.)

2: see 4.__ [Hence,] 3L3: or, accord.

to one relation, [meaning He is

long in looking or he prolongs the looking, and he

is long in looking &c. at me,] is mentioned as a

phrase used by one of the companions of Ks.

(M.)—One says also, all; He

fell short, or failed, qf doing, or accomplishing,

what nlas incumbent on him: and in like manner,

[He fell short, or failed, of accomplish

ing his ofair]. (M.)-_And signifies

The beingfatigued, tired, weary, orjaded: :)

its verb, éins said of a man or'of a“ horse.

(TK.)=¢\:-_»)3 is also syn. with M [The
rendering a thing soft, &c.]. I

4: see 1, last sentence.=[lt is genemlly

transitive] You say, L; (K) and V be

(A) "hot made thee, or hath made thee, slow,

tardy, dilator-y, late, or backward? retarded, or

delayed, thee? or kept, or held, thee back? (A,

And l; that retarded, or de

layed, thee, or what kept, or held, thee back, from

us? or what hath retarded, &c.'l

5: see 1, in two places.

10. bill-ll IIe deemed, or reckoned, him, or it,

(namely, a person, A, TA, or information, news,

or tidings, TA,) slow, tardy, dilatory, late, or

backward. ($,* M, A, K,‘ TA.) You say,

10., n ,J—‘_° /

My! {‘5 dig-:1 [I sought, or desired, aid,

or succour, of him, and I did not deem him

slow, &c.]. (A,TA.)

has; A spafe, pr measure, [oftime,] syn.

(T, Mgh,) or )lmif; (A, K,) or a timeza 3711;1‘18,

syn. (Mgh.) You say, Lié Q) 43,11

i. e. L; 3.15 (high) or his it; (Mgh) [I

granted him a delay during the’space ofhis doing

such a thing]. And $.13 J, i. e.

[He tarried not save during the space

that, or as long as, or while, I said such a thing].

(TA, from a trad.) And so in the saying,

;jmgcaéiséjsgésicx.

[Such a' one sat not with us, or at our abode,

save during the space that, or as long as, or

while, he related to us a story, or tradition ,- then

he went away]. (T, TA.) And it is used without

Lo and without 0!: (TA :) Aasha Bahileh says,

11’ c ~ I i a E s as 1

" @LQ-sgéquv *

).2- 'a’l » :2 51¢

* )le-ggl-Mldyfgnldé, *

[Hefinds not the ajfair diflicult save while he is

embarking in it ,' and every command but that

which exceeds the bounds of rectitude he obeys]:

(M, TA :) this mode of expression is common in

the dial. of El-Hijaz; accord. to which one says,

)1.1 J , _ s.a~ 05

M 9.9g, 1. e. Qt. (TA.) [See also an
a g, e I

ex. in a verse cited voce 219l), and another in a

Q

verse cited voce 62.]

Slorvness, tardiness, dilatpriness, lateness,

0r bachwardness; contr. ofM; like [the inf.

n.] (Ham p. 503;) i. q. (Idem

p. 640.)

C 4

$51): see what next follows.

L23, applied to a man, (IAar, $, M,) and, as

some, say, to anything, (M,) Slow, tardy, dila

tary, late, or backward; (IAar, T, S, M, A, K ;)

as also Via}; (A, TA ;) the latter occurring in a

trad. (TA.)

(Fr,$,K.) or (A.) A

man (Fr, S, A) slow qfsight. (Fr, $, A,

Eli-£3! $6.73.; {3 [Such a one is not a

person whose aiil is deemed slow, tardy, &c.].

(A, TA.)

as
For several words mentioned under this head

in some of the Lexicons, see art. C);

*1)

2. Sex, in agriculture, The raising, with the

[implement called] erg-.0, the ridges that form

the borders of streamletsfor irrigation.

.1; .4 ledge of a mountain, (T, s, M,“ A, K,)

in [any of] the sides thereof, (A,) resembling a

wall,- (M ;) i. q. (S, M, A :) pl. [of pauc.]

3jS (M) and (9f rant, M) ;,;;. (T, s, M,A,

a”) L,Ar- 4.32,}, (Meyd,TA,) meaning .4

resting, or sleeping, upon ledges of mountains,

(Meyd,) is a prov., applied to him who enters

upon an affair [dangerous or] insalutary in its

result. (Meyd, TA.)

3,1): see art. ;)].=Also An equal in age,

syn. for :03): so in a verse of Kutheiyir

e a a!

cited voce 8M1. (TA.)

.4 r I a '

3gb cg): see what next follows: and see )1),

in art. a).

9'0' 9

3.3-3) _) A wind blowing gently; as also

'56; (T. s, M. A. K) and '55!) (s. M. A.

K:) or the first, as some say, that blows much.

(M.) [See also >8, in art. 3).]

gig): see 3.5), in art. >3).

!/ ’0’ 9 .45”

Ci): Bee 5&1)

3L2§H= Z
)4: see art. 8).

i
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X)

1. ,1; His (a man’s) marrow became thin.

(TA.)

4. )1)! He, (God, S, K,) and it, (emacia

tion, TA,) made his marrow to become thin.

($,K,TA-)

i m

)1): see what next follows.

;3 and v}, (Fr, s, K) and ;g) (AA, 1;) Mar

row in a melting orfluid state, (K,) and corrupt,

by reason ofemaciation : (TA :) or thin : (AA :)

or corrupt, and in a melting or fluid state, by

reason of emaciation: (Fr, $:) or in a melting

or fluid and thin state, by reason of emaciation

and severe dearth or drought: (TA :) or what

was fat, in the bones, and has become black and

thin water. (Lb,

i- 'l.5" eat so;

[And my shanks (lit. shank) are such that the

melting marrow, &c., in them is manifest] means

my emaciation is manifest: the poet says QLJQLD

because by (Bill! he means 060.”; and it is

allowable to make the enunciative of a dual like

that of a pl. : accord. to one relation, it is )Q.

(S) also signifies The water that comes

forthfrom the mouth of a child.

Quasi U...”

c e s a a L

(fig) 2 see gab), V006 uni).

Qua , .

v.5): see we?» in two places.

D

0"!)

1. aor. ,3, (s, A, Msb, K,) inf. n.

(5.33, (S, Mgh, TA,) Hefeathered it, namely, an

arrow; stuck the feathers upon it: ($,A,*K:)

or he repaired it, or put it into a right state, by

putting the feathers upon it: (Mgh:) or he

repaired, or put into a right state, its feathers :

(Msb:) and '14,, (K,) inf. n. (TA,)

signifies the same; ;) and so 'ds‘sUj. (TA.)

It is said in a. prov., [5 fl ~33 ,3 '9 [lit.,

Such a one neither feathers nor pares arrows];

meaning, t Such a one neither profits nor injures.

(TA.) _. tHe fed him, and gave him drink,

and clad him,- namely, a friend: (K:) J(he clad

him, and aided him,- namely, a poor man ;

because such is like a bird with a clipped wing:

(TA :) +He (God) restored him, from a state

ofpoverty, to wealth, or competence : (TA :) the

strengthened his wing, [or power,] by beneficence

to him: (A z) the rectified, or made good, or

amended, his state, or condition, ($, K,) and pro

fited him : :) 1 he did that which was a means

ofgood to him : or he caused him to attain good .

(Msb:) +he did good to him : the strengthened

him, and aided him to obtain his subsistence.

(TA.) In the saying of Dhu-r-Rummeh,

+ [Their shoots clad the branches: or surpassed

in length the branches :] it is said to mean Lida:

or, accord. to AA, JUL: but the former meaning

is the better known. (TA.) [It is also doubly

trans. :] you say, 1* God gave him

property. (TA, from a trad.) =Jbi3, (K,) aor.

and inf. n. as above, (TA,) [seems to have ori

ginally signified, when used intransitively, He

becamefeathered. __.And hence,] 1- He collected

u’i-g), meaning, property, and [or household

goods, orfurniture and utensils, &c.]. (K,* TA.)

._And He (a. man) became rich, or in a state

of competence: (Fm) and '61.?)3 the became

wealthy, or abundant in wealth. (Ed in vii.

[See also 8]. = He (a bird) shed many feathers.

(TA.)

2: see 1, first sentence.

5: see 8, in two places : and see 1,1ast sentence

but two.

8. USU)! IHe became strengthened in his wing,

[or power,] by being an object of beneficence; as

also 19:29: (A :) he became in a good state, or

condition: ($:) he attained good: (Msbz) he

obtained good, and the effect therle was seen

upon him; as also V the latter verb. (TA.) [See

also 1, last sentence but two.] = 2.2.0,: : see 1, first

sentence.

9:01; A bird whose feathers have grown. (TA.)

_ [And hence,] 1-A man possessing property

.7 e05

and clothing; as also VJQJL (TA.) = See also

the next paragraph.

J'ng [Feathers,~ plumage ;] a certain apper

tenance of birds, (S, A, Msb, K,) well known,

(A, Msb,) constituting their clothing and orna

ment; (A, TA ;) as also 79%|}: (Kt, K:) n. un.

of the former with 8: ($,Msb:) pl. [of pauc.]

.36? ($.19 and [of mun-1 sit}, (1.1.1.1)

Hence, (13,) 1 Clothing: (ISk, B:) or superb, or

excellent, clothing,- as also 'JIL'Z): ($,K:) or

both signify what appears of clothing: (Kt:) the

former occurs in the Kur vii. 25, accord. to one

reading; ;) and 'the latter accord. to another

reading: (TA :) and hence also, the former signi

fies Iornament; and beauty : (A, TA :') or

'both signify f property; and plenty, or abun

dance of the produce of the earth and of the

goods or conveniences and comforts of life : z)

or the former signifies 1 good ,- or prosperity; or

wealth: (Msb:) and tstate; or condition: (TA 2)

and 1the latter, 1 property .- (Msbz) and Igood

ness of state or condition; (A, TA;) or a goodly

state or condition: (Msb:) or the former signi

fies, (K,) and l the letter also, (TA,) rplenty, or

abundance of the produce of the earth and of the

goods or conveniences and comforts of life; and

the means of subsistence: (K, TA :) and tpr0~

party which one has acquired for himself: and

[or thousehold-goods, or furniture and

utensils, &c.]: (TA :) the Benoo-Kilab say that

V the latter word means + household-goods of what

ever hind, consisting of clothes, or stufing for

mattresses or the like, or outer garments: and

sometimes it means Iclothes, exclusively of other

articles or kinds of property. (ISk, TA.) You

say, 92.32! IVerily he is goodly in

clothing, or apparel. (TA.) Respecting the say

ing, ,, in. am, it is said, (53., A,‘ K,) by

A0, that ’kings, when they gave a gift, put

upon the humps of the camels [that bore it]

ostrich-feathers, (S, K,) or [other] feathers, (A,

TA,) in order that it might be known to be the

king’s gift; ($, A,K;) and the meaning is,

accord. to As, [He gave him a hundred camels]

with their saddles (s, A“) and their coverings:

($:) or with their coverings and their cloths

beneath the saddles.

U'SLQQ: see 0:12.32, (of which it is a syn. as well

as a pl.,) in several places.

97151;: see = Also IAn agent between

two persons, (A, high, namely, the briber and

the acceptor of a bribe, (Mgh, K,) who composes

their afair, (Mgh,) or who gives this one

of the property of that. (A.) Such Mohammad

cursed. (Mgh, TA.) [See $513, in art. 91.)]

seat :e

v2.01: see wt).

(3...;)Q, applied to an arrow, Feathered; or

having the feathers stuck upon it; (S, A,*K;)

as also Vigil: (A,K:) or having its feathers

repaired, or put into a right state: (Msbz) and

'Jfil; signifies [the same: (see :) or] having

feathers,- ;) being like applied to water

[in the sense of ,3]. (TA.) Hence the say

ing, l; [lit., He has not afeather

less arrow nor a feathered one]; meaning, The

has not anything.

Jig: see Jig _ Also, applied to the kind

of garment called ,;,l, (A, an epithet similar

to (A.) signifying tFigured(Ll_1,K) with

marks in the forms offeathers.

1Q")

Li}: see what follows.

510'

3.1%) Any [covering for the body such as is

called] not of two pieces (s, Mgh, high, 15)

joined together (Mgh, TA) by sewing or the like,

(TA,) but a single piece, all one web:

(K:) it is said by Az to be, without exception,

white : (TA :) or it signifies, (Mgh, K,) or signi

fies also, sometimes, (Msb,) any garment, or piece

of cloth, that is thin (Mgh, Msb, K) and soft;

(Mgh, K ;) so says ISk, on the authority of

certain of the Arabs of the desert; (TA ;) as also

i : (K :) and a napkin with which the

hands are wiped after food: (TA, from a trad.,

expl. by Sui'yan :) [in Har p. 294, q. v., it seems

to be applied to a kind of woollen cloth used as a

turban :] pl. [or this is rather a coll. gen. n.

of which is the n. un.] and Msb,

K.)_You say, fulfill I[He

went forth enveloped withjhe mantle of darkness].

(TA.) And 91;." LL}; ;t I[app. meaning

He is prelim in praise]. (TA.)—The pl.

-w-fim- _. ,
7“ ‘__ ‘
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also signifies tSomething resembling the .,al):

[or mirage] in the desert. (TA.)

I I 1

W1): see above.

{-8)

1. it], nor. _,;, (Msb,K,) inf. n. 55) (s,

Mgh, was, 1;) and (TA) and , (Lh, TA)

and Oil-g), (TA,) It increased, or augmented; (S,

Mgh, Msb, K ;) said of wheat and other things:

or, as some say, it denotes ESQ) [i. e. it signifies

it became redundant, or it exceeded, as will be

seen in what follows; but the truth is, that it has

both of these significations; the latter] in rela

tion to flour, and to bread. (TA.) You say,

ding?" gait], ($, Mgh, K,)E aor. 5.5;, inf. n.

[&c.]; (Msb ;) and t can, (s,1_<,) which latter

is said by Az to be more commonly used than the

former; (TA ;) and ;ufln t [which is the

same as iii-2,.» (TA ;) The wheat in

creased, or augmented ; or received increase and

bless-ing from God,- or throve by the blessing of

God: (S, Mgh, K, TA :) and in like manner one

says of other things. (Mgh.) And wt cit],

and lat), but the former is rare, The, tree

became abundant in its produce, orfruit. (AHn.)

And sometimes they said, (5,) last)! ($,

IF, K) IThe camels had many young ones; ;)

they increased, and had many young ones. (IF,

One says also, ,1“;th élj, and 7&1), The wheat

became redundant; or had a part, or portion,

redundant,- [app. meaning, over and above the

original measure;] in the hneading and the

making of bread; syn. 53L]; :0 [See

the first sentence above’; ahd see 53, below.]

And lib (5.3g Such a thing was re

dundant, or remained over and above, in my

hand; as also 313; syn. (L in this art., and

TA in art. 6,”) $gh has mistranscribed the ex

planation, gl)‘, in his two books, [the T$ and the

0,] writing and the author of the K has

imitated him in mentioning this in art. 63), instead

of the present art. , which is its proper place, but

I 'i

has written for the explanation ,Ul. (TA.)=

éij, aor. (LDrd, s, K,) int. n. (1'33, (5,11,)

He, or it, returned; went, or came, back; re

verted: (IDrd, s,1_{=) and éij, nor. a}; (IDrd,

and K in art. 63),) int. n. 5133, (K in that art.,)

signifies the same; (IDrd, and K in art. 6,) 5) or

it returned to its place: (TA in that art. :) but

the former verb is the more common. (TA in

the present art.) One says, of camels that have

run away, veg." [The

pastor cried out at them, and] they returned to

him. (TA.) And if: iii, [I an

horted him, but he refused] to return, or revert.

(TA.) And ~33 L; Such

a one does not return, or revert, by reason of thy

speech nor by reason of thy voice. (TA.) And

you say of vomit, 2:37; Somewhat of it

returned: :) and all; it returned to his

inside. (TA.) And in like manner one says of
anything that returns to him, fl), aor.

(TA.) _. 1,1213 They drew, gathered, or collected,

themselves together; (Ibn-’Abbad, TA ;) as also

rifle; and n,..;,, (Ibn-‘Abbad,1_(,) inf. n.

(TA.) _. See also 5. = It became rent :

so in the saying of El-Kumeyt,

* assesses *
[When a side thereof is served up, a side becomes

rent]. = [It is also said that] aor. Egg,

is like 3) [app. as signifying He returned areply,

or an answer, to a person ; for it is mentioned imme

diately after as syn. with (TA.)

sad .4 u

2. )thll J: see 1; second sentence. _bag)

They ascended, or ascended upon, the 111;) [n. an.

of 5.]], q. v.]. (Ibn-’Abbad.)T See also 1, near

the end of the paragraph. =4...» : see 4. = [See

also (in art. 4.3)), with which seems to be

syn.]

4. 5L3.le at); &c.: see 1,in the former half

of the paragraph, in four places. _lfljl Their

wheat increased, or augmented; or received in

crease and blessing from God; or throve by the

blessing of God: (Ibn-’Abbad, and in like

manner, their seed-produce [in general]. (TA.)

=ZéEJl tljl He increased, or augmented, the

thing; or made it to increase, or augment; as

also Limb. (TA.)

5. 1,53. see 1, near the end of the paragraph.

_é)’ said of grease, or gravy, (TA,) or oil,

(S,) and of clarified butter, when much thereof has

been put into food; ($, TA ;) or of melted grease

in a bowl; (A, TA ;) or of clarified butter upon

a cake of bread; (ISh,'l‘A;) It flowed, or ran,

hither and thither, having no direct course; ($,

TA ;) or went to andfro; (A, TA ;) or portions

thereof followed a little after other portions .

(ISh, TA:) and, said of water, it ran, orfiowed.

(TA.) _ In like manner, (S_,) said of the mirage

(QQL), [It quivered, vibrated, or moved to and

fro ;] it came and went; ($,K;) as also

(TA =) and t nor. 4;, (TA,) int‘. n.

(K, TA) and (TA,) said ofthe same, it was,

or became, in a state ofcommotion or agitation; it

quiccred, vibrated, or moved to andfro. (K, TA.)

.._ 1- He became confounded, or perplexed, [as

though vacillating, or wavering,] and unable to see

his right course; as also ' £1,241. (Ibn-’Abbad,

_tHe paused; or waited: (0, L, or (so

in the L, but in the O and K “ and ”) he paused;

or hesitated; or held, refrained, or abstained.

(O, L, K.) [See the part. n., below.]

;,;JL; ill; I His two hands over/lowed with

bounty, [as though they went hither and thither,]

for one cause after another. (TA.)

10: see 5.

00¢

_) [see 1, of which it is an int. n.] Increase;

syn. ESQ) [which may he meant to include the

third of the significations here following]; as in

the saying, lib [This is wheat of

much increase]. (Mgh.) _ tRevenue arising

from the increase of land : because it is an aug

mentation. (Mgh.)__tMilh,- as in the phrase,

ai’b I[A she-camel whose milk is

abundant]. (A, TA.) _ Redundance; a part,

or portion, redundant; a surplus; or a residue;

syn. of anything; as of flour, or meal,

(Mgh, K,) over and above the measure of the

wheat; (Msb ;) and of dough [when it has risen];

and of seed for sowing [when it has been sown];

and the like. (K.) Hence it is said, in a trad. of

I’Ab, respecting the expiation of an oath, (1’9

J“, .s; [To every poor
on

5

1)!

Mb] 41-3) '

man, a mudd of wheat: the redundance, or re

dundant part or portion, thereof shall be for its

seasoning] : i. c., it is not necessary for the person

to give, with the mudd, seasoning; but the re

dundance that shall arise, of the flour, or meal,

of the mudd [of wheat], when he shall have

ground it, therewith shall the seasoning be bought.

(TA.) Hence also, the trad. of 'Omar, 55:53.:

0.1;} Ml 1-Knead ye well, or

thoroughly, or sdundly, the dough ; for this action

is one of the [here meaning the two causes

qfredundance'; the other cause being the grind

ing]. (TA.) [Hence also,] The re

dundant parts of the two sleeves of the coat of

mail, (S, A, K, TA,) over [and beyond] the ends

of the fingers; (TA ;) (find of the shirt thereof.

(A: _. See also C32. _. Also, (K,) and

V obi), [which latter is the more common in this

sense,] (S, K,) I'l‘hefirst (S, and most excel

lent (K) part of anything: ($,K:) said in the

la

6) asB to be a metaphorical application from

signifying a high, or gn elevated, place. (TA.)

Hence, (S, TA,) pain as}, by poetic license

written t 8,, (TA,) or gain wag, (s, A, L,

TA,) IThefirsl, or prime, A, TA,) and most

excellent, (A, TA,) part, or period, of youth or

youthfulness or youthful vigour: A, TA :) or

this is from in relation to wheat: (A, TA :)

or from 1.1;,” tthe first of rain. (L,

TA» Hénce also, (s) .sin we; (ssgh.

L) J(The first of the mirage,- Sgh ;) what

comes and goes thereof; (Sgh,) or such as is in

a state of commotion or agitation, quivering,

vibrating, or moving to and fro. (L.) [Hence

also,] @211 {The whiteness, and beautiful

splendour, of the first part of the day after sun

rise. (K, TA.)__ 1A she-camel having

one pace, or rate of going, [app. a quicker pace,]

after another. ;i i. e.

O J 0!

t,” [app. meaning Such a one has no reply,

or answer, to give: or, perhaps, to such a one

there is no reply, or answer, to be given]. (K)i

rI‘,‘A.) = Also Fright, or fear; (K ;) like

a» (TA-)

5., (Fr, s. Mgh, 1;, a) and '53. (Fr. K.)

the former occurring, (S,) or the latter accord. to

one reading, (TA,) in the Kur [xxvi. 1'28], ($,

TA,) High, or elevated, land or ground: z)

or a high, or an elevated, place; (so in some

copies of the s and in the Mgh,) which latter

151 ‘
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signification is also assigned to vibe); (TA ;)

e at .v 0’ .

and whence the phrase, also,“ (1:!) ,5, meaning

what is the elevation of thy land? [a phrase not

e E 10¢ a.

to be mistaken for 4L6}! bi) ,5, in which the

meaning is “ increase :”] (Az, TA :) or any [road

such as is termed] T: : (K :) or (so accord. to the

Msb and K, but in the S “and”) a road ($, Msb,

K) if any kind, (K, TA,) to which some add,

whether travelled or not: (TA: [see an ex. in

the first paragraph of art. w:]) or a road

opening so as to form a gap in a mountain;

(Zj, or, as in some copies of the K, from a

mountain ,' but the former is what is termed

before mentioned: (TA:) or a mountain; ($,

Msb;) so accord. to ’Omzirah: z) or, as in

some copies of the 5, a small mountain: (TA :)

or signifying also a high mountain: (0,

n. of un. with 8 [i. e. Vibe), as it is written in the

S; and l also, as implied in the K]: (Si, K:

[in the former immediately following the signi

fication of “ mountain ;” and in the latter, so fol

lowing that of“ high mountain ;” whence it seems

that é) and are sometimes used, at least in

one sense, as coll. gen. ns. :]) pl. [of mult.] clég,

(s,TA,) which is extr., (TA,) and (2);}, and [of

pauc.] (TA :) but AO says, contr. to J,

tlipt iii]; is pl. of gig: (IB,TA:) or E) and

c.” signify the channel of the torrent of a valley

from any, or every, high, or elevated, place. (K.)

Also the former, A high mound, or heap of sand,

or kill: and a Christian’s cloister or cell; syn.
p“ i : and a pigeon-turret. (IAar, K.)

,fi;

.flgll see 6).

2,0; 9

4.1.3): seeeg.

It”: see 1;, in three places.=Also A

number of men who have drawn, gathered, or

collected, themselves together : (Ibn-’Abbad, 9")

otherwise, they are not so called. (Ibn-’Abbad.)

9 40/ use .

oh.” : see 65), in four places.

9, 10¢

alas) IA she-camel abounding with milk.

- (A,1.<.TA->

53!; Afleet, or swift, and excellent, horse.

(S, TA.) [See also art. {3), to which, as well as

to the present art., it is said in the TA to belong]

E: A. register in which is written the

[i. e. increase, or revenue arisingfrom the increase,

of the lands] of districts: the Q being augmen

tative: but it is a post-classical word. (TA.)

923?, with fet-h to the ,, A land [g

much or increase ;] abounding with herbage;

fruitful; or plentiful. Msb, TA.)

233.1, as agiepithet applied to the val}; [or

mirage] : see 4.3)», in art. 45).

it.]}? A she-camel that goes away in the place

of pasturing and'cetucnso by herself,- (K;) or

such is termed 6L3)? ($, TA :) or upon

which one repeatedly journeys: or upon which

one journeys and returns: (Az,TA:) or +lhat

quickly yields an abundontfiow of milk : or + that

quickly becomesfat : (K :) sometimes used in this

sense. (Jm,TA.)

IA slippery man, who anoints himself

B a .ira’

h-iui Oils. (Ibn-’Abbad, rig-iii Q; 6):» iii

;ssjl iI am holding, rq/i-aining, or abstaining,

from this afl'ai-r. (TA.)

5*)

2. r He smeared, seasoned, imbued, or

soaked, a. mess of [i. e. broken, or crumbled,

bread, ,Liiti] with grease, orgravy, or dripping;

i. g. L}; (En-Nadr, 1;, TA) ,Lfos. (En-Nadr,

TA.)

5. 4...»! e.st 1'The morsel, or

mouthful, was [smearcd, seasoned,] imbued, _or

soaked, with clarified butter. (En-Nadr,

TA.) [In the CK, and in some MS. copies of

the K, this verb is mentioned as quasi-pass. of 2.]

5%): see what next follows.

élégms in the [T and]‘O and Tekmileh and L; in

the K, erroneously, V 6;; (TA ;) Dust, or dust

raised: (Sh, K :) or, as some say, (TA,) dust, or

earth, (K, TA,) in a general sense : or such as is

commin-uted. (TA.) Ru-bch says, describing an

ass [i. e. a wild ass] and his females,

~x- (all;

* a 62:?

using an inversion, for he means

612.; [i. e. And they raise earth :from'a level

;lain, the sides of their hoqfs make it to fall

reduced to powder]. (TA.) = And i. q. )5},

[The act offleeing, going away or aside or apart

or to a distance, retiring to a distance, shrinking,

&c.; inf. n. of q. v.]: :) so some say.

(TA.) = sgh says that this word may belong to

the present art. and to art. 8;), q. v. (TA.)

*

_v a :eito.

éLQO'f‘JJMUP

*

513;, signifying The place in which beasts roll,

or turn themselves over, is thought by Az to be so

called from 3Q) in the first of the senses assigned

to it above. (TA.)

65/)

8)» A thing defiled with dust or earth, or

much sprinkled with dust. (El-’Azeezee, K.)

J!)

1. aor. 4;, He (a man of the desert)

came to the def); (T, O, K;) as also and

7J3}: :) br he entered the region, district,

or tract, of cities, towns, or villages, and ofcul

tivated land: or signifies they approached the

a!) ; and so ' 5.5;],3: (Ham p. 676:) or this last,

they journeyed to the big); (M ;) and so l 1,13]:

($,*M:) or 'Liiolip, we abode, or stayed, in [a

region of] cities, towns, or villages, and where

water was reached by digging, or where it was

apparent, running upon the surface of the earth.

(T.) _And The cattle pastured in

the bit!)

id

3. as» IIe was, or became, near to
’ T I ii I a s

[having, or incurring] $.15}! [i. e. suspicion, or

evil opinion]; syn. and l; (Ibn

’Ahbad, O, [Freytag, app. misled by the

TK, renders 56.31), followed by d, as meaning

“ False. protulit, calumniis accusavit." He also

assigns to dig!) the signification of “ Adpropin

quavit regioni big," as on the authority of the

Hum; in which I do not find it.]

4: see 1, in two places._—Ugh)! any, (5,

M, K,) inf. n. ando [acpord to setup] ' Jig);

like Ml, inf. n. and dream; but,

[ISd says,] in my opinion, is the inf. n., and

>th is .the’s’ubsh; an.d °in like inanner one should

say of vitae-l and Wm; (M, TA;) The land

abounded, or became abundant, with herbage, and

with the goods, conveniences, or comforts, of life;

($, M,’ ;)as also

5: see 1, in three places.

Wine: (T, K :) more properly mentioned

in art. 55;). (TA.)

52:? Land in which are sown fields, or seed

produce, and abundance of herbage and of the

goods or conveniences or comforts qflife: (S, O,

K:) and the part that is near to water, qf

the land of the Arabs, (M, O, L, and of

other lands : (M_, L :) or the part that is near to

the Sawdd (sly-ill), of the land of the Arabs:

(IDrd, Ham p. 676:) or a tract in which are

green herbs, and waters, (T, O, K,) and level

lands of seed-produce, (T,) or sown fields, or

varieties ofseed-produce : (O, K 1) [generally,] a.

region, district, or tract, [of cultivatedfields; or]

of towns, or villages, and of cultivated land:

(gain p. 676:) pl. .5jS (T, s, M, TA) and

(M, TA.) _ Also (M, K) Abundance

(Lth, T, M, O, qfherbage, and of the goods,

conveniences, or comforts, of life, and (Lth, T,

M) in respect of food (Lth, T, M, O,K) and

drink: (0,19) pl. [in this sense] .393“: (M, 1;)

only. (M.) See also 4.

it?) [Of, or belonging to, the J52, or region

of cultivated land; opposed to é;;] applied to a

plant [820.]. (M, voce And iii!)

Cultivated land; contr. of (IAar,’and M

and K“‘ and TA _in art 3.)

an“! 0

4.1.3) Land abounding with herbage, and

with the goods, conveniences, or comforts, of life.

($i 0, 1.9)

0'4)

I a.

1. 3|}, (JK, s, K,) aor. inf. n. 5”,

(JK,$,) said of the [or mirage], It was

agitated, and moved to and fro, (JK, K,) or it

shone, or glistened, (S,) above the ground ,- (J K,

S, K;) and V 6;); signifies the same. ($, 0, K.)

[And in the former stzpse, 6|) may be said of

water; for the inf n.] ‘34) signifies also The going

to and fro (Lth,JK, of water, (JK,) or of
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shallow water and the like, (Lth, upon the

surface of the earth. (Lth, JK, K.)_. Also,

(Ks, JK, Msb,K,) aor. and inf. n. as above,

(Ks, Mgh,) said of water, (Ks, JK, Mgh, K,)

and of blood, (Mgh,) It poured out, or forth.

(Ks, Msb,K-)—§1~i-'-g e.,-e e». (JK.s,1.<.>

inf. n. (sit) and $5, (TA,) ;He gives up

his spirit; or gives away his life,- syn. {H ;H;

(JK, $, K ;) at death : (S, :) mentioned by Ks.

(TA.)

2. I gave him, to drink the wine,

or beverage,fasting; when he had not get eaten.

(TA.)

4. 4,551 He poured it oat, or forth. (Msb,

See art. 6)).

5: see 1, first sentence.

6. 21;" 1;; and (JK) They

tn-o pour the water out, or forth, by turns. (TA

in explanation of the latter in art. 6”.)

i; A shining, or glistening, (K,TA,) of a

sword [810.]. (TA.) Hence, in a trad. respecting

[the battle of] Bedr, 0.. (5.3).; t}?
r

[And lo, the shining, or glistening, bf a sword be

hind me]: thus written by El-Wakidee: if the

reading $1); [from had been transmitted, it

would be evidently reasonable. (IAth, TA.)_

And i. q. [as meaning False, or vain, speech

or conduct]: One says,
[Desist than from thg false, or vain, speech for

conduct]: (TA.)-Q3" $.33, with fet-h [’tog’thej],

The ._.ab...’ [or mirage]. (TA.) __ 6-3) also

signifies Water : (K :) or water that is drunk in

the state offasting, in the early morning, orfirst

part ofthe dag; (TA ;) [and] so 76931;, which

is [said to be] not applied [in this sense] to any

thing but water: yguofay in. ($.) [lziut

see 651).] _And 6;) (IDrd, K) and V651)

(As, .lK, K) Dry bread; i. e. bread withoiit

seasoning, or condiment, to render it pleasant, or

savoury. (As, JK, IDrd, K.) _ See also :

both are also mentioned in art. a”, q. v. '

é, Saliva; syn. .LLl-ej; ($,K,TA;) i. e.

(TA), the water of the mouth; (JK, Msb, K,

TA ;) its H,ilstl: (TA:) or the water ofthe mouth

in the early morning, or first part of the day;

(Lth, TA: [but this rendering is often inap

plicable:]) or the water ofthe mouth while it is

therein; for when it has gone forth from the

mouth it is termed and and

in art. and vii!) signifies the same, in

poetry: (Msb,TA :) or this has a more particular

meaning; ($, Msb,‘ K ;) [i. e. it means somewhat

qfsaliva; or a little saliva :] the pl. is [a

pl. of pauc.] ($, K, TA) and [a pl. of'mult.].

(TA.) [Hence,] one says, [Sufl'er

thou me to swallow my saliva;] give than me time

to swallow my saliva : and TA in art.

or fgrant than me some delay, or let me alonefor

a while, that I may say, or do, such a thing.

(Har p. 164.) [And dig; He swallowed

his saliva: meaning 1 he restrained his anger:

see 1 in art. 8.] And 5.»): [It was

drunk in the state offasting; before brealifast] :

and in like manner kl [It was so

eaten]. (15.) And ul; ,3, (AO,$,K,)

or [’12, (Th) and ti; ,2, (AO,$,K,)

ot' the measure Jaei, ($,) and '35, (K,) i. e.

[Ile is fasting;] he has not breahfasted. (TA.)

And 5., vii (ISk, s) and up, [$12,

(S,'l‘A,) and Hi; and “i313, I came to

him [_fasting,] not having eaten angthing. (ISk,

$, TA.) [Hence also v.:itt é), likewise called

“5.1.5: .363 and lit-LS and Q,

and Quiein tThe fine filing cobwebs

termed gossamer: see arts. *8, and

Also Strength : and the remains of life, or of the

spirit, or ofthe soul: syns. 5;; and [which

latter, it should be observed, has both of these

meanings, so that possibly only the former mean

ing may be here intended]. You say,

$5; 1.1591 lib This event happened when

there was in as strength. (TA.)

[is], accord. to Freytag, as occurring in the

Deewt'm El-Hudhaleeyeen, signifies The begin

ning ofgouth: but perhaps this may be a mistake,

occasioned by some one's saying that’t’h’e begin

ning of youth is termed 43.3), meaning iii-3).]

fig): see [jaw-13.3)" ,3 is said by Z to be

the name of a, sword of Murrah Ibn-Rabee'ah.

(TA: but the vowel-signs are not there written.)

“iii; Anything eaten, or drunk,

[i. e. in the statepffasting; before breakfast].

(K.) See also 3;, in two places—And see $3),

likewise in two places. _. Also ’rE'mptg-handed.

(K.) You say, IL;- +He came empty

[-han(led]. (JK.)=A1ee Pure; (As, K;) applied

to mask, and to anything. (As, TA.) [Mentioned

also in art. 63).]=Also said to signify ._..»,3

M9 0.9.: [i. e. Ali-ell.) ég-é, app. meaning

that it is an epithet applied to a garment as sig

nifying Sprinhled with mask and then pressed, or

kneaded]. (TA.)

see $5), in two places. = Also, and

'égj, (S, which is a contraction of the for

mer, sometimes used, and V (AO,

The first part, (S, K,) and the most excellent,

of anything, as, for instance, of youth, and of

rain. [The first and second are also men

tioned in art. J”, q. v. J cites here, and ascribes

to Lebeed, as an ex. of the second of these words,

a verse which I have cited in the third paragraph

of art. gape, but with in the place of

from the TA, in which it is ascribed to El

Ba’ceth.]

a .5

6”): see the next preceding paragraph.

said in the T to be so called because

containing the saliva of serpents, is explained in

art. (TA.)

5 a , r I

6!)» [app. a n. of place from 6!) having for

its aor. $3); said of' water; though anomalous;
I O f

for by rule it should be @945] The part, ofthe

throat, which is the place of passage of the water.

('1‘ and TA in art. l»: see the last sentence of the

first paragraph of that art.)

0.7“ J

$3)» One in whom a thing ceases not to induce

wonder, or admiration, and pleasure, or‘jog; or

whom a thing ceases not to please, or 1'!_'j0l('0.'

(K:) occurring in a verse of Ru-beh: but Sgh

. a" J

says that It should by rule be “5,... (TA.)

dd)

1. aor. He (a child) slavered. (Ibn

’Abb:'ul, O, K.) [See also art. kby]

Jig, Slaeer; (Ibn-’Abbad,K;) [like J5; ,]

without e. (TA.)

J?!)

Li; is sgn. with (Lth, T, M, and

the verb is aor. is); [IIe went away, or de

parted: and he quitted a place: he ceased

doing a thing:] (Lth, T, TA:) 1.3) being the

inf. n. (TA.) IAar Eisgd to say, in relation [or

reply] to the saying a», Lo [I did not go away,

&c., or I have not gone dwag, &c.], J‘s-:4 3

[Nag, Idid go away, &c., or I hare gone away,

&c.] : but others use the verb only with a negative

particle: (T :) or it is mostly used in negative

phrases. (TA.) You say, Lil], aor. 1:92,

Mgh,) int. n. as above, (S,) He went awagfrom

it, departed from it, or quitled it; syn.

(S,) or and namely, his place.

(Mgh.) And 5.1, and J56 J-ZG .1... $3,

[I went away from sill-h a 0112]: both meaning

the same. ($.) And Go not thou away

from him, or it; syn. (SJ And L;

Quin ii, and 3.2, t; (M, 1;) Iu‘ent not

from the place; syn. (K.) And

{1.2) (M,* K,* TA) I ceased not doing

that; syn. (TA.)—And i.q.

[The being, or becoming, distant, remote, far off,

or aloof,- &c.]: (T,K:') [you say,] L; [He

does not become distant, &c.]. (T.) [Accord to

the TK, it is, in this sense, inf. n. of nor. as

above, meaning He was, or became, distant, &c.,

from it.] _ And An inclining, or a leaning, in

the load ot'a camel, (K, TA,) by reason ofexcess

and heaviness thereof. (TA.) One says, Iii)

lib ‘23le [There is to this side-burdeii

an inclining, or a leaning, by reason of an excess

of weight over this: or,] a heaviness [exceeding

that of this], by reason of which it inclines, or

leans. (TA.) [And accord. to the TK, you say

of the load of a camel, it}, meaning It inclined,

or leaned.]_..And The becoming drawn together,

of the mouth ofa wound, in order to heal; as also

flag}. (5.) [Both are said in the TK to be

inf. ns. of aor. as above, said of a wound,

meaning Its mouth became drawn together, in

order to heal.] =4; 1,]) i. q. 4.; [Ila n-as
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or became, disabledfi-om prosecuting, or unable to

prosecute, hisjourney]. (S, K.) A rfijiz says,

" u? 0‘s we" Lad-491%; "

[And the messenger that was with me became

disabledfrom prosecuting his journey]. ($, TA.)

2- 535,3). (T, K.) inf- n- (TA.) He

exceeded him; (T, K, TA ;) i. e., one man,

another; in journeying, or pace, and the
o» of ~ 0 0'

like: from ,3) as signifying 3,9,} and (yes [i.e.

“excess,” See], or as signifying [expl. above].

(TA.)-dim. ,3, (lSk, s, M,) inf. n. as
above, (ISk,$,)f He (a man, ISk, S) remained,

stayed, dwelt, or abode, in the plgce. (lSk,

.rdfiga 1";

M.) And we act..." The cloud

remained without clearing away [and rained con

tinually]. ($, TA.) _ And A), ian n. as above,

Hejourneyed all the day. (TA.)

"/

g) Excess, redundance, or superiority; syn.

(18k. T. s. M. K.) and 53a, (s, K,) which

is like (TA.) One says, Lila uh; 13;]

This has excess, or superiority, ISk, T,)

over this. (ISk, T, s!) ,,;,°-;n L,1; $91, a

phrase used by El-’Ajjaj, means

3.2.2:! [which may be rendered He who is chid

den, it is incumbent on him to exceed; or he who

is chidden is exceeded]: (T, such being always

the case ; for one is chidden only on account of an

affair in which he has fallen short of doing what

was requisite. A thing such as is termed

5331f [q. v.] between the two side-loads qf‘a

camel. (IAar,T, Hence the saying,

4.1.11 (5.. .3331 (,1; fli [The additional

burden thdt is put between the two side-loads is

more onerous to the beasts than the (usual) load].

(TK.) _ A share that remains ofa slaughtered

camel: (M, or a bone that remains (T, s,

M, K) after theflesh of the slaughtered cdmel has

been distributed (T, in the game calledQt,

(T,) and which is given to the slaughterer :'(M,

K:) accord. to Lh, the camel for slaughter is

brought, and its owner slaughters it, then puts it

upon something laid upon the ground to preserve

it from pollution, having divided it into ten.

portions, namely, the two haunches, and the two

thighs, and the rump, and the withers, and the

breast, and [the part of the book called] the

ELL [q. v.], and the two shoulders together

with the two arms; then he betahes himself to the

[or soft parts, such as the flanks, or the

soft parts of the belly], and the vertebra of the

neck, and distributes them upon those portions

equally; and there remtfin a bone, or a small

piece offlesh, that is the then the slaughterer

waits with itfor him who desires it, and he whose

arrow wins, his it is ,- otherwise, it is for the

slaughter-er. (M, TA.) _ The last portion of the

day-time, extending to the confusedness (big-'1,

for which is erroneously put in the copies

of the K, TA)’qfthe darkness. (M, 1;, TA.) A

long [indefinite period such as is termed]

($,K:) so in the saying, 9L3]! :9:

[A long period of the day-time had remained; or,

emphatically, remains]. (5.) And means

A long day or day-time : so in the saying,

[app. meaning A long day is appointed

thee for the performance of a work or task].

(AZ, T.)=Als0 i. q. [as meaning A series

of stairs :] (lAar, Jm,T, s, M, ofthe dial. of

El-Yemen. ($.) Aboo-’Amr Ibn-’Ala says, as

related by As, I was in El-Yemen, and I came

to the house of a man, inquiring fo_r him, and a

man of the house said to me, Ail,

meaning .s-dslal [Ascend thou the stairs].

(JM, cited in the P$.)_And i. q. Lei; [mean

ing A kind of wide bench, of stone or brick; and

also a shop]: (M, TA:) likewise of the dial. of

El-Yemen. (TA.) _. And Small mountains.

(lAar, T, K.) _And A grave : (IAar, T, S, M,

K :) or the middle thereqf. (M, K.) = See also

what next follows.

1.3,, (Jm, T, Ps,) with kesr, (Jm, Ps,) [accord

to the K, erroneously, '23, The antilope leu

coryx;] a white antelope; (Jm,P$;) an ante

lope that is purely white :0 (IAar, T, K:)

written with and without oi [seeih in art.,el) :]

pl. It}? (Jm, P5) [and 15?]. '

6'6! -

’3’. A woman who loves the dtSCOLtTSG of men,

but does not act vitiously or immorally, or commit

adultery or fornication. Also a [female]

proper name. (K.) It is said by AA to be of the

measure from it}, acnkeé : ($, $gh, Msb,

TA :) but some say that, as a proper name, it is

arabicized, from )LQ. (TA.)

0-!)

1. [aor. 53);] inf. n. [in its primary

ucceptation, app. signifies It was, or became, rusty,

or covered with rust. And hence,] It (a garment,

or piece of cloth,) was, or became, dirty, orfilthy;

syn. (M, TA.) _ [Hence also,]

2.3.3, M, K,*) aor. inf. n. as above, (S,)

His soul [or stomach] became heavy,- or heat-ed,

or became agitated by a tendency to vomit,- syn.

(s, M, K,) and (s,1_<.) _ And Qt,

43;, (A’Obeyd, T, s, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) aor. and

inf. n. as above, (Mgh,) It (anything) covered it

namely, a thing: (M :) or it (anything) overcame

him ,' (A’Obeyd, T, s, M,"i Mgh, Msb, ;) as

also 4g 01); (A’Obeyd, T, $, Mgh,K ;) and

(A’dbeyd, Mgh, 1;.) [And 6!; with 5,; for

its aor. signifies the same; as will be seen from a

verse cited below.] You say ofa sin, misdeed, or

transgression, UT; [31), (Zj, T; g,

Mgh, K,) aor. as above, (Zj,T, $,) inf. n. w)

(Zj, T, s, M,K) and 5,5, (s, M, K,) It cat-me

his heart: (Zj, T, M 2) or it overcame his heart.

(stigma) we was as ob,

in the Kur [lxxxiii. 14], means [that they used

to do] hath become like rust upon the clearness of

their hearts, so as to make the knowledge of good

from evil to be obscured to them: (Er-Raghib,

TA:) or hath covered their hearts: (Zj,Tz) or

hath overcome their hearts: [or hath spread a

blackness upon their hearts ,- for,] accord. to

El-Hasan, it means that sin has followed upon

sin so that the heart has become black: a) and

accord. to Aboo-Mo’adh the Grammarian, and a

saying of the Prophet, means the heart’s

becoming black in consequence of sins. (T.) You

say also, ) His heart became covered

[&c.]. And a; (5.3) Ile was overcome:

(T, Mgh:) or his property was beset by debt:

(T:) or he fell into grief, by reason of debt:

(M :) or hefell into thatfrom which he could not

escape, (AZ, T, S, Mgh,K,) and with which he

had not power to cope: (AZ, T, $:) or i. q.

4.,» [i. e. he became disabled from prose

cuting hisjourney, his means having failed him,

or his beast breaking down with him or perish

ing] ; (T, $, M ;) so says El-Kananee El-Aarabee:

('l‘,$:) and he and. (M.) And ,1.» a. 3.31,,

(T,) or his“ *1; (Ail), M, [in one copy of

the $ unglJ) The wine overcame him; (S, M ;)

and overwhelmed him: (M :) or overcame his

heart and his reason: (T:) and in like manner

one says of drowsiness, and of anxiety; by way

ofeomparison. (M.) And (>31 Us vane 01,

Drowsiness overcame the eye: TA :') or in

fected, or pervaded, the eye. (Mgh.) Et-Tirimmhh

says,

r!!!at

‘l

s so;

' Ayésfl'wxu ‘

)5 is e 4 as

' Q’s-t)" 2&4,, ‘

[In fear that sleep might overcome them, by reason

of the intoxication of their sensations of drowsi

ness, with every degree of overcoming]. (TA.

[This, together with a signification assigned to

E”; in art. 0,) in the K, shows that signi

fying “he, or it, overcame,” &c., has as

well as for its aor.]) And you say also,

’0;

a,“ Z” [31), and 4,. ob, Death took him

away. (M.)

4. 1,5!) Their cattle perished, or died: (El

Umawee, T, S, M, K :) and (so in the T, but in

the M “ or”) their cattle became lean, or emo

ciated. (El-Umawee, T, M.) This also, says

A’Obeyd, is from an event that has happened to

them and overcome them, and which they have

not been able to bear. (T.)

: see the next paragraph. = Also [A kind

of legging;] a thing like a [or boot], but

longer, and without afoot: :) described by

the author of the Msb, in his handwriting upon

the margin, as a piece of cloth made like the

$1, stufl'ed with cotton, worn beneath it on

account ofthe cold: not a genuine Arabic word:

(MF :) it is a Persian word, arahicized. (TA.)

3;}, originally an inf. n.: (Msbz) Rust that

over-spreads the sword and the mirror,- (M ;)

rust that overspreads a polished thing: (Er

Raghib, TA 2) or much dirtiness from rust :po'r

simply dirt, filth, soil, or pollution: syn.

and ($, K: [in a copy of the S, and in the

CK, 8L“ is erroneously put for p\:]) or a

cover, or covering. (Mgh.) [And hence,] The

lihe qf rust, covering the heart: (Zj, T:) black
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ness of the heart: pl. (T.) And 4*)

signifies the same as (TA.) 1. 36, nor. 1g4;, (K,) inf. n. :33, said of the

Q; [or mirage], (TA,) It came and went;

(K, TA ;) [or went to and fro,- or appeared to

do so ;] or ran upon the surface of the earth:

(TA :) and '43))“, likewise said of the .glrt,

all; A man beset, or encompassed. [Eignifies the sameal i-q- 6):: K, TA 1) 0"

' 4.3).? signifies it was made to run hither and 1

f I ’ thither, in no uniform manner: (IAar, TA :) or

age,» Persons whose cattle have perished, or I it glistened uninterruptedlg. (TA in art. 0).) _

died: (El-Umawee, T, $, and whose cattle And He, or it, returned; like £13, aor.

have become lean, or emaciated. (El-Umawee, '1‘.) (TA in art, 6),) '

I'D;
.

4.3.1) 1'. q. 3;; [i. e. lVine, or some wine, or a

kind of wine]: pl. (IAar, Th, ’1‘, so

called because it overcomes the reason. (TA.)

l

2. said of the [or mirage]; and j

{059.th see below.

5: see 1.

23;, ($, K,) as an epithet applied to the .91};

[or mirage], (TA,) 11 q- (sis, TA,) [mean
, o! "4:16,1' 4 a' 5

ing] ERR}! a) ,1 4.3) 0L5 [As though it were

made to come and go, or go to and fro, or run

upon the surface of the earth; or as though the

vehement midday-heat made it to come and go,

&c.]. (TA.)

_ ~____,__QFW’”\__~ _.__\ _ .





The eleventh letter of the alphabet,- commonly

called and sometimes [and l), and 13,

, 3 I o r

(see Cg!) in art. L53),)] and L9), and L5}. (MR)

It is one of the letters termed 3; [or vocal,

i. e. pronounced with the voice, and not with the

G r!

breath only]; and of the letters termed Zak-ll,

because proceeding from the tip of the tongue.

(TA.) Az says that it is not conjoined with ya

in any Arabic word. (TA.) It is substituted for

u.» and for w; as in for JJi-II, and

for $4.4; : and in the Tes-heel it is said that it is

sometimes interchanged [with Us] after a, as in

)QS-ll for and after ), as in

I’d

w) and : which interchange, accord. to MF,

is said to be of the dial. of Kelb ; or, as Et-Toosee

says, of the dial. of ’Odhrah and Kaab and Benn

l-’Ambar. (TA.) = [As a numeral, j denotes

Seven.]

'2'

r i '4 Q o

l; and I) and 2!): see the letter j, and [5!) in

art. 6}}.

I'

2 £5

&c.: see art.,gj.

61")

"2,

Q. 1. 6.11) He did over dirhems, or pieces of

money, with [i. e. quicksilver]. (Mgh.) [It

is said that] the verb [from $5}, or rather its

a i '8':

inf. n.,] is 5,5:41; (TA =) [but see ('95., below.]

5‘38), (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) thus pronounced by

some,'($,) and this is the form preferred by El

Meydanee, and that which is in the Fe and its

Expositions, (TA,) rendered quasi-coordinate to

and (3.35.6, ($, in which it is mentioned in

art. 64),) also pronounced $3), K, [in both

of which it is implied that this, is the more com

mon form, and such is the case now,]) and it

is allowable to pronounce it $93)“, (Mgh,) an

arabicized word, K,) of well-knbwn meaning,

6. Quicohsilverj0 (Msb, K,) originally Pers.

[0:5 and or as]; (s n i- q- es3u= (Mgh.

TA :) some of it is drawn in afluid statefrom

its mine, and some is extracted from stones of the

mine by means offire : its smoke, or vapour, puts

to flight serpents and scorpions from the house,

or hills such of them as remain [therein].

Bk. I.

[Boos 1.]

§

J

_Hence, as being likened thereto, (TA,) [5.5;

and signify also IA man who is light,

constant, unsteady, irresolute, or fickle. (Ibn

’Abbad, TA.)

5 ,

[vi-,3) Of, or relating to, quicksilver. _And

A seller’th~ quicksilver.]

or!” sec

[541)» I”), (thh, $, Mgh, TA,) said by Th to

be correctly with kesr to the .3, (TA in

art. 69), [but this is app. a mistake,]) or 6,94,

with fet-h to the _g, (Msb,) A dirhem, or piece

of money, done over with [i.?) [i. e. quicksilver] :
Give

(Lth, Mgh, Mgh, TA :) the vulgar say 6;)».

(s, Ligh')

fl

)9

1- aor- = (s. 11.1.4) and 1; (A. K n and
a a _ s r g .

,5,» =; (also mf- n- he and ,s; (s. A,

K;) said of a lion, He roared, or growled; i. e.,

made his cry, or voice, to be heard (S, A, in

his chest, ($, A,) orfrom his chest; ;) as also

“i; K) and Uljl: he cried out, and

was angry. (TA.) _. And [hence], said of a

stallion-camel, as also Uljl, by implication,)

r‘r 4 ,I4

or ,I)’ [only], (TA,) or us )1}, (A,) IHe

reiterated his voice, or cry, in his chest, and then

prolonged it, (A, K, TA,) in his braying: (A z)

4::

or ,1), aor. ; , he threatened in his braying. (TA.)

._ [Hence a150,] yQLJl e.,; t[IIe

heard the roaring of the war, 01' battle, and flew

to it]. (A, TA.)

4: see 1, in two places.

5: see 1.

seeks-_Also ’rAn angry man, who severe

himselffrom his companion. (IAar, TA.)

A thicket, wood, or forest; or a bed of

canes or reeds; syn. A, K, TA ;) as

also (IJ, TA in art. ;)] [q.v.];) originally

with a; (TA ;) [inch as is] Ethe haunt of the lion,

for] you say, 9)!) Us [’Th’ewlion is, in hi:

thicket, &c.]; (A ;) and 8,1)" 09))» $3le x\

(s, TA) i. e. Abu-l-lfldrz'lh [the lion] an. lord

of the [orforest, &c.]. (TA.)_ [Hence,]

{A garden. (A, TA.)_And IA collection of

camels, or of sheep or goats, dense like the

[or unite, &c.]. (A, TA. [See also {,1}, in

"Mei-l)

2515, applied to a lion, Roaring, or growling;

i. e. making his cry, or voice, to be heard (S, A,

K) in his chest, ($, A,) or from his chest,- 5)
I v Q a

as also 7,5}, ($, K, TA,) like J25, (TA,) [in

the CK, erroneously,;§j,] and (K.)-_Also

tAn enemy: (TA :) the pl. is thus used by

’Antarah. (S, TA.)_And rAngry: (lAar, TA:)

and so )5}; but original with hemzeh: so says

AM. (TA. [See also};.])

I J

see the next preceding paragraph.

0')

3

uéij, applied to a dog, Short: one

should not say

[35} (e, M, Mgb, 1g) and 5,1,} (M, qu) and

56; (M. K) and .56; (M, Mgh) and (Is)

and 3,63, in art. 0”, q. v.,) but the like of

is said by ISd to be a form not seen by

him on the authority of anyone, (TA,) [A noxious

weed, that grows among wheat; app. darnel

grass; the lolium temulentum of Linn.; so in the

present day ;] a certain grain, (Mgh,) the bitter

grain, (M,) that mingles with wheat, (S, M, Msb,

K,) and gices a bad quality to it: (Mgh:) [the

grain thus called is often, accidentally,or carelessly,

mixed with wheat, and causes giddiness: the plant

resembles that now calledA25, a decoction ofwhich

is used as an anaesthetic: it is said in the K in

art. ,1: that the Q15) is the same as thelm:

but it is said in the TA in that art., on the autho

rity of AHn, that the grain of thefilg does not

intoxicate, (as that of darnel-grass is well known

to do in a certain manner,) and that it is very

bitter: and in the in art. 63; it is said that the

is the 0133, and the is they’lg: the

TA states more fully in that art. that the is

said by Alfln to be the that is in wheat,

which is cleared therefrom; and that the is

said by AA to be the/,1; : Forskal mentions the

Q15) and the ’12, as difl‘erent species, among

undetermined plants, and describes the former

thus: zizania Aleppensibus notissima: inter tri

ticum vigct : si semina restant farinaa [sic] mixta,

hominem reddunt ex panis esu temulentum : mes

sores plantam non separant; sed post triturationem

vanni aut cribri ope semina rejiciunt: (Flora

Aegypt. Arab. p. 199 ;)] the n. un. is with 3.

(Mgh.)

15'2
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3 _m.

Us!) : see what next follows.

3 to.

L5.313 and

' a .. a .

are dial. vars. of L553 TA) and ufjl: (TA :)

spears being thus called in relation to ,3, one

3 E05 _ .

l uiljl, applied as epithets to a spear,

of the Kings of Himyer: in art. a; :) as also

3 -r as! -9

[53)! and Ujfll, both formed by transposition.

(TA.)

2’)

1. aor. accord. to the K, but

correctly the verb being like 3;, [so that

the sec. pers. is and the inf. n. being

(MF, TA,) [He, or it, was, or became, downy :

and he (a man) had abundant and long hair;

was hairy: or had abundance of hair in the ears

and eyebrows: or had abundance of hair on the

flare arms and the eyebrows and eyes : and he (a

camel) had abundance of hair on the face and

under the Ion-er jaw: or in the ears and an the

eyes :] the verb of exPl. below.

Hence, (TA,) (K,) int. n. ;3 [per

haps a mistranscription' for (TA,) IThe

sun was near to setting,- TA ;) because it

becomes concealed as the colour of a limb does

by the hair upon it; (TA ;) as also Vasjl,

($.19) and NJ). (1.1) = is. m (K,)

ian n. i}, (TA,) Hefilled a water-skin (3;, TA)

to its head. (TA.) _Also, and '5;st like

[and ._Jtlgjl], He carried, or took up and carried,

a load, or burden. (TA.)

2- ~15), (s, Mgh, Msb, K,) inf- n- so

He converted grapes into [0r raisins]; (S,
Mgh,1\Isb;) be dried grapes,r(K,) and likewise

figs; (AHn,K;) as also 'éjl. = Also,

(K,) and v.:), (S, K,) Spittle collected in

the two sides of his mouth : (K:) or froth, or

_filam, came forth upon the two sides of his mouth :

z) and *3) (K, TA) [signifies the same;

or] dry spittle appeared at the angles of his lips,

next the tongue: (TA :) and lays; (K) and

(TA) froth, or foam, appeared

in the two sides of his mouth. (K.) You say,
’ fl 0 I i ’ 9 ' 1 fi”

054.31 are) ub- Q'jéfilfi Such a one spoke, or

talked, untilfroth , or foam, came forth upon the

two sides qfhis mouth. [And in like manner

'5’’1‘ ° ‘ I: 0 I

you say, as.» Jo) and 4:»

alone.] = See also 1.

“5.,

4,53: and as};

,5”

4: see 1: = and see also 2.

5. “Lid! )3 The grapes became converted

into [or raisins]. (Mgh, Msb.) _[Hence,]

we.” 02 4. In.» _

IN 01 1[expl. in art. Joy-41>].

(TA.) = See also 2, in two places. _ [Hence,]

*4 also signifies He (a man) becamefilled with

rage, or wrath. (TA.)

8: see 1, last sentence. = 0:»)! The

water-shin becamefull (K, TA) to its head. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. He was angry : or he was put

wjlight in war.

3 ,

.9) The penis,- the male organ of generation,

(S, A, Msb, in, the dial. of El-Yemen: i. e.

absolutely: (TA :) or peculiarly of a human

being: (IDrd, A, :) or ofa boy, in the dial. of

El-Yemen: ('1‘, TA :) or ofa gazelle, or an ante

lope: (Eth-Tha’alibee, TA :) said by IDrd to be

a genuine Arabic word: (TA :) dim. VAL};

and sometimes with the fem. 3, as being a

piece (3.3%) of the bpdy: (Msb:) pl. [of pauc.]

Li}? (Mgh. K) and Li and [smut-1 am

the last extr. [with respect to rule]. (TA.)_

And The beard; (S, K ;) in the dial. of El

Yemen: :) or the fore part thereof; (K ;) in

the dial. of some of the people of El-Yemen.

(TA.) .._ And The nose ,- (Sh,K ;) as some say;

in the dial. of El-Yemen. (Sh, TA.)_And

A sort of dates of Eil-Basrah; mentioned by

Meyd; as also or

saint, which is one of the faults of a thing that

is sold, is explained by the lawyers as [The con

dition of] that u-herecgf the fruit quickly falls

(MF.) = Also pl. orLji. (A.)

Down; syn. (A, and, in a

man, A,*) abundance of hair, A,K,) and

length thereof: z) or, in a man, abundance of

hair in the ears and eyebrows: and abundance of

hair on thefore arms and the eyebrows and eyes :

(TA :) and in a camel, abundance of hair on the

face and under the lower jaw: :) or in the

ears and on the eyes. (TA.)

A species of rat which is large and deaf:

or which has red hair: :) or which has red

and beautiful hair: (TA 2) or which is without

hair: (K :) or a species offield-rat, of large

size: one thereof is called (TA :) or this

signifies a deaf rat: :) or a deaf rat of the

desert: (A :) and its pl. is [or rather this is

a coll. gen. n. ofuwhicli it is the n. un.,] TA,)

and [its pl. is] £11.39). (TA.) The Arabs make

it the subject of a prov.: :) they say,

[More thievish than a zebdbeh]. A,

TA. [Another reading is mentioned in the TA

in art. VJ); namely, which is there said,

on the authority of Ibn-’Abd-Rabbih in the

to signifya rat, or mouse.]) And they also liken to

itanignorantperson. TA.) Itis said in atrad.

a e, 4 e e s i G ,0 a I». ,

of’Alee,.,;lng,i$l,.gh¢-162HJ24 alabui

inane an, a Jan 5: '10 J 0 -'~ 2' o ,I

lie-‘3 WEIe-‘fi UP?- “1*”'> tr"- ~99)

a,

(14.8, i.e. [I, by Allah, in that case,

were] lihe'th’at animal, namely, the she-hyena,

which has been surrounded, and to which it has

been said Zebdb! Zcbdb! [until it has entered

its hole, and then the earth has been dug away

from it, and it has been dragged by its hind leg, and

slaughtered:] meaning, I will not be like the she

hyena that is decoyed to its death : for that animal

probably eats the ‘quj, as it does the field-rat.

(TA.) = Also i. q. élli [A messenger, or a mes

senger on a beast of the post : and a collector of

the poor-rates: &c.]. (CK: but omitted in the

TA, and in my MS. copy of the

Dried grapes; or raisins : and also dried

jigs.- (K:) said by AHn to have been used in

this latter sense by an Arab of the desert: (TA :)

a coll. gen. n.; masc. and fem.: (Msbz) 1]. un.

with 3. (S, Msb.)=Also The froth, or foam,

of water: (K, TA :) and of a camel’s mouth:

(L in art. " z) and the poison in the mouth of

a serpent. [is the n. un., and] signi

fiest A collection affroth, orfoam, in the mouth

ofa person speaking, or talking, much : (A,* :)

[or the dual] signifies two collections

offroth, or foam, or of spittle, (K,) or of

dry spittle, (TA,) in the sides of the mouth,

(S, K,) where the lips meet, next the tongue.

(TA.) You say, IHe was

angry, and there appeared two collections offroth,

or foam, in the two sides qfhis mouth. (A, TA.)

as,

Uta”, in a serpent, signifies Jr Two black small

spots'above the eyes: (S, K, and Mgh in art.

ca; :) or two small spots next the mouth thereof:

(TA :) or two collections offroth, orfoam, in the

two sides of the mouth thereof (TA, and Mgh

ubi supra)'when it is angry. (Mgh.) And in a

dog, Two black small spots above the eyes : (K :)

or two things above the eyes, resembling the

[see of a camel: or two piece: of

flesh in the head, resembling two horns: or two

fangs projecting from the mouth : and other ex;

planations are given by the interpreters of strange

words [occurring in the traditions]. (TA.)

9 9* I a J

0) a dim. of q), q. v. (Msb.)_.Also a

shortened dim. of q. v. (11am p. 140.)

94 r I r

.
3,9) n. an. of w). Msb ) [See the latter

throughout] __ Alsb IA small purulent swelling

or pustule, that comes forth the hand, A,

K, TA,) like what is termed 35);. (TA.)

a dim. of q. v. (Mgh.)

[now tiulgarly called A beverage

made from v.,!) [or raisins] (Mgh, by steep

ing them in water. (K.)_See also what next

follows.

A seller of [or raisins]; as also

5 e ’

A sort of ship or boat : (S, z) a small

ship or boat: pl. (Msb.)=Also A

certain beast, resembling the cat: (K c) it is an

animal black and white, short in thefore and hind

legs. (Dmr, TA.)

Downy : (K :) and, applied to a man,

having much hair: (A, z) or having much and

long hair .- (S, TA: [but accord. to the former, it

seems to be applied in this sense to a camel:])

or, applied to a man, having much hair in the

ears and eyebrows: and having much hair on the

fore arms and the eyebrows and eyes: (TA :) or,

thus applied, having much hair on the chest:

(Msb:) and, applied to a camel, having much

fur: or having much. fur on the face: (A :) or

having much hair on theface and under the lower

jaw: (K :) or, in the ears and on the eyes: (TA :)

or having much hair on the face and body: and

V is a shortened dim. thereof: (Ham p. 140:)

fem. applied to a woman as meaning having
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much hair in the eyebrows and on the fore arms

and the hands: (A :) and to an ear as meaning

3 1

having much hair: (TA :) pl. .7»). It is

said in a prov., ’ [Every one, of

camels, that has much hair on the face &c. is

wont to take fright, and run away at random]:

for the camel thinks what he sees upon his eyes

to be a person seeking him, and consequently

takes fright, and runs away at random: (A :) the

camel to which this epithet applies is seldom, or

never, other than )9}; because there grow upon

his eyebrow small hairs, and when the wind

strikes them he takes fright, and runs away at

3 ,

random. (S, TA.)___;)"‘9\ is a name of One of

the devils: (K, TA:) mention is made in a trad.

... s .of a certain devil named 3.3.1.1! _gjzl: (K, TA :)

but in the L, and in the Seeret El-Halabee, it is

written and it is said to be a serpent.

(TA in art. mfg—$13" The all [i. e. podea', or

' d a 5 e

anus], (1;, TA,) with its hair. (TA.)_ .__.,l ,4;

IA year abundant herbage. (S, A, Msb, K.)

see 92.3, in two places.

TAn army having many spears. (Ham

p. 259.)_ in; :13} 33K; 14 dubious and

difl‘icult question : likened to the she-camel that

[has much hair and fur upon the face &c., and

consequently] is wont to take fright, and run

away at random. (TA.) _. And 5;»; IA

calamity, or misfortune, hard to be borne, severe,
rag,

(A, K, TA,) and abominable; like ibab (TA) and

it)”. andAand TAinart.).a..‘.,.) Hence the prov.,

glijstffi'au [He brought to pass that which

was a calamity hard to be borne, &c.] (TA.)

see what follows.

I we)

w)» and V Possessing much wealth.

4e)

’4’;

1- New], (A?! $, A: Mgh, high, aor' : t (A?)

s, A, Mgh,) inf. 11.11}, (As, Mgh,) He fed him

with, or gave him to eat, [i. e. fresh butter].

(As, S, A, Mgh, Msb, K.) _ And hence, (Mgh,)

2-3;}; (Ag, $, A, Mgh, Light) 01' xl [aPP

a mistranscription, for its aor. is there mentioned

immediately after without the prep.,]) aor. 7 ,

(As, S, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) the verb in the sense

here following being thus distinguished from that

in the sense preceding, (As, Mgh,) inf. n. as above,

(As, S, Mgh,) IHe gave him a gift: (As, A,

Mgh,Msb:) or he gave him somewhat, a little,

not much, (S, K,) of property, (S,) or of his

610 1 116/!

property. (K.)—[Hence also,] 3,94! 4544;, or

3;}, t I struck him a blow, or shot or cast at him

a missile, hastily, or quickly ; as though feeding

him with a piece of fresh butter. (A, TA.) _

uz'uf 5.3;}, (s, A,) or {am (K,) int. n. as

above, (A,) She agitated her milk-shin, (S, A,)

or he agitated the milk-skin, (K,) in order that

its butter might come forth, (S, K,) or until its

butter came forth. (A.)-_And $5,111 $.15}

[app. I put, or added, fresh butter to_the meal

.. .
of parched barley, like as one says jhhlhll

and 33'; &c.], aor. 3.1.31 (A, TA,) with

kesr; (A ;) and (TA. [Both

these phrases are mentioned together, as though

to indicate that both signify the same: but Ier

thinks that the latter means I swallowed the Q,»

like as one swallows fresh butter : in my copy of

the A, it is written $3,113! $355, which is eyi

dently wrong: perhaps the right reading is

$3.1"; and the verb in this phrase, quasi-pass.

of that in the former phrase]

2- is. (s. K,) in n- (K0 and

l 4353; bbth signify the same [i. e.'The side of his

mouth had froth, or foam, appearing upon it;

like and (S, K :) and l as; said of

a man, [like He being angry, froth, or

foam, appeared upon each corner of his mouth.

(TA.) See also 4, in two places. =61;th Q33},

(A, L,) ian n. as above, (S,) She separated, or

loosened, the cotton [with herfingers, or by means

of the bow and wooden mallet], (S,* L, A,) and

prepared it wellfor spinning.

file).

3. Jql}; Q‘ib” ISuch a one speaks in like

manner as does such a one. (A, TA.)

4. 4.5!, (s, A, Msb, K,) inf. n. iojg, (Mgh,)

said of wine, or beverage, (S,) or of the sea, (A,

Msb,K,) &c., (Mgh,) or of the sea when in a

state of commotion, (S,*A,) and of a cooking

pot, and of the mouth of a braying camel, (A,)

[&c., see 35,] It frothed, or foamed, or cast

forth froth or foam: (S,* A, Msb,K:) and [in

like manner] ' 4;), inf. n. said of milk, it

[fr-othed, or foamed; or] htid froth, or foam,

upon it. (A.)_-[Hence,] said of the 1:»: [or

lote-tree], A, IIt blossomed,- K, TA;)

i. e. (TA) it put forth a white produce like the

froth, or foam, upon water. (A, TA.) And,

said of the 36:5 [or tragacnntha], i It put forth

its leaf (24,1), and its wood, or branch, became

strong, or hard, and its rind, or outer covering,

coalesced, and it blossomed; as also 74;}.

_ Also 11t became intensely white. (A, TA.)

5: see 1: _ and see also 2, in two places. _.

1- IIe swallowed it like as one swallows

a piece offresh butter: (TA :) or he took the

clear, or pure, or choice, part qfit. (K, TA.)

Of anything of which the clear, or pure, or choice

part has been taken, one says, (TA.) _

[Hence,] MI 1- He took the oath hastily,

was hasty in’tahing it. (AA,S,K.) It is said

in a prov., +IIe swallowed it [i. e.

took it, namely, an oath, hastily,] like as one

swallows butter. (TA in art.

[originally an inf. n.,] IA gift. (S,A,

Mgh, high.) So in the saying (S, TA) of Mo

hammad, (TA,) mentioned in a trad., '9'

inbgl 1[Verily we will not accept the

gift, bfthe believers in a plurality of Gods]. (S,

TA.) And so in the saying,

{(A, Mgh, Msb) i. e. [He (Mohammad) forbade]

the acceptance of the gift [of the believers in a

plurality quods]. (Mgh.)

[Fresh butter ofthe cow or bufl‘alo or sheep

or g0at;] what is produced by churning from.

milk (Mgh, Msb) of cows [or bufl'aloes] and of

sheep or goats,- what is thus produced from camels’

milk being termed not (Mgh,) the

of before it is clarified over the fire;

(L ;) [i. e. butter before it is clarified over the

fire;] the [in the CK, erroneously, of

milk; (S, K;)_ what is extracted from milk,

(M;) and signifies the same as (K :)

l is a more particular term, (S, M, L, Mgh,)

meaning a piece, bit, portion, or somewhat, of

(L:) and signifies also the froth

(Egg) ofmilh this be not a mistake occasioned

by finding expl. as meaning in

stead of 33$]. (L) “5.1.111

42;" [The clear milk has become distinct from

the fresh butter] is a prov., relating to the ap

pearance of the truth after information that has

been doubted. And viii-ll is

another prov. [expl. in art. 09.)]. (L) _ '53.;

has for its pl. which is metonymically applied

to Ile choice, or best, portions, [or what we

often term the cream (by which word the sing.

also may be rendered) of anything; as, for in

stance,] of discourse, or of a story or the like.

(Har p. 222, q. v.) _ [And it also means +An

issue, or event: (see an ex. voce gene

rally, such as is relishable, or pleasing. Hence,

app.,] one says, )3." 73.3.; 1[The

meeting with thee was emphatically the event of

life; meaning, the most relishable, or pleasing,

event oflife]. (A, TA.)

Froth, foam, spume, or scum: (L:) it is

of water, (S, L, K,) &c., (K;) of the sea, (A,

Mgh,) &c.,.like 5;, [in signification]; (Mel);)

and ofa cooking-pot; (A ;) and of a camel, (S,)

[i. e.] of a braying camel’s mouth, (A,) or the

white foam upon the lips of a camel when he is

excited by lust; (TA;) and of the end; and 0t

spittle; (L;) and [the scum, or dross,] of silver:

(S :) l is a more particular term [meaning a

portion, or somewhat, thereof]: the pl. of

is (A,T.A.)._i.,l;3 see 5 in

art. 195, in two places.

2 ’0: so: _

04.5 : see .sg', 1n four places.

ran 9/,

by): see 4.5.

3 u on

[5.2.5 [Butyraceous: a rel. n. from .sej]. See

9 r O r

[Civet;] a certain perfume, well known:

the lawyers and the lexicologists err in saying

that it is a certain beast, [meaning the civet-cat,]

from which the perfume is milked: :) or this

assertion is not to be reckoned as a mistake, the

word being tropically thus applied: so says El~

Karafee: and Z and other authors worthy of con

fidence thus apply it [as a coll. gen. n.]: Z also

mentions a saying in which is applied [as a

n. un.] to an animal of the kind from which the

perfume is obtained: (TA:) this animal is the

cat, i. e. the wild cat, which is like the tame,

but longer and larger, and its hair inclines more

152 *
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to blackness: it is broughtfrom India and Abys

sinia: (TA :) the perfume above mentioned is a
D I,

fluid, or matter, exuded, ( ‘J, thus in the TA

and in my MS. copy of the K, but in the OK

3 '3 [i. e. dirt],) resembling black viscous dirt,

(TA,) which collectos’beneath the animal’s tail,

upon the anus (GP'QM), and in the inner

sides of the thighs also, as says Ed-Demémeenee :

(TA:) [see also ’35:] the beast is taken, and

prevented from struggling, and the said exuded

fluid or matter, or dirt, ( 3;, or ' '3,'accord. to

different copies of the K,) collected there, is

scraped off with a piece of the exterior part of a

cane, (K,) or, more commonly, with a. spoon,

(TA,) or with a piece of rag, (K,) or a thin

[silver coin such asis called] (TA. [Other

accounts of this perfume, which'are less correct,

I omit.]) = See also

like [in measure], Fresh butter

that has_bccomc bad, or spoiled, in the

churning: or, as some say,_thin'milk. (TA voce

£153.], q. v.) [See also below.]

530}:

03!! [The watery part of milk ;] that

[pdrt] in which is no good, Qfmilh. [See

also It is said in a prov., iii-Lil

3‘;le (S) [The thick milk became mixed with the

ihin watery part: or] Ithe good became mixed

with the bad: relating to a case of difficulty, and

applied to the mixture of truth with falsehood.

(L. [See Freytag’s Arab. Prov.) i. 434: and see

_..See also and A

certain plant, (S,K,) growing in the plains, or

soft land, having broad leaves, and a [pericarp

such as is called] it sometimes grows in

hard ground, is eaten, by men, and is good, or

pleasant: AHn says that it has small, contracted,

dust-coloured leaves, like those of the

and its branches, or twigs, _spread out: and he

adds, AZ says that the gig, as also Vgig, the

latter like val-2.; [in measure], is ofthe [kind of

plants called] jig-i [pl. of :01, q. v.]: (TA:)

[some say that it is the psyllium. (Freytag’s

Lex.) See, again,

G 14

see M,)).

see the next preceding paragraph.

Possessing, or a possessor of, [or

fresh butter]; (L ;) as also l

3;; [A frothing, orfoaming, sea,- or] a

tumultuous, frothing, or foaming, sea. (S,A.)

_[Hence,] {Intenser white. (A,

TA.)

O ’0) I a

as)»: see 4.4!).

)4}

1. ,2." ,5“ (A, TA,) [£1012 1, and perhaps ,

also,] inf. 11. X}, (S, K,) He cased the well, or

walled it internally, with stones. (S,A,

also signifies The disposing a building, or

construction, one part upon another,- ;) [as is

done in casing a well;] and in this sense likewise

it is an inf. n., of which the verb is (TK.)

_. And seat, 5;}, (TA,) inf. 11.3.5), (K,) He

threw stones at him; or pelted him with stones.

(K, TA.)_And [hence, perhaps, or] from

in the first of the senses expl. above, because him

whom you restrain from error you strengthen like

as a well is strengthened by its being cased, (TA,)

3);}, (s, A, Mgh, Ms). K.) w- * (s. Mgh, Mtb,

K) and 3, (Ks, K,) inf. n. as above, Mgh,

Msb,K,) He chid him,- or checked, restrained,

orforbade, him with rough speech: (S, A, Mgh,

Msb,K:) he prevented, hindered, or withheld,

him: (S, Mgh, K:) he forbade, or prohibited,

him: (K :) he repelled him with strength. (MF

in art. figs.) You say, ’1‘sz He re

strained him with rough ;peech,'orforbade and

prevented; him, from doing the thing. (TA.)

And Jill)! He chid and repelled the beggar

with rough speech. (TA.) =j5j, (s, A, high, K,)

aor. ~’ and ;, (S, K,) inf. n. as above, He wrote

(S,A,Msb, K) a writing, or book: (A, Msb :)

or he wrote it firmly, skilfully, or well: (TA :)

and he inscribed, or engraved, upon stones: (Az,

TA:) and Vigofi, also, is syn. with like

34;, (S, K,) and As says, I heard an Arab

ofwthe desert’say, meaning

vials. and [i. e. I know my writing, or

handwriting]: :) and Fr says, It is either an

inf. n. of lg}, meaning he wrote, though I know

not the verb with teshdced, or it is a simple subst.

like 5535': (TA :) thus is syn. with

(A’Obeyd, T and S in art. fl} :) [and so, perhaps,

is with ;SJ—And signifies also I

read it, or recited it,- [or did so with a low, or

faint, voice;] like [q.v.]. (As,TA.)_

is also syn. withi‘ié [as meaning The act of

speaking, or speech as a subst.]: (Kz) [SM says,]

thus it is foundin all the copies: but [he adds] Ihave

not found any authoritative ex. of it, so it requires

consideration. (TA.) [Accord to the TK,how
In! r» ssbir

ever, one says, L52)” UAZJL», meaning I

asked him, and he spoke not to me a speech, or

sentence ] =Accord. to the K, is also syn.

with}; [meaning The being patient, or patience]:

one sastlé 43 L2: ISd says, This is men

tioned by IAar; but in my opinion, the meaning

here is (TA. [See below.]) [Or, as

syn. with p, it may be an infi n.: for, accord. to

the TK, one says, 4:1:- flfi It, meaning IIe did

not endure it with patience (% 13).]

inf. n. He (a ram) was, or became, bulky.

(Lth, TA.)

2: see 1, in two places.

4. fl) He (0. man, TA) was, or became, large

in body. __ And He was, or became,

courageous, brave, or strong-hearted. (K.):

inf. n. I rendered him (a ram) bulky.

(Lth, TA.)

5. IIe (a man) quahed, 0r trembled, by

reason ofanger. (TA. [See also Q. Q. 4.])

Q- Q- 1- (s, A, K) “633(15de “Pr

(see ;sljifl, said of a garment, or piece of

cloth, (S, A, K,) Its ’3) [or nap] came forth;

(s, Kr) a had (TA.): Also the first,

[and app. the secbnd and third likewise,] He

made a garment, or piece of cloth, to have its )3)

[or nap] come forth. [This verb and

other similar words with hemzeh next after the j

are mentioned in the in a separate art. before

art. 3).]

Q. Q. 4. It (fur, or soft hair, and a plant,

or herbage) grewforth. K, TA.) __ It (hair)

bristled up. (S, A, K.)_He (a dog [and a

horse]) bristled up his hair. (S, K.) Max-rar

Ibn-Munkid El-Handhalee says, (S, TA,) de

scribing a horse, (TA,)

)0’ so:In an 0;

' {4539' ups-“l >1: :2 '

0 we .r g 0’ s as; r

* 19):» s as We-, *

[And he is of a yellowish red colour on the oc

casion of his bristling up his hair, and of a dark

bay colour as long as he does not bristle up his

hair]. (S, TA.) ._ Also He (a cat) had abun

dance ofhair. (TA.) ._And He (a man) pre

pared for evil, or mischief: (K, TA :) or became

afl'ected by a quaking, or trembling, and a brist

ling-up of the hair. (TA)

Stones. (K.)—[The stone casing qf the

interior of a well: see (Lain—And hence,]

tUnderstanding, intellect, or intelligence, (S, A,

K,) and judgment, (TA,) and self-restraint : (S,

A:) originally an inf. n. [accord. to some; but

this is evidently a mistake, as is shown by phrases

in which it is coupled with One

says, 4); l; {He has not understanding, or in

tellect, or intelligence, nor self-restraint : (S, A z)

orjudgment : pr’upd’eoystZanding toobc relifd’upop;

(TA) And a», H) “h and 6:5 is last“).

(tip! inc-5 l; ' see

One says also of the wind, when it veers,

or shifts, and does not continue to blow from one

point,;;3 ;[Ii has not steadiness]. (TA.)

=See also

3;; [A thing] written; as also

[or] a writing, or book,- (S ;) as also 73);}, of

the’measure in the serisehof the measure

as». (s, Ms», as like ow (Mama

signifying any writing or book: or any

divine book with which it is diflicult to become

acquainted: or a book that is confined to intel

lectual science, exclusive of legal statutes or ordi

nances: (TA:) “9.3" signifies particularly the

Book [of the Psalms] of,David : (S, Mgh, high,

K:) and also, and 2,33." iii, the Sgriac. [pr

Hebrew] language : (Mgh :) the pl. of”) in”);

(s. K a and the a cross is (s. mus)

It is said in the Kur_[xxi. 105], Us

A; 7);;17, meaning And we have

written {in the, batik sent down to David, after

the it}; [or Book ofthe Law revealed to Moses]:

(Aboo-Hureyreh, TA :) Sa’eed lbn-Jubeyr read
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)yjli, [pl. of ;gllj and said that it means the

Book of the Law revealed to Moses (313,251) and

the Gospel and the Kur-a’n [together]; and that

)bill means what is in heaven: (TA :) and

some also read in the Kur iv. 161 and

xvii. 57. ($, TA.)

syn. withjéi; &c.: seep).

5,33 .4 piece Ofit‘an.‘ (s, Msb,1_{:) or a big
9') )1

piece of iron : (TA :) pl. )5 ($, Msb, K) and”).

(S, The former pl. occurs in the Km xviii.

95. ($.) It is also said in the Kur [xxiii. 55],

'33} All? (s. TA,) and it};

(TA ;)_ meaning (S, TA,) in both cases;

(Fr ;) [i. e., But they have become divided, in

their state, among themselves, into parties:] or

'm maliesuit pl. of Gyzi, not of

3);); for $111? measure ZLas' does not assume the

measure in the pl.; and the meaning is, they

have made their religion [to founded upon]

various books : andjé} is pl. of 3);}: or it may be

he who reads

also pl. of and originally being changed

therefrom, like as some of the Arabs are related to

have said for the pl. of which is

originally and regularly after the same

manner as when one says for and

for and this opinionfli’s strengthened

by AA's allowing the reading 1).); and lrgj and

; being a contraction of like as is

of (IE, TA.) _.. The anvil ofa black

smith. (TA.)=The upper part of the back,

next the neck; or the part between the two

shoulder-blades,- or the part where, the neck is

joined to the back-bone; syn. Julia: (K :) or

the place of the JAE: :) or it certain thing

rising from the Jalb: (TA:) pl. in this sense,

;igiilor this is a pl. pl., as thgl’lgh it were pl.

of )4), and this were pl. of 5);) in this sense.

(TA.) One says, He strengthened

his and his backjor the ajfair. (TA.) .

Also,’hcnce, ($,) The accumulation, or mass, of

hair which is between, the shoulder-blades of the

lion; in art. 4.13;) [the mane of a lion ;] the

collection ofhair (Lth, A,K) between the shoulder

blades of the lion &c., (K,) or upon the place of

the [expl. above], and upon the elbows, of

the lidn; (Lth, A;) and any hair in a Similtft'

collected stale. (Lth, TA.) _And [hence,] sjjjll

IA certain asterisrn; tn'o bright stars [5

and 0], in the [or part ofthe back

next the neck], or’which are the Q'SlaLé-v,

($,) quco; (S, K;) one [namely the I'jlet'enth]

of the flfansions of the Moon: ($,K:) [also

called (“jig-H: see this word: and seexfill JJLLQ,

in art. [19;] it is of the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)

[This description is incorrect if applied to the

constellation as at present figured; but doubtless

correct when applied to it as figured by the Arabs.

sz, in his description of Leo, says that they are

two stars, on the belly, and on the projecting part

of the [launch-bone, queo.] _... Also The breast,

or what projects ofits upper part, (syn.

of any beast. (TA.)

s
)3), applied to a lion, ($,TA,) and to a man,

(TA,) Strong; (AA, s, 1;, TA ;) as also t

(1.9)

o n u _ on: _

)yj: see )4), ln four places; and see 5);), ln

two places.

see ;5.=Applied to a ram, Bulky:

(Lth, TA :) or’large in the 53.; [q. v.]: or com

pact. (TA.) _ Applied to a man, Strong : and

also acute, sharp, or quick, in intellect; clever,

ingenious, shilful, knowing, or intelligent. (TA.)

=Also A calamity, or misfortune; (Fr,K;)

and so (Mohammad Ibn-Habeeb, TA,)

which has been said to have this meaning in a

verse of Ibn-Ahmar cited below wees-,5}. (TA.)

=And Black mud; or black fitid mud. (sgh,

K)

I12:

} see the next paragraph.

x3i=

g) ($, and K in art. fli', in the CK [erro

neohsly] written 1.3),) andgj, sometimes

thus pronounced, ($,) or this, which is mentioned

by IJ and lsll, is incorrect, (Kr TA,) and 1,3}

and '35,} and '1553, (K in artS-xb and»)

as also or (as in two different copies of

the K in art. or (as in another copy of

the K and in the O TA in the some art.)

and (accord. to a copy of the K in that art.)

or LE), (0 and TA in that art., and so accord. to

one copy of the K,) [The nap, or rillous sub

stance, upon the surface ofa garment, or piece of

cloth;] what is upon the surface of a new gar

ment, or piece of cloth, like what is upon the

surface of [the hind ofcloth called]ji; (s, TA ;)

the ,3,- of [the kind of cloth called] j;, and ofa
4

;\\

31:1», and of any garment, or piece of cloth;

(Lth,TA;) the 3.5) of a garment, or piece of

cloth; (AZ, TA;) or what appears of the

[q. v., here meaning nap, or villous substance,]

ofa garment, or piece qfcloth. (I_J, [Hence]

one says, ,2le I [lit.

Days tooh away its freshness, and shook of its

nap]; meaning its age became old. (A, TA.)

r 0’ s e e .8.

And we}; mi (s. Ads) and use ($.19

and V9.5, as also 0);}, and K" in art.

#515,) and 70);;3, incorrectly written in the K

0);;3, (TA,) 1 IIe took it altogether, A,

leaving nothing Ibn-Ahmar says,

* sesaaan '
440’ Ge- 0.1” c” r

‘ "xeitulFQ-M ‘69-‘14 '

i. e. Jr [And ifa hon-[er ofMa’add utters an ode

in which is a fault,] it is attributed to me alto

gether, ($,“l L,) when I have not been the

author of it: (L:) the last word, accord. to

Aboo-‘Alee [El-Farisee], being imperfectly decl.

because made a proper name for the 54,43, and

therefore combining the two qualities of being

determinate and being of the fem. gender: so he

said in answer to a question of U: but some say

that the said word there means a calamity, or

misfortune : and 113 says that it is a proper name

for a bitch (34".: [if this be nota mistranscrip

tion]), of the fem. gender. (TA. [In one copy

of the S, I find only the last three words of this

verse: in another, it commences thus: [)5 I3]

e,“
6).? ,ié: in the TA, the former reading is

given, except that $5 is put in the place of jib.])

5 5

One says also, '95),» 1-He returned dis

appointed, or zinsuece.ss)“ul; (TA;) without having

obtained anything; (K, TA;) and without having

accomplished his want. (TA.)

.1 ¢ 1

‘35): _see ;Hj:=and see also :13), in four

places. '

.J a: I e.

)5): 868)??

3 1,,

L529):

I '0 0

)uj : see art. )9).

. 1")

)s-“N

an” ’1': I

0&1: seegé.

and (the latter_written in [some

of] the copies 'of the K, [not in all of them, for

in the CK it is written as above,] which is

a mistake, TA) Large in the 3;; [q.’v.] : K :)

the former applied to a man, and the latter to a

lion: (S:) or, accord. to ISd, Khélid Ibn-Kul

tlloom is in error in saying that the latter is an

epithet applied to the lion; and that the correct

word is the 'em. of the former is

(TA.) _ Also the former, Annoying, or hurting.

(Sgh, 33 [Zebra has become

excited], (S,) or His anger has

become excited, is said of any man when this has

been the case: (TA :) [it is said that] Zebra was

a clamorous and foul-tongued slave-girl of El

Ahnaf Ibn-Keys; and when she was angry, he

used to say, 5);; {L‘th 0.5: and it became a

proverb. (S, TA.)

5:35: see 1.

;f A writing-reed; A, K, TA» a read

with which one writes. (TA.)

C'ro~

5);): see art.,,ilj.

3 '4, 1‘55

ustxja: seefigt.

I! 194 9 0

3)”); )3; A. well cased, or walled internally,

' .04

with stones. ($.) _ See also”).

2', .’2') fir] I,

3.31)» andfllj.» and TL,» and 7;)»,

lee e)

or 7).)”.4 and lg}; (accord. to different copies

of the K,) the third and fourth and the fifth and

sixth said by Fr to be dial. vars. of the first and

second, (Sgh, TA,) A garment, or piece of cloth,

having nap upon it: ($, [or the

second and fifth and sixth, having its nap made

to comeforth:] or the first is applied to a man

[as meaning making to have its nap comeforth;

and so the third and fourth] : and the second, to

a garment or a. piece of cloth [as having the

second of the meanings expl. above; and so the

fifth and sixth]. (TA.)

I'D')

)9)“

.r.”

} see the next preceding paragraph.

new
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Q. 1. He embellished, beautified, adorned,

or decorated, a thing. (TA.)

Embellishment, ornament, or decoration;

consisting in variegated, orfigured, work ,- or in

jewels, or gems; K, TA;) and the lihe: (S, TA :)

embellishment, ornament, or decoration, ofweapons .

(TA:) and anything beautiful. (Th,TA.) [Hence,]

\Qiin The vanities andfinery ofthe present

world or state of existence. (TA, from a trad. of

’Alee.)_ Also Gold: (S, so some say.

_And Thin clouds, in which is a redness : (Fr,

S, K:) or clouds spotted in the surface with black_

ness and redness: or light clouds which the wind

sweeps away, or disperses : or red clouds : but

AZ says that the first of these is the correct sig

nification: and clouds spotted like the leopard,

seeming to be such as will give rain: and thin

clouds, in which is no water. (TA.)

Embellished, adorned, or decorated :

applied as an epithet to [either in the first or

second of the senses expl. above, as is indicated

in the S; and also as meaning clouds, as is like

wise indicated in the in each case merely

heightening the signification]. (S, K.) You say

,erI l r r

also t3}. All...» [app. meaning Variegated

clouds]. (TA.)

*2!)

l! B"

.sq-flj [The chrysolite; a certain green diapho

nous gem;] a well-known gem; (S, Msb, K;) as

also Q3143; (TA ;) i. q. 3,12}; (s and Kin art.

3)») ;) or said to be so; (Msb ;) [but this appears

to be a mistake ;] or it is a kind Offir’sj: (TA :)

the mine in which it receives its being is in the

mine of the 5;»), with which it is found; but it is

very rare, more so than the 3;»): at the present

period, the year 640 [of the Flight], none what

ever of it is found in the mine: some species of it

are of a dark green colour; some, light green;

and some, of a middling hue ofgreen, of a good

water, and very transparent, and these are the

best and the most costly species thereqf. (Et

Teyfashee, in De Sacy’s Chrest. Arabe, 2nd ed.,

i. 267, q. v.)

5w

see the next preceding art.

t!)

The name of a certain devil; (Lth, ;)

to which some add, insolent and audacious in

pride and rebellion: (TA :) or a certain chief of

thejinn, or genii : (S, K :) said to be one ofthose,

nine or seven in number, spoken of in the Kur-dn

[xlvi. 28], as listening to the [fur-tin. (TA.) _

And hence, (S, and or as some

say, TA,) ;l, (S, and so in some copies

r so, at

of the K,) or 31.”) )1, (as in other copies of the

K,) and, (K,) as the children of the Arabs of the

” s e 15 a I a a, 15

desert call it, (Lth,) 1a.)” ,1, or 3a.,” ’41,

(accord. to different copies of the K,) i. q. slicing];

(Lth, S, ;) i. e. A whirlwind of dust [or sand]

rising into the sky; (TA ;) a wind that raises the

dust [or sand] and rises towards the sky as though

it were a pillar: (S :) [I have measured several

of these whirling pillars of dust or sand, with a

sextant, in circumstances peculiarly favourable to

accuracy, in Upper Egypt, and found them from

five hundred to seven hundred and fifty feet in

height :] it is said [in the present day] that in the

in!” is a devil, insolent and audacious in pride

and rebellion. (K.) __ [is the pl., and also]

signifies Calamities, or misfortunes. (TA.)

w)

1. (IF, s, Msb, K,) aor. , (A’Obeyd,S,

K) and =, (K,) int“. n. (TA,) He plucked out

(IF, S, Msb, his hair, (IF, or the hair,

(Msb,) or his heard. (15.) _ Gui;

She (a woman) cast forth her child: (Ibn

Buzurj, TA.) = Also, inf. n. as above,

(TA,) He mixed a thing with another

thing. (K.)—He made a man to, enter into

a thing, and a house, or tent, or chamber.

(IKh, TA.)_ IIe confined a man (As, A'Obeyd,

IF, in a prison. (TA.)—Ila straitened a

man. (TA.)—He made fast, or bound or tied

fast or firmly, a sheep, or goat, and a lamb, or

kid, round the neck, with a cord; like

(IKh, TA.)= Also He broke a thing. (TA.)

_ And He opened a lock. (TA.)

0
4"!

2. 6;), inf. n. see its syn. $.31), in

art.

5. He ornamented, or adorned, himself;

like jp. (Aboo-Turl’ib, TA in art. (55.)

7. 6951 He entered (IKh, IF, S, K) into a

house, or tent, or chamber; (IKh, IF, K ;) and

he entered into it and concealed himself: (TA :)

[quasi-pass. of or] formed by transposition

from TA.) And [simply] IIe hid, or

concealed, himself. (TA.) _ And 6.53!

He became caught, or entangled; in the

snare. (Lh, TA.)

;¢,4 r0:

31g) Uzi! us He, or it, did not stand, or serve,

instead of anything. (TA.)

0— i . . .

asqu A man very evil, bad, unjust, mischievous,

or corrupt: and a woman narrow in disposition.

(Ibn-’Abbad, TA.)

(K,TA,in the 0K A beard

pluckbd out; as also I (K.)

mentioned in the and Msb in this art.,
0 I 0’

and said in the latter to be of the measure

see art. 92,3).

2. 2.2 - .. ‘

W): see 0.9), m art.

An angle of a house: or the like of a

[q. v.] in a house TA) or building, (TA,)

in which are turning [or zigzag] angles : (K, TA :)

so says Lth. (TA.)

One who plucks out the hair of his beard,

because of hisfoolishness, or stupidity. (El-Wezeer

Ibn-El-Maghribce, TA.)

:;~: 2'!” _ “a

99"“: see W54, in art. all).

2:. "r 2" 2: ’

as)?!“ W: see as).

a-QIJ 9-2’1 .

may»: see any, in art.

Jr)

1. (s. Mgh. K.) son a (Mgh.) or (K,)

inf. n. and (Msb,) JIe dunged, or

manured, (S, land, or seed-produce; ;)

he put land into a good state for sowing, with

()3) and the like. (Mgh.) [In a copy of the M,

in art. 4...», this verb is written 7.3:}, which I

believe to be post-classical.] =And inf. n.

90'

J5; and VJ»); IIe bore, carried, or took up

and carried, a thing; as_also and Jssjl.

(TA.) You say, 435:1 Sut‘lt a

one is strong to bear; or carry, br take up and

carry, the water-shin. TA.) _ And It (a place,

or ground,) held, or retained, water. (TA.)

2. ()5): see 1. [It is thus commonly pro

nounced in the present day in the sense first

assigned above to )3]

8. Jesjl: see the first paragraph.

' J3; (s, Mgh, Msb,1_() and VJ”? (K) it].

(s) or (Mgh.1.§.TA> [Dung 0/

horses or other solid/roofed animals, orfresh dung

of camels, sheep and goats, wild oxen, and the

like; used for manure]; and the like thereof.

(TA. ) =And the former, i. q. [i. e. A bag,

or receptacle, in which a man. puts his travelling

provisions; and any other thing that is conveyed

behind him on his beast: &c.]. (AA, TA.)

A morsel, gobbet, or mouthful. (lAnr,

54"

as): see JK;)“, in two places.

5 I)

dig): see the next paragraph.

5Q) A thing that the out will carry in its

mouth: (S, K, TA: [in some of the copies of the

K, in the place of ml is put ml, which, as

is said in the TA, is a mistake :]) or as much as

the gnat will carry. (TA in art. 15;.) Hence

the saying, L; and He

obtained not fiIOD’L such 4a one anything. (IDrd,

K,TA.) And '51},- ifiij, t; Idid not take from

him, or it, anything: and I if} 1.;

means the same: (K :) and in like manner,

1 "'j l; [1a, or u, did not stand him

in stead ofanything; or profit him at all]. (TA.)

Hence also a saying of Ibn-Mukbil cited in art.

l», conj. 8. (S, TA.) [See also

(s. Mtbli) and ' ($.19 and ' Joe’s

(s, Moon) and '33}, (IQ'TA) the last mo'ol

tioned by Sgh, on the authority of Fr, (TA,) A

[basket of palm-leaves, such as is called] fl»,

(Mgh,) or or a or a nu}, TA;)

in which things are carried: (TA :) d ot’h’ing well

known: (S:) pl. (of the first, Msb) J4) (Msb,

1;) and 1,313}, (K,) and (of the Hand, Mgh)
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(Msb, TA.) Onesays, (9,. n.,- ._..e

and 'ng'} [lVith him are pdlm-leaf-bashets of

dates]. (TA.) = For the first, see also j.

Sn'eepings. (Msb in art. _ [And

hence, Anything,- like Jléj and One says,

{set us 6., (s,) or ,291, (K,) and £13.31, (TA,)

i. e. [There is not in the vessel, or the well,

and the water-shin or milh-shin,] anything.

K’TA')

A collector of ‘)iv): (Msbz) one whose

’

occupation is to carry (TA.) [In the pre

sent day it means A scavenger, or dustman.]

On 5 e

seed?!)

and (S, and and but

mostly without F, (K,) [applied to a man,] Short.

(5, K-)

A calamity, or misfortune: (Ibn-’Abbad,

Kn pl. (131,. (TA.)

and and the pl. see
in four places. i

(s. Mgh. Mgh. K) and (s, Mgh, K)

A place of do}: Mgh, Msb, a place

where do) is thrown down: (M,Kz) pl.

(TA.) ' ’

CH)

1. (Msb,TA,) and a. (TA,) aor. ,,

(Mgb,TA,) int. n. (s, M, Mgh, Msb, K,)

IIe pushed it, or thrust it; or pushed it, or thrust

it, away; (Sf Mgh,“ high, K)" TA ;) namely, a

thing: (Msb, TA :) or a thing from another

thing. (M,* TA.) You say of a she-camel,

She pushes, or thrusts, or she pushes, 'or

thrusts, away, her milher. (Mgh, Msb, TA.)

Aha (s) or (n.1, (TA,) She

(a camel) struch wit/i her stifle-gain“ (TA) on the

occasion of being milked: being [generally]

with the stifle-joints; and with the hind

leg; and LL, with the fore leg. TA.) And

gig-)4 She (a camel) pushes,

or: thrusi‘s, away her young one from. her udder

with her hind leg. (M, TA.) Aha He

pushed, or thrust, them array; put them away,

or removed them from their place. (TA.) And

of war, or battle, (mg) one says,

meaning {It dashes men [one against another],

and pushes, or thrusts, them. (S, TA.)_And

.. ,,,, .4, ,5,

J53)”; L's inf. n. as above, tThou

hast turned dwny from us thy present and thy

bounty, orfaL-our : accord. to Lh, properly mean

ing thou hast turned them away from thy neigh

bours and acquaintance to others: or, accord. to

the A, {thou hast withdrawn, and withheld,from

us thy present &0. (TA.) ._ also signifies

The selling any fruit upon its trees for [other]

fruit by measure: :) whence (see 3):

it has been forbidden, because of the fraud, or

deceit, and the ignorance, attending it: and is thus

termed because either of the two parties, when

he repents, repels the other [if able to do so]

from the obligation that he has imposed upon

him. (TA.)

a. lay, (15,) int. n. (TA,) i.q. 1113:;

[He contended, or strove, with him in pushing,

or thrusting, or in pushing, or thrusting, away;

or he pushed him, &c., being pushed &c. by him,

or he pushed against him]. signi

fies [also] The selling dates (S, Mgh, Msb, K) in

their fresh ripe state upon the heads of

the palm-trees fin“ dried dates (S, Mgh, Msb,

by measure,- (Mgh, Msb3) which is forbidden,

because itis a sale by conjecture, [or] without mea

suring and without weighing: (S, TA :) it is from

$.33"; because it leads to contention and mutual

repulsion : (Mgh :) and in like manner, the selling

any fruit upon its treesfor fruit by measure:

see 1, last sentence: (TA :) accord. to Malik, any

selling or buying of a thing by conjecture, not

knowing its measure nor its number nor its weight,

for something named of that'n'hich is measured

and weighed and numbered: or the selling of a

thing known for a thing unhnown of its hind.

or the selling ofa thing unhnown for a thing un

known of its hind: or a buying and selling in

which is a mutual endeavour to endamage, or

orerreach, é,) in a hind in which en

damaging, or’orerreaching, is not allowable ,' ;)

because, in this case, he who is endamaged, or

overreached, desires to annul the sale, and he who

endamages, or overreaches, desires to make it take

effect, so they repel one another, and contend.

(TA.)

.1: I)

4. M”; l);le They removed their tents from

the road, or way. (TA.)

5: see 10, in two places.

6. i. q. lyu'lw' [They contended, or strove,

together, in pushing, or thrusting, or in pushing,

or thrusting, array,- or they pushed, &c., one

another ,- or pushed against one another]. (TA.)

7. lyigjil They removed, withdrew, or retired

to a distance. (K.)

10. He made him a (3’5; [i. e. treated

him as sac/1;] meaning a sinipleton, orfool; one

much, or often, endamaged, or over-reached, de

frauded, or deceived,- as also (Mghz)

or and are like and

[both app. meaning he esteemed hint, i. e.

weah in judgment, and therefore liable td be en

damaged, or orerreached, defrauded, or deceived ,

like as we! and both signify “he

esteemed him i. e. weak”]; or like

and [both app. meaning he esteemed him un

intelligent, or one having little intelligence]. (TA.)

0 ’4 I) 04

0.)) A tent, or house, standing apart

from the [other] tents or houses : :) as though

it were pushed from them. (TA.) __ See also
9 4 I5,)

._.ng )Li; A narrow standing-place, upon

which a 'man cannot stand by reason of its

narrowness and slipper-iness. (TA.) _ [in one

)0

place in the CK, will is erroneously put for

colt]

9 Q Q I; I

0.5: see 0.3;.=Also A want, or tlung

_-_ - ‘II_'__ _.\\ ‘\ _ _..-_~ \_ _

In; 9,

wanted: you say, (Judi .3." J5, i. e.

[He has taken] what he wanted [of the property],

(K,) and,QLn (1... [of thefood]. (TA.)

. 1’

0;) A side; a lateral, or an adjacent, part or

tract or quarter : (K :) [and so, app., ' and

for] you say, (3;, with

fet-h, [as well as to), with two fet-hahs,] and L:),

with kesr, meaning He alighted aside, or apart,

from his people, or party; as though he were

thrust from their place: scarcely ever, or never,

used otherwise than as an adv. n. [of place] or as

a denotative of state. (TA.):Also A piece of

clay. [shaged] after the fashion of the am (vi;

5:”5" @1555), like the 3L9.» [a kind of curtained

canopy preparedfor a bride].

(1;, TA,) like (TA, [533” in the

CK being a mistranscription for Low) Vehe

ment in pushing, 01' thrusting; and so

(Kf‘ TA.)

’ g, 1,

, see Eagle).

3))

0,»): see

The hind leg of a she-camel: (TA =) the

hind legs of the she-camel are called

TA) because she pushes, or thrusts, with them.

(TA.)

I )1

' ,g' One who pushes, or thrusts, or who

pushes, or thrusts, away, [or who pushes &c.

much or vehemently, or who is wont to push &c.,]

a thing. (high) A she-camel that pushes, or

thrusts, or that pushes, or thrusts, away, (Mgh,

Msb, or that kicks, or strihes, and pushes,

&c., TA,) her milher, Mgh, Msb, K,‘)

with her hind leg (Msb) [or with her stiflejoint :

see 1]: or that is wont, or accustomed, to push,

&c., her milher. (TA.) Hence, (A,) one says

(5,; L}; (s, A, Msb, 1;) meaning 1A diflicult,

or stubborn, war or battle; likened to the she-camel

termed 0,4): (A, TA :) or that dashes men [one

against another], andpushes, or thrusts, them: z)

or in which one portion pushes, or thrusts, or pushes

or thrusts away, another, by reason of multi

tudinousness: (K :) or it is thus called because

it repels the valiant men from advancing, through

fear of death. (Msb.)_As meaning [i. e.

1‘ Unintelligent, or having little intelligence], and

[syn. with (log, and hence, as will be

seed from what follows, app. here used in the

sense of ta dealer with others in buying and

selling, a meaning which often has, though,

as I have shown in art. 55);, I do not know any

authority for assigning this meaning to i}],

(S, K, [the latter explanation thus written in my

copies of the S and in my MS. copy of the K and

in the CK, but in the TA, and hence in the TK,

god, which has no meaning, that I know of,

appropriate in this instance,]) it is post-classical,

(K,) not of the language of the people of the

desert: :) it signifies Ia simpletoy,,or fool,

who is endamaged, or defrauded, much;
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by a tropical attribution [of the meaning of a

pass. part. n. to a word which has properly the

meaning of an act. part. n.; because the person

thus termed is as though he were pushed, or

thrust, away]: (Mgh:) it signifies also tapur

chaser; because he pushes away another from the

thing that is sold; [or because he is often duped;]

and in this sense, [a sense in which it is commonly

now used, or as meaning a customer, and also a

dupe,] it is a post-classical word, not of the lan

guage of the people of the desert. (Mgh.) [The

pl. now commonly used is and some say

It is said in a post-classical prov.,

QC; 3L: [which I would render 1-The dupe

rejoices without anything, or at nothing]: (Meydz)

or gs; 6’55", meaning [1‘ The dupe

rejoices at the least, or the meanest, thing : or]

the dealer (JethJl), or the purchaser ((55%!)

as the word ,signifies in the dial. the people of

El-Basrah. (Har p. 76, q. v. [The editors of the

sec. ed. of De Sacy’s Her, to which reference is

here made, say, (Notes, p. 90,) “Nous pensons

que le mot Q’s)“, dans l’acception qu‘il prend

dans ce proverbe dérive du chaldéen IQ! ‘ vendre.’ ”

(This verb is written in the Lex. of Gesenius

See also De Sacy’s Chrest. Arabe, sec. ed.,

pp. 186—190.] = Also A well in which is a re

ceding in its [or place where the water

collects, or place reached by the water when it

returns and collects after one has drawn from it,

&c.; (see art. Q}? ;) as though' its casing were

pushed back in that part]. (K.) =And [An

inner vest; so in the present day; pl. a

thing that is cut so as to _fit the body, and worn.

(TA.)

is the sing. of which is the dual.

(Mz, 40th 6,5.) .pfihi uh}; signifies The horn

[or claw] of the scorpion: (Mgh:) its two horns

[or claws] are called gitidl ($,K;) be

cause it pushes with! them. (TA.) _ And

06%", (Ibn-Kunaseh, $, szv,) or _pfiili

[the former the more common,] 1' The two

horns [or claws] of Scorpio; [which, like the

constellation Leo, the Arabs extended much beyond

the limits that we assign to it, and which they

thus made to include a portion of Libra ;] (sz ;)

two stars, widely separated, (Ibn-Kunéseh, sz,)

[that rise] before Jet‘s? [q. v.] ; (Ibn-Kunaseh ,)

between which (Ibn-Kunaseh, sz) is the measure

qfa spear ( .3 [q. v.]), more than the stature of

a man, (Ibn-Kunziseh,) [or,] in appearance, the

measure office cubits: (sz :) two bright stars,

(S, K,) in, or upon, the two horns [or claws]

of Scorpio: (S, K:) [of and (y of Libra, accord.

to those who make :32" to mean “the auroral

setting ;” and perhaps the same, or of and ,8 of

Libra, accord to those who make 53:" to mean

“the auroral rising :”] one of the Mansions Qf

the liloon, (S, sz,) namely, the Sixteenth

Mansion. (sz. [See )3." Jjfi, in art. inj)

The saying ' '

a,” e a): _ en t i e

* a”; “it;)1 vb: *

[lit. His moon bit the extremities of the claw of

Scorpio], cited by him, is expl. as meaning “he

is uncircumcised, except the part from which the

)3 has contracted;” his being likened to

the [and his git-a to the )3]: and he is

related to have said that he who is born when the

moon is in Scorpio is unprosperous: but Th says,

I asked him respecting this saying, and be dis

allowed it, and said, No, but he is a low, or mean,

or sordid, person, who does not give food in

winter; and when the moon [in winter] bites the

extremities of the [i. e. enters Scorpio,] it

is most intense cold. (TA.) = See also

[3Q]: see the next paragraph.

0’ ,1

2:59) is 9. pl., of which the sing. is V m5,

(Akh, Zj, s, as some say, or 7 OLE), (Akh,

or t ‘6}, like 63%, (TA,) or '59}, (Akh,$,)

or v ,, (Ks, K,) the pl. of this last being ori

ginally the 3 [in being substituted

for the [last] Lg: (Bd in xcvi. 18 :) but the Arabs

hardly, 0.1-; in, nowise, know this [attribution of a

sing. to 3,315], holding it to be a pl. having no

sing., like Jfiui and is»; (Akh, s.) With

the Arabs [of'the classical age] it signifies The

1033 [app. in the earlier sense of the braves of an

army, or in the later sense ofthe armed attendants,

Qflicers, or soldiers, of the prefect of the police]:

:) this is the primary signification: (Bd in

xcvi. 18:) the sing. heipg syn. with and

also signifying the ad» [i.e. one who exalts

himself, or is insolent bnd audacious, in pride and

in acts of rebellion or disobedience, &c.,] of the

j‘inn,’ or genii, and of mankind: and i. q.

.sgA-‘i [i. e. strong, &c.] : (Seer, K :) each of these

twd significations [and the first also] being from

the meaning of “ pushing,” or “thrusting.” (TA.)

signifies also Certain angels, [the tor

mentdrs of the damned in Hell,] so called because

of their thrusting the people of the fire thereto;

(Katadeh, $, Msb ;*) the angels mentioned in the

Kur [lxvi. 6] as glib (Zj,) i.e. rough in

speech or in disposition, strong in deeds or in

make.

is said by Freytag to signify a foot

(“ pes ”), as on the authority ofJ; as though he

had found it expl. by the word J4): but this is

a mistake: it is said in the thht is the

name ofa man

5),?) One striving to suppress the urine and

ordure : (K,' TA: [the word, with the article di,

0” o i 1 e s

is expl. by wfil 8L»: see 3 in art. 8;, and

see also :]) such is said in a trad. to be one

of those from whom prayer will not be accepted;

or, as some relate it, it is the with Q [in

the place of the .9]: (TA :) or it means one

withholding them against his will. (K.)_ One

says also, l“: LI», meaning There is not in it

[i. e_. the house, )ISJl,] any one: so says Aboo

Shubrumeh. (TA.)

9- 3' u

25);) Pride; syn. )é. ($.)_And [hence,

"mvrflfi3—. .L
“M

'3' 1 on, 1", 9.,

Probablyii 55:4} :5 the 1- 4- “sh- g-gb [app

meaning A man who defends his honour, or repu

tation: see ($,TA:) or a man who

defends what is behind his back (range 25, Lo

[perhaps meaning his household: seem” (TA,

O, u:

and so in a copy of the $.) = Also, and 7 45,5,

The neck; (IAar, K;) as in the saying

flirt

my)” 43,354 [Tahe thou hold ofhis horns and

his neck]: (IAar, TA :) or may signify the

. a.

car,- and the pl. {Ll-3,5, the head and neck of a

horse, by a metonymy, because the ears are

therein. (Ham p. 58, q. v.)

s. 5: .

ii”) : see the next preceding paragraph.

see first sentence.

An [eminence such as is termed] Ljél‘,

(K, TA,) raised high (TA) in a valley that bends,

or turns,from it,- (K, TA ;) as though it pushed

it, or thrust it, away. (TA.)

L55

is}, her. ($.19) inr- n- 1.33. (S,) i- q

41... [He bare it, carried it, took it up and

carried it, conveyed it, &c.]; ($, K ;) namely, a.

thing; ;) as also ' $33!; thus accord. to the T

and and M; (TA; [accord to one of my copies

of the s, i.q. lug-.1, which is often syn. with

hi;];) or Vigil; thus in the copies ofthe K:

(TA :) or the first and ' last signify he bore upon

his back a heavy burden : (JM:) and hence the

saying of Kaab, £15,: ii iii}

(JM, TA) i. e. [i A'nd’I shid to him a saying,]

disquieting, or disturbing, him, (JM, TA,*) [by

reason ofthat :] because, when a thing is borne,

or carried, it is removed from its place. (JM.)

_Also, (K,) aor. and inf n. as above, (TA,)

He drove, urged, or incited, him,- (K, TA ;) and

so V013, inf. n. (TA ;) and 'olgsjl.

(K.) pinata 2353.] You say, 13$ u'igfiie'j G,

i. e. Iain; Le [W'hat drew, led, induced,

caused, constrained, or drove, them to this? or

[Vhat hath led, &c.?]. (JM, TA.) And 7;

1:5, hi, inf. n. i. e. [He drew, pr

caused, evil to hiin]. (TA.) And ii 13.2.3,

inf. n. 'I prepared [app. evil] for him.

(TA') Andéif :53; (K) TA;) or s};i°fr (TA,)

He smote him with evil. (K, TA.) '

2. us), inf. n. accord. to the K, He

spread flesh-meat upon a as meaning a hill,

or an elevated piece of ground, which the water

did not overflow : but accord. to ISd, he threw

flesh-meat into a as meaning a hollow dug in

the ground, in which one roasts, or broils, for

himself, and bakes bread. (TA.)—See also 5.

_ And see 1, in three places.

4: see 1, in three places.

7/ 0: u

5. 1H} He made a pitfall for a lion

Mgh, K) or a wol; (Mgh;) as also Hag},

inf. n. A rajiz says,
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[And by no means be than of those who have been

beguiled; like him who has made a pitfall for a

lien or a wolf, and then has himself been trapped].

($,* Mgh.).._ And accord. to

I “a,

ISd, signifies the same as “1413 [app. in a sense

different from that expl. above; meaning He

concealed himselffrom the objects of the chase in

the hollow madeji'or that purpose: or he fell into

the an, like @4311 Us L513]. (TA.)

6. Us; He walhed with a stretching of him

self, or with an elegant and a proud and self

conceited gait, and with slowness. ('1‘,I_(,TA.)

_And He magnified himsel ; or behaved

proudly, haughtily, or insolently; TA ;) and

disdainfully. (TA.)

8. see 1, in two places.

A hill, or an elevated piece ofground,

which the water does not overflow: ($,I_§:) pl.

6;}. (s, 21‘s.) Hence, (TA,) a is said in a

prov., JZIJI [The torrent reached the

tops of the hills which lhey do not usually peer

flow]: (S, TA :) or ubi" is here pl. of in

the sense next following: [but the meaning is vir

tually the same:] (Meyd:) the prov. is applied

to a thing, or an afi'air, or a case, exceeding the

ordinary bounds or limit. (Meyd, TA.)_A.

pitfall for a lion Mgh, Msb, or a

(Mgh) (ye, (Msb,) dug in a- high place, Mgh,

Msb,) for which reason it is thus called: :) pl.

as above. (Msb.) _.. A hollow dug in theground,

in which a sportsman conceals himself [from the

' objects qfthe chase]. (TA.) _. A hollow dug in

the ground, in which one roasts, or broils, for

himself, and bahes bread. (ISd, TA.) _. A well:

so where it is said in a trad. ofan Arab ofthe desert,

[He fell into a well]. (Mgh.)

;Tlie excavation made by ants; which they

make not save in a high place. (TA.)_. Some

include this word among those that have contr.

significations. (TA.)

50!.

ung Quichness, and brishncss, lireliness, or

sprightliness: ($,1_{:) [originally of the

measure ) __ A certain mode ofgoing,

or pace, M, ofcamcls : (M, TA :) accord.

to As, which is its pl., signifies various

modes quoing or pace. .... Evil: (AZ, z)

or a great evil: z) and a great, momentous, or

terrible, thing or afair: (A_Z, S, :) pl. as

above. (AZ, One says, $135 I

experienced from him, or it, evils,- aild great,

momentous, or terrible, things. (AZ, And

i. q. [app. as meaning A wonderful thing].

(TA.) ._ And The sound of a bow; (JM, TA;*‘)

its musical ringing, or plaintive, sound. (J M.)

03)

2': out is an, _

634) U£91: see 03,15,111 art. as).

Bk. I.

’54 a) 3.

1. up), A, Msb,) nor. 3 , inf. n. a),

(s, A, Msb, He pierced hing!“ thrust him,

(i. e. a man, s, Msb,) with the t) [or pointed

iron foot of the spear]; ($, A, Msb,I_(;') and

cast at him with it: and also signifies he

(TA.) And

a bill; I cast at him. with the spear. (A,

and Idem p. 147.)._.[Hence,] IHe

cast, or threw, the thing from himself: (A:) or

3.3.; nor. 1 , (TA,) inf. n. as above,

(K,TA,) the cast, or threw, the thing from his

hand. (K,* TA.)_[And hence,] signifies

also tThe running of the ostrich. (K, TA.) You

say of the ostrich, (A, TA,) inf. n. as

above, (TA,) IHe run, (A, TA,) lhron-ing out

his legs. (TA.)—[Hence also,] 31;?

pierced, or thrust, with haste.

the alighted in a. valley putting forth

herbage; as though casting it from itselfi (A,

TA.)_. See also 4. = sec. pers.

aor. ’-, inf. n. It (an eyebrow) was, or

became, narrow and long: or arched:

(MA :) [or narrow and long andfull and arched:

see below.]

2: see 4.=l;;s_.l;- (s,A,) or

Lad, (1;, TA,) inf. n. (TA,) su, or

he, made her, or his, eyebrow narrow and long :

(S, K :) [or made it arched: (see 1, last sentence:)

or made it narrow and long and arched: (see

:’ below or clipped the redundant portions

ofthe hair thereof: or lengthened it [in appear

ance] with [i. e. antimony, or are of anti

mony, or a blach collyrium; like as the ancient

Egyptians were accustomed to do, as appears

from their paintings and sculptures; and like as

some of the Arab women still (10; extending a

black line towards the ear, and also a similar line

from the outer angle of the eye]. (TA.) In the

following verse of the poet Er- Rzi’ee,

5D! I O a! J r p , '

he}: QEiLdl Lo lg]

6,1315 (r...qu

[the last of these significations may be intended;

so that it may be rendered, then the jbrnales

content with their husbands, or with their beauty,

&c., shall go forth (or went forth) one day, and

shall lengthen (or lengthened) with blach collyrium

the eyebrows and the eyes: or] is meant

to be understood before Hence,

from “9.1;.” as signifying “the clipping

* i

,sg,”

0+»):
#' 4:

of the redundant portions of the hair of the eye
brows,” fl

ferring to a hole made in a piece of wood in

which a thousand dcenars and a writing had been

inserted, is expl. as meaning IIe made even, and

adjusted, the place thereof: or, accord. to IAth,

it may be that the hole was in the end of the

a:

piece of wood, and so it may mean he made a _j

_ _j, occurring in a trad., re

[q. v.] upon the place thereof, to hold it fast, and

to preserve what was in it. (TA.)

4- ' ’3“ in; (IAsr, 18k. s. A. K.) and
J at; C J .i r ’ _

14.9.9); (A, TA ;) and 14.9], aor. - , Inf. n. t);

(Msb;) and (TA ;) He put, or made, a

[q. v.] to the spear. (IAar, ISk, S, A, Mgh, K.)

_The first of these phrases is said also to signify

He removed, or took of, its from the spear:

(A :) lAar is related to have said thus; but he is

also related to have said that this signification is

not allowable. (TA.)

8. 8.3}, said of the eyebrow, It reached to the

outer extremity ofthe eye. _ And,

said of herbage, Its intervening spaces became

closed up. (TA.)

[The painted iron foot, or heel, or shoe, of

a spear ,-] the iron at the lower extremity of a

spear,- A, Msb, i. e. the iron which is

fixed upon the lower extremity of a spear, and

with which the spear is stuck into the ground:

the iron which is fixed upon its upper extremity,

and with which one pierces, being called chi-:1:

(ISd,TA:) pl. [of mult.] 6’1,- and (s,

Mgb,1_{) and [of pauc.] éiéfii and 34“, (TA,)

or this last is not allowable, Msb,TA,) ac

cord. to ISk. (Mgh.) Zuheyr says,

* @4511 351'»? @155

* 43.1 J5 :4?) 59"" be: ’*

[And he who refilses to yield to the points of the

iron feet of the spears shall yield to the upper

extremities therle mounted with every sharp

spear-head]: ISk says, he means that he who

refuses to yield to a small thing will encounter a

great thing: and Khalid Ibn-Kulthoom says,

they used to meet their enemies, when they

desired peace, with the iron feet of their spears

turned towards them; and if they refused peace,

they turned their spears’ heads to them, and

combaled them. (TA.) [By a synecdoche, the

pl.] is also used to signify Spears, alto

gether. (Ham p. 147.)._ Hence, as being

likened to the of the spear, (L,) tle e1:

tremity ofthe elbow, (S, L, which is pointed:

(L:) or the part [or joint] between the lower

extremity ofthe os humeri and the extremity of

the ulna at the elbow : (T in art. )3! :) or [simply]

06) ~- 2-;

the elbow. You say, 4.9-) UL: ml IIIe

leaned upon his elbows: and vi; 555'!

1[They leaned upon the extremities of

their elbows]. (A.)._ [Hence also, 1.4 tush, or
canine tooth :] Jen-ill signifies Ithe tushes

of the stallion-camel. (A, K.)_ [Hence also a

signification mentioned by Golius on the authority

of Meyd, tAn iron pivot (“subscus ferrea”)

round which a mill-stone tar-ns.] _Also An

5' ' g -

arrow-head: (IAar,1_( :) pl. 1.,”- and

a; E ' '

and Euw'l. (TA.)

I r r I

, j .Narrowness and length in the eyebrows .

($,K:) or narrnwness and archedness of the

eyebrows: (A z) or arc/redness thereof: (MA:)

or narrowness and length andfulness and arched

153
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ness thereof. (TA.) [See 1, last sentence] _.

Also, in an ostrich, +Length of the shanks, and

width ofstep. L.)_And in camels, f lVidth,

or wideness, ( in [the space between] the

hind legs. (TA.) _. And 1* Wideness of a solid

hoof: which is a fault. (TA in art.

.11

. J

with iron heads : (K :) its sing. is not mentioned.

(TA.)_ [It is also expl. in different copies of'

Darts, or javelins, furnished

a, '0: a a 91;!) 95/01

the K as meaning 212.3» m..- or an“ or 3.125»:

the first I regard as the right reading; i. c. Asses

(wild asses) fight-ing one another.]

gs;- and 5;} and 54,-, (AO,$,1\Isb,K,)

the first of which is that used by the seven readers

[of the Kur-t'in], (Msb,) and the last is the least

common, (TA,) words of well-known meaning;

(S, Msb, K;) [Glass.- pieces of glass: glass

vessels:] glassjlasks or bottles; syn. ;g)l;: (TA:)

and [glass] drinking-cups or bowls: (A0, TA :)

pls. of'ié-lé): (A0, 5) and and lit;sz

(A0:) or [rather] these are the ns.un. (Mgh:)

In the Kur [xxiv. 3-5], means A lamp,

syn. (Lth, Ba, Jel,) Uf€tgj [i. e. 91.18.].

with f'et-h, also signifies The

berries ofthe clove-tree; syn. (Ktr,

TA.)

and and see the next

preceding paragraph; the first, iii two places. =

The last also signifies The art, or occupation, of

making [i. e. glass, glass vessels, &c.]. (TA.)

9

(i.e.; (high, 1;, TA) [and ["5143 and Sag],

the former in the CK, and both implied in the

and in the Mgh,] A seller of [i.e. glass,

glass vessels, &c.]. (Msb,

95/

Elly-j A. maker, or manufiwtnrer, of

[i. e. glass, glass vessels, &c.]. (Msb,

tThe anus; because it emits

wind and excrement. (TA.)

applied to a man, ($, A,) Having narrow

and long eyebrows: or having narrow

and arched eyeborauls: (A:) [or having arched

eyebrows: see _ _j:] or having narrow and

long and full and arched eyebrows: (TA :) fem.

:]‘g, (A, K,) applied to a woman: (A :) [pl.

éjz] and one says also wag-ll

u 4

jl [meaning

(L.) It is likewise applied to the

eyebrow [as meaning lVarrow and long: or

narrow and arched: &c.]: (A, TA:) and so

9 "1';

1?};(TAz) or the former signifies an eye

the same].

brow narrow and long [&c.] naturally: and

l the latter, rendered so artificially. (MF.) And

.5,,j'gjl is a name for The eyebrow [itself] in the

dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)_ Also, applied to a

male ostrich, TLong in step: ($,K:) or long

legged and long in step: (L :) or that runs throw

ing out his legs: (TA :) or having white feathers

above his eyes: (K:) fem. (S :) and pl.

(K.) And, applied to a man, 1 Long-legged.

(L) _ Also, applied to a solid hoof, 1- lVide.

(TA in art.,..a. [See last sentence.])

I
we)

E)» A spear having a [q. v.] afiisced to it.

(15k,$-)

A short spear, like the 51,}, ($,1_(,TA,)

having at its lower extremity a [q.v.]: and

sometimes used as meaning one that transpierces,

or passes through, quickly. (TA.)

05¢

3.9)» An instrument with which the eyebrow is

made such as is termed [or narrow and long,

or narrow and arched, &c.]. (TA.)

see in two places.

1’ Pierced, or thrust, with the [q. v.]

of a spear. TA.) And Cast at therewith.

(TA.)—Also A large bucket not made

round, but having its two lips [or opposite edges]

put together, and then sen-ed.

)‘PJ'

1- (s. A, Mgh. Mints.) aor- 1, (Mgh,

TA,) inf“. n. ,1}, ($,A,Msb,) He and him, by

a cry, by his voice, or by reproof: (S,* K,‘ TA :)

he checked hint, restrained him, or forbade him,

with rough speech: (TA:) or prevented, hindered,

restrained, or withheld, him : orforbade, or pro

hibited, him: [by any kind ofcry or speech as also

'29,); (S,A, Mgh,Msb,K;) the latter origi

nally they: (swarm) lié, from [doing]

such a thing : (A,‘ Mgh, TA :) and at."

from evil. (1'A.)_;,.iiltj;.},(1_<,) and

(TA,) and a,» R), (K,) +He cried out to, or at,

the dog, and the beast of prey, (TA,) in

1 order that he might forbear, refrain, 0r abstain.
4;,

(K, TA.) [See a tropical ex. voce ;b.] _»j

3.14;" IIIe incited the camel t0 quickness : (TA :)

he drove, or urged, the camel, K,TA,) and

incited him with a peculiar cry, so that he became

excited, and went on: (TA :) he said to the camel

#13;: and iilill Jr.He said to the she-camel

JL: (AZ, TA:) and tlfe (a pastor)

cried out to, or at, the sheep or goats: (A, Mgh,

TA :) and in like manner, to, or at, a horse or the

like, and a camel, and a beast of prey, with a

high, or loud, voice, and vehemently: (TA :) and

é.»ch éipl I [The wind drives the clouds].

(A.) signifies The driving away with

crying or a cry : and by subsequent applications,

sometimes, tthe driring away: and sometimes

tthc crying, or crying out, or a cry. (B, TA.)

' _ s s e

i, inf. n. R); (TA;)

and V ifi-pjl; (K;) tHe chid the bird, auguring

evil from a. (1;, TA.)_And ,le ,;_.3 gm

threw a pebble at the birds, and cried out; and

if, in flying, they turned their right sides towards

him, he augured well from them; but their

50 '

left sides, evil. _- Hence, (A,) )9) also

signifies ITbe auguringfrom thejlight, alighting

places, cries, kinds, or names, of birds: (S, A,

K:) )‘011 say, gill ; He augursfrom the

_géhL-ll (K,) aor.

flight, 5c, of birds: (A z) or signifies the

auguring wellfrom a bird’s or some other thing’s

[or turning the right side towards one, or

the contrary], and evil from its Cy,» [or taming

the left side towards one, or the contrary].

And means +He went away,

departizd, orjourneyed. (Har p. 308.)_.[Hence,]

it also signifies IThe practising of divination:

(K:) or a species thereof: you say,

13.5 I have divined that it is so and

so. ($, L.) [See also}l3.]_\;éi:;

1* She (a camel) castforth what was in her belly.

(K. TA»

6. #11:" [They checked, restrained,

or forbade, one another, with rough speech,- or]

they prevented, hindered, or withheld one another;

or theyforbade, or prohibited, one another; from

abominable, foul, or evil, conduct. (A, Msb.)

7. )q-jll and fig} He, being chidden, by a

cry, by the voice, or by’reproqf; or being checked,

restrained, orforbidden, with rough speech; (TA ;)

or being prevented, hindered, restrained, or with

held; or beingforbidden or prohibited ,- refrained,

forbore, or abstained; (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K, TA ;)

from [doing] such a thing. (Mgh,TA.)

_ in the Kur liv. 9, means He was

driven away. (TA.) _kjjl He (a dog) became

urged, or incited, by a cry, to pursue the game.

(Mgh.)

I’d, ' v '0

8. gal, for n3), trans. and intrans.: see 1

and 7 5 each in two places.

Q. Q. 1 (accord. to the see art. )QJ)‘.

inf. n. of 1. A, Msb.) _. A crying at

camels [tj'c], and an urging or inciting of them.

(TA.) _. A cry by which one chides, i. e., either

checks or urges, a beast dc; like to a man,

and to a mule, &.c. (The lexicons, passim.)

= See also what next follows.

35-} (AZ. 0, K) and '3; (1m. 0.1.0 Large

fish, [i. e.] a species oflargefish, (IDrd, 0,)

with small scales : (TA :) lDrd says, thus called

by the people of El-’Irék, but I do not think the

appellation to be genuine Arabic: (0:) pl.

(0.19)

A My. (Mgh.)

1A she-camel that will not yield her with

abundantly until chidden: (A, K, TA:) or that

yields her milk abundantly to her youngone if

beaten, but does not let alone: (TA:) or (K,

TA, but accord. to the CK “ and”) a she-camel

that knows [her young one] with her eye, but

repudiates it with her nose [when she smells it]:

($,K:) and a she-camel that inclines t0 the

young one of another, and not to her own, but

only smells it, and refuses to yield her milk to it ;

syn. (K.)—It is also applied, meta

phorically, as an epithet to war. (A, TA.)

One who chides, &c., much, or qften.]

[act. part. n. of 1]. _ [Hence,]
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0,135.11; {[The Kur-dn sufiices as a chider,

than}, restrainer, orforbidder]. (A, TA.) And

;gljtll 1- The exhorter, on the part of God, in the

heart of the believer; i. e. the light shed into it,

[or what we term the light ofnature,] that invites

him to the truth. _ équ-ljll, in the

Kur xxxvii. 2, means IThe angels ’who are the

drivers of the clouds. (K,* TA.) also

signifies I A diviner; because, when he sees that

which he thinks to be of evil omen, he cries out

with a high, or loud, and vehement, voice, for

bidding to undertake the thing in question. (Zj,

TA.)__)ig.lyC 1- The crow,- because one augurs

by mean; ofit. (Har p. 662.)

[gig-l): a subst. formed from the epithetjq-l): by

the addition of 5. Its pl. occurs in the saying,]

;qlsj'tl; kelp! 4.0.2.; ul}. I[E.ehorta

tions, and chilling, or restraining speeches, were

repeated in his ears]. (A, TA.)

35.93) and 5Q): see art. ’93}.

J e E

3"! A camel having a looseness in the vertebrw

of his back, arising from disease, or from galls,

0r sores, produced by the saddle: (0,1(:*) [or

)r o 5

having afracture in his bach;] like (bi-l. (0.)

[A place of i. e. chiding, &c.]..__

[Hence,] ;s, an elliptical phrase,

meaning {[IIe is, in relation to me, or is

here used in the sense of dais, i. e., in my esti

1nati0n,] as though he were 1'1; the )9)» 0f the

dog; (Sb, TA ;) [i. e., as though he were to be

chidden lihe the dog, and driven an:oy,-] said by

Z to be tropical. (TA.)

.'fl°n

3,9)» [A cause i. e. chiding, &c.: a

noun of' the same class as 8.20.; pl.

A poet says,

2 :10,2 a a ’ r I e e

* ,fl: up ,ep_ '9 (as, ,-,.. *

J a4 1.0' - J 3’0; ‘

a L‘- n I -, l, . ,.| ’ d

i. e. t [He who will not assert that I am a. poet,

let him. app-roach me :] preventing causes forbid

him. (TA.) And one says, “3&2.”

I [The remembrance, or the mention, of God is a

cause ofdriving away the devil]. (A, TA.)

Beebe

Rs)», in the Kur liv. 4, (Bd, TA,) is [an

inf'. n.,] syn. with ;lé-gj'l, (Bd,) meaning + Depul

sion, and prevention, or prohibition, from the

commission of sinful actions; (TA;) or from

punishment: or it_ there means a threatening:

and some read changing the , into j, and

incorporating it [into the preceding letter]. (Bd)

J’s}

1. (Jag, (MA, K,) aor. :, (15,) inf. n.

(MA, KL, and Ear p. 240,) He uttered his

voice, or a cry ; or made a sound, or cry : (MA,

KL :) or he raised his voice, (K, Har,) to evince

emotion. (Han) _ [It seems to be indicated in

the K that it signifies also He played, or sported :

and He, or it (i. e. a company of men), raised

cries, shouts, noises, a clnmour, or confused cries

or shouts or noises : and He trilled, or quavered,

and prolonged his voice; or prolonged it, and

modulated it sweetly. See the next paragraph]

int‘. n. of his} (MA,K:) [and used as

a simple subst. :] i. [as an inf. n., mean

ing The uttering of the voice, or of a sound, or

cry: or, as a simple subst., a voice, sound, or

cry]: ($:) or a high, or loud, voice: such have

the angels when celebrating the praises of God:

(TA 2) [and] a vehement sound. (Ham p. 627.)

[Hence,] ,3 Clouds having a thunder

ing: (TA’:) [and] so 'Jq-j

clamour; or a confusion, or mixture, ofcries or

shouts or noises, or of crying 0r shouting or noise.

l07U, or faint, sound: hence,]

(3);.“ means [i. e. The low, or faint, sound

dfthejinn, or geiiii, that is heard by night in the

deserts; and said to be a sound lihe drumming:

or the sound of the winds in the atnwsphere,

imagined by the people of the desert to be the sound

of the jinn]. (TA.) _ A trilling, or quarering,

and prolonging of the voice; or a prolonging of

the voice, and modulating it sweetly. A

poet likens it to the voice of one urging on camels

by singing to them, and to the playing on a reed

pipe. (Sb, TA.)_. Also Play, or sport. (K.)

_And A. species qfverse, well known; [a vulgar

sort of unmeasured song or ball/1d ,'] in this sense

post-classical. (TA.)

Raising his voice; as also (K.)

_[Hence,] see And

Rain. accompanied by the sound 0f

thzinder. (TA.) And A plant, or herb~

age, in which, or among which, the triad makes

a sound. (K.)

5' \I w

as): see the next paragraph, in two places.

The sound, or voice, or noise, of men; as

9' 9 I

also 7 liq-j. _ And A company, a collec

tion, or an assemblage: (K :) or a party, or com

pany, of men, (S, peculiarly: (TA:) as also

7 :) pl. of the former

see _ It is also applied to a song,

or singing, [meaning Loud,] in the saying,

* wee» *
[And he sings to her, or to them (probably re

ferring to camels), with a loud song or singing].

(TA.)

2-)

1- \é}. ($.19) (s) inf- n- =14} (s,

and Ham p. 78) and (K and Ham) and

;j, It (a. thing) urent, or became urged on

or along, quichly. (Ham ubi supra: there indi

cated by the context, but not expressed.)_1t

(a bad piece of money) passed, or had currency.

(Er-Raghib, TA.)_It (an afi'air) was, or be

come, easy; and right, in a right state, or right

in its direction or tendency. TA.) Hence

the trad.,...:lifil Q '9,

i. e. [A prayer in which the opening chapter of

the Book (meaning the Kur-an) is not recited]

will not be right. (TA.) _Also, int‘. n. :35,

said of the [tax called] It was, or became,

easy ofcollection. it?) also signifies The

acting with penetrative energy, and efl'ectiveness,

in an afl'air. ($, One says, 3.159! IA...

[app. meaning This afl'air, we have

effected it, or accomplished it; like as one says,

,2591 L5i; Mi:1 '1. (T, TA.) And :IL;

[A small gift that is effec

tive is better than much that will not be cfective].

($.)= One says also, I?) UED i. e. [He

laughed until] his laughing became stopped, or

cut short. (S, K.‘)= See also what next follows,

in two places.

2. 2;), ($,Mgd>,TA,) inf. n. (5,11,)

He pushed it gently, (S, Msb,TA,) in order that

it might go on ,- as also V liq-)1; and V aor.

3,;i, int. n. and this last, he drove it, or

urged it on, gently,- (TA ;) [and so Ski.) and

lily-)1, as will be shown by what follows:] or

signifies [simply] he drove it, or urged it

on: and he pushed it: and so [app. in both of

these senses] 1;; and ' :lq-jl. Hence, i. e.

from meaning “ I pushed it gently,” (Hal

p.’304,) ope saty's,,;L:'z\)l ($,I_Iar) i. c.

Wké [1va dost thdu strive with the days in

pushing them on, or mahing them to pass away ?] :

(S:) or 58:5: [hom dost thou push on the

days? and thus may mean also W143 dqé]:

(Harz) [or how dost thou mahe the days to pass

away? for] 6;.) means he made the days

to pass away: (MA:) [or how dost thou pass the

days? for it is also said that] signifies the

passing [one's] days. (KL) [)lj’zfll UL; may

be well rendered He made the days to pass array

by means of exertion; and so and

Har (ubi suprh) uses the phrase

asa meaning [push on evjland hard days.] 7 uni-ii

Guilt, also, int'. n. lbs-j], is expl. by Az as sig

nifying ‘1; [app. meaning He strove to

n

a

push on life, or to repel want or the like, with

little of the thing] : and accord. to a saying heard

by him from a man of the tribe of Fezarah,

[or the correct reading may be

i and accord. to either reading the phrase

may be rendered We strive to push on life, or to

repel want &c., with little of our worldly pos

sessions,] means we content ourselves in respect of

our n'orldly possessions with scanty sustenance:

(TA. [See also 5.]) One says also l

[drove the camels. And v iii,"

The [wild] cow drives her young one.

sag-ill ' The wind drives along the clouds :

or drives along gently the clouds; as also

but in an intensive sense. (Mgh.) In like

manner, l is said of God, in the Km

- s
4 JJ-v

[xxiv. 43]: and in the same [xvii. 68], (53514;?)

flat L; $35 [Your Lord is He

153*
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who driveth along for you the ship in the sea].

(TA.) And a poet says,

Java/em in suite

* Mai-ob Jr“; 432-) *

i.e. [I drove him with speech, and] urged him

on: for signifies 251.; [like &c.].

TA. ._.A (1 “ll;- i‘ He note 6081 the

(it .) n m eod‘J .4

a - ' . . = 'mpg/tint of'my nant ( ) u?)

i. q. Aq-jl q. v. in art. (TA in that art.)

4: see 2, in ten places. uq-jl also signifies

He made money, or had money, to pass, or be

current. (Er-Réghib, TA.)

5. this I contented myself with such a

thing : a réjiz says,

4 so; 0 i”

* at.» o? a;

[Content thyself with what is sufiicient of thy

worldly possessions]. [See also 2.])

i

8: see 2, near the end of the paragraph.

M'ore penetrating and effective in an

affair than another: (S,K:) so in the saying,

4.2591 13;.) [Such a one is

more penetrating and efl'ective in this afl'air than

such a one]. (S, K!)

ubi-3:0, applied to a horse [or other beast], That

is driven, or urged on, (sq-fl, [i. e. uq-jgj) in

his pace, by little and little. (Ham p. 158.)—

A small, or scanty, thing; Er-Raghib, TA;)

or such as is mean, or paltry; that may be

pushed and driven away because of the little

account that is made of it. (Er-Raghib, TA.)

5'0) 5"

Shy-j.» i.eng means Small, or scanty, mer

chandise; little in quantity: (S, K :) and so it is

said to mean in the Kur [xii. 88]: or, as in some

cOpies of the S, little, or mean, or paltry, mer

chandise : (TA :) or mean, or paltry, mer

chandise, rejected by every one to whom it is

Qfi'ered : (A, TA :) or merchandise wherewith the

days are pushed on [i. e. made to pass away

by means of exertion]) because of its scantiness:

(Msb, TA: [for :]) or, accord. to the

sherecf El-Murtadit, merchandise driven along

portion after portion, scantily andfeebly : (TA. :)

or merchandise in respect of which a lowering of

the price is demanded on account of its badness

(Th, TA;) not in perfect condi‘

tion. : (Th, K, TA :) thus, too, it is expl. as used

in the Kur: and some say that what is there

mentioned consisted of fruit of the terebinth-tree,

or of);;..i= [app. here meaning pine-cones]: some

say, of commodities of the Arabs of the desert,

wool, and clarified butter: and some say, of defi

cient pieces of money. (TA.)

ie:

dig-)4 1Veak : so termed because of his lagging

behind, and requiring to be urged on: (Ham

p. 441:) or anything not perfect in nobility, nor

in any other praiseworthy quality: or, as some

say, one driven to generosity against his will:

(TA:) and also, (TA,) applied to a man, i. q.

[q. v., app. here meaning deficient in man

liness, or manly virtue, or the like]. TA.)

[vi-pl big", a phrase used by Ijar, is expl.

_ 1 G u u o I as], _

(p. 429) as meaning with 4*}; 0! up, 1. e.

Time that requires men to push it on, or to make

it to pass away by means o_fe.rerti0n.]

A man who urges on much the camel, or

beast, that he rides. (TA.)

C) ,

1. 2;}, (s, L, K,) aor. 1, (s, L,) inf. n. ;

(L,) and (L ;) He removed him, or

it, from his, or its, place: (S, L, and he

pushed, or thrust, away, him, or it: (L,K:) or

the latter, he removed him, or it, far away;

placed, or put, him, or it, at a distance,far away,

orfar of: (S, A, Mgh, L, Msb :) and the former

signifies also he drew, dragged, or pulled, away

him, or it, in haste. (L, K.) You say,

22; He removed him, or it, far away; (S,K;)

or pushed, or thrust, away; and removed; him,

or it; (TA ;) from it; i. e. from his, or

its, place. (TA.) It; is said in the Kur [iii. 182],

315 flan J-l-Zt, ,Gu i.e.

[And he] who shall be removed [from the fire

of Hell], or removed jhr away [therefi-om, and

made to enter Paradise, shall attain good for

tune]. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. see above, in three places: =

and see also the paragraph here following.

R. Q. 2. He, or it, removed, or became

removed; A, Mgh, Msb ;) and (Mgh, Msb)

removed, or became removed, far away: (Mgh,

Msb,K:) and accord. to Es-Semeen, is

likewise used in an inti-ans. sense, as well as a

trans.; but MF says that its use in an intrans.

1";

sense is strange. (TA.) You say, ulh £45;

“1;; u! i. e. [I went in to

such a one, and] he rembved [for me from his

sitting-place]. (Mgh, Msbf)

I 4°! '1r o 4 . :0

)a-j Distance: so in the saying, 4;»

[He, or it, is at a distance from him, or it].

(S, K.) Az says that, accord. to some, this is a

reduplicative word from aor. c.5123, meaning

I i 5' i

' U ' and some hold it to be from ’ 0 ' l meanino
)- t C, a

“ the driving vehemently,” as also (TA.)

Distant; remote.

0 I 0 fr

A place to which one removes, or may

remove, [in an absolute sense, as is implied in the

A, or] far away. (Ham p. 655.) One says, u) L;
I e 8 'e s :6» r

p152» 4;: [There is not for me any place to

which to removefrom him, or it]. (A.)

. P)

1. ;3, nor. = and ,, (K,) inf. n. ,1...) (A,K)
s ~ 1 9' e 1 ’

and )la-j and 8,1»), (K,) He emitted the voice,

(Kf TA,) or TA, in the CK “and,”) the

breath, with a moaning; (A,K;) [or he breathed

hard ,- as appears from what follows;] in work,

or labour,orin diliiculty. (TA.) You say,W

[I heard him breathe hard,- or emit the

voice, or the breath, with a moaning]. And

ofa woman bringing forth, you say, 03.}, nor. —'

and ,, inf. n. P}, She breathed hard. (s.)_

[Hence,] said of a niggardly man, +He,

being begged of, deemed the begging grievous, or

troublesome, (K, TA,) and moaned thereat. (TA.)

_j;;, (A, 15,) nor. -' and ,, (K,) inf. n. ,.,..j
9 a I II I I ’

(S, A,K) and )io-j and 3,5)“; ;) [and

a J 9 10¢ u

app-)9) also; (seen-)4 ;)1 and 11>? ; (A, K»

and 1,1,, inf. n.;...ji; (1g) [all signify] He

was, or became, ejected with a looseness of the

bowels : (S, A :) or with a violent Iooseness of the

bowels, and with a griping pain in the belly, and

:35 o r a r

a discharge of blood. (K.) _And M1 4,» a»),

and 4;; 1 a112, 1 His mother brought himforth.

(A, :11.» 23;}, accord. to the K, signi

fies He brohe, or clove, his head with the spear :

but IDrd says that this is not of established

authority. (TA.) like [2,32, He was, or

became, niggardly, or tenacious. (K.)

er 5 u ' 6e

2: see 1. = 151.31 P], inf. n. :99}, He put a

ball (835) into a nose-bag (3315“), and inserted

it into the vulva of the she-camel whose young

one had died during the period between the time

[that should have been that] of bringing him forth

and a. month of the last part thereof, [i. e. during

the last month of her proper period of gestation,]

and left it for a night, having stopped up her

nose, then drew forth the ball, having prepared

another young camel, which he then showed to

her, the nose being still stepped up, whereupon

she thought that it was her young one, and that

she had at that time brought it forth, then he

unstopped her nose, and brought it near, and she

afecled it, and yielded her milk. TA.)

3. IHe treated him, or regarded him,

with enmity, or hostility, (A, K, TA,) and be

haved angrily (éii's’t) to him. (TA.)

5: see 1, in two places. _. 1;;3 431;.) 5.;

1‘ [He yields his property with pain, (app. from

said ofa woman in child-birth,) by reason af

niggara'liness] ; as though he moaned, and strained

himself; or moaned, being niggardly. _ (TA.)

;3. 3.1;.

gig-3 [infi n. of un. 06;}; An emission [of the

voice or] of the breath with. a moaning: (A :)

[or a hard breathing: (see 1:) it is said to be]

like 5ij [q. v.]. (TA.)

see

[an inf. n. of 1, q. v. ._... Also] A certain

disease that afi‘ects the camel, TA,) in con

sequence of which he sufl‘ers from a violent loose

ness ofthe bowels, until, or so that, the extremity

of his rectum turns inside-out, and nothing comes

forthfrom it. (TA.)

[One who breathes hard,- (this meaning

being indicated, though not expressed, in the ;)

or who emits the voice, or the breath, with a

moaning: see 1, first sentence. _ And hence,]

rNiggardly; tenacious; who moans on being
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begged of; (TA; [in which it is said to be with

damm; but this is a mistake, occasioned by an

incorrect point in the L;]) as also and
1 4.,

'prjand

eriei' - a ,

*uulblablwlsisy

(Kflk TA.) A poet says,

123.; "j .115? i

[I see thee to have combined begging and cocetous

ness, and in poverty to be uiggardly, with moan

ing]: ($, TA: in the former thus, in two copies,

in _the presicnt art. and in art. Qt: in the TA

bin-jg) U6! is said by IE to be [here] an inf. n.

it 4 i

of OI, like L591. (TA.)

A man afected with a looseness, or with

a violent looseness, of the bowels, and with a

griping pain in the belly, and a discharge of

blood. (A,‘i TA.) _ See also the next preceding

paragraph.

his.)

1. $3, aor. =, inf. n. $2.} (s, Mgli, Msb, 1;)

and 3,;3 (Msb, K) and 3a.}, (5,) He, or it,

(an army, Mgh, Msb,‘ or a company of men,

Mgh,) walked, marched, or went on foot, [to

him, or it]; ($,K;) and [generally] did so by

liitle and little; (accord. to an explanation of

hip.) in the TA ;) crept, or crawled, along; or

went, 0:" walhed, leisurely, or gently: (Mgh :)

and "til; d>)32($:1.<1) as also '53.“,le

i. q. @, i. 0. he walhed [with slow steps,

or] heavily, with an efl'ort, to him, or it: (TK :)

and means a gait in which is a

heaviness of motion. (TA.) One says ofa child,

before he walks, (S, Msb, K,) or before he stands,

(T, TA,) [He drags himself along] ($,

Mgh, uh; [upon the ground], or U1;

42...! [upon his posteriors] : (TA :) or alone,

said ofa child, he went along slowly, by little and

little, upon his posteriors: (Ed in viii. 15:) and

to the ofchildren is likened the marching of

two bodies of men going to meet each other for

fight, when each of them marches gently, or

leisurely, towards the other, before they draw near

together to smite each other: and one says like

15/”

wise of a child, before he walks, urn Tap};

at a ,,

ybpjl, or, as in the T, uh, i.e. he drags

himself along [upon the ground, or upon his

belly]. (TA.)—Q3“ [The young locusts

not yet winged] went on, orforwards : (S, O, K :)

U3; in this explanation in the K sllpuld be uéi,

as in the and A. (TA.)—db) said of an

arrow, 1-It fell short of the butt, and then slid

along to it. ($," Msb.) _ Also, said of a camel,

(s,Mgli,1m_ib,l_§,)a0i. =, inf. ii. and 3,13,

and (TA,) He became fatigued, and

dragged his foot, or the extremity of his foot ,

(s, Mgh, Msb, K ;) as also 1 34$. (s, Mgli,

Msb :) or this latter signifies he (a camel) became

fatigued, (K, TA,) and stood still with his

master: and 51;?! His

saddle-camel stood still from fatigue: or, accord.

to El-Khattabee, correctly, iis-j-i. (TA =)

or this is a mistake, occurring in the'Fa'ik; and

it is correctly with fet-h: (Mgh:) and achord. to

the T, signifies he (a camel) becamefatigued,

so that he stood still with his master: (TA :) or,

as some say, said of one walking, or march

ing, [i. e., ofa man and of a beast,] (Msb, TA,)

accord. to AZ, whether fat or lean, (Mgh,) aor. 1 ,

inf. n. and or, as AZ says, and

(TA,) signifies, (Mgh,) or signifies also,

(TA,) he became fatigued, (Msb, TA,) in walk

ing, or marching. (TA.) _And g3."

IThe trees became in a state quentle mgtion, by

the influence ofthe wind. (TA.) =49: JL},

inf. n. He dragged the thing along gently.

(TA.)

2. 54;" Jul) [He swept the house, or

chamber, with the hill), q. v.]. (TA.)

3. inf. n. dig-1:), Theyfought with us.

(TA.)

4: see 1, in the latter half, in two places..

’10:

din-j! said of a man means IIis camel, or his

horse or the like, becamefatigued. _ J»)!

y r! a

Q‘Sl; ,s‘,’ L2! The sons ofsuch a one became a Jar

lb us, TA,) i. e., an army marching to us to

fight with us. (TA.)—And \J’)‘ Such

a. one attained to the utmost of that which he

sought, or desired. (K,* TA.)=bi-)'l said of

longjourneying, It fatigued the camels. (TA.)

_gill é}! a;le IThe wind put the trees

into a state ofgentle motion. (TA.)

5: see 1, in the former half, in two places.

6. bin-l}; They drew near, one to another, in

fight. (IDrd, Z, They walked, or marched,

one to, or towards, another; as also 'ly‘u-sjl.

(TA.)

4 r 46

8. dis-g)! [originally wit]: see 1, first sen

tence: and see also 6.

‘6’

bin-j An army, or a militaryforce, marching

by little and little, or leisurely, to, or towards,

the enemy, A, K, TA,) or heavily, by reason

of their multitude and force: (A, TA :) or a

numerous army or military force; an inf. n.

used as a subst.; (Mgh, Msb;) because, by reason

of its multitude, and heaviness of motion, it is

as though it crept, or crawled, along: (Mgh:)

accord. to Az, from said of a

child: (TA:) not applied to a single individual:

(IKoot,l\1sb:) pl. 3;}. (Msb,TA.)._And

hence, as being likened thereto, IA swarm of

locusts. (TA.)—giljl occurring in a

trad., means He fledfronz war with unbelierers;

and from encountering the enemy in war. (TA.)

l’Jié: 1,5], in the Kur [viii.

15], means, accord. to Z], i. e. [then ye

meet those who hace disbelieced] marching by

little and little [in consequence of their great

number, to attack you]. (TA.)

[inf n. of ii". of 1; A walk, 860.]. _,\3

The fire ofthe Cg. and the Si; be

cause it quickly blazes in them [and then sub

sides]; ($,K;) so that one walks, or creeps,

from them [and backto them]: or the fire

of the (M, A;) because it quickly takes

effect upon it; so that when it blazes, those who

warm themselves at it walk, or creep, from it;

then it soon subsides, and they walk, or creep,

back to it: (M, TA :) and the like is said by IB;

4 IE

wherefore, he adds, it is called (3:3).“ ’41. (TA.)

It was said to a woman of the Arabs, “Wherefore

do we see you to be scant of flesh in the posteriors

19_,0§

and thighs?" and she answered, 12.2.“)!

a, a o i vcfi

093,-)" [The fire ofthe cs; and the s'\)l, or of

the ‘ 2;, has rendered as scant of flesh in the

posteriors and thighs].

or A man (TA) who

does not travel about in the countries: TA :)

so ill the Moheet. (TA.)

.- J r

59,.) :

accord. to Freytag, occurring in the Deewan el

Hudhaleeyeen as meaning Going along slowly.]

I a

see tits-l), in two places._[Also,

in the dial. of Egypt, signifies L;

3.2;." q [i. e. The thing, generally apalm-branch,

with which the house, or chamber, is swept, to

remove the dust and cobwebs from the roofand

walls]. (TA.)

.r¢°p a

j One who creeps along upon

the ground, (Ibn-’Abbad, K,) either from fatigue

or old- age. (TA.)—Also A man (TA) whose

heel-tendons nearly hnoch against each other.

(Ibn-’Abbad, K, TA.)

[part. n. of 1; IValhing, &c. ._.IAn

arrow, that falls short of the butt, and then slides

along to it: (s: Msb, TA =*) pl. Jag}. (Mgh.)

.._.A camel fatigued, and dragging his foot, or

the extremity ofhisfoot; (K;) as also 12.19.13,

in which the 8 is added to denote intensiveness:

(Mgh:) or the latter is applied, in the sense expl.

above, to a she-camel; ($, K;) and so

(K ;) or this last signifies a she-camel that drags

her hind legs orfeet : and 1 applied to a

lie-camel, has the former of these meanings : :)

[see also said to he a dial. var. of

the pl. of is cit-.13}; (s, Mib,1;;) and

the pl. of is (TA.) Also Futigued

and motionless; whatever it be, whether lean or

fat; and so i (TA.) And, accord. to

Aboo-Sa’eed EdlDareer, [simply] Fatiguetl;

(TA ;) and so i applied to a camel: (K :)

or the latter, so applied, signifies fatigued, and

standing still with his owner: the former is ap

plied to the male and t0 the female; and its pl. is

it is said to be also the name of a certain

camel; but Th denies this. (TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

fr 0' 2: r s,

see Ana-)4.

I 01 e r ' 9 p a

5b»: see baa-l}, ln three places. _glpd

IC'louds moving slowly, because carrying

much water,- likencd to fatigued camels. (TA.)

.ra”

3A.)" a n. of place, sing. of git-61;, (TIL)
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which signifies The places of the creeping of

serpents; (S, K, TA ;) and the marks, or tracks,

of the passage thereof: (TA:) and lbhég,

likewise signifies the mark, or track, of a serpent,

upon the ground,- like (TA in art.

also signifies The places of
fighting of alparty, or people. (TA.)—And

1Tbe places of pouring [of the water] of the

clouds; (TA ;) the places where falls the rain of

the clouds. TA. Up the CK, is

erroneously put for _glg-illj)

A camel wont, or accustomed, to become

fatigued, (S, K, TA,) and to drag hisfoot, or the

extremity of his foot, (S,) or to stand still with

his owner: (TA :) or 1a she-camel that quickly

becomes attenuated, or chqfed, or abraded, or

worn, in the sole of the foot: (A, TA :) pl.

(s, TA) and (TA.)

J-J

1- usages.) aor- (K.) we n- a»; (s.

and J») (Ham p. 125) and Jojo, He

removed, withdrew, or retired to a distance;

(S, K, TA, and Ham ubi supra;) and went back

or backwards, drew back, receded, or retreated;

(TA;) 43K; [from his place]; as also 'JLp.

(S, K.) Hence, in atrad., viz-11;},

meaning [Remove thou, &c., from me,] :for thouv

hast exhtizusted me of what I possessed. (TA.)

And ,,l~9| (K,TA, in the CK£91,)

He removes, withdraws, or retires far away,

from afl'airs. (TA.) _And He, or it, was, or

became, distant, or remote. (TA.)—And

“l3; 0;, aor. 1 , inf. n. and

and (TA,) It (a thing, TA) quitted its

station, or standing-place,- (K, TA;) as also

(K:) in some copies of the K, in the

explanation of this phrase, (J) is put in the place

of (TA.)—And She (a camel)

held back, hung back, or lagged behind, in her

course, or journeying. _ And He (a

man, TA) was, or became, fatigued, tired, or

jaded. (K, TA.)

2 : see what next follows.

4. Alp-fl He removed him, or it,far away; as

n! O I a )

also View, inf. n. 4.4:. (K.)—And 2;; “n.,:

1110, or it, constrained him to betake himself, or

repair, or have recourse, to him, or it. (K, TA.)

5: see 1, first sentence.

I I D r If 1

Q. Q. 1. 45‘“ Q; He made him, or it,

1:4 ” _ , 1. .z

to slip (aljl, [probably a mistranscription for alljl

if

he removed him, or it, like as J) is put in some

c0pies of the K in the place of in a. case men

tioned above,]) from his, or its, place. (TA.)

Q. Q. 2. [quasi-pass. of Q. Q. 1]: see 1.

and Removing, withdrawing, or

retiring to a distance; (S, K, TA;) and going

back or backwards, drawing back, receding, or

retreating; (TA ;) from a place. (S, K, TA.)

A man who removes, withdraws, or retires

far away,from afl'airs, (K," TA,) whether they

be good or evil: (TA :) fem. with 5.

LIL-3‘, imperfectly decl., like p,

because it is a proper name and deyiates from the

original form [which is app. Jay-fill, reg. part. n.

of 1], (Mbr, TA,) [The planet’Saturnfl a. cer

tain star, of those called viii»; so

called because it is remote; and said to be in the

Seventh Ileaven. (TA.) [The young

man, or slave, of Saturn] is [a surname of] Abu

l-Kasim the well-known astronomer or astro

loger.

A man who does not travel about in the

countries. (K.) [See also m3.]__And A

certain beast that enters its hole with its hinder

part foremost.

9

....

~J-tv-j A camel that drives far away the [other]

camels, pressing against them so as to remove

them, in the coming to water, and then drinks.

(KJ

see the next paragraph. _ Also Light

in body. (TA.)

(EAL-j: see Ja}._Also Quick, or swift:

:) mentioned by Sb, and expl. by Seer. (TA.)

_And A place that is strait and slippery,

consisting of smooth stones,- as also VJ»):

(K :) and so sighs-j. (Aboo-Malik, TA.)

A she-camel which, when she comes

to the watering-trough, and the driver (.iélill,in

the copies of the K erroneously written 3553!,

TA) strikes herface, turns her rump to him,'and

ceases not to recede until she comes to the water

ing-trough. (Lth, K,* TA.) _And

[in the CK erroneously written A stage of

ajourney] far-eattending. TA.)

9/ r 0r

Ala-2' A proud and self-conceited gait. (K.)

an inf. n. of (S,TA.)_And

also A place to which one removes, withdraws, or

retires far away. (S, TA.) Ibréheem Ibn

Kuneyf En-Nebhanee says,

i. e. And there is not,for a man, a place to which

to gofar awayfrom that which God has decreed.

10' J!» r

(Ham p. And one says, U!

meaning host-s [i. e. Verily there is, for me,

with thee, ample scope, or freedom, or liberty].

(s. M)

Jib-j

Q. 1. 131;}, (5,15,) int. n. (s,) He

rolled him, or it, down or along. (S, __ And

He pushed, impelled, repelled, or drove away,

or back, him, or it. [Hence,] one says,

i]; May God put away, or u-ard

eijrom us thy mischief: (TA.)_ Q'jril

He gave to such a one a thousand.’ (S'gh,

_2'6'2! Infilled the vessel. (Sgh, 1g.)

{tiill He hastened, or was quick, in

speech. (Sgh, K.)

Q. 2. He, or it, rolled down or along.

(Si‘ K,” TA.) One says, 4,5 [They

roll down it] ; namely, a. smoothed descending, or

sloping, place. (IAar, T, S.)_ And He, or it,

became pushed, impelled, repelled, or driven away

or back. (S, [Hence,] El-Ajjéj says,

s as sse. *

r Q5 Gist; LL33; *

[And the sun had almost become near to setting,

and to turning yellow; I repelling it with the

palm ofthe hand in order that it might be avoided

qfl'; being for (S.) See also
I'DII

the _next paragraph—One says also spit»;

#5." meaning The sun inclined to setting: or

declinedfrom the meridian, at midday. (TA.)

Q. 4. £31, as also .133, (Mgh,K,) He

was, or became, far; he stood, or kept, aloof;

(A’Obeyd, Mgh, TA ;) he removed, withdrew, or

retired to a distance; (A’Obeyd, Mgh, K, TA ;)

as also (TA ;) bisfrom such a

thing : (Mgh :) for ex., from adultery, or fornica

tion. (A’Obeyd, Mgh, TA.)

Smooth rock: to which is likened the

portion of flesh and sinew bordering the back

bone, when fat. (Hm-’Abbad, TA.)

éfhlj A slippery place.9 (TA.) [See also

what nest follows: and see May]

I! )0)

3,1») The traces of the sliding of children

from. the top to the bottom ofa hill: (As, S, :)

of the dial. of the people of El-’Aliyeh: in the

dial. of Temeem, with J [in the place of J]:

(S :) or [a sloping slide, or rolling-place ,- i. e.] a

smoothed descending, or sloping, place ; (IAar, S,

K;) because they roll down it

:) or a slippery place ofa mountain ofsands,

upon which children play; and likewise on

smooth rock : (Aboo-Malik, TA :) pl. and

J-séi- (s)

r I I) l

cistéj a pl. origilj. (s.)_.,).iin Jag,»

Asses having smooth and fat bellies. (Thu-’Ab

bad, TA.) = Also Small [i. e. reptiles, or

insects], having legs, that walk, resembling ants:

(K :) or, as in the 0, having legs resembling ants.

(TA.)

accord. to Freytag, occurs in the

Deewt’in el-Hudhaleeyeen as meaning Smooth,

applied to rock]

6'53

Q. 1. [inf'. n. of The rolling [a

thing] down; syn. (S, K.) You say,

jigs i. e. [He rolled down the

stone]. (TK.)

Q. 2. He, or it, rolled down; syn.

apfli (S,K:) or he slid, or slipped, upon his

posterior-s. (TA.)

J'LL)‘ A violent wind. (Ibn-’Abb{1d,K.)

5 0

6,4,5 : see the next paragraph.
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i. g. ($,'K;) meaning [A

sloping slide, or rolling-place,- or] the traces of

the sliding of children from above to below:

(TA =) of the dial. of Temeem: pl. get}. (s=)

which likewise signifies slippery places; as also

téalj. (TA.)_-And IA grave: (1;, TA =)

becalise one slips into it. (TA.)_-And i. q.

(lv )0;

4-”)1; i. e. [A seesaw ;] a piece qfwood [or a

plank] which children lag upon an elevated place,

and a number sit upon one end of it, and a num

ber upon the other [end] ; and when one of the

two parties is heavier, the other rises, and

threatens to fall ,- whereupon they [app. who are

looking on] call out to them, bi; I’LL

[Now leave ye! now leave ye what ye are doing!].

[See also

[Rolled down: see Q. 1._And]

Smooth. (TA.)

9-)

80,

1. LL}, (Mgh, Meb,1_<,) aor.’ 1’, inf. n. p,

(Msb, and 1") (Msb) and )hb-j’ with kesr;

(K; [but see what here follows, and see also

below ,1 and "Ln-l), (s, Mgh, TA,) inf. n.

(Msb, TA) and it); (Msb;) i. q. Lit; [i. e.

He straitened him, meaning, in this instance, by

pressure; and properly, being in like manner

straitened by him]: (K in explanation of

and TA in explanation of :) or i. q.

[he pushed him, or repelled him]; generally

meaning [he pushed against him] in a strait, or

narrow, [or crowded,] place: (Msb in explanation
I e e e _ J

of e.,»), and app. in explanation of 4+!) also :)

[or i. q. edits, which often signifies the same as

4.15;; but more properly, he pushed _him, &c.,

J! '

means 05951; [i. e. The people pushed against

me,- or pushed me, &c., being pushed, &c., by me,-]

ill a strait, or narrow, [or crowded,] place: (Mgh:)

[or pressed, crowded, or thronged, me .-] and
fl! 4’ 0" I,

by is syn. with East“: (TA in art. 8):)

J /t I Q r I r

'Msjl in the place of i.,; is a mistake.

(Mgh.) One says, jegill The

people straitened one another,- syn. lyiéQ; [or

pressed, crowded, or thronged, one another;] in a

sitting-place, or place of assembly: (Msbz) as

also 7 ing-st (Msb, K,* TA,) in whatever place

it be; (Mgh,) and (Kf‘l TA.) One

may also use the pass. form of i. e.

being pushed, &c., by him: for]

[meaning He was straitened, by pressure; &c.] ;

and that ofiédj, i. e. 5»); [meaning tlle same].

(Mgh.)=t§;l.} ,1...) He gobbled a gobbet, or

inorsel, or mouthful: so in the “Nawadir;” as also.

(TA.)

3: see above, in two places..._[chce,] one

says, all 1-[He strove for

headship, or command, and desired it]. (IAar,

TA in art. [And hence the prov.

0' 05

€) 3i 9,8: see art. >,s.]_..[Hence, likewise,]

also signifies t [10 treated him, or behaved

towards him, with roughness, rudeness, hardness,

harshness, or ill-nature. (TA. [I find this ex

planation noted down by me as taken from the

TA, but without any reference to the art. from

which I obtained it. It is not ill the present art.])

_... He (a man, TA) approached,

(K,TA:,) and reached, or attained, (TA,) the

[see of] fifiu [years]; (1911;) as also

(TA.)

6: see 1, and 8. _ étéfiyl and

[wail The waves dashed against each other.

(TA.) See a verse cited below, voce

8: see 1, in two places; and see also an ex. in

a. verse cited below, voce One says also,

Li's ulé thew-l and H’s-1).? [They

pushed, pressed, crowded, 0r thronged, together,

upon, or against, such a thing]. ($.)_Hence,

by way of metaphor, tug! Pg}! I[The creditors

were, or became, numerous and pressing]. (Mgh.)

_‘ See also 6.

'1 D 4 I J I D J 5 0'

1.0-} [originally an inf. n.,] i. q. gray/95

[A party, or company of men, straitening one

another by pressure; pushing, pressing, crowd-ing,

or thronging, one another; i. e. a press, crowd, or

throng]. (K,* TA.) A poet says,

0, 'I‘ 'O/abfie‘ ,, , ,.

reuse->1 ile

* iii-limhii °' t"\'-'" r
{’0’ 5lEsa-ll M14

[He brought a crowd with a crowd, and they

pressed, one against another, lihe the dashing

together of the waves when the waves beat one

another]: he uses [here] an inf. n. not con

formable to the verb. (ISd, TA.)

{a

LL}, with damm, a name of fllehheh:

TA :) so says Th: but ISd says that the name

J a 1 ii 3: it

commonly known is AL) [or,», )1 orlljljsl]:

s at t '

(TA =) or it is $5.11 ,1 [probably, I think, a

' a. as

mistranscription for Ajtjd]. (K, TA.)

lebf

190-) [an inf. n. of

)rd

accord. to the Msb]

i. q. the; [likewise an inf. n. of accord. to

the K, arid of accord. to the Msb: both

signify A straitening, pushing, pressing, crowding,

0r thronging]. The moaning,

or hard breathing, (334;) with which the child

I O I r O I .

comes forth; as also 3.09.} and 1.5). (K 1n the

present art. and in art. fij-)

A gobbet, morsel, or mouthful. (TA.)

See 1, last sentence.

9/0,9 a

,ela-j: see 1...).

9 r O ' vi J I J J ’ _

I»): i. q. ,etegnfi or 0454.2, [1. e. One who

straitens, pushes, presses, cron-ds, or throngs,
. r O 9 0'

much or vehemently]. (K.) Hence, I’D-)4

[A shoulder that pushes vehemently]. (TA.)

ages is; i-e- glass, as
art. as"), q. v.)

9 -J a: :i

Alt-l)», (T, TA,) wigs-1}» fit, (T, K, TA,) or

[5.31, (M, TA,) The elephant: (T, M, K =)

aild a bull having horns: so in the T, on the

authority of IAar: (TA :) or a bull having the

horns brohen. (M, 1;, TA )_$.51. is also the

name ofA certain horse. (Kf‘ TA.)

1 a e 5 ~

1. 45.), ($,A,l_{,) aor. 1, inf. n. t], (TA,)

IIe pushed him, or thrust him, ($, A,) or made

him tofall, (K,) into a depressed place, or a deep

hollow or cavity : (S, A, K :) [or he pushed him,

or thrust him, in any manner; for] signifies,

accord. to IDrd, any pushing, or thrusting. (TA.)

You say, 2L3! (A,) or gel! JIe

was pushed, or thrust, and thrown, or cast, into

the fire [of Hell]. (TA.) And as Us

(A, TA) He was pushed, or thrust, on the back

of his neck : or he was pushed, or thrust, on the

back ofhis neck, and expelled. (TA.) And it is

I - "0: 5’ D !

said ln a trad. of Aboo-Moosa, cl)!“ Q4
Jose are; T 0 or

053 is?“ as a; “r

26 es [thosoei-er

follows the Kur-(in as his guide, it will muhe

him to alight upon the gardens, or meadows,

of Paradise,- and whomsoever the Kur-dn fol

lows as a punisher, it will push, or thrust, upon

the back of his nech, until it shall cost him

into the fire of Hell]. One says also of

lambs or kids, meaning They are driven,

and impelledfrom behind them. (TA.) And ofa

driver, Js’gl He drove the camels guichly,

a): 05511

and urged them on. (TA.) ._ [Hence,]

(K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He cast forth his

urine; (IS, TA ;) and propelled it. (TA.) And

5'ng and She (a woman)

ejected the [seminal] fluid: (TA. [See

_Hence also, (TA,) 31;" ($,* A,*K,)

aor. as above, ($, A,) and so the inf. n., (TA,)

He compressed the woman,- (A,K;) as also

was; (K,) inf. n. (TA.)—And

i. q. [IIe pierced him, or thrust

him, with the pointed iron foot of the, spear];

like “(2m in art. tJj.)_And (K,)

and t), (TA,) [as though meaning “he

propelled himself,”] IIe leapfd: TA :) thus,

sometimes a man leaps a )w' [here meaning a

rivlllet for irrigation], putting_his 5‘; in the

middle of it. (TA.)—And (K,) he. n. as

above, (TA,) He went quickly,- [as though

propelling himself:] (TA:) he (a driver) went, or

journeyed, a violent, or rigorous, pace. (K, TA.)

(S,I_{,) [aor., accord. to analogy, ; ,]

inf. n. as above, He (11 man) was, 01"became,

angered, or enraged. [See also

;Jl ($,A, in some copies of the K,

erroneously, ;LILH, (TA,) aor. ;, ($, K,) with

kesr, (S,) and 3 , with (_lamm, [which is 8.120

malous,] (TA,) inf. n. (s,“ A,‘ K) and i.,,

(K,) The live coals glistened: or glistened

vehemently: ($, A z) and in like manner,

[the silk]. (TA.) '
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R. Q. 1. but see 1, in the latter half

of the paragraph.

see the next paragraph.

95'

25-): see = Also, (S, L,) and l

(L,) [or the former is a simple subst. and the

latter is an inf. n., (see 1, last sentence but one,)]

Rancour, malevolence, malice, or spite; and

anger, or rage: ($, L:) but is said to have

been heard in this sense only in a verse of $akhr

el-Ghei. (TA.)

Q J J

is.) The young ones ofsheep or goats: of the

I’D) Q J)!

measure 11:5 in the sense of the measure (babe;

I we) I/ s 30 a) (GE _

like 2.5.05 and 3.535; so called t}? 1,5'9, 1. e.

because they are driven, and impelled from

behind them: from these, it is said in a trad. that

no contribution to the poor-rates is to be taken.

(TA.)

iii}: see what next follows.

A woman who ejects the [seminal] fluid

on the occasion of (K, TA;) as also fill].

(TA.)

25;;

as}. The vulva of a woman; (K, TA ;)

because it is the place of (TA. [See

3ip1.])_Ana in wife; ($,A,K;) as though

she were the place of éjll; (TA;) as also

and til}. (K.)

0; e

3.5-}: see what next precedes.

P)

a a a I _ 9 D a 9 J a

1. )5)“, A, K,) aor. -, inf. nap.) and )9)
5

(K) and £53, so in the A, (TA,) It (the sea)

became full or rose, and became full; as also

lg}: (K :) or both, said of the sea, itsflon', or

tide, rose, or became full: (JK, A:) or the

former, [or each,] said of the sea, it increased,

and its water became abundant, and its waves

rose. (TA.)—It (a valley) flowed with much

nrater, which rose high: (S, itjlon-ed copiously,

and its torrent become full: or it flowed n-ith

abundance of water, and its waves rose. (TA.)

_SSPI aor. 1 , inf. n. (TA,)

The cooking-pot boiled, or began to do so: (K, TA :)

and in like manner, [n-ar, or the mar;

i. e. raged, or began to do so]. (A," K.) And

The people, or party, became in a state

of commotion for the purpose of going forth to

execute some affair, (AA,JK,K,TA,) or for

war. (JK, A, The wind

blew strongly, or vehemently. (Freytag, from the

Deewan el-Hudhaleeyeen.)] said of a

plant, or herbage, It became high, or tall,- (A,

K;) and so said of anything. (JK.)—And,

said of a man, He boasted (As,A, Lia

Q,

[qfrvhat he did not possess] ; (A;) as also

(K :) or this latter signifies he magnified himself,

or behaved proudly, haughtily, 0r insolently ; and

threatened. (TA.) =,2.;.j, (K,) inf. n. (TA,)

[of what he possessed], (As, K,) or

He filled a thing. (K.) _. It (the herb, or

herbage,) fattcned, and rendered comely, the

cattle. (JK, K.) _ .He caused a man to be

affected with emo‘tion [app. by reason of mirth or

joy];_ flyn- so“ (JK, K-) - .4" {-a‘)‘

;alallll The wind drove along the clouds. (J

5 u r I a a J 105

_(jgllpj i. g. Cg)” ob}! [He threw, or

scattered, the fine part, or particles, (accord. to

the TK the _flour and bran,) in the mind], (JK,

K, TA,) with the 3:3» [or instrument with which

grain is scattered]. (TA.): See also what next

follows.

JJO/ r4 J) pp a

3. v 4316-}: 45,455 I vied with him in boasting,

and surpassed him, or overcame him, therein.

(JK, A, K-*)

5: see 1, first sentence.

Q. Q. 2. see 1.

'pflr

95.) [Fulness of the sea].

I 02'

One says, :41)

e r 02'; o~: ,» 15-43,. sf ' aqiei 04: a v

335...; 44.0 [I have seen the seas, but Ihave not

seen one more surpassing in fulness than he is in

bountifnlness; and the mountains, but Ihave not

seen one morefirm in roch than he is in heart].

applied to a plant, or herbage, &c.,

(TA,) Tall,- (JK, K, TA ;) as also Vikki)".

(JK.)

2.50

a»). (JK,) 01- ibis. like (one

A plant, or herbage, full-grown,- (ID1'd,JK, 0,

TA ;) as also lfiyi-j. (J K.)

L}; : see what next precedes.

A wind blowing violently. (Freytag,

from the Deewzin el-Hudhalecyeen.)]

)9) : see the next paragraph.

[big-3 A plant, or herbage, full-grown, full of

juice, luxuriant, or abundant and dense,

5 '0,

TA,) and in blossom; (TA;) as also 7L;qu

and is?) (K, TA.) See also

QLi-le [A place having its plbnts, or herb

age, full-grown, full of juice, luxuriant, or

abundant and dense, and in blossom].

And .DLZH The blossoms, and the beauty

and brightness, of plants, or herbage.

[Hence,] It (a plant, or herbage,)

blossomed : ('JK :) or became luxuriant, or abun

dant and dense, and put forth its blossoms; as

’0’

also 5;, inf. n. (As,TA:) or obtained

itsfull supply of moisture : (A, TA:) or acquired

its due degree of beauty and brightness: (TA :)

or became tall. Also It (any afi'air, or

thing,) became complete, or perfect, and in a

sound, or good, state. (A, TA.) And

The land had tall herbage; (A,

TA:) when such is the case, it is termed

(TA.)

3 '0'

(5)9): see the next preceding paragraph. _

3 rar,”

62,5.) )yb Speech in which is self-magnifi

cation, pride, haughtiness, or insolence, (JK, K,

TA,) and threatening. (TA.)

see the next paragraph.

A sea full, or flowing with much water,

and rising high: (S, TA :) and a valleyfioming

with a copious and high tide ofnzater: and fill},

also, is applied as an epithet to a sea [in a similar,

but intensive, sense]. (TA.) [Hence,] one says,

J»), 0'}; +[Such a one is afull

sea, meaning bountiful, and a shiningfull moon,

meaning illustrious]. (A, TA.) The saying of

the Hudhalee, describing a woman,

" ,le 5,91, 9h." 99; >1};

means Liberal with the food of the belly in the

time of hunger, when [the vein is full, and] the

blood and the tempers are excited: or it means,

and her lineage is high; for the vein of the

generous flows fully with generousness. ($, TA.)

One says also;é-lj meaning fHe isgenerous,

increasing [in generosity], or abounding [therein].

(A0, 1;, TA.) And signifies High no

bility. (AA, See also éjij, last sen

tence. _ Also Rejoicing,jogful, glad, or happy.

(A, K-)

i

a subst. fromkli, rendered such by the

affix 5.] [is its pl., and] signifies U’ater

courses,- oi' channels of water. (JK.)_And

Herbs: so in the saying, [558" 5.1%!

[The herbs of the valley became tall, full-grown:

0r ofthe-irfull height and in blossom]. (A, TA.)

[Illore, and 'mosithfull, &c.]. One says,

ujsjipfin of, ujajipiht Ham,

qfthe seas, the most full, meaning, qfthe bountiful,

the most bountiful; and of the full moons, the

most shining, meaning, of the illustrious, the

most illustrious]. (A, TA.)

as;

Q. 1. signifies The adorning, ornament

ing, decorating, or embellishing, ofa thing, (KL,

and Her p. 3,) primarily, with Jig-j, i. e. gold:

(Har ib.:) and hence, (Har,) the adorning, &c.,

of falsehood, or a lie: (KL, Han) and the

falsifying or adulterating [of speech &c.]. (KL)

You say, él inf. n. He adorned,

ornamented, decorated, or embellished, the house,

or chamber, &c.; and rendered it complete: and

is said of anything as meaning It was

adorned, ornamented, decorated, or embellished.

(TA.) Andj'iilt He arranged, or rightly

disposed, or put into a right or proper sttite, the

speech, or language: (TA :) and i. q. [i. e.

he embellished it; generally meaning, with lies].

(S, A, K, in art. 02.5).) [This verb is mentioned

and explained by Freytag as on the authority of

the K, in which it is not found in this art.]

Q. 2. He (:1 man) adorned, ornamented,

decorated, 0r embellished, himself. (TA.)

inj Gaze.- (Fr, M, 1;.) so in the Kur

xvii. 95: and this, accord. to ISd, is the primary

meaning. (TA.)—Then applied to Any orna
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went, decoration, or embellishment: (ISd, TA :)

anything adorned, ornamented, decorated, or em

bellishcd : (Ham p. 784:) and particularly applied

to the decorations, and pictured worhs, in gold,

with which. the Kaabeh n'as ornamented in Pagan

times. (TA.) The colours of the plants or herb

age, of land, TA,) red and yellow and white:

its ornafure, consisting in blossoms and flowers:

or its perfection: so in the Kur x. ‘25. (TA.)

And Thefurniture, or utensils, ofa house or tent.

(TA.)_-Anything varnished, or embellished with

a false colouring, or falsified, is likened thereto

[and so termed]. (S, TA.) [Hence,] J23!

The ornature ofspeech ,- (TA ;) the fair appear

ance, or comeliness, of speech, produced by the

embellishing with lies: (K, TA:) so in the Kur

vi. 112: (TA :) or it there means varnishedfalse

hoods. (M.)-[Its pl.] J,\£.., signifies The

lines, or streahs, [that are seen on the surface] of

water. _ And Ships: (T, z) or orna

mented, or decorated, ships: (M,TA:) or the

ornature of ships, uith which they are decorated.

(’Eyn, TA.)_-Also Certain insects that fly

upon the water, (T, O,K,) having four legs,

resembling the common fly; (O,K;) smallflies,

having four legs, that fly upon the water: (M,

TA :) the sing., is cxpl. by Kr [in the

Munjid] as meaning a kind offlying thing. (TA.)

Q’O'l

c.9594 Adorned, ornamented, decorated, or

embellished: ($, TA :) [&c.: see the verb.]

J)

1. j}, 80123;, (e, Mgh, Msb,) inf. n. j,, (s,

Mgh, Msb, He buttoned a. shirt [&c.];

Mgh, Mgb,K;*) as also ii), inf. n. 3.33:3;

(Mgh; [and so in the present day;]) or the latter

verb [relates to several objects, or means he but

toned a shirt &c. with many buttons; for it] has

an intensive signification. (Mgh.) You say,

m 3.21;, and 333', and 033', and 2,}, Button

upon 'thee thy shirt. ($.)_.:1- He narrowed his

eyes [as when one draws together the edges of a

vest in buttoning it]. (K,"E [in which, in this

instance, as in others, only the inf. n. of the verb

is mentioned,] and TA.) _ I He collected, or

drew together, vehemently, or forcibly. (A, Msb,

K?) _. [referring to the pieces of cloth com

posing a tent] He made in them what are called

,6; [pl. of q. v.]. (TA.)_ And aor. as

above, (S, A, TA,) and so the inf. n., ($, K,)

{He drove away. A, K, TA. [In the TA,

the inf. n. is expl. by 3&2." as well as 32;”; but

I I I n I“

the former IS a mistranscription for Jill, the

3” ’J

reading in the $.]) One says, Q1563! ,3 ,a

all, IHe drives away the troops with the

sword: ($,A.)_1He bit another. ($,*A,K.*)

_. THe pierced, or thrust, another, (K, TA,)

with a spear. (TK.) __ He plucked out hair.

(K) TA.) _ IIe shook goods, or household fur

niture, or the like, to remove dust dc. (O,K:*

only the inf. n. is mentioned in the latter.)=

;3, act-.2}; (TA,) He increased in intelli

gence, (K, TA,) and in probations, or experiences.

(TA. [See also below, in this paragraph.])

Bk. I.

=Also, aor. int. n. 3.3,}, It (a spear-head)

J)" o

gleamed, or glistened. (A.) And 4.5.: 03):, nor.

;éii, inf. n.;-323, (S, 1122's eye glegmed, or

glistened. (s, Kr) And an, Us 91",.3

IIis eyes gleam, or glisten, in his head. (Fr, $,*

A, TA.) =5,3', like [by rule sec. pers.

r 0 r a”

Q»), aor. 9.3,] He acted wrongfully, injuriouslg,

or unjustly, to his adversary, or antagonist.

_ And .He became intelligent afier having been

foolish, or stupid. [See also a signification

05,, above.])

2: see 1, first sentence: _ and see also 4.

a. 3,1,, (A,) ian n. (s, K,) tIIe bit him,

being bitten by him. A,

4. 33,1, (A’Obeyd, s, Mgh,) and t 2,3,, (A,) 11::

put [i.e. buttons, or, as some say, loops fin

buttons,] upon it, namely, a shirt [&c.]. (A’Obeyd,

S, A, Msb.)

5. ,3; It (a shirt [&c.]) had ,3,“ [i. e. buttons,

or, as some say, loops for buttons,] put upon it.

($, TAJ

R. Q. 1. ,3}, (s,1_<,) inf. n. 3,3,}, (TA,) He

(a. )gj‘jj [or starling]) uttered a cry, or cries. (S,

K.) _ He (a man) kept continually, or con

stantly, to the eating ofthe (IAar, K, TA.)

_. gliélg He continued, or remained fizved,

or stationary, in the place.

¢sflan

R. Q. 2. ,jDJ He, or it, was, or became, in a

state ofmotion, or commotion. (K.)

3/ a.

,j an igil'. n. of), [q. v.]. ($,Mgh,Msb,K.*)=

See also».

,J

)j: see what next follows.

is. (s. A, Mgh, K. &c.) and '53. (ISko app

in the same sense, (A2,) and in" has been also

mentioned, but this is doubtful, (MF,) A button

(IAar, A, high, TA) ofa shirt, (IAar, S, A, high,

K,) and of other things, as, for instance, of a

curtain: (MF, TA :) or the loop into which a

button is put: (ISh:) the latter, accord. to A2,

is the right meaning: (TA :) [but the formeris that
to which the word is generally applied :]l the former

is also called ;U, by a change of the first ):

(IAar:) pl. [of'pauc.] A, Msb, K) and [of

mult.] (K.) [Hence the saying,] ;a

433;; $3} [He is more fast to me than my

bdtlohtOii8l05p1- (A.) And 1116

gave it to me altogether. (A.) [The star .5

of Gemini;] one of the two stars' called

(sz.)._.,j also signifies 1A certain piece of

mood at the, upper extremity of the pole of a

tent: (A,K:") pl. (TA :) the upper end

of the tent-pole is inserted into it: (L z) or the

,1,ji of a tent are certain pieces of wood

which are sewed into the upper parts of the pieces

of cloth which compose the tent, the lower ends of

which [pieces of cloth] are upon the ground : and

signifies “ he made in them [namely the said

pieces of cloth] such pieces of wood.” (TA.) .

IThe sochet in which the head of the upper bone

of the arm turns; (A,K;') resembling the half

ofa nut: (A:) or the head itself of that bone:

(TA:) and the extremity of the hip-bone, in the

sochet. (K.) _ +A certain small bone, (K,) re

sembling the half of a nut, (TA, [but this is pro

bably a misplaced insertion, from the A, ubi

supra,]) beneath the heart, of which it is the

support. (K.) _ I The edge, (K,) or each of the

two edges, (TA,) of'a sword. ’(IAar, K, TA.) .

One says, 5).]?! ($,* A,

1 Verin he is one who keeps close to the camels;

(A;) a good pastor ofthem. A,K. [Accord.

to the A, it seems to be from 3) signifying “a

button.”]) You term also Qt; ;j ‘t One who drives

camels, or the lihe, vehemently;- accord. to some;

but the preceding meaning, given in the K, is the

more correct: (TA 2) or it signifies one acquainted

with the right management thereof ,' TA;)

who manages them well ,- (TA ;) as also

(Lia-0.3:: 3} +The support, or prop, ofthe

religion; ’(A'bu-li'Abbas, K ;) like the small bone

called 3‘), which is the support of the heart: (Abu

l-’Abbhs,TA:) applied, in,a trad., to ’Alee: in

another relation, it is ,3, meaning he between

whom and the earth is a mutual dependance, and

without whose existence one would repudiate the

earth and mankind: or, accord. to Th, he by

whom the earth becomesfi-rm, like as a shirt does

by means qfits [or button]. (TA.)

3;,- Intellect, or intelligence. (0, TA.)

62:,“ The work left by a bite: (K, TA :) or, as

some say, a bite itself. (TA.) And A wound

with the edge ofa sword. (TA.)= J says, When

camels are fat, you say, 3;; Q." but this is a. mis

take for gig, (Sgh, which is pl. of 33);.

(TA in art. by.)

Q a

)5”, applied to a man, (0, TA,) Light, or

active; and sharp, or acute, ofmind, with quick

ness of perception, and of intelligence, under

standing, sagacity, shill, or knowledge; as also

(O, K; [in the CK, is erroneously

put for which is also expl. as signify

ing light, or active, and quick; (TA,) and

i a) J 'e

U25), of which the pl. is 1,21,). (TA.):

Also A certain plant, (0, having a yellow

blossom, (0,) with which one dyes: (O,K:) in

this sense, a Pers., or foreign, word. (0.)

0:61 i )0)

21).“ see A»);

see Accord. to As, it signifies A

man whose eyes glisten. (TA.)

’ )0)

,5,” [The starliggg] a certain bird, (IDrd, S,

O, K,) as also in”, (lDrd, O,K,) resembling

the lark: pl. (TA.):SQS)t A

narrow v5” [or animal, or thing, upon which

one rides or is carried; accord. to the TK, mean

ing a beast; for it is there added that one says

154
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9 as) 0 , I

)3)” )Lsm, meaning a narrow ass]. (0, =

r J )0: 3

9‘» H»): see ,0, last sentence but one.

I a) Q 4

by”: Beefigj.

8.

)j» An ass [app. meaning a wild ass] that bites

much. (Sf TA.)

is used by El-Marrar El-Fak’asee as mean

ing A she-camel’s nose-rein ; because it is plaited

and tied.

~91)

1. [as an inf. n.] signifies The constructing

a 3...»;33, (K, TA,) i. e. an enclosure qfwood,

for sheep, or goats: TA:) you say, “)1

12,301, aor. inf. n. (TA :) [or this, I

think, is a mistake for what here follows :]

rn° J

All, aor. .Jgi, inf. n. (Ks, S :) [i. e. Icon

s'truc'tetl an enclosure of wood for the sheep or

goats: this meaning is plainly indicated, though

not expressed, in the and TA :] but in some

copies of the K, in_ the place offilil! 3A,}! its,

as explaining _tsjillhwe find xiii/1;)}! at;

[meaning that ilk)le signifies sheep, or

gogts]. (TA.) _ And if}; Us Quin Q3} or

W); He put the” [i. e. lambs or kids, or young

lambs or hids,] into their place [or enclosure of

wood]. (A. [And the like is said in the Ham

p. 195.]) = :53, aor. = , (K, TA,) said of water,

(TA,) It floweil; (15,119 like (TA.)

7. .5} 12:." 9))! The” [i. e. lambs or

kids, or young lambs or kids,] entered into the

*9) [or enclosure of wood]. (A, TA.') _. And

ASL-“all .fljl TA) Us (TA) TT/LB hunter,

or sportsman, entered into’ his lurking-place.

(s. Ta)

9. L31, inf. n. It (a plant, or herb,)

became yellow, or red, while having in it green

ness. (K, TA.)

A place of entrance. (AA, S, A, K.) _

And hence, accord. to AA, (S,) the same word,

(S, A, K,) and l L3), (lSk, S, K,) as some pro

nouuce it, (18k, 55,) and v ,3, (s, A, 15,) + The

place of sheep or goats,- (A, K, TA;) [i.e.] an

enclosure of wood for sheep or goats: :) [said

in the TA to be tropical; but not so accord. to

the A:] pl. of the first (A, and second (K)

I J

Ax}, (A, K,) and of the last 1,41,}. (A.) _

And, as being likened thereto, (A,) and

Viol); signify also IThe lurking-place (353) of

a hiinter, or sportsman, (S, A, K,) or of an

archer, or a shooter: (TA in explanation of the

former word :) both signify a well [or pit] which

the hunter, or sportsman, digs for himself that he

may lie in wait therein for the game. (TA.)—

See also the next paragraph.

: see the next preceding paragraph. _

Also A channel in which water flows,- ;) and

so V .ng. (TA.) It is said in a rejez of Kaab,

’l

e a 0d eo- , r

ease as w as *

She passes the night between the channel of water

and the concealing, or protecting, place : meaning

that she is fed in the enclosures for camels &c.,

[fillet-J1 Us, thus I read for just-ll (an evident

mistranscription) in the TA,] and among the tents,

0r houses; not in the pasture-land. (TA.)

j and or, accord. to the L [and

the A]: on the authority of IAar, 7 also said

to ,be written ) and 3.1.3}, (TA,) Eire sings. of

l (K, TA,) which signifies [app. as

meaning Small pillows] : A, z) and carpets:

or any things which are spread, and upon which one

loans, or reclines: (A, K :) the like of this is said

by Zj in explaining a phrase in which it occurs in

the Kur lxxxviii. 16: or, accord. to Fr, it signi

fies carpets (VJCIL) haring a fine nap, or pile:

(TA :) also, [particularly] (A,) carpets

A, or UJQL, Hai- p.377) of the fabric of El

fleerchaand the like therle in fabric: (A, and

Bar ubi supraz) or '12.!” signifies [simply] a

carpet. and a carpet having a

nap, or pile’: and a [piece of leather that is

spread upon the ground, such as is called] ' ' ;

and the like thereof in mahe. (TA. [See also the

last sentence of this paragpaphj) [Hence,] one

' is! GJ’V a:

says, m fhaigl '154133 {[The embellished

coverings of vehement hatred are spread between

them; i. e. vehement hatred concealed by fair

professions &c. subsists between them]. (A.) The

following saying, of Artah Ibn-Suheiyeh,

'04 4 If ,4, Jr : 04,

“ “sayiubg-EWJ *

1: a” 0.0 e .5 ..

* WW: 4-4”, iv), its-flu *

is expl. by En-Nemiree as meaning J[[And we

are sous ofa paternal uncle, but] upon our enmity

is a comely covering beneath which it is latent;

[therein are vehement hatred and envious com,
,

petition ,'] signifying [properly] carpets of

sundry colours: (Ham p. 196 :) it is also said to

mean, in this instance, 1- [conccaled] enmities, and

sayings that give pain; [the former of these two

meanings being] from 22.32;" i. e.

JJO’ 5

4.1.5.5: [the latter of them app. suggested by

J P

another reading, namely, *6“) in the place of

mentioned and thus explained in the Ham

ubi supra : the poet, therefore, is supposed to have

meant, upon our state qfunion, or concord, (013

having two contr. significations,) have super

vened concealed enmities, &c. :] or, as some say,

the reading in the deewan of Artéh is as

though pl. of lib)", which is likewise made to

denote enmity because it is made to enter

i. e. into the heart; or which may be

metaphorically applied to aplace of enmity latent

in the bosom, from the same word as signifying the

“ place in which are put lambs, or kids, and sheep,

or goats :” or, supposing the right reading to be

V the poet may very properly mean, upon

the vacant space between our tents, or houses, are

carpets and a1.) spread for us, and we

sit thereon,'near together in the places, but with

the hearts remote: (idem p. 195:) but with the

) Be _

reading VJ“), mentioned above, occurs another

variation, thus: Ufa; meaning,

notwithstanding that, between us_arc sayings that

give pain. (Idem p. 196.)_ i occur"

ring in a trad., is said to mean 3' Wu to those who

go in to lords, or princes, and, when they say

what is coil, or say anything, say, He has spoken

truth: such persons being likened, in respect of

their variable conduct, to one of the men

tioned above in the first sentence of this para

graph; or to sheep, or goats, which are thus

called in relation to the i. e. the enclosure to

which they repair, because they are obsequious to

the lords, or princes, and follow their steps with

the submissiveness of sheep or goats to their

pastor. (TA.)—Accord. to El-Mu'arrij, (TA,)

' is applied to plants, as meaning Such a:

have become yellow, or red, while having in them

greenness : TA :) and when they saw the

colours in carpets and other articles of furniture

that are spread, they likened them to such plants.

(TA.)

05 be ad e 1; a)

is?) and and 3,5,): see the next preced

ing paragraph, in three places._[Golius, find

ing the second and third of these words expl. by

the Pers. 013,504, (which is often applied by

Arabs in the present day to “ an artificial fountain

that throws up water,”) has erroneously, as Frey

tag has observed, supposed that they may signify

“ Euripus, ions in altum saliens.”]

0' - ca, _

3.5,}: see .pj, in two places: and see 1, first

sentence. __ Also Jr'l‘he lurhigg-place of a beast

of prey. (S, _. See also

J H 3 o

ugh): see Us”, in five pieces.

LUZ}, (in the CK 993),) an arabicized word,

(K, TA,) from [the Pers.] the bemzeb [in

.lsl, for ;:ll,] being changed into [5, (TA,) Gold:

(IAar, :) or the water therle [i. e. water-gold;

which may be deemed the more correct, as agree

ing with the original]. _ And Anything

yellow. Also A certain black singing

bird; (MF, TA;) called also 6!” ,gl, [app. 8.

mistranscription for &D' ’91, as in Freytag’s

Lex., i. e. ’31] accord. to the book entitled

“ Mantik et-Teyr.” (TA.)

i. q. [q. v., said to be not a chaste

word].

5 use 5 hoe

0L3)»: see gig)», in art. 9)).

0w)

Q. 1. (as an inf. n., TE) 1'. q.

[q. v.]: (K :) one says, meaning

('I‘K.)_Aud The being deceitful, wicked, dis

honest, or dissimulating, and mischief-making; or

very deceitful &c.: and the act of deceiving, de

luding, beguiling, circumventing, or outwitting:

(K 2) one says, meaning He deceived him,

deluded him, &0. ('l‘K.)

J er . - - °

5””, which is also written

9 l a

like Didi, is mentioned in art. a” and also in
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the present art. by the author of the K, though

he charges J with error in mentioning it in this

art. because is used by a rajiz as meaning

“intoxicated:” whereas J is not in error, but is

right, in doing thus; for the Q is radical accord.

to the generality of the lexicologists and the

authors on inflection, like the u» in and

the réjiz above referred to elided the Q in forming

because he imagined it to be augmentative:

(MF in art. ELF) it signifies lV-inc; (S, K;)

and is a Pers. word, (As, Sh, Seer, originally

0,5”, [i. e. 33,] (Sh, TA,) meaning “gold

colouredz” (As, Sh, Seer, S:) or it signifies,

Mgh,) or signifies also [like as does Lin, of

which the primary signification is “ grapes ”],

the grape-vine; (ISh,S, Mgh, 1]. un.

with a; (ISh,TA;) and pl. 5,95}. (Mghz) it

has this meaning in the dial. of: Et-Taif': (ISh,

TA in art. _))‘:) or the shoots of a grape-vine:

(Mgh,I_(:) thus in the dial. of Et-Ta'it' and El

Ghowr: (TA in the present art. :) or a shoot that

is planted, of a grape-cine. (Alfln, TA.) _Also

A. certain red dye. (El-Jarmee, S, ._ And

Water that remains or stagnates, or collects, or

remains long and becomes altered, or becomes

yellow and altered, in a rock: in art. a» :)

or clear water that remains or stagnates, &c., in

a mountain. (MF, TA.)

5)) i

1. 3,}, aor. :, (s, L, Msb, K,) inf. n. 2}}, (s,

L, Msb,) or (TA; [but this I find not in any

other lexicon ;]) or (A, Mgh,) or this also,

aor. 1, inf. n. and this latter form of

the verb being mentioned by IDrd in the Jm,

and ISd in the M, and IKtt in the Af’él; but it

is disapproved by Th, and asserted by his ex

positors to be vulgar; (TA;) and 7 (S,* A,

Mgh, Msb, K,) infi n. 35;}! (s, A) and $33};

(A, TA ;) and 1,3,5; (A, TA ;) and 31331, men

tioned by ’Amr El-Mutarriz, but this is the most

strange ; (TA ;) He swallowed (S, A, Mgh, high,

K) a morsel, or mouthful, (S, A, Msb, K,) or

water, (Mgh,) [and medicine; for] you say

V sight [A medicine difiicult to swallow].

(A, TA.) And one says of a man swearing,

21;;- and I[He swallowed

it; meaning, took it hastily,- i. e. the oath].

(A, TA.)=3;jj, aor. : (s, 1;) and , , (TA, and

so in a copy of the S, as well as 5,) or

(A, TA, [in my copy of the A written

inf. n. He strangled him, or throttled

him, or squeezed his throat; syn. 212;, (S, K,)

or (A.) And He took him, or

seized him, by his throat. (TA.) ._

(3,) int‘. n. 3;}, (s, A,) He fabricated the coat

ofmail, by inserting the rings one into another;

i. q. (Kz) is like 33:", meaning the

inserting (($1.33 [an intrans. inf. 11. here used as

though it were trans., as is shown in the in art.

31-51!) of the rings of a coat of mail, one into

angther: (S:) [or, as Z says,] means

M,)-i, because the coat of mail consists of narrow,

or close, rings: (A:) the j is said to be a sub

stitute for u... (L, TA.)

,/ ’4’! ul

2. uh: 4.3;: A); IHe was angry with

his companion, and looked sternly, austerely, or

morosely, at him; i. e. he contracted his eye in

looking at him, and did not open it until he had

satisfied it with gazing at him. (A, TA.)

5: see 1, in two places.

eve _ a e o 'J/rb.‘ _

8. spyl, inf. n. gb>jl and as)»: see 1, in two

places.

a r

>3; : see the next paragraph, in two places.

Q1;

3)}, (S, A, K,) of the measure in the sense

of the measure (A,) A coat of mail;

(s, A, K,) as also '35, which is an infi n. used

as a subst. [and therefore used as a sing. and a pl.,

and applied, as is also to anything made of

mail, a piece of mail, and rings in general, like

3;, q. v.], (A,) and '23,}; : (mentioned as syn.

with in art. a); in the Msb and in thiTA,

on the authority of IAth:) the pl. of is); is

3);}. (TA.) [See also and?%.]

;)3 Quick in swallowing: :) but in the

Nawédir el-Asrab, food that is soft, and quick in

descending [in the throat]. (TA.)

[The quantity that is swallowed at once,

like and 3.5.11.5 a morsel, or small mouthful:

so in the saying, 13 1[Such a

one thought that I was a morsel for him].

(A, TA.)

A guest: as though he throttled his com

panion. (A, TA.)

The vulva ofa woman: (K, TA :) accord.

to some, (TA,) so called because it swallows

(Lsi), or because it compresses [in the CK

3233-; again). (s'rAs i-e- (M.) the

at

Jfil, by its straitness. TA.)

05 If 0'4

3-9)): see a}.

35; (as) and '33}. (1;) A cord by 101...}.

the throat of a camel is compressed, in order that

he may not eject his cud therefrom and bespatter

his rider. (S, K.) The former word is also expl.

in the K by [in some copies of the K

mm] which signifies the same. (TA.)

The agt offabricating coats quail; (A,

TA;) as also Sgt)“. (TA.)

A. strangler; or one [who throttles, or

squeezes the throat; syn. (A, TA.)—

And A fabricator of coats of mail; (S, A, K;)

as also (TA.)

[The place of strangling or throttling;

like meaning] the fauces; K, TA;)

the throat, or gullet. (TA.)

I40 I

’92.: see s52.

0.7” J '4 .4 if s 4 e I

9))»: see 5))». One says, 39)}..3» “t, like

411;, [properly .He, or it, seized his

throat; or throttled him, or choked him,] meaning

the, or it, straitened hint. (A, TA.)

Strangled, throttled, or having his throat

squeezed. (TA.) And, applied to the fauces [or

throat], Squeezed, or compressed. (S.)

23)}

Q. 1. 1.23;}, (s, 15,) inf. n. 5.33;}, (TA,) He

squeezed his throat : or he throttled him;

or strangled him : (K :) as also (TA.) _

And He swallowed it.

infi n. of the verb above. (TA.) = A]?

The place ofswallowing: or the

[or epiglottis]: (K;) or, as some say, it is [the

part] beneath the jail;- [or windpipe: or, app.,

the part beneath the head of the ,ojl’]: and in

it, or upon it, is set the tongue : some say that the

word is Pers. [in origin; app; holding it to be

arabicized from the Pers. out)”, which signifies

the “ windpipe ”]. (TA.)

1'1)
9 r 9 r

lob): see Mrs.

8)}

1. éjj, aor.1, (1;,) int'. ii. 5} (5, TA) and

deli}, (TA,) He sowed, or cast seed,- (S, K,TA;)

as also ' @331, (S, Msb, originally 6,3)t, the

is being changed into 5 in order that it may

agree with the j, (S, K,) for s and j are pro

nounced with the voice as well as the breath,

whereas O is pronounced with the breath only:

(S, TA:) [or the latter verb, as appears from an

explanation of it to be found below, may signify

he sowedfor himself.] They say, 3.3- 8) Q...

[He who sows reaps]. (TA.) And [they use

this verb transitively, saying,] fit; :3!

[I sowed wheat and barley]: and in like manner,

gill [I sawed the trees,- or sowed the seeds

which should produce the trees : or it may signify

I planted the trees]. (Ibn-Abi-l-Hadeed.) And

0..., save want us J” man 63,?

I[Thy generosity and the goodness of thy dis

position have sown love for thee in the hearts].

(TA.) And it is said in a trad., L,Zji ii
1,05 s 01' 'i arse! 10’s, :2 eaeee,

[thoso hath land,] let him sow it [or let him lend

it, or give it, to his brother; and he refuse, let

as!

him retain his land]. (TA.) _ ubfjt a”,

(Mgh, Msb,) inf. n. 5}, (Msb,) signifies [also]

IHe ploughed up, or tilled, or cultivated, the

land, or ground, for sowing. (Mgh, Msb.)

15! t o w, e

Hence [the saying in a tt'ad.], 14%)! 0.3.5 gas” I};

i N Ithen this nation shall employ

rrn

,Asi

itself altogether with agriculture and the affairs

of the present world, and turn away from warring

against unbelievers and the like, aid shall be with

drawn from it. (Mgh.) _ signifies

God caused it, or made it, to grow, ccgetate, oz

154 *
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germinate ,' (S_, Mgh, Msb, K ;) and, to increase;

(Mgh;) namely, é;le [the seed-produce]. (Mgh,

Msb.) The verb is properly thus- used of divine

afi'airs, exclusively of human : (Er-Raghib :)Jgnf]

hence the saying in the Kur [lvi. 63-4], Ls At}!

6,513" 3i $53? (s:

Raghib) JVorv think ye, what ye sow, do ye cause

it to grow, or are lVe the causers of growth?

(Bd :) or, as some say, do ye cause it to increase,

or are lVe the causers ofits increase? the it;

[or sowing] being ascribed to them, and the

[or causing to grow] exclusively to God: when

the latter is ascribed to a man, it is because he

is an agent as a. means of making to grow; as

when you say, Liév +1 was a means of

causing such a thing to grow. (Er-Rfighib.) [In

like manner,] you say, meaning

I[I[e raised seed-produce, i. e., was a means of

causing it to grow,] for himself; in particular.

(TA.)—[Hence,] one says, with respect to a

child, I llfay God render him sound and

strong; syn. 2;: K, TA:) like as one says

all. and in like manner,

1[]|Iay God render thine nfispring sound and

strong, or rather, cause thine Qflspring to grow

up,for the doing, or enjoyment, of what is good].

(TA.)—[Hence also,] I[An

increase was made for him after adversity; or]

he obtained property after want ,- for the verb in

this instance is like (Ibn-’Abbéd,1_(.)

3. is of the measure [denoting a

mutual action,] from 3.513;", (Mgh,) and its sig

nification is well known; ;) i. e. IThe making

a contract, or bargain, with another, for labour

upon land, [to till and son, and cultivate it, as is

indicated in the Mgh and Msb,] for a share, or

portion, of its produce, (Msb, K, TA,) the seed

being from the owner of the land. (K, TA.)

[You say, IHe made with him a contract,

or bargain, such as is above described; and in like

manner, and The doing this is for

bidden, because of the uncertainty of the result.]

4.

in the state of having, [i. e. produce of its

seed; i. e. it grew from its seed]: (TA:) and,

0!

said of )j [01' seed-produce], it became tall:

ajl It (a plant, or herbage,) had, or became

:) or, as some say, it produced its leaves: and

it attained to the proper timefor _its being reaped.

(TA.)_-U363! a) signifies [expl.

in the TK as meaning The men, or people, become

able to sow seed; i. e., became possessors of seed :

but I rather think that it means they had seed

produce within their power, or reach; they be

came able to avail themselves thereof,- or they

attained to a season when they had seed pro

duce]. (K.)

5. ;ill i. r]. [IIe hastened, or

made haste, to do evil, or mischief]. (Sgh, K.)

8. originally see 1, in two places.

a I J, )3 9205' a b 'r elm J ?:05

10. werlC)f fildeé)ad!, z?q Lsel’ dUl fg)_dl

I[I beg God to make my oflspring grow up for

piety, and I beg of .Him means of subsistencefor

them, or him, qfsuch hind as is qflanjful attain

ment]. (TA.)

originally an int. n., [see 1,] (Mgh,Msb,

TA,) used as a subst. properly so termed, signi

fying Seed-produce; what is raised by means of

sowing,- (Mgh, Msb;) what is sewn; TA ;)

while in gronfth, [i. e. standing corn, and the

lilte,] (K and TA voce it,le and also after it has

been reaped; ($ and Msb and K in art. 6'), &c.;)

its predominant application is to wheat and barley;

(TA ;) but it signifies also plants, or herbage, [in

general,] such as one reaps; or, as some say, only

whilefresh andjaicy : (Msb :) [and often alsonm

field:] pl. Mgh, Msb, K.)._[Hence,]

{Offspring, or children; or a child. (lDrd, K,

TA.) You say, IT/tese are the

qflspring, or children, of such a one. (IDrd,

TA.) And 5.; {He is the ofispring,

or child, of the man. (TA.)—And +Theseetl,

or seminal fluid, of a. man. (TA.)—[And

+The fruit, or harvest, of a man’s conduct,- as

though it were the produce of what he sowed]

0: :0- as;

One says, \ffiqdl 6)) 6))"

the fruit, or harvest, of conduct,- the fruit, or

hart-est, ofthe conduct ofthe sinner]. (TA.)

r O

I Pb, ’r [Very evil is

and and tit},- aml A place

in which to sow. (AHn, Sgh, You say,

gas, at _ a 2' - 2»:»

as); 9,5,3! uf Lo, &c., (K,) or OJ?!) 4;”, &c.,

and in like manner, uié, (TA,) There is

not in. the land, or upon the land, (TA,) a

place, .or a single place, (TA,) in which to

son). (K, TA.) _[The first also app. signifies

An ear ofcorn : see Jam]

see £33._Al80 Seed, or grain, for

sowing, or that is son-n; syn. You say,

[Git-e thou to me seed

that I may son: therewith my land]. (TA.) [See

also ig,}.]_Ant1 IThe young one ofa

[generally meaning a. partridge]. (Z, TA.)

9/3

a5);:

2'.,

dézj:

9 as.

{-13} [‘5- q- l {3})"

Seed produce that is watered by the rain. (Ham

p. 657.) ._ And hence, IAnything soft, or ten

der; as being likened thereto. (Id.)

5'0»

see K:)}.

fir ,

Somn : &.c.: see law]. _

5.213) [an inf. n. of 1, q. v.: and] The business,

or occupation, ofsorving, Iploughing up, tilling,

or cultivating, land. (Mgh,“l Msb,* TA.)

13.3))" A thing that is smart; (IDrd, ;) some

times used in this sense; as though meaning
I J 7 Ir a.

' than}: (IDrd :) or grain that is sown : " J)“,

with teshdeed, is wrong. (IB.) [See also

6 Jr

61)): see

(IAar:) one who sores rancours in the hearts of

friends. (TA.)

_ Also IA caluntniator:

9 u

a” thhat grows in land that has been left

unson-n fora year or more,from what has become

scattered upon it in the days of the reaping;

;) i. e., ofthe grain,- mentioned by Sgh, on

the authority of ISh; and by Z, who says that it

3 ,

is also called $.45. (TA.)

5' i/ 9¢,g,

any): see Jig)», in two places.

52!): [act. part. n. ofl :] i. g. i (TA) [One

who sonrs:] {one who ploughs up, tills, or culti

vates, land: (Mgh:) pl. (TA.) By this

pl., in the Kur xlviii. 29, are meant Mohammad

and his Companions, the inviters to El-ISltlm.

_. Causing to grow, regetate, or germinate.

($, TA :) causing to increase: (TA:) pl. with

Q). TA.)=Also The name of a certain

dog: (Ibn-’Abbad, IF, whence

meaning Idogs. (Ibn-’Abbhd, Z,

(s. Mtb. K, 8m.) and (Ssh, L. K)

and A place [or seed-produce] ;

as also i Msb, and tiétjj; (Ham

p. 657;) or this last signifies land that is son-n :

(TA:) pl. of' the first égljsi; (TA;) and of'the

last out]; (Harm, TA.)_ [Hence the saying,]

514.581 I[The present world is the

place in which is produced thefrait, or harvest,

to be reaped in the world to come]. (TA.)

9 Joe 8, Joe G I 04 r

in)» and Zen)“: see 6)) and Fug”.

s-ra) are»,

6);)»: see 45))».

Q ’3) I ¢P’ J “Ow

8);)» IOne who raisesseed-produce (L;)) £92)

for himsel , in particular. (TA.) .

~51)

351,} (s,Mt_t1,,K) and '3st (Msb as on the

authority of A’Ubeytl [but not found by me

elsewhere in the sense here assigned_to it]) and

V [which is ofa rare form, like 3;, q. v.,]

(A’Obeyd, IF, S, high, K,) this last mentioned

by El-Kananee, (A’Obeyd, and by in his

Jami’, but not known to A’Obeyd on any other

authority than that of El-Kananee, and the first is

said by him (A’Obeyd) to be preferable, (TA,)

A company, or congregated body, of men: (S,

Msb,K:) or ten thereof: TA :) accord. to

some copies of the K n-hat is termed an 8E;

[i.e. a small portion of a tribe, &c.,] thereof:

(TA t) pl. 3653 (IF, :3, Mgh, Msb) anditlggjz

(IF, Msb :) in a poem of Lebeed, withE

teshdeed to the ). (TA.) One says, UJ’UI

[or i. e. The people, or party,

carhe to inc with/their n'hole company; meaning,

all together]. (TA.)=Also and

(S, O, Mgh, L, Msb, K,) the latter, only, men

tioned by IDrd, (TA,) who says, I doubt whether

it be a genuine Arabic word, or not, (Msb, TA,)

but some say that the latter is vulgar, (TA,) and

1535,? and 15.31,}, (0, L, Msb, K,) but the first

of these four is the most chaste, (L, TA,) [The

camelopard, or girafl'e;] a certain beast, ($,K,

[in the Mgh erroneously said to be a. beast of

prey,]) of beautiful mahe, the fore legs of which

are longer than its hind legs; (TA ;) said to be
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called by a name signifying because it has

the form of an assemblage of animals; (Msb;)

o. Pers. called Qt; $53, ($, Mgh,1_(,) i. e.

camel-ow-lcopard, (TA,) because it has resem

blances to the camel and the ox and the leopard:

(K, TA:) pl. or [5353, or (accord.

to different copies of the K, the last accord. to the

TA,) like [1.-:3}. (TA.)

see the preceding paragraph, in two

places.

flfira lie:

35!); and Ebb): see the first paragraph; the

former in three places.

05))

Q. 1. He disposed the hair hang

ing down upon each of his temples in theform of

a 04)) [or ring]: (S,* K:) but this is post

classical.

and 3,153}, (S, Mgh, K,) or the latter is

the correct word, ' for there is no word of the

measure in the language, (Az, TA,) [though

the former is agreeable with the Pers. word which

is the original,] A ring ofa door: (Mgh, K:) or

[a ring] in a general sense: :) pl.

occurring in a trad. as applied to rings of a coat

of mail belonging to the Prophet, by which rings

it was suspended: (TA :) arabicized, ($, K,)

from the Pers. ($.)_'l"he latter also

signifies A colnptln_1/'qf1nen [app. disposed in the

form ofa ring]. (TA.)

6))

I t I 2’4

1. 6)), (MA, TA,)4[aor. =,] inf. n. 9)}

MA, KL, TA) and 5)}, (MA,) [or the latter is

a simple subst.,] He had that colour ofthe eye

which. is termed 35)} [q. v.] ; (S, TA ;) [i. e.] he

was blue-eyed,- (KL ;) or gray-eyed,- (MA, PS ;)

or ofa greenish hue in the eye [so I render the

Pers. explanation mafia- },o]. (MA.) And

‘ {33)}; and 'Qéjl, inf. n.

$6,}; (s;) and 'c'jwl, ($,MA,) inf. n.

$113)}; ;) Ifis eye was ofthe colon-r termed

($,K;) [i. e.] his eye was gray; (MA:)

[so-1 - And .543. (TK.) M n- 653. (K, TK.)

He (11 man, was, or became, blind. (Kf‘

TK.)—[And 5);, inf. n. is app.

used as signifying The iron head or blade of an

arrow &c. was, or became, very clear or bright:

see below.] ._ And 21;" The water was.

or became, clear; as also Tani. (Mgh.):

His eye turned towards me so

that the white thereqfappeared; (S, ;) as also

Vééjji and téjjjj. (Fr,K.)=¢i§;j, (Mgh,)

or 15,}, (are) or

(high, TA,) inf. n. ,5}, (Mgh, Mgh,) He cast at

him, Mgh,K,) or he thrust him, or pierced

him, (Mgh, Mgh,) with a JD)» [or javelin],

(5}, Mgh, or with a spear. (Mgh.)-[Hence,]

Gilly, (Mgh,) aor. -',

and 9.5;), IHe loohed sharply, or

intently, or attentively, at him; he cast his eye at

him. (TA.)_Jljs e33}, (S,TA,) or Jim,

(TA,) She (a camel) niade the saddle, (5, TA,)

or the load, (TA,) to shift backwards : TA :)

and 1 $3331 (K,) int'. n. $1331, (TA,) She

(a camel) made her load to shift bachwards. (K.)

[See also 2.] aor. -’ and r , ($, Msb, K,)

int“. n. 3}}, (Mgh,) said of a bird, 5. q. 3,5 [i.e.

It muted, or dunged]. Msb,

[2. 6;), accord. to Golius, as on the authority

of the KL, “i. q. Pers. “Ker, Fecit at stillaret,

stillatim emisit :” but it appears from my copy of

the KL that this should he 6;); for I there find

(not expl. by the Pers. 04.9%:
then, however,rimmediately follows, in that copy,

another explanation:_and The shifting bach

wards of a camel’s saddle _fg'mp: his back: there

fore it seems that either J“); is there omitted

before this second explanatioh, (see 1, last sen

tence but one, and see 7,) or is there a

mistake for $2353.] '

4: see 1, in two places.

7. 6);! It (an arrow) passed through, and

went forth on the other side: (Lth,K:) and in

like manner a spear. (K in art. 63);.) _He,

or it, passed, so as to go beyond and away. (TA.)

_ He entered into a burrow, and lay hid. (K in

art~ @)j.)._.1t (a camel's saddle, S, K, and a

load, TA) shifted backwards. (S, K, TA. [In the

CK, is erroneously put for See an

ex. in art. 65), conj. 4.])_.He (a man, As)

laid himself down on his back. (As,

9: see 1, in three places.

11: see 1, second sentence.

Q. Q. 2. (K, TA,) in some of the copies

of the K (TA,) He (11 man, TA) cast

[forth] what was in his belly : (K, TA :) so says

Fr. (TA.)

5,} [inf. n. of ,3», q. v.: and] i. q. q. v.

(K.)_. Blindness: (K 2) in this sense also an

inf. n. of which the verb is (TK.)—The

quality ofheing very clear or bright, in the iron

head or blade of an arrow 8:0. (lSk, [See,

again 6)}, of which it is app., in this sepse lilie

wisc, an inf. _ A sort of [i. e.

whiteness in the legs, or in three of the legs, or in

the two hind legs, or in one hind leg, beneath the

knees and hochs, 0r beneath the hacks, or beneath

the hoch, ofa horsc,] not including the border of

the pastern newt the hoof: (AO, 2) or, as some

say, (TA, but in the “ and”) a whiteness not

surrounding the bone altogether, but [only] a

whiteness of the hair (3) upon a part therequ

(1;, Ts)

, ¢ ¢,.,

ii}; A certain bead (3)») for the purpose of

fascination, (Ibn-’Abbad, K,) with which women

fascinate [men]. (Ibn-’Abbi'td, TA.)

A certain colour, (Msb, K,) well known;

as also (K:) it is [in various things; but

is generally expl. as being] in the eye: (J K, :)

[a blue colour, (see 1, first sentence,) whether

light or darh or of a middling tint, but generally

the first;] shy-colour, or azure,- (TK;) [blueness

of the eye ;] or grayness of the eye; ;) [or a

greenish hue in the eye: (see again 1, first sen

tence :)] accord. to ISd, whiteness, wherever it be:

and a [by which may be meant greenness,

or dust-colour intermixed with blackness or deep

ash-colour,] in the ,1}; [here meaning iris] of the

eye: or, as some say, a whiteness overspreading

the ,1; of the eye [app. when a person becomes

blind: see 1, third sentence; and see also

(TA.) [In the present day it is often improperly

used as meaning A black whom]

010:

,5” Having, in an intense degree, that colour

ofthe eye which is termed (S, ;') applied

to the male and the female; (K;) [i.e.] applied

also to a. woman : :) accord. to Ibn-’Osfoor, it

is [used as] a subst.; [or, app. as an epithet in

which the quality of a subst. predominates;] not

[as] an epithet with a subst.; (MF, TA ;) but

935) '1)! r40¢ at“

accord. to Lh, one says ,3) J?) and 16;) 51,0:

the) is augmentative. (TA.)

§r¢§’ '0

Tao-5)) [Intenseness of 15)}, i. e. blncness, or gray

ness, in the eye;] the attribute denoted by the

9’s)

epithet ’03)). (Ll),TA.)

[and app. (see A certain

bird. (K.) ’ ’

[dim. of fem. of 1A mess of

crumbled bread dressed with milk and

olive oil: (JK, Z, K1) likened, becausenof its

seasoning, to the eyes that are termed 6)). (Z,

TA.)=Also A certain small beast, resembling

the cat. (Lth,

A certain bird used for catching other

birds; (lDrd,$,K;) between the [species ofhan'h

called] (5]; and the [or sparrow-hawk]:

(IDrd, TA:) or, accord. to Fr, the white [5};

[or falcon]: TA:) [but] it is said in the A,

633599 '§ [The is not to be com

pared with the which latter is the [_gjlgz

(TA 2) the pl. is $9133“. (S, And A white

ness in the forelocli of a horse; (K, TA ;) or in

the hinder part of his head, behind the forcloch.

(0, TA.) And Some white hairs in the fore leg

of a horse; or in his hind leg. (TA.):Also

Sharp-sighted: mentioned by Sb, and expl. by

Seer. (TA.)

56}, applied to a man, Very deceitful; or a

great deceiver. (TA.)

with fet-h and teshdeed, A short javelin;

i. e. a spear shorter ,thap‘ the Jljjf: pl.

(TA.) _ Also i. q. (IAar, L] and in

art. ' ; in some copies of the K, and in

the CK ;) i. e. An instrument made ofcopper,

or brass, for shooting forth naphtha [into a be

sieged place]. (I. in that art.)

9 15)

9,1,): &c.: see art. “35);.

A sort ofalgi; [or boat]; ;) [a shifl'
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i. e.] a small ;) or a small Q)ng pl.

6);). (TA.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says, [referring to

a she-camel,] 419i [making it fem.,

r - I ’4 e I 6

because] meaning QM! Lg.» [Excellent,

or most excellent, is the boat, or sklfl', qf the

desert, or waterless desert.] TA.)

the colour termed [q. v.]; (Msb,

TA ;) and i signifies the same: (TA:) an

epithet applied to a man, signifying having what

is termed a'sj} of the eye: (s=) blue, (KL,)

[whether light or dark or of a middling tint, but

generally the first;] shy-coloured, or azure; ;)

blue-eyed; (MA, KL ;) gray~eyed; (MA;) [or

having a greenish hue in the eye: &c. : (see :)]

fem. is}; (s, Msbz) pl. 3}}. (Mgh.) [In the

present day it is often improperly usedas meaning

Black : and is applied to a horse, an ass, a mule,

a bird, and any animal, and sometimes to other

things, as meaning gray, or ash-coloured] _

[And Blind; properly by reason of a bluish, or

grayish, opacity of the crystalline lens; i.e., by

what is commonly termed a cataract in the cye.]

’1 a :3, in the Kur [xx. 102],

mearis [And we will congregate, or raise to life,

on that day, the sinners, or unbelievers,] blind;

(Bd, K,* TA;) because the black of the eye of

the blind becomes blue, or gray: (Bd:) Zj says

that they will come forth from their graves seeing,

as they were created at the first, and will become

blind when congregated: (TA :) or the meaning

is, thirsty: (Th, TA 2) or with their eyes become

blue, or gray, by reason of intense thirst: (ISd,

TA :) or blue-eyed, or gray-eyed, (Quill! be

cause is the worst of the colours of the eye,

and the most hateful thereof to the Arabs, for

the Greeks were their greatest enemies, and are

(Bd.) _. Applied to the iron head or blade

of an arrow &c., Very clear or bright: (ISk,

$,K:) and [used as a subst.] means spear

heads ($,K) or the like; (K;) because of their

colour; (S, TA ;) or because of their clearness,

or brightness; (TA;) or polished iron heads or

blades of arrows J'c. (Ham p. 313.) And Clear

water: (IAar, $3 Msbz) pl. as above. (TA.) _

Hence, The sheer enemy: or [the

fierce enemy;] the enemy that is vehement in

hostility,- because of the eyes is predominant

in the Greeks and the Deylem, between whom

and the Arabs is a confirmed enmity. (Har p. 148.)

_ The [5}; [i. e. hawk, orfalcon: because

of his colour]: ’pl. as above. (TA. [See also

$§,’-.])...And The leopard. (TA.)_:ijn

lVine: (K:) [app. because of its clearnessz] so

says AA. (TA.) _. And the name ofA horse of

Ndfi' Ibn-’Abd-El—’Ozzd. (Ibn-’Abbad, K.)

see the next precedipg paragraph, first

sentence. =Also sing. of Raw)", (TA,) which

is the appellation of A certainisect of the [heretics,

or schismatics, called] Egg, K,) or i»;;

(TA ;) so called in relation to Néfi’ Ibn-El

Azralg, (S, K,) who was [of the family] of Ed

Dool Ibn-Haneefeh: ($:) they asserted that

’Alee committed an act of infidelity by submitting

his case to arbitration, and that Ibn-Muljam’s

slaughter of him was just; and they pronounced

the Companions [of the Prophet] to have been

guilty of infidelity. (TA.)

A javelin; i. e. a short spear, (S, Mgh,

Mgh, K,) lighter than the (Mgh, Msb.) =

Also A camel that makes his load to shift back

wards. (Az,

Quasi)”.

its) ,/r°4 .

,5); and 3.5)) are expl. in art. 6))“.

A)

1. ,I.,}, (s,1_<,) aor. =, (K,) inf. n. ,1”, (TA,)

said of one’s urine, ($,I_(,) and of his flow of

tears, and of his speech, and of his oath,

(TA,) and of anything that had gone back,

It became interrupted, or stopped; or it stopped;

or ceased; as also And so

the former verb said of a sale. “TA.)_-And,

said of a dog, K,) and of a. cat, (K,) His

dung, or dry dung, stopped in his

rectum. (S, K.) = see 4. _. 4.3 She

(his mother, brought kimfortk. K.)

2. see 4. _ 1.5;, ($,TA,) int. n. A}, (TA,)

He, or it, rendered him ,3}, i.e. n'l'ggardly, or

avaricious: :) or it (time, or fortune,) cut of

from him good, good things, or prosperity. (TA.)

4. do))'l He, or it, interrupted it, stopped it,

or caused it to cease; namely, one’s urine, and

his flow of tears, and his speech; as also V4.93,

_ 90/ .v u

aor. ;,(K,) inf. n.;”; (TA ;) and in”, (K,)

inf. n. 1.5)}3. (TA.)—And He interrupted, or

stopped, his (another’s) urine. (As, $,K.)=

O 'rOE

a»! She (a camel) interrupted her flow of

urine by little and little. (AA, TA.)

8.;tgsgl The act of swallowing [a thing]: (s,

mentioned in the in art. ,0)” or ,0,”

[accord. to different copies]; (TA ;) and in the

K, as an art. by itself; the reason whereof is not

apparent; for it appears to be of the measure

Julia; not leagl. (MF, TA.)

Q- Q- 4- 533'. (s. K.) inf. n. .16,» (s =>

see 1. _[Also] He shrank, or drew himself

together: (A’Obeyd, S:) or he shudder-ed and

shrank. (TA.)—And He was angry. (AZ,TA.)

)Jj [app.}jj] Dung, or dry dung, stopping in

the rectum of a dog or cat. (TA. [See 1, third
.0;

sentence.]) :)Jj Caution.

,1); Anything becoming interrupted, or stopped;

stoppingmr ceasing; as also (TA.) Seanty,

or little in quantity, and becoming interrupted, or

stopped: so in the phrase : or this

signifies [simply] a man whose tears are becoming

interrupted, or stopped. (TA.)_-A she-camel

that interrupts her flow of urine by little and

little. (AA, TA. [Thus used as a fem. epithet

without 5.]) _ A dog, and a cat, whose dung, or

dry dung, has stopped in his rectum. (TA.)_

Straitened [app. in his means of subsistence].

($.) _. Niggardly, or avaricious. ($.) _ Low,

object, mean, or ignominious, whose near kinsfolh

are few; (IAar, K;) as also Lib}. (TA.)_

One who does not remain fixed, or isettled, in any

place. (As,

I a

#1)) : see the next preceding paragraph.

9 2e; 3"”

garb): 56819.9}4.

J'QS O

)))'l: 588,02):- ..... Also The cat. (ISd,

Shrinking, or drawing himself together,

(A’bbeyd, arm as also tjaij; (Th, 1;, TA;

[in the CKAA); ;]) ea’ch with’damm: (TA :) or,

accord. to A’Obeyd, signifies shuddering

and shrinking,- with the ) before the); and AZ

doubted whether the word having this meaning

5 5
'0: u:d 9

wereju'» cupid; but Az says that the former

is the right, with the j before the ), and that it is

thus accord. to Ibn-Jebeleb. (TA.) _ Also

Angry. (AZ, TA.) ._.. And Silent. (IB, TA.)

*5”

A certain perfume: or certain sweet

smelllng trees : :) or a species of sweet-smelling

plant: (S :) it consists of slender round twigs,

between [(3); \Q, misprinted M,] the thickness

of the large needle and the thickness of writing

reeds, black inclining to yellowness, not having

much taste nor odour, its little odour being of a

fragrant kind like that of the citron. : (Ibn

Seena, book ii. p. 168:) [Freytag says, as on the

authority of the K, but he seems to have taken it

from the TK, that, “ accord. to some, it signifies

the leaves Qf a sweet-smelling plant, which has the

name Qfgljg." J9), locusts’ foot :” and he adds,

as though on the authority of Ibn-Seena ubi supra,

“salia'; Aegyptiaca :” referring also to Sprengel,

Hist. rei. herb., t. i. p. 270:] also safl'ron: 2)

it is of the measure (S, TA ;) and is a

genuine Arabic word, though asserted by Ibn

El-Kutbee to be arabicized. (TA.) A réjiz says,

. 122‘ r 9‘ ‘ ' .
W»! {J}, set ups

J 463 or! G) eiie _

[0, with my father thou shouldst be ransomed,

and thy mouth that is cool and sweet, as though

were sprinkled upon it]. In the trad.

e0 5 e -

of Umm-Zara, where it is said, _(ZQl u... u-Jl

[The feel is the [feel of a hare,

dull the odour’is the odour of IAth says

that it signifies saffron,- and she may mean the

sweetness of his odour, or the perfume of his

garments among the people. (TA.) __ Also The

[dung such as is termed] )1; of wild animals.

(K.) = Also, [and, as appears from what follows,

lrwér

l 3,3); likewise, if this be not a mistranscription,]

The vulva ofa woman: (K,* TA :) or such as is

large: or the external portion thereof: or

a piece offlesk (K, TA) within the Q1»j [a mis

transcription for [his], a name for the vulva],

(TA,) behind the [or ale, q. v.] = (1;, TA =)

behind the is another piece of flesh: so

says IAar. (TA.)
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Gerfls

1.9)): see the next preceding sentence, in two

places.

4.35)}

Q. 1. [as inf. n. of The irrigating

[land] by means of the [here app. meaning

rivulet]. (Mgh, _ And The setting up a

[pillar-like structure such as is termed] by

a well. = One says also, inf. n.

as above, (TK,) meaning I clad him [app.

.Talgli in the clothes: see Q. 2]: or

big] I put the clothing upon 2r [cl’aduhim

therewith. (TK.)=And uh: opt 335)}; '9

A.” [1V0 one will exceed to thee the excel

liance oneyd]. (TA. [It is there indicated that

thighs from as syn. with isgé.])=[See

15.3)) as a simple subst. below.]

Q. 2. He drew water by means of the

635)), (high! K! TA,) or the @533)» (TA;)fm'

hire. (Mgh, K, TA.) Hence the saying of ’Alee,

a»? :1:

or neglect, the pilgrimage, though I should draw

water by means of the (5,3)), or 05,)”, andper

form it with the hire obtained thereby : thus it is

explained: another explanation will be found in

what follows. (Mgh, TA.) = .pl’gn Us 55,);

He clad, and covered, himself in the clothes.

_ And hence, [it is said,] because implying

concealment of the excess [of the_price] in the

sale, (TA,) 55,; also signifies (Mgh, 1;,

TA, [in the CK, erroneously, Idem) from

meaning i151.“ ; (Mgh ;) i.e. He bought on credit,

for an excesi [in the amount of the price]. (TK.)

J 019,, 9”

And accord. to some, £4393 ,1), in the saying of

’Alee mentioned above, means 313, (Mgh,)

i. e. eljll Qi,’ [though Ishould

buy on credit, for more than the current price,

the travelling-provision and the camel to be ridden]:

(TA :) but the former explanation is the more

likely. (Mgh.)

f'l

J r E 4

s! '9, meaning I will not omit,

int. n. (TK. [See Q. 1, above.])

= Also i. g. 8.5:; (IAar, JK, Mgh, i. e.

The buying ofa thing from a man on credit,for

more than its [current] price: (JK, Féikz) or

the doing thus, and then selling it to him, or to

another, for less than the price for which it was

purchased. (TA.) _ And Increase, excess, or

addition; syn. (K.) [For in this and

the following senses, Freytag, in his Lex., has

written _And Debt. TA_. [In the

CK, is erroneously put for 63.1": and it

is there added, “ as though arabicized from ;

i. e. :” but what this should be I know

not, unless it be a inistranscription for ;

for, in Pers.,]; means “ gold,” and is a. nega

tive.]) =Also Perfect, 01‘ consummate, beauty.

(K)

0 JD:

(5,5)), as some pronounce it, is by others pro

. )0;

nounced (5,5)), which is of a strange form, [said

to be] of the measure (3,4:9", (IJ, TA,) mentioned

by Kr on the authority of Lh: (TA :) [the dual]

(S, Mgh, K,) mentioned by J in art.

(5);, the 0 being regarded by him as augmenta

tive, but by the author of the K as radical, (TA,)

also pronounced )j, (K,) signifies Two pillar

lihe structures constructed by the head

ofa well, (5,, Mgil,1_<,) on the two Sides thereof;

;) or two walls; or two posts; (Mgh;) across

which is placed a piece of wood, Mgh,) called

the ; ;) and to this is suspended the pulley

by means qfwhich the water is drawn : M'gh :)

or two structures like the signs set up to show

the way, by the brink ofa well, of clay or of

stones : (TA :) accord. to the S, (TA,) if of wood,

they are called glue“ or, as El~Kilabee says,

if of wood, they are called and the cross

piece is called the 214.2, and to this the large

bucket is suspended: (s, TA =) pl. $.15}. (TA.)

_ also signifies A rivulet; (Sh, Mgh, ;)

app. a rivulet in which runs the water that is

drawn by means ofthe 6,5,}. (Sh, Mgh," TA.)

$93} i. q. ' _';j [i. e. Arsenic]; an arabicized

word; (K;) as is also the latter [q.v.]. (TA.)

1 )0,

A setter-up of what are termed Q53)”.

(TA.)

'cebj

8:3) [Arsenic;] a. well-known hind qfstone

[or mineral, for it is a metal] ; of which there are

several species; one species is white [i. e. white

arsenic]; and another is red [i. e. realgar, or red

arsenic, also called sandarac]; and another is

yellow [i. e. orpiment, or yellow arsenic]: (K,

TA :) it is an arabicized word from the Pets.

Its); or 6.5,}- or up} or 45,31- (Ma)

LSD

1- .533. ($.Msb.1.<.) or e33.

(Mgh,TA,) nor. [5,}, (Msb,TA,) inf. n. 345,,

(S, Mgh, Msb, K, TA,) with kesr, (Msb, TA,)

but by some written with fet-h, (TA, thus

in the CK and in one of my copies the $, and

in mylhls. copy of the and L5,) (Msb,

and 35)) (Msb [perhaps a mistranscription for

what next follows]) and and and

with (_lamm, but accdrd. to the copies of the

T and M 5%}; (TA ;) and 4,1; t [5,“,3 (s,

Msb, and 45L: 1 [531, but this is of rare

occurrence, and l ; (Msb ;) He blamed,

foundfault with, or reproved, (Lth, AZ, S, Mgh,

Msb, him, Msb, or his deed; (Mgh,

TA ;) or was angry with. him, with the anger that

proceedsfrom afriend : ($, TA :) and reproached

him, upbraided him, or blamed him angrily or

severely : (Lth, TA :) and he mocked, scoffed, or

laughed, at him,- derided him; or ridiculed him.

(Msb.) _ See also 4, last sentence but one.

'10

4' ‘3 6).", ian n. 25)], He held it (i. e. a thing,

$i Mill), or a case, or an afi‘air, K) in. little, or

light, or mean, estimation, or in contempt).

Mgh,Msb,K;) as also 1363}. (Mgh.) And

i. q. as; [app. here meaning (in like manner

as it rendered below in this paragraph) He fell

short of that estimation which was required by

him, or due to him]; and Viggi, i. e. be con

temned, or despised, him ,- [and so, app., ' ibjht;

(see ;)] or made him to be contemned or

despiied ,- syn. or accord. to differ

ent copies. [But whether this last explanation be

here meant to relate to a,» [5,}! and at»)! or to

the latter alone, is not elear.]) He lowered his

condition, or estimation. (Ham p. 117.) He

brought against him the imputation of afault, or

vice, or the like, (’Eyn, K, TA,) or a thing, or

an afair, or an action, whereby he desired to

involve him in confusion. (ISd, K, TA.) L5le

and {L3 7 L533,mentioned, but not explained,

by Lh, are thought by ISd to signify e.,; L25 [app.

meaning He fell short of that estimation which

was required by, or due to, his knowledge]. (TA.)

9/;

4,1: ngi: see 1.

5: see 1.

J e'fi

8. 01);) : see 1: and see also 4, in two places.

10 : see 4.

:93, applied to a skin for water or milk (BE-i)

middling size ;] between small and large.

(ISd, .

v.12 213 Blaming, finding fault with, or

reproving, a man,- or being angry with him, with

the anger that proceeds-from a friend ,- and being

displeased with him: thus in a verse of Mejnoon

cited voce (S, TA :) making no account

of a man, and disapproving his conduct. (AA,

Msb, TA.)

A man who blames, or finds fault with,

people [app. much, or habitually]. (K,' TA.)

48 1

pi.» Contemning, or despising; as also

lag-is. (K, and in some copies of the _

And [hence,] The lion. (K.)

5’0)

3);“: see the next preceding paragraph.

A)

9/ 9

,95 and fig)”: see art.,ej.

C}

R. Q. 1. signifies The moving, agitating,

shaking, or putting into a state quotion or com

motion, (Lth, $, K,) a thing, (S,) or a tree, (Lth,

K,) and the like, by the wind: (Lth,K:)

or any vehement moving or agitating or shaking,

or putting into a state of vehement motion or

I 1° ' fl;

commotion. (K.) You say, a}; I moved it,

agitated it, shook it, &c. And :5"

5p], inf. n. The wind moved, or agitated,

or shook, &c., the tree; as also his which

may be a dial. var. of the former, or the verb in

this case may be made trans. by means of the ._..v

because it has the meaning of (TA.)

You say also, up), inf. n. as above, meaning
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[la moved it, agitated it, shooh it, &c., vehe

mently, desiring to pull it out or up or off, and

to remove it. (TA.)_ [And hence,]

II drove the camels roughly, or violently; urged

them on. (TA.)

r'firv

R. Q. 2. It became moved, agitated,

shahen, or put into a state of motion or commo

tion: (S, [or it became moved, agitated,

10”»,

shahen, &c., vehemently .-] quasi-pass. of 429's)

(TA.)'_ [Aha hence,] (if?!

IThe camels n-ent roughly, or violently, being so

driven, or urged on. (TA.)

5/01 6 0 "0r I r)

{)5 Cd, and " Qtsjs)‘ and 7 at), ($, K,) the

last with damm, TA,) but written by J with

fet-h, (TA,) [and so I find it in one copy of the

S, but in another copy with damm,] and 7

($gh, K,) A mind that agitates things, shahes

them, or puts them into a state ofmotion or com

motion: (s, 1;, TA:) and t 6'52} , [signifies

the same; or] a violent niind. (IJ.)_ [And

hence,] IAn agitating, or a jotting,

pace; [but not there explained, though the

meaning is there implied,] $gh,l,{;) a vehement

pace. (L.)

[see R. Q. 1]. _ é):th [which is its pl.

when it is used as a simple subst.] signifies IThe

calamities, or adversities, offortune; TA;)

like (TA.) One says, fish

_jlegll IHon: art thou in these calamities, or

adversities? so in the L and the Moheet and the

A. (TA.)

8 frbv 110'

Qty]: see

see __ Also [Veltementlmgtion,

agitation, or shahing;] a subst. from may} as

signifying “he moved it,” &c., “vehemently :”

and metaphorically used by Ed-Dahna in allusion

to “18,55. (TA.)

so) 9,01

Essen see 5.»;

g, r)!

it;an i. q. 3'35 [Vehemence ; strength ; &c.].

(IB.)_A troop, or force, of many horsemen,

(K, TA,) in a state quotion 0r commotion. (TA.)

ale): see fills).

9’01!

F}. i. q. [A kind qfsweet food: see the

latter word]. (Liter, K.)

W)

1,] inf. n. Ipushed,1. .[aor.

thrust, drove away, or repelled, him, or it, from

me. ($, TA.)._ [Hence,] said ofa torrent,

aor. and inf. n. as above, It was impelled in its

several parts, or portions, by the impetus of one

part, or portion, acting upon another; in a

valley: ($, TA :) [it was, or became, copious, and

drove along, one portion impelling another; like

klliju] it ran. (TA.)—If you say #3,

with the unpointed ), ($, TA,) or thus and also

aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) you mean

Itfilled the valley. ($, TA.) And the latter, It

filled everything: said of rain. (TA.) And He

[filled a vessel. (1;, TA.) _ [Hence,] tips

(K,'l‘A,) aor. and inf. n. as above, is a tropical

phrase, meaning (TA :)

v!

or can. (Ks TA =) [neither of

which explanations needs translation :] but, accord.

to some, this is said only of one that is large, or

bulky. (TA.) He tooh up and

carried the water-shin, it being full: TA:)

he carried itjilled; as also (TA :) and both

signify he carried it in his bosom: (TA in art.

.__:ij: [see also 8:]) the former also signifies he

was impelled onwards by it, carrying it,

by reason ints weight. (TA in the present art.)

said of a camel, (K,TA,) i. q.

iii-fill [app. meaning He went right on, straight

on, or’undeviatingli , with his load]: ('1‘A:)\or,

as also as 'erssjl, he went along with his load

oppressed, by its weight: or he was impelled on

nwards by it: TA :) or ‘3 ;shjé;he

went along quichly with it: or he went along easily

with it; namely, his load. (TA.) _nglsil

The valley became filled, (K,TA,) so ’that the

several parts, or portions, of the torrent impelled

one another. (TA.) JIe vomited

much, so that one portion [of the vomit] impelled

on another. (TA.) ._ i. q. $43,

[The mater-shin propelled its water .' or the

right reading is probably i. e., poured

forth its water ,- or poured it forth with vehe

mence]. (TA.) _ also signifies He cut of,

or divided ofi'; and so 'vfigjl. (K, TA.) You

say, JLQI and lvsgjl, as also about,

He cut 0]}, or divided 0]}, for him [a portion] of

the prgpecty, or weglth. (TA.) Andra);

QQ‘ and and

I gave to him a part, or portion, of the property,

or wealth: or a full, or an ample, or

abundant, portion thereof. (TA.)-ég-EH

aor. and inf. n. as above, Ile dranh all the mine,

or beverage. (TA.)

5. He nras brish, lively, or sprightly,

(K, TA ;) and quick. ('l‘A.).._. IIe was, or be

came, angered, or enraged. V2);

He was immoderate in his eating

and his'iirinhing; he ate and drank much.

= ,bgéll The people, or party, divided

among themselves the property, or wealth; (K;)

divided it into parts, or portions. (TA.)

8. 2;." I carried the thing; tooh it

up and carried it; or carried it of or away;

syn. iii; : you say, as; [He passed by

it and carried it of or away]. [See also

“ab;le_ See also 1, in three places.

Q. Q. 4. #31: see 1, second sentence; and

see also art. you].

Jiluchness, copiousness, abundance, or a

large quantity or number. (TA.)

00.

vi?!

.*0'

} see what next follows.

3-29):

vs; a,“ _ _ _

1,9) and V as; A part, or portion, that wgiven,

of property, or wealth; K;') as also '3):

or afull, or an ample, 0r abundant, por

tion, that is given, thereof; and so (TA.)

[See 1, last sentence but one.]

l)’

2.9:) : see what next follows, in two places.

5

A torrent driving along, one portion of it

impelling another,- (A, TA ;) as also 0' [but

app. in an intensive sense; and lag, also,

has the same, or a similar, meaning] : oi- the first

and 'second signify a torrent filling the valley:

and the first is also applied to rain, as meaning

filling everything. (TA.)—Also A guide of the

may, one who is afrequent traveller. ($,

“115‘: a}, (A,) and éL‘)! (A: A

spear, (A,) and spears, (A, so called in re

lation to a certain man named Zd’ib

(A, of El-Ifhazroj, who made spear-hedds:

(A :) so says Mbr: (TA :) or 1“ the spears thus

termed are such as quiver much which,

when shahen, have a motion like the torrent

termed ofwhich one portion impels another:

the L; being that of the rel. n.; tr: give intensive

ness to the signification, as in (A:) or

{such that, when they are shaheti, their

[i. e. hnots, orjoints, or their inter-nodal portions,]

are as though they ran one into another,

TA,) by reason of its pliancy .- so says As: and

this meaning is tropical; for it is from the phrase

4;...) 5.; meaning “he went along [im

pelled by his load, or] easily with his load:”

accord. to another explanation, Gael; applied to a

spear means such that, when it is shaken, the whole

of it is [in appearance] impelled in its several

parts by the impetus of one part acting upon

another, as though its hind part ran into itsfore

part: (TA:) or signifies spears, ($,TA,)

universally. (TA.) You say also

(S, TA) A spear-head QthZ'ib. (TA.)

3 cos 0

‘43).“ see v.:-l3; and see also art. e.,-Id).
w 4

e”
1. see 4.._Also i. q. [He drove

away, &c.]. (K.):And [i. q. meaning]

He called, called out, cried out, 01' shouted.

4. lies; IIe disquieted, disturbed, agitated, 0i

fiurried, him,- (IDrd,$, K,) and removed hint

from his place: ($, A, hIsb,K:) and

signifies the same. (IDrd,I_(.) You say,

5;, (Msh,) or (A,) and

0,313, (L,) I removed him, or unsettled him,
'jr'roin his place, and from his country. (A, L,

Msh.) And it is said in a trad., oi

)5, meaning I saw ’Omar rousing AbowBehr,

imd not sufl‘eringhhinli’tgjefngin s’tillL

Andinanother,&$)sll " _, Wigs-jg Jthl,

meaning, accord. to Az, [Swearing] lowers in

estimation [the commodity that one desires to

recommend thereby and does away with the
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blessing thereof] : or, accord: to IAth, causes it to

be easy of sale and to go forth from the hand of

its owner [but does away with the blessing there

of]. (TA.) [is the inf. n.; and as inf. n. of

the pass. verb,] signifies [The being disquieted, &c. ;

and hence,] the quitting of home. (Hat p. 392.)

7. _ )5! IL: was, or became, disquieted, dis

turbed, agitated, or flurried; (S, K;) and was,

or became, removed, or unsettled, from his place :

(S, A, L, Mgh, K :) it may be thus used as quasi

pass. of . )1: (Kh,Msb:) or it should not be

so used: (Mgh:) it is, however, agreeable with

analogy, as is also lansjlz (L:) but the word

commonly used in its stead is (L, Msb :)
44’

as) in this sense is not allowable. (L.)

8. Cssjl: see what next precedes.

'14

_ j Disquietude, disturbance, or agitation:

(K, TA :) a subst. [not an inf. n.] in this sense.

(TA.)

I I.

_lcj» An unquiet woman, who remains not

still, or’settled, in one place. A,

)6

1- 3f}. (salutes) m (Mgh. 1;.)

int. n. 3;}, (s, A, Msb,I_{,) as hair, (5, A,

Mgh,) and his plumage, (A,) nras, or became,

scanty, (S, A, Mgh,) and thin; (A ;) as also

73bit: (A z) and it (hair, and plumage, K, and

fur, TA) "was, or became, scanty, and thin;

TA;) as also 7})! and igllsjl. (K.)—Also,

int. n. as above, said ofa man, 1- His good things,

or wealth, or his beneficence, became scanty, or

wanting; he became poor; or he became niggardly.

(TA.) _And, inf. n. as above, In (the dis

position) became evil, or bad: but the verb is

seldom used in this sense. (TA.) See

9: see above.

11: see 1, in two places.

inf. n. of1 [q. v.]. _See also

see in two places : _and see also the

paragraph here following.

I )9)

Jypj f A man quad dispOsit-ion, or illnatured :

(also the vulgar my '}=3- e [cilia i=3

occurs in the TA in art. HID: A uiell-knonin

fruit; (S ;) thefruit ofa well-known tree; (K ;)

the fruit of a tree, of which there is a red species

and a yellow, having a round and hard stone ,

(Mgh ;) afruit of the desert, in make resembling

the [orfruit of the late-tree], and in the taste

ofmhich is acidity; (Mgh,) it may be the wild

6.; : (Msb, voce :) AA says that the is

the )ypj; and IBM; that the Arabs do not know

it: [it is a coll. gen. 11. :] the man. is with 8:

(TA :) [the name is now applied to the medlar,

or a species thereof: accord. to Golius, the “mes

pilum; special. quod genus uranium vocat Dios.

i. 169:”] accord. to ISh, the tree called

(T:) this, says Sgh, is different from what J

has mentioned. (TA.)

' Bk. 1.

lite}, (S,_A, high, K,) [respecting the form of

which see i;L;L,] and (S, A, the latter

a vulgar form, (S,) and 7;], (A,) IIllnature;

excessive perverseness or crossness: (S, Msb, K:)

nouns having no corresponding verb: z) or the

verb is 'jsj, but it is seldom used. (TA.)

1A man having little wealth. TA.)

A man having scanty hair, (S, A,

Mgh,) and thin: and a bird having scanty and

thin plumage: (A :) fem. (A, Msbz) and

hair and plumage that is scanty and thin; as also

(K.)-1A place having fen) plants, or

little herbage; (S, A, ;) as also 73‘s}: TA:

in the CK, :) pl. [of the former] (TA.)

'4‘}

1- (s, K.) m (K.) int- n- (a)

He, or it, killed him on the spot; (S,K;) as

also Valley, and Us»); (K;) the last men

tioned by As, as syn. with (TA:) or

cast, or shot, at him, or smote him, so that he

died on the spot, quickly: (L, TA :) and killed

him quichly. (S.)_See also Us

IIe added, or exaggerated, or he lied, in his dis

course, or narration. (Mj, L.)

4: see above—4;; u'wjl JIe despatched

him; or hastened and completed his slaughter,

(El-Kharzenjee, K;) as also aor. and

inf. n. as above.

8. dissjl [originally see 1.

id}, applied to poison, like ($,1_<) and

[meaning Quick in its efect] ; and in like

manner applied to death: :) and lying, ap

plied to death, and to a sword, that will ndt sufl'er

one to linger,- killing on the spot; as applied

to a sword, thus expl. by As; as applied to death,

expl. by Skr as meaning quick. (TA.)

0 I)

dye; [a pl. of which the sing. is not men~

tioned,] Places ofdestruction. (IAar, K.)

0'0) 4 0

bib)“ w:- [Water which the earth imbibes

from sand above it, and which, when it reaches

what is hard, is arrested thereby,] such as is not

meet. (lbn-’Abbad,

0 0) C

day: see a3 '3. is also the name of

a certain sword, (K, TA;) belonging to ’Abd

Allah Ibn-Sebreh, one of the braves of El-Isltim;

thus accord. to Az: (TA:) or this is with );

(Sgh,K;) and is thus found in the handwriting

of Mohammad Ibn-El-’Abbé.s El-Yezeedee, with

a dot beneath the y, to show that it is not j. (Sgh,

TA.)

i'atéjgt The serpent,- ;) as also

(TA.) [Accord. to Freytag, 6.3;" occurs

in the Deewfin el-Hudhaleeyeen as meaning The

serpent: or the lion.]

[See also art. J55, passim.]

15‘)

Q. 1. JIe dyed a garment, or piece of

cloth, with [or safron]. A, Msb,

I 1104

Qqu A certain dye and perfume, (TA,)

well-known; (Msb,K;) [namely, safironfl if it

be in _a house or chamber, the [lizard called]

will not enter it: pl. (S,

_ Also tThe rust of iron: pl. as above. (K.)

.afld,

’55)» A garment, or piece of cloth, dyed with

01,523 [or saffron]. J (A, Msb.)_ [The kind of

needfood called] 3,15, (K, TA,) and also called

and (TA.)—+11 lion of the

colour termed ,1, [or red inclining to yellow]:

(S,K:) because its [natural] colour is such: or

because having upon him marks of blood. (TA.)

6‘)“

1. aor. =, (K,) infi n. $2}, (TA,) He

called out, or cried out. (K, TA.) You say,

4; inf. n. as above, 1 called out, or cried

iii, to him .- ($=) of the dial. of Syria. (TA.)_.

And 453.. (K,) inf. n. as above, (TA,) He

drove’aniay his beasts: :) or he called out, or

cried out, to his beasts, and drove them away

quickly. (TA.)—And 25;}, (K,) and a. $2},

(TA, as from the K,) aor. as above, (1(9de so

the inf.n. in both cases, (TA,) He frightened

him,- as also 'dh)l: and l Theyfrightened

him .- z) or theyfrightened him so that he be

came brisk, _lively, or sprightly: (TA :) or you

say, US; This)! [Fear afected

him so that he became brisk, lively, or sprightly,

yet fearful]: accord. to As, one says laid-31;,

and the epithet applied to the object is 76;},

differing from rule; but accord. to El-Umawee,

one says and the epithet so applied is

Ila '

'59s». _..,aljlil The mind

raised the dust: or made it to go to andfro .- syn.

13,6, (3,) or sgut. (IB.) __;;tat The

scorpion stung him. (L,

aor. and ian n. as above, (TA,) He put much

salt into the cooking-pot; as also "Vist (K.)

=3:}, 8.0!. = , (K,) inf. n. $.23; (TA ;) and

[if], like $52; and ' dept: Hefeared by night:

(K:) but in the T, the restriction to the night is

not added; nor is it in the instance of the last of

these verbs in the 0. (TA.) _. And aor. I ,

<s.1.<.TA.)inf-n. .ie; (sun and 6?}; (K;

[but only the former accord. to the TA, as in the

S;]) He was, or became, brisk, lively, or sprightly,

(S, K,) but with fear; (S ;) as also 7555!. (S.

[This meaning of the last verb is indicated, but

not expressed, in the S.])=Js’3, (K,) inf. n.

(TK) [and 5,5], It (water) was, or be

came, bitter, (K, TA,) so that it could not be

drunk [by reason of its bitterness, or saltness, or

bitterness and saltness, or burning saltness, or

O,

intense bitterness or saltness : see Jlsj]. (K.)

4: see above, in five places. =gill

[app. forpl They made haste [in thejour

ney, or rate ofgoing]. (Ibn-’Abbt'td, K.)=Jsjt

also signifies He produced, or fetched out, by

155
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labour [in digging], water such as is termed

(TA.) And 53:)! They, in digging, came upon

water such as is termed 6b}. (K.)

7: see 1, latter part, in two places._—c.1551

;133." The beasts hastened, or went quickly.

(Ibn-’Abbad, 1;.) _ Aha v.,.m mm The horse

wentforward, or before. (Ibn-'Abbéd,

Fearing, orfearing by night. (K,* TA.)

_Brish, lively, or sprightly, but with

fear. [See also Ve

hement terror. (TA.): ;L’A well of
which the water is such as is termcdléksj. (TA.)

inf. n. un. of A can, or cry" p"

“ti-l

(to

file} A disposition to takefright and run away

at random. (IF, 0, And hence, (IF, 0,)

as an epithet applied to a mountain-goat, ll’ont

to tahefright and run away at random. (IF, 0,

K.)= Also Salt water: z) or very salt water;

like (TA in art. kQ’s-z) or water that is

hum, ii, Lth, 0,1_<, both of which epi

thets, applied to water, signify the same, TA in

art. 15%,) so that it cannot be drunk (Lth, O, K)

by reason of its bitterness, or salt-new, or bitterness

and saltness, or burning saltness, or intense bitter

ness or sallness : (Lth, O :) used alike as sing. and

pl. (TA.) _. One says also, meaning

1 ate it with so much salt in it that it was- bitter.

(Lth, 0.) See also 3,2,2.

9 10’9 ,

g”ij see

One who drives away the beasts, and

cries out after them. (TA.) [See also .

Applied to a horse, A good goer; or strong to

walk, or go: (Ibo-’Abbad, and also (lbn

’Abbad) very quick. (Ibn-’Abbzid,

The young of the (Lth,I_§, TA,)

which means the [or partridge], and

[sometimes] the (pl); [or stone-curlew]: pl.

(TA.)

One who calls out, or cries out, to his

beasts, and drives them away quickly: or who

drives them, and cries out to them vehemently.

(TA.) [See also 5G3]

Quick: so in the phrase [a

quick. pace orjourneying]. (Ibn-’Abbad, And

one says also, up?" (Ibn

’Abbi'1d, K,) i.e. [He drew ’tlée bonguichly

(TA.):It signifies also Qfiffll CLU

[app. meaning An implement with which the

lands, orfields, are broken up]. (Ibn-’Abbé.d, K.)

Frightened; as also ljas]: (K :) [or

frightened so as to be rendered brisk, lively, or

sprightly, with fear :] see 1, in two places. [See

also Applied to a colt, Frightened, and

sharp in spirit : z) or, applied to a man, sharp

in spirit .- and, applied to a colt, wellfed. (TA.)

; th soa

Ule Land rained upon by vehement

n falling in large drops. (K, TA.) =

6,5)» Food having much salt put in it; ;)
9 I: 5' I 0' l 0

as also 76b). (TA.) And 56’s)» )93 A cook

ing-pot in which much salt has been put. (TA.)

T111

0

J6

1. .35, (S, K,) M (K.) int n- J‘s; (s,

TA ;) and 1J2}; ;) He was, or became,

brisk, lively, sprightly, active, agile, prompt, and

quick,- ($, K, TA ;) and he exalted, or exalted

greatly, or excessively, and behaved insolently and

unthankfully, or ungratefully. (TA.)—And

the former, (K,) infi n. as above, (TA,) IIe (a

horse) curvetted, pranced, leaped, sprang, or

bounded, without his rider. (K.)_.. And He

writhed, or cried out and writ/ted, by reason of

hunger. (TA.) _ [In the modern language, He

Jfir

» IE)- I

5

was, or became, n'eary : one says, 4;»

was, or became, weary qfit.]

4. dial [in the CK erroneously written

It (pasture, and fatness, TA) rendered him [i.e.

a beast] brisk, lively, sprightly, active, agile,

prompt, and quick. ($, K, TA.) _. And lb}!

dli; IIe, or it, removed him, or unsettled

him, from his place. (Ibo-’Abbad, 1;.)

5: see 1.

Brisk, lively, sprightly, active, agile,

prompt, and quick; TA;) as also

(K :) the former is applied in this sense to a

horse; and 'the latter, as well as the former,

to an ass, [i. e. a wild ass,] as meaning brisk,

lively, &c., and curvetting, prancing, leaping,

springing, or bounding: and the former signifies

also emnlting, or emulling greatly, or excessively,

and behaving insolently and unthankfillly, or an

gratefully: pl. applied by Tarafeh to male

ostriches. (TA.)_ Also lVrithing, or crying out

and writhing, by reason qfhunger.

Light, or active, (Kr,K,) in spirit and

in body: (TA in art. Jijz) accord. to Kr and

lbn-’Abbad, with and with ' : in the “Mn

sannaf” of A’Obeyd, with only. (TA.)

J ’0’

03);) FVrithing, or crying out and writhing,

having no rest; as also (TA.)_ [In

the modern language, lVeary: (see 1, last sen

tence :) and having its fem. with 5.]

o o o — _

Jag]: see Jo}, in two places.

de41 ) ’0,

J92»: see U'y‘j

40;).

1. (S, Msh,) nor. 3 , (Msb, MS, JM, [not

mentioned in the $ nor in the K, app. because

well known,]) inf n. and and 3,2), (S,

Msb, K,) the first of the dial. of El-Hijaz, (Mn),

TA,) the second of the dial. of [the tribe of] Asad,

(Mgh,) or Benoo-Temeem, (TA,) and the third

of the dial. ofsome of [the tribe of] Keys; (Msb ;)

[generally best rendered He asserted ,' for it mostly

relates to a thing not certainly known: or] he

said; ($,Msb,K;) as in the phrases

5151;! [The Hanafees said or asserted, or have

said or asserted,] and [Seebaweyh said

or asserted, or has said or asserted]; (Msb;)

[and lie-1 He said, or asserted, that it

was thus,'] either truly or falsely: :) mostly

used in relation to a thing respecting which there

is doubt, (Sh, Az, high, K,) and which is not

certainly known : (Sh, Az, Msb :) or it is mostly

used in relation to that which is false, or that

respecting which there is doubt, or suspicion:

(El-Marzookee, Msb :) or, as those skilled in the

language of the Arabs say, in relation to a thing

of which the speaker doubts, and does not know

a ea;

whether it may not be false: (Lthz) or 11,2) As)‘

means he related a piece of information not know

ing whether it were true or false. (IKoot, Msb.)

Hence the saying, viii“ [i.e. is

the eonveyer, or vehicle, (properly the camel, or

beast, that serves as the conveyer,) oflying]. (Mgh.)

It is saidin a trad., in; Jig [1L Very

1’4

evil, or bad, is the man’s conveyer lyqu]: i.e.,

when a man desires to journey to a country, or

town, he mounts his camel, or beast, that serves

to convey him, and journeys until he accom

plishes the object of his want: therefore, that

with which the speaker prefaces his speech, and

by means of which he attains the object of his

desire, when he says iii-a 1331:}, is likened

to the camel, or beast, by means of which he

attains the object of want: for is [generally]

said only in the case of a narration that has no

authority whereon to rest, and that contains no

proof. (TA.) IKh says that is used in rela

tion to that which is discommended; and that its

primary signification is said by some of the ex

positors of the Kur-{m to be The act of lying:

(TA: [this signification is also given in the K,

as being contr. to the first :]) some say that it is

metonymically used in this sense: (Mgh:) and

it is expl. as having this meaning in the Kur

[vi. 137], where it is said, hi: 135 1,365,

i. e. [And they have said, “This helongeth unto

G0d,”] with their lying. (Lth, TA.)_ [Some

times] signifies Ile described him, or it.

(Har p. 204.) _And sometimes signifies

IIe promised : whence the saying of ’Amr Ibn

Sha-s,

* a]; 5,, *

* 3;;- Q5 3%" (5‘33? 557.; *

[Thou sayest, or she says, “ lVe perish thou

perish :” but verily upon God lie the means of

subsistence of mankind, i. e. it lies upon Him to

supply these, as He has promised].'(TA.)_

;;l is used also in the sense of all": (Msb,

TA:) one says, [In my opipzon

it is thus]. (Mgh.) [Hence, likewise,] Wj

1%, (K,) aor. (TA,) Thou thoughtest

me to be thus. (K, TA.) Aboo-Dhu-eyb says,

H . _ 'f; g 1

* 15-4., trfflul’

0' Io~ r5 19" a,

* Mk—‘J-wA-J' “.15 JP *

[And if thou think me such that I used to be

ignorant, or to act ignorantly, among you, know

1'05 J 0:

le
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that I have purchased intelligence since I was

with thee being for 31.; (5;; in eac

change for [ignorance]. (TX. [The meaning of

W}; is there indicated by‘theocontextJ) __ It

is also used in the sense of stifs'gl: whence the

saying in the Kur [lxiv. 7], lgghé:

1,111; [They who have disbelieved our revela

tions have believed, or firmly believed, that they

shall not be raised from the dead]. (Mgh.)—

Sometimes, also, is used in the sense of 3.51.;

as in the saying of En-Nabighah,

o I a. a5 s”

* QJQuuQLflio-fll

[app. meaning The magnanimous chief bore wit

’44

A“)
{

ness that her mouth was cool]. (TA.) = 44

(s. Ma. K.) m e (s. Mgh) and (Mgh.)

inf. n.;): (S, Msb, and (S, K,) or the

latter is a simple subst., (Mgh,) .He was, or

became, responsible, answerable, amenable, surety,

or guarantee,for it; (S, high, K ;) namely, pro

perty. (Msh.)_And,;;3, like J5, (Msb,) or

$2}, like 35, (TA,) aor. 1, inf. n. its}, He

was, or became, chief, lord, master, or prince,

(Msb, TA,) ofa people, (TA,) 01-435 [51; [over

a people]; (Msb;) or spokesman of a people.

(TA.):See also 4, in two places.=y;.f-3,

aor. = ,(s,1_§,) inf. n.;} (s, TA) and $2}, (TA,)

He coveted, or eagerly desired. [Like its

syn. bk, it is trans. by means of 0%.] One

De Q I) r f i a: d d

sayfflyyey ’_ Us 03b1,?) 1.8.1,”; us

lakes [Such a one coveted a thing not to be

coveted; meaning, a thing of which the attain

ment was remote, or improbable: see art. vb].

(TA.) And ’Antarah says,

114 IIwar J 125' . “a,”

* We: .J—ws Le)“ , *

ea» r.’ e 8 as” ea,

* vzf‘ififwdélglflkflj *

i. e. I became enamoured of her uninten

tionally, [or accidentally,] while I was slaying her

people; eagerly desiring her love: by the life of

thy father, I swear, this is not a [fit] occasion

for eager desire: i. e. I cannot attain to holding

communion of love with thee, [or with her,] any

day, while there is this conflict and hostility be

tween the two tribes: (EM p. 222:)

w I A I i a

meaning golf-.0.) v.:; : (S :) or, [as some relate it,]

4 Q! 4 B!

we W’ est' e35 Lr3

[eagerly desiring : by the Lord of the [lease (i. e.

the Kaabeh), &c.]. (TA. is there expressly

said to be thus: but the measure does not require

its being so.])

4 i

- 2" ~ . - e e
3.4,:5, (K,) inf. n. “at”, (TA,) calm!)

[q.v.]: (K :) the C is a substitute for the

(TA.)

4.1.1:}! He made a person to be such gs is

termed Ass); (Msb,TA;) as meaning respon

sible, answerable, amenable, surety, or guarantee.

(Mgh) You say, dc," figji, (Mgh,) or 2:53.",

(TA,) I made thee, or have made thee, respon

sible, &c., (Msb, TA,') [for the property, or the

thing;] i. e. 4.; (Msb, TA.)=He made

one to covet, eagerly desire. (S, K.) You say,

[And 5&2.” Imade him

to covet, or eagerly desire, the thing ,- like as you

say,

TA) the ,5 [i. e. chief, lord, or prince]. (TA.)

= It (an affair) was, or became, possible. (K.)

._ It (milk) began to become good, or pleasant;

[or fit to be drunk;] as also Viki, inf. n.

'0’

In). (TA.)-w}! said of'a young she-camel,

or of one full-grown, She was thought to have

fat in her hump. (IKh,TA. [The TA states it

to have been asserted by IKh that the verb is

only used in this sense, or (for the passage is

ambiguous) in this sense and the first mentioned

above.]) _Also, 01' I (TA, [but this

I think to be probably a mistranscription,]) said of'

the earth, or land, (Jabs) It put forth the first

qfits plants, or herbage. (IAar, K, TA.)

See ;j.]=IIe obeyed (K,

5. ,2)" i. q. [q. v.]: (S, K:) [it seems

here to mean He spokefalsely ; and to be trans.;

for] a poet says,

* L3 distill Cit *

[app. meaning 0 thou asserter of that which thou

hast spohen falsely]. (TA. [This hemistich is

there cited as an ex. oils}; as exp]. in the K;

and I find no other explanation of this verb.])

6. They two competed in discoursing of

a thing, and difl'ered respecting it: accord. to Z,

it means they talked of, or related, alga}, i. e.

[mere assertions, or] stories in which no con

fidence was to be placed. (TA.) Sh says that

is mostly used in relation to a thing re

specting which there is doubt. (TA.):One

says also, ,lagiill ,slfi, meaning The people, or

party, became responsible, one for another: and

hence, 135 vi; 130:5)" they leagued together,

and aided one another, against such a thing. (TA.)

[originally an inf. n. of}; like and

32),] is a word used by the vulgar as meaning

2.5 [i. e. Pride; and, as often used in the present

day, pretension : because implying false, or vain,

assertion]. (TA.)

1' 8/ a ’

is) and i this) Responsibility, answerableness,

amenableness, or suretiship; substs. from 4,, we) :

(Msb :) or the latter is an infl n.

is}, applied to roasted meat, (K, TA,) Dripping

with its gravy; or succulent, and dripping with

itsjuice or fat,- (TA;) having much grease, or

gravy,- quichly flowing [therewith] over the

fire. (K.)

[ian n. of un. 06,5; An assertion; &c.:

pl. One says, 13:5 and '9,

[meaning This I think, and I think not

to'be true thine assertion and thine assertions];

:5 re:

M9! being understood after ’9: these words are

used as meaning the rejection of what has been

said by the person to whom they are addressed.

(K, TA. [In the CK, erroneously, and

e ’0' " . ell-w 2: a 2,0, _

who-;]) They said also, MK) data he) [1. c.

It is a true assertion: I will assuredly come to

thee]; using the nom. case: though they said,

i ~r0E/ ts

My 15:1; [i. e. I swear “a true oath:

I will assuredly do” such a thing]; using the

accus: case. (Ks, TA.) And one says, Ebb-3

Liablsjllg, meaning They two talked of, or related,

each. to' the other, [more assertions, or] stories in.

which no confidence was to be placed. (Z, TA.)

3 a;

ms) (with (_lamm, TA) illendacious: and

voracious: (K :) thus bearing two contr. signi

fications. (TA.)

. JD)

Jars)“: see the next paragraph.

a fem. epithet, (S, K, &c.,) applied to a

she-camel, and to a sheep or goat, Of which one

doubts whether there be in her fat or not, (S, K,)

and which is therefore felt with the hands, in

order that one may know she be fat or lean :

:) or a sheep or goat of which one knows not.

whether there be in her fat or not: (As, TA:)

or, as some say, of which men assert that there

is in her marrow. (TA.) And, as a fem. epithet,

Haring little fat: and having much fat: thus

bearing two contr. senses: as also [app.

in both senses]: (M,Kz) and also

signifies having little fat; ofwhich people, when.

they eat of her, say to her owner, “ Didst thou

assert her to be fat ?” applied to a she-camel.

(TA.): Also Impotent in speech,- ;) and so

6,32} (sea)

Responsible, answerable, amenable, surety,

or gitarantee. (S, Msb, K.) Hence, in the Kur

[xii. 721,19} 4, 6i, [And Iam responsible for

it]. (TA.);Xlso The chief, lord, master, or

prince, of a people; (Msb,K;) or [in the CK

“ and ”] their spokesman: :) their chiefis thus

called because he speaks for them; like as he is

called and (Ham p. 705:) pl.

(K.):Also Described,- syn. (Har

p. 204.)

0' 1’ 64

Eula; : see _Also High, or elevated, rank

or condition or state; or nobility. And

Chiefdom, lordship, mastery, or princedom .'

(IAar, S, [accord. to the Msb, an int. n. in

this sense :] thus expl. by IAar as occurring in

the following verse of Lebeed: (TA :)

an: 1’ ’6 e so, :0, ~08 ) r!) e

lob)", lew’

(S and TA in the present art. and in art. J6)

[The portions of inheritance of the sharers fly

away, two together and singly; but’the chiefdom.

is for the boy]: by his saying he

means that the male’s share of inheritance is like

that of two females [so that he has two portions

when the female has one]: but other explana

tions, those here following, are given of' 34k)"

as used in this verse. (TA. [See also lily-e.])

_A weapon, or weapons; syn. (S, K.)

So, accord. to J, in the verse of Lebced: for, he

says, they used, when they divided the inheri

tance, to give the weapon, or weapons, to the son,

exclusively of the daughter. (TA.) ._ A coat of

mail: :) or coats ofmail: and thus it is

155*.
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expl. by IAar as used in the verse of Lebeed.

(TA.) _The chief’s share of spoil. _

And The best and most of the property of an

inheritance and the like: z) and thus, also, it

has been expl. as used in_ the verse of Lebeed.

(TA.) = Also, and tfltéj, An animal of the

om-hind; [probably meaning one of the wild

species ,'] syn.

: see the next preceding sentence.

A thing, or an affair, in which no con

fidence is to be placed,- (S, K;) this saying, or

asserting, it to be thus, and this saying, or assert

ing, it to be thus: (S:) [pl.iffik] One says,

a]; TA) i. e. [In his saying are

things in which no confidence is to be placed; or]

no confidence is to be placed in his saying. (TA.)

And 4‘3 Li's This is an afair that is

not right; ;) [wherein are things] respecting

which there is dispute. (K, TA.) And

IIe said that which was not good, or right,

dr just; and asserted what was impossible. (Mgh.)

=Also A thing that is, or is to be, coveted, or

eagerly desired; syn. ($, TA.) See two

exs. near the end of the first paragraph.

are: _

see Its

a 0; so!

My)“ A thing, or an afair, that makes one

to covet, or desire eagerly. (TA.)

I _ l J I

fem., With 0, voce),sj.

I )0' I Jr

19:)“ see its fem., with 8, vocejys).

A serpent.

No confidence is to be placed in him,

or it. (So in the TA. [But I incline to think it

) 41 l' Or

a mistranscription for/9st)» 4Q. See’syj)

v5)

1. aor. =, (Mngg) inf. 11. L2}; (Msb;)

and Kris, omens.) M n- (so

and 'élbjl; (K ;) It, or he, was, or became,

dou'ny; or had upon it, or him, what is termed

meaning as expl. below; (JK, S, K;) in

any of its senses: (TA :) said of a young bird,

(J K, S, A, Msb,) meaning [as above, or] its vb)

[or down] grewforth: (A:) or its feathers were

small: and, said of a. boy, or a young child, his

[or downy hair] grew forth: (Mgh:) and

'wgl is also said of a young bird [in the same

sense as the verbs above : (see art. vi!) :) or] as

meaning itsfeathers cameforth. ($.)_[Hence,]

1“ A sea, or great river, that becomes

[_fonming, or] in a state of commotion, andfull.

(J K.)

2: see the preceding paragraph: _ and that

here following.

4. vial, said of a grape-vine, K,) i. e.,

app., accord. to [J and] F, like but accord.

to others of the leading lexicologists it seems to

be [i é'ejlj likefil; as also 'élbjl; It pro

(1110th what resembled [or down], at the

knots of the shoots, whence the bunches of grapes

would grow: (TA :) this it does when the sap

flows in it, K, TA,) and it begins to produce

leaves. (K, TA.) .- A’Obeyd, in applying to

the truflles termed the epithet My,

[written in art. x, in copies of the V and

in the T and and M l but in the, present

art. in the TA it seems to be indicated that it is

probably Vijgjzd signifying having *Céjfiilf,

down], assigns to it _a verb [which may be gab)!

or ' $231, meaning They 'had, or

produced, a kind of downy substance]. (TA.)

8. (9!;le ul; Co v.5»! He took away, or

swept awtiy, [or devoured,] the whole of what

was on the table offood: like Jbsjl. (TA.)

[See also 8 in art. *6]

O

or'"

9: see 4, in two places.

11 :

Q. Q. 4. see 1; and see also art. v53}.

see 1 : _and see also 4.

[Down :] or the yellow [down resembling]

small hairs upon the feathers of the young bird:

z) or small and soft hair andfeathers: or each

of these when first coming forth : (A,K :) i. e.

(TA) the small and soft hair when itfirst appears,

of a young child, (Msb,TA,) and of a colt [or

foal]; (JK,‘ TA;) and likewise of an old man,

when his hair becomes thin and weak; (Msb;)

and the feathers when they first appear, (Mgh,

TA,) of the young bird: (TA :) and small

feathers that do not become long nor good : (JK,

Mgh:) n. un. with 5: (TA:) and what remains

upon the head of an old man when his hair has

become thin. (K.)_ [Hence,] +Ile

took it at its commencement, or in its first and

fresh state. (JK, 1;.) And 2.3;?

[lit. He took him by the down of his neck ,']

meaning t he overtook him. (JK.)

9 I s e 05

ark): see viii, in three places.

a ,1 ) e E

~rat): see

and The smallest of [or

down]: (JK,K:) or something less in quantity

than or something smaller than (TA.)

One says, L; (JK, A, K, TA) i. e.

Jr[I obtained not :from him, or it,] as much as

what is termed tote); (L, TA:) or {the least

thing: (A z) or Tanything.

: see the next preceding paragraph.

[D0wny;] having upon it, or him, what

is termed as also fem. of the

former and pl. (TA.) You say

é'ié

[downy young birds]. And

[A downy man]: (JK2) or

[a man having downy hair]. (Msb, TA.)

And [A downy neck]. (JK, A, Msb.)

And Qifi (AHn, A, TA) {[A species of

cucumber] having upon it what resembles the

[or down] offur, which falls of by degrees

1 '05

art'sjl [A downy young bird]: (A:) and

when they become large, leaving them smooth.

(AHn, TA.) [For another epithet of similar

meaning, see 4, in three places.] _ Also 14

species qffig, (AHn,K,) larger than the

[or wild], upon which is [or down]: when

stripped of this, it comesforth blach : it is large,

thick, and sweet: but it is a worthless sort offig.

(AHn,'l‘A.)__Applied to a horse, Black and

white; or white in the hind legs as high as the

thighs; syn. And [in like manner]

applied to a mountain, Of which the whiteness is

intermixed with its blackness; as also

(JK, K, TA. [In some of the copies of the K,

for ,JQ-PJt ,5)», we find Jigs-J! 0»: that the

former is the right reading, cdntr. to the asscn

tion of Freytag app. based on the explanation in

the TK, appears from its being added that the

fem.] ing)?“ is the name of a. certain mountain in

El-Kibleeyeh; (K, TA;) in some copies of the

K, El-Kabaleeyeh. (TA.)

0, 8) Gene) Ii 0:

left)», or or : see 4.

)4)

Q. 1. It (a. garment, or piece of cloth,)
had what is termedjgl'sj, QUE], &c., i. e. [or

mm- (0.1;) '

(O and TA, and so in a cepy of the K,)

or or

K,) and 3;}, (O and TA, and so accord. to a

copy of the K,) or (accord. to another copy

of' the K,) of a garment, or piece of cloth, i. g.

3.3) [i. e. The nap : seek), in art. )5]. (O,

9,
fies}, (as in two different copies of the

[Hence, app., supposing to be 0. did. van,

having the signification expl. above,] £63." Ja'sl

11¢ tool: the thing altogether, (0, 15,! TA,)

leaving nothing of it; as also 2,11}? and

(0, TA» ' " '

#1

Q. 1. The braying that is reiterated

(L, K) in the fauces, or throat, (L,) or in the

[meaning chest], (K,) of the camel: (L, K :)

an inf. n., of which the verb is sf}: you say,

Altai." (TK.) _ Hence the of women

on’the occasions of rejoicings. (TA.) [One says,

of a woman, more commonly in the pre

sent day meaning She uttered shrill,

quavering, or rapidly-reiterated, sounds, or cries

ofjoy : which sounds, or cries, are termed Kigali},

and now more commonly batty]

5.96:}: see above.

Jéi

1. aor. ’ , inf. n. (TA,) He, or

it, poured it out, or forth, with an impetus, or

with force. (K. [See also 4.]) And He, or it,

spirted n forlh,’ (K,) as also the). (TA.)

, H: s o 1 a; '

You say, girl-ll ' {Al-é)! I spirtedforth the wine,

or beverage. (JK.) And

The leathern water-bag poured [or spirted] forth
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from its spout. (TA.) And
a! ’II p I I

see 4. _js'jl Jéj He (9. kid, TA) sucked the

mother: (K, TA:) [and is a dial. var. thereof:]

so says Er-Riyashee: or, as in the L,

. .1

Vi the young lamb or kid overpowered its mother

and sucked her. (TA.)

4. dlijl, inf. n. IIe poured it out, or

forth. (TA; signifiis the same.])

One says, 3..." §§1},Jl 5'9}; 93 db}! He poured

forth,from the spout of the leathern water-bag,

the water. (TA.) And V

(so or $6; .31». (K, [in the CK J53. i-e- £31,

from Pour thou out, for me, somewhat

(S, K) [or a gulp or mouthful] of milk from thy

skin, orfrom thy vessel. (K.) See also 1, in

two places. One says also, (S,

K) and as (K) The 'she-came‘l ejected

her urine (S, K, TA) in repeated small quantities

(' ye)" and interrupted it. TA.) And

43“; like [i. e. The wound

made with a spear or the like emitted blood in

repeated gushes]. (S, She

suchled her child. (JK, TA.) And J5)!

He (a bird) fed his young one with his mouth, or

bill: (S, K:) [and gs)! is a dial. var. thereofl]=

said by ’Asim to Mis’ar, when the latter

was reading, or reciting, to him, and did so in

correctly, means Thou hast become like the

i. e. young infant: mentioned by Z: (TA :) or he

said which is a dial. var. of the former

verb. (TA in art. Jig.)

1“ u

Jr i. q. vii: [meaning Adulterated, or counter

feit, coin: so in the present day]. (TA.) [See

also

A mouthful, or the quantity that fills the

mouth,- of milk [Sam]; heard in this sense by A2

from an Arab of the desert; (TA;) a gulp of

wine or beverage [&c.]: pl. [perhaps a mis

transcription for if not, it is a coll. gen. n.].

(MA.) Sec 4. _The quantity that is emitted,

or poured forth, at once, [without interruption,]

ofurine, (S, K,) 820. (K.) See, again, 4. _ The

quantity that one spirts forth his mouth, of

wine or beverage. also signifies

The all [i. e. podeav, or anus]. (El-Hejeree,

[A maker qfadulterated, or counterfeit,

coin; a meaning indicated in the TA, and obtain

ing in the present day :] an epithet from J55",

used by the vulgar and by persons of distinction.

(TA.)

0 JO)

,3) Light, or active, (Kr,JK,S,K,) in

spirit and in body, (lKh,TA,) and quick; an

epithet applied to a man: (JK:) mentioned by

Kr with and with : (TA:) in the “Musan

naf” of A’Obeyd, with ' only. (TA in art.

Jam—Also A young in/hnt : (JK, S, K :) pl.

(Maj. (TA.) One says bani} age Little

children. (TA.) And flow is thy

little one? (A, TA.)_. And An orphan. (IKh,

TA.)__And The young one ofthe pigeon. (TA.)

_ [Freylag explains it as signifying also “ Pul

lus ovis, cameli lactens ;” but whether this be

intended to express a single meaning is not clear

to me: ._ also, on the authority of Dmr, as

signifying A man light in respect of dignity and

manners: app. as being likened to a young child.]

applied to [the young one of] a camel

and [of] a sheep or goat, Persistent in such

ing.

[without 8 because applied only to a

female,] A woman suckling her child. (JK, TA.)

.1104

Ab)» A drinking-vessel that holds a

i. e.] gulp, or as much as is swallowed at once

[of wine or beverage]. (MA.)

~51

1- .ésj-bi ~51. (K,) or (s; or My his,

(Msb,) aor. 1 , (Msb, K,) inf. n. .31} (s, high, 1;)

and J6}, (S, K,) or the latter is a. simple subst.;

(Mgh i) and ' b5)" or W)" or

5w; (Mao and ' his-1, (K,) or we, (a)

[or is“ List ;] all signify the

same; (S, Msb,"'K;) i. e. He, [or I,] or the

women, sent [or conducted] the bride [with festive

parade or pageantry, and generally with music,]

to her husband: (Msb, accord. to Er-Rz'tghib,

Us)?" .5,- is a;metaphorical phrase, from

4G2"; because she ’is conducted with joyous

alacrity. (TA.):J}, aor. ; , inf. n. (S,

K) and and or is a simple

subst., (Msb,) said of an ostrich, (S,'K,) and ofa

camel, (S,) &.c., He hastened, or was quick,

(S, K ;) as also 7 53).] : (IAar, K :) accord. to Lh,

said ofa man and of others; and 7 J], he says,

is the more unusual of the two: (TA:) or

aor. ; , is said, in this sense, of a man: and, ac

cord. to the Mj, said of an ostrich, inf. n. it

means he hastened, or was quick, so that a [sbund

such as is termed] was. heard to be produced

by his wings : (Msb :) or and l are like

[which signifies the going a gentle pace;

or a pace above that which termed gig”, and

above that which is termed (K; TA: [in

the CK, will is put for Jain) or the first

running of the ostrich: (K :) or has this

last meaning: (TA:) or signifies the going quickly

and with short steps: (Lh, TA :) or the going

quickly, with short steps, and quietly. (TA.)

You say, The people, or

party, hastened, or were quick, in their walking,

or marching, or going ,along: and hence, in the

Kur [xxxvii. 92], lyiégli, i. e.

[And they advanced towards him] hastening, or

going quickly. (Fr, TA. [But there are other

readings, for which see Bd.]) [Hence also,] one

says meaning 11112 was, or became, light

inntellcct, lightwitted, or irresolute. Z, TA.

[See 9,190 art. ]) _ inf. n. (O, K)

and J}, (K,) said of a bird, (0, K,) in his flight,

(0,) He cast himself: (’Eyn, O,K:) or he spread

his wings: and so [app. in either sense]:

(K :) and the latter, he moved [or fiapped] his

wings in running. (TA.)—6.3;“

801‘. ,, (s,) inf. h. and 3,3}, (TA,) The

wind blew along, not violently: (S:) or

blew gently and continually: (TA :) and

signifies the same: (K, TA :) or the latter, inf. n.

signifies it blew violently: so in the T: or

it blew gently: (TA :) or signifies the moan

ing of the wind, and its sounding among

the trees. ._ (O, inf. n.

(TA,) said of lightning, It shone, or glearltezl.

(0.1;, TA.)

4. J), inf. n. intrans.: see 1, in three

places. =uljpl lez see 1, first sentence. .—

djl He made him to hasten, or go quickly,“ (S,

L, K,) namely, a camel, (S, L,) and an ostrich.

(S.) _ [And accord. to Freytag, it occurs in the

Deewan el-Hudhaleeyeen as meaning He led him.

to do light, vain, things.]

8. 9391;." Jail: see 1, first sentence. __ is}!

Jig-J! He carried, took up and carried, or

raised upon his back, the load. (Ibn-’Abbad, K.)

:05 1a

10. Jr." “pt, (Ibo-'Abhfid, A, O,_TA,) thus

correctly, but in the copies of the K ;IJI, (TA,)

:5— es

The torrent found it light to carry (Ml,

Ibn-’Abbad, A, O, K), and took it away. (lbn

'Abbtid, A, 0, TA.)

R. Q. 1. [inf. n. said of a. man,

He walked in a comely manner. (TA.) _.

also signifies The running vehemently.

And A certain manner, or rate, of going, of

camels, said to be beyond, or above, what is

termed (TA.)—Said of a bird: see 1,

latter part—And said of the wind: see,

again, 1, latter part. The inf. n. signifies The

wind’s putting in motion the dry herbage, and

making a sound therein: (K, TA :) you say, of

the dry herbage, [The wind put it

in motion, &c.]. (TA.)-_The inf. n. signifies

also The noising, or noise-making, of a procession,

or company of men riding or walking along.

(IDrd, K.)_And The sounding of an arrow

when it is twirled round upon the nail [of the left

thumb: see $3133, in art. )3]. (TA.) _ It is

related in a trad., that the Pr0phet said to a

woman, all a}, (O, K, TA, in some copies

of the K with damm to the first letter;

(K;) to whibh she replied “ The fever, may God

not bless it;” and he said “ Revile not thou the

fever, for it does away with the sins of the sons

of Adam like as the blacksmith’s skin with which

he blows his fire does away with the dross of the

iron 2” (0, TA 2) the meaning is, [that ailcth

thee] that thou art made to tremble, or quake?

O, K, TA: in some copies of the

:) [see also :] or it is with fct-h to

the '5. (mam) i- e- [for 5.533;“.

from (0,) meaning—that thou treinblest,

or quakest? (O,K :) or it is with kesr to the [latter]j ,
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[b.5553] meaning, that thou meanest, as does he

who'is sick: (TA :) or, as some relate it, it is

with ) [in the place of the j, i. e. having

the second of the meanings expl. above in this

sentence, or nearly so].

R. Q. 1. see the next preceding para

graph, last sentence.

j) Smallfeathers of the ostrich, ($,K,) and

(s, in the 1; it or ") ofa bird (s,1_<) of any kind:

(K :) or small _fbathers, lihe down, beneath the

th ichsetfeathers: (IDrd, 0, TA :) accord. to some,

only of the ostrich: (0, TA :) [pl., app.,

see One says )lhjll J) [lllore

soft than the smallfeathers ofthe ostrich]. (TA.)

IA time; one time; syn. 3laid: :) one

says, 35¢, or II came to him once,

or twice. (TA.) A single act of [i.e.

hastening, or going quickly]. (TA. [This seems

to be the primary signification.])

A company, or congregated body, of men.

(0, Hence the saying of the Prophet to

Bil-.il, on the occasion of the marriage of Fatimeh,

1.1: :5: H 1 ii I

it) 35) a}; vols-ll J41, meaning Bring than

in the people to me company after company. (0,

TA.)

9”

as}, in a male ostrich, The quality ofhaving

abundant and dense d), i. e. small feathers.

($iK-)

G Jr (who

~39}: see cilia—Hence it is applied to a

she-camel, as being likened to an ostrich in her

quickness; (TA ;) meaning [Quiclu or] good in

pace, and quick. (Ham p. 750.) And 3,5}: is

the name of a certain horse that belonged to

Noamtin Ibn-El-Mundhir. _Also A twang

ing how. (TA.)

(s, 1;) and t .3; and t (Ibn-’Ab

ht'td,1_<,) 01"66), without L5, (L, TA,) Quick,

(Ibn-’Abbt'td, s, i., K,) like (s,) and light.

(L, TA. [In the CK the explahation is omitted.])

=It is also an inf. n. : (S, K, Sec. :) or a simple

subst. (Mgh.) [See 1, in several places.)

QB): - _

a i see the next preceding paragraph.

of“?

and [the latter of which is omitted

in the CK] A wind that blows violently, with

continuance; as also (K, TA,) or

(CK :) or and a wind making a

moaning and sounding among the trees :

9’ O

and i and V a violent wind, having a

i. e. sounding: the pl. of is

(TA.) __ Also, (i. e. the first and second words,)

Light [in motion or action]. (Ibn-’Abbad,

_And The ostrich; (K ;) so called because of

his lightness of pace; or because of his

meaning his moving [or flapping] of his wings

when running; (TA ;) and so 7

010' .

($:) or Jfij a quick, or swift, Wind: or

and with 8 :

paragraph, in five places.

see the next preceding

pl. of _.. It is also used by a

Hudhalee poet [app. referring to birds] as mean

ing J15) $1,} [i. e., supposing ~36) to be pl. of
3 9 f n

d), agreeably with analogy, IIaving small, downy,

feathers]. (TA.)

act. part. 11. of in the phrase,hjj

(5);»: fem. with 5: pl. of the latter

Hence,] a phrase mentioned by Lh,

meaning [i. e. The women who

conducted her to her husband walked along gently].

(TA.)

3':

~le A male ostrich having abundant and dense

J), i. e. small feathers. ($,K.)'_See also

A [vehicle of the hind called] in

which, or upon which, the bride is sent [or con

ducted] to her husband. (Kh, $,

I )0,

[ggy pass. part. 11. of in a sense not men

tioned, and perhaps not used. Hence,]

a phrase meaning 6;" ;alg [i. e. He

passed the night made to tremble, or quake, by

the wind]. (TA.)

a;

2. d; He smeared a receptacle [such as a

wine-skin and a. wine-jar] with a). (Mgh.)

[Pitch: or gar: or a sort quitch; or

crude pitch :] i. q. )5: (A, Mgh,K:) or ’53:

(high:) or 51,1135: (A, Mgh:) or it is lihojst

($:) it is not the with which ships are smeared,

but [like this inasmuch as] it is also a black sub

stance, with which wine-skins are seasoned; for

the )5" ofships dries upon them, whereas the :4}

of shins does not dry: (TA :) 0r [crude pitch,

i. e.] a produce of the pine, or pitch~tree; which

is of two sorts, moist and dry; the latter being

either cooked, or congealed of itself; such as

flows of itselffrom the trees is called a); such

as is prepared by cooking, and art,

[See alsojéé: : and see De Sacy’s “ Abd-allatif,”

p. 273.1 _.Also, (1;; TA,) i. e. :3), (TA,)

[not which Frcytag has supposed to be

here intended in the K, and not without some

reason, for the passage is ambiguous,] A certain

medicine; (K, TA ;) a thing that comes forth

from the earth, [app. a sort of bitumen, perhaps

.v 00,

another name for L5,” )5 bitumen Judaicum,

or Jews’ pitch,] that is an ingredient in medicines:

not the a; commonly knOWn. (TA.)

Q}; Smeared with d); (s, A,'Mgh,K;)

applied to a wine-skin, (A,) ’or a vessel, or recep

tacle for wine; i. q.;;ii.;. (TA.) The receptacle

thus termed quickly occasions alteration [or fer

mentation] in the wine [contained in it]. (Mgh.)

4.7“; 5;,0

You say 3.2;)» 3”- A jar smeared with

(a) And it _is said in a trad., a;

[IIeforbade the use of that skin, or vessel, which

is smeared with. :4), for the beverage called

(TA.)

)5}

Law. ..<s.1.<.>infl “is; (salt) and

35; (1;) and (M, [likeééj], app. an int“. n.,

or perhaps a simple subst.,]) He drew in his

breath to the utmost, by reason of distress: ($ :)

it originally signifies he drew back his breath

vehemently, so that his ribs became swollen out :

(Er-Riigllib:) jg} is the beginning of the try of

the ass, (Lth, A, Er-Raghib,) and of the like,

(Lth,) and is generally used in this sense; (Er

Rtighib;) and $9,}, is the ending thereof; (Lth,

$, A, Er-Ragliib ;j for the former is the drawing

in- of the breath, and the latter is the sending it

forth: (Lth, z) or the verb signifies he sentforth

his breath, after prolonging it: (M, K :) or he

sent forth his breath with a prolonged sound:

[i. e., he sighed, or uttered a long sigh, or sighed

vehemently,- or he groaned:] or he filled his

chest, by reason of grief, and then sent forth his

breath: (TA :) or he breathed, raising his voice,

like one meaning, or in grief. (Hat p.

[Hence,] t The fire made a sound to be

heard from its burning, or its fierce burning:

(1; =) and this [sounding] is termed (TA.)

[See alsojoL; wherejij, its int. n., is expl., on

the authority of AZ, as signifying The flaming,

or blazing, of fire.] And ;éll I [The

sea makes a roaring by its, tumulluousness]. (A,

TA.) _ u’sjisi .sjé} +The land put forth its

plants, or herbage: (TA.) aor. ; , A, K,)

ian n. and 'py'l; He

carried, (S, A, K,) a thing, (K,) or a load, or

burden, ($, A,) as, for ex., 3. filled water-skin.

(TA.) You say, [They bear,
or carry, or take offront him, land carry, his

burdens]. (A.)_ He drew, (K, TA,) and carried,

(TA ,) water. (K, TA.)

2: see the next paragraph.

5. )3)“ occurs in the Saheeh of El-Bukhfiree

as meaning [q.v.]: but El-Jelal says, in

the Towshech, that this is not known in the lan

guage of the Arabs. (MF.)= [Freytag explains

it as meaning IIe atefat food, breaking the fast;

like L5); (which latter generally means, in the

present day, he rendered greasy;) but this I

believe to be post-classical. See De Sacy’s Chrest.

Ar., sec. ed., i. 270.]

8 : see 1, near the end of the paragraph.

:3) A load, or burden, syn. (3.1-, (S, A, on

the back, or on the head, thdt is heavy, and

in consequence of which the bearer breasthes vehe

mently, or groans (A :) pl.]Lij'l. A.)

_A [water-skin of the hind called]

K :) a skin in which a pastor carries his water .

pl. as above. (TA.) _ The apparatus of a tra

veller, (K,) comprising the water-skin do. (TA.)
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_A lamb; syn. so in the Bari’. (K.)

This signification and that of J.”- are both

correct. (TA.)

A prop ofa tree. (K, TA.)= [In modern

Arabic, it means Grease, greasy food, or flesh

meat: app. from the Pets. or signifying

“filth:” and hence, obscenity. Hence also the

vulgar epithetjj (app. fol-;]), meaning Greasy :

and foul, orfilthy : and obsbene. See 5.]

IA sea, that makes a roaring,
by reason of its tumultuousness. (TA.) _IIA

river containing much water, (K,) so that it

resembles a sea. (TA.) _ t A large gift, (K,) as

likened to a sea. (TA.) _ I A liberal man,

likened to a sea that makes a roaring,

by reason of its tumultuousness; (A ;) as 'also

i (TA.) _ One who carries loads, or

burdens; meaning, who has strength to carry

water-shins. [See also _ “t One who

has power to bear responsibilities. (Sh, SF)—

Hence, 1- A lord, master, chief, or the like : (S :)

or, for the same reason, a great lord, or the like;

(TA;) as also (K, TA.)_i-A courage

ous man. (Kf TA’.) _ + A lion. (K.) __ See

also 5,151}, in three places: _andjgj.

A drawing-in of the breath to the utmost,

by reason of distress: ($2) [or a drawing-back

of the breath vehemently, so that the ribs become

swollen out: (see 1:)] or an emission of the breath

after prolonging it; as also ' and and

VB}, TA,) or 7333.2, (as in a copy of the K,)

and (CK, but omitted in the TA and in

my MS. copy of the K:) [or an emission of the

breath with a prolonged sound; i. e., a sigh, or a

long or vehement sigh,- or a groan: or an emis

sion ofthe breath afterfilling the chest wilh it by

reason ofgriqf: (see, again, 1:)] pl. because

it is a subst., not an epithet; but sometimes, by

poetic license, (S) El-Jaadee says,

*fl'flsf53u-“ég-x ‘Jsjéi Jake-f“

meaning As though he were sewed up after a

drawing-in of the breath to the utmost, by reason

ofdistress, so that he seemed to be constantly so

drawing in his breath, on account of the largeness

ofhis belly, [and did not become restored to slender

ness nor lanhness of the belly.] And another

583's, 4 4" O I .5 J ’6’!

r 1,5st 0.3 vast C, '

[And the soul finds rest from its drawing-in of

the breath to the utmost, by reason of distress;

or from its sighs, (SJ _ Also, 'all the

words above mentioned, [A man] breathing [in

the manner above described] ; syn. [unless

this be a mistranscription for meaning the

place of (such) breathing; as seems probable from

the forms of more than one of these words, and

from what follows, and also from an explanation

or;§3}l, below.] (1;, TA:) _Also (1;, TA)

and '33:} K,‘ TA [but not the other words

mentioned above, as is implied in the CK,]) The

middle (S, K) of a thing, (K,) or of a horse:

(S:) or the chest, or belly: pl. of the former,

$.53}. (TA.) One says, vsfijn Verity

he is great in the middle: TA :) or in the

chest, or belly. (TA.)_. One says also, of a

camel, or other beast, L2, meaning How

strong is the knitting together of hisjoints! (TA.)

see in four places.

oA calamity; a misfortune; K ;) as

also 55}. (TA.)

One who [carries or] helps to carry loads,

or burdens: (TA :) and [pl. oflgfilg] female

slaves that carry water-shins or [other] loads,

or burdens. (TA.) _. See also the next para

graph.

5}»); see what next precedes. _. Also +A

bulhy camel; (K ;) and so (Sgh, K:)

because he carries loads, or burdens. (TA.).

+The [or withers, or upper portion of the

boob, hoist the nech,] with what is next to it.

(TA.) [Because loads are borne upon it.] _

fThe side, or angle, of a building, (K,)

upon. which it [mainly] rests, or is supported:

pl.)’5\53. (TA.) [Hence the expression]

ITheir glory has props that strengthen it.

(A,K.‘) _IA man’s aiders, or assistants, (S,

TA,) and his hinsfolh, or tribe, syn. 5,53, (s, A,

K,) as alsofilsj; because they hear his, burdens:

(A :) his aiders, or assistants, and particular

friends. (TA.) You say, 53ml

{They are the persons who undertahe and per

form their business with the Sultdn. ($.) And

go, flnd;}fi3,al50, QhLii-ll 3:5,1He

is the chief of his people, and the bearer of their

burdens, with the Sultcin. See also in

two places. _1- A company, or congregated body,

(K,) of men; (TA ;) as also (K," TA.)—

rAn army,- or a collected portion thereof,- or a

troop ofhorse; syn. 52%, as also

_1_ [A rib: pl. You say 3.1:. Q}

1315;" IA horse having strong ribs. _t A

bow: (K 2) pl. (A :) so called as being

likened to a ribi (TA :) [or perhaps from its

sound] __ +The part of an arrow exclusive of

the feathers: (S,K:) or the part exclusive of

two thirds, next the head: (’Eesa Ibn-’Omar, S,

or the part from a little below the head to

the head: (ISh:) or about a third part of an

arrow, and ofa spear. [Perhaps so called

from its sound.]=i;§l] ;l The 8}; [or female of

11%;]. (T in art. ,1.)

A horse large in the sides : :) or in the

ribs of the sides : or in the chest, or belly:

or in at middle: (TA =) pl.,“.ij. (K.)-:ijijn,

used as a subsL, The pudendum; like twl;

syn. 5123.31. (IAar, TA in art.

org}; and see 3;}, in two places.

A beast, or camel, (TA,) having his

joints strongly hnit together. (K, TA.) You say

also, at." [He is strongly compacted

in mahe]. (TA.)

9110-)

FL"

from which the breathing termed n5} [see 1]

The part of the breast ( of a horse

proceeds. (A0, 0, '_ See also 2);}, in two

places.

J5}

°:°‘ . . .
Js'l [whether With or Without tenween is not

shown; but accord. to general opinion, a word of

this measure, if not an epithet, is perfectly decl.,

i. e. with tenween;] Anger,- and sharpness, or

hastiness of temper.

A company, or collection, K, TA,) of

men, and of camels: (TA =) and vuléj-i is like

[512;], syn. therewith, signifying a

collection, or an assemblage, of any things. (TA.)

One saysleliii» as (Fr, s. TA) and

(Fr, TA) They came with their company. (Fr,

s, TA.) And i'u‘ji bit-f. and They came

in a company. (Fr, S and K“ in art.

1":

ub'jl: see the next preceding paragraph.

i. q. [Lightness, levity, 8w]: (Sb, S,

so in the saying, [Lightness, or

levity, &.c., seized him, or ejected him]. (Sb,

05)

1. (TA, and Har p. 124,) a” 7 ’ (TA’)

inf. n. (TA, Hwy) in its primary acceptation,

He pushed, or thrust, or he pushed, or thrust,

away, (TA, Ham) vehemently : and he struck [or

hiched] with the leg, or hind leg. (Han) You

er“ )0 J .1

say, Me 0;}; I approached him, and he

pushed me, or thrust me,fr0m him. (TA.) And

) Orr)[Islam 0:}; ,0 He drives, or urges on, the saddle

camel. (TA.) And $9! and

4,5?” [The wind drives along the clouds and the

dust]. (TA.) And [The

waves drive along the ship]. (TA.) Andflirli,"

i. e. [He who is at the point ofdeath]

urges on his soul. (TA.) =And épljfiior. -, , (S,

Mgh, Msb, K, in the CK 1 ,) inf. n. 0.5) Mgh,

Msb) and (TA,) He danced; (s, Mgh,

Msb,K;) and played, or sported. (TA.) It is

said in a trad. of Fatimeh,

She used to dance to El-Hasan. (TA.)

90/

0.5; : see what next follows.

5 O

03) A covering which they make orer their

fiat house-tops to protect them from the heat and

dew of the sea; ;) of the dial. of’Omzin; and

904

70.5) is a dial. var. thereof. (TA.)—And

Straight and slender palm-branches stripped of

their leaves [and cut to certain required lengths],

conjoined, one to another, [side by side, by means

of split pieces of such branches passing through

holes punched in theformer,] lihe the woven mat :

(K :) [of such are made chests for cooking

utensils and provisions Sec. :] of the dial. of Azd.

(Ts)
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applied to a she-camel, i. q. [That

pushes, or thrusts, or that pushes, or thrusts,

away, or that kicks, or strikes, and pushes, &c.,

her milker with her hind leg, or with her stifle

joint; or that is wont, or accustomed, to do so]:

or lame; as also Wily}; (K ;) as though she

danced in her gait, in consequence of lameness.

(TA.)

a 51 )5 5

QB) A dancer: [whence] one says, 355,6"

The Soqfees are dancers, providers of

food with their [or bowls, which many of

them, leading a mendicant-lit'e, as darweeshes,

are in the habit of always carrying with them].

(TA.)

.1 a a

1:31;: see _ Also A woman that suflices

her man, or husband, in respect of the means of

(1.1)

($.19 and (K) Tall.- (Ko and

strong; ($,K;) and some add, light, or active.

(TA.) [In one copy of the s, I find it written

which its measure in poetry shows to be

wrong]

5 1'0,

Q’s'flj, applied to a she-camel, Swift, (K,) and

light, or notice: IJ says that it is app. of the

measure from [as meaning “the

act of dancing”]; or it may be a quadriliteral

radical word: IB says that [which see in

art. 0”] is similar to it. (TA.)—Also, applied

to a bow, That makes a sound, or sounds, in con

sequence ofbeing put in motion : and in this sense

it is said by U to be of the measure from

(TA.)

65% J!

as); 4.9 is.) A man in whom is motion, or

_’ ’ 2.?1.’ o 1 a _

commotion. and J?) A.man in a state of

motion, or commotion: mentioned by Sb, and

exp]. by Seer. (TA.)

0)

1. said ofa bird, nor. 1 , M, Mgh,)

inf. n. 5}; (M, Msb, K ;) and 1 3,13}, (IDrd, M,)

inf. n. ;) Itfed its young one (s, M, K)

with its mouth [or bill] ; M ;*) it ejectedfood

[from its bill] into the mouth of its young one.

(I‘Drd,TA.)_[Hence,] one says, £3; L;

Aha-ll; I[I ceased not to instil into him, or to

nourish him with, knowledge, or science]. (TA.)

= mostly said of a bird, (M,) or

4553..., said of a bird, (TA,) aor. as above, (M,)

and so the int‘. n. ; (M, 1;, TA ;) and (M,

TA.) or] (TA,) inf- 11- (K a

He cast forth his excrement; (M ;) it (a bird)

muted, or dunged. (M, K, TA.)

2- J3), (M. TA.) M n- (s, M.) He

stripped of 2. hide, or skin, by commencing from

the head, ($, M, TA,) in order to make of it a

(5) [q. v.]. (M, TA.) The doing thus is different

from the mode now practised.

R. Q. 1. inf. n. see 1, above, in

two places. _ [As inf. n. of the same verb,]

also signifies A bird’s.uttering its cry, or

voice, at dawn: (Lth, or it is a. word imi

tative of the cry, or voice, ofthe bird; (M, TA ;)

and he who thus explains it does not restrict it by

adding “ at dawn.” (TA.)_ Also [as an onoma

topmia] A weak laughing. (Ibn-’Abbad, K.) _

And The being light, or act-ice, (K, and Her

p. 375,) and quick. (Har ibid.)—Also a word

of the dial. of Kelb, app. meaning The being

quick in speech, (Ibo-’Abbad, K, TA,) and making

one part therle to follow close upon another.

(Ibn-’Abbz'i.d, TA.) _ And The dancing (1 child;

(Lth, S, M, K ;) as also 5L5), [which is likewise

an inf. n. of the same verb,]’ (Lth, M, K,) with

kesr.

’1’

a) one of the names of lVine: (Moheet, Kz')

pl., as in the Moheet, 335); but accord. to the K,

,... .

335). (TA.)

5') [A skin for holding wine g'c. :] any re

cepthcle, consisting of a shin, that is used for

wine and the like : or, as some say, not thus called

unless it be stripped of from the part nerct the

animal’s neck : or, accord. to AHn, one in which

wine is conveyed: (M:) or a skin for water or

milk,- syn. 55...; or a shin of which the

hair is clipped, not plucked out, (Lth,K,) for

wine and the like, (Lth,) or for wine ‘j'c. : :)

or a receptacle, Msb, and Her p. 335,)

of skin, in which are put clarified butter and

vinegar and wine : (Har ibid. :) or, as some say,

a J; smeared with 4.3;: (Msbz) AHat says

that it is such as is smedrcd with or with

19‘ ,(TA => pl- (“panes $) 363-? (s. M, Msb, K)

and mentioned by El-Hejeree, (M,) and (of

mult.,$) .36,- (s, M, K) and 35,1 [in the 01;

erroneously w’ritten $6,]. (s, M, Meb, 1;, TA.)

9-5:

35) A certain small bird,- ;) a certain

aquatic bird, that remains still until it is almost

seized, and then dives, and comes forth for of:

pl. (M.)

56}: see

A 35... [meaning street]: or

[rather a by-slreet, or lane;] a narrow @1L

[here meaning street], (M,) less than a KL, (M,

Mgh, Mgh,) whether a thoroughfare or not:

(Mgh,Msb:) masc. ($,Msb) and fem.: ($,

Msb, K :) 'Akh says that the people of EIIHijziz

make sail-ll and hp! ($, Msb) and (Lil)! (S)

and 3;." and (S,Msb) and 5151, which

is the market of El-Basrah, (S,) fem; and Te

meem make them masc., ($,Msb,) i. c. all of

these: (54:) pl. [ofpauc., but also used as a pl. of

mult.,] iij (s, M, Mgh, Msb,K) and [ofmult.]

5d}. (Sb, 5, M, K.) (5.1; $1., occurring

in a trad., means He who has guided the erring

and the blind to his way. (TA.)_ [Hence,]

[The strait of Gibraltar;] the passage of

the sea. between _Tanjeh and El-Jezeereh el-Kkad

rd, in the west, (K, TA,) by El-Andalus; called

(TA.)

The maker ofthe [hind qfshin called] 5;.

(TA.):Also, as in the copies of the Moheet

and the A [and in the JK], or '56}, like

accord. to the K, but the former is probably the

right, (TA,) One who drinks water (Moheet, A,

at the table, (Moheet, while havingfood

in his mouth. (Moheet,A, [As shown in

the A, it is an epithet applied to a greedy mam]

Light, or active, in her walk; TA ;)

applied to a woman. (TA.)

A ram skinnedfrom his head to his hind

leg; (Lh,'1:A;) as also hit}: (Lb, 1;, TA =)

contr. (TA) and of (K, TA.)

_And A skin of which the hair is clipped, not

cut of. (K, TA.)_And hence, as being like

such a skin, +A head ofwhich all the hair is cut

of. (K,* TA.) And 1-A man having all the

hair ofhis head cut of. (TA.)_ A large

she-camel: (Ibn-’Abbad, :) or a. she-camel

whose skin is filled with fat after herfieshiness.

(En-Nadr, TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

Ore!)

(3)9)» Any work that is accomplished quickly.

(15-)

v4}

1. L_,s (JK,$,K,') and 5,2316%,
(TA,)MHe made him (a field-rat, s, TA)'to enter

[into his hole, and into the aperture in a wall].

($, K, TA.) = See also 7.

2. .5), (AZ, TA,) inf. n. (AZ,K,TA,)

He (the bird called a.) sentforth his tone, or

cry. (AZ,

7. A.st He entered (T, s, K) into his hole,

(JK, S, K,) said of a field-rat; (JK, $ ;) as also

V ;) or into a thing; as also 653': (T,

TA :) or he entered into it and concealed himself.

(IKtt, TA in art. w.)

(K.) and $93”, (Lb. s.) [in which

the latter word may be either a substitute for the

former or an epithet,] A narrow road or way:

(Lh, S, pl. (TA :) and n. un. with 8;

or this and the pl. are alike. (K, TA.) The

phrase oscpfs’ in a. verse of Aboo

Dhu-eyb cited voce grin-o; [the former word

being with tenween for.the sake of the measure ;]

or, as some relate it, .(3): (S, TA :) in this in

stance, vij is a substitute for ._.vfle» : or, accord.

to A’Obeyd, walk». signifies narrow roads or

ways, and *5) signifies narrow : (TA :) or

signifies an obscure narrow road or way.

(JK.) ._.. One says also, 42:22.23, meaning

I threw, or shot, at him, 6r it, fi'om a near spot.

(JK.1.<->

A5).

1. is syn. with 1:23! [The act of gobbling a

thing; i. e. eating it quickly, and hastily; or

drawing it with the mouth, and eating it quickly :

or swallowing it: (see also 5 and 8 :)]: (AA, K,

TA :) or Lil [vehement gobbling; &c.]:

(TA :) you say, aor. ‘ , inf. n. meaning

[He gobbled n,- &c.]. (TK.) [And par
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3.:

ticularly] The eating what is termed 155)", as

meaning a certain food in which are dates and

_fresh butter : (S :) [or so )9; for] you say,

7;], inf. n. he ate ,6;le; as also

inf. n.;). (TA.)

2: see above. = [Freytag explains it as sig

nifying He gave a person a thing to eat; but

without indicating his authority]

4. 2;“ LS)! He made him to swallow the

thing.

5. is syn. with $15 [The swallowing a

thing in a leisurely manner]: (S, K :) [Dr’simply

the swallowing a thing: for] you say, 1311!

[He swallowed in a leisurely manner the gobbet,

0r morsel, or mouthful: or simply] he swallowed

the gobbet. (TA. [See also 1 and 8.])_Also

The drinking milk much, or abundantly : and the

subst. is ,5) [app. 7’25}, as it is written without

any syll. signs; meaning, I suppose, A. copious

draught quilh]. (TA.) Accord. to lDrd, one

says, bx}! ’5}, meaning Such a one drank

immoderately of the milk,- or drank the milk

immoderately. (S, TA.)

)r/r,

8. 4.5;) He swallowed it. (S, K. [See also

1 and 5.])

age

we}: see 5.

Plague, or pestilence; syn. (Th,

One says, [God smote him,

or may God smite him, with the plague, or pes

tilence].

,2}; th butter with dates; (M,K;) in the

_ dial. of Ifreelgeeyeh: (M, TA :) or a certainfood

of the Arabs, in which are dates andfresh butter.

(S.).._..Also Any deadly food. (Th, TA.)—

The food of the people of the fire [of Hell].

(ISd, A certain tree in JIell: (K:) [re

specting which] I’Ab says that whep the saying

[in the Kur xliv. 43 and 44]

[Verily the tree q/‘iépl shall be thefood

a} [the sinner] was revealed, Aboo-Jahl said,

“Dates and fresh butter: we will swallow it

leisurely:" therefore God revealed [these other

words of the Kur, xxxvii. 6'2 and 63,] 5;}.

9.151;» cos) db 4-3? 3

[Verin it is a tree coming forth in the bottom of

Hell, the fruit thorle being as though it were

the heads of the devils, or of terrible serpents,

foul in aspect, having manes, as expl. by Bd]:

:) it is thus called after a tree of which a

description here follows. (Ed in xxxvii. 60.) _

A certain tree having small leaves, stinking

and bitter, found in Tihlimeh: ubi supiaz)

AHn says, (S, TA, [but this passage is only in

one of my two copies of the S,]) on the authority

of an Arab of the desert, of Azd es-Sardh, that

the is a dust-coloured tree, (S, TA,) having

small round leaves, without thorns, (TA,) having

a pungent odour [perhaps a mistranscription

for 31:53 i. e. stinking]), and bitter, having knots in

its stems, (S, TA,) many in number, and a small

and very weak flower, which the bees eat, or lick,

Bk. I.

for making honey,- (S,‘TA ;) its/lower is while;

and the heads of its leaves are veryfoul, or ugly :

(S,*'I‘A:) [or] a certain plant in the desert

(&QQQD, having afionrer resembling in form the

jasmine. Also A certain tree in Areehd

[i. e. Jericho], of[the district called] the Ghmcr,

having a fruit like the date, sweet, with an

astringent and bitter quality,- the stone of which

has an oil greatly esteemed for its beneficial pro

perties, wonderful of operation in dispersing the

cold kinds offlatus, and phlegmalic disorders,

and pains of the joints, and gout in the foot

and sciatica, and the _flatus that is con

finizd’in the socket of the hip: the weight of seven

drachms thereof is drunk three days or_five days,

and sometimes, or often, it makes to rise and

stand the crippled and those who are deprived of

the power of motion: it is said that its original

was the [species of] . ’_ a! [or myrobalan] called

ékslé, which the Benoo-Umeiyeh removed

(from India, TA), and planted in Arcehz‘t; and

when it had long remained, the soil of Areehit

altered it from the natural character of the

EMM- (K0

is;

1. Sié}, (s,1_<,) aor. 1, (K,) inf. n. 2.51}, (s,)

IIe paid it in ready money, quickly, or promptly;

or was quick, or prompt, in doing so. (lSk,

[The verb is doubly trans. in this sense :) you

set 1: a a _ _

say, WI 0L5) He paid him a thousand (meaning-a

thousand dirhems, TA) in ready money, quickly,

Jli’ 1’24 ’

orpromptly. TA.) And 43a- 6L5}, inf, n. as

above, I paid him his due; as also 45,

inf.n. (ISh,TA )_.And LBJ); Qié},

(S, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above], The she

camel cast forth her young one at her hind legs,

or kind feet, and so in some cOpies of the

or at her hind leg, or hind foot: (so in other

copies of the or, in labour,_cast forth her

young one. (T, TA.) And one says also,

05/ r 53 :In

as 9%) Lot sill, and 4.; iii, i. e. [llIay God

remove from good, or prosperity, a mother that

cost him. forth. from her womb, or] that brought

him forth. (TA.)-_And iléj, nor. as above,

(K,) and so the inf. n., (TA,) He beat him, or

struck him. So in the phrase in; Exile

[He beat him, or struck him, wiih a hdndred

stripes ofthe whip]. (TA.)-_And

IIe compressed his young woman, orfemale slave.

(K.) = He had recourse to him, or it,

for refuge, protection, preservation, concealment,

covert, or lodging,- he leaned, or stayed himself,

upon him, or it. (AZ,

15/ 10 £1 1

8. 43.»- 4.2.0 {5:531 He took, or received, from

him his due; (K;) as also K451. (TA.)

I / 1

lb) : see what next follows, in two places.

55¢) 0 . 2 , , s ,

“in as; ($.19 and "as, (K,) and a,»
55/ J 2’ I 03 we I ’

3L9) and 7L5}, (TA,) and mi VéL‘bj, (S,

K,) A wealthy man, quick, or prompt, in paying:

($;m K :) [or rather this is the meaning when you

combine the two epithets .ul» and Slév) or {5):

otherwise the meaning is only a man quig-h, or

prompt, in paying: for] you say, Eié:

meaning Thou wilt assuredly find him to be one

who pays what he owes (TA) without putting ofl'.

in art.

“33! £53: see the next Prece‘ling paragraph.

I
flee,

l5}. A refuge,- an asylum; a place to which

one has recourse for refuge, protection, preserva

tion, concealment, covert, 0r lodging: [and applied

to a man:] a poet says, speaking of Bishr Ibn

Marwén,
.u a, 0' e a, leaf '0 a

* 44.913» “Lb Q» &j» final,

[And excellent, or most excellent, is the refuge of

him. whose ways have become strait]. (TA.)

I

)5)

1. (A,K,) aor. 1, (rig) int. n. jé};

(TA;) and béc, (K,) inf-n- x593; (TA;)

{He filled (A, a. vessel, (TA,) or a water

skin.

2:

5. )éjb' ID (a child’s belly) became large,

(K,) or full, (S, A,) so that it was likea Sig},

agd ig'good condition; ;) as also tréj,

inf. n. £5}. (K.)—TR (beverage, or wine,)

became collected (1;) in a (TA.)

see 1: _and 5.

5.4:; A certain small receptacle; (Msb;) a

receptacle of skin, (A,) or a skin, or a

small skin, (S, Mgh,) for'wipe, (S, A, Mgh,

orfor vinegar: (K :) pl.,éj. (Msb.)

40$).

1- (K,) int n- (TA,) He filled a

water-skin: (K,TA:) and signifies the

same asflbj, i. e. the act offilling: this is the

primary meaning. (TA.)-See also 4.

423.111,, IHe emitted his sperma genitale (M, A,

like the discharge gfmucus from the nose of

the (A.)—dzl as r His mother

brought him forth [in an'absolute sense (as in a

saying here following), or], accord. to IAar,

easily. (TA.) One says, as

1-[lllay God curse a mother that brought him.

forth]. (TA.)=,;s.-.~} He (9. man, s) was, or

became, afl'ected with Joli-s}: Msb,l_{:) [it is

app. from but is thought to be] from

q. v.; [and therefore] anomalous. (Mgh.)

[2. is said by Golius to be syn. with

But the only mention offiéj that I find

is in art. Ob) in the S, where it is said that

4212 02;) and fig signify and

4. 1.5,: He (God, s, Msb) caused him (a

man, S) to be afl'ccted with ,sléj; (AZ, As, S,

Msb, K ;) as also (K.)

see =Also 1- Progeny : so says

156
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IAar: or, accord. to Yaakoob, it is 7&5).

(TA.) One says, 3.; ;c [or 'Qé},

i. c. He is the basest, mbst ignoble, or meanest, of

evil progeny; or] meaning that be is not a good

son. (TA.):Also The moaning, or hard breath

ing, (bi-3,) with which the child comesforth; as

also [3.3.3 and] (1;: TA.)

see ;Léj.=Also 1The last of the

children of his two parents. K, TA.) You

say, He is the last of the children

ofhis two parents. (S, TA.)._See also 1.5),

in two places. = Also 1Heavy, and coarse,

rough, or rude. (K, TA.)

lie} (s. Mtb. K) and ' (K,) or *Zéi.

with damm, (Msb,) [A coryza, or catarrhus ad

nares; a rheum, in the most usual sense of the

term, meaning a dcfluzcion from the head, chiefly

from the nose; commonly called a cold in the

head ;] a deflrta'ion of redundant humour from

the two anterior venters of the brain to the nos

trils: (K :) well known: (S, Msbz) from

meaning the act of“ filling.” (TA.)

[pass part. 11. of You say

A filled water-shin. (TA.)—And,

applied to a man, (AZ, As, S,) Afi'ected with

,eiés3: (AZ, As, S, Msb, K:) [regularly formed

from or but thought to be] from

(AZ, As, S, Msb;) [and therefore] ano

malous. (Mgh.)

:5)

1. t5], aor., (s, Msb, K, &C.,) int‘. h.

2%], (S,) or (Msb, [accord. to which the

former seems to be a singple subst.,]) or both,

(1;, TA,) the latter like ;ié, 8.8 in the h1,.])lit

accord. to [some of] the copies of the K ,5),

(TA,) It increased, or augmented; (S, Msb, K,

TA ;) it received increase and blessing from God;

it throve by the blessing of God; (Er-Réghib,

TA;) and produced fruit; (TA in art. uh)“ ;)

and (K in that art.,) aor. ian n.

Ebb], (TA in that art.,) signifies the same, (K, TA,)

mentioned by ISd, on the authority of L11, as a dial.

var. of ($3, aor.,$j._g; (TA ;) and so 'Ubjl;

(Msb, K =) and vuépt (Kin art. j =) it is said

of seed-produce, (S, Msb, Er-Raghib, TA,) and of'

wealth, or cattle &c., and of other things: of any

thing that increases, or augments, one says

inf. n. (TA.) [This is the primary mean

ing: or, accord. to some, the primary meaning is,

It was, or became, pure:] some say that the root

denotes purity: and some, that it denotes a state

of increase, or augmentation. (Mgh.) You say

also The land throne, or yielded

increase. (Mgh.) And [The boy grew,

or throne], inf. n. and E-Lés}, 0n the authority

of Akh. (5.) And its} +[His deed, or

work, throne]. in art. )3.) It is said in a

trad. of’Alee, 61; $195 Jim

Elli?! +[Wealth, what one ewpends diminishes it,

but knowledge increases by expending] : Ab; being

thus predicated of knowledge, though this is not a

corporeal thing. (TA.) Accord. to El-Umawee,

(S,) said ofa man, EB], (S, K,) aor. inf. n.

:5)", means He enjoyed, or led, a plentiful,

and a pleasant or an easy, and a soft or delicate,

life; (S, K,) was in a state of abundance of the

goods, conveniences, or comforts, of lifia. (S.)

And likewise said of a man, (having the same

aor. and int". n., TA,) it means also He was, or

became, good, or righteous,- (Jel in xxiv. 21,

Msb, K, TA ;) and pure from sin. (Jel ibid.)

[Hence,] ‘9’ 3,2591 13.; means This

thing, or dfi'air, will not be suitable to such a

one; will not befit him.

2. 2%), inf. n. : see 4. ._ Also He

purified him, or it. (Er-Raghib, TA.) Some

times the agent of the verb in this sense is a man ;

as in the saying in the Kur [xci. 9],

[Verily he prospereth who purifieth it;

namely, his soul]: sometimes it is God; as in

[the saying in the Kur xxiv. 21,]

2L2; Q.» [But God purifieth. whom IIe willeth]:

and sometimes it is the Prophet; as in the saying

e 05 o s a

[in the Kur ix. 104], jet”: 0.. .15.

L}, [Tahe thou, :from their-possessions, a

poor-rate, whereby thou shalt cleanse them and

purify them; where (J says in the they say

that means the same as 43%]; and in

the saying [in the Kur ii. 146], ’15

[tho reciteth to you our signs, and

purifieth you]. (Er-Raghib, TA.) _ [Hence,

accord. to what is said in the Kur ix. 104, i. e.

because the act which it signifies is believed to

purify the performer, or because it is believed to

purify, or to occasion an increase of, the rest of
his property,] till; Uflbj, (S, Mgh, Msb,) infi n.

as above, (S, Mgh.) He gave the 3L5] [or poor

rate] from his property. (S, Mgh.) And ii'bj,

(s,) or 1.3%,; (Mgh,) He took (s, Mgh) his,

or their, (Mgh,) 5L5} [or poor-rate].

Mgh.)_.fi;éj also signifies I attributed to him

1'53, i. e. [purity, or] goodness, or righteousness.

[And hence, Ipraised him.] And u'b)

MU, Mgh,) infi n. as above, He praised

himself: Mgh.) The doing this is forbidden

in the Kiir liii. 33. (Er-Raghib, TA.) Hence,

also, ail” The pronouncing the witnesses

to be’veraciou's, and good, or righteous. (Mgh.)

;b He plays, and says, “Is

it even or odd [or rather odd or even]?” (TA in

art. ’50 he takes, or holds, something in his

hand, and says, “Is it even or odd [or odd or

even] 7" (TA in the present art.) [See

below.]

4. liéji He (God) made it to increase, or

augment; Msb,K;) [made it to thrive; and

put it into a good, or right, stale, or con

dition ;] namely, seed-produce, (S, Msb, TA,) and

wealth, or cattle &c., and any other thing capable

ofincrease; (TA ;) as also t Stéj, (Msb, 1;, TA,)

inf. n. (TA.)_ Also He put it into a

bag, or some other receptacle; namely, property:

thus expl. by Aboo-Moosa. (Nb, TA.) = See

also 1, first sentence.

5. see 1, first sentence. _ Also He

became purified,- or he purified himself: (TA:)

also pronounced aor. (Ed in

xxxv. 19.)_And He endeavoured to attain

much piety; from 55;". in lxxxvii. 14.) _

And He gave the poor-rate.

Lg}, (S, K,m TA,) without tenween, and accord.

to some with tenween, and not having the article

J1 prefixed to it; and in like manner L1, which

is coupled with the former, is without tenween,

and accord. to some with tenween, and not having

the article J! prefixed to it ; (TA ;) _[but each has

J1 prefixed to itin the 1;;1 i. q. (s,1_<) 5,...

2.1;” [or 83.5.], as meaning An even number:

a number consisting of pairs ,- or a single

pair] : said to be so called because the pair

are more, or more perfect, or better, (' uéft)

than is the one. (TA.) You say or

a 1

i5) [Odd or even ?]. (TA.) [See more

voce

Eliza}, or 33;}, [accord. to El-Hareeree, to be

written with l when prefixed to a pronoun, and

also in the dual number, (see De Sacy’s Anthol.

Gram. Arabe, p. 67 of the Arabic text,) but this

rule I have not found to be generally observed,

even in the best MSS., nor have I in the similar

cases of 2,1; and 5);, (to which it is also

applied,) in the best copies of the Kur-an,] of the

measure [i. e., originally 02353,] like

[which is one ofits syns.] ; a noun of the class of

homonyms: (IAth,TA :) it signifies Increase, or

augmentation, (IAth, Er-Raghib, TA,) as also

lilé} [mentioned in the first paragraph as an

inf. n.], (Msb,) resulting from the blessing of

God; and this is [said to be] the primary mean

ing; and is considered as relating to the things of

the present world and to those of the world to

come. (Er-Raghib,TA.)_And Purity. (IAth,

TA.) And [particularly] The dryness of' the earth

or ground; which is its purity from defilemcnt.

(TA.) .._ And Purification : a meaning which it

is said to have in the saying in the Kur [xxiii. 4],

953-9 .23 also. (IAth, Mgh. Er

Rt'tghib, TA,) i. e. And who are acting in their

religious service for God’s purification of them;

or for their purification of themselves: for

I II

8,5)” is not here an objective complement of

the d therein denoting the aim and the

cause. (Er-Raghib, TA.) __ Also, [as being a

mode ofpurification ofoneselfl] Good, or righteous,

conduct: and in this sense it has been expl. as

used in the Kur xviii. 80: or as meaning good

ness, or righteousness: (TA :) which i [also]

signifies. (Mgh.) And Religious service; as being

the means of purification: so [accord. to some] it

signifies in the saying [in the Kur xix. 14],

be“ [And the disposition to

mercy, or compassion, from us, and religions

service] : (Er-Raghib, TA :) or it here means 331’:

[i. e. purification, or purity]: and [accord. to some,

if we except the instances mentioned above in the
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next two preceding sentences,] this is the only

instance in the Kur-an in which it is used in any

other sense than that which next follows. (Kull

p. 199.) _ And [The poor-rate;] the portion,

or amount, of properly, that is given therefrom,

(M, IAth, Mgh, Msb, K, Er-Raghib, TA,) as the

due of God, (Er-Raghib,TA,) by its possessor,

(M, K, TA,) to the poor, (M, Mgh, Er-Raghib,

TA,) in order that he may purify it thereby :

(M, IAth, K, TA:) [in the it is merely said

that “the 5'5): of property is well known :” the

giving it is obligatory, provided that the property

is of a certain amount, and has been in possession

eleven months: the portion given varies accord~

ing to the nature and amount of the property;

but is generally a fortieth part thereof, or of its

value; i. e. two and a half per cent. :] it is thus

termed [for the reason assigned above; or] as

being a cause of the hope of increase, (Msb, Er

Riighib, TA,) or as causing the soul, or person,

to thrive, or grow, by means of good things and

blessings [procured thereby], or for both of these

reasons. (Er-Raghib, TA.) ,ilai it's} [The alms

ofthe breaking of the fast, given at the end of

Ramadan,] is obligatory upon every person of the

Muslims, the free and the slave, the male and the

female, the young and the old, the poor and the

rich; and purifies the faster fi'om unprofitable and

lewd discourse: it consists of a [q.v.] of

dates, or of barley, [or of raisins or some other

ordinary kind of food,] or half that quantity of

wheat. (El-Jami’ es-$agheer, voce Eli-.6.) [The

pl. is $1,?st _Also, [as being an attribution

of purity or goodness or righteousness,] Praise.

(IAth, TA.) ._ And The pure, or best, part of

a thing : (K, TA :) on the authority ofAboo-’Alee.

(TA.)

an inf. n. of 1 [q.v.]. (S, See also

the next preceding paragraph, in two places. _

Also [The increase of the earth; or] the fruits

caused to comeforth by God. (TA.)

3%} i. q. 7.5."), (Akh, 5,) which signifies In

creasing [&c., as not part. 11. of lb), q. v.] : (Ham

p. 722:) [and growing, or thrivingl: applied in

this sense to a boy. ~(Akh, in

the Kur xix. 19 means [A boy] pure’from sins :

or growing, or increasing, in goodness and right

eousness: (de) or purified by nature: or such

as shall in thefuture become pm‘ified. (TA.) And

2253 in the Kur xviii. 73 means [A soul, or

person-,] purefrom- sins : some read 1 but

the former is more forcible: [or,] accord. to AA,

7 the latter means that has never sinned: and the

former, that has sinned and then been forgiven.

(Bd) [Or] [i.;j sigrlifies" A good, or

righteous, man: and the pl. is igéajl. (high, K,‘

TA.) And also A man enjoying, or leading, a

plentiful, and a pleasant or an easy, and a soft or

delicate, li e : pl. as above. TA.) _ And

05 r

as; Viji Good,fat land. (TA in art. gay.)

3 , .

(5,5) [generally meaning Of, pr relating to,

the poor-rate] is the rel. n. of 3L5}; like as

(5,3;- is that of 5%; because the rel. 11. re

5 e ,

duces the word to its original form: Jib) is

vulgar and wrong. (Mgh.) '

. _ .. l s . ,

shy, and its fem. 3:55: sce uésj, in three

plaizes.

More, or most, profitable: (Ed in

ii. 232:) or better, or best: (Jel ibidz) more, or

must, pure: in xxiv. 28:) more, or most,

lawful, and Jel in xviii. 18,) and good, or

pleasant: or more, or most, abundant and cheap.

(Bd ibid.) See also as a noun.

Us)

;éaj,’ aor. inf. n. 3L5}, i. q.

L5}, aor. ’53, as meaning It increased, or aug

mented ; (Lh, lSd, K,‘ TA ;) and producedfruit :

(TA :) and lug}? signifies the same.

Also He thirsted. (Th,

5: see above; and see art. ,5).

3, .

Us): see art. ,5).

d)

1. iii}, [third pers. Jj,] aor. (s,1g;)

and [third pers. likewise \53,] nor.

(Fr, s,1_i;) inf. n. Jo}, (Ln,s,1,<,) which is of

the former Verb, (s,)' and J}, (Lh, K,) also of

the former verb, (Mgh,) and and [or,

accord. to the S, this is a simple subst.,] and

(Lh,K) and (K,) [all app. of the

former verb,] and (Fr, S, K,) which is of the

latter verb; (Fr, S ;) Thou slippedst (K) in mud,

or in speech, (S, K,) or in judgment, or opinion,

or in peligion: (TA:) or you say, @381;
aor. inf. n. [&c. as above] ;iand aor.

i5, inf. n. the former verb of the class of

and the latter, of the class of mean

ing he, or it, moved away, or aside, [or slipped,]

from his, or its, place: and or

4.0.5, aor. like inf. n. he made a

slip, or mistake, in his speech, or his action.

(Msb.) in the Kur ii. 205, means But

ifye turn away, or aside, fi'om entering thereinto

fully: (Jelz) this is the common reading]: but

some medial}. (TA.) And you say, He

committed a ’slip in speech and the like. (TA.)

Accord. to IAth, signifies The passing of a

body from one place’to another: and_ hence it

is metaphorically used in like manner in relation

to a bellefit: one says,

inf. n. J4), meaning {A benefit passed, or was

transferred, from him, (i. e. a benefactor,) to such

a one. (TA.) _. inf. n. and also

signifies He (a man) passed along quickly : (ISh,

K:) and inf. n. he ran : and a

light, .of- an agile, walking or pacing: (TA:)

[and J)“, mentioned above as an inf. n., seems to

have the same, or a similar, signification :] a

rajiz says, namely, Aboo-Mohammad El

Hadhlemee, (TA,) or Aboo-Mohammad El

Fak’asee, (0,)

u e 0 i

* cw tee-ii oi v oi *

*

c ’°' a.. . 1 1 .1 ' °

of“ we -a

in the present art.,"‘ and in art. 6L0,“ and art.

63, but in this last with in the place of

05;, and TA,) [i. e. Verin they have, in the

year of little rain, (thus 6,1531, as here used, is

expl. in the in art. 63,) and in the passing

along lightly to the place which is the object of

the journey, and in the being removed from a

tract which they have depastured to a place in.

which is pasture, (thus Ml, as here used, in

expl. in the in art. (#4,) the tending of a

master honest in his conduct, or desirous of their

good, benevolent, or compassionate]: he is b'llt'ilk

ing of his camels: in art. he means

that they pass along lightly [so I render

from place to place in search of herbage: and

3,31! means the place to which they purpose

journeying. (SQ—[Hence,] Jj urn life.

heat, or passed, [or glided,] away. (K, TA.) _

J '2 iv

use» a,» (s, Mora.) aor- (s. Mob.)

inf. n. ($, K,) or (Mgh,) The dirhems,

or pieces of money, poured out, or forth .'

or were, or became, deficient in. weight. Msb,"

1g.) _ J}, int‘. n. (K,) said ofa man, (TA,)

[and app. of a. wolf, (see [lilo] ID: was, or

became, light [offlesh] in the hips, or haunches:

(K:) or signifies a woman’s having little

flesh the posteriors and thighs. =

aor. accord. to analogy, as an intrans. v.,

from meaning “I gave to him” of

food &c., should signify He took, or received:

anduhence the saying of the lawyersULl;

Uepl And he shall take, or receive, of the food

[if he have knowledge of permission, or consent].

(Mgh.) = i. q. [app. as meaning He, or

it, was made, or rbndered, thin, or slender].

(IAar, TA.)

2: see the next paragraph, near its end.

4. is“), (K,) inf. n. J9}; (TA,) Ile, or it,

made him, or caused him, to slip in mud, (K,

TA,) or in speech, or in judgment, or opinion,

or in religion; (TA;) and '31:...i signifies the

same. (Sf MA, K,‘ P$. [But respecting this

latter, see what follows.]) It is said in the Kur

[ii. 34], bliss." [And the Devil made

them, or caused them, both, to slip, or fall, from.

it, namely, Paradise (1110] ; and one reading is

.,” 4 _ .

WEI, 1. e. removed them: or, as some say, it

means caused them to commit a slip, or wrong

action, in consequence of it [referring to the tree] :

or, accord. to Th, caused them to slip in judg

ment. (TA.) And inthesame,iii. 149,

bufin The Devil made them, or caused them,

to slip: (Jel:) or, as some say, sought to make

them commit a slip, or wrong action. (TA.)_

One says also, 4;" He sent for.

ward such a one to the people, or party. (TA.)

_And He made him to turn from

156‘
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his opinion. (MA.)—And as Jo} signifies the

“ passing ” of a body from one place to another,

one says, speaking metaphorically, (IAth, TA,)

5.3.] ;He did to him a benefit: (S,

IAth, whence, (TA,) it is said in a mad,

54' 4;)" +He to whom a

benefit is .15.; [let him be grgtqful forgit].

(A’Obeyd, s} Mgh, Msb.) And it} .13 5.33} +1

did to him a benefit: one should not say :41)"

[thus written, app. for 'wji but see

(TA.) And [alone] t I gave to

or I did to him a benefit. (Mgh.) And call)!

,fGLJI ’r I gave to himoof tliefogd

and other things. (IKtt, TA.) And on 4,8] J)!

G; if; t He gave to him somewhat of his'due.

(S, And [He drewforthfrom

him a benefit. (TA.)

10: see 4, in two places.

R. Q. 1. 23,3}, (5,“' Msb, 1;, &c.,) inf. 11. iii,

and and and (K,) or the first of

these is an int: n. [by universal consent], ($,) and

so is the second, but the third is a simple subst.,

(Zj, $, Mgh,) though this and the fourth [which

is the least known] have the authority of certain

readings of passages of the Kur, namely, xcix. 1

for both of these, and xxxiii. 11 for the latter of

them, (TA,) He put it, or him, into a state of

motion, commotion, or agitation .- (Msb, K, TA :)

or into a state of convulsion, or violent motion.

(Zj, TA.) You say, U535» iii? inj [i. e. God

made the earth to quake: or to quake violently :]

z) [or] put the earth into a state of convulsion,

or violent motion. (Zj, TA.) And

He came with, or brought, the camels, driving

them with roughness, violence, orgpehemenc’c.

(TA.) Some say that is from 61;"

[i. e. “the making a slip in judgment, or opi

nion” : so when one says, the mean

ing is, The people, or party, were [turned away

from the right course, and fear was cast into

their hearts. (TA.) It is said in a trad., ;pm
015 0” r Iii on

My), Qty-'91»)! i. e. [O God, rout, defeat, or

put, to flight, the’comhinedforces, and] make their

state of afl'airs to be.ugsoupd, or unsegttled. (TA.)

Accord. to IAmb, 11).!) ,ofil CAQLGl means An

afirighting befell the people, or'party ,: from the

sayisg in the Kur [ii. 210], 1,3,3},

J’LPl i. e. And they were ajfrighted [so that’the

Apostle said]: (L, TA 2) or were jvehemently

agitated. (Ksh, B._1_.) _ 3}; it; 33,3} LL

*a’ijl [or v5.51, as it is written in the ex

planation of this! saying, the latter being app. the

right reading], said by Aboo-Shembel, means I

have not put into my throat, orfauces, ever, water

slipping into it cooler than the water ofthe [or

pool left by a torrent in the shade of a mountain].

(Az, TA.)

R. Q. 2. It was, or became, in a state of

motion, commotion, agitation, convulsion, or via

lent motion. (Msb, TA.) You say,

($, Msb, TA) The earth [quaked : or quahed vio

lently:] was, or became, in a state of motion,

commotion, &c.: (Msb:) the verb in this phrase

[and in others] is quasi-pass. of R. Q. 1. (S, TA.)

And His soul reciprocated in his

chest at death. (TA.)

5:

J) Slippery: :) a place in which one slips;

(K;) and signifies the same; ($,K;) and

[likewise, i. e.] a place in which the foot

slips. (TA.) You say and '33}, and

J} and '35, [A standing-place] in which

a) 6* )0) Q”

one slips. (K.) And J) 35,1.) and 'JJ) A

slippery [sloping slide or rolling-place &c.]. ($.)

[See also

A slip (s, Msb,* 15) in mud, or in speech;

a subst. from 1 meaning as expl. in the first sen

tence of this art.; (S, K;) as also '61,.sz (5:

[but this latter is mentioned by Lh and in'the K

as an inf. n.:]) a slip, or lapse; afault, a

wrong action, a mistake, or an error; (Msb, ;)

or a sin, or crime; (K,* TA ;) afall into _sin or

crime. (high in art. One says, J;

5;”; The man [made a foul slip; or] fall

into [the commission of a disapproved, or hateful,

or foul, act; or committed an exorbitant, an

abominable, or afoul, mistake : whence the trad.,

with}! [We seek protection by

de from the :slip ofthe learned map] : and the

well-known saying, Alb." filth" [The slip

of the learned man [is the slip of the world at

large]. (TA.) _ A ,benefit, or good action;

(Mgh,*K;) as also taij. (K:) a gift. (Msb)

_. A feast, or repast, that is‘ preparedfqr guests.

(Lth, 0, Msb.) One says, [Such

a one made, or prepared, a feast for guests].

(Lth, O,Msb.) Hence, (Lth,TA,) it is also a

name for Food that is carried from the table of

one’s friend or relation: a word of the dial. of

El-’Iral_§: (Lth, Msb,K:) or in this sense it is a

vulgar word, (K, TA,) used by the common

people of Email; (TA.) And i. q. ,1}; [as

meaning A marriagefeast]. (Isl), Az, Msb,

So in the saying, [lVe were at

the marriagefeast of such [a one]. (ISh,Az,

Msb, TA.)

£33,: see 3E.=Also A straitened state of the
cl

breath [unless be a mistranscription for

v.23“ the soul, which I think not improbable]. (K.)

5?,- Stones: or smooth stones: (Kz) pl. Jlj.

(TA.)

$3} an inf. n. ofl, [q.v,] (Fr, 5, Msb, K,) in

3’

two [or three] senses. (K.):See also d), in

four places.=Also A deficiency: so in the

saying, 4.31;,» [In its weight is a de

ficiencyl- (L11. 1.1-)

A certain animal, of small, white body;

which, when it dies, is put into water, and renders

it cool, or cold: (TA:) [Golius describes it as a

worm that is bred in snow; of which Aristotle

speaks in his Hist. Animalium, l. v. 19; and he

adds, on the authority of Dmr, that it is of the

length of a finger, generally marked with yellow

spots; and swelling in water such as is termed

J3)" sLo.] _ Hence, [it is said to be] applied to

water, as meaning Cool, or cold: (TA :) or, so

applied, sweet: (8:) or sweet, clear, or limpid,

pure, easy in its descent, that slips into the throat,

as also VJ»); (TA :) or quick in its descent

and passage in the throat, (K,“E TA,) cool, or

cold, sweet, clear, or limpid, easy in its descent;

as also 'JQ} and and

And Clear, applied to anything: (TA.)

see : ._ and see also

see kj'\j)".__Also [The kind of sweet

food called] 5,36 [q. v.]. ($gh, 1;.)

iii, an arabicized word from the Pers. ,L),

(K in art. UJ)‘, in the CK [“a sort of

woollen blanket,”] A carpet; syn. (K in

the present art. :) a certain sort quZ» [or car

pets, said by Golius to be generally woollen and

villous, but by Freytag to be woollen but not

villons]: (Mgh:) [in Johnson’s Pers. Arab. and

Eng]. Dict. expl. as meaning a coverlet of woollen,

without a pile, neither striped nor painted :] pl.

at

age}- ($.11sb.K-)

uléé: see

Jj} (s, 1;) and 3,3}, and MF adds fjj},

(TA,) Household-goods; or utensils andfurniture

of a house or tent; ($, K;) as also (Sh,

TA.)

Light, or agile; (TA ;) as also

(lAar, TA :) the former applied as an epithet

t9 9; boy, or young man. (TA.) [See also

,J;}J}.]_.And_ A. shilful player on the drum.

(Fr. 1s)

J25): see

see what next follows.

[Motion, commotion, agitation, convulsion,

or violent motion; and particularly an earthquake,

or a violent earthquake;] a subst. from R. Q. 1:

('Zj,$, Msbz) or an inf. n. of R. Q. 1, as also

and and [which last is often

used as a simple subst., as such having for its pl.

Jj'fl'j, and is expl. in Jel xxii. 1 as signifying a

violent earthquake].

Light, or active, (K, TA,) in spirit and

body; (TA ;) acute, sharp, or quick, in intellect ,

clever, or ingenious. (K, TA.) [See also

=Lightness, or activity. (K.) ._ Conflict, or

fight, and fivil condition.) o(Sh, K.) One says,

ids-‘1‘: Q”) @191" $515 (Asa Sh) i-e- [1

left the people, or party,] in conflict, or fight,

and evil condition. (Sh, TA.)

[8 pl. of which the sing. is not men

tioned,] Difiiculties; (S, TA;) trials, troubles, or

afilictions; (K, TA ;) andjgerrors, or causes of

fear. (TA.) [See also [£61.]

Q r; ' g’ .

div} 1 see 9N), In two places.
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3 ,

d!) Deficient in weight; applied to a dirhem,

(S, Msb, K, TA,) and to a deenér: (TA :) pl.

3'33, (Msbq or (TA.) One says,

[Of thy deendrs are such

as are deficient in weight, and thkem are such

as are offull weight]. (TA.)

Quick, or swift. (lAar,K.)._See also

“xii—Also Light [qffiesh] in the hips, or

haunches: (AA, $,K.:) and having little flesh in

the posteriors and thighs; or having small but

tocks sticking together ,- syn. 632;,(SM, TA ;) in

6.51: (TA:) or

)1; use

TA ;) whose waist-wrapper will not retain its

hold: (TA =) fem. (s,1_<,) applied to a

woman; i. q. it]: :) or having no buttock:

pl. (TA.) 6:411 means The wolf that

has little flesh in the ramp and thighs,

J 3:), s, in the K 39,) begotten between

the wolf and the she-layena; (S, K; [the words

Jami, fill-J1, here immediately following

in the CK should be erased; their proper place

being in the second of the lines below in that

edition, where they are again inserted; as observed

by Freytag;]) and this epithet (Jysi) is in

:3,

separable: or, accord. to IAth, Jim pri

marily signifies the small in the buttock: and as

an epithet applied to the wolf, the light, or active;

the copies of the K, erroneously,

it signifies one who is more than

and it is said to be from signifying “ he ran.”
_ _ _ s .- r J a a E e 1

It is said in a prov., Got." u? toil ,s

dj'fll [He is more quick thearing than the

that is Icon in the rump and thighs ,- 0; than the

1- (s. TA»- is; u"); A

bow from which the arrow slips, by reason of the

rapidity with which it goesforth.

light, or active,

[said by Freytag to be written in the CK

3,3,, but in my copy of that edition it is 55,51 is

a word uttered on the occasion of the (so

in copies of the K,) or on the occasions of

(so in the TA :) [app. an ejaculation expressive of

alarm, or of distress: the Turkish translator of the

K thinks that it is originally contracted and

altered in the vowels for the purpose of alleviating

the utterance on account of the straitness of the

time :] but IJ says that a word of four radical

letters does not receive an augmentative like this

as an initial; and holds it to be, as to the letter

and the meaning, from [i. e. “ straitness,

distress,” &c.], and of the measure (TA.)

see the next paragraph. [Its primary

signification is probably A cause of slipping:

compare and &c.]

and 7 (S, high, K,) the former the

more chaste, (Mgh,) the latter mentioned by AA,

(TA,) A slippery place; Msb, K, TA ;) such

as a smooth rock, and the like; and such the

let}: is said to be. (TA.) [See also = The

fornicr is also an inf. n. of1 [q. v.]. '

One who bestows many benefits (K, TA)

andgi/ts. (TA.)

6’)

1. aor. ; , inf. n. and and

and 76.531; He went a gentle pace: and he

walked, or ran, quickly: (L :) or signifies

the being quick in going and in other things: and

the going quickly: (TA :) and the ad

vancing, or preceding, (0, K, TA,) quickly, (0,)

or in journeying : (TA : [see also :]) or, as

some say, the going a, gentle pace. (TA.) hxiu

say of a she-camel, (>93), aor. ;, inf. n. _ j,

She went swiftly, [appearing] as though she did

not move her legs by reason of her swiftness.

(Lth, TA.) And occurring in a verse of

Dhu-r-Rummeh, [app. referring to draughts of

water,] is expl. as meaning They descended quickly

into the entrance of the gullet, by reason of vebe

mence of thirst. (TA.) You say also,

11;? His foot slipped,- as also (AZ, L

and TA in m -;.) And _jsj, inf. n.

and He, 5it, passedgoing lightly sign

“:6le 9-, uh [app. '1 goes algng lightly upon

the ground] : and lij Ebb» [app. meaning

the same]. (TA.) And X." aor. ;, inf n.

and The arrow fell upon the ground,

the ground. (S, And, of an arrow,

and did not go straight to the animal at which it

was shot. (TA. [See also ._.. aor. ; ,

also signifies He escaped from diflicullies, trou

bles, or distresses. (TA.) _ And He drank vehe

mently of anything. (TA.)= See also 4.

2. at), inf. n. He uttered, and made

current, his words, or speech, (K, TA,) and an

ode, or an oration. (TA.) ._ And signifies

also The striving to retain life with a bare suf

ficiency ofothe meqns of subsistence ; being

expl. by “jam 11336.2. (K.)

4.4,:51 chi He made the arrow tofall upon

the ground, and not to go straight to the animal

at which it was shot. (TA. [See also 4 in art.

'cljJ) ._ ._al," .He closed, or madefast, the

door with the [q.v.]; ($,*K;) as also

HQ}, (15,) inf. n. (TA. [See, again, 4

in art.

5. a; He, or it, slipped, or slid along or

down; syn. TA :) his foot slipped.

(KL. [See also 5 in art. tab-_One says of

an arrow, viii or [It slips

from the bow]. and K, accord. to different

copies.)= Also He persevered, or persisted, in

drinking the beverage called (Lh, K, TA,)

and wine; (L11, TA;) like (TA.)

7: see 1, first sentence: _ and see also 5; and

and

as an epithet applied to a place, (S, TA,)

Slippery; syn. and] [like ;] as also

I” v 9 e

'EJJ' (S, and 78). (TA.)—See also

= [Explained by Freytag as meaning “ Quod

aliquis in jaculando multum tollit manum, ut

majori vi mitt-at telnm,” on the authority of Meyd,

it is app. 9. mistranscription for q. v.; or it

may be a dial. var. of the latter.]

: see the next preceding paragraph.

Smooth rocks; (K ;) because the feet slip

from them. (TA.)

uéjj, like [in measure and meaning],

and 'Zéilj, TA,) and it"s, (TA,) applied

to a she-camel, Quick, or swift, (K, TA,) in

pace, orjourneying: or, as some say, that quickly

finishes in being milked. (TA.)

see

Quick, or swift; as also 'éJl},

applied to anything.V(I;Iam p. 764.) See also

k5%,). [And see _J-lrin arrow, such as is

called Casi, that slips (' quichlyfi-om the

hand,° TA,) or from the bow. See

also _ Applied to a well, i. q. 6,!) [q. v.].

(TA in art. ._. A far‘ertend’in’g,

long [stage ofajourney]; (Lh, K ;) as also [3,3].

(Lh, in art. 6!), apd'TA. [In the CK, in this

art. and in art. 6!), Lin: in my MS. copy of the

K, in this art., ibis; but in art. 6!), 5.3;, which

is the right reading. See also So in the

saying, [lVe journeyed a far

eztending, long stage]. (Lb, TA.)

9 r ‘04 _ ~

Eel): see 6): _and its fem., W1th 8: see

@8

see é;3._Also An arrow that slips

or [see 5]) from the bow; (S,

and so i [q. v.]: (K:) or an arrow that is

shot by the archer, and falls short of the butt,

striking violently upon a rock, and bounding up

from it to the butt: but such is not reckoned

whiz: (AHeyth, TA: [see also and

V as though an inf. 11. used as an epithet, an

arrow that falls upon the ground, and does not go

straight to the animal at which it is shot. (TA.)

_Also Escaping from dg'fliculties, troubles, or

distresses. (K.) _. And Drinking vehemently

(K) of anything. (TA.)

9 I D

[65.3, written in Freytag’s Lex. there

expl. as meaning Quickly, or swiftly, passing,- on

the authority of the Deewan el-Hudhaleeyeen.]

Small in quantity or number: 2) a

mean, paltry, small, or little, gift: (S, TA :) one

that is impeifect, or incomplete: and anything

that is not done superlatively, excellently, con

summately, thoroughly, or soundly: (TA :) any

thing low, base, vile, mean, paltry, inconsiderable,
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or contemptible. (K. [See also €;.])_Love

(.L; [in the CK, erroneously, Liv-D that is not

pure, or not genuine. (K.)_ Having little taste.

(Ham p. 404.)_..Small in body. (Ham ibid.)

_And hence, (Ham ibid.,) A man (K) deficient,

or defective, Ham,) in manliness, or manly

virtue or moral goodness, (Ham) and weak:

(TA :) or defective in mahe: and deficient in

prudence, or discretion, and precaution, or sound

judgment, or firmness of mind or ofjudgment:

(TA :) and nigga-rdly. (K.) _ One who is con

sociuted with a people, not being of them: ($, K,

TA :) or, as some say, i. q. [i. e. one whose

origin, or lineage, is suspected ,- or an adopted

son; &c.]. (TA.)—Also Lil'e striven to be re

tained with a bare sufliciency of the

means of subsistence. (TA.)

59;, ($.19 and ' (ll-'9; (K) [A kind elm,

or sliding bolt; like and ;] a [thing

like the] 631;», except that it is opened with the

hand, whereas the J'Nu is not to be opened save

with the key: ($,K:) a wooden thing by means

of which one closes or makesfast [a door] : (Ham

p. 764; in explanation of the former word:) so

called because of the quickness with which it

slips (' but ISh describes the

kind of g'j used by the'people of El-Basrah

as having a crooked iron key, which slips into a

hole in the door, by means of which the door is

loched: pl. (TA.):Also the former

word, applied to a woman, Having little flesh in

her poster-tors, or posteriors and thighs; or having

we 0,

small buttocks, sticking together; syn. 15.»).

($,K-)

'6)

1. 3;; aor. 1 , inf. n. IIis foot

slipped; (AZ, A, L, TA ;) like (AZ, L,

TA ;) as also Vaasjp. (A.)—[Hence,] one

says of water, 55.211 I[It slipped, or

slid down, from the rack]. (A, TA.) And of an

arrow, ui; $[It

slides along upon the/ground; then penetrates],

(A, TA. [See also And asie 6)

Life hastened, or was quick: inflhis going, [or

gaai't.’ (A, TA.) [See also OBJJ'J And

)% I[Speech slippedfrom his mouth].

(A.)= aor. =, (K,) int‘. n. éij,

(TA,) i. q. [He pierced him, or thrust him,

with the pointed ironfoot of the spear] ; (K ;) as

also (TA.)—And 3.1.1,; éij, inf. n.

_He broke his head so as to slit, or cleave, the

skin; syn. (Kr, TA.) =| aor. 1, (K,)

int. n. (TA,) He was, or became, fat. (51.)

“:5 is said of camels, meaning They were, or

became, fat. (TA.)

2. i153), inf. n. '9 35, He made it, or rendered

it, smooth. (K.)._ [And app. He, or it, made

him to slip : see its pass. part. n., below.] _

See also a verse cited voce

4. ' 5! He, or it, made his foot to slip.

(A, TA.) _ [Hence,];Jl ' jl 1[He made the

arrow to slide along upon the ground: see 1, third

sentence]. (A, TA. [See also 4 in art. €lj.]) _

éQl 'Cle He closed, or made fast, the door with

the [q.v.]. (A, TA.) You say, [so in my

copy of the A, but app. it should be “ you do not

I 1 .v o ’05

say,”] HA," £4.le when you require, for opening

it, a key. (A. [See, again, 4 in art.

5. [He, or it, slipped, or slid along or

down]: see 1, first sentence: and see [See

also 5 in art. 6.3).]

A slippery place, from which the feet slip

because of its moistness (S, K) or its smoothness ,

(K;) for it is [like smooth rock, or is] smooth

rock; (s, TA;) as also 1 (K.) And one

says also [using the latter word as a cor

roborative]. (TA.) _ It is also an int. n. used as

an epithet; (TA;) meaning tSl-ippery; A,

TA ;) applied to a standing-place, (S,) or to a

place [absolutely]; (A, TA ;) like éij; (s, TA ;)

as also (A, TA. [In this sense, is

said in the A to be tropical: app. because it is an

inf. n. used as an epithet.]) It is also applied to a

well meaning Smooth and slippery at its

top [or 'mouth], so that he who stands upon it

slips into it; (TA ;) and so ' ($, TA,) and

éjj. (TA.)= Also The limit, or extreme limit,

to which an arrow is shot : ($, K :) a réjiz says,

[app. meaning From a hundred fathoms, a limit,

or an extreme limit, to which one shoots with a

long fourfeathered arrow rising in its flight so

as to exceed the usual limit,- from three hundred

to four hundred cubits being said to be the limit,

or extreme limit, to which an arrow is shot; and

being used by poetic license for [Jib]:

or, accord. to ADk, ' j here signifiés the fur

thest limit to which an arrow is shot by him who

endeavours to shoot it to the utmost distance : or,

accord. to Lth, the raising the hand, or arm, in

shooting an arrow to the furthest possible dis—

tance: so says Az; who adds that he had not

heard this last explanation on any other authority

than that of Lth, but hoped it might be correct.

(L, TA.) [See also £53.]

see the next preceding paragraph, in two

places.

a / ,1 I a is

35.)): see 15-!1, below.

and 1,} +The advancing, or pre

ceding, accord. to the K, in going, or gait, but

accord. to the parent-lexicons, in haste, or quickly,

. a ,1

as also 05,!) [i. e. th-lj, which is an inf. n.;

of; a , r

and in like manner and [gt-33), accord. to

' J's

aor. i 5 though it is more probably 1]. (TA.)

the TLC, are inf. ns., of which the verb is

D;

o
see é), _ Also A quick, or swift, she

camel. (TA. [See also Kai:

[i. e. {3.2, see A long, far-extending [stage

ofo journey]. (TA.) '

: see the next paragraph.

A sloping slide $, K) down which

children slide. (S. [In one copy of the $, '

in two other copies, and in

one of these, is put in the place of

Also IA pain that attacks in the back, (A,

which. consequently becomes hard, or rigid, and

rough, (K,) depriving one of the power of motion

(A, K) by reason of its violence: (A :) and some

pronounce the word Valid}, without teshdeed to

the J; and some, erroneously, with (TA :)

or it is a disease that attachs’in the back and the

side: (ISd, TA :) [and appears to signify

the same, or to be a coll. gen. n.: for] AA cites

the following verse:

eefi sf 0' e .v a

* ujlpplsqosak, *

'5’ re an; '5” >

" w; aw,', )"J' '5» *

[app. meaning, And I have become, after goodliness

of stature, or symmetry, orjustness of proportion,

protuberant in the breast and hollow in the back ,

and time has produced, in my back, pain that de

prives me of the power of motion]. ($, TA.)

1-A vehement [pace of the kind

termed] [q. v.]. (TA.)

IAn arrow that slides along (8;) upon

the ground, and then penetrates. (A,TA. [See

also 6916])

0-711:

' )2», applied to a man, IMean, ungenerous,

or sordid; [as though] repelled, and made to slip,

from generosity : _ and hence, applied to living,

or sustenance, or means of subsistence, and to a

gift, mean, paltry, scanty, or deficient. (A, TA.

[See also 93.2.1)

[A kind of latch, or sliding bolt; also

called q. v., and ;] a thing with which

doors are madefast without its being [itself] made

fast [or locked]. (A, TA.)

we”)

Q. 4. Loijl, (K,) int. 11. Luis}, (s in art.

V5,) said ol' a torrent, It was; or became,

copious, and impelled in its several parts, or

portions, by the impetus of one part, or portion,

acting upon another. Accord. to the $,

and AHei, the d is augmentative; [as it is said

with equal reason to be in ;] but accordsto

the K, it is radical, and therefore this is its

proper place, not art. or»). (TA.).-Also i.q.

L531, [q. v.,] said of hair. (TA in art. van.)_

And :raljl The clouds were, or became,

dense, or thick.

3 ' I . . .
A torrent that ts copious, and impelled

in its several parts, or portions, by the impetus of
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one part, or portion, acting upon another, in

art. Hes), and K, and TA,) having much rubbish

or many small particles or fragments [borne on

its surface]. (TA.) [See also “kiln—Also a

dial. var. of [q. v.,] applied to a young

bird. (TA.) '

w; '

Q. 4. $.53}, said ofa young bird, In feathers

came forth: in art. vb}, and or its

feathers began to come forth, (Lth,TA,) before

their becoming black. (TA.) Also said of plu

mage, It began to come forth. (Lth, TA.) And

said of hair, in art. crab), and as also

;alfl, (TA,) It grenl forth after having been

shaven: (S, it began to grow forth, soft:

and said of the hair of an old man, i. q. [it

was, or became, downy]. (TA.) Accord. to’the

$, and Alflei and _IKtt and others, it belongs to

art. me}, like as is held by them to belong

to art. *4) ; but accord. to the K, the J is radical,

and therefore tllis is its proper place. (TA.)

J)

1. : see 2 : =and see also 8, in three places.

2. (0, TA,) inf. n. (0,) He did it

previously, or beforehand; namely, a thing;

(IAar, 0, TA ;) as, for instance, an evil action;

2-” .v - e I

(0, TA ;) and so i all); (IAar, TA ;) syn. ail-l1,

(9, TA,) and (lAar, 0, TA.)_JJ

“owl, inf. n. as above, He disquieted, or agitated,

the people, step by step : (Ibn-’Abbad, Z, 0, TA :)

accord. to Z, said of a guide. (TA.) uilj

4:4,», (inf. n. as above, K,) He added, or ea:

aggerated, in his discourse, or narration,- (IDrd,

0,1,9) as also .55. (IDrd, 0.)

4. ;jljl IIe made, brought, or drew, him, or it,

(namely, a thing, TA,) near. (S, Mgh, Msb, TA.)

Hence, in‘ the Kur [xxvi. 90 and 1.30], Abjl,

And Paradise shall be brought

near td the pious: meaning, accord. to Zj, that

their entrance thereinto shall become near, and

their view thereof. (TA.) [44 7 db}! also signi

fies the same as Ailjl (agreeably with analogy);

as is shown by what here follows :] it is said in a

ma. ofMohammad El-Bakir, ~31 l;

iii [i.e. There is not re

maining to thee, of thy life, save a pleasure that

brings thee near to thy predestined term]. (0,

TA.) And viii»! means He, or it, brought him

near to destruction. (TA.) _. Also He collected

it together; (Msb, TA ;) namely, a thing._ (Msb.)

Hence, in the Kur [xva 64], ,3

[And we collected there the others]: (TA.)

5: see the next paragraph.

8. J3}, (Mgh, Mgb,) originally J15}, (Msb,)

or 533331, and l 1,5153, (s, o, L, K,) He, or they,

approached, or dr'cnl near : (Mgh, O, L, Msb,

TA: in the K, is erroneously put for

TA :) or (O, accord. to the “ and ”) advanced;

or went forward, or before: ($,O,K:) [to

him, or it], (Mgh, K,) and [which means the

same, as after U; &c.]: (TA, and Bar p. 452:)

r" )" '0’ ye

[and VJ; and 5.0;, inf. n. app. J) and J),

signify the same: for] you say also,

IIe drew near to him, or it: and lVe

advanced, or went forward, to him, or it: (TA :)

and signifies the act of advancing, or going

forward, (A’Obeyd, S, TA,) from place'to place;

as also (TA.) One says, Jpjl

ljé The arrow approached, or drew near, to

such a thing. (Mgh.) And it is said in a trad.,

we; it til WW" its

meaning [i. e., then the sun declines from

the meridian, then seek thou to draw near unto

God therein by means of the prayers of two

reh’ahs]. (TA.) = See also 4, in two places.

90¢ 94:

J}: see Tail).

9.) I 2:0)

J) : see lts accus. case voce adj, near the end

of the paragraph.

A meadow; syn. (T$,K;) and so

(IB, TA :) thus the latter is expl. as oc

curring in a trad. relating to Ya-jooj and Ma-jooj,

in wlllehilissaldwéjfsl l” ‘ All? 3.5.;

[Then] God will send rain,

and it will wash the earth so that it will leave

it like the meadow]: but in this instance, several

other meanings are assigned to it: see below.

(TA.)

til

21/

I

I",

lit}, in five places.

94) '

see 5.5!}, ln two places:=and see also

Q) I'D

: see its accus. case voce so}, near the end

of the paragraph.

i. q. [i. e. .Nearness, with respect to

rank, degree, or station]; ($, Mgh, O, Msb, K ;)

as also tail}, (5, Mgh, 0, Msb,) and vii}.

(IDrd,O,K.) [It would seem that it means also

Nearness with respect to place or situation: for

SM immediately adds,] hence, in the Kur[lxvii. 27],

[as though meaning But when they

shall see it in a state of nearness: but] Zj says

that the meaning is, but when they shall see it

(i.e. the punishment) near and several

authors say that is sometimes used in the

sense oféj, as is stated in the ’Inéyeh. (TA.)

And Station, rank, grade, or degree; as also

lull}. (s. 0, K. TA.) and 'Jj'. as 1s.) and

vi}; (K,;I:A:) pl. ofthe first .33}: (s; TA =)

or ' cit) is a quasi-inf. n.; ($, K ;) and such

it is in the saying in, the Kur [xxxiv. 36], Lb;

as; exist as

though meaning [i. e. And neither your

riches nor your children are what will bring you

near to us in advancement: but here it may be

well rendered, in station]: :) accord. to lbn

’Arafeh, signifies the bringing very near:

(TA :) the saying of Ibn-El~Tilimsanee that it is

pl. of is very strange, and unknown; the

correct pl. of this last word being (MF,

TA.).._ Also A portion qf the first part

(S) of the night, ($, K,) whether small or large :

so accord. to Th: or, accord. to Akh, of the

night absolutely: (TA:) pl. and its} (s,1_<)

and and or signifies the hours,

or periods, (QGLQQ of the night, commencing

from. the daytime, and the hours, or periods, of

the daytime, commencing from the night: z)

and is sing. is (TA.) fill be 63],, in

the Kur [xi. 116], means And at sunset and night

fall (the wit; and the lie): (Zj,TA =) some

read “33, with two dammells; which may be a

sing., likeJuL; or a pl. of like as ;i; is of

zip-2;, with damrn to the u.» igfach: [but this is

not a parallel instance; for H is a coll. gen. n.

of which i): is the n. un., and the latter is not

of the same measure as :] and some read

":53, which if a pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.] of

8'0: u

3.6)), like as )3 is of 3:3; TA ;) or pl. of

his}, like as is of $05, and e.,é of

(TA :) and some read lull], in which

the alif [written L5] is a denotativc of the fem.

gender. (K, TA.)= See also the next paragraph.

A full [reservoir of water such as is called]

62.2.3: ($,K:) pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.]

:) so, accord. to Sll, in the trad. men

tioned voce j): (TA:) or signifies full

watering-troughs, (K,) as pl. [or coll. gen. n.] of

(TA :) or a full watering-trough.

Also A [bowl such as is called] (K;) and

so laid}; (Ibn-’Abbad,K;) of which the pl. is

(TA :) or afull and its pl. [or coll.

gen. n.] is (Lth, TA:) Also A green

[vessel of the hind called] so says

AO: pl. [or coll. gen. n.] '55}; and

likewise signifies green [app. as an ano

l'nalous pl. of or of like as is of

4.,3]; both, also, mentioned on the authority of

AO. (TA.)—Also A mother-of-pearl-shell, or

an_oyster-shell; syn. (Kz) Kt says that

133;" in the trad. mentioned above voce has

been expl. as meaning the leQ-Q, i. e. the

but he adds, I know not this explanation, unless a

pool of water he called 3)..» because the water

returns to it and collects in it. (TA.) _

Also A smooth roch : :) so, too, said to mean

in the same trad.: and some read will. (TA.)

And Rugged ground. And Swept ground.

And An even part ofa soft mountain. (K.)

Pl. (K) [or rather coll. gen. n.] in all these senses

(TA) 7 _ See also ._ Also A

mirror: (O,K: [in the CK, 33m is put in _the

place of 31th1) [like :] mentioned by IE

on the authority of Aboo-’Amr Ez-Zahid, and by

$gh on that of Ks: and so, too, it is said to mean

in the trad. mentioned above ; the earth being

likened thereto because of its evenness and clean

ness: (TA :) or theface thereof; (K ;) as is said

by IAar. (TA.)

1’] 91.! I

uh); : see 3»), in four places.

I J.

‘9’!) [A stage of a journey] far-extend
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ing: (0,K:) so says IF. [In the CK,

is erroneously put for

Advancing; or going forwardigr before.

(0, K. [It is said in the TA that )eiIJl as the

explanation of is erroneously put in the

copies of the K for ,Ziigl: but this assertion is

app. itself erroneous.]) See near the end of

the paragraph.

J- E .

[dgt expl. by Golius as on the authority of the

KL, and by Freytag after him,a.s meaning Parvo

naso prieditus ejusque recto ac parvo mucrone, is

a mistake for thus written in my copy of

the KL.]

I” i v- S _

[Eiljl and expl. by Freytag as meaning

Copia parva, caetus hominum parvus, as on the

authority of El-Mcydanee, are app. mistakes for

and

Any town that is between the desert

and the cultivated land: pl. (Sf z)

the latter is syn. with signifying the towns

that are between 'the cultivated land and

the desert; ;) or, between the desert and the

P0,; [i. e. sea or great river]; such as El-Ambt’tr

and El-Kt'tdiseeyeh. (M, TA.)_ [The pl.]

also signifies Places of ascent; or steps, or stairs,

by which one ascends: because they bring

one near to the place to which he ascends. (TA.)

= For the pl. gilt", see also

t3!)

1. nor. —' , inf. n. (TA ;) and

j}, aér. 3 , inf. n. (TA;) He slipped,

syn. (K, TA ;) for which is erroneously

put in [some of] the copies of the K. (TA. [See

also 5.]) And 11;, (s,) or $35.", (Mgh,)

aor. 1, inf. n. jijfls, iisb,) His foot, (23,) or

the foot, (Mgh,) slipped, or did not remain

firm, or fixed, in its place. The former

is also said of an arrow, [app. as meaning It slid

along the ground,] like [q. v.]. (JK in art.

63).) __ mi; and He was, or became,

disgusted or with, his place, or he loathed it,

and removed, withdrew, or retired to a distance,

from it. (K, TA.) said ofa she-camel,

She was, or became, quick, or swift. (0, TA.)

:“s’ee 4. aor. ,, (K,)

inf. n. 6!), (TA,) He removed him from his

place. (K,TA.) Hence the reading of Aboo

Jaafar and Nsa', [in the Kur_lxviii. 51,] 5,],

meaning

[And verily they who have disbelieved almost]

smite thee with their evil eyes so as to remove

thee from thy station in which God has placed

thce, by reason afenrnity to thee. (TA. [Or

this reading may be rendered agreeably with the

common reading: see (S,

aor. , , int. n. He shared his head; as

also '33)]; and viii}, int'. n. :)

113 says that, accord. to ’Alee Ibn-Tanmieh, it is

only with .3; and that means the

plucking out; not the shaving: but accord. to

Fr, one says of him who has shaved his head J5

ail), [whether with or without teshdeed is not

shown,] and aile (TA.)

2. j), [ian n. J'Qfid He made a place slip

pery, (K, TA,) so that it became lihe the

and thus too though there be no water therein.

(TA.)—Accord. to the O and K, [the inf. n.]

also signifies The anointing the body with

oils and the like, so that it becomes like the

to which is added in the O, and though it be

without water: but this is a confusion of two

meanings; one of which is the first expl. above in

this paragraph; and the other is, the anointing

the body with oils and the like; as in the L and

the Tekmileh. (TA.) ._ See also 4. _ And see

1, last sentence._§.itg.x;.ll all) He made the

iron thing to be always sharp. (K.)—0);; this),
ini'. n. as above, .He looked sharply, oilint’ently,

at him, or it. (Ez-Zeijz'tjee, TA.)_See also 2,

last sentence, in art. gala.

4. diljl He made him to slip; as also

(K.) All the readers except those of El-Me

dceneh read, [in the Kur lxviii. 51,]

ljsi’b meaning [And

verily those who have disbelieved] almost make

thee to fall by their looking hard at thee, with

vehement hatred: so accord. to El-’Otbee: or the

meaning is, + [almost] smite thee with their [evil]

eyes: (TA :) [it is also said that] 9.41;! @jl

means Ihe looked at such a one with the look ofa

person affected with displeasure, or anger: :)

or so (Jm, TA :) and

in this sense, also, is expl. the saying in the Kur

mentioned above. (TA.) One says also 63,1

(s,) or ,let, (Mgh,) He made his

(another's) foot to slip, (S,) or he made thefoot

not to remain firm, or fixed, in its place; and so

(Mgh.) _wjl, said of' a camel, (S, K,

TA,) and of a mare, (TA,) She cast her young

one; syn. (S, TA ;) or [q. v.]:

(K:) or she (a mare) cast forth her young one

completely formed: or, as some say, [herfoetus]

not completelyformed: (JK :) and you say also,

a), like as [q.v.]: (Abu-l

’ssbss, TA in art. Uni-o =) or 6.63 cm)! is said

of a female [of any kind], and means she cast

forth her young one before it was completely

formed. (Mgh.) ._ See also 1, last sentence.

5. 110, or it, slipped, or slid, along;

(KL;) like (s and TA in art. as. [See

also One says,fi;.lll3 “is.” 33;."

[The ganglion slipped about between the skin and

theflesh]. (M in art. 94.3).) _ [Also It was, or

became, smooth, or slippery : a signification in

dicated in the M, in art. v.44, where it is coupled

with (532.1] __ He anointed his body with oils

and the like. _ He ornamented, or

adorned, himself; (Aboo-Turab, K, TA ;) as also

51;: (Aboo-Turt’ib, TA :) and led an easy, and a

soft, or delicate, life, so that his colour, and the

exterior of his shin, had a shining, or glistening

(K. TA»

I),

‘33): see the next paragraph.

(S,) or [alone]. (K,) which is
. v .QI

originally an inf. n., (S,) and 7 6i} and '61)

and 155$;- and 15}; and '55}, ($,K,TA,

[the last two erroneously written in the CK

and ZiljaJ) all signify the same; (K;) A.

slippery place; a place on which thefoot does not

remain firm, or faced. (S, TA.) Hence, in the

Kur [xviii. as], i. e., [.80 that

it shall become] smooth ground, with nothing in

it, or with no plants in it: or, accord. to Akh,

such that the fleet shall not stand firmly upon it.

(TA.) A poet says, (TA,) namely, Mohammad

Ibn-Besheer, (Ham p. 551,)

* 2L4“ 4154;! '

s aaassa '

[Appoint for thy foot, befiire the stepping, its

place upon which it shallfall, or, as in the Ham

p. 522, simply its place, for he who

goes upon a slippery place, in consequence of

inadvertence, slips]. (TA.)_ also signifies

The rump of a horse or similar beast. K,

TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph. _. Ap

plied to a man, Quickly angry (O, K) at what is

said. (0.) _ And, (T, s,1g,) as also 1 (T,

S, and K in art. 019') and and 7:31;},

(S, and in art. JUL) applied to a man, (T, S,)

Qui semen emittit quum verba mulieri facit, sine

congressu: (T, TA :) or qui semen emittit ante

initam.

A smooth rock; (K;) as also in

art. J;.)._And, (AZ, K,) as also the latter

word, (AZ, TA,) A mirror. (AZ, [In the

CK, its}! is erroneously put for )SBJIJ)

A quick, or swift, she-camel; (AZ,

K;) as also gs, (fl. TA-)_ And 5;}

afj and t)”, in the CK, erroneously,

34s,] A. far-extending [stage of a. journey].

(K’TAJ

Q r G

6:!) i. q. his [meaning A young one, orfmtus,

thatfalls from the belly of the mother abortively,

or in an immature, or imperfect, state, or dead,

but having the form. developed, or manifest].

($. K)

or e e s~

35’9)‘: see 6!).

“it? The smooth peach; (S, called in Pers.

sfi's, (s)

and and 33$}: see

égj A wind swift in its passage. (Kr,

TA.)

the name ofa shield belonging to the Pro

phet; meaning That from which the weapon slips

of, so that it does not wound the bearer. (TA.)

in art. gals) Hairless and glistening

in body. (TK in that art.)

are, o~

65‘: see (,5.
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see [Hence,] one says, uh;

Jle [Ile is on the slippery way offalse

religion or the like]. (MF voce glé, q. v.)

i. q. a dial. var. of the latter

word, [q.v.,] meaning The thing by means of

which a door is closed, or madefast, and which is

opened without a key. (S, _. Also A more

[or other female (see 4)] that often casts her

young; i. e., that usually does so; and

applied in this sense to a camel. (TA.)

an).

Q. 1. He swallowed a gobbet,’ or morsel,

¢ .9,

or mouthful. (TA.) = [The inf. n.] Lil)“ signi

fies [also], accord. to IB, The being wide, broad,

or ample. (TA.)

'44.;

The sea; from 3.1!; meaning as exp],

above; as also ,jls. (IKh, TA.)

,2,:’.i,’- i. q. [The windpipe]. (IDrd, s in

art. ,5), L, and K.)._.Also The AL}; [i. e.

nose, or fore part thereof,] of a dog: and of a

beast of prey: and, accord. to IAar, [the pro

boscis] of an elephant. (TA.)

)1

1.;3, (aor. 1 , inf.n.j,lj, TK,) He cut ofone’s

nose [and app. anything projecting, or prominent:

see 2: and see also 8]. (ISh, K.) _. 1- He made

his gift little, or small, in quantity or amount ,

(s, K ;) [as though he cut off something from it,]

in [some of the copies of] the S, [but not so in

mine,] 55,-. (TA.) _ Hefilled (s, K) a water

ing-trough, or tank, or a vessel; (K;) as

also 7,5), inf. n. (AHn, K.)

2- $11,?» (s. an inf- n- .Zefi. (K.) He at

[or pared] the arrow, and made its proportion or

conformation, and its workmanship, good: (SQ

[he shaped it well:] or he made it even and

supple. (K.) And ,3} is said of anything as

meaping Its edges werb pared ofl'. [Hence,]

up?",3) He made the mill-stone round, and took

from its edges. (K.) Dhu-r-Rummeh says,

' 183$" full-é ‘

[Like the mill-stones of Rakd (a mountain so

called) which the picks have rounded by taking

from their edges] : he likens the foot of the came]

to a mill-stone from the edges of which the

have taken, TA,) and which they have made

even. (TA.) And pl signifies I cut

the stone, and prepared it properly for a mill

stone. (TA.)—See also 1, in two places._

32.1.3.5 j) 1- He made hisfood, 0r nutriment, bad,

[i. e: fed him 611,] (1;, TA,) so that his body

became small. (TA.)

He cut of one’s head. (ISh,

And He emtirpated one’s nose. (K.)

1.! r]

as"):

Ib' ill)

I!) or ,3), whence the phrase

see

j} and 7 An arrow without a head and

Bk. I.

without feathers: pl. (S, Mgh,Msb,K:)

which was applied to those [divining-] arrows by

means of which the Arabs in the Time of Ig

norance sought to know what was allotted to

them: ($, K :) they were arrows upon which the

Arabs in the Time of Ignorance wrote “ Com

mand” and “Prohibition;” (Mgh, Msb;) or

upon some wahich was written “ My Lord hath

commanded me ;” and upon some, “ My Lord

hathforbidden me;” (Har p. 465;) or they were

three arrows; upon one of which was written

“lily Lord hath commanded me;” and upon

another, “My Lord hath forbidden me;” and

the third was blank; (Ed in v. 4;) and they put

them in a receptacle, (Mgh, Mgh,) and when any

one of them desired to make a journey, or to

accomplish a want, (Mgh,) or when he desired to

perform some afair, (Mgh,) he put his hand into

that receptacle, (Mgh, Mgh,) and took forth an

arrow; (Msh ;) and the arrow upon which was

“ Command” [or “.My Lord hath commanded

me” (Har ubi supra)] came forth, he went to

accomplish his purpose; but if that upon which

was “ Prohibition” [or “My Lord hath for

bidden me” (Har)] came forth, he refrained;

(Mgh,Msb;) and ifthe blank came forth, they

shuflied them a second time : (Bd ubi supraz) or,

as some say, the ,0va were white pebbles, upon

which they thus wrote, and by means of which

they sought to know what was allotted to them in

the manner expl. above: (Her ubi supra:) or,

accord. to A2, the )vjl [were arrows that] be

longed to Kureysh, in the Time of Ignorance,

upon which were written “He hath commanded”

and “ He hath forbidden,” and “ Do thou” and

“D0 thou not;” they had been well shaped

and made even, and placed in the Kaabeh,

the ministers of the House taking care of them;

and when a man desired to go on a journey, or to

marry, he came to the minister, and said, “Take

thouforthfor me a ’35” and thereupon he would

take itforth, and look at it; and ifthe arrow of

command came forth, he went to accomplish that

which he had purposed to do; but the arrow of

prohibition came forth, he refrained from that

which he desired to do: [it is said that] there

were seven of the arrows thus called with the

minister of the Kaabeh, having marks upon them,

and used for this purpose: (Jel in v. 4:) and

sometimes there were with the man two such

arrows, which he put into his sword-case; and

when he desired to seek the knowledge of what

was allotted to him, he took forth one of them.

(TA.) Some say that the are The arrows of

the game called r724": but this is a mistake.

(TA.) The seeking to obtain the knowledge of

what is allotted to one by means of the ,s’jjl is

forbidden in the Kur v. 4. (TA.) ._ Hence,

iii)! {The legs of the [wild] 0a: or com:

likened to the arrows called ,s'jjl because of their

slenderness: or, accord. to the A, because of their

strength and hardness. (TA.) [Hence, likewise,]

the former of the two words ( signifies also

f A strong and light or active boy : pl. as above:

(TA :) [app. because] a poet likens [such] a boy

to an arrow of the kind thus called. TA.*)

=Also, both words, (K,) the latter on the au

thority of Kr, (TA,) A cloven hoof: (K :) accord.

to some, peculiarly of the ox-kind: (TA:) or the

[projecting] thing that is behind it: (S, pl.

as above. (Kf TA.).=..-And the latter of the

same two words, (AA, S,) or each of them, (K,)

[The hyrax Syriacus;] one of the [animals

called] ,Q, [pl. 05.33]. pl. asabove. (AA, s,1_(.)

In

It): see the next preceding paragraph, through

out.

3:9." 3; and and and 131.3},

[the last omitted in some copies of the K,] ($,

K,) and also with Q in the place of the J, ($

and K in art. 1.5),) f He is one whose proportion,

or conformation, K,) or whose cut, is

that ofthe slave: ($, K:) or he is the slave in

truth: (Ks, or he resembles the slave as

though he were he : (Lh, :) it is as though one

said, 4.1.2." ,5, i. e. he is the slave, being

thus created by God, so that every one who looks

at him sees the characteristics of the slaves im

pressed upon him: and it is a prov. applied to

him who is low, ignoble, or mean: (Meydz)

[i.e.,] ope says thus in disapproval (Sfll

[i. e. lijfil Us] or 5p! (Lh: so in different

copies of the :) ahd in like manner one says of

the female slave 5.25: Ga &c.] : (Lh, $, K :)

As said, 3;" 3.3, using the nom. case, with

out tenween; but IAar said, 4,431 ,5, using

the accus. case, with tenween: so in the hand

writing of ’Abd-Es-Selam El-Basree z) and

accord. to Lh, one says, 053 l; “.33 Jail." his,

(so in some copies of the or 7 (so in other

copies of the s, and in the TA,) with damm,

(TA,) meaning 1-This is the slave in proportion,

or conformation, and in cut, 0 young man: ($,

TA:) or, as some say, the meaning is, truly.

(TA.)

1.!) : see the next preceding paragraph.

1",

3.!) [A kind qfwattle]:é§)l means the

of the she-goat: (K :) or, accord. to Kb,

1 4,,

3.1} signifies a certain appertenance ofgoats ; a

thing hanging from their 6;;- [here meaning

throats, externally,] like the [kind of ear-ring

called] 145’; the animal having two ofsuch things:

if an appertenance of the car, it is caged

[q.v.,] with 0. ($, TA.) See also filjl.=See

also

¢IJ '0'

U): see 1.))“.

O r lie)

A}: see);..._

5

:56 : see in art. ,3}.

jji (1;) and iji, (A’Obeyd, K,) as also

[ and and] [applied to a camel],

(TA,) Having the end ofthe ear cut, (A’Obeyd,K,)

a [portion termed] 0r being left [hanging]

to it : (A’Obeyd, TA :) this is done only to camels

of generous race, (A’Obeyd, and to sheep or

goats: the fem. of the first is 3,); : :) [see also

: or] fem as above, is applied to a goat,

as'meaning having what are termed [dual

of expl. above]. ($.) _ signi

fies The mountain-goat ,- (K;) agreeably with the

original meaning; (TA ;) and so i : (K :

157
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[in the CK,5 is erroneously omitted between the

words Jag.“ and 3.2.1! Jail-Lil :]) and signi

fies Thefemale mountain-goat. (Kr, _ And

also, i. e. 8.3.9.1! ,Jj'jl, (K,) because it is [as

though it were] always 34;, not becoming old,

(TA,) ITimc, orfortune, that is hard, or

rigorous, (K,) in its course, (TA,) abounding

with trials (K) and deaths : accord. to Yaakoob,

so called because deaths hang upon it, and follow

it. (TA.) They said, do and

I a o J~0£ r/

8.5.93! ,ij'jl, [q. v.] i. e. f Time, or fortune,

[&c.,] destroyed it; relating to a thing that has

gone, and passed, and of which one has despaired.

(TA.) [See also art. ._ZUJH also signi

fies Thefemale of the hawk kind. (Kr,

if}, applied to an arrow, (s,1_<, TA,) like

v3.43. (so) out [or pared]. (ISk.$.) and

made good in its proportion or conformation, and

its workmanship: (lSk,$,K:) [wollshapedfl or

made even and supple : (TA :) and in like manner

the former, with 3, applied to a staff (Lib). ($.)

.__. See also in two places. _ Also (i. e.

iShort [as though cropped] in the tail.

(ISk, TA.) _. 1* Small in body: : [in the

CK,5 is erroneously omitted before the words

explaining this meaning:]) and so (IAar,

TA :) and the former, rendered small in the body

by being badly fed: (TA :) or [simply] badly

fed. Applied to a man, (S, TA,) T Light,

(TA,) or, like made light, in form,

figure, or person: so says ISk: (S, TA :) or

‘l'short, light, or active, and [app. as mean

ing either elegant in form, or clever]; (M, K,)

likened to a small arrow: (M:) and, with 5,

applied to a woman as meaning fnot tall; like

_ Applied to a horse, i Ofmiddling

make; or 65." (so in dif

ferent copies ofthe K :) thus expl. in the M. (TA.)

_ And fSrnall [or scantcd]; applied to a gift.

(TA.)

,9)»: see 1.3;.

J;

42;; [expl. in art. Q}, q. v.,] sing. of

1°)

1. .11}, (K,) aor. 1, int'. n.;}, (TA,) IIc tied,

or bound, it;fastened it,- or made it fast.

_igéll Mgh, Msb, K, &c.,) aor. and

int'. njas above, (Msb, TA,) JIe attached, (ISk,)

or put, (Mgh,) or tied, orfastened, (Mgh,) to the

camel, (ISk, Mgh, Mgh,) the ,ol;,- [q.v.], (ISk,

Mgh,) or hisiuaj; (Msb ;) he put in the camel's

53;, or his;§&,]each meaning a nose-ring,] or

his [or Jill-5.5., a wooden thing fixed in

the bone ’Qf the noscl] the )LL), and tied it, or

fastened it, in order to restrain. him thereby;

(Hat p. 329,) i. q. ($,K:) and r};

(3%." [He attached (pl. ijL’Oj) to the

camels], (TA,) or [The camels had

attached to them]; ,5 with teshdeed be

I I:

cause relating _to several objects. (S, TA.) _

Hence, +IIeJrcpEtraineid, or withheld,

himself. (Mgh.) And wsl a») TThe tongues

were restrained, or withheld. (Har p. 329.) And

U2;- l; Jr[Isay not a

saying until Iqualify it to be used with cogency

or _cfiiciency]. (TA.) _ Hence also, (Mgh,)

J13! Mgh,TA,) [aor. and] inf. n. as

above, (TA,) {He attached a)le [q. v.] to the

sandal; Mgh, TA ;) as fllSO’J-IJ-J] ':ojl.

(Mgh, TA.)_. [Hence likewise,] “if, ,2}, said

of a camel, +He raised [his noseTaild conse

quently] his head, by reason ofa pain in it. (K.)

And the same phrase, said of a man,

(TA,) +Ife elevated his nose,from pride;

or he magnified, or exalted, himself; or was

proud,- ($,K;‘) as also (K,) and L21),

inf. n. (TA.) _ And IIIe raised

his head; a(K, TA ;) inf. n., as above: (TA :)

[and mild} for] you say,

i i. e. 'r [The wolf took/a new

born lamb or kid, and went away with it] raising

[his head], TA,) or i.e. raising with

it_llis head :1 (TA :) and you say of the wolf,

and “$331, both meaning the same, (S, K,)

i. e. IIe took it, namely, the new-born lamb or

kid, raising his head, or its head, (accord. to

difl'erept copies of the K,) with it. (TA.)_

Zjan ,1}, (15,) int“. n. as above, (TA,) idle filled

the’rvater-skin. (K, TA.)6= [aor.,

accord. to rule, t ,] inf'. n. )0’163, {The hunter-skin

becamefull: thus the vcfb is intrans. as well as

trans. (K, TA.)_And}; said ofa camel’s tush,

t It rose. (TA.)_ And f IIe went forward, or

onward; or before, or ahead; K, TA ;) as

some say, (TA,) in journeyging: (S, K, TA:) in

this senfe, the inf. n. is (TA.): Also,

(inf. n. A’Obeyd, TA,) [[0 spoke, or talked.

(A’Obeyd, K, TA.)_ One says @150 of the

sparrow, 0;! ;B [app. as it is

illtrans., meaning The sparrow Clti7:])8 with a

feeble voice peculiar to it]: and thus do large

hornets. (TA.)

2: see 1, second sentence, in two places.

51/, 10’,

3: see 1. =You say also, m cap»,

and i. c. [meaning +1 u'ent forth

with. him taking a difi'erent nray from his until

we bath mat in one place : see (TA.)

4: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph.

7. ;]d It was, or became, tied, or bound,

fastened; or madefast.

8: see 1, in the latter half of the paragraph, in

two places. ._ One says also, 2%! isjl,

meaning ~rHe stretched forth the thing to him.

(TA-l
R. Q. 1. [as inf. n. ofjrojgi, and also as

a simple subst.,] A distant sounding or sound,

such as is confused and continued. (K.) You

say, ofa thing, meaning It made a distant

.aba )0 I

sound, confused and continued .- and L:)»)W

~ whinny, 6,1,3, and#,) around it: (TA =)

I heard a distant sound, confused and continued.

('I‘K.) __ The sounding,or sound, ofthunder : (AZ,

S :) or the consecutive reiteration of the sound of

thunder,- which is the best kind ofsoundiug thereof,

and the surest symptom of rain. (M, One says,

J 0': )0

,0ng xii" The thunder sounds with consecutive

reiteration. (TK.) Accord. to AHn, the

of thunder is [The sounding thereof] when it is

not loud and clear. (TA.)—The speaking, or

speech, of the Magians, on the occasion of their

eating, ($, IAth,) with a low voice: (lAth:) or

the gibbering, or uttering gibberish orjargon, one

to another, of the Persians, or other foreigners,

(Gyull over their eating, while they are

[in a manner] speechless, not making use oftongue

nor of lip [so as to articulate] ; it being a sound

which they roll in their noses and their fauces,

but such that they understand one another : z)

or said of a Magian, means He afl'ected,

or constrained himself, to speak, on the occasion

of eating, while closing his mouth: whence the

saying, [Andforbid ye them

from the afl'ecting, Jo]. (Mgh.)_. The crying

[or roaring], or the cry [or roar], of the lion.

You say of him,,;}:3 [He cried, or roared].

(TA.)_. It is also [The uttering, or utterance,

of a sound, or of the voice,] from the chest, when

it is not clear. (TA.) _ Also The crying [or

n'hinnying or neighing], or the cry [or neigh],

of the horse : [see :] so in the saying,

lejn Quill: [Around the gel... (a kind of

plant, or: herbage) is whinnying or neighing]:

(Meydz) this is a prov., applied to a man who

hovers round about a thing, and does not make

apparent his desire: (Meyd, TA :) or to a man

who is served for the sake of his wealth: (Meyd :)

the Q1110 is one of the most excellent kinds of

pasture: and the prov. means that the cries and

clamour that one bears are for the desire of what

is to be eaten and enjoyed: Z says, (TA,) the

01:14 is cut for the horses that do not quit

the tribe; (Meyd, TA ;) and they neigh, or.

'04

Jr

[around the crosses], pl. of brag-Lb; and

[they say] means the crying, or cry, of the wor

shipper thereqf. (Meyd.) = also signifies

He kept, guarded, or took care of, a thing.

(TA.)—And JQI inf. n. I col

lected together the cattle, or property, and drove

back, or put back, the outer ones, or outer portions,

of what had become scattered thereof. (TA.)

and

some relate it otherWlse, saylng QM!

R. Q. 2. ,leji, said of a camel, IIe brayed;

Syn. 333. (K. [See also R. Q. 1, which has

nearly the same meaning.])._;L:;-lii as

Ha up; moved with a. (TA.) "

[an inf. u. used in the sense ofan act. part. n.]:

5

see: _and see also 1, in the latter half of the

paragraph.

is thought by ISd to be used only as an

adav. 1... (TA:) [but see what follows] 4.2.}

means lily face is towards his house. _(K.)

An Arab of the desert said, '§

$35 45;, meaning [No, by Him]
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towards whose house [is myface, it was not thus.

and thus, or such and such things did not happen].

($.)_.One says also, a); (5)13, or

9413 $33 a». (1.2m, in the OK .253.) MW

house is near to his house. K, TA.) _And

1‘ Their afi'afr,E or case, is conformable

to thejust mean,- like A»! : (5, K :) or easy, not

exceeding the due measure, bound, or limit. (Lh,

TA.)

5L2} A thing with which one ties or binds,

fastehs, or makesfast : :) meaning [the nose

:rein ofa camel; i. e.] the cord that is tied to the

5; [or )fl'n, each meaning nose-ring of a camel],

or to the [or wooden thing fixed in the

bone of the nose], and to which, ($, Mgh, Msb,

TA,) i. e. to the end ofwhich, TA,) is tied the

,3}... [or leading-rope] = (s, Mgh, Msb, TA =) and

(afterwards, Msb) also applied to the 535.? (S, Msb,

TA) itself: (Msb =) pl. iiyi. (Msb, 1;.) [See

also It is said in a trad.,

{3L}?! [There shall be no nose-rein nor nose

ring by which to lead a man in El-Isldm] :

meaning a practice of the devotees of the Children

of Israel, who used to attach rings and reins to

the noses, like as is done to the she-camel in order

that she may be led thereby. (TA.) _ [Hence,]

)lfjl ’r That by means of which the thing, or

aflair, subsists, and is conducted, or managed,

and ordered. (TA.) And Qil 04+;

+[He put in his hand, or power, the means of

conducting’hisgafllv‘a‘ir,’ or the conduct ofhis afair]:

and ;,.o'$l 3»)! JH T [He disposes as he pleases

the [various 'means of conducting the afi'airs].

(TA.) And Qii Qgc, +118 a on the

point of accomplishing his afair. (TA.) And

‘23"? 1- [The she-camel is the ledder of

the other camels]: said when she goes before

them. (TA.) And AL,- gi : [er as the

leader ofhis people, or party]: andM; a»)! ,5

+ [They are the leaders of their people, or party].

(TA.) [See also De Sacy’s Chrest. Arabe, sec.

ed., i. 261 and 503; and see Quatremére’s Hist

des Sultans Mamlouks, vol. i., sec. part, pp. 65

and 66.] _ J53: th; 1‘[The,o\.oj ofthe sandal]

is the thing to which the cal-1:1 is attached, or

tied : (S:) or the thong that is between the middle

toe and that next to it, to which the a “ is

attached, or tied : [but for the latter of these, ex

planations, it seems that we should read the thong

that is between the middle toe and that next to it:

or the thong to which the a“: is attached, or

tied: the being the thong thatpasses through

the sole, and between two ofthe toes, and to which

the .955 is attached: for it appears that the term

)lhj is, applied by some to the thong called by

others the £155, extending between the leg and the

toes: and by shme, to what is called by others the

$70.9, or to the latter as being likened to

t e cord that is tied to the camel’s nose-ring; and

to the former as being likened to the leading-rope

which is tied to that cord: it being] a metaphorical

term, from the of the camel: (Mgh:) it is

[said to be] the thong that lies upon the back

[meaning upper side] of the foot, [extending]

from, or [consisting] of, the fore part of the

.965, lengthwise: [for the term .963 (q. v.) is

sometimes used in a larger sense than'that above

assigned to it:] or it is like the dis, [which is

expl. in the same manner as the ", i. e., as]

being between the middle toe and that’neact to it .

(Har p. 559:) [and thus it is expl. by J and Mtr

and F in another art.,] the of the sandal is

its any, (5, and Mgh and 1; in art. (is) i. e.

its thohg which is (Mgh in that art.) between the

middle toe and that neact to it. (S and Mgh and

K in that art.)

as, :54 919’

1,4) 01"»): 58610)»).

Tall herbs, rising above such as are

termed (TA.)

U'Or

,oy)‘ Copious, or abundant, water; as also

';)'L;)fi (K:) [or] the 1,latter, (Kz, TA,) [andgapg

theformer also,] and 7)};3, (IKh, TA,) and 'jljij,

(Kz, TA,) brackish water; i. e. such as is between

salt and sweet. (IKh, Kz, TA.)._.Also, (accord.

to some copies of the S and K,) or (accord.

to other copies of the same, and accord. to the

Mgh,) imperfectly decl., because of the fem.

gender and a proper name, (Msb,) the name of

The well of illehheh, (so in a copy of the $ and

in the Mgh,) or a certain [celebrated] well in

ZlIehkeh, (so in another copy of the [i. e.] a

certain well adjacent to the Kaabeh ; (K;) so called

[because its water is somewhat brackish, or]

because of the copiousness of its water; (JM ;)

as also be}; [i. e. or (lAar,TA,)

and U}; [or and or}; (accord.

to different copies of the K,) the last ( on

the authority of IAar. (TA.) The names ofthis

well, collected from trade. and lexicons, have

been found to amount to more than sixty. (TA.)

_ [with or without tenween] is also the

name of A celebrated well at El-Medeeneh, which

is regarded as a means of obtaining a blessing,

and the water of which is drunk and transported

[like that of the more celebrated well of the same

name at Mekkeh]. (TA.) 01' (ac

cord. to different copies of the S, [used by a poet

with tenween, but probably by poetic license, for

it is app. 9. fem. proper name, and therefore

imperfectly decl.,]) is also A name of, or for, a

she-camel, like

Q 6 3' O .

,9»): see 4.0)»), in two places.

I I) .v '1 9'9! .

)joj or)}ej: see ,0' j, in two places.

04,0;

3.9.0} [inf. n. of R. Q. 1 (q. v. passim); and

also used as a simple subst., of which the pl. is

jajiij]. You say J's}; ,3 and 5.51.3;

[Thunder having confused and continued, or

murmuring, sgunds, heard from a distance].

(TA.) And ,Gn The sounds of the blazing

offire. (TA:) '

0'0

A company, or collection, K,) of

men, TA,) whatever it be: (TA :) or any

JD!

collection; as also ,0ij [i. e. ';,}Aj]§ (Ham

p. 233 :) orfifty, (K,) and thereabout, (TA,) of

camels, and qf men; (As,K;) as also

(As, TA ;) neither of which words is formed by

substitution from the other: (TA 2) pl. ,ojbj [i. e.

3%], (Ham ubi supra) and [coll. gen. n.] Vigil),

($,* TA,) occurring in the saying of a réjiz,

Aboo-Mohammad El-Fak’asee, (TA,)

'1‘ ~11°23? 51’1232 9'33 '31

[When companies draw near to companies]. (S,

TA.) Also A. distth number ofjinn, or genii:

or of beasts of prey. (K.) And A herd of

camels among which are no young ones, or little

ones; and so 7,5»): or, accord. to Esh

Sheybanee, 7;}:‘5 and 71;}; signify large, big,

or bulhy, camels.

0/04! Ir

)5») cpl...» Clouds thundering, but not loudly

and clearly. (AHn,'l‘A.) [Accord. to one pas

sage in the TA, seems to be expl. by IKh

as meaning Thundering much: but the passage

appears to be incorrectly transcribed.] .._ See also

19")'

9 JD:

’0’)»; The best, or excellent, or choice, of

camels: or a hundred thereof. (K.) And The

best of a people; (K, TA ;) the choice, best, or

most excellent, portion thereof: in one copy of the

K, [and so in the CK,] is put in the place

5J I!

of)”. (TA.)_ See also 10);).

5 0 0' O '

1.5;“): see 3.9"], last sentence, in two places.

orqugz 15%;};3, in two places.

it} [act. part. 11. ofij]. [meaning Attach

ing a gel») to her] occurs used by poetic license

for because of the concurrence of two quies

cent letters; like for

t .Magnifying, or ercalting, himself; or elevating

his nose, from pride: TA:) [and in like

manner :] one says, +1 saw him

magnifying, or exalt-ing, himself, &c., not speaking :

(TA :) pl. ofthe fonnergj". (s, TA.) ._ See also

1, in the latter half of the paragraph—Also,

accord. to El-Harbee, applied to a man, T Fear

ing, or afraid; syn. (TA.)

j : see what next follows.

11,3)” a word imitative of The low, or faint,

sound dfthe jinn, or genii, that is heard by night

in the deserts; (TA in this art. and in art,” ;)

and so Li,ka (IAar, 11* and TA in art. 1,3) :)

Ru-beh says;

I r 0'

* “as 2 cw

[Thou hearest therein a low, or faint, sound of

thejinn by night]. (TA.)

One of the nights called

[meahihg the last three nights of the lunar month].

_ And The decrescent moon in the last part

qf the [lunar] month, (K,) when it becomes

slender and bow-shaped : Dhu-r-Rummch uses it

in this sense without the article JI: and Th says

i

157 "
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walk-ah is one of the names of the [moon when

a is termed] J}... (TA.)

lair: Q

My Jag: see what next follows.

010', c

1:4)» 2:?!

a e is s I

him,- syn. and V camels

having attached to them,- syn. (TA.)

A camel having a ,0le attached to

A horse quavering, or

trilling, his voice, [or whinnying or neighing,]

and prolonging it. (A’Obeyd, TA.)

as“)

I r a d

333$}, (S and K in art. a») or ;,,\.g, as in

the Commentaries on the Keshshéf, (MF,) or

333$), (MA,) an arabicized word, vulgarly

(S,) or and the vulgar ap

pellation is correct, agreeing with the Pers. ori

ginal, (Shifé. el-Ghaleel,) [which is 33%;, or]

anbk, (MA,) A certain kind offood, composed

of eggs andflesh-meat : (K :) or thin pastefolded

together, with flesh-meat within: or the kind of

food called w, [i. e. small, light, spongy

balls, generally, about the size of walnuts, made

of leavened dough, and eaten with honey poured

over,] and also called iii, and

3331;", and Lil-.2, and L21; and in Khurdsdn

called (MF:) or Us»; ‘01,} : (MA:) [or,

as Golius says, on the authority of Meyd, a hind

offood made offine flour, bruised almonds, and

honey.]

1. aor. 3 , inf. n. He was, or became,

grave, staid, steady, sedate, or calm. (A,

5. i.q. [He showed, exhibited, or

manifested, gravity, staidness, steadiness, sedate

ness, or calmness; or he endeavoured, or con

strained himsel , to be grave, staid, &c.]. (A.)

s4” :4 .

One says, 4:93 ‘1 Lo [How great is his show of

gravity, &c.! or his endeavour, or constraint of

himself, to be grave, &c. l]. (Fr, S.)

Grave, staid, steady, sedate, or calm,

(lAar, S, A, K, TA,) in his sitting-place : (IAar,

. '2" .. . 2 °‘. 2 “.
TA :) pl. the), (A,) or “glapp. w; or “4),

if not a mistranscription for it»), which I rather

think it to be]. (TA.)

£1.91) Very grave, staid, steady, sedate, or

calm :7 K, TA :) forbearing, or element ,' quiet;

of few words; like 3,1“ or, as some say,

silent. (TA.) ' '

1,0! I a)

on!" an}! 0315 Such a one is the most grave,

slaid, steady, sedate, or calm, quen.

t“)
a no at a In

1' ' j; (S: Kr) 01' (L,) at)“ : r

o 0' " '

inf. n. ' j, (L,) He exalted, or magnified, him

self,- was proud,- L, 11;) behaved proudly,

haughtily, or vainly; (S, L;) elevated his nose,

from pride; (L 5) i. q. 62-, 01‘ (TA')

. Ir

C»): see

é-Lj 01' ééoj The tree called 66.1; as also

és-lf or (TA in art. but there

written without any syll. signs.)

9

0
FL}, in two places.

51.} [in the (:1; (JK, A, 1;) and

' I [A stage ofa journey] far-extending,

(K,) hard, or difficult. (AZ, IAar, JK, One

says, I[He journeyed a long and

o .1, 03

hard stage]. _And t’oj (A, and L in

art. - ‘) and t -"j, like and 1’ “,(L

in that art.,) IA distant, far-reaching, or far

aiming, intention, purpose, or design. (A, and L

ubi supra.)

iq. [Proud, &c.]; (s, 1; ;) or

[elevating his nose; from pride]: (A,

L: .fu".-" "..:Hi

) [Pl c-v] C-v vs" 1 q Cw [lie-f“

elevated, from pride]. A.) _. [Hence,]
i) 1 a, g z r

-' ,- ..3,;\ is, (A, TA,) i. e. 9",? I[Mountains

having tall, or long, prominences]. (TA.)_ And

I r ’0’

at) Jab 1Full measure. (JK, A, K.)

)‘j

1. aor. : and -’, inf. n. Msb, and

;a} (Msb, K) and 51;}; (ISd, TA ;) and 1,1),

inf: n. (K;) He [piped, or] played upon

(lit. sang a reed; ;) he blew in a flag.

as A. Ms!) - [Hence,] .193“ ii}. (s. K.)

and 4.1.}, (A,) or 5.2.6.3“, (TA,) aor. .,

inf. n. ;Llj'($, A, 1;) and 36.}, (TA,) {The

ostriches, (S, and the she-ostrich, (A, TA,)

cried, 0r uttered their, or her, cry. (S, A, K, TA.)

[Said only of the femaleshor a female :] of the

male ostrich one says only (S, TA.) _ And

,3} $1142 published, a}, dipglged, the

story. (A, _ And 0% U313 ’0} He eac
cited, or incited, such a otne against such a one.

(5," K. TA.) =5. (s. K.) (K.) M 11

).sj, (S,) He had little hair, (S,* K,* TA,) and

little wool. (K,* TA.) _Also, [hence,] ian n.

as above, (S,) or and (TA,) IHe

(a man, s, TA) had little :23}; [i.e. manliness,

or manly virtue]. And inf. n.

as above, ’r His property became little, or scanty.

(TA in art. )5.)

2: see 1, first sentence.

10. pp»! IIIe was, or became, object, or igno

minious, or weak, and small in body, and lean;

being abased or brought low. (A, TA.) [See

also the part. n., below.]

’0' Or.)

,0): see 3,0).

Having little hair; A,K ;) and having

wool: fem. with 5. (A, Yo'u say

)4) A child having little hair : and 3)») EU; [A

sheep, or goat, having little wool or hair]: and

[Sheep, or goat-z, having little wool or

hair]: (A, TA :) and 3).?) EU A she-camel having

little fur: and [app. 52inng A plant
havingfew leaves]. (Ham p. 683.) And . 'zx

[Scanty, or thin, hair]. (A, TA.)_ Also, [hence,]

(S, or 1823;! (A,) IA man (A) having

little 3;; [i. e. manliness, or manly virtue]. (S,

A,“ 1g.)_ And QC," }.3 + A man having little,

or scan_ty, property. ‘ (AZ, TA in art. _And

5}.) 1A scanty, or small, gift. (A," TA.)

_—; Also Good singing: (Th, TA :) [and] so

(AZ, 0, TA.) _ And Goodly in coun

tenance. (K.) t

.f.)

3)..) A company, or congregated body, of men ;

(S, as also (TA :) or (so in the TA,

but in the K “ and ") a party in a state of dis

]:ersion .- (K :) pl. A, :) you say,

55‘, They came in parties in a state of dis

persion, one after another: (A:) some say that

5;} is from [originally an inf. n., (see 1,

first sentence,) and hence] signifying “sound,”

because a company of men is not without sound:

others, that it signifies a company offew persons;

from 3L2»: (MF:) but the former is the

proper derivation, and is confirmed by what is

said in the B. (TA.)

I J '

)yj : see the next paragraph.

Short; (Kr,K;) applied toa man: (TA :)

pl. (Kr, _ And Beautiful,- applied to

a boy, or young man; (AA, Th, 0, as also

E-I' 0 1’

'19,) (AA: or and '40")- (KO—see

also”).

gills) The act [or art] of [piping, or] playing

upon the reed [or)b)]. (K.)

(Ag' s’ A’ Mgb’ and 'k‘jl (Ag: Sr KI)

but the latter is rare, (K,) or scarcely ever used,

or it is not allowable, (Msb,) applied to a

man; and l 23.41}, (S, Msb, K,) but not (S,

Msb,) applied] to a woman; (S, Msb, K;) A

[piper, or] player upon a reed; (K;) one who

blows in a ,LL}... (S,* A, Msb.')_..A1so 53G},

+ Afornicatress, or an adulteress: (Th, A’Obeyd,

Az,S,I_{:) so in a trad., in which it is said

83¢le v.:-é: He prohibited the gain

of the _fornicatress : (Th, A’Obeyd, Az, :) so

called because she publishes her business: (Th :)

some say that the correct word is here Sill},

because such a woman makes signs with her lips

and her eyes and her eyebrows: Az says that

he holds the former to be the right; and Abu-l

’Abbas Ahmad says that the latter is wrong, and

that the former signifies a beautiful prostitute:

but Az adds that the trad. may mean as above, or

he prohibited the gain of the female singer, as

AHat relates on the authority of As. (TA.)

[f'em. of q. v. ._ Also] i. g.

q. v. (K.) _ And IA )yLLL [i. e. collar, or

collar ofiron,] (O, A, K, TA) that is put upon

the neck qfa dog. (TA.) _. And metaphorically

used as meaning 1A (A, TA ;) [i.e.] a

[shacklefor the neck and'hands, such as is called]

‘4!

Ja'. (TA.) And +4 bar qfiron (3,5) between

\.__tw_ __ _‘dkr
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the two ring?of the [shackle called] O,

so termed because of its sound.

Also A she-ostrich. (I;Iar p. 408.)

L1}; and its fem., with 3: see

isle are; I r

,0”: see 5)»):=and see also )g-o)._Also

Playing; or a player.

;i}; t Slwcklcd [with it 3,63]. (0, TA.)

A musical reed, or pipe; (S,* A, Msb,*

K,‘ TA ;) what is called in Persian [now

generally meaning a flute]; (marginal note in a

copy of the KT ;) as also '56}, [which

latter, by many pronounced 33G}, and generally

so pronounced in Egypt, is applied to a double

reed-pipe, figured and described in my work on

9 Jo)

the Modern Egyptians,] and and 7),»),

(IAth,) the latter like and 3,35; (TA t)

pl. of the first, (S, A,) and of the last two,

($," A.) It is related in a trad., that Mohammad,

on hearing Aboo-Moosa El-Ash’aree reciting,

Bald to him, 3,3:3 J: Mi}; 5,... ijajs Ami-ii

I[Verily thou hast been gifted with a pipe like

that of David himself]; likening the sweetness

of his voice and melody to the sound of the gig»;

(TA ;) as though he had musical pipes in his

throat: or s”\; din-cl)» is here the same as

5);; (A :) for,_3,;l3 also

signifies [The Psalms Qf David;] with} David

used _to sing, or chant, (Ia; in the OK

to of the Psalms: (K:) and to such is

likened the utmost sweetness of voice in reciting:

and dl is said to be here redundant or pleonastic;

meaning the person: (TA :) or (so in the TA,

but in the “ and ”) ayb not)» signifies kinds

ofprayer, or supplication : it is pl. of and

of or (So in different copies of

the

. J84 l )0) 9 ’0

nay: and )yjaz see )lnjf, in two places.

ISIH‘lnklflg, and abject, or ignominious,

in his own estimation. (K, TA.) [See also its

verb.]

5F}

'5’:

)fi)‘: see the next article.

in;

(T, 3, Mgh; L: M§bs and (AZ;

TA,) and accord. to some with the un

pointed ;, (TA,) or, accord. to IKt, this is a

mistranscription, and As says that it is correctly

written with the pointed 3, (Mgh,) [The emerald:

accord. to some] i. q. (S, L, Msb,K;)

but Et-Teyi‘éshee [rightly] says that the 499.3} is

a different kind of stone: [see this word:] and

lbn-Sa’id El-Ansaree says that the mine of the

4*”) is said to be near to that of the 3;»):

(TA:) several authors say that the 5}; di ers

from the .s-q-Hj in being more green: (MF,

TA :) it is an arabicized word [from the Pers.

3;;3]: (s, L, Mgh, K:) [a coll. gen. 11. z] n. un.

with 3. (Mgh.)

c")

1. aor. 1, inf. n. He became con

founded, or perplexed, and unable to see his right

course,- or he became bereft of his reason or in

tellect; in consequence offear: Msb,* K:‘)

he feared, or was afraid: he was im

patient; or had not sufiicient strength to bear

what befell him, and found not patience: (L :)

he became disquieted, disturbed, agitated, flur

ried, or in a state of commotion. (Lh.) = {gnu}

;inys, act. I , (TA,) inf. h. 3,3,, (Lth, 1;, TA,)

The hare was light, or active, and quick, or

swift: (Lth, K, TA :) and 'éa-ojl it ran,

TA,) and was light, or active. (TA.) And to),

aor. = , inf. n. He went slowly. (ISk, S,

K.) Thus the verb has two contr. significations.

And He went with short steps; as also

' cap. (TA.)

2: see the next paragraph.

4453» w»:"3?, andilivi J; wi"3?; (s. K;)

the former accord. to Ks. ; the latter accord. to

Kh, but disallowed by Ks; both, however, are

authorized by Fr, as meaning the same, like

ns.»: a” sees; 10,)!

W1 and 4,1: gen.n.-I; ($;) and a,» £4.91;

(TA ;) I determined, resolved, or decided, upon

the afair: (Fr, $,K:) my determination, re

solution, or decision, became fixed upon the

afl'air, (Lth or Kh, S, TA,) to execute it, or per

form it, of necessity: (Lth, TA :) or I kept

constantly, firmly, steadily, steadfastly, orfixedly,

to the afl'air: syn. (K :) and '53},

(Ibn-’Abbad, K, [in the CK written without

teshdeed,]) followed by U1; before the object,

inf. n. mp, (TA,) signifies the same: (Ibn

’Abbad,K:)

tion fromI}, or the j may be a substitute for _ .

(IF.) You say,}.._.;n 8,1 [and 3.731 UL] He

determined, resolved, or decided, upon going,

journeying, or departing. (Mgh.) = See also 1.

jl may be formed by transposi

=ills £4.91 + [The grape-vine, or its branch,]

became large in its i. e. knot, 0r gem, [see

593,] (ISh, K, TA,) and its fruit-stalk’wgs near

to comingforth. (ISh, TA.) _And “I tojl

The herbage made its first appearance in. a scat

tered state: :) or was not all of it equal, or

uniform, but consisted of scattered portions, (K,

TA,) at its first appearance, (TA,) one part

surpassing another. TA.)

5: see 1, last sentence.

; see

gen. n.] of '30.;3', which [is the n.un. of the

former, and] signifies A certain emcrescence be

hind the cloven hoof: (AZ, $, Msb,'K:) or a

thing like the nails qf sheep or goats, in the part

between the shank and foot; every leg having

éLQj.==Also pl. [or rather coll.

upon it two of the things thus termed (Qiiddtj),

as though they were formed qf pieces a; horn:

(Lth, or a certain emcreseence projecting

above the hoof of the sheep or goat: (TA :) or the

pendent hairs in the hinder part of the hind leg,

or hind foot, of the sheep or goat, and of the

gazelle, and of the hare: (K :) [the pl. of V

is (occurring in the $ and K in the present

art.,,fnd ip the K in art. s”, &c’.),"and] the pl.

oft») is Chg: (AZ, {3, K :) see C’s}. _ Hence,

as beipg’compared to the of the cloven hoof,

(L,) to) also signifies 1-The lower, or baser, or

the lowest, or basest, or the refuse, of mankind:

($, L, pl. (L) One says,;fi;3

meaning 1- He is ofthe last ofthem; (S, L ;) and

of their followers. (L)_Also, i. e. The

hpips’behind the fetlock [;igint]; ;) and so

at“; [pl. of the u. an. 'a’abj]. (TA.)_-Also

IKnots, gems, or buds, in the places whence the

racemes of the grape-vine come forth: (ISh,K,

TA :) accord. to Et-Taii'ee, (L in art. ck)

[the n.un.] signifies the knot, or gem, in

the place whence the raceme of grapes grows

forth: (L ubi supra, and TA :) or, as some say,

the berry when it is like the head of a young ant;

and the pl. is and [col]. gen.n.]

(TA :) and rthe gem ofa leaf: (L in art.

and {Jill +The leaves that cover what is

within them of the raceme of the grape-vine.

(TA voce Séléz.)_Also +An ercrescenee, or

a redundance, (3le in thefingers or toes: and

the epithet [applied to him who has such] is V

And Scattered portions of herbage, here

and there,- like portions of clouds in the sky.

(TA.)

9141

he}: see the next preceding paragraph, in

four places.

£le Penetrating energy, or sharpness, vigor

ousness, and efl’ecticeness, in the performance of

an ajair, and determination, resolution, or de

cision, to do it; (L, K;) as also 'ébl; and 7&5:

(K :) and courage, such that when [one has de

termined, resolved, or decided, upon an affair, he

does not turn from it : (K :) and goodjudgment,

with boldness to undertake afairs, (K, TA,) such

that when one purposes an afl‘air, he acts with a

penetrating energy, or sharpness, vigorousnsss,

and efi'ectiveness, in performing it: (TA :) or

courage, and great boldness: and quickness,

and hastiness. (S, K.)

Ell»): see the next preceding paragraph.

0.74 9

if}: see _. Also A hare that runs with

short steps, as though it ran upon its veg},

(Ag, T, S, i. e. the pendent hairs on the hinder

parts of its hind legs .- (T, TA :) or such as, when

it approaches its habitation, goes upon its

(K, TA,) and with short steps, (TA,) in order

that itsfoot-marks may not be traced: (K, TA :)

and (K, TA, but in the CK “or”) such as is

quick, or swift, and brisk, or sprightly. (K,

TA.)

1 r

8,4) A man sharp, vigorous, or effective, in

determination, resolution, or decision : (Mgh :) a

courageous man, who, when he has determined,

resolved, or decided, upon an afair, does not turn

from it: (Lth, [in the CK, is a mistake
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for and having good judgment, with

boldness to undertake afiai-rs, (K, TA,) so that

when he has purposed an afair, he acts with a

penetrating energy, or sharpness, vigorousness,

anxd efi'ectireness, in performing it: (TA :) or

(51le signifies a man having goodjudgment :

($:) and signifies also guich; (K ;) quick,

and hasty; (s;) and so t {,1}: (s, 19) pl. of

the Former (S,

:0 s '05 a 1 .

4;? a»)! ,5 He is more sharp, vigorous, or

efectice, in determination, resolution, or decision,

than he. (Mgh.):See also last sentence

but one.

at H a a; 32 so; a 01

26' UL: 15!, [or 1)»! at)», or both, and

Iam determining, resolving, or deciding,

upon an afl'air : or] my determination, resolution,

or decision, is fixed upon an afair. (Kb,

[See 4.]

s».
3

at»): see the following paragraph.

[:10], (Fr,_$, with kesr to the j and ,0,

(K,) like 6;.9' [in measure and in meaning,

app. from the Pels. [39-0)], ($,) [in the O

-, ’ ' g

erroneously written 954),] and Val»), (Fr, K,

a , yr

TA,) like )5, (TA,) [in the O erroneously writ

ten and in the OK $33,] and ttli.,-, (TA,)

The place of the growth of the tail of a bird:

(Fr, $,K:) or the root of the tail ofa bird:

(M,K-z) or the whole tail of a bird: or

sometimes, accord. to Lth, the tail itself is called

L’io)‘ when it is short 6]), (0, TA,") or, as

in some copies [of his book, meaning the ’Eyn],

when it is clipped Isl). (TA.)

553,-: see the preceding paragraph.

his)

1. aor. 1 and :, int. n. He ran,

(K, TA,) and went along quickly, (TA,) leaning,

or bearing, on one side, raising his other side ,

(K, TA;) as though he were bearing upon one

leg; not with thefirmness of him who bears upon

both. of his legs. (TA.)—And J3} (1;,TA)

23.; and 9.3;, aor. 1, (TA,) inf. n.

and [the latter accord. to the CK thj, but

said in the TA to be with fet-h like the foi'mer,]

and 55$} (1;, TA) and J3}, (TA at from the

K, [but not in the CK nor in my MS. copy of

the K,]) said of a horse or similar beast, (K,

TA,) or of a wild ass, (TA,) He was as though

he limped, by reason of his briskness, or spright

liness, (K,) or as though bearing upon his fore

legs, by reason of pride, or self-conceit, and

brishness, in his going and his running. (TA.)=

113}, (Mgh,Msb,) inf. n. (TA,) He bore

it, or carried it; namely, a thing: (Mgh, Msb :)

and 13333:, (s,1_<,) originally they, (TA,)

signifies the, same; or he took it up and carried

it, or he raised it upon his back,- syn. ml;

(s, K,) at once; (1;;) namely, a load: (TA?)

like and it»). (TA in art. J5.)_An<l

(IDrd,K,) aor. 4, inf. n. (TA,) He

made him to ride behind him, (IDrd,K,)

ns.," on the camel: (IDrd :) or he rode with him

[oil a camel, in a #4,] so as to counterbalance

him; (1;, TK;) add 80 Hwy, (Mgh,) int'. n.
I», /J

ably», ($,) he rode with him so as to counter

balance him ($," Mgh) on a camel, (S,) in the

(Mgh.)—[And J3}, tor. 1, He

followed another :] see

2. 16;, ($,Mgh,Msb,) ian n. (1.3;, (Msb,

K,) 110 wrapped him Mgh, Msb,

[in his garment], or [in his

garments], (Mgh,) 0r [with his garment].

(Mgh.) __ [Hence, app.,] signifies also The

act of' conceal-ing. (IAar,

.41 r1

3: see 1, last sentence but one—31.01)» also

signifies The requiting with beneficence. (AA,

TA in art. ~

v5- J39 (s. Mgh. Mgh. K) _apd $13!. (Mgh,

K,) the latter of the measure (K,) [a varia~

tion of the.former,] and “3.13;, (TA,) .He

wrapped himself Mgh, Msb, K, TA) 4.1.1.2.

[with his garments], and so alone,

(TA,) or [in his garments], (Mgh, TA,)

or [with his garment]. (Mgh.)

6. 17L“; i. q. ljjq-l): [i. e. They recited verses,

0r poetry, ofthe metre termed jq-g, which is also

termed one with another; or vied in doing

so]. (TA.)

411° 1"46

8. deal: see 5. = 4L»)! : see 1.

Q. Q. 1. J35}, (TK,) inf. n. £133}, (5,) He

drove camels. (K, TK.)

A load, or burden. It occurs in a

trad. as meaning +11 load ofhnowledge. (TA.)

_. [Household-goods; orfurniture and utensils.

(Freytag, on the authority “pf the, Deewan of

the Hudhalees.) See also Jejl.]._:1.li]l,q- Uzi Lo

3;)“ means There is not in thy sack save a

half. (AA,K.)=See also “L43.=And see

1i: 1

J“)

I'r

Jo)“ The kind of verse, or poetry, [more com

monly] termed)5: [hence,] a poet says,

0’5 1 e e .r i s a I; 3

* vinyl)‘; Lo at." W1 '9 *

[The drawer of water will not be overcome as

long as the J4) continues]; meaning, as long as

he recites [or chants] the verse termedjq-J [or J4],

he is strong enough to work: thus it is related on

the authority of AA: another reading is thll:

both are correct as to meaning. (IJ, TA.)

I ,4) Dis

J»; and J4): see J4}.

A company ofpersons travelling together,

or with whom one is travelling; (AZ, K,) as

also (En-Nadr, TA :) or, as some say,

(TA,) a company or a collection [in an absolute

sense]. (K, TA.)

Luxuriant, or abundant, and dense [palm

trees such as are termed] )Cé: [)Qéll in the

CK is a mistranscription:] and a collection of

C5); [i. e. small young palm-trees, o_r shoote'cut

of from palm-trees and planted]: and young

palm-trees exceeding the reach of the hand: (K,

TA :) all on the authority of El-Hejeree. (TA.)

v” Irfii

3L0): see Jail, in two places.

A limping in a camel. ’(K.)=And A

wrapper that is put over a sat, [or leathern

water-bag]: pl. and :’ (Az,K:) you

say (Az, TA.) ' l

One who rides behind another (IDrd, S,

0h a camel (IDrd, TA) that carries thefood

and the household-goods orfurniture and utensils;

(TA;) and 7 J1) signifies the same, (K,) and so

does (IDrd, TA:) or one who rides

behind another on a horse or similar beast:

(TA :) or one who rides with another in a Jag-s;

so as to counterbalance him. (Mgh.) It is nieta

phorically used in the saying, 1,1le
{[Thou art the horseman he); scieizce, or

knowledge, and I am he who rides behind thee].

(TA.) _ Hence, A travelling-companion (Mgh,

TA) who assists one in the performance of his

(lath-t. (TA.) It is said inatrad., 5;, '9'

21:43, i. e. [A man shall not separate himself

from] his travelling-companion. (Mgh.) _

means Two men engaged in work upon
theirdtwo camels: when they are without work,

they are called

90' Oil5’5»)

and 31:»): see J»).

3.0

J’s; : see what next follows.

($t K) Qand ' and 75.2) [said in the

CK to be like 8.», but correctly like Jig] and

'31»)? and tail»; (K) and ' and Y JG} (s.

K) and and and (K, or

this is fem., and ' Cowardly, n-eah,

(S, K, TA,) low, mean, or contemptible ,' who

wraps himself up in his house, or tent; not rising

and hastening to engage in warfare; indolently

refraining from aspiring to great things. (TA.)

[See also Accord. to J,] signifies

lVeak as a fein. epithet.

o is

JLoj:

J , 1 see the next preceding paragraph.

4.5: _

: see J»), in two places.

Jul}, applied to a horse or similar beast,

TA,) or to a wild ass, (A’Obeyd,TA,) That is

as though he limped, by reason of his briskness,

or sprightliness. (A’Obeyd, K, TA.) [Hence,

app., the name of] The horse of Mo’an'iyeh Ibn

ZlIirdtis Es-Sulamee. (K.)-_Also One who

follows (1 [in the CK 313.1,] i. e.

another. (K.) '

A camel ($, Mgh, Msb, K) or other beast
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used for carrying Mgh, Msb, the

goods, or furniture and utensils, of a man ($,

Mgh, Msb) travelling, (Mgh, Mgh,) and his

food,- ($, Mgh;) the 8 denoting intensiveness:

(Msb:) or a she-camel upon which are carried

the goods, or furniture and utensils, of the tra

veller: (Har p. 130:) from “he bore, or

carried," a thing: (Mgh, Msb =) pl. Jag}. (TA.)

[See also _. Afterwards used, to signify

The [properly half-load] in which is the

pilgrim’stravelling-provision, consisting ofbiscuit,

or dry bread, andfruit [app. a mistranscrip

tion for”; i. e. dates]), and the like. (Mgh.)

Camels having their loads upon them:

(not, M, its [in the K, ,9», should be jam),

or rather Jyng and so ;9: signifies

“ camels laden, or not laden :” (lAar, M :) Jab)

may be either its pl. or pl. of [q. v.]. (TA.)

_ See also = means Ile

is a hnower of it ; (IAar, K;) i. e., of the affair.

(IAar.)_. And also, means The son

of thefemale slave. (I Aer,

A sound: (As, z) or any mixed, or con

fused, sound : or a sound proceeding from the

prepuee Ma horse or similar beast: :) it has

no verb. (TA.) A poet says,

' oe $14" is '

s

[The gums of the horses water in the adjacent

tracts thereof, and thou hearest, beneath the dust,

a sound attributable to them]: he means

but suppresses the t, as is done in [for

meuaflnosI The sounds

of the bows: via-oljl being pl. of Jojl, with L5 to

give fulness to the sound of the vowel preceding

it. (TA.) And signifies The twanging

sound ofo bow. (K, TA.)=-§.L}i and Vijaji

and He left a famih , or household.

And '

fin'th, and left behind him his family, or his

family and his cattle] : and He went

forth with his family and his camels and his

sheep or goats, not leaving behind him ought of

his property. (AZ, TA.) ._ [Hence, app.,]

[in one of my copies of the $, high] He

took it altogether; ($, K;) namely, a. thing. (SQ

And 11!: took it with its [or utensils and

furniture]; as also i and V (K) and

(L,TA.)_And 1255i 59% i. e. N -

merous [families or households]. K?)

i

i“), [Such a one went

:e-Eon '

oJi-lt see the next pre

i J l

Jn'l, whence 41.929

ceding paragraph, last sentence but one.

0"“

&Lojl: see

9'

in four places.

see

A shoemaker’s knife K, TA) with

which he cuts the leather. (TA.) [In the TA,

in art. 9)}, it is expl. as meaning A shoemaker’s

:21 with which he sen's: but this I have not

found elsewhere.] _. Also An iron (K, TA) like

the new moon [in shape], (TA,) that is put at the

end ofa spear, for the purpose chatching wild

oa'en. (K,* TA.)_ And The [implement called]

[q.v.]. ._ Applied to a man, (K,
TA,)rtA great, or vehement, eater; likened to

the [shoemaker’s] knife: (TA:) or strong: and

also weak; TA;) low, mean, or contemptible:

(TA: [like :]) thus having two contr. signi

fications. (K.)

31,13? <AA.I.<> and (s. K) some say (s)

36,”;32, K,) the latter accol'd.’ta As and Sb

and Ez-Zubeydee, (TA,) and v5.31, (3,14,)

which is said by IJ to be quasi-cobrdinate to

because the 3 in it is not a letter of

prolongation, for the letter before it is with fat-h,

(TA,) applied to a mountain-goat and to one of

other animals, Voci/‘erous: (AA, s, K,TA :) or

the first, [or, app., any of the three,] applied to a

mountain-goat, such as, when he runs, leans, or

bears, on one side: so accord. to AHeyth: Fr

explains the first or second as applied to a horse,

meaning that runs swiftly: and in like manner

to a mountain-goat. (TA.)

015/:

Lb}. A certain thing in which water is cooled:

of the dial. of El-‘Irak: (K:) applied by the

people of Baghdéd to a green [jar such as is

called] 3; or in the middle whereof is a

perforation, in which is fixed a tube of silver or

lead, whence one drinjhs; so called because it is

wrapped i. e. with a piece of cloth of

coarse flaw, or some other thing, between which

and thejar is straw : it is in their houses in the

days of summer : the water is cooled in the night

by means of the [porous earthen bottles called]

Q\3l;._i; then it is poured into this 1L1», and

remains in it cool. (Her p.

see

J3}; originally A man wrapped with

[or in] his garments: occurring in the Km

lxxiii. 1. (TA.)

Q JB’

Jrk =

.5“;

Q. 1. inf. n. He did the act de

noted by the epithet expl. in art. a), voce

(TA.) in asses is like [i. e.

The going an easy and a quick pace] in a horse.

(TA.)

and V and l are expl. in the

in art. 6)} [q.v., voce in the K, in the

present art., agreeably with the opinion of Aboo

’Obeyd. (TA.) [The first is said in the TA,

voce £3, to be syn. with q. v.] _The

first is also applied to an ass, as meaning Fat;

whose back is even by reason ofthe fat. (Lh, TA.)

I :01
.

Q’LQ)‘ A boy, or young man, light, or active,

upon whom his pursuer can hardly Iay hold by

reason of his lightness in his running, and his

going this may and that, quickly, and deceitfully,

or guilefully; as also thus expl. by A2,

on the authority of one of the Arabs: also said to

signify light, or active, and inconstant, unsteady,

orfichle; and so 1 and ' [;llij. (TA.)

0 a) a 4) 2 JD) '

Jib): see 02L.) : _and see also 0*), 1n two

places.

0 i O r 0 )0:

: see : ._.. and see also J’Loj.

0")

1. aor. =, inf. n. (Msb, and

(s3 Msb, 1;) and (K,) He (a man, s, Msb)

had, or was afl'ected with, a malady of: lopg con

tinuance, (Msb,) or what is termed 25b), expl.

below: :) he was, or became, aflicted [with

what is so termed]: :) or he was, or became,

crippled.

s. 2m; (5,15) and Gil; (Lb, TA) [He

bargained, or made an engagement, with him, to

work, for a time], (S, K,) from $251!, ($,) is

like gas; [and gas] (s, 1;) from (s)

4. ijl [IIe, or it, continued a long time ;] a

long time passed over him, or it, (K,* TA,) i. e.

a thing. (TA.) You say, am so») Hg re

mained, staid, du-elt, or abode, a lbng time (Lila)

in the place. (TA.)-And [hence,] ulswjl

IHis gift [was a long time kept bachfrom

me, or] was slow, or tardy, in coming to me.

(TA.) 091 He (God) made such a one

to be such as is termed i. e. afiected with a

protracted disease; (Msb; TA ;) or crippled, or

deprived of the power to move or to stand or to

walk, by disease, or by a protracted disease: or

made him to be affected with what is termed

expl. below, as meaning] [&c.].

(TA.) It is said also of a disease [as meaning It

deprived him ofthe power to move &c.]. (TA in

art.

Ir,

a...) an int. n. of 5.3 [q.v.]. (Msb,K.)_

And a simple subst. [meaning Continuance for a

long time,] from in the first of the senses

assigned to it above; and so '23}, with (_lamm.

(IAar, TA.)_ Also, and Vial}, (s, Msb,]_{,&c..)

the former a contraction of the latter, (Msb,) A

time, whether little or much ; (S, Msb, ;) thus

accord. to Er-Raghib; (TA in art. )A, ;) as being

a space capable of division : (Msbz) and so says

El-Munawee: (TA :) a time considered with

respect to its beginning and its end: (Er-Raghib,

MF voce :) or i. a}; [as meaning a space,

or period, of time]: (M, K:) [often meaning,

without any addition to qualify it, a long time;

as in an instance of the usage of the latter word

above: (see 4 :) what follows here applies to each

of these words :] differs in some respects

a I;

from ,3! and from 3.01: Sh asserts it to be syn.

with ; but AHeyth says that this is a mistake:

(TA :) [it is so, however, sometimes, accord. to

several authorities, as has been shown in art. )5, ;

and particularly as meaning fortune, or fate :]

I Ath says that_it is applied to the whole qf what

JOI

is termed [pail [as meaning time], and to a
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portion thereof: AHeyth says that it is the QB)“

[i. e. season] of fruit, of ripe dates, and of heat

and cold: and that it may be [a period of] two

months [as meaning any one of the sin: seasons of

the solar year] to six months [as meaning the

half-year often termed summer and the half-year

often termed winter] : (TA :) [thus] it is applied

to any one of the four quarters of the year;

(Msb, TA ;) the first of which [in the order in

which they are commonly mentioned by the

Arabs, i. e. autumn,] is called by the Arabs [of

the classical age] 58;", but vulgarly )LJI;

called by the former'name because the first rain

is therein, giving growth to [the herbage called]

the and called by the latter name because

the fruits are gathered therein ; and it commences

when the sun enters Libra: the second [i.e.

winter] is called 2E5! ; and commences when the

sun _enters Capricornus: the third [i. e. spring] is

$2.231, vulgarly called égrdl ; and commences

when the sun enters Aries: the fout'th [i.e.

summer] is 1,5331, vulgarly called 3;“; and

commences when the sun enters Cancer: (Msb :)"

* The two following tables exhibit the principal

divisions of the Arabian Calendar. The latter of

them shows the places of the months in relation

to the solar year at the period when they received

the names by which they are here designated.

THE QUARTER-S. THE SIX SEASONS.

OLDER LATER

Runs. Mules. 8613'“ 1‘ f

r I it s 1 OCt.

Together CH)“ ; dip." '

called [A t ' Nov' ....

by some u umn' ( Dec } 35-3“

It: vets J n ,3and a set -3»
@Ql' lViIiter Feb “H 1 I '

' . r Mar 0].ka 6’31

r so; 1 5 Apr. } is"

T l ' l ('3 l [ May

ogel 19" Spring. .‘2
called 1rJune } Lei"

bv some I 8' n a July - J a

a as“: M! l -.Jtsan. 'S ' l Au", [def]

ummer.

t lSept l “#96”

was mourns. ms remove or 1mm.

, , , , Sept.

11. 84am ,5

’5 , Oct. 3 .,

12. 19.-ll}; 1. W,"

' ,3 , , Nov. '

1. s D

h , Dec. 63')"

2. ' 3 r;

‘E I on, Jan, 2

3 Jew “saw-'5 l '
ti , Feb. “,I , i

4 s-“J' (Er-=1)th ] 3. [35»)!

r f" . to,- Mar. '

O. } JO 5

,9” “5. .. Apr. 4- den"
6. S’s-'91 Leak-_

, , , May

7. , t .

if? June } Mg.”

8. 0w '
’ ' 0 July - Mostly

9. Q ' ) A ’ ' Dry.

.11 u - ' l10. gas. g “"1

Sept.

it is also applied to the time, or period, of the

reign, rule, prefecture, or the like, of a man:

[and to the life-time of a man :] with the philo

sophers, it signifies the measure of the motion of

the ninth (or greatest) sphere (wiles)! slim):

(TA :) [and there are various other explanations

belonging to the conventional language of the

schools, not to the proper language of the Arabs :

(see the “ Dict. of the Technical Terms used in the

Sciences of the Musalmans:”)] the pl. (of

Msb) l8 (Ltlji and 3,1}? and (that of 56.}, high)

Eisjl. (s,Mt_tb,1;.) [Thedim.of§,;j,i.e.

see below.] In the following trad.,

will! Qfi,‘ j ' 6L1}! [When the time

becbmes contracted, the dream of the believer will

scarcely ever, or never, be false], what is meant

is the end of time; and the approach of the re

surrection; because when a thing becomes little,

its extremities contract: or what is meant is the

day’s and the night’s becoming equal; for the

interpreters of dreams assert that the times [of

dreams] most true of interpretation are the season

of the breaking forth of the blossoms and that of

the ripening of the fruit, which is when the day

and the night become equal: or what is meant is

the coming forth of El-Mahdee, when the year

will be like the month, and the mouth like the

week, and the week like the day, and the day

like the hour, deemed short because deemed

delightful: in art. .rafiz) or it alludes to the

shortness of lives and the scantiness of blessings.

(TA in that art), In another trad. it is said,

idlé, meaning [She used to

come! to us] in the li e-time [lit. times] of Kha

deeieh. (TA.) And one says also, L;

'33}, meaning Vol.1»; J.» [i. e. I have not’met

hiinfor a long timegpast: but in this case, accord.

to the more approved usage, one should say

and or and

5 F

(thKt' TA-)

(For authorities, and further information, see the

words here mentioned, and more particularly 2;

and .__3 ; under the latter of which it is said that

the third and last of the Six Seasons are called by

some, respectively, and 2,581;

and also that the appellations of the 3rd and 4th

months are differently pronounced by different

persons; and that some exclude the from

the rains called I JJl: and for the Calendar of

the Mansions of the Moon, see gill Jill’s, in
art. The months are said to, have vrieceived

the names here given to them from Kilab Ibn

Murrah, an ancestor of Mohammad, about two

centuries before El-Islam. These months were

lunar; and from this period, with the view of

adapting their year to the solar, _the Arabs added

a month, which they called {p1, at the end of

every three years, until they were forbidden to do

so by the Kur-an (ch. ix.): but the months still

retrograded through the seasons, though much

more slowly. The abolition of the intercalation

was proclaimed by Mohammad at the pilgrimage

in the tenth year of the Flight.

5»; (s. Mgh. Mtb. K) and ' its}. (K. TA.)

applied to a man, (s, Msb, TA,) dinning, or

ejected with, a malady of long continuance;

(Mgh, Msb, TA ;*) as also 13.2}; ; (Hat p. 182 t)

or crippled, or deprived of the power to move or

to stand or to walk, by disease, or by a protracted

disease: (TA :) or having what is termed

[expl. below], i. e. 53$: (1;, TA t) or qfilicted

[with what is so termed]: :) pl. (K,

TA,) of the former, (TA,) and US}, (Msb, 1;,

TA,) [likewise] of the former, (Msb,) or of the

latter, as also (TA.) _ [Hence,]

I’LEZH I[He is remiss in respect of

lirz'shncss'or promptness, powerless in respect of

desire]. (TA.)

04) 1 er

4;») : see 04), second sentence.

.vra

3;») A space, or period, or a long space or
I In

period, of time. (TA.) See also Q»), last sen

tence.

. ” ' "
- . -

out): see Os), third sentence, and again in

two places in the latter part of the paragraph.

G v Q I

0.,sz see Of).

” H ,5 r a n s

5,-2.4) [dim. of You say, .31) ‘ " ,

meaning thereby viii; ($,K;) [i.e.

I met him some time ago ,-] like as one says

0e 1 _ ,9; I .v

Ana’s" 0!}, meaning)l,s'jl Q’s: z) or mean

I’ . Io: 4’ ., fl '4 l l u I

mg 5L»! l1; 45L» Us [le a time consisting of

some, or sever-ill, subdivisions]: (TA:) or

, f

means [three seasons ago;

or, app., three [or more, to ten; (agreeably with

an explanation offigs’dl in; voce 33 ;) by Qszl

being app. meant periods of two, or three, or six,

months]; (Tin art. ,3 ;) and the like is said by

IAar. (TA in art.

he} an inf. n. of 5s} [q.v.]. (s; Msb,l_(.)_

[Used as a simple subst.] it signifies also A

disease, or an evil ejection, syn. (S,) or

(K,) in animals: :) [and particularly, in a

man, a disease of long continuance: or such as

cripples, or deprives of the power to move or to

stand or to walk: (see and :)] or want

of some one or more of the limbs, [or members;

and prieation of the powers, or faculties. (Her

p. 315.) And 1].)» [app. as meaning An evil

event or accident, a misfortune, or a calamity].

(KL.)_Also Love.

A while; an indefinite short time;

’ J H I, a _

as distinguished from Eel-t, which is an
d .1 a

astronomical hour: and so, often, Zeb alone.]

I I.) Q 1

see of).

Oflong continuance; of long standing ,

over'which a long time has past. (TA.) [You

I!)

say 2i; Stale water.] And dis-s

[Chronic cough]. (K voce $213.25..)

M)

Q. 1: see the next paragraph.
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Q. 4. 5;} They (the ears) shone, (s,1_;,)

and were intensely bright. (TA.) _ It (the eye)

became red by reason of anger, (K,) on the occa

sion of some distressing event; (TA ;) as also

'5;}- (AZ. $, K-)-;,ojl It (the face)

grinned, so as to display the teeth; or became

contracted, with a stern, an austere, or a

morose, look. (K.)—It (a day) became in

tensely cold.

;; Intense cold. Such is prepared

by God as a punishment for the unbelievers in

the latter state. (TA.) In the Kur lxxvi. 13,

means Hurting cold: (de) or [simply]

cold: (Jel :) or, accord. to some, it there has the

meaning next following. (Bd, Jel.) _. The moon,

;) in the dial of Teiyi. (TA.)

3 r J

Laughing so as to show the teeth: :)

from the likeness to the shining of stars. (TA.)

_Angry: :) or violently angry.

O}

)Jlr '5'

1: see 4, in five places.=4._..em Q', [aor.,
f p /

accord. to rule, ; , or the sec. pers. may be w""j,

. . 9 1'

and the aor. =, and the inf. n., in this case, ()4),

which see below, but the TLC makes its aor. to

3 .

be —’, and the inf“. n. 0),] His sinews dried up.

means [which may

be rendered He kept in, or retained, his urine,

and then dribbled it, or his urine id“ kept in, or

, . u is

retained, and then dribbled]. (TA. ~ [See Q9).])

4. I thought him to new” 900d °r evil;

as also 1 aor. 1 , inf. n. : or both mean I

imputed, or attributed, to him good or evil:

' z I; J ' u,

(Msb:) or U313 V Q) or)i-_: he thought such

s I e '_

JG,_ Jar-5

a one to possess good or evil; like 0)); syn. 44 4:45:

r J 10, pi

:) or, accord. to Lh, one says, dtfl 4.2.23)! and

’2‘; I thought him to possess [pioperty and (as

;appears from what is said below on his authority)

wealth] : but i is what the vulgar say, and is

wrong. (TA.) Aha 1223?, (5,) or

(K,) and also us, WES-3}; (Huh p. 112,) [and

accord. to Golius idiifijl, mentioned by him as

from the S, but not fouiid therein by Freytag,

nor by me in either of my copies,] I suspected

him of a thing, or of such a thing: K, and

Bar ubi supraz) [but] Lh says,

gig-J] [app. meaning that is not said in

relation to that which is good: see what is cited

on his authority above]. (TA.) And ,1?» all)!
4

He suspected him of the thing, or qfi'air; like

And 13,6, 31’s [He is suspected of

such a thing]. (S.) Hassan says,

NIJ"r/.rI , fl

* OP L° 0'1) OW *

i. e. [CM-rte, staid,] she is not suspected qfevil:

_ I u v: i) I?! i

[in which 0; may be from lid)“ or from high]

but some restrict themselves to the quadriliteral

verb [5,1]. (Msb.)

8: see 4.

Bk. I.

lie _ _i'r It

Zu')’ A susp’icion: whence the saying, ,gl

.7" E as ,

3:5} ,s’i-l The ape, or baboon, or monkey,

(3;?!) worse than he is the person whonhaszcon

ceived a suspicion : (A, TA :) [for] _ 3;; ;l, (so

in three copies of theS and in my MS. copy of

the K,) or 1.13,- ’91, (thus in the (:1; and TK and

JM, [in the hecond and third of which it is ex

pressly said to be “ with kesr,” which, however,

the author of the K should have added, accord. to

his usual practice, if he meant it to be thus,])

signifies ;jas. (s,1_<.)

i at _

EU) ,gl: see what next precedes, in two places.
, .

it», and 2Q», [which suggests that

is an inf. u. used as an epithet,] A water, and

100187’1,’:9172all in quantity, and narrow :" :)

[for] OJ) signifies strait, or narrow; like 2D) and

[which do not belong to this art.]: (TA :) or

or, w

,.Us) 2L0 means [a place of water] of which one

knows not whether there be in it water or

not. (K.)

~ 3 n,

6U} Short [or contracted] shade; like 33)

[mentioned in art. Uj].

A fluid like mucus, that falls from the

noses of camels: (K:) but the more approved

word is (TA.)

3 a,

uJUj A man who suffices for himself, without

any other. (K.)

9 a. _

UU)‘ Onehwho opines, or corgectures, much ;

0 it,

i. q. Qua. (TA.)

I a

01.3) One suppressing his urine and his ordure:

,' 9 ul

occurring in a trad. : or, as some say, it is W),

[q. v.,] with e.,. (TA. [But see 1, and see also

what here follows.])

_ ajlgOne suppressing his urine [or his ordure] ;

syn. 031.: such is one of the persons forbidden,

in a trad., to act as ,ollo] to others. (TA in art.

in) : mentioned also, but not expl., in the present

art. in the TA.) [See also the next preceding

paragraph]

is
a I {la

1. [2.9.11 U)’, Msb, K,) aor. = , (Msb,

K3) inf. h. 23,} and (5, high, 3,) He

ascended the mountain. Msb,

(S, K,) aor. as above, inf'. n. 2,5) (S, K) and

253, (K,) He (:1 man, S) had recourse to it (a

thing, TA) for refuge, protection, preservation,

concealment, covert, or lodging. (S, _ And

He approached it, or drew near to it; (K, TA ;)

namely, a thing. (TA.) [Hence,] Ml

or ing, inf. n. 35;}, (TA,) He drew

near to the [age of] fifty [years]. (S, TA.)_l33

said of the shade, (S, K,) It became short,- (S;)

it contracted, shrank, or drew together. _

Said of a. place, (TA in art. 33),] It was, or be

came, strait, or narrow; and U), without h, inf. n.

a),

,J)‘, is a dial. var. thereof in this sense. (ISd, K,

TA; all in art. ,Jj.)_Said of the urine, (S,

Msb,K,) aor. 1, (S, TA,) or -’, (Msb,) inf. n.

:33} (s, Msb, TA) and 2&3, (TA,) It became

retained, or suppressed. (S, Msb, K, TA.) _

Also He, or it, clave to the ground. (K.) .—

He hastened, or made haste. (K.)_And He

was, or became, afi‘ected with. a lively emotion,

either quoy or qurief; syn. (K.):

See also 2, in two places: and see 4. _ is also

expl. in the K as signifying [IIe throttled,

or strangled]: but [SM says,] I have not found

any of the leading lexicologists to have mentioned

this, unless it be a mistranscription for [a

meaning assigned to this verb below: see 4].

(TA.)

6', to“ 9 r 0*

2. Aglb U), inf. n. a255, He straitened, or

oppressed, him; made strait, or close, to him;

i“

(S, K, TA ;) as also 4,1: 'Uj. (TA.) The verb

I u a, n I

occurs Without a, written L55}, by poetic license,

in a saying ofa rajiz cited in art. ' 9.2:, as an ex. of

O r r .1 , p, 4 Jrr

the word ZLQLQ. And SJLq-aJl 4,1; H,ij

occurs in a trad. as meaning They made the stones

strait, or close, to him, or upon him. (TA.)

4. (1);." blijl He made him to ascend the

mougtain. (Msb, K,‘ TA.) _. iii)! alio signifies

ibis“: TA: so in the sa'infl‘ "\l llili'i

[He cdnsiraincd h)im to have ricozri‘td, 5:0 dd,

the thing]. (TA.)—til; lijl He retained, or

suppressed, his urine; (Msb, 1Q") as also ;

the latter verb being trans. as well as intrans.

(Msb.)

Slraitness, or narrowness; syn. (S.

[So in my copies: perhaps a mistranscriptibn for

(2.2,, a meaning mentioned in the next sentence.])

= Strait, or narrow; syn. you say

[A strait, or narrow, placc’] : and :3; [A

narrow well]: so in the Faik. (TA.) _Short

(S, K) and compact, or contracted: (K :) applied

to a man: and to shade. (S.).._Retaining, or

suppressing, his urine; (S, Msb, K;) as also

(Mgh.) So in a trad. in which it is said

that! a man is forbidden to pray when he is 15);

(S, '1‘A;) or where it is said that the prayer of one

who is V will not be accepted: (Msb :) or the

latter word in this case means one who is ascending

a mountain; because he has not full power [to

pray], or because he is straitened by being out

of breath. (TA.) = Also, [app. because of its

narrowness,] A grave. (TA.)

A small shin for water or milk.

[See also in art. ’53.]

see 263, in two places.

Lat

Ujl llIore, or most, strait: so in the saying

lies! .1 4.} r 3: 1 ~ 4 a

\AUjl "9] L9,»! 0.4 “Hyde [He used not to

love, of worldly enjoyments, or blessings, save the

more, or most, strait thereof]. (MF.)

)4)

Q. 2. l Ile behaved proudly, or

haughtily, to us, (Ki TA,) and frowned, or

looked sternly, austere]: , or morosely. (TA.)

158
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The lion. (5.)

Small, or young, (K, TA,) and lit/M, 01'

active : applied to a boy. (TA.)_ See also ,9}

3 ’6’

(54,3) Large, pr bulky; applied to a ship:

:) you say a large, or bulky,

ship.- (TA :) or signifies a sort of large,

or bulky, ship. in art. flj.)_.Also Heavy;

applied to a man.

Q '8

: see the next paragraph, in two places.

[The hornet, or hornets; a large sort of

wasp;] a stinging hind offly; (K;) a certain

offlying fhing that stings; (TioTAQ i. g.

,1), or )fig; (TA ;) and '8),.,.3j signifies

the same, (K,) [or app. is the n. un.,] and so

does VSLZU'; (S, K,) a dial. var. mentioned by

ISk: ($:)' [being a col]. gen. n.,] )9) is [some

times] made of the fem. gender: the pl. is

(S :) andglgll sometimes means the flies of the

meadows or gardens (Ham p. 324.)

_ Also A young ass that is able to bear burdens.

_ And A large rat: pl.;4@j,goccurring in

poetry [app. for (TA.);Also, [as an

epithet,] Light, or active,- clever, or ingenious;

(K, TA ;) mentioned by Abu-l-Jarrzil}, from a

man of the Benoo-Kilab, and he adds that it

means light, or active; (TA ;) quick in reply,

(1;, TA ;) and so v3.3}. (K.):Also, and '19,

and 1,13,, A certain tree, (K, TA,) of large sis/e,

(TA,) resembling the [or plane-tree],

TA,) but not wide, the leaves of which are like

those of the nut-tree in appearance and scent,

having blossoms like those of the )5; [q. v.], white

tinged [with another colour], and having a fruit

exactly like the olive, which, when fully ripe,

becomes intensely black and very sweet, and is

eaten by men like ripe dates, has a stone like that

of the [or fruit of the service-tree], and

dyes the mouth like as does the mulberry : it is

planted. (TA.)—Also, the same three words,

A species ofthe L3,; [or fig], called by the people

ofthe towns and villages the (9.55; (lAar,

K, TA ;) one of the strange trees of the desert .

p1.}.,,6j. (IAar, TA.)

M»
l ,

is )0)

5),?) =

see the next preceding paragraph.

’ e e l 101 .v a - 5

03,5}; 0.33.! is like 0,5}; oJé-i, TA,)

meaning He took it altogether; mentioned in

alt”). (TA.)

agar

A land aboundtntl With [or
Q )DJ I

hornets, pl. QUE); the 0 being rejected in its

formation]: (S in art. )4), and K:) similar to
',ae 05 4' e e e- 1 '

gins UL! and Elsi», meaning .,ajis Q!) and

v’ib-l- ($-)

0:")

[mentioned in the and high in art. 6g]

Oil 0fj051ni118; or this is called

and is of the dial. ofEl-’Iral§; (AZ, TA ;)

[for] it is said that signifies the jasmine

i _w’— m a —’—/*-= W‘. a

[itself]: (Msb:) or, as some say, it is a certain

flower, which is put into [i. e. oil of sesame,

or, as being likened thereto, because of its clear

ness, white oil before it becomes altered], and the

like, and of which is [thus] made an [odoriferous]

oil; like as is done with other species of' flowers.

(MF.) [In the present day, this name is applied

to several species of plants: namely, Mogorium

sambac of Juss., Lam., Dest'ont. : ._ Nyctanthes

sambac of' Linn. ; nyctanthes undulata in notis

Ammn. academ. 4, p. 449: (Delile, Flor. Aegypt.

Illustr., no. 8 z) _ and Iris germanica ofLinn.; or

Iris sambac 0f Forsk.: (Idem, no. 26 1) _.also the

lily.]_ Also The [musicalreed, orpipe, called] 33d},

(AA, 1‘, TA,) or ,c,.. (Aboo-Mzilik, 1;.)_

’0’ “I

.39) )1 lVine: (IAar, K, and T in art. )1 :) or
e c ~a/ a a

wine such as is termed _ _ and M45. (IAmb,

TA in art.

g 40/

gig; A certain herb, or leguminous plant, hot,

burning, or biting, to the tongue, and that causes

headache.

J?)

(Li) and dial. vars. of mentioned

in art. Vlg)’ [q. v.]: pl. TA.)

6).

éfijn and (AA, s, Mgh, K,) the latter

being a dial. var. of the former, (Mgh,) both of

them chaste, (TA,),[but the latter is the more

common,] and l (S, K) and V (K,)

A certain nation of the blacks; (S, Msb, K;)

[the inhabitants of the country called by us “ Zan

guebar,” including the “ Zingis ” qutolemy, near

the entrance of the Red Sea, and a large portion

ofiuner Africa :] their country is beneath, and

to the south of, the equinoctial line; and beyond

them is [said to be] no habitation, or cultivation :

[sometimes applied to the Negroes absolutely;

for] some say that their country extendsfrom the

western parts of Africa nearly to Abyssinia,

[comprehending the whole of Nigritia properly

so called, or at least the whole of the countries

ofthe Negroes known to the Arabs of the classical

ages,] and that part of it is on the lVilc of

a 5' U 5

Egypt: (Msb :) the n. un. is l and [sq-.3),

(AA, A’Obeyd, ISk, $, K,) like as is”; is of

9 .v n! ’

,0”: (TA :) and l f]! occurs as a broken pl.,

meaning the divisions and subtribes [of that na

tion] : so says AAF, and so in the M. (TA.)

3 e a a

$3) and [of which the latter is the

more common, A man, and a thing, of, or belong

ing to, or relating to, the or _ 2)]: see the

preceding paragraph. C. c”

:

9 {at

6le :

)oll:

see the first paragraph.

M3)

9 ' 0'

j [Ginger ,- amomum zinziber ;] a certain

plant growing in the country of the Arabs, in the

land of 'Omdn, (AHn, TA,) and in El-Yemen

also; (TA ;) well known: (S:) [or the root

thereqf;] a certain root, or roots, (accord. to dif

ferent copies of the K,) creeping beneath the

ground,- (K, TA ;) burning. or biting, to the

tongue; (TA;) growing like the stalks of the

papyrus, (K, TA,) and the [mentioned

below]; there is no wild sort of it; nor is it a

tree that is eatenfresh like as herbs, 0r leguminous

plants, are eaten; but it is used in a dry state ,

and its conserve is the best of conserves; and the

best thereof is what is brought from the country

of the Zinj and China : (TA 2) it has a property

that is heating, or warming, digestive, lenitive in

a small degree, strengthening to the venereal

faculty, (K, TA,) clearing to the phlegm, (TA,)

sharpening to the intellect, (Kfl TA,) and ex

hilarating: (TA :) mixed with the moisture

of the liver ofthe goat, and dried, and pulverized,

and used as a collyrium,it removes thefilm [upon

the eye], and obscurity of the sight. TA.) .—

[t is mentioned in the Kur, where it is said,

[lxxvh 17 and 18,] (_.ié,
r,’ 5 l

M v.,-.4 [The admixture! wherle shall be

M), a fountain therein named Selsebeel]:

i. e. it shall have the flavour of [or ginger],

which the Arabs esteem very pleasant: it may

mean that is [essentially] in the wine of

Paradise: or that it is the admixture thereof: or

that it is a name for the fountain whence this

wine is taken, and which is named b'elsebeel also.

(AZ, 0, TA.) As some assert, (ISd, TA,) it

means also lVine [absolutely]. (S, ISd, .—

.__:'}l.£ll A certain herb, or leguminous

plant, the leaves of which are like [those of] the

[or salia: Aegyplia], and the twigs are
red :lit clears the [discoloration of theface termed]

ajlé, and the [spots in the skirt termed] as;

and it kills dogs,- (K ;) wherefore it is named in

relation to them. (TA.) _fiéé." i. q.

2 r I)! I r

jL'sk‘jl [a word of' Persian origin, now applied

by Arabs to A species of carl-ine thistle].

[Accord. to Freytag, .Horminum, or salvia sil

vestris: butzthis, I believe, is what is called in

Pers. QEfiL] _iL'iJl i. q. [Inula

helenium, common inula, or elecampane].

R)

Q. 1. (Lth, K,) inf. n. 3,143}, (g in art.

9),) IIe [fillipped, or] struck the thumb upon, or

against, the middlefinger with theforefinger: in

art. )q-j :) or hefillipped with the nailofhis thumb

and that ofhisforefinger : (Lth, A, K z“) you say

it] meaning he put the nail of his thumb

upon that of his fore finger, and then fillipped

with them to him, (Lth, A,*) saying 13.;

[N0r, or not even, the like of this will I;give

thee]; (Lth ;) meaning thus, lib [3.2.4 ELL-i=2!

(A.) The subst., or the name of ibis [action],

(Lth,) is (Lth, g.)

31.93) [A fillip, such as is described above]:

see “ihat immediately precedes._A nail-paring :

as alsol-ifij: both foreign words introduced into

the Arabic language: mentioned in the T

among quadriliteral-radical words. (TA.) __ A
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whiteness [or white speck] seen on the nails of

youngI persons; (AZ, K;) likewise called

and 93.3,; (AZ,TA;) as also '51.?3)‘. (AZ,

_Accord. to IAar, 'this last signifies that

the end ofthe thumb [or ofthe thumb-nail] takes

from the extremity of the tooth when a man

[presses the former against the edge of an upper

front tooth and suddenly lets it go forward, and]

says, i) 2:55 L; I have not any

thing for thee: not even this : (TA :) [i. e. it

means anything; always used in a negative

phrase.]

,. .

3,93): see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

#5)

98 J b:

)iqij A certain dye, [or piyment,] well known,

of a red colour, with which one writes as

well as dyes; [namely, cinnabar:] its virtue is

similar to that of white lead; or, as some say, of

_ [a kind of stone, used medicinally, from

the Persian : it is of two kinds, native and

factitious: the native is [formed by] the transi

tion of a sulphureous substance into quicksilver:

[it is a sulphureous ore of quicksilver :] thefacti

tious [is what is called vermilion, and] is of

‘ various sorts. (TA.)

5‘)

1. 7'3, aor. =, (s,1_<,) inf. n. ~° ‘3, ($1,) said of

oil, (S,’l_(,) and clarified butter, (JK, L,) and

food, (L,) It was, or became, altered [for the

worse] (S, K, TA) in odour; (TA ;) [stinhing,
rancid,] bad, or corrupt; like i 'r. (JK.).

And, said of a lamb, or kid, He rbised his head

in sucking, by reason of chohing, or of dryness

ofthefauces.

t '3, applied to oil, and clarified butter,

and food, (L,) Altered [for the worse] K, TA)

in odour; (TA;) [stilt/ring, rancid, bad, or c0r~

9 e G v e 9

rupt; like c~u : see 1.] _ 3&3) Camels

having their bellies slraitened, by reason of thirst

ing (Kr, K, TA) time after time. (Kr, TA.)

45;

1. aor. 1, He produced _fire [with a

s3} and 5,333]. (A, TA.) _ [Hence,] ,6 1,33}

._..,°.L.n +[They kindled the fire of war]. (A,

TA.) = See also 2. aor. 1 , (K,) inf. n.

(TK,) He (a miss, TA) uni-sad. (K.) =

inf. n. said ofa she-camel, Her womb

cameforth on her giving birth.

2. .5), inf. n. He made his to pro

duce fire. (K.)='Hs lied. (K.):He filled

(K, TA) a water-skin, or milk-skin; (TA ;) as

also v.33}, (K,TA,) inf. n. .13}; and in like

manner a watering-trough, and a vessel: and he

filled his water-skin, or milk-skin, so that it be

came like the i. e. [hard, orfirm, being] full.

(TA.)_ [He made, or rendered, narrow. You

say,] The horse has a nostril

which was not made narrow when he was created.

(A, TA.) ._ [He straitened, or scanted; made

strait, or scanty: see the pass. part. 11. Hence,

app.,] e.];l urn .03) [He straitened, or scanted,

his family; made their circumstances, or sub

sistence, strait, or scanty, to them ;] he was hard,

severe, or rigorous, to his family. (L) _ IIe

punished beyond his right. (K, TA.) _. He

charged with niggardlincss: (TA:) or he, or it,

made, or rendered, niggardly, mean, or sordid.

(KL.)_iiL:ll .3333, inf. n. The she

camel, having a [tumour of the kihd called] (3;

in her vulva, had her vulva perforated on every

side, and leathern thongs inserted in the holes and

tied tight: (ISh, TA:) or [as inf. n. of

signifies a she-camel’s having the vulva

perforated with. small sharp-pointed pieces of

wood, and then tied with [threads or strings of]

hair: this is done when her womb comes forth

after her having given birth; on the

authority of IDrd, with Q and (_g. (S.)=See

also the next paragraph.

4. .Ale, (K,) said of a man, (TA,) 1'. q. 35

[IIe exceeded, &c.]. (K, TA.) _ [Hence, app.,]

421;: L3, as also Lo, i. q. L;

[meaning No one is more suflicient for

thee than he: see art. *9]: z) or no one ea:

ceeds him to thee in excellence. (TA.) = Us 45}!

i.q. [i.e. He relapsed in his pain]

5. He was, or became, straitened, or em

barrassed, and contracted in his bosom : (A :) he

was, or became, straitened, or embarrassed, so as

to be unable to reply, or to answer: and he was

angry; (A,I_{;) and was incensed. (TA.) The

saying of ’Adee,

1' Jlééll e.,;“,5 \3 iii 13] *

* baseman; *

[When thou jestest with men, be not altogether

foolish, but say like as they have said, and be

not straitened, &c.,] some relate with [5 [in the

last word, saying see art. Agj]. (TA.)

[A piece of stir-h, or wood,_fbr producing

fire;] the upper one of the two pieces of stick,

or wood, (313,2, 5, M, L, K, or L,) with

which fire'is produced [in a manner described

below]; M, L,K;) of the masc. gender;

(Msb;) [or masc. and fem.: (see in art.

J5,2)] and '53): is the appellation ol' the lower

one thereof, (S, M, L, K,) in which is the notch,

or hollow, (#53, M, L, or Us}, A in art. b,s-.,.s,)

or in which is a hole (*3, S), [whence the fire is

produced;] and this is fem.: (S, M :) one end of

the is put into the of the 33):, and the

is then [rapidly] twirled round, in producing

fire : (A in art. “.515 :) [the best kind of is

made offliui; and the best kind sitsiijmr $1.:

(see these two words :)] the dual is ap

plied to the two together; (S, M, L';) [and so,

very often, is the sing. :] one should not say

06.33}; (s, M, L, K,) for it is a well-known

rule that predominance is to be attributed to the

masc.: (MF:) the pl. [of mult.] istifié, (s, M,

ll!

Mgh, L, Msb, which is also syn. with 4-3)“,

(K.:,L,) and (L) and [of pauc.] and

>Ujl, (S, M, L,K,) the last anomalous [accord. to

general opinion because the medial radical is not

an infirm letter]; (TA;) and pl. pl.

Hence one says, 62!; (TA,) or (5)8

,Ujl, (A,) 1[lit. He is one whose produces

:fire, or whose 56,“ producefire,] alluding to gene

rosity and other commended qualities [of the

person to whom it is applied]. (TA.) And

I[lit. JlIy )Uj have, or has, produced

fire by thy means], (S, A, K,) said by thee to

one who has aided, or assisted, thee. (S,

nisagsdsssgsjei as}.

t[lit. I am one whb prbducesfire 11,] means'qfthy

43), and all the good in my possession is from

thee]. (A.) [Hence also,] 153}- (gi'g'. 3}; \j 1-[ZlIy

weeping will not bring as a return for it so much

as a .9); i. e. it will not avail aught]. (Ham

p. 83.) And Us see art. :5). And

glib, +[Two pieces of stick, or wood,

for producingfire, in a bag or the like] : a prov.

denoting lowness, ignobleness, meanness, or weak

ness; and applied to two weak persons together.

(Meyd.) And see art.

_ Hence, (A,) {Each'of the two bones of

the fore arm; [the radius and the ulna;] (A,

Mgh, L;) one of which is more slender than the

other: the extremity of the 45) next the thumb

is called éé, and that of the .ij next the little

finger is called the [or wrist] is the

place of'junction of the 0‘33}, and the part where

the hand of the thiefis cut off: (L z) in this sense

masc.; but improperly made fem.: (Mgh:) the

two bones above mentioned are called the @1333

as being likened to the 01.0.3) with which fire is

produced. (A, Mgh?) And in some one or more

of the dialects, is The “L;

[q. v.]; and Mal, the 61)? [q. v.].

(L and TA iii art. [Also] The part of the

fore arm which is divested offlesh : of the masc.

gender: pl. (Mgh.) And (L) The part

where the extremity of the fore arm joins to the

hand [on the side of the thumb and also on the

side of the little finger, as is shown by what

follows]: there are two parts called together

0133}; (s, L,K;) the 6’5 and the 6,22».

(S, L.) = Also A certain thorny tree.

0»,

.AS)‘ A TA) consisting of a stone

wrapped up in pieces of rag (TA) which is stufi'ed

into a she-camel's vulva, when she is made to take

a lilting to the young one of another: :) it

has a string attached to it; and when it distresses

her, they pull it out, and she imagines that she

has brought forth a young one: so say A0 and

others. (TA.)

I 10¢ ’0:

5.»): see A3), in two places.

:6); see ; of which it is a pl., and with

which it is also syn. [In the present day it is

commonly applied to A. steel for striking fire:

and has fdr its pl.

- ' 158*
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"5; [Made, or rendered, narrow]. You say

A garment, or_piece of cloth, of little

width. (s,1_(.) And 5.33}; iii}; [A leathern

water-bag] narrow, but long; [such that] when

thou seest that there is somewhat in it, [thou

loohest again, and] lo, there is nothing in it. (A,

TA.) _ A small, scanty, gift. (A, TAF') .—

Nam’v; (S, K;) "board’s: ($.A,K;) tena

cious; (TA ;) who will not confer a small benefit :

(A :) low, ignoble, mean, or sordid: (TA :)

charged with niggardliness, and held to be little:

(Ham p. 178:) and i.q. [i. e. one whose

origin, or lineage, is suspected; or an adopted

son; &c.]. (K.) And A man quick in becoming

angry. (L.)

6-”)

Q. 2. [He adopted, or held, or professed,

the tenets of the 6343);] he was, or became, a

654;}: ($,“ K,‘ TA [generally,] he was, or
i i J [i.e. deciater from the right

religion, or an impug-ner qfreligions], and without

religion; (KL ;) [a dis-believer in the world to

come and in the Deity, or the unity ofthe Cre

ator : (see :) and an asserter of the endless

ness qftime: see (L.)-3).]

became, a

$33}, (Th, 0, L, K, [in some of the copies of

the K, and in my copy of the Msb, 5346),

which, as is said in the TA, is a mistake,]) and

3 as,

'us-Uj, A man very niggardly or avaricious.

(Th, 0; L; K; lug")

a subst. from the verb above mentioned;

($, ;) [The adoption, or belief, or profession, of

the tenets ofthe @431: generally, deviationfrom.

the right religion, 6; the impugning qfreligions,

and the state of him who is without religion;]

disbelief in the world to come and in [the Deity,

or] the unity of the Creator: (T, Mgh, Msbz)

[pad the assertion of the 87161108871888 of time : sec

6.343).] _ Also i. q. [as meaning Niggard

Iiness, or avarice : see (L, TA.)

2 _ .._.
1

5,333 a dial. var. of [q. v.]; (1; ;) like
,0! 0 a a

as $5 is of”. (TA.)

2"
see (3.0.3).

jigs) One who is ofthe [or asserters of

the doctrine of Dualism] : D, or one who

asserts his belief in [the two principles of] Light

and Dar/mess: or one who does not believe in the

world to come, nor in the Deity: (O, :) or one

who does not believe in the world to come nor in

the unity ofthe Creator: (T, Msb :) or one who

conceals unbeliqf and makes an outward show of

belief: an arabicized word, Mgh,) origi

nally Pet-5., so they say, (Msb,) from 3;”, which

is a book belonging to them [i. e. the book of

Zoroaster] : (PS :) [or from the Pers.

meaning magian, or fire-worshipper: and ibis

seems to be its primary meaning; as De Sacy

says in his “ Chrest. An,” 2nd ed., ii. 274:] or,

accord. to IDrd, it is an arabicized word from the

Persian 03.3}, (Mgh, [thus in my copy, app. for

Si}, in which the a may be, as it is in many

other instances, an affix denoting some kind of

relationship,]) orjb (TA, as from the L,

[but not very clearly written, and with an erasure,

such as to suggest that the original and right

reading may be 3,; which may be rendered

holder of the Zend, but]) which is expl. as mean

ing he [who] asserts his belief in the eternity, or

the endless-ness, of the present world: (Mgh, TA:)

or it is arabicized from Q.» i. e. woman’s

religion: (O,K:) or the right explanation is

this: that it is a term of relation to the which

is the book of Ménee the Magian, who was in

the time of Bahram the son of Hurmuz the son of

Séboor [or Shapoor], and who claimed to be

successor to the Messiah, on whom be peace;

and, desiring fame, composed this book, which

he hid in a tree, and then took forth: iii, in

their language, is “explanation ;” and he meant

that this was the explanation of the book of Zara

dusht [or Zoroaster] the Persian; and in it he

held that there are two gods, Light and Darkness,

Light creating good, and Darkness creating evil:

(TA :) or, accord. to the “ Mel'atreh el-'Uloom,”

$543) means afollower of Illdnee, and also a

follower of Mezdeh, who (i. e. Mezdck) ap

peared in the days of Kubédh, and asserted that

possessions and women were in common, and put

forth a book which he called .9], which is the

book of the Magians, that was brought by Zara

dusht, whom they assert to have been a prophet;

and the companions of Mezdek were named in

relation to [this] 45); which word, being arabi

cized, was converted into $343): (Mgh :) Th says

that is not of the [genuine] language of the

Arabs; '(hIgh, TA ;) and when the Arabs desire

to express the meaning in which it is commonly

used, (Mgh," Msb, TA,) which is one who does

not hold any religion, and who asserts his belief

in. the endlessness of time, (Mgh,) they say lull,

(Mgh, Ma), TA,) i. e. [a tleriaterfrom the iright

religion, or] an impugner of religions, (Mgh,)

’

and (Mgh, TA :) some say that it is from

because the $54.3) straitens himself: (L,

TA :) an Arab of the desert is related to have ex

plained it as meaning oite who looks much into

things, or afl'airs: (Msb:) the pl. is and

$.96}; O, Msb,K;) the latter being the

original pl., and the 8 of the former being a

substitute for the suppressed [5 of the latter.

($, 0-)

25’)

1. He filled it ,' ;) namely, a vessel,

and a water-skin. (TA.):See also what next

follows.

2- 3.3;; (Mtb a or ' 553. (K.) M n- .3};

(TA ;) [but the former is more probably correct,

as )3}, mentioned below, is its quasi-pass. ; or

perhaps each is correct ;] IIe put upon him a

[or waist-belt]. (Msb,I_{.)_C’i] ,3,- +110

loohed hard at me : so in the “ Nawadir :” (TA :

[see also the act. part. n., below:]) or )3}

:)O/ o '5'

{[he looked minutely at me]: and “as :95} this

eye loohed minutely.

5.1.333 He (a Christian [or Jew 0r Sabian or

Magian]) bound a [or waist-belt] upon his

waist. (A, Msb.)_tIt (a thing) becarne slender,

or narrow, (A, K,) so as to be like 0):}. (A.)

36; (s. A. Mo, K) and t 5363 (A. K) and

(K) The thing [meaning waist-belt] that is upon

the waist ofthe Christian ($,' A,* Msb,‘ and

tllagt'an ,- the thing which the [or free

non-illuslim subject of a hfuslim government,

whopays a poll-taxfor hisfreedom and toleration,

i. e., Christian, Jew, or Sabian,] binds upon his

waist .- (T, TA :) [accord. to the K, from “it

became slender, or narrow:” but the reverse is

implied in the A: see 5: and it is more probably

derived from the Greek (wt/6,027, as observed by

Golius, or Zwvépwv, as suggested by Freytagz] pl.

jets}. (A, high.) = See 1.180;).

Ibis

19%

L3), (T, TA,) or 753;), as also '56}, (TA,)
singiflofklij, (T, TA,)iwhich signifies Pebbles :

(mi...) 1» small pebbles: (A’Obeyd, Kr, ISd,

K.) ._Also and 7363, (Kr,) or 13,5,- and

7563', (TA,) Certain small flies (Kr, that

are in “:91; [i. e. gardens, or privies]. (Kr,

TA.)

Oi)

seeJUj.

we is I 5: l a

3)Uj: see)Uj : = and see n3), in two places.

2' '5

0,92 :

24-:

w»

TA.)

1 U

see 1.9), in two places.

A woman tall, and large in body.

+Such a one is looking

hard at me, and making the eye to project: so in

the “ Nawadir.” (T, TA. [See also the verb, 2.])

w)

1. (JK,O,K,) namely,a mule, (JK,

0,) or a horse, ($, K,) aor. = , (0, TA,) inf. n.

:53, (JK, TA,) IIe put a ring in the thin shin

beneath the part under his lower jaw, and then

attached to it a cord: (JK,O,I_{:) this ring is

put to the head of the refractory mule; and is

called v.56}: (JK, O,TA:) or he put a '56)

in the part under his lower jaw, in the shin :

0:) every cord with which a beast is tied, [at

tached to a ring or otherwise] in the skin beneath

the part under the lower jaw, is called ' [or

1556,]: (0,121.) in the K, 56}, like is}; but

this is wrong: (TA :) what is in the nose,

pierced, is called (0, TA.)_ Also, (lDrd,

K,) aor. ,- and i , (TA,) int. n. as above, (KL,)

IIe bound his legs by means qfthe [or 5(3),

q. v.]; namely, a mule’s; (IDrd, ;) and in like

manner, a horse’s. (TA.) [This meaning alone I

find in the KL, given on the authority of the

Mj: but Golius says, as on the authority of the

KL likewise, that it signifies also IIe fitted a

shoe to a horse’sfoot; followed by an accus.] _

And (IAar,O,) or uh; aor. t;

(K ;) and '53); and ii), (IAar, O, K,) inf. n.

(IAar, O ;) 1- He straitened his household,
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by reason of niggardliness or poverty. (IAar, O,
I) re J 04¢ J 042

And 0‘15 via a), and '93-'51, Istrait

!

ened such a one. (JK.)

2: see above, last sentence but one.

4: see 1, last two sentences.

The place ofthe 6(5) [or £66,]. (s,I_<.)

_The thin part of an arrow-head; pl.

(J K, Ibn-’Abbtid,

333: see

A 'narrow 12., [or street].

narrow part of a valley. (JK, Ibn-’Abbad,O.)

_ A bend in a mall; or in a 35-: [or street];

(Lth,JK, 0;) or in a side ofa htiuse; or in a

narrow, or very narrow, road ofa valley, [so I

render Bl; Lg, (see ;;5;,)] in which is

what resembles a place of entrance and a twisting

or winding: a subst. in all these senses, having no

verb. (Lth, O.)

see 1, in two places. _Also i. q.

[i. e. Hobbies for a horse or the like, having a

rope extending from the shackles of the fore feet

to those of the hind feet]. (TA.)—And The

kind qfornament called [i. e. a necklace,

or the like]; (S, O, K; [in this sense correctly said

in the K to be like ;]) a certain ornament

for women, (JK, Ibil-’Abbad, 0,) of silver.

(Ibn-’Abbad, 0.)

$253“ [in its primary acceptation is app. syn.

nlith 6,3}0 in the first of the senses assigned to

the latter below:__and hence,] IFirm, strong,

or sound; (JK, O, K, TA ;) applied tojudgment,

or an opinion, (JK, 0, TA,) and an afi'air,

and management, or exercise of forecast or fore

Q)!

thought.”('T.;\.), And '65} [which is app. its

pl., or ['35) 519%] 1-Perfect understandings 0r

intellects. (IAar, O,

356): see 1, in two places.

Tied, or bound, with the all») [q. v., or

with the 256,-]. (TA. [See also $93.1)_And

_T Sufi‘ering d suppression of the urine. (TA.) .—

is the name of A horse of ’Amir Ibn-Et

_Tafeyl: (S,K:) and of a horse qf’Attdb Ibn

El-Wa-rhd. (TA.)

I")

[inf. n. offiij] The cutting a small

portion'of the ear of a camel or other animal,

(it’tfl’ leaving it hanging thereto. (KL. [See

_ [And hence,] The act of marking With

a sign or token. (KL. [See also the same word

as a subst. properly so termed, expl. below.]) _

And The conjoining any one with a people, or

party, to which he‘does not belong. (KL) __..

Li's“ 13:5 5:33, (inf. n. TA,) They

sent to me this adversary in order that he might

contend in an altercation, dispute, or litigate,

with me.

4. ,ljl {The trees had a 1an (K, TA)

[i.e. an emcrescence] resembling the of the

515., [app. here meaning sheep as well as goat;

though sheep are said in the S, and in one place

in the TA, to have no (TA.)

The [projecting] thing that is behind the

eleven hoof,- also called ll); of which it

is a dial. var.

A camel having a lab}, i.e. a thing [or

portion] ofthe ear out (S, and left hanging

down [therefrom], which is done to camels

of generous race (s, only; ;) as also

and fem. and "U; and

(3,19) pl. of pauc. 1,3}? and alle (Yahoot,

1~o£ 9' , I, e

TA.) [See also ’51.] _iq-i)‘ 33% 1- A erve that

is held in high estimation,- [not signifying having

a Xvi), as meaning “having a kind of wattle ;”]

for [it is asserted that] the sheep has no 3.0.3);

that pertaining only to the goat. [But see

133-1)

and and and

(S, i. q. &c., He is one whose pro

portion, or conformation, is that ofthe slave : or,

as Ks says, (or Lh, TA,) the meaning is, truly.

(S) [See also _. 6,1" see

see what next precedes. = also sig

nifies A certain tree, having no leaves, as though

it were the of the 36' [app. here meaning

sheep as well as goat: see (TA.)

flev- I a

i.,-3) of the ear ofa camel: see ,5): but accord.
a

to El-Ahmar, it is a mark made by cutting qfl'a

portion of the ear. (TA.) __ [Of the ear of a

man, it is app. The antitragus and also a small

prominence of the antihelix immediately above

the antitragus: for it is said that] @351 sig

nifies tn-o small things next to the

[or lobule], opposite to the 3;; [an evident mis

transcription for 5335 i. e. tragus]. [So in

all the copies that'I have seen.])_Also [A

kind ofa-attic, i. e.] a thing, (Mgh,) or piece of

flesh, (TA,) hanging from the [here mean

ing throat, externally], (Msb, TA,) beneath each

ear, and A and in art. $5,] of the Ski

[i. e., app., sheep as well as goat; though it is

said in the that “the sheep has no that

pertaining only to the goat ;” app. becaust’eli’t’is un

common in sheep]. (TA.) [See also 3,3); and

see and and {@;.]_To this is likened

the ofa tree: see 4. (TA.) _ And [as the

of the ear ofa camel, or ofa goat or sheep,

serves to distinguish it,] it signifies also tA marh,

sign, or taken. (TA.)—6,11! 1The two

edges [or cusps] ofthe notch, ofan arrow, (Msb,

K, TA,) between which is put the boat-string;

(Ma), TA ;) as also 5,111 '63}; (K,) but the

former is the more chaste: (TA:) also called

83;” in prt. apd A and TA.) .—

See also crib” 1531, voce also sig

nifies +11, certain herb, or leguminous plant,

(K, TA,) of which AHn had heard mention

made, but remembered not any description: it is

said to grow in plain, or sqft, tracts, and in the

form ofthe ofthe ear; to have leaves; and

to be one of the n~orst ofplants. (TA.)-See

also .

.., ...

2,3]: see i.,-3}.

A. calamity, misfortune, or evil accident.

3 a

(K.)= See also [5A5].

42.93, applied to a goat, [and app. to a sheep

also,] Having [two nvattles, such asare termed]

[of which see the sing., 2.05)]; as also

'95,: 95-)

(TA.)—Also, and L,))», IOne adopted

among a. people to whom he does not belong, (Fr

in explanation of the former word as used in the

Kur lxviii. l3, and S and K,) to which some add,

(TA,) not being needed; as though he were a.

among them: ($, TA:) and i.q. [as

meaning likewise one who is adopted among a

people or by a person (though understood in some

other sense by F)]; (Mbr, Mgh, Msb, TA;)

conjoined [with them or him]: thus the former

was expl. by I’Ab as used in the Kur ubi supra:

(Mhr, TA :) but Az says that the latter word has

only the meaning assigned to it above, voce ’25},

as an epithet applied to a camel. (TA.) And the

former word, IBase, ignoble, or mean; known by

his baseness, ignobleness, or meanness, ($, K, TA,)

or his evil character, (K, TA,) like as the SL5;

[i. e. sheep or goat] is hnonm by its ($,TA:

[in the latter of which is added, “because the

cutting of the ear is a mark :" but by its 2...?) is

here meant “its wattle ;” for the cutting of the

ear of the camel is a mark of generous race:])

thus expl. by ’lkrimeh as used in the Kur ubi

supra. And fThe son of an adulteress or

a fornicatress. (TA.)—Also A. commissioned

agent, afaclor, or a deputy. (TA.)—12,33"

The lion. (M and K in art. .94, q. v.)

A. LgU [or flute], so called because

invented by [all], a skilful [or player upon

the musical reed] in the service of Er-Rasheed

and El-Moatasim and El-VVathilg: vulgarly called

said by Esh-Shereeshee to be thus mis

called by the common people of the \Vest.

(TA.)

1:02 _ page Q3 11:5

’31, and its fem. (3.9)): see Joy—Ii»)!

) r r J a I I'D: ’

th-Jl i. q. CJg-lljj'jl [q. v.]; (K, TA;) mean

ing ITime, or_ ortune, to which trials are ap

pendant: or, as some say, hard, or rigorous, in

its course. (TA.) = See also what next follows.

3 to I '0

uq-ijl A camel of those called Eli-7.3;)"; thus

called in relation to [a sub-tribe of é”); ,9

or of),qu named] (IAar, TA.)

infi n. of 2 [q. v.]. (TA.).._ And also a

subst. likeM and W, signifying A certain

mark of camels. (TA.)

and its l'cm. (with 8): see _See

also in two places. ._ Also Small in body;

like ,Zijl. (lAar, TA in art. ,lj.)_Also The

young ones qfcamels. K.) __ And A certain
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stallion [~camel]; K ;) accord. to some, who

read thus, in a Verse of Zuheyr,

‘ as 0? sees» '

spoils consisting of the young camels the

qulluzennem]: :) thus A’Obeyd

read, instead ofjj.» 9L3], in which the latter

[Sundry

offspring

word is used for [by poeticlicense,] because

9 ' a

J5] is of a measure common to masc. and fem.

words. (EM p. 120.)

:5)

r4 Jla :1!

1. U), [aor. ’55,] ian n. ,5}, It was, or became,

I" ~ 7strait, or narrow; a dial. var. of U)‘; (Iad,1_\,

TA ;) said ofa place. (TA.)

2. 4;; US; He straitened, or oppressed, him ,

made strait, or close, to him : (ISd, :) it occurs

ea. _thus, without I, by poetic license, for U), 1n a

saying of a rajiz cited in art. ' .sb, as an ex. of

the word in art.

signifies He (a man) became

(TA in art. 0;.)

iij.) = L53) also

laa: in his joints.

war

{U}: see what next follows, and also art.

2U) :

; and in art. 0):)

the former mentioned in this sense by IAar;

(TA ;) applied to a bag, or (ither receptacle.

(K, TA.) [See also 2:23}, in art. 0).]

3 a

uéj Strait, or narrow; ;) as also 7

(TA in art. U), from the Faik

3 a r -

(5,5) rel. n. from 0.3;: see the next article.

u")

1. aor. inf. n. [often written

and 213;, (s, Mgh,* Mt_ih,1,(,) the latter an int. n.

of3 (sjngh, Msb, 1;) also, (5, Mgh, K,) but said

by some to be a dial. var. ofthe former, (Msb,) the

former being of the dial. of the people of El-Hijaz,

(Lb, $, Msb, TA,) and the latter of the dial. of

Benoo-Temeem, (Lb, TA,) or of the people of

Nejd, Msb,TA,) IIe committed fornication

or adultery; (El-Munawee, Er-Ri'lgliib, TA ;)

with her: (MAz) but accord. to El-Murléwee’,

[it seems to be properly a dial. var. of as

meaning he mounted ; for he says that,] in the

proper language of the Arabs, signifies the

mounting upon a thing; and in the language of

the law it signifies the commission of the act

first mentioned above: it is [thus] syn. withjéj:

and in like manner one says of a woman :

(TA :) l “3,, ian n. also signifies the same:

(TA :) and so does ' UJI)‘, infi n. and :

(K :) [one says of a wgman, Vusigb", inf'. n. 36:};

and Eli), meaning [i. e. She commits forni

cation ’or adultery; or prostitutes herself]. ($.)

It is said in a prov., {Li} 2551! if a J '§

[Her continence is not continence, nor the form'

cotion, or adultery, that she commits, fornication,

or adultery] : applied to him who does not remain

in one state, or condition; neither in good nor in

evil: (Meyd :) or to him who refrains from doing

x5) _ “.5

good and then is excessive [therein], or from evil

and then is excessive therein; not continuing to

910'pursue one way. (TA.) [See also 395).]

2. 36,, int". ii. (s, Mgh, Msb, TA,) He

said to him l; [Ofornicator or adulterer]:

(5, TA:) or he imputed to him bill [i. e. forni

cation or adultery]; (Mgh, Msb,fTA;) and so

'it“), accord. to the c0pies of the K; but in the

M, 'ZUjl, which, it is there said, has not been

heard except in a trad. of the daughter of El

Hasan. (TA.): See also 1. = And see 2 in

art. ,3).

3. inf n. and {Li},

fornication or adultery n-ith hier.] (Mgh,

_ See also 1, in two places. .-= And see 2.

4: see 2.

[He committed

Msb.)

F 5

vi}, often written U]: see the next paragraph,

in two places.

A single act of 2;" [i. e. fornication or

adultery]: (Msb, TA t) and Y is [used in the

same sense, (though properly an inf. n., not of

un.,) in is shown by its being] dualized: they say

[3th (TA:) [but this is post-classical:] thus

using the dual of the lawyers say,

[He reproached him with two acts qffornication

or adultery]: (Msb, TA:) but [in this instance,

and] in the saying ul; .lrS, [which is

dual of 162, properly an inf. n. like or $1,

[He testified, or gave decisive information, re

specting two acts offornication or adultery,] the

right word is (Mgh.) One says a150,;

and'sometimes '53), (K,) but the

former is the more chaste, (Az, TA,) meaning

16?, [i. e. He is a son offornication or

adullery]: :) or and '11.;32', (Mgh,

Msb,) and [,1] and tag), (Mgh,) with fet-h

and with kiesr; [meaning his above, or

He is, or was, born offoornication 0r adultery,]

. , ... .
contr. qu‘mfii) .0, and §.\.‘.‘t)i, (Mgh,) or contr. of

5-151), 3;: (Msb:) or ;o and [He

is the offspring qffornicatioh or adulterfy,]dcontr.

(gt-33,3 and 5.3.35]: (S :) accmd. to Fr, one says,

5;] 3.5 and and )3), [all meaning the

same, and] all with fet-h: accord. to Ks, how

ever, one may say l and 5.121;, with kesr, but

a; oply with f'et-h: (TA :) ISk says that 1,3)

and 1,": are both with kesr and fet-h. (Msb.)

is) [accord. to analogy signifies A made, or

manner, offornication or adultery]. See the next

preceding paragraph, in five places. = Also The

last ofa man’s children,- (K ;) like as signi

fies the “last ofa woman’s children.”

2-ng [properly an inf. n., but having a dual

assigned to it]: see an instance of its dual voce

[meaning Of, or relating tg, firnication

or adultery] is the rel. n. from ($,Msb;)

the [radical] Lg being changed into , because

[Boos 1,

three Lgs are deemed diflicult of pronunciation;

(Msb =) and thf rel. ii. from 2le [having the amt

meaning] is 'GSEJ'.

, I

“3sz see what next precedes.

iris

32D) an appellation applied to A

(sat?)- (5-)

0; act. part. n. of [signifying Commit

ting fornication or adultery: and also a for

nicotor or an adulterer:] (Msb:)

female ape

fem.

(Km ‘E‘iv- 2 and 3=) M- ms?- 5‘5}, like pl.

of $55: (Mtib 1) [and pl. fem. 0153,]

said to a woman is correct as being [for b,

Ofornicatress, or adulteress,] apocopated. (highi)

fem. of [q. v.]_. Applied to a man,

. . f . .it has an intenswe meaning [i.e. One much (1d

dicted tofornication or adultery]. (Mgh.)

“j

1. it}, (s, A, Mgh, high, K,) and

(S, Mgh, hfsb) aor. 1; (S, K ;) [the most usual

form of the verb;] and aor. :; ($, Msb,K;)

which is the most approved form, though MF

says otherwise; (TA ;) and aor. g; (Th, K :)

int'. ii. 31} and 53d} (s, Mgh, Msb, K) and ii};

(Sb, TA ;) He abstained from it; [meaning,

from something that would gratify the passions 0r

senses ;] relinquished it; forsook it; shurmed, or

avoided, it; did not desire it; A, Mgh, h'Isb,

K;) contr. [i. e. of? #5], ($, K,) and

i. q. (A, Mgh,) and 23g}, (Mgh,) and

and (Msbz) or he abstained

from it, meaning a thing of thc lawfulness of

which he was sure, sofar as to tahe the least that

was sqfliciept thereof, leaving the rest to God .

(MF:) or 5gb) relates only to worldly things;

and to matters of religion: (Kh, Msb,

or both signify the exercising oneself in the

serm'ce of God, or in acts of devotion; as also

9a

Ust (KL :) he who makes a difference be

tween ta; and errs. (Mgh.)_.3;liitj

and also signify [particularly The being absti

nent in respect of eating ;] the eating little. (A,

'I‘A.)_And and Y»)! He straitened his

household, by reason of niggardliness or poverty.

(TA in art. gsj.)=8.li}, aor. = , (K,) inf. ii.

3.3;“, (TA,) IIIe computed, or determined, its

quantity, measure, size, bulk, proportion, extent,

amount, sum, or number; or he computed by

conjecture its quantity or measure Scc , or the

quantity qfits fruit,- as also 'oMjl, (K, TA,)

inf. n. and lid), inf. n. all used
i ' .v a”

in relation to palm~trees. (TA.) You say, QM'

Jilin, aor. and inf. n. as above, II computed by

conjecture the quantity of the fruit upon the

palm-trees. (Esh-Sheybanee, 5, TA.) And

JQl [I computed by conjecture the quantity, or

amount, of the property; or the number of the

camels or cattle. (JK.)
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2. 4,5 04;} [and 4.1;] He made him, or caused

him, to abstain from it,- to relinquish it; to for

sake it; to shun, or avoid, it ,- or to be not

I an?”

desirous of it; (L, Mgh,) Lg. 44;); (L ;)

trans. ofa; : (Msb :) [i. e.] 5:;le

and is the’contr. of ($, K?) _..

And 3,;51 is also Isyn. with (1;, TA.

[In the, CK, erroneously, One says,

J' Jul/J J

433»); will." and {[Jllen, or the people,

impute to him, or accuse him of, niggardliness,

or stinginess]. (A, TA.) And ’Adee Ibn-Zeyd

says, '

e e., e/ a! I’D/A”

* mug-u as u»! do» M, *

G,» 0': 0, Ir 0 /~ 3,8

“ QJJ-iofll-e we 6"

i. e. 1- [And verily thefirst single act aniggardli

ness, of him who is acting in a niggardly manner,

is most undutious to parents,- (app. because gene

rosity is what they enjoin above all things ;) and

he who is niggardly is blamed, and] is charged

with being a niggard, a low or mean or sordid

man. (TA.) ._ See also 1. '

4. “,1, (JK, L,) inf. n. gag], (JK,s, L,) He

was, or became, one whose pr0perty was not.

desired, because of its littleness; (JK, L,) he

possessed little property, (S,“ L,) which, because

of its littleness, was not desired. See

also 1. = i.,»)! : see 1, near the end.

5. He manifested, or made a show of,

[or abstinence, &c., generally meaning exercise

in the service of God, or devotion] : (KL :) [and]

he devoted himself to the service of God, or to

religious exercises; or applied himself to acts of

devotion. ($, high.) See also 1.

6. 35am}; +They contemned, or despised, him,

or it. It is said in a trad., of wine-drinkers,

3;." lngjlt', i. e. they contemned the 3;- [or

prescribed castigation] ; held it in little, or mean,

estimation; regarded it as a small thing. (TA.)

[See also what next follows]

Jaye,

8. was”! iHe rechoned it little. You

1',

say, ;Lh; t Such a one rechons

little the gift of such a one. (ISk, [See also

what next precedes.]

1A small quantity. You say,

51.9%»; L; (JK,$, ITahe thou the small

qudntity that is sufficient for thee: (A1) or as

much as is sqflicient for thee. (J K,

IThe poor-rate,- syn. (A,K:)

mentioned by Aboo-Sa'eed, on the authority of

Mubtekir El-Bedawee: so called, accord. to Aboo

Sa’eed, because of its littleness; the 31.5) of

property being the least portion of it; or, accord.

to the A, because the fortieth part [which is its

general proportion] is little. (TA.) 80 in the

saying, if! L; IUV/tat aileth thee that

thou refusest the poor-rate ?]. (A, TA.)

Ia, 6 05

5L5) we) fLand that does not flow with water

except in consequence of much rain : (5 :) or land

thatflows with water in consequence of the least

rain; (lSk, JK, and TA in art. 4.50;) as also

, I not

3th.; (ISk, TA in art. x..- ;) [contr. of v.5)!

see also And £313! +The small

water-courses. (L.)

3.1.} IVho eats little; (T, K;) applied to a

man; (To [and] so .Jé‘st 3.93; (so or is}

fling": (A :) and so or 3.355}, (as in dif

ferent places in the T,) applied to a woman:
9 a .1 4 Q a)

contr. of [v.,e, and] i.,-gt). (T.) You say, ojlé
9 fl 6 I e 4

49) 'Mb’, i. e. [Such a one is abstinent, &c.,

and] a small eater. (A.)-+Small in quantity

or number: (S, Msb, so applied to a gift.

_ t Contemptible, despicable, mean, or

paltry. (TA.) _ I A man who possesses, or does,

little, or no, good. (A, TA.)._+A man (Lh,

TA) narrow, or niggara'ly, in disposition; (Lb,

K, TA ;) as also 'Ml)‘; (K;) fem. of the former

with 5: (Lb, TA :) a low, ignoble, ungenerous,

mean, or sordid, man; such that one does not
Q d

desire what he possesses; as also V Ml). (L.) .

;édll ;a, and ll, IHe is content

with little; contr. of 0;." 3; and

(A, TA.) __ +11 narrow valley:

(JK, z) or a valley that takes, 0r receives,

little water,- (ISh,$, TA ;) that is made to flow

by a slight quantity of water, even as much as a

she-goat voids into it, because it is even and hard:
Q r m

(ISh, TA :) contr. ofwb) 5!}. (TA in art. *5.)

[See also $63.] And @359! 39} +tht is

narrow, of land,- and that from which much

9 ’0)

water does not comeforth: pl. 01.»).

u ll

.,agj : see the next paragraph.

act. part. n. of [i. e. Abstaining, or

abstinent; relinquishing ;’_forsalting; shunning,

or avoiding; not desiring or desirous: and parti

cularly abstaining from, or shunning, or retiring

from, worldly pleasures; exercising himseif in

the service of God, or in acts of devotion; a

devotee] : and V 3.5) has a similar, but intensive,

meaning [i.e. abstlzining much,_or very absti

nent; &c.]: pl. of the former (Msb, TA.)

See also in three places.

90) I

M)» A man possessing little property, (JK, $,

A,) 'so that one does not desire it. It is

said in a trad., valid! meaning

[The most ereclleitt of men is a believer] possess

ing little property. ($, A.)

)5}

1. ,3} and 531.}, (s, A, 1;, &c.,) aor. =, (Msb,

K,) inf. n. L’s}, (5,11,) It (a star, TA, and the

moon, and a lamp, and the face, K) shone, or

glistened; (K, TA;) as also 7),)1: (K:) it

(fire, $, A, K, and the sun, A) gave light; shone;

or shone brightly: A, it (a thing) was

clear in colour, and gave light, or shone, or shone

brightly : (Msb :) and you say also, of the moon

and of the sun, [and aor. 1, inf. n.

The piece of stick, or wood, for producing fire

emitted shining fire; made its fire to shine.

(mo-ted 5453 (as) [lit-1 My fire

hath become; strong and abundant by means of

thee: (so and [5,6, :1; .5}; (T, 1;) [lit.] my
pieces of stick, or ivobd, _Ifor producing fire have

become powerful and abundant [infire] by means

of thee: (K :) meaning, 1mg want hath been

accomplished by means ofit/fee: (T, TA :) like

use £4,»- (SJ—m, w- =; (Mgh.)

andjsj, aor. =, (K,) inl'. 11.13}; (TA ;) and ,3};
(K;)rwL He, or it, was, or became, white,- (Msb,

K ;) and beautiful: [so in the CK and in

my MS. copy ofthe K; but omitted in the TA:])

or of a bright white colour: (TA :) or ofany

shining colour: (AHn, R :) and i it (a plant)

was, or became, beautiful: (AHn, TA :) and 353,
nor. -', the (a man) was, or became, white, flor

fair, in face. (Msb.)_See also 4, in two

places. = 01:5! The sun altered the

camels.

4. )Ajl He made a fire, K,) and a lamp,

(A,) to give light, to shine, or to shine brightly.

(S, A, _ [lit., Thou hast made

my piece ofstich,’ or wood, for producing fire to

emit shining fire, or abundant fire; meaning,

Ithou hast made me to accomplish my want:

see 1]. _.ng (AHn, T, S, M, A, Msb,

[and so in the CK and in my MS. copy of the

K, but SM says that in all the copies of the it

is written [331, like;\,]) It (a plant, or herb

age, $, K, &c., and a 'tree, TA) flowered, or

bloisomed; (AHn, T, S, Msb, &c.;) as also

aor. 1; (Msb ;) and '3lbjl. (AHn, 1;.) _..?)LEl

$359!, and 79;}, The land abounded with

flowers. (Zj, TA.)

8: see 1. ._ Lg ;Agl, (originally £531, TA,)

Ile took care ofit, A,K,) and was hnindful

ofit: (A:) or (so in the TA, but in the K “and”)

he rejoiced in it; (IAth, his face became

shining by reason of it : (IAth :) or he was mind

ful of it : or [as signifies be than vigorous,

sedulous, earnest, energetic, or diligent, in it;

meaning, in the thing that I command thee to do;

for] ;lhgg'jl means [by implication] thy

commanding thy companion to be vigorous, sedu

lous, earnest, energetic, or diligent, in the thing

which thou commandest him to do: (K :) all

which significations are from in the sense of

“ beauty, and brightness.” (TA.) It is said in

a trad. that Mohammad bequeathed to Aboo

Katadeh the vessel from‘, which he performed ablu

tion, and said to him, Take

thou care of this, and do not lose it, but

be mindful ofit, [for it is a thing ofimportance:]

(TA :) or rejoice than in this; let thyface become

shining by means ofit: (IAth:) or, accord. to Th,

take it up; or charge thyself with it: and he says

that this verb is Syriac: A 'Obeyd thinks it to be

Nahathean or Syriac: Aboo-Sa’eed says that it is

Arabic. (TA.)

9 and 11: see 4.

andihj [and aor. 1 (TA_)_£;";3 ,3}, a pl., (K,) or [rather a col]. gen. n.] like
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;3, (Mgh,) of which the sing., or n. un.,

(Mgh,) is 7 53.23“, (Msb, K,) which latter signifies,

as also 75.2}, A. flower, or blossom, of a plant:

(S, Msb,K:) or a yellow flower or blossom;

(IAar,K;) and white flowers are called

(IAar:) or afiower or blossom that has become

yellow : (IAal', TA :) IKt says that the term 5,5)

is not applied to a flower until it becomes yellow:

or it signifies an open flower or blossom; a flower
)0)

or blossom before it opens being called 199;:

'05 J '5

(Msbz) pl. jay, and pi. pl. fight (11:15.) One

:5 n, 1.5 '0' i ,

says, Jo’spsll )Aj ,ohdl )bj Qiés [As though the

flowers of the herbs were the shining of the stars].
’rD’ .rrr

(A.)—Also '3») (Th, and '3»), or

the former only, (TA,) A plant: (Th,K:) but

ISd thinks that Th, by this explanation, means

the signification first given above: and MF dis

allows the meaning ofa plant as unknown. (TA.)

;1)‘ A want. (K, TA.) So in the phlase,

6);) [I accomplished what I wanted

qfhim, or it]. (TA.)

: see in two places. __ in},

M, A, Msb, K,) and 16);}, (AHilt, M, K,) the

former agreeable with the reading of verse 131 of

chap. xx. of the Kur obtaining among the people

ofthe Harameyn, and the latter with that generally

obtaining in El-Basrah, (AHét, TA,) [but the

latter is disallowed in the high, and by MF,] The

beauty and splendour of the present world or life;

(M, A, its goodliness; M, A, its

sweetness, or pleasantness; or the abundance of

its goods, conveniences, or com/brill; (S, M ;f'its

goods; (Msb;) itsfinery, (Msb,TA,) or beauty

and splendour, and abundance of good things.

(TA.)

biz): t Whiteness; (Yaakoob,$,K;) and beauty:

(K :) whiteness, orfairness, characteristic ofgood

birth: or bright whiteness: (TA :) or any

shining colour. (AHn, R.)

I'ee 5’s,

aw oe

bjipi [The planet Venus;] a certain star,

Msb, well known, (K,) white and brilliant,

(TA,) in the third heaven. (K.)__};,“-n [the

pl.] : seeysgi, near the end of the paragraph.

50 a

see )5), in two places: _ and

[Sllini7lg,' §'c. See 1.]—Applied to a

or piece of stick, or wood, for producing fire,

Emitting shining fire; making its fire to shine.

(TA.)—Applied to a plant, +Beauti/ul: and

to the complexion of a man, bright; shining .

.noi 0 e 2/0

and i. g. ml, q. v. (TA.)—)1; pi +1”

tenser red. (Lh, K.) _ I[Such

a one has a brilliant turn offortune].

5.1;; He walks with an elegant, and

a proud, and self-conceited, gait, with an in

clining ofthe body from side to side : (K,* TA :)

occurring in the poetry of Aboo-sakhr El-Hu

dhalee. (TA.)

psi

' )5)! Shining; giving light; bright. (S,

I'D:

Henclz, (TA,) pp)! The moon. (S, K.) And

Qbsj'yl The sun and the moon. (lSk,$, A,

_ 1" White; (S, ;) and beautiful: z) or of

a bright white colour : (TA :) or of any shining

colour: (AHn, R:) as also (TA.)..

IA man white, or fair, in face: [(Msb :) having

a bright, or shining, face : (K :) having a white,

orfair, and bright, or shining, face: z) a man

having a white, or fair, complexion, character

istic quood birth : (Sh, $ :*) or ofa bright white

orfair complexion, with a shiningface: or mixed

with redness: (TA :) and a woman white,

or fair, in face: (Mgh:) having a bright, or

shining, face: (K :) having a white, orfair, and

bright, or shining, face: ofa bright white

or fair complexion intermixed with redness.

(TA.)—fB-right, or shining, applied to an

animal and to a plant. (AA.)_Applied also

to water [app. as meaning Bright and clear].

(TA.) 1- And i. q. j; [app. a mistranscription

for L5;l;;’ i. e. thite, or whitened, applied to

flour]. (TA.) _+A wild bull: and :51} a wild

cow. ($, K.) _. t A. white lion. (K.) _. A

white ewer orjug, in which wine is made. (TA

voce ;jé.)_+M.-1h just drawn. (AA, K.)

ilfijl is applied by Ru-beh to The white cloud

(5%) lightning in the evening. (0, _

IA white and clear pearl. (TA.)—

'33)! Three nights of the beginning of the [lunar]

month: (TA :) or so 7311;". (Bar p. 299.)?

;3'591;;;H Friday. (0,1_{,* Tag—(91);}:

[The two chapters of the {fur-tin entitled] gill

and (O, = A camel parting his

legs wide, bropping the trees.

9/0

)5)» A certain musical instrument; (Msb;)

the late upon which one plays: pl.

(Mgh.) = One who makes thejire bright,

ahd turns it over [to prevent its going out or

becoming dull,] K and TA, in the CK

L535)?»for [thepurpose qfattracting] guests.

3 applied by El-’A_jjaj to the lamp of the

darkness [i. e. the moon], JlIade to shine; from

.Hn J'rog

all my; like 5,3; from

say, shining. (TA.)

Ii, :

i: or, as some

6*)

1. H»:"j, and v»:‘j. (S, Mgh, Mib'K’)

the latter preferred by IKoot and Hr, but the

former by A’Obeyd, (TA,) aor. -' , Msb,

inf. n. Mgh,) which is of both verbs,

($,) or this is of the former verb, and the inf'. n.

of the latter is at}, (Mgh,) [but in the K it seems

to be indicated, by its being said of the latter

verb that it is of the class of that the inf. n.

of this verb is $23,] His soul went forth, passed

forth, or departed: high, Msb, K, TA :) it

perished: it died: (TA:) YAi'sjfil and sail
a r I r

GM." are not of the [classical] language of the

Arabs. (Mgh.) It is said in the Kur [ix. 55

a J r n), OJJJDE e, e,

and 86] Gym: ,s, was: $53.33 [And that

their souls may depart while they are unbelievers].

($.) The primary meaning of 6):} is The going

forth, passingforth, or departing, with difll'culty.

(Ed in ix. 55.)_[Hence,] 2&3" IThe

thing perished, passed away, or came to nought;

(Msb, K, TA ;) became null, void, or qfno eject.

(K, TA.) And ITVhal wasfalse, or

rain, passed away,’or came to nought, ($, high,

K, TA,) being overcome by the truth, or reality,

orfact : or, accord. to Katadeh, by dial," is here

meant the set-u. (TA.)-_And gill (s,

high, 1;, TA) and 3s} (Msb) I The arrow passed

beyond the butt, (s, high, 1;, TA,) andfell behind

it: (TA :) or went swiftly: (Ham p. 23 z) or the

former has this meaning: and the latter is syn.

with [app. meaning it slid along the ground].

(JK.);Aml bail! aor. :, inf“. n. 5;},

~‘rThe horse preceded, went before, got before,

outwent, or outstripped. (Sfi Msb.) And

il-ljll, inf. 11. 5,3}- (lSk, s, 1;) and (TA as

from the K, [but not in the CK nor in my MS.

copy of the K,]) IThe saddle-camel preceded,

went before, got before, outwent, or outstripped,

the horses, or horsemen; (lSk, JK,‘ $, K, TA ;)

and Tani.le signifies the same. (JK.) And
I e) eee _ as, a J)

L'DU 65), ml. n. 019' and 03.5), ISuch a one

preceded, went before, &c.; (K, TA;) or

Iprecetled us, went before us, &c.,

and preceded, &c., the horses, or horsemen;

(TA ;) and '65)}! signifies the same.

said of a bone, (s, K,) 8012:, (K,) inf. h.

Its marrow became compact and full; ($,

3;) as also with. (L, 1;.) And this

with the same aor. and inf. n., The beast was, or

became, marrowy in the utmost degree, its mor

row-bones being compacted and full. (TA.) _

Also, said of marrow, It was, or became, com

pact andfull. ($,

2: see 2 in art. 6)): and see 4 below.

a.

3. up." (TA [there expl. by

a mistranscription, app. for T meaning

+The truth, or reality, or fact, mdde what was

false, or vain, to pass away, or come to nought.])

4. 0‘5)! He (God) caused his soul to

go forth, pass forth, or depart. (Mgh, Msb.)

The phrase Jim means ~I~Slaughter is a

cause quahing the soul to come to nought, and

to depart. (Mgh.)_[chce,] £;ojl {He
(God) caused what was false, or fvain, to pass

away, or come to nought. (S, K,TA.) See also 3.

_And 21" as (5.1;) so .5» (K) we

made the arrow to] pass, beyond the bbtt. K,

TA.)_And 6.31 Jilin my +T/w beast

shiftedforward the saddle, and threw it upon its

neck: ($,K:) and, or but, it is said to be with

:13: [Lilies says also, or correctly, accord. to

some, aLiAJl :] a rajiz says,

i ;i s so *

[+Ifizar that she may shift it forward, and

throw it upon her neck, or it may shift bach

wards]: [thus, says J,] cited to me by Abu-l

Ghowth, with L513. ($.) [Accord. to my copy

of the KL, ' inf. n. of 6;), signifies +The

shifting backwards ofa camel’s saddle from his

bach: see 2 in art. J)j.]-Afld 1;“ @jl
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+He was quick [as though urging himself for

ward] in pace, orjourneying. (K.):dfujl also

signifies He filled it; (S, O, K;) namely, a

vessel: (S, 0:) but accord. to the L, he over

turned it; i. e. a vessel. (TA.):See also 1,

near the end.

7: see 1, in three place._0ne says also

ijtin as)! +The beast leaped, or leaped up

wards, or went _filrward, or preceded, (O,

K,) in consequence of' beating, or taking fright.

(s, O, K.) And The beast fell into a deep place,

or from a mountain; orfellfrom a mountain and

died,- syn. (TA. [See the next para

graph-1)

A low, or depressed, part of the ground.

(S, O, A hollow, or cavity, 0or deep hollow

or cavity, in the ground; syn. 8&3: (JK, TA :)

sometimes, or often, beasts fall into it, and die.

(TA. [See 7.])

IL-ight, and unsteady, or lightwitted;

(S, K, TA;) applied to a man. ($.)=And A

beast not exceeded in fatness. (TA.)

~|~A mare that precedes, or outgoes, the

[other] horses, or the horsemen. (Sh,

an. 56.} j; and at. $6,- i. q. aiu iii}, (1;)

TA,) i. e. They are of the number 'qf a hundred.

(TA.)

1A thing passing away, or coming to

nought ,- or that passes away, or comes to nought,

as also (K, TA.) Hence, in the Kur

[xvii. 83], 6,1,} 35 J.le 5,], i. e. 1[Verily

what is false, or rain,] is a thing that passes

away, or comes to nought. (TA.) _IA deep

well; (JK, S, K;) as also Vidal]; [in the TA

éaljfl and in like manner both’ are applied to a

place of destruction (JK;) and to a

[app. meaning a desert in which people

perish] as meaningfar-emtending. (Ham p. 23.)

And in like manner, ($,) the former is also ap

plied [app. as an epithet] to a [or road, or

depressed road,] of an overpcering, or over

hanging, mouQnuiin. ($.K.)_Also ILight, or

active; syn.

Perishing, or dying. (Az, TA.)_ See

also in two places—{An arrow passing

beyond the butt, and falling behind it: (Mgh,

TA:) awheppe the saying, in a trad.,

0... yes. [expl. in art. p]. (TA.).

[ir’Preceding, or outgoing.] You say,

tHe came before, or in advance of, the horses, or

horsemen. (JK.) And 'I-A. saddle

camel preceding, going btg‘bre, getting before,

outgoing, or outstripping, the horses, or horsemen.

($.)_+A man put to flight: ($,O,K:) pl.

éhji, (so in copiesno’f the $,) or (so in

the 0,) or 60) and 65}, with damm and with

two dammehs. (K.) _IWater running vehe

mently: (JK,I_(, TA:) and +3 canal (gig

ruanning swiftly. (TA.) = Applied to a beast

(Us), "at, (JK, A2, S, K,) and marrowy:

Bk. I.

(S,K:) or marrowy, but not fat in the utmost

degree: or having thin, or little, marrow : (TA :)

and dry, or tough, TA,) by reason of lean

ness; so says As: (TA:) and, (K,) or as some

say, (JK,) very lean; (JK, K, TA;) such that a

foul odour is perceived‘arising from the meagre

ness ofitsfiesh: (TA:) thus it bears two contr.

meanings. _ And, applied to marrow,

Compact and full: TA:) or, so applied,

good in respect offatness: and some say, i. q.

;l; [i. e. in a melting state, or corrupt, by reason

of emaciation; or thin; &c.]: so that [thus

applied also] it bears two contr. meanings. (JK.)

In the saying ofa rfijiz, TA,) namely, ’Omarah

Ibn-Tarilg, (TA,)

.: .s t r a.

't 5,4 Hi M, ‘

r e I e s

* “z, ,’ '82 l .’

qu- '9: when o-J “

r 7’7", a

I § r

accord. to Fr, it is in the nom. case, the poetry

being what is termed iiiL, [by which is here

meant having one rhyme made to end with

kesreh (which is substituted for fet-hah by poetic

license) and another with dammeh,] the poet

meaning [And a rope, or many a rope, tightly

twisted, of the fur of she-camels, that were not

aged ones, nor such as had their teeth fiillen out

by reason of extreme age, nor n-eah,] but whose

marrow was compact and full: [or, agreeably

with an explanation given above from the JK,

as!) may mean in a melting state, &0. :] ancther

explanation is, that 6M) here means val; [going

away]: ($, TA :) but, as $gh says, the [right]

reading is

[meaning but of a reddish, or yellowish, or dingy,

white hue, Qfgenerous race, having compact and

full marrow]. (TA.)

4- “5 _ A s a s u

35,»)! sing. of ($591)! in the phrase 015 u»;

IA more having wonderful, or admirable,

qualities in running: (A, TA:) or this means a

mare having a swift running. ._ One

I rt see v, a J

says also, éaljl dis." :4“;- and 6,51), meaning

1- [The horses, or horsenien, came] in, troops in a

state of dispersion. (A’Obeyd, TA.) _

is also the name of A horse of Ziydd Ibn

Hinddbeh. (K.)

.5; sun. (El-M“5"'ij’ S')

Slaying, or a slayer. (El-Mutirrij,

And 1* A man quick [as though urging himself

forward] in his pace, or journeying. (S, TA.)

_And tLoquacious. (JK.)

I,” 0’

m» [A cause of the departure of the soul : a

word of the same class as and _

[Hence,] one says of a camel which others strive

_ , -| e '0; seen, )4! 'l

in vam to overtake, UL," clyffl 325.5)» M." L'u

“This camel is one that takes away the breath

of the other beasts, or saddle-camels]. (A, TA.)

0 .10, 1|:

“9" tA man who is straitened. (TA.)

A.)

1. inf. n. and It stank: [in

which (sense inf. n. is mentioned by

Freytag on the authority of the Deewén el

Hudhaleeyeen :] said of flesh-meat. (MA. [See

also and below.]) And his:

(s.1~IA.1.<.> (K,) int- n- .2113, (s. K,)

His/land was, or became, greasy, ($, MA,

,Lin (1,... from the fat: (MA =) or had in it

the odour igffat. (TA.) also signifies .He

safl'ered from indigestion, oi' heaviness of the

stomach arisingfrom food which it was too weak

to digest: (JK, said of a man. (JK.)...

,Qi},(1_§,)aor. A , inf. n. 3.2}, (TK,) It (a bone)

was, or became, marrowy; had, or contained,

marrow,- as also vfibjl. TA.)

4: see what next precedes.

Fat, as a subst.: ($ :) or so 71:41]; a parti

cular term for it, not implying there being in it

the odour of fat and stinking flesh-meat: (JK:

[and the same is said in the TA in relation to the

former word:]) or the latter signifies fat of a

beast of prey : (TA :) or, as some say, flesh-meat

that is raw, or not thoroughly cooked: (JK:)

and the former, fat of a wild animal: or ofthe

ostrich: or of horses: (K:) or, as some say, of

a wild animal that does not chew the cud.- (TA :)

or in a general sense. _. And The peiy‘iime

known by the name of [i. e. gicet], which

comesforthfrom the [cat called] from

beneath its tail, in the part betweeh the anus and

the meatus urinarius. (K.)= Also Afetid odour.

(K.) [See alsoilt): and

The fetid odour of corpses or carcases.

(TA. [See also 1, first sentence; and the last ex

planation ofjivf; and see 5;,33.])_And The

remains offat in 4lab horse or similar beast

(TA.) See also»).

[part n. ofILej]. You say, 3,: Slink

ing, fat, flesh-meat. (JK.) And 2.1; Ilis

hand is greasy: or has in it the odour

offat. (TA.)—And Very fat; having much

fat: or having some remains offal/less. (K.)

9’ )1

see 34,5}.

sufferingfi-om indigestion, or heneiness

of the stomach arising from. food which it is too

weak to digest: (J K, K :) and QM} with (_lamm

[i. e. with tenween, for, as is snid in the

S (voce slag), a. word of the measure has

its Fem. with 3, meaning, it' an epithet,] signifies

[the same, or] satiated, sated, or satisfied in

stomach; as also (Z, cited by Freytag

in his Arab. Prov., ii. 196.) And [hence, app.,]

(Abu-n-Neda, IAar, TA,) or V

[imperfectly decl. (like the first word) as a proper

name ending with 0%] (AHeyth, IDrd, S, TA,)

or each, (K,) the name of A. certain (10g. ($,

1;, &c.) It is said in a prov., 335- * 5Q} a

In the belly ofthe dog QM; is hisprovision : api

plied to a man who has with him his apparatus, and

what he needs: or, accord. to AA, the case was

159
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this: a man slaughtered a. camel, and divided it,

and gave to [one whose name was] QM) his

share, and then UL») returned to receive again

with the [other] people; and it is applied to a

man who seeks a thing when he has received

once: (Meyd :) Z says that is the name of

a man who came to a people that had slaughtered

a camel, and asked them to give him some food

thereof, and they gave it him: then he returned

to them, and they said to him thus, meaning

“ Thou has had thy provision thereof, and it is in

thy belly ;” and it is applied to any one who has

received his share ofa thing, and then come, after

that, seeking it: or, as some relate it, it is with

damm, [l OLEJ and is applied to one who is

invited to a repast when he is satiated: or it

relates to one suffering from indigestion : 0r QM)

is the name ofa dog; and it originated from the

fact that a man prepared for himself some pro

vision, and was unmindful ofit, and a dog ate it;

and it is applied to him for whom there is no

share. (Z cited by Freytag ubi supra.)

9 10)

at»; and : see the next preceding para

graph, in four places.

9

see first sentence.

The odour offat and stinkingfiesh-meat;

(JK,1_(; [and mentioned also, but not explained,

in the ;]) as also iii}: :) or the latter

signifies a fetid odour [in a general sense] : 1)

but accord. to Az, the former signifies the dis

agreeableness of odour, without the being fetid,

or altered [for the nrorse] ; such as the odour of

leanflesh-meat, or the odour of theflesh ofa beast

qurey, or strong-smelling sea-fish; the fish of the

rivers having Earle)”. (TA.) [See fllSO’ILfirst

sentence; and»), last signification; andlajj

2‘).

1. said of seed-produce, It increased, or

augmented; received increase and blessing from

God; or throve by the blessing of God: (JK,

TA:) [or,] said of herbage, aor. inf. nib},

it attained its full growth: (Msbz) or it put

forth its fruit: or it became tall: (TA:) and,

said of palm-trees, S, Msb, K, TA,) and

likewise of plants, (TA,) aor. as above, (Msb,

TA,) and so the inf. n., ($, Msb,TA,) they

became tall; TA ;) became tall and full

grorvn; or became of their full height, and

blossomed; (TA ;) and l we}! signifies the same:

(K 2) or both signify they (i. e. palm-trees) short-ed

redness, and yellowness, in their fruit ; Msb ;)

the latter verb mentioned by AZ, but [it is said

that] As did not know it: ($: [see, however,

what follows :]) or, as some say, the former signi

fies they put forth their fruit; and 'the latter,

as expl. next before: (Mgh:) accord. to Abu-l

Khattab and Lth, one says of palm-trees

only ; not and As [is related to have]

said, [contr. to what has been asserted of him

above,] that when redness appears in [the fruit

of], palm-trees, one says Usjl. (TA.) And

fin, (JK,) or film; and '65)); (Mgh, K;)

and V uh), inf. n. (TA ;) [The dates,

or dates beginning to ripen,] showed their good

ness by redness, and yellonmess: (JK :) became

red, and yellow .- (Mgh :) became coloured.

Hence the trad.,;jé kg; ing; L93,

or V [Heforbade the'selling of thefruit of

the palm-trees until its becoming red or yellow],

thus differently related. (Mgh.)._You say also,

,2th (K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,)

The boy grew up; or attained to youthful vigour,

or_ the prime of manhood. ._ And

ill", (J K, s, aor. as above, (S,) and so the

inf. n., (JK, The euro, or she-goat, became

large in her udder: (JK:) or secreted milk in

her udder, and was near to bringing forth. (AZ,

s, 1;!) _And 6.5» The wind 7'058, Men,

or became in a state/of commotion. __ And

“if?! (JK, s, M, K,) aor as above, (JK,

M,) and so the inf. n., M,) The camels jour

neyed, after coming to water, (JK,$,1\I, a

night or more, (JK, M,) so says A’Obeyd, ($,)

or a night or tn’o_nights. And The camels

passed along, so in the copies of the K,

but correctly QM [i. e. made much advance in

journeying], as in the M, (TA,) in. search of

pasturage, after they had drunk, (K, TA,) not

posturing around'the water. (TA.) The verb

used in relation to camels is also trans., as will

be shown below. Sec.) [as inf. n. of the

trans. v. aor. primarily signifies The

act of raising, or elevating : and the act ofshohing;

or putting in motion, or into a state of commotion :

whence and [both

expl. in what follows]. (Har p. 171.) You say,

~ .5 ~05 we

Wt éty'jl gas) The waves raised the ship.

(TA.) And 2:52." aor. lie}, The

mirage raised, or elevated, [to the eye,] the thing

[seen in it or beyond it; or rather, made it to

appear tall, and as though quivering, vibrating,

or playing up and donjn; as is perhaps meant to

be indicated by the citation above from Har];

syn. uh); written only [thus] with I [in the pret.

and in the aor.]: (s=) and 3,4111 ;Ipi

The mirage is as though it raised the

tombs and the women’s camel-vehicles; or elevated

them; expl. by the words (TA.)_

And aé-Wl Lb), said of a person fanning, Ile

put in motion the fun; or put. it into a state of

commotion; as also (TA.) And

,n, (5,) or .5641, (1;; TA,) aor. its},

($,TA,) inf. n. TA,) The Wind shook,

or put in motion or into a state of commotion,

(S, K," TA,) the trees, or the yzlants, or

herbage, after the dew or rain (K,

TA.)._And 3d}, (5, TA.) inf. n. 3}; (Lara ;>

and tinny, (s, TA,) int‘. n. 23,}; (1;, TA ;)

[not olAjl, as in the TK, followed by Freytag;]

i. g. gel-2:1: K,‘ TA :) and 4; z)

[the former of these two explanations as meaning

He, or it, incited him, or eat-cited him, to brisk

ness, liveliness, or sprighlliness; or to lightness,

levity, or unsteadiness: and the latter of them,

or both of them, for the former is often syn. with

the latter, as meaning he held him, or it, in little,

or light, estimation or account, or in contempt ,

he contemned, or despised, him, or it : but of this

latter meaning I do not remember to have met

with any ex. :] and a.) ' u»)! signifies the same

as at»)! (TA) meaning 4.; (JK.) You

say, 1&le and 1:15,), meaning [agreeably

with the former of the two explanations _in the

sentence immediately preceding] 3:15:11:

(Har p. 359:) and 7 as meanmg [agree

ably with the same eiqilanation] and

(Id. p. 131:) and $351! is»)! as

meaning [in like manner] _...Qlil

and also as meaning IIe pleased the people, hr

party: (Id. p. 427:) and 'iLhSJ‘] also as mean

ing [He incited him, or excited

him, to pride, or conceit,or the like]: (Id. p. l31 :)

and ;Ql Pride rendered him self-con

ceited: (TKJ ’Omar Ibn-’Abee-Rabeea says,

4”», a a a a” a»

‘ er-J'i, sigh." ling)“; U, l‘

’5-‘4 I J J e I! J .v

r w in 0.1..» tqu 2,9, *

meaning And when we discoursed together, and

faces shone, beauty excited the possessors of them

»r 45 i e *0

to levity (twig)! Ml) and prevented their veil

ing them with the [or head-covering], by

reason of self-admiration: or, as some say, the Lb

in Late; refers to a woman mentioned before, not

to 0,9,; and the meaning is, beauty excited

her &c.: and thus the women of the Arabs used

to do when they were beautiful: or you may con

sider the complement of as suppressed; as

though he said, when we did all that, we behaved

with mutual familiarity, or the like; for the com

plements of and and may be sup

pressed, and their vagueness by reason of their

suppression is more forcible in respect of the

oi o

0| 0?; for

they often suppress the preposition with

(Ham pp. 552—3 :) [J gives two readings ofthis

verse, accord to one of my copies of the one

is with in the place of and

in the place of which make no difference

in the meaning: but this is omitted in my other

copy: the other is as follows :]

_ “5;: a!

meaning: Mn) U! means

allot .v is, Ilia 5.,4t- ..y.~:[ "bl , [.gi,",3‘ Ii as

.5.” a; J 1 a ,- 1;

* w 0‘ glut.) Z”, *

[And when we agreed together, and I saluted,

faces advanced, which beauty excited &c , or the

possessors of which beauty excited &c.]. (S.)

And hence their saying, l

[Such a one will not be, incited, or excited, to

brishness, &c., by means of deceit, or guile].

And V ;Lujl, meaning WW" :3] [Joy incited

him, &c.]. (MA) [And hence, perhaps, may

be derived most of the following significations.]

Jill The J]: [orfine dr'izzling rain]

made the flowers, or blossoms, to increase in

beauty ofaspect. (TA.) _. €irJi is}, (K,) aor.

3,52 [perhaps a. mistranscription for ;Liii], inf. n.

,‘lj, (TA,) 116 made the E1)... [or lamp, or lighted

wich,] to give a bright light. (K.) ._ $32)! a);
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I made the camels to journey, after coming to

water, (A’Obeyd, JK, $, K,) a night or more,

(A’Obeyd, JK, $,) or a night or two nights. (K.)

Thus the verb in relation to' camels is trans. as

well as intrans. (sq-cilia. t3} 1% made a
sign with the sword by waiving it, or brandishing

it. (K, TA.) _Lballg He struck with the

staf, or stick. 35L.) He com

puted, or computed by cbnject'ure, [to be of the

weight of] a hundred pounds. (K.) You say,

arth meaning 0)) [a mistake for

i. e. He computed it, &c., to be of the weight of

a hundred pounds]. (TK. In the TA, 03$ Ln}

db, ESLH, [2&le or! the like being omitted by

an oversight,] aor. 0b).; [which indicates an

omission after 035].) And I com

puted, or computed by conjecture, the number of

the people, or party. = (JK, 5, K!)

like ; ($, K ;) and Le), (IDrd, S, K,) like Les,

but this is rare, (K,) and was dissallowed by As

10'

in the sense of (TA in art. ’53,) aor. 9),»,

inf. ; (IDrd, ;) and ; ;) said ofa

man, (JK, He behaved proudly, haughtily,

or insolently; K,‘ TA ;) he nras proud, vain,

and boastful; (K;) or was pleased with himself,

or selflconceited: (JK :) u»)! [i. e. l in

like manner, meansigli: (Her p. 264: [but this

more properly ’signbifies, as shown above by an

explanation of at»), he was incited, or excited,

to lightness, levity, or unsteadiness the first of

these verbs [may be originally pass. of in the

phrase ;Ql mentioned before, but, as J says,]

is one ofa class of verbs used in the pass. form

though having the sense of the act. form: in

using it imperatively, you say, l; 3313 [Be

hai-e thou proudly, &c., 0 man,- sce art. it];

and like this is the aor. [used asan imperative]

of every verb of which the agent is not named;

for when it is reduced to its essential import, you

thereby command something, other than the

person whom you address, to affect, or befall,

that person,- and the third person of the [aor.

used as an] imperative is never without J, as

when you say, (S, TA :) J also says,

(TA,) I said to in Arab of the desert, of [the

tribe of] Benoo-Suleym, What is the meaning of

(3;)! and he answered, The man was

pleased with himsel , or self-conceited: I said,

Dost thou say, as meaningisf-igl [He gloried,

or boasted, &c.] ’l and he answel-ed,'As for us, we

do not say it. (S, TA.) One says also,

i. e. [Sitch a one gloried, or boasted,

and magnified lt'iilwelf, or behaved proudly, by

reason ofsueh a thing]; as though meaning itis}

[i.e. self-conceit elevated him by

reason of such a thing]. (Har p. 171.)._And

one says, 1:;31 or The thing

was beautiful in aspect in, or to, thine eyes. (S,

accord. to different copies. [The meaning is

there shown by what immediately precedes. In

three copies of the $, I find the verb in this

phrase thus written, and only in the 13$,

n.;, for a}, which is the form given by Golius:

Freytag writes the phrase alias-g k93-" Uzi-l)

2: see 1, in two places, in the former half of

the paragraph.

4: see 1, ill four places, in the first three

sentences:_and again, in one place, in the

last quarter of the same paragraph. = L;

[meaning How proud, vain, boastful, or self

coneeited, is hcl] is from as syn. with

not from the latter of these two verbs, because

the verb of wonder is not formed from a verb of

which the agent is not named.

a, ’19

8. Us»?! [originally wail]; see 1, as a trans.

verb, in eight places. And see 1, in the

last quarter of the paragraph.

[is the inf. n. of (q. v.): and also has

the significations here following._] Pride [as

implying self-elevation]: (JK,$,K:) vanity, or

vain behaviour: boasting, or glorying:

($, z) and wrongdoing, injustice, ily'uriousness,

or tyranny. (TA.)—A false, or vain, saying;

syn. K, and Ham p. 24;) a lie, or

falsehood; (JK, S, K, and Ham" ubi supra;)

or an exaggeration in speech. (Ham ubi supra.)

You say, [He said a false, or vain,

saying, &c.]. (Ham ubi supl'a.)_A beautiful

aspect. ($, __ The blossoms, or flowers, ofa

plant. (Lth, K.)..._ The brightness of a plant

(K, TA) by its becoming redsor yellow,- (TA;)

as also 1 (1;, TA,) like ;12, (TA,) [in the

CK is here put in the place of ;glléd

and lib}, (K,TA,) like as the unre

stricted mention of it requires, but in some of the

copies of the K with damm [i. e. 2K3]. (TA.)

_Also, [or as in the TK,] A plant

beautiful and bright, or fresh. (TA.) _

And Dates beginning to ripen that are

becoming coloured (so ill some copies of

the S and K, and in the Mgh, or [which

signifies the same],_Har p. 416), or that have

become coloured ;9 (so in other copies of

the s and K ;) as also 1;}, (1;, TA,) liliejié,

thus in the handwriting ofAz in the T: (TA:) [llcre,

again, in the CK we find put in the place

of or perhaps it should be l’hjlléa; as

appears from what follows in the next/sentence :]

in this sense, 3.5) is an inf. n. used as a subst.

(Mgh.) One says, when redness and yellowness

appear in palm-trees, a; [Dates

becoming, or become, red, or’yellow, have ap

peared in them,- i. e. and the people

of El-Hijfiz say, vfijn, with glamm: (so [Fei

says,] the subst. from $2.31 lb) meaning “the

palm-trees shewcd redness and yellowness in

their fruit” is ,5le [i. e. '31:}!l], with (lamm;

and AHat says that this term is used only when

the colour of the date has become free from ad

mixture in redness or yellowness. (Msb.)_ You

90’ G 0'

say also ,A)‘ A red and beautiful garment or
be, . f 9' fl

piece ofcloth: and 3,5) .plé and lags!) [red

and beautiful garments &c.]. (JK.)

00!

’5): see the next preceding paragraph, latter

half, in three places.

4 5 I:

L5,)" in) The ornature,_fincry, shom, pomp, or

gaiety. of the present lie or world. (K, TA.)

The former noun [_when indeterminate] is [with

tcnween, (53,] like (5.3;.

A shining, glistening, or brilliancy; what

ever be the colour. (TA.)

2&3: see in the former half of the para

graph.

]Vumber, or amount. (JK, Msb.) You

say, ;éa Hon; many is their number? or

how much is their amount? (Msb,TA:) or, the

computation ofthem? (TA.) And 33%

[They are as many as a hundred;] {hey are the

number, or amount, ofa hundred; (El-Farabee,

S, Mgh, Msb, ;') or their number, or amount,

is a hundred : (Mgh :) and 33b ' the}, also, with

kesr: (El-Fariibee, Msb :)g but the saying of

the [common] people 1:3 is not

[correct] Arabic. (Mgh.) ._ Also A large num

ber : whence in a trad. respecting the time of the

ifsprrection,

glib) ubi i. e. [then ye hear of men coming

from the direction of the egst,] having a large

"unzip. (TA.)_And first iii} signifies The

with; [i. e. corporealform orfigurc or substance,

which one sees from a distance,] of the thing.

(TAJ

. -.

55% ill) : see the next preceding paragraph.

in 901

’A)‘: see 9), in two places._Also The red

ness ofcolour, and beauty, of garments or cloths.

(J K.)

alj [act. part. n. of Camels

that will not pasture upon the [plants, or trees,

,. ..

termed] w: (ISk,$:) pl. 013)“. (TA.).

@2131 UM} Bright in respect of colour. (TA.)

see last sentence.

[meaning flfore, and most, proud, vain,

boastful, or self-conceited, is, like L; (q. v.),

from as syn. with not from the latter of

these two verbs]. You say ~31; [ilIore

proud, &c., than a crow];;($, Me'yd;) because

the crow, in walking, ceases not to go with a.

proud, or self-conceited, gait, and to look at

itself: and [than a mountain-goat]: and

v.,,iu; ()4 [than a peacock]: and élg; and
aand ); and [a each and ajlyiand ajbull

and hfox]: all these are provs. (.‘IIO'YdJ

90v)

9)], in which each of the first two letters is

augmeiltative, and which is said to he the only

word ofits kind except from p, (MF,

TA,) applied to a man, Proud, haughty, or

insolent,- (Lh, K ;) as also ' [which more

properly means incited, or excited, to lightness,

levity, or unsteadiness]; (Har p. 264:) pl. of the

former (Lh, TA.) [See also what next

follows.]

316’ V J

,A)», from u»), applied to a man, Proud,

haughty, or insolent; ($, TA ;) [vain, and boast

159 ‘
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firl;] pleased with himself, or self-conceited.

(TA.) [See also what next precedes.]

5,1,: 90

u»): see above.

)J

10" i! i _ _

1. an; L5)“, or (5;, (:c’cord. to digerent copies

of the $, in the TA (5),) [from y), originally

3,}, then (:93, and then or [2),] or it is (333',

(thus in some copies of the $,) It was decreed

against us.

es 3.

4. (5,}, (K,) said ofa man, (TA,) [ti-hm ,1,]

He came having with him another: and T

in art. mentioned by Az and $gh on the

authority of [Aarz (TA :) opposed to. mean

ing “he came alone; by himself.” ('1‘ in art. ,3.)

5,

,j A. pair, or couple; two coupled together;

($,K,TA;) [of men, and] of ships and other

things; (TA ;) i. q. and T in art.,3:)

opposed tog}2 meaning “ one, and no more.” (K,

and TA in this art. and in art. ,5.) You say,

ILL, meaning Such one came with

his companion. ($.) [See also art. ,1]

is also the name ofA ship constructed by El

JIIutan-ehhil, TA,) the ’Abbdsee; in which

he associated in drinking with the poet El-Boh

turee. (TA.) Accord. to the $, it is the name of

a. mountain in El-’Iral_:: but Aboo-Zekereeya Et

Tebreezee, and after him the author of the K,

deny this, and suppose J to have been led into

error in asserting such to be the case by the fol

lowing saying of the poet above mentioned:

44, 1- sun: ~ 614 e—

*‘ 5)“ vbsasjllfi’kev: '

e .v/o I i J ;o'e

* 4a,}; 4.3.»? L0] ,uo, *

[Nor have I seen a mountain like 3;", that is

made stationary at one time, and becomes led on

at another time thou draw it along with a

leading-rope]: J, however, does not say that he

took this from the poetry of El-Bohturee. (TA.

[In the CK, in the verse above cited, Lo is put

in the place of [J also says that,] accord.

to As, &I-Lidl signifies What happens ofdecreed

perdition or death :.and is also said to signify

a decree [of God]: TA :) and in the M it is

3 e d ,

said that 3) signifies perdition, or death: and j)

32-3431; the accidents, or calamities, of destiny or

death: but accord. to the T, As said 2:9! 1”,

with t. (TA.)

3:)
s a as: w w 1 u _ a a;

2. gulf l2; c3), and 6:5,] 44-”, [mf. n. vim]

He coupled, 0r paired, a thing with a thing,

united it to it as its-fellow, or like. (TA.) So in

the Km [xliv. 54 and Iii. 20], ,Njitfij

We will couple them, or pair thetn,‘[witlhfemales

having eyes lihe those of gazelles:] ($, Mgh,1_{,

TA:) the meaning is not the commonly

known, [i. e. marriage,] for ,there will be no

[such] _ J; in Paradise. (MF, And so

in the 1g.“ [mitt 7], $4.33 “Li-ti 13;; And

when the souls shall be coupled, or paired, or

united with theirfellows: (TA :) i. e., with their

bodies: (Bd,Jel:) or, each with its register:

(Bd :) or with its works: (Bd, TA :) or the souls

of the believers with the )yl, and those of the

unbelievers with the devils: (Bd :) or when each

sect, or party, shall be united with those whom

it has followed. (TA.) And so in the phrase,

UB2 I coupled, or paired, mg camels, one

with another: (A:) or Icoupled,

or paired, every one ofthe'camels with another.

(TA.) So too in the Km [XML 49], 3i

01' He malieth them couples, or

pairs, males and females: or, accord. to AM,

maheth them qfdifl'erent sorts [0r sexes], males

and females: for—6:32; signifies [also] The

making to be ofdif'erent sorts or species [8m].

(TM- ('1‘. Ar Mgh. Mt‘b, K.)

thus the Arabs say accord. to Yoo (S, Mgh) and

ISk, (Mgh,) making the verb doubly trans. by

itself, [without a particle,] meaning I married

him, or gave him in marriage, to a woman;

(Msb, TA ;) as also sigh; (A, K,) Akh says

that this is allowable [appl as being of the dial.

of Azd-Shanooah (see 5)]: (high, TA :) [when

the verb is trans. by means of ._.a, it generally

has the meaning expl. in the first sentence of this

art.:] is not of the language of

the Arabs: (T, Mgh, TA =) [but see a similar

phrase in a verse cited in art. w, conj. 4:] the

lawyers say, [meaning I married him

to her]; but this is a phrase for which there is no

reasonable way of accounting, unless that it is

accord. to the opinion of those who hold that

may be redundant in an affirmative proposition, or

that of those who hold that it may be substituted

for .Fa. (Msb.)

3. dis-,1), [inf. n. and égy] It, or he,

was, or became, a couple, or pair, with it, or

him : or made a coupling, or pairing, with it, or

him. (MA.) [And They two formed

together a couple, or pair.] _ [And lip-,5, inf. n.

as above, They married each other.] You say,

is}? [The tribe of Hudheyl inter

marry with that of’Ihrimeh]. (A. [See also 6.])

Ejj and ' €§jl I[IIe made them two

(referring to sentences or phrases) to have a

mutual resemblance in their prose-rhymes, or in

measure .- or to be connected, each with the other;

or dependent, each on the other]. (A, TA.) See

also 8, in three places.

4: see the next preceding paragraph.

’2' 0.4 s

5. it,» ~ f ('1‘, s, A,* Mgh, high, 3,)

thus the Arabs say accord. to Yoo (S, Mgh) and

ISk, (Mgh,) meaning I married a woman; i. e.,

took a woman in marriage; took her as my wife;

(Msb, TA ;) as also (A,* K;) or this is

rare; (K;) Akh says’that it is allowable; (Msb,

TA ;) and it is said to be of the dial. of Azd

Shanoo'ah, (S, Mgh, Msb, TA,) by Fr; ($, TA ;)

but accord. to Yoo ($, Mgh) and 131:, (Mgh,)

it is not of the language of the Arabs. (T, $,

Mgh.) And Us a}; (A, Msb,'1\A)

He married, or took a wife, among the sons of

such a one. (high, TA.) Ana 5;]; a}; i. q.

[He allied himself to him by marriage]. in

art. [Hgnce,] t Sleep per

vaded him; syn. 4MB. (K.)

6. :45." and i The people, or

party, married one another; inter-married. (TA.

[See also 3.]) _. See also the next paragraph, in

three places.

8. ;LM [The birds coupled, or paired,

one with dnother]. (TA.)—See also 6. _

and [and “436], said of two

phrases, or sentences, (A, TA,) {They bore a

mutual resemblance in their prose-rhymes, or in

measure : or were contracted, each with the other;

or dependent, each on the other: and in like

manner, tyj and 'Ejfi, said of a phrase, or

sentence, IIt was such that one part ofit re

sembled another in the prose-rhyme, or in the

measure: or consisted of two propositions con

nected, each with the other; or dependent, each on

the other: (TA :) and A,

and ($) are syn.: A,‘ K :) at»)! sig

nifies A conformity, or mutual resemblance, [with

respect to sound, or measure,] qftu-o words oc

curring near together; as in the phraseti,’

[in the Km xxvii. 22]; (Kull p. 31?) him this

is also termed and and

and and (Marginal note in a. copy

of the Muzhir, 22nd

[Vitrio’h] a well-known kin,d qfsalt; (K,

TA ;) called ii; [but see liq] which is

a medicinal substance, and one of the ingredients

qfinh .' (Lth, TA :) [pl. meaning species,

or sorts, of vitriol ; namely, green, or sulphate of

iron, which is an ingredient in ink, and is gene

rally meant by the term _ 1) when unrestricted by

an epithet; blue, or sulphate of copper; and

white, or sulphate of zinc:] it is a Pet's. word,

arabicized, originally

primarily signifies A sort qfthing qfany

hind [that is one ofa pair or couple]: and

signifies a pair, or couple, i. c. any two things

paired or coupled together, whether they be lilies

or contraries: signifying either one of such

two things: (Az, TA :) or, accord. to ’Alee Ibn

’Eesa, a sort ofthing [absolutely] : (Mgh :) or a

sort of thing having its like, (El-Ghooree, Mgh,

Mgh,) as in the case ofspecies; (Msb;) or having

its contrary, (El-Ghooree, Mgh, Msb,) as the

moist and the dry, and the male and the female,

and the night and the day, and the bitter and the

sweet; (Msb;) though sometimes applied to any

sort of thing,- and to a single thing : (El-Ghooree,

Mgh :) or it is applied to a single thing only

when having with it a thing of the same kind,

(Mgh, Msb3) signifying a pair, gr couple,

Qfsuch things: (Mghz) the pl. is éljjn (TA:)

you say and 13L;- [A pair
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of pigeons]: (A :) and )Lg. L59” “)3! [I

bought a pair quigeons], meaning a male and a

female: (S :) and [A pair ofsandals] :

(S, A z) and in like’manner is used in the

Kur xi. 42 and xxiii. 28; ($;) meaning a male

and a female: (Bd,Jel:) 0r, accord. to the M,

signifies one ofa pair or couple: and also

a pair or couple together.- (TA:) and in like

manner says AO, (Mgh,Msb,) and IKt, and

IF: (Mgh:) and 18h says that it signifies two;

(Mgh;) and so says lDrd: (Msbz) so that you

say, as well as obi-3) L..a [meaning They

two are a pair, or couple]; ($,K, TA 3) like as

you say, L; and 0Q.» (s, TA :) and

4 J :4 O _’ ’

t3) (5,", meaning [I have] two [san

dals]; and glut-,3, meaning four: (Mgh:) or

J‘; as meaning a male and a female [of

pigeons] is a phrase which should not be used;

one to which the vulgar are addicted: (TA :)

IAmb says, the vulgar are wrong in thinking

that signifies two; for the Arabs used not to

employ such a phrase as IQ;- but used to

say )QL-H (Mgh, Msb,TA,) meaning

a male and a female; (TA;) and Q4 014-”,

(Mgh,Msb,TA,) meaning the right and the

left [of boots]: (TA:) nor did they apply the

term to one of birds, like as they applied the

dual, to two; but they applied the term

2;; to the male, and to the female: (Mgh,

Msb :) Es-Sijistanee, also, says that the term

should not he applied to two, neither of birds nor

of other things, for this is a usage of the ignorant;

but to every two, (Msb:) Az says that

the giaznmarians disapprove the saying of ISh

that E” signifies two of any things, (Mgh,*

TA,) and that tith signifies [Two

pairs of boots, 6r] :four’ [boots]; for with

them signifies one [ofa pair or couple]: a man

and his wife [together] are termed and

in the Kur [vi. 144 and xxxix. 8]

means Eight ones [of pairs or couples]: the

primary meaning of being that first men

tioned in this paragraph: (TA:) in the Kur

xxii. 5 and l. 7 [it seems to be implied that it

means pair or couple; but more probably in these

instances] it means sort, or species: (Bd,Jel:)

it is also expl. by the word [used in this last

sense]: (T, TA :) in the Kur xxxviii. 58, its pl.

means and [i. e. sorts, or species]

of punishment: F explains the sing. as meaning

3,133 [a sort, or species, ofsilh

brocade and the like]; but his restricting the

signification by the words 0’3, file-gall ()4 is

not right, as is shown by a citation, in the T, of

a verse of El-Aasha, in which he uses the phrase

Jéa [every sort, or species, of

silk brocade], as an ex. of E” in the sense of

9,1. (TA.)—[Hence,] A woman’s husband:

and a man’s wifi: in which latter sense V

is also used; ($, M, A, Mgh," Msb, K;*) as in a

verse of El-Farezdak cited in art. J’s, conj. 10;

(S,Mgh;) but it is disallowed by As; (TA ;)

and the former word is the one of high authority,

(Mgh, Mgh,) and is that which occurs in the

Kur, in ii. 33 and vii. 18, Mgh,Msb,TA,)

and in iv. 24, (Mgh,TA,) and in xxxiii. 37:

(Mgh says that the people of Nejd call a

wife 'lq-jj, and that _the people of the Harem

use this word: but lSlfbsays that the people of

El-Hijaz call a wife €)j; and the rest of the

Arabs, the lawyers use this latter word

only, as applied to a wife, for the sake of per

spicuity, fearing to confound the male with the

female: (Mgh:) the pl. of éjj is E'igji (Msb,

K‘) and ié-Sj; ;) and the pl. of v is

84;} (A, Mgh, high) and 553? also; (A,

Msh;) and égéljl occurs [as a pl. pl., i. e. pl. of

in a verse cited by ISk. (TA in art.

_ [Hence also,] A consociate, an associate, or a

comrade: (A 2) its pl. in this sense is

A, K,) occurring in the Kur xxxvii. 22. (S, A.)

_And A fellow, or lihe: pl. éijjh in this

sense, each one of a pair of boots is the J) of

the other; and the husband is the z» of the

wife; and the wife, the a” of the husband.

(TA.) You say, lib Ihave, of

this, fellows, or likes. (TA.)—As used by

arithmeticians, (Mgh, Msb,) contr. of ($,

Mgh, Msb, K ;) i. e. it signifies An even number,

a number that may be divided into two equal

numbers; (Msb;) as, for instance, four, and

eight, as opposed to three, and seven: (Mgh :) pl.

($, Mgh.) One says'aé [Even

or odd?], like as one says lb; jl L5- [or rather

3i téj] and 3i (s, Mgh:)—Also

A [kind of cloth such as is termed] in} [q. v.]:

or silk brocade; syn. (TA:) or a

that is thrown over the [kind of vehicle called]

as; (s. K. TA»

see art.

0’0; 0

34.”: see a

e,

63, in four places, in the latter

half of the paragraph.

and 'éléj [The marriage-state, or

simply marriage]: the latter is a subst. from

a[i.e. a quasi-inf. n.,] like from Jib,

and )EL": from (Mgh.) You say,

j; and 'Elsjll [Between them two is

the right of the marriage-state, or of marriage] :

(A, Mgh:) and E132." is also allowable as [an

inf. n. of 3,] coordinate to (Mgh.)

.1, i: see the next recedin ara h, in two
ti) P g P gm?

places.

O I A

39.55: see art. j.

A woman who marries often:

one who has had many husbands.

a)

. a , )a _ we

1. >1}, aor. 3,}5, (L,) inf. n. ;,j, (L, IIe

laid in a stock ofprovisions for travelling orfor

afimed residence; syn. (L,K:) or

’3'} is 3.11". Willi q. v.; and this is what is

:- 2. .

meant in the K by ,1)! W,_ U as the explanation

ofisjn. (MF.)

2- 53,-. (s. Msb. K.) in- n- 3:935; (Km

as also Visljl, (K,) inf. n. (TA ;) and

'13:}, int“. n. 33}; (MF,) He furnished him

with, or gave him, provisions (S, Msb,K,"‘ KL)

for travelling [or for a fixed residence].

Msb.) [It is doubly trans. :] you say, SJ»

>51," [He furnished them with what filled the

provision-bags for travelling-provision]: (A z)

and 3.33.11 35,- [Hefurnished him with olive-oil

for travelling-provision]. in art. $51.) And

Aboo-Khirash says,

4 ea ~98 e 8, 9.,

* weaknesses, *

~ is; sis-wtime it

[And sometimes, or often, he will bring thee

tidings whom thou wilt not furnish with the

sandal nor furnish with trgceding-provisions].

(TA.) ._ [Hence,] 133,“; m provided him

withaletter]. (A,TA.)

4: see 2, in two places.

5. 5; [IIe becamefitrnishcd, or hefurnished

himself, with provisions for travelling or for a

fixed residence;] he took, or prepared, for him

self provisions (Sf KL, TA)for travelling orfor

a fixed residence: (TA: [Golius makes it to be

trans. by means of .9, as on the authority of the

KL; in which the ‘only explanation, as that of

the inii n., is did) and he chose a

thing as ,6 [or provision] _for himself. (Her p.

92.) You say, [Such a one was

furnished, or such a and furnished himself, with

provisionsfrom us]. (A.) And vii-J ,3; [He

was furnished, or he furnished, himself, with

provisions for his journey]. (Mgh.) And see
I , You say also,

3355i! I[Take thou provisions from the

present world, i. e. mahe thou provision in ’it,

for the world to come]. (A,TA.) And

tum
rm! a r

., .

another ex. voce ;lj.

)ro'tjl {[He provided himself

with a letter _from the, commander, or governor,

or prince, to his prefect]. (A, TA.) And

I[He got from me a slab,

or spear-wound, or the like, between his ears].

(A, TA.)

Provisions, or a stock of provisions, _fin

travelling ($, L, Msb, TA) and for a fixed resi

dence: (L, TA =) pl. ;ggf (1., Mgb) and EQJ;

the latter anomalous. (L.)_And hence, as

being likened thereto, IAny deed, or acquirement,

whether good or evil, whereby one becomes changed

in state, or condition; (L;) [or rather, whereby

one provides for a change of state, or condition,

like as a traveller provides for ajourney.] It is
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said in the Kur [H.193], ,ijn “53;;

(5.53! (L) meaning, [as is implied in the L,

{And mahe ye provision; but verily the best

acquiremcnt whereby to provide for a change of

state, or condition, is fear of God, or piety : or

the meaning is] and prepare ye provisions for

your journey; and verily the best provision is

that whereby one provides against begging from

others, J'c. (Jel.) _ [It is also said to be used

as meaning JriS'alutation and the returning ofa

greeting. (De Sacy’s Chrest. Ar., ii. 415, q. v.)]

35;:

5'0

,3}, A bag, or other receptacle, ($,* Msb, K,

TA,) :for traceding-provisions, (s,1_<,TA,) or

for dates, made of leather: (Msbz) pl.

(sjA, Msb, 1g.)_ [Hence,] ,,1,-'.;n .35, '[nt

The necks of provision-bags;] a nickname applied

to the [or Persians, orforeigners in general,]

($, by the Arabs. [See art.

4,,9

see 3,1)».

[A leathern water-bog, one of a pair

which is borne by a camel or other beast ,'] the

half().l;3) ofa 3;;13: pl. blif; [regularly 33%;;

or the medial radical is (5, arid therefore the reg. pl.

is ;] and sometimes they said '36.}, [a

coll.’gen.n.,] without 8: [accord. to some,] it is

of, the measure 51112;, [originally from

31;", because one furnishes himself with water in

it for travelling-provision: (Msb :) [and therefore

it is mentioned in this art. :] but this is a mistake.

(TA in art. 4.3), q. v.)

1:}

1. 3,1}, aor. 3,; inf. n. j (s, A, high, K)

and}; (s. A. K) audit; (s. Mgh, K) and 53153

(Ks, $) 01-3133; (K a and t 3M. (s. A. TA,)

of the measure JQS: from tight, (S, TA,) is

syn. with at}; (A, TA ;) [He visited him: 1it.]

he met him with his);): [i. c. chest, or bosom]: or

he repaired to his )5}, i. c. direction : (B, TA:)

[or] he inclined towards him: (TA:) [see also

3,3:] or he repaired to him : (A :) or he repaired

to him from. a desire to see him. (Msb.)_

[Hence,] I[lit., He visited death; i. e.,

he died]: (TA.) [See 4.]=’.,'\j, (K,) 21012333,],

inf. n. )ljg‘, (TA,) IIe bound upon him (namely

a. camel), the rope’ called )l”, q. v.

aor. )LQ, inf. n. )jj, He, or it, inclined. (TA.)

[App.' always used in a proper, not a tropical,

sense. See below.]—1h had the hind of

distortion termed )3} [which see, below]. (TA.)

2. 3,3,, (A, K,) inf. 11.1.50, (s,) In honoured

him; namely, a visiter; treated him with honour,

or hospitality; (S, A, K,) made account of his

visit; (A;) treated him well, and acknowledged

his right as a visiter; (TA ;) slaughtered for

him, and treated him with honour or hospitality.

(AZ.) = $312.11 )5) IIe annulled the testimony;

(K, TA ;) impugned and annulled it. (TA.)—

El-Kattél says,

II’IIII210'4

as U»; Wm w: *

lie .v » 6'9: ' _~ 9 ,

5r; lie: “up '9

[And we are men whose wood of which our bows

are made is hard wood of a neb’ah, and in us is

hardiness not to be impugned and _denied] : Aboo

’Adnan says, [perhaps reading which may

be the correct reading,] that he means, we are

not to be calumniated, because of our hardness,

or hardiness, nor to be held weak. (TA.)—

);j He stigmatized himself by the imputa

tion offalsehood. [See also other explana

tions, below.]—3% ,3; +118 falsified his

speech,- he embellished his speech with ties; syn.

iéjlj. (Mgh.) ‘[See also below.] _stt 5,,

(K,) inf'. n. fi,}3,a($,) IIIe embellished the lie.

(s, 1;, TA.) _' ,5; 1118 removed, or did

away with, the obliquity ofa thing,- (TA ;) he

rectified, adjusted, or corrected, it; (IAanS,

Msb, whether good or evil; (IAar, Msb;)

he beautified, or embellished, it. (AZ,$,

)3) IHe made speech right and sound,

(As,) prepared it, (As, Msb,) and measured it,

(As,) in his mind, (Msb,) before he

uttered it: (As:) he rectified, adjusted, or cor

rected, it,- and beautijied, or embellished, it; as

also 'i)3)3, occurring in a verse of Nasr Ibn

Seiyar. (TA.) And [in like manner] Jag-lbs}

1 He rectified, or corrected, the story, ndrrative,

0r tradition, removing, or doing away with, its

obliquity : and V he‘did so (3,3)) to himsele

(A-)— ale 333 [>17 3i"? A}, a saying

of El-Hajjiij, Illay God have mercy upon a man

who rectifies, or corrects, himsel , against himself:

(Sf TA :) or, as some say, who stigmatizes him

self by the charge offalsehood against himscl : or

who accuses himself against himself: like as you

say, UL; Iaccuse thee [of wrong]

against’thyself. (TA.) is also syn. with

2%.)“ [The likening a thing to another thing; &c.].

=5) said ofa bird, inf. n. as above, IIis

crop became high: (AZ, TA :) or be

camefull. (TA.)

4. 6111 He incited him, or made him, to visit.

($, You say I made him, or

caused him, to visit another, not myself.

II made him to visit death;

[i. e., I tune him.] (TA.) [See 1.]_j,é=,’._.,-i 6i

1[I will introduce you, or your name, in

my eulogy; meaning [will praise you]. And

(545$ I[I have introduced you, or the

mention of you, in my odes]. (A.)

5. He said what wasfalse; spohe falsely.

(A.) = See also 2, in two places.

6. ljjjljj They visited one another. (S, A, K.)

,1 a),g,

You say, W Between them is mutual

visiting. (A.) __ See also 9, in two places.

8. ;l33l : see 1. = Also, accord. to Aboo-’Amr

El-Mutarriz, He swallowed a morsel, or mouthful;
I ’1 Q

like bad. (TA in art. ,3.)

9- Sail, (S, A,Msb,K,) inf- n-it'ui'; ($,

A i) and '35le A; inf- n- 35-22)?“ ;)

and Help; ($sA,M§b,K;) He declined, or

as is

-.
turned aside, from it. ($, A,‘ Msb, Vuljs,

in the Kur xviii. 16, is a contraction of

31": _ _ a a

:23}; IS another reading. (TA.) _24-0 u-f

)1)Lil In his breast, or chest, is crooherlness,

curving, or distortion.

10. 01,512.»! He ashed him to visit him.

A719)

11: see 9.

g, 21'

)l)‘: see 0,1}.

594

)5; : see in three places. _. Also A camel

having the hzimp inclining. (TA.) _. And, with 5,

A she-camel that loo/rs from. the outer angle of

her eye, by reason of her vehemencc and sharp

ness of temper: (K,‘ TA: [see below: and

see also :]) and a strong and thick she-camel.

(TA.) _. And .-1 desert not of moderate

extent, or not easy to traverse. (TA.):The

direction of a person to whom one repairs. (13.)

_ The breast, or chest: (TA :) or its upper,

or uppermost, part: A, Mgh :) in a horse,

narrowness in this part is approved, and width in

the 0Q; as the poet ’Abd-Allah Ibn-Suleymeh

says, making a distinction between these two

parts: (5:) or its middle: or the elevated part

of it, to the shoulder-blades: or the part where

the extremities of the breast-bones meet together :

(K :) or the whale of the 'breast of the camel:

pl. (TA.) Hence, )3}! The ribs and

other ports around the breast. (TA.) [Hence

also, app. from the action of the camel when he

lies down,] {[lit. He threw his breast

upon the ground ;] he remained, stayed, 0r abode.

(A.) _The lord, or chief, of a people; (K)

TA;) as also '33; (Sh, and (IAar, s,

and the}; (TA, as from the K, [in a copy of

which SM appears to have found flyjllé:

{5.3;} instead Oran 3,?st )Ljhl‘bJ) and
a, r a ' ’ ’

'33). TA.)= Determination: (T, M :) or

strength of determination. _. See also

53:11 palm-branch, or straight and slender

palm-branch, from which the leaves have been

stripped ofi': ($gh, K, TA :) of the dial. of

El-Yemcn. ($gh, TA.) = Stone which appears

to a person digging a well, and which, being

unable to break it, he leaves apparent: or,

as some say, a mass of rock, in an absolute

sense. (TA.)

3;; A lie; afalsehood; an untruth : Msb,

because it is a saying deviating from the

truth. (TA.) So in the Kur xxii. 31: and so it

is expl.°in the trad.,

23} [IIe who boasts ofabundance which he

has not received is like the wearer of two gar

ments of falsity]. (TA. [See art. 8.5.1.1) So,

too, in the Kur [xxv. 72],;yjll

And those who do not bear false witness. (Bd,

Msb.) [But there are other explanations of these

words of the Kur, which see below.] _ What is

false, or vain: (K;) or false witness: and a

thingfor which one is suspected, syn. (TA.)

_ 1 Anything that is taken as a lord in the place

QfGod; (S;) a thing, (K,) or anything, (A0,

A,) that is worshipped in the place qf God ,
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(A0, A,K;) as also in}, with Q: or a parti

cular idol which was adorned with jewels, in the

country of Ed-Dddar ()gléll [a name I nowhere

find]). (TA.) _. See also _- 1‘ The associa

tion of another, or others, with God: (Zj,l_{:)

so explained by Zj, in the Kpr xxv. 72, quoted

above: and so the phrase )ggll 53¢, occurring

in a. trad. (TA.) _.. HA, place or] places in

which lies are told: and the words in the Kur

xxv. 72, quoted above, may mean, And those who

are not present in places where lies are told:

because the witnessing of what is false is partici

pating therein: :) or the meaning here is

the places where the Christians sit and converse:

(ij) or where the Jews and Christians sit and

converse: (TA, as from the or the festivals

of the Jews and Christians: (so in the CK and

in a MS. copy of the K :) or (so in the TA, but

in the “ and ”) a place, or places, (Zj,)

where persons sit, and hear singing : (Zj, :) or

places where persons sit, and entertain themselves

by frivolous or vain. diversion : (Th :) but lSd

says, I know not how this is, unless he mean the

assemblies of polytheism, which includes the

festivals of the Christians, and other festivals.

(TA.)=Judgmeut : z) or judgment to which

recourse may be had: (S:) or strength of judg

wept. (A.) [See also You say, L;

33;; IIe has no judgment to which recourse

may be had: ($:) or no strength ofjudgment:

(A:) or no judgment, nor understanding or in

tellect or intelligence, to which recourse may be

had: (TA :) forjjj also signifies understanding,

intellect, or intelligence; (Yaahoob, and so

'3}. (A’Obeyd,l_{:) but A‘Obeyd thinks it a

mistranscription, for (TA.) _.. Strength:

in which sense the word is an instance ofagrec

ment between the Arabic and Persian languages:

(AO,I_{:) or it is ai'ahicized: (Sh:) but the

Persian word is with the inclined, not the pure,

dammeli. (TA.) You say 1;; 91; They have

not strength. (TA.) And 5 A rope

having strength. (TA.) ._ Delicious-ness, and

sweetness, or pleasantness, offood. _. And

softness, and cleanness, of a garment, or piece of

cloth. (K.)

inf. n. ofjuj. (TA.)—Inclination;

Mgh, K;) such as’is termed (S ;) crooked

ness; wryness; distortion. (A.)__Distortion of

the )3}, (Mgh, which is the upper, or upper

most, part of the breast, (Mgh,) or the middle of

the breast : (TA :) or the prominence ofone of

its two sides above the other : :) in a horse, the

prominence of one of the two portions ofjlesh in

the breast, on the right and left thereof, and

the depression of the other: in others than

dogs, it is said by some to signify inclination [or

distortion] of a thing or part which is not ofa

regular squareform,- such as the 33.525 and the

(TA.) ' '

;g)’, ($,I_{,&c.,) originally with 5, written by

the éllO_Vkll-Gl-ISl5.HX Zekerecya, in his Commen

taries on Bd, with hemz, contr. t0 the leading

lexicologists; (TA ;) or ;L-J )3); A. visiter of

women: (Az, TA in art. a'man who loves

to discourse with women, and to sit with them,

($, K,) and to mix with them: (TA:) so called

because of his frequent visits to them: or who

mixes with them in vain things: or who mixes

with them and desires to discourse with them:

(TA :) without evil, or with it: (K:) and a

woman is termed 3.3} also: (K :) you say 5;!

(Jié) 3.3}: (Ks :) but this usage is rare: (TA

or it'is applied to a man only: :) a woman of

this degsciigptioii’isogermed : (TA :)gplh [of

pauc.])|,)'l and )Lljl, the latter like ;lgsl pl.

of 1;, (TA,) and [of mult.] ,-. (s,K.)=

Custom; habit; wont. (Yoo, slender

153 [or bow-string] :, z) or the most slender

of such cords, K, TA: in the CK

z) and the most firmly twisted. (TA.)_

Hence the )5 [or smallest string] of a [or
lute] is thus ftermed. (TA.) [In this and, the

next preceding senses, it is app. of Persian origin.]

=Flam: (Yaalgoob,$,l_{:) and with 8, a por

tion thereof .- (K :) pl. (TA.)=See also

art. ’3).

Q

33) A vehement pace. (S, _. Vehement ,' or

strong: (K:) but to what applied is not particu

larized. (TA.)—Applied to a camel, Strong,

hardyi (TA ;) prepa-redforjourneys. And

applied to a she-camel, Prepared for

journeys: or having an inclination to one side,

by reason of her brishness, 0r sprightliness. (TA.)

)4 Z 90/

[See )uelj __ See also)”.

0 r Inc

3}, in the Ky): see art.,.gj.

The [or crop] (AZ, of a bird;

(AZ, TA;) as also 7 £351}, TA,) with fet-h to

the ,, (TA,) [in the 01; 5325,] and 13,55- (1;,

TA) [in the CK 5331)] : and Lilli}! The re

ceptacle in which the [bird called] UaS carries

water to its young ones. (TA.) = *3le The

thicket, wood, or forest, or bed of reeds or canes,

that is the haunt of the lion: so called

because of his frequenting it. (IJ.) [See also

9-3, s 9 r

3,1), in art. And 'j)‘ A thichet, wood, or

forest, containing [high coarse grass of

the hind called] and reeds 0r canes, and

water, (TA.) _ ’rA collected number, (K,) or a

large collected number, (TA,) of camels, (K,)

and of sheep or goats, and of men: or of camels,

and of men, from ji/tg to sixty. (TA.) [See,

again, bill], in art. )lj.]

I10!

5);) A single visit. ($, TA.)= Distance; re

moteness: (S, z) from ;ljgj'fll. A poet

(Sakhr El-Ghei, TA) says,

1°! I!

at :)SJ (5)“

[To many a water have 1 come, notwithstanding
'0’ 1,

its distance]: (S :) or, accord. to AA, 3),) uh,

:0” PA! I

Q»: a“: '*

in this ex., accord. to one relation 33,}, but the

former is the better known, means upon a she

camel that lookedfrom the outer angle of her eye,

by reason of her vehemence and sharpness of

temper. (TA.)

83-3) A manner of visiting. (K.) One says,

5);)?" Such a one is good in his

manner vaisiting. (TA.)

jg,- (AA,s,I_<) and 1,15, (IAar, K) .1 rope, or

cord, which is put between the camel’s fore-girth

and hind-girth, (AA, $, to prevent the hind

girth from hurting the animal’s *5, and so

causing a suppression of the urine: (AA, TA:)

pl. 5,,ji. (s,1_<.) Ingantrad, Ed-Dejjal is de

scribed as bound with 5”)“ meaning, having his

arms bound together upon his breast. (IAth.) _

Also, both words, {Anything that is a [means of]

rectification to another thing, and a. defence,

or protection ; (IAar, K ;) like the )léj of a

beast. (IAar.) '

5’ 5'

)hgg': see)l}é:=and see art.,-g).

90*: I

X3) andxgfi
’0’

586 ),j.

9 J I

)5) : see what next follows, in two places.

96' ,J I a I I

)1” and 71,35) [A man who visits much] :

a poet says,

aabgiber

* L» was Q5 \S;
,,, 5' all e., 4;,

* Laue ago-1w, We; *

[TV/zen her husband is absentfrom her, I am not

to her afrequent visitor, nor do her dogs become

familiar to me]. (TA.)

A person visiting; a risiter: (Sf Msb,

K :*) fem. : (Sh:) pl. 0,355, masc.,

and fem., ($, Mgh,) and ;lgj, masc.,

Mgb,l_(,) and 3;}, masc., (K,) and Run: (Sb,

5, Mgh:) and signifies the same as (A,

M§b,1.<.TA> and in; (H) and 5,256 e. A,
., . . , ,

K, TA) and {3151); (S, A, Msb, TA ;) being ori

ginally an inf. n.; or, as syn. with 0,)55, it is

a. quasi-pl. n.; by some called :1 pl. ofjfilj'. (TA.)

It is said in a trad., LE;- l [Verin

there is to thy visiter, or visitors, jllst claim

upon thee]. (TA.) [And hence,] also signi

fies A. phantom that is seen in sleep.

2",: _

2),) ' } soc the former, in two places.

5:355 ‘

Inclining; ;) crooked; wry ,' dis

tarted.t (A :) [fem. pl. _..

Ilaving that hind of distortion in the (or

middle of the breast TA) which is termed

(K,TA.)_A dog whose breast (55;)

93-2.») is narrow, (K,) and the [app. mean

ing the part between the two collar-bones] project

ing, as though his, or its, sides had been squeezed.

(TA.) ._ A wry neck. (TA.) _ [A beast] that

looks from the outer angles of his eyes (K) by

reason of his vehemence and sharpness of temper:

(TA: [see also :]) or a camel (TA) that goes

with an inclination towards one side, when his

pace is vehement, though without any distortion

in his chest. (K.) [See also Hence, app.,]

3),)" is a name of Certain camels that
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belonged to Uheyhah K) Ibn-El-Juldh El

Ansdree. IA bow: (S, A, K:) be

cause ofits curving. ($.) _1 A bent bow. (TA.)

_IA menzireh (Sill-‘0) deviating from the per

pendicular. (A.)_ I A well deep : (s, K,‘

TA :) or not straightly dug. (TA.) _. t A land,

(Uaji, $,1_<,) and a desert, (sjtiL, A, or :31}, TA,)

far-emtending, A, K, TA,) and turning aside:

(TA :) and;,3l is applied [in the same sense] to

a country, (TA,) and to an army. ($,TA.)_

IA saying, or phrase, ($5,) bad, and croohed,

or distorted. (A.)= Also [as an epithet in

which the quality of a subst. predominates] +A

[drinking-cup or bowl of the hind called]

($., _ And 1* A certain vessel (K) for drink

ing, (TA,) oblong, lihe ate (TA.)=,3

Jillili; (A) {Lie is most remotefrom

the station, or state, of baseness, or ignominious

ness. (TA.)

A place [and a time] oft-isiting. ($, Mgh.)

3,}; Visited. (A.)

93 r J

,,)'¢ A camel distorted in the breast, or chest,

when drawn forth from his mother’s belly by the

,1}; [q. v.], who therefore presses, or squeezes,

it, in order to set it right, but so that an eject of

his pressing, or squeezing, remains in him, whereby

he is known to be (Lth, _. And

1> Speech falsified, or embellished with lies.

(TA.) And {Speech rectified, adjusted, or cor

rected, [and prepared, (see 2,)] before it is

attired: or beautified, or embellished; as also

we» (TA)

53133.; Visiters ofthe tomb of the Prophet. (A

95/1: 92¢:

12);“ see )2)”

is)

1. (IDrd, o,1;,) aor. (IDrd, 0,)

inf. h. as}, (IDrd, 0, K,) IIe declined, deviated,

swerved, or turned aside, (IDrd, O, K,) from the

right course or direction, (“9rd, 0,) ,agid from

the road; as also 6|), aor. afifinf. n. a), which

latter is the more chaste: (O,TA:) the former

is a dial. var. of the latter. (Msb in art. 8,.) _.

And Us 81,, (Yz, 0, K,) aor. (2,}; (Yz,

0,) int‘. n. 5d,}, Ile declined, or deviated, from

the right way in speech. (Yz, O, K.) _ See

also 4. =It is also trans.: (0, TA :) you say,

is, (out) w- 5,35, <0,TA,> He

made his heart to decline, deviate, swerve, or turn

that. (0, 1;; TA.) it with fet-h

to the ;s and damm to the j, [0 our Lord, make

not our hearts to decline from the right way, in

the Kur iii. 6, commonly read (see 4 in art.

ago] is an extr. reading of Nah"; (0, TA.) _

[Hen’ce,’ppp., ifit ’b‘e’correct,] 5U! ti), (0, K,)

aor. (53);, inf. n. 8,), (0,) He pulled the she

camel by the nose-rein : (O, so says Ibn

’Abbt'td: but [$gh says,] the verb in this sense

is with the unpointed only; which lbn-’Abbad

states to be the better known. (0, TA.)

3: see what next follows.

4. ditji, inf. n. [He made him

to decline, or deviate, from the right way in

speech, (see 1,)] and inf. n. 21,6; and

:15), [being mentioned immediately after, without

any'explanation, seems to signify I made him to

decline, or deviate, from the right way there]?

like as is used in the same sense as 43mg]

(TA,) and s. v (0, TA.)

is said by Sgh to belong to art. a) [q. v.].

(Msb in the present art.)

I E

‘51,}! [llIore, and most, want to decline, deviate,

swerve, or turn aside, from the right course &c.].

(IJ, TA.) '

6;)

2- 153;, <0, Mtb, TA,) M n- (Mgh, K,)

[seems to signify primarily IIe washed it over

with 6,36, i. e. quichsz'lver; he silvered it there

with.] One says, 6,) [He washed over

the dirhems with quicksilver]; from 55,513“.

_[Then, He gilded it with an amalgam qf

quichsilver and gold : see _. And hence,]

He decorated it, and embellished it; namely, a

thing [of any kind: and particularly he painted

it]: but IF says that 153), meaning thus, is with

out foundation; that they say it is from (5,311?"

meaning 3)]; [as it is said to be in the K;]

but that this is [mere] assertion. (0, TA.)

[Whether _properly or improperly, however,] one

says, 6,3539 54;" i. e. Ile decorated the

housefor chdmber, [perhaps meaning the House

of God, at Mekkeh, i. e. the Kaabeh, as appears

to be probable from what here follows,] and

changed its colour and its fashion or semblance,

with 6,,5, i. e. (Har p. 107.) And it is

related in a trad. that he [Mohammad] said to

‘1’???"3?" ‘5:
" ' 0’," ash-2.»! 0,5,}5 [then thou seest

Kureysh shall have demolished the House of God,

then built it again, and decorated it, thou be

has to an, then an]; be disliked the of

mosques because of its inducing desire for the

things of the present world, and its finery, or

because of its diverting the person praying. (TA.)

__ One says also, (TA,)/iii)! and ;L’XH,

1-I embellished the speech, or language, and the

writing, or book ,' and 11 rectg‘ied, or corrected,

it. (s, TA.) And 3;} and 255} both

mean tsuch a one rectified, or corrected, his

writing, or book. (TA.)—And ibid-J!

Th‘eg embellished the girl, or young n'bman, with

[or decorations, app. such as are made by

tattooing, or staining with such decoration

is termed ' 021,}, like and hence, iuiji,

[Embellish thyself &c.,] said to a woman; [so

that itois originally ' 01' this is from 6:31,

[i. e. 632,] with [5. (TA.)

5: see the last sentence above, in two places.

2-". !- ’ '.
usfi see unb

'1’;

25,, [pl. of act. part. n. of the unused verb

Decorators, or embellishers, ofthe ceilings of

houses or chambers. (AA, TA.) [See also

Q a!

61,} : see 2, last sentence.

[9213): A decorator,- an embellisher : and parti
. r r a

cularly a painter. See also 5,), above]

“3,313, ($, O,l_(, [in the CK written 5,“), as though

it were the quiescent, being indicated by the

sign of sukoon after the dammeh,]) of the dial. of

the people of El-Medeeneh, (AA', s, 0,) i. q.

[i. t. Quichsilrer]; (AA, s, 0, 1; ;) as also 1

(AA, 0, K;) but from what is said by IB, it

would seem that this last word is pl. of

(TA :) it is used in i651}: [meaning decora

tions, or embellishments, pl. of $3,353 used as a

simple subst., or of the n. no. ($,O;)

and hence, [accord. to some,] égfiii signifying

“the act of decorating, and embellishing;” (K ;)

for it is put, together with gold, ($, 0, K,) for

overlaying therewith, upon iron, 0,) and

then it is put into the fire, whereupon the 6,5)

[or quicksilver] goes from it [by evaporation],

and the gold remains: ($, O,K:) and hence

anything decorated, or embellished, is termed

' (S, 0,) though not having in it

$535 inf. n. of 2. (Mgh.) [Used as a simple

substz, this, or the n. un. 33.3,)6, has for its pl.

:] see the next preceding paragraph.

lVashed over with [(3513 or] 53) [i. e.

quicksilver]; applied to a dirhem. (TA.) [Deco

rated therewith (TA) [or with an amalgam of

quicksilver and gold subjected to the action offire

so that the quicksilver is evaporated]. _. And

hence, (TA,) Anything decorated, or embellished,

($, 0, high, K,]‘A,) though not having in it

0'3). (S, 0.) See sigh—Also, applied to

speech, or language, tE'mbellished: (Kr, TA :)

and applied to a book, or writing, [in the same

sense : (see 2 :) Or] as meaning I rectified, or cor

rected; like (AZ, TA.)

J);

1. aor. (Lg, and, accord. to the K,

also which is rare, on the authority of Aboo

’Alee, but this is the nor. of 35 like it, [which

has a different memgripg from the fotmer verb,]

(Mr, M.) M n- db) (K) and a,» (use)

[which in all its senses except one mentioned

below may app. be pronounced also J,,:j, like

J}; for 53);, Pl' 0f and and

(K,TA,) the last thus, with fet-h, accogd; to a

rule of the K, but in some of the copies d», with

damm, (TA,) and (K,) It went away;

passed away; departed; removed ,- shifted,- (K,

TA ;) was, or became, remote, or absent; ceased

to be or exist, or come to nought,- (TA ;) as also

75,}, inf. n. (K,) or, accord. to the O,

vjisii, like (TA) [See “18° 7'] Heme’
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[The world, or worldly enjoy

ment or good, is quick in passing away, or coming

to nought]. (TA.) And and

see : and for the former see also And

1112;; Qt), and $1,}: see And it E." J!)

5;, ($511,) or (Mgh,) aor. J5},

inf. n. Jijj (s, Msb, TA) &c., as above, (TA,)

The thing removed, went away, [or ceased,] from

its placei'itolgfl,’ gr quilted,. its place;

And 0.: ;J)‘, inf. n. Jig) and J”), [I

went away, &c., from my plate] [And

.12 said of any afiiction of the mind or body,

It went away, passed away, or ccased,from him;

it left him, or quitted him.] And
They turned awayfrom their place ;Hor returned,

or went back, and fled, from it. (TA.) And

25 e s s! . 9 s:

[5")! q: J1), aor. [J,fl, mf. n. a”), [He

turned, or swerved, .from the opinion, or judgment,

or sentiment] (Lh, TA.) And alone, aor.

.7

“his, He, or it, quitted his, or its, place.

(AHeyth, TA.) And He removed from one

tgw’no, pr cggntry, to another. (;lZA.) And a!)

use.» Jet-J" (K.) M n- we. (TA,) The

hdrses removedfrom their place with their riders.

(K, TA. [Said in the TA to tropical; but I

see not why.]) _Hence, fit ;Jlj, inf. n.

and [3,3]“, without a, (K,) as Th says, (TA,)

and j and IThe sun declinedfrom the

meridian. TA.) [And sometimes it signifies

-r The sun. set: see 1 in art. é”;.] _ And hence,

but not with for an inf. n. in the senses eXpl.

in _this sentence and the next following it, (TA,)

5559‘ as. gay.) inf- n- .365 (TA) [and app

dig) and Q'flgj], It The day become advanced,

the/sun being somewhat high; syn.

TA :) or, as s’ome say, went away; or departed.

(Ts) And .111" as. (TA.) or JEN ' as.

(K, TA,) 11 The sun became high; dnd the shade

contracted, or decreased, or went away, at mid

day. (K,* TA.) [thus in the TK

(ed. of Boolék), i.e. thus in the K, and

thus only, the verb being indicated by a preceding

phrase; in the TAM say, which is an evident

mistranscription;] inf. n. (K,) like

[an inf. n. of aor. ; but more properly

compared to an inf. n. 06.13, aor. ,2,_1;] ;

(TA ;) [a phrase which may be rendered Their

journeying ceased for a while ;] expl. as meaning

ass ’4 is

A") La,» 13353! [i. e. they abode in their

place : then an opinion occurred to them difl'erent

from their former opinion, so that it turned

them therefl-om, inducing them to remove] : z)

in the K is added 32;; but this should be omitted:

the passage is taken from the M; in which is;

refers to Lh as the authority. (TA.) _ d1)

[having for its inf. n., app., and and

(see the first of these below)] signifies also

It moved; or was, or became, in a state Q)“motion,

commotion, 0_r agitation; syn. so in the

saying, J3 [I saw a bodilyform

orfigure .- then it moved, &c.]. (TA.) And one

Bk. I.

says, [fin 3‘, meaning He moves.

much among men, or the people, and does not

remain still, or stationary. (TA.)_-j

means .5 [A figure seen

from a distance rose to his view]. (TA.)_

And $5.3! as The mirage raised, or elevated,

and nidde apparent, him, or it. (TA.):

Lia-é L;&c.:seein art.aor.

Jgj'g’, also signifies He a‘fl'ected acuteness or

sharpness or quickness of intellect, cleverness,

ingeniousness, shilfulness, knowledge, or intelli

gence: or did so, not having it: syn.

(IAar, TA.) [See also 5.] = [As a trans. verb, it

belongs to art. Jgj, and app. to the present art.

also] See 4. You say, J), or db;

and see And and

is”; and see : and for the first, see

also _. And He separated himselffrom

him; (K;) as also and K in art. 5);)

[to which the latter exclusively belongs.])

2: see 4: _ and see also 5.

s. 3,1,, inf. n. 55:}; ($,1_<) and $13,, (K,)

i. q. [as meaning .He laboured, ezcerted

himself, strove, struggled, contended, or conflicted,

with him, or it, to prevail, overcome, or gain the

mastery or possession, or to eject an object : and

accord. to the KL and Ps and some other lexi

cons, it signifies also he treated him medically;

which is another meaning of Ath; but of this

meaning I have not found any ex.]: and

[as meaning he sought to obtain it, or efl‘ect it,

or did so by artful, or skilful, management]:

(S,'K:) and [he made a demand on him,

or prosecuted a claim upon him]. [Accord.

to the TA, it seems to be used properly in relation

to real things, and tropically in relation to ideal

things. One says, 32.3" J,” He strove to gain

possession of, or to _catch, i. e. he hunted, the

animals of the chase. (See And

)folfli [I strove with. him to avert him, or to

turn him back, from the afair]. in art.

Zuheyr says, .

s a, 2, so I an r

* Bel” M '

6| /)1 I, 0 a I) r:

' est», ,, us was *

[And we passed the night standing at the head of

our coarser, he striving with us to repel us from

himself, and we striving with him to master him].

And a man said to another, who upbraided

him with cowardice, L;

iii-Li t[By God Iwas not a coward,

but I strove, or sought, to preserve a possession

appointed for a fixed time; i. e., to preserve _my

life though its term is fixed: see the Kur iii. 139].

($.) One says also, id i. e.

1 [He seeks to accomplish a thing'that is an object

of want to him; or does so by artful, or skilful,

management] : a tropical phrase. (TA.) And

’1'ng Li's + [I loathed, or was averse

:fi-om, striving, or seeking, to accomplish this

afl'air]. (TA.)

4. 111,1, (5, 0, Msb,1_{,) inf. n. 535;; (TA;)

and '25}! 0: M§bs K1) inf' n' £31945; (0’

TA;) and 1 513,1 [originally £36,913 inf. n. Jog,

(0,) this being syn. with (IQ) He removed

it; made it to go away, pass away, depart,

remove, or shift; (0, K, TA ;) [and made it to

cease to be or exist, or to come to nought: did

away with it ,- annulled it: effaced, or obliterated,

an 11 4 as

it :] and V 4.32, aor. all)! and angi, [which see in

art. JQJ signifies the same as, and

(K.) You say, :0le He removed it

from. the place. (MA: and the like is said in

the 1;.) [And 13.5 J51 He removed from

him such a thing; made it to go away, pass away,

or cease, from him; or to leave him, or quit him;

he freed him from it, or rid him of it. And

2. s

ail) Q1: alljl He, or it, made him to turn, or

swerve, from his opinion, or judgment, or senti

ment.] And 4st,} 2m Jig! and 11,35}; $6.31,}.

[See also 4 in art. JJJJ

5. and 7:35.} i. q. 3.21;] [He made him,

or it, to come]: so says AAF, on the authority of

AZ: in the copies of the K, erroneously,

(TA.) = And J3), said ofa young man,

(TA,) He attained the utmost degree of acute

ness or sharpness or quickness of intellect, or of

cleverness, ingeniousness, shilfulness, knowledge,

or intelligence. [See also 1, near the end

of the paragraph]

6. 1,1,1): i.q. age [They laboured, exerted

themselves, strove, struggled, contended, or con

flicted, one with another, to prevail, overcome,

or gain the mastery or possession, or to eject an.

object]. ($,K. [See also 3.])

7. at)! It was, or became, removed; or made

to go away, pass away, depart, remove, or shift.

($,‘ TA.)_ And J55! He became separated

from him. (K.) [See also 7 in art. H}_a_j.]

8. illsji: see 4, first sentence.

9. J’jl: see 1, first sentence.

10. He looked at it to see ifit quilted
its place.] One says, Uflaii." l3 Jail,

meaning Look thou at this figure seen from n

distance to see q'fit move and ifit quit its place.

(AHeyth, 0, TA.)

55s a

Q. Q. 4. ~le‘l : see 1, first sentence.

an inf. n. of 1 in the first of the senses

expl. above. (K,* TA.) _ See also =

As an epithet applied to a man, ($,)> Light, agile,

or active: acute or sharp or quick in intellect,

clever, ingenious, shilful, knowing, or intelligent:

($, K :) at whose acuteness or sharpness or quick

ness of intellect, &c., one wonders: (lSk,$:)

fem. with 3; (S, K ;) said to mean shilful, hnow

ing, or intelligent, ($,TA,) as also the masc.,

(TA,) and cunning: ($, TA:) and a servant-girl

who is sharp and efi'ectire in the conveying of

messggesiioand applied to a woman as meaning

3)); [who goes or comesforth to men, and

with whom they sit, and ofu'hom they talk, and

who abstains from what is unlawful and inde

corous, and is intelligent; &c.: see art. )3]:

160
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\(TA :) pl. masc. (K, TA) and fem. ;

the former applied to young men, and the latter

‘to young women. (TA.) _. Courageous,- (K,

TA;) in consequence of whose courage, men are

tabashed [as though 3;; in this sense be

longed to art. J;)1). (TA.)—And Liberal, bounti

ful, munificent, or generous: (K) TA :) pl.

(TA.):IA wonder, or wonderful thing:

K, TA :) pl. One says, lib

I This is a wonder of the wonders. (TA.)

And one says also, [using it as an epithet,]

'1-A journeying, or pace, wonderful in respect of

i’ti ,qp'ifhness and brishness or lightness: and

" ‘ 3,22, 1-A winter, or winters, wonderful in

respect of the severity and cold thereof. (TA.)

[See also Jjle—TA trial, or an afliction;

syn. _ ’rA form, or figure, that

appears in the night [and by which one is fright

ened: see (TA.) IA form, or figure,

ofa man or some other thing, that one sees from

a distance : or a person: syn. (K, TA :)

as also 'ibl}: see 1, near the end of the para

graph. (TA.)=The [i. e. the anterior

(K)

523]

pudendum, or the pudenda,] of a man.

One says, 4d,) [He uncovered his

= And A. hawk.

.363- <s, Msb.K) and his} and U)”; (K)

are inf. ns. 01" [q. v.]. ($,'Msb,K.)_And

all signify Motion, commotion, or agitation.

(TA in explanation of the first and last, and

in explanation of the second.) [Hence,] V

dig}, or 'Jl}, (accord. to different copies

of the K,) or 135} iii VJ}, (s in art. n.,), and

TA,) and 235} iii tJiji, (s in art. [i.), and K

and TA,) are imprecations of destruction, or

perdition, or death, (S, K,) and trial, or aflliction,

upon him to whom they relate: :) or such are

the [second and] third and fourth of these phrases:

but the first is a prayer for one’s continuance

where he is, [or his continuance in life; lit.]

meaning .May his motion cease; [and hence, may

he continue where he is, or continue in li e :] and,

as expl. by ISk, the [second and] third and

fourth [lit.] signify llfay [He i. e.] God cause

his motion to cease; [and hence, may He, or God,

put an end to his Ii it,] these phrases being

similar to the saying (TA.)

[Thus all four have virtually the same lit. signi

fication. And the first has also another meaning;

as will be seen below.] El-Aasha says,

* daemons *
'1’! er oi as 4

* vet-wu- can; was r

(S, TA,) [app. meaning This is the day-time:

an opinion has arisen in her mind such as to

turn her from her former opinion and induce her

to absent herself, (5.1;, I suppose, Pping’under

stood after l1) 1.», like as it is afterdwl loo in the

Kur xii. 35,) in consequence of her anxiety : what

will be her case in the night? may it (her

phantom) be absent, like as she is absent: for]

the meaning is said to be, IAar

says, he disliked the phantom only because it

roused his desire: or may be here syn. with

so that] the meaning may be V

[may God make her motion to cease]; and this

is corroborated by the reading of AA, in

the nom. case, [i. e. may her mot-ion

cease ;] which makes this an instance of [the

license termed] :lg'yl: this, he says, is an old

proverbial phrase of the Arabs, and El-Aasha

has used it as he heard it: others than AA read

[C163,] in the accus. case, without 53], holding

the meaning to be, may her phantom be absent

from us in the night like as she herself is absent

in the day-time. (TA.) lilac} 'J-Jj, likewise,

means His motion ceased, or may [his motion

cease: or, accord. to Z, he becamefixed, or mo

tionless, from fear; or may he become so. (TA

in art. [See also another rendering of this

phrase in the‘next paragraph.] One says also,

VJ”)! Commotion, or agitation,

TA,) and disquietude of mind, (TA,) and

wailing, or raising of the voice in weeping, over

came him. (K,TA.):See also the next para

graph, in three places.

,3”): see the next preceding paragraph, in

three places. =Also The side; syn. qlq; and

so thus in the sayings, and

villi; ' Jlj, meaning [app. His side became in a

state of commotion, or it quivered,] by reason of

fright: [or] signifies the heart: so

in the saying, V Jg)‘ [His heart became re

moved from its place]: :) a prov., applied to

one whom an event that has disquieted him has

befallen: as also 7.3133 'éj: (Meyd:) [see

also two other renderings of the former phrase in

the next preceding paragraph:] Dhu-r-Rummeh

says, describing the egg of an ostrich,

mile-7| Irv/71"

* w, w oat-b '9 ML, *

vs a .1, r ’95, r a

* lib—Dbl}; lb

meaning [i.e. And a white

thing (the egg which he is describing) will not

take fright, and flee from. us, or will not shrink

from us, while its mother, when she sees us, her

heart becomes removedfrom its place by fright in

consequence of the approach of us]: ($_ in art.

J5), and Meyd:) or, as some relate it, V

gist); [which means her heart quits its place &c] :

(TA :) and the former reading may mean the

same as this. (IB, TA in art. J5.)

o 'r o. _ _ I

JG) Having much J”, 1. e. motion. (TA.) _

, 1 08

Accord. to J, it occurs in an 5)”), cited by AA,

as meaning That moves much in his gait, but

traverses a short space: but the right word in

this case is :Jlsj, as is shown by the rhyme.

(13.1.1)

UL”), with (_lamm, [app. like

&c., for, as it is not said to be a dim., I know no

other form of word with which to compare it,] A

thing like a ladle, belonging to sailors. (TA.)

0 r l

J51) [Going away; passing away; departing,

transient; shifting; becoming remote, or absent;

ceasing to be or exist; nonexistent: &c.: part. n.

r e .1 d J e n,

of Jlj, q. v.]. ._. [Hence,] 45?.“ J?!) JQ! [pro

perly A starless night, or night of which the stars

are absent: but expl. as meaning] r a long night.

(2, TA.)_. Jain Jr}. see 1.

[from the 3 being afiixed to transfer

the word from the category of epithets to that of

substantives,] Whatever has a soul, (K,TA,) of

animals; that moves from its place:

(TA :) or anything that moves; (K, TA ;) that

does not remain fixed in its place; applied to a

man and to other things. is its

pl.: (TA :) and signifies [particularly] Animals

of the chase. TA.)_.And_[hence,] I Women.

(0, 1;, TA.) One says J55}: “.1; J1} +A

man knowing in respect of the diseases, or faults,

ofwomen : (O z) or tshilful in the making

of women to incline to him: whence the saying

of Ibn-Meiyédeh,

' e e: :1 on 1 a: ¢* J-Ebi-l' will b-s‘ w: "

* t)sijjn 35,35“:°j°i5

{[And I was a man having the art of making

women to incline to me, once; but I have become

such that I have relinquished the art of making

women to incline to me]: this was a man who

used to beguile women in his time of youthful

vigour by his beauty; but when he became hoary

and aged, no woman inclined to him. (TA.) _

Also IThe stars: (K, TA :) because of their

motion from the east and the west in their re

volving. (TA.) _. See also 1, near the end of the

paragraph; and last sentence but three.

Il

(Sf TA) has an intensive significa

tion [i. e. 1-A great wonder; or a very wondeqful

thing] : (TA :) [or a wonderful event that happens

to one, preventing his fieeing;] accord. to Abu-s

Semh, denotes the happening to one of an

erentsuch as prevents him from fleeing. (IB, TA.)

A certain instrument pertaining to astro

nomers, by means of which is known the declining

of the sun from the meridian .- [a sun-dial : used

in this sense in the present day :] a vulgar term :

pl. J21}; (TA.) -

la '1

blng pass. part. n. of3: one says, Li's L;

;Ejl +[This afi‘air ceased not to

be, slriiwn, or sought, to be accomplished by means

of their hands]. (TA.) = Also Frightened by a

i. e. a form, or figure, appearing in _the

night. (TA.)

0)} ,

1. [513, aor. 3);, is a dial. var. of having

for its aor. jé.] An Arab woman of the desert

is related to haveusaid to IAar,

chalk, meaning Lug)" [i.e. Verily thou gracest

us when thou comest to us (TA.)

Indigestion; syn.,;s; for 1,5: in the

copies of the K is a mistranscription for Jill;

(TA ;) expl. by Ed-Dubeyreeyeh as syn. with

w; as in the phrase, ,fié [He does

not complain of indigestion]: (Fr, TA :) and so
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7 : (K and TA in art. og)‘ :) or this signifies

a single fit qf indigestion. (TA in that art.)—.._

[In the present day, applied to The beech-tree,

and its wood: as a col]. gen. n.: n. un. with 8:

see also below.]

no. is

0,): see Q”.

5,; An idol: and anything that is taken as a

deity and worshipped, ($, K,‘ TA,) beside God:

as also 3,3: [an arabicized word :] in Pers.

(TA.)—And A place in which idols are col

lected and set up. It is said to be: from

£23}. (TA.) [But it may rather ’be from as

a dial. var. of = See also

A thing like a [or javelin], which the

Deylem cast .- [perhaps made of the wood

of the beech, (see latter sentence,) and there

fore so called :] pl. (Mgh.) = See also

at}, former sentence.

Eli}; i. q. 42.13} [An ornament, &c.], (K,) in one

of the dialects. (TA.) _. And An intelligent

w nan. (IAar, K.)

.33; Short.- <s.1.<.) applied to a man; (so

and sb, thus applied, and '6’}, (K,) of

which‘two, the former is the more known: (TA

fem. K,) applied to a woman.

6'33 and .35; (s. M, Mass) and .363 (K)

i- q- .5153 [h v- in m dul- (s, M, Msb. Is)

theat in which is Q53} [or the

grain of a certain noxious weed, app. darnel

grass: 0,)» being a pass. part. a. of which no

verb is mentioned]. (TA.)

L5,}

J fl! .4 3 I

, 1. 01,), (K,) aor. aggjg, (TA,) inf. n. Lg) and

[5,}, (K, TA,) the latter [accord. to the CK

but it is correctly] like 3.5;, (TA,) He put

it aside, or away, or apart; or removed it from

its place. You say, 135 inf. n.

35,}, He averted, diderted, or removed, from

him such a thing,- turned, put, or sent, it away,

or back,from him. (TA.)—And 2;...

IIe concealed his secret from him. ; A’lso

(K) 2153, ($, Msb, K,) aor. as above, inf. n.

(Msb, TA,) He drew it, collected it, or gathered

it, together; contracted it, or grasped it. ($,

Msb, 1;.) It is said in a trad., 92st .3;,j
,, rrn a

was, [The earth was collected

together to hne, and was shown its eastern parts

and its western parts]. ($, TA.) And you say,

Jan .533, (s, Mgh.) int n- (53. (so He

or collected, together, or he grasped, the property,

(Msb,) fey} [from its inheritor]. (s) And

L; (S, TA) He (a man, S) drew

together, or contracted, the part between his eyes.

(TA.) And [5,; [He brought

us some very sour ;nilh’ such as contracts the

face, or makes it to wrinkle]. in art. v9.0.)

And 5.4.3.“ L5,; said of a cold nbrth wind, It

contracts [or wrinkles] thefaces: a phrase used

by Tarat'eh Ibn-El-’Abd. (Ham p. 632.)

sni~

2. 63,-, int‘. h. 31.53. sec s.=.=..:,_.;,(s,M._.b,

K,) which by rule should be ($, Msb,) but

is made to accord with L9) in order to facilitate

the pronunciation, (Msb,) inf. n. accord. to the K

4345;, but correctly, as Lth says, 33;}, in measure

like 211.5, (TA,) I invested him with, or made

him to ’have, a Cg) [i. e. garb, guise, 850.]; (Sfk

Msb, K,‘ TA ;) by means of, or with, such a

thing: you say, 13$"; [which may be ren

dered I invested, decked, or adorned, him with

such a thing; agreeably with what follows].

(Mgh.) Accord. to Fr, they say, ZJL’PJI

meaning I invested the girl, or yozing woman,

with a garb, or guise, &c. ; and decked, or adorned,

her. (TA.)—You say also, L53), mean

ing He prepared the speech in his mipd; like

2333- (TM =Gh- and G6 5-433 [mean

I wrote, or uttered, a j]: some [hold the l’in

[5!) to be originally [5, and therefore] say

others [hold it to be originally 3, and therefore]

say (IB, on the letter Zeyd Ibn

Thabit said, in relation to the expression in the

Kur [ii. 261] [accord. to one reading, or

reciting,] (’9, meaning [It is [55, there

fore make thou it [_qu in thy reading, or reciting;

or] read thou. it, or recite thou it, with the

6‘)- ($-)

4. L531: see art. 3;.

5. L5; He was, or became, [or placed him

self,] in a 355, i. e. corner, of a house or

chamber; as also '63}, (K,) inf. n. 8.4333;

(TA ;) and twp). (1;.)=jS, from $5";

(1;, KL;) 0.3)., $33; (Lth, MA ;) He twine

himself with a’ garb, guise, or dress; [or with an

external appearance;] (MA, KL;) he decked, or

adorned, himself. (MA.) You say of a man,

[3.2;- Cg}; L3; [He invested himself with a beauti

ful, org gbodly, garb, &c.]. (Lth, TA.) Hence

the saying of El-Mutanebbee,

___ at :0: 1e 34:. |:.

'" 5+“ rr‘ dew-"1 L2H H: *

.1 'J i 0 ' J i. ) opQII

* Q‘k'flwQL-JYM," J *

(TA :) i. e. [And verily, or sometimes, or often,

one who is not entitled to it] assumes the guise of

love; and the man asks to be his companion him

who is not suited to him: (W p. 374:) his dis

ciple Ibn-Jinnee, however, objected to him his

saying gig, and expressed his opinion that the

correct word is Lg;fi; and El-Mutanebbee ad

mitted that he did not know the former word in

any [classical] poetry, nor in any lexicological

book, but asserted the verb in use to be only

of}; (MF, TA 9 in the M it is said that IJ

held to be originally and the , to be

changed into [3 because quiescent, and incor

porated into the [5 preceded by it. (TA.)

7. [5,)“ It was, or became, put aside, or away,

or_ apart; or removed from its place. (K.).—

,6." ill?“ The piece of skin became

contracted, or shrivelled, or shrunk, in the fire.

And 6,)" The part between

his eyes became drawn together, or contracted.

(TA.) And U31 ;ga [5,91 The

people, or party, drew together, one portion of

them to another portion. (TA.)—See also 5,

first sentence.

l3 and Gand {I} and

o e 8 ,

[5) and 6) :

3

.5,» (s, Mgh. K. so.) originally .25), (s.

Msb,) Garb, guise, dress, habit, fashion of (11"688,

and aspect, or outward appearance; syn. vow,

(s, TA,) and (Fr, Msb, 1;, TA,) and

(Fr, TA :) pl. [In the Kur xix. 75,]

some read )3 [Better in respect of

household-goods and in respect of garb, &c.]:

(TA :) and l3): and

} see below.

others read is), with )t

’0 I '

Q): and lg).

(55-, (Kr, s,1;, &c.,) h. which the \, accord. to

Lth, is originally L5, but accord. to Sb and IJ

it is ,, (TA,) A certain letter (i. e. j); ($, TA ;)

[in spelling, pronounced and] also called

'5}, (Kr, $, K,) and '13, and [in spelling (see

the first sentence of art. __.:)] it}, (Kr, K, but

omitted in some copies of the K,) this last being

indecl., (Kr, TA,) and l (K) and [in spelling]

7:93: (Kr,K:) of all which, the first is that

which is held in [most] repute: (TA :) and this

and may he meant by J’s saying,

93in '51 '93 though

the author of the K asserts J to have erred in

saying this: (MF, TA :) the pl. is and 2153?,

(K,) the former or thefllatter apzcord. to different

opinions, (TA,) and 9)“! and L’s), each [ori

ginally] of the measure (TA.) One says,

5.5;;- [This is a beautifulj]: and

[I wroteasmallj]: and the like. (IJ,

is also said by the vulgar on an

occasion of wonder, and of disapproval : but [SM

says,] Iknow not what is its origin. (TA.) [It

may be from the Pers. or whicih are

likfwise sgiil on an occasion of wonder. dig] and

and 6):, and with l in the place of ], are also

said by the vulgar in Egypt on an occasion of

wonder, and of denial, meaning How? And

is used by them for the prefix i), meaning Like.]

55 e s

2.3,} : see what next follows.

dim. of [accord. to those who hold

the I in the latter to be originally [5, or '3”)

accord. to those vgho hold! that letter to be ori

ginally); like 5;! and as dims. of {I accord.

to different opinions: see art. l, in the middle of

the first column]. (TA.)

4' e o 1

3,4,!) A corner, or an angle, ( ' J,) of a house

or room or the like: of the measure Heb

from [5,) signifying 8;; because of its em

160‘
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bracing a part, or portion, ([25,)

thereof: (Msb, TA :) pl. Lglgj [which is irreg.;

for by rule it should be 553, being originally of

the measure not ($, K.) They

say, t;ng [How many hidden

things are there in the corners l]. (TA.)..- [In

geometry, An angle. _ And hence, ;ijin
The star 7 of Virgo; tip! being composedlof

four stars, '7, 8, e, and a), of Virgo, disposed nearly

6

in the following manner, 5

'4 v e 4’! fl

cited voce is"), the pl. L3!” is used as meaning

.] _- In a saying

Houses, or tents. (T in art. 63).)_. [And in the

present day, the term is also applied to A

small mosque, or chapel :' and in some instances,

a building of this kind, thus called, serves as a

hospice, or an asylum for poor Illuslims, students

and others; like L5,]

1.!)

i .I i

1. L5), or L5}: see art. 5).

J is

2. (3:5): see 2 in art. [5,), in two places.

5. see 5 in art. L5,}.

: see in art. [5,).

(5) an onomatopteia significant of Tit? sound

of the jinn, or genii. (TA.) [See also Ag) and

;Q'Q, in art.,sj.] '

3 e 0

t5}: we L5"): in m ts»

s

L5):
’ see art. [5,).

li"

law

not)

I IQ

wjl is of the measure fii, like

(K:) or, as some say, of the measure but

this is a weak assertion, for it is said that there

is no Arabic word of this measure; being a

foreign proper name, and being disputed.

(MF, TA.) [In some of its senses it is an epi

thet, and used as such: in some, app. an epithet

in which the quality of a subst. is predominant:

and in some, a simple subst. : but in all its senses

it is imperfectly decl.; and therefore seems to be

originally an epithet.] _. Brisk, lively, sprightly,

agile, or quick. (K.) _. A man who walks with

short steps: (TA :) and short in stature and in

step; (K, TA ;) likewise applied to a man.

(TA.) _.Ignoble, base, or base-born. The

ofispring offornication or adultery; or the of

spring offornication, begotten on a slave. (Abu

l-Mekarim, TA.) One whose origin, or lineage,

is suspected; or an adopted son; or one who

claims as his father a person who is not his

father; or who is claimed as (,1 son by a person

who is not his father; syn. (S,

A devil: :) accord. to some, a dial. var. of

a z

.sjs. (TA.)—The hedge-hog. (IAar,K.)_

A disagreeable, a disapproved, or an abominable,

thing or afl'air. (K.)—A calamity, or mis

fortune. ._.JPIuch water : (AA, :) and

so in art. w§.)_[A south-easterly

mind; i. e.] the [wind termed] [q. v.] that blows

between the and the 9);: ($, M,K:) or

the south wind, or a southerly wind; syn.

(M, K;) of the dial. of Hudheyl; so afiirm Mbr

in his “Kamil” and IF and Et-Tarabulusee:

IAth says that the people of Mekkeh use this

appellation much; and it is related to be God’s

name for what men call the .,s’ay: Sh says that

the people of El-Yemen, and those who voyage

upon the sea between Juddah and ’Adan, call

the .,a’iq- by the name of @3591, and know not

any other name for it; and that is because it is

boisterous, and stirs up the sea, turning it upside

down: [whence it seems to mean the boisterous,

or violent:] ISh says that it; signifies

any violent wind. (L, TA.) _. [Hence it appears

that it signifies also Violence] _ Also Enmity.

(S, K.) _. And Brishness, liveliness, sprightli

ness, agility, or quickness : (ISk, $, K, TA :)

s “I I a; it

[see also _fit}! :] it is fem.: one says, use )4

can: seat 1”

a)?“ ergjl 4!, [Such a one passed having a dis

approved brishness, &c.]: this is said when one

passes quickly by reason of briskness, &c. (ISk,

$.)_And Fear, orfright : (AZ, $, K :) and so

in art. ‘45.) One says,

[Fear, or fright, arising from such

a one, seized me]. (AZ,

~31}

1. aor. [inf. n. He anointed

him, or it, with i. e; oil of the [or

olive]. (Mgh.) You say, meaning I anointed

my head, and the head pf another, with oil of the

0,;5. (L.)_And 1.3,,5 (ta, :5, K,) aor. ,i,

($, K, TA, in the CK 4321, and so in my MS.

copy of the K,) ian n. (K,) I put

[i. e. olive-oil] into it; namely, the food; ($, K ;)

or the crumbled bread: or I prepared it there

with: (TA:) or I moistened it, or stirred it

about, or moistened and mixed it, with (Lg) ;

namely, bread, and crumbled bread. (Lb, TA.)

_And (Lh, s, 1;, TA, in the 01; [erro

neously] Hefed them with : (Lh, z)

or he made tag) to be the seasoning of their

food. ($.)

2. He furnished them with [i. e.

olive-oil] for travelling-provision; (Lh, $, A ;)

agreeably with a general rule relating to verbs

similar to this in meaning. (Lh, TA.)

4. (in the CK [erroneously] They

had much [i. e. olive-oil] ; their became

much; (Lh, K;) agreeably with a general rule

relating to verbs similar to this in meaning.

(Lama

8. $13}! [so in the TA and in my MS copy of
’ I ‘49

the K; in the CK, erroneously, ibis)! ;] He

anointed himself with 0g) [i. c. olive-oil]. (K.)

10. £352.11 He sought, or demanded, [i. e.

olive-oil]. (K.) You say, They

came askingfor as a gift ; L ;) or seeking,

or demanding, gas}. (A.)

The oil, Mgh, Msb, K,) or expressed

juice, (M, TA,) or [i. e. best, or choicest, of

the constituents], (A, TA,) of the [or olive].

($, M, A, Mgh, Msb, [In the present day it

is applied to Any 0il.]

[The olive-tree;] a certain kind of tree,

(Msb, K,‘) well known, ($, Msb,) whence

is obtained; ($, high, K;) [a tree] of the hind

called oLé-f; (AHn, Mgh, TA ;) As says, on the

authority of ’Abd-El~Melik Ibn-Salih Ibn-’Alee,

that a single tree of this kind lasts thirty thousand

years; and that every tree of this kind in Pales

tine was planted by the ancient Greeks who are

called the Yoonanees: (TA :) and the fruit of

that tree: (Mgh:) or it has the latter significa

tion, and is tropically applied to the tree: or it

properly has both of these significations: (TA :)

[it is a coll. gen. 11. :] n. un. with 3: ($, TA :)

accord. to some, the Q is a radical letter, and the

L5 is augmentptive, becausevthey; said 3.43) ya)!

[i. e. “231, like U'sjs from Ztési],

meaning “a land in which are ;” so that

the measure is and if so, its proper place

is art. 03;. (TA.) Respecting the phrase in the

Kur xcv. 1, 0,56, see

iapis Judaicus: so called because

resembling’an olive in shape, and found in J udaea.]

3 n.

[[53,21] Of, or relating to, the olive .- olive

coloured]

One who sells, or expresses, [i. e.

olive-oil, and, vulgarly, any oil]. (TA.)_

[Hence,] u? Ila;- 1-Such a one

came in dirty clothes. (A.)

3%.; and l Food into which [i. e.

olive-oil] has been put: (S, A, or prepared

therewith. (TA.)

0 :0—

;axy : see what next precedes.

I eh:

cab)» A man anointing himself, or who
or

anoints himself, with $4) [i. e. olive-oil]. (TA.)

dim. of 513;. (TA.)

@j

é; The builder's string, or line, in art.

_ ,j, improperly there mentioned, TA,) which he

extends to make even, thereby, the row of stones,

or brichs, of the building; syn. ;ga [q. v.]:

(TA :) [also called [35:] an arabiciaed word,

(K,) from [the Pei-5.] b}, signifying “ a bow

string :” so in the “ Shifa el_Ghaleel.” (TA.)_

Also, as is said in the “ Mefateeh el-’Uloom,"

[An astronomical almanac; or a set of astrono

mical tables ;] a book, or writing, containing

stellar calculations, year by year : in which sense,

likewise, it is an arabicized word, from the Pers.

2): pl. (TA.)—And The science ofastro

nomy, or ofthe celestial sphere. (TA.)

Afour-sided, or round, scheme, made to

exhibit the horoscope, or places [or configurations]

of the stars at the time of a birth : an astrological
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term [arabicized from the Pers. déilj]: so in the

“Shifi'i el-Ghaleel,” from the “ Meféteeh el

’Uloom,” by Er-Rézee. (TA.)

1."-. .’-".."'ArKr) 301' $171 "If n :3), 9,

K) and tea) (MA, K) and (as; (K) and alt-e);

(MA,1_(; [in the CK, erroneously, Ohm-g);])

and 'Cljil; (A,K;) It (a thing, $) became

distant, or remote: ($,A,K:) it went, went

away, passed away, or departed. ($, K.) You

say, (s, A, MA) and tea-.551 (A)

His preiext, pretence, or excuse, [or his malady,]

became remote [or removed], or went away.

(MA.) And Jain What wasfalse, or

vain, ceased, passed away, or went away, from

me. (TA, from a. trad.)_-And '13, aor. as

above, i. q. [He, or it, went back or back

wards, 8m]. (TA in art.

4. He made it (a. thing, to be dis

tant, or remote: [he removed it, did away with

it, or caused it to cease :] he made it to go,

go away, pass away, or depart. (S, Hence

’4 p’ r a ,5 e

the saying of El-Aasha, up e.,-i .35 [We

had caused her leanness to cease]. And

.ui ) 0 '8 hi

4.2L: “5!: ($,A:) at: cljl signifies He re

moved his pretext, pretence, or excuse; [or his

malady;] or did away with it.

7: see 1, in two places.

A place to which one [goes away, or may

go away; or] removes, or may remove, far away.

(Ham p. 3'29.)

4-2.}

1. ;13, (s. A, Mgh, 131a. K,) m (s,

Mgh, Mgh,) inf. n. Sal-_ij A,‘ Msb, K‘) and

3.5, (S, Mgh, Msb, KI“) with which are syn.

3.,- ($.11) and (K) and (s, K) and

aligt which last is anomalous, like (K)

and said to be the only instances pf the kind,

(TA,) all as inf. ps.,l(TK,) and so is ,1)», (TA,)

and J adds that 3;!” is mentioned by Yaakoob,

from Ks, from El-Bekree, as syn. with by}, but

this is a mistake, which is unfairly imputed to J

by the author of the K, (MF,) [who says,] as to

£63153", it is a mistranscription by J, for the

words are 3313;" and ijléjll, [in the CK 5,1,3."

and 5"ngle with g, and without the mention of

[the signification of] (1;, TA,) It (a thing,

$, Mgh, Msb, [as, for ex.,] water, and property,

A) increased, or augmented, or grew,- (S, A, TA ;)

[and in like manner said of a. man, and of any

animal;] as also V3631: (S, A, Mgh, high, K:)

or this latter has a more intensive signification

than the former, like ;flliéal in relation to

(MF. [See also 5.]) In this sense it hasasingle

objective complement; as in lié It, or he,

increased, or augmented, or grew, in such a thing;

as also lilggl. (TA.) [The latter is more com

monly used in this manner.] You say,

'jll; (A, Mgh, Msb) [I increased in property:

also] meaning 1 increased to myself,|(.>: for my

self, property. (Mgli,* Msb.) And )e'jl 'glgjl

55);; [The affair increased in difliculty]. (A.)

_ [Also It exceeded; it was, or became, redun

dant, or superfluous; it remained over and above.

And 4,21; It efcceeded it; as also v.:-353.]

You shy, 5:51" U); [It exceeded the

thing by the like thereof, or more]. And

I“; [It exceeded what he desired].

(A.)-_Also He gave an addition: so in the

saying, l He who gives an

addition, and who takes it, [each of these] prac

tises usury. (Msb.)_ [And He added, or exag

gerated] 3.3 [He adds, or exag

gerates, in his narration, or talk, or discourse,]

is said of a liar. (A and TA voce [See

also 5.]) It is also .transJ (hlsbz) you say,

oglj, aor. egg, inf. n. Sglg)‘, Ile increased it, or

augmented it.] And in, this sense it is doubly

trans.: (MF :) you say, $31}, ($, K,) or

$51.1», (A,) [God increased to him, or added to

him, good fortune or prosperity or the like, or

property,- increased, or added to, his good for

tune, &c.; or may God increase &c.;] as also

and or

(A,) [He increased, or added to, what he pos

sessed or his possessions, or his property; or may

He (i. e. God) increase &c.] also sig

nifies He gave him an increase, or an addition,

or more. (Mgh.) See 10._.You say also, L;

4:1; [No one is more suflicient for

thee than he]: in art. .85}. [See 4 in that

art.]) And 4:1; v, No camgl will

be more suflicient thee thbn he; i. q.

(ISk,-$ in art.).é [in which see other exs.].)

2. 4;}, [inf. n. 35.3%,] said of property, It

increased, or augmented, much. = See

also 1, latter part.

r- r a a) .0 a I e ' es

3. )s'jt Ala-i any, inf. n. idea),

[One of the two persons buying together outbade

the other : see also 6.]

5. It (a price, S, A) was, or became,

excessive, or dear,- ($,A,K;) as also 'ngja'.

(A, TA.) _IIe added, or exaggerated, (MA,)

or lied, ($, MA, K,) in narration, or discourse.

($, MA. [See also 1, latter hal£]) And He

ejected to exceed the due bounds in his narration,

or discourse, and his speech; (TA ;) he afiected

excess in speech, &c.; (K,TA;) i. e. in speech

and in action;,(TA;) as also haw-7: :) or

“4;.” means the embellishing narra

tion, or discourse, with. lies, and adding in it

what does not belong to it. (Her p. 195.) In the

verse of’Adee cited in art._..\ij, the last word is

as some relate it, or as others relate it.

(TA.) _ He went a pace exceeding that termed

(5,15. [See also 3.3;, and;le .143,

and And Qéja" She (a camel) stretched

forth her neck, and went a pace exceeding that
termed Jul-ll, as though she were swimming with

‘her rider: (A, TA :) and in like manner one

says of a mare, or horse. (TA.) And 0.)ng

Lb); (is?! The camels tashed themselves in

their pace beyond their ability. (TA.)

6. 4.353 [It increased, augmented, or grew,

gradually; contr. of See also 1. And

see 5, in two places. WI U1; bail; [They

bade, one against another, for the commodity, or

article of merchandise, successively raising the

price]: said of the people of a market when a.

commodity is sold to him who bids more than

others. Andih‘f, 54.11;}

[They augmented the price, one outbidding another,

until it attained its utmost]. (A, TA.)

8. 3133'! [originally 3631] : see 1, in four places.

_Also 'He took an addition. (Mgh.) See,

again, 1. _Also He took in addition : so in the

saying, [then

the pledger tahes 'money in’addition from the

receiver of the pledge]. (Mgh.) One says also,

y.ng [Obtain thou, or gain thou, some
what inraddilion of what is good: or it may

mean seek thou, or desire than, an increase, or

addition, qfwhat is good]. (A.) See what next

follows, in two places.

10. £13.»! He sought, or desired, or demanded,

an increase, an addition, or more; (A, Mgh,

Msb;) as also 13:3}; whence the saying, to a

man to whom a. thing'has been given, This; ,3;

Dost thou seeh, or desire, or demand, more than

what I have given thee? [Hence,]

.3; [He socks, or desires, to add,

or exaggerate,'0r to exceed the due bounds, or to

embellish with lies and additions, in his narration,

or discourse]. (A, TA. [See also 5.]) _. $1,124!

He sought, or desired, or demanded, ofhim an

increase, an addition, or more. (high, K.) You

say, ,3 IfIhad sought, or desired,

or demanded, an inch-ease, &c., he had given me

an increase, &c. (Msb.)_ [And hence,] IIIe

reckoned him, or held him, to havefallen short of

doing what he ought to have done, ($, A, K,

TA,) and complained of him, (A, TA,) or re

proved him, for a thing that he did not approve.

(TA.) And 331;".7 Que. I[He wrote

to him a letler (chomplaint, or reproo , for his

having fallen short, &c.; requiring him to do

more].

Go.

.tgj an inf. n. of ($,Mgh, Mgh.)—

[Hence,] ale 353,23 (sew) and '3..

(S, L) and ligléj (A) I[They are more than a

hundred].

.1.,- an int“. n. of 313. (s: 1;; TI_(.) _ See

the next preceding paragraph.

£315 an inf. n. of 31}. (s, Mgh.) Using it as

an inflm, (Mgh,) you say, ESQ)“ J31 [mean
ing Do thou that in addition]: fl($, Ms'b:) the

vulgar say l 2355, (S,) which one should not say.

(Mgh.) [Hence also,] [The letters

of augmentation; or the 'augmentati-ve letters,

i. e. the letters that are added to the radical

letters in Arabic words]: they are ten, and are
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comprised in the saying, [“ Ye asked

me for them”], (TA,) and in [“To

day thou wilt forget it”]; (K, TA ;) and more

than a hundred and thirty other combinations

comprising them have been mentioned: (MF:)

[these letters are also called 351;}, of which the

sing. is 753515.] See also [As a simple

subst., or a silbst. properly so termed, it signifies

An increase, or increment; an augmentation, or

augment; an addition, additament, adjunct, or

accessory: an accession: excess, redundance, or

superfluitg: and a redundant part or portion or

'appertenonce; a surplus; a residue: on ewcres

cence: pl. {BBQ} and xiii—Hence,]

332$ i. e. Q1315" [Camels having much

increase; lit., much, or’mang, increases].

A poet says,"

_* e ,0, La: _10,

“Mia-9’in *

* a); Q]; *

[lVith a herd qffortg or more camels, that fill,

or glut, the eye of the encier, enjoying posturing

by themselves, having much increase]: some say,

[in citing this verse,] 45153", which is pl. of'ilfilj;

but Jig)" is said only’in relation to the legs of a

beast. (L.)—[Hence also,] 4-33! 33%, (so in

a copy of the S, and in the A, and L, and in

several places in the or ail! ' 5356', (so

termed by Zj, and so in the T, and in twd copies

of the S, and in the L,) both of which are correct,

(TA,) [The redundant appertenance ofthe liver;]

a certain small piece to mhichthe liver is attached,

or suspended: (Zj, in his “ Khalk el-Insi'tn z”)

or a certain small appertenance of the liver

52‘), at its side, going awagfrom it

L:) ora certain piece appended,

or attached, to the liver (ti. (A z) or a

certain appendage of the liuer; [so I render

Li. 5.5.553, agreeably with the next preceding

explanation; though it may be rendered a thing

suspended from it, i. e. from the liver; or the

right reading may be ask... M, which is

virtually the same as the, explanation in the A,

and agreeable with what here follows : so called]

because it is a redundance upon its upper

surface: (L :) [all of these explanations seem to

denote the round ligament of the liver: the He

brew l'ljl')‘, in Ex. xxix. 22, literally signi

fies the same; like the slightly-varying appella

t-ions in Ex. xxix. 13 and Lev. iii. 4, and Lev.

ix. 10: but the real meaning thereof is much

disputed: the rendering of the LXX. is A055; r05

finarog; which is said to mean extrema pars

hepatis: that of the Vulg., reticulum hepatis:

that of our authorized Eng]. Vers., the coal above

the liver; (with this marginal note: “ it seemeth

by anatomy, and the Hebrew Doctors, to be the

1nidrif:”) and it is remarkable that this is one

of the meanings assigned to \lpié-ll, which some

hold to be syn. with AS)! (see

Bochart (in his Hieroz: i., p.'498, seq.,) and

Gesenius (in his Lex.) explain the Hebrew term

as meaning the greater lobe ofthe liver .' but this

is hard to reconcile with the Hebrew or the

Arabic; and utterly irreconcileable with the expla

nations given by the Arabs; among whom, it

should be observed, were many of the Jewish

religion, who cannot reasonably be supposed to

have not known the correct meaning of a term

relating to their sacrifices :] the pl. of 3;le is

35d}, (L,) and that of '3451)‘ is 351,}. (s, L.)

Hence the saying, .algll [5? 3;"

ml at}; [The child is as the liver ofthe parent,

and the grandchild is as the redundant apper

tenance of the liver]. (A, TA.)

act. part. :1. of (Mgh,) [Increasing,

augmenting, or growing—Exceeding,- in ex

cess; redundant; superfluous; remaining over

and above : excrescent : additional; in addition ,

adscititious.] You say, [I

took it, i. e. bought it, for d dip-hem'and more].

(A.) [See also the next paragraph.]

[fem. of and also a subst.; being

transferred from the category of epithets to that

J If ., A

of substs. by the affix 5: pl. 451,1]: see by}, in

five places._.[Hence,] $515211 [Certain e_:ccres

cences, or pendent hairs, ;ermed] mil}, in the

hinder part of the hind leg or foot. [In the

explanations there given, I read $53!, as in one

copy, instead of J.;". It has been stated above,

voce j, on the authority of the L, that 0513le

is said only in relation to the legs of a beast.]')_

[But] J55)?“ ;5 means The lion : ($, K :) by the

A5!» being meanthis claws and his canine teeth and

his roaring and his impetuosity.
The shin-bone. (L.) l I

3 a, 1 44 0' a

[$.65]; a rel. n. from 95],), pl. of $45!); and

used, app., as meaning Having something re

dundant ,- for] Sa’eed Ibo-’Othman was surnamed

éfilsjll because he had three align so they

assert. (5.)

;,;;. <s.1.<,> and 55%.; [alone]. (a)

[Garments of the hind termed] a}; having in

them red stripes, (S, K,) to which. streaks cg"

blood are likened: ($z) so called in relation to

a.) the son of (31;, the ’father of a tribe: °($,

K:) or, as some say, 4.3); the son of at»:
(MF:) or from .sgji, arcity, or town, of El

Yemen, in which suhh ,3); were woven: (TA :)

or, accord. to some, _J and F are in error; and the

truth is, that there were some merchants in Mek

keh, called thus with [5, and in relation

to them certain [camel-Vehicles for’women of the

kind called] were termed 7

: see in two places.

an inf. n. of ($, You say, '§

i; U12 and viii-11 9. (A. Mao

both meaning the same [i. e. There is no es:

ceeding what thou hast done : or rather the latter

means there is no desirefor more than thou hast

done, or there is no one of whom is desired more

than thou hast done; for nail; may be here

an inf. n., and it may be a pass. part. n.]. (Mgh.)

=[It is also the pass. part. it. of signifying
. a

Increased, or augmented; as also 4:3 9.94.]

[A leathern water-bag, one qf a pair

which is borne by a camel or other beast;] the

half (.i-i) of a aésa (Mgh in m we [a

water-bag of this kind is represented in a sketch

of“ Sakkfis ” in my work on the Modern Egyp

tiansz] it has trco loops, and two kidney-shaped

pieces of leather (olig’b), the former of which

are served to the ldtter: (TA voce :) the

1;,13 consists of two mezddehs (0635;), which

are bound upon the two sides of the camel with

the [cord called] 53;: the pl. is [often

written 355;]; and sometimes the Arabs elided

the 8, saying Vigil»: (T, TA :) [both of these

forms are mentioned in the and K as pls. :] and

7:11;, without 5, is [also] applied to the single

one (5;; [meaning the single rvater-shin]) which

the rider attaches behind his camel's saddle, having

no [or spout (which is closed by means of a

thong tied round it) at one of the lower extremi

ties for pouring out the water,- thus] differing

from the 3351;: (T, TA:) or the bl}. is a 12,5,

[app. accord. to some who applied this latter te'rm

to a single water-bag,] A, K,) or only

such as is composed of two skins with a third

inserted between them to widen it: (A’Obeyd, $,

M, A,K:) and so arethelLihliand thaws:

(A’Obeyd, or the Lib-J is made of two

skins put face to face; and the 8,54 is of two

skins and a half, or of three shins: (ISh, TA :)

or it is [a water-bag]joined at one side;

if consisting of two faces (gt-,4” Q.» {sq-)5. Q!

[i. e. of two pieces of skin whereof each forms one

face or side]) it is called a or it is like a

3,3,!) having no [expl. above] : AM and the

author of the Msb and some others assert thatits

medial radical letter is ,, and that it is from

3353], (TA,) being so called because one fur

nishes himself with water in it for travelling

provision: (Mgh in art. a) :) but this is a mis

take: (TA :) it is thus called because it is

enlarged by the addition of a third skin: (AO,

El-Khafajee, TA :) [Pei says that] accord. to

analogy it should be 5,1510. (Msb in art. 5”.)

see 3-;)1», in two places.

Ii

3.395;, applied to €el;: see
.

r

)U

2. 531311;,- He (9. farrier) twisted the lip of

the beast with a fig}: in art. 4,”, and TA :)

and he put a )ng upon the [or part beneath

the chin] of the beast. (TA.) [In the present

day, the instrument here mentioned is generally

applied to the upper lip.]

L) [A large mater-jar, wide in the upper part
and Inearlg pointed at the bottom ;] a [vessequ

the hind called] : or a [vessel such as is called]

' ’, (K,) in which water a pu’tjagTA: [but

M is there put by mistake for :]) of the

dial. of E1-’Irak [and that of Egypt]: pl. )igji:

..
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a foreign word. (TA in art”), in which, and

in art”), the word is mentioned in the

See also art. )3}. =Also I. q. j); (IAar, TA in

art. )3) ;) the former ) in the lhtter word being

changed by some of the Arabs into (3 in this

and similar instances. (Az, TA.) = [See also
.nr

.J-ee-l

:43, (Sgh, TA in art.”j,) in the K, erroneously,

On;

)5}! (TA,) Angry) (IA'l'r, $gh1K, TA!) and

severing himself from his companion: (IAar,

TA :) originallypj. (Az,TA.)

:55): see 1111.),j.

3Q} [A kind of barnacle, used by a farrier ;]

an ihstrument with which a farrier twists the

lip ofa beast,- (S in art. D} ;) a thing that is put

upon the mouth of a beast when he is refractory,

in order that he may become submissive. (IAth,

TA. [See 2.]) _. See also art. ”j.

095)!)

I 1'3!

0,5)”: see art. 05).

is

1. 801‘. int‘. n. (s, 0, Mgh, 1;)

and but} and (0.1;) and 5;}, (TA,)

He, or it, (a thing, Mgh,) declined, deviated,

swerved, or turned aside, (S, O, Msb, from the

right course or direction, accord. to an explana

tion of by Er~Raghib; and from the truth:

(TA :) and l), aor. 1);, inf. n. 233, is a

dial. var. thereof. (Msb, TAP) In the Kur iii. 5,

(0,) means A doubting, and a declining, or

deviating,from the truth. (0, K.) _You say

also, Uzi" (S, Msb, K,) aor. inf. n.

(Mgh, TA) and (TA,) The sun declined

[from the meridian], (S,' Mgh, so that the

shade turnedfrom one side to the other. ’(S,' K.)

_And ’15:: £5, (s, 0,1_<,) inf. n. j, (TA,)

{The eye, or eyes, or the sight, became dim, or

dull: (S, O,K, TA :) so in the phraste k;

in the Kur [liii. 17]: (0, TA :) or, as some say,

;Lés'gjl signifies the eyes turned aside from

their places; as in the case of a man in fear. (TA.)

2. 3' 9:, inf. n. [rectified the

[or declining, or deviating, &c.,] of such a one.

(Aboo-Sa’eed, O,

4. ea. (s, 0.Msb,K,) éqre" (s, 0.)

inf. n. (Msb,) He made him to decline,

deeiate, swerve, or turn aside, O, Mgh, K,)

from the way. (S, 0.) Hence, in the Kur [iii._6,

accord. to the usual reading], 9 '§

(O,TA,) meaning 0 our Lord, mahe us not [or

make not our hearts] to decline from the right

way and course : mahe us not to err, or go astray.

(TA. [See another reading in the first paragraph

of art. &,j.])._And He made him to fall into

as}! [app. as meaning deviation from the truth,

or the right way of belief or conduct]. ((TA.)_

an as llfl r 4 s r G”

All! at)! 1,5!) L05, in the Kur [lxi. 5],

means, accord. to Er-Réghib, And when they

quilted the right way, God dealt with them

according to that: (TA:) or God turned their

heartsfrom the acceptance of the truth, and the

inclining to the right course. (Bd.)

5. She (a woman) ornamented, or

adorned, herself, and showed, or displayed, her

finery, or ornaments, and beauties of person or

form or countenance, to men, or strangers, (AZ,

S, and decked herself with apparel; like

(AZ, TA =) IF says that its

stitute for 0. (TA.)

6. .2 q. (JK, s, 0, K,) An inclining

towards each other, (PS,) accord. to some, pecu

liarly, (TA,) in the teeth. (JK, TA.)

i is a sub

[The rooh;] a small Qt}; [or bird of the

crow~hind], inclining to white, (0, Mgh,]_§, TA,)

that does not eat carrion, (O, Mgh, TA,) and is

allowed to be eaten; now called in Egypt the

.relji [or Noachian crow] : (TA :) or a

91;: like the pigeon, black, with a dusty colour

in its head; or, as some say, inclining to white;

that does not eat carrion : (Msb in art. ,j :) or

a small black 913.2, that is eaten,- also called

$3.1, of which the n. un. is with s: (ISb,'l‘A

in art. dip- :) [these descriptions correctly apply

to different varieties of the rook; some of which

are distinguished by more or less whiteness in the

head and other parts: in the present day, the

word is, by some, perhaps generally, erroneously

applied to the carrion-crow :] Az says, “ I know

not whether it be Arabic or arabicized:” (Msb

in art. a», and TA :) the truth is, that it is a

Pers. word, [83,] arabicized; originally applied

to crows (ng), whether small or large; but when

arabicized, applied peculiarly to onebpecies thereof:

(TA 0 pl- tbuiej- (0, Mgh, Meb, K.)

Declining, deviating, swerving, or turning

aside: (TA :) pl. applied to a number of

menip<§r 0! Kr Tér)’ i: Q“ 0; TA;)

like isle meaning Q’afilg. (0, TA.)

use)

1. aor. (s,0,1;,) int‘. n. and

56;}- (0,1;) and (TA,) said of a camel,

(S,TA,) and of a man, &c., (TA,) .He walhed

with an elegant and a proud and self-conceited

gait, with an affected inclining of the body from

side to side : (S, O, K :) or he went quickly, with

an afected inclining of the body from side to

side. (TA.) And said of a

woman, She appeared as though she were turning

round, or circling, in her gait. (Z, TA.) [This

is app. from what next follows.] One says of a

male pigeon, ESQ-ll J!) He dragged the

tail, and impelled his fore part with his hinder

part, and turned, or circled, around the female

pigeon: (S, O, L, K; TA:) and of a female

pigeon one says, )QLJ! (53.;

meaning She whlhs with boldness and pl-c

snmptuousness before the male pigeon. (TA.)

And a poet describing a battle says of it

meaning The hinder part thereof impelled the

fgrf part. (L, TA.)_Jlj, (Kr, TA,) inf. n.

big), (Kr,) said of a building, (Kr, TA,) &c.,

(TA,) It was, or became, high. (Kr, TA.) 5;

1.95.1" ;es'lj, (Shh/IA, Mgh, Msb,1_’{,) her. step,

(Mgh,) inf. n. big}, (Mgh,) or J”), (Mgh, K,)

for which the lawyers say j, (Mgh,) The

dirhems, or pieces of money, were bad: (MA,

Mgh:) or were rejected, or returned, (Mgh, K,)

[to him], (5, Mgh, K,) because of adultera

ting alloy therein : (Mgh, K :) or, accord. to the M,

simply, were rejected, or returned; (TA ;) [and]

so (Mgh.)= See also 2.5-2:ng JD,

(0, K,)M. n. .2}, (TA,) He leaped’the wall ,

syn. 3,155; (O, ;) said ofa man.

2. is said to signify primarily The sepa

rating, or setting apart, such [money] as is pass

able, or current, from such as is termed

and hence, the rejecting [money], or returning

[it]: and the making [it], or proving [it] to be,

false, or spurious. (TA.) One says, j,

(s, MA, Mgh, K,) inf. n. (Msb,) He

made, (M A, K,) or pronounced, (K,) or showed,

(Mgh,) the dirhems, or pieces of money, to be

bad, (MA, Mgh,) or to be such as are termed

dy-ij; (K;) as also (Lh,K.) See also _1,

near the end of the paragraph._ [Hence,

in relation to speech, or language: see 2 in'art.

~).e,.]_Am1 ,-, (Kr, TA,) inf. n. as above,

(Kr,) IHe made his blood to be ofno account, to

go for nothing, unretaliated,' or uncompensated

by a mulct; or made it allowable to take, or shed,

his blood: (TA :) or he made him to be con

temptible, ignominious, base, or vile, in the esti

mation of others: (Kr, TA 1) from

“ a bad dirhem, or piece of money.” (TA.) '

5. $32}, said of a woman, [like $553,] She

ornamented, or adorned, herself. (0.)_ [Accord.

to Freytag, signifies It was adulterated:

and in Bar p. 612 it is expl. as signifying )Lo

dl’l liz)‘, which seems to have this or a

similar meaning ;_ lag)“ being app. a mistranscrip

tion for or

see in four places.=Also The

big, i. e., (Kr, TA,) the .JLL, (Kr, 0, 1;, TA,)

[meaning the coping, or ledge, or cornice,] that

protects a wall, (0, K, TA,) surrounding the

upper part of the wall, (Kr,) or surrounding the

walls at the top of a house: (TA:) or, as some

say, (0, in the “and,”) the steps, or stairs, qf

places of ascent: (O, K :) or, as some say, (Kr,

O, in the “and,”) i.q. [meaning acro

terial ornaments forming a single member of a

cresting ofa wall, or of the crown of a cornice] :

n. un. with 8. (Kr, O,

e .1. ,

bile), and With a:

three places.

see the next paragraph, in

n .

5513!) One who n'alhs in the manner described

in the first sentence of this art.; as also i

which is an inf. n. used as an epithet: (TA :)

4 =4

[and so 'dng, but properly in an intensive

sense:] and a she-camel proud and eel/3
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conceited [in her gait]. (S) Hench (TAJ

align signifies The lion; as also thgjll ; (0,

K;) but the latter has an intensive meaning:

(TA :) so called because of his proud and ls'tllf

conceited walk. (0, TA.) = Also, and 7 his},

(S, Kr, Mgh, O, Msb, the latter an inf n.

used as an epithet, (Msb,) or, accord. to IDrd,

this is a vulgar term, (0,) or bad, (K,) applied

to a dirhem, or piece of money, (S, Mgh, O, Mgh,

K,) to gold and to silver, (Har p. 369, referring

to the latter word,) Bad: (Kr, Msb, and Ear

ubi supra:) or such as are rejected, or returned,

because of adulterating alloy therein: (Mgh, 0,

-K:) or, as some say, such as are less bad than

what are termed being such. as are rejected

by [the qfl‘icers of] the government-treasury,

ywhereas the ,M are such as are rejected by the

merchants, or traders: (Mgh :) the pl. is

and (O, K,) [the latter a pl. of pauc.,] or

the pl. of is and the pl. of is

(Mgh," Msb :) accord. to some, the

are such as are done over with a compound of

quicksilver and snl hur. (Msb.) [It is implied

in the high that is the more common term,

though, as has been stated above, it is said by

IDrd to be vulgar: and it is also applied to

human beings: for ex.,] a poet says,

* G; l3] desigal [5,3 *

la fir I: ’0' Q: I!

* agebellgwdef we) 4"" up *

[Thou seest the people to he likes when they alight

together; but among the people are bad like the

bad qfdirhems.] (TA.)

U!)

5. He .Otl'namented, or adorned, himsflf,

and applied Jab to his eyes: (K:) or gig},

said ofa woman, (JK, s, 0,) like ,1, (s, 0,)

she ornamented, 0r adorned, herself, (JK, S, 0,)

and applied JL-é to her eyes, 0, TA,) and

some add, and decked herself with apparel:

accprd. to Z, it is from (3))"; [app. meaning

$331!, syn. with 593$"; or from $133, (see 2 in

art. a”, last sentence,) so that it is originally

;] or it may be from (,3), [i. e. [5.3),] with

Lg, [meaning the “ builder’s string, or line, with

which he makes even the rows of stones, or

bricks, and with which the building is propor

tioned,”] because she who embellishes herself

makes her state right by adornment. (TA.)

3;} The part, of a shirt, that surrounds the

neck.: (S,K:) the collar of a shirt: (KL:) or

the border qf a collar; (MA ;) or the hemmed

border of the opening at the neck and bosom of

a shirt: (JK :) [app. an arabicized word from the

Pet's. 2,4 J, holding the medial radical to be

[originally] 3, has mentioned it in art. 6;).

(TA.) ___. [Hence, 1 The surrounding edge of the

eyelid. (See _And The string, or line,

of the builder; [also called 5), q. v., with

which he makes even the rows of statics, or bricks,

and] with which the building is proportioned.

(JK.) _. $3}, expl. by Lth as meaning

A certain thing that flies in thelair, called by

the Arabs v.:?“ [i. e. the fine filmy cob

mcbs termed g0ssamer,] is a. mistake for $5)

magi", with 3,. (A1, 0, 152*)

J-J)

1. is syn. with q. v. Msb,

or dlj; and see

0 er 1: e e a; n

J1”, in art. Q». And A”) J5) and W” and

)J’a

all”: sec (3.333, in art. J”; and for the first,

see also in that arm—£52, (S, K,) aor.

,i, inf. n. (s,) [first pers. of £35,] signifies

also I put it, or set it, apart, away, or aside;

remoeedit; or separated it; (S, K, TA ;) namely,

a thing, (S, TA,) from another thing: (TA :)

and 7 till)! also signifies he separated it; like

(TA.) See also 4. One says, J)
Remove, or separate, thy sheep fi'om lthy goats.

(Sf TA.) And ' :5) I separated it

[partly], but it did not become [wholly] separated.

(s, 1.4-) = his .313 Li» (S in w- e», and

Msb,) is like Le, both in its [original] measure,

[which is accord. to most authorities,] and

in its meaning, which is [He ceased not to do

such a thing, or he continued to do such a thing,

for it denotes] the continuing to do a thing [as in

the ex. above], and a constant state [as in the

phrase l; Zeyd ceased not to be, or

continued to be, standing]: (Msb:) [using the

first pers.,] one says, ii,- l; [and L},

as appears from what follows], meaning L;

[i. e. Iceased not to do it, or I continued to do

it], (K,) aor. [supposing the measure of the

pret. to be. originally $1,831 (high, K) and

[supposing the measure of the pret. to be originally

iii-5y (to) the verb is seldom [in the high

“ never”] used without a negative particle: (Az,

TA:) one says $5; meaning LL;

but this is rare: :) and Jgj L2,,

(S, Msb, a. phrase used by some of the Aiabs,

(Msb,) mentioned by Akh, (S, TA,) as is meant

ill [some of the copies of] the by the addition

Iii, though Akll is not mentioned in what pre

cedes. (TA.) The verb in l; and is

used in the manner of in governing the

noun [which is its subject] in the nom. case and

in

C56, expl. above]; but one may not say, t;

99 r 4 a

the predicate in the accns. case [as in .H)‘ J!)

like as one says, L;

for denotes a negation, [meaning he

dill not a thing, or he was not doing &c.,] and

b,» and \3 denote negation, and two negations to

gether denote an affirmation; so that L0 is

affirmative like and as one may not say,

6L5, so one may not say, l;
a

zn'f’ .5, (Er-Raghib,TA-) One say-“18°,

,sof" ag'lQand L; [I

desisted not with Zeyd until he did that], (Sb, 1;;

TA,) inf. n. qu. (Sb, TA.) ,3 [He, or n,

has ngtgceased be &c., i. e., has ever been &c.,

(see ,le,)] is said of God, as meaning He has

never been nonexistent,- and '9, said of Him,

He will never be nonexistent. (Kull p. 31.) This

[incomplete i. e. non-attributive] verb and the com

plete [i. e. attributive, which signifies “it ceased

to be” or “exist,” &c.,] differ in their compo

nents; the latter being composed of ,J , j; and

this, of [J L5 j : or the incomplete is altered from

the complete; being made to be with kesr to its

medial radical letter, [for it is generally held to be

from or J,j,] after its having been [ori

ginally 33],] with fet-h: or it is from aor.

1195, meaning “ he put it,” or “ set it, apart,” &c.

(K?)

2. 15), (S, K,) inf. n. Jill, IIe separated

it [i.e. acornpany ofmen, or anhssemhlage ofthings,]

much (Fr, Az, S,‘ K,‘ TA,) [or greatly, or mider ,

or_dispersed it ;] differing in degree from like as

it}; does from (TA.) Hencehzggg LaLy'

[And we will separate them widely, one from

another], (Fr, Az, S, K, TA,) in the Kur [x. 29];

(Fr, Az, S, TA ;) where some readily; 7 liiétjl;

like '5) and '9 [in the Kur xxxi. 17].

(Fr, Az, TA.) [Ses also an ex. in a verse cited

voce [533.] is of the measure because

its infi n. is as above; for were it 41.5415, one

wou‘ld say [of the measure

J-gfi is also [said to be] an [irreg.] inf. n. of 5,

q- i- (Lb. K-)

3. 21,5, (5, Msb,K,) inf. n. and Jo},

(S, He separated himself/ram him. Mgh,

K. [See also 1 in art: vb), last signification.])

One says, I’lslté, meaning [Mix

ye with men oi familiar, 01" social, intercourse,

and] separate yourselves from them in deeds, or

actions. (TA.) _ She veiled her

face from him. (IAar oh the authority of Ibn

Ez-Zubeyr, TA in art. jfl.) [See also 6.] _

- a... a,

01-9- - 4 r

M him: see 2. And see also what next

follows.

¢,p¢

4- 31w as Ms, K) as; .5» (s) or 9K» 05.

(K,) inf. n. and (LhrK;) and

till}, (a, Msb, 1g, and Har p. 393,) aor.

(S, K, and Ear ubi supra,) or hilt, like

(Mgh.) int- n- (s. 1;, Bar.) or Jléj; (Mas

both signify the same; (S, Msb, K;) He removed

it [from its place ,' as the former is expl. in art.

[by]; (Msb in explanation of both, and Har

ubi supra in explanation of the latter 5) and so

' of which the primary signification is that

first assigned to it in the next preceding para

graph. (Har ubi supra.) See also 1, fourth sen

tence. [And see 4 in art. d,j.] \

5. 55,3, ($,~M._.h,1_<,) inf. n. and tjfifi,

(K,) the latter [irreg., being properly inf. n: of

2,] of the dial. of El-Hijaz, mentioned by Lh;

(TA,) and vamp, inf. n. (K;) i. q.
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[i.e. They became separated much, or

greatly, or widely; or became dispersed: or rather,

the former verb, being quasi-pass. of 2, has this

meaning; and the latter verb, as quasi-pass. of 3,

means simply they became separated, one from

another]: (S, K:) [for] ixfil signifies

($, is syn. with his: 'thus ip the

Kur [xlviii. 25], where it is said, ;i

1555': [Had they been widely separated,

one from another, we had assuredly punished

those who disbelieved]: (Msbf TA :) and some

here read [See also 7.]

6: see 5, in three places._[Hence,]

signifies also ,QLiJL'jl; (K, TA;) a tropical mean

ing: (TA :) one says, Jgijb', meaning w!

[i. e. IHe was, or became, abashed at him]: (0,

TA:) because theM separates himself, and

shrinks, from another: (TA.)—[See also helix),

whence it seems that one says, of a woinan,

meaning She veiled her face from men:

see likewise 3.]

7. dip! It was, or becante, put, or set, apart,

away, or aside; removed ,- or separated; (s, K ;)

:1; [from him, or it]. (TA.) One says,

see 1. [See also 5. And see

7 in art. d,j.]

tVidth between the thighs; (s, 15;) like

, , .

($-)

(K,) 01‘ occurring in a

trail, (TA,) Having the thighs wide apart.

(1.2m)

A man acute or sharp or quick in in

tellect,’ clever, ingenious, shilful, hnou'ing, or

intelligent; knowing with respect to the subtilties,

niceties, abstrusities, or obscurities, of things,

afairs, or cases; as also ' (K 2) or vehe

ment in altercation, or litigation, who shifts

from one plea, or argument, to another:

occurring in a trad., in which it is said, with

reference to two claimants,

[One of them two was a person who mixed

in, or entered into, afl'airs; vehement in alterca

tion, &c.]: (IAth,TA:) accord. to which latter

explanation, it should be mentioned in art. J,j,

as it is by the author of the L; but Z mentions it

in the present art., like F. (TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph.

Idefeat WM [a mistranscription for tires-Lil]

means [i. e. The beloved, or the friend, who

is in a state qfseparation, or disunion]. (TA.)

.1 4a

A woman who veils herfacefrom. men.

(IAar on the authority of Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr, TA in

this art. and in art.

Oi);

1. (s, MA, Msb, K,) aor. )1, (Mgh,)

inf. n. 3;}; (MA, Mgh, KL, TA ;) and '15,,

(s, M. Meals) at n- (Meb, KL,

TA ;) and 1213i, (Msb,1_{,) and Higji, (K,)

Bk. I.

which is its original form, (TA,) inf. n. ;

(Msb;) signify the same; ($, MA, Msb,K;)

He, or it, adorned, ornamented, decorated,

decked, bedecked, garnished, embellished, beauti

fied, or graced, him, or it. (MA, KL, P$: [and

the like is indicated in the and Msb and K.])

said ofa quality, and of an action, and of a

saying, is best rendered It adorned him, or

graced him, or was an honour to him,- eontr. of

as is indicated in the and K: and some

times means it was his pride: and Tait-I} means

as expl. above: and he embellished it, dressed it

up, or trimmed it ,- said in this sense as relating

to language: and he embellished it, or dressed it

up, namely, an action &c. to another (921$);

often said in this sense of the Devil; (as the

Kur vi. 43, &.c. ;) i. e. he commended it to him :]

Iii: and “iii [Such a thing adorned him,

&c.,] are expl. as said when one’s excellence

[$1.25, as I read for dab, an evident mistran

scription,] appears either by speech or by action :

and 7 [God’s adorning, &c., of

things] _is’ sometimes by means _of his creating

them [i. e. adorned, &c.]; and v.6:

[The adorning, &c., of men], by their abundance

of property, and by their speech, i. e. by their

extolling Him. (Er-Raghib, TA.) One says,

bid-M [Beauty adorned, or graced, him, or

it]. And Mejnoon says,

* apiggégeetgs *

* Le! ‘5 e523 *

[And, 0 my Lord, since Thou hast made Leyld

to be to me the object of love, then grace Thou me

to her eyes like as Thou hast graced her to me].

($, TA: but in the former, (53;)! in the place
of 6;.“ [The readipg in the $imeans of the

objects of love: for (5;, being originally an

inf. n., may be used alike as sing. and pl.])

6;" la?! [means The setting of)“,

or commending, of a commodity in selling; and]

is allowed, if without concealment of a fault, or

defect, from the purchaser, and without lying in

the attribution and description of the article.

(Ta)

2: see above, in six places.

4. and see 1, first sentence. = See

also the paragraph here following.

5. ;s and 1333:, (s,1_<,) the latter of the

measure 33!, [originally £51, and then $631,]

(S,) quasi-pass. verbs, [the former of and

the latter of 131),] (K,) signify the same; ($;)

[He, or it, was, or became, adorned, ornamented,

decorated, decked, bedeched, garnished, embel

lished, beautified, or graced;] as also $51, (S,*

K,) [a variation of the first, being] originally

the ;i being made quiescent, and incorpo

rated into the j, and the i being prefixed in order

that the inception may be perfect; ($, TA ;)

and ' Gigi,- and 'Egjl. (K.) One says,

Legit: [perhaps a mistianscriptiori for

13.231, The earth, or land, became adorned,

&c., with, or by, its herbage]; as also

originally [as expl. above]; and

some, in the Kur x. 25, read and some,

tide». (Ba) And theyeaidjggiqéihng

iii-3| [then 32,419.}! (the Tenth Mansion

of the Moon) rises aurorally, the palm-tree

becomes garnished with ripening dates: that

Mansion thus rose in central Arabia, about the

commencement of the era of the Flight, on the

12th of August, 0. S ; and in that region, at, or

soon after, that period, the dates begin to ripen].

(TA.) is said of language, as meaning It

was embellished, dressed up, or trimmed: and of

an action &c., as meaning it was embellished, or

dressed up, i. e. commended, to a person, by

another man, and, more commonly, by the

Devil.] _ And also signifies He adorned,

ornamented, decorated, decked, &c., himself.

(MA, KL.) [Hence,] J.th [He in

vested himself with that did not belong to

him]. ($ and TA in art. Cyth)

8. originally see the next pre

ceding paragraph, first sentence.

9 :

11: } see 5, each in two places.

, .

Qt): see art. 0,}.

[as an inf. n., and also as a simple subst.,]

is the contr. (#65: ($, Msb‘, K :) [as a simple

subst.,]i. q. £23], q. v.: (Har p. 139:) [and

commonly signifying A grace; a beauty; (1

comely Quality; a physical, and also an intel

lectual, adornment; an honour, or a credit; and

anything that is the pride, or glory, of a person

or thing: in these senses contr. ofégtfl pl.

(K.)—A2 says, I heard a boy of [the tribe

called] Benoo-’Okeyl say to another,

(in: meaning Myface is comer andthy

flwe 1'8 ugly; for :3 Aid-$3 :3

[my face is possessed qfcomeliness and thy face

is possessed of ugliness]; using the inf. ns. as

epithets; like as One says and

(TA.) ._ Also The comb of the cock.

[mentioned in this art. in the K]: see art.

0})

.4 m 1

lug}, the subst. from :35, (Mgh,) signifies

., L; [i. e. A thing with which, or by which,

bite is adorned, ornamented, decorated, decked,

bedeched, garnished. embellished, beautified, or

graced; or with which, or by which, one adorns,

&c., himself]; (T, $,I_§;) any such thing; (1‘,

TA ;) [any ornament, ornature, decoration, gar

nish, embellishment, or grace;] and so j ;

(K;) and l also, [which see above,] signifies

the same as £213): (Her p. 139:) accord. to El

Harallee, 2.13)“ denotes the [means of] beautifying,

or embellishing, a thing by another thing; con

sisting of apparel, or an ornament of gold or

silver or ofjervcls 0r gems, or aspect : or, as some

say, it is the beauty [seen] qf the eye that does

not reach to the interior of that which is adorned

[thereby]: accord. to Er-Réghib, its proper mean

161
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O-ti

ing is a thing that does not disgrace, or render

unseemly, a man, in any ofhis states or conditions,

either in the present world or in that which is to

come : but that which adorns him in one state or

condition, exclusively of another, is in one point

of view summarily speaking, it is of three

kinds; namely, mental, such as knowledge or

science, and good tenets; and bodili, such as

strength, and tallness of stature, and beauty of

aspect; and extrinsic, such as wealth, and rank

'or station or dignity; and all these are mentioned

in the Km: (TA =) the pl. is j. (HQ in x. 25.)

6311 “pt [or simply 11;) generally

means, The ornature, finer-y, show; pomp, or

gaiety, of the present life or world; and] par

ticularly includes wealth and children. (Kur

xviii. 44.) @359: [The ornature ef the

earth] means the plants, or herbage, of the earth.

(TA.) i}; [The day of ornatm'e] is the

festival (Se-all); when men used [and

still use] to adom'themselves with goodly articles

of apparel. (TA.) _And also The day of the

breaking [of the dam a little within the entrance]

of the canal quisr [here meaning the present

capital of Eg pt, El-Kahireh, which we call

“Cairo”], (K,TA,) i. e. the canal which runs

through the midst of Misr, and [the dam of]

which is broken when the Nile has attained the

height of sixteen cubits or more: this day is said

to be meant in the Kur xx. 61: it is one _of the

days observed in Egypt with the greatest gladness

and rejoicing from ancient times; and its obser

vance in the days of the Fatimees was such as is

inconceivable, as it is described in the “ Khitat”

of El-Malgtreezee. (TA. [The modern Observances

of this day, and of other days in relation to the

rise of the Nile, are described in my work on the

Modern Egyptians.])

A beautiful moon.

3Q} : see

j The art, or occupation, qf the so

in the present day.]

: see the last paragraph in this art.

: see _ [Also,] applied to a man,

Having his hair trimmed, or clipped, [or shaven,

by the (s, TA.)

i. q. [i. e. A cupper; who is

generally a barber; and to the latter this epithet

D u e)

is now commonly applied; as it is also

in the MA]. (s, TA.)== See also

_ END OF THE THIRD PART OF BOOK I

W. M. WATTS, 80 GRAY'S-XNX ROAD.

l ij) '1 ole-:1 ‘

: see

U i1

0‘)“ see each in two places in what

9 '0: follows.

chew

and V and V signify the same

[i. e. Adorned, ornamented, decorated, decked,

bedechedt garnished, embellished, or graced; as

also Vail: and the first signifies also self

adorned &c.]: (TA :) the second and third are

part. us. of the third being formed from

the second by incorporation [of the 3 into the j]:

and the dim. of is 7:95;, likejél-ie the

dim. otlglilh; and if' you suhstitute [for the >],

log»: and in like manner in forming the'pl.

.v r! J er '5

you say 953% and ($.) You say, U!

r 4' I 5: ' I lie:

41.33% '05» and labia, meaning

[i. e. I am graced by the making

known of thy command, or afl'air]. (TA.) And

7 means [i. e. A woman adorned,

&e.; or self-adorned &e.]: (K,TA:) in [some

of] the copies of the K, erroneously, my».

(TA.) '
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